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We purpose, at the conclusion of this series of papers, to supply our

readers with some sections, and probably other details, of a few of the

best cupolas now at work at home and abroad ; and at this moment we
only revert to this point with a view to noticing, ad interim, that

it has been stated to us, that a cupola is in use in Glasgow which

in continuous work melts sixteen tons per hour, the cupola being butfour

feet diameter, and we must therefore suppose cylindrical ; but we have

failed to procure auy details. In the absence of evidence we will not

venture to say this is impossible ; but will just remark, that if the

fact be so, this wonderful cupola which can supply 35,840 lbs. of

liquid iron hour by hour, must be capable of consuming the prodigious

bulk of nearly two tons of coke per hour, or about 319 lbs. of absolutely

dry coke per hour per foot of sectional area of cupola, which is about

double the rate of consumption of a locomotive fire-box, and this sup-

posing the iron melted with the low amount of 250 lbs. per ton total

;

and that the rate of supply of liquid iron is at the rate of 2854 lbs.

per hour per square foot area of furnace—which is the same thing as

to keep up a constant cylindrical stream of fluid iron of an inch in

diameter, and flowing at the rate of about four feet per second!

We readily admit that with continuous working, where the walls of

the cupola become white-hot to a considerable depth, results as to

the rate of melting may be obtained exceeding any to which we have

adverted in previous parts of these papers, all of which had reference

to " short spell work ;" but until furnished with " facts and figures,"

we must suspend our opinion as to this Glasgow furnace, the per-

formances of which, if realized, would be deserving of instant imita-

tion everywhere.

For the present, therefore, we proceed with our subject. The best

position for placing the cupolas in reference to the other parts of the

foundry in laying the latter out is one of much importance. In most
instances the choice is badly made. In German foundries as well as

in a great many British ones, the cupolas are very commonly placed

close on to or beside the greensand moulding floor, so as to " tap out"

right on to this floor, the crane or cranes being so arranged as to com-
mand the " crane ladles " when receiving metal at the shoot of the

furnace.

The furnace house proper is in this case at the rear of the cupolas,

which stand in fact in a vacancy left for them in the surrounding wall

of the moulding shop, and a narrow passage is preserved past or between

the cupolas so as to enable the furnace-men to gain access to the front,

for tapping on to the sand floor, or to the rear for charging and other

management.

This plan is adopted abroad even in very large foundries. We
readily admit that for a small third or fourth rate "jobbing foundry,"

or for a small foundry not of a high class, forming part of a general

engineering establishment—in either of which all sorts of moulding are

practised, and where loam and drysand moulds are usually " pitted
"

in the greensand moulding shop, which is, in fact, the only moulding
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floor—this plan may be practised as making the best of a bad matter

;

but it never will be the right one, nor such as should characterize a

model foundry, whether large or small.

The inconveniences are least, where as above, all the moulding opera-

tions go on upon the same floor ; where they do not, the metal must
be transferred in some way over a considerable space of ground to reach

the loam and drysand works, either by long runners, or by crane ladles

running on a railway and iron truck, or by swinging the crane ladle

from one crane to another by that dangerous and awkward contrivance

called " the ram's horn hook," or by some other mode— in whatever

way attended with loss of time and of labour, and increased danger

to the men.

But even in the case of the one sand floor constituting the whole

moulding space, the evils of this position of cupolas are not slight. In

the first place, a space of several feet in width of the sand moulding

floor, directly in front and extending along the whole length occupied

by the cupolas, is practically lost for moulding purposes. It must be

left vacant for the operations of the furnace-man, and manipulations of

the hand and crane ladles. The sand of the floor must be kept dr}'

;

for if damped, the splashes of stray metal fly about explosively, and

endanger the men's eyes ; and the sand hereabouts gets dirty, and filled

with small iron and oxide spherules, from .sparkles thrown off in tapping,

&c. In addition to this, while the non
l7
luminous heat radiated from

the outside of the cupolas, as well as that more intensely sent off from

the contents of ladles., &c, makes the moulders who may be employed

in front of the cupolas lazy and uncomfortable, the draught of cold

air that is carried through the openings at the sides of the cupolas into

the foundry is often such (especially in winter) as to give the men colds.

Knowing all this experimentally, the moulders take care to give such

cupolas a wide berth, and so practically a large strip of the moulding-

floor becomes unused and valueless. Other less important objections

might be urged. We therefore hold it that a clear space of from 15

to 25 feet wide should be specially preserved in front of the range of

cupolas in every case for their particular use, and be interposed between

them at the tapping-out side, and the loam or greensand floors.

Something as to the arrangement and position of the cupolas must

always depend upon the form in plan of the foundry itself, and upon the

speciality as to manufacture (i.e., class of castings) for which it is mainly

destined. Assuming, however, that the general plan of foundry be rec-

tangular, and that it be one of the larger and higher class, and engaged

both in greensand, and loam and drysand work, then we think that there

should be two distinct ranges of cupolas—one for the greensand, which

is almost always the heavier amount of work, and another for the dry-

sand and loam shop; that these two ranges should stand parallel to each

other, and back to back, with ample space between them to constitute

the furnace house and store yard (of which we have already spoken)—all

of which should be roofed over ; that a space of the width named above

should be preserved parallel to and in front of each range of cupolas,

and roofed over with iron-framed, tiled or slated open louvre roofing,

for tapping, ladles, &c, and that this space at the side furthest from

each range of cupolas should open directly into the loam and drysand

shop on the one hand, and into the greensand moulding shop upon the

A
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other. The question then arises, At what sides of these shops, respec-

tively, should the cupolas be placed, assuming that these shops are in

plan rectangular and not square ? This obliges us to digress a little into

the subject of foundry cranes ; for upon these appliances, and upon the

total capability of the foundry, depends, in reality, the shape of the

moulding shops.

Were the overhead traveller crane, or " shop gantry," alone employed

for the moulder's use, the very nature of that appliance would fix a long

rectangular form as best for either sort of moulding work. The longer

the travel in one line— no matter how many parallel gantrys may be

required, and the shorter we can make the traversing girders of these

in span, the safer and the more cheaply will the plant be got into use.

The span of the gantry girders is fixed by the width of the shop, or of

one-half or two-thirds, or some aliquot part of the width ; as one side

of the gantry frame may be supported on a range of pillars, and the

other upon an offset upon the wall, though we deem pillars in a foundry

always a nuisance. If the gantry is to extend the whole width of the

shop, its girders for a first-class foundry can be little under 50 to 60 feet

in length ; for a foundry under this width is inconvenient either for very

much or for very heavy work, although we have known a vast deal of

work by good management turned out of a shop that was only 30 feet

wide within the walls.

Then theform of the shop in plan will depend upon how much floor

room we want ; and this again, with the class of work to be turned out,

will determine the total length of the shop, and the number of parallel

gantrys that should be provided along its length. Where gantrys are

employed at all, they should be so constructed that any two, or perhaps

even three, should be capable of being brought up close together, and

of acting in concert as one hoisting tool of great power for occasional

purposes. Almost all operative moulders have a great objection to

travellers or gantrys for iron-founding purposes, and their objections

are not all mere prejudice, but in some respects very well founded.

The slightest shake, through any elastic yielding in hoisting machinery,

any want of the most perfect stiffness, is in the highest degree objection-

able to the moulder.

If he be engaged in uncovering or removing by the crane or other

hoisting gear the " top part " from a large and heavy " box," especially

if it cover a very large and long flat model, such as that of most bridge

or engine framing, &c, if there be the slightest flexibility in the hoist-

ing tackle, the top part, at the least change of resistance in rising,

begins to dance, the heavy mass vibrates up and down, like a fish at the

end of a stiff fishing-rod ; and though the actual range of oscillation

may be scarce visible to the eye, perhaps in range only a few tenths

of an inch, it is often enough, the movement being rapidly alternate,

particularly with a weak and flexible box, to dislodge some of the

sand, and produce either what workmen call " a bad lift " or " drops

out " of portions of the sand from the under side of the top part mould.

Nothing wastes time and labour equal to this, for the repairs (unless

the box is made with swivels to turn over upon iron tressels, which opera-

tion in itself is one full of hazard to the mould, and with a very long or

aweak box impracticable) are all done overhandby the moulders kneeling.

&c, beneath—an awkward attitude for working, one in which vision is

difficult, and artificial illumination by candles or gas indispensable, and

yet never good. Now, while we readily admit that it is possible to make a

gantry for a given space of shop, say 60 feet, as stiff as any pivot crane

can be made that shall command the same breadth of shop, it is a fact

that it is much more difficult and far more costly to effect this in the

former than in the latter case ; for without going further into detail, it is

obvious that a crane with 30 feet horizontal length of jib will command
the same breadth of shop as the gantry of double that length of girders,

and that in the latter case the total depth of the trussing beneath the

girders, or the obliquity of the truss bars, mainly determines the stiffness

of the gantry, and this total depth can never be very great, except by
a lavish amount of head room or height of walls.

But in the case of the crane the stiffness is obtained by struts against

the upright or mast, and these can always make large angles with the jib,

and be thus highly favourable to stiffness ; so that notwithstanding that

the gantry is (irrespective of trussing) in the favourable position for

strength of a beam supported at both ends and loaded at the middle or

some one intermediate point, while the crane is in the unfavourable one

of a cantilever of half the length of the gantry's bearing, and loaded at

one end. yet owing to the facility with which we can construct good
framing for the latter, as compared with that possible for the former, we

can always at equal cost make a much stiffer crane for foundry use than

we can a gantry of double the span.

It is chiefly from this cause that wherever we have seen a gantry

employed for moulding the men complained of its want of stiffness.

But there are other evils. If dancing through deficient stiffness be

objectionable, any sudden, jerking shake is far more so. Now if the

rails upon which a gantry travels could be made in one single length,

and be as true and fair from end to end as the beds of a planing machine,

there can be no doubt the gantry with its load would traverse smoothly

enough when once in motion ; but at every junction of length of the

bearing rails under such a load as 15 or 20 tons, or perhaps far more, a

slight drop of the carrying wheels occurs, and a sudden jar or shake is

given to the whole system, through perhaps a very small range, but

quite sufficient often to cause " a drop " of some of the sand in the top

part box against gravitation, clinging to the rest merely by the slight

cohesion of particles that a just amount of " ramming up" will admit as

alone possible.

Again, the gantry, whether it be moved directly by hand by labourers

aloft, or by a small steam engine traversing with it, is set in motion

and stopped from above, and is the means by which the load (the box)

itself is set in horizontal motion or this motion is again arrested. The
result of this is that after the gantry gear is stopped (let us say) above,

the motion accumulated in the load or box below, which has been in

motion with it, continues, and is resolved into more or less pendulous

oscillation of the load forwards and backwards in the line of its traverse,

until brought by hand to rest. This also tends to dislodge sand, &c.

Now, in the foundry pivot crane, the crane itself is swung round by

pushing or pulling at Hie load that hangs from it, and conversely it is

stopped in the same way; i.e., in this case the load is moved or stops,

and by it the crane is moved or stops. The result is that with the

crane, when the load is stopped, it comes to rest without any oscillation,

and as quickly as though it had floated like a balloon to the spot.

There is a further evil attendant on the gantry. Whether worked by

hand or by steam power, the men in charge of it are kept aloft (for we
have never yet seen a large gantry worked satisfactorily wholly from

the ground, though we do not doubt the possibility of such being done).

Now in every foundry in the after part of the day, often all day long,

clouds of steam and dust are rising and flying about. This makes the

vision of the men above less sure, and the safety of the men and the

work below is endangered by this, as well as by the noises that are

incessant in all large works. Indeed, in many foundries the constant

roar of the blast makes hearing difficult and uncertain.

These last are serious evils at all times, but they become highly

dangerous when the operation of "pouring" a heavy casting from

several crane ladles simultaneously hanging at as many gantrys is going

on. Here the slightest misconception of orders delivered from the floor

level to those aloft, or the least error or confusion on the part of the

latter, may cause the missing of the casting, or even the loss of life

amongst the men ; and where several gantrys are thus simultaneously

in use, the orders given to the man or men in charge of any one may

be mistaken by those on another as having been intended for them,

and with consequences that need not be enlarged upon.

It is no doubt true that all orders by voice might be dispensed with,

and signals alone, or some simple form of telegraph between the captain

of each ladle below and the men on each gantry employed ; but those

who know the trouble of introducing innovations in routine work in any

shop, and especially if these have anything savouring of the doctrinaire,

will know how unlikely such a plan is to find acceptance with working

moulders, whose practice from their earliest years has been to have the

heaviest crane ladle manipulated by the simple words, pout—-lower,

lowei— up (the mould being full, and the metal come up in the " rising

heads "). But yet again there is another objection. The men that are

stationed upon a gantry while a large casting is being poured, right over

which they must necessarily remain, get almost roasted and suffocated

at once. Foundry labourers long used to this sort of thing can and

will stand without flinching an amount of this torrefaction from below

that would put to shame the wonderful Fire King of Cremorne himself.

But let it happen, as it often does, that in pouring thus, a large deep

hollow casting (say a heavy engine cylinder and nozzles, or a great

complex bed-plate for a pair of marine engines, with condensers and

other hollow parts cast on to it), that the evolved gases do not ignite at

the right moment, and fire so late as to make something like an explo-

sion ; or let there be anything like a serious " blow " from damp in the
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loam, or from too hard ramming in greensand, or from any other cause,

and be attended with the perfect volcano of stars and sparks and shots

of melted or redhot metal projected in all directions that is usual—and

the instinct of self-preservation is most likely to cause the men aloft,

who would have borne the heat and smother well enough, to desert

their posts precipitately, and to leave the men below, if still standing

their ground, to manage the half-emptied ladles as best they can. From
all these reasons, and a good many more might be added, we are our-

selves disposed to endorse the alleged prejudice of the working moulder

against the use of gantrys for foundry purposes, and decisively to give

our preference to pivot cranes.

Now, while these are in a shop which from any cause is necessarily

long and narrow, they are best placed with their centres of " swing

round " as near as possible to one of the side walls, in alternate order

as respects opposite sides, so that each crane only commands a semi-

circle of floor, these semicircles intersecting ; but in a well-proportioned

shop of adequate width each crane should have its mast standing in

the centre of the breadth of the floor, and so command an entire circle

upon it. Now, we believe that about 30 feet length of jib, or a radius

of horizontal sweep of that amount, is about as great as any prudent

engineer regardful of economy would propose for a foundry crane to

sustain heavy loads, which we deem to be from 15 to 30 or 40 tons.

This limit, then, fixes the width of the moulding shop ; it ought not,

for a single row of cranes, to be more than about 75 feet in width in clear

of the walls, 60 feet of this along the centre being commanded (with

plumb tackle) by the cranes, and the remaining 15 feet being for passage

way, and for laying temporarily aside boxes or other materiel in con-

stant requisition.

And thus, as the width is thus determined, so the capacity of pro-

duction of the foundry

—

i.e., the total floor room required—must fix the

length, and this fixes the number of cranes.

The length of the shop, if all the cranes be of equal sweep, must be

nearly some multiple of the sweep of any one crane ; that is to say, it

must be as many squares of floor room as there are circles swept by
cranes. But as all the cranes for the whole length should be capable

of handing a heavy thing from one to the other for the whole length of

the shop, so must the circles of sweep overlap one another the length

way of the shop ; so that the jibs of any two adjacent cranes, wheu
pointing towards each other, and in line with the long axis of the shop,

shall overlap enough to enable the load of one to be taken off it by the

other without laying it down on the ground, which might often not be.

possible without destroying or interrupting work goiDg on upon that

spot of the moulding floor.

From what precedes, it follows that in a large foundry which is

rectangular in general plan, the moulding shops will not be square, but

long parallelograms in ground plan ; and this brings us back to the

question, at which we digressed in order to see the effect of the con-

ditions of the hoisting tackle in fixing the dimensions of these shops,

viz., at which, side or end, should the cupolas be placed.

From what we have stated, it is almost obvious that the cupolas

should be placed parallel to one of the long sides of the moulding shop,

and not at one of its ends. If it be through local circumstances indis-

pensable to place the cupolas at the latter place, then every heavy

crane ladle of metal must be handed from the crane next to and which

commands the cupolas to the next to itself, and so from crane to crane,

even to the remote end of the shop, if the casting be to be made there.

And this plan is actually in use in many places ; but its evils are multi-

farious. We need only illustrate one. If the mould be ready for

pouring at the farther end, every crane in the shop must be diverted

from its own proper work at the moment merely to hand metal ; and

as these all sweep round their semicircles in succession with their loads

of fluid iron, every moulder's work nearly in the shop is in succession

stopped, more or less, while the metal passes him. In a word, the

disposition of a foundry should in all things be such that the heavy

masses which are perpetually being moved. about should require the

smaller amount of range of motion, and be moved easiest and quickest.

This is worst carried out, so far as the cupolas and the transfer of the

metal from them is concerned, by their being placed at one end of the

shop, and upon the whole will be best effected, we believe, by placing

the range of cupolas at about the mid-length of one side of the parallelo-

gram of the shop floor, and disposing them generally in the way we
have already described.

If the transfer of crane ladles is to be solely effected by means of the

swing from crane to crane, it is obvious that one central crane must

perfectly command (and with plumb tackle, i.e., without any horizontal

drag by a tackle fall pulled diagonally out of plumb, to reach beyond

the full range proper to the crane) all the cupolas intended to supply

metal, for crane moulded work. We think some decided .advantages

would follow from having separate and small cupolas for hand ladles

and small work only. For such small work clean and very hot metal is

generally needed, and other reasons might be advanced why the heavy

castings and crane ladles should be supplied from distinct cupolas.

We should prefer in arranging a heavy foundry to make this crane

which commands the cupolas direct, and the next one to it at one or at

both sides, of extra strength ; in fact, to make these the " heavy cranes"

of the whole, and make and place them so as to command at once the

same spot of floor, so that, if need be, the two could have their powers

combined for any unusually heavy lift.

In a first-class foundry of very great magnitude, and doing various

sorts of work, there can scarcely be a doubt that it will be well to have

at least three distinct greensand moulding shops : one fitted up as we
have sketched for the heaviest work, and the pendant to this for loam

and drysand work ; another for greensand, but devoted to a smaller

and lighter class of work, but still requiring crane work in moulding.

This, whatever be its dimensions, should be furnished with a number

of nice, light, handy cranes of smaller height and less sweep than the

others we have referred to, and in this floor there need probably

not be any " pits
:
" to that we shall, however, return hereafter. The

third shop should be devoted merely to hand work, to mechanical or

machine or transfer moulding, or to bench moulding for very small work.

As we are, however, not just now discussing the foundry establish-

ment as a whole, but merely the relation in position, of the cupolas to

the moulding floor, we may dismiss this by saying that for the purposes

of any one of these three or rather four classes of moulding shops the

same principles apply, and that the place of the cupolas should be, as

far as circumstances will allow, at the centre of the length of one of the

long sides.

And now! we may come to the question, What is the best way,

supposing the shops and furnaces thus placed, of transferring the liquid

iron from the cupolas to a given distant point of the moulding floor

where the quantity is large?

We should mention, in passing, that we shall return to the details of

construction of foundry cranes themselves, and to the best methods of

connecting them with the building, &c, for support, in a future paper.

We now deal simply with the transfer of the metal from the cupolas,

swinging cranes, placed as described, being the hoisting tools in use.

There are, in fact, four methods, all more or less practised, for getting

the liquid metal to the " runner " or mouth of the mould :

—

1. The crane ladle or ladles being already hooked on to the one

or more cranes, and sunk partially into pits dug in the sand floor, so as

to lower their brims to a convenient level, the metal may be tapped

out into a large number of successive hand-ladles holding perhaps five

cwts. each, and carried by the men, and one after another emptied into

the crane ladles until these be full enough. This primitive plan generally

involves the necessity of "bottling up" the cupola and "tapping"

afresh for each hand-ladle. It is very unsafe for the men, any one of

the six who carry a large hand-ladle tripping, may destroy the lives

of the whole, and the glare of the metal hinders the men from properly

seeing their way, so that they are very liable to trip. This, however,

is a danger incident to all use of hand-ladles when carried by men.

For these and other reasons, some of which will occur to every iron-

founder, we may assume that no one would adopt this method but by

necessity.

2. A long, and if necessary crooked sheet iron trough or " runner,"

lined either with dried loam like a ladle, or with greensand com-

pacted by hand against its sides and bottom, these having been pre-

viously wetted with " clay-wash," may be so prepared as to be adapted

to the shoot of the furnace, and to lead by the nearest line', and with a

gentle fall all the way, to either the crane ladle or to " a pool " made

in the sand-bed, and at a suitable level to command the mould. This

plan, rude as it is, answers well enough when the total length of run

does not exceed perhaps about 100 feet ; but it is liable to some

accidents, to say nothing of its awkwardness, and of the difficulty of

removing the runners out of the way when done with.

These have become too hot to handle, but may be carried away by

making the runner to ship together in. short lengths, say 12 to 15
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feet, and having at two points in each length two wrought-iron eyes

rivetted to the top edges of the shoot opposite each other, through

which round bars can he run so that four men can carry away the hot

shoot. Elbow pieces are peculiarly inconvenient to be carried while hot.

The most probable accidents are as follows, both of which we have

seen happen :—On tapping out, a bit of coke may get swept into and

jammed in the aperture which is discharging the liquid iron, and with

this result, that the stream which was before running quietly enough

in the direction of the channel of the runner, shall suddenly shoot up

and throw itself in a parabolic sort of trajectory right over one side of

the trough in a diagonal direction ; and unless the piece of coke be

small enough in some one of its sections to be driven, after a few

moments, out with the stream of issuing metal, no amount of poking

with the tapping bar will prevent its getting back to its unfortunate

berth again and again, and the whole contents of the cupola being spilt

about the floor ; or if the cupola be " bottled up " and once more

tapped (which is the best chance, because it gives hope that the peccant

bit of coke will then float up in the furnace and take itself out of the

way), the runner has become spoiled, or nearly so, by the cooled metal

and scale laying along its bottom, and perhaps the casting itself may

have been lost, in case the admission to the mould shall have been

begun. The other likely accident is that some unlucky tackle-fall

chain and block from one of the cranes, or something else, may just at

the wrong moment get dragged across the runner and either throw it

down from its supports (usually of dry brickwork and sand), or break

one of the junctions of the lining. If the latter happens, and a thread

of metal begin once to run through, a big hole in the sheet or plate

iron is melted in a few seconds, and it may be impossible to get the

metal to go beyond this point, where it will insist obstinately upon

depositing itself in a broad flood upon the floor. These are sufficient

reasons, as we take it, why this will never willingly be adopted as a

standard method of transporting large quantities of metal.

There is perhaps just this exceptional case : if a single casting,

such as an anvil-block for a steam hammer of 150 tons weight is to

he run, the total volume of metal for which exceeds the power of the

largest crane ladles combined by any probable number of cranes.

Then the runner must be employed, and whether the metal be melted

by the cupola or by the air-furnace, or by a number of both combined,

we can always in such a case manage that the mould shall be near the

whole of the furnaces, and that the runner from each shall be pretty

short and pretty straight; and, moreover, in this case, each runner

may be built up from the ground with good firm brick and lined with

loam or sand, and of ample capacity near the tapping places. If one

of these huge castings be of a nature analogous to the example above

alluded to, an anvil block—as great cleanness of metal or exactness as

to temperature for pouring, or of continuity of pouring when once

begun, all become less important or unimportant—there is scarcely

any necessity for collecting all the metal in the large bowl sunk and

prepared in the sand, and known to moulders as " a pool," placed

between the furnaces and the mould, and provided with iron (clay-lined)

sluices to let pour and stop the run of metal into the mould. In fact,

in such a case the mould itself is the pool. But if the casting, though

very heavy, be of a more complex form, or have any thin members
attached, or demands perfect purity of metal and freedom from blow-

holes or slag or dross being carried in and involved with the liquid

iron, then a pool must be employed as well as the runners.

Wherever the total weight of the casting will admit of it, however,

we hold that the crane ladle, single or multipled, is the only tool that

should be employed, and that our choice should be limited to what is

the best way of getting each crane ladle full of metal, hanging from the

erane, and in position to command the mould. This brings us to the

third and fourth methods—namely,

3. The crane ladles may be all placed ready, and under command
of the central crane that commands the cupola. Each ladle is by this

crane placed before a cupola, and this is tapped out to fill it. The full

ladle is now hoisted and swung round and transferred to the next crane

from the first, and so on with the whole. The transfer from one crane

to the other may be done by the triple hook called the " ram's horn
hook," which the second crane catches by one of its hooks (the free one)

while the ladle hangs from the other pair; and by hoisting on the

second crane the ladle is lifted off from the first and transferred to the

latter; or by depositing it on the ground from the first crane, and then

seizing it by the second.

4. Or, the ladles being all placed as before, the first is put hanging

from the central crane in position for being tapped out into. As soon

as it is filled it is lifted by the crane, and placed upon a skeleton

wrought-iron truck carriage, with four flanged wheels running upon a

railway of edge bars buried to their upper edges in dry sand. The
railway is so arranged that the ladle having been transmitted along it

for a shorter or longer distance shall get within reach of the other

cranes in succession. Each of these takes off the carriage, its own ladle

and swings it ready for pouring. Thus as many ladles as may be

required are filled in succession and transmitted to the places where the

several cranes can grasp them. This applies equally whether it be

merely that one crane ladle is to be got to the most remote corner in

the foundry and there poured alone, or whether, as we have here

assumed, a casting is to he made that demands a combination of

several such ladles full together.

Now we do not hesitate to say that we believe this last is the very

best mode of transferring large masses of liquid iron from the furnaces

to the moulds.

It would he perhaps difficult to say where the method was first

practised ; but it was employed by the writer, and by James Nasmyth
at Patricroft, at least twenty years ago, and now in many places is

not very uncommon. To be free from risk, difficulty, or exception,

however, this method needs to be carried out with attention to some
specialities of construction which we have never seen described, and

have remarked as not to have attracted already the attention of iron-

founders generally.

In our next paper we shall commence by treating of those speciali-

ties of construction, starting from the crane ladle itself, and pointing

out some extensions or improvements of the method which have

hitherto been scarcely carried out at all.

It is one of the peculiarities of practical manipulative arts upon the

great scale, that their very essence as regards success, whether this be

measured by time or money, by perfection, amount, or cheapness of

product, consists in the accurate observation of and attention to many
details. The consideration of these, to be of any practical value,

involves many words, or the omission of many points, the true import

of which the practical man alone can perhaps fully recognize.

Our readers, therefore, must not deem us prolix in having thus
" delayed the metal " so long between the furnace and the mould, and

in postponing to another part its arrival at the latter.

—

Ed.

THE LOSS OP THE LONDON.

The official inquiry into the circumstances attending the loss of this

ship in the Bay of Biscay within a few days of her leaving port, though

not formally, may now be said to he virtually, ended. The main

evidence of the few survivors, and of skilled or other witnesses con-

nected with the ship or its construction, has been given ; and as good
ground for forming opinion as to the immediate causes which led to the

destruction of the ship exists now as is likely to be acquired.

There is therefore no impropriety in our briefly considering how
far the loss of the ship is in anywise attributable to malconstruction,

and endeavouring to come to a conclusion as to how far such defective

construction, if existing, may be remediable in other cases.

We shall not go back to recapitulate the incidents of the wreck, and
sudden foundering of the ship amidst a tremendous sea in the deep
waters of the Bay of Biscay ; nor revert to the circumstances of quiet

heroism or of silent despair with which more than two hundred people met
that death which had been pronounced to them inevitable—all of which
have given so unusually tragic a character to this event. Nor shall we
discuss the now useless question as to whether or not more might

have been attempted to save the ship, or, failing that, to have saved

the lives of more of those on board. Some matters mentioned by the

survivors may suggest a surmise that temporary horror of the swiftly

impending fate, deprived some of the stout hearts and strong hands
on deck from any effective attempt while time yet remained for it,

to have saved their lives in the remaining boats, or on spars, &c.
But those who have ever witnessed the scene which the deck of a large

and crowded ship presents when rolling heavily and helplessly in a
mountainous sea, with ponderous things broken loose, and hurried in all

directions by masses of water continually swept over and with them,
well know how small becomes the physical possibility of any effective
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effort, even where, as in a ship of war, every man can rely upon him-

self and upon the support of his shipmates ; and where neither the

disabling ties of relationship, the fears of landsmen, nor the wailing

helplessness of women and children, as in this case, are added to the

distracting chaos.

It may be possible that the London must have foundered in the

end, whether the engine-room hatchway coamings had been swept away
or not ; that she had already sustained such damage aloft, was so deep

in the water, and was so stowed with cargo, that even though her

engines could have been kept going she might not have survived.

It may be, and indeed it seems suggested to us by the facts, as highly

probable, that the heavy parts of her cargo, the 300 and odd tons of iron,

&c, were so stowed in relation to the build and displacement of the ship

as to have increased her tendency to roll to a dangerous amount, coupled

as it was with a deck-load of coal ; and that the time of oscillation of

the ship was altered by this improper stowage, so that she rolled with

a short, sharp, uneasy motion that nothing above the deck could long

withstand in such a seaway.

Not that we should deem this necessary to the solution of her having

become dismasted so early. Iron masts, thin hollow tubes, are extremely

stiff, but in proportion to this are miserably v;eak. Devoid of elasticity

in a practical sense—for the range of elasticity in such iron tubes is

almost nothing up to the crippling point—the iron mast does not spring

for its whole length, and yield to the variable and impulsive transverse

strains to which it is momentarily submitted. Every such transverse

force is at once transferred down to the tops, or the deck, as the resisting

fulcrum, and here, at the point of maximum strain, tends to break the

tube in two. When broken the fracture is one short, and clean across,

and the remaining piece presents none of the facilities for temporary

repair, which the long splintering fracture of the old fir timber mast so

often afforded. For mainyards often upwards of 100 feet long, it is fear-

ful to contemplate the transverse strain at the centre to which, if of iron,

the material is exposed. It is at once subjected to the strain due to

the prodigious inertia of the iron itself in the yard when the ship rises

rapidly over the seas, to the downward drag of an enormous spread of

square sail, and to the transverse, and more or less horizontal, impulsive

force of the wind; these forces being all applied at the centre of the

length—in the way of all others the most disadvantageous for any beam
being strained transversely—and being, in this case, one consisting only

of two thin hollow acuminated cones applied base to base at the centre

of the yard. Iron masts and yards are rapidly growing in use, but we
hesitate not to say we deem them a move in the wrong direction, and

never more so than when applied to ships of war. It is probable, how-

ever, that their use will continue to extend, in face of all valid objections,

simply because it is said that owing to the increasing scarcity and rise

in price of large spars for mast timber, iron masts are by much the

cheaper appliance.

We should like to have seen accurate drawings of the iron masts and

yards of the London submitted, in the hands of a competent theoretic

mechanic, to a rigid calculation as to the stress they could bear without

fracture ; and at what velocity of rolling, or of other suddenly applied

or arrested transverse movement, they could be chucked across by

their own inertia of rest or of motion.

However, all this is apart from the main question. Whether the

ship might in any event have ultimately become a wreck, from these or

other causes, and either foundered or drifted ashore, it admits of no

doubt that the immediate cause of her foundering was the destruction of

the engine-room hatchway. The loss of this admitted water from the

sea-swept deck in such volume as to have rapidly risen in the engine-

room above the fire bars, and put out the boiler furnace fires. Thus
deprived of her only remaining power of propulsion, or of keeping steer-

age way, she fell off into the trough of the sea, rolled necessarily worse

than before, took in water still faster, and, as stated by one witness (of

the survivors) seemed settling fast by the stern, before even the staving

in of the stern lights finally gave her the coup de grace. The Board of

Trade inquiry has, so far at least, seemed to us even less than usually

capable of eliciting precise truth upon the critical points. Any such

inquiry must be rendered difficult by the not unnatural desire of those

chiefly interested, whether in money or in reputation, to screen them-

selves from blame, if such were justly deserved; and hence, in such

inquiries as this, the attention of the court is generally skilfully put upon

a false scent as much as possible by lawyers and agents. Nor has the

present inquiry apparently been free from this defect.

We may, however, at once say that we do not think that any rigidity

of investigation could justly attach blame to Messrs. Wigram, the

builders and owners of the London, unless the judgment included along

with these eminent and successful shipowners, nine-tenths if not the

whole of the shipowning interests of Great Britain.

The London was, in fact, built and equipped for sea neither better nor

worse than is in accordance with the prevailing bad practice of the naval

architects and shipowners of nearly all Europe and America in respect

of that which really was her vulnerable point and fatal failure, viz., the

hatchway coaming. In all ships this is very nearly

constructed alike—a wretched piece of flimsy joinery,

more or less of the character of fig. 1—a piece of wood
stood up on edge at the deck level, and secured by
screws or spikes, rarely even supported by wrought iron

brackets or straps, and with wood rafter-like bars or

muntings to secure the badly hinged glazed sashes

which shut over it, or are opened p; j
and kept up by a bit of chain or a

-^^_..^__^
sector for ventilation. The glass is
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sometimes secured by wire-work or gratings, if

that verb may be applied to a miserable set of

wires of brass, which is always too flexible to

save the glass from a severe stroke; and,

exposed to air and to sea-water, becomes in a few months as brittle as

pipe-clay.

It has been rendered doubtful in the present case whether the hatch-

way coaming was fairly smote off and washed away by the seas that

were shipped, or whether it was hammered off by a large boom which

rolled about the deck, and acted end-on upon it like a battering ram.

But what matters it which way the end came, every hatchway coaming
is liable to be roughly maltreated by loose spars sent about the deck in

such cases. It follows that every properly constructed hatchway upon

an upper deck should be so designed that it should be proof against

either the direct stroke of the sea, however heavily the " green water "

may come on board, or against any amount of thumping from heavy

bodies rolling or scending about loose upon deck. Were all our iron

ships built as they ought to be, with an iron upper deck (under a wood
one), so as to complete the upper member of the

hollow beam, which the ship may be considered as,

then we should possess the necessary foundation for

constructing the hatchway coamings also of iron,

and of a solidity commensurate to the severe usage

they are liable to be exposed to.

The general idea of an iron coaming for such an

iron-decked ship, even though made as to form,

upon the generally

accepted model, Fig- 2.

would be some-

thing as in fig. 2,

where one deck

beam and part of

the iron and super-timber deck are shown,

and the iron-plating and angle irons of the

raised coaming, all in section. The top edge

of the iron coaming might carry a piece of

hard wood bolted to its top angle iron all round ; and to this again

the iron or gun metal sash bars, or rafter bars, might be screwed.

In the latter case the sashes of the skylight could be made movable,

to drop into the rabbates, and should be secured down when in place

by screws passing into the bottom fillets of the rafters, or into gun-

metal nuts sunk into the hard wood ledge running all round. What
can be worse than the usual mode of fastening down by brass hooks

and eyes, or pins of iron or brass passing through eyes in the coam-

ing? No shipbuilder would dream of placing a small dead-light

in the side of a ship, that had not a solid metallic frame for the thick

plate of glass, and the frame strongly hinged at one side, and really

secured by a screw and handle to move it at the other ; but here, where

a thousand times the surface is exposed, common rough plate-glass, or

even sheet-glass in large panes, and hooks and eyes are deemed enough!

It is true the coaming is higher above the water line than the deck

light ; but it did not need the London to prove that the former may be

struck with a force sufficient to render all the precaution given to the

construction of the dead-light equally requisite here.
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But even such constructive change as we have (illustratively only)

pointed out is not sufficient. The same principles of construction, and

the same precautions that are devoted to the formation of the lanthorn

of a lighthouse, should, a fortiori, be applied to that of a hatchway

coaming, as vitally important as that of the engine-room of a large ship.

In the lighthouse, we make the whole lanthorn frame of gun metal

or of iron; we unite it carefully into one whole; we fix all the plates of

glass into place (not by putty, as is the common plan for coamings) but

with fillet strips of gun metal, screwed on and covering the metallic

rabbates in the mnntings ; we give the whole exterior the advantage

against the impulse of wind and sea, of the convex cylindrical or poly-

gonal form. If there are any movable plates or doors anywhere, they

open outwards, are of metal, ponderously hinged, and secured by large

bolts or by locking screws.

Now these same methods are those which we should carry into the

Fig. 3.

construction of a safe hatchway coaming. It would then assume in

section something of the form in fig. 3.

The coaming proper is, as in fig. 2, of wrought iron, rivetted to the

deck beams, none of which are cut away, but cross the hatchway space.

The glazed portion above is arched—a semi-cylinder, which at the two
ends should finish in quarter spheres. The muntings should all be of

rolled iron or of gun metal. They should not be further apart than 18

inches, and they should be crossed transversely by longitudinal bars, so

as to divide the whole arched surface into spaces for panes of glass of

not more than 18 inches square, even less being better. The glass

should be J inch thick at least, bent to the curve, and not of rough
plate, which from being imperfectly annealed, and from other circum-

stances, is extremely brittle in relation to good polished plate-glass.

Each plate should be secured in place by screwed gun-metal or iron-

fillet strips, and the edges of the plate all round be bedded in vulcanized

india-rubber or in softened gutta percha—never in putty, which when
it gets hard, and in extreme climates, is certain to produce fracture of

the glass. With glazing done thus and in such a frame, the sea might
be defied, and no additional protection, unless some light wire-work
to 6ave the glass from accidental blows of hard bodies, would be
necessary.

But a still further protection should be provided, against the possible

though most improbable, contingency of the destruction of a large portion

of the structure (frame and all) by some heavy blow of a spar coming
down from aloft, or washing about the deck, and striking it end on, as

such was said to have done on board the London.
For this purpose a succession of boiler-plate iron covers or shutters

should be hinged along the middle of the hatchway coaming, back to

back, and stand up at ordinary times in the position in which they are

seen on edge in fig. 3. Each pair of shutters, or valves, would be in

width, in a direction perpendicular to the plane of this page, equal to

the width between two deck beams. The extreme end shutters would
be in form quarter circles, all the others being rectangular ; and each
cover when dropped down through the quadrant in the directions shown
by the arrows, should find a firm bearing all round with the means of

being fastened down. The whole system of covers should be held up
in the position shown by latches or detents, which by extremely simple

arrangements can be so made that either the shutters or valves can be
dropped down, one by one, by hand from the deck or from below ; or

that in the event of a very heavy sea striking the opaque metallic

upper work or ridge of the glazed light, a loose external surface of this

should be depressed by the blow and should release all the covers, so

that they might at once fall down to the level of their berths on the deck

beams, &c, and so seal up the whole hatchway, independently of the

glass above or of its framing.

We may remark that except as to this mode of automatic release,

we believe there is nothing novel in the idea of iron valve shutters such

as we have described. They have been noticed to us under the name
of The Butterfly Hatchway Valve Cover, by one of the most accom-
plished naval architects in our country.

The plan of coaming and of hatchway light that we have thus

generally described infers, of course, that all its parts are rigidly fixed

in place. We deem this imperative for safety ; nothing should be risked

here ; and this is not the place through which to provide ventilation for

the engine-room and to supply the draft for the boiler fires. In fair or

moderate weather any required down draft of air can be commanded
with safety by large air pipes standing above the deck, and made to

unship, and the holes to cover up in foul weather ; or by the common
wind sail ; and in some climates, as, for example, in the Red Sea, where

arid calms prevail occasionally, aided by fan draft driven by the donkey

engine. But for bad weather times and heavy seas, the means of venti-

lation should be provided by an external casing round the base of the

funnel, reaching so far up as to be out of reach of being overtopped by
water, and hooded over on top, as shown in fig. 4, where A b is the

level of the upper deck.

For the supply of the boiler draft, whatever heat the down-draft

in the direction of the arrows may acquire will be of advantage, as it

Fig. 4.

will return so much waste heat ; but as the same channel is to supply

air to the engine-room and stokers, a moderate temperature is desirable,

and this may be easily obtained by an inner concentric open topped iron

casing round the funnel, into which cold water may be passed, or merely

a separate down-draft of air carried into one or two of the ashpits. The
air for ventilation then passing between the outer cylinder shown in

the figures and this cool inner one will be as low as necessary in

temperature.

These words merely profess to offer principles and hints. They
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are not intended, nor are they sufficient, for the description of detailed

construction.

We trust one grand practical result will come of the loss of the

London, and of the discussion to which elsewhere and here it has given

rise, namely, that naval men and naval architects will revise and improve

the existing most defective construction of these parts of our ships, and

decide upon the best arrangement practicable ; and that based on that

decision, a new rule of Lloyds' may issue, making safety in hatch-

ways, &c, compulsory.

—

Ed.

ON THE SUBTRACTION OF FRICTION FROM THE WORKING
SURFACE OF SLIDE-VALVES.

The attempts that have been made at most periods during the history

of steam engineering to arrest a part, or as far as practicable, the whole

friction consequent upon the excessive weight by which the slide-

valves of steam engines are forced against the working faces of the

steam and exhaust ports, are so numerous, but nearly the whole of

them so much allied in principle, that scarcely any difference can be

said to exist amongst these, except in dimensions or in some of the

mechanical details. It would almost seem, at this age of comparatively

perfect examples of steam-engine efficiency, scarcely necessary to fall

back and discuss a subject now (when measured by the past limit of

this age of mechanical progress) so old ; still when a little careful

reflection indicates how much in numerous cases our engine builders

may improve the value of their productions, if a continuously or

rather permanently reliable method of diminishing the amount of work

done by the steam utilized in the cylinder, in overcoming the friction

of the slide-valves, is rendered accessible to them, it appears a line

of duty to show up in their true colours some of the facts which,

unfortunately, have never yet been fairly grappled with. Equilibrium

valves (so-called) there are in dozens; but these mechanical contrivances

for diminishing the force by which a valve is pressed against its seat,

are, after all, only temporary in their action, as experience universally

Eg. 1.

proves it so far impossible to keep the packing on the back of the valve
steam-tight against the door of the steam chest. A slight blow from
some one or other of a set of causes now easily explained in a very short

time after the valve has been at work takes place, and this leak acted
upon continually by the urgency of the pressure in the steam chest so

rapidly enlarges, that the original and intended perpetual diminution

of pressure and consequent decrease of friction no longer exist.

To marine engines in which, as hitherto and up to the present

period constructed, the area of the slide-valves is necessarily very large,

the greatest amount of attention appears to have been directed to

arrest the evil, and had a corresponding set of experiments been
made with locomotive and stationary land engines, working under (to

a certain extent) the additional advantages of proportionally small
valve areas and high speeds, there is not a doubt that the efficiency

of these classes of engines would be much increased, and the annual
cost of their repairs would be, to say the least of it, diminished in a

commercially appreciable degree. The question naturally enough

arises what is the amount of work done in overcoming the frictional

resistance to motion of any given slide-valve ? Let us take for example

that of a locomotive engine, and in so doing we will single out dimen-

sions and steam pressure which are now a fair average of what is

universally employed

—

15 inches.

11 inches.

165 square inches.

120 lbs. per square inch.

115 lbs. per sqaare inch.

18,975 lbs.

18-84 feet.

280-2.

45 miles per honr.

0'75 miles.

210.

71'5 square inches.

4-8 lbs.

343-2 lbs.

18,975—343-2 =
18631-8 lbs.

Slide-valve—length 1 foot 3"inches, ....
" breadth,

Area of valve = 15 X 11 —
Steam pressure in boiler, ......
Effective pressure in steam-chest, average, .

Total pressure on valve = 165 X 115 = •

Circumference of driving wheel==....
Revolutions per mile=......
Rate of advance of engine=.....
Distance travelled per minute =
Revolutions of driving wheel per minute = 280 X 0*75=
Area over which the back pressure of exhaust acts^

13 X 55 = . . . . . . .)

Mean back pressure of exhaust according to Mr. D.")

Gooch's experiments in 1851, . . . .)

Total value of the back pressure on valve 71*5 X 4'8 =
Effective pressure on the valve = difference of total)

pressure and back pressure = . . . .

)

Then to find the work done in moving the valve under this pressure

we have the following :

—

Mean travel of valve when working in third or fourth notch, average

3 inches, and as the valve moves through a double stroke, for every

revolution of the driving wheel, the actual travel per revolution of

engine is 3 x 2 = 6 inches ; and as the driving wheel, at the speed

we are considering, undergoes 210 revolutions per minute, the actual

distance moved over by the valve by its own intrinsic motion, indepen-

1260
dently of the advance of the engine, is 210 x 6=—— inches= 105

feet per minute ; consequently the theoretical value of work done per

minute in foot-pounds is the product of 18631-8 lbs. into 105 feet multi-

plied by the coefficient of friction, which, under the circumstances, accord-

ing to Morin's experiments isO'3, plus a, a constant representing the value

of friction of the valve spindles in their stuffing boxes, and the resistance

produced by the weight of the valve itself, buckle, spindles, &c. ; but as

this is practically so small when compared with the work done in over-

coming the friction of the valve itself, it may be left out of the calcula-

tion. Thus, neglecting the value of a, total theoretical work per minute

. , ,. . „ , , . 186318 x 105
in overcoming the friction of the valve is x 0-3= 17'7

ooUUU

horse-power ; and as a locomotive has two such valves, the total useful

effect abstracted from the

engine is 17-7 X 2 = 35-4 Fig. 2.

horse-power; it is, however,

probable that in practice the

diminution of efficiency is not

quite so high. Now, it must

be borne in mind, that the

foregoing calculation repre-

senting, as it fairly does, the

facts as they at present exist,

is by no means an extreme

case, for much higher speeds

and higher pressures are now
employed on some lines ; and

in goods engines in which the

driving wheels are smaller,

and the velocity of piston

still higher, the absolute sub-

traction from the efficiency of

the engine, by the friction of
rTffrg

the valves alone, is increased

to a much larger extent, the

diminution of efficiency of the

engine growing in a ratio more rapidly than those of the speed and

pressure.

To obviate some of the drawbacks just enumerated, a firm in Glasgow

have recently designed an arrangement by which the pressure of the valve

face on its seat, and the friction consequent thereon, may be reduced

to the smallest possible extent, the absolute limit of the friction being

"^tkvUHtt?
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thus capable of diminution to zero. The principle on which the

efficiency of the arrangement depends is that of counteraction, or the

introduction of a second area to be pressed by the steam in a direction

contrary to that in which the steam tends to force the valve; and

for the sake of elucidating the practical application of this principle,

reference is now made to the engravings, of which fig. 1 is a

longitudinal section of an ordinary steam-cylinder A, steam-chest u,

and showing the piston, c, slide-valve, d, and the means, e, f, of

relieving the pressure of the slide-valve, d, on its working face on the

edges of the steam ports, h. Fig. 2 is a transverse section corres-

ponding to fig. 1, and in it the same letters of reference are attached to

the relative parts. Now, on inspecting these figures it is at once

evident, that as the steam enters the steam chest, b, it presses upon

equal areas of the piston, e, and the valve, d, with an amount of energy

in each case positively identical ; hence it follows that if the areas

of the piston, e, and that of the valve, d, are the same, that the

momenta of the pressures are equal, and since the valve and piston

are connected by the link, F, it is obvious that the valve and piston are

in equilibrium ; consequently if a slight preponderance of area is given

either to the valve over the piston, or vice versa, that either of the parts

possessing the greatest area will drag that having the smaller area in

the direction in which it is forced by the steam with a pull under a given

steam pressure proportionate to the difference of the areas, and with a

velocity proportionate to the excess of pressure over the resistances to

be overcome. These principles being laid down, it becomes apparent

that we may arrange the proportion of the areas of the piston and valve,

so that the latter may be driven without absorbing more force from the

engine than is absolutely requisite to overcome the friction of the

spindles, due to their reciprocating movement in the stuffing boxes.

Therefore in applying this means of arresting the friction of slide-valves,

the piston is made of an area less than that of the valve ; the difference

being proportional to the sum of the back pressure of the exhaust, and

the force necessary to maintain the valve in practically steam-tight

sliding contact with the steam-chest face, H ; the product of the pres-

sure in the steam-chest into this increase of the area of the valve

over the piston being the amount of force necessary for obtaining the

two previously mentioned requirements.

As the valve is in motion, the link, F, has a corresponding radial

Fig. 3.

motion, therefore the piston has also a proportional reciprocating

motion in the balancing cylinder.

Now, as before mentioned, it is with locomotive engines that the

necessity of balancing the slide-valves is more especially felt, and owing
to the generally contracted room in the steam-chest of this class of

engines, especially those having inside cylinders, no scheme until very
recently has been successfully applied to overcome the evil.

In many outside-cylinder engines there is room to apply such an
arrangement as the preceding ; but even this, under no modification,

could be satisfactorily adapted to the cramped space of a narrow gauge
inside-cylinder steam-chest. There is, however, by a peculiar arrange-

ment, room to do so in that of a broad gauge engine, and the following

figures and illustrations will explain how this is proposed to be effected :

—

Fig. 3 is a half transverse section and front elevation of a pair of

broad gauge locomotive cylinders, to which the balancing apparatus is

shown applied. Fig. 4 is a half plan and horizontal section corres-

ponding to fig. 3, and fig. 5 is a side elevation of the cylinder. Now, in

a pair of broad gauge 17-inch cylinders, there is (when bolted to their

steam-chest, and the slide-valves are placed therein) between the backs

of these a distance of 12 to 13 inches, which is ample room to apply

the method of balancing now to be described. In figs. 3, 4, and 5, a

stuffing-box, A, is fitted at the centre of each end of the steam-chest,

the gland of that one at the leading end being made of larger bore, to

fit over the tubular shaft, b, which extends only to half the distance

through the steam-chest, whereas the solid shaft, c, passing through b,

extends completely across the steam-chest, and has a bearing in the

stuffing-box, a, at the trailing end. To the leading ends of these shafts,

b and c, levers, e and F, are respectively keyed ; these are coupled by

the connecting rods, G and h, to 'the pistons, I, in the small cylinders, K.

At the inner end of the tubular shaft, b, a short lever, I, is secured and

connected by a link, seen in figs. 3 and 4, to a universal joint in the

back of the slide-valve ; similarly at the central part of the solid shaft,

C, a short lever, m, is fixed, and connected in the same manner to the

back of the other slide-valve.

The cylinders, k, each communicate with the steam-chest by means

of the passages, n and o, respectively ; by that one marked n the steam

is communicated to the under side of the piston, I, in the right-hand

cylinder, K, so that by the forcing upwards of the piston the magnitude
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of the steam pressure distributed over the area of the piston, I, is trans-

mitted by the lever, F, and the other part of the balancing mechanism

to the valve, whilst in the left-hand cylinder, K, the steam is admitted

by the passage, o, to the upper side of the piston, in order that a corres-

ponding pull may be applied to the other slide-valve. By means of the

ammmgmm

introduction of the levers, E and P, the cylinders, K, are capable of being
much reduced in diameter. In applying this arrangement to existing

THIRD SEEIE3.—TOT,. It.

locomotives, it is probable that a little difficulty may be experienced in

firmly fixing the balancing cylinders, K, as,

without the introduction of other means,

there is at present only the thin plate form-

ing the smoke-box bottom to which they

could be secured ; however, in casting new
cylinders for the purpose, it is proposed to

make them with a bracket, P, fig. 5, to

which they would be bolted, as there shown.

In concluding this notice, to show how
important it is to reduce the friction entailed

by the steam pressure on the slide-valves of

ocomotives, the writer need but mention

that in his own practice he has met with

a few cases in which a pair of new gun

metal valves have been worn so thin, that in

ten weeks from the time of running a mile-

age of between 6000 and 7000, these have

been rubbed down so thin that a portion of

the flauch has been blown through the ports

into the cylinder, causing a smash both of

the cover, piston, and not unfre-

quently the cylinder itself also. It

should also be stated that the flanch

of the valves used was |-inch thick

when put in. In all probability

these cases are rather extreme, and

it was no doubt owing to the metal

of which the valves were made
being too soft that these were so rapidly rubbed away. Neverthe-

less, it is a fact now pretty well known to the engineering profession,

r;
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that the average life of locomotive slide-valves, when running an

average mileage (unbalanced), is certainly not over six months ; and

when it is remembered how great is the cost necessary to renovate

them, and the parts that always have to be renewed with them, as well

as the loss of interest on capital incurred by engines standing idle in

the shed, days, weeks, and not unfrequently a month at a time, it

becomes evident how serious is the demand that such a state of things

should not be permitted to continue.—V. D.

MR. BATEMAN'S PROJECT FOR THE WATER SUPPLY OF

LONDON.

This large project has been broached in the form of a pamphlet for

private circulation by its author, Mr. J. Bateman, the well-known

engineer of the Glasgow, Manchester, and other waterworks.

We print the text nearly entire, omitting the matter in the appendix,

first, because of the general public importance of the subject; secondly,

because the manner in which it is handled by Mr. Bateman affords to

the engineering student an excellent example of a lucid, brief, aud ably

conceived plan and estimate for a grand water project. In its class it

may be viewed as a model report. That in its general features the

plan of supplying London at high pressure and constant service by

gravitation only, with good water from the upper basin of the Severn,

admits of being carried out ;' that it would be of inestimable advantage

to Loudon—conferring advantages, indeed, many of which are by no

means obvious at first sight, to which Mr. Bateman has made no allusion,

and to fully develope which would require another equal-sized pamphlet

;

and that, if no vexatious opposition were given in Parliament, it could

be completed for something about Mr. Bateman's estimate—are facts

that we do not think admit of much doubt, or that any competent

engineer accustomed to this speciality would be disposed seriously to

question.

But that it will be carried out or even commenced within the lifetime

of our friend Mr. Bateman, or even in our generation, we have but the

very faintest hope ; though at the same time wi should personally and

for every reason wish that he might add to the laurels he has so justly

earned at Glasgow, and elsewhere, those that must crown him who shall

be fortunate enough to carry out this grand scheme—one that in mag-
nitude rivals some Roman waterworks, though still as nothing compared

with like works executed in the East before the Christian era.

Sydney Smith's joke, when a boy, to please the animal, stroked a

turtle's shell, that he might as well pat the dome of St. Paul's to

please the dean and chapter, conveys but a slight notion of the

pachydermatous slowness with which vast vested interests, or vast

interests of any sort, can be moved in London. Their moral iner-

tia is enormous always ; but when opposed to change no lever with

a •kom Srca, anything short of pressing immediate necessity, can be

found powerful enough to overcome it. Thus it was with the main

drainage, thus with the embankments, with the metropolitan tolls ; and

is with the streets and subways, the guards and passengers' communi-

cation, and scores of other such things.

Such is, we fear, the main retarding force to even a good inceptive

towards this great work. But let it be once seriously entertained, with

some such omens as the farmer in the fable gave to the lark when he

proposed to cut his crop himself, and a host of interested opponents will

at once take the field.

Amongst the most difficult questions that such opposing parties

may raise will probably be this fundamental one— Has any one

town or city in the kingdom, being itself situated upon, and all

within the gathering area of one great river, a right moral or legal,

having drunk dry its own natural supplies, to go into another and

a distant river catchment, and divert out of it for all future time,

and away from the uses of its proper inhabitants, present or pro-

spective, a very large proportion of the natural river supplies with

which nature has endowed this latter ? As we think must be con-

ceded, there exists no such right. Then such a right, if at all, can

only be conferred by legislation based on compensation ; but how
is compensation for such a wholesale alteration of the state of natural

forces in a thickly inhabited and growing country, such as England, to

be itself based? Suppose Gloucester should raise such an argument as

this , We can spare this water perhaps now ; but for all London can say

to the contrary it may be in the womb of futurity that our city may yet

grow to be ten times its present size, possibly as big as London is now

;

our posterity must not by us be pledged to lose the natural advantages

that God has given to both of us alike. This is to put the extreme

case ; but we do not see how the acknowledged method of compensa-
tion, in husbanding water, of granting one-third the natural supply

uniformly to come down the stream can meet the argument. In fact,

this measure in principle conflicts with the fundamental notions upon
which our common law is based as respects water-courses; and it is no

answer to say that large works elsewhere have been constructed in

violation of these. We are not quite certain that any large example
can be quoted of a wholesale diversion of the water supplies of one

water basin into another for the benefit solely of the latter; certainly

we call to mind none on such a scale as this. But although we point

to this as a weakness in the legislative basis of the proposed work,

we do not at all mean to say that natural rights ought not in such a

case as this to give way to artificially produced necessities, upon terms

the most presently equitable that the circumstances may admit of, and

letting posterity become reconciled to the result as best it can.

In an engineering point of view, the only objection that strikes us at

first sight is, that delivering into distributing basins 10 miles from town,

at a height above Trinity datum of only 250 feet, will, we think, prove

a very inadequate head to obtain all the value and uses of a gravitating

system.

This head, in the first place, cannot supply a considerable portion of

suburban London at all without pumping. Hampstead, Highgate, and the

Surrey metropolitan hills, for example, must be so supplied, or not at all.

In the 10 miles to London from the distributing basins, probably quite 50

feet of the head will be lost ; add to this the further loss of head due

to outdraught, and we fear there would be left only as much as might

perhaps deliver the water up to the tops of our lofty buildings in the

low-lying parts of London, but that for extinguishing fire would be

quite nugatory.

On the financial part of the project, one item of the estimate also

seems scarcely at first sight warranted. Credit is taken for probably

£250,000 per annum, " for sales of water for trading purposes, and to

suburban districts and places on the line of aqueduct."

We do not see how water sold for trading purposes is to be financially

distinguished from other consumption ; still less do we see how the

water of the aqueduct is to be brought to London, if it is sold to

suburban districts and places by the way. No doubt these objections

and many others that will arise on further examination admit of replies

more or less decisive. We wish to cast no doubt nor damp upon a

grand project to meet a great aud growing necessity ; on the contrary,

we wish it all good speed.

—

Ed.

METROPOLIS WATER SUPPLY.

The extraordinary increase of London and other large towns in this country is one

of the most remarkable circumstances of the age, and may well attract the serious

consideration of all who are interested in the prosperity, the sanitary condition, and

the well-being of large masses of human beings. London now contains, within the

metropolitan district, a population of no less than 3,000,000 souls. It has trebled

itself since the beginning of the century, doubled itself within the last forty years,

and is just half as large again as it was twenty years ago. Should it continue

to progress at the same rate it will, in another twenty years, contain no less than

4,500,000 inhabitants, to which must be added the vast and still more rapidly

increasing population of the surrounding suburban districts.

Amongst the many subjects of anxious consideration which are involved in the

maintenance of so large and closely-concentrated a population, the question of their

water supply is probably the most important, inasmuch as upon its quality and

abundance, the health and comfort, and indeed the very existence of the population

—as a town population—depend, and because it is absolutely impossible for indi-

viduals to help themselves in case of deficiency.

The city is now supplied by eight different water companies, who jointly pour

into the metropolis and its immediate suburbs an average daily quantity of about

100,000,000 gallons of water, of which about one-half are abstracted from the River

Thames, and the other half from the original sources of the New River Company,

from the River Lee and from deep wells on the easterly and northerly sides of

London, and from the River Ravensbourne on the south. Upon the present gross

population, the average supply is about 30 gallons per head per day. If the increase

in the quantity supplied were only to keep pace with the increase in population, the

daily supply twenty years hence would be about 150,000,000 gallons; but as the

habits of modern life conduce to more liberal use of water, there can be little doubt

that 160,000,000 or 180,000,000 gallons per day will then be too small a quantity

for the wants of the population.

The rate of increase in the quantity consumed may be judged of by the facts that

in 1850 the gross daily quantity delivered was 44,383,332 gallons; in 1856 it had

reached "upwards of 81,000,000 gallons per day, having been nearly doubled in

the short space of six years,"* and now, in 1865, it is about 108,000,000.

* Vide Report to Right Hon. William Cowper, by Messrs. Austin, Ranger, &
Dickens, on Metropolis Water Supply, '21st July, 1856.
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The water companies have, up to tins time, fully met the demands upon them,

and since the year 1852, when, in consequence of the then unsatisfactory state of

the supply, they were compelled to go higher up the rivers and effect various other

improvements, they have expended nearly £4,000,000 sterling in extensions of

works. In consequence of this outlay, notwithstanding the great increase in the

number of their customers, the percentage rate of their dividends has, with one or

two exceptions, remained nearly unaltered, and in a pecuniary point of view, there-

fore, they are now little better off than they were previous to that time.

Short as the period is, since the completion of the various improvements and
alterations they were called upon to make, several of the companies are already

looking anxiously for additional means of supply, and though those companies which
are enabled to withdraw water from the Thames have still a considerable margin
left, it will be insufficient to meet the wants of many years. By the various Acts
which were passed in 1852, authorizing the withdrawal of the water from this

river, the maximum quantity which they were empowered to take was 100,000,000
gallons per day, and there are, I believe, many days in which between 60,000,000
and 70.000,000 gallons per day are abstracted, although the average daily abstraction,

including Sundays, does not amount to 60,000,000. It is notorious also, that the

volume of the Thames has been so diminished of late years, and has otherwise under-

gone such material changes, as to create great anxiety in the minds of those interested

in the maintenance of the river. When the Acts of 1S52 were passed it was estimated

that the minimnm quantity of water at Hampton was 362,000,000 gallons per day,

and this minimum has been habitually considered, in round numbers, as 400,000,000.
During the month of September in this year (1S65), the river has been carefully

measured above the waterworks at Hampton, and the gross daily quantity for a

considerable period together has scarcely exceeded 300,000,000 gallons. The resi-

dents on the banks of the river, below the lowest point at which water is taken by
the water companies, have this year been loud in their complaints of the diminution

and pollution of the water, and have been holding public meetings for the purpose

of seriously considering what steps are to be taken for maintaining the volume and
purity of the stream.

There is no adequate source within the means of any of the existing companies
to which they can resort. They will hardly be permitted to increase the draught
from the Thames, and any supplies which could still be obtained from the chalk

basin on which London lies are altogether insufficient to meet future demands. It

is therefore matter of urgent necessity that the question should be broadly and
liberally considered, while there is yet time to execute the requisite works for obtain-

ing a full and ample supply from other distant sources, before those still at the

command of the companies are exhausted.

What would be the effect of such a deficient supply of water as many of the towns
in the kingdom have recently been labouring under, in a metropolis containing above

3,000,000 people, it is fearful to contemplate, and no narrow considerations of par-

simonious economy ought to be allowed to interfere with the execution of any large

and comprehensive scheme which would insure for very many years a full and
abundant supply.

With the example of such judicious outlay, and such successful results as have
attended a wise expenditure in this direction at Manchester and Glasgow, it can
surely never be that London will hesitate in spending a like sum in proportion to

its means, for obtaining a similar supply of water, if it can be shown that it is

possible to obtain it.

But beyond the mere quantity of water, there are other considerations of equal im-
portance. Purity is as essential to the well-being and sanitary condition of the town

;

and the quality of softness especially is most important on the ground of economv in

the use of the water. When the Loch Katrine water was introduced into Glasgow
it was estimated, on the most careful computation, that the economy which resulted

in domestic establishments was equal to the whole rate paid for the water supply,

or £36,000 a year upon a population of 400,000 persons ; and this was by the

substitution of water of about 1 degree of hardness as compared with the water of

the Clyde, which varied from 7 to 9 degrees of hardness. The saving in trading

establishments where water was used for delicate operations could not be fully esti-

mated
; but in the article of soap alone it saved five-eighths of all that had been

previously used, and. probably, a like proportion in dye-drugs and chemicals.

Assuming these figures to be correct (and the facts were most carefully worked
out at the time), the saving to the inhabitants of London, by substituting water of

equal quality with Loch Katrine in lieu of the hard water of the sources from whence
the supply 13 now derived, averaging from 12° to 16° of hardness by Dr. Clarke's

test, would not be less than £400,000 per annum. Were the water no harder in

quality than the Clyde, the saving would be. in proportion to the population, about
£300.000 per annum; but considering that the London water is twice as hard as

the Clyde, the calculation of £400,000 a year is certainly below the truth.

I will not dwell upon the importance of soft water in its bearing on the health of

the inhabitants, although I believe it is well established that many diseases of a

painful character are clearly traceable to the use of hard water, and which are

entirely absent in communities who are in the habit of using the soft water of the

millstone grit or primitive formations. This aspect of the subject, though worthy
of the highest consideration, I leave to those better able to treat it.

The pollution of rivers flowing through agricultural and populous districts is

attracting every year more and more the serious attention of the public and the

Legislature, and is leading to energetic efforts for the purpose of preventing the

contamination to which the rivers are subject, more especially since the adoption of

ore complete sewerage and drainage of towns than heretofore existed.

The population within the basin of the River Thames above the points at which

the water Is withdrawn for the supply of London, exceeds 1,000,000 persons, of

which 600,000 or 700,000 are congregated in large towns and villages, the drainage

of which is either now, or soon -will be, poured into the river, unless means are taken

for its prevention. It has been conclusively shown that a very small increase in the

organic impurities of a river, attributable to animal or vegetable decomposition,

renders the water unwholesome; and, notwithstanding the self-purifying quality

which running water no doubt possesses, and all the efforts which may be made to

prevent contamination, the probable condition of our rivers before many years are

over is no gratifying speculation.

The supplies to large towns ought to be sought for in those mountain districts

where the largest amount of rain falls, where there is little or no population, where
manured lands scarcely exist, and where copious springs are constantly supplying
the purest and softest water. It is from such districts that Glasgow and Manchester,
and most of the large towns in the north of England and Scotland are supplied, and
the inestimable benefit which has been conferred on those communities by such
supplies can hardly be over-estimated or even appreciated. Such sources, still

unappropriated, exist in abundance, but they are distant from London ; not too
distant, however, to prevent their being economically acquired, although cost in

this essential element of healthful existence ought to be matter of secondary con-
sideration.

Large experience in this special branch of engineering for the last thirty years
has made me acquainted with almost every available source of supply in the king-
dom, and with all the conditions and circumstances which are essential to the
successful carrying out of projects of this nature. Some years ago I had occasion

to consider a project advocated by the General Board of Health upon the result of
surveys by the Hon. Wm. Napier in the Bagshot sands and the green sands of Surrey;
and I ascertained from such information as then existed, and from surveys which I

personally made, that a moderate supply of very excellent water could be obtained
from these districts. It would, however, be altogether insufficient as a complete
supply to the city; and a more intimate acquaintance with all the circumstances
and difficulties of the country, which a residence in it of several years has afforded,

has convinced me that, in a succession of such dry years as we have just passed
through, the springs would be less than was at that time anticipated, and I could
not now recommend the adoption of the scheme which was then advocated.*

No scheme, in my opinion, is worthy of attention which would bring in less

than 200,000,000 gallons of water per day, at an elevation which would supply
nearly the whole of the metropolitan district by gravitation without pumping.

The nearest district from which this quantity of unexceptionable water can be
obtained is that which, lying on the flanks of the mountain ranges of Cader Idris

and Plynliramon, in North Wales, forms the upper basin of the main tributaries

of the River Severn. Here the direction of the mountain chains, the heights of

their summits, their proximity to the sea, their geographical position, and physical

peculiarities, entitle us to expect a very Inrge fall of rain. They are so similar in

tluir general characteristics to the Cumberland and Westmoreland mountains, that

we should be justified in assuming (in the absence of more precise data) the

recorded fall of rain in that part of the country for that which might be expected

on the upper drainage of the Severn. A summit ridge or line of water-shed, of

irregular height and direction, extending from north to south, is crossed and broken
by several parallel ranges of mountains extending from south-west to north-east

;

the intervening valleys on the west side of this irregular summit being quite open
to the westerly winds. The valleys on this side, walled in as they are by mountains
rising at their peaks to 2500 and 2900 feet in height, and so raising their heads
above the general level of the rain clouds, form, as it were, so many funnels, up
which the clouds are driven over the low passes at the summit line of water-sheil

into the valleys on the east, where, sheltered from the wind, they discharge the bulk

of their watery contents.

Under almost precisely similar circumstances, in the Cumberland lake district,

the heads of the valleys on the easterly side of the mountain passes receive an extra-

ordinary amount of rain, amounting in some cases to 150 inches as the rain-fall of

an average year. The careful observations of the late Dr. Miller in this district

have determined not only this almost tropical fall of rain, but also, in a more con-

clusive manner than had previously been shown, the gradual increase in the amount
as you ascend the mountains up to considerable heights. His observations extended

over many years, and have been more or less corroborated by other meteorologists

in those counties. The observations on the fall of rain in the Welsh mountains are,

unfortunately, of a less extensive character, and have been continued for only a short

period; but, as far as they afford the means of comparison, there is every reason to

believe that the rain will be found to be as great as it has been ascertained to be in

Cumberland. From these observations we should be justified in assuming the fall

of rain in the valleys and upon the hills, from which the Severn derives its supplies,

at not less than 70 or 80 inches per annum, on an iverage of say three successive

years of minimum rain-fall.

The rain in the Highlands of Scotland on the west coast is probably as great in

amount as that which obtains in North Wales and in Cumberland and Westmore-

land ; but that which falls upon the drainage ground of Loch Katrine is diminished

by the clouds having to pass over several ranges of mountains, with deep intervening

troughs, before they reach the hills which surround the basin of this lake. Here,

however, the average rain is 78 inches, and the minimum fall of three successive

dry years is 66 inches per annum.

The average annual rain-fall on the Penine chain of hills, which forms the back-

bone of England, as it is commonly called, separating Lancashire and Cheshire from

Yorkshire and Derbyshire and the east and west water-sheds of the country, is

about 50 inches; the net produce, or that which flows off the ground in dry years,

at the Manchester Waterworks, which lie in the heart of this district, being 33

inches per annum.
From all these observations, and from many others which might be brought to

bear upon the subject, we should be quite justified in assuming 45 inches as the

annual net produce of two or three successive dry years upon the drainage ground

from which I propose to collect water for the supply of London ; but in order to be

within perfectly safe limits, I base my calculations on 36 inches only, being but 10

per cent, more than the observed results at the Manchester Waterworks, and probably

only half the gross amount of rain.

(To be continued.}

* Vide Return to an Order of the House of Lords, dated 22nd June, 1852, in

which, however, a printer's error occurred, by adding a cypher to my estimate, and

so making it £12,000,000 instead of £1,200,000.
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NAGEL'S JET PUMP.

The jet pump is now by no means a new invention ; its principles have

been known and to some extent made use of from the very earliest days

of practical hydraulics. Hitherto it has been perhaps best known in

the form it received at the hands of Professor James Thomson, who
described it in a paper read to the British Association in 1852. Pro-

fessor Thomson has no doubt of all British investigators devoted the

greatest amount of labour in ascertaining the efficiency of water jet

pumps: the results of his experiments are published in the British

Association Report for 1853. At that time the greatest efficiency was

found to occur when the depth from which the water was drawn by the

suction pipe was about -jSj of the height from which the water fell to

form the jet ; the flow up the suction pipe being in this case about -^

of that of the jet, the efficiency consequently being only

t?o, or 0-18,

which, when compared with other water-raising apparatus, is very low.

To show to what an extent the efficiency of this class of hydraulic

Fig. 1

apparatus has recently been improved, we have but to refer our readers

to the following engravings and description of a pump designed and
constructed by M. Auguste Nagel, of Hamburg, who has employed it

in draining the foundation pit of a water-power mill.

Pig. 1 represents a plan of the apparatus ; fig. 2 is a longitudinal

section ; and fig. 3 a section at right angles to fig. 1, taken through the

suction pipe.

In the figures at the part marked A, which is the place where the
tube had the smallest sectional area, a curved opening was made across

filling throughout of the lower part of the box or tube with water, which
is one of the conditions necessary to secure the perfect working of the

instrument.

The following particulars will show the great efficiency of this

apparatus :

—

The head of the stream of water which was to drive the turbine was
8 feet, and this

was employed as Fig. 3.

the jet of the

apparatus, by al- f
lowing a portion ^L_

of it to run
—

through the tube

forming the main

pipe ofthe pump.

The tube was 26 feet long, and made of 3-inch

planks, pitched and caulked to render them air

and water tight.

The iulet opening had an area of 7 feet,

whilst the area of outlet was 9
-37 square feet;

the mid-section being reduced to an area of

35 feet. The greatest lift of water was a

little over 8 feet, and the capacity of the foun-

dation pit was 11,840 cubic feet, whereas at

the time of the experiment only 11,520 cubic

feet were contained therein, the whole ofwhich

was removed by M. Nagel's pump in about two

hours; whereas if a hole 6 inches diameter

had been made in the pit's bottom, equal to

the bore of the suction pipe, the time occupied to run off this quantity

under atmospheric pressure would have occupied 1 hour 36 minutes,

thus showing a depreciation in efficiency in point of time of only 24

minutes. It is believed that under similar circumstances a more
generally advantageous and economical arrangement for drainage could

scarcely be devised, the entire operation having been performed without

the use of machinery of any kind, or any parts liable to derangement.

As it was, a quantity of sand, gravel, mud, &c., found its way to the

under side of the iron cover connected to the suction pipe ; a few

pebbles were also found lodged therein.— V. D

the upper part, as more particularly seen in fig. 2 ; blocks being fixed on
either side of the slit, one of which being movable could be adjusted
by set screws for the purpose of regulating the opening to the size at
any time required.

Above the slit or opening an iron cover is placed, and at one side

of this is connected the suction pipe, nine inches in diameter, which led
over the coffer dam to the water in the pit ; its lower end being fitted

with a telescope joint, c, so that its length might be adjusted according
to the depth of the pit. A valve was also placed at the bottom of the
pipe to retain the water therein when the apparatus was not in opera-
tion : this valve was six inches in diameter.

The outlet of the trough was fitted with a gate or flap hung to its

bottom, as seen in fig. 2, which was made adjustable for the purpose of
regulating the amount of opening necessary to insure the complete

BOLT-HEADING MACHINE.

Illustrated by Plate 1-.

Our copperplate engraving this month represents a Bolt-Heading

Machine which has been recently patented in this country by Mr.

R. H. Butcher, of Lowell, Mass., U.S.A., on behalf of the American

Bolt Company of the same place. This machine is being extensively

used by the American Bolt Company in carrying on their manufacture

;

and judging from the specimens of its work, it appears well adapted to

the purpose.

Fig. 1 represents a sectional elevation of the machine ; fig. 2 is a

sectional plan of the same, taken just above the horizontal shaping

dies ; fig. 3 {woodcut) is a detail of the

upper portion of the machine, looking at

right angles to fig. 1 ; and fig. 4 is a detail

plan of the jaws which hold the blank

during the operation of "heading."

Without entering into unnecessary minutiae, we may describe this

machine generally as consisting of a central vertical die for slightly

flattening and expanding the end of the blank or pin intended to form

a bolt, and a set of four horizontal dies for shaping or swaging the

sides of the bolt head. These latter dies do not operate simultaneously

upon the four sides of the head, but are caused to work in pairs, the

two opposite dies of each pair approaching simultaneously and squeez-

ing the head on two opposite sides ; after which they withdraw, and the

other pair are brought into operation so as to squeeze the head in a

direction exactly at right angles to the first pair. In shaping four-sided

heads the dies will have flat faces ; but if six-sided heads are required it

is simply necessary to introduce a pair of opposite dies of a V shape in

order to form the opposite angles or corners of the head. These two
V-shaped dies will shape four of the six sides, whilst the remaining

two will be formed by flat-faced dies.
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In our illustrations A represents the first motion shaft rotated by a

strap and driving pulleys, and driving by the aid of spur gearing the

two shafts, B and c, whilst it at the same time transmits motion through

mitre gearing to the shafts D and E.

Each of these five shafts, A, B, c, D, E, has a crank formed upon it,

by which a reciprocating motion is imparted to the several dies, a o,

6 b, and c, through the corresponding "dogs," P F, a a, and H, which
are connected at one end to the cranks, whilst their opposite ends

engage into notches made in the slides which carry the dies, and so

impel them forward. The return or back stroke is accomplished by a

lug or projection in each slide entering a slot in the " dog; " such lug

being sufficiently prominent to admit of the end of the " dog " being

raised clear of the notch in the slide without disengaging the slot from

the projection. The slots in the " dogs " are sufficiently long to allow

the " dogs " to reciprocate freely, when elevated or disengaged from

the notches in the slides, without imparting motion thereto ; and this

engaging or disengaging of the " dogs " is effected at the will of the

operator by depressing or releasing accordingly the foot

lever, I, which is maintained in an elevated position by
helical springs for that purpose. The several " dogs " of

the four horizontal slides are raised or lowered, according

as they are required to be in or out of action, through

the intervention of the corresponding slotted levers, k k
and l l, with which the " dogs " are connected by-

lateral pins entering the slots in the levers. These

levers being again connected' by rods with the foot lever or treadle,

I, it follows that when the treadle is depressed the "dogs" will be
lowered into, or caused to engage with, the notches in the slides, and
the dies carried therein will be caused to advance. In order to

insure the advance of two opposite dies only at a time, the actu-

ating cranks are set accordingly, so that when one pair of dies is

forced home against the opposite sides of the head, the other pair, at

right angles therewith, will be withdrawn, and will come into action on
the receding of the first pair. The vertical die, c, is earned by a slide,

M, provided with two notches, 1 and 2, for the end of the " dog," h, to

act upon successively; when operating upon the notch 1, the die

descends a portion of its full stroke only, but when the second notch, 2,

is operated upon the die is. forced fully home. The " dog," h, is

brought over one or other of these notches by means of the bell crank
lever, n, connected by a rod and spring to the foot treadle. By partly

depressing the treadle the " dog " will be brought over notch 1 ; but by
giving a further downward motion to the treadle the end of the " dog "

will be moved forward over the notch, 2. A helical spring, d, serves

to reverse the motion of the bell crank, and release the " dog " from its

notches ; whilst the slide is elevated by the action of the blade spring,

«. The blank, or short rod or pin to be operated upon, is gripped
firmly between the jaws, //, of the levers, o, o', and rests at its lower
end upon the end of the vertical adjustable screw spindle, P, which
enters between the levers. The lever, o', is fixed to the adjustable bed,

Q, and the corresponding lever, o, is hinged to the first lever, and is

held firmly against it by the hand lever and toggle-joint arrangement at

p.. By raising or lowering the screw spindle, p, different lengths of

Fiz. 4.

blanks may be accommodated ; and in order to adjust the height of

the holding jaws, the bed-plate, Q, is raised or lowered by means of

four screws actuated by worm wheels, g g, which are driven from a

single worm shaft, h. In order to form heads of different sizes, each of

the carriers of the five dies is adjustable longitudinally in its slide by

means of the several adjusting screws, i i, and

may then be fixed in the slides by set screws,

as shown in the engravings.

When the machine is in operation the two

pairs of side dies and the vertical die divide the

time equally, and all operate during one revolu-

tion of the main shaft ; if desired, however,

the machine may be so arranged as to cause

the vertical die to give a stroke between each

stroke of the pairs of side dies, or in any other

order. When the machine is started the

the "dogs."several shafts impart motion to

which continue to reciprocate

without transmitting motion to

the slides, until the heated metal

blank having been, adjusted be-

tween the holding jaws, the foot

treadle is depressed by the attend-

ant. The " dogs " then engage

with their several slides ; the upper one catching first on the lower

notch, 1, " upsetts " the head partially at the first stroke ; and as the

treadle is pressed further down, the "dog" engages with the upper

notch, 2, the treadle being there held until the head is completed, whijn

it is released, and the springs raise it, with the " dogs," from their

work. The bolt is then removed by opening the jaws, and a fresh

blank inserted. It is obvious that by using dies of suitable shape

articles of various forms may be successfully swaged in this machine.
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RECENT PATENTS.

IMPROVED FASTENINGS.

Messrs. Meek & Howes, London.—Patent dated June 9, 1865.

This invention has for its object improvements in. bolts, locks, latches,

and similar fastenings, suitable for securing doors, windows, drawers,

and applicable generally to cabinet furniture in which doors or drawers

are used, whereby such fastenings are rendered more efficient, simple,

and compact than heretofore, and are less liable to get out of order

than the usual fastenings of this class. In constructing spring bolts

according to this, invention, intended for large doors, the bolt itself

is inclosed within a cylindrical case, and into such case a helical spring

for forcing the bolt out is inserted. To the inner end of the bolt

a long stem or handle is attached, which passes -through and slides

freely in the rear end of the cylindrical bolt case. This stem or handle

is notched, and passes through a fixed staple into which one or other

of the notches is engaged, thereby securing or locking the bolt for the

time being in. its place.

According to another form of spring bolt, the notched stem or handle

and fixed staple are dispensed with, and a double bayonet slot is made

in the cylindrical casing, in which slot a lateral handle or stud project-

ing from the side of the bolt works, and is locked by engaging into the

notched ends of the slot. It is also proposed to fit a roller or caster in

the lower end of a spring bolt, of the construction last referred to, and to

secure such spring bolt to the bottom of a door, so that it may run along

the floor when the door is opened to a slight extent, and then be

forced by its spring into a socket let into the floor in a convenient

position, so- as thereby to prevent fiu'ther opening of the door. This
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arrangement is intended as a substitute for the common door chain at

present employed. The sockets for the improved spring bolts, and for

ordinary bolts when situate on the floor, are provided with a sliding

metal plug fitted inside the socket, which plug is forced upwards by a

helical spring contained within the socket, and is maintained flush with

the top of such socket, so as to close the entrance to the same when
the bolt is withdrawn, and thereby to prevent any accumulation of

dirt therein. Another form of socket, which may be used either for

ordinary or spring bolts or for the bolts of locks or latches, whether of the

ordinary kind or constructed as hereafter described, is so arranged that

on shooting the bolt into the socket hole, the end of such bolt will press

against a spring lever attached to the socket plate, and connected at its

opposite end with a supplementary bolt, which is shot out of the socket

plate into a corresponding notch or recess in the door or lock plate ; the

shooting of the one bolt being thus made to shoot an additional bolt,

and so afford greater security and strength of fastening for a given

size of bolt or lock.

One of the essential features of the locks and latches constructed

according to this invention, is that the works or mechanism employed

for actuating the bolts, whether by the aid of handles or knobs or by

a key, are contained within the bolts themselves, which are chambered

out or made hollow for that purpose. And it is preferred to make the

cases for such locks and latches of a tubular or cylindrical form, so

that they may be inserted into a hole made by a proper-sized bit or

auger in lieu of having to mortise a hole in the door, as is the case with

the mortise locks and latches in ordinary use. The bolts of these locks

and latches are also made cylindrical at that portion which is contained

within the interior of the cylindrical case, and are acted upon by helical

springs. According to one form of this combined mortise lock and

latch, two openings are made in the side of the tubular lock case,

in which openings one or more small spring bolts carried by the

main bolt of the lock enter. One of these openings is of sufficient

length to allow of the usual play of the main bolt, when snecking or

unsnecking the same by the ordinary knobs or handles, but the other

opening is only just large enough to receive the spring bolt or bolts ; so

that when they enter therein on the main bolt being shot out further

by a key for that purpose, it will be secured for the

time being in that position, and will not be capable

of being acted upon by the handles. The actual

lock mechanism, which is wholly contained within

the main bolt, is intended to operate upon these

spring bolts, and consists of one or more levers,

which act upon corresponding projections on the

spring bolt or bolts, such bolt or bolts being forced

outwards by springs secured to the main bolt and

drawn inwards by the action of the key, which also

shoots out the bolt to the further extent desired.

When several levers are employed, a slotted pro-

jecting plate or grating is adjusted under them, and

the " bit " of the key is notched or split in accord-

ance with the grating, and with the number of levers

to be acted upon ; or in lieu of having levers and separate spring bolts and

springs, the spring bolts may be fixed directly to the ends ot blade springs,

which springs are acted upon by the " bit " of the key. The unsneck-

ing of the bolt by the handles is effected by a small lever or arm fixed

to the lock spindle, and provided at its extremity with an antifriction

roller, which works either upwards or downwards against inclined sur-

faces formed on the inner end of the main bolt in the interior thereof.

This mode of unsnecking a bolt is applicable either to combined locks

and latches, or to latches only. If desired, the ordinary tappets may be

used for unsnecking the bolt of a lock or latch constructed otherwise

in accordance with this invention. According to another form of

latch suitable for outer doors, the bolt, which is cylindrical and fits into

a tubular cylindrical case, is unsnecked on the inside by a knob passing

through a slot in the case, and is opened from the outside by a peculiar

key aud lock action of a simple construction. The key is made hollow

and without any lateral projection or "bit," but its extreme inner end

is formed with any desired number of slits, made longitudinally from the

extremity thereof. The hollow portion of the key fits on to a pin,

which is secured in the lock case, and which passes transversely through

slots or openings left for that purpose in the bolt. On this pin, and
situate in the interior of the bolt itself, there is fitted so as to turn freely

a tubular boss, one end of which is slotted to correspond to the slits in

the end of the key, so that when the latter is introduced into the lock

case, through the circular keyhole for that purpose, it will engage with

the tubular boss, and impart a partial rotatory motion thereto on turn-

ing the key. On this tubular boss there is fitted or formed a " bit " or

lateral projection, which, on being turned, acts against a stud or projec-

tion secured to the interior of the bolt and

unsnecks it. In front of the projection in

the bolt there is fixed a guardpiece, which

protects it from being tampered with from

outside the lock by a pick. A disc or

flange, also secured with the " bit " to the

tubular boss, serves to keep the tubular

boss in its place on the pin. It will thus be seen that one portion

of the latch key, viz., the " bit," always remains inside the lock ; and

as the key itself is perfectly cylindrical, without any lateral projec-

tions whatever, it may be made to fill entirety the keyhole when intro-

duced, thereby preventing the introduction of picks or feelers when
a key is inserted. The window fastenings constructed according to

this invention, are intended to allow of the sash

being closed more or less, but to prevent the open-

ing of the sash until the bolts of the fastenings are

withdrawn. These fastenings consist of small

spring bolts, forced out by helical springs contained

within tubular or other cases, which are let into or

screwed on to the top part of the lower window
sash. The outer ends of the spring bolts are

bevelled, and fit into rack teeth formed on the inner

sides of the frame in which the window slides. A
small knob or handle, passing through a slot in the

tubular or other casing or plate, serves to withdraw

the bolt when the window is to be opened, and to

lock the bolt when the window is to be left partly

open or entirely closed.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a sectional elevation of the improved spring

bolt, as adapted for warehouses and other heavy doors or gates, showing

the wood-work of the door, to the top of which the cylindrical case

of the bolt is attached—the case being provided with flanges, for

the facility of attaching it to the door. A stem is screwed into the

inner end of the bolt, and passes through an opening made for that

purpose in the end of the cylindrical case. A helical spring sur-

rounds the stem, and is confined between the closed end of the case

and the rear end of the bolt, so as to tend to force the bolt out when

released. A rod is coupled to the stem of sufficient length to enable

the knob or handle on its lower end to be within easy reach. This

rod passes through the fixed guide or staple screwed to the door,

and is provided with two notches, a, b, which are engaged with the

staple by the pressure of the blade spring. According as one or the

other of these notches are engaged, the bolt will be maintained either

within its case or shot out as may be required. The socket for

the bolt may be of the ordinary or other construction. Fig. 2 repre-

sents in side elevation another modification of spring bolt, which is

similarly constructed to the one last described, with the exception of

the flanges, which are here dispensed with, the case being intended to
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be let into a cylindrical bole or socket made in tbe door itself. A flange,

d', is formed on tbe top of the case, for the purpose of securing it to

tbe door, tbe edge of which should be slightly recessed to receive tbe

said flange. Any of the spring bolts above described may be fitted to the

bottom of a door in a vertical position ; and in that case an antifriction

roller or caster may be attached to the end of the bolt, which will enable

the bolt when released to travel easily over, but in contact with the floor,

and to drop into a socket let into the floor at any convenient place, accord-

ing to the amount to which it is desired the door shall open. On dropping

into the socket the bolt will prevent the door from opening further, and

will thus serve the purpose of an ordinary door chain. In this case

care should be taken to place the bolt sufficiently far from the edge of

tbe door to prevent it being reached from the outside. Fig. 3 is a

modification of the improved sockets for bolts. These sockets are intended

for being let into the floor ; and in order to prevent them from clogging

up with dirt, they are each provided with an internal plug, A, which is

forced upwards by a helical spring, b, inside tbe body of the socket, c.

In the arrangement shown in fig. 3, the plug is guided simply by two slots,

made longitudinally along the socket on opposite sides thereof, a pin in

each side of the plug sliding along the slots above referred to, and pre-

venting the plug from being expelled from its socket. Fig. 4 represents

a sectional elevation of a double-action socket for ordinary or spring

bolts, or for the bolts of locks or latches, either of the usual or of the

improved construction. A is a box which is let into the door cheek or

frame, and is provided with a socket hole, B, for the reception of the end

of the bolt, which forms

Fig- 6. partof thefasteningattached

to the door. Immediately

behind this hole, and suffi-

ciently far back to allow the

latch bolt to enter freely,

there is situate the end of

a lever, c, working on a

fulcrum, D, and pressed forward by a blade or other spring, e. The

opposite end of this lever engages with a supplementary bolt, F, slid-

ing freely through a second hole in the socket plate. This bolt is

maintained within the socket by the action of the spring, E, when the

lever, c, is not acted upon ; but when the bolt of the door fastening is

shot forward into the socket hole, b, as shown by the dotted lines, it

forces back the free end of the spring lever, and simultaneously shoots

the supplementary bolt, f, which enters a corresponding socket hole in tbe

door itself. By this arrangement the door is secured bytwo bolts in lieu of

one, when locked or bolted. Fig. 4 also represents a longitudinal sectional

elevation of one arrangement of the improved mortise lock and latch

combined. A is the lock case, by preference of a cylindrical form, in one

side of which are made two openings, a, b, into which enter one or more

spring bolts, c, fitted into and carried by the main bolt, B, of the lock,

which is made hollow to receive within it tbe lock mechanism. This

lock mechanism consists of one or more levers, d (we have represented

four in our drawings), working on a fulcrum pin, e, and guided at their free

ends in slots in the inner solid end, /, of the main bolt. Under these

levers is fixed a grid or grating, g. The openings in this grating coincide

with the levers, d, and the key, which is shown at fig. 5, has a slotted

" bit," h, formed upon it, to enable it to play freely between the openings

in the grating and act upon the levers, d. The short arms of these

levers each bear against a projection on each of tbe spring bolts, c, such

bolts being forced outwards by blade springs, i, fixed inside the main

bolt. Two forked projections, Is, are fitted inside the main bolt of the

lock, for the " bit" of the key to engage into for the purpose of shooting

or withdrawing the bolt. The latch action of the bolt is produced by

the ordinary spindle and handles, C ; the spindle carrying an arm, I,

having an antifriction roller, m, on the end thereof, which presses, when

the handles are turned in one direction or the other, against the upper

or under surface of the hollow cone, n n', formed in the rear end of the

bolt, the withdrawal or inward movement of the bolt in the sneck action

being due solely to tbe action of the roller, m, upon the inclined surfaces,

n or n', of the hollow cone. A helical spring, D, in the rear end of the

case, by pressing against the rear end of the bolt, tends to force the bolt

outwards. The slot or opening, b, is of sufficient length to allow the

ends of the small spring bolts, c, to travel freely to and fro with the

main bolt, when the latter is simply snecked or unsnecked. But when it is

desired to lock the bolt by shooting it out still further by turning the key,

the latter, by depressing the levers, d, withdraws the spring bolts, c, and

Fig. 7.

allows the main bolt to advance until the spring bolts, c, enter the second

slot, a, in the outer casing, as shown in fig. 13, in which position the main
bolt cannot be shot back excepting by the action of the key

;
the slot, a,

being only just large enough to admit the ends of tbe spring bolts, and
consequently no movement of the main bolt can take place till the spring

bolts are withdrawn from the said slot or opening.

The sneck action of the lock may also be obtained from the key alone,

if desired ; and the presence of the key in the lock in nowise impedes

the snecking of the bolt by the handles. Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation

of a simple latch lock for inner doors, the bolt of which is actuated

solely by the ordinary spindle and handles. A is the tubular case,

b, the latch bolt, C a helical spring for forcing the

bolt out, and d the usual double-acting tumbler for

unsnecking the latch, fitted on to the ordinary

spindle, e, and operating against the rear end of

the bolt, when lowered in either direction. Fig. 7

represents in vertical section an improved window
fastener, and the mode of applying the same to a

sash. A is a spring sneck bolt fitted to the under-

side of a plate, b, which is screwed on to the top

bar of the lower sash of a window. To this bolt is

connected a swivel stem, working through a guiding

lug, a, and surrounded by a helical spring, 6, which

tends to force the bolts outwards. The spindle of a

knob or handle, c, is screwed into the swivel stem,

and passes through a double bayonet

slot in the plate, B. On the front

face of each side of the top sash

there is screwed a rack, c, the teeth,

d, of which are bevelled on their

upper front edges, to admit of tbe

spring sneck bolt, a, passing freely

over them when drawn downwards

in the act of closing the lower sash.

On attempting to open the window

by raising the lower sash, or lowering

the upper one, the spring sneck bolts,

by engaging into tbe racks on each

side, act as stops, and thus prevent

the opening of either sash until the

bolts are withdrawn and held back,

by engaging the knobs or handles, c, into the rear end of the bayonet

slots in the plates, b. If preferred, the spring sneck bolts may be

contained within tubular cases let into the wood-work of the sashes, in

lieu of being attached to a flat plate, B, screwed on to the surface of

the sash bar.

HYDRAULIC MOTIVE POWER.

Colonel Valentine Baker, Dublin.—Patent dated June 17, 1865.

Col. Baker's invention relates, firstly, to water pressure or hydraulic

engines having reciprocating pistons, and consists in making the piston or

pistons so as to afford a certain amount of elasticity to the stroke of such

engines at the commencement and termination of each stroke. For this

purpose a hollow piston is used, which contains air, and is provided with

an air and liquid tight diaphragm, or cover, or supplementary piston,

capable of sliding therein. On tbe water pressure being exerted against

this piston, the diaphragm will be forced inwards, slightly thereby com-

pressing the air contained within the piston ; which compressed air acts

as a spring or cushion in preventing the jar or shock which occurs in

ordinary hydraulic engines of the reciprocating piston class, at the end

of each stroke. A spring or springs may be used for insuring the forc-

ing out of the diaphragm again so soon as the pressure is removed,

and before the return stroke is made.

According to the second part of this invention, it is proposed to con-

struct overshot water wheels, the buckets or floats of which are inclosed

on the descending side of tbe wheel in a curved metal tube or conduit,

through and along which the descending buckets or floats pass. The

water is admitted direct into or on to the buckets or floats, and into the

tube or conduit, and operates not only by its force of gravity acting

upon the leverage of the wheel, which in the present water wheel is
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continually diminishing towards the lowest centre, but also by its bead

pressure, due to the column oi water in the curved tube or conduit,

which maintains a continuous leverage on the wheel.

The third part of this invention consists oi a peculiar construction of

turbine, composed of one, two, or more tubes arranged in a conical

spiral form, the smaller end of the cone being that at which the water

first enters from the supply pipe or head. These spiral tubes may be

made of a gradually decreasing diameter towards their discharging ends;

and when in operation, the power obtained is due both to the pressure

of the water and to the reaction of the same as it is ejected from the

open ends of the revolving tubes. This turbine, when necessary, may
work under water in a bell-shaped receiver—the receiver being so

stored with air as to prevent the water from impeding the working ot

the turbine.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a longitudinal section of one

form of the improved piston for hydraulic or water pressure engines

;

A is a portion of the cylinder, and B the piston working therein. This

piston, as represented in the engraving, is intended for a single-acting

engine wherein the water pressure is intended to operate against one

side of the piston only. The piston is made hollow ; and in that end

against which the water exerts its pressure there is fitted a diaphragm

or supplementary piston, c, working fluid tight within the body of the

main piston, B. The piston, diaphragm, and piston-rod may be combined

and arranged in any convenient manner, but it is preferred to employ

the arrangement shown in the engraving. An ordinary metallic packing,

a, is fitted to the periphery of the diaphragm, c, which works against

the inner turned surface of the piston, b ; the piston-rod, d, of which

passes through a long tubular boss, E, in the centre of the main body of

the piston, and has a collar or shoulder, b, thereon, bearing against the

back of the piston, and enabling the piston to be tightened thereon by
the nuts, c, at the extreme end of the piston-rod. This boss, e, is

accurately turned, so as to work freely but fluid tight through a central

opening in the diaphragm, C, which is also provided with packing, d,

for that purpose. P is a helical spring inserted inside the hollow

chamber of the main piston,

Fig- !• for the purpose of insuring

the return of the diaphragm,

c, to its normal position,

shown in the engraving,

after it has been forced in-

ward by the water pressure.

This outward movement of

the diaphragm, c, is con-

trolled by the collar, e, on
the end of the piston-rod,

which prevents the dia-

phragm from being forced

out of the piston. An air valve, /, is fitted to the back of the piston,

and opens inwards for the purpose of admitting air into the hollow
chamber of the piston through the iulet passage, g, each time the
diaphragm is forced outwards; the air thus admitted and confined

by the closing of the valve again, acting as an elastic cushion or spring

against the back of the diaphragm, when the diaphragm is forced

inwards by the water pressure.

Fig. 2 represents a longitudinal vertical section of the improved
piston, as constructed for a double-action hydraulic or water pressure
engine. In this modification both ends of the piston, B, are made
hollow, and are accurately bored out internally to receive the sliding

diaphragms or supplementary pistons, c c'. The diaphragms are provided
with packing, a a', at their peripheries, and with internal packing,
d d', at the central aperture, by which these slide along the piston-rod,

D, so as to insure the working of the diaphragms fluid tight within the
main piston, and along its rod. Nuts, c, and a collar, e, on the extreme
end of the piston-rod, D, serve to control the outward movement of the
diaphragm, c, whilst that of the opposite diaphragm, c', is controlled

by the shoulder, b, on the piston-rod. Jamb nuts, c', screwed on to a
thread on the piston-rod, serve to secure the rod, D, to the main
body of the piston, where it enters a boss, e, cast in the central
portion of the main piston. F f' are helical springs for insuring the
return of the diaphragms, c c', to their outward positions after they
have been forced inwards by the water pressure. In order to com-
pensate for any loss of air which may arise during the working of the
engine, and to keep the hollow chambers in the piston constantly

supplied, so as to form an elastic cushion behind each diaphragm, the

piston-rod is made throughout a portion of its length tubular, as

shown at h; such tubular portion of the rod communicating at one end

with the atmosphere, and at the other end with a y -passage, i, formed

in the central portion of the piston. This t -passage opens into both

ends of the piston, and an air inlet valve, //', is fitted on to each

orifice, which will freely admit air into the chambers in the piston

when required, through the hollow piston-rod, but will close the orifices

Fig. 2.
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and imprison the air so soon as the water pressure tends to force in

the diaphragms. Although the employment of helical springs, F, is

illustrated, it is proposed, in the case of small engines, or where metal

springs are not conveniently applicable, to substitute for such springs

an annular block of vulcanized India-rubber, or other suitable elastic

and air-tight material, fitting within the chamber of the piston, and

having an air-tight chamber formed within it, so that the elasticity

obtained is due partly to the material itself and partly to the air

inclosed within it. The advantages secured by this invention are,

an elasticity of stroke at the commencement and termination which

enables the crank of the main shaft of the engine to pass the dead

centres easily, and admits of the valves which regulate the inlet and

outlet of the water to be worked by eccentrics from the crank shaft, as

in engines worked by an elastic medium.

LAMP BURNERS.

J. Henry JonxsoN, London and Glasgow.— Communicated by Messrs.

Mekkill & Lincoln, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.—Patent

dated June 167/j, 1865.

This invention relates more particularly to the burners of lamps,

in which fluid or certain products oi the distillation of petroleum or

coal oil, or other light hydrocarbon fluids are burned; and its object

is to render such lamps perfectly safe, and increase their illuminating

power.

The dangers attending he use of such light, volatile, hydrocarbon

fluids have several sources :—1st. The heat conveyed from the burner

to the cap of the lamp, aiding the development of vapour, whose

expansive force may exceed the resistance of the fluid vessel, and result

in its exploding. 2nd. The condensation of vapour or excess of fluid,

drawn up by the capillary action of the wick at the tip of the burner,

causing it to overflow, rendering the fluid thus collected around the base

of the burner liable to be ignited.

These are the principal defects which it is proposed to obviate by these

improvements, which consist, firstly, in the method, hereafter more
fully explained, of insulating the wick tube from the metallic cap ; and
secondly, in the mode, hereafter described, of collecting the overflow and
condensed vapour at and around the burner, and of keeping the burner

at a comparatively low temperature.

Fig. 1 is a vertical section oi the improved burner, through the

axis thereof; fig. 2, a perspective view of a modification in part of the

burner, e is the cap of the fluid vessel or base of the burner. It

is provided with an annular sc;ew-threaded projection, whereby it

is secured to the metallic collar cemented to the fluid vessel. In most
burners heretofore constructed, the wick tube is directly attached to the

cap. This is generally effected by soldering. The objection to this

mode of construction is twofold :—1. The heat of the flame is conveyed
from the tip of the burner to the cap, causing undue evaporation of the

fluid : and 2. The solder is often melted by the heat transmitted, or

by the overflowing burning fluid igniting in the immediate vicinity of
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the solder. To remedy this the wick tube is insulated in the follow-

ing manner : a central opening is left in the cap through which the wick

tube, B, passes without touching the sides of such opening, and projects

a short distance below into the vessel. From the cap plate rises a con-

centric cylindrical socket, A, within which the greater part of the lower

half of the wick tube is held, by being imbedded in plaster of Paris, M,

or other suitable plastic and cementing material being a non-conductor

of heat To prevent the wick tube, which is slightly tapering from

the base to the tip, from slipping down into, or from being drawn out

of the reservoir, the tube is provided with an annular flange, G, made by

preference in the shape of an inverted cup, care being taken first to

interpose some plaster of Paris, or other like substance, between the

internal parts of the cap and the edges of the cup flange.

With a centrally perforated disc, o, having an upper flange on

the outside periphery and an under flange on the inner periphery,

there is combined one or two concentric cones, c and d, of a pitch

equal to that of the wick tube, under

such an arrangement as to leave annu-

lar spaces or chambers equal in width,

but closed at the bottom around the

wick tube, and flush with the top there-

of. In making this attachment it is

preferred entirely to dispense with

solder, each of the three pieces com-

posing it being struck up in the manner
well known. The lower disc is here

shown to consist of a thin plate struck

up so as to form the outer and inner

flanges ; the cone, C, is shown struck

up with a horizontal flange bracing it

against the outer flange of the disc, o,

and the cone, D, is made without a

flange and is held in place by the outer

flange of the disc, O, projecting above

the flange of the cone, c ; but the disc

may be made with grooves so as to form a tight joint therein. This

cone attachment, when slipped on to the wick tube, will be securely

held in place without solder, which presents the additional advantage

of being easily removed for the purpose of cleaning the lamp or trim-

ming the wick.

From the foregoing description it will be understood, that the excess of

fluid drawn up by the capillary action of the wick and the condensed

vapours will be collected in the chambers, and there, by abstracting the

heat of the burner, cool the inclosed wick tube, and become revaporized

to supply the flame. The second annular chamber has for its office, to

maintain an equable temperature in the first chamber,

and to heat the outer air before striking the flame. A
cheaper but inferior mode of carrying this into effect is

represented in fig. 2 ; a ring, r—in one piece with braces,

b, and two small rings, s, one at the end of each brace,

bent to bring the rings together as shown—is set upon
the wick tube, and held thereon by the elastic or spring

action of the branches or braces, b.

The effect of this contrivance is that the air, rising to

^>. the flame, is divided at such a height relatively to the

flame as to impinge just above the wick, thus aiding and
completing the combustion of vapours and fluid about the

tip, and therefore rendering the reservoirs unnecessary.

For the purpose of regulating the flame, the annular collecting cham-
ber is mounted upon a concentric j acket open at its lower end, but secured

at its upper end to a friction sleeve sliding on the wick tube. The jacket

being open below will allow the air to rise and circulate in the space

surrounding the wick tube, and thus keep it sufficiently cool to allow

of its being handled whilst the burner is in operation. For further

protection of the fingers and to facilitate the operation of adjusting, the

jacket is provided with a disc, the outer, rim of which is kept cool by
means of a close circular series of holes.

With reference to figs. 3 and 4 of the engravings, a is the cap of

the vessel which contains the fluid to be burned. From the centre of

this cap or disc springs the wick tube, upon which is fitted, so as to

have frictional hold upon it, another tube, d, somewhat shorter than the

wick tube, so as to allow of its travelling up and down around the wick
tube for the purpose of reducing, or contracting, or spreading, or length-
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ening, the portion of wick protruding at the tip of the burner. To this

adjustable sliding tube, and at the upper part thereof, is attached a

jacket or conical sleeve, e, the upper diameter ol which snugly fits the

sliding tube with which it is secured by one or more indentations or

depressions, whilst its lower diameter is larger, so as to present a wide

opening through which the surrounding air is induced to enter and to

circulate within the conical space of the sleeve for the purpose before

mentioned. On to the jacket are fitted the annular collecting chambers,

/, which are made of three distinct pieces united ; that is to say, of an

exterior upright flange, of a cone, h, at the base of which is a horizontal

flange fitting against the exterior upright flange of the disc, g, and of a

second cone, i, larger in diameter than the former, and provided with a

horizontal flange or flare smaller than the horizontal flange of the other

cone. These three parts are fitted together by first

placing the cone, h, into the trough-like disc, g, by then

placing upon it the second cone, i, and by finally

wedging down the exterior upright flange of the disc

into the horizontal flare of the outer cone, i. Bjr

means of the flanges the positions of the inner and

outer cone are firmly secured in relation to the disc.

Thus the three parts are united, without the employ-

ment of any solder, and consequently without liability

of their giving way by their exposure to heat. In

addition to the jacket a circular plate, m, is used,

secured to and around the sleeve or jacket, for the more

convenient handling of the adjustable parts of the

burner. The plate is by preference perforated with

numerous holes within its circumference, so as to

break, as it were, the conduit of the heat from the

jacket to the circumference by means of air channels,

which will necessarily establish themselves through

the said holes. From the description hereinbefore

given of the parts and their individual functions, the

operation of this invention will be readily understood.

It may be well, however, to state that the application of the adjust-

able wick tube, operating in unison with the collecting chambers, dis-

penses with the necessity of any nice adjustment of the wick in the main

tube, as is the case in ordinary fluid burners : for if there be too much
wick at the tip of the burner, it can be reduced, without trimming it

down, by simply elevating the sliding tube and collecting chambers:

and vice versa, if there be an insufficient amount of wick, it may be

increased by depressing the collecting chambers.

LAW REPORT.

Weems' Patent Metallic Pipes and Sheets.—Application for a
Prolongation to the Privy Council.—This was the hearing of a petition

presented to the Privy Council hy Mr. John Weems, of Johnstone, N.B., for an

extension of patents granted to him for Scotland on the 31st May, 1852, and for

England 11th November, 1852, for "improvements in the manufacture or pro-

duction of metallic pipes and sheets."

Mr. Grove, Q.C., and Mr. W. N. Lawson (instructed by Mr. J. Henry Johnson, of

Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow), appeared for the petitioner. Mr. Hannen repre-

sented the Crown.

The invention, as claimed by the specification, consisted of various arrangements

of machinery for the more economical and efficient manufacture of pipes and tubular

articles, and sheets or flat surfaces from block tin, lead, copper, and composite

metals, by means of direct pressure, to cause exudation of the treated metal

through a suitable orifice. The simplest form of apparatus suitable for making

lead pipes consists of a powerful hydraulic cylinder, upon the ram of which is

fitted a strong vessel, or " containor," which receives a charge of melted metal. In

the bottom of this containor, and centrally therewith, is secured a core bar,

which extends above the edge of the containor, and enters the orifice of the die

through which the metal when set is exuded in the form of a pipe. This die is

fixed to the head of the press, and enters the bore of the containor, which it

fits accurately after the manner of a piston. The aperture in the die regulates the

outer diameter of the pipe, whilst the diameter of the core bar regulates that of the

bore of the pipe, or internal diameter ; the narrow annular space left between the

sides of the core bar and die orifice being the moulding or shaping aperture through

which the metal is exuded. The ram of the hydraulic cylinder having been lowered,

the containor is filled with molten lead, which is run into it from a melting pot,

and, when this metal sets, the pump of the hydraulic cylinder is put in operation,

and the containor with the mass of lead therein is elevated so as to bring the

surface of the lead in contact with the fixed die ; and as this pressure increases by

the continued working of the pump, the metal, having no other means of escape,

exudes in the form of a pipe through the narrow annular outlet between the central

core bar and the shoulder of the die ring. The essential distinctive feature, how-

ever, of this system of construction, is that the core bar is fixed in the containor,

or metal receiver, and consequently travels with it along with the contained metal,

C
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so that there is no actual frictional contact, except at the point of escape of the

exuding metal ; the shaping die, moreover, is pressed merely against the surface of

the mass of metal, so that just so much of the mass of metal is caused to ooze

between the die and the core as will produce the amount of pipe due to each

increment of motion of the die, without in any way disturbing the rest of the metal,

or giving rise to molecular action of the particles of the lead on one another. In

making sheets of lead on Mr. Weems' system, the fixed die is solid in lieu of having

an orifice therein, and in place of completely filling the bore of the containor, a

narrow annular space is left between the circumference of the die and the sides of

the containor, through which space the metal is exuded. A pipe will thus be

made of the full internal diameter of the containor, which pipe is subsequently

split open and flattened in the form of a sheet.

Mr. Grove opened the case, and after describing at length the invention of the

patentee and its advantages, as afterwards detailed by the witnesses, stated that

the petition was presented by the patentee and Messrs. Campbell, of Leith, who were

assignees of a limited interest in the Scotch patent, and that the accounts which

would be furnished to their lordships would show that the petitioner had, so far from

receiving remuneration, actually suffered loss in endeavouring to bring the invention

into public notice, and that the profit made by Messrs. Campbell by their use of the

portion of the invention assigned to them had been exceedingly small, not amounting

to anything like the ordinary manufacturers' profit which they would have made had

the capital employed in working the patent been employed in their ordinary business.

He stated, also, that the invention was in every respect most useful and meritorious,

and that the failure to work it out to a profit had arisen from causes beyond the

patentee's control. He added that it had been found in working the invention that

one portion of it was impracticable, the portion, namely, which related to the manu-

facture of tubes from brass or hard metal, and mentioned that a most unexpected

result had occurred when brass had been operated on by the patented machine: the

brass, which was always thought to have been a chemical compound of copper and

zinc, having been proved to be merely a mechanical mixture of those materials ; for

on subjecting brass to one of the patented machines, which had been constructed

of enormous strength, a zinc pipe only was produced, the copper remaining in the

machine. This part of the invention, which had thus been shown to be useless, the

patentee was willing to disclaim, if their lordships should think proper to grant a

prolongation of the patent.

Evidence to the following effect was then given:

—

Mr. Johnson, the petitioners' solicitor, proved the insertion in the Loudon Gazette,

certain London newspapers, and the country papers published in the neighbourhood

where the petitioners carried on business, of the usual advertisements of the intention

to apply for a prolongation, and of the appointment of a day for hearing the

application.

Mr. Weems, the patentee, was then called, and described in detail the various

particulars of his invention. Before his patent, sheets of lead had never been made
by hydraulic pressure or from tubes; lead pipes had been made by such pressure,

but the machines in use were in many ways objectionable, and block tin pipes had

never before been so made. He then stated the various endeavours he had made to

bring his invention into use, and entered into particulars of the machines sold by

him, and the prices he had received for such machines, verifying the accounts now
furnished, and showing that he had made no profit by working the patent, but, on

the contrary, had incurred loss. He described in detail the particulars of the ex-

periment alluded to by Mr. Grove, and said that with the view of making brass

tubes he had constructed a machine in which the ram was 33 inches diameter, and

which was capable of raising a weight of from 4000 to 5000 tons, being the most

powerful hydraulic machine ever yet made. On charging the containor of this

machine with brass, and setting the machine in motion, the result was the complete

separation of the copper and zinc, and the formation of a pipe of zinc only, the

copper being left in the bottom of the containor.

This witness was cross-examined by Mr. Hannen, on the part of the Crown, to

test the accuracy of the accounts furnished by him, but his evidence was not shaken.

Mr. Laurie, a partner in the firm of Messrs. Campbell, proved the utility of the

invention, and stated that by the old machines pipes could only be made in lengths

of 15 feet, whereas Mr. Weems' machine could make lengths of from 100 to 200

feet. He also proved the statements made by petitioners' counsel as to the small

profit made by his firm from working the invention.

This witness was also cross-examined by Mr. Hannen as to the accounts, but his

evidence was not affected.

Mr. Mallet, C.E., F.R.S., gave a statement of the history of the manufacture of

lead pipes, showing the gradual steps by which the manufacture had arrived at its

present perfection. Lead pipes were as old as the time of the Romans, and had

been found at Pompeii. These were made by doubling up longitudinally a flat strip

of lead, and uniting the edges bv pouring liquid lead on the adjacent lips. The next

advance was made in south eastern Germany or France as late as the beginning

of the last century. The lead was cast in cylindrical moulds prepared by accurate

jointing to part into two equal segments along a plane passing through the axis of

the cylinder, to which was fitted a cylindrical core of brass of the diameter of the

intended pipe. The pipes thus made were in lengths of about 3 feet, which were

afterwards joined end to end! The next improvement was Wilkinson's patent, 1790.

A short but thick hollow cylinder was cast in moulds, and being placed over a draw

bar, was drawn out through steel dies till its diameter was reduced and its length

increased to the required size. This lasted till about 1820, when a method of roll-

ing the pipes between grooved rollers, a core marking the diameter of the pipe, was
introduced, and in the same year a process of making lead pipes by hydraulic pres-

sure was patented. This method was to fill a cylinder which was fitted with a

piston with melted lead. The piston carried a core in its centre, and the whole

block of lead was extruded gradually from the cylinder by the advance of the piston,

carrying the block before it and squeezing out its mass through a narrow annular

space provided between the central rod, which fixed the calibre of the pipe, and a

short collar placed concentrically, which fixed its outside diameter. Other machines

on the same principle were patented in 1836, and these were the only systems of

making lead pipes by pressure in use till the invention of Mr. Weems. Sir. Mallet

then described the patentee's invention, and stated the essential difference between

it and the former methods of making lead pipes by pressure to be, that whereas in

them the force was applied at one end of the block—the form being changed by
extrusion at the other end—Mr. Weems applies the force at the same end of the
block at which the change of form by extrusion takes place. The friction of the
block along the sides of the containor, and the molecular action of the particles of the
lead on one another, both of which were serious impediments to the working of the
old machines, were thus entirely got rid of. Moreover, it was found in the old

system that the cylinder could not be so made as not slightly to change its form
under the pressure of the block, and the block following this change of form would
become, instead of a cylinder, a frustum of a cone, and the resistance to the passage
of the block be therefore immensely increased. Mr. Mallet further detailed the
advantages of petitioner's invention.

Mr. Greenlees, the manager of the lead works of Newton, Keats, & Co., of Glasgow,
was next examined. He corroborated the other witnesses as to the value of the
patentee's invention, and the great advantages which Mr. Weems' machine possessed

over all previously known methods of making lead and tin pipes, and stated that
whereas formerly a man and a boy would be employed a whole week in making by
the old methods 5 cwt. of tubes, at a cost for wages, coals, &c, of 28s., the same
quantity could now be made with Mr. Weems' machine by two men in one day at

a cost for wages, &c, of 8s. 2d. Moreover, the tubes could now be made at once

ready for the market, whereas formerly the surface required polishing before they
could be sold.

Mr. John Anderson, inspector of machinery at Her Majesty's arsenal at Woolwich,

proved that in 1857 Mr. Weems had supplied to Government two of his machines

for the purpose of producing lead rods, from which rifle bullets were afterwards

manufactured by a machine invented by witness. He stated that Mr. Weems'
machine worked admirably, and had produced one ton of lead rods per hour.

Mr. Hannen was then heard on the part of the Crown.

The judgment of their lordships was delivered by Lord Chelmsford as follows:—
Their lordships have no doubt that the invention in this case is a highly meri-

torious one, and that the inventor has not received a sufficient remuneration for his

invention. Even if we were to take into account what the assignees have received,

it would not amount to a very large sum— a sum of about £2000 spread over ten

or twelve years—and therefore their lordships entertain no doubt that the inventor,

the patentee, has entitled himself to an extension of the term of his patent. Their

lordships hesitated for a short time whether it would not be necessary for them to

mark their sense of what the inventor has done with regard to his knowledge at a

certain time of his machine not being applicable to the working of brass or copper

tubes. If their lordships had not extended the term of this patent the public would

have been deceived, and might have been led to make costly experiments upon brass

and upon copper for the manufacture of those tubes. Their lordships therefore felt

for a short time that it was due to the public that they should in some degree mark

their sense of the want of the disclaimer in this case, which it was the duty of the

inventor to have made ; but under all the circumstances, they think there was no

improper motive, no intention to deceive the public or to mislead them upon the

subject, and therefore upon the present occasion they will certainly not abridge the

term of prolongation which they intend to advise her Majesty to grant. But at all

events, the inventor must disclaim immediately the application of these machines

to copper or brass composition. Their lordships, under all the circumstances, con-

sidering that the invention is a highly meritorious one, that the remuneration has

been none whatever to the inventor, and very small indeed to the assignees, will

recommend to her Majesty that there should be an extension of the term for the

period of five years.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

A Manual of Geology. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D.,

F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College, and Professor of Geology in the

University of Dublin. 1 vol., 8vo. Longmans, London. 18G5.

Professor Samuel Haughton, the author of this systematic work

on the principles of geology, sits in the seat occupied in former years

by Thomas Oldham, now director of the geological survey of India,

and after him for a time by John Phillips, who now honourably sustains

the corresponding position of geological professor at Oxford. Well as

Haughton is known and esteemed amongst the upper ranks of men of

science by his various and valuable researches and published contribu-

tions to scientific research, his fame in the market-place, as Bacon

would have said, as yet has not equalled his fame in the academy

;

he is not as widely known popularly as he well deserves to be, by the

value of the several additions to the educational literature of science

which he has made in conjunction with Professor Galbraith in the

series of Galbraith & Haughtou's manuals, and by his energy and the

success which have attended him as a teacher of science. No doubt

this is in part due to the unfortunate fact that Haughton's sphere of

direct activity is in the University of Dublin, and that this has the

misfortune to be in Ireland. In part, though in less degree, it is owing

to the fact that the author of the " Manual of Geology" now before us

is in one sense not a popular writer ; he is not like such men as Page

and Figuier, and many others, a mere compiler of knowledge brought

to the level of every or of no capacity—which is so exquisitely expressed

by the French word vulgarizateur.

Like all that he touches, this manual is characteristically original in
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thought and treatment, and bears the impress of the trained mind upon

its lucid and terse language, -which here and there demands the full

measure of attention to follow the line of thought so briefly put, and

while most acceptable to the student who desires really to know his

subject, is not quite the diluted sort of pottage that the idle reader for

mere amusement likes. The book, moreover, rides full tilt against

one or two of the par excellence popular notions of our day, which, in

their relations to geology, have found an unquestioning readiness of

acceptance in England amongst some of the avowed leaders of that

science, and in the fashionable or popular assemblies of the salons or

lecture-rooms patronized by them, that augurs badly for the advance of

genuine natural science amongst us. The so-called Darwinian theory

is prominently one of these.

Versatile men are commonly supposed not to excel in depth and

exactness ; even Leibnitz was calumniated during his lifetime on such

a ground by those who could not comprehend the all-pervading grasp

of his almost intuitive knowledge and profound and subtle thought.

Haughton's remarkable career, which we trust may have long yet to

run, has been characterized by versatility, but the nature of his mental

products have precluded the possibility of doubting his being also pro-

found and accurate. We may marvel at the man whose acuteness,

before he took his medical degree, predicted that the poison of nicotin

would be found a counterpoison to strychnine, which has since proved

experimentally true; or whose ingenuity subsequently has applied

acoustics to the determination of the rate at which muscular motion is

transmitted in nervous waves through the animal tissues ; or who has

deduced a dynamic formula, based on experiment, for the determination

of the height of drop necessary to insure the instantaneous death of

criminals by hanging ; or who has tested ancient Irish history and recent

criminal jurisprudence by the laws of the tidal establishment upon the

Irish coasts ; but we are compelled to recognize these as almost the

intellectual sport of the same man who has won fellowship, and medical

degree, and medals, and honours, is the author of such papers as those

on the Original Fluidity of the Earth and Planets, on the Theory and

Establishment of the Tides of Ireland, or on the Composition of the

Donegal Granite, or of a dozen others, evidencing the command of the

highest mathematical, physical, and chemical powers, so rarely found

combined in one mind.

The only fear which those who know him best entertain, is that this

sparkling gem of mind may wear out the casket which holds it, by the

fri jtion of incessant labour alone. Nor is the element of risk wanting, for

no danger appals Haughton in the prosecution of research. It is but a few

days since he most narrowly escaped typhus fever, the inceptive symp-

toms of which showed themselves, caught while pursuing his investi-

gations on the sounds of the heart in disease while stethoscoping a

patient. These random personal traits of character may be allowed

in introducing the author of the " Manual of Geology" to readers who
do not know him as well as he is recognized in Ireland.

Of the work itself we will say that it is a first-rate student's book.

Its general scope may be as shortly as in any way indicated in the

words of its first chapter or lecture ; for it may be remarked that it is

in fact a transcript of the course of lectures delivered to the geological

class of Trinity College :

—

"Daring a previous course of lectures, I directed attention to the facts connected

with the history of the earth itself. During the present course I shall discuss the

more interesting, though not more important, question of the history of the earth's

inhabitants. But before proceeding to the history of the earth's inhabitants, which

many writers have defined as including the whole of geology, it is necessary to say

a few words, of an introductory character, regarding the physical conditions that

were necessary to be established on the earth before it could have had any inhabit-

ants at all. And afterwards I shall invite your consideration of the conditions

under which the earth's inhabitants have assumed the fossil state, and have so

become the subject of our notice and study as geologists. During the remainder

of the course our whole attention will be directed to an examination of those living

creatures themselves, and of their history on the globe."

" These few words of an introductory character '' are in fact an excel-

lent resume of physical geology, apart from life, in which, adopting fully

the views of Durocher and Delesse, the author gives, in aspects of some
novelty, a condensed account of the petrology of our planet. This

part of the work is that which will prove of most direct interest to the

engineer, who looks to geology in its economic aspects, and he will find

here some of the most valuable tables of the composition, density, &c,
of all the igneous rocks employed iD construction, as well as a transla-

tion of almost the whole of Durocher's original and important memoir.

The remainder of the work, after the fourth chapter, views geology

mainly in its vital and natural history aspects, and contains much that

is original in conception, or now put in new lights.

As a sample of the originality of character of the work, and of its

style, in which an underlying vein of humour is sometimes discoverable,

we may quote his disquisition on the reasons for the form of the cell of

the honey bee :—

"It may now occur to you that the geometrical forms of the various kingdoms of

nature give us very little clue or indication as to the relative degree of importance,

or of development in the scale of creation of the creatures that possess them. In

fact, as I said before, the highest forms of mathematical symmetry are developed in

the lowest kingdom of the three. The symmetry of the line, which is a more com-
plex symmetry than that relating to the plane, is found exclusively in the vegetable

kingdom, and in the lower forms of animal life ; and it is not till we come to the

higher forms of life that we find the geometrical idea of symmetry reduced to a

simple symmetry of two sides of the body referred to a single plane ; and that

plane, as in the case of the higher animals, not having any line in it, or perpendi-

cular to it, round which the symmetry is compelled to take place. It therefore

appears to me to be at first sight an indication rather of a low than of a high

degree in the scale of creation, to find any great perfection of geometrical form

;

and therefore I should be disposed, in discussing the subject now before us—the

geometrical instincts of animals—to lay down a principle which is in opposition to

the opinion of many of the ancient philosophers, that it is by no means to be

regarded as a high proof of intelligence in a creature to find it capable of con-

structing habitations, or making structures of various kinds in accordance with the

strictest and most accurate laws of geometry. We shall find, I think, on investi-

gation, that neither the extravagant laudations of the instincts of those animals, nor

of the skill, greatly exceeding that of the highest mathematicians, with which they

are said to construct their habitations, are well founded ; nor, on the other hand, do

I think you will find reason to believe that the language, bordering on a contempt

quite inconsistent with their professed disbelief in His existence, with which the

Creator of those creatures has been spoken of by many modern naturalists for

having endowed them with these geometrical instincts, is justified by the facts.

An importance which they do not deserve has been attached to these geometricnl

forms by both parties in the controversy ; and it justly surprises one to find with

what animosity a discussion, as to whether the bees or the inventors of the differen-

tial calculus were the best mathematicians, was carried on in the last century.
uJn my opinion, Lluilier solved the question satisfactorily, by producing a form

of cell which excelled that of the bee in all the points that were supposed to be

essential to its perfection. The same idea, I think, existed among the ancients,

because we find in the introduction to the fifth book of the celebrated Pappus, that

he also solves the problem of the bees, speaking of them with great respect, but at

the same time maintaining that the geometers of his day were able to solve the

problem of economy of wax with a degree of perfection to which the bees could not

attain. A short history of this question, I believe, will prove to be of some interest,

because, if we can satisfy ourselves as to the true theory of the cells of the bees,

which has been made for 2000 years the battle ground of this controversy, we shall

have no difficulty in solving other corresponding problems respecting the geometrical

spider, and the forms which some other animals and corals assume when in contact

with each other. The first person, as far as we now know, who attempted the

solution of this curious problem, and wrote on the subject of the cell of the bee, was
Pappus. The following is an accurate translation from the introduction to his

fifth book :

—

"
' God has imparted to men, indeed, the best and most perfect knowledge of

wisdom and discipline ; and has assigned to some animals, devoid of reason, a

certain portion. To men, therefore, as making use of reason, he has permitted

that they should do all things by reason and demonstration, but to other animals

without reason, he has given the possession of what is useful and conducive to life,

by a certain natural providence.
'*

' Any one may understand this to be so, as well in many other kinds of animals,

and more especially in bees. For order, and a certain admirable deference to those

who rule in their republic, ambition, moreover, and cleanliness, heap together an

abundance of honey ; but their foresight and economy concerning its conservation

are much more admirable— for holding it for certain, as is just, that they carry back

some portion of ambrosia from the gods to choice men, they pour out this, not

rashly on the ground, or into wood, or any other unformed and misshapen matter

;

but collecting from the sweetest flowers that grow in the earth, they form from

them most excellent vases as a receptacle for the honey (which the Greeks call

xvia, and the Latins favi), all indeed equal, similar, and cohering among them-

selves, of the hexagon species. Now it is thus evident that they construct these by

a certain geometrical foresight; for they consider it fit that all the figures should

cohere together and have common sides, lest anything, falling into the intervening

spaces, should spoil and corrupt their work.
"

' Hence, three rectilinear and ordinate figures can effect what is proposed—

I

mean ordinate figures which are equilateral and equiangular, for ordinate and dis-

similar figures did not please the bees themselves. Now, equilateral triangles, and

squares, and hexagons (neglecting other similar figures filling space), may be placed

next each other, so as to have common sides—other ordinate figures cannot ; for the

space about the same point is filled, either by six equilateral triangles, or by four

squares, or by three hexagons—-but three pentagons are less than sufficient, and

four are more than sufficient to fill the space round a point—neither can three

heptagons be established, so as to fill the space round a point.

" ' The same reasoning will apply much more to figures having a greater number

of sides. There being, then, three figures which of themselves can fill up the space

round a point, viz., the triangle, the square, and the hexagon ; the bees have wisely

selected for their structure that which contains most angles, suspecting, indeed, that

it could hold more honey than either of the others.
"

' The bees, forsooth, know only what is useful to themselves, viz., that the
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hexagon is greater than the square or triangle, and can hold more honey, an equal

quantity of material being employed in the construction of each ; but we, who
profess to have more wisdom than the bees, will investigate something even more

remarkable, viz., that of plane figures which are equilateral and equiangular, and

have equal perimeters, that is always the greatest which consists of most angles,

and the circle is the greatest of all, provided it be included in a perimeter equal to

theirs.'

—

Pappus.
" Thus we see that Pappus originated the idea of economy of wax ; for if wc can

make cells having a common side so that each wall shall serve for two cells, we
shall at once attain an economy of fifty per cent. Here we have an anticipation,

by two thousand years, of the conjecture of Reaumur, that economy of wax was the

reason for the form of the cell ; and the question rested in the condition in which it

was left by Pappus until the year 1712, when Maraldi, an Italian geometer, again

took up the problem, and carried it a step farther than Pappus had done.

"The cells of the bees are hexagonal, and disposed in two. rows, which are placed

back to back. In this respect they differ remarkably from the cells constructed by

wasps. In the latter we have the hexagonal cells placed side by side, and termi-

nating at the bottom either in a flat surface, or in a rudely conical point. The
bees' cells are formed in double rows, one set of hexagonal columns opening on one

side, and the other on the other, the hexagons of each side being fitted into three

hexagons of the opposite side. This structure, by which the hexagonal cells on one

side are made to fit into those on the other, has given rise to a controversy that

has now lasted for 150 years ; and there has been recently a good deal of attention

attracted to it by Mr. Darwin, who has revived it again without adding much to it.

Maraldi found that the bottom of each hexagonal cell did not meet the opposite

hexagonal cell. At first sight one would suppose that each hexagonal cell would

be set down against its opposite, and a partition made in the middle. But this, as

Pappus would say, did not please the bees, because it would be equivalent to making
a hexagonal cell twice the length that they were in the habit of making them. The
bottom of each cell, however, consists of a trihedral angle; therefore, as you look

down into each cell you observe three planes, each having the form of a rhombus.

Maraldi observed that the rhombus had a definite shape, from which it never varied

in the slightest degree ; and having observed this curious fact, he was led by it to

form a theory as to the manner in which the bees build their cells, which is rather

singular. His theory requires us to suppose that it was convenient for the bees to

be obliged, considering that they are animals of limited intelligence, to carry the idea

of only one angle in their minds; and that the Creator has, therefore, endowed
them with the faculty of forming an idea of an angle of 70° 31' 44^-", which is the

angle of the rhombus of which they make the ends of the cells. He supposes that

each bee endowed with the wonderful instinct of carrying this angle in its mind is

never satisfied with its work until it shapes the wax to that angle ; so that we may
regard each bee constructing his cell on Maraldi's principle, as provided with a sort

of mental plumb-line by which he regulates his work, and equals it to the angle

with the idea of which the Creator has endowed him.

"Maraldi considered that he had made great progress in the question when he

found that he could reduce all the angles requisite for the construction of the cells

to one; but it remained for the naturalist Reaumur to add a most unfortunate

complication to this problem. Reaumur suggested to his mathematical friends

whether it might not be possible that by the construction of the bottom of the cells

in this trihedral form, an economy of wax takes place similar to what is found to

occur in the original hexagonal construction of the cells which had been noticed by
Pappus. RPLaurin, the famous Scotch geometer, solved this problem in 1743, and
satisfied Reaumur, and naturalists in general, that there was an economy of wax.

It turned out as a remarkable fact that by the particular angle employed by the

bees a further economy of wax was produced. To me this economy of wax appears

so contemptible that I think any person that can suppose it to have an influence in

the construction of the cell must have a mind constituted like that of a poor-law

guardian. Two per cent, is all that it is possible to save by this particular angle.
" In 1781 the celebrated Genevese mathematician, L'huilier, took up the question

again in the spirit of Pappus. He quoted the introduction to the fifth book of

Pappus, and said he agreed with Pappus that the intelligence of man was greater

than that of the bee ; and in so doing, said he was not to be supposed to accuse the

Creator of the bee of any want c f intelligence if he denied in toto the whole theory

of the geometrical instinct which was supposed to influence the result. He accepted

the challenge of naturalists with regard to the economy of wax, and furnished

mathematicians and naturalists with a form of cell which, if the bee would only

take the trouble to construct, he might economize a much larger proportion of wax
than two per cent. He naturally objected to two per cent, as influencing the

result, and provided the bees with a shape of cell which would enable them to

make five cells for each four that they now make, which would be a saving of wax
of twenty per cent.

"The question rested from 1781 until it was revived in late times by some
speculators, who arrived at another extraordinary property attained by this form of

the cells of the bee—namely, that it was the figure that had the mechanical pro-

perty of offering a maximum resistance to fluid pressure. It so happens that the
planes of the cell make angles of 120° with each other, which is well known to

mechanicians to be the best angle for a pair of lock gates to resist pressure. From
this fact, some have come to the conclusion that not only was economy of wax one
of the objects in the construction of the cell, but that a maximum of resistance and
strength was also accomplished in its form. But when you consider that the only

pressure that can come upon these floodgates is a pressure not exceeding a line and
a half of fluid, because these cells are placed horizontally, such considerations as to

the strength of the cell must be supposed to have no part in the problem ; more-
over, in the outside end of the cell, which is simply plugged with a bit of wax, we
have the worst possible form of structure for resisting pressure; therefore it is

evident, to my mind at least, that the strength of the cells can have no influence

whatever in their formation.

"Mr. Darwin, in his book on the 'Origin of Species,' has revived the question
again, and has converted the economy of wax into a motive force sufficient to create

the bee. His theory is, that in the construction of the cell the bee is guided by no
instinct. In that I agree with him to a certain extent—namely, that the instinct

is not of that mathematical kind which has been assigned. But he supposes that

a set of bees having by some chance or accident hit off this particular form of cell

which involves«an economy of wax, and the practice of making such cells having

become hereditary amongst them, those bees, as a necessary consequence, had a

natural advantage in the struggle of life, which enabled them to maintain their

ground, and to destroy in the competition for food other races of bees. It appears

to me that neither the wonder of the natural theologians at the geometrical talents

of the bee, nor the extraordinary theory of Darwin, which converts this geometrical

form into a motive force sufficient to create the animal that made it, is worthy of

our attention. We find our common British wasp making hexagonal cells without

these remarkable forms at the bottom. He has not the intelligence to perceive

that, if he placed his cells back to back, he could avail himself of M'Laurin's famous
two per cent. If he put them back to back, he could construct them, with the help

of the wasps on the other side, in the form of a rhombic dodecahedron, and would
then be rewarded with two per cent, of material, and would, besides, have the

satisfaction of feeling himself more intelligent, more perfect in his faculties, more
improved than his neighbours, and altogether a more highly civilized order of wasp.

The wasps of Madagascar are just as ignorant as the British wasp. They mako
hexagonal cells, but stop up the ends by figures of no geometrical shape at all, and

there is no attempt made by them to place the cells back to back. The wasps of

Mauritius, also, have the same unenlightened, unintelligent mode of constructing

their habitations.

"It is worthy of inquiry whether these structures are the result of geometrical

instincts implanted in the creature, as the ancients supposed, or of any such fantastic

notion as economy of material ; or whether the idea of either economy or strength

of material should enter into our investigations of their form. I believe that the

geometrical forms of such structures as wasps' cells, bees' cells, and many other

cases to be mentioned, even the microscopic cells of many plants, and the cellular

tissues of animals, may be explained without any reference either to instinct or to

the attainment of economy or mechanical strength. If a large bomb-shell be filled

with musket bullets, fired against a bank of earth, and then broken, the bullets

when taken out will be found converted into pentagonal dodecahedrons; and the

facets appearing upon each bullet will be pentagons, of course some being more,

and some less perfectly indented to this shape. This remarkable geometrical form

would be acquired by each bullet simply from the pressure of all the rest against it

when the shell strikes against the wall. This form is well known to be one of those

which the ancient geometers called perfect forms, from their being capable of being

inscribed in a sphere, and which are only five in number. Any one wishing to try

the experiment may do so, without the trouble or expense of a bombshell full of

bullets, by going to a chemical laboratory and examining the froth which rises on

the top of an organic solution. The bubbles composing this froth are spheres ; and

these spheres collect together in great quantities, forming a large portion of the top.

If you examine the froth while the bubbles of air press on each other, you will find

that the contact and the pressure compel the spheres to assume pentagonal faces.

Suppose for a moment that these bubbles or bullets were the result of the organic

labour of some creature, would we for a moment think of ascertaining the physical

properties of a pentagonal dodecahedron, and then ascribing to those physical pro-

perties the production of the animals that made such forms? Certainly not. In.

the case of the hexagon, wasps and the bees are endowed with an instinct—which I

regard as an ultimate fact—of constructing the cells side by side with each other.

The bees have an additional instinct of constructing a double row of cells, which the

wasps do not possess. These two instincts I regard as ultimate facts, and profess

not to be able to explain them. But the moment the wasp is taught to build his

cell side by side with those of other wasps, the cells must assume a hexagonal form,

being compelled to that by their mutual pressure upon each other. If we suppose

a number of spheres to be contained, not within a spherical shell, but within a

cylinder, and that cylinder gradually to close upon the spheres towards its axis, the

spheres will all assume the form of elongated hexagonal prisms. If we now consider

the successive rows of spheres, each will tit naturally into the hollow of three spheres,

and if we suppose the ends of the cylinder to approach, so as to produce a contrac-

tion in the direction of the length of the cylinder, we shall have produced in the

spheres precisely the form of the bee's cell— a prism with hexagonal sides ; and its

ends will be necessarily the planes of a rhombic dodecahedron.

" The tendency to hexagonal arrangement of parts growing, or built up, in con-

tact with each other is not confined to the animal kingdom ; as may be well seen

from the hexagonal leaf scars of the Slyillaria tessellata of the coal period, whose

growing leaves, pressing on each other, have been compelled to assume the hexa-

gonal form. This form may be also well seen in the bones of the paddle of the

Ichthyosaurus.
" I have chosen these two instances of pentagonal and rhombic dodecahedrons to

illustrate my meaning. We do not know of any organic creatures that form penta-

gonal dodecahedrons; but we can conceive the conditions under which they would

do so ; and in such a case we should not ascribe to a geometrical instinct imparted

to the animals the tendency to make these forms, as the ancients would have done

;

nor ought we, as some of the moderns have done, to seek in the geometrical and

mechanical properties of these forms, the reason for their being made. As I have

already said, it appears to me that there is no connection whatever, except perhaps

one of an inverse kind, between these geometrical forms and the instincts or the

intelligence of the animals that make them; aud that our wonder at the beauty of

those forms must not be allowed to attach itself in any way to the animals that

have made them, as if they possessed intelligence superior to their neighbours.

According to the language of the Lamarckian school, the bee would possess soru*

perception of the advantage of this form, and therefore would make it. This was

the opinion also of the ancients, as I have shown. According to the opinion of the

Darwinians—the more modern school—the bee would possess no such knowledge

of the form; but the natural physical advantage of that form would cause it

to continue to be made by the bees amongst whom the habit of making it had

become hereditary. Both these views we have reason to consider to be completely

erroneous."

And as a pendant to this we cannot repress a glimpse of the discussion
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of the Darwinian theory itself. After a patient review of the facts of

palaeontology, aided by many diagrams representing, by the graphic

method, the numerical facts ascertained as to the former course of

extinct life upon the globe, and a lucid summing up of the evidences

they present, the author says :—

" Such I believe to be an honest and faithful sketch of the actual facts ; and on
such facts all theories of the Life History of the Globe must necessarily be based.

"The first theory to account for the appearance in succession of these creatures

on the globe that I shall notice is the celebrated theory which was put forward by
the author of the ' Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.' It may be charac-

terized as the embryological theory of life upon the globe. It starts from the
supposition that the most highly organized animals pass during the foetal condition

successively through phases characteristic of the lower forms of life; and zealous

naturalists of this school, endowed with the faith requisite for such speculations,

have never failed to find, even in the human fcetus, that it passes successively

through the several phases of the Fish, the Reptile, the Bird, and Man. The life

of the globe itself is fantastically compared, as is often done by modern speculators,

to the life of an individual ; and we are called upon by this theory to believe that

our great mother earth, in producing her creatures in succession, followed the course

adopted with regard to the production of the individual; and that the life, of the

globe, like the life of each one of us, has passed in succession through all those

phases of imperfect development which were gradually evolved from one another,

from the less perfect to the more perfect form. It is not to be wondered at that

so attractive and symmetrical a theory should find numerous supporters. It has

therefore always been popular; but it has not received the ready assent from
thinkers that it has from popular lecturers and readers. In fact, its very symmetry
renders it dangerous and suspicious. We do not find that nature acts with this

degree of regularity and symmetry in any of her works; and as a rigorous conse-

quence from this theory it would follow that of necessity the dignity and importance

of each creature on the globe would be an exact measure of the time at which it

lived. You will observe from the facts that I have again and again brought under
your notice, that numerous exceptions to the law of progress are to be found in

geology. Now, one singTe exception would be fatal to this theory; and as the

exceptions are numerous—although I readily admit that there is abundant evidence

of progress on the whole—I consider that we are entitled to set aside this theory as

amongst these beautiful things that we may dream cf in our imaginations, but

which we do not find realized in fact.

"I come now, in the second place, to the theory of Lamarck and Darwin—for

Lamarck's and Darwin's theories are identical. When you consider that Lamarck
was entirely ignorant of the facts of geology, it is fair to believe that if he had
known them, he would have drawn the necessary consequences from his theory

which Mr. Darwin has produced. Lamarck's theory rejected all notion of progress.

In fact, it appears to have been forced upon this distinguished man by a considera-

tion of the arguments which his predecessor Buffon has used in favour of the theory

of degradation. Both Bnffon and Lamarck laboured under the great disadvantage

of not being acquainted with the past history of the forms of life that they studied

;

they were only acquainted with the forms at present existing on the globe, and to

some extent with their geographical distribution. Buffon devised the theory, the

parallel of which may be found in Linnaeus' speculations respecting Plants, that the

Creator had originally placed upon the globe certain types of animals and plants,

and that by cross-breeding and intermixing with each other, these had successively

produced, by a continued process of degradation, the various types of life which are

to be found in our different classifications. Lamarck adopted the principle which,

with the inexorable logic of a Frenchman, he carried to its legitimate consequences;

that there was no inherent law such as Buffon supposed in the animal, by which
he must descend in the order of nature, nor any inherent principle in the animal,

by which, as the moderns believe, he must ascend in the scale of organization, but
that each creature on the globe was absolutely and completely formed by the physical

and organic conditions by which it was surrounded.

"Thus one group of animals might retrograde, another might ascend, but all would
do so moulded by the circumstances by which they were surrounded. And in the

statement of this remarkable and extraordinary view, Lamarck occasionally falls

into the use of language which, to a person who is not a believer in the theory,

borders closely upon the ridiculous. He attributes, sometimes incautiously, to the

animals a desire to alter their condition ; he attributes in particular this ambition

to the monkeys who, by the exercise of this constant desire to improve and to

tyrannize over their brother monkeys, gradually succeed in producing man ! Other
forms, no doubt—like the flat Fishes and the Monotremes among the Vertebrate
animab—not endowed with this wish to better their condition, must have had the

perverted *and degenerate wish to degrade themselves. But, of course, Lamarck
only falls occasionally and incidentally into these expressions, which attribute

volition to the animal in changing its condition. The fair and true statement of

this theory would be, that the creature becomes the necessary consequence of its

surrounding conditions. Mr. Darwin draws logical conseouences from Lamarck's
theory. He had the advantage over Lamarck of being acquainted with the history

of the life of each creature on the globe, as well as with their present condition

;

and he introduces a speculation or theory which was intended to account, not merely,

as Lamarck attempted to do, for the existence of present creatures on the globe, but

to trace them back through time, to follow their history, and to show how they

became what they are now. He has introduced into these considerations a principle

which appears to me not to be necessary to his theory, because, even if Mr. Darwin's
principle were rejected, I can easily understand how the followers of Lamarck would
retain his theory, and consider Mr. Darwin's principle an unnecessary complication.

Mr. Darwin attempts to account for the manner in which surrounding physical and
organic conditions change the forms of animals. He attributes it to the competition

for food and females—to the contest for life and existence— the constant struggle

that i3 always going on between animals of every kind, being strongest and fiercest

between animals that are the closest to each other in their organization. Therefore,

it will follow that any accidental deviation from the existing type of animals that

will give them an advantage in this competition for food, and foi the means of

reproduction, will become hereditary—will be propagated; and so a group of crea-

tures better adapted to their surrounding circumstances will be the result, because

those possessed of this quality will defeat their rivals not possessed of it in the

battle of life. You will observe that this principle is quite unnecessary to the

Lamarckian theory; and that the latter theory, which makes the creature the

product of the surrounding circumstances, might remain if this principle were

abandoned. But it is an attempt to assign a cause for the manner in which the

surrounding circumstances influence the individuals.

"The theory of formation from surrounding circumstances assumes as its funda-

mental hypothesis, that each species of organic creature can depart indefinitely from
the type in which it was created. It appears to me that this is an assumption

fatal to the theory itself. Our experience, as far as it goes, of breeding varieties of

animals, of producing them artificially, or observing them as they are produced by
nature, seems to show that this power of adapting itself to surrounding circum-

stances is only a provision or safeguard given to the species by the Creator to

prevent its total destruction by any, even the slightest alteration, in surrounding

circumstances. If the circumstances in which man, or any species of creature upon
the globe were placed, were perfectly immutable and unchangeable, we might then
suppose in the structure of the creature itself a corresponding immutability and
unchangeableness. But as the circumstances of climate, of food, of conditions of

every kind that surround us, are liable to vary, we should expect, in conformity

with our views of the wisdom of the Creator, that He would endow His creatures

with a power of deviating somewhat from the original type according to which He
made them, so as to accommodate themselves to surrounding circumstances. But I

have no hesitation in saying that every such deviation from the original type produces
a monstrosity, and is in itself an imperfection, and not an advantage. It is well

known to dog breeders, to pigeon fanciers, to horse and cattle breeders of every kind,

that the production of particular types of animals in a direction which we want is

accompanied by an alarming and fatal tendency to various diseases, so that the wild

animal is always a healthier and stronger animal than the artificial animal, which
is bred in a particular direction by the art of man. And there are many other

indications in the same direction which seem to me to point out clearly and unmis-
takeably that the amount of deviation from the original type is strictly limited

—

within different limits in different creatures—and that the deviation from the original

type, as it proceeds in conformity with surrounding circumstances, must ultimately

reach a limit, when the destruction of the species and of the creature itself must be

the result.

"I have now laid before you, Gentlemen, as fairly as I possibly can, the embryo-
logical theory of Combe, and the politico-economical theory of Lamarck and
Darwin ; and I think you will see the strongest reason to be dissatisfied with both

of them. The embryological theory is obviously untrue, and at variance with many
exceptions that we are acquainted with in the history of the globe; and as, of

necessity, the theory will not admit of a single exception, this alone entitles us to

reject it. Lamarck and Darwin's theory possesses the advantage over the embryo-
logical theory, that it does not require strict progression; the animals, according to

surrounding circumstances, may some of them progress, and others may retrograde;

and so an imaginative mind may find ready excuses for the occurrence of the flat

Fishes and the Monotremes in modern times, and will be able to apologize for the

occurrence of the Cephalopods in the earliest periods. But it appears to me that

this theory, resting as it does altogether on an unproved hypothesis, and one which
the life of man or the succession of lives of men will. for ever be unable to prove,

wants that positive basis which it is desirable that science should endeavour to seek.

It is also open to a fatal and serious objection that I would urge against all these

theories—an objection that I believe will be found to extend not only to these

theories, but to many metaphysical doctrines that are commonly taught amongst us.
lt I believe that a good deal of the ready reception which such loose theories of

the history of life upon the globe have received in modern times has been owing to

the shallow metaphysical philosophy of the Scotch school. We have been taught

by our teachers to believe that succession implies causation. We have been taught

that if an event uniformly follows another event, we are to call the first event a

cause, and the second event an effect. As far as we are in a position to speak on

the question, it appears to me that the various forms of life which have existed upon
the globe can only be said to have succeeded each other in a certain manner which

we can describe ; but to attempt to show why any form of creature that appeared

in the Palaeozoic times was necessarily succeeded by others that appeared later in

those times, and these again by totally different forms of creatures in the Neozoic

period, followed closely by the apparition of Man himself, seems to be about as

rational as to say that Sunday is the cause of Monday, Monday the cause of Tues-

day, and Tuesday the cause of Wednesday. Or, taking a better comparison

—

the seasons of the year—we know that winter precedes spring, spring precedes

summer, and summer autumn ; but no person would say that winter is the cause of

spring, spring the cause of summer, and so on, although we do know that some one

and common cause exists, which is the cause of the seasons and of their orderlv

succession. This common cause in the seasons we are acquainted with ; and if we
could reach it in the history of life upon the globe, it would explain to us how it is

that these creations succeed each other. We must remain, I believe, for ever

ignorant of the principle which regulates the succession of life upon the globe, and
pending the arrival of more perfect knowledge—which I think we have no right to

hope for, or to expect—we must remain contented with the very old-fashioned, but

very simple and very satisfactory, hypothesis of a Creator.

"I am well aware, Gentlemen, that I should feel ashamed to be obliged, in the

lecture halls of such an institution as this, to offer an apology for the existence of a

Creator
;
yet such has been the lamentable tendency and progress of modern specu-

lation, unfortunately not confined to geological science, in late periods, that such an

apology really is not out of place. These various schemes to explain the history of

life upon the globe appear to me to be ingenious modes of more or less politely

bowing the Creator of the universe and of ourselves to the confines of His dominions,

and of excluding Him virtually from our thoughts. What can be more simple,

what can be more satisfactory, than the theory of life upon the globe, that there

was a progress according to the Creator's will ; that the various creatures whose
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fossil forms excite our admiration, and lead us to see the perfection of His works,

were formed by Him in succession upon the globe according as He provided external

circumstances suited to their existence ; and that the order of succession might haye

been different from what it is, if He had pleased? It appears to me that to a

religious mind nothing is simpler, nothing more intelligible or instructive, than the

study of the history of life upon the globe, referred continually and constantly to the

Creator's power always present. That there was a progression, and that perhaps

some law, which we may at a future time be permitted to obtain a glimpse of,

guided and directed that progress of life upon the globe, there appears to be little

doubt. But in the present state of our knowledge I believe it to be safer, and at

the same time more reverent, to attribute the order of life, and the succession in

which it has appeared upon the globe, to a direct eifort of the Creator's will, 'in

whom we ourselves live, and move, and have oar being,' and to whom we look for

the fulfilment of our hopes of immortality.

"It would be wrong, Gentlemen, if I concluded this course of Lectures, as I said

before, without urging upon you the importance of retaining in your minds the sense

of the constant and presiding presence of the Creator, moulding the history of the

globe. But I would be equally wrong if I closed these Lectures without expressing

my conviction that, if possible, a more important question than that of the assertion

of the existence and presence of the Creator is at stake in such speculations as I

have referred to. I believe that no intelligent man can think that the order of

events in the history of the globe has occurred in the way of natural law, without

the intervention of a creative mind, and at the same time retain for himself the hope

of a future life. It is difficult for us to believe in a natural origin of man, and at

the same time retain the conviction which we have as Christians of a miraculous

future. Surely the animal that grew from a monkey, which monkey had its origin

in a lower type of life, that again proceeded from still lower forms, cannot hope to

live beyond the time when his perishable body shall return to the elements from
whence they came. It therefore seems to me that the retention of a belief in the

resurrection of our bodies, and in an immortal future, is inconsistent with these

natural theories of life upon the globe."

We believe these views are in the main true, and that the wild and ill-

digested notions of Darwin, which have been dignified by the name of

a theory, will yet be recognized for what it really is, an untrue conclusion

based upon an unproved and disprovable hypothesis. Yet although

ready to acknowledge the conclusion as just, to which Haughton points,

viz., that if our forefathers were cockles or oysters, it is scarce conceivable

that we as men should be the heirs of a future life, we are disposed to join

the Darwinian and Huxleyan school in saying that the question is not

to what consequences the Darwinian views may lead, whether contrary

or not to accepted theologies, or to even our most cherished hopes, but

simply, is it upon the facts on which it is supposed to rest, true or false ?

The view pointed to by Haughton, however we may deem it not

logically in strict point, does honour to him as a man, who with the

utmost liberality of views, and tolerance of those diverse from his own,

and an absence from humbug, or of aught belonging to the genus

Chadband, has never forgotten in word or writing that he bears the title

of reverend.

The work to ourselves seems singularly free from slips or errors. We
found one little one which, by way of contrast, we cannot avoid the

temptation to mention : at p. 67, the author, in referring to Roman
cement, evidently thinks it was so called because known to the ancient

Romans and brought in commerce to us from Rome. He seems to con-

found it with Pouzzolana, and is not aware that when Parker patented

this cement about sixty years ago he called it Roman cement, and that

nowadays it is more commonly called by builders and engineers Parker's

cement, the better to distinguish it from Portland cement, which is as

little Roman as the other.

—

Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF IRELAND.

The Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland held its anniversary meeting; in the
Museum Buildings, Trinity College, Dublin, on the 7th February, 1866, when the
president, Robert Mallet, Esq., F.R.S., read from the chair the following address as
that for his first year of office:

—

president's address.

Gentlemen,—First in order, as first by the promptings of my own feelings, it is

my duty to thank you for the more than deserved honour you have conferred upon
me by having elected me your president. To sit in this chair, dignified as it has been
by the occupancy of your past presidents—Burgoyne, Jones, Griffith, Vignolles, and
others—is an honour to be appreciated by any man, however elevated in our pro-

fession. To have been chosen to take the leadership for a time of our Institution,

surrounded by the able and eminent men of our body, some of whom I see present,

is to me a happy recognition that the ties which for many of my earlier years of
life and labour connected me with this country have not been wholly broken or

forgotten. If there be a regret present to my mind, it is that which I felt it my duty to

urge when I was a year ago proposed for your president, namely, that my residence and
avocations in London must preclude me from such a sedulous and constant attention

to the objects and progress of this Institution as I should desire to render if at all

times present amongst you here. Our Institution, Gentlemen, is no longer a new

or untried body. This very year it counts an existence of thirty years of growing

life and vigour, and now in its third decade it may not be uninteresting to trace

some of the circumstances of its career, of which, I believe, no record exists, unless

in the minutes of our past proceedings. I can do so the better as I am amongst
the few of its earliest members still connected with its proceedings. I was one

of those who helped to rock its cradle, and have lived to see its manhood.
The Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, under a slightly different title, was

established in the year 1835, under the presidency of Sir John F. Burgoyne, Bart.,

G.CB., who was at that time chairman of the Board of Public Works in Ireland.

It owed its origin partly to the want felt by the large body of county surveyors

in Ireland, and of engineers employed there on many important public works more
directly under the control of the Board—of some organized mode of exchanging

thought on purely professional subjects. Mainly, however, was it called into being

through the strong conviction of Sir John Burgoyne and of Mr. Radcliffe, a member
of the Board of Public Works, of the great need of better means of technical

education, not only in engineering proper, but in all that is auxiliary to it, at that

time existing in Ireland.

The Institution was, however, founded upon too narrow a basis—confined to civil

engineers in the older and narrowest acceptation of the title—holding its infrequent

meetings at the offices of Public Works, in the Custom House, with none but

honorary officers, all of whom were burdened with their own particular official

duties, and some of whom but lukewarmly seconded the intentions of the president.

In result the Institution languished, and in 1844 had reached so moribund a

state, that it was mooted whether it should not be dissolved, and its funds

divided amongst its members. At this conjuncture Sir John Burgoyne re-

quested the advice of him who now addresses you as to what was most expedient.

The view which I ventured to urge was, that in no event should the Institution

be permitted to die ; that its basis of operation should be enlarged ; that it should

obtain under rent apartments it could call its own, and in which its models and

books, &c, could be deposited and its meetings held ; that the latter should be

regular and frequent ; that a new code of by-laws should be framed, as far as

possible in accordance with and based on those of the Institution of Civil Engineers

of London; and that a paid secretary should be appointed as a fixed centre for all

its future operations.

I look back with some satisfaction upon the fact, that the suggestions made were

accepted, acted upon, and proved successful.

In October, 1844, the new code of by-laws were drawn up by myself, and

revised by the president, assisted by the late Barry D. Gibbons, C.E., John

M'Mahon, C.E., and one or two other members. A general meeting was called,

and Thomas Oldham, Esq., afterwards professor of geology, Trinity College, Dublin,

and now director of the Geological Survey of India, was formally appointed our first

salaried secretary.

A suite of rooms were assigned to us on an upper floor of the Custom House at

a moderate rent, and under the new title, which it still bears, the Institution

commenced the second phase of its existence.

It now possessed a class of associates, and this soon numbered several names not

unknown to fame in connection with science, pure or applied, and with various

branches of art and manufacture.

Not many years of slowly growing usefulness and activity had passed, however,

when the famine became sore in the land. The energies of the Board of Public

Works, diverted from well-organized improvement in every channel, were taxed and

strained to feed a dying people—a nation that stretched forth its hands for food

;

and to make way for the immense commissariat staff that the emergency demanded,

the Institution was deprived of its rooms, and obliged to occupy apartments in Sack-

ville Street at a burdensome rent.

Yet amidst all these vicissitudes its progress was never arrested.

At the Custom House, or at its own apartments elsewhere, its meetings were

holden. The attendance of members and associates was generally fair and some-

times large, and the discussions upon papers read were often lively and well

conducted.

Of the character of the papers themselves produced, the best evidence is afforded

by the earlier volumes of our published Transactions, in which, amongst many other

valuable communications, I may point to the classical papers of Neville on the

Theory of Embankments, &c. ; William and Thomas Mulvany on Arterial Drainage;

Michael Mull'ms on the Construction of Canals and Railways in Deep Bogs ; Purdon

on the Woodhead Tunnel; and several others.

Another change, however, now made its influence felt. Famine, disease, emigra-

tion, had done their work— thinned the people and impoverished all.

The hissee faire doctrine was announced as that of the British government in

Ireland ; those who had been reduced to helplessness were to help themselves.

Public works were to be, if at all, the products of private enterprise, skill, and

capital, in a country always backward in industrial knowledge, and now sliorn of

its hands, its wealth, its spirits, and almost of hope.

The Board of Public Works had long been, and wisely, to Ireland what the

Administration des Pont et Chaussces is to France. It was the central point of

authority, of advice, and more or less of assistance, necessary to give order, useful-

ness, vitality, and impetus to all large improvement in a country whose social state

was and is so peculiar as that of Ireland.

Necessary, I say, and most important in its influence for good ; for in a country

ignorant and disjointed as Ireland in its social state then was, and to a great degree

still is, without some such nucleus progress languishes or takes wrong steps.

I therefore venture to record my opinion that it was a disastrous policy which

reduced the functions of the Board of Public Works in Ireland almost to cypher;

and to which the sonorous nonsense of Anglo-Saxon enterprise and the wisdom of

self-reliance are no answer. We are not, however, here tracing the industrial

history of the country. The result of the new policy was greatly to diminish in

Ireland the avenues to employment of engineers and those subordinate to them.

Many ceased to be employed by the Board or in their respective counties; numbers

scattered abroad in quest of fields for their abilities ; and a serious falling off of our

members gradually became apparent. With funds thus diminished, the previous

scale of expense could no longer be met, and those who for years had stood by the
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Institution were obliged to confess the probability that it was once more in some

danger of dissolution.

At this conjuncture it was suggested that probably the Provost and Board of

Trinity College, Dublin, might consent to give such accommodation in the way of

apartments rent free in College, as would at once relieve of a heavy annual drain

the funds of the Institution, and would enable it to hold its meetings thus with

even advantages greater than it had ever previously enjoyed.

The School of Engineering established in 1842 by the University had become

fully organized—well recognized out of doors, and was in successful work. It

seemed that mutual benefit might be derived by the school and by its professors of

pure or of applied science, on the one hand, and by the body of engineers more or

less engaged in actual practice, on the other, if these could meet at frequent periods

within the venerable pale of the University for the consideration of subjects

common to all.

Our Institution had the inestimable advantage of having then as now upon

its council Samuel Downing, LL.D., Professor of Civil Engineering in Trinity

College,

Through his zealous co-operation, communications were made, at length in an

official form, to the governing body, the Board, which received in the most cordial,

liberal, and enlightened manner the proposals submitted to them, and undertook

to accept charge of and afford room for the exhibition and study of all the models,

&c, of the Institution of a suitable character, and also for its library, and to provide

a snitable meeting room for our evening and council meetings—the whole free of

charge to the Institution, and without limitation as to period.

Thus it came to pass that since the year 1861 the Institution of Civil Engineers

of Ireland has been affiliated, so to say, with the oldest and greatest seat of learning

and of science in Ireland ; with onr own respected University, with its young and

vigorous school of engineering; and that our meetings have been held, as this is

to-night, in the noble building which surrounds us.

From that period to the present the career of the Institution has justified the

hopes of its council that proposed this change, and of the entire body, which ratified

the council's views. Its expansion if not rapid, which was not to be expected, has

been progressive, and it has never since been retrograde.

The vitality of every such body as ours is best evidenced by the mental products

it evokes, and as proofs of ours we may point in past years to many able papers,

such as those of Bower, Lane, Downing, Stoney, Anderson, and others, already

pnblished in our Transactions.

Nor has the last year been barren in good work. We have had, amongst others,

papers by Mr. Smith, of Banbridge, on Machinery for Spinning Flax, and
another on Meteorological Instruments; by Mr. A. Macdonnell, on the Proper

Balance of Locomotive Engines, and on the Effects of Steep Gradients; by Pro-

fessor Galbraith, on Decimal Weights and Measures, an important subject, for

some time strongly occupying the minds of all men of science; with a growing
conviction of the necessity for their adoption ; by Mr. Anderson, upon the Economic
Distribution of Material in the Transverse Bearers of Girder Railway Bridges

;

and by Mr. Johnston on the Waterworks of the Township of Rathmines.

I shall forbear, however, to detain you by going farther into the work of the

past year, as, were I to do so, I could only reproduce, with less authority and in a

compressed form, the topics you have most of you had the advantage of having
heard directly from their authors.

Let us rather for a few moments look forward and consider what are the remain-

ing difficulties in the path of the Institution, and how these may best be removed
and its progress accelerated, and at the same time so directed as to exercise most
beneficially its influence on our profession in Ireland.

Isolation, partly due to geographical position, but far more to backwardness in

all that induces and enables men for business or for instruction or for pleasure to

visit frequently distant parts of their own or of foreign lands, is one of the evils of

Ireland. Probably no civilized country of Europe south of the Baltic sends forth

so few persons as Ireland annually to visit and observe, and return with a knowledge
of what is going on in the way of improvement in other lands. Business or

commerce other than domestic is small and limited ; surplus wealth does not accrue

from yearly profits at a rate that permits of the swarm of middle-class tourists

setting out from Ireland, that annually launch themselves from other parts of Great
Britain, from Germany, from France, and from America.
The emigrant stands apart from our category, not only as to education, but also

because great as is their number—far too great for the good of their native land,

if that were but better understood—they return no more.
This non-locomotive condition of people of all classes in Ireland, the reality of

which the railway returns but too clearly indicate, resulting mainly from the syncope

of industry and the smallness of saleable products, as well as the preponderance of

agriculture as an employment, has the tendency itself to aggravate stagnation of

mind and of energy.

Its direct results are ignorance and prejudice, the master social evils of Ireland

generally, and of all its divided creeds and classes in particular.

Its influence is felt in every corner, however remote, and it reaches our own
profession and members here.

Irish engineers or mechanics, unless employed permanently away from home (as

so many are, honourably taking their places, and being respected, mentally and
morally, beside the best that the other parts of our islands send forth), see and
know but little of the practice and progress of engineering, and of technology or

manufactures, out of Ireland. Hence arises more or less of a local character in

i he papers that are presented to us.

We need, both for energizing onr own progress as a body, as well as for the

information of its younger members, a larger importation of the accounts of foreign

works ; of the best and most recent constnaetive practices of other parts of our own
empire: of improvement in arts and trades made out of Ireland; of new openings
or sources of industry suggested in other lands, and applicable in Ireland.

These conditions appear to me peculiarly adapted to the attempt which, I think,

might be made through the co-operation of the governing body of this University

with this Institution, to found some five or six annual travelling engineering

scholarships. Each of these should consist of a grant of a moderate sum of money,

to be expended in travelling, and with the express object of the examination of some
particular district or work of an engineering, or mining, or mechanical, or manu-
facturing character. The grant should be won by competitive examination, which
would be open to all pupils of the school of engineering on taking its diploma.

The choice of the object to be examined aud described might be left to the

successful candidate's choice, assisted by the professor of engineering; and it should

be compulsory on the travelling scholar to present upon his return a well-written

and, within his scope, exhaustive report of what he had seen and examined.

This system has been long in operation with the happiest results in the Ecole des

Mines of France, which is, in fact, a noble school of engineering, with a special

leaning towards mining, &c., and in the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Metiers.

Numbers of noble memoirs may be pointed to as issuing from it in both institutions.

I cannot doubt that its stimulating and informing effects would be found equally

great here. I would venture, then, to suggest that the annual crop of reports thus

produced should be read by their authors at stated meetings of this Institution, and
be here discussed with a view to eliciting further information, and having the

remarks of the more experienced members upon them. Lastly, I would suggest

that the whole of these memoirs for the year should be considered by the council

of this Institution conjointly with the professors of the school of engineering of

this college, with a view to deciding upon the one possessing the highest merit upon
the whole, and that this one should receive the reward of a prize medal from this

Institution. The pupil of the engineering school who first took his diploma therein

with honours, next succeeded in winning one of these travelling scholarships, and
lastly, received the yearly medal of the Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland for

the best memoir of the period, would go forth upon real life with a triple guarantee

of ability and merit that could not fail to influence his success.

Then as to these medals. Some years ago the council of our Institution

endeavoured to establish one such, to be competed for by any of its members except

those of the council for the time being ; but our funds did not enable us to carrv

the plan fairly out, nor was the time favourable for it, nor had we then any relations

with the University.

The time seems now to have fully come for reviving the project in some form
analogous to that I have sketched. But our own funds even now will not permit

us to present medals.

Is it too much, then, to hope that funds may be placed at our disposal for the

purpose ? Poor as Ireland may be, as a whole, there are many very wealthy men
whose interests are intimately bound up with the progress of applied science, art,

and manufacture, and who, we must suppose, would willingly contribute of their

abundance for an object that would repay itself tenfold to their successors, if not to

themselves, by its effects on the general advancement of this country.

Might we not reasonably hope that men can be found in Ireland like Mr. Guinness,

who has had the large-heartedness to project and the opulence to effect the restoration

of the ravages made by five hundred years upon a cathedral building, who, singly or

conjointly, would gladly invest a sum of five hundred pounds for the purpose of

founding two gold medals, each of the value of about ten pounds, to be given

annually for ever by this Institution in something of the way which I have sketched ?

The value and importance of such rewards, at once, as Bacon calls them, stimuli

et auxilia, are too well known within these walls to render it necessary I should

here insist upon them in reference to our own special mission.

In passing to another point, I may remark that the happy collocation of this

Institution and its connection with the University have received a striking con-

firmation in the fact that at the comparatively recent establishment of the Institution

of Civil Engineers in Scotland, our course has been followed almost step by step.

That Institution, worthily presided over at first by Professor Rankine, has been

domiciled by the University of Glasgow, and holds its meetings in its time-

honoured halls.

In the use of the rather peculiar preposition in its title, Civil Engineers in

Scotland, it was probably meant to convey that all British engineers should view

the Institution in Great George Street, Westminster, as the sole head-quarters of

engineering in these islands ; or perhaps, with canny caution, to disarm jealousy, if

such might arise south of the Tweed.

In neither view, however, should I be prepared to coincide.

I deem it that the time approaches when we here, as well as our professional

brethren in Scotland, should endeavour to obtain charters for our respective bodies.

I know of no right, I can see no good ground—rather I see many positive evils

—in any claim being set up on the part of the institution in London to be the one

and only centre in form, which it never can be in reality, of all the engineering of

the empire. And I do not believe that any such desire or intention exists on the

part of the council of that body.

If there be a Royal Irish Academy and a Royal Society of Edinburgh, if

there be a Royal Dublin Society and a Royal Scottish Society of Arts, I see

no reason why there should not be also a chartered Institute of Civil Engineer-

ing in Ireland and in Scotland respectively : and just as there is a distinct

medical faculty in Scotland, in Ireland, and in England, and as under the legisla-

tion of later years all these find a common point of union in a medical council in

London, so should the institutions of Scotland and of Ireland act, as far as possible,

on the same parallels, witli mutual cordiality and help, and thus with much greater

general advantage than if centralized in London, which can be but occasionally

visited by those whose daily avocations are at a distance.

In employing this illustration from the faculty of medicine, I wish to be understood

as taking it no further than I have done. It has been more than once attempted

to ground upon its extension one argument for erecting a faculty of engineering,

and vesting in the council of the Institution in London the power of granting or

withholding diplomas, without which a civil engineer should not be entitled (prob-

ably not permitted) to practise in Great Britain. There is but little probability

that a change so fraught with evil to our profession and to the public will ever

occur, but the proposition has been advanced in a way very likely to mislead the

outsiders as to the mistakes upon which it is based.

It is urged that in social status, in public importance, rank, wealth, and know-
ledge, the engineering profession stands on an equal rank at least with any of the

old learned faculties; that the diplomatizing system works well abroad, especially
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in France and Belgium, and less stringently in Germany, and proves its value by

the superior individual attainments of engineers of those countries; that the diploma
would stamp with recognition the ascertained competent practitioner, and mark the

place given in the body politic to the whole profession ; that by no other method
can the swarm of uneducated or incompetent pretenders to the title of civil engineer

be kept off, and prevented from injuring the reputation of the profession of which

they dub themselves members, &c.

Lastly, that the principle has been in fact already conceded in these countries by

the foundation, on the part of the universities, of diplomas in their several schools

of engineering. Such are the chief grounds on which this change is urged. The
fallacy lurking behind rests upon an indistinct idea of what are the conditions essen-

tial to the constitution of a learned faculty, and of what is the proper scope of a

diploma, of whatever kind. Without entering more deeply than time will permit

upon the subject, it may be said that it is of the very essence of any faculty that

its end, or object, and boundaries, should be precise and defined; that whatever be

the advances or improvements made in the methods, or even in the principles by

which the methods of effecting its aims or objects are attained, yet that the boun-

daries remain much the same. Thus, in the faculty of medicine, including surgery

(which perhaps makes the nearest approach towards our profession), whatever

advances or improvements it may make, it yet continues to have its boundary con-

stant and its aim distinctly marked and limited to the healing art, as the German
correlative "Heilkunst" more immediately and clearly indicates.

And thus when the medical student has proved on examination his possession of

the stock of ascertained knowledge of anatomy, physiology, pathology, &c, &c, he

properly becomes entitled to the diploma, which vouches for his right to practice

with supposed public safety this healing art. But who snail assign any such limit

of scope or boundary as to practice in the possible work of the civil engineer? Put-
ting aside the multifariousness of acknowledged specialities in his profession, yet to

any one of which every engineer is liable to find, at any moment, that he must
apply himself, who shall predict what new, and before utterly unknown fields of

engineering the new scientific discovery, or the happy application of an apparent

truth, new or old, may in a moment unexpectedly call forth?

The Rainhill locomotive competition in one day revolutionized nearly all anterior

civil engineering in requirements as in practice.

Oersted's electro-magnetic discovery compelled civil engineers to embrace, for the

first time, all that is delicate, profound, and practically difficult in electrical science,

and created a new domain in electro-telegraphy.

Thermodynamics may produce some analagous, but equally unforeseeable expan-
sion, or rather new creation, any day.

Or to take an extreme case, suppose it possible that aerial navigation were once

(as many fondly imagine) shown to be practicable with advantage, would not the

fact instantly call forth a class with the specialty of aeronautic engineers? Amongst
these aspirants, whose views would be towards the moon in perhaps more senses

than one, the ancient diploma of the respectable old gentlemen, whose knowledge
and practice had been " of the earth earthy," would be waste paper.

Whilevcr, in fact, the scope of civil engineering, in its broad and true sense,

remains co-extensive with the Cosmos itself—whose powers it is his business to

evoke and employ for the comfort, improvement, and civilization of our race—so

long must the granting of a diploma for such a limitless office be absurd. The
granters, exammatione habita, may themselves be thrust back the next day into

professional medievalism by some new creation on the part of the very man to whom
they have granted a diploma already by him made obsolete.

But if this be so, it may be said, degrees granted by the schools of engineering of

our universities are equally absurd. This, however, does not follow. The engineer-

ing degrees conferred by this University, for example, are of two sorts: those for the

curriculum in the engineering school, and those such as that of the "mastership in

engineering," which may be conferred on any one.

The diploma of the first simply testifies that the holder has diligently pursued a

course of special study, which does not indeed, and never can, make him an engineer,

but which is well calculated to Jit him for becoming one. Its scope is limited and
precise, its meaning equally so and real. The diploma of master in engineering,

while higher in rank, is in fact only a larger form of the previous one, or is but an
honorary distinction, like the more ancient LL.D., and testifies to nothing more
than to the good opinion of the conferring body—usually founded upon merit as

determined by actual achievement in life and practice.

While this latter diploma, therefore, may have more or less weiglit, it is impos-
sible to deny the validity of the former one; and I am satisfied that this certificate

of a good course of special studies on the part of students of our engineering schools

is growing in the estimation of all civil engineers in practice in our islands. But
whether this be so or not, there is a radical distinction between a diploma or license

to practise engineering, and one that only testifies as to education given. The sub-
ject of the education of engineers has been so recently and, upon the whole, so well

handled by Mr. John Fowler, the president of the Institution in London, though I

am not prepared to concur in all his views, that I shall scarcely allude to it here

further than to say, that there is much more appertaining to the mental furniture

of an accomplished engineer which can be taught, and thoroughly, in a school of
engineering such as that existing here, than many members of our profession are

prepared to admit. No teaching, either in college, in workshop, on great works, or

in the world, will ever make an engineer out of a young man by nature ill fitted for

such, and parents, who in so many cases seem to fancy that any average boy can
be made into an engineer, capable of earning his own bread in after life, by the

same process, and as surely as he can be made an attorney or an apothecary, by
apprenticing him to one, would do well to understand, that until after a lad shall

have passed through with credit the higher education of our best primary schools,

and acquired the usual rudiments of knowledge, and reached an age at which some
of the lineaments of character begin to mark and show themselves, it is premature
to attempt to decide whether his career shall be or not be that of engineering.

{To be continued.)

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, LONDON.

January 30, 1866.—The first paper read was on "The Craigellachie Viaduct,"

by Mr. W. H. Mills, M. Inst. C.E.

This viaduct was constructed for the purpose of carrving the Morayshire Railway
over the River Spey, at Craigellachie, Banffshire, the engineers being Mr. Samuel
(M. Inst. C.E.) and the author. It consisted of three spans of 57 feet each on the

north bank, and one span of 200 feet over the main channel of the river; ordinary

boiler plate girders constituting the former, and the latter being of wrought iron on
the lattice principle. The piers and abutments were of solid ashlar masonry

t and
the works were arranged for a single line of railway.

It was stated that the Spey was one of the largest and most rapid rivers in Scot-

land, and was also subject to sudden and heavy floods, the water sometimes rising

6, 8, or 10 feet in as many hours. It was about 110 miles in length, took its rise

amongst the Grampian range, at an altitude of upwards of 1100 feet above the sea
level, and for 10 miles above the viaduct, which was situated 15 miles from the

sea, its average fall was 14 feet per mile. No part of the river was navigable for

boats, but it was much used for the conveyance of timber, which was floated down
in rafts.

In designing the viaduct, it was necessary to provide an uninterrupted channel

for the free passage of rafts, and to construct the piers and abutments so as to be

able to withstand the blows and pressure from any blocks of ice, or floating timber,

that might be brought down during floods. The channel of the river was at

ordinary seasons 180 feet broad, and 4 feet deep in the centre. The height to the

underside of the girders from the usual water level was 20 feet. The bed of the

river consisted of coarse gravel interspersed with large irregular boulders, overlying

a compact layer of gravel and clay. A timber pile cofferdam could not, therefore,

be advantageously employed; and it was decided to use cast-iron cylinder founda-

tions for the main pier, small river pier, and main abutment, and thick beds of

concrete for the small land pier and abutment. The cylinders in the main pier and
abutment were 5 feet in diameter, and in the small river pier 4 feet 3 inches in

diameter. They were in two equal lengths, and formed, when bolted together, one

complete cylinder 13 feet 6 inches in length. Their size was sufficient to allow a

man to work inside, the large boulders being broken up with wedges, and removed
in pieces, with the excavated material. The operation of sinking the cylinders was
carried on night and day, generally with four or five at the same time, and so

expeditiously that the eighteen cylinders in the main pier were fixed and filled with

concrete in six weeks, and the fifteen cylinders in the main abutment, where a

larger force was employed, in three weeks. There were eleven cylinders in the

small river pier, and in all cases the lower edges of the cylinders were 13 feet 6

inches below the bed of the river.

The general arrangement of the plates, angle irons, and T-irons of the lattice

girders provided for a free circulation of air to all the ironwork, facility for getting

at the parts for cleaning and painting, and avoided any opportunity for the lodg-

ment of water or snow. These girders were parallel throughout, and their depth

was 17 feet 4 inches. The top and bottom members were T-shaped, the width

across being 3 feet, and they were composed of horizontal plates, a vertical plate,

and four angle irons. In the section adopted almost every portion of the iron was
brought into effective work, and took part in the strain. A single system of lattice

bars was used for each girder, consisting of angle irons varying in section according

to position and relative strain. The main girders were 17 feet apart from centre

to centre, and they carried the railway on the lower flange. The cross girders were

of wrought iron, 12 inches deep and 4 feet apart, the rails being carried upon longi-

tudinal timbers bolted to the cross girders. The lattice girders were held together

laterally by five wrought iron diaphragms, securely fastened to the main girders

at the top, bottom, and sides. The lattice girders and the plate girders for the

smaller spans were rivetted together at the main pier, and formed thus one con-

tinuous system. At the main pier the girders were bolted down to the masonry,

while at the other piers and at the abutments the girders rested upon turned cast-

iron rollers.

The results of several experiments showed, that the average breaking weight of

the plates was 22*39 tons per square inch, and of the angle irons 24*16 tons per

square inch. At the Government inspection with a moving load equal to 1 ton per

lineal foot, the deflection of the main girders was only ^ths of an inch, and there

was no permanent set in any of the girders. The effective sectional area of the

bottom member, deducting for cover plates, rivets, &c , was 70 square inches,

giving a tensile strain of 4*1 tons per square inch. The effective section of the

upper member, without deducting for cover plates, was 75'74 square inches, which

gave a compressive strain of 3"78 tons per square inch.

The quantities of materials used in, the time occupied in the execution of, and

the actual cost of the different portions of the work, were given in detail. It

appeared that the excavation for the foundations was commenced in May, 1862,

and that the viaduct was opened for public traffic in July, 1863. The total cost

had amounted to £12,199, or equal to £29 10s. per lineal foot.

The second paper read, was on tl The Grand River Viaduct, Mauritius Rail-

ways," by Mr. W. Ridley.

It was stated that the length of this viaduct, from abutment to abutment, was
620 feet, and that this distance was divided into five openings of 116 feet each in

the clear. The height from the level of the rails to the surface of the water was

129 feet 9 inches. Each pier was composed of two cast-iron cylinders, each 10

feet in diameter, resting upon masonry foundations, and filled with concrete ; the

works being for a single line of railway. Mr. Hawkshaw (past President, Inst.

C.E.) was the consulting engineer to the Government of Mauritius, and the con-

tractors for these railways were Messrs. Brassey & Co., for whom Mr. Longridge

(M. Inst. C.E.) acted as resident agent. In constructing the piers of this viaduct,

cyliudric rings 9 feet higb were divided into five segments each, and were bolted

together by internal flanges. The abutment on the Port Louis side was built upon

hard tufa, and No. 1 pier rested upon a rock projecting on the side of the ravine.

During the excavation for the foundation of No. 2 pier considerable trouble was

caused, owing to the pier being situated close to the edge of the river, and from the

nature of the ground, which consisted of large boulders and fine river gravel, the
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water freely percolating on all sides. At first it was thought that the water might

be kept out by a series of dams, but these proved insufficient, as the water found

its way through the bottom in such quantities that it became necessary to resort

to steam power. In order to render the working of the pumps more effectual, the

straight discharge pipes, which were 4 inches in diameter, were tapered out at the

discharge ends to 8^- inches. The effect of this alteration was. that nearly twice

the amount of water was delivered. The two pumps made 300 revolutions per

minute, and discharged nearly 3000 gallons per minute. It was nest resolved that

the foundation should be formed of blocks of concrete, and that sufficient excavation

for one block only should be taken out at a time. Tarpaulins were laid in the

bottom, and for 4 feet up the sides of the excavation, for the purpose of preventing

the numerous springs of water from washing out the cement, and this plan was
found to answer perfectly, five distinct blocks being thus successively laid. The
foundation for No. 3 pier was of the same description as that of No. 2 pier, while

No. 4 pier and the adjoining abutment were founded upon rock arid hard tufa.

The segments for the first rings of each pier were lifted into their places by
means of sheer legs and tackle, and in two cases the second rings also ; but sub-

sequently a mast, with a cross-tree and struts, mounted on a frame inside the

cylinder, and free to revolve easily when required, was employed. As each ring

was completed, the mast, with its supporting frames, was- lifted, the time occupied

in effecting this being about four hours and a half. Eleven pairs of rings were thus

placed on No. 1 pier, thirteen each on Nos. 2 and 3, and ten on No. 4. The
heights to the top of the last ring on each pier were respectively 99, 117, 117, and

90 feet. The weight of each segment lifted was 32 cwt., and one set of men in

one day completed one ring and raised the mast.

Piers Nos. 1 and 4 were filled with concrete from the adjoining abutments. A
single contractor's rail, weighing 23 lbs. per lineal yard, rested on two frames, that

on the abutment being higher than the one on the pier; and on this rail a box with

a false bottom was made to travel, by a sheave rolling over it. The box contained

7 cubic feet, and weighed, when filled, 8i cwt. ; as soon as the contents were dis-

charged, the box was drawn back by a rope. At piers Nos. 2 and 3, the concrete

was lifted by means of an endless ladder, of iron, worked by a small engine. At
every alternate joint was fixed, by angle pieces and diagonal stays, a light deal

shelf, sufficiently large to hold a basket containing nearly a cubic foot of concrete.

When these baskets arrived at the tops of the piers, they were lifted off and emptied,

<md were returned on the undersides of the shelves. By the former method 50
cubic yards were completed daily, whilst by the endless ladder about 40 cubic

yards were deposited in the same time, with one hundred men working at each.

The concrete was carried to a height of 3 inches above the tops of the cylinders,

and consequently bore the whole weight, the cylinders merely serving the purpose

of a casing, and preventing the concrete from crushing laterally.

The girders were sent from England in sections of about- 12 feet long, which on

arrival were transported to the Mahe'bourg side of the river, and were rivetted

together in lengths of 36 to 48 feet. A gullet was here excavated to the level of

the abutment, and extending backwards to a distance of about 280 feet, it then

rose at a slope of about 1 in 5 to the formation level. In this gullet the first

lengths of girders were to have been built, and as they were pushed forward, the

succeeding sections were to be brought down the incline and added on.

The arrangement for launching the girders was, however, considerably _^„_
modified in England; but this modification, simple and effective as it

appeared to be, and good as it was theoretically, practically proved a failure,

and had eventually to be abandoned. The original plan was then resorted

to. A line of flat-bottomed permanent-way rails, laid on longitudinal tim-

bers, resting on cross sleepers, was placed under the centre of each girder.

At every 12 feet a balk of timber, forming a skid, was placed transversely

across the rails, and the girders were wedged up upon these balks. On the

undersides of these balks, and over that part which would bear upon the rails,
*"
~

a thin plate of iron was fixed by two bolts, the heads of which were flush

with the surface of the top, whilst the nuts projected underneath, and came
up close to the inside edges of the rails, acting as guides to keep the girder in line

when travelling. When the girders were ready to be moved, the rails were well

greased, and men were placed at the ends of each skid with sledge-hammers to

keep striking it to prevent sticking, as well as to assist in starting. The rails were

laid throughout the gullet, to within 5 feet of the face of the abutment, the under-

side of the rails being level with the surface of the masonry. When the skids

arrived at the end of the rails, they dropped, and were removed. On the top of

the bed plates, the bearing plates for the permanent expansion rollers were bolted.

These plates were tapered off at the ends, so as to allow the rollers to enter and to

pass freely in and out The latter were linked together, and after they travelled

over, the plates were taken out and returned, and linked on to the rollers just

entered, and were gradually drawn in under the girders. Short keel pieces were

followed up on the rollers, as the girders advanced, by men stationed on a scaffold.

The launching was accomplished by means of powerful tackle and winches, and
was so effectual that in one day the girders travelled 12 feet every fifteen minutes;

subsequently they were advanced 108 feet in four hours, and the last span was
completed in six hours and twenty minutes, the entire length of the girders, 630
feet, moving quite freely. The roadway girders, plates, and permanent way were

then laid, and in fourteen days after the launching was finished, trains were run-

ning over the viaduct. The girders were fixed to the centre pier, while they rested

upon rollers at the other piers and at the abutments, and so were free to expand

and contract. The total weight of the superstructure was 560 tons, of which the

roadway weighed 147 tons; and the total weight of ironwork in the piers, includ-

ing bed plates, expansion rollers, &c, was 993 tons.

It was announced that the discussion, which had been commenced, would be

continued at the next meeting, Tuesday, February 6th, when the monthly ballot

for members would take place.

resident district engineer on the Dunaburg-Vitepsk Railway ; Mr. Edward Read
Nelson Druce, resident engineer of the Harbour of Refuge Works, Dover ; Mr.

Richard Hassard, Westminster; and Mr. Robert Morgan, Local Government Act

Office; and twenty-one associates, viz:—Mr. Henry Anderson, Messrs. Penn'g

factory, Greenwich; Mr. Charles Ormsby Burge, Westminster; Mr. Edward
Charles Cracknel], superintendent of telegraphs in New South Wales; Mr. William

Dempsey, Westminster; Mr. Hamilton Edward Harwood, Westminster; Mr. David

Marr Henderson, Messrs. Chance's Lighthouse Department, Birmingham ; Mr.

Graham Hewitt Hills, marine surveyor, Liverpool ; Mr. George Knowles, West-

n.inster; Mr. John Lean, resident engineer of the Vale of Neath Railway; Mr.

James Campbell Ledger, Westminster; Mr. George Leeman, M.P., deputy-chair-

man of the North-Eastern Railway Company ; Mr. Samuel Henry Louttit, secretary

of Hamilton's Windsor Iron Works Company; Mr. Emile Martin, Adelphi; Mr.

Edward Adolphus Fenwick Mayer, late engineer and secretary to the Municipal

Commissioners of Darjeeling: Mr. Henry Oakley, secretary to the Great Northern

Railway Company ; Mr. John Robinson, Bombay; Mr. Thomas Harrison Seacome,

Kensington; Mr. George Thornton, acting provincial engineer and inspector of

roads for the Province of Canterbury, N.Z. ; Mr. George Careless Trewby,

superintendent of the Westminster Station of the Chartered Gas Company; Mr.
William Vawdrey, resident engineer of the South Staffordshire Water Works; and

Mr. Henry William Wickes, Bromley.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.

ON A METHOD OF PROPELLING SHIPS IN A CALM BY THE ACTION
OF THE SWELL OR WAVES. By Mr. G. W. Smith, C.E., Port Elizabeth,

Soutb Africa.

Communicated through Mr. David More.—Received and read 20th December, 1865.

Little need be urged in favour of such an arrangement, as it will be readily

granted by any one who knows the loss attendant upon a calm at sea, that any

forward movement given to the vessel will be of material benefit in working her

into a wind that may lead her to her destined port. The arrangement is not put

Fi-r. 1.

forward as a rival to steam power, out merely an auxiliary to assist vessels over

those belts of calms that exist on the high seas, and especially in the tropics.

The idea of propelling ships by the action of the swell of the ocean does not seem

to be entirely new, as upon reference to the list of patents on marine propulsion we

find no fewer than eight attempts from the year 1801 to 1856 ; all of them, how-

At the last meeting of the members of this Society on the 6th inst., Mr. John

Fowler, president, in the chair, twenty-five candidates were ballotted for and

declared to be duly elected, including four members, viz :—Mr. Hugh CarlUe,

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

&
ever, requiring machinery of immense extent—in some cases occupying tne whole

deck of the ship—while some are faulty in their construction, and would be totally

ineffectual in producing a forward movement.

The leading feature in the construction of this invention is the simplicity with

which propulsion may be obtained, while from its nature any ship's officer with one

or two hands can ship or unship the apparatus in a very short time ; and from the
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fact of all its parts being overboard, the ship can be worked without any encumbrance.

Any vessel can he fitted up with the apparatus without altering any portion of her

hull or ringing.

To illustrate the method proposed, we would solicit your attention to fig. 1,

which is an end view of a vessel in the trough of the sea, heeling over to the right

to meet the swell running in the direction of the arrow. Fig. 2 shows the position

Fig. 4.

of the vessel when the

swell has passed to the

other side. It will be

thus seen if outriggers or

spars are put over the

vi-ssel's side, as in the

dntted lines, their ends

will alternately advance

nnd recede from the sur-

face of the water with

each roll— and thus, if

:i propeller could be com-

municated with that

would keep the position

of the surface of the

water with respect to the

vessel, we should have

our outriggers or spars

converted into a working

beam, the waves being

the motive power.

In order to take advantage of this motion we would propose :

—

1. Fitting two iron guides, as shown on the drawing, fig. 5, behind the rudder,

m.ide secure under the taffrail, and resting on a beam extending from the keel.

2. A wooden spar working on a pivot in a truck to slide in the forementioned

guide rods to suit itself to any position of the vessel—this spar to be in length the

breadth of the vessel, and made secure under the taffrail when not in use.

3. Two auxiliary spars to be

fastened on either end of this spar

by copper bolts and rest (these are

merely to lengthen out the main

spar to the proper dimensions).

4. brackets with journals, as

shown, tig. 7, to be placed on these

auxiliary spars, on which the

paddles will work. The paddles

propel one way, and drag through

the water when forced the other.

5. An outrigger placed on either

Bide of the vessel, and secured to

the deck; from the end of these a

connecting rodwill work the paddies.

6. A floating spar on either side

" — to fasten boats to and keep them
in position.

These fittings being on a vessel, the method proposed to work it may next be

considered.

The paddles being jointed to lie flat, will first be put together, and the quarter

boats let down; the spar secured under the taffrail lowered, and while held by its

tackle the auxiliary spars put over the side and secured to the main spar by the

copper bolts. The boats will now be brought into position

;

the main spar lowered to about the surface of the water; the

auxiliary spars turning on their bolts let down and secured

to the boat, and made fast to the main spar.

This complete, the boats will be secured to the floating spars

at the side of the vessel, so that the line joining the boats may
be at right angles to the line of the vessel. The brackets will

then be placed on the auxiliary spars, and the paddles, with

connecting rods attached, let down into their journals (this

will be most easily accomplished by a small derrick crane (about

the size of a boat's davit, placed on the bulwarks, and tin-

shipped when not required). The outriggers being fastened

in their places, all is now ready for the connection. This will

be effected by a spring hook on the connecting rod, so as to

slip into an eye on the end of the outrigger when the roll of

the vessel permits. The junction is now complete.

The seats in the boat for carrying the ends of these auxili-

ary spars to be furnished with a pin at both ends to rest and work in a journal in

the gunwale, to prevent the swell coming obliquely on the boat, or a twisting ten-

dency on the part of the arm wrenching off the seat, or submerging the bow or stern.

It is not attempted in this brief sketch to go into detail as to the fittings required,

and appliances resorted to, to make the apparatus simple as well as effectual in its

working, but merely general principles of the design. From its con-
struction, the vessel will be propelled whether rolling or pitching, or

in other words, when she has any vertical movement, she will make
onward progress.

A wurking model, to illustrate the invention, was exhibited.

After the paper had been read,

Mr. More said the invention had not been applied to any vessel

yet ; but the model worked well. If it prevented a vessel becalmed from rolling, it

would be a good thing for the passengers.

Mr. Hunt remarked that if it had power enough to stop a vessel rolling, then it

must propel it.

The President said they would all agree that it was a very ingenious invention,

and quite new; he had no doubt it would be useful.

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

January, 23, I860.—A paper was read entitled "Notes on a Section of Chat
Moss, near Astley Station," by W. Brockbank, Esq.

By the kindness of my friend Henry Mere Ormerod, Esq., I have had the oppor-
tunity of examining a section of the strata at Chat Moss, exposed in the excavations

at present being made to obtain marl for the reclamation of the moss. A large

area has been excavated to a depth of 45 feet from the surface, down to the red
rock, giving the following thicknesses of the beds, viz.

—

a. Peat Moss, 17 ft. in.

b. Sandy Clay or Loam, 1 ft. 6 in.

c. Boulder Clay or Till, 26 ft. 6 in.

d. Soft Red Rock,
,

Commencing with the red rock, the following particulars appeared worth
recording :

—

d. The soft red rock forming the base of the section is the lower member of the

trias. The surface of the rock was covered with water, which prevented an exami-
nation of it, but a large detached fragment was found lying upon it, which was not

at all worn.

c The boulder clay or till had a thickness of 26ft. 6in., and contained boulders

in abundance. It had no parting of sand or gravel, but small patches of red sand
occurred about the middle, and of small gravel near the base. Small cubical frag-

ments of coal were very plentiful, and many pieces of black shale. The following

list of boulders was made from those found in the excavations, viz.

—

Greenstone. One very large boulder, much striated, and many smaller ones. The
largest boulders were of this rock.

Granites. Four varieties, all much waterworn ; the gray and green granites

decomposed and very friable.

Limestones. Dark limestone boulders plentiful, one containing a good specimen
of " Productus Giganteus" on the unworn surface, the other side being deeply

striated and much worn.

Light gray limestones, much worn.

Reddish limestones (permian), very little worn, and pronounced by the workmen
to be

l
' Bedford limestone," because worked at Bedford, in the neighbourhood. One

fragment of this limestone occurred within four feet of the surface, and was very

little worn, the corners quite sharp.

lied Marhtone Rock (permian), little worn.

Haematite Iron Ores (probably permian), worn into round lumps. These are

eagerly sought by the workmen for " red raddle." They resemble the richest

specimens of iron ore as found at the Patricroft workings, but are apparently much
purer, and more like the haematites of North Lancashire.

Coal and Coal Shales. Abundant. The coal in small cubical fragments, but in

great quantity. One fine specimen of coal shale with " Anthracosia robusta," well

preserved, and one fine frond of " Neuropleris." Oval nodule of pyrites or "Brass
lump " from the coal measures.

Sandstones. White sandstone boulders very frequent, containing fossils, probably

calamites and sigillariee, and chiefly resembling the white sandstones of the middle

coal measures.

Ironstone. Nodules of claybound ironstones frequent ; one very good example

with fine septaria in centre.

The above list of boulders possesses some features of considerable interest. The
granites and greenstones are very much the same as those found in the clays around

Manchester, and which are generally supposed to have come from Cumberland and

Westmoreland. These are much worn and have deep strice.

The limestones are such as occur in the Pendle district, and their presence

confirms the author in his belief that the current which denuded the coal of the

high-lying seams of Lancashire and as far north as Ingleborough, and scattered the

boulders which we find in this clay, came from the northwards, and probably from

the neighbourhood of Ingleborough. The quantity of coal in small fragments was

very remarkable, and evidences very considerable denudation of the coal measures,

as also the presence of so many boulders of coal measure sandstones and shales,

such as occur throughout the district lying to the north of Chat Moss. The
unworn fragments of the permian limestones and marlstones is an additional

evidence, their outcrop being in the neighbourhood immediately to the northwards.

Mr. Ormerod informs me that the surface of the boulder clay is in ridges or long

undulations, and that it frequently sinks into deep hollows, making the thickness

of its moss covering very variable.

b. The clay is capped by a seam 1ft. 6in. thick of loamy sand, which contains

the roots and stumps of oak trees, birches, and hazels, the stumps being broken off

about a foot from the surface, and the trees lying near, embedded in the moss.

Leaves, branches, and hazel nuts are found in abundance in this thin stratum,

upon which rests the moss.

In an area of about a quarter of an acre laid bare by Mr. Ormerod's excavations,

were found at least 200 cubic feet of oak timber, which was carted away for fuel,

forming six cart loads. Some of the trees were two feet in diameter, the roots in

situ in the loam.

On one of the trees was found a fine specimen of a fungus attached to the stem

at a foot or two above the root. It is a fungus now found growing on oak trees,

"Polyporus igniarius," and is in beautiful preservation, the pores being quite visible

to the naked eye.

It would appear as if the level valley plain on which Chat Moss now lies was

formerly covered over with a forest of oaks with a dense undergrowth of birch,

hazel, and other brushwood. How these trees were thrown down, and the forest

became covered up by moss, is subject for speculation. It was probably a gradual

decay, owing to the low-lying, undrained soil, which favoured the growth of

sphagnum and of such fungi as we have seen attached to the oaks now found lying

in the moss.

The occurrence of this thin stratum of loam containing the roots of trees in situ,

underlying the moss, is strikingly like the underclays containing roots of the stig-

maria in the coal measures.
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a. Peat Moss.
v
The general thickness of the moss, as exposed in the excavations

and drains made by Mr. Ormerod, is from 17 to 25 feet. In some parts of Chat
Moss the thickness is much greater, owing to the irregularities in tbe surface of the

bonlder clay or other stratum forming the base of the moss. In one place a depth

of at least ISO feet has been reached with boring rods, which would place it below

sea level, and would point to the existence of water—possibly an inland arm of the

sea—since filled np by moss.

When the water is drained off, the moss is very considerably reduced in thickness.

We measured it at two places where drains had been cut through to the loam, and
where the moss had originally been 17 feet thick. It is now reduced to 8 feet,

having sank above one half. Mr. Ormerod believes he has thus lowered an area of

300 acres more than 3 feet on an average. It is quite evident from this circum-

stance that the bulk of the moss is very greatly influenced by the water contained

in it, and it is probably from this cause that mosses are usually highest at the

centres. The water can get away from the margins, but it remains in the centres

and swells up the bulk.

The existence of the boulder clay under Chat Moss affords a ready means for the

reclamation of the surface for agricultural purposes. Mr. Ormerod proceeds in the

first place by carrying forward deep drains down to the loam, having connection

with the lowest outfall. These are connected by cross drains, which gradually draw
off the water and leave a firm surface. The moss is then turned over by spade

labour, after which it is covered with clay brought up from below at the extensive

excavation which forms the subject of this paper. The land is next manured with

town manure, and being sown with clover and oats, is found to bear an excellent

crop of oats the first year, and clover and grass crops the two years followiug. In

this way it is expected the whole of Chat Moss will shortly be reclaimed.

THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

Ox the evening of Saturday, the 17th Feb., the thirteenth anniversaiy dinner of mem-
bers and friends of the above society took place at the Freemason's Tavern. John
R. Ravenhill, Esq., occupied the chair, and was supported on the right by Joseph

D. A. Samuda, Esq., M.P., Edward Humphrys, Esq., Robt. Mallet, Esq., C.E., S.

Worssam, Esq., W. S. Worssam, Esq., James Simpson, Esq., and other well-known

scienti6c gentlemen. To the left of the chairman sat Mr. Joseph Newton (Presi-

dent of the Association of Foremen), E. J. Reed, Esq. (Chief Constructor of the

Navy), Captain Andrew Clarke, R.E. (Director of Engineering Architectural

Works, Admiralty) ; Commander Reed, R.N. ; Richard Lewis, Esq. (Secretary,

National Life-boat Institution; Teynmouth Shore, Esq.; and David Thompson,
Esq. The body of the magnificent hall was occupied by upwards of two hundred

members of the society and their friends, among the latter of whom were John
Penn, jnn., Esq., Thomas Penn, Esq., the Messrs. Humphrys, Jan., William Todd,

Esq.. and others. The Rev. Daniel Greatorex, Incumbent of St. Pauls, E., officiated

as chaplain to the association.

When the cloth had been drawn, the chairman proposed the usual loyal toasts

in a few well chosen remarks, and then proceeded to give that of the " Army,
Naw, and Volunteers."

Mr. Ravenhill observed that, under the protection of the two former of these ser-

vices, the country had achieved and maintained a proud position ; and that during

the last few years the third had become a strong force, to be used in case of need.

He should couple with the toast the names of Captain Clarke, E. J. Reed, Esq.,

and Lieutenant Campbell.

Captain Clarke, in first responding, said that a common interest in the welfare

of this country made the toast in question an acceptable one to any meeting of

Englishmen ; but on this particular occasion it conveyed a deeper meaning than on

ordinary occasions. The army depended largely on the energy and skill with which

engineers conducted the business of their departments, and unquestionably the

members of that association were responsible agents in supplying tho.se equipments,

and in furnishing the means of rapid transit which were so essential in warfare.

On behalf of the army he returned thanks for the toast. Commander Reed said

that no one could have been in the navy for a period of twenty years as he had,

without becoming cognizant of the advancement made in marine engineering, and
of the improved position of naval engineers, who had in fact become commissioned

officers, and were of infinite importance in the conduct of all operations by sea.

Engineers, too, were now required to train young officers of the navy, and to

instruct them in the theory and practice of the steam engine. He (Commander
Reed) esteemed it an honour to return thanks in such an assemblage for that branch

of the public service to which he belonged.

Lieotenant Campbell was certain that, if the sad eventuality of war should arise,

the volunteers of England would prove themselves worthy of the trust reposed in

them.

The chairman next came to a toast which had been introduced in honour of a

distinguished guest, Mr. Samuda, M.P. That toast was " the House of Commons,"
an arena wherein they all trusted their excellent friend would achieve as many
triumphs as he had in realms of science.

Mr. Samuda, who was received with great applause, in a long and very eloquent

address expatiated upon the valuable services which had been rendered to the

country and to civilization by the House of Commons. He also took occasion to

eulogize the institution the members of which he was then addressing, and to

express his belief that, if it continued in its present course of usefulness, and fol-

lowed out the spirit of its existing rules—as he had no reason to doubt that it

would— it possessed greater means of producing in all ways beneficial results to

the engineering community than any other society which he knew of. Mr. Samuda
resumed his seat amid general cheering.

The secretary (Mr. I>. Walker) was now called upon to read the annual report of

the association. This was of far too great a length to be reproduced in our columns,

although of a generally interesting character, and we content ourselves with trans-

ferring a few statistics. During the past year forty-five new members had been

enrolled—twenty-three ordinary and twenty-two honorary—making the total num-
rf members at present on the list of associates one hundred and thirty-seven.

The funds of the association had during the same period steadily increased, and
there was now standing to its credit a balance of £428 17s. l£d. In addition to

this, and totally distinct from it, they had a superannuation fund for the partial

support of aged and infirm foremen amounting to £599 9s. This latter had been
contributed most generously by engineering employers ; and although far from being
adequate for its purpose, it formed a nucleus which would probably attract to itsetf'

yet further subscriptions—at least it was hoped so.

During the session papers had been read on the following subjects by the under-
named gentlemen:

—

Mr. Dalziel on " Gas Lighting in Railway Carriages."

Mr. Robertson on " The Iron Trade."

Mr. Joseph Newton on a Foremen Engineers and their Associations."

Mr. W. H. Stevenson on " Steel Ships."

Mr. John Briggs on " The Crystallization of Wrought Iron by Vibration."

And these had been followed by spirited and instructive discussions.

The secretary's report concluded with some remarks upon the growing competi-
tion to which English engineers were exposed in continental markets, and the

necessity for them to bestir themselves, in order successfully to repel the invasive

attacks of foreign employers and workmen.
The chairman now gave the toast of the evening—"Prosperity to the London

Association of Foremen Engineers." In doing so, he congratulated the members
of the society on its progress, expressed a fervent hope that it might continue

to advance, and assured them that engineering employers generally were most
favourable to its proceedings. He trusted that the superannuation fund would
increase sufficiently to enable them to establish an institution for the reception of

old members; and when the way was seen to the accomplishment of that desirable

object, every support and every encouragement might be looked for from employers.
The latter class were always pleased to attend the annual gatherings of the asso-

ciated foremen, and lie himself hoped to do so on many future occasions. Mr.
Ravenhill's remarks were received with great favour ; and when Mr. Newton (pre-

sident of the association) rose to respond, he also was very warmly recognized.

Mr. Newton expressed the gratification he felt in being present on that occasion,

and in filling the post he occupied. He bore witness to the singleness of purpose

which animated the members of the association, and gave the strongest assurances to

employers that they had nothing to fear, but everything to hope for, in the rapidly

increasing strength of the institution. He had always striven to promote harmo-
nious feelings between employers and employed, and that course of action would
only cease with his own existence. He thanked heartily the distinguished friends

around him for their presence, and, in conclusion, proposed " Our Employers : Suc-
cess to the Engineering Trade ;" mentioning at the same time the names of Messrs.

Edward Humphrys, J. Simpson, and D. Thompson.
Mr. Humphrys in eloquent and energetic terms responded, inculcating the doc-

trines of self-help and self-reliance, as well as that of co-operation. He remarked
with much good sense and force that the frequent cases of foremen dying and leaving

their families unprovided for, after they themselves had been for years in the receipt

of good salaries, argued great want of prudence and self-denial ; that no benevolent

or other society could cure these evils; and that by the ordinary institutions of our

country every foreman, by insuring his own life, and laying by week by week enough
to pay the premium, could, without other help, secure his family against want at

his own death.

Messrs. Simpson and Thompson followed in appropriate terms.
" Iron Shipbuilding," coupled with the names of Mr. Samuda and Mr. E. J. Reed,

evoked admirable replies from those gentlemen. We regret that lack of space pre-

vents our giving a full report of those replies, but they can only be summarized,

and that in the most concise manner. Mr. Samuda spoke of the change which had

come over the science of naval architecture of late years, and rejoiced that he had

had a share in effecting it. In spite of foreign competition in iron-shipbuilding, he

imagined that we should maintain our supremacy in this direction, but it must be

by the exercise of increased energy and skill. After complimenting the last speaker

on his having become a legislator as well as a builder of iron ships, Mr. Reed

observed that a very short time had elapsed since the construction of a pair of

marine engines, or an iron ship out of our own country was not thought of, now
both were being made by foreign governments. It was not wise to lose sight of this

significant fact. In England the ship-building art had lagged behind the marine

engine art, and therefore the first required to be cultivated with far more assiduity,

and he believed that great achievements must then be accomplished. In speaking

to a continental shipbuilder a short time since, he had been rather amused by a

remark which fell from that gentleman. He said, "We look now not upon an

engine as part of a ship, but a ship as part of a marine engine." (Laughter.) Mr.
Reed resumed his seat amidst applause.

Other toasts followed ; that of the "Scientific and General Press," giving the

deputy-chairman, James Stabler, Esq., an opportunity which told upon the audi-

ence with considerable effect. The press was represented by Mr. W. H. Harrison

and Mr. Parkins.

Mr. Newton, in proposing the " Donors to the Superannuation Fund," announced

the following additional contributions to it made on that evening:—Messrs. Chas.

Cammell & Co. (Sheffield), £50; W. H. Graveley, Esq., £5 5s.; Messrs. Besse-

mers & Longsden, £2 2s ; W. S. Worssam, Esq., £2 2s. ; and Jabez James, Esq.,

£1 Is. ;—total, £60 10s.

James Robertson, Esq., responded for the donors.

MONTHLY NOTES.

Harrison's Scraper.—We understand that Sir. Harrison's scraper for ship's

bottoms has been better received by the shipowners at Liverpool than by those

at Glasgow, although we are certainly at a loss to know why this exceedingly useful

invention, which we have many times witnessed in operation, had not been at once

appreciated here, as there can be no doubt about its efficacy in keeping a ship's
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bottom clean, whether afloat or in dock. The apparatus scrapes as thoroughly in

water as out of it ; indeed, in the former case we should say it admitted of being

effected with more ease, as the framework being made of wood, the tendency to

rise to the surface by its buoyancy in the water would be an advantage in per-

forming the scrape upwards. Another exhibition of the working of this instru-

jnent recently was given, in presence of a number of shipowners, overlookers,

and captains of this port, when a portion of the ship Vigil was operated upon as

she lay afloat in the YVapping Dock, In order to show the utility of the instru-

ment in testing the condition of ships' bottoms at sea, the inventor attached to it a

small basket. The machine was then put over the ship's side, sent down to the

keel on the port side and hauled back to the water-line. The basket was then

detached and found to contain a large quantity of barnacles, some as large as l£
inch in diameter, thus at once showing the condition of the ship's bottom. A
few more sweeps of the instrument were taken from the keel to the water-line to

show the ease and certainty of its working, and the matter was then deferred till

the ship should go into the dry dock, when the full effect of the trial would be

seen and examined. Tins was accomplished, the vessel being on view in the

Canning Graving Dock till 12 o'clock at noon, when a number of gentlemen, who
had been called together by private invitation and public

advertisements, paid a visit to the ship. The bottom was found

to be covered by a dense incrustation of the hard sessile barnacle,

some of which had attained a great size : but through this

dense mass the patent scraper cut its way, literally shaving

them off perfectly clean, and yet (which is a valuable peculi-

arity of this instrument) it had not in the slightest degree dis-

turbed the paint nor the composition on the

plates. About eight feet fore and aft had
been cleaned by the instrument; and while

the state of the ship's bottom was such as

to prove a severe test to its efficiency, all

present expressed themselves as highly

satislied with the perfect manner in which

the work had been done.

Ahmour Plates Slotting Ma-
chine.—The annexed engravings repre-

longitudinal shaft has on one end a pinion that gears into a cam wheel which
works the feed motion. This arrangement is shown at rig. 2, and is capable of
imparting a self-acting traverse either to the headstock or the table, as may be
required. The machine weighs in all about nine tons. The plate to be slotted

rests upon the table in front of the machine, this table being capable by a sliding

movement of approaching to or receding from the headstock. The armour plates

are trimmed up, either by commencing at one end and cutting away the whole of

the rough parts, or by slotting a straight groove through the plates and allowing
the end to remain entire.

Shaver's Patent Pencil-Sharpener.—The engraving represents a most
convenient, efficient, and durable pencil-sharpener, which is made from the best

cast steel, carefully hardened and tempered, well finished, and warranted to do

sent at fig. 1 a front elevation, and at fig. 2 an end elevation, of a slotting machine
recently made by Messrs. Shepherd, Hill, & Co., of Leeds, for the Millwall Iron

Co., and used by them for cutting

The body of the machine consists

length, the main portion of which

the headstock carrying the slotting

cutting bar has a stroke of 12 feet,

manner by a crank-pin, capable

of adjustment in a disc-wheel

which is keyed on to one of the

main shafts of the machine. This

shaft is driven by a pair of ellip-

tical wheels, a and B (figs. 1 and

2), by which means a quick return-

stroke is imparted to the tool.

The machine is set in motion by

a belt running over the cone

drum, C, which revolves with the

shaft running along the back of

the machine. This shaft carries

a bevel wheel which gears

into another bevel wheel

on the short shaft, by eM&
which, through a pinion

oft* the ragged ends of armour plates,

of a heavy casting some 9 feet in

constitutes the bedplate on which

bar and cutting tool traverses. The
and it is moved in the ordinary

at its inner end gearing into the spur wheel on the shaft carrying the driving ellip-

tical wheel, a, the necessary movements are imparted to the slotting bar. The

its work perfectly. The file-groove is finely cut at its narrower end, for sharpening

the points of lead-pencils after the wood has been cut away, and more particularly

for pointing the extension or propelling pencils. The wider end of the groove is

cut more coarsely, for the purpose of sharpening slate-pencils, which it does quickly,

perfectly, and without breaking the point. This pencil-sharpener will be found on

trial to do all that is claimed for it; and it will prove an indispensable article in

the counting-room, the artist's studio, and especially in the school-room, where it

will relieve the teacher from that oft-repeated request, " Please sharpen my pencil ;

"

as all the pupils can point their own pencils, neatly, quickly, and without soiling

their hands, books, or clothes. Every boy and girl should have one. The retail

price is 25 cents each, with a liberal discount to the trade.

—

Am. Artisan.

Gas Pipes in Subways.—Mr. Tarbotton, surveyor to the Corporation of

Nottingham, has recently made the following observations on " Subways; " and as

the subject is at present attracting so much attention, we deem it right to bring these

views before the notice of our readers :— " The subways of Nottingham having been

alluded to, I will

give you some
information as to

their construc-

tion, extent, and

use ; and as the

corporation of

this borough

have for some
time given consi-

derable attention

to the subject,

their experience

may have some

little value. The

first subways formed were in Victoria Street and Queen Street, and have an aggregate

length of about 550 feet; these new streets were made in the centre of the town,

and being the first of an extensive series of town improvements, the corporation

were desirous of introducing the best means of preventing the constant breaking up

of the surfaces of the public streets for drainage, gas, water, and other services.

The subway is 10 feet wide, and 7 feet high, and was completed three years ago,

and therein were laid the sewers and branch drains, and the gas and water mains

and services. The subway is well ventilated ; no escape of gas or water has, to my
knowledge, taken place, though the interior has been constantly visited and worked

in by the men employed by the corporation, and the gas and water companies, for

branch drains and service pipes. I have never observed a safety lamp usi-d, or

heard of its necessity; and I have seen gas service connections made with an open

light, even with a gas-light obtained direct from the main, immediately contiguous

to the branch in course of being attached. Hitherto the workmen alluded to have

had, at all times, free access to the subway. The second subway was made under

Lister Gate, the greatest thoroughfare in Nottingham, after the same had been

widened and improved at an enormous cost, to meet the increasing traffic Th:s

subway is somewhat similar to the first, but with improved details as to ventilation,

access, and internal convenience, and therein the main sewer of that part of the

town is built with service connections, and also the tele-

graph wires are therein fixed. For some reason the gas

and water companies have declined to use it, and have

instead deliberately ripped up the street with four trenches

for two lines (each) of gas and water mains. The cor-

poration are highly annoyed, but, notwithstanding, have

decided to construct a similar subway under a third street

improvement now in progress. The advantage of sub-

ways (if safe for gas pipes) is universally admitted, and

their most earnest opponents have failed to show any case

against them, for water, telegraph, and similar purposes

(vide Minutes of the Select Committee, June, 18G4)
;
but

in respect of gas mains there undoubtedly is possible danger

(as in every place to which gas is conducted), unless suffi-

cient means of ventilation are provided, and the best modes

employed in making and continuing the joints of mains and

service pipes. I entirely believe in the statement of Mr.

Hawksley that, in a well managed company, the escape from the mains is very

slight indeed (say from 2J to 5 per cent.) ; but I venture to contend, that in a well
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regulated subway, escape from the mains to become dangerous need not take place

at all, for the following reasons:—1. That they are not subjected to the perpetual

vibration caused by street traffic (In a subway there is no vibration.) 2. That

thev are not constantly disturbed by excavations around and under them for services,

and for drainage operations. 3. That they are under regular inspection, and the

joints can be reeaulked when necessary, or bitumenized or varnished from time to

time. 4. That oxidation would be less rapid. Furthermore, if an insidious escape

of gas happened, an ordinary ventilation would prevent serious consequences. The
wrought-iron services are the greatest promoters of leakage, and during a daily

experience of underground work for the last eleven years, I have scarcely ever found

a perfect service pipe which was not new or nearly so. The lime of the pavement

concrete, and the damp of the soil, destroy the pipe, and the traffic loosens the

joints. Now this may be prevented by using lead services, but in a subway the

destructive influences mentioned would not operate to anything like the same extent

with wrought iron, and their renewals would be readily accomplished. It has been

stated that under the present system escaped gas is absorbed by the soil, and that

soil forms the best cushion on which to lay the pipes. If this be the opinion of gas

companies, the subway plan offers no impediment, as on the side of the subway

intended, for gas mains the same may be embedded to any required extent ; in fact,

this is already the case in Covent Garden subway. Leakage by endosmose action

has been advanced, but if gas companies prove all their pipes, as they profess to

do, the pressure employed in gas mains wili be altogether insensible. It is true, if

a large pipe be accidentally broken, the same damage might arise as if the casualty

occurred in a street or any other place, but if large operations were in progress in

the subway, corresponding precaution would (and could most easily) be taken to

meet the contingency of accident ; and it is only reasonable to expect that in a

large system of subways the control and management thereof would be in the hands

of a single and responsible authority. It is the interest and duty of corporations

aud other bodies having the charge of the highways and streets of large towns, to

prevent as much as possible their constant disturbance; and if the subways now
proposed will effect this object, without detriment to the companies, they ought to

be compelled by the legislature to adopt them, and I think it rather exhibits a want

of fairness and public spirit for the gas and water companies combinedly to oppose

them (the latter company without a shadow of pretence), without giving those trials

which the Metropolitan Board and the Nottingham Corporation have so generously

and earnestly offered. It should be understood that the so-called subways in Paris

are simply sewers above the water level, in which the gas and water mains are fixed,

and not subways "proper as those in England."

Rider's Patent Steam Blower.—This blower is driven by a jet of steam

from the pipe, a, which impinges upon

the blades, c, c, c, c, and drives them
round. The air is drawn into the case at

the central opening, 6, and carried round

and discharged at the outlet, a, as usual

in blowing fans ; excepting that in this

blower the air is mixed with the steam

used to drive it, and the steam goes with

the air into the fire. It is claimed that

steam of the quantity required to drive this

blower has a beneficial effect in increas-

ing the effective heat of the fuel, and in

preventing clinkers; and that this method
of applying it has the two advantages of

mixing the steam thoroughly with the air,

and of carrying in more air than the

same steam could drive in by jets without

the blower. Several jets may be used for large fans ; and part of the steam from

tlic engine may be used, or steam may be taken from the boiler.

—

Am. Artisan.

Loveland's Dough Kneader.—The object of this machine is to facilitate the

labour of kneading dough for bread and pastry. It is well known to housekeepers

that this is one of the most tedious and exhausting duties they have to perform.

The design is to work the leavened mass as thoroughly as possible, so as to render

it light and spongy in texture. To accomplish this the apparatus consists of a set

of rollers, one being fluted

longitudinally, the other

being grooved, so that the

grooves cross the fluted

part of the upper roll.

The ends of these rolls

are fitted in a standard at

the side, and provided

with, an elastic band,

which keeps them in

. contact, but also allows

them to rise readily as the

dough is passed through.

The operation is obvious.

When the handle is turned

the rolls are revolved, and

the dough is drawn in

between them; the motion is then reversed, and the same process takes place, being

repeated as often as deemed necessary. All parts of this machine are easily taken

out and cleaned, should dough adhere ; and it may be also used for working butter.

Circular Railway.—A new railway to connect the various lines approaching

Paris at a distance of 30 or 40 leagues from their point of arrival is rapidly

advancing in the section comprised between Amiens and Rouen. This section is

75 miles long. It is constructed by the Northern and Western Railway Com-
panies, and may be opened in the course of the year. Another section, that from
Orleans to Rouen, double the length of the former, is the subject of a survey, and a

favourable report is expected. It will render great service to the manufacturers in

Normandy by enabling th?m to transport their merchandise to the great lines. The

survey of two other sections has been completed; one from Orleans to Joigny, and
the other from Joigny to Amiens—the starting point of the great railway which, it

is expected, will one day unite all the great railways, and by that means increase

the traffic on each line.

Improved Screw Wrench.—Any one who has occasion to use a screw
wrench must have noticed that in many cases it is impossible to turn the nut more
than one square, by reason of some part interfering with the handle or the head of

the wrench. At such times it is common for careless persons to use the head of

the wrench as a hammer and knock the nut around until they can get a turn on it

again. It is needless to say that this is a most reprehensible practice, as it injures

the nut and the wrench, besides being a waste of time. The wrench shown here-

with is one of the simplest as well as one of the most useful improvements added to

it that we have ever seen. It is nothing more than a V~ snaPea groove, a, made
in the jaws of the wrench, so that they will fit over the corners of the nut and turn

it, as shown in the engraving. All mechanics will agree with us in the utility of

the addition, and many will exclaim, " It's a wonder no one ever thought of that

before." The groove does not in any way affect the strength of the wrench, and
the tool is indispensable about locomotives, marine engines, agricultural machines,

and printing presses ; In short, all mechanism which is necessarily compact. The
groove is of such a form that it does not touch the sharp edge, but the sides con-

tiguous to it. For use on mowing machines, reapers, and general farm purposes, it

will be found a great advantage. It is now in use in the following machine shops

in Maine:—Portland Co., "Staples," Winn, and in the railroad repair shops, also

in carriage factories. By the addition of the hole in the milled head of the screw,

a nail or any small rod can be used to set the jaws up very tight, so that the

wrench can be employed as a hand vice, or to screw up round bolts. Any mechanic
can see its utility at a glance, and further remark is therefore superfluous. The
back of the jack is made rounding to secure additional strength.

Thomson's Boiler.—This boiler, which we illustrated by a vertical section and
description in the concluding part of last volume, has since then been the subject of

further experiment, and Mr. R. W. Thomson, in writing us an account of some of

the results obtained, of date 3rd March, observes:—"I have had one of these

boilers tried in Glasgow to-day, and with the following results :—Size of boiler, 3

ft. external diameter; area of fire-grate, 4*9 ft. ; height of furnace, 5'5 ft.; total

heating surface, including fire-box, sphere, and tubes, 57 ft. ; water evaporated into

perfectly dry and superheated steam per hour, 1130 lbs.; coal consumed, 226 lbs.

per hour. This is equal to 5 lbs. of water per lb. of coal, which is a very good

result in a vertical boiler, when it is considered that the coal used is common hard
Scotch coal; the boiler evaporating 18*2 cubic feet per hour = 18 horses power,

and has only 3 feet of heating surface for each cubic foot of water evaporated. I

believe that ordinary vertical boilers require about 8 or 9' feet of surface to boil off

1 cubic foot of water per hour."

Pirsson's Patent Ratchet Wrench.—This wrench is particularly useful

in confined places, when a common wrench could not be turned sixty or ninety

degrees; there are twenty-four or more teeth, so that it can be used where there is

room to turn it fifteen degrees. But it has other great advantages : it fits exactly

upon the nut, on all sides, and remains upon it until it is completely loosened or

turned home; and therefore does not bruise the nut, like the common wrench, that

fits only against two sides, and is shifted four or six times for every turn, and is

soon worn so as to bear only at the angles of the nuts, and to disfigure them : and

instead of several wrenches, which are sometimes incumbrances, there is but one

wrench, with several nut-holders, which can be shifted as quickly as a monkey-

wrench can be adjusted to different spans. Fig. 1 shows the wrench with the

covering-plate, A, swung round to show the pawl, b, and the spring, c, which

forces the pawl up to its work. This plate is never required to be removed, unless

it be necessary to repair the pawl or spring ; and it may be riveted or screwed on.

The nut-holder is held in by a dog, d, one end of which fits into a groove in the

holder, and the other end is pressed outward by a spring. When the wrench is

turned bottom upward, and the thumb is pressed upon the dog, the nut holder

drops out, and another can instantly be put in. The use of this wrench, to the

exclusion of all others, especially monkey-wrenches, will insure the durability and

neatness of the outsides of nuts and bolt-heads.

—

An,. Artisan.

The Theoretical and Actual Power of a Pound of Coal.—The
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best anthracite coal contains 98 per cent, of carbon. Favre and Silberman found

tbat if all the heat is utilized, one pound of carbon in burning will generate sufficient

heat to raise the temperature of 8080 pounds of water one degree of the centigrade

scale; and, according to Andrews, it will heat 7900 pounds one degree. Taking

the smaller of these results, 7900 pounds, and reducing it, we find that one pound

of carbon will raise the temperature of 14,220 pounds of water one degree of

Fahrenheit's scale. Multiplying this by Joule's equivalent, 772, and we have

10,977,840 foot-pounds as the quantity of work which one pound of Larbon will

perform. If we suppose it burned at the rate of one pound per hour, by dividing

the foot-pounds of work by 33,000 and by 60, we shall have the horse-power 5j.

If all its heat could be utilized, therefore, we should have a horse-power from T
2
Tths

of a pound of coal per hour. This point is worth remembering—that theoretically

we should have a horse-power from two-elevenths of a pound of coal per hour.

The very best engines give a horse-power from about two pounds of coal per hour,

and it is a good engine that produces a horse-power from four pounds of coal per

hour. An engine that gives a horse-power with two pounds of coal per hour utilizes

in work about 9 per cent, of the whole power of the coal ; and one that yields a

horse-power for four pounds of coal per hour, utilizes about 4£ per cent, of the

power of the coal.

—

Scientific American.

Reversing Gear for Portable Engines.— We have much pleasure in

introducing to the notice of our readers an exceedingly simple and effective reversing

apparatus introduced by Robey and Com-
pany (limited), of the Perseverance Iron-

works, Lincoln, and exhibited by them at

the late Sinithfield Club Show. Fig. 1

represents the reversing apparatus which

they ordinarily attach to their portable

engines. It consists of an eccentric, a, in

the boss of which a slot is cut, extending

from b toe. At b a steel pin is screwed

into the crank shaft through the slot, and
consequently the eccentric is free to turn on

]
a the shaft from c to b. Our illustration

represents the apparatus as set for the engine

to run in the direction of the arrow 1 ; but

on simply turning the fly-wheel round in an

opposite direction the crank will be brought

into the position shown by the dotted lines,

/,''' """s / whilst the eccentric remains stationary—it

'' t ,' being then set for running in the direction

[J J
/ of the arrow 2. A screw is also provided

\\ // at d, by which the eccentric may be secured

^x-.-fjZ''
**" »** in one position if required. This reversing

gear is only intended for single cylinder

engines up to 10 horse-power, but for double cylinder engines beyond that power

—

intended not only to reverse, but to work with variable degrees of expansion—the
link motion reversing gear illustrated by Fig. 2, which explains itself, is applied.

separates by means of a spring between the two parts, and throws the two sections

apart, pressing the sharp corners into the mouth and cramping the jaw very forcibly.

The inventor claims that this will subdue the most vicious beast, and will not harm
him except on attempting to run away or otherwise misbehave.

Koch's Boring Tool.—This tool is for boring oil wells, and is intended

to facilitate the operation by combining three tools in one, so
that frequent withdrawal, or change of one to another, is ren-

dered unnecessary, and the well goes down quicker in conse-

quence. The cutting end is formed into a drill on one side,

and a reamer and sand pump on the other. The reamer is not

easily seen, while the sand pump is clearly shown in section.

The pulverized rock removed by the cutting edges is forced by
the action of the tool up through the passage, a, and through
the valve, b, into the chamber above, while the water runs out

through the apertures, c. The sand, &c, remains in, and accumu-
lates until the chamber is full, when it may be removed. This

plan of forming a sand pump in the boring tool, besides the con-

venience above noted of having two tools in one, causes the

cutter itself to work much faster, for, having a comparatively

clear space, the blow is not checked through falling, or being taken

off by a bed of sand, as it is commonly. It is claimed that

this tool will preserve the crevices or oil seams unimpaired, so

the well will flow, if there is any oil near it. The holes in the

cutter are to attach it to the chamber, and may be stopped when
at work or not inserted at all.

Birmingham Ironmongery Novelties.—Ironmongers will

be interested in several new inventions in domestic art which
have just been brought out by some of the local manufacturers.

The first of these is a " Window-Cleaning Stand," with petticoat

screen, manufactured by Messrs. Lea, of Northampton Street, Bir-

mingham. The purpose of this apparatus is to enable windows to

be cleaned outside with ease and safety. It can be firmly fixed on any window with-

out injury to the wood, paint, or wall paper, and its simple arrangement admits of

the most inexperienced person using it without instruction. It is impossible for it

to get out of order. The weight is so trifling that a mere child is able to lift it into

position and secure it. When in use it is placed upon the window-sill, and secured

by a vertical double-action swivel screw, with a hook at each end : one to pass over

the iron cross-bar, the other through an iron loop firmly attached to a small iron

plate, one of which has to be screwed down permanently to the floor of each room,

close to the wall, under the window. To prevent the possibility of either hook

getting loose when in use, a narrow strip of leather is passed round. The vertical

double-action swivel-screw can be lengthened or shortened to suit required height

of window by simply turning it to screw up or down. The cross-bar is made to

move backwards or forwards to accommodate any thickness of wall. The invention

is as simple as it is useful, and as such forms an essential requisite in every house-

hold of moderate preten-

sions. An ingenious ma-
chine, designated the

Indian Zephyrion, . or

[Table Punkah," has been

patented by Mr. Alfred

Bennett, of St. Paul's

Square, Birmingham. The
principle of this machine

It is so arranged that the steam may be cut off *t any part of the stroke, while the

engine is running in either direction.

Improved Horse Bit.—Horses acquire vices, or are born with them, as readih
as more accountable beings, and they ought to be broken of them as soon as possible.

The bit shown in these engravings represents a method of controlling unruly horse*
by putting them in such pain for the time that they are glad to forget their bad
impulses and^ subside into tractable beasts again. So long as the animal goes
quietly, the bit remains in the ordinary form, as shown in fig. 1, but any attempt
to take it between the teeth and run away, as in rearing and plunging heavily,
causes the bit to assume the shape showu in 'fig. 2. Here the division in The middle

consists in the application

of an ordinary hand-fan to a machine which causes it to rise and fall in the

most approved fashion. A spring is the motive power, and the wheel-work is

inclosed in a neat bronzed case fixed on a mahogany stand. Although especially

intended for hot climates, it is possible it may not be unacceptable even in England
during the summer months; but to the Oriental, who employs manual labour to

effect the mechanical work of this Zephyrion, it will prove a great luxury, inasmucii

as the presence of an attendant is rendered unnecessary, whilst the work is admir-

ably performed.— The Ironmonger.

Iron Safes.—The accompanying illustration represents an exceedingly simple

and ingenious plan for preventing the forcing or wedging open of iron safes, iron

doors, and strong rooms,

risk, Thatcher, and Glass-

cock, of Goswell Street.

The invention consists in

forming the doors, a, and

door-frames of safes and

strong rooms with dove-

tails, a, round the edges of

these parts, fitting into

corresponding dovetailed

sockets, b, made in the

door frame. The door and

door frame are each provided with plates of hardened steel impervious to any
drills. Owing to the dovetails the sides of the door frame can never be forced out

by wedges sufficiently far to allow of a crowbar or lever being introduced to force

open the door.

One Thing about Heat.— Investigations of heat produced by combustion

have led to the conclusion that the quantity of heat generated by the burning of

any substance is in direct proportion to the quantity of oxygen with which the

substance combines in burning. It has been well understood that, in applying this

law, allowance must be made for any change of state from the solid or liquid to the

gaseous form, either by the burning body or by the oxygen, as in such change a

large quantity of heat is absorbed and made latent. It seems to us that the

behaviour of gunpowder in burning shows that the law is also modified by the
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varying force of chemical affinities. When the ingredients are mixed in the proper

proportions, gunpowder is composed of one equivalent of nitrate of potassa, KO,
XO5. three equivalents of carbon, and one of sulphur. In burning, the oxygen
leaves both the potassium and the nitrogen of the nitrate of potassa, and combines
with the carbon, forming carbonic acid ; the nitrogen is set free ; and the sulphur

combines with the potassium to form sulphide of potassium.

KO N05 + 3 C 4- S

Nitrate of potassium.

KS +
Sulphide of potassium. Carbonic acid.

A great deal of heat is developed by the burning of the carbon—by the combination

of oxygen with it. But this oxygen was already in combination with the nitrogen

and potassium of the saltpetre before the combustion, and it is a maxim of physics

that just as much heat is absorbed in the decomposition of a chemical compound as

is generated by the combination of its elements. If, therefore, a given quantity of

oxygen would generate as much heat in combining with nitrogen as it does in

combining with carbon, there ought to be no heat generated in the combustion of

gunpowder. Is there any way to account for the heat actually generated except by
the explanation that the affinity of oxygen for nitrogen is very feeble, while for

carbon it is very strong, and that the heat generated by oxygen in combining with

either of these elements is in proportion to the strength of the affinities.

—

Scientific

American.

A New Torpedo.—The Gazette de Midi states that a new torpedo of a more
destructive kind than any hitherto invented has just been tried in the dockyard of

Castigneau, Toulon, with complete success. The Yauban ship -of-war, attacked by

a boat 20 feet long, supplied with a spur armed with a fulminating torpedo, was
lifted three feet out of the water and instantly sunk in consequence of an enormous
hole in her keel caused by the torpedo. The success was the more remarkable as

the charge of powder was only sis pounds.

Magnesia.—Magnesia obtained by calcination from chloride of magnesium will,

when exposed to the action of water for some months, acquire considerable consist-

ency, and become hard enough to cut marble. A lamina of this magnesia of

moderate thickness is translucent, like alabaster. With this substance casts may
be taken as if with plaster of Paris, only the former sets under water. A mixture
of chalk and magnesia in powder, made up into a paste with water, is good for

moulding, and will become exceedingly hard under water.

—

Scientific American*

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

6Sf "When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

22nd January, 1866.

197 S. F. Allen, Chicago, U.S.—Heaters
193 Charles W. Orford, Lifford—Garden engines
199 John Broadfoot, Glasgow—Water-closets
200 Charles G. Penney, Greenwich—Waste products
201 J. Dearden and E. P. Holden, Eolton—Carding engines
202 William Jeffries, West Bromwich—Furnaces
203 Thomas Rowatt, Edinburgh—Lamps
204 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Reaning machines.—A com.
205 J. R. Btitchart. Dundee—Packing bottles

'

206 W. C. Jay, Regent Street—Ladies' dresses
207 D. Jones and J. Upton, Commercial Road—Bolts for doors
208 P. W. Bennitt, and J. Matthews, Oldbury—Heating furnaces
209 George B. Woodruff, Cheapside—Sewing machines
210 J. Stringer, Kidderminster, and G. Birch, Halifax—Printing yams
211 B, Walker, and J. F. A Pflaum, Leeds—Travelling cranes
212 Henry Harrington, Highbury New Park— Ships

23rd January, 1866.

213 X- J. Amies, Manchester—Cotton balls
214 William E. Gedge, Chancery Lane—Steam engines.—A com.
215 Thomas Baker, Essex— Sash fastenings
216 Joseph Dare, Burton Street—Pyrotechnics
217 R. H. Bore, Globe Road—Siphons
218 Thomas Prideaux, Sheffield—Heating water
219 C. E. H. C. Healey, Strand—Closing hatchways
220 William Brookes, Chancery Lane—Mechanical motion.—A com.
221 William Hodgkinson, New Lenton—Lace machinery
222 Francois Wibratte, Paris—Submarine telegraph tube chain
223 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Paper bags.—A com.
224 Richard Moreland, Old Street—Fire-proof floors

225 Gerd J. Ben-sen, St. Georges-in-the-East— Heet root Bugar
226 J. Howard and E. T. Bousfield, Bedford—Steam Boilers
227 Evan Hopkins, Clarendon Gardens—Compasses in iron ships
228 Mark Silvester, Kennington Lane—Preventing incrustation

24th January, 1866.

229 James W. Evans, Norfolk Street—Metallic cases
230 W. Dore, J. Tapley, and J. Cordwell, Ardwick—Preparing cotton
231 M. H. Lishman and E. Chambers, Stockton-on-Tees—Drying moulds
232 W. K. Hall, Sheerness— Boats
233 E. Tumey, and J. Turney, Sneinton—Treating hides
234 D. Lord, T. Lancaster, and R. Bennett, Bradford—Looms
235 John M. Watt, Glasgow—Coating composition
236 G. T. Bousffeld, Brixton—Looms.—A com.
237 S. M. Martin, S. A. Varley, F. H. "Varley, Middlesex—Telegraph apparatus,,.

238 George Hinchliffe, Halifax—Covering fabrics

239 Joseph W. Swan, Gateshead—Printing
240 Thomas Spencer, Euston Square— Soils and manure
241 James Jones, Southampton Buildings—Pulverizing ores
242 William Clark, Chancery Lane— Artificial flowers.—A com.
243 William Clark, Chancerv Lane—Typographic Printing.—A com.
244 L. D. Phillips, New York, U.S.—Buttons

25th January, 1866.

James Soutter, Edinburgh—Mirrors
John Pidilington, Gracechurch Street—Boots and shoes.—A com.
William Winter, Leeds—Sewing machines
H. Cooper, T. Dutfield, Victoria Park, and A. Gibson, Southwark—Pianofortes
George Dyson, Lindley—Splicing belts

J. A. Castree, Manchester—Looms
T. Marshall and H. C. Pretty, Leicester -Boots and shoes

Henry Gardner, Bamsbury—Cleansing ship bottoms
Francis Wise, Adelphi—Axle boxes.—A com.
D. Jones and J. Upton, Commercial Road—Window fastenings

P. E. Waddell, Edgbaston— Signalling on railways

2$tk January, 1866.

J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Steam vessels.—A com.
F. L. Roux, Paris— Sheathing ships

J. M. A. Montclar, Java— Purifying saccharine liquids and making paint, &c.

E. Ambrose, and W. Braddon, Holloway—Lowering boats
W. H. Barlow, Great George Street—Railway bars
G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Lamps.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street— Asphalted felt—A com.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Lubricating.—A com
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Treating fur.—A com.
H. Sherwood, Hatcham—Fibrous substances

27tk January, 1866.

John Spencer, Doncaster—Clod crushing
M. A. F. Mennons, Southampton Buildings—Motive power.—A com.
W. Justice and E. Guild, Dundee—Softening fibrous materials

Thomas Drane, Cockermouth—Coke
James Howden, Glasgow—Propelling ships

S. Cook and W. H. Hacking, Bury—Sizing yarns
J. H. Brown, Chancery Laue—Leather fabrics

R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Differential screw apparatus.—A com.

W. W. Pocock, Westminster—Gas meters
A. B. Childs, New Oxford Street—Crushing ores and quartz

Horace Wild, Great Mitchell Street—Communication in railways carriages

29th January, 1866.

G- de Witte, Brighton—Breaks
W. Hersee and G. Smyth, Mitcham—Floor cloths

A. Arthur and B. Davies, Brighton—Hydraulic machinery
Benjamin Farmer, Barrow-in-Furness—Washing fabrics, ores, &c.

John Orr, Belfast—Steam engines
W. R. Harris, Manchester—H eddies

Jacob Snider, Lamb's Conduit Street—Breech-loading fire-arms

Alexander Chaplin, Adam Street—Locomotive engines

William Clark, Chancery Lane—Launching boats.—A com.

J. Robertson, Glasgow -Excavating, sinking, and cleaning water-courses, &c.

30th January, 1866.

John Berrie, Manchester—Railways
J. B. Dalhoff, Copenhagen—Cutting files

Henry Shaw, Southwark—Communicating motion to any part of the train

William Lycett, Sandbank—Salt
J. G. Tongue, Southampton Buildings—Obtaining motive power.—A com.

E. R. Wethered, Belfast—Stands for child's cots

S. B. Ardrey, S. Beckett, and W. Smith, Manchester—Grinding spindles

Louis Sterne, Old Broad Street—Buffers and springs

Alfred Smith, Hackney—Sewing machines

J. Ingram, London, and J. Gough, Stepney—Embossing in cameo
Charles Doughty, Lincoln—Distilling grease and oil

C. O. Staunton, Chelsea—Carriages

31s< January, 1S66.

W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Revolving fire-arms.—A com.

W. R. Lake, Chancery Laue—Treating india rubber.—A com.

Clarence Delafield, Staten Island, U.S.—Saltpetre and white lead

J. Miller and J. Pyle, Glasgow—Cooling worts

R. Clayton, J. Raper, J. Goulning, and W. Howarth, Bradford—Looms
Coleman Defries, Houndsditch—Safety apparatus for railway travelling

H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Wrought iron tubes.—A com.

H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Lighting apparatus.—A com.

C. E. Giajola, Birmingham—Railway lamps
George Greaves, Blackburn—Treating chemical matters

Alexander Dembinsky, Old Ford Road—Composition for burning in lamps

W. and J. Woodward, Manchester—Steam boilers

William Darlow, Tottenham—Electro-magnetic engines

H. A. Dufremi, Paris—Hydraulic steam hammer.—A com..

1st February, 1866.

G. D. Jones, Caledonia Road—Pockets
James Mallison, Bolton—Treatment of yams
Eugene Candler, Billiter Street—Drawing off wine

J. Macintosh, Regent Park, and W. Boggett, Chelsea—Gas pipes

Thomas Jenks, Birmingham—Ornamental chains

J. & J. Bulcock, Burnley—Looms
J. B. Grant, Euston Road—Distilling petroleum

H. C. Lucy, Liverpool—Fastening the ends of metal bands on bales,—A com.

Andrew Murray, Portsmouth—Steering apparatus

W. B. Nation, Hatcham—Purification of paraffin wax

2nd February, 1S66.

323 J. J. Harrison, Broughton, and E. Harrison, Balham—Looms
324 David Winstanley, Manchester—Frinting surfaces

325 William Boase, Ferris Town, Truro— Blocking drapery goods.

326 C. H. Holt, Huddersfield—Adhesion of wheels

327 W. J. Blinkhorn, St. Helens—Signalling on railway trams

328 J. C. Patrick, Clerkenwell -Cutting presses

329 Henry Mitchell, Oxford Street—Travelling bags

330 George Gwynne, Mortimer Street—Treating oily bodies

331 George Barker, Staleybridge, and C. Davis, London—Sewing machines

332 H. Larkin, Leighton Road, and R. Purkis, Cheam—Paper

333 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breaking hemp.—A com.

334 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Springs for ladies' skirts.—A com>

3rd February, 1866.

335 J. and P. Warburton and S. Barnes, Hasliugden— Spinning

336 Thomas Molden, Salford—Furnaces

337 William Mackintosh, Forfar—Wrenches
,338 A. Horwood, and C Brumfit, Pall Mall West—Railway signals.

339 William Hibbert, Manchester—Respirator

340 Ernest Petito, Grange Terrace—Envelopes

341 John Holliday, Huddersfield— Red colouring matter

342 P. A. Muntz, Keresley—Furnaces
343 E. M. Leeds, Southampton—Securing hatchways

344 Robert Jobson, Dudley—Moulding clay

345 F. B. Baker, Nottingham—Dyeing fabrics

346 T. A. G. Willington, Handsworth—Heating conservatories-
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5th February, 1866.

347 C. V. "Walker, Fernside—Electric intercommunication in railway trains

346 C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane— Elastic fabrics.—A com.
349 C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane—Cnke ovens.—A com.
350 W. Spencer and T. B Cutts, Wilford—Valenciennes lace
351 A. Mahieux, Paris—Stamping and embossing.—>A com.
352 John Russel, Cork—Preventing oxidation
353 William Renney, Lombard Street—Ships' compasses
354 Daniel Spink, Weston-super-Mare—Steering vessels
355 W. S. Cluderay, Leeds—Bungs
356 Thomas Spencer, Euston Sqnare—Filtering water

6th February, 1S66.

357 P. A Godefroy, Church Road, and J. W, Mott, Essex Place—Treatment of Indian
grasses

3.58 W. Boultnn and J. Worthington. Burslem—Dishes and plates

359 "Vincent Rastouin, Paris—Motive power
360 James Allen, Canterbury— Envelopes
361 John Jones, Liverpool— Suspending trousers
362 E. A. H. Beuther, Prussia—Axle boxes
363 Robert Gatley, Manchester—Blast engines
364 Richard Clark, Pinner—Lighting railway carriages
365 T. J. Smith, Twickenham— Lubricating axles.—A com,
366 James Gunner, Enfield— Breech-loading fire-arms
367 Samuel Holmes, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Printing ink

7th February, 1866.

368 R. Sims, J. Beard, and R. Burns, Bedford—Mowing machines
369 Uriah Scott, Pratt Street—Carriages
370 Edward Price, Hampton Wick—Carts and trucks
371 C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane— Regulating the supply of steam.—A com,
372 William Richards, Holloway—Measuring liquids
373 George Clark, Napier Street—Mats and envelopes
374 A. H. Brandon, Paris—Axles for railway carriages.—A com.
375 Joseph Lewis, Manchester—Fluid meters
376 J. A. Maxwell, Sandymount— Safety railway system
377 Alexander Clark, Kathbone Place— Mortising wood
378 Benjamin Browne, King William Street—Needles.—Acorn,
379 C. A. McEvoy, Bedford Square—Torpedoes

8th February, 1866.

380 S. J. Salkeld, Holborn—Spring bed bottoms.—A com.
381 J. Sawyer and S. Middleton, London—Fire escapes
382 W. S. Laycock, Sheffield—Looms
383 P. A. F. Bobreuf, Paris—Artificial coal tars
384 Henry Deyraann, Gilly—Rotary steam engine
385 J. B. Atwater, Chicago, U.S.—Raising water
386 J. Townsend, Glasgow—Preparing size
387 R. E. Higson, Chester—Ornamentation of silk and satin
388 J. Shaw and J. Whitaker, Oldham—Cleaning cotton
389 R. Bond, W. J. Bussell, Newport, and B. S. Fisher, Tredegar—Substitute for emery
390 R. D. Clegg, Islington, and D. L. N. Daubisguye, Paris—Pumps
391 John Roe, Birmingham—Screw wrench
392 J. G. Avery, London—Raising water.—A com.
393 William Rock, Harp Lane—Printing machines
394 H. E. F. de Briou, Marlborough Hill—Compositions for preserving metals
395 S. B. Simon, Castle Street—Hats.—A com.
396 J. H. Dallmeyer, Blonmsbury Street—Photographic lens
397 N. H. Felt, Salem, U.S.—Boots and shoes.—A com.

9th February, 1866.

.398 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Removing seeds from raisins.—A com.
399 E. Bevan, Birkenhead, and A. Fleming, Liverpool—Furnaces
400 Joseph Sutcliffe, Burnley—Spinning rollers

401 John Walker, Stalcybridge—Looms
402 R. W. Armstrong, Belleek— Preparing clay dust
403 F. T. Baker, Fleet Street—Breech-loading fire-arms
404 James Rock, Hastings—Carriages and waggons
405 G. D. Davis, Woodstock Road—Working rudders
406 William Clissold, Stroud—Clutch for driving machinery
407 James Higgins, Salford—Twisting fibrous materials
408 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Spinning and drawing rollers.—A com.
409 G. F. Russell, Piccadilly—Wheels
410 T. Clift, Kentish Town—Portable chairs
411 W. N. Wynn, Hilsea—Travellers for factories

412 Charles E. Giajola, Birmingham— Privies and commodes
413 Joseph Warner, Redditch—Fish hoolcs

10th February, 1866

414 V. T. Junod, Old Cavendish Street—Relief of inflammatory diseases
415 Ernest Seyd, Finch Lane—Woollen damasks.—A com.
416 J. J Shedlock, Kensington—Gas burners
417 J. and W. Binns, Halifax—Jacquard wires
41R .John Ryley, Nottingham—Hair cloth
419 H. C. Clifton, Clerkenwell—Laying veneers
420 J. Davidson, Edinburgh—Reefing sails

421 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines —A com.
422 J. H. Burton, Harrogate—Breech-loading fire-arms
423 John Pinches, Westminster—Stamping or embossing
424 J. and A. Charlton, Manchester—Stretching woven fabrics
425 B. W. Farey, Bei*mondsey—Steam engines
426 John Hugget, Eastbourne—Horse nails
427 J, G. Clarke, Brackley—Range ovens
428 George Hart, Regent Street— Hats
42y G. W. Cumming and J. K. Edmonds, Brompton—Boilers

12th February, 1866.

430 James Tomlinson, Rochdale—Hackling hemp
431 James Pilbrow, Richmond—Applying liquid sewage
432 R. Wolstenholme, Oldham, and R.C-. Rogers, Manchester—Moleskins and velveteens
433 W. F. Cooke. Aberia, and G. Hunter, Maentwrog—Cutting stone
434 C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane—Gas and air engines.—A com.
435 Joshua Hargrave, Cork—Raising water
436 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Port stopper.—A com.
437 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Paper collars.—A com.
438 Charles Arnaud, Trafalgar Square—Copying presses
439 F. P. Warren, Cosham—Removing water from vessels
440 Augustus Applegath, Dartford—Printing machines
441 J. A. Longridge, Westminster—Discharging ordnance "below water leve!

13th February, 1866.

442 Alfred Stoddart, Brook Street— Illusory exhibitions
443 W. R. Lake. Chancery Lane—Cartridges.—A com.
444 M. R. Leverson, Bishopgate Street Within—Application of gas.—A com.
110 William Young. Queen Street—Grates
446 J. Patterson, Manchester—Cutting the pile of woven fabrics
447 S. Marland and W. H. Smith, Clayton, and W. Wells, Manchester— Artificial heat
448 John Townsend, Shelf— Spinning and doubling

449 Charles Gilpin, Bedford Square—Metallic plates.—A com.
450 Thomas Whitley, Birstal—Combing wool
451 Samuel Drake, Vanxhall—Combining surfaces of wood
452 William Brown and C. N. Mav, Devizes—Threshing machines
453 S. W. Kelly, Cardiff—Rails, bars, and girders
454 J. B. Fenby, Birmingham—Pumps
455 Joseph Vefo, Dewsbury—Felting bodies of hats
456 John Ogden, Leeds, and A. Rogers, Morley— Extinguishing fi es
457 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Vices.—A com,
458 Frederick Ransome, Queen Street Place—Artificial stone
459 William Cotter, Edith Street—Heating apparatus

14(A February, 18G6.

460 H. B. Young, Instow—Screw propellers
461 A. C. Kirk, Auchenhard—Distilling
462 Samuel Mason, Birmingham—Water, beer, and wine taps
463 F. R. Wheeldon, Wolverhampton—Casting chilled rolls

464 William Unwin, Sheffield-Rolling Steel
465 J. Holding and P. Todd, Wheelton—Looms
466 H. E. Baron de Gablenz, and Henry Mahler, Berlin— Submarine telegraphic cable
467 Robert Smith, Manchester—Printing designs on paper hangings
468 James Barlow, Bolton—Bleaching, dyeing, and sizing yarns
469 Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Photography.—A com,
470 R. B. Pilliner, Southwark—Pressing black" lead
471 J. and J. K. Soames, Greenwich— Purifying paraffin

472 Robert Napier, Glasgow—Ships of war
473 H. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Optical instruments.—A com-
474 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cuffs and wristbands.—A cvra.

475 W. N. Wilson, High Holborn—Sewing machines

loth F-.bruary, 1S6G.

476 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Apparatus for hoisting and pressing.—A com.
477 Joseph Rothery, Leeds—Cutting coal

478 James Young, Limefield—Distilling coal and shales
479 Thomas Adams and G, J. Parson, Adelphi—Slide valves and pistons
480 Donald Nicoll, Kilburn—Electric telegraph conductors
481 Augustus Applegath, Dartford—Printing machines
482 Alexander Cumming, Ipswich—Teaching swimming
483 A. H. Hassall, Wimpole Street—Meat for food
484 Peter Ward, Bristol—Preventing incrustation in steam boilers

485 George Bedson, Manchester—Rolling wire
486 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Generating superheated steam.—A com.
487 Charles Gall, Bridgnorth—Consumption of smoke
488 Colin Mather, Manchester—Preparing linen yarn
489 T. C. Boute-t, Greenwich—Construction of bridges

16th February, 1866.

490 Emile Dreveton, Bordeaux—Wines
491 W. S. Riley, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
492 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Carts and other vehicles.—A com.
493 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Reducing the thickness of calf skius.—A com.
494 William Davidson, Higher Bebbington—Square topsails

495 John Paterson, Staining Lane—Sewing machines
496 P. E. Placet, Paris—Printing
497 William Clay, Liverpool—Economizing the heat of gas producers-

498 E. J. C. Welch, Harrow—Carburetting air and gas
499 J. H. Whitehead, Saddleworth—Fabrics
500 W. and J. W. Wood, Monkhill—Confectionery
501 J. H. Whitehead, Saddleworth— Manufacture of endless cloths

502 A. H. Linnington, Fenchurch Street—Rudders and steering apparatus.—A com.
503 J. H. Whitehead, Saddleworth—Heating feed water for steam boilers

17th February, 1S66.

504 J. Fletcher, Ashton-nnder-Lyne—Valves
605 W. B. Woodbury, Worcester Park—Ornamental surfaces for jewellery

506 J. Wolstenholme, Radcliffc, and J. T.Pendlebury, Elton—Cutting metal bars

507 Samuel Nelson, Manchester—Shuttle tongues
508 H. Willis and G. Rice, Worcester—Rotary and reciprocating motions
509 Henry Lea. Birmingham—Looms for weaving
510 M. J. Lopez-y-Miinoz, Havana—Cigarettes

511 Joseph Greenhalgh, Blackford Bridge—Ornamental designs in colour for fabrics

512 Joseph Smith, Derby—Signalling on railways
513 Joshua Kidd, Battersea Rise—Carburetting steam, air, or gas

IWi February, 1866,

M. A, Muir and J. Mcllwham, Glasgow—Posts
Joshua Whalley, Blackburn—Cutting fustians

Prince Smith, Keighley—Weighting top pressing rollers

2Qlh February, 1866.

James Nail, Leicester— Ornamental devices on metal plates

E. M. Du Boys, Paris—Registering the flow of liquids

J. H. Walsh, Kensington— Breech-loading guns
Thomas Kennedy, Kilmarnock—Water meters
Alfred Moore, Moore—Transmitting power from place to place

G. and D. Hill, Manchester—Trusses
Thomas Williamson, and E. P. Marren, Staleybridge—Valves
John A. Warwick, Derby—Railway signals

James Barry, Ballyclough—Improved dye
C. E. and F. C. Winby, Cardiff—Railway wheels

A. B. Childs, New Oxford Street—Roasting coffee.—A com,

W. M. Wells, Paris—.Mowing machine
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire-arms—A com.
H. S. Swift, Peckham—Propelling ships

21s/ February, 1S66.

531 A. H. Robinson, Dublin—Crabs or winches

532 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Tubular boilers.—A com.

533 W. E. Gedge, Chancery Lane—Steam boilers.—A com.

534 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Pocket rules.—A com.

535 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Drill and chucks.—A com.

536 L Brown, W. Wheeldon, and G N. W.T. Thompson, Derby-Stop cocks

637 Henry Bayliss, Birmingham—Cleaning gnn barrels

438 William \Vebb, Smethwick—Tubes and hollow cylinders

539 H. S. Swift, Peckham—Pumps
540 B. W. Richardson, Hinde Street—Refrigerating or freezing liquids

541 William Deakin, Great Barr— Metallic chests, safes, and deed boxes

542 John Smalley, Mellor—Looms for weaving
543 N. R. Hall, Rosherville—Weighing apparatus

544 W. D. Napier, Hanover Square—Fountains

22nd February, 1866-

545 J. D. Brunton. Leighton Crescent—Peat fuel

546 M. and R. Robinson, Accrington, and W. Smith, Oswaldtwistie—Reeds for looms

547 Elias Leak, Longton—Driving 'jiggers,' laths, and throwing-wheels

548 John Walker, Cowper Street—Vessels of war, forts, and batteries

549 Henry Bright, Leamington—Electric clocks

550 C. de Caesaris, Bermondsey—Preparing hides and skins for tanning

551 Narcisae Legendre, Calais—Lace gauze, net, or elastic fabrics
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ON SOAIE POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. VI.

To a reflective man, knowing something of physics and physical geology,

a crane ladle full of molten iron is a wonderful and suggestive object.

The liquid iron is probably so hot, i.e., contains so great an excess

of heat beyond that of its own liquidity, that a bar of cold cast iron a

couple of inches or more in diameter (such as, say, a cast-iron sash

weight) thrust down into it becomes also melted in a few seconds by com-
municated heat alone. The glare of luminous heat radiated from the

surface of the metal is such that no human skin, not even that of the half-

salamander foundry labourer, can bear its arrows for more than an instant

at even a couple of yards' distance. The whole liquid mass is in intense

intestine motion—currents ascending and descending, the surface con-

stantly " breaking " and dividing itself by ever-changing tessellations of

luminous lines, and throwing off and to the edges, dots and streaks of

rapidly-forming oxide or slag—under the divellent power of heat and

the attractive forces of oxygen. Yet there stands the huge mass (it

may be five or ten tons, or even more) for hours perhaps, held securely

within a tub-shaped vessel of boiler plate, probably not half an inch

thick, and with nothing between that and the liquid fire within it but a

thin lining of dried loam, nowhere more than some inch and a. half in

thickness, and for the greater part of the interior surface of the ladle

not more than half this thickness; and yet the iron ladle gets but

little heated.

Even after three or four hours shall have elapsed from the moment
when the liquid iron, amid stars and a fountain of curving and clustering

sparks, hail been first tapped out into it, no part of the ladle will have

got even to a dull red heat ; and for many minutes after it was first

filled, unless it should have been previously too hot from the fire

used for drying the loam lining, the hand may actually be laid against

the outside of such a ladle full of liquid iron without inconvenience.

It is a striking example of the difference of conductivity between a

dense metal and a light and porous mass of oxides of the very lightest

of the metals or metalloids ; for such is the nature of the clay which

forms this (so-called non-conducting) thin wall between the molten cast

iron on the one side and the wrought-iron plate of the ladle on the other.

A common fire-brick may be rapidly made red-hot at one end, and

yet remain for a short time cold enough to be held in the hand at the

other; but its resistance to the passage of heat is incomparably less

than that of soft well-tempered sand loam, rendered still more porous

by the admixture sometimes of a little ground coke, more usually by
some dry horse dung.

The conductivity of such a mixture, when tempered, spread, and
dried, is much less than that of coarse dry sand itself. Though it is

difficult fully to account for this, it is no doubt mainly due to the fact that

every particle of sand in such loam is separated from all others adjacent

by an interposed film of clay ; and the heat wave, as it passes thus

from particle to particle, is subjected to continual loss of vis viva by
each repeated change of velocity at which it passes through the silex of

the sand in solid crystals and the alumina of the clay in amorphous and
impalpable powder.

But there is more than all this to challenge the philosophical observer

of the crane ladle.

What is that "breaking of the iron," as it is called by the moulder,

that we see constantly going on upon its luminous surface ? A brilliant

and strange phenomenon, hard to describe with precision to those who
have never seen it, but which can never be forgotten by any one who
has once observed it fully.

This wonderful, because as yet most imperfectly understood appear-

ance, may be seen more or less upon the surface of any small ladle of

liquid cast iron, but is best seen in a large crane ladle. It may be best

and with least inconvenience observed in that by getting elevated some
ten or twelve feet above the ladle, and away from it about twice that

distance, and then looking at the surface through a good- opera glass

of small magnifying power. In any ladle, but especially in the large

one, we shall soon recognize that the whole mass of liquid metal is. in

constant intestine movement, and that there are two separate and inde-

pendent sorts of motion going on in it. The whole liquid mass is

circulating ; that is to say, ascending currents of. hotter liquid are

comirig to the surface at and towards the centre, are passing off laterally

and radially outwards, and are then descending by the sides all round

the circumference of the ladie towards the bottom again. The nature
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of these is not obscure : they are due simply to the very small but

sufficient differences in density due to difference in temperature between
the iron which is next the cooling bottom and sides of the ladle and the

exposed surface of the metal itself, and that which being in the interior or

centre of the mass is relatively hotter. It is, in fact, only the same
train of circumstances that we see constantly in any vessel of water

being heated or cooled by an external difference in temperature.

But these movements in the crane ladle are very often perplexed and

more or less disturbed by lateral and partial ascending currents in a.

reverse direction, arising from the escape of air and gases passing off

from portions of the " loam lining " of the ladle. This may happen

either from the peculiar chemical constituents of the loam, or from the

ladle itself in one particular, viz., in the perforations made through

its walls (soon to be noticed) being too small or too few. It does not

arise from imperfect drying of the loam lining itself, for all iron founders

are so fully alive to the dangerous consequences of this that a case of

damp lining is in the last degree rare.

When there does remain in some partial spot, usually near the lips

or brim of the ladle, a trace of moisture in the loam, it produces a

bubbling and boiling up of the iron adjacent to it of an energy that would

be scarce expected by those who have not seen it ; and which, when
it occurs, generally sends some of the iron right out over the ladle

brim. This, therefore, cannot be confounded with the previously stated

habitual phenomena.

But in addition to the movements described, we see another set of

motions. The whole surface of the iron moves as though it were alive,

and endowed with some sort of volition. Its general luminosity of

surface is divided and marked all over by lines of greater brightness,

which, though not straight, tend towards being so—with a certain

amount of curvilinearity, or even jaggedness. These approach to dividing

out the whole surface, as it were, into sets of unequal and irregular

polygonal tessellations, the forms and positions and lines and sizes of

every part of which are momentarily changing. As oxide and ''keeshy"

matter

—

i.e., compounds of silicates and oxides of iron with more or less

graphite—is being constantly formed or evolved on the surface, the

scales of this, still white hot, are seen to form, or rise perhaps, and start

off and break away from each other along these luminous lines as

though urged by some repulsive force acting transversely to such lines.

These little crusts or particles rapidly move away from the lines and in

towards the middle of the tessellations between them. The movements
are constant, but they are not uniform ; on the contrary, the}' take

place with the most capricious and sudden starts and jumps. As we
look steadily at any one insular bit of surface tessellation, we shall

see it suddenly, and without obvious cause, break up into three or

four new ones—the old or previous lines of light in a moment
disappearing, and being succeeded by new ones in new positions.

And so it goes on ; the movements being most brisk and rapid, the

lines of separation most numerous and most irregular, when the metal

(of a given quality) is hottest, the islands between the luminous lines

becoming larger as it cools, and at last, if the cooling and exposure

to the air has continued long enough, being succeeded by permanent

floating flakes of oxide and scoria.

This most curious molecular exhibition has, we think, never yet

been satisfactorily accounted for scientifically. We have heard many
attempts on the part of observant chemists and physicists to account

for it, starting from the facts which are patent enough, that it is con-

nected somehow with the elimination from the liquid iron of some of its

elementary constituents—such as the bases of the earthy metals, silicon,

carbon in the state of graphite, or perhaps occasionally sulphur—under

the oxidizing influence of the atmosphere; and that capillarity, i.e.,

mutual attractions and repulsions between the floating particles of these

bodies constantly being evolved from the mass beneath, coexists with

some supposed repulsive forces due to exalted temperature only. But

we have never heard or seen anything that approached a tangible

solution ; nor are we ourselves prepared to offer one.

This " breaking of the iron," however, is not a mere philosophical

curiosity. The accurate observation as a fact of the differences which

it presents with different sorts of cast iron at the same temperature, and

with the same sort of cast iron at different temperatures, is part of the

working moulder's technical education ; and it affords him very precious

means of telling whether the iron he is about to consign to his mould be

fit for its purpose in quality and be suitable in temperature. Not but

that it must be allowed the test, even in the most experienced eyes, ia

E
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not absolutely discriminative. The visio erudita, like the tactus erudi-

tus, is not susceptible of being made demonstrable in words. Those

who would learn what may be learnt, by " how the iron breaks," must

go and educate their eyes for themselves.

We may just say this much, however:—1st, The hotter any given

cast iron is, the faster and the more lively it " breaks," the smaller and

the more irregular and jagged are the lines of repulsive separation

forming and disappearing on the surface, having regard to the absolute

mass of liquid metal, i.e., to the size of the ladle. 2nd, The "breaking"

of soft, rich, carbonaceous cast iron, that breaks with a bright gray, fine

or coarse, crystalline fracture cold—such as the Scotch and Derbyshire

cast irons, and some few of those of South Wales, such as the Beaufort

iron—is at a given temperature much finer, smaller, and more lively,

and the lines of repulsive separation more irregular and jagged, and

relatively less luminous, than is the " breaking " of the harsh, dense,

and very tough cast irons, such as those of South Wales generally,

especially of Blaenavon, or of Yorkshire, which break, when cold,

with a close-grained or fine crystalline dull fracture.

The phenomena of " breaking " are very ill-developed in extremely

hard cast irons (No. 3, &e., in which most of the carbon is in the state

of combination, and not as diffused graphite) ; and as tough, strong

irons always contract the most in cooling in the mould, and require the

greatest care in " pumping " with an iron rod, and slowly feeding with

hot iron, as the cooling takes place, by means of the "feed head," so

the moulder can judge by the aspect of his ladle of what should be his

procedure in this respect, as well as to a certain extent with what quality

of iron the furnace-man has supplied him, aud what is its temperature

when under his hand.

It will have been observed that difference in quality of iron and

difference in temperature both affect, and somewhat analogously, the

"break " of the liquid metal, and hence some uncertainty in the judg-

ment come to from this test of either ; but where a moulder knows his

iron, i.e., has been for some time working on the same general qualities

of pig iron and scrap, he gets to know very exactly what sort of " break
"

belongs to temperature, and with such a man the test is valuable

and very precise. It may probably be enunciated as a maxim in all

iron founding, that under any given circumstances the liquid iron should

never be poured into the mould at a temperature at all higher than is

absolutely necessary to insure its completely filling and taking sharply

and cleanly the form of the pattern aud mould, and avoiding " cold

sets " or other defects due to imperfect filling, imperfect union into a

whole by too sudden chilling, or, in large castings, imperfect solidity by

partial solidification before the supply of iron from the " feed-head " can

have made its way to fill up what otherwise must prove cavities, or

" draws," internally by contraction of the metal away from itself. Very
small and complex, and especially ornamental castings, must generally

be " poured " very hot ; large castings at a much lower temperature,

and when the metal has even begun to get sensibly thicker as a liquid

in the ladle. It is a curious example and spectacle to the untrained

observer of what technical tact can do, to see the leading moulder of a

large casting watching with eye intent the surfaces of the crane ladles, as

they are being kept skimmed clean by their respective hands, seeing

and regarding nothing so much as the surface of the iron in them, which

to the stranger's eye looks nothing different from what it was when he

saw them first filled, perhaps half an hour before, at the cupolas ; and
at the right moment, without taking his eyes off the metal, giving the

words " hoist," " pour," when even the inerudite, if he be a close

observer, will see at once that the big stream of iron that lobs out of

the several ladles is sensibly thicker and less liquid than when he saw
it run into them from the furnace.

But the philosopher may see another remarkable fact in a crane

ladle, the true nature of which science has not yet deciphered. It

sometimes happens that the iron, as tapped out into the ladle, is, through

accidental causes, so much too hot for a large casting, that either much
time must be lost in waiting for its cooling, or means must be taken to

cool it artificially with greater rapidity.

This is done by taking some thin, flattish pieces of clean and per-

fectly dry scrap, free from rust—usually new " gait pieces " or

" runners " from small moulds are chosen for this purpose—and after

holding these in tongs for a few moments close over the ladle to insure

their dryness, then plunging them in succession beneath the surface of

the melted iron therein, so that these relatively cold pieces shall absorb

heat from the iron by becoming melted into the mass themselves. Now it

is a very strange fact that just as ice, or solid and relatively cold water,

floats upon a pond, so do these pieces of cold iron float upon the liquid

iron in the ladle ; their tendency to keep on top is, in fact, such that it

requires a very sensible effort to thrust down below the surface a piece

which may weigh perhaps 50 or 60 lbs. Now what is the true solution

of this ? Mr. Nasmyth, who has shown the genuine observant tendency

of the philosopher by nature, in all his workshop career, is of opinion,

for it is only an opinion, that cast iron, in common with bismuth and
antimony, expands at the moment of consolidation from the liquid

state, just as water does in passing into ice ; and that, like water, cast

iron, and probably every metal, perhaps every crystallizable and fusible

substance, has a point of maximum density. This point, as we know,
in water is about 39° Fahr. ; it expands above and below this point by
change of temperature, having the same bulk at 48° Fahr. that it has

at 32°, the point of solidification.

Were this provably true of cast iron, of course there would be an
end of anything to learn in the matter. But no one knows what is the

specific gravity of liquid cast iron, nor whether it be greater or less than

that of solid iron (iron ice, we might say) ; nor is it an easy matter to

devise any feasible method by which so delicate and so difficult an

experiment can be performed as to determine with precision the specific

gravity of molten iron, either directly or indirectly, i.e., inferentially.

Meanwhile, many observed facts militate against the view that cast iron

as liquid in a crane ladle, is not of a specific gravity greatly below that

of the same iron solid aud cold.

It may be quite true that at the moment of solidification cast iron

does expand suddenly, and as it reassumes the crystalline state ; and

there are some facts that give some support to this as being a fact.

But the range of this expansion may be, and appears to be, as nothing

compared with that of the expansion which has taken place in the cold

iron during its liquefaction.

When a large casting has been run, if we look down into one of the

rising heads we shall see the top of the still liquid column of iron which

fills it rapidly descending, like mercury in a thermometer, as the mass

of metal in the interior of the mould, with which the rising head is in

connection, gets rapidly robbed of its heat, and contracts in the cooling.

We see this (if the head be left undisturbed) go on steadily, though

with a diminishing rate of descent, until the iron in the mould below

is nearly, or probably in good part, "set," i.e., solidified; then, if the

metal of the rising head be still hot enough at the centre, we shall find

a little liquid iron begin to ooze upwards, and form a mammillated mass,

more or less, on the top of the red-hot column of metal. These facts

establish this much, that the range of contraction in liquid cast iron in

cooling to near solidification is very great, and nearly continuous ; and

that the range of expansion at the subsequent moment of crystalline

solidification (if such occur at all) is very small and very sudden. The
probable conclusion, then, to be provisionally arrived at is, that there

is no more than an apparent analogy between the ease of ice and of

cast iron, and that liquid cast iron, owing to the great expansion it has

undergone—far greater than the expansion of crystalline solidification

—has a specific gravity much lower than that of solid cast iron at the

atmospheric temperature.

But if this be so, how is it that the solid cast iron floats upon the

liquid, which is less dense than itself?

Here again some physicists have brought in the repulsive power of

heat, divellent as it certainly is between particle and particle, as the

explanation of the phenomenon. But so far it must be admitted no

one has fully explained it ; and it will be more philosophical to avoid

speculation until we shall have caught our fish, and determined with the

necessary exactness how is the fact—Is fluid cast iron denser or less

dense than the same iron at 50° Fahr. ?

We have thus dwelt at considerable length upon the philosophy that

appertains to that commonplace tool of the iron foundry, a crane ladle,

not perhaps in vain ; for apart from the value of having clear notions

always of all that belongs to every operation of art or manufacture,

some of the points we have referred to have, as we have shown, direct

practical bearings.

Let us now, however, proceed to the crane ladle itself.

Crane ladles came into use probably not much farther back than the

beginning of this century ; for although bronze casting upon a vast scale

had been practised long before that time, and before cast iron came to

be manipulated in large masses, that alloy was always run directly from

the furnaces into the moulds.
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The early ladles, some engravings of which may be seen in Rees'

Encyclopaedia, were frequently made of east iron—boiler plate was not

yet the common affair it is now—and into two opposite sides wrought-

iron pivots were cast into bosses at the required level. The ladle was

hung from these by two short pieces of parallel chain, or by a pair of

bars hooked at both ends, the lower end hooks being rounded so as to

receive the pivots or gudgeons, and permit the ladle to be canted on

them, and the upper hooks dropped on to a cross-head or beam hung

from the crane by its centre point. The outer ends of the pivots had

squares forged upon them, to fit the sockets of the two large forked

handles by which the men steadied and canted over the ladle in

pouring. The elements of the ladle were thus ver}' much the same as

they are now, though of smaller size, and adapted to the metallurgic art

of the period. But even for the small size (say three to five tons) to which

this sort of ladle had reached in capacity, it was a perilously imperfect

tool. The general form was made a frustrum of a cone, with a convex

bottom, under the notion that sloping sides best held the loam lining,

and that the form gave facilities in quite emptying the ladle. The
pivots were necessarily placed as low as the centre of gravity of the full

ladle, in order that it should be capable of being canted at all by hand
;

and in order to reduce the effort necessary for this, especially with the

ladle only partially filled, they were in practice placed a good deal

below that point. The result was the full ladle was in unstable equili-

brium. A constant muscular effort was requisite on the part of the

gang of men who attended it, to prevent its oscillating the least bit

out of the central position ; for should it do so, it almost infallibly upset

and flooded the floor with a torrent of molten iron, to the destruction

of the men. In canting to pour, for the same reason, an enormous

muscular effort was needed on the part of the eight men who alone

were able to get at the handles of the ladle to restrain its tendency to

go right over, and so to regulate the expenditure of metal from its lips.

Being of cast iron from f to J inch thick, or even more, the weight in

proportion to capacity was very great. It was made rough inside by small

projecting ribs in diamonds crossing each other, in order to hold the

loam lining; but no holes were made through the ladle anywhere, for

fear the iron should run out, and so the loam used to sputter and blow

not a little for want of ventage through the ladle.

The next steps in improvement were—the passing a chain round the

mouth of the ladle, and hitching it to both the " lifting hooks " at the

sides, before lifting the ladle by the crane, so as to secure the former

against the danger of upsetting until the moment of pouring, when the

chain was removed, and the men's muscles bore the brunt of danger.

Then came the dispensing with the " lifting hooks " as separate both

from the ladle and from the crane cross-head, and making them fast

either to the one or the other. This was usually done by forming the

lifting hooks into cylindrical eyes at the lower ends which just fitted the

gudgeons, and still hooking their upper ends on over the notched cast-

iron cross-head, which swung horizontally from the crane. This

admitted of a simple but great improvement—a latch or catch was

hinged to the lip of the ladle at one side, moving in a vertical plane

passing through the centre of the ladle and that of one of the lifting

bars or hooks. The outer end of the movable piece of this hinged latch

was split so that, like a pair of parted fingers, the fork dropped on with

the lifting bar between them ; while in this position the ladle could not

uj 3 :t. When about to be canted, a single touch from the end of a bar

or hammer struck the forked latch up and free from the lifting bar at

its own side, and the ladle was then free for pouring. This was a great

safeguard, and it remains still in use.

Boiler plate, rivetted together, became substituted for cast iron as the

material of the ladle ; and between the wrought-iron pivot and the ladle

at each side a round hole was made in the neck of the gudgeon, of a

size admitting of a bar of 1J round iron being passed through. This

gave a far more effective leverage for canting and restraining the upset-

ting of the ladle than had been obtained by the foikel handles alone.

We believe crane ladles as large as they were employed continued to

be made thus everywhere up to probably 1835 or 1840. Soon after

that a decided advance was made, and the whole tool was reduced very

nearly to what it is now, and as it is shown in fig. 1.

We know not with what justice, but much, if not the whole of the

improvement, has been attributed to Mr. James Nasmyth ; and certainly

we must ourselves do him the justice to say that we cannot call to mind
having seen any ladle mounted as in fig. 1 prior to having seen them at

Patricroft Foundry, about the latter date probably.

The improved crane ladle is made nearly cylindrical, maDy quite so,

and with slightly concave (internally) bottoms, the better to adapt to

the loam lining, and to prevent change of form or distortion due to the

pressure of the heavy ladlefull of metal, if rested on the sand floor.

It is of boiler plate, stout and strong : for a 10-ton ladle, £ to } plate is

not too much— well rivetted together, and with the heads on the inside

and the closures outside. Lapped joints do very well, but butt joints,

flush inside and filleted outside, with double rows of rivets, are better.

It is very doubtful whether any roughing at all, beyond the coat of rust

and clay that soon concretes on the plate, is needed to hold the loam
lining ; but it is common for foundry firemen to insist upon having the

inside of the ladle roughed now aud then by raising burrs at intervals

all over its interior surface by driving a " diamond point " into the plate

in a quincunx order.

It is not a universal practice, but it is the best one, to have the whole
ladle punched in making, or afterwards drilled full of holes at about 4
inches apart, each hole being about £ or f inch diameter. The use and
effect of this is that the gases and air are driven off from the suddenly

heated loam lining with perfect quietness and ease. Through these all

Fig. 1-

danger of splitting off of the lining is avoided—an accident of the utmost

peril when it occurs ; and the loam gets a hold of the ladle by being

thrust more or less into every hole. For this latter reason the holes

should never be less than J inch, and there is no reason why the}' might

not be larger, without the slightest risk of the iron pushing out the plug

of loam or making its way through.

The lining of the ladle is a very simple affair, but requires some

practice to do it skilfully and well. It is generally the work of one of

the furnace-men : he begins by swashing clay-wash all over the interior

of the ladle, having his barrow of loam ready mixed beside him ; he

then throws in a few shovels full at pretty stiff temper on to the bottom,

gets into the ladle, if it be of a large size, and begins to work these over

the bottom into perfect contact with it, and making perfectly homo-

geneous junctions between each mass of fresh loam added (as does the

maker of a glass-house pot with the fire-clay). The lining is laid about

1 inch—never more than 1£—at the bottom, nearly in thickness parallel

with the shell of the ladle, but increasing a little so as to handsomely

round the angle where the bottom joins the sides. He then works

up the sides, throwing each heavy handful of tempered loam strongly

against the clay-washed moist surface and then moulding it to the form

with his hand until he has reached the brim, where he finishes off at

about | to J inch thickness, taking especial care that the lining at the

pouring lips at both opposite sides of the brim are soundly laid and

formed well, and the iron of the edge of the lip well covered.

If the ladle has been a little warmed beforehand, the body of iron in it

is sufficient very soon in the open air to dry up the loam sufficiently to

enable the ladle to be turned over without disturbance to the lining.
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Various methods of perfecting the drying are in use. One of the rudest

but most common, and by no means the least effective, is to cant the ladle

on the ground to an angle of 45 degrees or so, kindle a fire in its lower side

at bottom, of chips, shavings, and sticks, and finally of coal, and let it

burn out, when the ladle will be found dry and so hot, that to close the

cracks that have formed iu the loam lining by its contraction in drying

it is only necessary to daub on and into them a little fresh, fine, and

pretty moist loam, swashing into each just before a little clay-wash from

a hand brush, when the ladle is at once fit for use.

This method, however, is a smoky, dirty, and wasteful one, when

many large ladles are to be so prepared. It is better practice to invert

each over a chauffer or fire pot of ignited coke, taking care to keep one

side of the inverted brim higher than the other, so that the steam and

hot air may pass out at that side and be succeeded by fresh ascending

currents of dry air from the fire. The ladle is kept so resting on a pair

of iron tressels prepared for it, or if convenient, hanging from a crane.

Another way, seldom used for many reasons, is to dry them in one of

the loam stoves. After the loam lining is completed, careful furnace-

Fig. 2.

men generally " blackwash " the whole inside of the ladle with very thick

wash, and finally, before intrusting to it the liquid iron, tap it all over

internally, either directly with the points of the fingers, or with a short

square-ended rod, so as to ascertain that there are no hollow places or

parts detached from the ladle.

We have described the lining a little out of place, but can as readily

revert to the mounting of the ladle. This, it will be seen, consists in a
pair of side bars in direct connection with a wrought-iron cross-head,

to which they are fast. This is made in various ways, as well as

that shown in fig. 1, and best, as we think, in the form we ourselves

adopted for a 12-ton ladle, viz., a large, heavy, flat, elliptically bent cross-

head, like that of a marine engine of old type nearly, but with the two
end bearings bent round at right angles to the cross-head, and continued

on to form the side bars, as one united forging. The centre of the flat

part of the cross-head was thickened and pierced by a vertical round
hole (the axis being in the plane of the centre of the flat part), through

wdiich the spindle of the great eye, by which the whole was lifted by
the crane, was passed and rivetted over a large washer beneath. This

made a very effective and safe job.

The lower ends of the side bars are formed as in fig. 1, with strap

links, gibs and cotters taking iu the ladle gudgeons, formed of wrought
iron, with large bosses or plates rivetted to the sides of the ladle. In
the 12-ton ladle spoken of above, these bosses were connected together

by a large broad strap of about 8 inches by 1 inch, which passed from
one to the other round, and under the bottom beneath the contour of

the exterior of the ladle from side to side. This is an essential pre-

caution iu so very large a ladle, because there is such a transverse strain

against the boiler-plate wall of the ladle at each 6ide visited by the

gudgeons, acted on by the weight of the full ladle, as tends to distort

the shape of the ladle ; and only a very little distortion or " caving in"

of the plate might split off some of the loam, with serious results.

The latch already described is applied at both sides, viz., to each side

bar. The canting gear is that in which the improvement has been

attributed to Nasmyth. As will be seen by the fig., a worm wheel of

cast iron is staked on to the neck of one of the gudgeons and fast to it.

Into this engages an endless screw, also of cast iron, the bearings of

wdiich are simple eyes of wrought iron attached to one of the side bars.

The endless screw and worm wheel practically lock the ladle in any
position, and so the latches become only a measure of additional pre-

caution while moving the full ladle from furnace to mould. The axis

of the endless screw has at one or both ends a square formed upon it,

upon which can be shipped on the square socket of the handle for turning

the screw by, in order to cant the ladle. The handle is secured in place

by a pin or split key ; a simple taper pin chained to the handle itself is

safest and best. In the Nasmyth ladle this handle was a four-armed

one, as in fig. 1. In the 12-ton ladle referred to we made it a single

round spindle of sufficient length, and placed a light wrought-iron

circular steering wheel on the end of it, to be handled by the captain

of the ladle. With this simple but effective arrangement, one or at

most two men can manipulate the canting and return of the very

heaviest ladle with ease, certainty, and safety. It is only necessary to

make sure that when used for the first time the moving parts cannot join

by unequal expansion; and it is a wise precaution to fit the worm wheel

on to a square neck inside the gudgeon, and not to key it up tight,

because the ueck gets rapidly heated and expanded by the hot metal

run into the ladle, and the worm wheel does not get heated so fast nor

uniformly out to the periphery, and tight keying at the eye may give

rise to its splitting iu two just at the wrong moment, and so disabling

the ladle.

In tapping out from the shoot of the cupola into a large crane ladle,

previously empty, the first heavy gush of metal, falling some three or

four feet upon the lining at the bottom of the ladle, is not quite safe

for the latter. It is a prudent and not uncommon precaution with many
furnace-men to place an old thin sheet of boiler plate in the ladle, resting

in a sloping position against one side and on the bottom, and opposite

the stream about to issue on tapping, so that the iron rushes and strikes

against this in place of the lining; and as soon as about six inches in

depth of liquid iron is in the bottom of the ladle, the sheet is withdrawn

by a pair of tongs, the liquid then becoming a sufficient buffer.

The lining may become disturbed in either of two other ways. It

may be detached by an awkward skimmer in thrusting an iron rod down

through the metal to ascertain if a piece of cold iron, put in to cool the

too hot metal (as already referred to), be already melted ; or a flake,

large or small, of the lining may have got ill attached both to the inside

of the ladle and to the adjacent parts of the lining, from which in the

drying it may have cracked off all round ; and if the fluid metal once

insinuate itself anywhere into the crack, or get behind such a flake, it

will float up instantly, and leave the side or bottom plate of the ladle

bare and exposed without defence to the full heat of the metal. In

either such case the plate of the ladle becomes almost instantly yellow red-

hot all through, and as the redhot spot rapidly spreads in size by the

conductivity of the metal, other pieces of the lining may be momentarily

expected to detach themselves. In fact, it is an accident of grave

import ; for although the wrought-iron plate forming the wall of the

ladle may not actually melt through, there is some danger of it, and

great risk that so much lining may be in a few moments detached, and

so much of the surface of the ladle made rapidly hot and soft that it

may change its shape under the load of the contained iron, and, with its

canting gear, become unmanageable. We were once present at an

accident of this kind : a large clot of lining had, from some unnoticed

cause, detached itself from one side near the bottom, and floating up

had been skimmed off unnoticed amongst the dross and slag. In fact,

the first notice of anything wrong was given by seeing a spot of some

nine inches' diameter grow red and then yellow hot on the outside of the

ladle, and rapidly spread in magnitude all round. This was followed

in a few seconds by two or three fresh clots of lining floating up and

appearing on the top of the metal, and a large portion of the side of

the ladle becoming redhot. The foreman of the job instantly called

out to the labourers at the crane to " hoist," resolved at once to "pour"

before further mischief, if possible. But the heated parts were so near

to one of the gudgeon sides of the ladle, that the moment the strain of
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the lift came upon the latter the side began to distort and the gudgeon

to bend upwards at its outer end, when " lower again" was the word. A
fixed force pump worked by power, with a leather hose and jet, stood

always ready in the foundry as a protection to the woodwork of the

cranes, and for wetting sand, &c. A stream from the hose pipe was

directed cautiously and obliquely against the hot side of the ladle, at

some little risk, and in a few minutes the copious flood of water brought

the iron down to a dull red just visible. Amidst a cloud of steam and

the splash of water, which made approach to the ladle hazardous, the

daring fellow in command (a Lancashire moulder, educated at Faucette,

Prestos, & Co.'s, Liverpool) ventured to hoist his ladle holding about 6i

tons of iron, kept the stream of water still going upon it while it was
being swung round by the crane, and only stopped that when he had

the ladle close to the runner, and then canted the ladle, and, as he said,

" slapped in the metal " the moment the clearing off of the cloud of

steam let him see where he was. When the ladle was emptied, a crust

of rough cast iron of 2 or 3 inches thick was found soldered on and

adherent inside to the metal of the ladle all about where it had been

laid bare.

The crane ladle, one of the most important tools of the iron foundry,

has occupied us at such length that we must reserve to another Part

the consideration of the proper appliances and means for transmitting

it from the front of the cupola to the crane that is to carry it at the

mould, assuming this to be situated in a distant part of the foundry, and

that the bad method of swinging from crane to crane is to be avoided.

—Ed.

SHAM AND REAL FIREPROOF BUILDINGS.
Ko. II.

Since the date of our previous article, it has been stated that the

windows of the St. Katherine's Dock warehouses were all covered with

close wire-work over the glass ; and it is stated to have been shown
experimentally that the water jet from the most powerful class of fire

engines, even when perpendicularly incident, is shattered into spray by
its appulse with such a wire reticulation, so that it loses the greater

portion of its projectile force and becomes unable to break the glass of

the window (if that -be not already destroyed), or to enter the apart-

ment on fire, beyond a short distance of the plane of the window.
This is a practical warning against the use of wire-work in such

positions, to which we cannot do amiss in giving early circulation.

Water continues, and is likely to continue, our best, if not the only

means of extinction to accidental fire ; and as at present applied by fire

engines, worked by hand or by steam from the ground level, it is all

important that nothing be permanently interposed of a character to

render this, our almost sole reliance, useless in the moment of need,

and by the interposition of a screen, which must be difficult and may
be impossible to remove at the needful conjuncture.

W e shall not, however, at present depart from the order we propose
in these papers, to discuss generally the conditions and modes by which
water should be best applied as an agent of extinction : that may follow

at an after period. We will now confine ourselves to.some observations

upon the buildings themselves of existing classes, in relaibn to their

destruction by fire, as they are found in our British towns and cities, &c.

We may divide them all into three great classes—those which make
no pretence to resist tire, even for a short interval. These are, for the

most part, brick built, with timber floors, roofs, and fitments. In excep-

tional cases, as in parts of Yorkshire, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, for

example, the shells, and even partitions, are of stone. Tiles cover a
large proportion of the roofs, the timbering of which and the pitch are

necessarily large ; for the rest, slates are the ruling cover.

We are wont to look back with self-complacency upon the timber and
half timber framed houses of our ancestors in the combustible point of

view, and when we read of the great fire of London, or of the once whole
villages of thatched houses, such as Crediton, in Devon, or others in our
south-western shires, that before now have been burned in an hour or

two of some hot harvest day, by the catching fire of a chimney, to

mentally regard ourselves not as other men were in these uncivilized

times and places. Yet the truth is, we have very little to plume our-

selves upon above our ancestors. From our neat and cleanly habits

on the whole as a nation, from the prevalence of repairing leases, and
the loss of business and expense incident to pulling down to rebuild, in

all our crowded towns and cities, it may be said that almost no house

appears ever to fall to ruin, become tenantless, and then be pulled down
and restored. By continual vamping up, paint, and bits of carpentry

and plastering, and now and then by a new brick front and a showy

shop beneath, or by a new slating upon the old roof, the ancient rickety

affair is kept tenantable, in the landlord's sense ; but to the e3'e of the

practical building surveyor it is but a whited sepulchre.

It is perfectly amazing to reflect upon the incalculable mass of pro-

perty, much of it of a character that adds irreplaceability to value (as

in documents, records, leases, account books, pictures, &c), that in this

London alone is enshrined in cleanly preserved old hovels of houses,

which once set on fire will burn like matchwood. In fact, there is

scarcely a third-class house or any below it in London, built between

the time of William III. and the battle of Waterloo, that, as regards

the spread of fire, is materially better than the timber or half-timbered

houses of the time of Henry VII.

Nor is this confined to the above period. Let any competent builder

or architect be asked his opinion of the small houses that are now by

whole streets at a time shooting out, like ice crystals on a pond, all round

London as their nucleus, and he will admit that with their wretched

brickwork, their walls, hollow wood partitions, and general construc-

tion, they are scarce sensibly better than if all of timber, not half as

good as a backwoods' solid log-house. If any one effectually takes

fire, its destruction is but the work of a few minutes, and the spread

from house to house, is only as readily prevented as it sooner or later

commonly is, " by the exertions of the fire brigade," by reason of the

small height of these houses, few of which exceed three stories over

ground.

These are the worst examples we have of the wholly unresisting class

of buildings; going upwards from which we have all sorts and degrees

of better construction, up to the public office or the nobleman's house,

with thick walls, solid brick partitions, perchance stone staircase, and

partly vaulted basement, but with timber floors, roofs, and fitments; and

in all which it is only a question of what hold the fire has got before

attempts are made to check it, and what favourable or unfavourable

circumstances shall accidentally exist to its spread at the moment,

whether the whole building shall succumb or not. We might recur to

the old Houses of Parliament, the Tower Armoury, and so forth, were

there need of examples.

Then we have very rarely in London, or indeed south of the midland

counties, the " fireproof" building, which boldly professes to be fire king.

It is professedly guarded from the access of fire from without, and its

designers and builders would probably tell you it cannot be destroyed by

fire begun within. The great type of these structures in Great Britain is

the cast or wrought iron girder and brick arched floor of the Manchester

cotton mill. These, while there happens to be next to nothing combustible

in them, as in the case of the cotton or wool or flax mills with each loft

full of little else than cast-iron or other metallic light machinery, may
be said to be fireproof, but only in the equivocal sense, that they cannot

be proved by fire. They are, quo ad incombustibility, good enougli

structures perhaps in most cases for the special purpose for which they

were designed. They get rid of the huge heavy timber beams and

floors and roof, that on the old construction, before the date of Lee and

Kennedy's mill, formed the real combustible elements of the pile. But

in any true sense these are not fireproof buildings.

Between the^e last and the admitted " brands for the burning" at first

adverted to, there exists a class of partially (so-called) fireproof, or quasi

fireproof buildings. Some of these their architects (when they have

had any) or builders, candidly avow to be only palliatives upon the

old house-building style. They merely profess to delay or retard the

spread of conflagration for a short time, or by relative arrangement of

parts to make its spread more difficult, as by cutting the whole into

segments by efficient party walls, by cutting off currents of air through

staircases or corridors, by iron doors closeable at pleasure, i.e., if they

can be got at in the moment of peril. Against these structures, so far

as the honest avowal of their nature and pretensions go, we have nothing

to say ; we merely remark in passing that they are ineffectual, usually

when tested so ineffectual, as to prove that wdiatever sum has been

expended upon the assumed partial protection might as well have been

saved.

But there are a considerable number of buildings that properly only

belong to this class which yet thrust themselves pretentiously and falsely

before the world as fireproof buildings, and claim to he so recognized in

the strictest sense, and these are the veritable shams against wdiich all
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instructed men should protest. We will take as an example ODe of the

best of these, that which we are ready to admit has much less that is

sham about its pretensions than applies to a dozen others. Let us take

" The improved method of constructing the floors, ceilings, and roofs of

buildings, whereby they are renderedfireproof" known as that patented

by Fox and Barrett, an account of which, with the above title, was read

to the Society of Arts in December, 1849, and which method has been

employed in numerous cases, and to large buildings in many parts of

England, amongst others to the floors of the Westminster Chambers,

London, in which we write.

Fox and Barrett's floors consist (for houses or offices) of parallel cast

or wrought iron joists, with the ends built into the walls. These must

have an inverted J.-form, i.e., must have a shoulder or flange along the

bottom edge. Transversely in between the joists, and resting simply

upon this flange, short stiff puncheons of timber are laid in. The joists

being from 2 to 3 feet apart (let us say), those pieces of wood are from

1 J to 2 inches square, and are laid parallel to each other, with an inter-

val of \\ to perhaps 2 inches between each pair. Two or three inches

of coarse mortar is now spread upon top of these wood slips, and some

nails are driven into the lower arrisses or sides of the slips diagonally

from below, to enable them to act as ceiling laths, and to hold up the

plastering to be laid on below to form the ceiling, which is also to cover

the bottoms of the iron joists. When the first coat of mortar laid on

top of the wood laths is hard, a layer of from 4 to 6 or 8 inches of con-

crete is laid and beaten smooth on top. Over this is laid either tiling

or any composition floor or ordinary wood flooring, secured to square

pieces of scantling bedded into or laid upon the concrete beneath. The
patentees in their description say these puncheons or slips may be of

slate, tile, metal, or other material ; we believe, however, that practi-

cally timber has been employed in most cases, if not in all.

It is alleged by the patentees that this form of flooring was first

invented, or at least employed (now about thirty-one years ago), by Dr.

Fox (one of the patentees) in the erection of his own house and private

lunatic asylum at Northwoods, near Bristol. We shall not say any-

thing here about the claim to originality, which is by no means devoid

of doubt.

In the account given of the method above adverted to, the com-

mendatory opinion of a " Mr. Christopher, an architect and surveyor of

metropolitan buildings," is given as to the advantages of the plan ; as

usual in such cases, he does not say one word as to any possible disad-

vantages. His points of commendation are :—
1. Fireproof. Perfect in every room..

2. Economical. Rather less costly in first construction (than common
joisted floors, namely), and much less so in use, from being

3. Indestructible. There is nothing to decay or liable to injury, the

materials being all but imperishable.

4. Comfortable and cleanly. The floors being perfectly level and

without crevices or hollows, there is no possibility of lodgment of vermin

or dirt, and there is an absence of draught and freedom of dust.

5. Perfectly dry and hard. The polished surface produced by the

simple dressing of linseed oil, is incapable of any absorption of any

moisture ; the water runs on it as quicksilver does on mahogany.

6. Smell and sound proof as regards all ordinary noises, being of the

nature of the best pugged floors, and nearly as impervious as a wall

;

this being of great advantage in rooms over kitchens, &c.

7. Admitting of the best plans of warming and ventilation, from being

fireproof throughout.

8. Damp-proof. Even when the floors are constructed on the ground,

without joists, a billiard table, musical instruments, &c, have been kept

for years without injury.

9. Carpets, &c, are found to last much longer.

10. The roofs thus made are simple and inexpensive, &c.

As we are called upon to condemn, we have thus given, in the very

words of the patentees' eulogist, the whole catalogue of virtues that he

was able to make out for the plan. We should add, that as the patent

is long since expired, we do Messrs. Fox and Barrett no commercial

injury in freely discussing their plan.

Now as to the comfort and cleanliness, which are neither more nor

less than those of a common joist and ceiled floor ; the perfectly hard

and dry, which does not apply to any but the mortar and linseed oil,

inapplicable for any comfortable dwelling in our climate ; the smell and
sound proof which, to our own experience, are far from existing in them
in these WestminsterChambers,where every sound is transmitted through

each floor almost as though it were but one of naked boarding ; the

damps, the carpets, and the warming and ventilation, as to which wo
have only to say that here these floors are as cold and comfortless under

foot as every boarded floor laid upon a thick plate of concrete must
of necessity be, and in which respect Fox and Barrett's floors are

no worse than other floors not all of wood and plaster, or not warmed
beneath artificially, must be. Passing all these, as beside our present

purpose, we address ourselves merely to the 1st and 3rd eulogies, and
we take leave to deny the truth of both. Taking the last first, it is not

a fact that there is " nothing to decay." Were the cross slips in practice

made of hollow pipe tiles, or of slate sawed slips, or of iron laths, it

might be more nearly true. These floors would then approach in nature

the domestic and other professedly fireproof floors in use in Germany
and in France, which are a great advance above these now in question,

though not fireproof, and of which more anon. But here we have square

puncheons or slips of fir timber for cross laths in actual, we believe we
may say exclusive use; and these are not only liable to decay, but we
are quite satisfied, will be found to decay before fifty years at the out-

side shall have passed, and then to endanger the heavy concrete and
ceiling coming down about the ears of those below them.

It is quite true, and must not in fairness be loss sight of, that as years

progress the concrete will get rather harder and more coherent than

during the first year or two, but not much ; and to counterbalance this the

constant expansion and contraction of the iron joists (whose co-efficient

of expansion differs much from that of the concrete) will tend to break

the bond of the concrete slab of floor ; and the occasional fall of heavy

weights, or ofjumping or of dancing on such floors, is sure to produce

cracks or planes of transverse separation here and there ; so that once

remove wholly, the support and bond of the timber laths, and it is

impossible to say how soon pieces of such a floor may come down.

Most architects and builders are pretty clear upon the fact that timber

confined in a close and damp place is placed in conditions the most

favourable for initiating rotting. That this should assume the form

commonly called, by a strange perversion of language, " dry rot," and

that this should progress rapidly, it is necessary, not only that damp and

a confined air, i.e., one richer than usual in carbonic acid, provided by

the timber itself in decay, but that atmospheric air also be present.

While it cannot be denied that the timber here, however at first dry,

must be made thoroughly damp, being imbedded right into a stratum

of wet concrete, it may be said, but air cannot get at it afterwards

;

it is all hermetically sealed up in plaster ; the concrete will soon dry

up, the moisture both in it and in the timber will evaporate, and the

dry wood in the dry concrete and closed up from the air can never

decay—it will be like a mummy coffin of gophyr wood in an Egyptian

pyramid, sound after three thousand years. This is not to understate

Messrs. Fox and Barrett's case at least. But is the timber hermetically

sealed up ? If so, how is it that it ever gets dry by evaporation ? and as

there is such a known thing, as the passage ofgases and vapours through

porous media, the laws of which, thanks to the Master of the Mint (Dr.

Graham) chiefly, have been well investigated, and in virtue of which

it is that even the said evaporation here does take place, so also is it

certain that the timber buried here in the plaster will never want for

air to help "s decay. Were it not for this, timber would never rot

when buried in dry earth, but we know it does. The Egyptian coffin

escaped decay simply because, of the iivo elements simultaneously neces-

sary to produce vegetable decay, viz., air and water, one, the latter,

was never present. In the dry and torrid climate of Egypt, as in the

midst of a heated sand bath, the wood never was directly moistened,

and the air which year by year for centuries reached it was almost

dessicated and dry. But in our damp climate, where the air, winter

and summer, in and out of house, is often saturated with dissolved

vapour of water, and seldom drier than holding half the moisture due

to saturation at its temperature, the air that is absorbed by the imbedded

timber must carry water vapour along with it, and by theirjoint agency

the decay of these puncheons is inevitable.

But, again, are there any circumstances peculiar to these timbers

tending to promote their decay. " Time is as a lambent flame," said

Bacon, in his curious essay on the nature of heat ; in this in reality

anticipating by the prescience of his mind, rather than by direct obser-

vation, the germ of what Liebig has since developed as to slow com-

bustion by oxidation, or as he calls it, " eremacausis," which is only

another word for rotting, so far as it applies to vegetable matter.

Now no chemist is ignorant of the fact that any chemical agent, whose
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tendency is to produce oxidation when acting alone upon vegetable

matter, starts into increased activity whatever tendency there may be

in the vegetable itself to further oxidation by decomposition of air and

water, i.e., to decay. Thus an alkali in presence of any readily oxidable

vegetable body tends to make the whole oxidate by atmospheric agencj7
.

Now here the timber is buried up in wet lime concrete, the water in

which is a saturated solution of caustic lime. The conditions are just such

as must tend to set slow decay going, and once begun it will continue.

If the floors continue damp long enough, and especially if there be any

small spaces or crannies at the surface of the timber, due to ill filling or

consolidation, or to retreat in setting of the concrete, actual dry rot

fungus may be formed and spread slowly, perhaps, but unceasingly,

until it has eaten up all that is soluble for it in the timber. But if there

be none, and though dry rot, as commonly understood, may not ever take

place, still the timber buried up in close contact with lime concrete and

mortar must decay, become brown, brittle, and at last crumble into dust,

and leave nothing but a hollow chamber occupied by its ghost and ashes.

The proof of this is visible to any one that has eyes to see, and who
will examine the state of the ordinary ceiling laths removed from any

old dwelling-house where these have been long buried between ceiling

below and pugging above, even though the latter be in the mild form

of " clay pugging." Eveiy lath will be found brown or nearly black

to the very heart, if from fifty to seventy or eighty years old, and as

brittle and trustless as so much snuff.

To this form must they come at last ; it is but a question of time, and

of no very long time, in Fox and Barrett's flooring. But what will be

the condition of the timber, as respects combustibility, long before it

shall have wholly decayed, by reason of the slow but incessant chemical

changes going on in it, though hidden from all observation ? It

will have become eminently more combustible than it was at first, just

as a sheet of paper that we scorch until it is brown before the fire

ignites at a temperature far below that at which we could have inflamed

the same paper before being so roasted. So these timbers, browned by

the slow oxidating scorch of " the lambent flame of time " in their caustic

lime beds, will in a few years assume a condition such that if heated where

they stand in the floors to a temperature far below the igniting point of

fresh timber, they will evolve combustible gases, and these if supplied

with air will ignite at once. We have dwelt thus lengthily upon the

question *f the slow decay of these timbers (a matter but indirectly

related to our subject), as bringing us with a proper preliminary under-

standing, to consider what must happen to one of these so-called fireproof

floors, supposing the ceiling of it to be exposed for some two or three

hours (perhaps a much shorter time) to the heat and flame of a con-

flagration in the room below. We will not ask that the room shall be

filled with any special combustibles, or in specially great quantity. We
may suppose the favourable case for it, of only a large room full of large

office furniture or fixtures, papers, bookcases, and the like, and with its

own wood floors and window jambs and doors all fairly ignited, the glass

of the windows more or less gone, and a tolerable draught established in

the room.

These are the circumstances that would be encountered in the great

majority of cases in buildings to which Fox and Barrett's plan is sup-

posed applicable ; for we imagine few architects, certainly no civil

engineer, would advise its use for large stores, or for manufacturing or

commercial buildings of great magnitude and more than domestic risks.

Well, then, for a time the ceiling would continue to get heated without

much change ; but presently, partly by the expansion of the iron girders,

partly by its own unequal expansion, bound as its parts are, in between

iron edges of girders, large clots of the ceiling would begin to crack and

fall off. We may suppose, in favour of the plan, that though cracked

it all held together for some time ; at last, however, and before a very

long time too, the lj inch of plaster ceiling below the timbers, and

which alone interposes between these and the flames that lick the ceiling,

will have got in some one or more places heated up to 400° Fahr., or

a good deal more. The imbedded timber, predisposed to give off com-

bustible gases, from the reasons we have already referred to, will at this

temperature (or even a good deal below it) begin rapidly to evolve gases

and vapours. These more or less completely pent up round the timber,

by the ceiling and concrete, will acquire tension, and will cast off almost

explosively great fragments of the ceiling beneath, and more or less of

the concrete in immediate contact with themselves.

Who shall assure us that in one of those floors thus circumstanced,

at the moment when not only all support or bond of the burning timber

is removed, but when it has become an active agent of destruction to

the inert matter round it, no piece of the remaining thin plate of con-

crete between any two of the iron joists shall get dislodged and fall, or

shall not open large cracks up to the wooded floor next above it?

Should such occur, the ignition of the wood floor above is certain to

follow, and when the fire shall have thus reached the second room
above, with a draught hole or holes established through from the first

room below, the blast of the furnace becomes augmented, the whole

phenomenon repeated with increased force and speed upon the next

ceiling above, and 60 the fire spreads from floor to floor of whatever

height.

In all this we have said nothing of what must happen to the whole

combination of concrete, timber (if any still remains), and iron joists,

when these shall have become seriously expanded and elongated. They
will bend and become bowed towards the direction of the side or edge

that is most highly heated—that is, they will bow downwards by expan-

sion only. What is to become of the continuity of the concrete, either

with itself or with the walls under such circumstances?

We might pursue the matter further, but we think we have stated

enough to prove even to a zealous patron of Fox and Barrett's construc-

tion that it is one not fireproof. It may delay the spread of conflagration

in any ordinary domestic building ; under most conditions it no doubt

will so delay the progress of the fire, and in so far it is useful. But let

neither professional constructors deceive themselves nor the public, by

treating it and speaking of it as a method of true fireproofing. Affirmed

to he such, it is simply a sham—one that circumstances have not yet

publicly detected, but that only awaits the first " rousing fire " in a

building so constructed to become dissipated in its own smoke.

We have yet to see, however, whether it be not possible to make
a floor in some degree like the Fox and Barrett one, but freed from these

great objections, whether we cannot do it at almost or quite as little

cost per super yard, and to what such floors would be applicable ; for

very different structural relations must abide in domestic buildings and

in great stores and manufactories to make these truly fireproof.

—

Ed.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN HYDROSTATIC PRESSES.

In a previous article * we referred to the increase of resistance to rup-

ture gained by inserting a very thin lining of copper between the ram

and cylinder of hydrostatic presses, introduced by Messrs. Weems of

Johnstone. Since then this firm have made further improvements; one

which they consider as very important, is the forming the inner end

of the ram with a large cavity or air space therein.

It appears that attention has for some time been directed to the pre-

vention, as far as possible, of a subsidence which occurs when hydrostatic

pressure has been maintained for many hours together. The object,

then, of this cavity is to partly meet the evil. Taking it for granted

(we have no absolute proof that such subsidence really does take place),

the air in the cavity being, of course, compressed under very high

pressure into an extremely small fraction ©f its original volume, as

soon as the alleged subsidence commences, the highly compressed air

tends to expand, and opposes the other forces, thus tending to keep the

pressure continuously nearer its original intensity.

While speaking of this improvement, we must not omit to mention

certain novel arrangements of certain other parts of hydrostatic presses,

so as to adapt them to the separation of certain fatty and oleaginous

substances. Fig. 1 is a vertical section of a press constructed to

separate solid paraffin from the fluid with which it is mixed. Fig.

2 is a vertical section of a press constructed for the purpose of separating

liquids from solids, and for dividing and obtaining from oleaginous and

other similar substances the heavier and more compact portions distinct

and separate from the more fluid portions. Fig. 3 being a plan of fig. 2.

In fig. 1 the upper part of the ram, b, is formed hollow, and the lower

part of this hollow portion is perforated, as at a, a, to allow the

expressed liquid portion of the substance acted upon to flow through into

the annular gutter, c, formed round the head of the ram, b, from which

the liquid is drawn off into receivers in any well-known manner. In

the upper face of the ram, B, a recess is formed to receive, and forms

a seat for the cylindrical receiver, e. When the fluid portions

are thoroughly divided from the solid, the solid part remains as a

flat circular cake in the bottom of the receiver; and in order to

* Vol. I., Third Series, p. 231-31.
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extract this cake therefrom, the receiver, e, is fitted at its Tipper end

with hooks, G, which, when the substances are thoroughly divided, are

turned upon the studs or holders, H; the ram, B, is now withdrawn,

and the receiver, E, left suspended. The ram being withdrawn to

a depth equivalent to the thickness of the solid cake, a metallic ring

of the same thickness, and capable of containing the cake, is placed

on the head of the ram, B, which is again forced up ; the upward

motion being continued, the solid cake passes into the ring placed

between the bottom of the cylinder and head of the ram. As soon as

the cake has completely passed into the interposed ring the ram is

again withdrawn, when the cylinder, e, is left suspended, and the

Fig.l
Fig. 2.

ring containing the solid cake is removed, after which the ram is forced

up to receive the cylinder, E, when the whole is lowered to receive a

fresh charge. Tho receiver is formed with an annular space in it

marked c, into which steam is admitted by the pipe, e, and any water

that may have condensed therein is drawn off by the pipe, /, the pipe

being fitted with a stop-cock. The pressor or plunger, K, against which
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the material to be acted upon is pressed, is also formed hollow, and fitted

with a steam pipe, g, for allowing steam to enter therein, and with

another pipe, h, through which the condensed steam escapes by the

pressure of the fresh supply, as the latter is admitted ; the use of

the steam spaces being to heat certain materials as they are acted

upon by pressure, so that a more thorough separation may be effected.

A syphon pipe, i, is fixed to the presser to draw off any liquid matter
that may have escaped between the presser and the receiver. In
fig. 2, the vertical section of a press arranged for separating the solid

and liquid portions of certain compound substances, the hydrostatic

cylinder—not shown in the engravings—is inverted, and to the end
of the ram a strong, flat plate, A, is fixed, from which pillars, B,

extend, carrying the piston or plunger, c, fitted with a cup leather.

The cylinder, D, is that in which the crude substance is placed ; and
as the plunger, C. descends, the fluid portions drop down through the

several perforations, a, a, into the vat or tray, E, whence the liquid is

run off to the holding tank. As soon as the liquid portion is thoroughly

separated from the solid, the latter is left in a compressed cake at the

bottom of the cylinder, D ; and to prevent any very small portions of

solid paraffin from passing through the perforations, these are covered

with a layer or layers of wire-gauze and flannel, by which the whole
of the solid matter is intercepted, and the strictly fluid portions only are

expressed ; the bottom, F, of the cylinder, D, being hinged thereto by
the joint, G, is now dropped, and the solid residuum is taken out, after

which the bottom, F, is again secured to the cylinder by bolts or cotters

passing through the lugs, H, the cylinder is again charged, when the

operation is conducted as before.

WATER SUPPLY OF PARIS.

At a remote period the inhabitants of Lutecia were well acquainted

with the value of the Arceuil springs as a source of supply to the town

;

but it was not till the thirteenth century that a religious body became

proprietors of a source at Belleville, near Saint Gervais-des-Pre's. con-

ducted by an aqueduct to a fountain which yielded 35,216 gallons

a per 24 hours of selenitic water.

In 1550 Paris received 44,020 gallons per day, or less than l-5th

of a gallon per inhabitant. Henry IV. subsequently abolished the

privileges which created a monopoly of the Belleville water, reduced

the number of concessionists to four, and curtailed in a great measure

the consumption of water in his private household. At the same
time he installed the first hydraulic pump, called the Samari-

tan, at the Pont Neuf. In 1013 he attempted to reconstruct the

« celebrated aqueduct of Arceuil, but the design was not put

into execution till the time of Marie de Medicis. Con-

cessions of water granted by favouritism under Louis XIII. and Louis

XIV. caused a fresh scarcity, which the establishment of a second pump,

called that of Notre Dame, was calculated to lessen, at least partially.

This engine disappeared a few years ago. Thus, at the end of the

seventeenth century we find Paris receiving 396,180 gallons in 24 hours,

or '66 gallon per inhabitant.

In 1777 the company of Perier Brothers obtained the privilege of

constructing the water- works of Chaillot, which raised water under the

very sewers. Owing to the extreme defectiveness of the service, the

state was compelled, in 1782, to purchase the plant of the company,

and thenceforth the supply of Paris amounted to 1,760,800 gallons

daily, or 3'08 gallons per head of the population. This was still a very

scanty provision. In 1797 sprang up the noted and useful project of

the canalization of the Ourcq. The works for conducting this affluent

of the Marne into Paris were undertaken in 1801, and terminated by

Girard in 1822. The supply starts from a point at Mareuil, and arrives

at the Villette in the 18th arroudissement by a canal 60 miles long

executed in open cutting. Numerous boats ply on it, and it had

three outlets ; one conduit leads to Monceaux by aid of a circular

aqueduct ; a second emptied itself into the Saint Denis Canal, and a

third into that of Saint Martin. To this must be added the several

water-works and the artesian wells of Grenelle and Passy, to form some

idea of the quantity of water furnished to the city during late years.

The question of the water supply of Paris has been seriously studied

ever since the foundation of the empire, and several very complete

memoirs of high scientific interest have been from time to time pre-

sented to the Chambers, especially those of 1854 and 1858, with the able

report of March, 1859. At the end of 1865 another report of the

Special Commission of Water Supply was presented to the Legislature,

from which we derive the following information, as well as from the

report of M. Belgrand, engineer-in-chief of the municipal works.

On the 12th January, 1855, the Legislative Assembly resolved, 1st.
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That the general system of works, described in the memoirs of the

prefect of the Seine of the 4th August, 1854, and having for its object

to conduct, at one operation, into Paris at the altitude of 262J feet

above sea-level, the spring water in sufficient quantity for the service

of the inhabitants and the town, be taken into consideration. 2nd.

That the prefect be authorized to prepare plans and estimates of water

supplies pointed out by M. Belgrand, engiueer-in-chief of the Paris

water supply, and to make such researches as will leave no doubt as to

the adequacy of present or future sufficiency of water.

Four years afterwards the definitive project was submitted and

declared to be of public utility by decree of the Emperor. Its plan

was to conduct to Paris a portion of the subterranean waters of the

valleys of the Somme and the Soude, and subsidiarily the sources of

the Vertus stream, the Sourdon, and the Dhuis. This project was,

however, if not altogether laid aside, indefinitely adjourned, except as

regards the Dhuis supply, on account of the violent opposition it

encountered both from those who were of opinion that the water supply

should not be derived exclusively from rivers, and from the inhabitants,

who showed no small alarm at the appropriation of their rivers for the

supply of Paris.

Attention was then directed by M. Lesguillier, engineer des Ponts

et Chaussees, to new sources of excellent quality, which, taking rise in

the department of the Aube and in that of the Yonne between Troyes

and Sens, fall into the river Vanne. He showed that for a sum not

exceeding that estimated for the abandoned Somme and Soude supply,

these waters could be brought to Paris ; while, so far from exciting any

inquietude among the inhabitants, the scheme would confer upon them

considerable benefit by rendering a large tract of marshy ground fit for

agricultural purposes.

Profiting by past experience, the prefectorial administration acted

promptly and without creating a rumour, and in a short time became

purchasers of all the sources in the valley of the Vanne that they were

able to procure, and possession was taken of all the lands and factories

dependent thereon ; all the proprietors of such, to whom the abstraction

of the water would cause appreciable damage, having been equitably

indemnified.

The city now possesses thirteen springs, by reason of seventeen

contracts concluded either with the proprietors or interested lessees

;

the purchase-money amounted to £128,200, out of which the city will

recover £48,200 for small plots, and severances remitted to proprietors.

As to the water supply of Paris from the river Dhuis, our readers

are aware that this magnificent aqueduct canal has been completed for

the last six months, and that the water is at this moment delivered into

the new reservoirs at Menilmontant, whence it is distributed to many
of the quarters on the right bank (north) of the Seine.

With regard to the proposed supply from the Vanne, it is necessary

to cousider—1. Whether it is expedient to commence the works at

once. 2. Whether the quantity of water demanded for Paris can be

abstracted without injury to the country watered by the Vanne. 3.

What is the nature of the works to be executed and their estimated

expense?

The water supply of Paris is of two sorts, river water and spring

water ; the following are the quantities :

—

I. Rivee Water.

The Ourcq Canal should supply to the town every

24 hours, according to convention passed with

the Canal Company, 23,110,500 galls.

Water-works (Pompes a feu), seven in number, raising

theSeinewaterintoreservoirs;altogetheryielding, 19,368,800 "

Saint Maur pumping engines, furnishing as yet only, 3,301,500 "

Total, 45,780,800 "

The seven water-works above mentioned are :— Port a l'Anglais,

yielding 1.320,600 galls. ; liaisons Alfort, 1,760,800 galls. ; Quai

d'Austerlitz, 4,842,200 galls.; Chaillot, 8,363,800 galls.; Auteuil, 660,300

galls. ; Neuilly, 1,100,500 galls. ; Saint Ouen, 1,320,600 galls. : total,

19.368,800 galls, daily.

But in very dry seasons, of which we have experienced many during

the last few years, the Ourcq Canal has been only able to give

20,909,000 galls., and even that supply is at the expense of the navi-

gation. Moreover, the steam pumps cannot be all at work together,

some must undergo repairs, &c, so that their supply is only effectively
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15,407,000. This leaves the supply of river water in reality at

39,618,000 gallons daily.

II. Water from Springs.

These sources are :

—

Arceuil, 220,100 galls.

Artesian well of Grenelle, . . . 132,060 "

That of Passy, .... 1,760,800 "

The Dhuis since the 1st October, 1865, . 5,722,600 "

Total, . . . 7,835,560 "

During the last years, however, the Arceuil sources have fallen away

to a supply of only 88,000 gallons, and the dry weather has reduced

the average of the Dhuis to 4,402,000 ;
giving for the supply to

Paris from these sources a total of only, . . 6,382,900 galls.

River supply, 39,618,000 "

Total, 46,000,900 "

In fine, during a year of extreme drought, such as 1865, the water

at the disposition of the municipal service of Paris does not exceed

actually, in 24 hours, 46,000,900 gallons. This supply is thus distri-

buted over the surface of Paris.* The Ourcq water is supplied to the

quarters at the lowest level, the 1st. Palais Royal ; 2nd. Bourse ; 3rd.

Temple ; 4th. Hotel de Ville ; 7th. Palais Bourbon arrondissements

;

and the lower portions of the 5th. Pantheon ; 6th. Luxemburg ; 8th.

Elysee ; 9th. Opera; 10th. Enclos Saint Laurent; 11th. Popincourt;

12th. Reuilly ; 13th. Gobelins; 15th. Vaugirard ; and 16th. Passy;

and also the lakes of the Bois de Boulogne. The waters of the Seine,

raised at Maisons Alfort, and about half the water forced up by the

pumps of the Quai d'Austerlitz, are distributed in the elevated quarters

of the right bank, the 19th. Buttes Chaumont, and 20th. Menilmontant

arrondissements, and in the higher portions of the 11th. Popincourt,

and 12th. Reuilly. The machines of the Port a l'Anglais, and one of

those of the Pont d'Austerlitz, raise water for the 14th. Observatory

arrondissement, and the higher portions of the 13th. Gobelins, and

15th. Vaugirard. The Saint Maur furnish at present 3,301,500 galls,

to the Bois de Vincennes.

The water raised by the Chaillot works is distributed over the

elevated portions of ancieut Paris that the Ourcq water cannot reach;

that is to say, on the slopes of Chaillot, of the Faubourg Saint Honorti,

and of the Quartier de I'Europe, the heights of the faubourgs Mont-

martre, Poissonniere, Saint Denis, and Saint Martin, and the plateau of

the Pantheon. They also supply, besides, in new Paris, Passy, the

Ternes, Batignolles, the lower portion of La Villette, the great public

establishments, such as the Tuileries, the. Ministerial Offices, the Hotel

de Ville, the Hospitals, and a part of the Bois de Boulogne.

The Auteuil and Neuilly water is exclusively reserved for the supply

of Auteuil and Passy. The Saint Ouen engines give water to Mont-

martre, La Chapelle, and a small portion of Batignolles. The water

from the Passy artesian well is used for the service of the Bois de

Boulogne. That of the Grenelle and Arceuil artesian wells is mingled

with Seine water to supply the plateau of the Pantheon.

The Dhuis water is exclusively reserved for the private service of

the 18th, 19th, and 20th arrondissements (Butte-Montmartre, Buttes-

Chaumont, and Menilmontant), and to the elevated parts of the 9th,

11th, 12th, and 17th arrondissements (Opera, Popincourt, Neuilly, and

Batignolles-Monceaux). This quantity of water (46,000,900 gallons

daily) is absolutely insufficient for Paris, especially during years of

extreme dryness, as that of 1865.

The conduit whereby water is raised at the Chaillot water-works

had its orifice laid completely bare last summer, and thus the service

was deprived of 8,363,800 gallons daity, in a season when there was

not a drop of rain and a deadly epidemic was raging. In such a

critical moment the washing of the gutters and the flushing of the

sewers had to be suspended, as also the watering of the streets.

Already a pestilential effluvium emanated from the sewers ; the monu-

mental fountains ceased playing during several months, and the bornes-

fontaines gave only an intermittent supply. Several elevated quarters

were without a regular supply, some for days, others for weeks, and

even months. It was only after the 1st October that the Dhuis came

fortunately to aid, and the service was assumed, except, however, that

of the ornamental fountains.

* From the Report of M. Belgrand, engineer-in-cliief.

F
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When the works at present in course of execution for increasing the

water supply are completed, to the 4G,000,900 already available, will

be added the following daily quantities :

—

I. From Rivers.

On the completion of the Rue Puebla, which is being now opened

out, the Saint Maur pumps will be able to furnish the 8,804,000 gallons

first calculated upon, or

—

An additional quantity to what we gave above of . 5,508,500 galls.

Increased supply to be furnished to the Ourcq Canal

from the Marne at the falls of Trilbardon, . 8,804,000
1;

Another supply to the Ourcq from the Marne at the

falls of Tles-les-Meldenses 8,804,000 "

Total, 23,110,500 "

II. From Springs.

Increased supply of the Dhuis from the Surmelin

River, ....... 3,081,400 galls.

Two new artesian wells, one at La Maison Blanche,

another at La Villette already commenced, . 3,521,600 "

Total, 6,603,000 "

Thus the supply will shortly be increased by river

water 23,110,500 gallons, and spring water

6,603,000, or a total of, .... 29,713,500 galls.

Adding the present supply, .... 46,000,900 "

Total, 75,714,400 "

This quantity, which will be supplied to Paris as soon as the works

in hand are completed, may be thus classed :

—

River water, 62,728,500 galls.

Springs—Artesian, 5,414,460 | 12 985 900 "

Others, 7,571,440 }

Total 75,714,400 "

Let us now consider the present and future exigencies of Paris, and

see how far the above supply is adequate to the demands of public and

private service.

I. Present Exigencies.

Quantity actually distributed in the warm season

from the Dhuis to the Bois de Vincennes . 41 ,598,900 galls.

Service of 3000 bornes-fontaines suspended in

summer for want of water, .... 6,603,000 "

Monumental fountains expending, . . . 8,804,000 "

33,000 houses not yet supplied with water, . . 13,206,000 "

Quantity necessary to satisfy demands actually

existing, 70,211,900 "

II. Future Exigencies.

1000 new outlets or cocks to be provided, with a

daily supply of 4402 gallons, . . . 4,402,000 galls.

Squares and monumental fountains proposed which

will absorb 440,200 gallons each per hour for 16

hours per day, 7,043,200 "

Estimated supply for new houses to be built, &c, 10,784,900 "

Total, 22,230,100 "

To resume, we have the quantity required for pre-

sent wants daily, . . . . . 70,211,900 galls.

For future wants, ... . 22,230,100 "

Total,

This quantity may be thus classified :

Actual public service,

Future public service,

Total,

Actual private service,

Future private service,

Total,

92,442,000 "

39,397,900 "

15,627,100 "

55,025,000 "

30,814,000 "

6,603,000 "

37,417,000 "

The quantity of water which will be furnished altogether when the
present works are completed we have mentioned above to be 75,714,400
gallons, whereas the present and future wants of the town require

92,442,000; there is then a deficit of supply of 16,727,600 gallons

daily. As regards spring water alone, household service requires

37,417,000 gallons; whereas the supply is only 12,985,900 gallons,

leaving a daily deficiency of 24,431,100 gallons.

It is of paramount importance that the water supplied for the wants
of a population be limpid in all seasons, fresh in summer, temperate in

winter, and free from any appreciable impurity. Of these condi-

tions the Seine water fulfils none. Firstly, it is not limpid ; even in

summer, when the river is most clear, the bottom cannot be seen at

two or three metres depth, and for the greater part of the year it is

muddy. The number of days in the year during which the waters
were turbid, from 1855 to 1863, rejecting the years 1857, 1858, and
1861 as being exceptionally favourable, were :—At Montereau, 187'33

days; at Paris, 18683 days. Including the above rejected years, the

annual average was—at Montereau, 149-33 days; at Paris, 147'42.

The water for household use must therefore be filtered ; the filtered

water of the fountains, whence water is sold to the houses, costs the

water-carriers 5 francs a cubic metre (about 2J- centimes or '272 penny
per gallon); but when the river is muddy these filters give turbid water.

The Seine water raised at Chaillot, which was 5-6th of the quantity

supplied in 1857, contains a proportion of organic matter which,

according to the report of M. Dumas to the municipal council, is

almost incredible. Thus, after the extremely dry season of 1858,

there passed at the Pont Royal, per second, 9684 gallons of water, and
220 gallons of sewage water. The pumps of Chaillot, then, slaked

the thirst of the Parisians at that period with a pint of sewage water

in every 44 pints of water consumed.

As to the temperature of the Seine water, admitting it to be no
longer cool when the temperature reaches 64° -4 Fahr., and too cold

when it descends below 46° -

4 ; it was found that from 1st January,

1855, to 31st December, 1864, the Seine water had been too hot

during 939 days, cool during 1456 days, and too cold during 1259
days

;
giving, as an annual average, too warm, 93'9 days, cool, 145'6

days, and too cold, 125'9 days.

The water supplied by the Dhuis since the 1st October last pours

itself into the enormous reservoirs at Menilmontant in a state of admir-

able limpidity. During the month of August its temperature did not

exceed 55°'7 Fahr., and during the last cold weather it did not descend

below 48°'5. It is, of course, completely free from organic detritus or

putrescent matter, is agreeable to the taste, and after its course of 131

kilometres is perfectly aerated.

The new reservoirs on the heights of Menilmontant consist of two

enormous basins capable of storing 22,010,000 gallons of the Dhuis

water, and 6,823,100 gallons of that of the Marne. The reservoir of

the Dhuis is an immense crypt of semicircular form covering a surface

of 26,312 square yards, half as much again as the area of the Place

Vendome, of which the arches, 18'4 feet high, are supported every 19 -7

feet by piers, 590 in number. It is divided into two compartments,

each having an effective water surface of 11,960 square yards, and

capable of holding 11,005,000 gallons. The dimensions of the Dhuis

reservoir have been calculated so as to be able to store a reserve of 2J
days, and thus to avoid any interruptions resulting from repairs of the

aqueduct or siphons. One of these compartments has been filled since

the 2nd November, 1865. As this basin was to rest upon a marly

foundation of treacherous nature, it was necessary to carry the founda-

tions to a great depth and to put inverted arches to several of the piers

which descend as far as the solid ground. Hence the idea of excavating

the clay from between the piers, and establishing, under the reservoir of

the Dhuis, a second basin for the storage of the waters of the Marne.

This has the same height in the vaulting as the upper reservoir, and

the arches are supported by 240 piers of much greater thickness than

those above, which recall to mind the massive piers of Egyptian sub-

structures. The form is rectangular, with a water surface of 11,960

square yards, and a capacity of 6,823,100 gallons. These two crypts,

during the visit of the municipal council, previous to the letting in of

the water, were illuminated by the electric light, and presented a most

imposing aspect.

This colossal work, commenced on 1st September, 1862, and now
nearly terminated, will have cost about £144,000 ; it has required

78,480 cubic yards of masonry, 68,172 sup. yards of lining in cement,
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and 26S,140 cubic yards of earthworks. It is covered and concealed

from view by a layer of vegetable mould, 15-Jr inches deep, which is to

be sown with grass. It is at the north extremity of this vast sward

that the aqueduct of the Dhuis debouches into the reservoir ; it will be

surrounded by a mass of rock work and shrabs, artistically arranged,

so that visitors can see the limpid waters as they fall in cascade into

the reservoir. The level of the water in the upper basin is 354 feet

above the sea, while that of the Ourcq at La Villette is only 52.

Works are shortly to be commenced for conducting the waters of the

Vanne to reservoirs at Montrouge, at 262J feet in height above the sea.

When this double series of works will be terminated, Paris will be

able to dispose of 18 gallons of potable (spring) water for each inhabit-

ant; and, adding to tins quantity 26,412,000 gallons of the Marne
water, to be raised by the turbines at Saint Maur, and especially

destined for the flushing of sewers, the cleansing of the streets, the

supplying of the public fountains, squares, bornes-fontaines, Bois de

Boulogne and Vincennes lakes, &c. ; there will be supplied, in two or

three years hence, a quantity of 100,145,500 gallons of water per day,

or 58 gallons per inhabitant.—C. H. D.

[To be continued.)

POTEZ, Aine, AND THIBAUT'S BOILER FEED.

This apparatus is a combination of the two inventions, one called the

stokers' aid (aide-chauffeur), and the other the self-acting clearing-cock

(purgeur automate). The former is the invention of M. Potez, aine,

and the latter of M, Thibaut, of 34 Rue du Rendez-vous, Paris. The
contrivance is calculated to insure in the best manner a self-acting and

regular supply of water to steam boilers, and, as a matter of conse-

quence, will diminish the risk of explosion and the too frequent disastrous

consequences.

The piece No. 2 on the illustration, the stokers' aid, is simply a tube

placed laterally in communication with the tube No. 1 of the force

pump, above the clack valve. The tube of the stokers' aid has its

extremity raised to a vertical position, and is terminated by a brass

mounting on which rests a sort of valve with an indian-rubber seat.

When this valve is closed no effect is produced, and the pump works
as usual

; but when once the valve is, on the contrary, raised above the

seat, the pump ceases to inject and draws nothing but air. To produce
the alternations of closing and opening, according to the required supply
of water in the boiler, it is only necessary to connect by a vertical rod and
a series of cranks and wires, or some like contrivance, the valve with a
float in good order, so that every time that the water in the boiler will

rise above the normal level the pump will cease to inject. If the pump
could commence acting as soon as the water in the boiler had fallen

below a certain level, the problem would be completely solved. This

is managed by aid of the blow-off (purgeur) No. 3, consisting of a cock

of small section, furnished by a spring valve, which allows to escape

at each stroke of the pump a portion of the air and water introduced

through the clack valve. Thus, an undue or accidental pressure is

prevented from being exerted in the body of the pump after the shutting

of the injection valve; this condition being of the utmost importance,

especially when the boiler is fed with water at high temperatures. This

absence of pressure is all that is necessary to insure the self-action of

the pump. In fact, the cock No. 3 allows the pump to act freely every

time that by the closing of the orifice of the stokers' aid or piece No. 2

the feed must again be renewed.
" We have submitted," adds M. Tresca in his report, " this double

apparatus to very severe tests, since after having assured ourselves that

it would work with cold water, we supplied the cistern of the pump

with water from 98° to 100° centigrade (boiling point), without any

irregularity happening in the feed. The working of the apparatus has

been closely superintended for two months, and the accuracy with which

it has constantly maintained the level of the water in the boiler to within

2 centimetres (four-fifths of an inch) of variation, enables us to give

the best testimony as to its efficacy. Its employment is sure to be

advantageous, at the same time diminishing the labour of the stoker;

the only condition being that the boiler float be kept in proper working

order."

RIFLED CANNON—CHOICE OF GROOVES.

{Continued from page 330, Vol. I., Third Series.)

Fourth Example.

Mr. Noble takes for examples two 7-inch (0
m
-1778) guns—one with

a cylindrical bore, with e= 90°, the other of octagonal section. The

pitch of the grooves is 294 inches (7
m,
468) for the first, whence

x= 13-3697, and 130 inches (3
m '320) for the second, whence x=

5-9117.

Formula (C) gives for the first

—

R
G
= 0-03764.

For the second we have £=—= 22°-30', and p= 0-6717 r= 2 351
8

inches (0
m-0597*

Taking these values in equation (A) we get

—

R
G
= 0-2054.

* The following is a general formula which at once gives the moment of inertia

of any regular polygon whatsoever, referred to the axis perpendicular to the plane

of the polygon, and passing through the centre

—

f-
= T'

(3S3+ 6a*b + 4aV + J3+ a 4- 6).

6(a-\-by

In this formula £ is the moment sought, r the radius of the circumscribed circle,

a the cotangent of the angle at the centre, GOP (fig. 3 bis) and 6 the cotangent

of the internal half angle, G P O.

In a square, a— cot 90° = 0, b= cot 45° =: 1, and the formula gives

—

a2 =z ^t2
, f

=^ 0"5773t.

1

In a hexagon, a= b = cot 60° = ,— , and the formula gives—

£ = ^**- « = 0-6445r.

In an octagon, a = cot 45° = 1, b = cot 67°. 30'= 2 Vj— 1, and the for-

mula gives

—

2 — VI , _n.c-i-p* z= r. t-, p — U bi 1 / r.

We know that in a circle we have

—

p- = ir>, e = 0-7071c.

This comparison shows that as regards the conservation of the rotatory motion,

the cylindrical projectile has the advantage over those which are prismatic, and

that this advantage is more marked in proportion to the smallness of the number

of the sides of the polygon.

In an ellipse we have

—

e
2=HA2 -r-B

2
),

A and B being the semi-axes of the ellipse.
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.
R .

The ratio — is then 5'46 times greater in the case of the gun of
G

octagonal section than in that of cylindrical bore. But it is to be

remarked that in this example the guns differ not only in the mode of

rifling, but also in the pitch of the grooves. But to judge of the influ-

ence of the mode of rifling the pitch must be supposed the same in each

case, which reduces the ratio — in the second cannon to
G

5 = 0-08945,
G

a value which is still 2-38 times greater than that found for the first

cannon.

To get an idea of the influence of the number of sides of the poly-

gon, suppose that the second gun were of hexagonal section (the form

adopted by Mr. Whitworth), all the other data remaining the same.

We have

—

f =|=30°.

t= 0-6445 t = 2-259 inches (0
m-0574).

With the pitch of 130 inches (3
m
-320), formula (A) gives

—= 0-1448,
(x

and with a pitch of 294 inches (7
m-468)—

R
G

006315.

Comparing these values with the preceding ones, we find that the ratios

R— are 1-42 times greater in the octagonal than in the hexagonal gun.
G
Remark.—In the calculation relating to guns of polygonal section,

we, like Mr. Noble, have determined the value of the tangent, x, accord-

ing to the inclination of the spiral described by the element P (fig. 3),

contiguous to the apex of the polygon. We must explain that this is

not wholly accurate, especially as regards the Whitworth guns, hi

fact, each side of the hexagon in the cannon of this system is com-

posed of three right lines, and contact takes place along one of these

lines ; but if we consider the mean spiral, the radius of which is neces-

sarily less than r, we obtain a larger value for x, and a smaller value

for — . Besides, the danger of contact in consequence of the possible
G

depression of the surfaces of contact, of which the author speaks at the

end of his memoir, is considerably diminished, if it does not altogether

disappear.

R
The different values of— , which we have found with guns of cylin-

G
drical bore in the preceding cases, have been calculated by means of

formula (B), which is only Mr. Noble's formula (27) simplified and

applied to guns of cylindrical bore in general. Before going farther

we 6hall put these values in apposition to those obtained by our own

formula (D), so as to be able to judge thereby of the degree of approxi-

mation pertaining to this formula, so simple and withal so practically

convenient. This will be the object of the following table :
—

Table for the Comparison of Formulae (B) and (D).

Nature of the Cannon.

4 kilogramme gun,

id., . .

id., . .

Gun of 16 centimetres,

id.,

I

12 kilogram gun. . .

id., . .

7-inch jun ....

French experiments bv M. Rutzky
id.,

id.,

Spanish,

id.,

Dutch,

id.

English, by Mr. Noble, . . .

Diameter of
the Bore.

0-0865

id.

id.

0-1610

id.

01250
id.

0-1778

Pitch of the
Spirals.

2-250

id.

id.

6-500

id.

3-650

id.

7-468

We see by these results that the differences between formulae (B)

and (D) are in general altogether unimportant in practice. It is only

in case, certainly a rare occurrence, when e might be less than 40°,

that preference might be given to formula (B). In other respects, we
repeat, the usefulness of formula (D) consists much less in its extreme

simplicity, than in the facility which it gives of finding the values of

h and s.

Fifth Example.

First Problem.—The 24 kilo, gun of the Prussian system has 15

grooves of
ra,0212 wide. The driving edge of the groove, the same

as the opposite edge, is generated by a parallel to the radius, which

divides the groove into two equal parts. The pitch is 9m-500, and the

calibre 0-1517, whence a = 19-933. The weight of the projectile

29k -370, and its initial velocity 300 metres with the normal charge.

Suppose we inquire the proportion which exists between the pressure

on the grooves and the resistance of the lead which in consequence of

the forcing of the projectile enters the rifling, and guides the projectile

in its double motion :

—

First we have t= 90°— 8°-2' = 81°-58'.

Formula (D)

R_= __l__
G 2 x sin s— /j.

gives

R—= 0-02544.
G

On the other hand equation (16), which we may here substitute for

(27) (vide first example) without appreciable error, may be put in the

form

—

Inclination of the
Driving Edge of the

Grooves to the Tangent.

E.

Pressure on the Grooves in

Terms ol' the Pressure of the
R

Gases on the Projectile, ~
The Value

given to D is

too great by
Formula

(B).

Formula
(D).

20° 0-1807 0-1819 0-0012

40° 0-0950 0-0954 0-0004

90° 0-0610 0-0610

50° 0-05116 0-05122 0-00006

90° 0-03916 0-03916

81° 43' 15" 005485 0-05486 o-ooooi

90° 005428 0-05428
90° 0-03764 003764

G = Gi

. R u, % -f-

1

1J
~

!T GVl + «!

T>

Replacing — and x by these values, and G by the amount of motion
G

of the projectile at the mouth of the gun-

27k 37
<*,= -

then

and so

+ 300m-= !

G = 903km -3,

R = 22km -98.

3,

N=-

Let m be the number of grooves, and b their width. The resistance

of the lead fillet which enters into each groove is proportional to b
2

,

and the total resistance is proportional to mb2
. The transverse strain

being R, we have

—

R = NmJ!
,

whence
R_
lb

N being a numerical co-efficient. Performing the calculation we find

_22_98_N~
15(0-0212) 2 =3408.

But N is precisely the ratio which we desired to determine.

Second Problem.— Suppose we have to construct a 60 kilo, gun

on the preceding system with the following data:—Calibre,
m -2014;
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weight of projectile, 6Sk-720; initial velocity, 300m- ; number of grooves,

15; width of the intermediate spaces (champs), m '0106, as in the 24

kilo. gun. Ve ask, what pitch must be given to the grooves, such

that the leaden envelope of the 60 kilo, shell shall be under the same

conditions as to resistance as that of the 2-1 kilo, shell ?

The number of the grooves being 15, and the width of the inter-

mediate spaces m '010G, the width of the grooves is

—

o ,--

b = -—- — m
- 0106 = m-0316,

15

and the resistance is

—

R = N (0-0316)
3 X 15.

Making N = 3108, the value got for the 21 kilo, gun, we have

—

R = 51
km

-05,

which is the pressure which the projectile can exert on the grooves

without danger to its envelope.

The pitch of the spirals is given by equation (G)—

*=— (1 +4sin e V R /

The angle s is got from the half width of the grooves, and from the

radius of the bore. We have

—

£ = 90° — 9° V 40"= 80° 58' 20'.

The value of G is not known, but as it does not differ much from

that of G„ we shall have a first approximation by putting Gj in place

of G in equation (G). But

G^_
68_-72

x go()m _ _ 2W2tm ,

consequently
9

*r /2102 lx

sin £ V 51-05"^ 6 ) >

whence

h — 13m -24.

This value for h is too small, for Ga
is less than G. To get a closer

, ,
13 ' 24

approximation, we replace R and G by their values, and x by -=
)

in equation 16, and we get

G= 2112km -9.

TVe then use this value in equation (G), which becomes

sin £ V 01-05 ' 6/
"whence

h = 13m-31,

a value which is exact almost to millimetres.

Remark.—If the width of the intermediate spaces be increased while

retaining the 15 grooves, we shall have a less value for R, and a greater

value for#.. The converse would he the case if the number of the

grooves were diminished, while leaving the intermediate spaces the

same width. If then it be desired to strengthen the intermediate

spaces without increasing the pitch, the number of the grooves must

be diminished. But the width of the intermediate spaces in the special

case under consideration has a limit which cannot be exceeded without

inconvenience ; and on the other hand, we must consider also the

resistance of the parts of the envelope included between the wings,

since these parts evidently offer a greater resistance in proportion as

the number of grooves is less. It appears, then, that the question is a

complex one, and that its solution depends for each gun on the most

judicious combination between the number of the grooves and the width

of the intermediate spaces.

MR. BATEMAN'S PROJECT FOR THE WATER SUPPLY OF
LONDON.

(Concluded from page 11.)

Having- determined the available portion of the annual rain-fall which we can
safely depend upon, it is a matter of easy computation to determine the area of

drainage ground from which the supplies must be collected ; the next important

considerations being the possible duration of drought, and the capacity of reservoirs

to afford a continuous supply throughout the longest droughts that may occur.

In these mountain districts, where it seldom ceases raining for many days together,

storage for 1*20 days' supply would be ample provision, but I have endeavoured to

obtain reservoirs of capacity sufficient to last out 140 or 150 days, without taking

into account the produce of the springs and streams during that period, but which
would, nevertheless, amount to a considerable quantity.

Among the many districts which present themselves for consideration, two admir-
able ones have been selected, each capable of supplying, in addition to the natural

volume of the streams in dry weather, something more than 100,000,000 gallous

of water per day for London, after giving compensation in water to the streams on
which reservoirs will have to be constructed, or from which water will be abstracted.

The arrangement for water compensation to the streams and to those interested

in the water, is proposed to be on the same principle as that on which nearly all

such claims have been adjusted in all the great waterworks of the kingdom. By
giving a certain definite proportion of the ascertained or assumed available fall of

rain, varying in quantity according to the peculiar circumstances of the streams

affected, but generally about one-third of the whole amount in the manufacturing

districts, where the water is largely utilized, the dry-weather stream, or what may
be called the useful working volume, is materially increased, to the advantage of

those interested, and the reservoirs are filled from the flood waters which run use-

lessly and often mischievously away, and which form by far the larger portion of the

water flowing from a mountain district.

The districts selected are free from metalliferous veins and from other sources of

contamination. They are situated on the Upper and Lower Silurian formations,

which yield water as pure in quality as that of Loch Katrine, and which afford sites

for magnificent reservoirs, which may be constructed with perfect safety and facility,

and of sufficient capacity to economize the full annual rain-fall I have assumed, and
to last out droughts of from 140 to 150 days' duration, both for town supply and
river compensation.

One of these districts of 66,000 acres in area is situated a little to the east of the

range of mountains, of which Cader Idris and Aran Mowddy are the highest sum-
mits, respectively of 2914 feet and 2979 feet in height, and forms the drainage

ground of the rivers Banw and Vyrnwy, which join the Severn about half-way

betwixt Welshpool and Shrewsbury. The other district, of about equal area, is

situated immediately to the east of Plynlimmon, 2500 feet in height, and forms the

drainage ground of the upper portion of the River Severn proper. The discharge-

pipes of the lowest reservoir in each of these districts will be placed at an elevation

of about 450 feet above the level of Trinity High Water-mark.

The water will be conducted by separate aqueducts of 19 miles and 21i miles in

length respectively, to a point of junction near Marten Mere, a little to the north-

east of the town of Montgomery, from whence the joint volume of the water will

be conducted by a common aqueduct, crossing the River Severn close to the town
of Bridgnorth, and passing near to, or within a few miles of, Stourbridge, Broms-

grove, Henley-in-Arden, Warwick, Banbury, Buckingham, Aylesbury, Tring, Berk-

hampstead, and Watford, to the high land near Stanmore, where extensive service

reservoirs must be constructed, which will be at an elevation of at least 250 feet,

above Trinity High Water-mark. From these reservoirs the water will be delivered

to the city at "high pressure" and under the "constant supply"' system. The
length of the common aqueduct will be 152 miles, and will be capable of conveying

220,000,000 gallons of water per day. The total distance from the lowest reservoir

on the Vyrnwy will be 171 miles, and the total distance from the reservoirs on the

Severn will be 173i miles, to which must be added the length of piping from the

service reservoirs to London, about 10 miles, making the total distance 183 miles.

From the reservoirs to Bridgnorth the aqueduct will be carried through the succes-

sive ridges of mountain which it will encounter, principally by tunnelling, in the

same manner as the aqueduct from Loch Katrine to Glasgow. At Bridgnorth it

will have to cross the Severn by inverted syphon pipes. Thence, through a com-

paratively open country—partly by covered aqueduct or tunnel, where it is necessary

to preserve the water from contamination—partly by open aqueduct where the

country is favourable for such construction, and partly by syphon pipes where it

crosses the valleys of the rivers Stour, Avon, and other streams. It will avoid all

the coal fields near which it passes on its route, and be carried to the north of the

saliferous deposits of Droitwich.

The works will be exceedingly simple in their construction, presenting no diffi-

culties of an engineering character. No embankment of a reservoir will be more

than 80 feet in height, and they will be placed in situations either where hard

impervious clav, or the solid rock of the Silurian formation, afford the means of

making perfectly safe and water-tight reservoirs. One of these reservoirs on the

River Vyrnwy will, by an embankment of 76 feet in height, form a lake of five miles

in length, and will contain 1,089,000,000 cubic feet. Another on the River Banw,

by an embankment of 80 feet in height, will form a lake of four miles in length,

and contain 940,000,000 cubic feet; and a third in the same district, by an embank-

ment of similar height, will contain 732,000,000 cubic feet. Amongst the reservoirs

on the Severn will be one which, by an embankment of 75 feet in height, will con-

tain 2,230,000,000 cubic feet—this single reservoir being 50 per cent, greater than

the available water in Loch Katrine.

The surveys by which these facts were ascertained were made soon after the

completion of the Glasgow Waterworks, in the autumn of 1860 and in the spring

and summer of 1862, and the probable cost of the works has been carefully estimated.

Each branch of the works, down to the junction of their respective aqueducts,

will cost in round numbers £1,100,000; and the main aqueduct from thence to

London, including service reservoirs equal to ten days' supply of 200,000,000 gallons

per day, or twenty days' of half this quantity, will cost in round numbers £6,400,000

—making a total of £8,600,000. These estimates include the cost of connecting

the service reservoirs with the main pipes of the existing waterworks, and 14 per

cent, for contingencies upon the whole estimated cost of works, land, and piping;

but the piping provided across the valleys of the main aqueduct is only on a scale

of 120,000,000 gallons per day, as it can be added to from time to time as the

demand increases. So also it would be unnecessary to construct the reservoirs on

more than one branch of the works in the first instance, by which the outlay of

£1,100,000 might be postponed until it was required.

The quality of the water as taken from the streams in dry weather is under 2°
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of hardness, averaging in fact, according to the analyses of the late Dr. R. D.

Thomson, F.R.S., 1*6° only, the average amount of organic impurity being 1*35

grs. per gallon. The water, when collected in reservoirs from floods, will, no doubt,

be softer than this, for the water of Bala Lake, derived from precisely similar geo-

logical formation, is but
o,
8 of hardness, with organic impurity of 1*28 out of a

total impurity of all kinds of 2*08. The Bala Lake water is nearly identical in

quality with the Loch Katrine water, which, from the average of many analyses,

contains 2 grs. of impurity to the gallon, of which the organic impurity is less than

1, and the hardness under 1°.

The amount of the estimate need not startle the public, for it is not more in pro-

portion either to the quantity of water to be obtained, or the ability of the inhabitants

to pay for it, than has been expended in Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, and many
other towns, while it is far below the cost incurred by many towns which could be

mentioned.

Taking, first, the population as a criterion. The Loch Katrine works cost the

people of Glasgow, about 400,000 in number, about £900,000 for an immediate

supply of something more than 20,000,000 gallons per day, with provision in most

respects for 50,000,000. The Manchester Waterworks, for a supply (if the works

were quite completed) of about 25,000,000 gallons a day to 600,000 persons, have

or will cost £850,000. The Rivington works, for the supply of Liverpool, equal

to only 12,000,000 gallons a day to a population of perhaps 500,000, have cost

about £900,000. Of these three great enterprises, Glasgow is much the cheapest,

as, by a further outlay of about £200,000, or a total of £1,100,000, it can secure

a supply of 50,000,000 gallons per day.

These figures, summarized, show that the cost of new works for procuring addi-

tional supplies of water has been— in Liverpool about £75,000 for each million

gallons per day, in Manchester £34,000 for a like quantity, in Glasgow about

£45,000 for their first instalment from Loch Katrine, aud £22,000 per million

when their full quantity is obtained.

The cost to London, estimated in this way, though smaller than in Liverpool,

would exceed that of Glasgow and Manchester, for it would be £71,000 per million

for the first instalment of 120,000,000 gallons, and £49,300 per million when the

full quantity was obtained ; but as compared with many other places, London would
contrast more favourably.

The cost of new works, however, only forms a portion of the gross cost of the

supply of any of these places. The price paid for the previously existing companies

has in each case .to be added ; and including this, and looking merely to the popu-

lation, Glasgow and Manchester have obtained their water cheaper than London
could do by any scheme to be proposed. The gross cost, including the purchase of

previously existing rights, in each of these places and in Liverpool, has been, or will

be, as follows:—
Gallons per r t Per million

Day.
^ost '

Gallons.

In Liverpool, for 1G,500,000 £1,900,000 or £115,115
In Glasgow, including the supply from}

the Gorbals Waterworks and first [- 27,000,000 £1,600,000 u £59,260
instalment from Loch Katrine, . . )

D
t^e?8 o

f

blT'y
.

fr°m LO

i 53,500,000 £1,800,000 - £33,645

In Manchester, 25,000,000 £1,500,000 " £60,000

In Liverpool about one-third of the water supplied has still to he pumped from the

old wells in the new red sandstone, the annual cost of which should be capitalized,

and the amount added to the gross cost of the works, before it can be compared with

Manchester or Glasgow. If this were done it would raise the cost of supplying water
there to £1,990,000, or £120,606 per million gallons per day.

In London the gross cost, after capitalizing the present dividends and interest of

the existing companies, if they are to be purchased, viz., £450,000 per annum at

25 years' purchase, will be £19,850,000 for the first instalment of 120,000,000
gallons per day (exclusive of any of the New River supplies which may still be

retained), or £165,416 per million; when the full quantity from North Wales is

introduced, viz., 220,000,000 gallons per day, the total cost will be £22,100,000,
or £100,454 per million gallons per day.

It would not be fair, however, to consider population only as a test of ability to

pay for water. A fairer criterion is the assessable value of the respective places

;

and in this view, if water is to be paid for according to the value of the property

to be supplied, London stands on nearly equal terms with any of the places named.
The gross assessable value, both in Glasgow and Manchester, upon which com-

pulsory rates can be levied, is about £1,200,000, of which, in both cases, almost

exactly half, or about £600,000, is due in respect of dwelling-houses. The gross

assessable value of London within the metropolitan district is nearly £15,000,000
per annum, of which at least £10,000,000 must be on dwelling-houses, in respect

of which alone rates for domestic supply would be levied. If, therefore, you look

at the gross assessable value, London could bear an expenditure twelve times as

great as that incurred by Manchester and Glasgow, or, on the average cost to the

two places, nearly £19,000,000 sterling ; and if you measure it by the assessment on
dwelling-houses, it could bear an expenditure about sixteen times that borne by the

two enterprising cities of the North, or a gross outlay of about £25,000,000 sterling.

Fortunately for the citizens of London, they need not be afraid of having to

provide for such an outlay, if the system which has been adopted in Glasgow and
Manchester, and which has been found to work in every way so advantageously for

all parties, be adopted in London.

In each of these cities the waterworks are the property of the Corporation, and,

therefore, of the inhabitants themselves. Manchester has the power to levy within

its municipal bounds two unlimited compulsory rates ; one called the public rate,

levied in consideration of the protection against fire which " constant supply" and
" high presssure" necessarily confer, and in consideration also of the great advantage

which all property is supposed to derive from a full supply of water; and the

other a domestic rate, in respect of the water supplied for domestic purposes. In
Glasgow the Corporation have the power of levying a public rate not exceeding

Id. in the pound—an unlimited domestic rate on the city north of the Clyde

—

and a rate of Is. in the pound on dwellings in that part of city which lies on the

south of the Clyde. These rates in all cases, in both cities, are compulsory rates

leviable upon all parties, whether they take water or not. They are, moreover,

leviable upon the actual rental of the property, and not upon the mere assessable

value, which is always below the rent. Outside the city boundaries, and within the

city for trading purposes, both Corporations stand in the position of ordinary trading

companies, selling the water to those who will take it at certain limited rates for

the supply of dwellings, and on terms to be agreed upon for the water taken for

trade. These extraneous sources of iijiome form a very considerable portion of

the water rental of both the cities, no less an amount than £56,324 having been

received last year in Manchester, and £35,277 in Glasgow, being equal to 145 and

Q5 per cent, respectively on the gross revenue derived from the domestic and public

water rates.

The rates actually levied within the compulsory area at present are—in Man-
chester, 9d. in the pound for the domestic, and od. for the public rate ; and in Glasgow,

Is. for the domestic, and Id. for the public rate. Shortly after the completion of

the Loch Katrine works, when the full amount of interest on capital came to he

paid, and before the expansion of the supply for trading purposes had had time to

develop, the domestic rate in Glasgow rose to Is. 4d. in the pound on the north

side of the river, which, in addition to the public rate, was cheerfully and thankfully

paid. For some years the rates in Manchester were eased to the inhabitants by a

moiety of the gas profits, which belonged to the township of Manchester, being

applied in part payment of the interest on the cost and the annual expenses of the

waterworks. During this period the domestic and public rates were respectively

6d. and 2d. in the pound. Now, however, and for several years past, no assistance

has been derived from this source, and rates of 9d. and 3d. are, with the trade income,

sufficient to meet all the expenses of the undertaking.

In Liverpool, where the Corporation also have the power of levying compulsory

rates, the domestic rate is unlimited, but the public rate is restricted to 6d. in the

pound upon all property. The full amount of this public rate is actually levied,

being (where the supply is for domestic purposes) in addition to a present domestic

rate of 4^d. in the pound. The extraneous sources of income, from the sale of

water for trade, shipping, &c, for the year ending December 3 1st, 1864, was £39,508.

In these cases, as in all others where Corporations have been permitted to take

the supply of water into their own hands, they have been obliged to purchase pre-

viously existing water companies, whose property was valued and paid for upon a

fair estimate of the profit they could legitimately make ; this system of purchase

being that almost universally adopted in all the various cases where, of late years,

the waterworks of companies has passed into the hands of Corporations.

Now London has but to follow the example of the places named (and they are not

the only places which might be held up as examples, although, perhaps, Manchester

and Glasgow are the two most prominent cases of success), and it can obtain its

water quite as good in quality and quite as cheap in price.

It is fortunate that the experiment of uniting the whole metropolis into one

district, for drainage and other purposes which affect its material prosperity, has,

already been tried and found successful in the case of the Metropolitan Board of

Works ; and it would be a simple, and no doubt an effective arrangement, to let that,

or a similar Board, stand in the place of the Corporation in other towns, and be

formed into a Water Commission or Corporation for the management of the whole

water supply of the metropolis, with power to levy, as in Manchester, Glasgow,

Liverpool, and other places, compulsory rates for the payment of the interest on the

outlay and the necessary working expenses.

There can be little doubt, but, that upon the security of compulsory rates leviable

upon all the property in the metropolis, the various water companies would be will-

ing to sell their undertakings, on condition of receiving the same dividends which

they have been in the habit of receiving, the Board or Corporation taking upon

themselves all their liabilities, and the payment of the interest on money borrowed.

According to the annual returns made by the several water companies to the

Town Clerk of the City of London, the gross amount of water rents of all kinds now

received by the seven largest companies which supply the City, is £702,059 per

annum ; their working expenses, of which a very large portion consists of the cost

of pumping water, are £275,547, leaving a balance for the payment of interest on

money borrowed and dividends to the shareholders of £427,512. A portion of this

sum is made up of the rental received from houses, chief rents, and other property;

and when the pumping establishments can be dispensed with on the introduction of

water from Wales, a large amount of very valuable property would be set at liberty,

and might be disposed of to great advantage. The eighth company, viz., the Kent

Waterworks, no doubt from oversight, has never made the returns required by Act

of Parliament, and its receipts and expenditure cannot therefore be ascertained by

reference to public documents.

By the concentration of management which would result from the amalgamation

of all the various companies into one great undertaking, a considerable annual

saving would be effected, and the whole cost of filtering, and nearly the whole cost

of pumping water, which are estimated to cost about £75,000 a year, would be

saved. There would, even after the completion of the projected scheme, be some

high points and distant places to which the water would have to be supplied by the

aid of steam power and pumping; but the quantity thus to be supplied would be

small in proportion to the great bulk required by the remainder of the metropolis,

and would form no very serious addition to the annual expenses.

I referred in the beginning of this paper to the rapid increase in the population

of the City, and now it is necessary to refer to the no less rapid, and, indeed,

astonishing increase in the value of property. In 1862, the assessable value of pro-

perty within the metropolitan district was £12,514,053. Upon a reassessment this

year (1865), the annual value is £14,524,797, and taking the progress of the past

as an indication of what may be fairly assumed as the progress of the future, the

assessable value of property within the metropolitan district may be expected to be

£20,000,000 sterling by the time all the works could be completed for bringing in

a supply from North Wales, a period which may be estimated at, perhaps, seven

years from the present time. Not, however, to overrate the means from which the

annual revenue must be derived, I will take it at £18,000,000 only, and, in the

absence of correct information, I will assume the value of dwellings at two-thirds of

this sum, or £12,000,000 per annum.
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From the figures I have thus briefly introduced, and adopting the principle I have

advocated, of a compulsory rate upon all parties within the metropolitan district, it

is easv to calculate how far the scheme I have proposed will work out in a financial

point "of view. Before, however, stating these results, I may urge one aspect of the

subject, which, if favourably viewed by those to whom it must be addressed, would

lighten the burden to be borne by the City.

The question is to some extent an imperial one, and it would be no unreasonable

thing if such assistance were solicited from Government as would enable the Board

to borrow their money at the lowest possible rate at which money could be afforded

bv the State. The metropolis is not merely the home of the citizens of London

—

it is the residence of the Crown and the Court, the seat of the Government, the centre

of parliamentary legislation, and the place in which the great bulk of the legal

business of the country is transacted. Annually, for a certain portion of the year,

all the wealth and fashion of the kingdom congregate within its limits ; and it is,

indeed, in every relation of life and business, so identified with the interests and

well-being of the whole kingdom, that the public generally might well be called upon

to contribute to a measure of such importance, by permitting the State to lend

money for the undertaking, for a limited period, at 3 per cent, interest per annum.

Except, however, for the relief of those who are the constant residents in London, and

who form the great bulk of its population—the smaller tradesmen and shopkeepers,

and the working classes—it is hardly necessary to look for such assistance.

Assuming, for purposes of calculation, that the money to be borrowed may be

obtained at 4 per cent, interest, and cannot be obtained at less, and that the com-

panies will be satisfied with the payment of their present dividends, secured upon

the compulsory rates, the annual sum required to meet all items of expenditure will

be as follows :

—

The total cost of the works on a scale, so far as the aqueduct is con-

cerned, of 220,000,000 gallons per day, and reservoirs and pipes

for the supply of 120,000,000 gallons, will be £7,460,000. To
this sum must be added the cost of surveys, parliamentary ex-

penses, interest upon money during the construction of the work,

the cost of superintendence, legal expenses and such like, and

these I estimate at £1, 140,000 by the time the works are com-

pleted, making a total of £8,600,000

The interest upon this, at 4 per cent., is £344,000

Add cost of management and working expenses, say . . . 150,000

Payment of dividends to existing companies, and interest on their

borrowed money, 450,000

Total annual expenditure £944,000

To meet these charges, there would be received

—

Probable annual value of surplus property of companies which may
be disposed of, . . £50,000

Sales of water for trading purposes, and to suburban districts, and

places on the line of aqueduct, probably .... 250,000

Compulsory rate for domestic supplies, at lOd. in the pound, on

£12,000,000, 500,000

Compulsory public rate, at 2d. in the pound, on £18,000,000, . 150,000

Total annual income £950,000

The above is the worst view th3t can be taken of the financial position. Every

succeeding year after the completion of the works the area of taxation and the means

of raising revenue will be increased by the extension of the metropolis, while the

annual expenses will remain nearly stationary, until the full quantity of water which

the aqneduct will bring is exhausted. When this time approaches other contiguous

mountain districts must be laid under contribution and a new aqueduct constructed.

Twenty-five or thirty years will probably elapse before this occasion arises, even if

none of the present supplies, such as those of the New River Company, which can be

supplied by gravitation, are looked to as auxiliary means for meeting many public

and trade demands where superior quality of water is not essential.

Possibly some of the items of probable revenue in the estimate I have made may
be regarded with doubt, such as that to be derived from the sale of water for trade

purposes and suburban districts. It is, however, considerably within the result

obtained in Glasgow, in Manchester, and in Liverpool, and may therefore he fairly

expected to be realized; but should it fall short of the sum estimated, and should

the money have to be raised to 4 per cent, interest, as I have assumed, the compul-

sory rates must be correspondingly increased by, perhaps, Id. or at most 2d. in the

pound, when, even then, they would be below those which have been paid by Glasgow,

and much below those paid in many other places. A reduction of 1 per cent,

interest on the capital to be raised for new works would make an annual saving of

£85,000, and if, by the aid or favour of Government, a further sum could be

obtained at this amount of interest for the purchase of what would become Water

Companies' Annuities, at 25 years' purchase, there would be a further saving of

£116,000 per annum, making a gross annual saving of £201,000, being equal to

a reduction of 4d. in the pound on the domestic rate. If this can be accomplished

the City of London will acquire not only an unlimited supply of water, delivered in

the most perfect manner, and unsurpassed in purity and softness, but it will obtain

it at no greater annual cost per head than is paid for a similar inestimable benefit

in Glasgow and Manchester.

JOHN FKEDEPvIC BATEMAN.
16 Gkeat Geop.ge Street, Westminster,

November, 1865.

invention of Mr. Joseph Tangye, of the well-known firm of Tangye
Brothers and Price, Birmingham.

This machine affords facility for cutting any desired number of

screws simultaneously, according to the size of the machine. The
example before us is capable of cutting three screws at one time.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, and fig. 2 a corresponding plan of the

Lathe. It consists of a lathe-bed similar to an ordinary screw-cutting

lathe-bed, but of a sufficient width to accommodate two or more screw

blanks side by side, in lieu of being only wide enough to receive a single

screw blank, as heretofore. The several screw blanks are carried

between two sets of corresponding centres, one set being arranged and

constructed in the ordinary manner, and made adjustable in order to

admit of the blanks being inserted and removed, whilst the other set are

fitted in a headstock secured to the driving end of the lathe-bed. This

headstock extends the full width of the bed, and carries on its outer

face a fixed axis or stud centre, upon which a driving cone revolves

freely ; to this is secured, so as to rotate with it, a spur pinion in gear

with a spur wheel on a short shaft capable of revolving in a bushed
bearing in the headstock.

On the inner end of this short shaft a spur pinion is keyed, which

simultaneously drives two spur pinions, respectively carried by two of

the fixed centres in the headstock, and round which they freely rotate.

The third centre (when three are used), or that next the front of the lathe,

carries a spur pinion corresponding to the pinions on the other two cen-

tres, and derives its motion from the other two pinions by a carrier pinion

working loose on a stud centre in the headstock. It will thus be seen

that on actuating the driving pulleys the whole of the pinions on the

centres in the headstock will be simultaneously rotated and in the same
direction. This rotatory motion of the pinions is imparted to the three

screw blanks to be cut into screws by means of a pin projecting from the

face of each pinion coming in contact with a radial pin secured to the

head of each of the blanks ; and hence as the pinions revolve they carry

round with them their respective screw blanks. The slide rest, which

carries the cutting tools, is provided with as many holders as there are

tools required, each holder being provided with its own tool-adjusting

or setting screw. The traversing motion is imparted to the slide rest in

the manner introduced by Mr. Whitworth, from a leading screw working

in a split nut beneath the slide rest, and driven byany convenient arrange-

ment of change wheels, according to the pitch of the screw thread to be

produced. The depth of cut of the several tools is regulated by a single

feeding screw, carried by the slide rest as in single screw-cutting lathes,

with this difference, that it operates upon two, three, or more tool-

holders simultaneously. The rest of the parts are similar to those hitherto

employed in machines of this class, and need no further description.
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MULTIPLE SCREW-CUTTING LATHE.

(Illustrated by Plate 2.)

The ingeniously arranged self-acting Multiple Screw-Cutting Lathe

which forms the subject of our copperplate engraving this month, is the

Animal Chemistry, Lectures on. Oldling. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d., cloth.

Chemical Analysis, Qualitative, Elements of. Spencer. Small 4to, 10s. 6d., cloth.

Chemistry, Dictionary of. Watts. Vol. IV. Medium Svo, 21s., cloth.

Engineering Facts and Figures. Brown. 1865. Crown 8vo., 6s., cloth.

Memory, Science of, Expounded. Williams. 12mo, 5s., cloth.

Mollusks, Land and Fresh-water. Tate. Coloured Illustrations. 12mo, 6s., cloth.

Villa Residences, Designs for. Starforth. 4to, 25s., cloth.

RECENT PATENTS,

COOLING CHARCOAL.

J. F. Brinjes, Whitechapel, Middlesex.—Patent dated March 15, 1865.

Mr. Brinjes' invention relates to certain peculiar constructions of ap-

paratus for cooling animal and other charcoal, which apparatus is intended

to be adapted to the revolving or reciprocating retorts employed in the

manufacture or reburning of animal and other charcoal, and consists,

according to one arrangement, of a spiral or volute conduit of any con-

venient sectional form and number of convolutions, which is attached

to the discharging end of a revolving retort, and communicates with

the interior of such retort by an opening or mouth made in the inner

or first coil of the volute. As the retort revolves, the charcoal is dis-

charged into the mouth of the first coil of the volute; and by the con-

tinuous revolution of the retort and volute, it is caused to traverse the

entire length of such volute, and is finally discharged at the outer end

of the last coil thereof, (which may or may not be provided with a door,
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as required), in a sufficiently cool state so as not to be injuriously affected

by contact with the atmosphere. According to another modification,

which is more particularly adapted for use with partial rotatory or reci-

procating retorts, such as are referred to in the specification of letters

patent granted to J. F. Brinjes on the 1st of November, 1864, No.

2695, in place of employing a continuous volute or spiral, a series

of concentric annular passages or conduits are employed, each adjoin-

ing annular passage communicating with the other at any convenient

point in its circumference. This apparatus is attached to the discharg-

ing end of the retort, with the interior of which the inner annular

conduit communicates by a mouth or opening made in the inner side

thereof. As the retort reciprocates to and fro in a circular direction

on its axis, the charcoal is caused to enter the series of annular con-

duits in succession, being transferred from one to the other at each

change of motion of the retort, and is finally discharged from the outer

ring of the series of conduits in a sufficiently cool state. In both

these modifications the outer face of the central portion of the cooler

is provided with a plate or cover, in the centre of which is fitted a

bull's-eye for facilitating the inspection of the interior of the retort.

The cooling effect in these arrangements is obtained chiefly by leaving

open air spaces between each convolution of the volute, or between

each of the annular conduits, and a door may be applied or cot, as

desired, to their discharging apertures, which is opened and closed at

each revolution or partial revolution by any convenient arrangement

of self-acting mechanism.

In the engravings, fig. 1 represents a transverse vertical section of a

spiral or volute charcoal cooler

constructed according to this in-

vention. To the discharging end

of a revolving retort of any suit-

able internal construction, and set

in any convenient manner, there

is bolted a short cast-iron cylin-

der, h, which is closed at its

inner end by a diaphragm, I,

having an opening, K, made
therein, communicating with the

interior of the retort. The outer

end of the cylinder, H, is closed

by a plate bolted thereon; and a

tube, M, is fitted in the centre

thereof, and passes through the diaphragm, I, to serve as a spy-hole.

N is an opening made in the circumference of the short cylinder, H,

and communicating with the spiral or volute conduit or cooling passage,

O. P P are free air spaces left between the convolutions for the

purpose of cooling the same; and Q is a spring-hinged door, which

opens by the pressure or weight of the charcoal as the cooler revolves,

and closes again so as to exclude the air when the charcoal is not act-

ing against it.

Fig. 2 represents a transverse vertical section of another construc-

tion of cooler, to be fitted on to the discharging end of a retort having

a circular reciprocating motion, for the purpose of cooling the animal

charcoal as fast as it leaves the mouth of such retort; and fig. 3 is a
corresponding sectional elevation of the same. To the discharging

end of the retort, A, is bolted the short cast-iron cylinder, H, which is

closed at its inner end by the diaphragm, I, having an opening, K,

made therein, communicating with the interior of the retort. The

outer end of this short cylinder is closed, as before stated, by a plate,

l, bolted thereon, and a tube, m, is fitted in the centre thereof, and passes

through the diaphragm, I, to serve as a spy-hole for watching the

progress of the operation. An opening, N, is made in the circumference

of the short cylinder, h, which opening communicates with the annular

passage, o. This passage communicates by an opening, p, with the

annular passage, q, from which an opening, K, leads to the annular

passage, s, which opens at T, into the annular passage u, provided

with a discharge aperture at v. The continuity of the several annular

passages, o, Q, s, 0, is broken by the dividing or separating division

plate, w, riveted to a flanch on the surface of the short cylinder, H.

On referring to the engravings, it will be evident that as the retort

reciprocates to and fro in a circular direction on its axis, the animal

charcoal, on being discharged from the retort, will enter the cylinder,

H, through the opening, k, and will be thence discharged into the

annular passages, o, Q, s, u, in succession by the circular recipro-

cating motion of the retort, and finally discharged in a sufficiently

cool state through the opening, v, into any suitable receptacle. The
opening, V, may be provided with a spring-hinged door if desired,

operating as above described. As a free air space, x, is left between

each of the annular passages, a rapid cooling of their contents is

effected. It is obvious that any number of annular passages may be

employed, according to the length of cooling surface required.

SAFETY VALVE REGULATOR, &c.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.—Communicated by Peter

Riordan, Washington, U. S., A.—Patent dated May 11, 1865.

This invention relates to a combined apparatus intended to be applied

to steam generators, and serving as a Safety Valve Regulator, a

Pressure Gauge, a Water Level Indicator, an Alarm, and a " Blow-

off" Apparatus. The annexed engraving

represents a sectional elevation of this com-

bined apparatus in working order. It consists

of a cylinder, A b, the upper part, A, of which

is of rather larger diameter than the lower por-

tion, b, each portion having a piston, c, d,

working steam tight therein. These pistons

are both secured to a hollow piston rod, E,

working through a stuffing-box, F, in the top

of the larger end of the main cylinder ; the

space included between these two pistons is in

free communication with the atmosphere

through the lateral aperture, G. Apertures, a

and b, are made in the side of the cylinder, A B,

so as to admit steam from the boiler above the

larger piston, C, and below the smaller one, D.

c c are apertures made in the sides of the

hollow piston rod for admitting steam therein

from the larger cylinders A ; and other aper-

tures, d d, are made in such piston rod in the

part outside the stuffing-box to serve as a

" blow-off." Inside this hollow piston rod, and

between the upper and lower lateral apertures,

c and d, above referred to, works a piston

valve, h, connected to a spindle, I, which passes

upwards inside the hollow piston rod, E, which

rod is connected at its upper end to the safety

valve lever, not shown in the drawing. A
screw thread is cut on the fixed vertical stan-

dard, k, and on it works an adjustable nut or

collar, i, to which is connected, so as to allow

the nut to revolve freely, the boss, e, of an arm,

/, which passes through a vertical slot in the

hollow piston rod, and is attached to the lower

end of a spiral spring, m, the upper end of this

spring being connected with the spindle of the

piston valve, n, above referred to. This spindle

has formed upon it a rack, g, which gears into a toothed pinion, h, for

actuating the indicator or hand, o, of a dial pressure-gauge. Motion is

transmitted to the indicator from the axis of the pinion, h, from the second

pinion, i, in gear with a toothed wheel, k, on the axis of which is fitted the
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indicator or hand, o, of the gauge. The dial, p, of the pressure-gauge,

and the parts connected therewith, is connected to the boss, c, above re-

ferred to ; so that when that boss is moved up or down by turning the nut

or collar, L, the dial will also move up or down the standard K, the front

of which must be graduated for the regulation of the pressure, and the

top of the same should be divided or forked so as not to interfere with

the axis of the indicator or hand, o. By making the dial, p, adjust-

able vertically, the moving up or down of the spindle, I, by the nut, L,

can have no action on the hand, o, which can be operated only by the

pressure of the steam. The main cylinder or body of the apparatus is

connected at its lower end by a pipe, Q, with the boiler, in such a way
as to afford free water communication between the boiler and the lower

portion of the cylinder, B, the water in the cylinder standing at the

same level as that in the boiler. In this portion of the cylinder there

is provided a float, R, which is connected to a vertical spindle, I, and

rack, m, gearing into a toothed pinion, n, which gives motion to an

index or pointer, s, through the second pinion and toothed wheel, o and^>,

respectively. This spindle, /, works inside the hollow piston rod, E, and

is provided with two piston valves, T and u, fitting steam-tight inside

such hollow rod. As the float, R, rises and falls, the piston valves, T
and C, move up or down, and the rack, in, imparts motion to the index

or pointer, s, which indicates on a suitably marked fixed semicircle or

dial, v, the difference of height of the water-level. A flexible tube, q,

communicates with the interior of the hollow piston rod below the

piston valve, t, and is attached to an alarm, whistle, w, situate outside

the main cylinder of the apparatus, and gives an alarm when steam

escapes therethrough. The action of this apparatus is as follows :

—

When steam is generated in the boiler, it enters the cylinder, A b,

through the orifices and pipes, a and b, and exerts a downward pressure

on the larger piston, c, and an upward pressure on the smaller piston,

D ; but the upper one has an effective area greater than the lower one

by as much as the area of the safety valve divided by the number of

times the long arm of the safety valve lever is greater than the short

arm, after allowing for the weight of such parts of the apparatus as

may have a gravitating effect on the lever. For example, if the total

lifting power of the safety valve at the end of the lever attached to the

hollow piston rod, E, above referred to, be 33 lbs. when the pressure in

the boiler is say 50 lbs. on the square inch, and that the weight of the

parts acting by gravity on the lever be 3 lbs., and the effective area of

the upper piston be 2 square inches, then the effective area of the

lower piston must be 1^ square inches, leaving a difference in favour

of the larger piston of 25 lbs. total pressure, which is what is required

to counteract the lifting power of the safety valve on the end of the

lever; it will then be in equilibrium, and no steam will blow off. The
adjustable collar, L, above referred to, is screwed down to a given

point on the graduated standard, k, bringing down with it the spiral

spring, if, and the spindle and piston valves, L and H, hereinbefore

referred to, connected therewith. Steam will enter the hollow piston

rod, e, by the lateral openings made therein at c c, from the larger

portion, a, of the cylinder above the larger piston, c, and will force

up the piston valve, h, at the same time compressing the spiral spring,

M, until, on arriving at a pressure of 50 lbs. on the square inch, the

piston valve, h, will be opposite the lateral apertures for the " blow-

off;" but on rising to 51 lbs., the piston valve, H, will rise sufficiently

to allow the steam to escape through the blow-off apertures, d d, and

thus prevent the total pressure on the larger piston, c, from exceeding

100 lbs. ; whilst at the same time the total upward pressure on the

smaller piston, d, is from 75 lbs. to 76J lbs., which, of course, reduces

the holding down power of the larger piston on the safety valve lever,

and will act in a similar manner to the ordinary spring balance, sup-

posing that to be suddenly unscrewed from 50 to 48 of its controlling

power. And should the pressure increase to 52 lbs. per square inch,

the total upward pressure on the smaller piston, D, will be 78 lbs.,

whilst the total downward pressure on the larger piston, C, cannot

exceed 100 lbs. This action is reversed as the steam falls to its

proper pressure. It will thus be obvious, that so long as no steam is

allowed to blow off through the lateral blow-off apertures, d d, in the

hollow piston rod, the safety valve cannot possibly blow off; but when
steam is allowed to blow off through such lateral apertures, then the

safety valve will always blow off at a rate increasing in proportion to

the increase of pressure in the boiler. When the water in the boiler

gets dangerously low, the descent of the float, k, in the lower portion

of the cylinder, b, will draw down the piston valves, T u, connected
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therewith, until the upper one, t, descends below the orifice of the

flexible tube, q, leading to the alarm whistle, w, and consequently

steam will rush through the whistle and sound the necessary alarm.

Should this alarm be disregarded, the further descent of the piston

valve, t, will open a series of slots or steam exits, r r, in the side of

the hollow piston rod, through which the steam escaping from above

the larger piston, c, through the apertures, c, will rush into the atmos-

phere, thus reducing the pressure upon such piston, and consequently

allowing the safety valve to blow off in the same manner as when the

steam blows off through the lateral blow-off apertures, dd, in the

hollow piston rod. This will have the effect of almost instantaneously

reducing the pressure in the boiler, and the blowing off will continue

either until the water level is restored to its proper height, or until

there is no longer any pressure in the boiler.

IMPROVEMENTS IN CAPSULES.

William Betts, London.—Patent dated 12th August, 1865.

Mr. Bett's invention relates to the manufacture of capsules for bottles,

wherein it is intended that the cork shall protrude or extend beyond the

neck or rim of the bottle, and consists in the manufacture of capsules

corrugated or indented longitudinally in that por-

tion of their surface which extends from the apex Fig- 1-

of the cork to the rim of the bottle. The capsule

may, if desired, be manufactured of rather stouter

material than ordinary capsules, so that in com-

bination with the corrugation it affords great

additional security to the contents of the bottle,

.

whilst it retains its original shape when on the

bottle, and cannot be easily indented either in

packing, transit, or in subsequent storing—the

corrugations alone, even with material of the

ordinary strength, greatly increasing the strength

of the capsule.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents an eleva-

tion of the improved corrugated capsule as

applied to a champagne bottle. Fig. 2 is a

smaller-sized corrugated capsule detached ; and

figs. 3 and 4 represent respectively an elevation and section of the punch

or tool and die for making these corrugated capsules. It will be seen on

reference to figs. 1 and 2, that the upper portion of the capsule, extend-

ing from a to b, or that part which extends from the apex of the pro-

truding cork or stopper to the rim of the bottle, is considerably

strengthened, and at the same time improved in appearance, by having

Fig. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

a number of longitudinal corrugations formed therein. These corruga-

tions may be produced in any convenient manner, but the means

after described will be found to answer well in practice : They consist

simply of a punch or plunger, A (fig. 3), and a die, b (Bg 4), both of

which may be made of hard wood, metal, or other suitable material.

The end of the plunger, from a to b, is reduced in diameter, and is

corrugated as shown, and the interior of the die, B, is correspondingly

shaped and corrugated. The capsule may be manufactured in the

ordinary well-known manner up to the operation of corrugating the end

thereof. To accomplish this it is simply necessary to transfer the

capsule to the end of the corrugated plunger, a, and to force it thereby

into the corrugated die, B. This operation may either be effected in

the capsule-making machine or by hand, as found most convenient.

The top of the capsule may bear any desired ornamental or other device

or trade mark, and may be coloured or left plain according to taste.
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REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

A Descriptive Treatise on Mathematical Drawing Instru-

ments, with Hints upon Drawing and Colouring. By
William Ford Stanley, Mathematical Instrument Maker. 8vo,

231 pp. Published by the Author, Great Turnstile Street, Holborn,

London.

Mr. Stanley, from his long practical experience in the manufacture

of mathematical drawing instruments of all kinds, is fairly entitled to be

considered as an authority on the construction and uses of this class of

instruments. In the neat little volume before us, illustrated by upwards

of 200 woodcuts, he has collected together a fund of information which

cannot fail to be of great assistance to young draughtsmen, and may be

consulted even by older hands' with advantage. The treatise embraces

the entire range of mathematical drawing instruments, from the simplest

to the most complicated, and supplies full information as to the method

of using them. We confidently recommend this work, the style of

which is clear and concise throughout, to all draughtsmen.

The Life of Robert Stephenson, F.R.S., &c, &c. By J. C
Jeaffreson. With Descriptive Chapters on some of his most

important professional works, by William Pole. 2 vols. 8vo.

London: Longman. 1864.

seventh and last notice.

THE BRIDGES, AND CONCLUSION.

So long a time has elapsed since our preceding notices of this work,

arising from press of other matter and the change to a new series, that

we should scarcely now return to the subject but that our readers, as

ourselves, dislike anything left re infecta ; and that some remarks upon
" the Bridges," on which so much of Robert Stephenson's fame has been

made to rest, and as to which so much discussion has divided both the

engineering and the outside world, cannot be omitted.

When in 1845 the dictum of the Admiralty was uttered, that any

structure to bridge the Menai Strait must have a clear headway of 100

feet throughout from pier to pier, the prior notions of Stephenson to

form an arched structure were blown up, and he appears at once to

have pounced upon the notion of a great tube, a hollow tunnel in mid

air, with the trains running through it. Resting on the piers at each

end, stiffness was to be given, and in part perhaps strength, by the

transverse rigidity of the tube ; but the greater portion of the strength

was to be derived from suspension chains passed over the tops of piers

elevated above the tube, and secured at mid-length to the tube itself.

Any one who will read in a candid spirit the evidence given before the

Committee on the Chester and Holyhead Railway Bill in 1845 by Robert

Stephenson himself, as also that of the late Mr. Rendell, C.E., must

feel satisfied that the 6hape which the project first took, and for a

considerable time kept in Stephenson's mind, was that of a great cylin-

drical tube thus externally helped in support : whether with one or

with two lines of way running through it is uncertain, but most probably

with two, for at a further period before Committee he announced the

first change in his views, viz., that he proposed to make the bridge of

two elliptical tubes, each supported by chains—the two placed parallel

and close together, and one line of way running through each. It was
apparently at this period of the discussion in Committee that Mr.

William Fairbairn was first called in in support of the project. The
writer of the present notice happens to be in a position from personal

knowledge to testify at how early a period Mr. Fairbairn had made up

his mind that a rectangular section was the right thing for the tube.

On one of the evenings while the Committee of Parliament was still

sitting, the writer called upon Mr. Fairbairn at Osborne's Hotel,

Adelphi, and conversation soon fell upon the at that moment all-

absorbing topic of interest in the world of parliamentary engineering

—

Stephenson's grand project for passing the Menai Strait. The sectional

form of the tube was discussed ; and the writer stated as his own first

thought, and advocated on certain grounds, a sectional form not very

unlike that of a brick-lined double-way tunnel under ground, viz., a

section composed of two semi-ellipses, the one whose minor axis should

be equal the whole inside width, and be situated horizontal and nearly

at the level of the rails, the major semi-axis being the height, and the

bottom of the tube being formed by the other, a very flat ellipse, whose
major axis was equal the minor axis of the former, and coincident with

it in position. He proposed that the greater mass of the iron should

be concentrated by reduplication of plating about the top and lowest

parts, and that vertical keelsons of plate running longitudinally inside,

and supporting longitudinal sleepers of wood, should carry the rails

—

whether the plan were to be aa one large tube with two sets of rails, or

two small ones, each with a single line of way.

Mr. Fairbairn, however, would not admit any advantages in this

form. He clearly enunciated, and stoutly maintained that the rectan-

gular section was the right and the only right thing, and upon the

undeniable ground that both vertically and horizontally that form placed

the section of iron at the greatest mean distance from both the hori-

zontal and vertical neutral axes. At that time Mr. Fairbairn did not

appear to the writer to have formed any notion as to the cellular top

and bottom for the tube, which, as described and roughly sketched,

appeared as a simple rectangle, with the thickest sides at top and

bottom. But he was express and unmistakable in expressing his

opinion as opposed to any adventitious support from suspension chains,

and distinctly avowed his confidence in the tube alone to sustain itself,

if properly constructed.

It is but justice to Mr. Fairbairn, now becoming numbered amongst

the patriarchs of his profession, to state these facts. The writer may
add that he parted company with him on that occasion with something

of a conviction that he (Fairbairn) was wrong, and that Stephenson

was right, in part at least, in the evidence he had given, viz., that the

strength of a cylindric tube is derived from its shape, " for you cannot

disturb the shape of a curve as if it were a piece of flat iron plating."

This sentence of Robert Stephenson's alone is sufficient to establish

the fact of his own notion being that of a cylindrical tube ; and the

facts above narrated are a true and trustworthy proof, so far as personal

testimony will be accepted as such, that from the outset William Fair-

bairn's notion was that of a rectangular tube.

While, therefore, the notion of a tube of some sort, and of curvilinear

cross section, in its application to bridge purposes, the train running

through inside it, belongs as an original conception to Stephenson, the

notion of the tube, as actually constructed at the Menai Strait, we deem

as fully the inventive property of Fairbairn.

And beyond question equally were the chief details of practical con-

struction, in accordance with which the bridges both of Conway and

Britannia have been actually carried out, due to Fairbairn. The
experiments to determine the transverse strength and other properties

of iron tubes were almost immediately commenced at Millwall—at first

under Fairbairn's direction, and after a time, and at his suggestion,

with the mathematical help of the late Professor Hodgkinson. If any

further corroboration were needed as to the cylindrical prepossessions

of Stephenson, they may be found in the fact that these experiments

were commenced on cylindrical tubes. The great obligations as to

experimental data, and certain theoretic inquiries, which engineering

science owes to Hodgkinson, admit of our saying without reservation

that in determining the practical details of construction of the tubular

bridges he can have had no share. His contribution to their success

was great, but it was confined to the obtaining of various experimental

data as to resistance. The apparent ground for the coolness that in

the progress of the work appears to have taken place between him and

Mr. Fairbairn arose, as far as we can gather, chiefly from the fact that

the latter saw fit not to adopt the recommendation of Hodgkinson, and

so urgently pressed by him, viz., to make the cells of the top of the

tube cylindrical.

Theoretically Hodgkinson was right, as his experiments proved this

form gave a greater resistance to compression than that finally adopted
;

but viewed with a practical eye, Fairbairn saw the costliness and diffi-

culty of execution of such cylindrical cells, and the after difficulty of

getting at them to paint, &c. All through the long correspondence

between Stephenson, Fairbairn, and E. Clark, &c, on the subject of

the bridges, we can see a constant desire on Fairbairn's part to get rid

of the notion of suspension chains ; and as easily can discern that it

was not until after the completed success of the Conway tube, without

any chains, that Stephenson finally abandoned his predilection for them.

Then came the great question of how the tubes for the Britannia Bridge
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were to be got into place. We will not go back through the successive

more or less crude projects, chiefly emanating also from Fairbairn.

That finally adopted seems to have originated with Mr. Edwin Clark

;

and there can be no question, we think, upon the evidence of Mr.

Fairbairn's own book on the Conway and Britannia Bridges, and upon

that of E. Clark on the same, as well as upon a consideration of the

controversial pamphlets and review articles of that day on the subject,

that Stephenson owed great obligations to E. Clark and to the other

able members of his staff, who, nominally under Mr. Fairbairn, but

really working with him, helped to decide and design every detail of

these great works. It appears to be undeniable that the whole of the

working drawings for the Conway Bridge were made at Manchester, in

Mr. Fairbairn's offices, where Mr. E. Clark gave his attendance.

Mr. Fairbairn was appointed, by formal resolution of the directors,

joint engineer with Mr. Stephenson/or the bridges. He has given the

terms of the appointment in his own work ; and the claim has been

made for him, that his abilities having been made use of while and so

long as they were wanting, viz., until the completion of the Conway
Bridge, a new colour was then put upon his appointment : he was from

a given moment viewed as no longer the co-equal engineer with

Stephenson, but as one of the staff of the latter, and as such in effect

received his conge, by having been placed in such a position that self-

respect obliged him to resign.

We are obliged to admit our own impression that there is some truth

in these statements. But we think Fairbairn had in some degree him-

self to blame for the result. By the very nature of the appointment, as

narrated by himself, he placed himself from the outset in a false position

in relation both to Stephenson and the directors. Stephenson and

Fairbairn were joint engineers for the bridges; but Stephenson was

engineer-in- chief for the bridges and for every other part of the whole

line of railway. There was therefore a concealed defect in the title to

engineering equality from the very outset— one, too, which enabled

Stephenson, when so minded at any time, to treat his verbal co-equal

as a de facto subordinate; and in official action, from the very begin-

ning, Fairbairn found himself, as his own letters prove, in a position

obliging him to defer to Stephenson's views as an ultimate appeal.

Had Fairbairn from the beginning fully recognized and accepted his

position, as called in to assist Stephenson as his chief in carrying out

the work, and not tried to stand up for his rights of equality upon, as

it seems to us, a doubtful title, there would have been less difficulty in

the way of Stephenson's having given that full and unreserved credit to

Fairbairn for the valuable services he had rendered, which certainly,

even taking Mr. Jeaffreson's and Mr. Pole's accounts for granted, the

former did not fairly accord to him. It was, perhaps, a lack of worldly

wisdom, but Fairbairn did not see until it was too late that there cannot

be two suns in one hemisphere.

These are but very briefly and bluntly put views on one or two of the

more salient points of what was once an unpleasant controversy—one

which we should not have seen so far revived but that we deem Fair-

bairn to have been unfairly treated, and his real merits obscured by the

incomplete and partial statements that have been made in many quarters.

And it is but justice to him that those who have really examined the

questions in debate for themselves, and are otherwise competent and

impartial judges, should place their deliberate opinions on record.

For Robert Stephenson's enduring fame, it seems to us unfortunate

that he ever conceived at all his original notion of a tubular bridge.

Once formally enunciated in committee by a man occupying his eminent

position, it became a sort of oracle, to which, right or wrong, he became
pledged by reputation to carry it out, and which circumstances rapidly

drove him to carry out, without, perhaps, ever after remounting to the

primary consideration, Is this tubular bridge the best form in which

a given weight of iron can be disposed to cross a span of 460 feet with

a level soffeit ? It is very likely that the bent of his mind would have

prevented his seeing the merits of other plans, once it had been pre-

possessed with the first ; but he does not seem to have ever seriously

considered any other.

For years after those bridges were opened, with all the striking

circumstances which belonged to their novelty and magnitude, &c,
popularly, and within a certain circle of engineers connected with

Stephenson, the principle of the tubular bridge was upheld as un-

approachable in varied merits by any other system. But time, in

this as in everything else, has begun to develop the truth. The
unflinching partizans of tubular bridges have become few and silent

in face of the fact that they have not been adopted widely, nor

by engineers the most fully competent justly to weigh their merits

and demerits as compared with the lattice, the bowstring, the tension

(such as Maintz, Chepstowe, &c), or other framed wrought-iron bridges.

It is now seen that the tubular system, by confining the depth of

the whole structure within comparatively narrow limits, necessarily

involves on principle in this one condition a vast waste of material
;

that the material, being confined wholly to plate, angle, and T-iron,

is itself, ton for ton, much more costly than the rolled bar iron of which

so large a proportion of framed structure is formed ; that the amount

of workmanship in proportion to span is in the tubular bridge excessively

great ; and that while its internal parts are difficult to be got at, an

immense surface is exposed to corrosion and to the demand for continual

painting. We may add that the work done continually by expansion

and contraction in lifting and straining these bridges is excessive.

It is enough in illustration (rather than in proof of these statements,

which we do not pretend to offer here) to remark that the great lattice

bridge of Dirschau over the Vistula, which connects the Prussian and

Russian systems of railways, passes a double line over six spans, each

within 30 feet as great as that of the Britannia Bridge, and with, it is

stated, fully as great a margin of safety for maximum load, yet presents

the most marked economy of material and of cost for superstructure as

compared with the Britannia Bridge. Nor is this wonderful, if we
merely state that the girders of Dirschau are more than 40 feet in depth,

while the Britannia tube is about 25 feet. Yet there was no valid reason

could have been shown why lattice or other girders of 40 or 50 feet in

depth might not have been employed at the Menai, even if the system

of building up on land and floating to site, and then hoisting into place

as with the tubes, had been still adhered to. But this would probably

have proved needless, and its abandonment would have saved alone a

vast sum. At Busseau d'Ahun, on the Montlucon and Limoges Rail-

way in France, an immense lattice viaduct, with a level soffeit more

that 150 feet above the water, has been completed without any horsing

or scaffolding over the spaces at all ; the whole built out, rib by rib,

from pier to pier. This might have been difficult, but was far from

impracticable, at the Menai. As with the Egyptian pyramids, magni-

tude alone seems the main point that challenges admiration in these

Conway and Britannia bridges, as well as in the still larger Victoria Bridge

across the St. Lawrence. It is said that when the late Prince Consort

was shown over the Britannia Bridge by Robert Stephenson himself,

his Royal Highness' commendation went no further than by the remark,

" Mr. Stephenson, yours is a stupendous work." The anecdote may
be apocryphal or not, but it touches closely upon the truth, as very

likely to have been revealed to the keen insight of Prince Albert, whose

mechanical education had some of the exactness of German university

culture. The constructive fame of Robert Stephenson, as regards bridges,

will rest hereafter not on those colossal but unscientific structures, but

upon the high level bridge at Newcastle—a work at once great, grand in

character, and skilful in design, and that may probably be in useful exist-

ence when the Britannia Bridge shall have had its sides eaten into dust.

For these thin sides fix the limit of durability of the whole structure
;

as probably not the most daring advocate would venture to affirm that

thin plates can be cut out in detail with safety, and new ones put iu.

Constructively, however, Stephenson's fame rests upon a better founda-

tion than on these bridges at all. His countrymen may always appeal

with just pride to the multitude of his great works, iu tunnels, and

innumerable others of the most varied sorts, upon the London and

North-Western and other of his great lines of railway. Amongst so

many, how many may be pointed to as cases of difficulty with

nature well overcome, how few can be recorded in connection with

failure !

In the flattering endeavour of his several biographers to make out

Robert Stephenson an infallible pattern of universal excellence and

genius, positive injury has been done to his genuine merits, and con-

troversies necessitated that, had sober truth alone been told, would never

have been referred to.

Stephenson's great superiority was as a leader of men. We see the

same genuine mastery of the ai/r/g avopuiy in his command of the

multitudinous details of the London and Birmingham office at the Eyre

Arms, and the creation of the system of plans, specifications, contracts,

and so forth, now become common property for the railway engineer

;

and in the general career and success of his life, in council, before

committees, in the management of boards, in the homage and zealous
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support of his pupils and staff, and in the honest freedom of his life from

a single slur or stain.

He was not a man of science, and therefore not a discoverer. It

was not possible, had even his intellectual characteristics been of a

different and more mathematical mould by nature than they were, that

any man with his early incomplete education and busy after life should

have possessed more than rudimentary fragments of scientific know-

ledge, and that often not quite exact. Nor can he be said to have been

an inventor. Nor do we think that his judgment, though always

honest, was characterized by unerring insight upon great questions.

His opinions upon the Suez Canal seem already likely to be refuted by

the logic of facts ; and on matters outside his profession, such as politics,

he evinced a submission to prejudice and an amount of contrariety of

opinion not to be found in minds of the higher reasoning mould.

Rampant Toryism, and denial of the advantages of education to the

lower classes, came with strange inconsistency from him who was an

engine-tenter's son, and who owed almost all to the small modicum of

education which his father had courageously hammered out for himself,

and which gave to him the power to discern the value of the larger

share of it which he gave his son Robert.

As a mechanic—an engineer, that is, in the strictest sense—it is

simply absurd in his biographers to have risked the phrase of calling

Robert Stephenson the greatest of engineers.

As compared with the works of John Rennie—whose every design,

great or small, bore the distinctive mark of individuality and of

mechanical genius—nothing that Stephenson has left after him can,

from the judgment of capable engineers, receive the palm of superiority.

Nor must we forget the difference in the time in which Rennie and he

lived. Holding in view this difference in epoch, it seems to us that

Rennie's great contemporary Telford must be held as having given proofs

of higher constructive genius also ;

—

" Telford, that o'er the vale of Cambrian Dee
Aloft in air, at giddy height upborne,

Carried his navigable road, and hung
High over Menai's strait the bending bridge

:

Structures of more ambitious enterprise

Than minstrels, in the age of old romance,

To their own Merlin's magic lore ascribed."

The "navigable road" of Pontegeill remains to this hour a work
unsurpassed in merit.

A glorious triplet of men, of each of whom every Englishman is proud
to recognize their common claim to rest in our eastern or western

Walhalla—the Abbey or St. Paul's.

John Rennie has as yet found no full and true biographer, nor does

any complete record of his works exist—a want, we fear, now less likely

than ever to be supplied, since his accomplished son George has, like

his greater father, gone to his rest. Telford was fortunate in having

left his own modest though incomplete autobiography and general record

of his works ; and it would have been more fortunate for Stephenson

had neither the dazzle of his successful career nor that of the wealth he
left behind him promoted those exaggerated biographies which have
compelled discussion, upon points that would have otherwise never

become prominent, from many who, loving and intensely admiring him,

and who would not pluck willingly one laurel leaf from his crown, but
who have truth and fair dealing by the reputations of the dead and the

living still more.

—

Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF IRELAND.

president's address.

(Cont'mued from page 24.)

The best warranties for future eminence as an engineer, even in any one of its

specialities the most limited, are afforded by the possession by the youth of a
strong natural conceptually, evidenced by the love of observation, and the power of
observing correctly, usually accompanied, as these are, by more or less of the artistic
faculty and love of beauty in form, proportion, and colour. He should evince a
naturally logical head, and such soundness of judgment in weighing evidence or
opinion as, allowance made for youth, may place him rather above his fellows.

Unusual delicacy of constitution or physical defect unfit a youth for engineering
as much almost as they do for soldiering. Possessed, however, of these natural
qualifications, he may enter the school of engineering: and now, what can it teach
him?

The information of the engineer may be to a great extent comprised roughly
under the five following heads :

—

1. Pure and applied science, mathematics, mechanics, physics, chemistry, light,

heat, electricity, meteorology, tides and waves.

2. Geodetics, surveying, measuring, nautical astronomy, hydrography, dialling,

or mine surveying.

3. A tactical knowledge of materials and their properties, uses, and modes of

being acted on, and their phenomena when acted on by tools. Their localities in

nature, &c, for which terrestrial physics and geology, and mineralogy and metal-

lurgy, are the fitting foundations.

4. The historical knowledge of means and methods, of what has been done
before in the contest with nature by engineers, mechanicians, and technologists—

a

wide subject, but delightful reading to any man whom nature has intended for anv
one of those avocations.

5. Political and social economy, the legislation of engineering, the nature and
routine of parliamentary proceedings, and some knowledge of the laws that relate

to railways, drainage, water courses, contracts, &c.

Now, while almost the whole comprised under the 1st, 2nd, and 5th heads may
be fully and completely taught in a school of engineering, a very large proportion

indeed of what is comprised under the 3rd and 4th may also be so taught. In

fact, as regards the tactical knowledge of the sensible qualities of the materials

of construction, a far more searching and precise knowledge will be rapidly picked

up from the descriptions and demonstrations, aided by specimens and toolsT emanat-
ing from the trained and orderly mind of a professor who has himself had some
practice as an engineer, than most so-called "practical men," who have had next

to no training, and have made up for themselves their own fardels of observation

ever acquire in their whole lives.

Travelling, the opportunity of observation of materials as they occur and as thej

are employed upon the grand scale in various countries, and of seeing and examin-

ing the actual works in architecture, in civil and mechanical engineering, in arts

and manufactures, that bygone races of men have bequeathed to us, are necessary

before the knowledge of materials and of methods acquired ir> the school can fall

into its just place and assume its proper scale in the student's mind.

What, then, is still wanting that the student may develop into the engineer—in

his best and highest sense may become one, in utroque parato, to whom no project,

no task for wielding the materials and forces that are in nature, and fashioning

them to human uses, can be proposed and find him unprepared? I answer, simply

practice. That alone, though combined with all that nature and training can con-

fer, will enable any man best to examine and advise upon the project set before

him as to usefulness and cost, and return with least error to choose from amongst
many modes of accomplishing each particular of a complex whole, that which is

soundest, safest, cheapest, best ; and having decided, that alone can enable him to

carry out his work to completion, triumphing over successive obstacles in the naked-

handed contest with nature to an assured and perfect end.

Such practice may be begun by most men advantageously, by becoming an
assistant in the office of an engineer already engaged in works. The field of obser-

vation, however, iu any one office is always limited; and it must not be supposed

that if there be a possible opportunity, practice may not best, though with greatest

risk, be begun at once in the open battle-field with nature. Thus it has been, m
fact, that most of the great men, whose names stand still like stars in the firma-

ment of constructive history, made their ways to fame. Bushing at once to the

work, and always equal to the occasion, there have ever been found men, from

Archytas and Eratosthenes down to Brindley, Smeaton, Telford, Rennie, and

William Cubitt, who have from the first hewn out their own paths and needed no

engineering master of the ceremonies to usher them into the Walhalla of great

practical constructors. Such men have ever been the very salt of the noble calling

in which it is our privilege to call them brothers.

To every man's head and stout heart and cunning hand, it is not by nature

given that thus the kingdom of engineering shall sufter violence, and the violent

take it by force ; but of the young man whose eye is not " thitherward tending," at

least, but little need be expected. He may comfortably and subordinately nestle

down in the rewards which the existing progress of the world bestows as generally

and liberally on ours as perhaps on any other calling; with decent conduct he may
be sure of his bread and cheese, but he will not, except by some lucky accident,

leave his mark upon the sands of time.

One word more I cannot forbear adding before we leave the subject. Above all,

it is important that the rising generation of engineers should be nurtured and self-

cultured as gentlemen, in the best and truest sense of the word. In no liberal

art or avocation are the temptations to moral obliquity greater, perhaps increasingly

so, than in ours. Projects the most impracticable or ruinous are launched, often

by men devoid of scruple or honesty, who bid and outbid for the engineer's support.

Litigants, patentees, inventors, will try to weigh his truthfulness in testimony

against gold. Professional rivalry and competition will often demand his self-

examination and self-denial, lest he be tempted towards those indecent undermin-

ings or snatchings at the practice or work or brain-product of another that have

been and are still the occasional disgrace of our profession, and that indeed sadly

distinguish it from the delicacy and severe etiquette that rules the conduct of men
of the medical profession.

I have dwelt so long upon these topics that I fear I have already exhausted your

patience, and in any case left little room for others. I shall, however, venture to

recall to your memories very briefly some of the great undertakings recently com-

pleted, or in progress, or in contemplation in the world of construction or of

technology.

Ours is the age of material progress, which reflecting men begin to see neces-

sarily involves with it changes and progress in the world of mind and of spirit the

most searching, fundamental, and unexpected. Social habits and polity ; com-

merce, domestic and international ; the modes of taxation, the diffusion of know-
ledge, the planting of the waste places of the earth ; the conduct of war, its weapons,

its modes of attack and defence ; the artificial barriers set up between classes, the

antipathies of caste ; the ceremonies that await the sepulchring of the dead ; and

even beliefs and ancient creeds and forms of faith and worship—all are being kneaded
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beneath the unseen but resistless influences upon them of those palpable and

material powers over time and space, and weight and matter, which have been

evoked by the engineer within the last eighty years.

Many of the moral and physical changes being effected by the powers of steam

locomotion by land and water alone, are of a character that no man could have

foreseen ; and startling as they already are, foreshadow others still greater, and

seem to point out to us clearer notions as to the nature of the forces which really

govern the worid and determine its progress, than we had been taught previously.

It might possibly have been foreseen that the steam ship and the railway would

in time enable the luscious fruits of the tropics, within a few weeks of their having

been gathered iu the sun, to be eaten amidst frost and snow by the fur-clad Rus-

sian ; that the pine-apple, the very symbol, but a generation ago, of the rich man's

feast, should be sliced and sold from barrows in the streets of London and Paris at

a price to suit even the gamin ; but who could have predicted that the same power

should change the etiquette of courts, and bend to its modes the habits of monarchs

and the course of diplomacy ? Who even yet fully realizes that over the whole

continent of Asia, and more especially in our India, where preaching has indeed

proved itself to be foolishness, the steam ship and the railway are destined to be

the real missionaries; and that under the levelling influence, without persuasion

or compulsion, of this new power to move and travel, caste, and the theologies and

creeds to which it belongs, social ceremonies and systems bound up with these, all

of them the most ancient of which we have any certain history, and hitherto the

least mutable, are melting away and moulding themselves into new and more true

and living forms ?

But I must forbear to enlarge upon the tempting theme of the mental and moral

effects upon our race of material progress, as especially urged forward by the engi-

neer, which, in its silent but powerful action, seems to underlie all other progress,

and like the stone cut out without hands which the Chaldaic Seer saw launched

through the midst of heaven to fall upon the earth, the destined instrument to

break in pieces the brass and the iron and the miry clay of the feet of that Colossus

of ignorance, falsehood, and violence that still tyrannizes over and oppresses the

sons of men.

It is but thirty years since railways commenced to be a mode of travelling, yet

already more than eleven hundred millions of money have been expended in spread-

ing upwards of seventy thousand miles of lines over our globe. Each year adds
largely to the total. Within the last two years Parliament has either already sanc-

tioned, or been applied to for sanction, for nearly 270 miles of new railway in and
around our own metropolis of London. The capital necessary for those sanctioned

is about twenty-one millions, and that for those now before Parliament, nineteen

millions, or a total outlay of forty millions iu and about London alone. Amongst
these projects are embraced two new tunnels under the Thames, and five new
bridges over that river.

If we look to our progress upon the water, we find that we are adding to our

mercantile marine at the rate of more than a tonnage of 200,000 tons per annum,
of which nearly one-half the ships are built of iron. This is exclusive of ships of

war, of which, in armour-plated vessels, our own and the French navies contain so

many noble examples of constructive skill—the cost of each of which may be

reckoned by hundreds of thousands. Indispensable these are probably in the

present state of the world, but we cannot avoid longing for the time in human
progress to come, when such enormous masses of the wealth produced by human
labour may not be diverted from its proper uses, in the comfort and sustentation

of man, to provide by brute force against the probability of brute violence or fraud.

The problem of invulnerability in ships of war to the direst stroke of a given

maximum projectile, requires as its fundamental datum the dimensions and form,

speed (for upon that depends the weight of engines and boilers), and equipment of

the largest ship that is practicable and proper for the destined use. This, in our
own case, finds its limit in the largest and longest ship of war that can berth at our

marine arsenals and manoeuvre in our narrow channel seas—this last greatly

depending upon the smalliiess of circle within which " going about " can be per-

formed. This circle rapidly enlarges with increase in length, the power of the rudder
of given size to turn a given form of ship varying inversely as the fourth power of the

length. These elements of the ship being settled, the question of defensive armour
resolves itself in the first instance into this—How shall the total spare tonnage that
the ship possesses above her power, fuel, and equipment, be so disposed over the

required area of defended surface of hull, as to give when reduced into a structure

of iron and wood, or of any other material, the maximum resistance per unit of

surface to the impact of shot at the greatest given velocity ? It is well thus to

state the problem with precision, as it is very far from being yet solved, and many
who treat of it show a want of clearness as to its conditions and limits. The
experiments made at vast expense in this and other countries, have not advanced the

great features of the question much beyond this, that no armour yet devised and
capable of being borne by any ship of war afloat or designed, can withstand the

stroke a few times repeated about the same spot, of a projectile of 600 lbs weight,

with a velocity of under 2000 feet per second. The only remarkable advance in

resistance conferred by mere disposition of material of a given total weight, has
been due to Mr. Chalmers' arrangement, in which the wood backing is divided and
supported by transverse septa of plate iron. So far, however, the victory is with

the guns, and it may be added it is likely to continue so. The problem of the most
powerful possible gun, like that of the armour, rests upon the data of the weight,

form, and velocity of shot demanded; the latter element depending simply upon
the weight of powder charge in relation to the weight of the shot. The form of the

latter, and hence the calibre, which it determines, fix the limit at which any increase

of weight with a given velocity, or of velocity with a given weight, the gun, even

though made of steel and wrought iron, our most resistant materials, and disposed

in the best manner, in ringed structure, becomes crippled after a few rounds.

"With rifled guns it is pretty certain that this limit is reached at a calibre not
much exceeding 13 inches, and with a projectile of 600 lbs., propelled with a velo-

city of about 2000 feet per second. Under these conditions every round produces

some sensible deterioration of the gun ; the metal of the interior tube, although of

steel, becoming fissured first at the angles of the rifle grooving about the seat of

the powder and section of maximum strain, and the whole of the metal soon

affording evidence of partial disintegration by simultaneous compression and tension

in orthogonal directions in a plane transverse to the axis.

Rifled cannon are, however, not indispensable to the destruction of armour-plat-

ing, and it may be stated as certain that the value of such guns afloat has been

greatly overrated. G'-,at range, accuracy, and extreme velocity, to effect punching
through armour-plates, are the supposed advantages for marine use upon which
those interested in the manufacture of rifled cannon have based their arguments
for the preference to them over smooth bores throwing spherical projectiles. But
accuracy and great range are all but useless in a cannon borne upon an oscillating

deck, and of all conceivable ways in which a given amount of projectile power can
be expended in penetrating armour-plating, punching out a round hole by an
extreme velocity, having just the diameter of the shot and admitting of being

easily plugged, is that which effects the smallest amount of permanent injury.

A smashing blow delivered by a ponderous projectile at a moderate velocity,

which shall either stave in a large area of the ship's side at once, or shall produce

a large irregular star of radiating fractures and detached pieces of plate, with

shaken and damaged internal framing, is that which must produce the most

"unmedicable wound" in any ship's side, and the one that may be followed up by
u
shell fire" from rifled guns with the most fatal effect. Such a blow maybe

delivered best by very large spherical shot with a moderate velocity. In such case

the strain upon the gun is greatly reduced, not alone by the diminished initial

velocity, but by the reduced inertia of the spherical shot in relation to the unit of

area of the calibre of the gun. Moving in this direction, it is pretty obvious that

the victory can be kept with the gun, and that an absolutely invulnerable armoured
ship is an impossibility within the tonnage to which practical conditions limit it.

It is not a little remarkable, however, that notwithstanding the great sums that

have been expended iu firing at armour-plate targets at Shoeburyness and else-

where, not a single satisfactory experiment has been made, with a view to fairly

compare the destructive effects of rifle shot at great velocities with those of much
heavier spherical shot at comparatively low ones.

Before leaving the subject of artillery, in which there is much of interest impos-

sible to advert to here, I may mention that at present the well-known house of

John Brown & Co., Limited, are now making tools and arrangements for rolling out

the " uses" or forge blocks for making field guns, or even those of larger size, so as to

avoid the evils incident to forging by the hammer—thus carrying out into practice

that which was suggested by myself in 1855, in my treatise on the "Materials for

the Construction of Ordnance." One of the consequences of this will be greatly to

reduce the cost of production.

In iron shipbuilding there are no radical changes to note, but a steady improve-

ment in the proportioning of parts is observable. The necessity of iron decks in

order to complete the upper member of the ship viewed as a hollow beam is

becoming admitted. The recent loss of the London will accelerate their introduc-

tion, inasmuch as iron decks admit of the construction of engine hatchway coam-
ings in much stronger and safer ways than with wood decks and coamings. That,

all such hatchways ought to be fitted with that excellent form of self-releasing iron

shutters known as " the butterfly coaming shutter," and that ventilation to supply

the furnace draught in the boiler room when these are closed by stress of weather,

ought to be provided by a concentric cylindrical casing surrounding the funnel with

air space between, the loss of this ship proves ; a lamentable form of demonstration

that, however, was not needed by any of our best iron shipbuilders, whose desires

are too often compelled to yield to the merely financial wishes of owners. It may
be hoped that after this catastrophe, Lloyd's rules may embrace those requisites as

indispensable to a seaworthy steam ship. Iron hollow masts and yards are being

largely adopted, partly recommended on mistaken mechanical principles, but mainly

from their cheapness and the increasing difficulty alleged in procuring large fir

spars. Such hollow and relatively very thin tubes are enormously stiff, but in

relation to their stiffness very weak. As a result of their extreme stiffness, every

variable or impulsive transverse strain, in place of being diffused and producing

flexure over the entire length, and so easing the material, as in a wood mast, is

transferred almost completely at once to the lowest point of the mast at the resist-

ing fulcrum, and where the stress is necessarily greatest. If fracture occurs, it is,

by the nature of the material and of these conditions, at this point, and directly

transverse. The iron mast thus presents scarcely any of the chances of temporary

use or of refitment at sea possessed by the long splintering timber spar.

One of the effects of the extensive and extending employment of iron in ship-

building upon the not very distant future, will be the rapid increase in the total

amount of the mercantile navies of the world. In the days of exclusively wooden

shipping, the average life of a sea-going ship could not be taken at more than ten

or twelve years (free from all casualties), but with proper original construction and

due care in preservation, it is almost impossible to assign any limit to the life of

an iron ship; and it will he fax within the truth to say that each (casualties again

apart) will last from four to five times as long as a ship of timber. The result

must be the continual accumulation of mercantile shipping for many years, or per-

haps decades, to come, and this cannot but be attended with great benefit to the

world at large, in the diffusion of exotic commodities and the extension of trade and

comforts.

I ought not to omit to notice the publication during the last year of the magni-

ficent work of John Scott Russell, and of those of Sir. William Fairbairn and of

Dr. Eankine, on shipbuilding, more especially of iron. The first of these works

will ever mark an epoch in the literature of the subject.

The employment of twin screws for propulsion has, after slow and cautious trials,

proved of great value, not only for the navigation of rivers and other shallow waters,

and for affording the means of steam propulsion to the larger boats carried by ships

of war, but in the case of these ships themselves, enabling them to turn almost

upon their own length, a precious element in enabling an enemy's fire to be partially

avoided. I may be permitted to mention that in the two great mortar flats,

designed by myself in 1854 for our own Government, and intended to carry the 36-

inch mortars at Sebastopol and Cronstadt, twin screws were employed.

In the construction of marine engines, amidst many minor novelties or improve-

ments as to detail, the most noteworthy progress consists in the constantly accruing

perfection in the use of higher pressure with expansion, and of surface condensation,
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attended with the immense advantages that the feeding of the boilers with fresh

water only affords. The employment of steel for shafts and cranks, and all

severely strained parts of marine engines, urged by myself some years since in an

account of some experiments proving the relative weakness of large wrought-iron,

forged "uses," read to the Institution in London, and then reluctantly received by

marine engine makers, is now rapidly spreading. The greatly increased production

of excellent steel, of various qualities and at a very reduced price (though still

much too high), by the Bessemer process facilitates this. The Bessemer converting

process is now in extensive operation in several different parts of Europe, as well

as in England, and is rapidly advancing towards its natural culmination, namely,

that except for special and exceptional purposes, wrought iron will become a tiling

of the past and be generally superseded by steel, a material weight for weight of

much more than double the average resisting powers of wrought iron.

Much remains to be done by the physical experimentalist, however, before we

can consider ourselves as having fully understood all the properties of this new

material in constructive relations, and by the manufacturer to insure to his customer

absolute metallic uniformity in the pieces he is called on to supply. Steel plates

are already largely employed for shipbuilding, and more cautiously for bridge build-

ing, and for rails are being laid down to a very large extent. With steel rails and

steel tyres the wear and tear of both is reduced to a mere fraction of that

with those of wrought iron, and the coefficient of traction sensibly reduced likewise.

The discovery of the oil springs in America, and the expiration of Young's patent

for the production of somewhat similar oils by the distillation of coal at a low

temperature, have given impetus to the endeavours of several experimentalists here,

in America, and on the Continent, to adapt these oils as a liquid fuel for steam naviga-

tion. Many of the advantages alleged are real and well founded, and it can scarcely

be doubted that ultimately the safe and perfect combustion in marine boilers of

such fuel will be effected, and will be adopted on a large scale for certain special

purposes at least. Up to the present time, however, no method tried for burning

these oils in marine or other large boilers has met the conditions required to be

fulfilled.

The increased tonnage and length of iron ships, and their so far unpreventable

tendency to foul at sea, and still more in harbour, and most of all in the warmer

latitudes, have produced the necessity for graving docks on many foreign stations.

For structures of this character, always costly and in tideless seas expensive to

work, floating docks built of iron have been substituted with great advantage.

Some tine examples of these have been produced by Messrs. Rennie, of London and

Deptford, for the Spanish and other governments.

As regards direct improvements or changes in construction of steam engines for

land use, there is not much of importance to notice. The applications, however,

of steam power become day by day more universal and varied, as well as powerful.

Steam ploughing, as well as steam traction on common roads, may be said to

have become practically established and in use, although the short-sighted prejudices

of landowners and local authorities have done their best to retard these beneficent

substitutions of elemental for animal power. In both these classes of machinery,

more especially in the first, the march of improvement is still continuous; and as

the history of the locomotive shows that its practical perfection has been attained

by years of bit by bit advances, so may we expect that after a few more years,

steam agriculture and steam traction will have become parts of the ordinary

mechanical regimen of the world, as much so as steam travelling on railways.

The spread of steam boiler associations in Great Britain for their inspection 3nd

insurance against explosion, though partly due no doubt to the desire of some to

open up new avennes to employment or patronage, indicates the growing sense on

the part of the public of the necessity of some controlling element to check the

recklessness and ignorance with which steam power in all its applications, as well

as machinery in general, and, we may add, many works and trades involving danger

to life or insalubrity to health, are worked or carried on in our country.

It may be much doubted whether such voluntary associations are at all com-
petent to deal with the evils; and although opposed to our common prejudices in

favour of that very hazy notion called self-government, it would seem that the

time has fully come when the Board of Trade might with great public advantage

have its legal powers of effective surveillance and control greatly extended, and
based upon the legislation of France and Prussia in regard to government inter-

ference with dangerous or insalubrious trades. It is absurd that, while the Board

of Trade investigates the nature and causes of railway accidents, and elaborately

points these out in annual reports, these causes remain unaltered, and that there

exists no legal power of compelling the removal of any one, even the most certain,

obvious, or easy of remedy. It is needless to dilate upon the history of such

matters as communication between engineman, guard, and passengers, nor to point

out that things declared beforehand to be impossible to be altered without ruin to

whole classes, &c, such as the issue of manufacturing smoke, have been found easy

to rectify, and advantageous to all, after legislative pressure has been once applied to

them. Perhaps the most curious example is that of the great copper-smelters at

Swansea, who, after having for years persisted in affirming that their " copper

smoke," which made the country around a desert, cuuld not be prevented, have at

length been reluctantly convinced by a German that it cau be avoided, and avoided

with enormous pecuniary advantages to their own interests.

Speed upon railways resolves itself into a question of mere cost. While on
many of our lines even the existing speed of passenger express trains is in advance
of the real public demand, as measured by return and dividend, there are a few special

cases in which even an increase on the best speed yet attained— such, for example,
as that of the Limited Scotch Mail from London—seems about being applied fur, by
the constantly-increasing extent of business travel, and the urgency tor economizing
time. Thus, it has been proposed to form a distinct express passenger trunk line upon
the broadest known gauge, to unite the great centres north and south of Great
Britain, and to travel thereon at a speed which, including the effect of reduced
number of stoppages, might nearly double our present rate of express trains. Prob-
ably, as a whole, this project may be even yet premature. In one respect, how-
ever, the proposition of reverting (not to, but) towards the broad gauge, is far from
premature. The pressure both of a scarce manageable traffic and for high speeds,

during several years, has been attended with this amongst other effects, that the

size, height, and weight of the rolling stock of the broad gauge of Brunei has been

gradually more and more approximated to in the engines, carriages, wagons, &c,
placed upon the narrow 4 ft. 8£ in. gauge. The result has been, especially in the

engines, to raise the level of the centre of gravity to a dangerous height above

this narrow base in many instances. Engines of express trains may now be seen

with the centre of gravity when in running trim more than seven feet above the

4 ft. 8^ in. rails. With a coefficient of stability thus reduced, the slightest obstacle

or cause of lateral oscillation may throw the engine off the rails.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, LONDON.

The Paper read was on "The Hydraulic Lift Graving Dock," by Mr. Edwin
Clark, M. Inst. C.E.

It was stated that this invention dated as far back as the year 1857. At that

time the Victoria (London) Docks were just completed : and the engineer, Mr.

Bidder, being anxious to adopt some cheaper system of docking large vessels than

by an ordinary graving dock, or any modifications of it, considered various schemes

for floating docks. These were, however, all found to be more or less objectionable,

from the difficulty of designing such large floating structures with sufficient rigidity

to preserve their form under very variable strains, and of insuring that stability of

flotation which was wanting in all floating docks then in use, as well as from their

enormous cost. It then occurred to the Author, who, under the direction of Mr.

Robert Stephenson, had designed the machinery, and superintended the raising of the

Britannia and Conway tubular bridges, that a similar process might with advantage

be applied to the docking of a vessel. The problem was simply to raise a given

weight to a moderate height in the most rapid and economical manner, and there

appeared to be no reason why a vessel should not be dealt with in the same way as

any other load. The weight actually lifted at the Britannia Bridge, with only three

presses, was equal to that of a vessel of 1800 tons.

In noticing the early history of graving docks, it was remarked that the expedients

at first adopted continued in use in their original form, the principles involved having

in no way been departed from; so that a modern first-class graving dock only differed

in its dimensions and details of construction. Allusion was next made to the dry

docks at present iu use, and the dimensions were given of a work of this kind

recently completed at Portsmouth, which was sufficiently large for docking the

Minotaur, a vessel of 6621 tons. The inclined plane, or slip, had also received its

share of improvement. In situations where the foreshore was favourable, it was
observed that the slipway was peculiarly applicable for small vessels, on account

of its economy, and that the hydraulic press had been used advantageously as a

hauling power. But a graving dock of large dimensions was necessarily a costly

work. It must be approachable by a deep channel, and must therefore be adjacent

to deep water. In a gravelly soil, or in rock penetrated by fissures, the difficulties

were sometimes nearly insurmountable. Doubtless the great cost of these docks,

and the impracticability of making them at all in some situations, led to the use of

floating docks. These were at first built of timber, of moderate size ; and a des-

cription was given of a work of this kind in the harbour of Marseilles. The same
principles were subsequently applied to docks of large dimensions, constructed of

wrought iron, and furnished with elaborate pumping machinery. This system

attained considerable development in America, there being timber docks on this

principle at New York, Charleston, Savannah, Mohile, New Orleans, Portsmouth,

and Pensacola, a full description of which would be found in Mr. Stuart
T
s "Naval

Dry Docks of the United States." Those at Portsmouth and Pensacola were so

arranged that, after a vessel was placed on the pontoon, it might be hauled ashore

on its cradle, on bedways prepared for the purpose. The dimensions of that at

Pensacola, which was completed in 1851, with the cost, were given. The floating

sectional docks at San Francisco and at Philadelphia were next described. It was

contended that the use of floating docks was necessarily limited, not only by their

enormous cost in construction and manipulation, but by their liability to accident

from mismanagement, of which instances were cited.

It was with a view of meeting, as far as possible, the objections to existing

systems, that the Author proposed the Hydraulic Lift Graving Dock as an efficient

and economical substitute for the requirements of the Victoria (London) Docks.

The works were ultimately undertaken by the Thames Graving Dock Company,

the site selected being a plot of 26 acres of land lying between the Victoria

Docks and the Thames, and below the level of high water. This site admitted

of a direct entrance from the docks, with a permanent water level, without the

cost and delay of a special entrance from the river. The soil was a deep bed

of bog and alluvial mud, on a substratum of gravel. The only excavation necessary

was the lift pit, and its deep entrance to the dock, where a coffer-dam was employed.

The depth of water in the lift was 27 feet; over the remaining water space it was

only 6 feet, which was the maximum draft of the pontoons. In the shallow-water

space there were eight pontoon berths, separated by jetties, for workshops and

access. They were all 60 feet wide, and from 300 feet to 400 feet long. The
area of shallow water was 16 acres, or sufficient for floating fifteen or twenty pon-

toons, which it was estimated was about the number that might be kept employed

by a single lift. The docking of a vessel consisted of two distinct operations :

—

first, the direct raising of the weight on the lift; second, the transportation of the

vessel to any convenient position for its repair on the pontoon. The lift was a

direct mechanical appliance for raising the vessel by means of hydraulic presses. It

consisted of two rows of cast-iron columns, each 5 feet in diameter, sunk about 12

feet in the ground. The clear space between the rows was 60 feet, and the columns

were 20 feet apart from centre to centre, and were placed on each side of the lift

pit. There were sixteen columns in each row, giving a length of 310 feet to the

dock; but as vessels might overhang at the ends, there was a practical workiDg

length of 350 feet. The columns were sunk in the usual manner, about three or

four being fixed per wTeek. When the requisite depth was attained, the base was filled

with concrete, and covered with a layer of planks, to act as a cushion for the cast-iron

seat on which the press rested. The columns supported no weight, but acted solely

as guides for the cross-heads of the presses, which moved in slots, reaching from the top

of the presses (just clear of high water) to the top of the columns. The column was
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covered by a cap, and each row was firmly connected together at the top by a wrought-

iron framed platform, running from end to end of the dock on each side. This

p'atform formed a convenient permanent scaffold for raising the rams. The whole length

of a scaffold was 6S feet 6 inches. Each column inclosed a hydraulic press of 10

inches in diameter, having length of stroke of 25 feet. The rams were solid, and

each carried a boiler-plate cross-head 7 feet 6 inches long, thus extending 1 foot 9

inches bevond the column on each side. From the ends of the cross-head were

suspended two iron girders, each Q5 feet long, extending across the dock to the

corresponding column and press on the opposite side. There were thus sixteen

pairs of supended girders, forming a large wrought-iron platform or gridiron, which

could be raised or lowered at pleasure, with a vessel upon it. The sectional area

of each ram being 100 circular inches, a pressure of 2 tons per circular inch gave

200 tons as the lifting power of each press, or 6400 tons for the whole lift ; but

to find the available lifting power, it was necessary to deduct 620 tons, being the

weight of the rams, cross-heads, chains, and girders, leaving 5780 tons for the

pontoon and vessel. The water was forced into the presses immediately beneath

the collars at the top, this being an accessible position. The grouping of the

presses was an important consideration. Stability was secured by arranging them

in three groups ; one group of sixteen presses occupying the upper part of the lift,

the remaining eight presses on one side forming a second group, and the opposite

eight constituting the third group. The presses in each group were all connected, so

that perfect uniformity of pressure was secured in each group as regarded its

individual presses ; while the three groups were arranged so that their centres of

action formed a tripod support, upon which the pontoon was seated. As any one

point of the tripod might be raised or lowered, without regard to the other two, by

the most simple manipulation, the pontoon could be either maintained perfectly

level, or any inclination could be given to it that was desired. Any pair of presses

might be instantly cut off in the valve room, by means of a plug, even during the

operation of lifting, without interrupting the process. It was stated that the raising

of a vessel occupied about twenty-five minutes ; and that during the severest cold,

a few occasional strokes of the engine were sufficient to keep all in motion, and

prevent congelation.

This lift was all that was required for raising or docking a vessel, and it was

believed that it would be found more economical and convenient than any ordinary

dock ; but it would accommodate only a single vessel, whereas, by the use of pon-

toons, an indefinite number of vessels might be placed afloat, whilst the most costly

part of the system remained constantly available. The following was the arrange-

ment adopted:—An open pontoon, proportioned to the size of the vessel to be

doGked, was selected. Keel blocks and sliding bilge blocks adapted to the vessel

formed part of the pontoon, which was placed on the cross girders, and sunk with

them to the bottom of the dock. The vessel was then brought between the columns,

and moored securely over the centre of the pontoon. By lifting the girders, the keel

blocks were first brought to bear under the keel of the vessel. The side blocks were

then hauled in, by chains laid for the purpose on each side of the dock, and the

girders and the pontoon, with the vessel upon it, were then all raised by the presses

clear of the water. The pontoon was provided with valves in the bottom, and thus

emptied itself of water. The valves were closed, and the girders again lowered to

the bottom, but the pontoon, with the vessel upon it, remained afloat. Thus, in

about thirty minutes, a vessel drawing 18 feet of water was left afloat in a shallow

pontoon drawing only 4 feet or 6 feet, and might be taken into the shallow dock

prepared for its reception. The details and dimensions of the seven pontoons at

present in use were given. The cost of the lift complete and fixed, including

columns, presses, girders and pipes, had been £20,300 ; of the 50 H.P. condensing

engine and pumps, &c, £3600 ; and of the connecting pipes, &c, £1628. At
the end of last year one thousand and fifty-five vessels had been lifted, of an

aggregate tonnage of 712,380 tons, without a single casualty.

The advantages of the pontoon were then discussed, and certain proposed modi-

fications of the system, showing the practicability of enlarging it to meet the

requirements of vessels of any size, were described.

In conclusion, the Author considered the principal features of the system were

its economy of first cost, by the short time required for its construction and erection,

and in subsequent maintenance, by the simple and durable character of all its parts;

its adaptability to almost any situation, especially in harbours or tideless seas, by
which any area of shallow water could be rendered available as a dock for the largest

vessels ; its capability of almost indefinite extension, by the use of additional pon-

toons, or, as regarded the lift, by the addition of extra columns ; its rapidity of

manipulation with a small staff, by which even vessels in cargo could be docked,

with freedom from all strain ; and the convenient accessibility it afforded to all

parts of a vessel, and, especially in painting iron ships, their free exposure to light

and air. These characteristics were the result of direct experience ; others might
be indicated. Thus, it was evident the system afforded ready means, by the con-

struction of a shallow canal, of transporting the largest vessels in cargo, either

across an isthmus or over shallow rivers, and of removing vessels of war inland,

either for their protection or for their employment as a means of internal defence

;

or for the laying up under shelter, or building, or navigating vessels in any shallow

water space, rendering unnecessary the large area of floating dock accommodation
now required, by which a considerable portion of the enormous expenditure which

characterised such works might be economized.

At the meeting of this Society on Tuesday, the 10th inst., Mr. John Fowler,

president, in the chair, seven members and twelve associates were balloted for and
declared to be duly elected, including as members—Mr. Thomas William Arm-
strong, consulting engineer to the government of Bengal, in the canal and irrigation

department in the province of Orissa; Mr. James Easton, junior, Southwark; Mr.
John Ellacott, Dockyard, Liverpool ; Mr. William Hanson, engineer and inspector

of railways to the government of South Australia; Mr. Thomas Paterson, Otago,

N.Z. ; Mr. John Ramsbottom, the London and North Western Railway, Crewe

;

and Mr. William Shelford, Westminster. The associates elected were—Mr. James
Lloyd Ashbury, Openshaw Works, near Manchester; Mr. George Bohn, Westmin-
ster; Captain Edward Killwick Calver, R.N. Admiralty surveyor, Sunderland; Mr.
William Young Craig, mining engineer, Crewe ; Mr. William Irlam Ellis, manager

of the Regent's Canal Iron Works Company ; Sir James Dalrymple Horn Elphin-
stone, Bart. ; Major Charles Pasley, R.E., Chatham; Mr. Harry Stephen Thompson,
chairman of the North Eastern Railway Company ; Lieutenant Charles Warren,
R.E., Chatham ; Mr. James Edward Whiting, M.A., Royston ; Mr. Robert Win-
gate, Dunaburg and Witepsk Railway; and Mr. William Henry Woods, Scarbro'

Valley Bridge Works. The number of members and associates elected durintr the

present session has been 135, including 41 of the former class and 94 of the latter

class.

ROYAL GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

The annual meeting of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland took place on the

evening of Wednesday, the 7th March, in the Museum Buildings, Trinity College.

The chair was taken by Professor Jukes.

Mr. R. H. Scott, hon. sec, read the annual report.

"At the close of this the second year of the existence of the Royal Geological

Society of Ireland, the council have to congratulate the society on the high and
satisfactory position which their body has held during the year which has just

passed. The number of Fellows has been slightly increased, though death has been
more than ordinarily busy in our ranks since the last anniversary meeting. We
have lost six of our number, and though those who are gone did not belong to

the working portion of our body, yet we cannot but miss from our monthly meetings

the familiar faces of some of those whose names we find on the melancholy list.

Among those whom we have lost have been two of the most eminent men in their

respective lines in Europe of the present day, and it would ill become us to attempt
to add aught to the biographical sketches which have already appeared of them.
Lord Palmerston, though for twenty-two years a member of the Geological Society,

never took an active part in its proceedings; but Sir William Hamilton, one of the

original founders of the society, and a member of its first council, in former years

attended its meetings, and our Journal is honoured by one communication from his

pen on a subject for which his experience as Astronomer Royal fitted him more
especially to give an opinion. The paper was brought forward by Mr. Mallet

during the year of his presidency, in 1846, and the subject was, the resistance of

secular variations in level of the earth's crust. Sir William Hamilton mentioned
the fact of his having observed that the stands of certain instruments in the

Observatory at Dunsink showed the alterations of level corresponding to the differ-

ences of the seasons, while alterations the converse of these had been noticed at

Markree and elsewhere. Mr. George M'Dowel had been connected with the society

for fifteen years, and had for two sessions filled the office of hon. secretary. Known
as one of the ablest mathematicians of the University to which he belonged, his

long connection with and experience in mines rendered his opinion on matters there-

with connected one universally and deservedly respected. He was the author of a

paper ' On the Wolfhill and Modubeagh Colliery,' which was read before the

society in I860, and has been printed in our Journal. Dr. Edward Hutton occupied

a most distinguished position in his profession, the active duties of which engaged his

attention so completely that he was able to devote but little attention to geological

pursuits. In addition, we have to regret the loss of Mr. Connolly and of Mr. J.

Handcock Haughton, the latter of whom, though he never actively entered into the

investigations carried on by the society, yet at considerable personal inconvenience,

attended our meetings regularly. Two of our Fellows have resigned during the

session, and in addition, the names of three have been removed from the list for

non-payment of their subscriptions. Thirteen Fellows have been elected during the

year, and, in addition, the Council have recommended two gentlemen for election

to the distinction of honorary fellowships—viz., M. A. Des Cloiseaux, the eminent
mineralogist, and Captain R. F. Burton, so eminent for his geographical explora-

tions and his discoveries on the continent of Africa and elsewhere. This suggestion

was at' once unanimously adopted. Since our last anniversary meeting the diploma

of the society has been lithographed from a design by one of our Fellows, Mr. W. H.
Baily, and it has been distributed to all of the Fellows who have paid life composi-

tion, and also to such of the annual Fellows as have been connected with our body
for ten years. The accession of dignity to the society which her Majesty was
pleased to confer upon us has had one very sensible effect—viz., that the number
of applications from foreign societies for an exchange of our Proceedings has been
extensively increased during the past session. In the course of the year, the cata-

logue of our library, which had been set on foot by Messrs. W. B. Brownrigg and

W. H. Baily, was completed by your honorary secretaries, and printed, and is now
on sale to the Fellows, inasmuch as the state of our funds would not allow of its

being distributed gratis. It is to be hoped that the publication of this catalogue

will have the effect of rendering our library more available to the Fellows than has

hitherto been the case. The session was opened by a short paper by Mr. Harte on
some crumpled granite from the county Donegal. This was followed by a com-
munication from Dr. Carte relating to some marked antlers of the Megaceros,

which led to a most animated discussion. It will be remembered that Mr. Jukes'

paper on a similar subject had been received with most marked interest by the

meeting when it was read on the 9th December, 1863. The specimens which
formed the subject of Dr. Carte's paper differed materially from those which had
been already described, both in their nature and in the parts connected with their

discovery. The new circumstances with respect to the instance now under con-

sideration are the following:— 1. There is no possible ground of utility to man
which could he alleged for the bones having been placed in juxtaposition. 2.

There is distinct and positive evidence, from observers who have been in the con-

stant habit of finding Megaceros bones, of the relative position of the bones when
found. The instances of marked bones were very numerous, and the most remark-

able of them all, to use Dr. Carte's own words, 'is the indentation, or cut, to speak

more truly, on the outer and upper surface of the right radius and ulna. The
former is deeply worn away, nearly exposing its medullary canal; it is scored as if

by the action of a rope playing over and fretting it; the ulna is in a similar con-

dition. These surfaces are not polished, but present rather a roughened appear-

ance, as if they had been in contact with a substance composed of different densities.

These two bones were discovered in situ, imbedded in a deep cut in the posterior

edge of the palm of the left antler, into which they fit. The right humerus on its
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inner, upper, and posterior aspect, just beneath the head of the bone, is deeply cut

into—so deep that the medullary canal is exposed. This cut, like that on the radius

and ulna, is not polished, but rough, in consequence of its cancellated structure being

exposed. This bone, when in situ, was found in contact with the posterior and

most distant tine of the left antler, a portion of which, about six inches long, it

had severed from its connection with the palm.' In addition to these specimens,

Dr. Carte submitted another at the May meeting, which consisted of a single antler,

exhibiting a deep impression on its palm, produced by a canon bone resting on it.

It was perfectly evident, from the facts brought before the society, that the marl-

rings which formed the subject of the paper were produced by a fortuitous juxta-

position of the bones in the marl, and were not the result of human agency in any

way. As to the exact mode in which the marl-rings were effected—whether by

friction or by pressure, and if by the former, how the motion necessary to produce

friction had arisen—various suggestions were proposed by the gentlemen who were

present at the meeting. In April, Sir. Westropp gave us a paper on a trap rock at

Brav Head, which snowed how much may still be discovered by the labours of

careful observers, in a district already mapped and described. This was followed

by a communication from Mr. W. H. Baily, relating to some new points in the

structure of Pala;chinus, which he had elicited by the examination of some speci-

mens recently presented to the Geological Survey by Mr. M. G. Regan. The most

important new fact which he had elicited by the examination of these specimens

was the existence of a mouth opposite to the apical disc, an arrangement which

proves that the Palscchinus was not attached to the ground like a crinoid, but was

a free echinoderm. At the same meeting Dr. Frazer and Captain Hutton

exhibited several sections which they had prepared of serpentine and other rocks,

with a view of determining whether the microscopical structure described by Dr.

Dawson as 'Eozoon Canadense,' was to be discovered in the serpentines in Ireland.

The gentlemen in question expressed their opinion that in the pale green serpentines

of Eallynahinch, in Connemara, and of Crobeg Head, county Donegal, there was a

peculiar structure quite different from that which has been detected in specimens

from other Irish localities, and resembling very closely those from the Lamatien

rocks of Canada. In May Professor Jukes gave us a paper, which, with its con-

tinuation read in December, were communications of the very greatest importance

as regards the classification of the newer Palaeozoic rocks. It was entitled, ' Notes

for a Comparison between the Rocks of the S.W. of Ireland and those of N. Devon

and of Rhenish Prussia, in the neighbourhood of Coblentz;' and this comparison

has been carried out by the author of the paper in the greatest detail. Professor

Jukes says that he has of late come to the conclusion that the carboniferous slate

is absolutely contemporaneous with the carboniferous limestone, and he exhibits

this view in an ideal diagram, in which he shows the carboniferous slate lying side

by side with the carboniferous limestone, both equally covered by the coal measures

and underlaid by the old red sandstone. On the supposition that this contem-

poraneity is proved, he proceeds to examine the rocks of Devon and of Rhenish

Prussia, in order to see how far their relationship to each other is explained by

this hypothesis. Professor Jukes has satisfied himself that the rocks about Pilton

and Marwood in North Devon are identical with those of the county Cork, both as

regards their Hthological character and their fossil contents ; but as to those to the

north of Morte Bay, he expressed his opinions in his first paper with a degree of

uncertainty. In the second paper, read in December, he gave us the results of a

fresh examination of the district, which he had carried out in the course of last

autumn, and from which he considers himself justified in proposing the following

explanation :
—'That a great fault, with a down throw to the north, strikes from

the north corner of Morte Bay, about E. by S., all across North Devon.' The
evidence of this is entirely indirect, but its existence is rendered extremely probable

from the following considerations:—-Firstly, without some such interpretation it

would be impossible to account for the enormous thickness of beds, all dipping S.,

which we meet in the district; and secondly, along the line of the supposed fault

we meet with beds corresponding to the old red sandstone, while to the north of it

again beds recur which contain carboniferous slate fossils, and yet appear to dip

under the old red sandstone. While expressing the greatest respect for the views

of Professor Sedgwick and Sir R. I. Murchison, in their paper on the ' Physical

Structure of Devonshire,' Professor Jukes stated his opinion that the labours of the

Survey in the south of Ireland had resulted in the discovery of what was the true

key to the classification of the rocks hitherto called Devonian, and that accordingly,

the strata of Devonshire might be divided into the three great groups, so well known
elsewhere, viz.— 1. Coal measures. 2. Carboniferous slate, or Devonian. 3. Old

red sandstone. As regards the rocks of the vicinity of Coblentz, Mr. Jukes did

not express any decided views, but threw out some hints for the guidance of future

observers. In June, Mr. W. H. Brownrigg brought before us the first notice of

what we may, without hesitation, characterize as the most important pala^ontolofical

discovery which has ever been made in Ireland. The fossils of which we speak
were found at the Jarrow Colliery, near Castlecomer. Mr. Brownrigg, in his paper,

gave us a description of the geology of the district, and more especially of the

Jarrow Pit itself, reserving the results of the scientific examination of the speci-

mens for a subsequent occasion. The remains, which were mainly reptilian, were

associated with some other specimens, which have been identified by Mr. W. H.
Baily. The collection of reptilian remains has been intrusted to Professor Huxley
and Dr. E. Percival Wright, and the first portion of the description has been brought

before the Royal Irish Academy, which body has most liberally voted a large sum
of money for the illustration of the specimens, so that we may hope to have the

full description placed in our hands within a short space of time. Mr. Brownrigg's

opinion that the collection would turn out to contain several new genera has proved

perfectly correct, and the one specimen, for which he proposed the specific name
' Wandesfordii,' has received from Professor Huxley the generic name of ' Uro-
cordylus.' We cannot speak too highly of the zeal and assiduity of our Fellow, Mr.
Brownrigg, and of the other gentlemen, by whose unremitting exertions there has

been secured from one small pit a collection of fossil reptiles which is perfectly

unique, and contains a number of genera greater than was known hitherto to exist

in the carboniferous rocks elsewhere. When the society reassembled in November,
one of our Associates, Mr. H. P. Wall, brought before us some other fossils from

the same locality ; and at the same meeting Professor Haughton read an account of

a meteorite which fell in the county Tipperary in the month of August last, and
which he exhibited to the society. We understand that by the wish of Viscount
Hawarden, on whose property the stone fell, the analysis, &c, of the stone is to
be laid before the Royal Irish Academy; but in the communication which was made
to us there were some points of very great interest. One is, that the specimen is

only a fragment, apparently of a much larger stone, the remainder of which, if it

reached the earth at all, has not yet been discovered. Another remarkable circumstance
is, that the velocity with which the stone reached the ground was so slight that it

only buried itself to a very slight depth in the soft soil of a freshly-tilled field. The
December meeting was occupied in part by the second part of Mr. Jukes' paper on
the Devonian rocks, and in part by an account which Professor Haughton gave us
of a visit which he had paid in the course of the summer to Norway, and of the
results of some observations which he had made on the glacier of Boudhuns, show-
ing how that glacier differed in its type from those of Switzerland. In January we
had a brief communication from Mr. J. Henry Kinahan ' On the Foliation in the
Gullies, &c, of Jar Connaught.'

Mr. Scott then read a paper by William Harte, Esq., C.E., County Surveyor of
Donegal, on the occurrence of Kjukkenmiiddings in that county, of which the fol-

lowing is an abstract:

—

" The great interest which attaches to the subject of the shell-mounds of Den-
mark, Scotland, &c., must make the record of the occurrence of similar formations
in Ireland a matter of sotne importance, and scarcely needs apology from me for

bringing it under the notice of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland— important
even if it should only direct the attention of those who have an opportunity of

observing the perhaps still more interesting cases in other localities, but which have
hitherto escaped observation ; for I believe that these shell-mounds have never been
met with in this country before. It would be out of place for me, before this

society, to enter into an explanation as to what Kjokkenmoddings are; but as this

paper may answer, to a certain extent, as an advertisement to some who, though
they may meet with such, may not be so well informed as geologists are, I may
say something by way of general description, in the hope that before, as I have
reason to fear is too often done, those valuable records of the past are destroyed by
manuring land with them, we may be afforded an opportunity, at least, of examin-
ing, if not of preserving them. Briefly, then, I may mention that along the coast

of Denmark particularly, and later still in Scotland, &c, have been found large

heaps of shells, which have been proved beyond all doubt to be the refuse heaps of

the earliest human inhabitants of those countries, and among them the remains of

animals and plants, the study of which has thrown some light on the history of the

fauna and flora of those times, as well as upon that of the antiquity of man him-
self, for among them his works, implements, &c, have been found also ; and here

we are taken back to that neutral ground where the geologist and the archaeologist

meet. I now proceed to describe the instances I have to bring before you. While
investigating the drift in the neighbourhood of the island of Inch, which forms part

of the eastern side of Lough Swilly, and in the barony of West Innishowen, my
attention was attracted by a bed, or rather the remains of a bed, of oyster and other

shells, lying just upon the slope of the boulder clay through which the Derry and
Buncrana Railway is cut, immediately at the Inch-road Station, and a moment's
examination sufficed to convince me that I had come upon a true Kjokkenmodding.

While ascertaining the height of the bed above high-water mark, an intelligent

countryman, who had joined me, undertook to enlighten my ignorance, and remarked—
' Sure the sea was never up there at all, but in ould times the people used to

gather here to eat oysters, and (he added emphatically, and with a knowing smile,

evidently anxious that I should have a good opinion of the wisdom of his ancestors

in the face of so much cold oysters) to drink whishkey.' I confess I was at first

staggered by this, for, strange to say, at this day a custom prevails in the Bay of

Donegal, the carboniferous rocks of which are covered by delicious mussels (Mytilus

edulis), when the mountaineers from the Barnesmore mountains, with their families,

about Easter come down in their carts, turn their horses adrift, and squat for days

(and nights too), and toast and feed upon these shell-fish. It is a sort of holiday

proceeding, and if any one wants to see very recent Kjokkenmoddings he has only

to visit St. Ernan's shore, near Donegal, and he will find them there— shells, fire-

places, whisky, and all! No doubt, it was this association of ideas that made my
informant come to the conclusion he did. Immediately I set to hunt for flint

implements, but none were to be got. I heard, however, that there was a similar

bed about a mile away, and I started for it. Here I was more successful. I call

the first bed No. 1, this other No. 3, and on my way back I found the remains of

a third lying between the two—this I call No. 2. Those three shell-mounds I have

markgd upon the sheet No. 11 of that beautiful production of the Ordnance Depart-

ment, the one such map of Ireland; and you will perceive that the island of Inch

stands in the mouth, as it were, of the cross valley which runs from Lough Foyle

to Lough Swilly ; thus forming two channels—the one to the south being called the
1 Farland' and that to the north the Fahan Channel. Up both these channels the

sea flowed round the island and some distance inland, until Mr. M'Cormick, the

late member for Derry, made an embankment across each, thus reclaiming large

tracts over which the sea flowed to the N.E. and S.E. of Inch. No. 1 is at the

end of the embankment, near the railway station. No. 2 is at the opposite end, on

Inch Island. No. 3 is at the north end (on Inch) of the Farland embankment. I

have no doubt but that there must have been a corresponding fishing station at the

south end of this embankment; but if so, it has gone bodily to make the railway

and this embankment. It will be seen on reference to the Ordnance sheet that

there is another 'reclamation' of an arm of this estuary at a place south of the

Farland, called 'Blanket Nook;' and judging by analogy that there should be

another shell-mound there, I visited it. I had no difficulty in finding, close to the

embankment, the remains of a far larger bed than any of the others. It has, how-

ever, been greatly disturbed, but the situarion and character of the shells was the

same (the oysters, however, were not so large) as the others. Still, in the short

visit which I was able to pay it, I myself found no flint flakes or other implements.

I believe a good deal of the shells have been burned for lime. The whole bed has

been dug over, and the sea seems to have encroached upon it, as it is much more

exposed than the others. I have marked it No. 4, and have since received some

flint flakes and split bones which were found by my assistant. Nos. 1, 2, and 3
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are all situated close to the shore, and at the same level, twelve to fourteen feet

from high waiter, a little sheltered from the west, and high enough, no more, to be

out of the wash, of the waves. The greater part of No. 1 has been levelled down
and removed, and but little of it remains. It is from eighteen inches to two feet

thick, evidently on the edge of the original mound. No. 2 is nearly all away,

removed for filling or manure. No. 3 is likewise much destroyed, but it is in no

better preservation than the others. It is from two to three feet thick, and a great

deal of what has been removed has b<?en spread upon the land immediately adjoin-

ing it. I exhibit several ' flint flakes' and one axe, with the number of the mound
on each from which I obtained them. The following descriptions, except where

special mention is made, applies equally to 1 and 2 :—These mounds show good

sections, being cut right through. The shells are a good deal compressed, free

(except where the surface has been dug a little into the shell bed) from any admix-

ture of sand, gravel, or loam. The shells are, for the far greater part, those of

full-^rown mollusca, the others being exceptions. Scarcely any of the Turritellceor

sm:dl shells are to be met with, which are so characteristic of raised beaches. The
different kinds are more or less grouped together, too. They are not rolled, and

have evidently never been disturbed since they were first placed there. In No. 3

stones were found bearing the marks of fire, and one lump of cemented oyster shells,

too hard to break except with a crowbar, which had been, I think, so made by the

action of fire and pressure, for in it were imbedded aspea or charcoal, and I exhibit

specimens of both. No pottery has been found, and only one bone— the vertebra,

which Dr. Carte has been so kind as to identify for me as, probably, that of a red

deer (Cervus elaphus). The following is a list of the species found :
—

" Molhtsca— Co/ichifera.—Ostrea edulis, very common, and forms the princi-

cipalpart; Pecten maxims, uncommon; Pecten varius, rather common;
ilactra truncata; Mytilus edulis, not common; Cardium edule, not com-

mon; Tapea decussata, common ; Tapes pullastra, common ; Mactra ellip-

tica, rare,

" Gasteropoda.—Buccinnm undatum, common ; Littorina littorea, common
;

Littorina littoralis, very plenty ; Trochus magus, very plenty, and all large;

Nassa reticulata, uncommon ; Natica, uncommon ; Purpura lapillus, uncom-
mon; Patella vulgata, not very common.

"Mammalia.—One lumbar vertebra of a ruminant, probably Cervus elaphus,

and a number of split bones of ruminants.

The foregoing list has been revised by Dr. A. Carte, The oyster, the shells of

which are before yon, are far larger than the oysters of the same locality at

present. Inch was celebrated for its oysters a few years ago

—

i.e., it produced

quantities of a very small oyster, which sold at about od, a hundred! the produce

of a hundred not at all compensating the trouble of opening them. They are the

dwindled descendants of the fossils before you, and probably this degeneracy is due
to the greater quantity of fresh water coming down in times of floods into the

lough, owing to drainage, &c At present the almost only use made of these

oysters is that they are packed up in barrels as young oysters, and, in the teeth of

all 'artificial selection,' exported to England as seed oysters to stock new beds!

It is scarcely necessary for me to point your attention to the implements before you,

but you will see that they are highly characteristic of the Danish Kjokkenmoddings.

They are rude in the extreme, and belong to the class of stone implements called

* flint flakes'— those of the earliest stone age, and without a trace of that polish or

l»eantiful finish which I have seen in the private collections of more than one gen-

tleman in this country, illustrating its later stone period. The stone axe alone,

from No. 3, made of a brownish quartz, is perhaps some little exception. Some
few of the stones are doubtful looking, but they seem to have been used for some
purpose. It has been remarked that in loughs those shell-mounds are better pro-

tected than on the sea-coast. Here is an instance of it, and, I hope, one that will

induce others to look out for them. There ought to be many more in Lough Swilly,

and, I have no doubt, in Lough Foyle too; and I shall be most happy to explore

them for any one who will kindly direct my attention to what appears to be such.

These shell-mounds are interesting from another point of view too. There is an
old tradition that the country in which they occur was an island. It must have
been, however, about the same time three islands—viz, Inch; then the country

north of that as far as the valley from Malin to Culdaff; and the third from that

valley to the sea. Was it so within the Human period? Certainly not at the time

of these shell-mounds. Those who made them carried their food sufficiently, and
only sutSciently, high up to get out of the reach of the waves; so that the land

has not been upraised since that, or these mounds would be higher up; neither has

it been depressed, for, as I have said, there is not the slightest trace, but quite the

contrary, of the sea ever having reached them, which it would do (at least its waves
would) if they were lowered ever so little. General Colby, in his ' Ordnance Me-
moirs of Deny,' explains the etymology of Innishowen as being Innis Eogan, or the

'Island of Eugan,' as it is * nearly insulated by the two arms of the sea, called

Lough Foyle and Lough Swilly.' This, I think, scarcely goes far enough. An
elevation of the sea, little more (about twenty feet) than would submerge these

Kjokkenmoddings, would render it a complete island, or, as I said, three islands;

f»r it would fluw up the valley to Lough Foyle, along the course of Derry and Lough
Swilly Railway, and, what is more important, it would also fulfil the other tradi-

tion which also exists of the passage of the sea from Malin to Culdaff through the

parallel valley to the north. But I think I can see another solution of the ques-

tion, for if man was an inhabitant of this country when its 'drift' was formed,

then undoubtedly he was a witness of the existence of these islands; but even if

not so, the wild men who made these shell-monnds as they stood there, before the

vegetable soil was formed which now covers their work, and the l

drifts' alike, must
have observed the fact that the sea had but lately (comparatively) left the valley

dry, and they had fresh before them the records of the glacial epoch, which we have

bat to lift the mere sod which covers the rock even now to see too; and they,

doubtless, named ' their fUhing grounds' as islands, which in ages after became the

'Island of Eogan.'"

The Chairman said there was one circumstance which he would like to mention.

It was not the first time that these shell-mounds had been noticed in these coun-

tries. Any one accustomed to the dialects of the north of England would at once
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recollect the name given in them to the place where the refuse of cookery was
thrown. The existence of kitchen middens in Ireland had been already spoken of
by one of the officers of the survey, Mr. George H. Kinahan, who two or three

years ago wrote a letter announcing the existence of shell-mounds between Galwaj
and Oranmore. At all events, there were very large mounds of shells there winch he
believed to be of the same class as these. But they were not the less indebted to Mr.
Harte for the complete account which he had given of what he bad found in Done-
gal. Some years ago he observed on the south side of Kenmare Bay, by the side

of a newly-cut road, a great heap of oyster shells, about thirty yards long by about
five feet thick, precisely similar to the heaps which had been described. At first

he thought it might be a raised beach ; but on his return he examined it again,

and saw that it could not be a raised beach, as many of the shells had their valves

open, and in such a state that if the land had gradually risen, or had even stood

between high and low water, the washing of the tide must have cleared them all

away. Therefore, it could not have been a raised beach in the ordinary sense of

the term, unless they could have imagined it jumped up at one tide. On looking

at the mound which he himself observed, he was struck with their ancient decayed
appearance. Therefore, it occurred to him that it might be a shell-mound left by
the very early inhabitants, a record of their old feasts. At the present day in Aus-
tralia there are great mounds of shells along the sea-coast, which have been left by
the black fellows who come down every year to live for six months on oysters ; and
he had no doubt that in these shell-mounds might be found implements exactly
similar to those under discussion. They would not be so perfect, however, as no
Australian black ever gave himself the trouble of polishing the piece of stone of
which the hammer that he usually carried was composed. It was clear that the

implements found by Mr. Harte must have been artificially made; and they were,

moreover, a proof that very considerable commerce must have gone on in those
times, as the flints with which they were made did not exist in Donegal, or nearer
than Antrim. The natives of Port Essington, on the northern coast of Australia,

used a quartz for their spear-points, which was not found within several miles of
that place. It was an interesting fact that we should have occurring in Ireland

accumulations precisely similar to those which had been noticed on Scandinavian
coasts and in other parts of the world.

Mr. Scott said he had been informed by a friend who was engaged in the relief

works in the south of Ireland, that on making a road on the sea-shore at Kenmare
they cut through heaps of shells containing those flint stones, and any one who
went down there now would find them.

Mr. Joseph Scott Moore remarked that in Donegal and Londonderry the word
"midden" was applied to a dung-heap.

Colonel Meadows Taylor said he had seen specimens of split flints, discovered

under similar circumstances in the interior of India. An officer who was employed
in sinking foundations for a building told him that he found in the same way a
number of flints, jaspers, and agates. He had been thinking of preparing a paper
on the subject, and sending specimens of the flint implements which had been found
in India.

The Chairman mentioned that a paper describing flint implements had come
from the Geographical Survey of India.

Mr. Donovan begged to mention, as an archaeologist, and not a geologist, that

five or six heaps of this sort, which had been found in Ireland, were described in

the Transactions of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society. One of these was dis-

covered on the coast at Bannow Bay, and two or three on the coast of Wexford.
In these were found some bones of the old Bos longifrons, but much fewer marine
animals than were usually found on the coast. A large one was found at Dun-
shaughlin, from which an enormous number of things had been brought to the

Museum of the Royal Irish Academy. He was not aware that these mounds had
been searched with the same degree of care as had been practised since the bone
and cave discoveries in France and elsewhere. Two or three had been found in

Kilkenny; but there were several in different parts of the country; and it would
be a most excellent thing if all were carefully searched by the different archaeolo-

gical societies within whose districts they were included.

Mr. Scott said it would be very hard indeed to procure perfect accounts of the

contents of these heaps. The Danish shell-mounds, which extended for several

hundreds of yards, were worth so much a ton as manure; and it had been usual

only to examine sections of them.

Mr. Donovan observed that a heap of the kind in question was found near Sker-
ries, in which a friend of his observed an immense quantity of things, including

some heads of the Bos longifrons. He got the heads, and presented them to the

Royal Irish Academy. Several hundred heads were found, and also quantities of

pigs' and sheep's heads. He was not aware of any heap in Ireland bi-ing of a
greater length than thirty yards. The one on Bannow Bay was only eighteen

inches deep, and had been excavated all through.

Mr. Jennings remarked that it had been asserted that there had been a rise of

the land about the great wall of the Picts. If so, the Kjokkenmoddings ought to

have been raised up, and consequently it would be interesting to see at what dis-

tance they now stood from the seaside in localities where recent alterations of level

had taken place, as in Scandinavia.

The society then adjourned.

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATIOxNf FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S MONTHLY REPORT—FEBRUARY & MARCH, 1S66.

At the last ordinary monthly meeting of the executive committee of this Association

the following report of explosions was submitted—"Nine explosions have occurred

during the past two months, by which five persons have been killed and sixteen

others injured.

" One of the explosions, by which one man was killed and five others injured, is

an illustration of the unsatisfactory and dangerous character of plain cylindrical

externally-fired boilers. This subject has frequently been called attention to in
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previous reports, but it is felt to be a duty to continue to do so as frequently as

fatal explosions recur from the continued use of this class of boiler.

"The explosion in question took place at about a quarter past ten o'clock on the

morning of Monday, January 29th, at a colliery, which was not under the inspection

of this Association.
41 The boiler was about 30 feet long. 6 feet in diameter, and made of plates laid

longitudinally, and three-eighths of an inch in thickness, while the safety valves

were loaded to a pressure of a little more than 40 lbs. on the square inch.
41 The boiler gave way, in the first instance, for a length of 5 feet, in a longi-

tudinal direction at a seam of rivets over the fire, the rent then developing trans-

versely on each side of this primary longitudinal one, stripping from the shell an

entire belt of an average width of about 6 feet, and thus separating the boiler into

three pieces, one of which, about 21 feet long, was thrown to a distance of 210
yards from its original seat.

41 The cause of this explosion was not shortness of water. The boiler was twenty-

five years old, though it had not worked the whole of that time, being idle from

18-ii to 1852. It was fed with sedimentary water drawn from the pit, but had

no sludging or blow-out apparatus, either at the bottom of the boiler or surface of

the water, for removing the deposit. The plates over the fire had suffered and

been repaired, while the primary rent had occurred in this instance, as it so usually

does, at one of the old plates, and through^ seam of rivets uniting it to the new
work. There is, therefore, no difficulty in determining the cause of this explosion,

and all boilers working under similar conditions are highly dangerous. In putting

new plates into these boilers, the work is frequently so strained that they are

weakened instead of lieing strengthened by repairs, and in most cases, at all events,

it is impossible to detect this simply by examination, however careful, after the

work is completed. This is just one of the reasons that make this class of boiler

so dangerous, and which is illustrated by the fact that the boiler in question is

reported to have been examined on the Friday and Saturday before the explosion,

when it is to be presumed it was passed as safe, or steam would not have been got

up in it. On these grounds it is trusted that it will be seen that the recommenda-
tion is not given without good reason, that boilers of this treacherous, plain cylin-

drical, externally-fired construction, should be discarded for those fired internally,

which are much more reliable.

" Another explosion, by which one man lost Ins life, and three others were in-

jured, occurred to a boiler not under the inspection of this Association, at half-past

five o'clock on the afternoon of Wednesday, February 7, at a works employed for

the manufacture of angle iron.

** The boiler was of plain cylindrical egg-ended construction, 23 feet in length,

5 feet in diameter, and made of plates three-eighths of an inch in thickness, while

the pressure at which the safety valve blew off was about 50 lbs. on the square inch.

The plating of the shell was laid transversely, and consisted of six rings, each three

feet wide, the longitudinal seams of rivets breaking joint, which is the best arrange-

ment. The boiler, though fired externally, as is usual in such cases, yet had a

peculiarity in the mode in which it was set, inasmuch as it was in communication
with two furnaces instead of one. The first of these was an ordinary grate furnace

fixed underneath the boiler, and set with a flash flue leading direct to the chimney.

The second was a mill furnace, the flames passing off from which played first upon
one side of the boiler, and then passed round it by means of a wheel flue. The
flash flue from the lower furnace was quite distinct from the wheel flue belonging

to the upper one, and they only united in the chimney, so that the boiler could be

heated at pleasure by either one of the furnaces separately, or by both combined.

The former course it is understood was the one generally adopted, the ordinary fire-

grate being only used when the mill furnace was not at work.
" The boiler rent longitudinally on one side, at a little below the level of the

water line, and throughout the entire width of two rings of plate. This belt, six

feet in width, then opened out, tearing through the transverse seam of rivets at

both of its edges, and round the entire circle of one of them, so that the boiler was
divided into two parts, one consisting of two rings of plate,, and the other of four.

The former of these was thrown out of the works, and across a canal to a distance

estimated at sixty yards, while the other remained on its seat.

" There was nothing in the pressure at which the boiler was worked, nor m its

age or condition, to account for the explosion. The boiler was a new one, and had
been at work but a few months, and no signs of deterioration were found on
examining the fragments after the explosion. At the longitudinal rent, however,

already referred to, there were evident signs of the plates having been overheated,

ami a consideration of the position of this rent and the attendant circumstances

will show how easily this might have happened. This rent was on that side of the

boiler on which the flames from the mill furnace first played, and though they did

not impinge directly on the plates, since this was prevented by a brickwork shield,

yet it was immediately beyond this shield, and where the flames first acted on the

plates, that the rent occurred. Also the rent took place on a level with the top of

the side flues, and thus at a part which would be the first to be laid bare by a
deficiency of water, while as these flues were carried up to within two feet of the
top of the boiler, there was not much margin for water room, without running a
risk of priming. There is, therefore, no reason to doubt that the longitudinal rent,

near to the water line, was the primary one, and that it was due to overheating of

the plates. How this overheating occurred, however, is not equally clear, since the

engineman maintains that the water was up to its proper level at the time,

while he is corroborated in this statement by the foreman of the works, who affirms

that he saw him but a minute or so before the explosion occurred, standing nn the

boiler and working the float-wheel, when he observed that the ball rested upon the
boiler, and thus indicated high water. To account for this it has been supposed
that the float had become disengaged from the wire, or that a portion of it had
fallen off, so that the counterbalance ball drew it up and rested on the top of the
boiler, irrespective of the water level, and thus gave a false indication. The float,

which was blown away by the explosion, has not been found, and it cannot now be

proved whether this supposition be correct or not. Plates, however, may become
overheated even when a boiler is duly supplied with water. It is extremely trying

to a boiler to be heated externally by the flames passing off from a separate furnace,

as was the case in the present instance. The action of the flames under such cir-

cumstances is so local and intense that the water is, in eome cases, driven off from
the plates, and it is possible that this may have been the case in the present in-

stance, while it may here be stated that the plates near to the neck of the furnace,

where the flames first entered the flue, had been repaired on account of cracks but
a month or two after the boiler had been set to work, so that it was evidently dis-

tressed from some cause.

" Though there is some uncertainty as to the cause of the overheating of this

boiler, the explosion is instructive, since it shows the necessity of boilers being
equipped with suitable mountings. Had this been the case, this uncertainty could
not have arisen. The boiler was fitted with but one float, and a water gauge tap,

which latter was rendered useless by neglect, since it was choked up. No boiler

should be dependent on a single float, and where glass gauges are inadmissible, and
floats adopted, there should be two to each boiler, so that one may act as a check
upon the other. Had the boiler been fitted with a low water safety valve, the
steam would have been let off on the water's sinking below a desired level, and
thus an alarm given; and even if this alarm had been neglected, still the possibility

of explosion from a deficiency of water would have been prevented.
44
In conclusion, this explosion is clearly attributable to overheating of the plates,

and while there appears to be some uncertainty as to whether that overheating was
due to a deficiency of water or not, that uncertainty would have been removed, and,
even though deficiency of water had occurred, danger would have been averted, if

the boiler had been mounted with a suitable complement of fittings."

CHEMICO-AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ULSTER, BELFAST.

THE MANUFACTURE OF BRICK.

Professor J. Thomson read a paper on "Recent Improvements in the Manufac-
ture of Brick." After giving explanations of the chemical composition and other

characters of different kinds of clays, Professor Thomson explained the chief methods
in use for working the clay and forming it into .bricks ready for the kiln. He then
turned attention to the great loss of heat which occurs in the ordinary modes of

burning bricks in common kilns. This great loss, he pointed out, arises in a twofold

way. First—During the burning of the bricks, the air which has passed through

the fuel or among the heated bricks, and the smoke, including gaseous products

generally, passes away from the kiln to waste at a very high temperature, even at

a red heat, during a considerable part of the process. Secondly—When the bricks

are raised to the high temperature required to burn them, and renderthem permanently
hard, the great store of heat which they contain is entirely thrown to waste while

they are left to cool. He stated that he had noticed with much interest the

very admirable principles of a new kind of kiln with perpetually revolving fire,

which, invented and patented by F. Hoffmann, of Berlin, and A. Licht, of Danzig, is

being introduced into Ireland by Mr. Moore, of this town, both for brick- burning and
lime-burning." In this new kiln a most remarkable economy of fuel is effected in

a twofold way, in fact, by saving the twofold loss of heat already mentioned ; for,

first, it saves the heat of the gaseous products of combustion and unconsumed air

passing through and away from the burning bricks, by applying this heat effectively

in drying the new fresh bricks about to be burnt, and raising them up to an incan-

descent temperature, so that only a very slight addition of heat directly from ignited

fuel is required to complete their burning; and, secondly, it saves the heat of the

cooling bricks, after their having been sufficiently fired, by applying it all in warming
the air which goes forward to supply the fires; so that the fuel is burnt with air

already at an incandescent temperature, instead of requiring, as usual, to heat the

air for its own combustion. Professor Thomson, with the aid of drawings, went on

to explain the manner in which these principles are practically carried into effect,

taking as an example the large kiln which Mr. Moore is constructing at his brick-

works at Hayfield, in the neighbourhood of Belfast. The kiln is built in the form

of a large arched passage, like a railway tunnel, bending round in going forward on
the ground till it closes with itself to form a great circular ring-chamber, within

which the burning of the bricks is carried on. This ring-chamber may be of any
convenient dimensions-—160 feet diameter being a suitable size. Round its circum-

ference there are twenty-four entrance doorways, admitting of being closed with

temporarily-built bricks and clay, so as to retain the heat and exclude all entrance

of air by the doorways so built up. The great ring-chamber may now be conceived

as consisting of twenty-four compartments or spaces, with one of these doorways to

each. In the centre of the ring a high chimney is erected, and from each of the

twenty-four compartments of the annular chamber an underground flue leads into

the chimney. There are, then, twenty-four of these flues converging towards the

centre like the spokes of a wheel, and each flue has a valve, by which its communi-
cation with the chimney can be cut off. Arrangements are made by which a par-

tition like a damper or portcullis can be let down at pleasure, so as to cut off all

communication between any of the twenty-four compartments of the ring-kiln and
the next one. Let us now suppose the working of the kiln to have been already

fairly established, for, after being once kindled, the fire is never extinguished, but

the burning of new bricks and the removal of the finished produce is carried on by
a continuous and regular process from day to day. Two adjacent compartments

have this day their entrance doors open, all the rest being perfectly closed. By the

arrangement of the valves in the flues, and the large damper or portcullis, the air

which gets admittance alone by the two open doors has to go round the whole cir-

cuit of the ring-kiln in order to be drawn into the chimney. From one of the two
open compartments men are taking out the finished and cooled bricks, and, in the

other one, they are building up newly-formed unburnt bricks which are not yet quite

dry. The air entering by these two compartments passes first among bricks almost

cold, and takes up their heat, and then goes forward to warmer bricks, and then to

hotter and hotter, always carrying the heat of the cooling bricks forward with it till

it reaches the part of the ring diametrically opposite to the two open and cold com-
partments. At this place it gets a final accession of heat from the burning of a
very small quantity of coal-dust, which is dropped in among the bricks from time

to time by numerous small openings furnished with air-tight movable lids. Thus,

* Vide Prac. Mech's Journal) vol. is., 2nd series, plate, description, and -opinions.
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at this part of the kiln there is generated the full intensity of heat which is required

for the burning of the bricks. The hot air, including the products of combustion,

which, for brevity, we may call the smoke, though it is really perfectly gaseous and

free from sooty particles, then passes forward to the bricks, which, by its continuous

current, are being heated ; and it passes on among them from hot bricks to those

which are less and less hot, heating them as it goes, and then passes on to those which

are still damp, drving them as it goes ; and then it passes to the chimney, in a state

almost cold, and saturated with the moisture, in the form of steam or vapour, which

it has taken from the damp bricks. On the following day to that on which the

operations just described have been going on, the portcullis is shifted forwards by

the space of one compartment, and a corresponding change is made as to the flue

which is to communicate with the chimney, and as to the pair of compartments

open for the admission of air and for the removal of finished cold bricks, and the

building in of fresh damp bricks; and the air, including products of combustion, at

the end of its circuit in the annular chamber, just before passing off to the chimney,

now passes among the fresh bricks which were described as built in on the yester-

day of this new day. Tne place where the coal-dust for fuel is thrown in is also

advanced round the circle by the stage of one compartment ; and so now the whole

process goes on just as it did yesterday. The fire thus makes a complete circuit of

the annular chamber in twenty-four working days, the whole process being left dor-

mant on Sundays, merely by the closing of all apertures for the admission of the

current of air. The same kind of kiln, with the same process of working, is appli-

cable in the burning of lime; and both for the brick-burning and the lime-burning,

the saving of fuel, relatively to what is consumed by the ordinary methods, is such

as to appear at first tight almost incredible.

Professor Hodges said he had listened with great satisfaction to the information

given by Professor Thomson. The system of brick manufacture alluded to by

Professor Thomson had been introduced into this country by their enterprising

fellow-townsman. Mr. Moore, and it was likely to be introduced into other parts

of the country. It answered equally well the purposes of lime-burning and other

manufactures, and had been introduced for that purpose by Mr. Murland, of Castle-

wellan, for the excellent lime on his estate at Castle Espie. He had much pleasure

in moving that the best thanks of the meeting be given to Professor Thomson for

his excellent and instructive paper, and for his kindness in consenting to deliver it

to the society.

The Chairman put the motion, which was passed unanimously.

Professor Thomson thanked the society for the hearty vote of thanks they had

passed. The subject was interesting, not only in a scientific, but in a practical point

of view, and great credit was due to Mr. Moore, who had introduced the patent of

Messrs. Hoffmann & Licht to Ireland.

An interesting conversation ensued on the subject of the paper, and the proceed-

ings terminated. *^

AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

At a meeting of the council of this society, held at Stafford House, St. James', on

Taesday, the 17th inst., James Ghisher, Esq., F.R.S-, in the chair, the following

new members were announced :—Messrs. Robert Holland Stanmore, Middlesex

;

Charles Carttar, coroner for Kent ; Wm. Frederick Harrison, F.M.S., Bartropps,

Weybridge; Thomas Dick Landers, 60th Rifles; A. J. Melhurst, F.R.A.S., York
Place, Portman Square. Messrs. Hatton Turnor (author of " Astra Castra"), and
Henry Wright (nominated by his Grace the Duke of Argyll), were elected members
of the council.

Mr. F. W. Brearey, the hon. sec., read a paper contributed by Wm. Fairbairn,

Esq., LL.D., advocating perseverance in meteorological experiments, with a view

of increasing our knowledge of " the law of storms and of electric and magnetic

phenomena, which enter so largely into the movements of elastic fluids when united

to vapour and heat in the shape of clouds."

Mr. Butler contributed some interesting facts as to the progress of the science in

France, gathered in his visit to Paris since the last meeting. Some discussion

ensued as to the feasibility of an exhibition for a short time in London of the various

models which illustrate the mode of ascent into the atmosphere without the aid of

balloons; and Mr. Butler undertook to communicate the views of the council to the

French societies, so that the inventions of both countries might be collected in one
exhibition.

It was arranged that the first experiments under the auspices of the society

should take place next month, conducted by Mr. Glaisher, F.R.S., and Mr. Westcar,

of the Royal Horse Guards, when, in addition to observations of a meteorological

nature, some experiments specially adapted to the confirmation of a theory as to

the flight of birds, by Mr. Wenham, C.E., should be attempted from the car of the

balloon.

A general meeting of members was advocated at as early a date as should be
warranted by the value of the information to be imparted to them.
The Secretary announced the following donations:—Colonel Morrieson, £5 5s.;

Henri Reda St. Martin, £1 Is. ; and Mr. Potter, £1 Is.

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN".

ON THE DEVIATION OF THE COMPASS IN IRON SHIPS. By Archibald
Smith, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.

The deviation of the compass is a subject of great and increasing importance, owing
to the great and increasing amount of iron used in the construction of vessels, and
the consequent increase in the amount of the deviation and in the apparent irregu-

larity of its laws.

On the present occasion it will be necessary for me to omit altogether some of the

most important and most interesting parts of the subject, viz., 1st, the mathematical
part, including algebraical formulae, arithmetical processes, and graphic constructions
of great interest and utility; and, 2ndly, the numerical results for different ships

and classes of ships which have been obtained from the redaction and discussion of

observations made in a large number of ships of the royal navy. I must confine

myself to an attempt to explain the principles on which the forces which cause the

deviation act, and the principles on which the deviations produced can be reduced

to law, and to stating generally what has been accomplished and what remains tc

be accomplished.

General Considerations.— 1. A magnet is a bar of steel, the ends of which have
opposite properties. They are generally marked N. and S. (north and south"), but

to avoid the confusion which would be occasioned by speaking of the magnetism of

the north end of the needle or of the north end of the earth as south magnetism, it

is convenient to distinguish them as red and blue (which may be remembered from
R occurring in NoKth and U occurring in South).

The property is that the red end of one magnet attracts the blue end and repels

the red end of another magnet, and vice versa,.

If we lay two magnets at a little distance in the same line with unlike poles

turned to each other, and lay a soft iron rod in the interval between them, the soft

iron rod will be magnetized by induction : the end next the blue pole of one magnet
will become red, the end next the red end of the other magnet will become blue. If

we turn the rod about its centre, it will gradually lose its magnetism, till, when at

right angles to the line of magnetization, it will be neutral, and if we turn it further,

it will become magnetized in the opposite way.

The earth is a magnet, having a blue pole in lat. 70° N., long. 96° W., and a red

pole in lat. 75° S., and long. 154° E.

The direction of the magnetic force in London at present is the same as if there

were a blue pole 20j° to the west of north, and 68° below the horizon, and a red

pole 20£° to the east of south, and 68° above the horizon. This direction is called

the line of force, or the line of u
dip." If we hold a soft iron rod in the line of dip,

it becomes instantly magnetized, the north or lower end becoming red, the south or

upper end becoming blue. If we hold the rod vertically, the lower end will still be

red, but of less intensity, the upper end blue, also of less intensity. If we hold

the rod horizontally north and south, the north end will be red, but of still lower

intensity, the south end blue, also of lower intensity. If we now turn the rod in

the same horizontal plane, its magnetism will diminish till it becomes east and west,

when it will be neutral, and if we turn it still further the magnetism will be reversed

;

the amount of the changes will be greatly increased by hammering the rod in each

position. In a rod which I used the effect was increased by hammering from 12 to

80, or between six and sevenfold. If the iron had been perfectly soft, it results,

from the experiments of Weber and Thalen, that the effect would have been about 36.

A sphere of soft iron will be magnetized in the same way, however held. The
diameter in the line of dip will be the axis of magnetism, and the lower and north

half of the surface will he red, the upper and south half blue.

In bodies of any other shape the effects will be similar, though less regular, if the

shape be irregular.

In an iron ship on the stocks, intense magnetism is developed by the process of

hammering; red magnetism being developed in the part of the ship which is below

and towards the north, and blue magnetism in the part which is above and towards

the north.

As the usual position of the compass is near the stern, it follows that in the case

of ships built head north the compass is in a position where there is an intense blue

magnetism drawing the north end of the compass strongly to the stern and down-
wards, and generally producing a very large deviation, besides a large heeling error.

In such ships it is of importance to have a standard compass well forward.

In ships built head south there will generally be less deviation and little heeling

error in the usual position of the compass.

In ships built east and west the amount of deviation is generally small, but is

less regular than in ships built head south.

Theoretical Representation of the Deviation.— If we place a magnet before the

compass with its blue end turned to the compass, it will draw the north end of the

needle to the ship's head, and as the ship turns round there will be, in the first or

eastern semicircle, a deviation of the north point of the compass to the right hand
or east; in the second or western semicircle, a deviation to the left hand or west.

This would produce one part of what is called the "semicircular" deviation.

If we place a soft iron rod vertically in front of the compass, with its upper end

at the level of the compass, this end, which will be blue, will attract the north end

of the needle, and produce a deviation of exactly the same kind as the magnet which

we have considered. It will, therefore, simply increase the semicircular deviation

caused by the first magnet. If the red end of the imaginary magnet, or the lower

end of the imaginary rod, be nearest the compass, or if the magnet or rod be abaft

the compass, an effect of the same kind, but in an opposite direction, will be produced.

A magnet to starboard or port of the compass will produce a similar effect, except

that a deviation of one kind will be produced when the ship's head is on the north

semicircle, and of the other kind when on the south semicircle. This is the other

part of the semicircular deviation.

The effect of the two magnets and the one iron rod, which we have considered,

make up the whole of what is called the semicircular deviation.

If we lay a horizontal soft iron rod in front of and directed to the compass, it will

easily be seen that when the ship's head is N., S., E., or W., it produces no devia-

tion. When N.E. and S.W. it produces a deviation to the right hand or E., and

when S.E. or N.W. a deviation to the left hand or W. ; it therefore produces what

is called the " quadrantal" deviation.

A horizontal soft iron rod directed to the compass, but placed to the starboard

or port, will produce an effect of exactly the opposite kind, and would correct that

produced by the first rod ; but if the second rod, instead of being on one side, passes,

as it were, through the compass, it will produce exactly the same effect as the first

rod. The two rods will then conspire to produce the quadrantal deviation.

A quadrantal deviation of the same kind will be produced if the first rod, instead

of being on one side of the compass, passes through it, provided always that its force

is less than that of the transverse rod.

In almost all known ships the quadrantal deviation is what would be produced

by two such rods, i.e., rods of one or other of two types.

Between the two types there is an important difference, which will be easily

traced out. The second type would always diminish the directive force of the needle,
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while the first type would increase or diminish it according as the force of the fore

and aft rods is greater or less than that of the transverse rod.

It will easily be understood that as the ship heels over, the upper end of the trans-

verse rod becomes blue and attracts the north end of the needle to windward, and also

that the upper end of the vertical rod which is below in the first case, by the effect

of heeling, is moved to windward, and draws the north end of the needle to wind-

ward, and increases the heeling error caused by the transverse beam; while in the

second case it is moved to leeward and counteracts the heeling error caused by the

transverse iron.

Compasses on the upper decks of iron ships, particularly if they have been built

head north, are of the first type, and there is generally a large heeling error to

windward. Compasses on the main deck, and particularly of iron-plated ships, are

generally of the second type, and the heeling error is often to leeward.

The amount of error iu each case may be easily determined by observations of

vertical force, and by separating the two parts of the quadrantal deviation, without

actually heeling the ship.

The magnets and soft iron rods we have imagined must not be considered as

mere possible cases, but as representing truly the actual case in all ships. They
are in fact the physical interpretation of Poisson's general formulae for the action of

induced magnetism, which, interpreted, amount to this, that the effect of the iron of

any body, however irregular, on a magnetic particle, is exactly the same as that of

nine soft iron rods and three magnets. When the iron is symmetrically distributed,

as in a ship, the rods are reduced five in number, viz., the four we have considered,

and a fifth lying fore and aft, with one end below the compass, which would make
the heeling error greater or less with the ship's head north than it is with the ship's

head south, but this is not an effect of much importance.

Effect in particular Ships.—In wooden ships the semicircular deviation is repre-

sented by the effect of a single vertical rod of soft iron in front of the compass, and
the quadrantal deviation is very small.

In iron ships the semicircular deviation is generally represented by the effect of

a magnet at the part of the ship which was south in building, with its blue end
turned to the compass.

Armour-plated ships are generally plated after launching; the semicircular mag-
netism is greatly affected by the position in which they are plated. If they are

plated in the direction opposite to that in which they were built, the deviation is

generally diminished; when they are plated in the same position in which they are

built, the semicircular deviation is generally increased.

Change of Deviationfrom Time.—What we have called the permanent magnetism
is in truth only sub-permanent, and changes much, particularly if the ship is exposed

to blows or strains, so that the semicircular deviation generally alters very much in

the first year after building. The alteration is generally a diminution, although it

might be an increase if the compass had by accident or choice been placed in a
position where the semicircular deviation from induced magnetism exactly counter-

acted that from the permanent magnetism.
In consequence of this change the Government has, on the recommendation of

the superintendent of the Compass Department, laid down a rule that no iron ship

shall be taken up as a transport till it has made one long voyage.

There is a very remarkable change in the capacity of the soft iron for receiving

magnetism by induction, which seems to indicate some molecular change in the

iron, viz., that it becomes less susceptible of induction by the lapse of time. The
effect of this on the strength of the iron is one of the most importaut points to which
attention is now directed.

Change of Deviationfrom Change of Place.—When a ship sailing south reaches

the magnetic equator, the earth's magnetism acts horizontally. The vertical soft

iron rod which I have imagined will then have no magnetism, and the semicircular

deviation arising therefrom will disappear. When she goes into south magnetic
latitudes the upper end will now become red, and will repel the north end of the
needle, and change the direction of the semicircular magnetism caused by the rod.

There will be no corresponding change in the semicircular magnetism caused by
the permanent magnetism, except that near the magnetic equator, the directive force

of the earth's magnetism being greater than in England, the amount of deviation

which the same disturbing force produces will be proportionately diminished.

Careful observations on the changes which take place in the deviation of iron

ships in different latitudes are much wanted. They are being made in some of her

Majesty's ships now iu the south, but there are no means of procuring such obser-

vations from merchant ships.

No change is produced iu the quadrantal deviation by a change of the ship's

geographical position.

Ejj'tcts of Special Arrangements of Iron.—The upper or lower ends of all vertical

masses of iron produce powerful effects on the needle.

The stern post, iron stanchions, funnels, gun turrets, generally produce large

deviations, but if the place of the compass is judiciously selected, they or some of
them may be used as correctors.

Horizontal masses of iron, such as deck-beams, produce a great effect, generally
increasing the quadrantal deviation and diminishing the directive force. Both causes
of error may be reduced by having as little iron as possible immediately below the
compass, or within a cone traced out by a line passing through the compass, and
making an angle of 54° 45' with the vertical.

History of the Science.— What has been said will make a short account of the
history of the science intelligible. Captain Flinders, in his voyage to Australia in

the beginning of the century, was struck by the fact of the north end of the compass
being drawn to the ship's head in northern, and to the stern in southern latitudes.

He, with great sagacity, compared it to the effect produced by a vertical rod of soft

iron, and corrected it by introducing such a rod abaft the compass.
Afterwards, attention was drawn to the same subject in the voyage of Ross and

Parry to Baffin's Bay, to which expeditions General (then Captain) Sabine was
attached as astronomer. The very large deviations which were found in high lati-

tudes attracted attention, and were carefully observed and discussed.
The observations made in these voyages attracted the attention of Poisson, the

great French mathematician, who in his memoirs on magnetism, published in the
year 1824, first gave the general formula? for the effect of iron, which we have

already adverted to, and applied them to the observations made in these voyages

with much success.

About the year 1840 the British Admiralty, on the report of a committee of

scientific officers, comprising General Sabine, Sir J. Ross, and the late Captain
Johnson, adopted the system ever since followed in the royal navy, of having a

standard compass distinct from the steering compass, placed in a position selected,

not with reference to the convenience of the steersman, but for the small and uniform

amount of magnetic force at and around it, and of having the deviations of that

compass carefully observed by the process of u swinging" the ship, and the devia-

tions of every ship recorded. They also appointed an officer, whose sole or principal

duty was the superintendence of the compasses. This office, which has been filled

first by Captain Johnson, and since his death by Captain Evans, has done more for

the advancement of the science than anything else.

No ships in the royal navy have ever been lost from the errors of the compass;

and the magnetic history of every ship is so well known, that, in case of the loss of

a ship, there would be no difficulty in arriving at a confident opinion as to the effect

of the compass error in causing it.

At the same time the attention of Mr. Airy, the astronomer royal, was directed

to the particular question of the deviation of the compass in iron ships. Mr. Airy

proposed a mode of correcting the semicircular deviation by the application of

magnets, and of correcting the quadrantal deviation by the application of soft iron

cylinders analogous to the soft iron rods we have supposed, which has been subse-

quently extensively adopted in the mercantile marine.

In the year 1856 the Liverpool Compass Committee commenced thoso labours

which, principally carried on by their able secretary, Mr. Rundell, have produced

three valuable reports, which have contributed greatly to the advancement of this

science. These labours are, however, now discontinued.

Practice in the Royal Navy.— In the royal navy, as we have said, each ship has

a standard compass in a selected position. A ship is swung or turned round, and

the deviation observed in a certain number of positions, either by comparison with

a compass on shore, or by a comparison with a celestial body, or by observing a

distant object. A table of errors is thus observed and recorded; they are reduced

by obtaining from them the co-efficients of the semicircular and quadrantal deviation.

Observations of horizontal force and of vertical force are also made, from which the

amount of heeling error is obtained, and, if the amount is large, the heeling error is

corrected by the application of a vertical magnet.

The whole process is described, and all the mathematical formula and arithmetical

processes, and a number of convenient graphic methods, are given in the ''Admiralty

Manual for ascertaining and applying the Deviations of the Compass caused by the

Iron of a Ship." (London : Potter, 1863.)

Practice in the Mercantile Marine.—In the mercantile marine there is no regular

superintendence of the adjustment of the compass; it is left to the professional

compass adjusters. In many cases there is no separate standard compass, but the

steering compass is used for the navigation of the ship, and is often placed so near

the stern post and steering gear that it has originally very large and very irregular

deviations. These are corrected by powerful magnets. The consequence is, that

the slightest change in the magnetism of a ship produces a large error, which is the

more dangerous that the captain believes his compass to be free from error.

This great disadvantage, from the indiscriminate use of the method of correction

by magnets, is, however, an abuse of the method, and not necessarily attendant on it.

Desiderata.

I. Royal Nary.—The only desiderata seem to be that greater attention should

be paid to the preparing a place for the standard compass, and to the position of

the ship in building and plating. The position of the standard compass should

be shown in the drawings of every ship, which, before being finally settled, should

be submitted for the observations and suggestions of the superintendent of the

Compass Department.

Ships should be built as much as possible head south, and should be plated in the

opposite direction to that of building.

Careful recommendation as to the special points to be attended to have been

submitted to the Admiralty by the present superintendent of the Compass Depart-

ment, and we may hope that much benefit will be derived from them.

A proof of what may be effected in this way has already bfen given in the case

of several of the ships of the Imperial Russian navy, in which the arrangements

made under the superintendence of Captain Belavenetz have greatly reduced the

amount of deviation.

II. Mercantile Marine.—This is a more difficult question, from the want of any

general superintendence, or any mode of establishing a uniform system, or any

opportunity of receiving, recording, reducing, and discussing the observations ma-fe.

Till some change takes place in this respect, it is not probable that much improve-

ment will be introduced, or that merchant ships will make their due contributions

to the advancement of science. What seems desirable is

—

1. That in all iron steam passenger ships there should be a standard compass

distinct from the steering compass, placed in a position selected for the small and

uniform amount of the deviation at and around it-

2. That the deviations by the standard compass should be ascertained and returned

to a department of the Government.

3. That these deviations should be carefully recorded, reduced, and discussed by

a competent superintendent.

Many indirect advantages might be expected to flow from following, in these

respects, the example of the royal navy.

Foreign Countries.—The "Admiralty Manual" has been translated with more or

less modification, and in some respects improvement, by M. Darondeau into French,

Captain Belavenetz into Russian, and Dr. Shaub (of the Austrian Hydrographic

Department) into German. In Russia, in particular, the great zeal of Captain

Belavenetz, and above all, the appointment of a person of his energy and ability,

charged exclusively with the superintendence of this branch of nautical science, has

produced, and promises to produce, mo>t important results. In the French and

other navies it is not understood that there is any officer charged exclusively with

the duty, and we cannot therefore at present look for any contributions from them

to the science of the deviation of the compass.
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MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDUM.

The SurAT.—This magnificent iron screw steamer, built for the Peninsular and

Oriental Company, was lately launched from Messrs. C. A. Day & Co's ship-

building yard at Northam, Southampton, and is the largest vessel ever built there.

She" will also be one of the largest and finest in the steam fleet of this powerful

company. Her leading dimensions are as follows:—Length between perpendiculars,

318 feet 5 inches; length over all, 350 feet 6 inches; beam, 41 feet 5 inches;

depth of hold, 33 feet ; tonnage, builders' measurement, 2666. She is fitted with

engines of 500 horse- power, cylinders (which are steam-jacketed and provided with

expansion valve) 80 inches' diameter and 3 feet 6 inches' stroke, and superheater

and boilers on Lamb and Summer's plan. The surface condensers are fitted with

ten miles of copper tubes, tinned inside and out to prevent the internal corrosion of

the boilers. The screw propeller has four blades and a diameter of 18 feet, with

24 feet pitch. The Swat is built of iron, with steel plates to form her top sides,

thus saving about 60 tons of top weight, and at the same time obtaining a greater

amount of strength. The spar and main decks are of teak, and she is to be brig-

rigged, the masts being of iron. There is great height between decks, and her

ports are higher out of water than most other vessels carry them, which will

enable passengers to keep these open in ordinary weather, thus insuring a constant

supply of fresh air, so necessary for health and comfort, especially in an Indian

climate. The side ports are large, and in addition the most ample means for

ventilation are provided throughout the ship. She has accommodation for about 200

passengers. The ice-house has stowage room for 20 tons of that great luxury in the

regions of the East, and there is room in her bunkers for 800 tons of coal, or about

18 days' consumption at full speed. The Sural is built and engined entirely at

the Northam Works, and her present appearance gives promise that she will prove

a fast and comfortable vessel, creditable alike to builders and owners.

Kerosene Lamp Trimmer.—All persons who use kerosene lamps know

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

that it is a difficult matter to trim the wicks properly, and that in any event

the top of the wick is likely to be jagged and not of the proper shape, unless

the person cutting has considerable manual dexterity. Moreover,

the wick is so thick that common scissors (which are always dull)

slip over it without producing any effect. To obviate these

troubles, the instrument shown herewith has been devised. It has

great power, combined with unerring uniformity in the shape of the

cut, so that any unskilled person can trim the lamp properly. The
instrument consists of a lever, A, fastened to a frame, B, by a joint,

c. The lever has a jaw at D, which is armed with a cutter, e, as

in fig. 2, where the parts are shown bottom up, to exhibit them to

better advantage. It is easy to see that when the lever is pressed

by the hand, as illustrated in the engraving, the parts will be brought

together ; the cutter will be forced up against the wick, held between

it and the back part of the frame (as at f), and so cut off exactly

the right shape ; the cutter being slightly rounded to secure that

desideratum. The instrument can be applied to any lamp, and, as

may be seen, will work to great advantage.

—

Scientific American.
EL'Sso-AjiERicAi- Gold.—Interesting intelligence reaches us from Russian-

America. Large strata of auriferous minerals have been discovered in those

northern latitudes by the American working party Sent out to construct the

telegraph that is to connect three continents. It is asserted that the Californian

ore is less pore than the new treasure trove. The annual yield of gold in Siberia,

it may be added, amounts to about 22,000,000 roubles.

Underground Railways foe Paris.—The French capital has just been
placed in a state of great excitement by the project of M. Edoux, civil engineer,

who proposes to effect as great a revolution under the city as M. Haussman, the

prefect, has done above ground. His plan is to construct a system of subterranean

railways diverging from the Palais Royal as the common centre, and connected at

the ends by an outside circle. One line is to go down the Rue de Eivoli, under the

Place de la Madeleine and the Rne Tronchet, to the railway terminus of St. Lazare;

another is to go under the market-halls, and thence either under or over the Seine

to the terminus of the Orleans Railway. From the market-halls a branch line is

to be carried nnder the Boulevard de Sebastopol and the Boulevard de Strasbourg
to the termini of the Northern and Strasbourg railways. A second branch is to

go under the Boulevards and the Place de la Bastille to the termini of the Vincennes
and the Lyons railways ; and lastly, a line is projected from the Palais Royal, and
under the Champ9 Elyse"es to the Bois de Boulogne,

Production of Coal in America.—The report of the year's production
of the anthracite coalfields of Eastern Pennsylvania shows that the return- of the
various collieries add up 9,488,396 tons. The region to which the Reading
Railroad is the outlet produced 3,835,176 tons, of which nearly three-fourths were
carried to market over that road. Since the commencement of coal-mining
operations in Pennsylvania, some 45 years ago, the enormous amount of 134,121,54S
tons of anthracite coal have been sent to market from the Pennsylvania mines.
The bituminous coal mines of Western Pensylvania in 1865 produced 1,383,486
tons, and in order to supply the demand for this kind of coal, although in the face
of a high duty intended to be prohibitory, 685,052 tons of bituminous coal were
imported. In 1820, when the coal trade of Pennsylvania began, the entire annual
product was but 365 tons—one ton a day. Now a single railroad, the Philadelphia
and Reading, has brought to market 100,000 tons in a single week. The only
limit to the production in 1865 was the absolute inability of the various roads and
canals to carry the coal from the mines, and the prospective trade of the anthracite
region in 1866 is estimated at 11,000,000 tons, by operators who are by no means
the most sanguine of our people.

Emery.— We have mentioned in these pages on a preVious occasion the dis-

covery of a bed of emery near Chester, Massachusetts, and it may be as well now
to re-state that this useful substance has until quite recently been obtained only
from the isle of Naxos and the neighbourhood of Smyrna. A few years since a
deposit was discovered in North Wales, and now that the American emery has been
to some small extent only introduced, it is said to be in quality much superior to
any that has hitherto been known; it does not oxidize upon exposure to the
atmosphere ; it is also alleged to be capable of bearing about a third more rubbing
or grinding before being rendered useless.

Broughton's Oiler.— In cold weather the contents of oil cans congeal so
that they cannot be used until thawed out. Of course a stove if convenient, is

the first resort in such an emergency, and the oil

cup is immediately placed on it. As a consequence

the bottom, which is spun in and soldered, gets

leaky. Moreover, as spring-bottom oil cups are

usually made, the bottom is often "set" or dished

by unnecessary pressure, so that in a short time
it is useless for its office. In this invention, as

shown by the engraving, these evils are effectually

overcome ; the first one, by placing the cup within

a false bottom, A, as shown in the broken-out part,

and the second by inserting a button or cap, b, in

the false bottom, so that it bears on the true bottom,

as at c, but is prevented from springing it in too

much by coming in contact with a shoulder turned

on the false bottom. This cap is flush with the said

bottom, and does not interfere with it in any way;
It will be seen that by its rotundity it tends to pre-

serve an upright form, so that the nozzle is always

erect when the can is full ; when it is empty it

makes no difference how the cup stands. These
improvements add to the durability and efficiency

of the utensil.

—

Scientific American.
Petroleum Well in England.-—We hear from

a source which may be considered reliable, that within

the last six weeks a running spring of petroleum is

discovered to have long existed somewhere in the

Midland Counties. It is reported that a company is being formed to thoroughly
explore the present spring and seek for others in the neighbourhood. Mr. Shand,
of Stirling, the well-known oil refiner, is, we understand, taking an active part in

the development of this, which appears to be a most important addition to our oil

producing sources.

The Atlantic and Great Western Railway Company.—An official

abstract of the report of Colonel Simpson, Corps Engineers, United States Army,
to the secretary of the Interior, in relation to the Pacific Railway and its branches,

has just been made public. It gives for the first time a comprehensive view of the

work proposed and the amount actually completed of that important undertaking.

It appears that six companies have accepted the provisions of the Act of Congress,

approved July 1, 1862, and the several amendatory Acts thereof, and undertaken

to construct the road and its branches. Commencing on the waters of the Pacific,

the "Central Pacific" is authorized to make ihe road from San Francisco, or

navigable waters of the Sacramento, to the western boundary of Nevada. At that

point it will be met by the " Union Pacific," which is authorized to build the road

from Omaha city, on the Missouri, opposite Council Bluffs, to the western boundary
of Nevada. In case one of the companies arrives at the meeting point before the

other, it is authorized to push forward its line until the junction is effected. Those
two companies form the main line of the Pacific Central route. Authority has
also been given for the construction of the "Union Pacific Eastern Division" from

the mouth of the Kansas River, on the south side, to the 100th meridian, where it

is to effect a junction with the "Union Pacific," at a point to be fixed by the

President of the United States, between the north margin of the valley of the

Platte River and the south margin of the valley of the Republican Fork, these

limits being about thirty miles apart. The 100th meridian is about 250 miles

west from Omaha, and 381 miles from the mouth of Kansas River. The point

where the roads must unite will probably be decided on next spring or summer.
Other branches to connect the Union Pacific with the existing systems of railways

have been authorized as follows;—An extension of the Hannibal and St. Joseph
Railroad of Missouri, via Atchison, to the Union Pacific Eastern Division, or from

St. Joseph to the Union Pacific line from Omaha, neither branch to be more than

100 miles long; the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad from Sioux City, Iowa, about

100 mile3 above Omaha, on the Missouri River, to connect with the Union Pacific

at or near the 100th meridian. The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad of

Iowa is authorized to extend its line from the Missouri River to the Union Pacific

at the 100th meridian. Besides these, the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
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has been incorporated for the purpose of building a railroad from Lake Superior,

north of the 45 parallel, to Puget's sound, with a branch, via Columbia River, to

Portland—the latter to join the main line not more than 300 miles from its

western terminus. No application has yet been -made to Congress to recognize any

organization for the construction of the Southern Pacific Railroad. With the

exception of the Burlington and Missouri Extension and the Northern Pacific

Companies, the parties undertaking the construction of the Pacific Railroad and

branches are to be assisted by Government bonds, payable thirty years after date,

bearing sis per cent interest, payable in legal currency to the United States semi-

annually. In default of payment of interest or bonds the road is to be taken

possession of by the United States. These bonds are to be issued to the extent of

1G,000 dollars per mile constructed, except 150 miles in the Rocky Mountains,

and 150 miles in the Sierra Nevada, for which 48,000 dollars per mile is to be

granted. Between these mountain sections of 150 miles each, bonds to the

extent of 32,000 dollars per mile are to be granted. The whole amount of the

bonds to be issued is limited to fifty millions of dollars. Besides the bonds loaned,

the companies are to receive public lands to the extent of ten alternate sections on

eacli side of the road and within the limits of twenty miles from its line, provided

the lands have not already been disposed of. These bonds and lands are to be

issued by Government at the completion of each twenty or more miles of first-class

road, fully equipped as such for the service contemplated by the Act, of a continuous

line of railroad from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean. The Burlington and

Missouri Extension and the Northern Pacific are to be assisted by the land grants,

hut not by bonds. According to the report to the secretary of the Interior, the

Central Pacific Company expect to complete the railroad over the dreaded Sierra

Nevadas to the Truckee River— a distance of 120 miles from Sacramento—during

the present year. At the summit an altitude will be attained of seven thousand

feet above tide- water. The maximum grade is 105 feet to the mile, and no

elevation is lost by descending grades before reaching the summit. The tunnels

are all made wide enough for double tracks. Two tunnels are in course of con-

struction at and near the summit of the Sierras, one being 1600 feet long and the

other 900 feet. Eight other tunnels have been commenced. Ten thousand

labourers, principally Chinese coolies, are at work on the road. The company are

confident of their ability to reach a point fifty miles beyond the Truckee River in

1867, and from that point push forward over the plains, so as to meet the road from

the east at Salt Lake City two years thereafter. The Union Pacific have sixty miles

of track laid from Omaha, grading on remainder of first 100 miles completed, on

second 100 miles commenced, and will possibly have the road completed to the

100th meridian by July, 1867. The Union Pacific Eastern Division has been

opened for traffic to Topeka, and the grading is rapidly progressing. The company
has notified the Secretary of the Interior that it intends pushing forward the line

west of the 100th meridian, and are hurrying its work in order to reach that point

in advance of the line from Omaha. The report is not favourable as to the manner
in which the construction of the road has been performed, but the managers claim

it is good enough for present purposes, and they will make the necessary improve-

ments to fit it for the prospective through traffic. The Hannibal and St. Joseph

Extension, via Atchison, has been completed for twenty miles, and the second

section of twenty miles is under contract to be completed in May. No official evidence

has been received of the performance of work on the Sioux City and Pacific, Bur-

lington, and Missouri Extension, or Northern Pacific railroads. The latter company
is required hy the Act to commence work before July 2, 1866, and after the second

year must build at least fifty miles per year, all to be completed by July 4, 187C.
By a subsequent Act of Congress to that authorizing the construction of the Union
Pacific Railroad, the vexed question of the gauge of the line was settled by

Congress, which established it at four feet eight and a-half inches. According to

the tabular statement published in the American Railroad Journal, the total

mileage of completed railways in the United States on the first of January, 1866,

was 35,361 miles, with about 16,000 miles additional in progress. The total cost

of all the railways is set down at 1388 millions of dollars, the average cost of the

completed lines being about 35,000 dollars per mile. The average of individual

States ranges from 19,169 dollars in North Carolina to 67,508 dollars in Western

Virginia. Pennsylvania stands at the head of Railway States, having 3797 miles

completed: the next in order of the leading Railway States being:—Ohio, 3392;
Illinois, 3171 ; New York, 2928 ; Indiana, 2196. All the other States fall below

2000 miles; five range above 1000, namely, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Virginia,

Georgia, and Tennessee. Adding the second track of the railways and the total

length of the street railroad lines (estimated with second tracks at 1660 miles), the

whole length of completed tracks in the United States will be about 50,000 miles.

Italian Progress—At the last meeting of the Statistical Society, a paper was
read hy Mr. S. Brown, " On the Statistical Progress of the Kingdom of Italy." Since

the union, in 1860, of the various provinces constituting the new kingdom of Italy,

considerable attention has been paid to the collection of government statistics—

a

department being attached to the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce,
aided by councils, in all the prefectures of the kingdom. The last census was taken

on the night of the 31st of December, 1861, when the population was found to be

21,704,000. At the rate of progress since observed, on the 1st of January in this

year it is estimated to be about 22,300,000. The population is mostly agricultural, the

largest cities being very inferior in number of inhabitants to the great cities and com-
mercial towns in England. Florence will, no doubt, rapidly increase as the seat of

government, but at the date of the census it had only 114,000 inhabitants; Naples,

417,000; Turin, 180,000; Milan, 219,000 ; and Palermo, 186,000. A few leading

facts were given to show the condition of the kingdom under each of the heads

—

Population, Army, Navy, Roads and Railroads, Telegraphs, Post Office, Friendly

Societies, Products of the Soil, Commerce, and Finance. Great activity prevails in

extending the lines of railway to attract the traffic of the East to the Italian coasts

of the Adriatic. The completion of the Mont Cenis tunnel and a projected Alpine

railway over the St. Gothard are expected by the Italians to give them a large

share in the transit of light goods and passengers when the Suez Canal is opened.

The products of the soil of Italy— oil, wine, rice, cotton, silk; its vast tracts of un-
explored mineral grounds, and thousands of square miles of land which only require

scientific irrigation to render them the most fertile in Europe—open up a great future

for her commercial enterprise, to which, under the new government, the greatest
attention is being given. The most difficult problem at present is the financial con-
dition of Italy. Wishing to, and, perhaps, partly under the necessity of maintaining
a large army at heavy cost relative to the present revenue of the country, Italians
yet object to the corresponding sacrifices, though at present but lightly taxed as
compared with other countries. The public debt is alreadv £176,000,000, and it

is advancing at the rate of £8,000,000 to £10,000,000 a year. The only remedy
is a large reduction of the army, or a much heavier taxation. It appears probable
the Italians will choose the latter, which the increasing wealth of the country and
development of its resources will render easier to bear.

Quant's Hoop Lock.—This is an ingenious little device for fastening the ends
of iron hoops used for binding bales

or packages of any kind. It is ^m*. Fig. 1.
remarkably simple and quickly ^^"^Iwfi&k
attached. No holies are needed to

secure the ends, and the object is

attained in the simplest manner.
A casting, a, has a narrow slot

through it, and a square mortise, d,
'

at right angles with the slot.

These are the details. When used,

the ends of the hoops are passed

through the slot and turned over, as

shown in fig. 1 ; a common awl is inserted in the square hole and the parts opened

;

a cut nail is then driven in the square mortise, which upsets the hoop, as shown at

c, in fig. 2. This latter act

not only binds the hoops Fig. 2.

firmly together, but also takes
.

up the slack, so that the bale

is bound as tight as can be.

All the parts can be cheaply -^..^

made, and require no delicate ^^
handling or adjustment. A
saving in time also results from the employment of it, as many more packages can
be secured than by the former methods. Short pieces of iron, not available for other

purposes, may be used with the lock, as it is sold so cheaply.

—

-Scientific American.
Bradford Reservoirs.—Mr. Rawlinson's report to the Home Secretary, dated

in March, has been laid before the House of Commons. It states that the discovery

of a leak through the puddle in Doe-park reservoir embankment, and the leaking

condition of the puddle and masonry shaft of the valve well at Grimwith, are a
justification of Mr. Ferrand in having drawn attention to the state of those embank-
ments. The leaks through the masonry joints are not at present necessarily

dangerous, but they will require to be constantly watched. There are no special

elements of danger in the Due-park embankment like those which existed in the

Dale Dyke embankment above Sheffield, which burst in March, 1864. Former
experience shows that the Doe-park reservoir can be filled and emptied with safety;

and filling it will alone be a reliable test of the embankment being water-tight

and sound. Mr. Rawlinson's recommendation is that the Doe-park and Grimwith
reservoir embankments be cautiously filled after the repairs have been completed,

and that there be regular watching night and day. He is satisfied that no such

catastrophe as that which took place above Sheih'eld need be apprehended at Doe-park.

Hagekty's Screw-Wrench.—This screw-wrench is intended for the use

of plumbers. It is called a basin-wrench because it is used

to turn the jamb-nuts and couplings of wash-basin faucets.

Owing to the limited space in which it is required to operate

on such couplings and jam-nuts, this general shape of a

wrench is necessary. It is used upright, thus bringing the

handle horizontal. The wrench now used has many parts

;

this invention obviates the necessity of having so many dis-

connected pieces, besides being better adapted to fit all the

gauges of the different makers of faucets, and none of its

parts being liable to get lost. This wrench has a movable

and stationary jaw, which may be adjusted to fit any size

of jamb-nut or coupling. There are three styles of basin-

wrenches now in use, two of them being made of wrought

iron, and fitting one and two sizes of couplings ; the other

is made of malleable iron, and consists of a handle and

four detached pieces, which fit four sizes ; but the small

pieces are very likely to get lost. The present improve-

ment overcomes all these objections; and as it is sold at the

same price as the wrought-iron ones, it is having a rapid
|

sale.

—

American Artisan.

The Projected Russo-American Telegraph Line.-

mary of a report drawn up by Colonel Bulkeley, chief of the expedition despatched

to survey the route of the Russo-American Telegraph Line, has been published at St.

Petersburg. The expedition placed in charge of Mr. Conway, which was sent to the

Fraser River, conveyed the telegraph line over a distance of 450 miles, and only

failed to finish the route marked out for them through want of the necessary

material. Mr. Conway states that up to the 57th degree of north latitude, there

are no obstacles to the placing of the line. Mr. Keninkot, chief of the 2nd section,

had to survey the country between the river Kirptchak and Norton Strait, and to

reach the south in order to connect his section with the first. The principal expedition

learned from the natives at Fort St. Michael that the Kirptchak and the Youkone

are one and the same river, flowing into the sea at the bay at Behring, and that

vessels could easily enter the river on the American side of Behring's Straits. The

only suitable point for landing the telegraph cable was Fort Grantley, on the Asiatic

shore. Seniavine Strait offers all the conditions desirable. Between this strait and

Fort Grantley the bottom of Behring's Strait is covered with ooze and sand. The

supposed distance between the two points of submersion of the cable is 178 miles.

Farther on, the Bay of Anadyr, at the mouth of the river of that name, presents a

favourable situation for the submersion of the cable. The principal expedition

-The following sum-
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ascended this river to a distance of about three hundred mifes from Tolsky Cape,

hut could not proceed farther on account of the ice. The sea shore to the south of

the river Anadyr is mountainous, and offers no suitable spot for the submersion of

the cable. The projected submarine telegraph in the Bay of Anadyr extends over

a distance of 209 miles. This route can only be avoided by a land line to the

north crossing the Gulf of St. Croix. In order to obtain a survey of the localities

in Kamtschatka, and of the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, an expedition was formed

under M. Abaza, who discovered that a line might easily be laid between Okhotsk

and Yakontsk, going round the mountains and reaching the Amoor at a point con-

siderably above its mouth. The most distant regions to the north through which

the telegraph wire will be carried offer no serious obstacle either to the construction

or working of the line. The submersion of the cable can be effected very easily, on

account of the level and sandy sea bed ; and the short length of the cable removes

any apprehensions relative to the working of the line. With respect to the land

portion of the line, the posts will be as solid in the frozen earth as if they were

fixed in stone: and as there are no woods to traverse there is no danger from falling

trees. The examination of the line in winter will be a comparatively easy matter,

from the facility of travelling by sledges, drawn by reindeer or dogs. To cross

Behring's Strait, 178 marine miles of cable will be required ; for the Gulf of Anadyr

209 miles. The depth of the sea is so great that the cable can only be damaged

bv icebergs, which, however, never appear in Behring's Strait, nor to the south, on

account of the northern current. Contrary to the opinion generally received, the

native tribes inhabiting the sea coast are peaceable and honest, and hospitable in the

highest degree. It is expected that in time they will be very useful to the under-

taking, the numbers of the specimens of natural history that have been collected

turpass all expectation. Operations will be resumed in the spring.

Automatic Stop Governor.—The best steam engine that can be constructed,

as regards proportion, design, and
Fig. 1. f\ workmanship, runs very defectively

unless it has a good governor.

Where the load on it constantly

varies, the speed will be at one

time high, or at another low, if

some measures are not taken to

regulate the quantity of steam

admitted to the cylinder. In these

engravings we illustrate a new. self-

acting governor, which not only

regulates the flow of steam to the

cylinder, but also serves as a stop-

motion in case of emergency when
the engineman is not close to the

throttle valve. Referring to the

engraving in fig. 1, a weighted lever,

a, is seen. This lever has its ful-

crum at b, and connects with the

throttle valve stem by a square

socket, c, in which it is free to

move up or down. This weighted

lever is provided to take up the

lost motion, in the joints and pins

of the governor arms, and to par-

tially balance the valve, thus

rendering it easy to move and very

sensitive to the action of the arms,

so that any change in the load of

the engine, whether an increase

or decrease, is instantly felt at

the throttle valve, and more or

less steam admitted, as may be required. The balls tend to depress the valve,

while the weighted lever tends t© raise it, so that as the velocity of the arms
changes, the valve always follows them, and therefore acts instantly as before
stated. Fig. 2 is a section of the valve, which consists of a hollow cylinder, A, with

four guiding wings, b, and three seats acting on four seats in

the chamber, c. It is thus made for these reasons—being

hollow and having clearance between the seats (as given by

~pj±p from the seat, as the steam presses both on the inside and
outside of it. So long as the engine runs regularly, or at a

\ uniform velocity, the valve floats in steam, and plays between

j
the seats, d d and e e. If a belt breaks, however, or it is

desired to stop the engine from any part of the building, a wire

or line, led from any room, communicates with the weighted
lever and raises the valve, so that its 6eats close the openings
at D, and shuts off the steam from the engine, thereby stopping

it at once. The standard, f, in fig. 1, has a set screw in the top which regulates
the amount of opening or the degree to which the valve closes, so that the engine
may be wholly stopped or slowed down to any degree. The weighted lever also
furnishes a medium for regulating the speed of the engine.
The Mersey Steei. and Iron Works.—The works of the above company

have been in existence fur upwards of half a century, having been commenced in
the year 1810. The original works were removed in 1862 by the Great Northern
and Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Companies. The present works
are situated near the Harrington and Toxteth Docks, in a most convenient neigh-
bourhood for the transport by railway of every article produced. A considerable
area is now covered by these works, as additions have been lately made fur the
purpose of manufacturing Bessemer steel, of which we shall speak hereafter. The
establishment comprises puddling furnaces, plate rolling mills, forge furnaces,
engineering and fitting shop, mill for rolling angle iron of large dimensions,
counting-hoaMe, drawing offices, extensive dining-room, store-rooms, refining
furnaces, stock-yard, containing immense supplies of material, amounting frequently

to 8000 or 9000 tons of scrap, and even a larger quantity of pig iron, furnaces

and apparatus for the manufacture of cast steel, and other similar concerns. The

number of men engaged is 1500, and 50 horses are regularly employed in the

various departments. There are also, irrespective of the engines in the Bessemer

department, eleven steam-engines of an aggregate of 20U0 horse-power. To
scientific men these works will always be one of the chief attractions in the busy

town of Liverpool. It is, perhaps, not too much to say that no similar establish-

ment in the kingdom exhibits such marks of progress, or has succeeded so fully in

keeping abreast of the age in the application of science to the purposes of iron-

manufacture in its widest and most extended sense. No improvement has ever

been suggested which the managers have not been ready to adopt in the manufac-

ture of the various castings and wrought-iron machinery which they have turned

out. The country is more indebted to the enterprising spirit of the former pro-

prietors of this mammoth establishment than is generally supposed or acknowledged.

It will probably be in the recollection of some of our readers that during the war
in the Crimea, when the defects of cast-iron ordnance were made so apparent, the

Managers of the Mersey Steel and Iron Works, regardless of expense, and in the

face of the previous failure of an eminent engineer and the adverse opinion of

a Government Commission, brought their mechanical skill to the task, and succeeded

in producing a wrought-iron gun of such dimensions, power, and accuracy, as to

astonish the authorities. Since then attention has been directed to the necessity

for the manufacture of rolled armour plates of sufficient strength and magnitude to

resist the force of the projectiles thrown by guns constructed on the new principle

which was thus introduced; and at immense cost the company have added to the

establishment the most powerful machinery, togethcrwith ponderous steam-hammers,

turning-lathes, planing-machines, &c, for the rolling of armour plates of great

strength and durability, and for producing keel stems, stern and rudder-posts, and

other heavy pieces of naval architecture which have now become indispensable in

the construction of iron-clads. The puddle, steel, and iron furnaces are most
efficient, and are capable of producing 600 tons of malleable iron and puddle steel

every week. The engine connected with the plate-rolling mills is of 250 horse-power.

The wheel is 35 feet in diameter, and weighs 60 tons, yet it makes 38 revolutions

in the minute. The forge department covers an area of about 42,000 square feet,

and is filled with steam-hammers of great power, welding-furnaces, and powerful

steam cranes. The latter are most remarkable appliances, as they move about

ponderous forgings and even small pieces of work with as much precision as a

blacksmith would a scrap of malleable iron. The largest crane has a shaft of 36

feet in length— 24 feet of which is above ground and 12 feet sunk in the solid

rock. The entire weight of it is 50 tons, and it is capable of lifting anything up

to 120 tons. The principal hammer connected with this department of the works

is a tremendous instrument. It has a fall of about 9 feet, and gives a blow of

surprising force. The anvil-block is 10£ feet square on the base, 6^ feet in height,

and weighs not less than 62 to?is; and the entire weight of the hammer and its

appendages is 130 tons. The engineering and fitting shop are supplied with the

usual machinery for planing, boring, and turning of the immense forgings used for

the purposes of the establishment. There are also cranes and a powerful planing

machine capable of trimming and grooving armour plates 20 feet in length by 4 feet

in width, and of any thickness. The mill for rolling armour plates for iron-clad

war-ships is a magnificent contrivance. It is capable of making plates from 20 to

40 feet long, 7 feet six inches wide, and of any thickness whatever, and of these it

can produce four per day. The fly-wheel is 25 feet in diameter, 15 inches broad

at the rim, and weighs nearly 60 tons. The entire weight of this enormous
implement is upwards of 300 tons. Concerning the heating furnaces, there is not

much to be said beyond their general efficiency. They are supplied with railway

communication elsewhere spoken of; and although requiring less comment than

other portions of the Mersey Iron Works, they are not by any means of less

excellence. A great many other additions and improvements previously contem-

plated have been made to the works since they became the property of a limited

liability company, and which the extended capital enabled the directors and
managers to provide. No expense has been spared to render the establishment as

complete as possible, and when all the alterations are completed, there will probably

be no concern in the kingdom to be compared with it. There will be a complete

system of railway communication throughout the works, and a direct connection

with the railway system of England and Scotland by means of the new local

extensions to which we have lately adverted. These railway improvements are

deserving of some notice, and the following conveys as good an idea of them as can

be had without a personal visit to the works:

—

u The communication consists

primarily of a siding or 'lay-off,' as it is called, from the dock branch of the

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway, which is brought by a gentle

curve directly under the south-west corner of the works, but on a considerably lower

level. At the terminus to this curve there is placed a kind of turn-table, 20
feet in diameter, on to which the railway wagons run. This table is, in point of

fact, a movable 'hoist' or 'lift,' which, with its load, is projected vertically upwards
or lowered vertically downwards by hydraulic power, and is capable of sustaining

and lowering twenty tons. The 'lift' works in an iron cylindrical chamber, which
is thirty feet in length from its lower to its higher edge; and in this height of

thirty feet, by means of spiral rifle-grooves, the table in its ascent or descent makes
a twist of one-sixth of a circle, the exact difference of the angle between the upper
and the under rails. , From the upper edge of this spiral cylinder railways traverse

the whole of the lower range of works, in which are placed the armour plate rolls

and furnaces, the bar and rod rolls, as well as the ordinary plate rolls, with their

powerful machinery- for clipping and trimming the plates, rods, and bars. The
system of internal railways also connects the different portions of the works with

the vast fitting shop. As there is a considerable difference in level between the

upper and lower works, another vertical 'lift' of equal size and power, worked also

by hydraulic agency, is placed almost immediately over the one first alluded to.

This latter is twenty feet in height of lift, but without any twist. It communicates
directly by means of a high level railway, supported upon wrought-iron girders,

with the upper works." But perhaps the most important part of the works is the

portion which has been lately added, and wtare the manufacture of' Bessemer steel

is carried on. Underneath the works there is a tunnel 50 feet long by 30 in width,
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containing sis furnaces fed from above, which supply the immense Patent Regenera-

tive Gas Furnace introduced by Messrs. Siemens, of London, and which is of the

utmost value in the production of Bessemer steel, as it gives much greater heat at

considerable less expense and labour. This tunnel has been cut through solid red

sandstone, and experience has proved it to be admirably adapted for the purposes

designed. By the use of the best description of pig and red hematite iron the

porosity of Bessemer steel has been almost, if not entirely obviated. Mr. Bessemer

himself never seems to have had the slightest doubt that the blow-holes, which

have been more or less characteristic of his new metal, arose from an error in the

production, rather than from a defect in the principle, and the success of the Mersey

Works in the manufacture of it goes far to prove the correctness of his ideas.

Three of the gas furnaces above referred to are placed on an elevated platform, two

of them capable of furnishing many tons of pig iron each, and the third is a smaller

one for melting the description of pig iron, rich in combined manganese and carbon,

used in the making of Bessemer steel, called " speigel iron" in Germany, whence it

is imported, and which when melted is poured into the converting vessel by means of

a movable slide worked by hydraulic power. The whole of the machinery in this

department is of the most ponderous description. The engines, of which there are

two, are of 100 horse-power each, and are used for sending a strong blast of

atmospheric air into the two "converters," which are made of wrought-iron plates

lined inside with gannister. Each of these vessels weighs upwards of twenty tons,

and is capable of containing five tons of melted iron or steel. When the process

becomes more fully developed, and the workmen get more familiar with the different

operations, great results are sure to be achieved both as regards the quality of the

metal and the quantity produced in this great establishment.

The Prussian Government and the Cot,ogne-Minden Railway.—In

1843 the Prussian Government concluded a contract with the Cologne-Minden

Railway Company, in which they undertook a guarantee of 3^ per cent, on the sum
of 13,000,000 thalers, which was to form the capital of that company. In return

for this guarantee they obtained the right to buy up every year a certain quantity

of shares at par. The guarantee remained a dead letter, the line proving very

profitable and the shares rising gradually from 100 to 2G4; but as the other part

of the contract was carried out all the same, shares to the amount of 7,000,000
thalers gradually passed over into the hands of the Government, and the line, in

the natural course of things, must have become pnblic property within a dozen

years or so, but the directors, in July, 18G5, asked the Government to annul the

contract, offering in lieu thereof 13,000,000 thalers, 6,000,000 of which were to

he paid in cash, and 7,000,000 in new shares to be created on purpose. The
Government was already in possession of shares to the amount of 7,0(10,000 thalers.

As many more were to be handed over to it, making a total of 14,000,000 thalers,

which, with the premium of 10,000,000 thalers which they commanded at any

German Exchange, would represent a value of 24,000,000 thalers. Add to these

the 6,000,000 thalers to be paid in cash, and there is the round sum of 30,000,000
thalers as the possible proceeds of the transaction to the Government. The Liberal

party, however, not wishing to see the Government obtain money otherwise than

by Parliamentary vote, has created a public outcry against the transaction, and a

resolution has been passed by the Landtag annulling the contract. The shares

have consequently fallen in the market, and should the Crown ever succumb, it

will, perhaps, be impossible for some future Cabinet to avoid carrying out the

stringent resolution the Lower House is going to enact. In that case the new
shares—that is, one-half of the company's capital—might be lost, the surrender of

the old shares demanded at par, and the company left to recover from the Bismarck
Cabinet personally the 6,000,000 thalers cash they paid to the Government.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

C5T "When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

23rd February, 1866.

552 J. C. and TT. J. Haddan, London—Iron safes
553 John Ford red, Blackheath— Refining of petroleum
5~>4 ('. J. Caumon, Toulouse— Iron and steel

555 James Pass— Elastic reeds and combs
556 W. Nunn, St. George Street, and C. W. Brown, Deptford—Ships' binnacle lamps
657 James Parker, Camberwell—Motive power engines
558 Jacob Goodfellow, Blackburn—Pump buckets
559 William Tongue, Wakefield—Preparing fibrous materials
560 Martin Samuelson, Hull—Saving life at sea
561 J. F. Hearsey, Brompton— Spirit meter.—A com.
562 James Dodge. Manchester—Tempering saws
563 T. J. Smith, Whitechapel—Steam engines
564 John Holly. Blackball—Railway brakes
565 R. Milbnrn. Brixton, and W. H.'liaxter. Brixton Hill—Treatment of brewers' grains
56H Peter Kerr, Paisley—Steam engine valves.—A com,
667 Nicholas Fisher, Milton—Cultivating land
66S G. E. Donisthnrpe, Leeds—Combing wool
569 J.S. Putsch, Westminster Chambers—Building ships of war
570 Colin Mather, Manchester—Washing yarns

24f/t February, 1866.

571 R. Leake and J. Reckett. Manchester—Engraving and etching.rollers
572 W., T., and J. Richmond, Burnley—Healds and reeds or combs
573 J. I. Barber, Sheffield—Skates
574 Thomas Bulley, Liverpool—Cleaning the bottoms of vessels
575 George Haseltine, Chancery Lane—Railways.—A com.
576 Thomas Spencer, Prescot—Earthenware
577 John Petrie, Rochdale—Washing wool
678 W. E. Newton. Chancery Lane— Breech-loading fire-arms—A com.
679 F. C. and C. E. Winbv, Cardiff— Actuating rolls in rolling metals
580 William Welch, Southsea— Cements
681 P. H.Lealand, Boston Road—Binocular microscopes
582 I. L. Pulvenuacher, Oxford Street—Galvanic currents
583 F. L. and C. L Hancock. Dudley— Driving belts
584 W. H. Prior, Strand—Fire-escapes

2Slh February, 1S66.

585 James Thomas, Battersea—Gas meter indexes

586 T. Edwards, and S. Iniff, Liverpool—Registering the number of passengers entering

4
omnibuses and other carriages

587 J. Pickin, and R. Bailey, Congh'ton— Signalling on railways
588 F. M. Jennings, Cork—Preparation of flax
589 C. E. Treadwin, Exeter— Muking lace

590 W. E.Gedge, Chancery Lane—Agglomerating peat.—A com.
591 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Construction of roads and streets.—A com.
592 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Pin cartridges.—A com.
593 Sven Rydbeck, Scandinavian Hotel—Breech-loading fire-arms

27th February, 1866.

594 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street— Extracting juice from sugar-cane.—A com.
595 W. P. Le'Keux, Deptford, and F. A. Wishart, New Cross—Signals
596 W. Allanson, and R. Lowe, Preston—Shuttles
597 C. G. Hill, Nottingham—Cutting lace fabrics

598 Henry Wilson, Belvedere Road— Sawing machinery
599 Robert Yeates, Hackney Road—Travelling knife

600 Geminiano Zanni, Rathbone Place—Sewing machines
601 J. H. Forshaw, Barrow-in-Furness—Revolving shutters
602 M. and M. Myers, and W. Hill, Birmingham—Smoking appliances
G03 Hugh Robertson, Motherwell—Oil and pigments
604 F. M. Eden, Temple— Driving cutting tools

605 Maurice Cole, Paston Hall—Street cabs and harness
606 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Distilling petroleum.—A com.
607 Joseph Trent, Millerton, U.S.—Tubular slide valve
608 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Weighing machines—A com.

23th February, 1866.

609 John Hick, Bolton—Clip for billiard cues
610 D. L. Conn, Islington—Fire-arms.—Acorn.
611 R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Castings metals.—A com.
612 Frederick Brampton, Birmingham—Files for holding letters.

613 J. Norman and J. Copeland, Glasgow—Producing ice

614 J. B. Booth, Preston—Spinning flyers

615 H. A. Dufrene", Paris—Beer and alcoholic liquids—A com.
616 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Distillation of tar.—A com.
617 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Extracting tan.—A com,
618 George Cowdery, Cranley— Making bricks

619 Richard Clark, Pinner—Lamps
1st March, 1836.

620 S. and C. J. Henton, Westminster Bridge Road—Brushes for brushing animals
621 J. D. Dow, Liverpool—Steam boilers

622 Charles Powell, Birmingham—Watches
623 A.C. Andrews, Birmingham —Screw-rivets
624 Edward Cottam, Battersea—Hydraulic presses

625 James Young, Limefield—Distilling coal and shales

626 James Skinner, Hebhurn—Steering apparatus
627 Walter Weldon, Park Villa—Soda from common salt

628 Walter Weldon, Park Villa—Soda from common salt

629 Walter Weldon, Park Villa—Soda trom common salt

630 Hugh McPhail, Nitshill— Raising and forcing liquids-

631 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings— Spikes.—A com.
632 W. B. Cauifield, Cromwell Buildings—Chains for submarine pnrposes
633 Edward Loomes, Russell Grove— Planting potatoes

634 William Conisbee, Herbert's Buildings—Grinding lithographic stones

2nd March, 1866.

635 William Rogers, Newport—Railways
636 G. P. Evelyn, Pall Mall— Projectiles

637 James Carpenter, Carshalton—Keys for watches and clocksr

638 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Steam vessels.—A com.

639 E. W. Otway, Reading—Chaff cutting machines
640 A. V. Nevton, Chancery Lane—Loading wagons with hay.—A com.
641 James Tansley, Bedford—Safes

3rd March, 1866*

642 Victor Laruaudrs, Paris—Disinfecting fluid

613 Robert Walker, Glasgow—Cal-ndering, mangling, or finishing

644 J. W. Friend, Southampton—Two-wheel vehicles

645 John Clark, Paddington—Brakes
646 G. Prentice and A. B. Inglis, Glasgow—Annealing metallic plates

647 W. Deakin, Great Barr, and J. B. Johnson, Tettenhall- Tubular bodies.

648 Albert Hosking, Manchester—Rendering safes more secure

649 John Spear, Liverpool—Vices
650 J. Pollit and E. Wigzell, Sowerby Bridge—Drying steam

651 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Brakes—A com.

652 E. E. Colley and W. Moss. Fleet Street—Card distributor

653 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Rose engines.—A com.

654 Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens— Tools for dividing wood
655 James Stevenson, Salisbury Street—Perforating rocks.—A com.
656 C. G. Hill. Nottingham—Ornamenting lace

657 John Bischoff, New Broad Street—Steam cultivators.—A com.

658 Candido Ravelli, Turin—Saving life at sea

bth March, 1866.

659 M. A. F. Mennons, Southampton Buildings—Converting fibrous plants into filaments
far textile fabrics.—A com.

660 J. H. Player, Birmingham—Phosphorus
661 James Stocks, Manningham— Superheater for steam-boilers

662 J. Crean, East Road, and C. J Barr, Curtain Road—Fire alarm
663 W. E. Verel, Haugh--Distilling petroleum

664 W. F. Stanley, Great Turnstile—Mathematical instruments

665 Henry Hackett, Warrington—Safety valve

666 George Davies, Serle Street—Portable steam engines.—A com.
667 James Gray, Glasgow—Rendering sea water suitable for boilers

668 W. H. Berry, Sowerby Bridge— Steam hammers
669 Thomas Clayton, Manchester—Producing illuminating gas
670 G. L. Leclanche', Paris—Generating electricity

671 C. W. Siemens, Great George Street— Zinc
672 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Bleaching.—A com.
673 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Construction of ordnance.—A coin.

6(ft March, 1866.

674 G. Haworfh, T Parrington, and W. Hudson, Preston—Sizing cotton

675 R. G. Allerton, New York—Waterproof fabrics

676 John Broadbent, Salford—Winding and reeling yarn
677 Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Fire-arms,—A com.
678 Eugene Rimmel, Strand—Portable fountains

679 Robert Donaldson, Lower Belgrave Place—Signalling on railway trains

680 W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Bolts and rivets.—A com.
681 Samuel Soutar, Turnham Green—Cleaning tubes of steam boilers.—A com.
682 A. C. Campbell, Blj thswood— Superheating steam
653 John Norman, Glasgow—Reburning and washing animal charcoal

654 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Working air engines.—A com.
655 John Chubb, St. Paul's Churchyard—Iron safes

686 Alfred Barker, Westminster Chnmbers—Wadding
687 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Making eyelets.—A com.
68S Westley Richards, Birmingham—Fire-arms and cartridges
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OUR ORDNANCE, WHENEVER THE TEST SHALL COME.

" We aire a mighty people," is the boastful phrase often in the mouth

of the vain and bragging and tasteless, though really versatile and able

American. We don't in England blurt it out continually, being a little

given to taciturnity amongst ourselves, though showing rather a tendency

in the same direction as our Yankee neighbours when we get amongst
" them there French and foreigneers ;" but there can be no doubt that

as a nation we entertain highly complacent notions as to our own
exalted position, and that the " soft soap " when applied to John Bull

in the adroit and subtle manner in which we find it now and then

done in a column of the Times has its mesmeric influence most cordially

received by him.

National vanity, like that of a personal character, of which it neces-

sarily partakes for each individual, has always its ridiculous side ; while

national pride, when untempered by any sense of national humility, is

properly received with distrust and dislike by all thinking and educated

men. Of this latter quality we all of us are prone to show too much,

though possessing large grounds of justification in the achievements of

that glorious history of which we are the present heirs. We are a great

people, in some respects really the greatest upon earth. Our position

amongst other nations of the world has greatly been owing to our gifts

from Providence simply, to a fine climate and fertile soil, well watered

lands and harboured coasts, mineral riches abundantly and most variedly

stored—coal, above all ; a labouring people naturally endowed with " the

beaver intellect " of Carlyle, and most patient of toil ; and an insular

position moated by the sea from the invader's foot, yet at the door of

Europe, and central by the ocean roads to all the world. But it has

been also won often by the chances of war, at the expense of our

neighbours, who bear in memory amongst our successes not a few acts

of outrage or of high-handed violence and grasping acquisition. In a

word, like most of those who have been raised, or who have raised

themselves to a pinnacle of eminence, we are not generally liked. An
ugly truth, but one that we had best admit and be prepared for its con-

sequences now and in good time. If our greatness, if national prosperity,

be fitly measured by expanded trade and commerce, wealth, luxury,

general comfort advanced, and our own present peace abroad not

anywhere formidably threatened, there never was a time perhaps at

which self-congratulation for all those and countless other blessings and

advantages would be more fully justifiable as at present, and this

notwithstanding recent failures and "panic." Yet thoughtful men
have ever regarded such times of halcyon sunshine in a nation's life with

misgiving, as much as in that of an individual.

When Baker, in his old Chronicle, records how Lord Rivers found

himself suddenly and unexpectedly accused, hustled from the Privy

Council table, and his head was struck off on Tower Hill within an hour

by the Protector Somerset, his reflection is, " that men have never more
need to expect misfortune than when they think themselves most at

ease." It was but the same thought that caused the Greek lawgiver

to predict some violent end for Croesus, whom he saw in boundless

wealth ; and it is the same that dictates our national prayer, to be delivered
" in the time of our wealth."

But, far or near, the evil day finds us all. Nationally it may find us

in many ways, but war is one of these by which nations are found and
overtaken the most commonly, and often the most suddenly and unex-

pectedly. There are clouds in the horizon even now that, though no

bigger than a man's hand, may spread into the tempest of war even

more rapidly than that which hurried us to Sebastopol. Should such

a juncture suddenly occur, are we prepared for it ? Is our panoply

all over bright and unflawed, and such that as compared with that

of our probable antagonists, we shall best hold our own whenever the

tussle comes, with any of those who hate us for our eminence and
would seize with eagerness the opportunity to humble us ? We con-

fess we much doubt it is so, or that a sudden call to war upon the

great scale might not find us, notwithstanding all that has been reformed,

or supposed to be reformed, in our naval and military affairs since

the Crimean war, almost as unready and ill prepared to meet a great

antagonist now as then.

Every future great war will be a war of artillery, of steam ships, of

railways, much more than of small arms or of cavalry, just as has been

the war lately concluded in America. Even field artillery will most

probably in future wars play a subordinate part to that which will be

performed by the heaviest classes of ordnance, whether on land or on sea.

THIRD SERIES. VOL. II.

What is our actual position, then, at this moment as respects our

artillery, about which for some seven years past we have been hearing

pceans from the Times, " the authorities," and the gun inventors and
manufacturers? We have the Armstrong field artillery, from 9 to

40-pounders, spick and span, looking very complete, doing its work
apparently very well on a review day, having great, uselessly great

range, and marvellous, but generally useless, accuracy. We have for

it a complete, highly ingenious, and it is said effective system of

ammunition and projectiles, but one in a still higher degree complicated,

various in nature, delicate, and liable to contingencies and difficulties of

many sorts. These circumstances, not to call them defects, of the system

of ammunition devised and perfected by Sir William Armstrong for

his own guns, are already admitted by " the authorities," who are under-

stood to be engaged in experiments, or investigations, or something or

other, with a view to simplify the system. Meanwhile, however, rifling

has been adapted in the French service to the one or two natures of

bronze guns to which their field artillery had been previously simplified

by the emperor while they were still smooth bores. The ammunition

remains, except in the substitution of ogival for round shot, nearly

unchanged. The guns can fire spherical, case, or round shot as well as

before they were rifled; and the emperor is best content with the least

possible change in his improved smooth-bore field guns, that shall secure

to him such a moderate amount of increased range and corresponding

accuracy as may be practically useful, and yet shall avoid that perilous

necessity of mathematical exactness between gun and ammunition, or

the compulsory abolition at all times and for ever of the use of smooth-

bore projectiles. Russia, Austria, Prussia, Italy, have all moved on

nearly parallel lines. All these powers (except Russia) have had the

opportunity of testing their new field artillery in warfare upon a tolerably

broad scale. We have had no such advantage with our Armstrong

field guns ; except in China and a very little in India, we have had no

chance for gaining a full and fair experience of what the Armstrong

field gun system can endure and can perform in rough, continuous, real

warfare. Nor has the China experience really proved much, for the

circumstances were utterly different from those that must be met in war

with Europeans or Americans.

While, therefore, we have committed ourselves to the most complex

system of field artillery in the world for the alleged advantages of a

range whose total greatness must in nine cases out of ten be uncalled

for, whose mathematical accuracy of fire is within all practically useful

ranges unnecessary, and whose rapidity of fire, so far as it is due to

breech loading, is not deemed by competent tacticians of much real

value ; and while having committed ourselves by this to the impossi-

bility of returning upon occasion to the use of smooth-bore projectiles,

or to any ammunition but that (as it now exists) of a great number of

natures, and specially adapted to the mathematically exact system;

the system itself must be viewed as unproved in warfare, and that

possibly at the real pinch it might be found inferior in many valuable

though commonplace working day qualities possessed by the canons

rayees of the continental powers.

It must be borne in mind that the old smooth-bore drill of the men
remains almost unchanged with those continental field guns, whereas

with us the men have ceased to be drilled in the old artillery exercise

altogether, and that the drill for the Armstrong breech loaders is alone

practised, and is wholly peculiar to those guns.

We would not be misunderstood as expressing any condemnation of

the Armstrong system of field guns ; we merely desire to point out that

as we consider, and as is the expressed opinion of some of the most

competent artillery officers of France, and we believe of some of our own

service, the military value of their peculiar qualities has been overrated,

and some of their peculiar disadvantages overlooked, and that the system

as a whole is practically untried, and yet remains to be proved for the

rough work and actual necessities of European war upon the great scale.

Upon the Armstrong guns, then, for better for worse, our reliance on

land and in the field is fixed.

Let us now review our position in what are likely to prove the even

more important cases of battering and fort guns, and heavy guns of

position on land, and guns for sea-service of a class competent to deal

with modern shore and harbour fortifications, and with armour-clad

ships, with or without revolving turrets.

The Armstrong and Whitworth gun competition, from which so much
was vainly expected, has, after passing through at last all the phases

of a wrangle between the rival gun manufacturers, ended almost
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without a conclusion, beyond the proof that both the 70-poundcr guns

were good for nothing long before the competition was at an end. As to

the small guns, 12-pounders, &c, it is of no importance what they did or

did not do on that occasion, as any one who knows anything about

artillery is well aware that, up to a calibre of about 3 or 4 inches

diameter, endurance may be provided by almost any construction of

gun. The Chinese have even made tolerable little field guns of hard

wood, wrapped round with silk " with initial tension."

No report has ever been published of this notable competition, the cost

of which to the country is said to have amounted to sixty thousandimunds

:

and pretty nearly all that is known with certainty as to its results may be

gathered by any competent person who has been permitted to examine

the two 70-pounders of Armstrong and Whitworth which were used, and

which have since been split up by the planing machine, so as to reveal

to the eye the true state of their respective interiors. These are

instructive enough. While both guns are really so far injured in the

interior tube as to have become dangerous and properly considered

unserviceable, the state of the Whitworth gun is incomparably the

worse of the two. One large longitudinal crack and some smaller fissures

about the seat of the cartridge and a little in advance of it characterizes

the Armstrong gun, together with long cracks of greater or less

depth extending along nearly all the rifle grooves at their re-entering

angles, the salient ones being nearly ground and blown away. The
Whitworth gun is literally fall of fissures running along and about

every angle of the polygonal bore, and not always parallel to the line

of twist ; and these extend from the seat of the powder up for fully

one-third the length of the chase, proving that the strain itself, due to

the maximum tension of the gases, has been far greater in this gun, and

that this maximum strain is continued for a far greater distance along

the bore of the gun than in the Armstrong. Such, indeed, were

the tremendous strains to which the Whitworth gun had been exposed,

that the whole of the internal tube and inner coils had been permanently

enlarged, and were pressing elastically outwards upon the outer coils

with such a powerful strain, that when the gun had had its outer coil

partly split up and was still on the planing machine, that and some of the

interior coils ruptured spontaneously, splitting with a noise which it is

stated was as loud as a pistol 6hot.

All this might have been predicted before a shot was fired in the

competition, and was fully foreseen by those competent to form a just

judgment as to the inevitable consequences of the method by which

Whitworth has done all that he has done, namely, fire some hexagon
bolt shot at a very high velocity. The result, however, when proved

upon the cutting up of those guns, to the satisfaction of that numerous
but not particularly enlightened class with whom " seeing is believing,"

ought to have been conclusive as against Whitworth's guns at least,

whatever might have been said as to Armstrong-; and not another

heavy (or light) gun with the hexagon bore and enormous twist ought

to have ever been ordered or made by the British government.

What, however, is the practical result of this sixty thousand pounds'

worth of competition ? Notwithstanding the demonstrated failure in

endurance of the 70-pounder of under 7 inches' calibre, it is reliably

stated that not less than thirty heavier Whitworth guns have since been

ordered from the Manchester Ordnance Company {i.e., from Mr. Whit-
worth), and that two or more nine-inch guns of 15 tons each, on his

plan, have also been ordered, the price being at the rate of £200 per ton.

Alas for the taxpayer whose money is thus squandered ! Mr. Bright

might find here an argument for the reform of a House of Commons
that without any adequate effort at resistance sanctions such inconse-

quential extravagance.

Meanwhile, what are our experiences and prospects as to heavy
guns? Of cast-iron rifled guns, as we stated in these pages months
ago, four Whitworths—two 32-pounders and two 68-pounders—all burst

below the 25th round; an 18-pounder, bored from a 32-pounder mould
by Britten, burst at 60th round ; a 32-pounder, rifled on what is called

Scott's grooving (see Practical Mechanic's Journal for June, 1863), burst

at 73rd round ; two 32-pounders, Jeffrey's rifling, burst at 50th round
;

ono 32-pounder, Haddan's rifling, burst at 205th round ; one 32-pounder,
French grooves (or those called so at Woolwich), burst at 120th round

;

lastly, Major Pallisser's 68-pounder cast-iron gun, with a wrought-iron
taper interior tube forced in, of which so much puffery has appeared in the
newspapers, was, as the Times very lately graciously put it, " brought to a
conclusion by the breech gradually giving way." The gun, in fact, was
unserviceable a good way before the 900th round, with 22 lbs. ofpowder

and a cylindric shot of 115 lbs. Nor need we expect anything better

from this the most recent of the cast-iron gun attempts, if Major Pal-

lisser be not misrepresented by the Times, which states his theory to

be that " so long as the gun consists of a double-coiled wrought-iron

tube, it is a matter of complete indifference whether the casing bo

composed of steel, cast iron, or wrought iron!" or of glass or of dough,

perhaps? But if it be a matter of total indifference whether " the casing
"

rupture at two impulsive tons, or at thirty, to the square inch, why not

dispense with the lumber altogether? and in that case what becomes of

Major Pallisser's " theory" that lie can bring all the old cast-iron guns on

the forty acres of Woolwich Arsenal into good use, when the only valuable

part of his gun, by his own showing, is reduced to the double-coiled

wrought-iron tube ? There is nothing here very promising as to what

we in England at least can do with cast iron for rifled guns, and the

only per contra is the remarkable fact that a cast-iron 32-pounder

Lancaster gun has fired 2000 rounds without injury, and is now laid up

to be admired in the Rotunda at Woolwich with those facts recorded on

it. The still more remarkable fact is, that this startling difference

between the endurance of the oval-bored cast-iron gun and all and every

form and make of polygonal or grooved cast-iron gun that has yet been

tried, has not induced the least effort on the part of " the authorities
"

to follow out experimentally and improve the advantage. Cast-iron

rifled guns have got into bad odour in England, perhaps not wrongly so,

as regards the fact that viewed as a material simply, cast iron is for

ordnance inferior in ultimate resistance to wrought iron or steel of certain

qualities. But the condemnation has been jumped at from wrong

reasoning, and has arisen not from any inherent impossibility of making

a serviceable rifled gun of cast iron, but from the failures due to the

defective principles of form, internal and external, &c, of the cast-iron

guns, whose destruction universally is attributable to these and not to

the material. Five 68-pounder oval-bore guns at Sebastopol fired 4000

rounds each, and were of cast iron.

It will rather surprise our readers to learn that the renowned General

Cavalli, of the Italian artillery, whose experimental and theoretic

investigations of the last few years on the subject of the materials

for ordnance are of the most precise, novel, and important character,

after having examined by entirely new methods the properties of

wrought iron, steel, bronze, and cast iron, in relation to his subject,

has at length arrived at the conclusion that, all circumstances con-

sidered, cast iron is the best material for cannon ; and that with

certain precautions, with which we are acquainted through his kind-

ness, but are not yet at liberty to publish, rifled cannon of large size

can be produced of cast iron capable of giving an initial velocity of 1600

feet per second or more, and of an indefinite endurance.

General Cavalli admits that a still stronger and more enduring gun

may be made of certain qualities of wrought iron or of steel, but he

denies that by known structural methods this passive strength or

endurance can be beforehand insured. The French government does not

follow usually our official example of acting first and thinking afterwards,

and in its immense military and naval expenditure is very economical.

Now in the face of this it is very remarkable to find every naval arsenal

of France which we have visited—Cherbourg, Brest, Toulon, &c.—filled

with piles of 6 to 8-inch rifled cast-iron guns with wrought-iron hoops,

three-grooved most of them, the grooves being certainly a very different

sort of thing from what passes under the name of the French groove

with us.

It may be, as we have heard English visitors to these arsenals there

affirm ,
" there they are, but they are perfectly useless, and the French know

them to be so ;" but we have not got the same account, so far as official

reserve will admit of any reply, from some of the Frenchmen best capable

of knowing the truth ; and certain it is that numbers of these hooped cast-

iron rifled guns are on board the French ships now in commission. It may
not be let to escape notice, too, that cast-iron hooped rifled guns have

not been without success in the United States, and were employed of

very large calibres during the late war; and as an efficient weapon

against armour-clad ships, we hesitate not to affirm that we have nothing

to compare with Col. Rodman's great cast-iron smooth bores of 18 and

20 inches' calibre. However, to distinguish between the gun and its

material, we do not wish to be understood as the advocates of cast iron.

We have long since affirmed, and do still hold to the opinion, that certain

qualities of wrought iron and of steel are the very best materials for

ordnance.

If now we turn our attention to wrought-iron rifled guns, we find
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amongst even the smaller natures the same universal catalogue of killed

and -wounded : e.g., 7-inch French system (so-called) gun, fissured at

3G0th round 7-inch Scott gun, steel tube, split at 420th round ; 7-inch

Whitworth, split through the inner tube, two feet from ike breech, at

27th round; 7-inch Armstrong shunt gun, split at the re-entrant angles

of grooves at the 100th round; 7-inch Frederick gun, 6-grooved shunt,

split along the grooves for two feet in length at the 210th round. All

these with 25 lbs. charges and 110 lbs. elongated shot, and all results

given in official reports. Rather discouraging, even with these " little

fellows," for 7-inch guns and 110 lbs. shot are simply of no use, not one

bit more than the French 6 to 8-inch cast-iron hooped guns, against

armour-clad shipping ; and the only bit of blue sky one can discern

through all this smoke of bursting guns, is the pendant to that of the

cast iron above given, namely, that a so-called 7-inch oval-bored gun

(but in reality nearly a 7i-inch gun, for 7 inches was its minor axis),

with the same 25 lbs. charge and 110 lbs. shot, stood nearly 500 rounds

and remained as good as at the beginning. Here, again, appears the clue

to daylight. Why, we repeat, is it not followed up, and until it either be

admitted that there is something structurally of high importance in the

oval bore of Lancaster, or the other, or extraneous, or accidental causes,

if such exist, for this marked and uniform superiority in the resistance

and endurance of his guns, both cast and wrought, clearly pointed out,

and the fallacy of his success demonstrated.

Our pressing wauts, however, demand far larger guns than 7 or 8

inches. We have already made armour-clads swim with a pachyderm

upon them that nothing short of a 500 or 600 lbs. rifled shot at 1500

feet per second or thereabouts can pass through, and our neighbours

have or can have their ships with quite as good a hide as ours at least.

Rifles are in the ascendant ever since Sir Win. Armstrong fired his

first little 2 lbs. shot with a range and accuracy that astonished Wool-

wich, though Quaker Robins had told them that, from which all about

it might have been inferred forty years before. We, or rather " the

authorities," obstinately shut eyes and ears against smooth bores, how-
ever obvious it may be that for naval use the extreme range and accuracy

of a rifled gun carried upon an oscillating deck must be nearly useless.

That a smashing blow from a huge round shot at a low velocity must do

far worse damage to an armour-plate iron ship than even the very same

shot if caused to pass through the ship's side with an enormous punching

velocity, just as, if the velocity be sufficient, a candle may be shot through

a door without moving it on its hinges. That a big smooth bore is easier

made, cheaper, relatively of more endurance, because less strained, and

more readily loaded, trained, and fired, than a rifled gun of equal weight

of shot. In spite of all this, and much more that might be urged were

we to pursue this one point, they persist in having no big guns but rifled

guns ; the only smooth bore we had of great size—the Mersey Steel

Co.'s gun—although it let no target stand before it at Shoeburyness,

having been quickly shelved. Well, what has been our success with

the big rifles so far ?

The 600-pounder 22 tons 13-inch gun, Armstrong make, became
unserviceable at the 118th round ; the 300-pounder do., 12J tons, blew

the breech clean off at the 104th round; the Frazer gun of 12 tons,

250 lbs. projectile, shunt grooved, burst at the 400th round, of which 150

rounds were with a reduced charge of powder ; and lastly, on the 28th

March last, the 600-pounder 22-ton gun, supplied from Elswick at a

cost, as stated in the Times, of nearly £4000, burst at Shoeburyness at

the 54th round. It had fired four shots of 600 lbs. with 100 lbs. charges

of powder against the Hercules target, and is understood to have burst

in consecutive firing with 600 lbs. shot, and only 70 lbs. charges of

powder. Have we not " got to the length of our tether " in long

rifled guns of "this pattern? " or how many more "dittos repeated" at

£4000 per dose, will be sufficient to convince " the authorities " that a

13-inch grooved rifled gun made as these have been, to drive a 600 lbs.

bolt with British regulation powder at 1600 or 1800 feet per second,

is a physical impossibility, if the process is to be replicated above a

few dozen times ?

We are satisfied that if a dozen more 13-inch grooved or polygonal

bored guns of the general Elswick or Whitworth patterns be ordered,

they will all share the same fate, and for two reasons, sufficient without

stating any others :

—

1. We believe it is demonstrable, that with these guns (or even far

smaller ones), and with 600 lbs. shot and 70 lbs. charges, of powder

which ignites at the rate of the slowest burning British powder, the

maximum pressure of the gases rises to a point far beyond that of

absolute disintegration of the metal of the interior, even though this tube

be of tempered steel ; and that this pressure rises so fast to its maximum,
which is reached before, in fact, the shot haB moved through one-eighth

of the calibre, that the impulsive strain has not time to be transmitted

through the whole thickness of the gun, the couches of which are thus

broken in detail from the inside outward. Everything in the appearance

of those guns which have yielded after longest endurance supports

this view.

2. No British artillerist (we do not now speak of men who, however

able and skilful and justly eminent as mechanists, are either ignorant

of all theory or make no use of any in blundering on from trial A to

trial b), but no man of science, military or civil, in England appears to

have hitherto attempted to view the problem of the strain on rifled

or other guns, in any other than as a statical one. But statically the

problem cannot be approached, and when so attempted the results are

doubly misleading. It is essentially a dynamic investigation, and no

formulae which do not embrace the principles of those expressions for

active force and resistance, now well known and employed by the

mathematicians of the Continent under the names of force vive and

resistance vive, are capable of affording any safe guidance. More than

this, however, must be called in here. Where the velocity of appli-

cation of the forces impressed is so enormous, questions of wave transit of

the elastic resistance vive of the materials both of shot and of gun come
into play ; and questions of wave distortion in the gun itself, where, as in

the Whitworth hexagonal bore and rapid twist, the form is relatively

unsymmetrical. This may be to talk parables to those who know
nothing of the higher mechanics, but in a sentence or two, a glimpse of

the matter may be made evident to what is called " common sense."

Force suddenly applied, impulse, can only be propagated through

any material at a given rate, no matter how hard and rigid the material

may be. Thus, a blow delivered at one end of a bar of wrought iron of

13,000 feet long would take one second in time before its impulse would

reach the other end. Now it has been recently ascertained by a redis-

cussion of certain experiments of General Piobert, that the maximum
pressure in cannon fired with quick-burning powder is produced within

less than the one-hundredth of a second from the instant of first ignition,

or in about the time that the impulse produced would require to traverse

100 feet in iron.

Again, let us take any of the forms of polygonal or of grooved bore

rifled guns : as the resistance of an}r elastic material to impressed force

Fig. 1.

is directly proportional to the modulus of rupture and to its section of

resistance, so when the tube of such a gun is expanded by internal

impulsive pressure, it yields unequally at different lines passing

spirally round the internal contour of the tube ; the place where the

tube is thinnest, as in the radial direction, c b, yielding more than in

those, c A, where the tube is thickest. In the above figures, fig. 1 is

Whitworth's bore, fig. 2 is a Woolwich experimental form, and fig. 3

Mr. Lynal Thomas' form of rifled gun. Now in the first of these the

difference in thickness in the radii, c a, cb, is that between the large

and small diameters of a hexagon nearly, or as 2r : 2 cosin 30°, or as

2 to 1-73 nearly, which is nearly as 8 : 7. If the hexagonal bore had

no twist, and if the expanding force acted statically and slowly, the

whole circumference of the gun would stretch, and the extension in the

section, c b, would be \ more than that in the section, c a. But when the

expanding force is a dynamic one

—

an impulse of extreme velocity—as it
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takes longer to reach the outside of the gun at the thicker place than

the thinner, on the principles explained above, so it happens that the

whole force has been visited upon the thinner and therefore weaker

section, c B, before it has had time to affect the whole substance at c A,

the thicker and therefore stronger section.

The result is, that in place of the elastic elongation of the material

being uniformly distributed inch for inch all round the interior cir-

cumference, as in a smooth bore gun, nearly the whole stretching or elon-

Fig. 2.

gation takes place at the angles of the hexagon or in the rifle grooves,

viz., at the section, c a ; and at those points the material must be

strained even up to its limits of rupture, while all the other parts of

the gun are doing scarcely any work of resistance.

This is bad enough, but it is not all. If in place of the lines of

weaker section having no twist, as above assumed, they wrap round the

internal contour in a spiral, and besides this, the expansive force, however

rapidly applied, is yet applied successively along the whole length of the

gun; distortions of the most formidable character are produced, and

along these spiral lines of weakness, resolutions of the direction of elastic

Fig. 3.

wave motion in the material (elastic breakers, in fact), which tend there

to produce breach of continuity of the metal in a most powerful way.

These are some of the fatal defects inherent with and insurmountable by
any method or contrivance in every rifled gun which either has a

polygonal bore, or has a round bore with grooves of any form, the walls

in all such cases being of unequal resistance.

These evils culminate when either the polygon or the grooves have

sharp re-entrant angles, for along these fracture tends to commence
and run, for crystallogenic reasons quite independent of any that we
have touched upon, and which have been fully developed by Mr.
Mallet in his work on the " Materials for the Construction of

Ordnance."

If, therefore, we must have big rifled guns as the complement
to armour-plated ships, then we affirm this as unanswerable, that

whatever be the material, whatever may be other conditions, the

nearer we can make the tube of the rifled gun approach the plain and
perfectly symmetric cylinder of the smooth bore, the better chance we
have of success in making a gun of maximum surplus strength above

the impulsive strain due to a preordained charge and quality of powder
and weight of projectile, that is to say, the gun rifled of maximum
endurance, which depends upon the width of this margin of safety.

Now but one known system, the oval bore of Lancaster, fig. 1, pre-

sents us with the means of making a rifled gun with this desirable nearest

approach to the cylindric smooth bore gun. No Lancaster gun has ever

yet been made, we believe, above 8 inches calibre. We venture to

commend to the authorities on rifled guns intent, to set to work, and,

with as much care as they have bestowed upon the Armstrong guns

and projectiles, make two of these guns, say 10 inches and 12 inches

minor axes, and have them ready to try by the time the Whitworth 15
ton 9-inch guns shall have been tried and found wanting, as most

assuredly they will if ever they be fairly tested.

But might not another trial, which has never yet been made fairly or

fully in England, be proceeded with. Why not try what a big Rodman
smooth bore, with a spherical shot and a low velocity, will do for your

supposed impregnable ironclads, at such a range as practical seamen,

(who know the uselessness, not to use a harder word, of playing at long

bowls), would choose to fight at? Why not, especially, fire a few, (nay,

one point blank through the centre will do) such ponderous round shot at

the much vaunted and vexed revolving turrets ? Of what use are these

turrets, nay, how pregnant must they be with future disaster and dis-

grace, if one such big shot can " send them spinning " to purpose, by
stopping their revolutionary career for ever ? Would it not, as has been

well pointed out by a writer, Z (said to be Dr. Percy), in the Times, be

worth the whole cost of the Royal Sovereign, to find out whether such

towers be not rotten sticks to lean upon ?

We have been told upon authority upon which some reliance can be

placed, that the Americans since the war have found out for themselves

that this is the fact, and that although their monitors withstood in

some cases the heaviest rifled or other guns (9 and 10-inch) that the

resources of the poor Confederates enabled them to bring against these,

that, nevertheless, one thud from the shot of the big Rodman, well

delivered, has the same effect on their revolutions that a ball of opium

has on those of a dancing Dervish.

A very little calculation will sustain the likelihood of this. Let us

compare the work that is accumulated in the Armstrong 600-pounder,

striking at a velocity of 1500 feet per second, with that of a spherical

solid shot of 20 inches' diameter, striking with the low velocity of 800

feet per second. The work in the former (the Armstrong) is propor-

tionate in foot-tons to 241,500 ; that in the 20-iDch round shot to

432,000, very nearly double the former. And let it be not forgotten

that the impulse of any rigid body, if its velocity exceed 560 feet per

second, will cause even the toughest wrought iron to break as a brittle

body under its blow, if it break at all.

If, therefore, the 600-pounder Armstrong be capable of punching a

hole through an armour-clad, the 20-inch round shot, at little more than

half its velocity, will smash in a large piece of its side. It may be

objected that we must reduce the effects inversely as the surfaces of

impact, viz, as 202
: 132 ; but that is not so, because the spherical shot

does its crushing work long before a portion of its mass whose small

circle is 13 inches diameter becomes buried in the armour plate.

We trust we have not been wholly unsuccessful in proving the point

with which we set out, namely, that with all our boasting, and our

millions spent, our artillery is in a perilously impotent condition if sud-

denly wanted for real work. We have pointed out some of the

difficulties of the subject, and one or more of the probable routes to

real advancement ; but it is not encouraging to find that it iB not upon

these roads the authorities are endeavouring experimentally to advance,

but upon quite different ones, and upon those which cannot possibly

lead to any result but a costly repetition of past failures.— Ed.

LOCOMOTIVE CONNECTING RODS.

When the attention of a correctly observant eye is directed to the

detection of defects inherent in any particular mechanism, and for

example it is proposed to take those of a modern locomotive engine,

conspicuously prominent are the evils consequent on one and the more

general form and construction of connecting rod, and, if such be used,

outside coupling rods.

By far the greater number of locomotives on British railways are

provided with the " bellied" rod, as represented in the diagram, fig. 1.
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In the author's practice he has met with many such rods, weighing each

rather over 3 cwts.

For illustrating the truth of what is to follow, let us assume an engine

newly out from the repairing shop, having had a thorough " overhaul-

ing," and in good " running fettle," the brasses properly fitted, and in

fact all the couplings and journals without shake. The engine is put

on the road, and if only lightly worked will run the first six weeks or

two months before any considerable knocking ofthe connecting rod, as the

crank passes its centres, makes its appearance. In cases where engines

are hard worked the evil appears much earlier, and although there is

generally some room made for " tightening up the brasses,'' still, in the

majority of cases, this is comparatively so small, and traffic demands

not allowing sufficient time for frequent "fettling up," the evil continues,

so that the longer the engine runs the greater the slack and the more

she knocks.

This knocking, however, is not the only result of a heavy connecting

rod carrying slack brasses, as we shall presently see.

It is not generally known that there are some lines of railway on which

engines are continually run having as much as -j^ and -| inch slack in

the connecting rod brasses. We knew one case, in particular, where the

locomotive superintendent used to allege, as the cause of the bad con-

dition of his engines, that he hadn't enough of them, so his directors

nearly doubled the supply ; still the engines went on running with slack

brasses, with a play varying from an eighth of an inch upwards, and

matters continued as bad as ever.

At first we were disposed to credit the superintendent's reasons, but

when afterwards no improvement occurred, it became apparent that the

disgraceful and highly dangerous condition of the engines was simply

due to carelessness and gross mismanagement. The consequence of

all this was that the new batch of engines, after running a few months,

came into the shed one after another, till the repairing-shop was such

a disorderly hospital, that room for additional patients could not be had.

This reference, in even so casual a way, to the malpractices on one

particular line of railway, has only been made to enable us more dis-

tinctly to show hereafter the destructive effects that follow from the use

of unnecessarily weighty connecting rods, especially when such a state

of things as related is found to exist.

We will now endeavour to investigate the effects on certain parts of

the engine itself that follow from looseness of the connecting and

Fig. 1.

coupling brasses on the journals which they encircle, by illustration

from a very ordinary case, such as a 6-feet driving wheel running

at 40 miles an hour ; throw of crank, for the sake of simplicity, say 12

inches. In such a case, at the speed we have assumed, the angular

velocity of the crank centre will be about 1200 feet per minute ; and at

such a speed a connecting rod of the weights we have assumed would

have nearly 2300 foot-pounds* of work stored up in it, a great portion

of which is spent in a heavy thud upon the crank and crosshead journals

at the commencement of each backward and forward stroke ; and when it

is considered that this blow is repeated nearly 390 times every minute,

it enables us in some measure to imagine the destructive effect thus pro-

duced on the more important limbs of the engine.

In practice it is an extremely difficult operation to ascertain even

approximately what proportion of the work thus stored up in a heavy

connecting rod is used in destroying the mechanism—the proper motion

both of the crank and of the crosshead diminish the destructive effect

of the blow very much, no doubt ; still the fact remains, that during an

hour's run no less than 23,400 blows of the character we have mentioned

are struck both upon the crank and crosshead ; but as each locomotive

has two engines, this last quantity must also be doubled, so that the

total destructive effect on the locomotive is represented by no less than

46,800 such blows.

It may be held that the foregoing is an extreme case. However, it

is not so, as the engines which are in use and have run a few thousand

miles are very few indeed where an amount of slack at least -^ inch in

the brasses does not exist, and it must be remembered that where

there is any appreciable slack the destructive effect commences.

The bad influence of a heavy connecting rod for high speed engines

is not, however, confined to the destruction of crank shafts, crossheads,

motion blocks, and bars, and even the piston rods too
;
perhaps the

most serious, certainly the earliest visible consequence of a body formed

as they usually are, and made of malleable iron, is self-destruction—to

an explanation of which we now proceed.

As usually fitted the brasses are finished with a ^g inch clearance, or

thereabouts, of the crank pin, both on the upper and under side, so that

the bearing surfaces in contact of a newly fitted pair of brasses are only

about one-half of their total surface. This will be rendered more clear by

aid of the annexed diagram, fig. 2, which shows in an exaggerated degree

the top and bottom clearance of a pair ofconnecting rod brasses. The dark

portions above and below the crank pin show the clearance, whilst that

between the points, a a, on either side are the bearing portions of the

surface in contact As soon, tlien, as the bearing parts of the surface

between a a on each side are a little worn, the brasses have a vertical

play of an eighth of an inch or

F'g- 2. thereabouts on the crank pin,

the consequence of which is,

that every time the crank turns

the top and bottom centre the

"big end" receives a consider-

able thump, which tends to

bend it. In practice this ten-

dency is developed into an

actual distortion of the body

and ends of the rod from the

axis, with which when new
they all coincided ; and of the

number of locomotive connect-

ing rods we have examined,

with the view of testing the verity of the foregoing remarks, we have

in by far the majority of cases found the ends turned in an upward
direction, as indicated by the dotted portions of fig. 1. Generally

speaking, the small or crosshead end of the rod is most severely

acted upon ; and this, in many cases that have come under our notice,

"TEER

has resulted in the rubbing away of the material of the rod itself, in a

long patch to a depth of a quarter of an inch from the under side by

contact with the bottom motion bar as the crank passes its lower centre.

Doubtless a part of the "dropping" of the rod is due to wear of the

upper bearing surface of the crosshead brasses.

It will easily be gathered from what has been said that the "bellied"

form is the very worst that could be given to a connecting rod moving

at a high velocity, and subject to the rough usage that locomotives

generally get. The "bellied" form throws a great additional weight

to the middle of the rod, which only aggravates the tendency to bend

;

and the comparative smallness of the necks is the least desirable structural

feature for resisting the bending action. Thus we find that the points

where most strength should exist are in reality the weakest.

That connecting rods have frequently broken is a fact ; and it seems

difficult to avoid concluding that fracture has been mainly brought about

by the causes cited. It was not many years ago that one connecting

rod of a fast passenger train engine broke completely through at the

neck of the butt (on the Great Western line, if we mistake not), and

* This result is calculated from the general formula

—

w v

where w represents the weight of the body; v, its velocity in feet per second;

g = 32£, the coefficient due to gravity.

and
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being caught into the movement of the crank, smashed right through the

water space and laid the firebox bare.

The early locomotive builders were wiser than their successors in

the choice of form for their connecting rods. These were in general a

flat rectangle in section, the length of the rectangle being situated

vertically ; but when heavier and more powerful engines came to be

built, the flat rod gradually gave place to the "bellied" form—we
presume because the flat rods sometimes became bent into a curve edge-

ways, whereas it was thought the "bellied" form would infallibly resist

distortion under ordinary circumstances. Our

experience, however, shows that this view is

not realized.

After having now pointed out a very serious

defect, it may be expected of the author to

suggest a remedy. The objects to be sought

are twofold : 1st, To produce a connecting

rod of the lightest possible weight consistent

with its functions ; and 2ndly, That shall not

bend under the ordinary influences to which

it may be subjected. The desired form of

the body of the rods should be that of the annexed section, and they

should be made of steel, whilst the butts and straps should also be made
of steel properly recessed and ribbed, to give them all the lightness

possible.

There cannot be a doubt that any of the large companies now using

the Bessemer process would be glad to employ that material for such

connecting rods at a cost less than that of the uses for malleable

iron rods, and it must be remembered, too, that by the introduction of

such rods as the writer advocates, nearly if not quite half of the weight

of those now in use would be saved, so that their destructive effect when
working with loose brasses would be diminished in a proportionate

degree. It is scarcely necessary here to allude further to the destruc-

tion of the main moving parts of a locomotive, all of which are largely

aggravated by the very common and disgraceful practice of allowing

heavy and erroneously formed connecting rods to bang on the journals

and crank pins when running at high speed.—V. D.

SHIP LAUNCHING.—THE NORTHUMBERLAND.
Few spectacles more irresistibly suggest the tendency to ridicule and
banter than an abortive launch. It is a "gala" prepared for at all

points, but the proper object for which suddenly is found absent, a

drama without a denouement, an epic without a conclusion—all provo-

cative, were it not on so great a scale, often costing so much money
and so much fraying of reputations, of very much the same laughter

which the Christmas pantomime clown excites amongst the gods when,
after immense demonstrations as to some tremendous and perilous

somersault he indicates himself as about to make, he suddenly loses

courage, and decamps with his finger in his mouth. This was some-
thing of the effect of the mishap at Millwall in the attempt to launch

the Northumberland on the 17th of March last, in presence of the

Prince and Princess of Wales, &c, when after having gone about
100 feet along the ways she came to a stand-still, and declined

to go farther on that occasion, and when the most cheering speech
which it was possible to make over the champagne was that " the ship

was perfectly safe where she was." But even the most " bird-witted
"

person present must have felt that the laughable element was extin-

guished in the magnitude of the disappointment ; while to the reflective

portion the serious nature of the risks to the ship now to be developed,

and the waste of money and of labour and time that the rectification of

the evil must involve, set aside all other thoughts.

In every human risk or difficulty out of which we have got, we are
prone to say, " All's well that ends well ;" and we may now con-
gratulate all concerned, and a far wider circle indeed, that we can say
this at least. But although the risk is now at an end, and the North-
umberland safe in the water without any fresh accident, after an
amphibious existence of a month, and although at a very serious and
needless loss of money, ability, and time, yet at much less loss than at

one time looked but too probable ; still the event has been anything but
flattering to our amour propre as, in our own opinions, the first maritime
and mechanical people in the world, and especially when we recall the
far more formidable and prolonged struggles of a decade or 60 ago to

get the Great Eastern to take the water, such hitches in such huge

operations assume even a national significance, and can scarcely fail

to react upon our engineering prestige abroad. It is not amiss, then,

to recur to the direct causes of these difficulties, and briefly try to fix

our views as to whence they arose, and what is the wider moral that

they suggest.

John Scott Russell, in the chapter " On Launching a Ship," in his

large work on shipbuilding, very pithily and clearly puts nearly all that

can be said practically about this operation, viewed from the practical

side only, however ; for he does not devote a word to the theoretic

mechanics that govern the practice. After pointing out that it is a

matter of indifference whether the ship be launched bead, stern, or

broadside foremost, he says :
—" The ruling condition in every case is

this, that the ship must be thoroughly well land-borne until she becomes

thoroughly well water-borne." Proceeding to the "ways," or railway

to conduct the ship into the water, "they must be perfectly smooth,

even, parallel, and continuous down the shore into the water," he

goes on to the slope for these, which may be anything between 1 in 24,

or \ inch to the foot, which he pronounces "a dangerously slow

inclination," and |- inch to the foot, which is about 1 in 14, and which
" has the advantage for a large and heavy ship, because the lubrication

of the ways is somewhat less effectual under a heavy pressure than

under a lighter ship." When there is abundant room in the water (to

bring up the ship), he deems a slope of 1 inch to the foot quite

practicable.

Then, having pointed out that the distance to and the height above

the water at which a ship is to be laid down for building must be fore-

cast in reference to the launch, e.g., that if she has to travel 200 feet

to get to the water with a slope of 1 in 12, her keel must be laid 200
inches above the water surface at high tide, and so on ; he goes on to

consider, what has been done or proposed, where some one or more

of these desirable launching conditions are unavoidably unattainable.

The distance to be travelled may be too great for the natural slope that

can be attained, or the natural height may be such, that, coupled with

the circumstances of the ship herself, she may reach the water from so

steep a slope as to be hard to "bring up" when got afloat.

To meet these cases, the ways and the bottom of the cradle to fit

them may be made of variable slope. The ways may be either a hollow

curve, starting to landward, at its commencement steep, and then becom-

ing less steep, or a round and hog-bached curve, gently sloped at. first,

and steepest at the water. But he is careful to point out that in either

case, as the cradle and ways should fit each other all through the descent,

the curve can be only an arc of an enormous circle, and that "great

care has to be taken to accomplish this delicate and difficult operation,"

namely, of producing and fitting these enormous circular arcs, and that

"such delicate operations ought not to be lightly undertaken."

The necessary breadth for the ways, so as to give, in relation to the

length and weight of the ship, such a total amount of surface of bearing

as shall distribute the load with no greater pressure than three tons to

the square foot at most, are then explained ; and our author goes on to

remark that if all precautions be taken as so far by him described, the

chief danger to be apprehended may arise from " hard and exceptional

places occurring under the ways, and causing an excessive pressure on

some limited portion of these, such as no lubrication can withstand"

We need not follow him into his instructions as to the cradle—its

length in relation to the ship, how this may differ if the ship be of iron

in place of wood, &c. ; nor need we proceed to the dog shore and trigger,

the check ropes, &c, on to the end.

To the fact that " the delicate and difficult operation" was under-

taken, lightly or otherwise, of attempting to launch the Northumberland

from " ways" of variable slope, appears to have been due the whole

disaster ; and certainly it would appear, if we are to credit the facts and

the deductions made from them in very many of the newspapers and

journals, that not only did there exist a very hazy set of notions on the

subject of the theoretic conditions upon which this " delicate and difficult

operation " was arranged by those directly intrusted with it by the

Millwall Company, but that there exists a very general want of exacti-

tude of thought amongst the so-called scientific public upon it also. It

is alleged that the slope of the ways was for a good part of the way

down, only J inch to the foot, barely enough to admit of motion at all,

" a dangerously slow inclination," according to Russell ; and that then,

per saltum, or nearly so, as it would appear, the slope nearer the water

was increased to J of an inch to the foot. The ways were therefore

hog backed, aud they were actually so constructed of set purpose that
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they must at this junction of the two slopes have what was equivalent

to " a hard and exceptional place in them."

And what is the reason given for this unlucky combination ? The
weight of the ship is stated to be from 9000 to as high as 12,000 tons.

The minor limit is probably nearest the truth ; aud it has been repeated

over and over again that had she been launched upon ways of the usual

slope, say 1 in 12 or so, she would have reached the water with such

an immense velocity by reason of her immense loeight that she must have

gone over to the other side of the river before she could be brought up.

Now this, if not completely wrong, is next door to it in fact, and

betrays just such inexactitude in theoretic dynamics as leads men into

scrapes when they have to engage in practice on a great scale. No
matter what be the slope of the launching ways, provided the total

altitude between the land whence the ship starts and that of the water

surface be the same ; and no matter what the total weight of the ship

may be, provided that the pressure per unit of surface of the launching

ways aud the co-efficient of friction be the same, the ship must arrive at

the bottom of the inclined plane

—

i.e., the water surface

—

with the same

velocity, no matter whether she weighs 9000 tons or 9000 grains. For

it is plain that the variation of velocity, whether up or down an inclined

plane, is at any moment

dv . .= +gsm 0.

dt

$ being the slope angle of the plane ; but as the slope is less the plane is

longer, and so the final velocity is the same, if there were no retarding

force, viz., no friction, or if this be the same for all cases. But the

friction is directly as the load upon the unit of surface, and hence if the

surfaces in contact of the cradle and launching ways have been regu-

lated properly, viz., so that the pressure per unit of surface shall be the

same whether the total weight of the ship be great or small, the retard-

ing force in relation to g will be the same. Therefore the same dynamic

relation holds good, and the relative final velocities are the same with

friction as if there were none ; that is, in other words, with launching

ways whose total altitude is the same, the final velocity of the ship

on reaching the water, estimated in the direction of those ways, is wholly

independent of the slope, and will be the same whatever be the slope

of the ways, whether gentle or steep, assuming the retardation due to

friction to be itself independent of the slope of the ways. In reality,

that retardation for the same friction coefficient is less as the ways are

steeper.

Why, then, is it ever desirable, it may be asked, to vary the slope of

the ways in reference to the total weight of the ship ? If it be true, as

it undoubtedly is, that an equal bulk of cork or of lead, if they respec-

tively slide down the same slope with the same pressure per square inch

of sliding surface and same coefficient of friction, must come to the

bottom at the same velocity (and if they did not they would not drop

in vacuo through the same altitude in the same time and with the same
final velocity), why ought we ever to vary the launching slope, and
make it smaller for the heavier ship ? Nor is there any reason why we
ever should do so if, under the preceding conditions, the same total

altitude must be descended along a straight inclined plane, whose length

must increase as the slope diminishes.

What we want to do, and apparently what the Millwall builders had
dimly in their minds to be effected by their dangerously small inclination,

was this:—The 9000 tons' ship, when she "gets way on her" and
reaches the water, may prove unmanageable unless she goes in very

slowly. Why ? Because from her mass the work accumulated in

her will be enormous, although the final velocity be only the same
as that of a yacht. This is quite true, and important as matter of

practical result, but how is it to be avoided ? If we can reduce the

slope and the total length of the launching ways also, we may reduce

the final v ; but this is only to say, if we can alter the total altitude

between the ship on the blocks and the water we can do so. Or we
may do it by altering the coefficient of friction. Now as friction is

nearly independent of total surface for the same materials, viz., here,

wood upon wood, with tallow and soft soap as unguents, but varies

directly as the pressure upon the unit of surface, we may retard the

heavy ship by relatively reducing the total bearing surface on the ways
—that is, by increasing the pressure of the load, and with it the friction

(the retarding force) per unit of surface, and therefore in total. And
so, if m and m be the masses of the light and the heavy ship, we may
with the very same slope and length of plane so regulate the descents

that the work accumulated in both shall be alike in getting into the

water, or

hit' = J[«2

What was done, it is stated, was to make launching ways of two slopes,

a gentle and a rapid one, but with the total altitude for descent the

same necessarily as before, and the result was so to provide a hump at

the junction over which the ship had to go, while the slope at no part

of the length was nearly sufficient to insure adequate movement.

A glacier launches itself continuously over its irregular and hum-
mocky bed with tolerable ease and uniformity, because the whole vast

mass has practically no rigidity, it is a sort of thick fluid; so also a

very large wooden ship is or may be flexible enough to writhe and

twist and accommodate itself, hull and cradle, to one or even several

such humps, or even ups and downs of the launching ways, provided it

move with sufficient energy to leave spare force thus to alter its form,

and lift portions of its own weight at the same time, during its descent.

But an iron ship, from its relatively extreme rigidity, can scarcely

accommodate itself to the hump at all ; it may ride on to it and partly

over it, until the hump may be right under its centre of gravity, and

then it may press upon a comparatively small surface of the ways at

and near the hump with such intensity upon the unit of surface now
alone bearing hard thereabouts, that all unguent is squeezed out, and

the only limit of resistance to further descent is the co-efficient of abso-

lute abrasion, and tearing away piecemeal of the timber of the ways.

If 9000 tons is reduced to sit upon two surfaces of some 50 feet by

2, or 200 square feet in all (we do not say these were the exact figures

of the case here before us), nothing short of some such velocity as that

with which the trunks of trees went down the slide of Alpnach, would

carry the ship over it. Thus, in fact and result, the retarding force

which kept the Northumberland from her element was this very

increase of the co-efficient of friction, though most unscientifically (we

cannot say provided, because that would involve accurate forecast) and

accidentally resulting. Obstinately rigid as iron ships are, it is pretty

obvious that the flexibility of the Northumberland under the contending

forces of her own enormous weight, and the immense floatage power

of her partially immersed stern at high water, with the added buoyancy

of barges, camels, &c, was sufficient to enable her to bend some inch

or two in her length ; for it appears that while the immersed stern was

lifted to something like that amount, her fore body and fore foot still

hung obstinately upon the upper part of the launching ways. In fact,

she must have before bent more or less in the opposite direction, as she

came to a stand still upon " the hump ;" and it was not until the total

amount of buoyant power brought to float her was sufficient to take this

first curvature out, and relieve the pressure also, that she was got off.

In the end we believe it is not to mis-state the mechanical facts to say

that the Northumberland can scarcely be said to have been launched at

all ; she was more probably almost completely floated off.

Into the details of the operations by which she has been got out of

the dangerous dilemma, and creditably to all engaged in her release,

inasmuch as it has been without further accident or damage, under very

difficult conditions, we do not mean to enter. All we wish to point out

is, that more exact thought, based on theoretic science, which " practical

men " in this England of ours so many of them profess to despise, could

have prevented the whole imbroglio. As a practical deduction, how-

ever, we must express our opinion that the great weight of the North-

umberland presented no reason why she should not have been launched

in the usual way, and with ease and safety, into the narrow water of the

Thames. The velocity should have been kept within manageable limits,

not by reducing any part of the slope of her ways to a dangerously small

inclination, still less by the perilous introduction of a humped junction

between the two slopes, but by wisely giving such a uniform slope as

must insure her easy descent, and modifying her final velocity by

increasing the retarding force (the total friction, or its intensity upon

the unit of surface) in relation to the other conditions. Nor need the

work accumulated in so large and heavy a ship have been any object

of apprehension, such and so manj' are the highly efficient ways by

which the motion may be destroyed, by successive resistances both

from the land and in the water, to say nothing of the power of swinging

the ship round almost directly she had reached the water, so that her

broadside resistance should be opposed to further progress. Into this,

however, we do not intend to follow the subject.

The grand moral that we draw from this incident of British engineer-

ing, which certainly not to our national good repute has by this time
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become the news of the world, is this; namely, that here is one evidence

of the fact, that while we have, with their hands, the most skilful body

of artizans, mechanics, shipwrights, and what not, in the world, these

men are themselves relatively dropping astern in technical education to

the workmen of nearly all Europe and of America, and that the scientific

and technical theoretic education of those who lead these men—foremen,

superintendents, managers, engineers, &c, &c.—are becoming, under

our present system, year by year relatively below the standard of their

continental and American compeers.

Meanwhile, as our coal is getting scarcer, which at least no one can

deny, and technical education in its great and broad sense, which alone

could in a generation or two hence compensate for that scarcity, and in

any case, with or without coal, alone can keep us abreast of our rivals

abroad, our only attempt at technical education emanates from the

Science and Art Department at Brompton, where dilettanteism is let to

pass for any genuine educational progress in either science or art. We
had better waken up in time, whether our coal will last for ever or not.

Portrait exhibitions, Horticultural Gardens, Halls of Eblis, Acclimatiza-

tion societies, a Science and Art Department in which there is no science,

and whose art, however it may help the trades that minister to domestic

comfort, luxury, and the taste of the wealthy, has little or nothing to

do with promoting or improving the workmen of our great trades and

manufactures, will do nothing to keep us in the van of the world's

industry, but blind our eyes to our own wants, and keep us from noting

well the progress of other nations.

Our ministry of education, if it is to be a reality, and operative in

conferring far and wide such technical education upon the workmen
and their immediate directors in Great Britain, as shall bring them up

to the level of foreign workmen and foreign foremen and managers in

mind, and without which our superior manual dexterity and laborious

habits alone will not enable us to keep our relative position with the

world—must be other than South Kensington or the Board of Trade

seem to have even the faintest conception of.

Having thus drawn our general " moral," and so " improved " the

Northumberland, as writers on " serious " subjects are wont to express

it, we shall subjoin a sentence or two more with which this moral has

properly nothing to do.

It is not a little curious that the disasters of the launch of the Great

Eastern, in the hands of the late Mr. Brunei, were in reality due to

precisely the same mechanical circumstances as those of the Northum-

berland, though very differently brought about in the two cases. Brunei

was not the man to make mistakes in theoretic mechanics. Amongst
all the engineers that have within a few years passed away from us he

was, perhaps, the very best example of trained and exact scientific

thought and knowledge, and of the genuine self-reliance thence arising

as to the modes and methods that he chalked out for his own works,

always so characterized by originality. Hence we have said our moral

does not apply to the disasters of the Great Eastern. They were not

due to ignorance, but in part to what we agree with Mr. Scott Russell

was an error in judgment, and yet very much more to a practical over-

sight, in what Brunei, cumbered as he was with much and anxious other

business, no doubt left to bis agents and subordinates until too late,

when the disasters had occurred, and when he had personally at last to

face, remedy, and overcome them.

Arguing upon the enormous weight of the Great Eastern, and upon

the yielding slope of the Thames shore, Brunei determined to launch

her over an iron platform of launching ways, made of railway bars laid

parallel and a few inches apart, and bedded on timbers resting on deep

and close piling, in a word, upon a very rigid surface of iron, upon which

the iron shod cradle under the big ship was to slide.

Now we perfectly agree with Mr. Russell (who in his large work most

distinctly disavows having had anything to do with the launch of the

Great Eastern) in bis opinion, that wood launching ways are always to

be preferred to those of iron, because all other reasons that might be

here given apart, the very slightest inequalities, not -^ nor ^ of an

inch in altitude, which are unavoidable with the best possible iron

launching ways, must oppose resistances to the descent of an iron shod

cradle over them, only limited by the weight above it, and by the

abrasive removal of the solid iron, from the restricted bearing surfaces

from which all unguent is squeezed out, in fact, unguent action

impossible.

This was Brunei's error of judgment we venture to think; but

notwithstanding all that, had Brunei's design for the launching been

effectively carried out in all its parts, no serious difficulty would have

arisen, if any at all.

The base of the cradle was intended to be a large flat, absolutely flat

surface beneath the ship, over Vie whole of which surface the intention

was that the weight of the ship was to have been uniformly borne and
diffused. Upon this condition of uniform pressure rested all calculation

as to the amount of friction between iron cradle and iron ways, and of

intensity of friction in relation to unit of rubbing surfaces. And this

demanded, as essential to its existence, that the cradle itself should have

been stiff and rigid enough to diffuse any partial stresses upon its own
parts due to the huge load, so that the lower face of the cradle should

carry the ship, like one piece of plate glass swimming upon the face of

another. And here came the hitch ; well or ill designed, the framing

of the cradle was so flexible that the whole weight almost of the great

ship was borne by the parts of it directly under and about the keel

—

the outer ends of the cradle at each side of the ship turned up enough

to relieve these outer portions of all effective bearing power, and leave

it all for the middle of the cradle beneath the keel. Once this had

happened, no amount of strutting or wedging down from the sides and

bilges of the ship was found competent to restore uniformity of bearing

over the entire under Burface of the cradle. The consequence of this was,

practically to reduce the bearing surface of the cradle to perhaps one-

fifth, or even less, of its total area covering the ways, whence it followed

that the pressure per unit of surface was increased perhaps five-fold, and

rendered so intense that unguents were impossible. Iron and iron came
into contact and bit into each other, and no force less than that of

abrasion of the whole contact surfaces of wrought iron simultaneously

could move the ship. The power in the end employed was consumed

in doing this, and perhaps also in lifting up the immense ship continu-

ously (until she got into the water) by such a small amount as the ways

and piling itself may have been forced down by this unlooked for

concentration of load along the keel-line.

Now then, here was failure by reason of reduced bearing surface, and

hence intensified friction resistance, just as with the Northumberland,

though brought about in a different way. We were present during

the operations for getting the Great Eastern afloat, and though we

desire to write with reserve upon a matter in which so many and so

great reputations were concerned, we may at least say this, that after

an attentive examination of the Great Eastern cradle, we came to the

conclusion that its insufficiency was more owing to the way the design

had been practically earned out than to the design itself. In any

case, the mishap, which, as Russell remarks, has affected the destinies

of the big ship to the present hour, was not due to a blunder in

mechanics, but to a great and serious error in judgment, and to the

inefficient carrying of a design into practice.

ON THE FLOW THROUGH APERTURES OF SOLID BODIES.

{Continualfrom page 326, Vol. J., Third Series.)

General Method of Experimenting.

The preceding examples indicate at once the method which has been

followed in experimenting on the flow of solids. In order to point out

the relative displacement of the mass acted upon, the 6olid bodies

have been divided into numerous pieces by adjacent surfaces. This

division, in order to produce as little alteration as possible, was made

by cutting the samples (for the so-called adjacent surfaces) upon a

plane, either vertical or horizontal, to the direction of principal flow,

and the plates after being unfolded were reunited ; thus some little

correction was necessary in arriving exactly at the relative displacement.

For plates of wax and for the soft metals, the inter-adhesion of the

plates was soon overcome after the application of sufficient pressure

;

but for the hard metals it was found that this adhesion was not com-

pletely overcome until after considerable distortion of the component

parts of the sample.

In other circumstances, the cylindrical adjacent surfaces have been

examined, especially when it has been desired to study more readily

the displacement produced around the longitudinal axis. The experi-

ments thus made show the most conclusive results.

In the first experiments on the punching of metallic plates, the sur-

faces of separation were covered with a layer of white lead paint, but

it was soon perceived that it was possible to find the lines of junction
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in the deformed mass, by carefully smoothing over the faces of the

section or division made by a saw or other means. After combating

with the difficulties inseparable from investigations of this nature, the

lines ofjunction have been obtained much finer and much more regular

than could be. produced by an engraver.

The experiments now about to be cited relate exclusively to the

investigation of the arrangements of jets or detrusions, produced from

plates of homogeneous material placed in a cylinder to completely fill

it, and forced out therefrom by a pressure at one end sufficiently great

to cause the flow of the substance through an aperture at the other end

concentric with the cylinder's axis.

The pressure which was employed reached sometimes as high as

100,000 kilos. = 98" 4 tons, and was determined either by the addition

of weights to produce the load, by hydraulic pressure, or by the blow

of a very powerful hammer.

The cylinder inclosing the plates was varied in form and size accord-

ing to the effect produced ; the jet being always formed b}7 its passage

through a die of either iron or steel, supported upon adjustments,

and always produced in a vertical direction, either from the top down-

wards, as in the same ordinary case of the flow of liquids ; or when

it was desired to obtain jets of great length, and to inscribe the

measures of the partial elongations relatively with the pressures or

forces exercised, the jets were produced from the bottom upwards.

The hydraulic press which has been constantly employed in these

investigations is one made by Messrs. Benjamin Hick & Sons, of Bolton,

which was purchased by the Conservatoire after the close of the

International Exhibition in London in 1851.

The four cylinders (rams ?) of which the press was composed insured

an equal distribution of the pressure at all points, and the orifice pro-

vided at the centre of the front or top plate or block to which all the

rams are fixed, permitted the jets to flow downwards or backwards into

the free space between this plate and the end of the cylinders. This

same press served some time beforehand for conducting the experi-

ments on the crushing of substances. It has since then been furnished

with two differential piston manometers by M. Galy Cazalat.

The hammer possessed by the Conservatoire served only for the preli-

minary experiments ; the experiments on the flow of copper and steel

could not be conveniently made without a much more powerful hammer;

and for this purpose one in the workshop of M. Barre, die-sinker

to the mint, was employed. In arranging this hammer, which was

formerly used in coining 5 franc pieces, for the purpose of the experi-

ments, it had to be furnished with steam power (du systeme Cheret), to

enable this powerful machine to operate.

It has been before remarked, that with metallic plates it was not

necessary to coat their surfaces so as to preserve distinct throughout an

experiment the position and alterations of form, &c, in the planes of

separation. It was, however, different with plates of wax ; the traces of

their surfaces of separation could not be preserved without brushing

over each surface with finely powdered red ochre. This colouring

matter has produced in certain cases as fine and regular traces as could

be wished in the lines of separation of the plates of metal.

In the experiments with pulverulent materials, all the elements which

partook in the flow [ecoulement) were coloured, or rather most of the

powders nsed were of different colours, and distributed in horizontal

layers or strata in the cylinder in which the compression took place.

In order to preserve the jets obtained, the entire mass operated upon
was impregnated with melted wax, which bound all together the solid

particles, and enabled the samples thus consolidated to be cut through

with safety, as if they had been of metal or hardened wax.
For lead musket shot the operations were altogether analogous; but

these experiments being of a somewhat secondary order, no other object

was held in view than to find out the same disposition of the jets in

concentric couches, which were such marked results in the composition

or arrangement of jets formed entirely of homogeneous substances.

The same mode of procedure has since been applied in observing

the flow of two liquids, one superposed on the other ; but it has not

so far been possible to preserve any permanent trace of tubular con-

struction.

Description of the Experiments made.

It has already been remarked, that the experiments which this

memoir describes have not been confined to one particular case, as it

has been considered more important to vary the attendant circumstances
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as much as possible, in order to arrive at certain conditions by which

a fair comparison may be made with the ordinary flow of liquids, such

as that which is described and illustrated in all treatises on hydraulic

science—namely, that relative to the vein of liquid rushing through a

circular orifice formed at the centre of the base of a filled vessel. This

liquid has been replaced by a cylindric block of homogeneous material,

and acted upon by considerabie pressure.

Experiments with Metals.

The pressure which it was possible to obtain with the apparatus

employed, enabled blocks of lead of 10 centimetres =: 3937 inches in

diameter to be operated upon, and the height of the experimental

blocks was in many cases varied ; but for the hard metals, samples of

smaller diameter were employed, such as
m'050= 1-9G8 inch, and

m -0-37 = 1-457 inch.

A separate enumeration of each of the experiments will be given as

they were made in each series.

Series
ra -10 = 3'39 inches in Diameter.

All the experiments with this series were made exclusively on blocks

of lead, and the pressure was obtained by means of a hydrostatic

press. The special apparatus constructed for these experiments was

furnished with three dies, any one of which could be used for con-

ducting an experiment. These dies were respectively provided with

holes of the following diameters :—0™020 = 7879 inch ;

m-030 —
1-182 inch ; and m '040 = 1-575 inch.

Experiments with the Die m'020 = -7874 inch Diameter.

These experiments are twelve in number ; but two of them were

made upon the same experimental block. The number of plates

composing the samples on which the experiments were made varied

from two to' twenty, thus producing blocks or piles varying in length

from ra
-00G2 = -245 inch to

ra -063 = 245 inches. The principal

jet obtained was in length m,638 — 25'51 inches ; the pressures varied

from 57,000 to 90,000 kilos. = 53'5 tons to 88"6 tons.

See the following table of the experiments :—

Dates of the No. of Original Thickness of the Lengths t f the Jets
Experiments. Plates. Biocks. Produced.

Millimetres. Inches. Millimetres. Inches.

June 21, . 2 6-2 -2436 10-0 •393

" 21, . . 2 62 •2436 180 •707

July 6, . . 2 62 •2436 230 •904

June 21, . . 3 9-3 •366 53-0 2-083

July 6, . .
4 12-5 •492 990 3890

June 20, . . 5 15-5 •609 65-0 2-56

October 18, . 6 182 718 199-5 7-89

June 18, . .
10 320 1-258 100 •393

" 24, . .
10 315 1-245 2500 9-83

" 25, . .
10 31/5 1-245 297-0 11-652

" 19, . . 15 480 1-907 520 2043
" 29, . . 20 630 2475 63-0 25 073

The last three mentioned jets in the table are hollow at the centre
;

all the others are solid throughout their entire length.

Experiments made with the Die ra -030 = 1-181 inch Diameter.

These experiments, also twelve in number, offer more variety than

the preceding, as can be judged on inspecting the following table :

—

Dates of the
Experiments.

No. of
Plates.

Original Thickness of the
Blocks.

Lengths of the Jets
Produced.

Millimetres. Inches. Millimetres. Inches.

October 20, .

July 29, . .

1

2

3-0

6

117
•2131

15

39

•589

1*537

October 23, .

" 20, .

5

6

15-1

18-2

•605

•718

50

118

1-905

4 637

July 29, . .
10 300 1134 150 5-895

10 30-0 1134 200 7-860

ii 10 30 1-134 250 9-825

September 17,.

22,.

10

10

300
30-6

1-134

1-187

152-5

154

5904
6-052

November 5, .

August 19,

" 22, .

3

14

30-4

42-0

1-166

1-650

160
328

6-288

12-890

20 60-0 2 268 395 15-523

In the foregoing table, the first four jets, as well as the sixth, are

more or less hollow at the centre.
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Those of the 17th and 22tid of September, and that of November 5,

present this particular, that they demonstrate the deformation of the

cylindrical surface, which in the original block before compression

occupied the space forming the prolongation of the jet.

It is believed that these deformations are perfectly characteristic.

Lastly, the results of the last two experiments were made by

successively adding new plates after each flow. These two samples

present at their exterior projecting bourrelets, of which mention will

be more specially made in another part of this memoir.

Fig. 6 to a scale of '666 represents the result of the twelfth experi-

ment, made July 29.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON GLASS.—A HINT FOR GLASS-

STAINERS.
In the collection of papers on glass-staining, or rather on coloured glass

itself as an object of decoration, by the late Mr. Winston, lately pub-
lished, entitled " Memoirs illustrative of the Art of Glass-Painting, by
the late Charles Winston, of the Inner Temple:" Murray, London, 18G5,

a notice occurs of the ancient glass of Winchester College, wherein it

is stated that in the east window of the chapel portraits exist stained

in the glass, still in good preservation, of the carpenter, the mason, the

clerk of works, and of the glass-painter himself, who were engaged upon
the work of constructing the edifice. Probably there may be many
portraits painted in oil colours quite as ancient as these, or even more
ancient ; but how will it fare with the latter after the lapse of another five

hundred years, or twice that period ? while these portraits in stained

glass, if not smashed by violence, will still be found as fresh probably
as in the days of William of Wyckham.

Were wo to attempt to arrange in line and in the order of relative

imperishability the several methods by which man has attempted to

transmit the likeness of himself or his fellows to posterity, we should

probably find the ancient engraved gem standing at the head of the

list ; next would come the marble statue or basso relievo, both, how-
ever, highly unsatisfactory and imperfect modes of convening any dis-

tinct notion of a human face: for even the statue is without colour,

devoid of skin texture, and with sightless orbs, or at most with eyes in

which, like those of the royal Thane's ghost, "there is no speculation."

Then come medals and coins, common drudges 'twixt man and man,
soon frayed and worn; and even if kept, as in the sealed bottle hidden

in the heart of a modern foundation stone, bright and untouched as

when they dropped from the minter's die, a means of conveying a por-

trait yet poorer and less truthful than the last.

On the line with these, if not above them, we might perhaps place

those white porcelain, flat, and isolated portraits (a sort of bassi relievi

swimming in space) which are enveloped in a transparent block of flint

glass, and are not uncommon in paper weights, &c. Between these

and the productions of the artist or painter we have nothing, unless

indeed we choose to consider it possible to produce a portrait by mosaic

work ; and no doubt it is possible, as the gigantesque portraits of

tesserm in St. Peter's, and still better in the new church of St. Paul,

extra muros, at Rome prove, to thus produce a picture which at one

hundred feet, or greater distance, may convey the general notion of a

portrait, or more truly of a likeness, for these are not synonymous terms.

But even were these combined little blocks capable of satisfying the

wants of an artistic portrait, the whole framefull is only as durable at

best as the wall to which it is attached ; and in any country like ours

where frost is an annual visitor, the whole thing is about as perish-

able as anything can well be imagined. In fact, we may put mosaics

out of our category; and cameos cut in shell, while having all the dis-

advantages of the cameo gem, do not possess the hardness or resistance

of these to fracture.

Coming then to the limner's art, in what direction shall we look for

maximum resistance to the tooth of time? Not in fresco painting cer-

tainly, where removed anything beyond the hideous black and reddle of

the mediaeval "bogies," as Mr. Winston very fitly terms the style in

which the grizzly and dislocated saints and martyrs were depicted,

which antiquarians with ecclesiological tastes take such delight and

pride in disinterring from behind the whitewash of ages. The frescoes

of Giotto, of Leonardo da Vinci, to say nothing of those of our own
Houses of Parliament, prove how much trust may be reposed in the

durability of such of these as pretend to light and shade and colour.

Nor probably will any oil painter of competent physical and chemical

knowledge be found to affirm that a picture in oils, no matter how
painted or with what " medium," is likely to be sempiternal while

painted on canvas or even on wood panel. Rather more, perhaps, may
be said for an oil picture painted on a millboard or plate of papier

madid prepared in oils and resins throughout, its body
;
yet even here,

where the oil painter does his best for immortality, he can never for a

moment arrest the avidity of the oxygen of the atmosphere to act upon

his oily vehicles, and to slowly but inevitably convert them into resins,

and at last into dark or black asphalts, with such ehange of volume as

shall crack them all over the face and ultimately seal the fate of his

picture. Such is what has actually happened to many of the early

Byzantine pictures.

Water colours upon paper, or any method of delineation on paper,

we may put out of the question : their evanescence is as certain as that

moth and rust doth corrupt.

Probably, notwithstanding the Bayeux tapestry, in which after eight

hundred years the hard black threads of wool of the outlines remain

clear enough, though so much of the colour has vanished, we may
put " worsted work," and "gobelins," and tapestry of all sorts aside as

a means of durable portrait depicting, just as much as the modern water

colour proper upon paper.

But what of cartoons or drawings on parchment, or of illumination on

the like material ? In these, of all practised modes, we are very much

disposed to think that the work of the portrait artist is likely to live'

longest. A portrait in chalks, simply, red, white, and black (and with

these simple materials it is marvellous what may be done by a master

hand), upon a skin of well prepared and well stretched parchment, is

probably as durable as anything within range of the organic world of

matter can be, so far as chemical change is concerned ; but a rub even
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of a hard hand may sweep out the likeness in this or in any other sort

of crayon. Perhaps a black lead pencil drawing upon parchment, while

equally resistant to chemical change, might better bear rough usage.

The body colours employed by the old illuminators on vellum were

generally of great durability, and once laid on with a detent of gelatine

or size, or of thm mastic varnish, present perhaps an instance of as

great, if not greater, durability than any other form of painting, except

enamel painting or painting on porcelain.

To these last two branches of the painter's art we readily concede the

palm of quasi immortality, and it seems remarkable that so little advan-

tage has been taken of either within the last two hundred years, the

period within which both arts have been well understood technically

and practised with some real artistic pretension, for the purpose of

perpetuating the faces aud figures of the foremost men and women of

the time.

In Russia and in France portrait painting on porcelain has been

somewhat practised, and occasionally with marked success. We are

all familiar with the pretty faces of women and the shaven chins of

frilled fine gentlemen in the enamels of Petitot and others ; but where

are the great historical faces thus embalmed? As methods of portrait

painting upon a large scale, these methods belong to autocrats only,

their costliness is prohibitory to all others nearly; and all said and done,

the porcelain portrait is brittle, and the enamel my chip and scale off

the copper by a slight blow, and upon a large scale is certain to destroy

itself by the difference in expansion and contraction between the metallic

back and the enamel face. We cannot hesitate to conclude indeed that

this has been the real reason why the great masters of the art of enamel

painting have always confined themselves to comparatively very small

surfaces.

These various modes of reproducing the human face divine nearly

exhaust the catalogue, with the exception of the methods belonging

to the very modern Photographic art. This has given us likenesses

for the million, and might and will, when more really artistic skill and

feeling shall have been applied to it, give us portraits for the multitude

worthy of the name. Of those photographic productions of the paper

or " carte de visite" type it is enough to say, that as respects durability

it may be fairly questioned whether one of those now in existence will

be so fifty years hence. Even with the best manipulation and care in

washing, and so forth, the light that made, seems slowly but surely to

unmake every photograph printed from a negative on paper. The only

form of cheap photographic portrait that seemed to possess the probable

elements of endurance was the positive executed on glass, and then

coated over with asphalt varnish on the reverse side. But these have

gone out of fashion, or rather the pecuniary interests of photographers

have caused them to push such photographs out of use. At this moment
we believe there are very few places in London or in England where it is

possible to get a portrait so photographed. Of a positive on glass,

apart from its liability to be broken—and that might be reduced to a

very small risk by placing it between two suitable protecting plates, the

front one being of thick plate glass—it is hard to predict a natural end.

The deposited silver salt is sealed up from all aqueous or atmospheric

influence. The deposited matter is itself in a state of stable chemical

equilibrium (perhaps), and light which alone has future access to it has

already done its full work (perhaps); whether change of temperature or of

molecular state may in the course of ages split off or loosen the asphalt

backing remains to be proved, but this is improbable. Here, then,

seems to be the best approach we have made to an everlasting portrait,

and yet one for the million. But two things it lacks; it wants size,

life size if possible, and more importantly it wants colour, for without

colour there can be no portrait. There may be a likeness that may
enable friends to call up in memory the old familiar face, but there can

be no portrait that shall enable generations to come to know how the

man looked, and to trace his character and inner man, in every line and
tint of hair, skin, eye, colour, complexion, and aspect.

Now, a true portrait in stained glass would give us all we want; and
the question which we suggest to the photographer and glass-painter

for joint solution is, whether it may not be possible so to photograph a

portrait on a large sheet of glass, that the deposited material which

mark3 out the lineaments may be afterwards burnt in, and that after-

wards as in ordinary glass-painting by successive " firings " the required

tints and colours may be superadded, and so at last a coloured photo-

graphic stained-glass portrait picture produced. It is not for us, even

were we competent to do so, to point out the details of the process

;

that is for the well instructed photographer, who must be a good

chemist, in concert with the skilled glass-painter, who must also be a

chemist, each knowing a good deal of details and possibilities of the

other's art as well as of his own, to lay their heads together and work

out. We believe, however, that the task is a possible one, and one

that will prove a productive achievement to whoever succeeds in it.

There are now known a great variety of photographic chemical com-

pounds, i.e., a great number of haloid compounds of the metals acted

upon in certain states by light. It may be even speculated on whether

there be a single metal out of the whole catalogue of known metals,

that in some haloid state or other shall not be found to yield a photo-

graphic element.

There are few metallic salts that cannot be so managed as to be

reduced to oxides in the glass-stainer's oven, and caused to confer upon

the glass on which they spread their own characteristic colours. We
therefore are not confined to a silver salt alone for depositing the out-

line and light and shade of a portrait photographically upon the glass.

We may deposit these in some other photographic salt or salts that,

whatever be their tint after first deposition and washing, shall be such

that when "burnt in," and the reaction between the deposited matter

and the glass at a high temperature has taken place, shall give us the

lineaments of the face in such tints and colours as we may desire. Once

get the skin and face and such lines and tints true to nature by sun-

work and chemistry and the glass-stainer's fire together, and the rest

is simple enough ; the colours of dress and adjuncts become mere

adaptations of common glass staining by known methods. Were this

method once brought into play, its use would not be limited to the

production of portraits. Stained glass pictures of all sorts and subjects

drawn by the hands of artists of the highest genius, traceries of the

most varied and complex characters, diapers or arabesques—none of

which when multiplied by any form of coarse type-printing on the glass

retain a vestige of the grace and vigour of the original hand drawing

—

could all be multiplied by photographic printing, or enlarged or reduced

in scale, yet always retaining the character of being precise transcripts

of the original from the master hand of the artist. In short, photography

and glass-painting would become inseparable parts of one extended art.

And, now, suppose the dream realized, that we have got at this mode
of making a true photographic stained-glass portrait, it would lead to a

good deal more, than that we could nearly all have portraits of our

friends in panes of glass in our windows. Churchmen and statesmen,

all who desire or deserve to be remembered, can be enshrined in " com-

memoration windows," not with gigantic noses and wry necks, as the

taste of a certain set deems very right and our bounden duty they

should be, but as pretty reliable portraits to enable posterity to see what

manner of men they were.

Many a butcherly face of dull ecclesiastic, or purse proud burgess

or alderman, would no doubt thus be kept away from between us and

the sun, nor posterity puzzled by finding such eminent church-window

donors to have had the features of Cceur de Lion, or Godfrey de

Bouillon. But a genuinely higher end would be attained ; it would have

become possible to transcribe the real countenance of any great man
living and worthy of the honour, and in a beautiful and enduring

material to make his portrait part of any great public architectural

structure with which his history or career were associated. And it

would at all times give the means of producing a portrait, that so far

as anything the work of man's hands can be enduring, would be so

without assignable limit.

To the accidents or violences of fire and tempest, earthquake, light-

ning, civil discord, or war, we need not refer. The Colossus of Rhodes

was not a bit safer from these (assuming that such a figure ever existed)

than one of these plates of glass. But apart from these, whether

cemented in between two thick plates of protecting glass or naked, such

a glass portrait would possess all the imperishable properties, as against

the tooth of time, of stained glass,

" Quod non imber edax, non aqoilo impotens

Possit diruere, aut innumerabills

Annorum series, et fuga temporum."

THE FUTURE UNION RAILWAY BRIDGE ACROSS
THE CLYDE.

It is. understood that the designs for this bridge, which is to be a lattice

girder, are now completed by the engineer, Mr. Blair. It is to consist
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of five spans of 75 feet or thereabouts. The foundations for the piers

are to be constructed by the well-known method of sinking iron cylinders,

which in the present case, will be 8 feet diameter. The above-water

parts of the piers will be built of the ordinary Scotch gritstone, which

enters so largely into all masonry structures in and around the southern

and midland districts of Scotland, and for durability, with the exception

of granite itself, probably stands unsurpassed. Some of the very oldest

buildings to be found in these lower districts are entire!)' built of this

hardy material ; and we believe that no country can boast of architec-

tural relics, which more perfectly retain fresh and distinct as on the

day when they were inscribed, the sculptor's tracery and the mason's

art. In the ruins of many of Scotland's oldest buildings, even now,

the form of the stones originally imparted to them is so perfect that the

chisel and scabbling marks are not yet defaced, though these have been

exposed to the wind and rain, heat and frost, and every change of

climate for many centuries. Perhaps a better example of the exceeding

durability of this material cannot be cited than the foundations of the

historical Abbey of Cambuskenneth, near Stirling, where even now the

shallow mason's signs are on many of the stones quite perfect. It

cannot be doubted that this extreme ability which the stone possesses

of averting in so pre-eminent a degree the atmospheric energies, and so

preserving its newness of appearance, is that which causes such a rigid,

unyielding, cold look to nearly all Scotch ruins. Irr fact, in this sense

they are not ruins at all ! but unaltered, though isolated, parts of a

onc^ perfect whole ; no bad type of the old Celt himself, who even

now exists among the highland fastnesses in some cases only a little

in advance of his nomad ancestor.

Our readers will see that in this digressiqn we mean to show the

judiciousness of the selection which has been made of the stone for

the permanency of the vital parts of this bridge structure.

It is to be hoped that the actual designs for the bridge itself are as

happy, and bear as true features of the best engineering of

our day; for it may be safely predicted that, when the greater

number of our finest examples of bridge engineering have

crumbled into dust, this, amongst a few others—or rather

its original piers—will be found still fulfilling their end,

although the wrought-iron superstructure should have been

renewed more than once. We are rather at a loss to know
why the entire bridge should not be constructed of this

durable stone—a question of first cost, no doubt ; " penny

wise and pound foolish "—the characteristic dictum of railway directors !

In examining the bed of the Clyde as to its suitability for foundations

at the part chosen, we are told by one who has been there engaged

that 80 feet or thereabouts of mud and sand have to be passed through

before the clay is reached. We do not know what will be the pressure

per super foot on the cylinders, when the bridge is loaded with its

maximum weight of train, but prima facie it seems not improbable that

the foundations will be rendered stable by lateral friction of the cylin-

ders both inside and out before this depth is reached.

It is sincerely to be desired that the new structure across the Clyde

should not present to the public eye such a displeasing appearance as

some of the railway bridges over the Thames. And we look forward

in anticipation at some future day of seeing it contrast, not unfavourably,

with a great engineer's stately work to which it is ere long to be a neigh-

bour, spanning, too, the stream rendered classic by the labours of Gol-

borne and Telford.—V. D.

TELLIER'S AMMONIACAL AIR-COOLER.

M. C. Teluer, inventor of the Ammonia Motive Power Engine, of

which we gave an illustration,* has applied the evaporative power of

ammonia, liquefied under a high pressure, to the cooling of public and

private buildings, the holds of ships, and the engine-rooms of steam

vessels, breweries, &c., and also to the irrigation of lands and gardens.

These applications are based upon two physical principles of incontes-

table truth:

—

1. That, in vacuo, liquids spontaneously emit vapours, the tension

of which immediately attains its maximum.
2. That in two vessels communicating together, maintained at un-

equal temperatures, and each containing a liquid, there will be always

vaporization in the warmer and condensation in the colder vessel.

In fact, the tension of the vapours produced in vacuo is in proportion

* Vide Practical Mechanics' Journal. Vol. I., Third Series, page 200.

to their previous condensation. The greater the condensation the more
powerful will be the evaporation

; and as this evaporation can only

take place on the strict condition of absorbing heat, if we dispose an
apparatus in such a manner that the air to be cooled alone traverses it,

then the whole of the caloric required for the evaporation must be
abstracted from that air in its passage. M. Tellier states that if, for

example, we employ ammonia, a difference of 10° Cent. (18° Fahr.),

only between the temperature of vaporization and condensation will

produce a difference of more than two atmospheres in the pressure

corresponding to each temperature; that is to say, the heat is carried

off by the vapours formed with such energy that it may be compared
to the force with which a steam boiler maintained at three atmospheres
would discharge its steam into the atmosphere. He, moreover,

remarks that the surfaces exposed are utilized under the best conditions,

since there can be developed, per square metre, up to 4800 metric units

of heat or calorics* for a difference of 1° Cent. Thus, we have a most

powerful source of refrigeration, and also, by combining it with a suit-

able system of distribution, the possibility at hand of producing at will

an aeration as wholesome as it is agreeable. The accompanying illus-

tration will convey au idea of one of the forms that may be given to

this apparatus for the cooling of public and private edifices.

A A A A on the annexed engraving is a closed cylindrical vessel

furnished with two diaphragms,//, and traversed by the tubes, a a;
there are two openings v, w, one for the admission of the air to the

tubes, a a, and the other for its discharge when cooled. This vessel

contains liquid ammonia. B B is a vapour chamber for retaining the

liquid ammonia that might be mechanically carried off by the vapours.

D is a condenser in which the ammoniacal vapours, conducted by the

tube, b, are condensed by a current of water which arrives by the

pipe, p, and escapes by the aperture, i. The ammoniacal gas when

condensed returns to the vessel, A A, either by its own gravity or by

other contrivance, such as pumping, &c , if the condenser be placed

below, by the pipe, g. The method of working the apparatus is very

simple. The air to be cooled enters at v v, is distributed through the

tubes, a a, parts with its heat to the ammonia, which is transformed

into vapour, and then passes out by the aperture, w w, to be conducted

wherever cool air is required. The ammonia thus vaporized escapes

by the tube, b, and arrives at the coil tube, D, in the cistern, /; h, where

it is condensed, being surrounded with water at 50° Fahr. If water

cannot be procured at that temperature, a small force pump placed

upon the pipe, b, can furnish a sufficient pressure for the condensation

* A calorie or metric unit of heat is that qnnntity of heat required to raise the

temperature of a kilogramme of water one degree Centigrade. As a kilogramme

= 2-205 lbs., and 1° Centigrade = l°-8 Fahr.: the metric unit of heat is equal

to a quantity of heat that would raise the temperature of 3'97 lbs. of water through

1° of Fahrenheit's scale. A calorie is then 397 British units of heat.
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of the ammonia, at the same time allowing its vaporization to be produced

at a low temperature ; the required result can then always be obtained.

The practical loss of heat is very little, as a simple envelope of non-

conducting material will prevent all radiation ; all the rest

of the surfaces are utilized by coming in contact with the

air to be refrigerated.

la applying this system to the cooling of heated

air in the engine-rooms of steam vessels, the inventor

proposes to use an apparatus similar to that above

described, into which the external air can be forced

by a fan or some other method of compelling a current

of air to pass through the tubes, a a; the ammonia

being evaporated and condensed in the same manner.

Moreover, as the difference between the volumes of

ammonia heated and condensed will be very consider-

able, M. Tellier purposes to utilize this pressure,

which may amount to an effective one of several atmos-

pheres, by driving the fan or ventilator furnishing a

supply of cold water to the condenser, d, restoring to the

generator, A a, the liquid ammonia produced by the con-

denser. For the purposes of irrigation of lands and for

the cooling of wort in breweries the principle of the

apparatus is the same as in the last case, with this excep-

tion, that between the generator of the ammoniacal gas

and its condenser a motive-power engine is placed, so

that all the force arising from the change of bulk of the

ammonia is put to practical utility. The heating power

in the apparatus for the irrigation of lands is that derived

from the solar heat received by a number of tubes con-

taining liquid ammonia, which, after being evaporated

and having expended its power on an ammonia engine,

is condensed by the cold water which the engine has

itself pumped up from a well.

For cooling beer in breweries when the wort is made,

the inventor couducts it to a large vat in which is placed

a worm or a system of tubes disposed so as to present a

very large surface. These tubes or coils contain liquid

ammonia. On the other side he disposes a suitable coil,

which is continually bathed with cold water. Between
the generating tubes and the condenser be places his

motive-power engine. In consequence of this arrange-

ment vapours are produced at the expense of the heat

which the wort evolves, utilized in the engine, and lique-

fied in the condenser, to be again employed after having

been conducted back to the generator tubes. The
results of this arrangement are :—That instead of 24
hours and more being required for cooling a reservoir

of beer, 5000 or 6000 litres (1100 to 1320 gallons) of

wort can be reduced in temperature from 180° to 59°

in one hour, if it be necessary (for the rapidity of cooling

depends only upon the surface given by the apparatus).

This operation, moreover, can be carried on without

contact with the atmospheric air, and consequently with-

out altering the beer ; whilst under ordinary circum-

stances much of the aroma of the hops is lost. All the

caloric which it is essential to expel is transformed into

a useful force, especially when we consider that for a

vessel of 5000 litres (1 100 gallons), the quantity of heat

developed in cooling is 425,000 metric units of heat, or

nearly 675 kilogrammes of steam (1488-4 lbs). This force is able to

be applied to pump water, grind malt, and to perform any other work
connected with the service of the brewery.

DUBLIN CORPORATION WORKS.

At the time we published an abstract of Mr. Parke Neville's paper,

read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers during their meeting

in Dublin in August last year,* we were unable to obtain trustworthy

plans and sections of the works and line of country between Roundwood
and Dublin. These have now appeared in the last issue of the Pro-

ceedings of the Institution, and deserve high credit as specimens of

lithography.

* 7ide pp. 219-221, Vol. I., Third Series.

"We have considered it important to bring this subject before our readers

in a way the most intelligible, and on that account attention is again

directed to it in connection with the subjoined general plan and section.

DUBLIN WATER WORKS.

Genenul Plan
'shawing course of Water WokI<s

from Hnuniiivoocl Reservoir

to Du hiut

For the condition of the City of Dublin water supply, previous to the

commencement of the new works, our readers are directed to the

abstract before referred to, as we purpose now to consider only the main

features of the new works.

The water in and around the immediate neighbourhood of Dublin is

exceedingly hard, that obtained from some of the old sources of supply,

the several canals, ranging as high as 15° to 16° on Clarke's scale ;

whereas the water of the Dodder is soft, and could it be obtained pure,

would still be highly valuable, especially for domestic purposes.

In the discussion which took place on the conclusion of Mr. Neville's

paper, Sir John Gray, M.P., chairman of the works, stated that, at a

distance of two miles only from the city, the water was so largely

charged with lime that it showed as much as 91° of hardness on Dr.

Clarke's scale. Proper evidence, however, has not, it appears to us,
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been yet produced to give reason for this at once to be credited

as a fact.

Afler having to submit until now to the polluted waters of the Dodder,

and the hard impure supply from the canals, it is easy to understand

the boon about to be conferred on the inhabitants, by bringing a healthy

supply from the Vartr}', which in analysis is found to be almost iden-

tical with the Loch Katrine water which we in Glasgow are so copiously

blessed with.

This water, according to different analyses, gave the following

measures of hardness :

—

Name of Analyst.

Graham and Huffman,

Dr. Miller, .

Dr. Penny,

Degrees of Hardness.

. under 1°

" 0-6°

" 0-8°

It appears, moreover, that the hardness varies at different seasons of

the year from 0"5° to 1"0°, and the water is comparatively so pure that

it may be said to possess all the properties of distilled water.

We have heard several complaints as to the want of proper discretion

with the leaders in their choice of the site whence the new supply is to

be drawn ; but it must be remembered that the choice was by no means

a hasty one; it was proposed in 1857 to obtain a supply from the
canals at a higher level, and this being found inexpedient, another pro-

position became set on foot to draw from the Liffey at abcut 20 miles
west from Dublin. We think it wisely determined, to deal no further

with either of the first proposals ; in a sanitary sense particularly, fur

the waters of the canals as well as the Liffey, coming as they do along
the upper limestone, must inevitably be highly charged. The case is

different with the Vartry, which rises at the southern base of the Great
Sugar Loaf Mountain, County Wicklow, and in the Cambrian rock, as

will be seen on referring to the plan, fig. 1, where the geological forma-
tions are clearly shown.

Roundwood is the spot selected for the storage reservoir, at a distance

of about 7J miles below the river's source ; and at the point, A, where
the great embankment for the reservoir has been constructed, the

riverbed is C32 feet above ordnance datum, or 520 feet above the highest

part of Dublin. The reservoir itself extends over an area of 409 acres,

and is supplied from a drainage of 22 square miles. When full, it will

contain 200 days' supply for the city and suburban districts, which,

taking the present value of the population at 340.000, is about 35
gallons per head per day.

RathmLchacI

% Tank

Stdloriran
Reservoirs

Horizontal Scale /£' inch per mile

We have now to consider the engineering operations connected with

these works. For the obtaining of the requisite reservoir, it has been

necessary to construct an enormous embankment at Roundwood, which

in the highest part is G6 feet, thus impounding a maximum depth of

about 60 feet of water. Along the top of the embankment a public

road 24 feet wide and 2000 feet long is to be carried. The entire

breadth at the top is 28 feet, and at the deepest part of the base 380
feet. The earthwork of the embankment amounts to 320,000 cubic

yards, the puddle wall being 6 feet wide at top, and 18 at bottom,

on the level of the surface of the old river bank, and throughout its

entire length the wall is carried down to the solid rock. The
bywash or waste weir is 300 feet long. The outlet from the reservoir

consists of a tunnel formed under the eastern end of the embankment
through an open cutting into the rock, which is arched over with a

semicircular arch of ashlar masonry 4 feet thick ; the tunnel is 14 feet

high by 14 feet wide in the broadest part. Near the centre of this

tunnel is a brick plugging 20 feet thick, carefully toothed into wedge-

shaped recesses in the solid rock. Through this plugging are laid two
cast-iron pipes of 48 and 33 inches diameter, the largest of which is

intended chiefly as a sluice for lowering the water level in the reservoir

quickly, and it is continued into the tail of the bywash near where the

latter joins the old river course. The 33-inch pipe is for conveying the

water into the circular distributing basin, from which it passes by con-

duits to the filter beds, and thence into the pure water tanks. In the

valve chamber at the outer end of the embankment tunnel a very com-
plete set of stop valves will be placed, for enabling both the 48- inch

and 33-inch pipes to be worked as may be required. At the inner end

of the embankment tunnel is built a water tower, into the bottom of

which the 33-inch pipe is carried ; and in the sides of the tower are

inlet openings, with valves fixed on the inside, for enabling the water

to be drawn from the reservoir at different levels, in order that it may
be taken off in the best state for use. The filter beds and pure water

tanks cover about six acres. The filtering material employed will be

sand, gravel, and broken stone. The two pure water tanks receive the

water from the filters, and will hold 2,730,000 gallons of water each.

From these tanks the water will be earned for a distance of about 700

yards in a cast-iron pipe 42-inch diameter, laid with a fall of 6 feet per

mile, until it reaches the tunnel, into which it is carried for a length of

120 yards, so as to get to the solid rock. The tunnel will be 4367

yards long, or nearly 2J miles, the entire length being through very

hard Cambrian slate rock, full of quartz and quartz veins. Twenty-one

shafts have been sunk along its course. The average falling gradient

of the main is 20 feet per mile; it passes the village of Newtown

Mount Kennedy, and then along the coach road through the Glen of

the Downs, to the Kilmurray relieving tank, which is 7 miles from the

lower end of the tunnel.

Having so fully referred to the details of these works on a previous

occasion, it is not necessary now to enter into further particulars, whilst

we recommend to our readers a fresh perusal of Mr. Neville's paper, in

conjunction with the subjoined plan and section.—V. D.
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HYDRAULIC PRESSING APPARATUS.

(Illustrated by Plate 3.)

The examples of hydraulic pressing apparatus which form the subject

of our copperplate engraving this month, serve to illustrate some recent

improvements which have been introduced into this class of machinery,

with a view to its adaptation to the pressing of " half stuff," and to the

pressing and baling of esparto and other grasses, cotton and other fibrous

materials. The improvements to which we propose briefly to direct the

attention of our readers owe their origin, we believe, to the combined

invention of Mr. Thomas Routledge of Ford Works, Sunderland, and of

Messrs. Daniel Bentley and J. B. Jackson, of Lodge Banks, Bury. In

bis business of paper manufacturer, Mr. Routledge has long felt the want

of simple, and at the same time thoroughly efficient hydraulic pressing

apparatus, for compressing " half stuff" into cakes, expressing moisture

from esparto and other grasses, and for baling the same. The improve-

ments which these gentlemen have introduced into the " half stuff"

press are shown in fig. 1 of the copperplate engraving, which represents

a sectional elevation of the improved press. It consists of an upper

double-acting hydraulic cylinder, in which works a piston, which holds

down the lid or cover of the compressing chamber when fluid pressure

is admitted above the piston. This counter-pressure against the pressure

of the ram of the main hydraulic cylinder is exerted directly upon the

centre of the lid by the lower end of the piston rod, and thus prevents

any springing or yielding of the lid of the compressing chamber whilst

under the action of the main ram, and consequently all risk of fracture

of the lid is obviated. Suitable catches are employed for locking the lid

or cover in its place, the catches engaging underneath shoulders or

collars on the main columns of the press. When the materials have

been sufficiently compressed, the main ram is lowered slightly, so as

to ease off the catches ; when the catches are released the ram is

caused to rise again, and force out the block of compressed " half stuff,"

the lid or cover of the compressing chamber resting upon the top of the

block, and preventing it from splitting or falling to pieces by sudden

expansion. The lid is maintained in an elevated position by means of

hooked catches hinged to the casting of the upper double-acting cylinder,

in order to allow of the compressing chamber being recharged. The
compressing chamber is lined with perforated zinc, and is grooved or

channelled, so as to afford free exit for the moisture behind the perforated

lining. Fig. 2 represents a side elevation of a hydraulic baling press,

wherein two hydraulic cylinders are combined together, and made, for

the sake of portability, in two or more castings, which are bolted

together, so as to bring the cylinders parallel with each other. The
rams of the two cylinders operate conjointly upon one ram-head working

in the compressing chamber ; and in order to afford facility for the metal

banding or roping of the compressed bale, a number of adjustable parallel

bars, forming a species of grating, are situate over the front and back

openings in the upper part of the compressing chamber. These bars,

when placed obliquely, as shown in the engraving, enable a rope to be

wound spirally round the bale, grooves or channels in the top of the

press and in the surface of the ram, admitting of the ready passage of

the rope or band above and below the bale. When metal banding is

required, then the bars will be placed vertically, and adjusted laterally

to suit the distance between the bands. To facilitate this lateral

adjustment of the bars, and to enable them either to assume an oblique

or a vertical position, each bar is slotted vertically at each end, and
through these slots pass dowel-headed bolts, which enter T-slots made
parallel to the upper and lower edges of the openings in the compressing

chamber. These holts are free to slide along the slots, and when the

bars are to assume an oblique position the longitudinary slots in such

bars will permit of such adjustment.

In fig. 2 a few only of the bars are shown on the near side opening of

the compressing chamber, in order to show the interior of such cham-
ber as well as the bars at the opposite opening. Figs. 3 and 4 represent

in side elevation and plan an improved mode of working and arranging

the force pumps of hydraulic presses. The cylinders of the pumps are

placed horizontally, one of each pair on opposite sides of the main

actuating crank shaft, and in a line with each other, so that the two
plungers of each pair of pumps may be simultaneously worked from

one crank. This arrangement admits of the cylinders being releathered

with greater facility, and likewise renders the safety and other valves more
accessible for grinding or repairs. The pump bed forms the top or cover

of the tank, and carries the bearings for the crank shaft and first motion

shaft, from which latter motion is transmitted to the crank shaft by
means of spur gearing. The larger or low-pressure pumps are all dis-

posed on one side, and the high-pressure pumps on the opposite side of

the crank shaft. The plungers of these pumps are respectively secured

to metal slides, in which work brasses embracing the crank pins. When
using a range of pumps working at different pressures, as shown in the

engraving, a lock or stop valve (shown in dotted lines on the engraving)

is attached to the bottom of the suction pipes of the low-pressure pumps,

and these valves are worked by a weighted lever which causes them to

shut off the supply to the low-pressure pumps at will, whilst the high-

pressure pumps on the same range, and feeding from the same supply,

may continue working. A low-pressure lever safety valve is provided,

blowing off at say two tons per square inch: and a high-pressure safety

valve is also employed, which blows off at say four tons per square inch.

Fig. 1 of the woodcuts annexed is a side elevation of a simple

form of hydraulic pressing apparatus, suitable where great pressure

Fig. 1.

isnot required, as, for example, for expressing superfluous moisture

from " half stuff," spent hops, and similar substances. It consists

of a cistern, A, provided with a perforated lining for containing

the "half stuff." Within this cistern fits a heavy lid or cover,

B, connected to the piston rod of a piston, D, working in an over-

head double-acting cylinder, E, fixed in the framing, F. The lid

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

descends by its own gravity upon the "half stuff," but is controlled

more Or less in its descent by the water under the piston, D. A
final squeeze or pressure is then applied by letting the water act above

the piston, after which the lid is elevated by turning on the water below

the piston. The woodcuts, figs. 2 and 3, represent respectively a side

elevation and edge view of a " hydraulic regulator," for absorbing the

blow or concussion produced on the internal surfaces of the cylinders

f_
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of hydraulic presses of all kinds by the action of the pump
plungers. This regulator consists of an additional cylinder, A, which

is connected by a branch, B, with the feed pipe of the press, at an

intermediate point between the force pumps and the hydraulic cylin-

ders. The additional cylinder is in communication with the range

of hydraulic pipes, and is provided with a ram or plunger, c, carrying

at its upper end one or more antifriction rollers, a. Upon these

rollers rest corresponding curved levers, D, pivoted at E, and carrying

weights, P. The pressure in the pipes elevates the ram or plunger, c,

which continues to rise as the pressure increases, lifting at the same time

the weighted levers. As these levers are curved inwards, the weights

when first lifted will offer comparatively little resistance to the rising of

the plunger, c, but as the plunger rises and the pressure increases, the

resistance is also augmented in proportion as the distance between the

weights and the fulcrum, E, increases. By this arrangement the blow

at each stroke of the force pumps is absorbed by the ram of the addi-

tional cylinder, in lieu of being exerted upon the interior of the main

cylinders of the presses, which is frequently the cause of fracture.
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RECENT PATENTS,

APPLYING AND UTILIZING WATER POWER.

Colonel Valentine Baker, Dublin.—Patent dated July 29, 1865.

Colonel Baker's invention consists, according to one system or mode
of applying and utilizing water power, in the employment of a syphon,

which is made to bridge over a dam or embankment built across an

estuary or reservoir, subject to tidal variation of water levels. On one or

both limbs of this syphon there is fitted a turbine, which will be driven by
the flow of the water through the syphon from the higher to the lower

level on opposite sides of the dam or embankment. The power of the

turbines may be used either directly or indirectly ; in the latter case

they would be employed in compressing air for use as a motive power

in any convenient locality, or at a higher elevation. Or in lieu of having

a syphon passing over the top of a dam or embankment, a curved or

bent pipe, or inverted syphon or water way, may be passed or con-

structed under the dam or embankment, and be similarly provided with

a turbine at one or both ends. In some cases it is proposed to employ

two or more dams, so that the fall of water from the reserve dam may
be utilized during or about the time that the head pressure in the first

dam is neutralized by the corresponding or approaching level of the

tidal water. If desired, sluices may be employed for regulating the

height of the water in the dams. It is proposed specially to apply this

part of the invention to docks, by making use of the difference of tidal

level for the working of turbines or water engines, and the compression

of air by them, and using this compressed air or power in convenient

localities for discharging the cargoes of ships, and for other useful pur-

poses, or making the water act directly upon other hydraulic engines

by means of force pumps and accumulators.

By another arrangement, it is proposed to utilize the power derivable

from a fall of water, or from tides, whether through pipes or otherwise,

by causing such water to work air compressers at a lower level, and
thence transmitting the power thus obtained, by means of pipes or tubes

which convey the compressed air, to a higher or other locality where
the power is to be applied, thereby in many cases gaining power by
allowing the water to act at a lower level, and reconducting this power
to a higher level by means of air pipes, which air afterwards works an
air engine somewhat similar to a high-pressure steam engine.

It is proposed specially to apply these engines to farm buildings,

thus obtaining a more economical power than steam, and avoiding the

risk of fire.

By a somewhat similar arrangement, it is proposed to accumulate or

store the water power of tides or of mills when not engaged in their

ordinary work, in those cases where the water has hitherto been allowed

to run to waste, by disconnecting the ordinary machinery, and causing

the water or tide to actuate air-compressing machinery, or to work
pumps for the purpose of filling or storing a compressed-air receiver, or

a water tank or cistern at a higher level, to be subsequently employed

as an auxiliary or additional power in driving the mill or other motive-

power engines.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a diagram plan of a system or

mode of obtaining continuous motive power from the rising and falling

of tides, combined with dams or reservoirs, and a turbine or other water-

power engines. 1 and 2 represent two reservoirs, which may consist

simply of natural arms of the sea or estuaries confined at their mouth
by embankments, e, which keep out the tides, excepting when found

requisite in the working of the turbine, as after more fully described.

These embankments may be provided with sluices or floodgates, S, 8,

for the purpose of rapidly filling and emptying the reservoirs when
desirable. Between the two reservoirs, or in any other convenient

locality, a turbine, T, or other suitable water-power engine, is erected,

and supplied with water by means of branch pipes, b, b', b", leading

respectively to the reservoirs, 1 and 2, and to the tide at t. These

branch pipes are each provided with a sluice or stop-valve, so that any

one of the sources of water supply (1, 2, and t) in which the water-level

is highest, may be made to operate upon the engine, whilst the other

two are for the time being shut off therefrom. The water which passes

through the turbine flows either into the opposite reservoir or into the

tide, according to the relative water-levels, through special sluices made
for that purpose, leading from the mill in which the water-power engine

is placed. According to one mode of working this system, supposing

the reservoirs, 1 and 2, to be filled, and the tide at low water, then the

turbine is worked by the flow from the reservoir I to the tide, t, through

the supply pipe, b, until the two water-levels approximate. The work-

ing of the turbine will then be continued by the flow from the full

reservoir, 2, into the tide at t, through the supply pipe V ; whilst the

empty, or partly emptied reservoir, 1, remains shut off from the rising

tide. By the time the water-levels of the tide and of the reservoir 2

approximate, the tide will have risen considerably above the water-level

in the reservoir 1, so that the working of the turbine may be then car-

ried on by the flow of the

tidal water through the •'

f|f
Fig. 1.

supply pipe, b", into the

reservoir, 1, whilst the

reservoir, 2, may be filled

again through the opened

sluice, S, in its embank-

ment ; and so on, the

working being carried on

continuously by making use

always of the highest of

the three water-levels, and

allowing it to flow, after

doing its duty, into the

lowest level. A continuous

motive power is thus ob-

tained, which may be kept

in operation, with very

slight supervision, both

night and day, and at a

most economical rate. In

some localities the turbine or turbines, for their number and power is

unlimited, may be employed in the day time in driving machinery of

any kind, such, for example, as corn mills, cotton or woollen manufac-

tories, or other large establishment of a manufacturing kind ; but during

the night, in lieu of wasting the power, it is proposed that it should be

usefully employed in pumping water into a high level reservoir, or large

hydraulic accumulator, which, if the nature of the ground will admit,

might be advantageously situated on the top or side of a high hill or

mountain. The engine will thus in the night be collecting an immense

store or magazine of power, which will be available for driving all kinds

of hydraulic engines, or for assisting the working of the turbine before

mentioned when any of the two water-levels are approximating each

other.

Figs. 2 and 3 represent respectively a horizontal and vertical section

of the application of this continuous system of tidal working to docks or
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other artificial reservoirs, the power derivable being useful in driving

cranes or other hoisting machinery for facilitating the loading or unload-

ing of ships ; also for pumping water out of graving or floating docks, or

for driving any other machinery either in the immediate locality or at

aDy distance from or elevation above the original source of power. By
causing the turbine to work air pumps, or compressers, or water pumps,

where not otherwise engaged, and by storing this compressed air or

elevated water in suitable reservoirs or cisterns, a most useful and readily

available magazine of power is produced, capable of working air engines,

water-pressure engines, and other motive machinery operated by corn-

Fig. 2.

Fi". 3.

pressed air or by water. 1 and 2 represent a portion of two contiguous

docks, and t is the tide ; the turbine, t, or other suitable water-power

engine, is situate in a well, "w, built in the masonry of the dock walls.

From the turbine branch three supply pipes, b, b', b", leading respec-

tively to the docks, 1 and 2, and to the tide, t. c, c', c" are outlets for

the escape of the water from the well, w, after it has passed through

the water-power engine and done its work. These outlets lead respec-

tively into the docks, 1 and 2, and tide, t, and are each provided with a

stop or sluice valve, v, as are also the supply pipes, b, V, b", so that the

water may be readily directed from any one of the three sources, 1, 2,

t, the water-level of which may be highest, through the turbine or

engine, and allowed to flow by one or other of the outlets, c, c', c", to

the lowest level.

It is also proposed to obtain a store or magazine of power by turning

to useful account not only tides but falling streams or mountain rills.

This ia accomplished by col-

lecting the falling water in

pipes, and directing it thereby

to water-power engines of any

convenient kind. These water-

power engines will necessarily

give off their immediate power

at a low level ; but by causing

this immediate power to be

exerted in the working of air

compressers, from which air

pipes are conveyed upwards

to compressed-air receivers,

situate at any desired eleva-

tion, or in any other locality,

a convenient source or maga-

zine ofpower may be obtained,

which will be available under

circumstances and in positions

which would preclude the use of the direct power of the stream or fall

of water. By having several compressed-air receivers communicating
by means of branch pipes with the air compressers below, and by other
branch pipes with air engines, which may be constructed in a similar

manner to steam engines, it is obvious that the power obtained may be
employed in various localities for the driving of mills, or other kinds of

mechanism. The great advantages of this system are the cheapness of
the power and its perfect safety.

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.
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It is also proposed to accumulate or store the water power of tides

or of flowing streams employed in driving mills or other machinery

;

and this is accomplished by combining with the water wheel, or other

water-power engine, air compressers or water pumps, in addition to the

ordinary machinery required to be driven by the engine. From these

air compressers or pumps, pipes are conveyed to a compressed-air

receiver, or to a reserve water tank or cistern, or to an hydraulic

accumulator. The air compressers or the water pumps are to be so

arranged that they can be readily thrown in or out of gear with the

prime mover, so that in the daytime, when the water engine is doing

its ordinary work, the air compressers or water elevators will be out of

action ; but during the night, or when the ordinary work is stopped,

then the air-compressing or water-elevating mechanism is thrown into

gear, and immediately commences to accumulate power by compressing

air in the receiver, or filling the water tank or cistern, either or both of

which, when stored, become magazines of power which maybe employed

either as an auxiliary to the mill itself, or as a source of power for driving

air or water engines for other purposes.

LIGHTING AND HEATING.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.— Communicated by Messrs.

F. R. & C. L. M. Menand, Paris.—Patent dated September 30, 1865.

Tins invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

night light apparatus for warming food or liquid ; and consists essentiall}-

in so constructing and arranging the said apparatus that the flame shall

be subjected to a constant current of air, which can be increased or

diminished by varying the height of a chimney above the flame, over

which chimney there is also situate a receptacle for the food or drink

to be warmed, which receptacle is also capable of being raised or

lowered like the chimney. A portion of the stand of the apparatus is so

constructed as to serve as a holder for a watch, matches, and other articles

of a like nature. The vessel which contains the night light, whether in

the form of a short candle, or of a wick floating in oil, is so constructed

that a constantly increasing current of air is supplied to the flame as

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

fast as the light burns down, or the level of the oil descends. Fig. 1

of the engravings represents an elevation of the improved apparatus, and

figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are sectional views of the saucer or vessel for holding

the night light. Various arrangements may be adopted for fulfilling

the conditions above set forth, but in practice the following arrangement

will answer well. The stand or boss, a, of the apparatus, is provided

L
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at the front with a pair of ornamental brackets, b, containing hooks

or projections, b, for holding watches or jewellery. This stand is

also furnished with a cavity, c, for holding matches, a piece of sand

paper, or other rough surface, being provided for striking them upon

at the back of the apparatus. To the front of the stand there is fitted a

vertical upright or pillar, by preference of square section, along which

slide two horizontal brackets, g, h, fixed at any elevation by set screws,

I, m. The lower bracket, g, carries in a ring, G, the chimney or glass, J,

and the upper one, h, carries in a ring, H, the vessel for containing the food

or liquid to be warmed. If desired, a third bracket may be employed,

projecting from the opposite side of the upright, for carrying an ordinary

night light, or for supporting the vessel when sufficiently heated. The

same light which warms the food will serve, however, to give a sufficient

light to the chamber. It may consist of a spirit lamp or of any of the

known night lights ; but the vessel, E (fig. 4), in which it is placed, is

provided with four branching air pipes or passages, a, which open at

their inner ends into the vessel by vertical oblong apertures, h', whilst

their outer ends reach a little above the lip of the vessel. Supposing

this vessel to be partially filled with oil, upon which a floating wick is

placed, the level of the oil will at first be nearly up to the top of the

air inlets, and consequently the supply of air to the flame will not be

so great as when, by the burning of the light, -the level of the oil

descends, and exposes a larger aperture for the ac6ess of air. Thus
the supply of air increases as the oil is consumed. By raising or

lowering the chimney, j, the upward draught can also be regulated,

and the heat and light be regulated as required. In lieu of the adjust-

able brackets, separate vertical telescopic uprights may be used ; and,

in lieu of the vessel, E, provided with air pipes or nozzles, a, the vessel

may be made with an inner descending lip, a', as shown in fig. 2,

arid be perforated all round the top edge at c, so that air can descend

between the inner and outer sides of the vessel. Or, in addition to

an inner lip, a', an outer one, d (fig. 3), may be used, descending

outside the vessel, but not quite so low as the inner one, so as to form

a species of annular syphon all round the edge of the vessel, the air

rising up the outside, passing over the lip of the vessel itself, and finally

descending to the surface of the oil, between, the inner and outer

portions of the vessel. The whole apparatus is self contained and

perfectly portable.

When burning night lights of the description known as " Childs," it

is proposed to employ a saucer of a shallow expanding form at the

upper part, and having a deep well or chamber in the middle to receive

the night light, as shown in section at fig. 5.

IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR REDUCING WHEAT AND
OTHER STRAW.

Richard Garrett, Jun., of Leiston Works, Saxmundkam.—Patent

dated April 6, 18G5-

The object of this invention is to render wheat and other hard straws

available as food for cattle, but it may also be applied with advantage

to the reduction of straw as a preparation for the macerating process in

manufacturing the same into paper.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the improved apparatus ; fig. 2 is a

transverse section of the concave, showing the roller in end elevation

on an enlarged scale ; and fig. 3 is a corresponding plan view, partly

in section, of the roller and one of the cutting blades or knives, a
is the roller, made of cast iron, either in one casting or composed of a
series, of the form of a wedge-shaped wheel or disc. It is keyed to a

shaft, B, which turns in suitable bearings provided for it in the framing

of the apparatus. The bevilled faces of the roller have ribs, a a, set at

a slight obliquity, and these ribs also extend across the boss and the

periphery of the roller. c is the concave, composed of a skeleton

framework of wood, which is clothed on the greater part of its inner

periphery with sheet iron, c. This sheet-iron clothing is concentric

throughout nearly its whole length with the roller, but at the open-

ing in the concave, for feeding in the straw to be operated upon, it

stands out a little further from the roller, to give space for feeding in

the straw. The concave is fitted with transverse bars, c\ between
which and the ribs on the periphery of the roller the straw is bruised or

crushed. A series of these transverse bars, marked c
2

, serve as a grid,

through which the straw, when cut up sufficiently small, is allowed to

escape, the sheet-iron clothing being omitted at this part of the concave.

These bars are composed of steel or iron, and are secured to the end plates.

d is a roller driven by a strap or pulley on the shaft, B, and used for

facilitating the feeding in of the straw, which is supplied to the appa-

ratus by hand or otherwise, as thought desirable. E E are the serrated

blades or cutting edges, set at an inclination corresponding in degree,

or nearly so, but in a reverse direction with the obliquity of the ribs on

the inclined sides of the roller, or both having the same angle of inclin-

ation, or nearly so, when viewed, as in fig. 1, from a radial line drawn
through them from the axis of the

roller. The blades and ribs thus

arranged are intended to. act as

shears, and cut the straw up into

small pieces. The blade, e'; how-
ever, which is the first that the

straw encounters as it is drawn

forward by the roller, is set at a

different inclination, and acts rather

as a scraping than a cutting blade.

From the above description it will

be understood that when straw is fed

to the apparatus down the mouth-

piece, f, and rotary motion is given

to the roller in the direction towards

the blade, E', fig. 2, the straw will

be drawn in between the ribs (which may be more or less wedge-shaped)

and the fixed blades. The operation will be first to crush, scrape, and

tear the straw, and then to cut it into pieces of (say) from one to two

inches in length. These operations will go on simultaneously,, the like

action taking place between the roller and the several lines of cutting

edges and transverse bars, until the straw is reduced to sufficiently small

pieces for being discharged, by the action of the inclined ribs on the

rollers, through the grid formed by the bars, c
2

. By these means not

only is harsh straw readily reduced to small pieces, as described, but a

quantity of dust, composed in great part of the silicious coating of the

straw, is removed, thereby leaving the cut product comparatively soft

to the touch, and in every way suitable for fodder.

The apparatus may either be mounted on a separate frame, as shown

at fig. 1, and worked by any well-known method as an independent

machine, or it may be attached to the frame of a combined thrashing
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and dressing machine, and receive the straw as it is delivered by the

straw shakers. The blades are secured by bolts to the wooden bars of

the concave, and the bolt boles are elongated to allow of the blades

being set up to the roller to suit the straw under treatment, or to com-

pensate for the wear of the working parts.

LAW REPO RTS.

You^ng v. Ferxie.—The Paraffin Oil Patent.—In the House of Lords,

April 19th, 20th, 23rd, and 24th.—This was an appeal from the decision of Vice-

Chancellor Stuart establishing the validity of Mr. Young's patent for " Improve-
ments in the treatment of certain bituminous substances, and obtaining products

therefrom." The suit was instituted by Mr. Young and his partners against Mr.
Fernie and others (the present appellants), to restrain an infringement of the patent.

Certain issues involving the validity of the patent and the fact of the infringement,

were tried before Vice-Chancellor Stuart in 1864, and after a trial which extended

over thirty-three days, His Honour, on the 26th May, 1864, found all the issues in

favour of the plaintiffs (the respondents in this appeal
) ; and by a decree of the

Court of Chancery, dated the 1st of June following, an injunction was granted

restraining the appellants from infringing the patent, and they were ordered to pay
the costs of the suit. It was also ordered that an account should be taken of the

profits made by the appellants by their infringement, and that they should pay tiie

amount of such profits to the respondents. The case is fully reported in the trial

before the Vice-Chancellor (Practical Mechanic's Journal, vol is., 2nd series, pp.

75, 102). The patent expired in October, 1864. The present appeal was from
tiie above decree. By their printed case the respondents took a preliminary objec-

tion to the competency of the appeal, which, shortly stated, was as follows :—The
order for the trial of the issues of fact before Vice-Chancellor Stuart was made
under the Ciiancery Regulation Act, 1862, which requires every question of law and
fact arising in any suit in Chancery to be determined in that court. A subsequent
part of this Act renders applicable to the trial of questions of fact under it the pro-

visions of " The Chancery Amendment Act, 1858." This latter Act contains clauses

enabling the Court of Chancery to try questions of fact by a jury, or before the

court itself without a jury ; and the 5th section enacts that the " verdict of the judge
shall be of the same effect as the verdict of a jury under the Act," and concludes

with the proviso that "iu case of a trial under this section any person may apply
for a new trial either to the judge before whom the trial was had, or to the Court of

Appeal in Chancery." The present case was a trial before the court itself without

a jury. The appellants never applied for a new trial either to Vice-Chancellor

Stuart or the Court of Appeal in Chancery, and the respondents submitted that

under such circumstances the verdict of the judge was conclusive, and could not be

the subject of appeal. This question was argued during the four days above
mentioned before the Lord Chancellor (Lord Cranworth), Lord Chelmsford, and
Lord Westbury. The Attorney-General (Sir Koundell Palmer), Sir Fitzroy Kelly,

Q.C., Mr. Wellington Cooper, and Mr. Chance (instructed by Messrs. Tuke and
Valpy), appeared for the appellants. The respondents were represented by Mr.
Grove, Q.C., Sir Hugh Cairns, Q.C., Mr. Hindmarsh, Q.C., and Mr. W. N. Lawson
(instructed by Mr. J. H. Johnson, of Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow). On the
24th April their lordships gave judgment that the objection above mentioned was
valid, and that by force of the Act of Parliament the verdict of the Vice-Chancellor
had been final and conclusive, and could not now be questioned.

The Attorney-General and Sir F. Kelly then urged that, on the face of the specifi-

cation, and taking into account certain admissions made by the respondents' counsel
at the the trial, it was clear that the specification claimed too much, and the patent
was therefore bad. Their lordships, however, held themselves to be precluded by the
finding of the Vice-Chancellor on the questions of fact (one of which related to the
sufficiency of the specification) from now entertaining the question raised by the
Attorney-General.

The counsel for the appellants then objected that the decree was bad on the
ground of its having been enrolled before the time for moving for a new trial had
expired.

^

This objection was also overruled ; and it being admitted that, assuming
the findings to be conclusive, the decree was a matter of course, the decree was
affirmed, and the appeal dismissed with costs.

Tangye v. Stott.—Weston's Patent Pullet Blocks.—Before the Lord
Chancellor, May 2nd and 5th.—In this case, which was a suit by Messrs. Tangye
Brothers and Price, of Birmingham, to restrain an infringement of Weston's patent
for " A new or improved pulley," a decree had been made by Vice-Chancellor Wood
granting the injunction prayed by the bill, and ordering the defendant to pay the
costs of the suit. The decree was made consequent upon the trial of certain issues
which were tried before his honour and a special jury in the month of December
last, which resulted in a verdict for the plaintiffs, establishing the validity of the
patent and the fact of its infringement by the defendant. The defendant subse-
quently moved before the Vice-Chancellor for a new trial, on the ground of mis-
direction by the learned judge, and that the verdict was against the weight of the
evidence, and other grounds ; but his honour refused the motion, with costs, and
made the decree above mentioned. The proceedings on the trial (which involved
some extraordinary contradictions of testimony), and on the motion before the Vice-
Chancellor, are reported in the Practical Mechanic's Journal for January and March
last, pp. 304 and 365.

Mr. Willcock, Q.C., Mr. Daniel, Q.C., and Mr. Lorence Bird (instructed by
Messrs. Clarke, Woodcock, and P.yland), now moved, before the Lord Chancellor, on
behalf of the defendant, for a new trial on the same grounds as those which had
been urged before the court below. This was opposed by Mr. Grove, Q.C., Mr.
Giffard, Q.C., Mr. Theodore Aston, and Mr. W. N. Lawson (instructed by Mr. J.
H. Johnson, of 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields and Glasgow).
At the commencement of the second day's proceedings the counsel for the defend-

ant stated that they were instructed to abandon the motion, and it was accordingly
dismissed, with costs.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Coal Question : An Inquiry concerning tiie Progress of
the Nation, and the probable Exhaustion of our Coal
Mines. By W. Stanley Jevons, M.A., Fellow of University

College, London, and of the Statistical Society. 8vo. Macmillan :

London and Cambridge. 18S5.

This able work needed not the sudden impetus that has been given to

its public recognition by Mr. John Stuart Mills' reference to it in his

late speech in Parliament, to insure its being ere long widely known
and admitted to be a most carefully digested and wisely and impartially

written treatise upon a subject, the importance of which it is impossible

to overrate.

The author is probably the very best sort of man to write a valuable

work upon a subject involving geological, metallurgical, technological,

social, moral, and political relations, all mutually reactive. For he does

not profess any one of these departments, of knowledge or of human
occupation, but he is a statist, a well-educated man, with a logical head

and a well-balanced judgment. He thus has not got a special hobby to

ride upon into the clouds, but takes his reader a sober journey with him

through facts and their collaterals, and leaves him with his own con-

clusions for fair and unbiassed consideration.

We all, even the least informed of us in England, admit in a rude general

sort of way the immense importance to us of coal, and the facts that our

present prosperity and national greatness are in some way greatly owing

to its abundant possession, and that without coal we should never have

been what we are, and without it now should get on very badly. But

very few indeed—we ineline to think not a thousand people iu Great

Britain—prior to Mr. Jevons' book, had, or even now have any

clear and well-defined conceptions as to what these loose propositions

involve, when they come to be made exact, and brought into contact

with cause and effect in the movements, past, present, and prospective,

of our own and of other nations. To do this has been the author's

object. He has not sought anxiously to prove as a distinct proposition

how much coal we have under our islands, nor indisputably when it

will be all gone. He is content to rest mainly for his facts as to quantity

upon the statements and calculations of Mr. E. Hull, in the work of that

gentleman, "The Coal -fields of Great Britain," and upon public documents

mainly as to our rate of total consumption, and the rate at which this has

increased, and is still increasing, in an expanding series. And although

he does point out that laying these together, and admitting several

assumptions aB to collaterals which none can definitively contravene,

our coal may be all gone before 1966, or in a century hence, still the

drift of his work is far more comprehensive and philosophical, and the

scope of bis argument larger. It amounts to this, that coal is our most

precious national capital ; that the quantity is limited, not only by

nature, and by art, as wo can only win a portion of what nature has

bestowed ; and as regards our own position amongst the nations, by the

relative cost at which we and they can now or hereafter win it.

The political conclusions that he draws are many and startling, and

in many respects don't admit of summarizing in a brief review. But they

come to this, that if we must or will " expand commerce until the source

of civilization is weakened and overturned," if we must kill the goose that

lays the golden egg, the alternatives are before us. " If we lavishly and

boldly push forward in the creation and distribution of our riches, it is

hard to over-estimate the pitch of beneficial influence to which wo may
attain in the present. But the maintenance of such a position is physi-

cally impossible. We have to make the momentous choice between brief

greatness and longer-continued mediocrity. Ours are not the only coal-

fields in the world ; we have led the way in showing bow to work these,

and what are some of the hidden powers in the coal when brought to day.

Other nations now are rapidly following our steps. Is it only a question

of time, then, when all the conditions shall be such that others, West-

phalians in Europe, Americans in the west, Australians in the south,

perhaps nations yet to be formed and named, in Borneo and the great

Pacific islands, shall take our place in the presidency of the world?"

That it is so we think admits of no complete contradiction, though the

period when this disheartening prophecy shall be fulfilled is far from being

very certain, but may be very much nearer, in part at least, than any
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of us would freely admit. The worst aspect of the question is that the

issue seems almost if not altogether beyond our own or any human
control.

" Our new industry and civilization had an obscure and unregarded

commencement (with coal and Watt and free-trade, namely, to put it

shortly) ; it is great already, and will be far greater yet before it is less.

It is questionable whether a country in any sense free can suffer such a

grand movement to begin without suffering it to proceed to its own
length. One invention, one art, one development of commerce, one

amelioration of society, follows another almost as effect follows cause.

And it is well that our beneficial influence is not bounded by our narrow

wisdom or our selfish desires. Let us stretch our knowledge and fore-

sight to the farthest, yet we act by powers and towards ends of which

we are not conscious."

Just so. " There is a destiny that shapes our course, rough-hew it

as we may." Civilization has not rolled round the world " from Cathay

to Peru " for thousands of years, as Volney has in part shown, without

decipherable causes, though with a preordained end.

England cannot be a coal and gold mine for ever. To borrow the

language of Scripture, not as having any intrinsic weight on such ques-

tions, but for the majesty with which its words shadow out the law of

national rise and fall in relation to our globe itself, and to our gifts in

its materials and our use of them, The earth shall wax old as doth a

garment ; as a vesture shalt thou change them, and they shall he

changed. Sooner or later, the general law of Providence indicates

that we must wane amongst the nations, and our place and station be

taken, and the precious advantages of our arts, and literature, and science,

and history, and freedom, be enjoyed and still further advanced by young

and new sprung nations, with resources unexhausted ; or by the return

upon the domains of perhaps the oldest nations upon earth of our own
descendants, with nothing but these precious heirlooms and the memories

of the prceclara facinora of our and their great ancestry to sustain them,

there to found again new kingdoms and develop the natural resources

that ages of barbarism and despotism have let sleep in darkness. A
time may come, and not a remote one, when colonies of immigrant

Englishmen may work the huge coal-fields which exist in China.

Mr. Jevons' first seven chapters are devoted to what are the physical

data of his subject; and in the latter of these he demolishes the

pseudo-science of supposed substitutes for coal, and shows that no

methods of economizing coal will do much to stave off the evil day, for

that the more we economize the cheaper we make, the more we make
. and sell therefore, and ih the end the more coal we raise. Thus, the

hot-blast economized coal for iron-making in the ratio of 2J to 7 ; but

we burn ten times more coal for iron-making now than we did before

the invention in 1830.

We can't stop; but as it appears to us, the author has not given full

weight to the amount of delay that might be given to our day of coal

bankruptcy, by a steady application, of all the economy that existing

science can point out, to every point along the vast line of our waste;

from the wasteful hewing in the pit and leaving of coal ungot, to the

waste in the millions of domestic fires of our cities and the millions of

furnaces on land and at sea. A precise estimate of what these

could do with things as they are would show a startling result.

Siemen's regenerative furnace alone, only just beginning to have its

vast importance recognized, might almost regenerate one of our coal-

fields. The subject is very vast, and as Mr. Jevons well says, the more
it is considered the vaster will its proportions and its importance be found.

Into its political relations at all at large, we cannot go here ; but we may
remark that for a just consideration of the whole matter in relation to our

future place amongst the nations, we must endeavour to estimate the dead
weights, the despotic and other like hindrances of other nations, their

retrogressions under the effects of wars and invasions, and the rates at

which they, as well as ourselves, are tending to burn their coal candle

at both ends.

Another element that has scarcely been given due weight, appears to

us to be, the effects upon our possible total of available coal, that future

and as yet unknown invention to enable us to work it as cheaply as at

present to a far greater depth than 4000 feet, may have. 4000 feet

is Mr. Hull's, and with him Mr. Jevons', limit as to depth. There is

probably a vast deposit of coal under the German Ocean at more than

double that depth. Who shall say that because under our present

incomplete and wasteful arrangements coal is dear from 2000 feet deep,

some one invention, when once known as simple perhaps as the safety

lamp itself, might not enable us to get coal as cheaply as at present from

4000, or even a greater number of feet in depth ?

It is far from certain—rather it is utterly unproven—that the tempera-

ture increases eve^where if anywhere in continuous depth at the rate

of something (or anything you like) between 1° in 30 feet and 1° in 100

feet of descent. It is almost certain that a great deal of the high tem-

perature of our best ventilated coal-pits arises from the beat developed

from the compressed air sent down the downcast, which loses part of

its heat by evection in the air courses, and only regains a part of it as it

expands again in ascending the upcast. What if some one should

show a way of working, that should at once cool the pit, free it from

fire damp, and save the coal now hewn to dust by our pitmen ? It is

not a mere dream. Those most informed will admit this and more, as

conceivably on the card of a not remote future.

But there is another point of the very highest influence upon the

argument, to wdiich Mr. Jevons appears to us to have given insufficient

consideration. Other nations are increasing their own yields of coal

and cheapening its production at a prodigious rate. As their coal gets

more abundant and more cheap they will take less «from us in export,

and so the foreign drain upon our heat capital must diminish, however

the expenditure may enlarge at home. But the very fact that the

foreigner has got his own coal more abundant and cheaper will cause

him to want less of our raw products, for producing which we waste our

coal so fast. So that the arrestation of the foreign demand must also

tend to domestic husbanding of our fuel. For example, in 1816, the

year after Waterloo, all the coal raised in the whole of Prussia was

under a third of a million tons; at present Westphalia alone raises

about nine million tons per annum.

The Haupt ober Bergampt, of Berlin, has published annually for some

years back a magnificent, graphic, and coloured map (Kohlen prodvc-

tionen Karte), showing the amount of the 3'ear's coal industry for all

the coal regions of Central Europe, the land movements in import and

export, and the exports by sea of German coal, together with the

imports from abroad. When these maps for the last three years are

compared, it is wonderful to see how the bands or rivers of German

coal, issuing from each coal basin, aud rushing along the great lines

of transport by river and rail, &c, have become broader and longer;

how coal from the right bank of the Rhine now reaches Hungary ; and

at the same to see how the great blue bands across the German Ocean

and Baltic that from England's coal ports enter those of Hamburg,

Bremen, and Stettin, and which represent the imports of British coal,

are year by year drying up, and their dispersive branches into Germany

getting steadily thinner and shorter. Nearly the whole of this has

been due to the prodigious development within the last ten years of the

coal industry of the carboniferous coal basin of Westphalia, and of

the enormous tertiary coal (lignite) deposits of Bohemia and Saxon}\

Coal in Westphalia now is to be had, of good quality, at the pit's mouth

as low as 6s. to 7s. per ton.

Now, here are reliable facts as to the diminution of our coal leakage

at one great point, and the conditions cannot be without a great future

influence upon the question before us. Those maps to which we have

referred, though apparently scarcely known in England (and, we believe,

not to be found at Jermyn Street), are of the highest authority, produced

under Baron von Decken's direction, and give the whole, mid European

coal production and movement in metrical tons per annum.

The question of national debt, which has been connected with this

coal question by Mr. J. S. Mill, seems to us as capable of being viewed

—indeed as requiring to be viewed—as wholly independent of it. If

they be both viewed as inseparably connected, then, as it appears to us,

it will be necessary to examine, step by step, what effects must be

co-ordinately produced upon our debt, i.e., our funded system, by the

hypothesis of our decadence resulting from diminished coal. May not

the debt itself, as a consequence of that very decadence of all prosperity,

grow small by degrees, and tend to extinguish itself? It seems to us

that such a view is not wholly unsustainable, and if so, we need not be

quite so anxious about our tireless and cheerless posterity as regards

their indebtedness also.

But it were clearly well we were rid of our own national debt,

which, whether the evil day either of coal dearness come or not, upon

some great and prolonged war struggle for national life and honour, will

prove that it is not that which so many flippant economists say it is,

" merely taking money out of one pocket and putting it into another."

But other nations have debts as well as ourselves

—
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The United States, . . . £000,000,000

Prussia, 43,000,000

Austria, 316,000,000

France, 400,000,000

Italy, . . . . . 160,000,000

Russia 279,000,000

Holland, 85,000 000

Spain, 145,000,000

Portugal, 33,000,000

Turkey,
.'

52,000,000

Against our own nine hundred and odd millions. A fearful catalogue

of the waste of the results of human energy, at the bidding of ignorance

and despotism ; for it all represents war nearly. These logs may be

harder for the despot-ridden and more ignorant nations to carry than for

ourselves or the United States ; and these are the very nations most likely

to add to their debts, as we see Austria, Prussia, and Italy apparently

just about to do at this moment.

All these won't help our coal, but they are elements in the whole

complex train of circumstances, direct and indirect, upon which our

lease of national eminence must continue to depend. And to these

many other such considerations might be added, for we cannot leave the

regions of intellect and morals out of view, nor confine our scope to

material action alone.

While, therefore, Mr. Jevons has ably made out a case to give every

statesman and every man of England the gravest matter for reflection

and the strongest indncements to consider all possible modes of wise and

prudent action, we will not, nor would our author wish that we should,

admit him a sort of Dr. Cummingofcoal. His main views are irrefragable,

though his date for their fulfilment may be widely different from what

he or any one else has estimated.

We have not met for a long time a better written or more logical and

carefully framed book. It is, throughout, one well put and well kept

argument.

—

Ed.

THE ENGINEERING POCKET-BOOKS FOR 186G.

The Engineers', Architects', and Contractors' Pocket-book
for 1866, &c. Lockwood & Co. (by assignment from John Weale),

London.

This is the memorable old Weale's Engineer's Pocket-book of our

early days—a little disguised, and with a few, a very few, real emenda-

tions. Its merits, even on the ground of antiquity, have got exhausted;

and while the notice at foot of its title page, that " the right of transla-

tion " is to be respected, seems superfluous, we should strongly recom-

mend the publishers to adopt the rest of the sentence themselves, and
henceforth let " the reproduction be reserved." How German engineers

and men of science must wonder that such productions as this can be
printed in England, which assumes to herself to be the foremost engineer-

ing and technical country in the world. How they must laugh at our

stolid ignorance when they compare this and the like with their own
many beautiful, terse, orderly, and complete Taschenbucher, each for its

own calling and vocation.

Old Mr. Weale made his Pocket-book chiefly himself by the help of

scissors and paste, the almanacks, nautical and otherwise, the London
Directory, and whatever else he could catch, that seemed to him to look

like printable data ; the best piece de resistance on the board being that

ancient document, " the Memorandum Book of Mr. Telford," which we
have here still religiously intact, even to the bad spelling of the original,

the occasional nonsense, and occasional incomprehensibles.

Take an example of the Codex Telfordii. " Thermometer.—The
thermometer is on the principle of the expansion and contraction of

quicksilver. Plunge it into boiling water, it stands at 212° (anywhere
at all, eh ?), and 32° denotes the freezing point ; O" is extremely cold

(to a Polar bear or a banana?) ;
55° temperate heat; 76° summer heat

(where?); 98° blood heat (all blood?); 112° fierce heat (what that

terrible form of caloric may mean we cannot even guess) ; 176° spirits

of wine boil," &c, &c. And then we have following (p. 153) some of

the "dark sayiugs," as thus :—
5. Experiments in Paris.

_
-^ of an inch in a yard is ^^ for 90° Fahrenheit—

the "interpretation thereof" passes our wits. Stupidly wrong, and
ignorantly ill-chosen as so much of this old book in a new dress is, its

want of all arrangement is even less excusable, and in fact, as we fancy,

has for its reason only the stereotype excuse. Such an olla podrida

could scarcely have been imagined beforehand. Here are a few of the

consecutive subjects:—Gas Engineers' Calendar; Latitude and Longi-

tudes of Public and Private Observatories; Times of high water; an

article in the style of Once a Week on the failure of the Atlantic Tele-

graph, followed by Ventilation, and Experiments on Wrought Iron

:

then, further on, Retaining Walls, Rules, and Formula?; Memoranda
for Brickwork ; Tables of Sines and Tangents, &c. ; Memoranda on the

Steam Engine : still further on—Knot Tables ; Friction ; Specific

Gravity of Gases ; Dilatation and Thermometers (upon which we have

had Mr. Telford's lecture, as above, already) ; Stone, and Current Coins

of various Countries : and at last—Setting-out Curves ; Table for

Reducing Feet and Links; Obituary for 1864 (including Cardinal

Wiseman !) and the oft repeated lists of Members of the Institutions of

Engineers and Architects.

The sooner this Pocket-book is caused to disappear the better for

our national credit, and for the minds and education of the unsophisti-

cated J'oung men looking to be employed in some future branch of

engineering or manufacture, who we must suppose, with " the foreign

market" of some of our colonies, are the consumers of "the article."

The first step towards our getting in Great Britain even a decently

creditable set of Pocket-books must be to get rid of the " old and

incurable," of which this is the chief.

The Operative Mechanic's Workshop Companion. By William
Templeton. Ninth Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Small 8vo.

Pp. 328. Lockwood & Co., London. 1866.

This is another of the venerables, which, notwithstanding " a searching

revision " which it is declared to have undergone, has, by the introduc-

tion of " a copious table of Squares and Cubes, and their corresponding

Roots," sprouted to a size greater than it had arrived at before, in what

was called its seventh edition. As we remarked in noticing that or

some prior edition, this book, like almost every other one in English,

makes no distinction between the rudiments of education for the school

boy, and the data of information for the grown man. It begins at the

beginning'—with the very humblest geometry and decimals—and then

proceeds to splinter and chop up into mixed fragments all and every

conceivable sort of applied or applicable knowledge, of or to the arts

and construction, into the usual redundant but indigestible dish, ending

with ; what does our reader imagine !

—

Steam Hammers, Water-Pres-

sure Machinery, and Logarithms, with a table of Thermometer Scales.

Of the accuracy and clearness of the didactic portions let us take an

example or two passim. Page 149

—

"Heat.—Heat or caloric, the

matter of heat, in a general sense, is any indicated temperature above

that of the human body, and is commonly designated sensible heat, in

order to distinguish between that and latent, or concealed heat "

!

Hear ye that, Rankine and Tyndall. Page 164—" Liquefaction, melt-

ing, and fusion are closely synonymous terms, but in some instances

properly different ; they each signify a change from that of a solid to

a liquid state by heat!" Passing by this bad advice to " workshop

companions," that it is proper occasionally to adapt to philosophy the

slippery habit of using synonymous terms in different senses, may we
ask, Is sugar dissolved in ice water for eau sucre a case of liquefaction

or not ; if so, is it due to heat?

Page 165—" Latent or Concealed Heat, occasionally designated heat

of fluidity " is (what?) " an excess of caloric in bodies which is undis-

coverable by the thermometer, consequently the amount of latent heat

or hidden caloric in the steam of water can only be obtained by a

measurable amount of practical effect!"

Page 288—Here is a sentence beautiful in its absence of grammar

and of scientific meaning :—" Water holding impurities in solution tends

to retard its attaining the aeriform state, and so impairs the amount of

its elastic force at an equal temperature." A little lower down we find

what is meant by impurities are various salts, supposed pure ?

But enough. Notwithstanding that the public is assured in the

preface that these pages "have been compiled at the pressing solicita-

tions of numerous individuals, no few (sic) of whom complain of the

want of a convenient Text-book of Reference in which mechanical and

commercial demands are judiciously combined," we must express our

conviction that " a convenient Text-book of Reference " is still a

thing of the future ; and the sooner the " Workshop Companion " gives

place wholly and entirely to such a production the better.
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Tun Builder's and Contractor's Price Book for 18G6. Revised

by George R. Burnell, C.E. and Arch. Lockwood. 18G6.

This is another literary legacy by assignment from the late John Weale,

in whose day it was known as " Taylor's Builder's Price Book," which

in its earlier days still, when Taylor published it, used to appear as a

pamphlet in the humble clothing of blue paper. It has now reached

the dignity of scarlet cloth, and figures with an Appendix of some 40

pages, and a pretty thick padding of advertisements.

Doubtless these Builder's Prices must be of some use to somebody,

or they would not, we suppose, be printed (and revised, as they are

declared to be) ; but who are the people that use them, or for what

purpose or end, we protest we have never been able to discover. In

fact, the problem of their possible use has always presented itself to us

in the form of some such insoluble dilemma as this :—Any one who is to

make an estimate for builder's work must know all that is in this book,

and a vast deal besides, or he is not competent to make it. Any one who
has not the vast deal besides will only be led astray by it in a wilderness

of prices, the applicability or not of which, for want of that besides,

he cannot possibly judge of. So, as the former can make his estimate

without the book, and the latter cannot make his even with it, the use

of the book is amongst " the things which are not seen."

We have no doubt, from our knowledge of Mr. Burnell's character,

that he has faithfully endeavoured to " revise " these prices ; but the

hazy nature of the result arrivable at, by any man however capable and

honest, is in fact admitted in the words of introduction to the earlier,

and preface to the present editions:—"My attention has been more
particularly directed to preserve an equality of prices throughout, than

to express an opinion of actual values, as that must of necessity depend

on circumstances, but bearing in mind that you would wish the trades-

man to allow a liberal per centage for prompt payment or short credit,

whichever may be required by the employer."

A Compendium of Facts and Formula; in Pure Mathematics
and Natural Philosophy. By G. R. Smalley, B.A. Cam-
bridge, and King's College, London. 8vo. Loudon : Bell & Daldy.

1802.

A little book of a very different stamp from those which we have

noticed above, showing upon every page the orderly mind, and habit of

exact thought, precise definition, and clear wording, of the well educated

college man. The little work appears to us to have been based to a

certain extent upon Carr's Cambridge Synopsis (a book, we believe,

out of print). This is less copious, but better arranged by throwing

the subjects into groups, than Carr's, in which they were in alphabetical

order.

The work has obviously been written as a compendium for college

students mainly, if not entirely ; but we do not hesitate to affirm that any
engineer, whether civil or mechanical, student or in practice, will find this

a much more useful, trustworth}', and copious source of cut-and-dry

information on everything relative to its subjects—Pure Mathematics

and Natural Philosophy, the latter embracing Statics, Dynamics, Hydro-
statics, and some Hydraulics, Optics, Astronomy, Heat, and Acoustics

—than any of the common run of Pocket-books that we have been

engaged in reviewing. Mr. Smalley's little work is very good so far

as it goes, but it is far yet from fulfilling all that is wanted from a perfect

Engineer's Pocket-book, for which, indeed, he has never proposed it

;

yet every engineer will do well at present to have it on his shelves.

A Manual of Railway Engineering in Ireland; with Appen-
dices, including the Irish Tramways Acts. By Charles P. Cotton,
C.E. 8vo. Pp.111. Dublin: Ponsonby.

This also is a small Text-book that deserves much commendation. Its

object is stated to be a" handy book of reference for the young engineer

(especially if engaged in Ireland) to his practical operations in railway

work. Its matter is divided under threegreat heads—Parliamentary work,
in which, for the first time that we have seen, the progress of a railway bill

in Parliament is clearly described for the young man, to whom numbers
of terms used on such subjects hereabouts in Westminster are like so much
Greek. This description begins at the project and standing orders, and
ends with the deposit of the plans and estimates—all very well and very

clearly explained. Then under head the second, we have the Contract

work, the legislation that relates to the bill now become an Act of Par-

liament, and the surveyors' work on the ground, and the engineers' in

setting the contractor to work. Lastly, we have a third head on laying

out curves, deviations, the requirements of the Board of Trade, &e.,

&c. ; all, in fact, that must be got through before the line can be opened.

This is properly an educational book, and one of reference for the student

or young man early in practice. Its information is given with conscien-

tious brevity and exactness; and such a book was wanted in every

university school of engineering to place in the hands of their classes,

where we hope it will be found.

—

Ed.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our
Correspondents.

BALANCED SLIDE VALVES FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.}

Sir,—In looking over one of the numbers of tLe Practical Mechanic's Journal
of very recent date, I find a plan given to take off the pressure from the back of the

valve, which is said to be the invention of some one near Glasgow. To correct this

mistake, in honour to the gentleman who has devoted a great deal of his time to

that one object, and is now the patentee of a slide valve which answers the purpose

sought for, that gentleman is William Howe, Esq., engineer to the Clay Cross

Company. The plan laid down in the journal is one of very old date ; it was put

upon an engine belonging to the Clay Cross Company by Mr. Howe seventeen years

ago, but was afterwards taken off again, on account of it not giving satisfaction.

I remain yours, &c,

Clay Cross, April 23, 18G6. JOHN WALTERS.

[We give publication to our correspondent's note, not that its contents can prove

of any practical value without drawings of this engine said to be fitted with a
balancing arrangement seventeen years ago similar to what we have described. It

is, however, clear that whatever Mr. Howe may have tried in the way we have

indicated, with the view of overcoming a difficulty in steam engineering, proved

valueless ; and he gave up his attempt, as many others have done, probably, although

he did not see it, when on the issue of success. This is just another of those cases

that so frequently occur: when any one brings some successful result from a long

course of investigation, a mere novice, who perhaps, in many instances, only thought

of the same thing years beforehand, starts up and attempts to appropriate as his

own, or that of some one he knows, or once knew, the labour of a more thorough

practitioner than himself. There are a set of men in the world who think and scheme

and devise, and perhaps experiment once on the first thought; a miserable failure

results; they conclude that their project is impossible, until, by-and-by, some one

turns on the same line of inquiry and succeeds. Let such remember that a wide

difference exists between scheming, preliminary experimenting, and thorough inves-

tigation on true principles—from the latter of which only true practice can issue.

Our correspondent does not state to what class of engine Mr. Howe fitted his

apparatus: we presume a locomotive, in which case, as narrow gauge engines were

made seventeen years ago, we should wonder, if it was like what we have illustrated,

it did answer.]

DEATH OF GEORGE RENNIE.

Another engineer bearing the justly honoured name of Rennie rests

with his fathers. George Rennie, the eldest 6on of the great John

Rennie, died on the afternoon of Good Friday last, the 30th March, at

his house in Wilton Crescent, London, after a prolonged period of

broken health, involving for some time back his complete withdrawal

from active life.

To have become distinguished for himself, and recognized by his

intrinsic capability, was no small proof of real power in a son coming

after such a father. The great constellation of engineers that in close

order after each other appeared—to become almost the creators of

British (if not of modern European) engineering—between the middle

of the eighteenth (that which has been 60 well called the century of

great men) and the beginning of the present one, exemplify the reflection

of one of our older historians, that in the career of the greatest men
" we may remark not only the man for the time, but the time for the

man."

Smeaton . . . was born May, 1724; died Oct., 1792.

Watt .... " Jan., 1736; " Jan., 1819.

Telford. ... " Aug., 1757; " Aug., 1834.

John Rennie . . " June, 1761; " Oct., 1821.

George Stephenson " 1781; " 1848.

And his son Robert, born in 1803, died as it were but yesterday, in

October, 1859.

Even at the year of Smeaton's birth the way was being made clear

for the career of these constructive giants. The Revolution, which
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saved us from the imbecility of priestcraft and the tyranny of kingcraft,

had got settled down into growing freedom. The periwigs and clouded

canes of the inane reign of Anne (so falsely called our Augustan age)

had begun to be recognized for what they were worth. The first Georges

had, with their German dynasty, brought us into rather closer contact

with European nations, who were not as yet plunged into the sea of

blood and fire swelling up from the great French Revolution. India

was growing into a portentous possession ; while on the other side of the

globe, " Britain's western wing," as Burke proudly called the x\merican

plantations, were acquiring territory, wealth, and power with even greater

strides. Newton's great discoveries, and those of Leibnitz and the

Bernoullis, with others, had become widely known ; the foundation for

all our existing science, of nature in observation and of mind in calcu-

lation, had been comparatively newly but surely laid. The unknown

regions of the earth, the most wild and distant peoples, were being

explored or visited by Magelhaens, Anson, Cook, and La Perouse.

Adam Smith had secured the knowledge of the true basis of trade and

commerce, as Young had pointed out the wants and ways of agricul-

ture. Navigation had become a science, with improved instruments

and methods, and boldly tracked the solitary highway of the ocean.

Roads, and even canals, had begun to connect the remote towns with

the capital and the ports amongst us, as they had already done largely

in France. The Royal Society had long ceased, to be the object of a

royal joke, and was a real motive power in furthering knowledge and

fostering its best applications. The time was ripe in these and in many
other ways for the avatar of these men, who have since created and

transmitted powers to the human race ever reproductive of good, and

which can never be lost.

In the retrospect of this great band, whose names and spans of life

and labour we have given above, no one seems to us greater, if any one

be so great, as John Rennie. The son of a poor Scottish farmer—one,

whatever may have been the hidden dignity within, in worldly rank but

little above the Scottish labouring peasant—with no scholarly teaching

from without but that of the humble parish school, beginning the earn-

ings of his life in cart-making with old John Meikle, who jobbed " a

wee bitty " about the little meal mills of the country side ; and yet who
lived to have been the constructor of naval arsenals and harbours, to have

revolutionized the machinery of docks and warehouses, to have created

modern millwork and hoisting machinery, to have been the designer

aud engineer of Southwark, Waterloo, and London Bridges, of Plymouth

breakwater, and of countless smaller works. A self-made man—truly

heroic—upon whose very features, as rendered in marble by Chantrey,

all recognized the stamp of might and majesty, and not inaptly called

the bust that of " Jupiter Tonans." Of such a father George Rennie

was the eldest son, and was born on 3-rd January, 1791, in Surrey, his

father having come to London from Soho for the purpose of erecting

the Watt engines at the Albion Mills, near Blackfriars' Bridge, which
were built in 1789, and burnt a year or two after.

George was given a far superior education to what his sire had had.

He was schooled partly under a Doctor Greenlaw at Isleworth, and
afterwards at Paul's schools. In 1807, probably on some vacation occa-

sion, he was brought by his father to Ireland, where Howth and Dunleary
(now Kingstown) Harbours, the Dublin Docks, and some other works for

Government were then under his direction. The education of the young
man, so far as it was due to others, was completed at the University of

Edinburgh, then greatly resorted to by those who objected to the extra-

vagances of Cambridge and the ecclesiastical narrowness of Oxford.

There he attended the lectures of Playfair, Henry, Leslie, and Hope,
until in 1811 school and college days were at an end, and George went
to work as his father's assistant in his London offices. John Rennie

had at an earlier period established the large millwright's shop upon
the site of the present works at Blackfriars, from which many of the

finest samples of millwright work (as it was then called) that even now
exist were turned out. And that we may sustain this remark as not

overcharged, we may point to the cranes of the Dublin Docks, which
are to this hour unsurpassed examples of exquisite mechanical skill,

proportion, and good taste. George had thus the inestimable advan-
tage (one without which, indeed, no man can become a good practical

engineer) of having " the run of the shop," and learning the use of tools

and how to handle them. His father had long been intimate with Mr.
Watt, in whose works at Soho he had himself expanded the mechanical
genius that nature had given him ; and it is said that old James Watt
himself selected at Birmingham the kit of tools with which George first

tried his " prentice hand " in constructing a model of some form of

steam engine.

There seems not to have been ample field enough, however, for

young Rennie's occupation in assisting his father, for in 1818, upon the

death of Mr. Lawson, who had held the post of Inspector of Machinery

(or Clerk of the Irons, as it was and is from historical usage called), he

was appointed to succeed him, upon the recommendations of James
Watt and Sir Joseph Banks. This position he held for five or six years

after his father's death ; and in it he acquired that full and exact prac-

tical knowledge of coining which found its fruit at an after period in the

several mints, complete trains of machinery for which were sent out to

Calcutta, Bombay, Mexico, Peru, Lisbon, and Paris.

When, in 1821, John Rennie died, George and his brother John
(now Sir John Rennie) entered into partnership— the general form of

the business being that George should manage the mechanical engineer-

ing of the manufactory at Blackfriars, and that John, his brother, who
had been also his father's assistant on some of his great bridge works,

should take the departments of civil engineering proper. With a con-

nection so great and so varied as the founder of the house had left,

however, such a precise distribution of parts, if ever projected, was

probably found impracticable, even had the varied professional know-

ledge and versatile mind of George Rennie not alone have prevented it.

Accordingly, we find throughout his subsequent career that George

Rennie blended in a remarkable degree civil with mechanical engineer-

ing practice.

The mighty public works of civil engineering proper, which John

Rennie had created were producing a continual crop of offshoots, which

brought into play the abilities of his successors. Drainage works in

the Fen counties, docks and harbours at many places around our coasts,

improvements in our Government dockyards, canals, and water works

occupied him. Besides these, however, many new and important works

were designed and executed with which the connection of John Rennie

the elder had no relation. The iron dock gates of Sebastopol were thus

made in England, which were by England and France destroyed in

1854-55; the gun foundry at Constantinople for the Turkish Govern-

ment; the great steam dredging machines for the mouths of the Danube,

were amongst such works. At a later period George Rennie turned the

powers of the Blackfriars works much towards the manufacture of

marine engines; and in this he was for some time ably assisted by Mr.

Edward Humphrys (now head of the firm of Humphrys & Tennant,

of Deptford). Many combined cylinder engines, on Woolfe's principle,

were turned out; and proofs the most decisive were afforded of the

great economy of fuel that had been attained. Amongst the more

remarkable marine engines that then issued from these shops were

those for the Peninsular and Oriental Company for their ships Candia

and Pera.

George Rennie's mind was ever actively alive. to every chance of

improvement which presented ; and he did not spare money in his experi-

ments to ascertain the real value of what was new. Thus he devoted

much attention to experimenting with Cayley's hot-air engine ; with the

disc form of high pressure (or condensing) steam engine ; with vertical

tube boilers. And these did not usually rest as unproductive experi-

ments— the disc engine became for some time a subject of manu-

facture.

Few engineering shops, indeed, carried on a more varied and enter-

prising trade than that at Blackfriars. Machinery for the most diverse

objects, and on a large scale—from great corn mills, driven by steam,

for India, to whole rooms full of complicated machinery for the manu-

facture of Bmall-arms for Turkey—were designed and fabricated.

With all this, George Rennie found time for a good deal of original

experimental research of a more purely scientific character, much of

which lives and is still worthy of being consulted, as published by him in

the " Philosophical Transactions," and other of our chief scientific jour-

nals. Experiments on the modulus of crushing, extension, and torsion of

various bodies ; on the resistance of fluids ; on that of solid bodies in

air and water ; on friction ; on elliptical cast-iron arches ; on the expan-

sion of arches ; on canal traction ; on the resistance to railway trains

;

on the strength of iron, and of mixed wrought and cast iron, are

amongst some of these original researches.

George Rennie was a man whose mind was a vast storehouse, too, of

acquired knowledge in relation to his profession and to almost everything

relating to applied sciences. His technical reading was immense and

various, and, until his latter years, his memory as remarkable as the
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readiness and simplicity with which in conversation he poured out the

heaped riches of his mind.

In 1833-34 he was requested by the British Association to draw up

a report upon the state of hydraulics, resulting from which he produced

those two able records of the history and progress of applied hydraulics

which are published in the Reports of that Association. These reports

are, we believe, the largest of his single literary labours. They prove

that he was not only a well read man of science, but that he was in

modern languages an elegant scholar. His account of the great

hydraulic works of Northern and Central Italy prove his extensive

historical and topographical research, and his intimate knowledge of

Italian scientific and technical literature. At the meetings of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, which for many years he attended with

frequency, it was remarkable with what knowledge and point he spoke

in discussion upon the most varied subjects. No clearer idea of this

multifariousness of professional information need be sought than to look

down the index of the " Minutes of Proceedings," and observe the

latitude of subjects upon which, in discussion, he threw light that has

been deemed worthy of record.

In his earlier life George Rennie executed a good deal of purely field

civil engineering work. He was one of the original engineers of the

Liverpool and Manchester Railway, and made the first surveys as well

as the designs for works of the existing line, from which both Rennie

and Vignolles were unhandsomely ousted by the arrangements of the

Stephensons and their Liverpool friends. Had all run fair and smooth,

George Rennie would have been the engineer to have carried out the

line. We believe he was concerned in the first surveys for the London
and Birmingham and for the Great Northern Railways ; and he executed

those for the Mons and Manage and for the Namur and Liege Railways,

in Belgium, where he also constructed a fine bridge over the Meuse,

The great segment bridge at Chester had its arch equilibrated by him,

and the scheme for its centering wa6 his design.

He was a man naturally endowed with much of the artistic tempera-

ment, and with a keen perception of beauty. He travelled much on

both business and pleasure on the Continent, and has given accounts of

some few of the most remarkable works of the engineer abroad—such

as the Roquefavour aqueduct ; the Greek aqueduct of Patara ; the Pout

du Gard ; the canal and port of Marseilles ; the dykes and polders of

Holland ; the sea walls of Venice, Malta, &c. Fond of music and of

the fine arts, with his large mental furniture, his redundant and ready

memory, and all the conversational charm that cultivated manners and
natural suavity added to these, few men could form a more delightful

or a more instructive companion. The writer of these notes, who for

many years possessed the privilege of George Rennie's personal acquaint-

ance, has often found occasion to admire all this-; and also the affec-

tionate respect with which he regarded his great father's memory, and
the solicitude with which he was careful to preserve his reputation from

any misconception or cloud.

He became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1822. He was also a

member of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, of the Royal Irish Academy,
and of several foreign learned bodies, and of most of our societies for

special objects of science. He was a juror at the Exhibition of 1851,

and again at Paris in 1855, and was one of those named on the Com-
mission on the Use of Iron for Railway Structures.

He has left two sous after him, who still carry on the Blackfriars

Works upon the foundation laid by their illustrious grandfather.

Their father's remains were interred, on the 5th April, 1866, at the

village graveyard of Holmwood, near Dorking, Surrey. His father lies

beneath the dome of St. Paul's—a questionable honour after all, since

such cathedral honours may be had for money, interestedly craved for

the dead to give notoriety or importance, deserved or not, to the living,

and since Brunei rests neither in Paul's nor Peter's.

The true monument of the engineer is in his works, as that of the
man of science is in his bequest of his discoveries to mankind. These
last are imperishable records, charters of fame, based upon the eternities,

which they tend to unfold
; which neither wealth nor vanity can com-

mand, and from which envy or malice can in the end detract nothing.

With George Rennie's mortal coil, now beneath the sward of Holm-
wood, let us part with the time-hallowed words, " Rcquiescat in pace."
-Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF IRELAND.

president's address.

{Continued from page 54.)

In the locomotive engine many important improvements tending to reduce the cost

of traction, to increase its power upon steep gradients, or to facilitate management
and diminish repairs, have been made comparatively recently in Great Britain and
abroad. Mr. Fell's engines, grasping laterally by friction a deep middle rail, which
are but the carrying out of an old idea many times suggested, and perhaps originally

traceable to the inventions of my predecessor in this chair, Mr. Vignolles, have been
found competent to ascend with facility, certainty, and sufficient economy, gradients

the most severe that are necessary to ascend the crest of the Alps. Adapted to

this principle, a railway is being now laid over the crest of Mont Cenis, to unite

Bardoneche and Modane, on the Italian and French sides of the mountain, through

the bowels of which the gigantic tunnel of Mont Cenis is simultaneously being cut.

This great tunnel, although advancing at a rapid and satisfactory rate per day, is

not likely to be perforated through and the rails ready for traffic for probably five

to seven years at least, and in this interval it is expected that the supra-montane

railway will have returned a respectable profit, and may then yield to its levelling

competitor beneath. Sharp inclines have been at all times, but increasingly of late

years, more courageously employed by Continental engineers than by those of our

own country, where, indeed, the natural features of our islands do not present the

same necessity for sharp gradients. The Giovi and Somering inclines at an early

period called forth, through the skill of Borsig and several others, locomotives of

before unknown weight, adhesion, and power ; but even these have gradually given

place to engines of still greater evaporative power, and so placed upon their wheels

as to utilize their entire weight in adhesion.

The latest of these is the engine designed by M. Thouvenot (for certain Swiss

railways), which may be viewed as two locomotives applied end to end at the fire-

boxes, which are thrown into one greatly enlarged, and fed at the sides. These

engines will weigh eighty tons, and in size and weight far exceed those of Mr.

Petiet on the Great Northern of France. Into the details of this engine we cannot

go ; it proposes several advantages, some of which are real, in addition to great

evaporative power and great and uniform adhesion, but its effects on any ordinary

rail will be damaging, especially on curves.

Coal burning in locomotives has become universal, and although the coal supplied

in France is generally inferior in quality to our own, the perfection of the combus-
tion, and freedom from smoke or smell, are in advance of our general practice. A
still further advance has been very recently made on one or two of the French lines,

in the adaptation of the fire-box arrangements specially for consuming very small

coal (so small as to be almost coal dust) without material waste. The results

obtained are satisfactory, and of high importance in many parts of Europe, especially

in such regions as Bohemia and Hungary, where the coal is tertiary (lignite in fact,

though presenting when first dug out the aspect of good Newcastle coal), and yet

slacks to pieces and falls into dust in a few days. Such coal-dust is compressed in

hot cast-iron moulds, and reconsolidated into bricks, which are used as fuel in the

steam vessels navigating the Theiss and Danube, &c.

Steel fire-boxes have been in several instances substituted for those of copper

on the French railways, upon which, as well as upon our Indian railways, and upon

some of our British lines, the Giffard injector has almost superseded the feed pump.

The theory of this remarkable instrument has within the last year or two received

striking advances at the hands of French and German engineers.

Explosions of locomotive boilers continue to occur every now and then with gener-

ally fatal effects. These are, to our disgrace, very much confined to England, and

result almost entirely from the systematic neglect of periodical proof of the boilers

by water pressure, a matter compulsory abroad, and against which the irrational

dicta of locomotive superintendents in England ought no longer to be tolerated.

These accidents have resulted in throwing some little additional light on some before

obscure circumstances, whereby mechanically induced change of form in such boilers

aggravates the loss of substance locally by corrosion.

The Mont Cenis tunnel, to which I have already alluded, presents the first example

npon a great scale of the successful application of power to the perforation of rock.

The origination of the machinery directly employed is unquestionably due to an

English engineer, the late Mr. Bartlett, while the special machinery by which the

natural torrents descending from the flanks of Mont Cenis are made available to

compress air, as the motive power and means of ventilation, are due to MM. Som-
meiller, Grandis, and Grattoni, the engineers now charged with this magnificent

work. The success of these machines for jumping holes in rock, now some years

proved, has since led to many others for like purposes, and to the admirable coal-

cutting machinery, driven by compressed air, now at work both in the North of

England and iu South Wales. These machines, while relieving the coal-hewer of

the most laborious part, if not the whole, of his dangerous and unwholesome task,

effect an economy in the coal necessarily destroyed in getting, to the extent of at

least five-sixths of the whole.

In connection with these fine instruments for quickening man's mastery over

matter in its crudest and most resistant form, may be noticed the revival of the

employment, both for blasting and for fire-arms, &c, of gun cotton, resulting from

the improved methods of its manufacture, due to Colonel Lenk, of the Austrian

service. The superiority as a rending agent in blasting of gun cotton over gun-

powder, and its advantages in some other respects, are now established facts, and

its manufacture as an article of trade has once more become active. Some other

new explosive agents with much less promise have been brought before engineers,

amongst which are a new gunpowder, the oxidizing agent in which is stated to be

chiefly nitrate of barytes, and the formidable and hazardous nitro-glycerine or

blasting oil, now on sale in England.

In noticing the methods of tunnel cutting by machinery, I may not omit to notice
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the remarkable work of Hcrr Rziha and his admirable substitutions of wrought-iron

framing, &c, for the mass of timbering usually employed in tunnelling operations.

Nor, as being works highly analogous, and occasionally full of difficulties requiring

to be overcome, can I pass the beauty of the methods, and the success with which

vertical shaft-sinking, whether for colliery or other purposes, has been achieved in

Northern Prussia and in Belgium. Amongst these the successful methods of M.

Guibal for sinking through running quicksand without air pressure, or pumping out

the water, are worthy of all attention.

Tunnelling in water-bearing strata, as beneath the beds of rivers or estuaries,

which received a shock from the disasters of the Thames tunnel that prevented any

like undertaking for many years, has once more resumed the position from which it

ought never to have been displaced by the wholly exceptional conditions in which

the elder Brunei placed himself. The Thames tunnel was, in fact, bored not so

much beneath as through the Thames, for it was in some places but four feet below

the bed, the latter being of mud almost as liquid as cream. Why this disastrously

high level was chosen we need not now go into. If, however, the level of a tunnel

be so fixed beneath a large river as to leave an abundant thickness of covering

material above it, the work in reality presents no conditions different, or more diffi-

cult to be coped with by well-known means, than those constantly met with in every

land tunnel through a hill of water-bearing beds, the water supply of which may
be practically inexhaustible, as for instance was the case at the Kilsby tunnel, on

the London and Birmingham Railway.

And in accordance with this view I may mention, that a leader whose practical

ability is justly valued in our profession, my friend Sir. Hawkshaw, has recorded

his readiness to undertake a new tunr.°l under the Thames, and has expressed to

myself personally his unhesitating willingness to undertake one beneath the Straits

of Dover, and I should not be surprised if in the progress of events he may yet live

to be called upon to do so.

Another and wholly different method of tunnelling beneath rivers, or arms of the

sea, has also been matured since Brunei's early day, in which the work is done in

segments from above, and partly by coffer-damming, or the sinking of iron caissons.

This admits of placing the level of the roof of the tunnel actually no lower than the

bed of the river. This method has been proposed for crossing beneath the Mersey

above Liverpool, and it is at this moment in active operation in London for passing

the new tunnel that is to carry the pneumatic dispatch railway from the Waterloo

station south of the Thames, to the northern side at Whitehall, under the direction

of Mr. Rammell, C.E.

Amongst the vast works recently executed or being proceeded with at home, the

main drainage of London and the Thames embankment stand prominently forward

;

the former beyond all precedent the noblest, and so far most successful work of

municipal sewerage ever produced ; for antiquarian rubbish as to the cloaca? of ancient

Rome seems to rest on no foundation of reality, and from personal examination I

can state my own view to be that the so-called Cloaca maxima was never intended

for a sewer at all.

The water of the Thames already begins to sparkle under even its partial defeca-

tion. There is good ground for wishing that the outfalls, however, were removed
farther down the river, and the Essex sewage project of Messrs. Bateman and
Hemans, if carried out, will be attended with that advantageous result as respects

the greater portion of the discharge from the northern sewers.

Like projects are mooted for the south side of the Thames, and it may be said

that in all probability the final completion, under the able conduct of Mr. Bazalgette,

of the whole main drainage system, will not tardily result in vast improvements and
extensions of the methods of distributing sewage as manure over large tracts of

arable and pasture land, to be ultimately followed by the general defecation of our

rivers and streams all over the country, and the utilization of the manure now
poisoning them as water sources.

The Thames embankment, which now shows itself above water in several places,

is remarkable, not by magnitude alone, but by the rapidity which has been conferred

upon its execution, by the most extensive and complete system of contractor's steam
plant ever before applied upon any work. Scores of small and movable engines,

applied to hoisting, leading, dredging, pumping, mortar and concrete mixing, and
namerous other purposes, have here reduced the work of years, if done by manual
labour, to that of a few months.

The employment of wrought-iron caissons for sinking to, or for obtaining, foun-
dations, have here, as well as at several of our new bridges on the Thames, and
more particularly in the two bridges at Blackfriars, under the direction of Mr. Joseph
Cobitt, proved of the most inestimable service as methods of construction in water.

In strata analogous to the London clay, where beds of stones or boulders are
unknown, the probability is that the experience of the last two years has finally put
an end to the old form of coffer-dam for pier foundations, but where pervious,

unequal, and stony strata are encountered, the double row of timber or of iron piling

will no doubt continue in rise.

Besides the Westminster new bridge, the work of .Mr. Page, and beyond question,

as measured by capaciousness and convenience both for water passage and for

traffic, the finest of existing London bridges, the Thames has but recently been
spanned by the Charing Cross and the New Cannon Street railway bridges, both of

iron, and both founded on cylindrical hollow pile piers, and also by the fine railway
bridge by Mr. Baker at Putney, and a new structure leading to the Victoria station

U in progress at Battersea. In the form of suspension bridges it has accepted the
Lambeth bridge, conspicuous by its ugliness, though said to be, like a plain but
well dowered bride, in a financial point of view a success ; and another, on the
peculiar stiffened construction of Mr. Ordish, has been projected at Battersea.

The rivers of the Continent have within a few years past been crossed by many
bridges for railway or for road traffic, amongst which are some of the noblest struc-

tures of the sort in the world. Amongst these may be specially noticed the railway
lattice bridge of Dirschan, on the Vistula, which connects the Russian and Prussian
systems of railways, in six spans, each of which is but thirty feet short of those of
the Brittania bridge, and in the construction of which the great economy residing

in the lattice, as contrasted with the tubular or box girder system, has been strikingly

shown. The bridge of Maintz, upon the Rhine, is a fine example of construction

in tension trussing upon the great scale.
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Upon the same great river we may ngt pass without notice the fine bridge at

Kehl and Strasbourg, the last great work of Emile Vuigner, whose death last year

every engineer deplores. Nor can we omit the noble railway iron bridge at Bor-

deaux, the design of which, though on a much larger scale, resembles that of the

Charing Cross bridge over the Thames, and of that over the Foyle at Londonderry,

which has been carried out by Mr. Hawkshaw, in near accordance with the designs

furnished anteriorly by myself to the LondondeiTy bridge commissioners.

Amongst the works or projects at home of the hour that in virtue of their magni-

tude or novelty claim a word of notice, may be mentioned the iron viaduct by Mr.

Brunlees, now erecting over the historical Solway Frith, for giving improved com-
munication between the English and Scottish railway systems, of more than a mile

and quarter long, an exposed structure, the main lateral stability of which is given

by its covering platform of Buckled plates.

In project only as yet, but likelyto become accomplished works, we have the

gigantic railway viaducts intended to cross the Frith of Forth, and that proposed by

Mr Fowler across the Severn below Gloucester.

Steam ferries, to carry railway trains unbroken across the English Channel, and

so to unite the English and Continental systems, have found projectors sanguine

enough to propose them, and no doubt they are probabilities of the future.

To the same distant, though probably less distant, horizon in time, belongs Mr.

Bateman's bold project for the supply of London with two hundred million gallons of

water per day, to be abstracted from another and a distant river basin, viz., from

the upper reaches of the river Severn.

Second to none of these in ultimate importance to mankind, and in the immediate

interest which it justly excites, is the Atlantic Telegraph, now gathering its strength

afresh, after a second defeat, for what we hope may prove a final conquest over

natural difficulties. Let us observe, however, that the misfortunes of the Atlantic

cable cannot in any strictness be said to have been due to natural obstacles. They
are all traceable to defective insulation, arising from mal-construction in the cable

itself; and whenever a perfectly insulated cable shall have been made, that without

any hitches or hauling up by the way shall have been once paid out, its being laid

safely, and as a result the establishment of telegraphic communication between the

old and new worlds, is a matter of almost perfect certainty. Improvements daily

taking place in the hands of electrical engineers as to the methods of transmitting

signals, and accelerating these greatly, give a reasonable expectation that when
completed this undertaking will prove remunerative.

Human power over both cold and heat in their applications to the arts of industry

has received lately not unimportant accessions. The ice-producing or freezing pro-

cesses of M. Carre' by ammonia, of Harrison and Siebe' by ether, and of Kirk by

expanded air, have already found important applications in chemical and other

manufactures, and perhaps ere long as refrigerators for the brewer; while the

methods of heating by gas burnt with only its exact equivalent of air, brought pro-

minently and practically into use in the arts by the classical researches and

labours of Ebelman, have received fresh interest from those of Deville, who has

shown that the most refractory metals can be fuzed by the heat of gas furnaces;

and based on this, and on the freedom of gas flame from the impurities evolved

from coal fuel, has pointed out applications to the metallurgy of iron in particular

of the highest importance—not second, indeed, to the improvements made by the

application of machinery to the puddling process, which has recently become in

France and in South Wales an accomplished end.

While thus referring to the progress of foreign technology, a word may be given

to note the improvements in relation to public health effected in public baths and

lavatories, and in the heating and ventilation of public buildings in France: the

latter are largely indebted to the labours of Morin, whose able work on the subject

appeared at Paris the year before last. Nor should we wholly pass the new pro-

cesses of sugar manufacture invented by Kessler, and perfected by M. Demiautes,

by treatment with the acid phosphate of lime, which seems likely to prove of great

importance.

In thus dwelling upon the progress and improvements making in other lands

—

though I fear at too great length, for the subject is exhaustless—I have felt that I

was more likely to interest you than by referring to matters better known to you,

perhaps, as being constantly under your eyes in Ireland. Before concluding, how-

ever, a few such remarks as time may yet permit will be allowed me in special

reference to progress in this country.

Our past president, Mr. Mullins, has given us an admirable resume of the later

history of civil engineering in this country, extending over about two centuries. It

embraces nearly all that the practising engineer need perhaps care for. I cannot

but wish, however, that some one yet would give us the much earlier history of

engineering in Ireland which blends into that of its domestic, ecclesiastical, and

military architecture. For notwithstanding what we owe to Petrie (whose recent

loss we still regret), to Wilkinson, and others, we remain in want of one to tell us,

with the same loving zeal and earnestness that Viollet le Due has given the history

of the military architecture of France between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries,

who and what were the men who, for example, reared the perfect-jointed ashlar of the

tower of Clonmacnoise, the quaint cloisters of Muckruss, and the walls of Jerpoint

;

who delicately chiselled, six centuries ago, the limestone mullions of Howth Abbey;

by whom the groining of Clare, Galway, and the Spanish doorways of the old City

of the Tribes were drawn ; who designed and constructed the defiant walls and

castles of Limerick, Tredagh, and Carrickfergus ; whose taste decided the flowing

lines of the palatial buildings at Kilmallock; who planned the many residential

fortalices of Elizabeth's reign ; or later still, who designed and fixed the details of

Strafford's palace at Naas, with its Dutch brick and coloured tiles and its brickwork,

even now, in its tenantless ruin, the delight of the modern mason's eye.

These would be noble memories, gentlemen, to call up, though even these cannot

be without occasional bitterness and regrets, for much even of the architectural

history of this country is stained with violence and bloodshed ; and when these must

be referred to it had best be with the outspoken truth with which Prendergast has

lately told one of its saddest stories. But while the historian or the archaeologist

has occasion to refer to old antagonisms, and doss it truthfully, for the heart-

burnings they have left to our own day can never be repressed or removed by falsifi-

cation or palliation of wrong on any side, let us all now, as practical and thinking

M
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men, say of them, "The past is past," nor dream of redeeming its errors by flying

into new ones ; for if our own profession, which is one with progress itself, or if

any art or trade is to root and prosper in this land, it can be alone upon the basis

of genuine tranquillity, and the abandonment by every class of every chimera.

The social circumstances of Ireland are exceptional, and peculiarly unfavourable,

in some respects, for the development of engineering or industrial works.

No great staple manufacture has rooted in the soil, with the exception of that of

linen in the north. With few large cities or towns (which have been in the history

of all countries the centres from which arts and industries have spread) ; almost

without a middle class, to connect property in land and capital with labour; and

with a labouring population almost wholly agricultural, and perhaps more deplorably

ignorant of everything that relates to industrial arts or commerce than any civilized

people in Europe—what wonder is it, even apart from the difficulties of polemics and

politics, which I do not wish to refer to further here, that in money-returning pro-

ducts Ireland stands at the lowest point of the commercial scale; that even the

very crudest articles of manufacture, if not imported, are produced generally of the

most wretched quality, so that, for example, from one end of Ireland to the other

scarcely a good brick can be purchased, and that the streets of this city are even

paved with "setts" imported from Wales, while better material, from which skilled

labour might have fashioned them, exists in abundance within forty miles of Dublin.

The law of progress in every country is from pasturage to agriculture, thence to

commerce, and ultimately to manufactures. Yet here we find a return to pasturage,

the one stage above nomadic life, advocated ; and such is the prevalent want of

knowledge of the conditions of manufacturing success or failure, that when a fitful

gleam of prosperity induces some little stir, projects as chimerical and baseless as a

plate glass manufacture, a beet-root sugar or a peat paraffin company, finds sub-

scribers and supporters, whose notions, when by the remorseless logic of events con-

founded, serve long to damp or prevent every well-placed and considered enterprise.

For there are many sorts of manufacture, many industries or arts, that may be

attempted in Ireland, bearing in view its actualities, both natural and social, with

rational grounds and good hope of success. I must not detain you with particulars,

but I may say in illustration that to give the best hope of commercial success,

industrial enterprise here should seek to bring forth the crude riches that nature

has placed below the surface of Ireland, and subject these to such primary trans-

formation as may make them in the first place articles of export, ultimately perhaps

of manufacture ; and that no industry which is either wholly exotic and refined in

character, or which demands a large supply of the higher order of skilled labour, is

likely to prove permanently successful.

An improved systematization of the railway traffic of this country and reduction

of rates, as advocated by so much concurrent and independent testimony before the

parliamentary commission on railway fares of last session, if carried out upon com-
prehensive principles, would not only permit and awaken many such enterprises,

but is the indispensable preliminary to their success. Nothing also could better

tend to develop the completion of the network of the Irish railway system, necessary

to bring all parts of the island into contact with the points of import and export,

which are so much confined to the northern, eastern, and part of the southern coasts.

In the existing state of Ireland and of the railway interests belonging to it, it may
be said with certainty that the system of county guarantees is nugatory as pro-

moting public works in railways.

I have, early in this address, alluded to the bad policy with which (as it appears

to me) nearly all promotion or even direction of public works was about fifteen years

since abandoned in this country. In one special department this abandonment
seemed suicidal, and it appears to me that the time has fully come when the govern-

ment in this country might wisely and with great advantages retrace its steps. I

allude to the stoppage of the arterial drainage of Ireland. I shall not go into any
of the vexed particulars of that time, but these are the main facts:—The Acts under
which the arterial drainage was effected, wisely framed by the legislature, and on

the whole not unwisely nor incapably administered, though brought face to face

with the tremendous fiscal and social convulsion of the potato famine, were set

aside and their operation suspended in permanence by an act of the executive,

moved to it by the clamour of Irish landowners, who some of them no doubt found

themselves in a position of financial difficulty through the pressure of the times,

from which this course presented in so far the readiest but the most short-

sighted exit. Not only were works in progress brought to hasty or abortive conclu-

sions, and mature projects abandoned, but no sufficient provision was made for the

effective future maintenance of those completed.

Now here is a class of works that no laissee /aire policy, even though it were
applied to the richest country in Europe, can get effected, which even in England,

where self government is supposed to do all things, has stood almost stock still.

They were being carried out in a country here covered by millions of acres still

of wet and sterile bog, with a climate exaggeratedly declared to be so moist as to

be only fit for pasturage, and from which the culture of wheat (the very type amongst
crops of social advancement) is disappearing; and yet these great drainages were
showing distinct meteorological signs of ameliorating this condition of climate at

the very time they were suddenly abandoned.
Everything seems to point out that at the present time, after due consideration

and amendment of the Arterial Drainage Acts, so as to adapt them to those changes
which circumstances and the lapse of years have produced, those works might with

the greatest advantage, public and private, be now resumed.
I have detained you long in thus looking back upon the shadowy side of the

landscape. We, however, who are familiar with the country know that it here and
there is not devoid of sunshine also. Though there are few important public or

private works of engineering recently begun and completed to which we can refer,

there are
j
ret some which have been growing year by year in importance, to which

we may advert with satisfaction. Amongst these some of our harbour works stand
prominent.

The port of Dublin affords a fine example of the success that can attend a single

well-devised work in harbour engineering ; for although the steam dredging opera-

tions so long carried on by the Ballast Corporation have considerably deepened the

channel of the river Liffey itself, it is chiefly by the direction given to the tidal

scour by the Clontarf wall, suggested by Chapman and carried out by Giles and

the elder Halpin, that the increased depth of water upon the bar has been produced.

The steam dredging operations upon the river have been conducted with improved

appliances by the existing engineer of the corporation, our fellow-member, Mr. B.

B. Stoney, who has had constructed iron hopper barges for removing by steam
tonnage the dredged material to suitable places of deposit of the unprecedentedly

large size of 1000 tons' burthen.

Belfast harbour is another favourable example of harbour engineering under

circumstances of considerable difficulty and complexity, an excellent account of

which has up to a rather late date been given here by my predecessor, Mr. M.
Mullins, V.P. At the present time vessels drawing 22 feet of water can come up
to the town at high water of ordinary springs, so that the effect of the works
executed has been practically to more than double the available harbour depth, and
to give the town a fine chain of docks and basins, with a wharfage of nearly 8000
feet, and at a very small outlay under the circumstances.

I am indebted for an excellent history of the various projects and works for

the improvement of Belfast harbour to my friend, Mr. George Smith, C.E., now
consulting engineer to the port, and who for twenty-seven years held the responsible

position of its acting engineer :

—

The harbour of Belfast was originally in the creek or river that runs down the

centre of High Street, and empties itself into the river Lagan. It is now covered

over as a sewer.

The first mention of Belfast as a place of trade is in the charter of James I.,

where the inhabitants are allowed to embody a guild of freemen and to erect a

wharf or quay. An impetus was given to the trade in 1637 by the purchase, on

the part of the Crown, of the exclusive privileges enjoyed by Carrickfergus to one-

third of the duties on goods imported into that town, and other monopolies. For

a century after the trade was confined to this small river. In 1720 a quay, from

the mouth of the creek to the Long Bridge (now the Queen's Bridge), was built,

and now forms part of Donegal Quay, extending from the Queen's Bridge to the

foot of High Street. This was the commencement of the present harbour.

As the trade of the port increased, the dues upon shipping became of importance

to the government, and they appear to have given considerable attention to the

subject, and early in the present century they obtained reports from the most

eminent engineers of that day, with the view of procuring greater security for the

shipping and the revenue of the port.

But as the government would only grant the merchants temporary assistance, by

way of loan, they found themselves thrown on their own resources; and from the

time that Mr. Rennie reported to the commencement of the works of improvement in

1839, the harbour committee had designs for docks from the most celebrated engineers

of the day, as well as from others of lesser note, and some by anonymous authors.

The engineers that were consulted by the authorities were Mr. Killaly, the

Messrs. Rennie, Mr. Telford, Mr. Walker, and Mr. Cubitt. Mr. Rhodes furnished

a report at the request of an association of merchants entitling themselves, 'the

committee of the proposed ship canal and floating docks.' Mr. Woodhouse, the

resident engineer of the committee, also reported, but it was merely in confirmation

and adoption in part of Messrs. Walker and Burges' report, &c. The following

propositions were contained in most of the plans :

—

1. For turning the river Lagan in front of the town into floating docks, and

connecting them with the Bay of Belfast by a canal with locks.

2. For making floating docks on the reclaimed land, or slob, near the town,

and connecting them with the bay as before, leaving the river opposite the town in

its natural state.

3. For making floating docks on the slobs and reclaimed land as before, and

connecting them with the bay by straightening and deepening the natural river, so

as not to interfere with the ebb and flow of the tidal waters.

If the system of lockage which was contained in the two first propositions had

been adopted, the present tonnage of the port could never have been arrived at.

Independently of the limited nature of the traffic that could be passed through

a lock in the course of a day, the cost of Mr. Rennie's scheme in 1821, and after-

wards in 182G, in which he makes the entrance of his canal at Whiteabbey, was

upwards of half a million, while the tonnage of the port was under £1000. It

must have been wholly completed before any part of it could have been used.

It was a favourite scheme with the late marquis of Donegal, then chairman of

the Harbour Board, as well as with the directors of the Lagan Navigation Com-
pany, one of whom was also a very active member of the Harbour Board, that the

river above the Long Bridge, which was nearly empty when the tide was out, should

always be maintained at high water level, that it might be an ornamental sheet of

water to his residence at Ormeau with the Marquis, and with the Company that

it would enable barges to navigate the river and enter there at all times. The

strong influence that could be brought to bear in this direction may account for

there being so many schemes for damming up the river.

The improvements in Belfast harbour, from their commencement to the present

time, have been carried out under my superintendence, in accordance with the

designs of Messrs. Walker and Burges, which were in conformity with the principle

contained in the statement No. 3.

The plans of Messrs. Walker and Burges were adopted by the Harbour Com-

mittee in 1830, and confirmed by Act of Parliament in 1831 ; but in consequence

of the difficulty they experienced in raising money this Act was allowed to expire,

but was renewed in 1837. It was under the powers of tliis Act that the improve-

ments have been carried out, although it has been superseded by the Act of 1847,

which is now the one in operation.

The works were commenced in February, 1839, by Mr. Dargan, who undertook

the formation of the first section of the Victoria Channel; cost, £32,000. The

slopes of the cut were shown in the drawings to be 2£ to 1, but in consequence of

the very soft nature of the clay, or slitch. they were altered very considerably.

The second section of the channel was commenced. In consequence of the very

soft nature of the soil we had to go through (the same as the first section), the

slopes were made 5 to 1, the depth of cutting being from 13 to 14 feet on the

general level of the slob. The cost of this work, including all expenses, was £42,696.

(To be continued')
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The President and Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers had the honour of

entertaining the Prince of Wales, Prince Alfred, and a very distinguished company

of noblemen and gentlemen at dinner in Willis' Rooms, King's Street, St. James',

on Wednesday, 9th ult. Mr. Fowler, president of the Institution, presided. On his

right was the Prince of Wales and on his left Prince Alfred. Prince Teck was also

present, as were also the Duke of Buccleuch, Earl Spencer, Sir John Burgoyne, the

Earl of Caithness, Lord Colville, the Hon. W. Cowper, First Commissioner of

Works. Earl Grey, Lord Richard Grosvenor, Sir Henry Holland, General Knollys,

Major Teesdale, Lord Llanover, Sir Edwin Landseer, the Right Hon. R. Lowe, M.P.,

Baron Marocbetti, Professor Owen, the presidents of the Royal Society and of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, Lord Oxmantown, Lord Alfred Paget, Sir John

Pakington, Lord Redesdale, the Marquis of Salisbury, Lord Stanley, M.P., Lord

Stanley of Alderley, the Duke of Sutherland, Earl Vane, &c The members and

associates of the Institution present numbered nearly 200, and included most of the

leading members of the profession, among whom were Sir John Rennie, Sir W. G.

Armstrong, Mr. Bidder, Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Scott Russell, Mr.

Hawksley, Mr. Cubitt, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Hemans, Mr. W. H. Barlow, Mr. Vignolles,

Mr. Fairbairn, Mr. Beardmore, Mr. Abernethy, Mr. Brunlees, Mr. Manby, Mr. Kelk,

M.P., Mr. Brassey, Mr. Betts, Mr. Waring, M.P., Mr. Samuda, M.P., Mr. Penn,

Mr. Humphrys, Mr. R. Morrison, Mr. Bramwell, Colonel Jervois, Colonel Simmonds,

R.E., Mr. Ramsbottom, Mr. Hargrove, Mr. Samuel, Mr. J. Mitchell, Sir. Brereton,

Mr. Cawlev, Mr. Turnbull, Mr. Clutton, Mr. GUes, Mr. Baker, Mr. Berkley,

Mr. Conybeare, Mr. Coode, Mr. W. V. Harcourt, Q.C., Mr. J. H. Lloyd, Mr.

Crampton, Mr. Bessemer, Mr. Ravenhill, Mr. Rawlinson, C.B., Mr. Penn, Mr.

Maudslay, and Mr. James Forrest, the secretary.

The dinner was served in very elegant style, and the tables were ornamented with

the best pieces of the celebrated Demidoff gold service. These were lent for the

occasion by Messrs. C. F. Hancock.

The cloth having been removed and grace said,

The chairman proposed '* The Health of Her Most Gracious Majesty," which was
received with all the honours.

The chairman then rose and said,—My Lords and Gentlemen, the next toast upon

our list is, " The Health of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales." You are all doubtless aware that his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales

is now an honorary member of our Institution, and therefore he is present with us

to-night in the welcome position of one of ourselves. Notwithstanding the numerous

duties of his exalted station, his Royal Highness has always taken the greatest

interest in those works which occupy the thoughts and lives of engineers, and

therefore it is. a source of peculiar gratification to the profession that his Royal

Highness has been pleased to join the Institution of Civil Engineers, which had the

honour to rank as its most distinguished honorary member his Royal Highness the

Prince Consort. With regard to the Princess of Wales, I know I shall speak the

sentiments of every Englishman when I say that her first appearance in this great

metropolis inspired the nation with a sentiment of enthusiastic loyalty and of

personal sympathy, which a riper experience of her domestic virtues and graceful

charms has year by year deepened and extended. I have great pleasure in proposing
" The Prince and Princess of Wales."

The Prince of Wales, in returning thanks, said,—Mr. President, your Royal

Highness, my Lords and Gentlemen, I have indeed every reason to feel deeply

flattered and gratified at the very kind manner in which you, Mr. President, have

proposed this toast, and for the way in which it has been received by the company
present. Under any circumstances it would have afforded me sincere pleasure to

have been present this evening—present at a meeting of so distinguished a- body as

the Civil Engineers of Great Britain; but it is still more agreeable to me to find

myself here in the position of one of your honorary members. I thank you for the

manner in which you have mentioned my name regarding me as one of yourselves.

I feel proud to think that my lamented father was also an honorary member of this

distinguished Institution. Mr. President and gentlemen, perhaps it is a difficult

task for me to address so eminently scientific a body, more especially to eulogize

them, but I cannot forbear adverting to the names of two most distinguished

members of it— I allude to Mr. Brunei and Mr. Stephenson, whose names will

never be obliterated from our memory. The important services they have rendered

to thi3 country can never be forgotten. Let us look around at the vast works which
have been completed, or which are in the course of completion in this country.

Though it may, perhaps, seem unnecessary, I think ifc is right I should on this

occasion ask you to look for a moment at the vast extension of our docks all over

this country—at the great improvements in the electric telegraph, and also in our
steamships, and, in fact, in the general steam navigation on our waters. Let us
look at what has been done at home—and when I say at home I mean in this

metropolis. No one can walk over Westminster Bridge without being struck by
those magnificent quays which are being built on either side of the river, and are

commonly called the Thames Embankment. These constitute the most important
works of the day. I must also refer to the Metropolitan Uuderground Railway, which
is owing to the continued, exertions of your distinguished president, and which,

although not entirely completed, has been in use for nearly three years, and has to

a considerable extent diminished the traffic in our streets. Let us look also at our
colonies, and see the many important works which our engineers have contrived

there. I would allude more especially to one— the celebrated bridge built over the

St. Lawrence, called the Victoria Bridge, which is close to Montreal, and which was
constructed by one of your most renowned engineers, Mr. Stephenson. I had the

honoir of inaugurating that bridge in the name of her Majesty the Queen. I have
to be thankful to you all in many ways; but I have to be particularly thankful to

Mr. Stephenson for haviDg built such a bridge, because, perhaps, I should never have
had an opportunity of visiting our North American colonies and a portion of the
United States if I had not received an invitation to inaugurate that great work.
Let me thank you once more, Mr. President, for the honour done me, and for the
kind way in which the name of the Princess of Wales has been received- And let

me assure you that it affords me the deepest gratification to have the honour of
being present thi3 evening as one of your members.

The chairman : May it please yonr Royal Highnesses, my Lords, and Gentlemen,

—I have now the honour to propose the toast of * l The Navy, the Army, and the

Volunteers." The profession of a civil engineer may not appear at first sight to

have any intimate connection with the subject of my toast, but recent discoveries

in science and mechanics have brought the civil engineer and the soldier and the

sailor into close alliance. The introduction into the navy of steam as a propelling

power has added to the crew of a ship, as a necessity, a body of engineers, whose
education and functions are now essential to an efficient navy. In like manner the

soldier must now make his dispositions of attack and defence with reference to lines

of railway, and must study how they can be made subservient to his purpose, or

sometimes how best he can destroy them. He must have his telegraph and tele-

graphic engineer as a part of his materiel and his staff, and for his great guns and
other munitions of war he must avail himself of the inventive genius and experience

of our eminent members, Armstrong and Whitworth. But, perhaps, no institution

of modern times has brought the civilian and the military man into closer friend-

ship than that noble, and, I may now say, that national institution, the Volunteer army.

From the date of its organization Englishmen have begun to take great interest in

military affairs, and I may say that the profession of a soldier has been raised in

public estimation by a knowledge of the difficulty and importance of a soldier's duties.

Some of my friends now present and myself are officers of the Engineer Coips of

the Volunteer force. Our duty is to devise (in conjunction with the Royal Engineers)

the method, and provide the means, of moving the largest masses in the shortest

time to any point on the shores of Great Britain where such services may be sud-

denly required, and to organize labour for the creation of earthwork defences, and
for making or destroying lines of communication. I may be permitted to refer to

the review at Brighton, where one of the corps—Colonel Hawkins*—displayed

remarkable powers of arrangement. I am happy to say we have here to-night a

distinguished sailor, whose love of the sea and assiduous attention to a sailor's duties

have endeared him to all Englishmen—his Royal Highness Prince Alfred. We
have here that most distinguished general officer Sir John Burgoyne, of whom I will

mention, that both civil engineers and military engineers recognize in him one of

the most eminent men in their profession ; and we have also Colonel Ersldne, the

inspecting officer of Volunteers. I have therefore great pleasure in proposing "the
Army, the Navy, and the Volunteers," coupling the names of Prince Alfred for the

navy, General Sir John Burgoyne for the army, and Colonel Erskine for the

Volunteers.

Prince Alfred : Mr. President, your Royal Highness, my Lords, and Gentlemen,

—

I need scarcely tell you with what pleasure I rise to respond to this toast, nor how
proud I feel to hear my name associated with the royal navy. Within the last few

years the navy has become more connected with the civil engineers than ever it

was before. Many improvements we owe—in fact, I may say all the later improve-

ments we owe— to the civil engineers. There is only one thing they have not

succeeded in doing, and that is making us look more beautiful than we did before.

Indeed, 1 am afraid they have rather caused us to deteriorate in appearance. I need

not add that I take, and shall continue to take, the greatest interest in this body

;

the more so from the fact of my father being an honorary member of the Institu-

tion, and from my brother having now for the first time taken his place in the

same character.

Sir J. Burgoyne briefly returned thanks for the Army, and Colonel Erskine for

the Volunteers.

The president then proposed " the Houses of Lords and Commons," coupling

with the toast the names of Lord. Redesdale and Mr. Cowper, the First Commis-
sioner of Works.

Lord Redesdale returned thanks for, the House of Lords, and Mr. Cowper for the

House of Commons.
The chairman then said : May it please your Royal Highness, my Lords, and

Gentlemen,—I have now the honour to propose the toast of " Our Visitors." It

may, I think, be considered to be one of the privileges and advantages of the

profession of the civil engineer that his vocation brings him into personal communi-
cation with distinguished men of every rank and class of society ; and I can say

for many of us that some of our most valued friendships in after years have

commenced with our professional duties. I see around me this evening men of

the highest distinction, who by their presence with us show that they deem our

profession, and the institution of which we are proud, not unworthy of their

countenance and support. May I say to one of those distinguished persons—Prince

Teck—-that we give him, welcome to England? I may venture to say that we
give him a double welcome, for he comes to add to the happiness of one of the

most widely beloved and esteemed members of the royal family of England.

We have also present here to-night a distinguished statesman and orator—the

Right Hpn. Robert Lowe. I have therefore great pleasure in proposing " Our
Visitors," coupled with the names of Prince Teck and the Right Hon. Robert

Lowe, M.P.
Prince Teck : Mr. President, your Royal Highnesses, my Lords, and Gentlemen,—

•

I cannot find words in which to adequately convey my thanks ; but I assure you

I am deeply grateful for the compliment which you have been pleased to pay me.

Mr. Lowe, on behalf of the visitors at the hospitable board of the Institution of

Civil Engineers that evening, begged to return that society their best thanks for

the kindness they had received. He begged to assure the society, on behalf of the

visitors generally as well as on his own, that they had the greatest pleasure in

coming there, not only to partake of the hospitality of the civil engineers, but to

evince their sincere esteem and admiration for the body which entertained them

that evening. They had great reason to be proud of the civil engineers of England.

It was the last of our learned professions— the youngest of them ; but, like most

of the youngest sons in fairy tales, it bad contrived to secure for itself a better

inheritance than that enjoyed by its elder brethren. The engineers were not

employed in the study of the ancient languages, nor in minute analyses of the

forms of expression and the modes of thought which were used by people many
thousand years ago, and concerning which there was much controversy, and no

certainty could be arrived at. They had a wider field; and, just as the laws

of nature were better than written laws, so the range of study open to civil

engineers was superior to that of the learned professions which had preceded them.
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The civil engineers did not inherit a study which was stationary, like most of the

studies which had occupied the attention of mankind hitherto, and about which it

might be said we knew very little more than was known 2000 years ago. He
questioned whether writers and speakers of the present day used better Greek than

the Greeks themselves, and he doubted whether we knew more of moral philosophy

or of logic than the philosophers and logicians of Athens and Rome. Gn the other

hand, the studies of civil engineers were not only as wide as the domain of nature,

but their area was continually increasing with a rapidity which no one could gauge.

The civil engineers were the heirs of all ages, and the field of their investigation

was boundless. They had the inscrutable laws of nature as the subject of their

inquiry, and the application of those laws to the benefit of mankind as their theme.

It might well have been felt by the profession that, while dealing with subjects so

vast and magnificent, they had not received that recognition in the country to

which they were justly entitled; but he hoped, if the day ever arrived when the

Universities, rising to the true level which they should occupy, became really

national establishments, the science of engineering would be admitted to at least a

perfect equality with every other branch of knowledge. He trusted that the day

would arrive when the efforts which were now devoted to the cultivation of the

dead languages would be divided between the dead and the living. At all events

let not the engineers be discouraged because they had not at present any endow-

ment. An endowment was not an unmixed good. In many cases it was only a

means by which one age contrived to impress its ideas on the age which succeeded

it. All were orthodox who stuck to the endowment, and all were the contrary

who went beyond it. If, therefore, the engineers had no great stores of wealth

they were at least unfettered. They must remember also that as they were inves-

tigating the laws of nature: if they went wrong nature would ultimately set them
right. The Cattle Plague Commissioners— of whom he himself was one—gave a

certain opinion, and the whole press wrote them down. If the matter had been

one of mere theory there would have been an end of them; but the cattle plague

took the thing into its own hands, and proved that the commissioners were right.

The profession of civil engineers had reason to be proud of their achievements—of

their railways and of their electric telegraph lines, which enabled us to interchange

thoughts despite those petty districts into which the selfishness of man had divided

the universe. The civil engineers had been the missionaries of peace; and though

it seemed as if a cloud was now about to come over Europe, and without substantial

cause, and with little provocation, peoples were about to be plunged into blood and

mourning, yet, as the darkest hour was generally the one nearest to dawn, he hoped

that the difficulties of the present time might speedily pass away, and that the

members of the profession of civil engineers might continue to benefit society, and

be the harbingers and precursors of peace.

Earl Grey, in complimentary terms, gave the toast of " The Institution of Civil

Engineers," coupling with it the name of Sir John Rennie.

The health of the chairman was also duly honoured, and the company soon after-

wards separated.

At the meeting of the Members of this Society, on Tuesday evening, the 1st

inst., Mr. John Fowler, President, in the chair, five Members and eleven Associates

were balloted for and declared to be duly elected, including in the former class, Mr.

James Richardson Forman, Glasgow; Mr. William Husband, Hayle, Cornwall ; Mr.

Thomas Meik, Chief Engineer to the Harbour and Docks, Sunderland; Mr. William

Richard Morris, Resident Engineer to the Kent Waterworks Company ; and Mr.

James Muir, Chief Engineer to the New River Company; and in the latter class,

Mr. Henry Bessemer; Mr. William Brookes, Chancery-Lane; Mr. Rowland

Brotherhood, Chippenham ; Mr. Joseph Green Cooke, Locomotive Superintendent

of the Imperial Mexican Railway, Vera Cruz; Mr. John Cundy, Surhiton ; Mr.

Frederick George Finch, B.A., Blaenavon Iron Company ; Mr. Charles Goolden,

M.A., Farnley Iron Company; Mr. Henry George Clapper Ketchum, St. John's,

New Brunswick; Mr. William Carey Leechman, Hultsdorf Mills, Ceylon; Mr.

Marcus Smith, late of the Cape of Good Hope ; and Mr. Matthias Erasmus Wesley,

Westminster. The number of Members of all classes now on the register of the

Institution is 1338, as against 1239 at the 1st of January last. The number of

elections into the Institution since its first establishment in 1818 has been 2138,

from which it appears that about 62 J per cent, of all those who have joined the

Institution still belong to it.

At the meeting of the Members of this Society on the loth inst., Mr. John

Fowler, president, in the chair, his Royal Highness Prince Alfred, K.G., was elected

by acclamation an Honorary Member. At the ordinary ballot, the last of the

present session, seven Members and six Associates were balloted for and declared

to be duly elected, including in the former class Mr. James Melville Balfour, chief

of the Marine Engineering Department, Otago, N.Z. ; Mr. William Clarke, chief

assistant engineer on the London and North Western Railway; Mr. James Collet,

first-class district engineer, East Indian Railway ; Mr. Henry Wheeler Davis, acting

engineer to the Great Eastern Railway; Mr. Jonathan Dickson Ikin, Westminster;

Mr. Alfred Moore, resident engineer of the Belfast Water works; and Mr. William

Smith, chief engineer of the Calcutta Waterworks; and in the latter class, Mr.

James Henry Cotterill, Sloane street; Mr. Charles Foote Gower, Westminster;

Mr. James Sidney Hargrove, Westminster; Mr. John Gillet Livesay, surveyor to

the Local Board of Health, Ventnor, I.W. ; Mr. John Gordon M'Kenzie, Swansea;
and Mr. William Barrow Turner, Dalton-in-Furness.

MONTHLY NOTES.

trial of her machinery. She was in charge of the commander of the Shecrness
steam reserve: Mr. W. W. Williamson, inspector of machinery afloat, and Mr. G.
Blaxland, chief engineer in Sheerness dockyard, were present. Six runs were made
on the measured mile at full-boiler power, giving an average of 9'14l knots per

hour, with a maximum of 96 and a mean of 94'666 revolutions of the engines, and
a vacuum in the condensers of 25'5. Two runs were made at half-boiler power,

giving an average of 7'504 knots per hour, with a maximum of 84 and a minimum
of 73 revolutions of the engines, and a vacuum in condensers of 26. The draught

of water forward was 10 feet 10 inches; aft, 11 fi-et 8 inches. The load on the

safety valve 20 lbs., and the pressure of steam in the boilers 18*75. The wind was
north, with a force of 3 to 4. The vessel is fitted with a Griffith's propeller, the

diameter of which is 9 feet; the pitch, 13 feet; the length, 2 feet 10 inches; and
the immersion of the upper edge, 1 foot 3 inches. The engines stopped from the

moving of the telegraph in 13 seconds, started ahead in 12 seconds, and astern in

15 seconds. They were manufactured by Messrs. Napier and Sons, of Glasgow, and
worked most satisfactorily. There were no hot bearings. The boilers produced a
good supply of steam without priming.

Improved Railway Carriages.—The carriage superintendent at the Don-
caster plant works of the Great Northern Railway, Mr. Griffith, has constructed a
number of first, second, and third-class carriages on new and improved methods,

and combining every improvement which will secure the comfort and convenience of

travellers. They were sent from Doncaster, and are intended to be used iD the

through passenger traffic between King's Cross station and Scotland. The
third-class carriages are well built. They have five doors on each side, are 6

feet 11 inches high in the inside; the seats are broad, and the space between

them is ample, to enable passengers to pass in and out ; the ventilation has received

careful attention ; and straps are placed at the tops of the carriages for hats, &c.

The ironwork of each is bronzed, the couplings are stronger than those ordinarily

made, and accommodation is afforded for a large quantity of luggage to be placed

on the roof. The wheels of the carriages are 4 feet in diameter, and " blocked" or

filled in with wood, which deadens the sound when the carriages are in motion.

The first-class carriages rest upon what are known as " Attock's patent carriage

blocks," being neither more nor less than blocks of india-rubber 9 inches long and

about 2 inches thick. The carriages are a decided improvement upon those hitherto

in use on the company's line
;
and the company intend, we hear, to renew their

rolling stock from time to time with carriages of similar build and convenience.

Stevenson's Improvements in the Jonval Turbine.—The chief feature

in this water engine, represented in elevation at fig. 1, and in detail, fig. 2,

consists in the use of a helical passage, through which the water flows on to the

wheel proper. Several of these wheels have been in operation for a number

of years, and they are now reported to give the highest efficiency of any turbine

in use. The helical passage, a, by which the water is guided on to the wheel, is fitted

Fig 1. Fig. 2.

MARINE MEMORANDUM.

The Gkiffox.—This 5 screw gun vessel, 425 tons, 80 horse-power, after having

been thoroughly repaired and refitted since her last commission in Sheerness dock-

yard, has made the run over the measured mile off Maplin Sands for the official

with a throttle-valve at B. The wheel, c, is secured to the driving shaft, D, the upper

part of which, at E, is opened out to receive the suspension step bearing. An oil cup

rests on the top of the dead spindle inclosing the step on which the wheel turns

;

this part is also fitted with a screw and nut for regulating the distance between the

wheel and the under side of the helix. A further improvement consists in the

arrangement of the back water joint, and the improved step bearing is arranged

so that it can be removed, cleaned, and replaced in a few minutes.

Captain Maury.—On the 5th of June there will be a grand dinner at Willis'

Rooms, to present Captain Maury with a testimonial, which is to take the monetary

form of 3000 guineas. Sir John Pakington will preside.

Coles' Cdpolas and the Admiralty.—We understand that the Admiralty

have resolved, in order to test as fully as possible in time of peace the turret

principle, as fitted with the revolving tables and wheels on Captain Coles' plans,

to fire a steel bolt at one of the turrets at short range, from the Armstrong 10-inch

or 300-pounder rifled 12-ton gun, now on board the iron-armoured frigate Belkrophon.

The day is not yet fixed for the experiment.

Electrical Sea Fish.—The number of fish provided with an electrical

apparatus is not great, being limited to eighteen species of the torpedo, one or two

of the gymnotus, two of the mormyrus, and one of the malapterurus. M. Charles

Robin now announces, in a paper addressed to the French Academy of Sciences,
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that the ray possesses a similar apparatus. Thus there are two kinds of sea fish

that are decidedly electrical, the torpedo and the ray. M. Robin's experiments were
not of easy execution. The ray is usually caught at an hour's sailing at least from the

coast, and it does not live more than twenty minutes out of its element. Owing to

its size and shape, it is not easy to keep in a vessel with sea water; nor is it pos-

sible to conduct delicate physiological and electrical experiments in a fishing boat

;

so that for a long time M. Robin's efforts were fruitless. Fortunately, the experi-

mental basins now built at Concarneau, under the superintendence of M. Coste, have
now removed these difficulties. The aquariums at that place are large basins in

which the sea water is constantly renewed by the tide, and in which fish may live and
multiply under the most advantageous circumstances. Here, therefore, M. Rubin
carried on his experiments with a galvanometer, and a sufficient number of electro-

scopic frogs. Sometimes the rav, when out of the water, makes violent muscular
efforts, and flaps its pectoral fins. During these efforts an electric discharge is

scarcely ever obtained, but after a few seconds' rest, there comes a succession of

small discharges. At other times, the fish remains quiet for three or four minutes,

and then begins as before to make great exertions, during which both the galva-

nometer and the frogs give no sign of electricity, and then comes a short period of

rest, when a few discharges are obtained. In some instances, however, after three

or four minutes of rest, the animal suddenly and voluntarily discharges electricity.

Discharges may also be obtained by pricking, pinching, or otherwise exciting the

fish. But, under whatever circumstances the phenomenon be produced, it is always

accompanied by a slight motion of the ocular globes and a contraction of the

bronchial cavity, as also by similar contractions of the caudal fins. It is well known
that similar motions are observed in the torpedo at the moment of a discharge.

The Wherry Mine.—When the shaft of this celebrated mine was in exist-

ence, its situation was both highly remarkable and no less precarious, being some
distance out into the sea, and a wooden bridge connected it to the land. Although
the entrance to the workings was so placed, still the prime mover for working it

was on land. This consisted of a Boulton & Watt pumping-engine, one of the

earliest erected, and long rods communicated to a bell-crank at the mouth of the

shaft for driving the pumps. The coupling rods were supported on carrying

wheels secured to the bridge. The mining operations for a long time were suc-
cessful ; but at last the coffer-dam entrance to the shaft was struck by a vessel,

and the dam not being too well made yielded, the water entered and drowned the

mine. Some £70,000 worth of ore is all that has been worked out. Surely

there is a field here for a new adventure? The value of the partly explored lode

is well known; and in days like our own, when mining is, by the introduction of

better appliances, rendered more easy than formerly, it appears careless to allow
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so much valuable ore to remain for ever buried. If the minere in the day that this

curious shaft was sunk overcame the difficulty of the sea, there is no reason why
it might not be resunk at a comparatively low cost now, and in such manner that
the jjb should be rendered a permanent one. The site of the old shaft could easily

be found; and it appears to na that the true way to set about the work would be
to prepare a wrought-iron tube large enough for the mouth of the intended shaft,

and to float this over the site of the old shaft, which should be first cleared of all

rubbish to a certain depth—access being obtained to it by means of a temporary
dam. The tube might now be sunk into the partly cleared shaft by atmospheric
pressure, in a manner similar to that used for the cylinder forming the piers of
Rochester, Chcpstowe, and the great central one of the famous Saltash bridge. It
is not likely that the tube would need to be sunk to a great depth into the shaft

;

and aa soon as its joint was made water-tight, it should be surrounded with a
battered ring of ashlar, solidly built into the rock, the surface being levelled off to

receive it. The ashlar tower might be again fortified with a circular pier on piles,

which could be finished off on top to a platform, where the engine might be

situated, instead of losing, as formerly, an untold amount of power by the weight

and friction of the coupling rods reaching to the engine on land. The accompanying

section will give a clearer idea of what it is proposed to do, and there can be no

doubt that with such an arrangement the shaft may be made as secure as any

land shaft, if the mouth be properly built to withstand the battering of the sea

—

then of ships little nowadays need be feared. Of course it would be necessary to

add a shrouding round the mouth, to prevent water and spray splashing into the pit

during rough weather.

The Exhaustion of our Coal Beds.—In a recent article the Times observes,

with much brilliant power of language, " In three generations, that is, in the days of

our children's children, we are told that all the coal of these islands that lies within

4,000 ft. of the surface will be exhausted, if we go on increasing our consumption at

the present rate. Coal is everything to us. Without coal our factories will become

idle, our foundries and workshops be still as the grave ; the locomotive will rust in the

shed, and the rail be buried in weeds. Our streets will be dark, our houses unin-

habitable. Our rivers will forget the paddle-wheel, and we shall again be separ-

ated by days from France, by months from the United States. The post will

lengthen its periods and protract its dates. A thousand special arts and manufac-

tures, one by one, then in a crowd, will fly the empty soil, as boon companions are

said to disappear when the cask is dry. We shall miss our grand dependence, as

a man misses his companion, his fortune, or a limb, every hour and at every turn

reminded of the irreparable loss. Wise England will then be the silly virgin

without oil in her lamp. We shall be surrounded and overwhelmed by the unpro-

fitable lumber of buildings and machinery that we cannot use, and even cities we
cannot occupy. For who will care to live in Manchester? Who will be able to

live in the metropolis? It is not so difficult to imagine the state we shall return

to, for it takes only a middle-aged man to remember it." But we think that, by

that time, we shall have discovered a means of " bottling up," so to speak, the

ceaseless and endless power of the tides and the waves, and even now means could

be suggested for the purpose.

Let us add, too, that the means are more than suggested. We know of some

experiments at present going on in the north, and that with considerable success,

where the living forces of nature are being nursed for the benefit of man.

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.—At a recent

meeting of this institution, it was resolved that a petition should be presented to

Parliament in favour of the Amendment Act for the admeasurement of the registra-

tion tonnage of ships. The petition has accordingly been presented.

The Short-time Movement on the Clyde.—A meeting of the Clyde Ship-

builders' Association was held in the Religious Institution Rooms on the 18th nit.

The following is an extract from the minutes :
—" The meeting having received the

report of the committee in reference to the demands of the workmen, and having

heard the opinions of several members on the subject, view with much concern the

attitude the workmen generally have assumed, inasmuch as it is calculated to affect

most injuriously, not only the shipbuilding and engineering trade of the Clyde, but

also the commerce of the country ; and considering that the workmen in the employ-

ment of some of the members have already struck work, and that workmen in the

employment of other members have intimated their intention to strike work, by way
of enforcing demands which the association consider as unreasonable; and having

learned that workmen who are out on strike are to some extent supported by work-

men who are still employed, the association find that, in consequence of the position

assumed by the workmen, and of the character of their demands, and of the attempts

to enforce them, they are constrained to resort to united action for the purpose of

protecting themselves from the injurious and systematic procedure of the workmen
;

and they therefore unanimously resolve—First, That the members of the association

shall, from and after the 28th day of May current, cease to employ, for a period of

three months from that date, the tradesmen and labourers of all classes in their

employment, not being apprentices or workmen nnder formal engagements then

unexpired ; and in the cases of workmen who, at the said date, may be working out

their warning, the members shall, on the expiration of the warning, cease to employ

such workmen for the same period ; but members shall nevertheless be entitled to

employ foremen and under foremen. Second, That the General Committee be

empowered to meet with representatives from the workmen, for the purpose of

receiving and considering any proposals which they may have to make."

Bituminous Coal.— It is stated in an American journal that the extent of

the bituminous coal field surrounding Pittsburg is 15,000 square miles, or

8,600,000 acres. The upper seam of coal in this area, rating at an average depth

of 8 feet (? a great average thickness, certainly), is estimated to contain

53,516,430,000 tons, which at two dollars per ton would be worth 108,032,860,000

dollars, a sum equal to the payment of the American national debt nearly 27 times.

Setting on Fire by Electricity.—A cotton mill at Lowell was recently

set on fire by a series of electric sparks passing from a belt running in contiguity

with some timber which entered into the structure. The sparks passed between

the belt and an iron bolt in a beam. On further inspection being made, the case

of another belt was opened, where the same action was found going on. In this

case the beam was fourteen inches from the belt, and the stream of sparks was
found jumping across the beam, although they had not set anything on fire.

Gems.—The artificial production of gems is a subject of much interest. A new
method of making rubies has been discovered. A mixture of fluoride of aluminium

with a little fluoride of chromium is placed in a Hessian crucible lined with calcined

alumina. In the midst of the mixture of fluorides is placed a small platinum

crucible containing boracic acid. The outer crucible is well covered, and the whole

exposed to a temperature sufficiently high to volatilize both the boracic acid and

the fluorides. The vapour of the acid decomposes that of the fluorides, fluoride

of boron is formed, and crystals of the mixed oxides of aluminium and chromium

are deposited. If the mixture of the fluorides be made in the right proportions,

these crystals will have exactly the same composition, specific colour, lustre, and

other properties as the most perfect natural rubies.

The British Association for the Advancement of Science.—The
next annual meeting will be held at Nottingham, on Wednesday, August 22nd,

and the following days, under the presidency of W R. Grove, Esq , Q.C., F.R.S.,

the eminent barrister, the contriver of the electric battery going under his
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name, the aulhor of the "Correlation of Physical Forces," and of many papers

expounding other important discoveries in natural philosophy. The following

gentlemen are to be the presidents of the several sections :—Section A, Mathe-

matical and Physical Science, Professor Wheatstone, of King's College; B, Chem-
istry, Professor Falkland; C, Geology, W. J. Hamilton, Esq.; D, Biology, Professor

Husley; E, Geography and Ethnology, Sir Charles Hamilton; F, Economic

Science and Statistics, Lord Belper, formerly Chief Commissioner of Railways, and

elevated to the peerage in 1856 ; G, Mechanics, James Nasmyth, Esq , of steam-

hammer notoriety. The general secretary will be Francis Galton, Esq., F.R.S.,

42 Rutland Gate, London, the eminent traveller, and the author of an interesting

book called " The Art of Travel;" as assistant general secretary, George Griffith,

Esq., 5 Park Villas, Oxford; and as general treasurer, W. Spottiswoode, Esq.,

F.R.S., 50 Grosvenor Place, London, formerly public examiner of mathematics at

Oxford, but now of the firm of the Queen's printers. Information concerning the

local arrangements may be obtained from the local secretaries at Nottingham, Dr.

Robertson, E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., Rev. J. F. M'Callan, and the notices of

papers proposed to be read should be sent to the assistant general secretary before

August 1st. It is to be hoped that proceedings of the Mechanical Section will be

as interesting as those last year at Birmingham.

A Hydraulic Pivot.—Mons. Annengaud's new work, entitled " Vignole des

Mecania'ens" has the following engraving and description of a hydraulic pivot

proposed by Mons. Girard for heavy turbines. The shaft, A, is of cast iron, and

hollow. The solid cylindrical arbor, B, is fixed; and the shaft turns around it.

The hollow shaft and fixed arbor have each a disc, c and d, fitted upon it so

tightly that water cannot penetrate the joint. These discs have grooves turned

in them, as shown in the engraving. Into the groove, that is, half-way between

the periphery and the fixed arbor, water is pumped through a pipe, a, under a

pressure nearly sufficient to lift the turbine. If the diameter of these discs and

the pressure of the water are properly proportioned to each other, the discs will be

pressed apart with the degree of force that is most
economical ; if the pressure is in excess, there will be

too much leakage, and too much work for the force-

pump; or if it be deficient, there will be too little relief

from pressure, and consequently too much friction of

the discs upon each other; there should be a little

leakage for lubrication, and experience will soon show
how much is best. The nut, o, is to set up the disc,

d, to compensate for wear between the discs. In some
cases the head of water is sufficient to give the neces-

sary pressure, so that a pump will not be needed. The
idea of separating rubbing surfaces by hydraulic pres-

sure is old. Mons. Candiat, twenty years ago, relieved

turbines by pumping in water under the pivot. Bramah,
long before, had done the same for various purposes.

Mr. Renwick, of New York, has patented the application to the thrust-hearings of

screw-propellers. Mr. Whitelaw, of Glasgow, relieved slide-valves in this way;
and Mr. Winans is now using the device in his yacht. But the concentric grooves,

and pumping the water into the middle groove, seems to be a new device, which
perhaps may be applicable to screw propellers.— American Artisan,

Foote's Patent Convertible Fence.—In old times, when farmers, with
mortising-axes and wedges, made their own fences, and saw-mills were ten miles

apart, and transportation was over dirt roads, farmers sold and bought little, and
did most of their own work. But now we have machinery in abundance, and

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
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farmers readily sell all they can produce ; it, therefore, is economical for them to
have their work done for them by skilled workmen and machinery. The saving
of material by machine-work pays for the work, and its superior appearance is

often a great advantage in enhancing the value of land for the residences of people
who do business in cities, yet prefer to live in the country. To these considerations
we may add, that fe'nces are hindrances to ploughing and other farm-work, and
are uselessly exposed to decay for a great part of the year. It, therefore, appears
that a substitute for the old fence is wanted—and the inventor has undertaken to
supply it. He has devised a fence that may be easily taken down and set up,

and be stacked and covered in winter, and thus made to last more than double the

usual time, or it may be converted into shelters for hav, grain, cattle, waggons,
fuel, and various other things that ought to be covered in winter, but need no cover

in summer. The engravings show how the sections may be combined in various

ways; and it will be easy for a farmer to see how. they may be made useful for

many purposes not here suggested. This fence is made in sections, which are

portable and can be easily set up, and in the winter can be removed and put under
shelter, or they can be so combined as to form sheds for cattle, or barns. It is

economical to remove fences and shelter them from the time they cease to be

necessary in the autumn until ploughing is done in the spring, and they become
again necessary. These fences are designed for that purpose, and they are cheap
because they can be made entirely by machinery ; and made with such accuracy

that when coupled, as shown in fig. 2, they will exclude rain. Two pieces of open
fence, like fig. 1, may be in a minute put together, as in fig. 2, and even a barn of

sufficient size to cover a large mass of hay may be made of sufficient strength to

bear high winds. Fig. 3 is an end view of one section, or unit, of fence. Fig. 4
is a view of the post. The holes for coupling-pins are shown in the end view; and
are so disposed that they will come in line to couple many units to make the side

of a barn, or to make a roof.

A Company, boring for oil on the farm of William Cunningham, in Jackson
county, West Virginia, struck a vein of metal recently, about eighteen inches in

thickness. A quantity of the metal borings was sent to New York, where it has
been assayed and pronounced to yield 98 per cent, of pure silver. Underneath this

vein, which is 304 feet from the surface, is a vein of silver quartz four feet thick.

Buckman's Grappling-Fork.—This implement may be worked by any
power that is used for hoisting. When used for loading hay or other farm pro-

duce, it is most convenient to use horse-power. When used to load and unload

ships, steam-engines may be used. When used for hoisting in buildings where
there are shafts running, the power may be taken from a shaft by a belt. In

stores it may be worked by man-power, by means of the common hoisting apparatus.

Fig, 1 shows it lifting a load of hay. Fig. 2 shows it open, ready to grasp a load.

The operation is as follows:— First, the lifting-arms, f, f, are spread apart, and
locked to the upper ends of the main levers, a, a, so that, until unlocked, they

become parts of the main levers, as shown in fig. 1. The horse is then started.

The lifting-rope, g, acts first upon the bight of the grasping-rope, H, whicli works
on friction-rollers in the upper ends of the lifting-arms, and draws the main levers

towards each other. As the main levers approach each other, the connecting-rods,

Fig. 2.

b, b, which are jointed to the main levers near their junction, and to the handles,

c, c, of the forks, d, d, push the handles outward, forcing them to describe arcs

of circles around their joints upon the lower ends of the main levers. This move-

ment presses the tines of the forks inward against the load ; and when the load is

light may bring the tines to a horizontal position under it. This action of grasping

is completed before the load is lifted; the tines must press hard against the sides

of the load, or the main levers must press against the slotted stop-bars, e, e,

before the lifting can begin. When the load is thus being grasped, the different

parts of the implement fall into the positions shown in fig. 1 ; and the movement
of the lifting rope, no longer applied in closing up the forks, changes its action to
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lifting the apparatus with its load. When it is lifted hi<rh enough, and swung

over the place where the load is to be dropped, the unlocking-cord, t, is pulled,

and unlocks the lifting-arms. The parts then return to the positions shown in

fig. 2, and the load drops. The locking-gear consists of bolts, j, j, which are held

up to their work by springs, I; hj and drawn back by the branches of the unlock-

ing-cordj t, u See fig. 3. When bales, boxes, or other matters are to be lifted,

the forks are removed, and suitable hooks or arms are to be substituted. If

shovels be substituted for the forks, mud may be lifted ; and the implement will

do well for dredging. It will also serve well as a grapple for logs and other things

in deep water; and for many other purposes. The New York State Agricultural

Society, at its annual meeting, on the 15th of the present month, awarded a first

premium to a working model of this invention.

The Latest Discovery in Electricity-.—In the course of some experi-

ments with a magneto-electric machine of rather peculiar construction, it has been

discovered by Mr. Wilde that if the induced current from the armature were made
to pass through the coils of an electro-magnet, the magnet attained more than

four times the lifting power of the permanent magnet from which the force was at

first obtained; and as it would appear prima facie in opposition to the laws of

conservation of energy. Mr. Wilde has thus expressed himself:—"Having
discovered the fact that a large amount of magnetism can be developed in an

electro-magnet by means of a permanent magnet of much smaller power ; and as

definite quantities of magnetism are accompanied by the evolution of proportionate

quantities of dynamic electricity ; and since an electro-magnet when excited by

means of a voltaic battery possesses all the properties of a permanent magnet, it

appeared reasonable to suppose that

a large electro-magnet excited by

means of a small electro-magnetic

machine could, by suitable arrange-

ments, be made instrumental in evolv-

ing a proportionately large quantity

ofdynamic electricity, notwithstanding

the pulsatory character of the elec-

tricity transmitted through the wires

surrounding the magnet." The ac-

companying figures will afford a

tolerably clear idea of the apparatus

Mr. Wilde employed at the beginning

of his experiments. The cylinder,

c c, has a truly bored hole, A, in its

centre. The cylinder is composed of

two slabs of cast iron, c c, which are

separated from each other by bars or

strips, B, E. Screws are inserted

through the slabs and strips by which

these are held together. A number
of permanent magnets, one of which

is represented by d d, are placed over

the cylinder, and these magnets are

formed so as to grip the cylinder

tightly, thereby making good contact.

The iron sides under these conditions

become the poles of a powerful mag-
net, which are increased in power as

one magnet after another is added.

Within the hole, A, fig. 1, an arma-

ture is made to rotate. This arma-
ture is shown in section and elevation

at figs. 2 and 3. In the armature two
deep grooves are cut, and wire is wound

longitudinally over it, as at m, n, fig. 2. From the construction it will be evident
that as the armature is made to rapidly revolve in the hole A, its magnetism will be
reversed twice in each revolution, and its surrounding wire will give off electrical

currents as with an electro-magnetic machine of the usual form. The armature
was driven at the rate of 3000 (or thereabouts) revolutions per minute by means
of a small steam-engine. At this velocity 6000 waves of electricity would be
given off, each alternating in opposite directions. Where a commutator, however,
is attached to the machine, the currents would then be all sent in one direction.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

In one of the earliest experiments with this apparatus the wires of the armature
were connected with a tangent galvanometer, to measure the amount of electricity
evolved- One magnet, weighing about 1 lb., was first placed on the cylinder, and
three other magnets of the same size were added in succession. It was found that
the amount of electricity given off was directly proportional to the number of
magnets on the cylinder. When the electricity obtained from one of these four
permanent magnets was made to pass through the coils of an electro-magnet, the
latter lifted nearly four times the weight of the former. This induced Mr. Wilde
to make a second cylinder, and place it in contact with electro-magnets excited by
the first machine, a very powerful current being the result. Lastly, he added a
third machine, with a cylinder of 10 in. internal diameter, and when the three
pieces of apparatus were connected together and the armatures made to revolve,
quantities of electricity far exceeding that obtainable by any other means
hitherto nsed were given off. The illuminating power of the current thus obtained
wa3 of the most splendid description. Two carbon electrodes half-an-inch square
were placed in the holders of the electric lamp, and a parabolic reflector was fixed

so that the rays should diverge at a considerable angle. With this arrangement

placed on the top of a lofty building, " the light evolved from it was sufficient to

cast shadows from the flames of the street lamps a quarter of a mile distant upon
the neighbouring walls." When viewed from that distance the light was a magni-
ficent object to behold, having all the rich effulgence of sunshine. The calorific

power of the current was so great that it melted pieces of cylindrical iron rod,

15 in. long and J in. diameter. It melted 15 in. of No. 11 copper wire 0*125 of an

inch thick, and with another arrangement of the armatures melted 7 ft. of No. 16

iron wire, 0"065 of an inch in diameter, and made 21 ft. of the same wire red-hot.

The most remarkable fact of all is that the primary permanent magnets weigh
only 1 lb. each, and the current they give is insufficient to melt the shortest piece

of iron wire, yet by the intervention of electro-magnets, as described, a current of

extraordinary power is produced. The third machine made, which was the largest,

had a cylinder with a 10 in. bore. The whole machine is only 80 in. in length,

24 in. wide, 60 in. high, and weighs 4^ tons. The smaller cylinders of the other

machines were 2^ in. in diameter. The whole of them, therefore, occupy very little

space, and although they are heavy the only moving portions of them are the

armatures. The invention, therefore, seems likely to be of special value for light-

house illumination, and for other purposes which as yet it is impossible to foresee.

This most important discovery of Mr. Wilde was brought before the Royal Society,

at a recent meeting, by the distinguished Michael Faraday.

An Enormous Blast.—On the 20th of April, a mass of rock, wh^?e com-
puted weight is no less than 40,000 tons, was dislodged from the Furnace Quarry,

Lochfyneside. The explosive charge was introduced in the manner adopted by

Mr. Sim in 1858, and which has proved so successful that the granite blasts in

Argyleshire are being generally effected on Mr. Sim's method. The charge of

powder in this instance was 6550 lbs., and the ponderous mass of rock was quickly

and safely deposited on the quarry floor.

Preservation., of Polished Steel Surfaces.—Polished surfaces of steel

and iron may be preserved from rusting by exposure to water, if whilst so exposed

they are covered over with a mixture of lime and oil.

Decay of the Stone of the Houses of Parliament.—To many of our

readers it doubtless is not known that for a lengthened period certain portions of

the palace at Westminster have been made the " dab board " against which numerous
quasi inventors have been permitted to lay on their nostrums, professing to allay

the decay by which the national pile is too rapidly being crumbled into dust. First

of all, Mr. Szerelmey was permitted to smear a patch with his wonderful " zopissa,"

which is nothing more than a mixture of bituminous matter with some albumen, and
which to common sense would appear to be less preservative than even a decent coat

of paint. Mr. Davis was then permitted to try his hand, and he daubed a few feet

of stone with a paint containing some sulphur. Why sulphur ? Thirdly, Mr.
Ransome came to the rescue, and, it is stated by a contemporary, with considerable

success, although we are inclined to question this. Ransome's is a double process

—

a coating of soluble silicate of soda is first applied, and in succession follows a solu-

tion of chloride of calcium. These solutions, it is said, on coming into contact

virtually decompose and " produce an insoluble silicate of lime within the structure

of the stone." Could we really credit this as a fact, there is reason to believe that

decay might be arrested ; but we should like to know how Mr. Ransome induces his

solutions to enter to any appreciable depth beneath the surface of the stone, so as to

manufacture the insoluble lime silicate within it. It is much to be feared that a

perfect process of indurating an edifice when once piled together will prove an insur-

mountable barrier; although we are by no means unprepared to believe that with a

properly constructed apparatus an indurating solution may be forced into stones to

a depth that will preserve them for centuries. Doubtless a building might even now
be put up of the same stone as the Houses of Parliament, which should, when so

treated before the stones are built in, be permitted to wear a very tolerable face

when the dust of the parliamentary shrine shall have been scattered. We are

further told that the " silicate firmly attaches itself to and envelopes the particles

ofwhich the stone is composed." Of course, the Houses of Parliament are a heap
of disaggregated atoms eagerly waiting Mr. Ransome's re-aggregation by enveloping

them in his infallible silicate! Again, the cure is so perfect, as "ocular demon-
stration shows, that the decay has been permanently arrested in the part treated,

whilst, on the other hand, where the solution was not laid on the decay continues

to progress." He would be a bold man, indeed, who pronounced decay permanently

stopped because his eye failed to detect a deteriorating appearance when a coating

of some kind had been applied. Barff's process was next tried. This is

stated to be but a modification of Ransome's, and what is still more astonishing, it

" utterly failed." If we rightly understand the meaning of words, this modification

is the least possible departure from Ransome's ; still it is an " utter failure.1" What
opinion, then, are we to form of Ransome's infallible silicious envelope? Lastly,

Dallemagne was allotted a spot to indurate (?) with a silicate of potash, which has also

failed. So that, after all that has been done, we are not one whit further on in

preserving the national edifice than when Szerelmey pioneered, although we are

occasionally met with the herald of success that " Mr. Szerelmey has received many
thousands of pounds from Her Majesty's Government for the application of the

compositions! "

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

Igr When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

1th March, 1S66.'

689 Alfred Stoddart, Brook Street—Illusory exhibitions
690 H. F. Davis, Bayh'am Street—Artificial tea

691 John Paiter.son, Beverley—Reducing hard substances
692 W. and S. Machin, Charlton Hill—Cleaning ships' sides and bottoms
693 George Handle, Vanxhall Walk—Conveying lines on shore from stranded vessels
694 George Price, Wolverhampton—Burglar-proof safes

695 E. and H. Roberts, Denshanger—Mills for grinding wheat
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696 A. C. Baldwin, Boston, U.S.—Rotary steam engines
697 Henry Chandler, Salford—Screw keys or spanners
698 "William Thompson, Norm:inton—Railway crossings
699 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton— Expanding boiler tubes.—A com.

8th March, 1866.

700 Thomas Prideaux, Sheffield—Puddling furnaces
701 "William Atkinson, Northampton—Casting metals
702 J. G. "Willans, Bayswater— Puddling iron
703 G. E. Donisthorpe, Leeds— Cutting coal
704 S. P. Schoonmaker, New York—Dredging and elevating machinery
705 James Tomlinson, Liverpool—Indicating the quantities of liquids in casks
706 S. S. Brown, Runcorn—Gas burners
707 John Hunt, Porthlevan—Washing and separating ores
708 J. B. Muschamp, Stanhope Villa, and J. W. Card, Somerset Street—Steam engines
709 J. A. and A. Norman, Margaret Street—Pen and pencil holders
710 W. Rubs, Brentwood, and T. W. Wedlake, Hornchurch— Distributing liquid manure
711 A„ T., and J. Trotinan, and T. J. Cole, Camberwell Road—Hair pins

9th March, 1866.

712 William Fleming, Landport—Protecting hatchways in ships
713 W. H. Fletcher, Stockwell—Washing machine
714 Charles Harvey, Pall Mall—Fire-arms
715 Victor Duterne, Paris—Metallic stuffing-box.
716 T. Pattison and John Booth, Reddish—Metallic pistons
717 T. B. Moxon, Stockport—Safes
718 A, T, Machattie, <>lasgow—Preservative coatings
719 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Pumps.—A com.
720 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Weighing scales.—A com.
721 Edward Forster, Birkenhead—Side propellers
722 Thomas Restell, Norwood—Fire-arms and cartridges
723 H. T. Humphreys, Westbourne Park Road—Reflecting optical instruments
724 James Marr, Glasgow— Lithographic printing
725 Benjamin Hadley, Wednesbury— Bearing springs for carriages
726 Lieut -Colonel Baker, Army and Navy Club—Magnetic engines
7^7 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Melting iron.—A com.
728 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Paddle-wheels.—A com.
729 Richard Larkin, Old Brompton Road—Magnesium light

10th March 1866.

730 Thomas Wallwork, Newton Heath—Reckoning quantities and amounts
731 C. J. Richardson, Kensington Square—Furnaces for burning petroleum
732 George Phillips, Offord Road—Colouring matters
733 W. C. and E. Myers, Millbank Row—Water Meters
734 William Simons, Renfrew—Construction of ships or vessels
735 W. E, Gedge, Southampton Buildings— Studs, buttons, &c.—A com.
736 Daniel Gallafent, Stepney Causeway—Pumps
737 R. A. Boyd, Duke Street—Cooling bacon-curing rooms
738 M. P. W. Boulton, Tew Park—Generating heat
739 C. Huntly, Hackney Wick- Cricket balls
740 P. II. Ashberry, Sheffield—Ornamentation of articles made in Britannia metal

12th March, 1866.

741 Stephen Jakins, Mornington Road—Curing smoky chimneys
742 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Ascertaining the weight and postage of letters.—A com.
743 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Funnels.—A com.
744 T. A. Mathieson, Glasgow and Edinburgh—Holding devices for boring tools.—A com.
745 J. H. Mullin, Liverpool—Sliding shutters
746 Charles Linford, Leicester—Finishing articles of leather
747 George Severn, Hampstend Road—Cooling liquids
748 John Macintosh, North Bank—Impervious compounds
749 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Gravitation level and inclino-meter.—A com.

13th March, 1S66.

750 G. H. Smith, St. Paul's Church Yard—Polishing metallic surfaces
751 Sam Fillingham, Leeds—Felted cloths
752 F. G. A. Horstmann. Bath—Self-winding clocks
753 W. F. Deane, Farnworth—Utilization of residual liquor of chlorine gas
754 Joseph Jessop and William Warburton, Bradford—Doors of safes
755 George Booth, Conisbro Mills—Reaping hooks
756 J. F. Brinjes, Fieldgate Street—Distilling bituminous shale
757 J. B. Vuldy, Mile End Road—Furnaces
758 Leonard Kaberry, Rochdale—Preparing fibrous materials

llth March, 1866.

759 John Elder, Glasgow—Boilers and engines
760 E. Russ and H. and E. Hammond, Winchester—Fire-arms
761 J. W. Yates, Birmingham— Spades, shovels, and other tools

762 Martin Lowenstein, Birmingham—Bracelets
763 J. F. Belleville. Paris- Springs
764 -lohu Varley, Bloomfield Road—Drill braces
765 William Clark, Chancerv Lane—Ironing linen.—A com.
766 S. S. Merriam, Springfield, U.S.—Torpedo boat
767 E. W. Bunuett, Deptford—Revolving shutters
768 Richard Gutteridge, Leicester—Sewing machines

15th March, 1866.

769 George M'Kenzie, Glasgow—Illuminating gas and oil

770 R. Morton, Stockton-on-Tees—Tunnelling under the beds of rivers
771 Elizabeth Lichtenstadt, Bermondsey Road—Lamps
772 O. C. Evans, Stanly Road—Digging machinery
773 A. G. Lock, Roseland Millbrook—Manures
774 M. J. Roberts, Pendarren— Protecting iron ships from corrosion
775 Monroe Morse, Massachusetts, U.S. -Pressing straw hats
776 B. W. Selby, Nottingham—Twist lace m ichines
777 James Cole, Coventry—Elastic gusset webs
778 William Goodwin, Massachusetts, U.S.—Rotary 6team engine
779 T. G. Ghislin, Hatton Garden—Moulding peat
7S0 W. Hutchinson, Salford, and F. Jolly, H-uwich—Beetling fabrics
781 F. H. Gossage, Widues—Cleaning cotton seeds

16th March, 1866.

7S2 Thomas Biggs, Manchester—Waterproof fabrics
783 W. C. Fuller, Ironmonger Lane, and J. Margetts, Aske Street— Cricket and billiards
7S4 Edmund Tonks, Birmingham—Casement stays
785 W, and F. Bates, Sowerhy Bridge—Fulling machines
786 Thomas Manock, Acton—Cheese
787 T. J. Reader, Cullum Street— Force pumps
788 Altham Pilling. Blackburn— Sewing machines
789 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Fire-arms.—A com.

17th March, 1S66.

790 E. R. Wcthered, Relfast—Indicating the shot mark on a target
791 H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Fans or blowers.—A com.
792 Thomas Sagar and George Keighley, Burnley—Safes
793 William Dancer, Cornbrook, Hulme —Dyeing and printing

794 John Shanks, Barrhead—Steam boilers

795 Rolla Badger, Dowgate Hill—Scissors
79S F. C. Bakewell, Haverstock Ternce—Rolling metallic rods and tubes
797 R. H. Ashton, Ashton-upon-Mersey—Producing pictures on paper or glass
798 John Heaton, Widnes— Conversion of cast iron into steel
799 Frederick Hinton, Lyme-Regis—Safes
800 O. W, Jeyes, Stockton-on-Tees— Ice m;iking
801 C. W. Standish, Broadhinton Road— Stoppering bottles
802 Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens—Manufacture of boxes
803 Pierre Michaud, Nelson Square—Railway wheels and buffers
804 Geminiano Zanni, Rathbone Place—Motive power

19th March, 1866.

805 John Higginbottom, Manchester—Brushes for polishing paper
806 T. G. Sylven, Bedford Street— Breech-loading guns
807 E. Beacher and J. Gillott, Chapeltown—Mining and working coal
808 J. Campbell, S. M'Kinstry, and Thomas Wilson, Mossley—Preparing, spinning, and

twisting flax, &c.
809 James Chambers, Clarendon Road—Laying veneers
810 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Pneumatic steam dredging machine.—A com.
811 E. Field, Chandos Chambers, and F.Lloyd, Hoddesdon— Diffusing moisture and heat
812 T. Routledge, Ford Works, near Sunderland, T. Richardson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

and William H. Richardson, Jarrow-on-Tyne—Treating waste liquors from fibroui
substances

813 C. S. Osborne, Skinner Street—Lining axle boxes and journals
814 A. A. Croll, Coleman Street—Gas, water, and other mains

20th March, 1866.

815 H. B. Barlow, Manchester— Spinning and doubling.—A com.
816 Henrv King. Chester Place—Construction of coffer dams
817 William Dicks, Floore—Ratchet brace
818 R. A. Jones and J. C. Hedges, Aylesbury—Fire escape
819 John Ramsbottom, Blackburn—Obtaining motive power
820 W. S. Laroche, Birmingham—Photographic portraiture
821 William Naylor, Lorn Terrace—Consumption of smoke
822 A. R. Burr, Hales Owen—Gun and pistol barrels
823 Benjamin Swain and Peter Oldtield, Laister Dyke—Balling wool
824 T. N. Kirkham, West Brompton, V. F. Ensom, Highgate, and H. Brook, Bucklers-

bury— Scouring, washing, bleaching, dyeing, and drying fibrous substances
825 P. G. B. Westmacott, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Pillar cranes
826 H. J. Alderson, Royal Artillery, Shoeburyness— Hollow projectiles

827 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Distilling petroleum.—A coin.

828 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Jute and China grasses.—A com.
829 Julien Denis, Stamford Street—Gridiron
830 F. P. Warren, Cosham—Fryiug pans or cooking utensils

21st March, 1S66.

831 L. R. Bodmer, Thavies Inn—Self-acting mules.—A com.
832 Samuel Dalby, Bradford Moor—Cutting coals
833 Horatio Stead, Halifax—Expanding fabrics

834 C. E. Biooman, Fleet Street—Projectiles and cartridges.—A com.
835 J. Thompson and B. Grayson, Sheffield— Bread plates
836 C. H. Parker and Henry Rossell, Sheffield—Vices
837 Charles Roziere, Paris—Agents suitable for cleaning
838 Michael Henry, Fleet Street— Instruments or apparatus used in ships.—A com.
839 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Rotary steam engines.—A com.
840 Frederick Sage, Hatton Garden—Show cases
841 H. W. Ley, Bear Street—Pulley blocks
842 E. D. Elliott, Plymouth—Treating animal charcoal
843 S. Chatwood, Bolton, J. Sturgeon, Burley, and T. Sturgeon, Middlesex—Recording

the run of a ship

22nd March, 1866.

814 John M'Nab, Midtownfield—Drying woven fabrics

845 W. A. Dixon, Bartholomew Road—Gun cloth charges
846 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Jacquard looms.—A com
847 John Jackson, Birmingham — Breech-loading fire-arms

848 Henry Rankin, King William Street— Bags and envelopes
849 R. A. Hardcastle, Newcastle-on-Tyne —Raising and lowering heavy bodies

850 J. H. Burton, Harrogate— Breech-loading fire-arms

851 H. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Propelling railway carriages.—A com.
852 John Macintosh, Regent's Park—Augmenting musical sounds
853 William Clark, Chancery Lane— Steam pumps.—A com.
854 Robert Petty, Sunderland—Ropes
855 W. R. Mulley, Plymouth—Closing hatchway skylights

856 T. E. Symonds, Adam Street— Construction of ships

857 Montagu Archdeacon, York Road— Expanding window blinds

23rd March, 1866.

858 W. Whittaker and W. Lowe, Oldham—Lubricating
859 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street— Ingots of cast steel.—A com.
860 Stephen Moulton, Bradfo-d— Springs
861 W. L and T. Winans, Clarges Street—Steam engines and boilers

862 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Purification of gas.—A com.
863 C. E. Amos, Southwark, and W. Anderson, Erith—Treating waste liquors

864 Thomas Wilson, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms

865 Thomas Ironmonger, Wolverhampton—Packing for packing pistons

866 Benjamin Berry and George Bromley, Bradford—Screw gill boxes
867 A. and J. Trotman and T. J. Cole, Camberwell Road—Hair and other pins

868 James Erskine, Newton Stewart—Filling cartridges

24.th March, 1866.

869 F. A. Calvert, Manchester—Preparing fibrous substances

870 Philip Stieffel, Page Street— Regulators for instruments

871 James Buckingham, Walworth— India rubber
872 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Power hammer.—A com.
873 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Pencil for marking textile fabrics.—A com.

874 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Hoisting apparatus.—A com.

875 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton— Portfolios and paper files.—A com.
876 John Medhurst, Drummond Road—Reefing and furling sails

877 Thomas Johnston and T. W. Rennie, Copenhagen—Combining wheels and ways for

carriages on common roads

878 Robert Newton, Keighb*y—Generating steam
879 William Bogget, Lindsey Row, Chelsea—Metal bolts and rods for shipbuilding

880 W. T. Eley, Gray's Inn Road—Cartridges
881 Thomas Adams, Cannon Street— Watch and chronometer cases

852 Thomas Silver, New York, U.S.—Governing the speed of machinery

853 Walker Moseley, King Street—Electrical indicator

884 Walker Moseley, King Street—Croquet balls

885 Walker Moseley, King Sireet—Galvanic batteries

2§th March, 1866.

886 James Richardson, Holywood, and John Tait, Maxwelltown—Brakes
887 James Ramage and Thomas Nelson, Edinburgh—Plates for printing

6S8 Samuel Barbour, Lisburn—Machinery for finishing sewing thread or yarn
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Mr. R. MALLET'S PATENT METHOD OF MOUNTING
MUZZLE SWIVELLING ORDNANCE.

The subject of muzzle swivelling ordnance has some time since been

treated of in this journal (Parts for December, 1861; February, April,

and July, 1S62 ; and August, 1864), and descriptions were then given

of the original arrangements as proposed by Mr. Mallet for mounting

muzzle swivelling cannon in 1856, which were laid before Sir John F.

Burgoyne, G.C.B., in that year, and reported upon by the Ordnance

Select Committee of the year 1858. We also gave, in 1864, a description

and figures of Colonel Shaw's, R.E., plan for mounting muzzle swivelling

ordnance, with some remarks thereon.

It will be seen on reference to the first of those articles, that the

primary idea of a muzzle swivelling gun (i.e., of a gun so mounted that

it could be trained both horizontally and vertically, and yet be discharged

through an aperture of a circular or oval form not much bigger than

the muzzle of the gun, and through which the muzzle slightly projected

when about to be fired, leaving room above and around for sighting,

&c.) ; is originally due to Sir John F. Burgoyne ; that that distinguished

and veteran engineer officer looked (and we believe still looks)

upon the fulfilment of that object as so important, that he him-

self forwarded Mr. Mallet's first designs and memoirs to the

then minister of war (General Peel), with a recommendation

that they should be submitted to the Ordnance Select Com-
mittee, "to be considered fairly upon their merits, and an

impartial report had." We were enabled to print that report,

' together with Mr. Mallet's remarks thereon; and without

endorsing, as journalists, all Mr. Mallet's views as to it, we feel

bound to state our opiuion that the report was not a fair nor

an impartial one upon the merits of his plans.

Those plans, unfortunately probably for the inventor, embraced

a great deal more of novelty than the mere muzzle swivelling.

They comprised hydraulic gun mounting and training; train-

ing simultaneously all the guns in a battery upon one object by

like means ; special methods of stopping with compound iron

plating the mouths of masonry embrasures, leaving the small

opening for the gun's muzzle only ; friction grippers for retard-

ing the recoil of the carriages on the slides ; and some other

things besides : the effect of all which was that the report of the com-

mittee was diffused over many matters irrelevant to the chief issue, viz.,

the production of a muzzle swivelling gun carriage, applicable to any

existing gun.

Many of those arrangements, then for the first time brought forward

by Mr. Mallet, have been since actually introduced into the service—as

for example, the friction gripper slide, and the gun carriage rollers with

eccentrically movable axis; and in the report of the Commissioners

on National Defences on the forts at Spithead, his views as to

hydraulic gun mounting are formally advocated, though without

any acknowledgment (See Practical Mechanic's Journal, July,

1862).

The report of 1858 of the Ordnance Select Committee based its

objections upon the assertion that muzzle swivelling was in fact

unnecessary, that Colonel Colquhoun's embrasure (though imprac-

ticable) had accomplished all that was necessary. Yet various

efforts had been made from time to time to reduce the opening of

embrasures at Woolwich, even before the introduction of rifled

cannon, which, with its exact fire and great range, had made the

old wide-jawed and high embrasure unfit for anything but a mark
to enable the gun inside it to be dismounted, and the gunners

killed by a hail of rifle bullets.

However, the most complete of all possible refutations to the

Ordnance Select Committee's report of 1858, has been given by a

subsequent committee (we believe by the existing committee under

the presidency of Colonel Lefroy, R.E.)—in that they recognized

the value of the principle, and advised its being experimentally

carried out by the construction of a muzzle swivelling gun carriage,

upon the designs furnished by Lieutenant Colonel Shaw, R.E.,

assistant superintendent of the Royal carriage department, Woolwich,

of which we gave an account in Practical Mechanic's Journal for

August, 1864, pages 114, 115, with figures, from drawings for which we
were indebted to that officer, the inventor.

With a view to more readily bringing our readers au courant with

the progress of invention on this subject, we shall reproduce here a few

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

of the illustrations to which we have referred, while pointing out the

distinctive differences between Mr. Mallet's original methods—that

subsequently proposed by Colonel Shaw—and those now proposed and
patented by Mr. Mallet.

In order that a gun shall be trained and fired through an aperture

only so much larger than its muzzle as shall admit of aim, it is obviously

necessary that its angular motion in training, whether horizontally or

vertically, shall be made about a point, situated at the intersection of

the axis of the gun with a plumb-line dropped at the muzzle.

For a long time past, the horizontal angular motions of the slide had
been performed about a fixed pivot, so placed as to be practically

situated in the above plumb-line ; but the vertical training was and is

still performed round the trunnions as an axis at a fixed level, and
hence, though the embrasure or port-hole of a ship might be narrowed,

it never could be reduced in height. Mr. Mallet proposed to adapt to

the ordinary or to any other slide, as above arranged, such forms of

gun carriage and such alteration on the gun (cutting off in some cases

the trunnions), that the gun was supported at the muzzle by a material

or actual pivot, round which it moved angularly in a vertical plane,

Fig. 1.

within the limits of elevation or depression, while its rear end was sus-

tained and adjusted in various ways shown by him.

Thus fig. 1 shows in elevation one of his arrangements, and fig. 2

another of them, in which was introduced the system of friction grippers

upon a mid rail upon the slide, which has since been actually employed

in our service, and the inventorship of which has been a subject of

controversy between Captain Ericsson, Commander Scott, and others,

although all had been here several years anticipated by Mr. Mallet.

Fijj. 2.

Fig. 3 shows in elevation another of his arrangements, and fig. 4

shows in side elevation another—here connected with hydraulic training

arrangements as adapted to casemates, &c, but with which we are not

concerned here.

In all these in common, it will be remarked that the vertical training

depends upon the use of an actual or material pivot or horizontal axis,

at or close beneath the muzzle.

N
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For the details of all these and other figures not here produced, and

their descriptive particulars, we must refer our renders to the back parts,

as cited at the commencement of this article.

^x^\W^ XA>->^^NV<^> V̂

Now such a material pivot at the muzzle has some decided disadvan-

tages, such as, that if the muzzle be struck and this pivot even seriously

Fig. 4.

bent, the gun may be for a time disabled, and that it may be difficult

to employ it and yet to get the muzzle to project sufficiently through

the circular hole to which the embrasure plate is now reduced, &c.

/'"
"""-w. Fur. Si

To remedy this difficulty was the object of Colonel Shaw's invention.

His method of mounting is shown in figs. 5, G, and 7.

Colonel Shaw shrinks upon the gun after having cut off the trun-

nions, two wrought-iron recessed rings, h and k, fig. 7, and supports

the gun and trains it vertically by means of four large wrought-iron

rack sectors, g e, g e, fig. 6, whose radii are directly as their distances

along the axis from the muzzle of the gun, and to which angular vertical

motion is given by pinions and gear in the relation of their radii.

The effect of this very elegant combination is to cause the gun to

move in elevation or depression angularly round an imaginary pivot at

the centre of the muzzle. It gets rid of all the objections that are to be
urged against an actual pivot at the muzzle. And as the arrangement

has been adapted to a sixty-eight pounder at Woolwich, and a consi-

derable number of rounds fired from it, there is no question but that it

can be made to answer for guns up to that size.

But it will be seen at once by our practical readers, that it involves a

serious amount of alteration in existing guns—alterations which when
once made render the guns useless for adaptation to any common carriage

and mounting, the gun no longer having trunnions ; and if these even be

left on, as Colonel Shaw has since proposed, and the gun supported at

four points from a wrought-iron cradle beneath it, upon which

seats for the trunnions are provided ; still the arrangement is

extremely costly, and the multiplicity of parts involved in four
complete sets of rack sectors, pinions, worm wheels, worm shafts,

hand wheels, &c.,&c, theivjury of any one of which disables the

whole mounting, and much of which is exposed to injury outside

the carriage, must render this plan very objectionable. Besides

these difficulties, it may be urged, without the possibility of con-

tradiction, that although this arrangement might perhaps in

actual service be found to answer for 8-inch smooth bores, or

possibly even for rifled guns up to the 110-pounder, it possesses

points of inherent and inseparable weakness and insecurity, both

for bearing the weight of the gun and for withstanding its recoil,

that render it absolutely inapplicable to the very heavy rifled or

smooth bore guns now coming into increasing use, such as the

10 or 15-inch rifled Armstrongs of 22 tons, or the great smooth

bores that it is more than probable will supersede these.

Mr. Mallet's invention, recently patented, has in view the

carrying out in an extremely simple and inexpensive method, the

muzzle swivelling arrangement, freed from the objection of any

material pivoting anywhere but as at present used, viz., as in

the common slide for horizontal, and at the trunnions for vertical

training, so that no alteration whatever is necessary upon existing

guns themselves, nor upon the slides.

He effects this by various very simple contrivances, all depend-

ent upon one common principle, which is wholly different either

from his own first plans, or from that of Colonel Shaw. And
his methods are such as admit of application to the very heaviest

guns conceivable, as well as to the lightest, that may be employed

behind parapets, casemates, or the sides of armour-clad ships.

Mr. Mallet has illustrated in his specification drawings, several

detailed arrangements by which the principle of his invention

may be carried out, four of which are shown in our Plate of this part.

He claims, however, every arrangement by which the gun may be made

muzzle swivelling, when based upon the following, which is the principle

of his invention, viz :—
" If a finite right line moves through a given arc as radius vector

on one of its extremities as a centre, the same successive positions may
be given to the line by causing it to move parallel

to itself, through any chord within its length, and

to rotate through a given angle round the point

of intersection of this chord with the line, or

round some other point in the line."

In the concrete example, the axis of the gun is

the finite right line ; let us suppose the gun in the position of greatest

angular elevation, say 10° below the horizontal line. Now if we move

the gun up vertically and parallel to itself, through a vertical chord equal

to the total arc from the above position to that of greatest depression, of

say 5° above the horizontal line, as at fig. 1 on Plate; and at the same

time cause the gun to rotate within certain limits round its own trunnions

as an horizontal axis—we shall effect the training of the gun in a vertical

direction, and always preserve the muzzle of the gun in practically the

same position. We say practically, because during the above-described

combined motions a point in the axis, at the muzzle of the gun, will

necessarily move through a very small horizontal distance, viz., that
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which is equal to the versed sine of the arc of the entire vertical chord

of motion at the centre of the trunnions.

The following description, on reference to Plate, will render the

arrangement perfectly clear :—

-

Fig. 1 (Plate 4) represents a side elevation of a gun mounted on

this system. Fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same ; and fig. 3 is

a diagram explaining the principle of the movement or adjustment of

the gun in a vertical plane.

The gun carriage is mounted on the ordinary slide or other platform,

suitable either for ships and floating batteries or for land forts, by which

the horizontal movement is given, and the carriage may be made of

Fisr. 6.

WTOught-iron plates and internal strengthening bars, as shown, or made
of wood or other suitable material, or other modes of construction may
be adopted if preferred. This carriage, mounted on wheels in the usual

way, has a vertical straight (or slightly curved) slot or opening made
in each side under the trunnions, the cheeks of which openings are

formed by strong bars forming parts of the carriage, and having obtusely

V-shaped or rebated grooves on their opposite faces, along which the

trunnion blocks slide when raising or lowering the gun; or these faces

may be plain, and the trunnion blocks provided with lateral guiding jaws.

Caps are bolted to the tops of the vertical slots, or openings, as shown,

to brace the sides together. Any suitable mode may be employed for

raising and lowering the gun and trunnions up and down these slots,

the following being preferred :

—

, To the under side of each of ihe trunnion-blocks there is secured a

ram or plunger of a hydraulic cylinder, the latter being let into the

Fig. 7.

bottom of the slot, and suspended by a strong flange at its upper lip,

so as to be capable of being easily removed and replaced when requisite.

In order to allow of these cylinders more perfectly adjusting or accom-
modating themselves in their seats, a small swelling or protuberance is

formed on diametrically opposite sides of the bearing surfaces of the
flanges, and transverse to the axis of the gun, upon which the cylinders

are free to rock or play slightly. The ordinary form of hydraulic jack
or cylinder ram may be used ; but as it is convenient to have as short

cylinders as possible, compatible with the desired range of elevation and
depression of the trunnions, the rams may be made telescopic, one part
being made to slide within the other, which latter works within the cylin-

der itself. The bottom of the hollow ram should have an enlargement
or shoulder formed thereon, in order to prevent it from being expelled

from the cylinder ; and a ring or gland, which is first passed on to the
ram, is screwed into the top of the cylinder, such ring or gland contain-

ing the leather collar, and forming a stop against which the shoulder
bears when the ram is full up, after which the inner ram continues its

upward movement. It is obvious that other contrivances may be
adopted for admitting of the use of telescopic rams. The two hydraulic

cylinders are connected together by a cross pipe, and are worked either

from a single pump or from separate force pumps, situate either within

the two hollow sides of the carriage, if of iron, or bolted to the outsides

or insides thereof, whether of wood or iron, as shown in the engraving.

In either case, a portion of the interior of the carriage, when of iron,

may serve as the water cistern for feeding the pumps, the water being

in the first instance supplied through openings provided with lids or

covers. The pumps are so constructed as to allow the water of the

hydraulic cylinders to be returned to the water reservoirs upon lowering

the gun. On to one or both of the trunnions of the gun there is keyed

a lever arm, the extremity of which is by the preponderance of the

breech end of the gun kept alwaj'S in contact with a stationary inclined

slide bar, bolted to each of the sides of the gun carriage. As the trun-

nions of the gun are raised or lowered, so as to tend to raise or lower

the gun parallel to itself, the ends of these lever arms, by sliding along

the inclined surfaces of the fixed bars, cause the gun, at the same time,

to turn upon its trunnions, in such a way as to maintain the axis of the

gun at the muzzle at a uniform level. This will be clearly understood

on referring to the diagram, fig. 3, wherein the full black lines represent

the longitudinal axis of the gun (as a finite right line) at its highest and

lowest elevations ; the trunnions and lever arms secured thereto, being

shown in this case for clearness as merely bolted against the ends of the

trunnions, which are also shown in corresponding positions, and bearing

against the stationary inclined surface or slide bar, indicated by a heavy

line. The extreme limits of angular elevation and depression of the

gun, and its axis when horizontal, are indicated by the dotted lines

which radiate from a point corresponding to the centre of the muzzle

of the gun. The angle necessary for the slide bars depends upon the

length of the lever arm ; that is to say, the shorter the arms, the less

will be the angle of the slide bar from the vertical, and vice versa. The
length of the lever arms being given, the inclined bars must be adjusted

to such an inclination that the angle produced by the lever arms between

their highest and lowest positions, will be equal to the angular movement
of the axis of the gun in a vertical plane between the highest and lowest

positions of the gun itself, round its muzzle as axis.

Fig. 4 represents another mode of raising and lowering the gun,

namely, by the aid of elevating screws under each trunnion ; and fig.

5 is a corresponding plan of the same. The two elevating screws are

severally secured to the two trunnion blocks so as not to rotate on their

axes, and work into movable nuts which are fitted into a wrought-iron

block at the bottom of the vertical slots in the two sides of the gun
carriage, and are free to rotate therein. At the lower end of each of

these nuts, which are extended downwards sufficiently far to enable the

transverse actuating worm-shaft to clear the gun when at its lowest

position, there is keyed or otherwise secured a worm wheel, into each of

which gears a worm carried by the transverse shaft. This shaft is

rotated by hand wheels from either side of the gun carriage, and in

order to prevent any longitudinal thrust or end-on strain upon its bear-

ings, the worms are made right and left handed respectively, so that

the lateral strain or thrust of one shall be neutralized by that of the

other, the elevating screws being also respectively right and left handed.

The trunnion blocks fit into and work freely between the cheeks of the

vertical slots or openings, which may be made in any suitable manner

as already described. The rest of the parts, and the motions of the

gun, are similar to those described above, as illustrated by figs. 1, 2,

and 3.

On imparting a rotatory motion to the cross shaft and worm wheels,

through the hand wheels, the rotation of the nuts thereby produced

will cause the elevating screws to rise or fall and carry the gun along

with them.

Fig. 6 represents a diagram showing the carrying out of the same
principle of constrained motion by the application of a well-known form

of parallel motion to a simple pair of studs formed, one on each side, on

the trunnion ring at the lower side of the gun, and which are constrained

in their motion thereby, so as to produce the same result as the inclined

slide in fig. 3. The long radius bars are connected at one end to those

studs on each side of the gun, and at their opposite ends to short vibrating

levers, rocking on fixed centres in the gun carriage. The short radius

bars are jointed at one end to the long radius bars, and vibrate also on

fixed centres in the gun carriage. In the diagram, fig. 7, the same result

is obtained still more simply by the use of curved sectors or slide bars

secured to the sides of the gun, and which, by the gun's preponderance,

are kept in contact with fixed anti- friction rollers carried by the gun

carriage, or with simple studs fixed to the same.

It will be evident that the mechanical details by which muzzle

swivelling is effected by this arrangement, are simple and inexpensive

in a high degree. It is also obvious to the eye of every practical

mechanic, that the dispositions of these few and simple parts are such
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as cannot be injured by the heaviest recoil, nor by any of the rough

usage to which heavy guns are usually exposed.

The Plate shows the method in application to the very largest class

of guns (the 22 tons Armstrong) known as yet to our service, for which,

as will be obvious to the eye of every practical mechanical engineer,

the carriage under this invention will cost but very little more than at

present.

For the smaller natures of ordnance, whether for garrison or naval

use, Mr. Mallet's details of mounting on this principle are still more

Bimple and inexpensive. We hope to give an illustration of these in a

future part.

In conclusion we would say, it is impossible to overrate the import-

ance of any simple and efficient method of effecting muzzle swivelling

now. Whether it be for casemates in iron-plated batteries, with plate

blindages to the embrasures ; or for naval use, whether with broadside

or with turret guns—the value of being able to reduce the actual aperture

of discharge to nearly the size of the gun's muzzle, admits of no cavil.

Nor does the fact, that the port-hole of some of the American moni-

tors is closed between discharges by a ponderous sluice of wrought iron

of a foot thick, and moved by steam, abate this value in the least degree.

Our ships have most of them broadside guns, or what is equivalent

to these, and no means of closing their ports. The bigger and the

longer our guns are becoming, the wider and higher must be the vacant

gape of the port-hole with the ordinary gun mounting, and the more

deadly the shower of Minie balls that must pour into these, for which

no effective covers or shutters have been, indeed we may say, can be

devised.

Even should we come to the revolving turret system of monitors, it

is not the less important that we should have the smallest possible port

to close with the lightest possible iron sluice. We shall best effect this

by muzzle swivelling mounting.

Much more might be added, did space permit us, as to the greater

rapidity of training which this method, as here proposed being carried

out, admits of, as compared with the ordinary gun mounting.

Should Mr. Mallet in this instance bring his plans before our

military and naval authorities, we trust they may receive that fair and
imparlial consideration that they appear to us to deserve.

ON THE TRUE NATURE OF THE DECAY OF STONE IN

LONDON, AND MODES OF PREVENTION.

It is a somewhat strange thing to say, but it is nevertheless a fact, that

the vapours emanating from the crater of a volcano, and those sent

forth from a great city, are very much the same, especially if it be like

London, a coal-burning city. And as are the splitting and eating

away and dissolvent power of the solfatara or the fumarole, in effects

upon the surrounding rocks and stones, so are those of the gases and
vapours given forth in great cities upon the building stones of which
they have been constructed—effects, indeed, by no means limited to

building stones.

Let us examine this a little more narrowly, for it is very curious to

remark what an amount of inexact half knowledge, appears to prevail

on the subject of the causes of the decay of stones in London, even

amongst professional architects, and hence in part it is that charlatanerie

has been in the ascendant in providing nostrums for the supposed pre-

servation of stone, as in the Houses of Parliament, and not of stone

there only but of iron supposed to be protected by Mr. Szerelmey's
granitic coating! the real value of which any one may see on looking

up at the rusty iron plates of the roof of the clock tower, when they
are dry and the sun shining on them.

In a clever paper by Mr. I. D. Matthews, A.R.I.B.A., on the materials

most appropriate for London exteriors, in the January last part of a
contemporary Journal, we have the following exposition as to the nature
and causes of the decay of stone in London .

—

" The chief reasons why the atmosphere of London is so destructive

to stone and other materials, are, that a great quantity of carbon and
sulphur is discharged by the lungs of the inhabitants, and by fires (the

combustion of coals for the latter exceeding three million tons per
annum in London) ; the soot readily adheres, and if not speedily
removed, soon commences the work of decomposition. The removal
is scarcely ever attempted, except by rain, which in its downward
course is affected by the solid substances floating in the atmosphere,

soluble in water, and generally containing carbonic acid gas, sulphuric

acid gas, and sulphate of ammonia, which together form a coating which

soon acts on the cementing medium of the stone. The more absorbent

a stone is, the sooner it will decay, as in winter especially it holds the

water, which soon freezes, and in the expansion incident thereto breaks

the stone to pieces. Much decay may be prevented by protecting the

more exposed projections by lead, and in occasionally washing by the

hose of a fire-engine, or otherwise, the more sheltered parts, which
generally decay the soonest, as the sooty incrustation is seldom dis-

turbed by the wind or weather."

Now this, without being quite wrong, is very far from being quite

right—even to the slight extent to which it goes into the subject.

In August, 1861, the Report of the Committee on the decay of the

stone of the Houses of Parliament, was printed by order of the House
of Commons. This committee, appointed by the First Commissioner

of Works, Mr. W. Cowper, and presided over by Sir Roderick I.

Murchison, had upon it six architects, two civil engineers, two professors

of geology, and three chemists, Dr. Hoffman, Dr. Frankland, and Mr.

Abel. They examined a good many witnesses, from the majority of

whom they got singularly little information of the least value, and their

general report does not amount to much more than the expression of

their opinion, that "the discovery of .a proper mode of treating stones

in a state of decay has not yet been made." They did, however, one

piece of good service in putting upon the rack of questioning the

Dowsterswivel who, by some occult and back stair's influence in

"illustrious" regions, had been foisted upon the late Sir Charles Bany,

and installed in " his laboratory " in the Houses of Parliament, as the

man, and the only man, to save them from destruction by " zopissa
"

and " asphaltum," from the Dead Sea and the Red Sea, " obtained by

correspondence with a gentleman who sends it "—but had no name

—

and " several other things brought from Egypt " by Mrs. Harris.

Any one who will read through the wriggling and prevaricating, and

even self-contradictory evidence here on record from the lips of M.

Szerelmey, can only feel amazed at how it is that in England, men
such as this " ingenious foreigner " get pitchforked into place and pay,

and are enabled for a time to meddle with and muddle the gravest

public interests.

Well might the committee express its opinion, " that while they can

offer no opinion on processes kept from their knowledge, they doubt

the applicability of any suggestion that would demand the veil of secrecy

for its protection."

Notwithstanding the complete expose here made, however, on the

10th April last the object of it prints in The Times a letter, in which

he tries to show himself an injured individual by Mr. Cowper, who had

stated in the House the preceding day, that he had no faith in the

prophet of zopissa—and coolly passing by without notice the formal

report of 1861, the zopissa prophet endeavours to prop himself up by

opinions alleged to have been given by Dr. Faraday in 1860. However,

let us so leave Mr. Szerelmey, who, whencesoever he came, made his

first appearance upon the English stage, we believe, as the protege of Sir

Benjamin Hall.

It is not uninstructive to remark, in the evidence given by several

eminently practical men, whose general information and truthfulness

are worthy of all respect, how singularly devoid of the power of exact

observation as to minute facts having a scientific bearing, some of them

prove themselves. Thus Mr. Thomas Piper, the senior partner in the

eminent building firm of Thomas Piper & Son, having given a good deal

of curious information as to the decay of Portland stone at the Custom

House and Mansion House, where he had been engaged, gives it as his

conviction, that the lodgment of soot is the main cause of the decay of

stone in London, "because it is where the soot lies and gets occasionally

saturated with the moisture of the atmosphere that the chief mischief

arises" (No. 1495, Report); and also announces the startling doctrine,

that the formation of sulphate of lime by the rain acting upon the stone

and washing the soot off, forms a stalactitic skin or coating, which is a

very perfect protection to the stone (No. 1496, Report), although upon

the Portland stone statues of the Mansion House, this perfect protection

unfortunately presents itself in the character of "a cutaneous disease"

(No. 1493, Report). Now any one who passes St. Paul's upon the

south side, sees at a glance that nearly its whole flank is uniformly as

black as a pot with soot, and yet it is the best preserved side of the

whole edifice; and if a careful examination be made of the whole exterior,

it will be found that the decay is greatest at the north and east sides,
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and is greatest at those parts of the exterior and on those sides where the

stone is oftenest wet and dry, and longest kept damp by want of sun

and air, and where the winter frosts get most at the stone.

While soot or its rain washings are undoubtedly destructive agents

to calcareous stones in London, there are other agencies unceasingly at

work in the same direction, of immensely greater power, and to these

it is that we purpose presently to direct attention, inasmuch as they

really seem up to the present hour to have received no exact notice or

interpretation. That we may not appear guilty of egotism in this, we
subjoin an extract from the Report to the Committee of the three able

chemists who were of its members, and who were requested to submit
" their opinion on the nature and causes of the decay of building stone

generally, and in particular that of the Houses of Parliament."

The chemists of the Committee (Report, Appendix, pp. 96-99) divide

building stones at large into only two classes—1st, Of materials not

easily acted on by acids ; 2nd, Of such as are partially or entirely

acted on by acids with facility—and thus proceed :

—

" Regarded from a purely chemical point of view, the difference in the

resisting power to corrosive agents of different stones, would appear, at

first sight, to depend entirely upon their chemical composition ; but

even a moderate acquaintance with the properties of the components of

such building stones demonstrates that there are other conditions at

least equally instrumental in determining the degree of permanence of

different stones.

"It is a well-established fact, that the same chemical substance exhibits,

in different conditions, a great variation in its behaviour with chemical

agents. Numerous examples might be quoted in illustration of this.

Thus, marble and chalk are chemically identical, but owing to the

difference in their physical structure, the one being crystalline and the

other amorphous, the former is much less readily acted upon by acids

than the latter. Again, artificial peroxide of iron is readily soluble in

acids
;
peroxide of iron, in the form of haamatite, is attacked with diffi-

culty by acids ; and the same oxide, after exposure to a powerful heat,

is almost entirely insoluble in acids. The influence of aggregation in

these instances, and in numerous others which might be quoted, is

obvious and generally admitted by chemists, however different and
imperfect may be their views regarding the connection between physical

condition and chemical effect.

" The observations just made regarding the behaviour of substances,

such as enter into the composition of building stones, cannot but apply

with equal force to the aggregates of such components—to the building

stones themselves.

" The atmospheric influences to which building stones are subject are

many of them essentially chemical actions, involving processes analogous

to, or identical with those performed in the laboratory, although, from
the extreme dilution of the chemical agents, as existing in the atmos-

phere, they must necessarily be of a very gTadual character.

" There are few instances in which the influence of the state of aggre-

gation upon the permanence of a building stone is more apparent than
in that of the dolomitic limestone, used in the construction of the new
Houses of Parliament. Here, in one and the same block of stone of

comparatively small dimensions, we find certain portions of the surface

powerfully disintegrated, while others appear in a perfectly sound con-

dition. Chemical analysis has hitherto failed to establish any important

difference in the composition of sound portions of such stones, and those

parts which are subject to decay ; it is therefore legitimate to attribute

the unequal permanence of the stone, under atmospheric influences, to

such structural differences as may be comprehended under the term,

state of aggregation.

" Before proceeding to an examination of the particular character of

the decay observed in the stones of the new Houses of Parliament, it

may perhaps be desirable to glance at the nature of the changes to which
building stones generally are subject under atmospheric influences.

Under normal conditions these changes must be ascribed to the action

of the oxygen, carbonic acid, nitric acid, and water in the atmosphere.

In the air of towns, however, there are certain other constituents, such

as several acids of sulphur, and occasionally hydrochloric acid, which
cannot fail to exert an additional disintegrating influence upon building

stones.

" The action of oxygen must be of comparatively a subordinate char-

acter, its effects being confined to constituents which occur but rarely,

and generally in limited proportions in building stones; such as the

sulphides of iron, and the protoxides of iron and manganese ; these

compounds, being very prone to oxidation, would tend to disintegrate

the stones by the absorption of oxygen. Of far greater importance are

the effects of carbonic acid and water. Carbonic acid, in the presence

of water, is a powerful solvent ; it not only corrodes the calcareous and

magnesian carbonates (more or less powerfully according to their state

of aggregation), whether they form the principal constituents of the

stone, or are only present as cementing materials, but is capable even

of attacking and gradually decomposing the hardest and most inde-

structible rocks.

" In the case of the calcareous and magnesian constituents of stone,

carbonic acid acts by transforming the insoluble earthy carbonates into

soluble bicarbonates, which are thus removed from the substance of the

stone ; whilst its influence on silicious rocks consists in the elimination

of the alkaline bases, in the form of carbonates, and the separation of

the silica in a more or less friable condition. The weathering of

granites, and their gradual transformation into the several varieties of

porcelain clay, affords an interesting illustration of the latter kind of action.

In the changes just mentioned, the carbonic acid and water are equally

concerned ; the water serving not only as a vehicle for the introduction

of the carbonic acid into the pores of the stone, but also as a solvent for

the products of its action. There are changes, however, to which

building stones are subject, in which water is the sole agent, and which

are more of a mechanical than of a chemical character. The expansion

which water undergoes on freezing, and the irresistible force which it

then exerts, are well known ; it is obvious that water freezing within

the pores of a stone must exercise a disintegrating action not less power-

ful than those above referred to.

"Recent researches have demonstrated that nitric acid is a frequent

and perhaps even a normal constituent of the atmosphere, and, as such,

must undoubtedly assist in the destruction of magnesian and calcareous

stones ; but the proportions in which this acid has been found are so

minute, that it need not be dwelt upon as an important destructive agent.

This remark, however, does not apply to the acids referred to above, as

existing in the atmosphere of towns. The quantity of sulphur acids in

the air of towns, where a considerable amount of coal is consumed, is

quite appreciable. According to the determinations of Dr. Angus Smith,

the air of Manchester contains an average proportion, corresponding to

one part of sulphuric acid in every 100,000 parts of air, which, in the

centre of the town, rises to 25 parts in 100,000. No numerical data

exist with regard to the proportion of sulphur acids in the London

atmosphere, but it can scarcely be doubted that, in the neighbourhood

of the new Houses of Parliament, they are present to an extent equal

to the average amount found in the Manchester air ; they must, there-

fore, be regarded as among the more important agents destructive to

stone, which are present in the London atmosphere.

" A few observations remain to be offered regarding the particular

nature of the decay manifesting itself in some of the stone of the new
Houses of Parliament. It has already been pointed out that, so far as

our experience goes, we are inclined to attribute the local character of

the decay to structural differences, obtaining in different parts of the

stone. The general structure and the composition of the stone in the

new Houses of Parliament render it moreover amenable to all the sources

of disintegration which we have above enumerated, with the. exception

perhaps of oxygen, which can scarcely produce any appreciable altera-

tion in dolomite. Thus, the chemical action of carbonic and sulphuric

acids, in combination with water, will gradually dissolve and remove

the carbonates of lime and magnesia, whilst the porous nature of the

stone reqders it liable to the mechanical effects of water under the

influence of frost. The presence of sulphuric acid in the air of towns

appears, in the case of magnesian limestone, to bring into play another

process of destruction. This acid not only corrodes and renders soluble,

as we have pointed out, the earthy carbonates (in which respect it

resembles carbonic acid in its effects),, but, forming with magnesia a

readily crystallizable salt, the well-known sulphate of magnesia, remark-

able for the large proportion of water of crystallization which it fixes,

it gives rise, in addition, to a mechanical destruction of the stone pre-

cisely similar to that produced by freezing water. The powerful

mechanical effects resulting from the solidification of water, induced by

crystallization, are well known, although it would appear that they have

not hitherto been sufficiently appreciated as auxiliaries in the process of

disintegration of stone. The analogy between the solidification of

water, by freezing and by crystallization, is perfectly obvious, and a

French chemist has suggested, as a means of recognizing stones liable
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to disintegration by frost, to immerse them in a solution of sulphate of

soda, and to note the subsequent effects of its crystallization within

the stone.

"We have ourselves recently had occasion to observe some pheno-

mena which go far to elucidate these destructive effects of crystallization.

The exfoliations exhibited by many of the fictile vases deposited in the

British Museum were found to be due to the formation and crystalliza-

tion within the substance of the vessels, of nitrate of lime. Again, in

experiments on the preservation of fabrics by impregnation with saline

substances, it was found that the crystallization of sulphate of magnesia

within the material, produced a disintegrating effect upon the fibres,

sufficient greatly to weaken the material.

" In conclusion, we would remark that the effect attributed to the

crystallization of the sulphate of magnesia, in assisting the decay of

dolomitic stones, and more particularly of those used in the construction

of the new Houses of Parliament, is borne out by the existence of a

marked efflorescence of sulphate of magnesia upon those portions of the

stone where exfoliation has taken place.'—We have, &c.

" (Signed) A. W. Hoffman.
E. Frankland.
F. A. Abel."

Now we make bold to say that this short report, which is really the

marrow of the whole Blue Book, and perhaps the most valuable of all

the information contained in it, is very far from being a complete, or

even a very correct statement of the science of the subject, notwith-

standing the three eminent names attached to it. It may have been

felt that harder lines of exactness would he too much for the deglutition

of the committee's " practical men," or that committee work of the

sort is not gone into further than the occasion demands.

Having thus cleared the way to affirming that there is something yet

remaining to be said on the no doubt somewhat old subject of the decay

of stone in great cities, we return to our proposition at the outset, that

in this respect a volcano and London are nearer akin to each other

than is commonly imagined.

The gaseous emanations from all volcanic vents consist mainly of

steam, hydrochloric acid held in aqueous vapour, sulphurous acid, and
sulphuretted hydrogen, or sulphide of hydrogen, as it is now the fashion

to call it. There are many other substances evolved or produced as

primary or secondary occasional products, but with these we need not

now meddle.

The observable temperature at any volcanic vent at a given moment
depends upon the balance that may exist at the time, deep beneath,

between the supply of heat and the supply of water (from the surface

or sea) to its foci, this being, by the evolution of steam, the great cooling

agent. Where the supply of heat (we are not now concerned with its

cause) is large, and that of the cooling agent relatively at the time

small, liquid lava, ignited stones, Sea., and other phenomena of a very

high temperature deep below, are evidenced at the superficial vent or

crater. But where either the supply of heat has fallen very much off,

or has been overpowered by the infiltration of water, and robbed away
in the latent heat evolved in volumes of steam, often poured forth for

ages, then the temperature at the surface may not reach even the lowest

incandescence, nor yet the boiling point of water, and still vapours may
continue to be evolved from innumerable little mouths and fissures for

unknown periods. These last phenomena here seen constitute the sol-

fatare and fumaroli of the Italians.

There are numbers of our countrymen now-a-days who have seen

the one at Naples, not far from Pozzuoli, a few miles from that city,

called par excellence, the solfatara; and others may have seen those in

Tuscany, which evolve with other products, boracic acid held in sus-

pension in the high pressure and superheated steam of the fissures, and
which have for a long time constituted an important source of our borax
of commerce. But he that would study in Europe the chemistry and
physics of solfatara action upon a scale of grand development, must go to

the Lipari islands, off the northern coast of Sicily. At the south-west
side of the largest of these most interesting volcanic islands, Lipari itself,

at a place called Bagno Secco and II Slufi, where once was one of the

great active craters of the island, all the reactions that are produced by
the effects of the evolved vapours of an immense region ofsolfatara upon
the rocks and minerals constituting it, may be studied with the highest

advantage. Here the temperature of the evolving steam is nowhere
much above the common boiling point ; but in the next adjacent island

of Vulcano, in the bottom, and steep sides of 1600 feet in sheer height,

of the interior of one of the high partially extinct {quoad incandescence)

craters, the action of the same vapours (as well as of others not connected

with our present subject) may be studied, where the temperature of

evolution, at the greater Bocca, is high enough to melt brass, and varies

from that down to 212° Fahr. The temperature of the great Bocca
was measured there in 1 864 by Mr. R. Mallet, having been approximately

measured previously by M. Charles Saint Clair Deville. At both these

grand regions of solfatara the power with which aqueous vapour and the

volatile compounds of sulphur together, can act upon the hardest and
most compact stones, and the intimate nature of these actions, can be
studied with all the advantages of having the phenomena developed

upon the grandest scale, and with the greatest intensity of action. In

Lipari, at II Bagno Secco, the rocks and soil are all volcanic, and varv

from the hardest and most refractory trachytes to incoherent tufa and
beds of lapilli, which contain a considerable proportion of calcareous

matter. At Vulcano, in the great crater, the rocks of course are also

volcanic, but many of the piled up beds of baked and hardened lava,

that were long exposed to the ardent heat of this grand vent when it

was intensely hot and active, have been converted into ophites and

jaspers as hard and dense as flint. Yet at the high temperature at

which the superheated steam and sulphurous vapours are here given

off, the very hardest and most intractable of these rocks all go down
before their chemically solvent action, and end by becoming either

dry and heated dust, or clay and mud, where the steam condenses

or the rain lodges. The same takes place with the same final

results, though usually more slowly, with respect to the rocks and soil

at Lipari.

One may see a great angular block of stone lying before yon, white,

and looking like flinty chert, perhaps with red and purplish streaks here

and there, near one of the innumerable small fissures that penetrate the

soil in all directions. It looks hard and rigid
;
you strike it with a

hammer and large lumps fall off; you break farther in, and after a while

you get to solid unaltered trachyte, or jaspery rock. If the weather be

wet the outside of the rock is falling to pieces as slippery mud. You
look at its texture when dry, narrowly, and you find the altered rock is

but the form, the eidolon, of the original, and that in substance it is

nothing but impalpable clay and silex, in which are imbedded more

or less numerous crystals of gypsum (sulphate of lime). These are

sometimes found developed into single crystals of four or five inches

long, and an inch or two in thickness, and cracks spread from these

while dry, showing that as they enlarge they are splitting up the mass

in which they lie imbedded, and gradually disenthralling themselves

by reducing their cradle to powder.

Did space permit, or was it sufficiently germain to our subject, it

would be full of interest to follow and trace the subsequent changes that

take place, not only on the disintegrated powder or mud that once was

lava, and which before that had been Apennine limestone, and granite or

other silicated rocks melted together, but on those selenite crystals them-

selves, as they are slowly dissolved by air and rain and steam, and run-

ning dissolved in the channels of surface drainage, or soaking into deep

beds of porous strata, effect new combinations, and form new rocks. But

we must pass this, and far more besides, to say, that what here goes on

upon a gigantic scale, and with giant strides in rate of progress, is, pro

tanto, the same that is going on in every great city, and especially in

every great coal-burning city, upon the materials of its structures and

buildings. Aerated water in rain, carbonic acid, free in the atmosphere

or also held in the water—steam, or aqueous vapour, sulphuretted

hydrogen, sulphurous acid, and a whole tribe of sulphur and oxygen

compounds, up to sulphuric acid, are being constantly evolved or produced

alike in the solfatara, and in the city. The difference is simply one of

quantity, and the rate and intensity of chemical action differs only

because the active agents are evolved in less proportion in the city, and

act upon the stones, &c, not at a high temperature, but at that of the

atmosphere generally in our climates. In the volcano or solfatara a

very large proportion of the sulphur, nearly the whole, is at first evolved

as sulphuretted hydrogen, though much of that is changed, long before

even it reaches near the surface by conversion into sulphurous acid.

We cannot here go into the volcano-chemistry of this, but merely state

the fact.

It was the brilliant discovery of Dumas that sulphurous acid and

sulphuretted hydrogen in presence of aqueous vapour mutually decom-

pose each other, and sulphur itself is deposited ; the reaction of two
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volumes sulphuretted hydrogeD, aud one volume of sulphurous acid

being thus

5S03 + 5HS = 5S+5HO+ Ss 6 .

The last compound, pentathionic acid, beiug itself highly unstable,

rapidly becomes funher oxidized, aud again deposits sulphur. Finally

much sulphurous acid in presence of aqueous vapour gets oxidized up to

the point of actual vitriol (sulphuric acid). All these reactions go on

much more intensely when exalted by the effects of contact with porous

bodies, wh-jther stone, clay, ashes, sand, tufa, or the like. In this way
the vast deposits of sulphur which are wrought for commerce in various

parts of the world have been produced. At Vulcano, and many other

places, the sulphur seams may be found in the act of forming ; at Gir-

genti, in the south of Sicily, where all appearance of even solfatara

action has long ceased, the sulphur is mined for and extracted from the

seams in the dry clay beds in which it is found, and where it and these

beds of clay, were alike the result of solfatara action upon a gigantic

scale in remote ages.

Where does the sulphur evolved by volcanoes come from, it may be

asked? We can only briefly answer, from sulphates and sulphur com-
pounds, such as pyrites, intercalated or disseminated in the rocks situated

deep beneath at the focus of volcanic heat, and between that and the

surface (wherein much of these, as in the Apennine limestones, &c, was
the result of the decay of animals whose remains or casts attest their

former existence in it), and also from the sulphate of lime brought to

the volcanic focus by the infiltration of sea water.

Well, where does it come from in the city ? First and chiefly from

the decay of animal and vegetable matter containing it ; next, from

the destruction of the coal consumed in fires or distilled for gas, the

latter containing some of the total sulphur of the coal itself, the rest

being in the gas-works' refuse sent into the sewers and rivers ; thirdly,

from the decomposition of sulphur compounds, chiefly sulphate of lime,

contained in more or less quantity in nearly every drop of water, fresh

or salt, that we use or come in contact with.

In the solfatara we have hydrochloric acid and aqueous vapour flying

off—potent agents of rock disintegration. In the city this only accident-

ally occurs, but nitric acid is constantly present in putrescent waters,

and even in rain and aqueous vapour. Carbonic acid, which in solution

in water or in presence of aqueous vapour, is one of the most potent

solvents, and plays the most wonderful parts in the sublime economy of

this globe of ours, is common to both.

And now, to narrow our view to the action of (lie civic atmos-

phere on building stones as it actually takes place : two or three things

are pretty obvious, though we are not aware that these have ever been

distinctly stated ; they certainly are not so in the report of the chemists

above quoted from, nor are they to be gathered from the report of the

committee itself, nor yet from any of the evidence given before it, as

printed in 1861 :

—

First. Sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid, with aqueous
vapour and air, i.e., in presence of our ordinary moist atmosphere, are

the great chemical agents of decomposition of the stones of our civic

buildings. All the other agents of destruction, such as air, water, and
carbonic acid ; nitric acid, air, and water ; nitrates of ammonia, or of the

fixed bases, soda, lime, magnesia, &c, resulting from prior actions—all

play but subordinate parts as chemical agents.

Secondly. The more readily the stone employed is actable upon by
sulphnr acids, the more readily must it decompose. Chemically, there-

fore, the more calcareous and magnesian the stone, the more rapidly

it will be destroyed ; and mechanically, the more readily it gives

admission to the vaporous or gaseous sulphur acids and water vapour,

the faster it will be disintegrated.

Thirdly. The destruction produced is always due to combined
chemical and mechanical agency. The chemical elements or particles

of the stone are eaten out, and new compounds of sulphur acids formed

of them. These are chiefly sulphates, and mainly of the bases of lime

and of magnesia, with a little soda and potass occasionally. But these

sulphates form crystals, hydrated crystals—i.e., crystals with constituent

water within the porous mass of the stone—and as these enlarge (not

expand, as Mr. Burnell expresses it in his evidence, by a curiously con-

fused use of words, if not of thought—Rep. 1506-7) in volume, they

split off shell after shell of the stone. If the stone be limestone oolite,

such a3 Portland for example, sulphate of lime in gypsum crystals is

formed in its substance. These may be actually seen without trouble,

upon examining with a lens or low-power microscope some of the scaly

exfoliations from churches at Birmingham, Oxford, and Bath. If the

stone be dolomite, as at the Houses of Parliament, then crystals of

sulphate of magnesia and of sulphate of lime both form, but those of the

former base seem to form in greater abundance, which is not so easily

explained, but probably will not be found constant with all sorts and

forms of dolomite.

Fourthly. From what precedes it is plain that the penetrability of a

stone by fluid water is not in any degree necessary to its decomposa-

bility ; on the contrary, every stone, the constituents of which can be

chemically acted on by sulphur acids, must be so acted on, provided its

substance be permeable by air, gases, and aqueous vapour.

Fifthly. What is even more : the closer the texture of the stoue, i.e.,

the smaller and finer its pores are, the more rapidly and intensely it

will be acted upon, and {cceteris paribus) the faster it will be decom-
posed chemically, though it may perhaps disintegrate less rapidly by the

growth of internal crystals afterwards. Thus no mere closeness of

texture in building stone, nor the fact of its particles being in structure

crystalline, can prevent decomposition, unless the stone be of such a
character as to be impermeable to gases and vapours. And this is just

the reason why marbles, the really compact crystalline limestones, are

not decomposed in the way we have been treating of, because they are

absolutely impermeable to gases. Such limestones are only eroded on

the surface by air, water, and carbonic acid.

In Ireland ecclesiastic ruins can be pointed to, which after 700 years'

exposure, even in cities, show the original chisel marks on the beautiful

gray Irish limestone still as keen and fresh as the day they were cut,

all the little erosion that has taken place as above having been parallel

to the original surface. And had this gray limestone been employed

for the Houses of Parliament, as proposed we believe at the time by
Lord Monteagle, then Mr. Spring Rice, who knew the stone well in his

own country and on his own Munster property, there would have been

no commission on the decay of the stone ever needed.

It may be necessary just to remark, that the reason why we say the

closer the texture of a porous stone the more rapidly, cmteris paribus, it

will be decomposed, if decomposed at all, is this—that all chemical

action is exalted by the force of capillarity and of surface of contact of

porous bodies, and this exaltation is greater as the pores are smaller,

because thus the surfaces of contact are in proportion greatly increased.

For example, a cubic inch of marble has six faces of surface, each of

an inch square, or six square inches in all of surface for chemical action;

but suppose we cut it up into little cubes each of 10
1

06 of an inch on

the side, we shall have from it one thousand million such cubes, and

their total surfaces now will be equal to one thousand times that of the

original cube, or to no less than 41 -6 square feet. We shall therefore on

the score of surface alone have the action a thousand times as fast. But

porous bodies do far more than merely increase surface. Thus, hydro-

gen is inflamed when a jet of it is thrown upon spongy platinum, because

there is good ground for believing that the oxygen of the air in the

minute pores of the metal exists in actually the liquid state, and hence

these elements exert their chemical affinities with all the exaltation due

to so great a concentration in volume and of force. This must serve for

an illustration.

The views which we have here in too brief and unsystematic a way
endeavoured to put forward will be found, if rightly applied, to solve

all the difficulties, perplexities, and apparent contradictions noticed by

the committee on the Houses of Parliament, as to the circumstances

under which observation proved these stones to have most and least

decomposed. These circumstances were so apparently irresoluble that

the committee declare that they can find no law or principle governing

them. (Report, passim, and particularly paragraphs 5, 6, 7, and 8, &c.)

Assuming the stone the same absolutely in texture and composition, it

will decompose fastest, where it is longest damp, but not saturated with

water; is most freely exposed to air ; where the air is most loaded with

the decomposing agents and with aqueous vapour, as near the ground

perhaps; and mechanically where the stone is most exposed to frost in

winter. And as regards the texture of the stone itself, it is not that

which will absorb or pass as a filter liquid water the most freely, and

that will, cmteris paribus, decompose the fastest, but that which will

most greedily absorb gases and vapours, and hold in its pores the

greatest volume of these.

Now if these views be true, and we believe they are not only new
(in reference to this subject) but true, then it follows that of the various
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processes which were brought before the committee (leaving out of

view Mr. Szerelmey's nostrum), viz. :

—

1. Application of alkaline soluble silicates to the stone.

2. Application of these and then of other solutions to effect double

decomposition and deposit of insoluble compounds in the stone.

3. Application of hydrofluoric or hydrofluo-silicic soluble compounds

to the stone.

4. Application of phosphoric acid, or of phosphates in solution, to

form insoluble lime compounds (apatite) in the stone.

5. Application of solutions of bicarbonates of the alkalies or alkaline

earths to produce insoluble carbonates in the pores of the stone.

None can be effectual, but in so far as they close up the pores of the stone to

the full extent of rendering it impermeable to air, gases, and vapours

;

nothing short of (his can do more than retard but not stop chemical action.

A superficial thin indurated film, as by Kuhlman's soluble glass process,

is not likely to do this ; nor, we believe, will any one of the several pro-

cesses above have an ultimate effect one bit better than simply brushing

over the face of the stonework two or three times with oil, thin boiled

linseed oil being probably the best. This was actually done to the

Portland stone colossal statue of Nelson, on Nelson's Column in Sack-

ville Street, Dublin, by the late Mr. Francis Johnston, architect, upon

the advice of the writer's own father, and the surface of the statue,

after more than fifty years' exposure in a very damp climate, is scarcely

at all eroded or acted upon.

The fourth process, that recommended by Mr. Spiller, is based

upon an error ; it neglects altogether to regard the fact discovered by

Boussingault, that water holding carbonic acid, dissolves the phosphates

of lime almost as readily as water does sugar. Mr. Ransome's arti-

ficial stone, if a pure sandstone merely cemented together by soluble

silica, provided its substance be impervious to water that can freeze in

it, will no doubt endure for ages in our London atmosphere. So will

some of the Serpentines and many of the perfectly compact and imper-

meable marbles or argillaceous stratified stones. The granites will last

a long time, but even they are not is au, as any one may see who looks

carefully at the surface of that of Waterloo Bridge, especially on the

cutwater caps, between wind and water. The reactions on granite,

however, are totally different from those on calcareous, or caleareo-

magnesian, or calcareo-aluminous porous stones, and are due more to

carbonic acid and water, to nitrates in the rain and river, and to frost,

than to anything else.

The true building materials for London are, brick tiles, and terra

cofcta. Let any one go see the grand Roman amphitheatre at Pozzuoli,

north of Naples, situated within a mile or two of the solfatara itself,

close to a town that was a well-inhabited place in the days of Paul the

Apostle, and where the whole country evolves more or less sulphureous

compounds, and he will see the most magnificent bricks and brickwork,

no better ever executed, and now, after nearly two thousand years, as

sound, fresh, clear-coloured, and smooth-faced, as the day when the red

square tile bricks were laid by Roman hands.

Building stones also of the most delicate and beautiful tints, of a

texture sufficiently hard and wearing, and yet easily wrought and

capable of taking the finest work of the sculptor's chisel, and in blocks

of almost any size, could be obtained from the Silurian beds of the

extreme north-west of Ireland. These the writer has himself tried to

a small extent, and has no doubt they would stand the London atmos-

phere perfectly, and that if once established a great trade might be

opened in this fine stone with and in London.

There are some extremely good and judicious remarks on our brick-

building in London made by Mr. I. D. Mathews, in his paper from

which we have already ventured to extract a passage. The Prussians

are our masters at present both in brickmaking and in tasteful and
skilful bricklaying, and we should do well to take a lesson from them,

especially from the cities of the great German plain.

As to the Caen stone which is now running riot in our London
buildings, probably fifty years will reduce it, with all the fine carving

being lavished on London frontages, to the state of a wax model that

has been held before a kitchen fire, and been well begrimed with soot

besides.

—

Ed.

STRUCTURAL PRACTICE OF SOME GLASGOW-

ARCHITECTS.

Within a radius of half a mile round where we write are to be found

some edifices of the largest, and externally the most imposing in appear-

ance, that the city of Glasgow possesses ; let us add too, that as far as

looks go, inside as well as out, many of them quite equal, and one or

two very new ones probably surpass, any other structures of their class

that are to be found in the realm of the British queen.

If, however, we scrape away the paint and mortar and artistic

mouldings as well as all other decorations, and carefully look at the

structural design—What in many cases do we find? The direst ignorance

of the strength of material, and an evasion, more probably an omission

through simple want of proper technical information on the part of the

architect, of all those laws on which the security, economy, and real

beauty of a building depend.

We are not generally disposed to find fault with what goes on around

us ; but when we see one or two of a powerful, and in several cases

highly informed corps of citizens, emblazoning their ignorance and

disregard of the truth they should practise, by huddling together in

quasi order but dire disproportion certain parts of a structure, it

becomes high time that we, representing a leader in practical con-

structive science, should do what we can to expose the disreputable

heaping together of matter in such a baneful way as, in some instances,

an inquiring eye may detect within this city's precincts.

We should caution our builders to exercise in future more wholesome

care than they perhaps have hitherto employed in selecting their coun-

sellors, and that too from a body of men who should be in their true

status, leaders in their own professional path of refined public taste.

There can be very little doubt left on the mind of any one who will

take the trouble to review the requirements of a modern warehouse or

modern merchant's store, that in designing such a building there ia a

great deal more needed than the mere rule of thumb knowledge and

practice that sufficed before such a class of buildings were called into

existence. We do not here refer to the purely decorative part of

architecture, although it is much to be wished that this now-a-days was

practised as generally and with as much fidelity as formerly.

In this respect, however, the universal demand on the part of all

public, as well as private corporations, of getting a job done that will

answer their purpose at the cheapest possible cost, militates too

severely against the architect's purity of taste ; but on the other

hand, this influence is surely that which should compel the display of

beauty (correct proportion) in structural design.

We now come to the points of error, and take it for granted, since

no well informed person can refute it, that one of the very first elements

in diminishing the cost of a structure is the production of the work with

the least weight of material proportioned and arranged in accordance

with the laws upon which its particular functions depend.

What shall be said then when we observe a huge building of several

stories (we do not say of what class the building we refer to is, whether

warehouse, mill, or what not, as this might lead to particulars which it

is better to avoid), whose floors are supported on girders and columns,

the latter certainly, and we believe the former, made of the same section

and weight through every story, from the ground floor to the roof, and

in some places, too, the columns three or four times heavier than they

should have been.

We, a few weeks since, met with here in Glasgow a lot of pillars, whose

diameter was, as well as we could judge by the eye alone, 11 or 12

inches, and of the amazing thickness of 4 inches of metal. At first

it appeared difficult to credit what we saw—thinking that the apparent

thickness at the ends was a mere internal projecting ring of metal,

placed there with the view of obtaining large bearing surface ; but to

our amazement we found on close inspection that the bore was the same

throughout. Surely that is " a job by the ton " was exclaimed by one

with us; to which he graphically added, "The day will come when

these will be taken down and recast into proper proportion, and gain

shall be made by the quantity of iron saved."

What shall be said about the overlooking in toto of what is under-

stood by the principle of continuity, and building walls of the same

thickness throughout, from the foundation to the roof story ; of piling

superstructures in many instances several times heavier than these

should be, upon sparrow-legged, giggling frames of cast iron, as
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intermediates and insignificant corner pillars of block iu course masonry

at the angles, as the support of the entire building!

!

The absolute fallacy of the mode of constructing some of these edi-

fices was amply exemplified in the overturning during its erection of a

sugar refiner)" at Leith some two years since. It was reported at the

time that the failure of the building occurred through the yielding partly

by crushing of one of the corner block in course ( ?) pillars, and parti}7 by

the area of the foundation of these corner pillars being too small con-

sistently with the nature of the supporting soil.

However much be said of the monetary advantages (?) (what we
should prefer calling disadvantages) offered in a city like this for specu-

lative builders to pile material together in a way for the time to answer

the pocket, but ultimately to bring loss on future possessors, and no

matter how reprehensible such a practice is, still it is not this altogether

to which we refer ; and when, too, we further examine the matchwood

erections every now and then springing into existence in our otherwise

splendid city, it becomes high time that we as journalists should raise a

voice against such grovelling, mean, and altogether uncultivated practices.

Had we happened to live in a South American city, such as San

Francisco, Valparaiso, or any of the rest of them, where the inhabitants

make up their minds to be burned out of their dwellings once in every

three months or so, the matter would be different ; but here in a city,

second only to London itself in the British Isles, it is time, high time

indeed, that the citizens who have the means to expend, as well as

those who guide them in its expenditure (some architects), should a

little more conscientiously discharge the duty they take upon themselves

to owe to the general appearance, character, and structural worth of a

great community; andsomeof the latter would do well tore-consider the

functions they have to discharge in answer to the trust reposed in them

by the community at large. Such should remember that their works

influence not only those for whom they are constructed—the influence

unhappily extends in all directions, and in some cases this will extend

to influence many generations; although we feel pleasure in asserting

that several of the reproachful piles to which we allude cannot, under

the exigencies of such structures, " live out half their days."

Here in Glasgow there is far too much disregard of law and correct-

ness on the part of those who are intrusted with the carrying out prac-

tically such works as we refer to, and this contrasts strangely with the fact

when it is remembered that we have here living amongst us some of

the very men—the very man who above all others has done more to

advocate the observation of true science in practice—Professor Rankine.

If this large city is to go on increasing, it is time now that some

practical operations should be conducted on a fair and justifiable footing;

and in conclusion let us advise some of those against whose practices

we feel it time to raise a voice, to learn, if they do not already know it,

the true practical application of the laws of structural science. Let

them also put these laws in practice in their works, so that those who
are capable of judging may be enabled to pronounce a verdict bearing

on its face that the designer possessed the qualities of conscientious

common sense and proper technical knowledge too, both of which he

has combined in his work.

In regard to the purely decorative style much in praise may be said,

but this, combined with that rule of thumb expression, " near enough
for practice," which we find far too often made use of here, is an
abomination, an eyesore, difficult to be forgotten.

It appears, too, that our leading communities are beginning to appre-

ciate something similar ; a very striking recent exemplification existing

in the fact that no opportunity was permitted a Glasgow architect to

go in for the designs of the new University buildings, which, we are

glad to say, have been furnished by Mr. Scott, of London.—V. D.

THE CONVERSAZIONE AT THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL

ENGINEERS.

On the evening of the 29th May the forty-ninth anniversary conversa-

zione of this Institution was held at its house, Great George Street,

Westminster. On this occasion the invitations were limited to the

number which the rooms could conveniently accommodate, so that the

crowding which has so often marred the comfort of these gatherings

was avoided. Mr. John Fowler, as president of the institution, received

the visitors, who, with the exception of a few scientific noblemen and
gentlemen, consisted almost entirely of the chief engineers of England,

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

and the foremost of the great contractors who carry out what their pro-

fessional brethren have devised. All the rooms were thrown open on

this occasion, the staircases ornamented with statues and flowers, and

the walls of the apartments themselves hung with a valuable collection

of modern paintings, lent for the evening by the different members of

the institute. Some of the most famous of recent English paintings

were thus brought together, and as a mere picture gallery the display

would have possessed attractions for fifty times the number that were

invited to witness it. In the theatre of the institute were ranged the

collection of working models, plans, and drawings, usually shown on the

occasion of these meetings. All of these were more or less novel, and

some exceedingly interesting. The working model which, beyond all

question, excited the most general interest was shown by Mr. Penn,

of Greenwich. This was a miniature counterpart of the engines

of the Northumberland, finished with such minuteness and care as is

seldom bestowed but on the most costly scientific instruments. Near
this was placed a very beautifully executed model of the new floating

docks intended for St. Thomas', West Indies. By this plan, which

consists simply of a series of pontoons connected by stout wrought-iron

girders, a ship may be easily and safely lifted out of the water, and

raised above its surface for repairs in a large and perfectly secure floating

dry dock. The one now in course of being sent out to the West Indies,

and the model of which was shown on the evening of the 29th, though

only costing £85,000, is equal to raising a vessel of nearly 4000 tons,

and 330 feet long. When the question of foreign, or rather colonial,

docks for our iron-clads is so much urged by all nautical authorities,

this plan of floating them up by cheap pontoons seems to be deserving

of the attentive consideration of the Admiralty. Some useful adapta-

tions and improvements of the sewing machine were exhibited by Messrs.

Neats and Clark, to work with the utmost ease and facility on the stiffest

descriptions of leather. The heaviest kinds of harness or stoutest sorts

of boot soles are stitched with almost as much rapidity as ordinary

clothes. Another adaptation of the same principle was shown by Mr.

Thomas, as applied to the sewing of leather gloves. A working model

of the patent hydraulic machine for cutting coal was shown by Messrs.

Carrett and Marshall. This machine, with a supply of 30 gallons of

water a minute,, at a pressure of 300 lbs. per square inch, can do the

work of twenty pitmen per day, and at no further cost than that of its

first price (which is as low as £125), except that the water let down into

the pit for the purpose of working the coal-cutting machine must be

pumped up again to the surface. This, however, is not prohibitory,

when we consider that 100,000,000 gallons can be pumped one foot

high with a bushel of coal. But we by much prefer the coa\-hewivg

apparatus worked by compressed air ; for, all other reasons apart, the

escaped air from this is valuable for ventilation ; the escaped water, on

the contrary, tends to flood the mine, and must be removed. Amongst

the other more noteworthy objects exhibited were—Colonel Sir Henry

James', R.E., maps and sections of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood by

the exploring part}' lately out, with sections and models of the very

ancient stone syphons of the aqueduct that supplied Jerusalem from

the Pools of Solomon ; Mr. Cowper's minute registering pressure gauge,

a sort of gigantic aneroid ; Esplen and Clarke's hydraulic steering gear,

to work from any part of the deck ; Taylor's patent damp proof earthen

courses for foundation or other walls (damp proof as against vertical

capillarity, no doubt, but presenting capital hiding holes and galleries

for cockroaches and other such vermin, the plagues of London houses).

In permanent way there was Griffin's patent hollow inverted pots, on

the same principle though different in form from Greave's, and with

suspended rails and fishings ; Livesay and Edwards', and Wright's

—

the latter with cast-iron ribbed sleepers by no means likely to repose

without fracture. Mr. P. Pritchard Baly showed his designs and models

for wrought, and cast iron marine breakwaters, either left hollow or

filled with rubble stone ; very pretty in design, but very undurable in

sea water. Why the models were called " of the Black Sea Breakwater"

we were unable to imagine even, for it was not said that, any such had

been erected in or even projected for that sea, Mr. Saxe's electric

domestic bells were shown, said to be an improvement on those so

commonly in use now in Paris ;. as also his method for communicating

between engine-driver and guard—a problem, the practical or real

difficulties of which Mr. Saxe seemed to us to be in blessed innocence

of. It is not electrical improvement that is wanted to accomplish this,

but a sufficient power of compulsion to act on the railway companies.

Some good looking cast-steel turned engine tyres were shown by Taylor

o
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Brothers, of Clarence Steel Works, Leeds, and the fractures of the steel

shown were very good. By far the most interesting and important piece

of steel manufacture shown, however, were the machine-cut files, flat,

taper, parallel, and round, &c, made by Bernot's patent ; examined with

a lens, we can testify to the excellence of the files. The cut adopted is

one shallow diagonal, crossed by a much deeper diagonal which throws

up the tooth. We have little doubt these files will work well. Green-

wood and Batley, of Leeds, exhibited hardened cast-steel nuts and

washers, especially well tried up and finished with accuracy by means

of Parnacott's patent emery grinding wheels : the use of these wheels

will no doubt rapidly extend beyond the range of metallic manufacture,

and be found highly valuable in reducing the cost of working the hardest

jaspers, serpentines, agates, &c, &c, for ornamental or architectural

uses. On the whole, the gem of the evening's show was the patent

adytic lock of Mr. Beverley, shown by the makers, Whitfield and Sons,

of Birmingham, of which we give on another page a detailed account

;

an invention of singular ingenuity, and so far as our knowledge goes, of

much originality. A calculating machine, by Mr. Bell, was exhibited,

which appeared to us to be only an adaptation, upon a large and exact

scale and in a circular form, of the logometric scale known since the

days of Gunter, if not before. A new theodolite was shown by the

patentee, Mr. Lister, made by Elliott Brothers. However the name
of the makers may appear a guarantee, we should not like to pro-

nounce any opinion, favourable or otherwise, upon this modification,

which seems to offer advantages, without an actual trial in the field of

some duration. Mr. Deas exhibited his patent switches and boxes

for railway crossings ; and Mr. Kirkaldy a large number of iron and

steel bars that had been tested by his large public machine.

There were a good many other things shown, but these comprise the

chief objects of import or interest.

—

Ed.

THEORY OF THE DRIVING-BELT.
By Edward Sang, C.E., F.R.S.E.

PART I.—ITS GEOMETRY.

The first problem which presents itself when we consider the arrange-

ment of the driving-belt, is to compute the length of the belt when the

diameters of the wheels and the distance between their centres are

known. If the machinery be in position, it is a very easy matter to

measure the length of the required belt; and this direct measurement

is even to be preferred to calculation, because ultimately the stretch of

the belt has to be suited to the desired strain by trials. The converse

problem, " Having given the length of the belt, to compute the diameters

of the wheels," is much more important, because the process of repeated

trial would be both tedious and expensive.

This converse problem arises when we have to design a set of speed-

cones, which may, with one belt, give a variety of speeds. The
solution of this converse problem is attended with considerable difficulty;

it can only be accomplished, for practical purposes, by help of that

modification of the method of trial and error which consists in tabulat-

ing a regular series of computed results.

In the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal for April, 1831, I gave a

table for this purpose, which had hardly been printed when an obvious

improvement suggested itself. Having had occasion to make several

computations of this kind, I have reconstructed the table with this

improvement, and now proceed to describe the manner in which it is to

be used.

In the first place, it is to he observed that there are three principal

dimensions which have to be taken into consideration ; these are the

diameter of the wheel, the diameter of the pulley, and the distance

between the centres. Now it would be impossible to make a table of

triple entry in which these three dimensions should enter as arguments,

and the corresponding length of the belt as a result.

It is necessary, for the sake of abridgment, to assume one of these as

constant ; and that one which answers best is the distance between the

centres. In the subjoined table this distance is announced to be unit.

In the second place, if p represent the centre of the pulley, TV that

of the wheel, and q r s t the belt passing over them, the inclination

of the free parts, q r and s T, to the line of centres depends only on

the difference between the two diameters, so that if another pair were
placed at the same centres, and having their diameters each one inch,

or any other quantity, more than those of the former pair, the inclination

of the free parts of the band would be unchanged.

Thirdly, if we describe a circle round the centre, w with a radius

equal to the difference between the two radii, and draw from p the lines

p v, p v to touch it, the entire line, p v x v r, is less than the length

of the band, q r s t, by the circumference of the pulley. Hence for

each difference between the diameters, or for each inclination of the

free part of the belt, there is a corresponding excess of the length of

the belt above the circumference of the pulley, and also a corresponding

excess of the same length of belt above the circumference of the wheel.

By attention to these matters we can make our table one of single entry.

In the former table I made the difference between the diameters the

argument, and placed opposite to each difference the corresponding

Fig. 2.

excess of the belt above the two circumferences. This arrangement

made it necessary to multiply and to divide by 3-1415926. By the

arrangement of the present table these multiplications and divisions are

avoided.

If we compute the diameter of a wheel round which the belt would

just go, and call the diameter of this wheel the belt-diameter ; then for

each inclination, the excesses of the belt-diameter above the diameters

of the wheel and pulley is determined. These excesses are entered in

the table. Also, I have made the inclination of the free part of the

band the primary argument. In this way the arrangement of the

table is as follows :

—

Column 1 contains the inclinations of the free part of the belt to the

line of centres, given for each half degree of the centesimal system, that

is, for each multiple of 27' of the ordinary division ; the values being

given in ancient degrees and minutes, as well as in decimal parts of the

right angle.

Column 2 contains the corresponding differences, W-P, between w,

the diameter of the wheel, and p, the diameter of the pulley ; the dif-

ferences of these values are also given for the purpose of interpolation.

Column 3 contains the corresponding excesses, B-P, of the belt-

diameter, b, above the diameter of the pulley, with the differences.

Column 4 contains the values of the excesses, B-W, of the same belt-

diameter above the diameter of the wheel, also with their differences

;

the whole being given in decimal parts of the distance between the

centres.

Inclination, w—p. B—

F

B—W.
• ' Decim. Value. Diff. Value. Diff. Value. Diff.

no •0000 0-00000 1571 G3G62 787 •63662 783

27 •0050 0-01571 1570 0-64449 792 •62879 780

54 •0100 0-03141 1571 0-65241 795 •62099 775

1 21 •0150 0-04712 1570 0-66036 798 •61324 772

1 48 •0200 0-06282 1570 0-66834 803 •60552 767

2 15 •0250 0-07852 1569 0-67637 806 •59785 763

?. 42 •0300 0-09421 15G9 0-68443 810 59022 759

3 09 •0350 0-10990 1568 0-69253 814 •58263 755

3 36 •0400 0-12558 1567 0-70067 816 •57508 750

4 03 •0150 0-14125 1567 0-70883 821 56758 746
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Inclination. W— P. B—P. B—W. Inclination. W— P. B-P. B—Vi".

« / Deciiu. Value. Diff. Value. Diff. Value. Diff.
o r Decim. Value. Diff. Value. Diff. Value. Diff.

4 30 •0500 0-15692 1565 0-71704 824 •56012 742 40 30 •4500 1-29890 1190 1-42579 864 •12689 326
4 57 •0550 0-17257 1565 0-72528 827 55270 737 40 57 •4550 1-31080 1182 1-43443 862 •12363 320
5 24 •0600 0-18822 1563 0-73355 830 •54533 733 41 24 •4600 1-32262 1175 1-44305 859 •12043 316
5 51 •0650 0-20385 1562 0-74185 834 •53800 728 41 51 •4650 1-33437 1166 1-45164 855 •11727 310
6 IS •0700 0-21947 1560 0-75019 837 •53072 724 42 18 •4700 1-34003 1157 1-46019 853 •11417 306

6 45 •0750 0-23507 1560 0-75856 840 52348 719 42 45 •4750 1-35760 1149 1-46872 849 •11111 300
7 12 0800 0-25067 1557 0-76696 843 •51629 714 43 12 •4800 1-36909 1141 1-47721 845 •10811 295
7 39 •0S50 0-26624 1556 0-77539 846 •50915 710 43 39 •4850 1-38050 1133 1-48566 842 •10516 290
8 06 •0900 0-28180 1554 0-78385 849 •50205 705 44 06 •4900 1-39183 1123 1-49408 839 •10226 285
S 33 •0950 0-29734 1553 0-79234 852 •49500 701 44 33 •4950 1-40306 1115 1-50247 835 •09941 281

9 00 •1000 0-312S7 1550 0-80086 855 •48799 696 45 00 •5000 1-41421 1107 1-51082 831 09660 275
9 27 •1050 0-32837 1549 0-80941 857 •48103 691 45 27 •5050 1-42528 1097 1-51913 827 •09385 270
9 54 •1100 0-34386 1546 0-81798 860 •47412 686 45 54 •5100 1-43625 1089 1-52740 824 •09115 265
10 21 •1150 0-35932 1544 0-82658 863 •46726 681 46 21 •5150 1-44714 1080 1-53564 819 •08850 261
10 48 •1200 0-37476 1542 0-83521 865 •46045 677 46 48 •5200 1-45794 1070 1-54383 815 •08589 256

11 15 •1250 0-39018 1539 0-84386 868 45368 671 47 15 •5250 1-46864 1062 1-55198 811 •08333 250
11 42 •1300 0-40557 1537 0-85254 870 •44697 667 47 42 •5300 1-47926 1053 1-56009 806 •08083 246
12 09 •1350 0-42094 1535 0-86124 873 •44030 662 48 09 •5350 1-48979 1043 1-56815 803 •07837 242
12 36 •1400 0-43629 1531 0-86997 875 •43368 656 48 36 •5400 1-50022 1034 1-57618 797 •07595 236
13 03 •1450 0-45160 1529 0-87872 877 42712 652 49 03 •5450 1-51056 1025 1-58415 793 •07359 232

13 30 •1500 0-46689 1526 0-88749 880 42060 646 49 30 •5500 1-52081 1016 1-59208 788 •07127 227
13 57 •1550 0-48215 1523 0-89629 881 •41414 642 49 57 •5550 1-53097 1006 1-59996 784 •06900 223
14 24 •1600 0-49738 1520 . 0-90510 883 •40772 636 50 24 •5600 1-54103 996 1-60780 778 •06677 218
14 51 •1650 0-51258 1517 0-91393 886 40136 632 50 51 •5650 1-55099 987 1-61558 774 •06459 213
15 18 •1700 0-52775 1513 0-92279 887 •39504 626 51 18 •5700 1-56086 977 1-62332 768 •06246 209

15 45 •1750 0-54288 1510 0-93166 889 •38878 621 51 45 •5750 1-57063 968 1-63100 763 •06037 205
16 12 •1800 0-55798 1507 0-94055 891 •38257 616 52 12 •5800 1-58031 958 1-63863 758 •05832 200
16 39 •1850 0-57305 1503 0-94946 892 •37641 611 52 39 •5850 1-58989 948 1-64621 753 •05632 195
17 06 •1900 0-58808 1500 0-95838 895 •37030 605 53 06 •5900 1-59937 938 1-65374 747 •05437 191
17 33 •1950 0-60308 1495 0-96733 895 •36425 600 53 33 •5950 1-60875 928 1-66121 741

.

•05246 187

18 00 •2000 0-61803 1492 0-97628 897 •35825 595 54 00 •6000 1-61803 919 1-66862 736 •05059 183
'18 27 •2050 0-63295 1488 0-98525 899 •35230 590 54 27 •6050 1-62722 908 1-67598 730 •04876 178
18 54 •2100 0-64783 1485 0-99424 899 •34640 584 54 54 •6100 1-63630 898 1-68328 724 •04698 174
19 21 •2150 0-66268 1480 1-00323 901 •34056 579 55 21 •6150 1-64528 888 1-69052 718 •04524 170
19 48 •2200 0-67748 1475 1-01224 902 •33477 574 55 48 •6200 165416 878 1-69770 713 •04354 165

20 15 •2250 0-69223 1472 1-02126 904 •32903 568 56 15 •6250 1-66294 867 1-70483 705 •04189 162
20 42 •2300 0-70695 1467 1-03030 904 •32335 563 56 42 •6300 1-67161 858 1-71188 700 04027 158
21 09 •2350 0-72162 1463' 1-03934 905 •31772 558 57 09 •6350 1-68019 847 1-71888 694 •03869 153
21 36 •2400 0-73625 1458 1-04839 906 •31214 552 57 " 36 •6400 1-68866 836 1-72582 687 •03716 150
22 03 2450 0-75083 1454 1-05745 906 •30662 547 58 03 •6450 1-69702 826 1-73269 680 •03566 145

22 30 •2500 0-76537 1449 1-06651 908 •30115 542 58 30 •6500 1-70528 815 1-73949 674 •03421 142
22 57 •2550 0-77986 1444 1-07559 908 •29573 536 58 57 •6550 1-71343 805 1-74623 667 •03279 138
23 24 •2600 0-79430 1439 1-08467 908 •29037 531 59 24 •6600 1-72148 795 1-75290 660 •03141 134
23 51 •2650 0-80869 1434 1-09375 909 •28506 525 59 51 •6650 1-72943 783 1-75950 653 •03007 130
24 18 •2700 0-82303 1429 1-10284 909 •27981 520 60 18 •6700 1-73726 773 1-76603 647 02877 127

24 45 •2750 0-83732 1424 1-11193 910 •27461 514 60 45 •6750 1-74499 762 1-77250 639 •02750 122
25 12 •2800 0-85156 1419 1-12103 910 •26947 509 61 12 •6800 1-75261 752 1-77889 632 •02628 120
25 39 •2850 0-86575 1413 1-13013 909 •26438 503 61 39 •6850 1-76013 740 1-78521 625 •02508 115
26 06 •2900 0-87988 1408 1-13922 910 •25935 499 62 06 6900 1-76753 730 1-79146 617 •02393 113
26 33 •2950 0-89396 1402 1-14832 910 •25436 492 62 33 •6950 1-77483 718 1-79763 610 •02280 108

27 00 •3000 0-90798 1397 1-15742 910 •24944 487 63 00 •7000 1-78201 708 1-80373 602 •02172 106
27 27 •3050 0-92195 1391 1-16652 909 •24457 482 63 27 7050 1-78909 697 1-80975 595 •02066 101
27 54 •3100 0-93586 1385 1-17561 909 •23975 476 63 54 •7100 1-79606 685 1-81570 587 •01965 99
28 21 3150 0-94971 1380 1-18470 909 •23499 471 64 21 •7150 1-80291 674 1-82157 579 •01866 95
28 48 •3200 0-96351 1373 1-19379 908 •23028 465 64 48 •7200 1-80965 664 1-82736 571 01771 92

29 15 •3250 0-97724 1368 1-20287 908 •22563 460 65 15 •7250 1-81629 652 1-83307 564 •01679 89
29 42 •3300 0-99092 1361 1-21195 907 •22103 454 65 42 •7300 1-82281 640 1-83871 555 •01590 86
30 09 •3350 1-00453 1355 1-22102 906 •21649 449 66 09 •7350 1-82921 630 1-84426 547 •01504 82
30 36 •3400 1-01808 1349 1-23008 906 •21200 444 66 36 •7400 1-83551 618 1-84973 538 •01422 80
31 03 3450 1-03157 1343 1-23914 904 •20756 438 67 03 •7450 1-84169 607 1-85511 530 01342 77

31 30 •3500 1-04500 1336 1-24818 904 •20318 432 67 30 •7500 1-84776 595 1-86041 522 •01265 73
31 57 •3550 1-05836 1329 1-25722 902 •19886 427 67 57 •7550 1-85371 584 1-86563 513 •01192 71
32 24 •3600 1-07165 1323 1-26624 901 •19459 422 68 24 •7600 1-85955 573 1-87076 505 •01121 68
32 51 3650 1-08488 1317 1-27525 900 •19037 416 68 51 •7650 1-86528 561 1-87581 496 •01053 65
33 18 3700 1-09805 1309 1-28425 899 •18621 411 69 18 •7700 1-87089 549 1-88077 486 •00988 63

33 45 •3750 1-11114 1303 1-29324 897 •18210 406 69 45 •7750 1-87638 538 1-88563 478 •00925 60
34 12 •3800 1-12417 1295 1-30221 896 •17804 400 70 12 •7800 1-88176 526 1-89041 470 •00865 57
34 39 •3850 1-13712 1289 1-31117 894 •17404 394 70 39 •7850 1-88702 515 1-89511 459 •00808 55
35 06 •3900 1-15001 1282 1-32011 892 •17010 390 71 06 7900 1-89217 503 1-89970 451 •00753 52
35 33 •3950 1-16283 1274 1-32903 891 •16620 384 71 33 •7950 1-89720 491 1-90421 442 •00701 49

36 00 •4000 1-17557 1267 1-33794 888 •16236 378 72 00 •8000 1-90211 480 1-90863 432 •00652. 48
36 '27 •4050 1-18824 1260 1-34682 887 •15858 373 72 27 •8050 1-90691 468 1-91295 423 00604 45 •

36 54 •4100 1-20084 1252 1-35569 884 •15485 368 72 54 •8100 1-91159 456 1-91718 413 •00559 43
37 21 •4150 1-21336 1245 1-36453 883 •15117 363 73 21 •8150 1-91615 444 1-92131 404 00516 40
37 48 •4200 1-22581 1238 1-37336 880 14754 357 73 48 •8200 1-92059 432 1-92535 394 •00476 39

38 15 •4250 1-23819 1230 1-38216 877 •14397 352 74 15 •8250 1-92491 420 1-92929 384 •00437 35
38 42 •4300 1-25019 1222 1-39093 876 •14045 347 74 42 •8300 1-92911 409 1-93313 374 •00401 34
39 09 •4350 1-26271 1214 1-39969 872 •13698 341 75 09 •8350 1-93320 397 1-93687 364 •00367 32
39 36 •4100 1-27485 1206 1-40841 871 •13357 337 75 36 •8400 1-93717 384 1-94051 355 •00335 31
40 03 •4450 1-28691 1199 1-41712 867 •13020 331 76 03 •8450 1-94101 373 1-94406 344 •00304 28
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Inclination. W—P. B—

P

B-W.
" / Decim. Value. Diff. Value. Diff. Value. Diff

76 30 •8500 1-94474 361 1-94750 334 •00276 27

70 57 •8550 1-94835 348 1-95084 324 •00249 24

77 24 •8600 1-95183 337 1-95408 313 •00225 24

77 51 •8650 1-95520 325 1-95721 303 •00201 21

78 18 •8700 1-95845 312 1-96024 293 00180 20

78 45 •8750 1-96157 300 1-96317 282 •00160 18

79 12 •8800 1-96457 289 1-96599 271 •00142 17

79 39 8850 1-96746 276 1-96870 261 •00125 16

80 06 •8900 1-97022 264 1-97131 250 •00109 14

80 33 •8950 1-97286 252 1-97381 239 •00095 13

81 00 •9000 1-97538 239 1-97620 228 •00082 12

81 27 •9050 1-97777 228 1-97848 217 00070 10

81 54 9100 1-98005 215 1-98065 205 •00060 10

82 21 •9150 1-98220 203 1 -98270 195 •00050 H

82 48 •9200 1-98423 191 1-98465 183 00042 V

83 15 •9250 1-98614 178 1-98648 172 00035 7

83 42 •9300 1-98792 166 1-98820 161 00028
84 09 •9350 1-98958 154 1-98981 149 •00023 5

84 36 •9400 1-99112 142 1-99130 138 •00018 4
85 03 •9450 1-99254 129 1-99268 126 •00014 4

85 30 •9500 1-99383 118 1-99394 114 00010 3
85 57 •9550 1-99501 104 1-99508 103 00007 9

86 24 9600 1-99605 93 1-99611 90 •00005 1

86 51 •9650 1-99698 80 1-99701 79 •00004 O

87 18 •9700 1-99778 68 1-99780 67 •00002 1

87 45 •9750 1-99846 55 1-99847 55 •00001

88 12 •9800 1-99901 43 1-99902 43 •00001 1

88 39 9850 1-99944 31 1-99945 30 00000
89 06 9900 1-99975 19 1-99975 19 •00000
89 33 •9950 1-99994 6 1-99994 6 •00000

90 00 1-0000 2-00000 2-00000 -00000

In order to make the use of this table clear, I shall take au example
from a four-speed foot lathe by a well-known maker :

—

The distance between the centres being 26 inches, the first diameter

on the wheel 27 inches; the first on the pulley 3-65, and the fourth on

the pulley 7
-

80, it is required to compute the fourth diameter on the wheel.

The first business is to reduce these dimensions to decimal parts of

the distance between the centres ; this is done by dividing them all by

26 ; the results are

W, = 1-03846; P
1
= -14038; P4

= -30000.

From these we find Wj — Pj = -89808, and we have to seek, by help

of the table, the corresponding value of B— P^ Now the nearest

number to the above -89808 which we find in the table is -89396, which
corresponds to B— P = 1-14832 ; we have therefore to make a cor-

rection by interpolating by means of the proportion

1402 : 910 :: 412 : 267;

wherefore the value of B— P, comes out 1-15099, and adding to this

the value of P, we have the belt-diameter B = 1-29137. (If it were

worth while we might convert this into inches, obtaining 33 -5756 inches

for the diameter of the wheel round which the belt would just fit, and

giving 105-48 inches for the length of the belt itself.)

Subtracting the fourth pulley diameter, viz., '30000, from this, we
find B— P4 = '99137. Seeking in the proper column for this number,

we find -98525. differing from what is wanted by 612. The corre-

sponding tabular value of W— P is 63295, which has to be corrected

by interpolation thus, 899 : 1488 :: 612 : 1013, giving the true value

W4
— P

4
= -64308 : wherefore W4= -94308 or in inches 24-52, which

is the dimension sought for. The calculation may be arranged thus,

W, . . . . = 1-03846

Pi . . = -14038

Table,

= -89808

•89396

Tabular error.

Table, . .

Correction.

412; 1402

1-14832

+ 267

910 412 : 267

B— P, = 1-15099

Ti = -14038

P*

B-P4

Table,

Error,

= 1 29137
30000

99137
98525

612; 899 ;— 1488 : : 612 : 1013

Table,

Correction,

W4—

P

4

P4 . .

•63295

+ 1013

t= -64308

= -30000

W4 = -94308 = 24-520 inches.

To this I may subjoin an example in which the diameter of the pulley

is wanted :

—

Let the distance between the centres be 27-5 inches, the lesser dia-

meter on the pulley 3'5, the greater diameter on the wheel 27, and the

lesser diameter on the wheel 24 ; and let us compute the corresponding

greater diameter on the pulley.

Dividing all by 27-5 we obtain P
a
= -12727, Wj= '98182, W8=

87273; whence

W1

Pr

= -98182

= -12727

W, - P,

Table,

Error,

Table,

Correction,

W,

W2

B-W2

Table,

Error,

Table,

Correction,

Wo— P2

W2

= -85455

•8515G

1419 :-

— 61G

-509 :

1507

299; : 299 :
— 107

•26947

— 107

= -26840

= -98182

= 1-25022

= -87273

= -37749

•38257

— 508; :: — 508 :'l243

•55798

-f 1243

= -57041

= -87273

Fie. 2.

P2 . . . . = -30232 = 8-314 inches.

If a set of pulleys and wheels be suited to each other, so that one

band may go round each pair, and if another set be made by augment-

ing all the diameters by one and the same quantity, then this second

set also will have the property of being suited to one band. Hence if

a pair of driving cones be suited to a belt of one thickness, they will

also suit a belt of any other thickness.

When we have to do with wheels to be driven by means of round

bands, and in which the edges are grooved, it is convenient to make the

calculations as for the diameters of

the cylindric surfaces, a a, into

which the grooves are to be cut,

and we must take care, after these

cylindric fillets are dressed, to cut

all the grooves to one gauge. This

being done, and a band of any

thickness being fitted to one pair of

grooves, the same band will fit the

remaiuing pairs.

When the belts are to be crossed

there is no trouble in computing

the diameters ; for if the sum of the

two diameters be kept the same,

the length of the belt remains un-

changed. In order to compute the

length of a crossed belt, we have only

to enter the column titled W— P
with the sum of the diameters instead of their difference, and then the

corresponding value in the column B— P, is the belt diameter. Such

a computation is very seldom needed, but merely for the sake of com-

pleteness I append an example.

The distance between the centres being 30 inches, and the diameters

of the wheel and pulley being 43 inches and 7 inches respectively, the

length of the crossed belt is wanted.

Here the sum of the diameters is 50 inches ; this divided by 30 gives

W+P= 166667: hence,
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W-f-P .... 1-66667

Table, 1-66294

Error, 373; 867 : 705 • . 373

Table, ...... 1-704S3
Correction, . . . . -j- 303

E= ...... 1-70786 = 51-236 inches,

whence the length of the crossed belt is 161-05 inches.

CORUNDITE.
Some time ago we mentioned that a new source of emery had been

discovered in Massachusetts, TJ. S., A.

Emery, perhaps so called from Cape Emeri, in the island of Naxos, an

island in the Grecian Archipelago, and the largest of the C3'clades, is a

sub-species of corundite, the hardest mineral known next to the diamond.

It can be scratched by the diamond only of all minerals that have as

yet been discovered ; and with this exception, it cuts and scratches all

other minerals and metals, even when the latter are at their highest

degree of hardness.

Crystallized Corundum is found only in small quantities, but when
in such condition, and coloured, it is nearly identical with the gems
known as the sapphire and ruby, which consist mainly of pure alumina.

Impure specimens contain traces of the ferruginous oxides, as well as

manganesia and silica. Besides existing in the impure state as emery,

it also assumes the form known as diamond spar.

Confining our attention entirely to the impure states—as that only

in its bearing upon the mechanic arts and several hardware manufac-

tures comes more particularly within the province of this Journal—we
may proceed to observe that the diamond spar or borl, which is used

for polishing diamonds and other precious stones, is principally found

in China, and costs from 20s. to 22s. a carat.

The compact granular corundum (emery), besides being obtained, as

first mentioned, in the isle of Naxos, and more recently in America, is

also found, though we believe in smaller quantities than elsewhere,

near Schwarzenburg, in the Erzgebirge of Saxony ; and a deposit was
discovered near Smyrna, in 1847, by Dr. Lawrence Smith, an American
mineralogist. As to the precise date when the discovery in Naxos was
made, we are not aware that any very reliable information exists ; nor

does it appear at all certain by whom it was made. That it has been
known during a very considerable period is undoubted ; it is probable

that it was brought thence by the ancient Egyptians to incise their

hieroglyphic granite.

In some of the localities, especially that near Smyrna, the mining
operations for winning it are conducted by an exceedingly simple

method, for an unerring guide to its exact position exists in the colour

of the material by which each mass is surrounded—a certain redness

in the earth.

Sometimes, before beginning to excavate, the spots are sounded by
means of an iron rod with a steel point, and when any resistance is met
with, the rod is rubbed in contact with the resisting body : the effect

produced on the rod enables a practised eye to decide whether it indi-

cates emery or not. The smaller blocks are carried away first in the

state as obtained. The larger blocks are broken by being subjected to

the action of fire, by which they are split by unequal expansion.
It occasionally happens that large masses are abandoned from the

impossibility of breaking them into pieces of convenient size, seeing that

the mode of transportation requires that pieces shall not exceed 300
lbs. in weight each.

When the blocks of emery have been conveyed to the manufactory,
they are broken up by hammers into pieces nearly similar in size to the

stones for macadamizing roads. These pieces are then reduced to coarse

powder by stampers, driven by water or steam power. The coarse

powder is next sifted through cylindrical wire-cloth sieves, the cloth

having from 16 to 90 meshes per inch.

In the manufactured form the mineral is known by several different

qualities, each dependent upon the degree of fineness into which it is

subdivided. For some operations, such as coarse grinding and lapping,

although these practices are growing less used in shops where good
work is turned out, engineers use grains of emery sometimes as large as

hempseed. The grain No. 90 is very fine ; and for some special pur-
poses it is reduced still finer to 1 20, and sifted through lawn sieves.

The finest obtainable is that which floats in the atmosphere of the

stamping-room, and is deposited on the beams and shelves, from which

it is occasionally collected. When reduced to a powder, emery varies

in shade from dark gray to black ; but the colour affords little or no

indication of its commercial value. In the manufacturing of emery the

last stage consists of washing and elutriation, which is not usually per-

formed by whatare commercially the manufacturers, this being in numer-
ous instances conducted by the purchasers and users. The plate-glass

makers sometimes adopt the following method for obtaining the substance

in several grades of fineness :—Twelve or more copper cylinders are

prepared all alike, abont two feet in height, but of different diameters,

the smallest three inches and the largest forty. They are placed on a

level in a row. There are small troughs or channels of communication

at their upper edges, and the largest has a waste pipe near the top. In

beginning the process, all the vessels are filled with clean water. The
pulverized emery, churned up with abundance of water in another

vessel, is allowed to run into the smallest cylinder through a tube

opposite the trough leading to the second cylinder. During this short

passage the water deposits such of its coarsest emery as will not bear

suspension even for that limited time ; flowing onward, it deposits par-

ticles a little finer in the next cylinder ; and so on throughout the whole

series. Eventually, the water forms a very languid eddy in the largest

cylinder, and deposits therein all the remaining particles. If there are

twelve cylinders, emery powder of twelve different degrees of fineness

is then obtained. The powder, when the water has been drained off,

is carefully dried for use.

It would be superfluous in a paper like the present to attempt to go

through all the manufacturing purposes to which emery, in some one

or other of its several forms, is so largely used. As far as engineers are

concerned, we may add that it finds its place in every mechanical

workshop, being principally used for polishing metallic surfaces and
" lapping," that is, the abrasion of iron or steel surfaces after these

are hardened, to make corresponding parts the more perfectly to fit

together
;
grinding is for a few operations still practised, although during

the last quarter of a century this has been driven out of many engineer-

ing shops by the accuracy with which tools of section are now made
capable of producing all, or nearly all, metallic surfaces.—V. D.

BEVERLEY'S PATENT ADYTIC-RETAINER LOCK.

This is the lock exhibited at the conversazione of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, London, which we have noticed in our account of that

anniversary. These locks are manufactured by Messrs. Samuel Whit-

field & Sons, Viaduct Works, Birmingham, under arrangement with the

able and ingenious inventor, Mr. Beveiley, mechanical engineer, also of

Birmingham.

In this lock the levers which control the movements of the bolt

cannot possibly be reached by any instrument. This peculiarity of

construction has suggested the term " adytic," derived from a Greek

word, signifying " hidden," or " secret." How the inventor has con-

trived to protect the works from the action of any picklock, and yet

bring them within reach of the ke}T
,
must now be explained.

The general construction of the Adytic-Retainer Lock is shown in

fig. 1, which represents a lock made for iron doors and safes, with its

two front plates removed. The outer plate, we may here state, is

made of steeled-iron hardened, and has only two holes in it, one com-

municating with the small hole into which the blank key (fig. 3, d) is

inserted to give a rotary motion to the solid cj-linder presently to be

described ; the other is coincident with the aperture, c (figs. 1 and 2),

only when the cylinder, a, is in the position indicated in fig. 1. The
other plate, which lies directly upon the works shown in the figures, has

corresponding apertures, and also the cam or eccentric groove indicated

by the dotted curves («, /, ,9), in the figures. The function of this

eccentric groove will be explained hereafter.

Every part of the lock is indicated by the same letter or figure in figs.

1 and 2. a is a solid cylinder of metal, embraced for about two-thirds

of its circumference by a solid guard, b. The small keyhole only goes

a little way into the cylinder, a, and has no communication with any

part of the works. We will now consider the other aperture, c. This

is a slot in the cylinder, a, and in it is placed the plunger, d, which has

a round pin on each end working in the cam, e,f, g, in the plate already

mentioned, and in the plate 1, 2, 3, 4, which is immediately under the

levers, guard, and cylinder. The apertures iu the front plates exactly
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correspond with the part of the slot not occupied by the plunger in fig.

1. It will be seen at a glance that no picklock of any shape can pos-

sibly reach the levers, k, as there is no communication between them

and the apertures in the external plates, in whatever position the

cylinder, a, may be placed. The pin on the inner side of the plunger,

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

d, is made long enough to carry backwards and forwards the inner bolt

which bears the stump, s. This inner bolt is allowed a little play in

the strap, C, 6, of the main bolt, 5. The stump is lightly pressed against

the levers by a spring acting on this inner bolt. This stump bolt

carries the main bolt in locking and unlocking. The main bolt carries

Fig. 2.

o

o
the pin, p, which keeps the springs to their work. In unlocking, this

pin is carried back, so as to release the springs from all strain : this is

abenefit which all practical men will appreciate. We have now to

consider the motions of the lock. The lock being on a door or safe,

with its two front plates in their places, and the works in the positions

shown in fig. 1, that is, locked—to open it, it is necessary to lift the

levers, k—six or more in number— till the gatings come exactly opposite

the stump, s. For this purpose, the levers must be lifted with an accuracy
which can only be appreciated by seeing the lock at work. This lifting

is performed by the bitt or cheque, a, fig. 3.* This cheque is thrust

by a plug escutcheon through the door and other plates

into the aperture, c. By turning the cylinder, a, in

the direction of the arrow,f the cheque is carried away
from the aperture in the outer plates, which is then

completely closed. The cheque in passing under the

levers, k, is caused to pursue the path denoted by the

chain-line, which passes across part of the levers. This

motion of the cheque is caused by the plunger, which

is actuated by the cam, e, f, g. The cheque having

arrived at the point at which it quits the levers, brjngs

them momentarily so that the gatings coincide with the

stump, which is then caused, by the spring before

mentioned, to enter a short distance into these gatings,

and thus the levers are supported against falling back

when the cheque, in its onward progress, passes from

under them, and leaving the cylinder, a, falls through

the opening at 4, as shown in fig. 2, when the cheque,

c, is seen in the act of falling. When the plunger, d,

has arrived at the position shown in fig. 2, it, after

throwing the cheque, c, completes the action of unlock-

ing, by drawing the stump bolt quite down the gatings

of the levers, and of course taking the main bolt with

it : the plunger pins

move during this time

from /to g in the cam.

To lock the lock, it is

only necessary to turn

the cylinder, a, back

to its first position, the

action of the cheque not being required

for this, since the stump, s, slides

straight out of the gatings, and the

pin, p, travelling with the main bolt,

presses the springs and causes the

levers to descend, so

that the stump cannot

re-enter till the cheque

again lifts them.

Of course the lengths

of steps and cuts on

the cheque correspond

to the heights to which

the respective levers

have to be raised, and

the nicety to which the stump and gatings fit calls for

the utmost accuracy in the cheque. The cheque having

dropped through inside the safe is recovered on opening

the door ; but as it cannot be got at till the door is open,

we naturally arrive at the consideration of a peculiarity,

perhaps the most valuable of any possessed by a lock,

which is as follows:—Suppose a counterfeit cheque be

introduced, some of the levers are certain to be lifted

too much or too little, most likely all of them. One

being a hair's breadth wrong will prevent the stump

from entering any of the gatings, hence when the cheque

has passed the levers they will immediately be thrown

back by their springs, retaining the lock secure. The

person using the said counterfeit cheque cannot ascer-

tain whether the stump can go into the gatings till the

cylinder, a, arrives in the position shown in fig. 2, so as to

feel the plunger pin, d, against the bolt. The counter-

feit IS BY THIS TIME GONE BEYOND RECOVERY, BEING

locked up in the safe, where it must remain till it

falls into the hands of the owner when next he opens the door ; he will

* The rebate, 5, on the cheque in fig. 3 corresponds to the form of the aperture

in the two outer plates, being for the purpose of preventing the introduction of the

cheque in a wrong position, which might otherwise occur.

f Refer to fig. 2 for all concerning the lock in motion.

o

o
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then find it with his own. It will thus he seen that the trial of counter-

feits is a hopeless task, as they serve but for one turn of the cylinder, and

are then lost to the operator, who, besides, has no indication whether he

has been nearly right or egregious])- wrong in his attempt, the effect

being exactly the same whether one lever or all of them be wrongly

lifted, the error of one causing all to fall. No shape of cheque intro-

duced can injure the lock, as even a blank piece of metal will pass under

the levers without injury.

The value of this retention of all false instruments cannot be over-

rated, since it makes the lock a " sealed book," as not even the number

and thickness of the levers can be ascertained, nor any alteration made
in any counterfeit once introduced.

The system of detection is perfect, as the owner can tell with cer-

tainty, not only if his lock be attempted, but the precise number of

such attempts, and their exact character. In many instances the

entrapped counterfeits may lead to the detection of those who used

them, especially where they have employed any one else to make them.

It may be noticed, that as the blank key by which the cylinder, a, is

turned cannot be withdrawn without locking the lock, its presence in

the door will always act as a reminder if the safe be unlocked. At the

same time, where required, the lock can be fitted so as to withdraw

this blank, or a knob on the door be made to turn the cylinder. Only

the cheques, a, fig. 3, require to be carried about the person, which is

most conveniently done by means of the ring, c, fig. 3, which, from its

peculiar form, admits of very rapid use. It can be carried on the watch-

chain, or otherwise. The blank key and cheques are shown full size,

the lock one quarter less each way. As the small apertures in the

outer plates only communicate with holes in a mass of solid metal, it

is scarcely necessary to remark that the lock cannot possibly be blown

open by gunpowder. The cheques are cut by a permutating machine,

so as to insure that every lock shall differ from all others. We are

promised drawings of this very elegant little machine, which have been

specially designed by the inventor of this lock, and we hope to give

illustrations of it in a future part.

—

Ed.

THE FORTH RAILWAY BRIDGE.

We are promised drawings of this stupendous engineering work as soon

as the designs are fully matured by the engineer, Mr. Thomas Bouch,

and as soon as possible shall lay them before our readers. We believe,

at least it has obtained currency, that Mr. Bouch will not commit
himself to any fixity as to some of the details until some experiments

have been made with the experimental pier, the foundation for which

was launched at Burntisland on Thursday, June 14, with complete suc-

cess. It consists of an octagonal mass of parallel pine logs bolted together

on cross beams, and measures 35,000 cubic feet, with an upper surface

of 4800 feet. The extreme length is 80 feet, medium breadth 65 feet,

there being 5 feet of a taper on the 7 feel of thickness. On the deck
or floor of this raft-like structure is placed a thin iron caisson, 50 feet

by 36, the sides of which are not yet set up. This caisson communi-
cates with the bottom of the raft by two iron cylinders, furnished with

valve-like doors, through which the water, and thereafter the silt of the

bed of the Forth may ooze up to facilitate the settling down of the pier

in its intended site. Within this immense caisson, which is shaped
like two equal circles cutting one another through their centres, the

actual pier, consisting of brick work, will be built. While the process

goes on, twelve small caissons, 8 feet in diameter, disposed around the

one just described, will be kept weighted with pig iron, so as to balance

the whole mass horizontally. Brick work is preferred for the piers, as

being more manageable, and considered perfectly durable. The part,

however, at and above the surface will be faced with Queensferry

whinstone.

The launch, as may be supposed, was witnessed by a vast number of

spectators. The credit of the execution of this undertaking, so far as it

has gone, is due to Mr. J. Anderson, C.E., Middlesbro', who superintended
the structure. Great credit is also due to Mr. J. M'Alpin, the foreman who,
under Mr. Anderson, has exerted himself in the most energetic and suc-

cessful manner in forwarding the work. At 3.20 p.m., the time appointed
for the launch, the ways having been carefully greased, a steamer was got

in readiness to aid, by a tug rope, in starting the immense mass. It

was not, however, until 3.40 that by the application of screw pressure

and powerful wedging, by two shores at the stern, the Leviathan tugging
a-hcad, a start was made exactly at the time above-mentioned. The

raft, which was surmounted by flags, glided gently down into the

harbour, and slowly moored itself, sinking within 30 inches of its upper

surface. The launch excited the utmost interest, and was welcomed
by much cheering.

THE BRIDGE ITSELF.

The site chosen for the bridge presents some difficulties which will

require great practical skill to be successfully grappled with. The
bottom is composed of silt carried down by the Forth, and some of the

borings went down through 120 feet of this material. Preparations are

far advanced for commencing the erection of one of the five central

piers, according to the plan proposed to be adopted with all the five.

As the mode of construction emploj'ed in the experimental pier pos-

sesses some features of novelty, it ma}' be interesting to give a detailed

description. In order to obtain a good footing on the silt in the bottom

of the firth, and at the same time not to give too much weight to the

structure, the pier is to have a wood base of considerable area. This

base may be compared to a huge tray, on the centre of which the

masonry of the pier will be built. The tray is composed of logs of

Memel timber, firmly bolted together, so as to form a solid mass, 80
feet long, 60 feet broad, and 7 feet thick. Its superficial area is 4800
feet, and the weight it will have to sustain will be equal to 15 cwt. per

foot. It will be apparent to experts that the peculiar conditions under

which the foundation has to be made render it imperative that the load

should be distributed over a very large area, hence the comparatively

low pressure per super foot. From the centre of the wooden base the

pier will be built up of brick to a height of 12 feet above high water

level ; and as the water is 40 feet deep, this will give the height of 52

feet. The ground plan of the brick work somewhat resembles a figure

8 in outline, the only difference being that it is not so much contracted

at the central part. The greatest diameter of the masonry will be 50
feet, reduced by stages to 27 feet, and the thickness will be 7 feet.

The brick work will be built in a caisson, the floor of which is already

laid on the wooden platform or base. The caisson will take the shape

of the masonry, and is constructed of half-inch iron plates arranged in

sections, so as to be easily removed when the masonry is finished. As
soon as the preliminary arrangements are completed, and a certain

amount of the brick work put in, the base will be towed to the site of

the pier and securely moored between two barges specially constructed

for the purpose. Each barge is of 700 tons burthen, and the interior

is fitted up as a dwelling-place and workshops for the men to be employed

at the pier, while the decks will serve as a platform on which to deposit

as required the material used in the construction of the work. After

the base is moored in its position, the masonry will be proceeded with

;

and as the work proceeds and the platform settles down, the walls of the

caisson will be carried up gradually, so as always to form a sufficient

barrier against the ingress of water. On the wooden base, and placed

at regular intervals round the outside of the caisson, are twelve strong

iron cylinders, each 8 feet in diameter ; and in the hollow centre of the

masonry two similar cylinders 12 feet in diameter. These will, like

the caisson, be constructed in sections as the pier settles down into the

water ; and when the platform reaches the bottom, will stand a few feet

above the surface at high water. The cylinders are not a permanent

part of the work, their purpose being this :—When the wooden base

reaches the ground the cylinders will be loaded with 10,000 tons of

pig iron, which is two and a half times the weight that the pier will

have to bear when the superstructure is completed, and a train standing

upon it. It is calculated that this weight will be sufficient to press the

pier into the silt to a depth of six or seven feet, so that the surface of

the wooden base will be nearly level with the surface of the silt. When
this is effected, the cylinders will be. emptied and taken up ; and the

masonry having by this time reached the surface, and been allowed

time to consolidate, the walls of the caisson will be removed, and with

the cylinders, applied to the construction of the next pier. The
cylinders will also be used for another purpose than that described.

When the platform settles down it is possible that it may not take a

level position, in which case men can be sent into the cylinders to exca-

vate, through openings, some of the silt on the high side or end. After

the base has been adjusted in this manner, a large quantity of slag will

be deposited on and around the wooden platforms, and as this con-

solidates considerable strength will be imparted to the substructure.

Above the low-water level the piers will be faced with whinstoue, and

on a platform of that material the columns of the bridge will stand.

The entire length of the bridge will be about 2 miles, and as at present
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arranged, the roadway will be carried on 61 piers. Commencing at

the south side, there will be fourteen openings of 100 feet span, six 175

feet, fifteen of 200 feet; then come the four great central navigable

openings of 500 feet each, next two of 200 feet, four of 173 feet, four

of 150 feet, and twenty of 100 feet. The height of the openings will

gradually rise from 65 feet at the sides to 125 feet in the centre above

high-water level. The abutments will consist of 30 yards of stone

arching on one side, and 94 yards on the other. The piers of the

spans on either side of the four central openings will be of simpler con-

struction than those described above. Each will consist of four cast-

iron piles, 2 feet in diameter and 1 inch thick, arranged in pairs, and

protected by a malleable-iron pile of similar diameter placed on each

side. These piles are furnished with discs at the lower end, which will

be imbedded to a considerable depth in the silt. At the low-water line

the piles will be united by a platform, which will form a base for the

columns on which the girders will rest. Each pier will sustain two

columns, composed of cast iron, 10 feet in diameter, 1 inch thick, and

built up in lengths of 10 feet. The girders, which are on the lattice

principle, will be immense structures, especially the central ones. Each
of the four great girders will weigh 1170 tons, which is 592 tons less

than the weight of the tubes of the Britannia Bridge, though the span is

40 feet more. The depth of these girders will be 64 feet, and the width

between their sides 18 feet. There will be no cross-girders—the fabric

being sufficiently strengthened by overhead lattice work, and a flooring

of wood 1 foot in thickness. This flooring will be a few feet above the

lower edge of the girders over the four great openings ; but on either

side of these the form of the bridge will undergo a change, so that while

in the case of the central openings the train may be said to run along

the bottom of the girders inside, in the case of the side openings it will

run along the top. The object of this arrangement is to increase the

height of the central openings, so that the largest vessels may be able

to pass through ; and this having been provided for, it would be unneces-

sary and inexpedient to carry the side girders to a greater height than

would be required to allow their upper sides to reach the level of the

rails which pass through the centre girders. Over the smaller openings

the weight of the girders will be much reduced, and will diminish towards

either end of the bridge. The girders will be constructed on land, and
floated on pontoons to their respective piers. As the girders or

sections are put up they will be joined, so as to form one continuous

web of iron from side to side of the firth. By this plan great strength

will be given to the bridge. The greatest height from the base

to the summit of the bridge will be 212 feet. From the difficulties

attending the construction of the five central piers, it is not expected that

they can be completed in a shorter time than four years, and, of course,

a considerable time longer will be required to finish the work. The
estimated cost of the bridge is £476,543, of which sum £267,105 is

allowed for the four central spans. No contract has been entered into

for the construction of the pier, nor will there be any until the result

of the experiments at present in progress becomes known. The iron

work required for the caisson and cylinders has been supplied by Messrs.

Hopkins, Jilkes, & Co. (Limited), Middlesbro'-on-Tees ; and the wood
platform has been put together by workmen connected with the railway.

EXPERIMENTS ON LANCASHIRE COAL.

During the month of October last a series of experiments for ascertain-

ing the evaporative value of Lancashire coal were inaugurated by the

Wigan Coal and Iron Co., formerly known as the Kirkless-Hall Coal
and Iron Co. These experiments were undertaken with the view of

placing the coal of the district on a footing with that of South Wales
and the North of England, the owners of which alone now enjoy the

advantages of a place on the Admiralty list. These experiments have
been conducted by Dr. Richardson, of Newcastle, and Mr. L. E. Fletcher,

the engineer to the Association for the Prevention of Steam Boiler

Explosions, since the time above named ; and as inquiries as to their

progress have been made by those interested, it was decided that a
number of the members of the association should be invited to Kirkless

to learn what had been done, and what was still doing, from Mr. Fletcher
himself. Some thirty gentlemen connected with the coal trade in Lan-
cashire and Cheshire accordingly assembled on the 4th ult. at the shed
which has been fitted up for the trials ; and after an examination of the

apparatus and watching the mode in which the experiments were con-
ducted, they proceeded to the board room of the company at the offices,

where a report was laid before them by Mr. Fletcher, in which it was
stated that the trials of the evaporative value of these coals were in

steady progress day by day. Notes were taken at each of the experi-

ments of the water evaporated, weight of coal burnt, amount of smoke
evolved minute by minute, the temperature of the atmosphere, as well

as that of the feed water and of the gases in the smoke box, in addition

to the amount of draught in the chimney, &c. All the particulars were

carefully tabulated for reference. At the commencement of the trials,

an estimate of the task to be performed was arrived at. by a consultation

of the results of the experiments tried at Her Majesty's dockyard,

Keyham, upon the evaporative value of Hartley and Welsh coals, and
the highest result given in the list was adopted as the standard which
it was thought desirable to reach. On beginning the trials with the

South Lancashire and Cheshire coals, this result was not at first obtained

;

but on acquiring a little more practice in burning the coal and by modi-

fying the arrangement of the furnace, it was reported that the result now
obtained was fully up to the standard originally aimed at. In accom-
plishing this some time had necessarily been occupied, since there were

a great many points in the arrangement and treatment of the furnace

which materially affected its duty ; thus, the level of the fire-grate, that

is, its position with regard to the crown of the furnace and bottom of

the ash-pit, also the length of the fire-grate and the thickness of the

fire-bar and amount of windage, the area of perforations through the

fire-door, as well as the description of fire-bridge and area of vent,

amount of draught in chimney, &c. Added to these there were the

variations in stoking, whether the coal were thrown in the first instance

on to the dead-plate and then pushed backward towards the bridge, or

whether it was spread evenly over the bars at once ; also whether the

fires were kept thick or thin, and the perforations in the fire-door always

open or always closed, or whether they were opened intermittently on

every fresh charge of fuel.

All these conditions exercised a material influence upon the economic

working of the furnace, and inasmuch as they were so numerous it had

been a matter of some difficulty to separate the result of one from the

other ; and therefore to arrive at the matter at all satisfactorily it had

been necessary to enter upon a lengthened series of experiments, in

order to settle these questions one by one in an exhaustive process.

These different items were then referred to in detail, and the precise

particulars and dimensions given which had been found to give the

highest results.

In settling these various points it had been found essential to adopt

but one coal as a standard of comparison, otherwise confusion would

have ensued ; but these preliminary trials being now completed, and

the method ascertained of realizing the most advantageous results out

of the multitubular boiler of such cramped proportions as the trial one

at Keyham dockyard, the other coals on the list would now be taken

seriatim. The report concluded with congratulating the South Lanca-

shire and Cheshire Coal Association on the fact that the result of the

experiments of the first coal tried had shown that its economic value was

fully up to the standard aimed at, while it was practically smokeless.

As we have already observed, the results obtained have been very

satisfactory, it having been found that the South Lancashire coal can be

burned without the production of smoke, and that it possesses great

evaporative power. On the day of the meeting ] 1 -079 lbs. of water

were evaporated per 1 lb. of coal ; and 47'912 cubic feet of water per

hour were evaporated in the experimental boiler. All the experiments

have been conducted with the keenest care ; and whenever a result has

been obtained which appeared ever so little exceptional, the experiment

has been repeated in order to avoid the chance of error. It has been

found, contrary to expectation, that the best results were obtained with

Lancashire coal by thick firing. This result seemed to be so opposite

to previously accepted opinions, that the trials of thick firing were

repeated in every possible form before the accuracy of the results was

depended upon.

Generally, these experiments are of a most important character,

which, when completed, will afford another step of information, long

wanted, on the subject of coal burning.
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RECENT PATENTS,

MINERS' TOOLS.

Julian Bernard, London.—Patent dated October 27, 18G5.

Mr. Bernard's improvements consist—Firstly, in the use and employ-

ment of a peculiar and novel tool or instrument to be used for

blasting ; it consists of a bar of metal, A (sbown in sectional elevation

at fig. 1 of the annexed diagrams), which bar is of a smaller diameter

at any desired part or parts, a a, in its length than at the ends,

round which small part or parts is placed the explosive material,

b b, which is afterwards protected by suitable means, such as water-

proof covering. This bar is then inserted in a hole previously made to

receive it, and the charges, b, are ignited, which it is preferred doing by

means of electricity, as is well understood; and for this purpose a central

hole or passage, c, is made in the bar for carrying the requisite wire,

and lateral holes are also made branching out of the central hole, c, and

communicating with the several charges, b, as shown in the diagram.

A peculiar expanding collar or ring is sometimes employed on a part

of the bar, which part is made conical, and which conical part is placed

Fi_'. 3. Fig. 2.

on or attached to a parallel rod, but of a smaller

diameter than the outer portion of the bar, and which

is made hollow for receiving the smaller rod. By
this arrangement the outer portion of the bar can

be forced against the expanding ring and conical

collar, or part of the bar, and in this way can be §|?

caused to tighten the bar, and act as a "tamping."

Secondly, It consists in placing over or against the

"tamping" over the blasting charge a movable
weight, which is effected by placing in or over the partially filled hole

a bar, which passes through a hole in the said weight, such bar being

furnished with a stop to retain the weight in its required position. By
means of these bars several parts can be simultaneously discharged at

once, as there may be several cartridges employed at relative distances

apart, as before referred to ; it not being always desirable in very deep
holes to confine the charge to the bottom.

Thirdly, It consists in making the cutting edge of seriated cutting

or boring tools with their teeth or serrations disposed or formed at

different angles in different portions of the same tool, so that a slight

movement of the tool will cause the serrations of one part of the tool

to cut in a different direction on the rock to that of the teeth last pre-

viously acting thereon.

The fourth part of this invention has reference to certain improve-

ments in the means for shaping and treating tools, described in the

specification of letters patent granted to Julian Bernard on or about

the 25th of April, 1865, No. 1192, and consists in making tools or chisels

employed in cutting or working stone, metal, and other hard substances,

by shaping the bevel of the tool in a correspondingly V-shaped steel die,

(shown in section at tig. 2), by the aid of a blow or powerful pressure,

whether the tool be in a hot or cold state, and in subsequently submit-

ting such partially-forrncd tool to a second and more open V-shaped die,

when by a powerful blow the cutting end or edge only of the tool will

be acted upon by the bottom or narrowest part of the die, thereby

compressing or consolidating such portion of the tool by rendering the

rnetal more homogeneous at that part.

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

The dotted lines in fig. 2 illustrate the contour of the V-shaped recess

of the first-mentioned die, and indicate clearly the difference in the form

or bevel of the recesses of the two dies, although it is preferred to

make these dies each in one solid piece, as shown It is obvious

that they may be made in two or more parts, so as to enable

the sides of the V-shaped matrix or recess to vary their angle. A
sectional elevation of one example of this arrangement is given at fig.

4, where a a are two pieces forming the sides of the die, and 6 is a

movable piece, which on being changed for one of a more or less acute

angle, as the case may be, will cause the sides, c c, of the matrix also to

form a more or less acute angle accordingly, as indicated by the dotted

lines, d is a bed or holder for supporting the several parts of the die,

and e e are adjusting screws for forming abutments for the side pieces,

a a, at any desired angle.

CORK CUTTING.

J. Henry Johnson, London and Glasgow.— Communicated by Messrs.

Hamjier & Butz, Philadelphia, U. S., A.—Patent dated June

25th, 1865.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of cork-

cutting machine, whereby all the successive operations for transforming

the bark of the cork tree into any of the various descriptions of corks,

may be conducted in such a manner, that several operations can be

simultaneously employed at different manipulations upon the same

machine, without hindrance to each other. This improved machine

consists, Firstly, of an arrangement and combination of mechanism

for cutting tapered corks from square or cylindrical blocks ; Secondly,

of an improved arrangement for effecting the preliminary operation of

cutting the raw bark into strips, and for subdividing these strips into

parallel or tapered blocks of any required size, to be subsequently

reduced to cylindrical or tapered corks in the first-mentioned part of the

machine ; Thirdly, of mechanism combined with the above for cutting

flat and cylindrical corks by means of revolving crown cutters : the

whole of these various subordinate combinations forming one complete

machine, driven by one main driving belt. The main shaft of the

machine carries a circular disc cutter at each end, the edges of which

are kept sharp by oil stones fitted to the framing, and held in contact

with the cutting edges as they revolve. One of these cutters, which is

of larger diameter than the other, is for cutting tapered corks from

square or cylindrical blocks ; these blocks are contained in a tray or

receptacle supported by a fixed bracket, and at the delivery mouth of

this receptacle there is an adjustable gauge, against which the block is

held by a blade spring until it is grasped between the adjoining enc's

of two rotating spindles. These spindles are contained in a sliding

frame, and one of them, which may be termed the "live spindle,"

receives a positive rotatory motion from an endless chain and chain

pulley, the other being merely carried round by the frictional contact

with the cork. A self-acting clutch and clutch lever throw the chain-

actuating pulley out of gear when the sliding frame is receding from

the cutter, so that the spindles may be at rest when in the act of

gripping the block, and, consequently, they take hold of it with greater

certainty and accuracy. The grip is obtained by the aid of a spiral

spring on one of the spindles. As the sliding frame approaches the

cutter with the block of cork to be cut, the clutch is thrown in gear

again, and the rotation of the spindles recommences. The cork having

been cut, and the sliding frame receding from the cutter, the spindles

are separated, in order to allow the cut cork to fall into an inclined

shoot below, which delivers it into a receptacle for the purpose. The

clutch above referred to is thrown in or out of gear by a projection in

the sliding frame coming in contact with the tail of the clutch lever, as

the slide moves to and fro. The separation of the spindles in order to

release the cut cork-, is effected by a movable or spring incline, which

acts upon the lower end of a lever, the upper end of which grasps a

collar on the spindle to be slid back. This incline enables the lever to

pass freely in one direction, namely, when approaching the cutter; but

acts upon the lever and releases the cork when moving in the opposite

direction, or receding from the cutter. The reciprocating motion of the

sliding frame is obtained by means of a chain or cord attached to

opposite ends of the slide, and passing under a drum or pulley to the

periphery of which it is secured. By turning this drum or pulley in

one direction or the other, by the aid of a lever handle, a reciprocating
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motion is imparted to the sliding frame. The apparatus for cutting the

bark into strips consists of the smaller one of the two circular disc cutters,

in combination with a table and adjustable gauge. The bark is laid

upon the table with its edge against the gauge, and the cutter by

revolving in the direction of the feed, draws in the bark as fast as it is

cut, without any force being required to pass it through the machine.

When subdividing these strips into blocks a sliding saddle is fitted on

to the table, and upou this saddle is placed a headpiece having a squar-

ing strip thereon, against which one side of the strip of cork is held whilst

being cut. This headpiece is pivoted to the saddle by a vertical

centre pin, upon which it is free to turn slightly in a horizontal plane,

so as to present itself, and the strip of cork upon it, at a horizontal

angle with the plane of the cutting edge of the circular cutter. This

angular movement is controlled by two screw pins passing through

slots in the headpiece, which screws, when tightened, serve to hold the

headpiece fixed in a position perfectly parallel to the cutter, when

parallel blocks are to be cut. When tapered blocks are required, the

headpiece is moved alternately from one strip to the other between the

successive cuts, and hence in lieu of the strip of cork being cut across

at right angles, which would produce parallel blocks, it is cut across

alternately at two opposite angles, thereby producing tapered blocks.

The apparatus for cutting flat and cylindrical ends, consists of a vertical

spindle, to the lower end of which are fitted different sized crown

cutters, according to the diameter of the cork3 required. Beneath this

spindle there is provided a table for supporting the cork to be operated

upon. The vertical spindle is driven by a twisted strap, from a driving

pulley on the main or disc cutter shaft of the machine, such strap

passing around a small fixed pulley on the vertical spindle. By having

the usual fast and loose driving pulleys on the main cutter shaft of the

machine, and driving the same by a belt, the whole of the different

operating parts receive motion simultaneously and in concert.

Fig. 1 of the diagrams is a side view of the improved cork-cutting

machine, combining the above-mentioned devices for effecting the

Fig. 1.

several successive operations; fig. 2 is a front view of the machine;
fig. 3 is a plan of that part of the machine in which the bark is first

sliced and then cut into blocks ; fig. 4 is a detached side view of the

feed arrangement of the tapering machine for cylindrical blocks ; fig. 5

is a plan thereof; fig. 6 is a detached plan view of part of the mechan-
ism for cutting tapered corks ; and fig. 7 a detached view of the feed

table of the tapering machine for square or bevelled blocks. A is the

main shaft of the machine, provided with fast and loose driving pulleys,

a a1
, and carrying at its extreme ends, outside of the adjustable bear-

ing, b b, the circular cutting discs or knives, B and C, the larger one of

which (b) serves to cut conical or cylindrical corks from blanks fed to

it by means of the sliding spindle frame, D. This frame (hereafter more
fully described) is fastened in an adjustable manner to the slide, E,

reciprocating in a bed, p. The feeding device for supplying cylindrical

blocks to the spindles for transmittal to the knife, B, is supported upon
a stand, c, and is constructed as follows :—Attached to the stand, c,

and vertically adjustable upon the same by means of a screw, d, there

is a rectangular piece, dx

; on the top of the horizontal part of dl
is placed

the gauge, e, which is adjustable lengthwise along rf', and secured by a
screw and nut. A receptacle, G, for the corks to be fed to the spindles

is provided on the top of e. The position in which the cork is placed

for being grasped by the spindles, J and J
1

, is best understood from fig.

4 ; resting upon the inwardly projecting end of d1
, the cork is lightly

pressed against the gauge, e, hy a spring pad, /, swinging upon a small

rock shaft, g, which pad is sufficiently 3delding to allow the cork to be
removed horizontally towards the cutting disc. A sliding movement of

the spindle frame, D, for alternately carrying the corks to the knife and
returning to the feed table for a next one, is given by means of a cord

or band, h, so attached to the opposite ends of the slide, E, and to the

periphery of a pulley, H, that hy means of a hand lever, H1
, on the pulley

shaft, i, motion is transmitted to E by the cord, h, in either direction.

The outward movement of the slide, E, is arrested by a fixed stop, I, on

the plate, F, while a screw, I
1

, serves as an adjustable stop for the move-
ment of E in the opposite direction ; by varying the position of this

c_^-a

screw the finished diameter of the screw is regulated with accuracy.

The spindle, J, for rotating the cork as it is presented to the cutting

edge of the circular knife, B, is driven by means of a chain, j, passing

over the pulleys, j
1 and j

1
, the latter being the driver, and receiving

motion through the bevel wheels, j
3

, and belt, j*, from the main shaft,

A. j
s

is provided with a clutch, and so actuated by a clutch lever, k,

and arm, ifc
1

,
projecting from the slide, E, that the spindle, J, ceases to

rotate as it recedes towards the feed table, and is in turn thrown into

action when approaching the cutting disc. The spindles being thus at

rest when grasping the blank to be conducted to the knife, will be much

more certain to take accurate hold of the blank than if they were revolv-

ing at the time. A rocking arm, K, actuated during the sliding motion

of E by an inclined plane, j
1
, and by a spiral spring, i

2
, on the spindle,

j
1

, serves to give the requisite sliding movements to that spindle for

alternately grasping and releasing the corks as they pass through the

machine. Although this sliding motion of one spindle only is ordinarily

sufficient, it may in some eases be advantageously given to both spindles.

The arrangement of the inclined plane, i
l
, and the manner in which it

actuates the double-armed lever, K, through the spindle, J
1

,
will be best

understood upon reference to fig. 6, where it will be seen that i
1

is

attached to a plate, L, in the following peculiar manner :— It has a

limited vibrating movement upon a ceutral axis, I. between two small

stops, 2 and 3, the axis, I, being confined in an oblong opening in the

plate, L ; a light coiled spring, 4, bears against one end of i
l
,
and brings

its other end in contact with the pin, 3. The operation of the whole

is as follows :—The lever, k, while holding the cork to the knife,
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occupies the position represented in fig. 2, and as it recedes towards the

feed table, its small friction roller, 5, brings up against i\ as shown in

dotted lines at fig. 6 ; by yielding to the inclined plane the lower arm of

K is drawn inward, and by a consequent movement of its upper end in

an outward direction, the cork just finished is released from between

the two spindles and falls down ; in this separated position the spindles

remain during the whole outward movement, until at the instant of the

slide, E, bringing up against the stop, I, the friction roller, 5, is liberated

from the inclined plane ; the spiral spring, f, being thus freed from its

previous compression, suddenly pushes the spindle, j
1

, inward, to make
it grasp the blank on the feed table. The roller, 5, on the arm, K,

is now in the position shown in dotted lines (fig. 6) ; and as upon the

advance of E toward the knife, this roller comes in contact with the

inclined plane, i
1
, on the opposite side, the latter will yield to it in the

oblong bearing of its axis, I, so as not to disturb the spindles in their

hold upon the cork to be cut; hi returning from the knife the described

Fig. Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6.

routine of movements is repeated. By an arrangement of hoppers or

inclined planes, clearly shown in fig. 1, the chips are separated from
the finished corks

; the former, curling up on the inner side of the knife,

fall into the large hopper, M, and are heaped up under the frame of the

machine
; while the corks as they leave the spindles are carried over

two inclined planes, m and n, into a separate receptacle. N and N1
are

small oil stones, so attached to their supports as to press lightly agaiust

opposite sides of the cutting edge of the knife, thus keeping it uniformly
sharp. The mechanism for cutting the bark into strips consists, in

addition to the small circular knife, c, of a table, o, and gauge, o1

; the

end of the piece of bark to be cut into slices is held against the gauge,
o1

,
and then laterally advanced toward the edge of the revolving cir-

cular knife, c, the direction of motion of which is such as to draw the

bark through without the least application of force on
the part of the workman. For the subsequent opera-

tion of reducing these strips into blocks, a sliding saddle,

p, is employed in addition to the gauge, o1
, which

saddle has a vibrating head-piece, Q. "When required

for cutting blocks with parallel sides, this head- piece is

permanently fastened upon the sliding saddle, P, in the

position shown in the engraving (fig. 3) ; but the same
parts are in a very simple and efficient mariner adapted

to cutting blocks with tapering sides, from which tapered corks can be cut
most economically. To this end the head-piece, q, is made to vibrate
upon an axis, p, this movement being limited between adjustable stops,

o a ; the strip of cork is laid upon the front part of the head, Q, against
the squaring strip, q

1

, and between successive cuts of the knife the head
is moved alternately from one stop to the other, so that the cork blocks
become tapered by thus reversing the angle for each successive cut.

In addition to the above mechanism the machine is provided with a
frame, P., carrying in bearings, s s, the hollow cutter spindle, T, for

cutting cylindrical and flat corks of any required diameter and thickness,

by means of changeable cutters set into the lower end of the spindle,

u is the table upon which rests the slice of cork to be operated on by
the revolving cutter, and v is the lever for actuating the cutter spindle

;

the latter is driven from a pulley on the main shaft, A, by means of a
half twist belt running over a small pulley, w.

Ha

FURNACES.
Ed. Bbown- Wilson, Glasgow.—Patent dated December 2, 1865.

Mb. Wilson's invention relates to certain improvements which are

applicable to several varieties of furnaces, but more particularly to such

as are used for puddling and boiling iron, as well as for the raising of

steam. In carrying out this invention into practice, the furnace bottom,

on which the fuel rests, is made of cast or malleable iron, or other suitable

material ; and at some distance below the plate above-mentioned, which

for the sake of distinction is called the first or fuel plate, a second plate

is placed, the two sides being closed by the brickwork of the furnace ; or,

if preferred, the sides may be closed with metal plates, as also the sides

of the fuel chamber, thus forming an air chamber between these plates

and the outside plates communicating with the chamber described below.

These metal side plates may be fluted, corrugated, or made in segments

;

and the first and second plates may be hung on hinges, so as to open

into the ash-pit, or doors may be placed therein. An air conduit is thus

formed, into which air is admited above the cleaning-out door or doors,

or otherwise ; as, for instance, by the well known plans of bringing the

air from the chimney and passing it under the bottom of the furnace, as

also past the sides and through the flame bridge, and, if desirable, using

the waste gases passing away through the chimney by any well known
plan. The upper part of the furnace is sloped, and in one side of the

slope a perforated plate or grating is placed for the passage of air into

the incandescent fuel ; or the perforations may be formed by segments,

or an open space may be left, or an open space and perforations may
he combined if desired. In the front of the perforations there is placed

another plate, having openings in it, which are closed by means of a

door or doors. By the combination of the perforated plate and outer

plate just referred to a hot air chamber is formed, from which the hot

air passes into the incandescent fuel. If the conduit plate be dispensed

with, the air may enter into the chamber just described in any manner

found most convenient, as, for example, through the doors, or at any

desired part of the chamber. The opposite side or back of the furnace

is sloped in a direction reverse to the front, or it may be vertical, and

may be faced with bricks fluted vertically.

The action of the furnace is as follows :—The air ascends through

the conduit into the chamber, and passes by means of the perforations

downwards into the incandescent fuel, whence it escapes, in order to

heat the operating chamber or flues. A hopper to contain fuel for a

period may sometimes be placed on the top of this description of furnace,

and air may also be sometimes admitted at or about the flame bridge,

or above the bridge through the roof; and if desirable the air may be

heated by any well known plan, or air may be admitted by perforations

or bars at the bottom of the inclined fuel bank.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section of

sr^>_ Fig. 1.

imts^ wm

a puddling furnace constructed according to this invention. In the fig.

A represents the puddling chamber of the furnace, and B the fuel or

combustion chamber. The bottom or hearth of the puddling chamber

is composed by preference of a cast-iron bedplate, c, and cast-iron sides,

D, which are lined in the usual manner; the bottom of the fuel or

combustion chamber consists of a cast-iron plate, E, built or fitted into

the side walls of the furnace, and forming a sloping fuel bed. r is a

top or hanging bridge in the fuel chamber for the purpose of retaining

the fuel in bank, and G is a bottom bridge between the puddling cham-
ber and the fuel chamber for the same purpose. At the upper end of

the sloping fuel bed there is fitted an air grid grating, or perforated plate,

II, for admitting hot air to the fuel, which fuel is supplied from the coal

hopper, I, kept air-tight by the close-fitting lid, K ; a hand-hole, L, being

formed at the neck of the hopper for facilitating the loosening of the
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coal at that part when found requisite. M is the ash chamber, pro-

vided with a hand-hole, N, for loosening the clinkers, and with clearing

doors, O. Beneath the sloping fuel bed there is fitted the inclined

plate, P, which may be built or fitted into the side walls, and forms an

air conduit to the hot air chamber, E, whence the air passes through

the grid or perforated plate, H, down into the fuel. The air for sup-

porting combustion primarily enters the furnace by the regulating valve

or damper, s, thence passes along the conduit, T, immediately beneath

the sole-plate of the puddling hearth, by which its temperature is

much increased ; it then passes in front of the ash chamber, and

enters the inclined conduit, where its temperature becomes again

elevated before finally entering the fuel chamber through the openings

at H. The front of the furnace is provided with doors, u, opening into

the hot air chamber, R, and with other doors, v, opening into the ash-

pit. X is the neck of the flue which leads to the ordinary chimney. The

fuel chamber is, or may be, provided with a hole, y, for testing the heat

of the furnace ; and the puddling chamber is furnished with a cinder

tapping hole, z, and a stopper hole, z'.

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical section of a modified arrangement

applied for generating steam.

K is an air inlet leading into

the top of the furnace chamber,

the air having been previously

heated by being collected in

the air chamber, e, which it

enters direct from the atmos-

phere. The fuel is supported

or kept back by the inverted

bridge, A, and rests upon the

sloping fuel plate, C ; it is fed

into the furnace from the coal

hopper, D, which is provided

with a tight-fitting lid or cover.

E is a hand-hole in the neck of

the hopper to facilitate the

loosening of the coal when
requisite. The fuel, as it is

consuined, gradually descends

the inclined fuel plate, C, and drops into the ash chamber, F, whence
the ashes are removed through the ash door, G. The air to Bupport

combustion enters by the front of the furnace, and passes between the

plate s and the fuel plate, C, along the air duct, formed thereby, lead-

ing to the hot air chamber, L, from which latter the air enters the fuel

chamber through the grid or grating, I, in a highly-heated condition,

v are doors opening into the hot air chamber and grating, I. B is an

ordinary fire bridge built across the flue, d, of the boiler. This arrange-

ment of furnace, with very slight modification, is equally applicable to

the boilers of portable, locomotive, and marine engines.

Fig. 3 represents a sectional elevation of part of a reverberatory

furnace of a slightly modified arrangement constructed in accordance

Fig. 3.

with this invention. The fuel in this modification rests upon an inclined

fuel bed, E, which is represented as being protected at its lower end by
a covering of fire-clay or bricks, e. Beneath the fuel plate, E, there is

fitted the plate, p, as before described ; and between this plate, p, and
the fuel plate, e, is introduced an inclined plate, e', which forms two

air conduits, Q and o/, the one leading from the ash-pit, v, to the hot

air chamber, R, and the other, o/, returning immediately underneath the

fuel plate, E, to the lower part of the furnace. The fuel is introduced

at the opening, K, which is provided with a lid to regulate the supply

of, or exclude, air.

GAS GENERATING AND ILLUMINATING APPARATUS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.—Communicatedfrom Messrs.

Pond, Richardson, & Morse, Rutland, Vermont, U. S., A.—
Patent dated December 23, 1865.

This invention relates principally to the construction and arrangement

of apparatus or machines for making illuminating gas by forcing atmos-

pheric air, or hydrogen, or carburetted hydrogen gas, or air mixed with

one or other of such gases, through the light and volatile hydro-carbon

fluids which form the secondary products of the distillation of coal, or

the oils emanating from coal or petroleum. Apparatus of this kind

are generally composed of an air-forcing apparatus and a vaporizer

combined for operation, so as to produce a steady flow of air well

charged with hydro-carbon vapour. This, however, can only be

effected by apparatus or machinery too voluminous to admit of porta-

bility, or of application to railway carriages or other like vehicles. This

invention, therefore, consists in so combining and arranging a gas

apparatus with a view to compactness and portability, that the same

may be used for illuminating purposes as a fixture in railway carriages

and other vehicles, or as a lamp or movable and portable apparatus in

houses, on board ships, and in other situations. In carrying out this

invention two conditions are requisite:

—

1st. That the air or other gases shall be forced or drawn through the

volatile hydro-carbon liquid by a mechanism, the operation of which

shall not be sensibly affected by the movement to which the apparatus

may be subjected.

2nd. That the air or other gases shall be so forced or drawn through

a column of volatile hydro-carbon liquid of such a length (equivalent to

height), as will insure the perfect saturation or charging of the air or

other gases with hydro-carbon vapour. For" this purpose it is proposed

to combine with an air pump a vaporizer, consisting of a hydro-carbon

fluid reservoir, provided with a funnel-shaped bottom, which terminates

in a pipe. This pipe may or may not be coiled, but its extremity is

turned upwards, and is connected with an air chamber provided with a

double-acting diaphragm air pump, operated by any convenient weight

of spring power clockwork mechanism. Valves for the admission and

expulsion of air or other gas to and from the air chamber are arranged

so that, at each stroke of the pump, air or other gas is admitted into

the air chamber and forced out through the pipe or coil into the fluid

reservoir, whence it escapes through another pipe or pipes leading to

one or more burners. In cases where the hydro-carbon fluid reservoir

is subjected to violent motion or shaking, the flow of gas is liable to be

occasionally either wholly or partially interrupted. To obviate this it

is proposed to provide in the fluid reservoir, and at a point below the

outlet of the gas, a spherical shield or cover having an aperture in the

centre through which the gas escapes. It is also proposed to regulate

and divide the current or flow of air or other gas into as fine streams as

possible, as it passes through the pipe or coil in communication with the

.jydro-carbon reservoir, by means of finely perforated diaphragms or

wicks drawn through such pipe or coil, or by other equivalent means.

Perforated diaphragms may be used for this purpose, placed either across

the pipe or coil, or across the reservoir, or both. A supply reservoir is

e .ployed in combination with the tubular vaporizer, for the purpose of

maintaining such vaporizer constantly supplied with fluid.

The accompanying engraving represents a sectional elevation of an

apparatus constructed according to this invention.

A is the reservoir, consisting of a hermetically closed cylindrical

vessel, the bottom of which is funnel-shaped, terminating at the centre

by a pipe, B, coiled spirally, helically, or in other convolute manner.

Above the reservoir there is an air chamber and pump, c, composed of

two parts, which are united by means of screws or bolts passing through

flanges, D, between wdrich is clamped and securely held the elastic or

flexible diaphragm, E, made of india-rubber, leather, or other suitable

material. To the diaphragm is imparted a reciprocating action, by

means of a clockwork or spring power mechanism, operating the rod, F,

which passes through the stuffing box, G, in the top of the air chamber.
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No special reference is here needed to the construction and operation of

the said mechanism. It will suffice to say, that it is similar to that of

a clock, being provided with a spring of requisite power, gear wheels,

regulating mechanism, and the proper means or devices for transmitting

rotary movement and converting the same into reciprocating movements.

One or more air admission valves, V, V, are arranged in the air chamber

on each side of the diaphragm ; and similar valves, w, w, but working

outwardly, i.e., for the expulsion of the air from the air chamber, are

arranged in the valve chambers, H, n, situate on each side of the

diaphragm and communicating with the pipe, B. I is a tube provided

with a funnel-shaped top, J, through which the fluid or hydro-carbon

liquid is poured into the reservoir; and K is a pipe which conveys the

air charged with vapour to the burner, L. M is a cock to shut off the

supply of gas to the burner. The operation of the apparatus is as

follows :

—

The reservoir, A, being first filled with hydro-carbon liquid to a level

some distance below the point of outlet of the gas, the coil of pipe, B,

will be supplied from the reservoir and thus kept constantly filled. The

clockwork or spring mechanism is now wound up, and imparts an up-

and-down motion to the pump rod, F. The engraving exhibits the pump
rod at the end of its upward stroke, having raised the diaphragm

whereby the air in the upper portion of the chamber was compressed.

The compression of the air caused the closing of the internal valve,

v, and the opening of the external valve, w, whereby the air contained

in the air chamber above the diaphragm is partly forced down and

through the pipe, B, and up and through the coil. While the air is

thus forced through the convolutions of the pipe, it becomes more or

less charged with the vapour of the volatile hydro-carbon fluid, accord-

ing to the length of the coil, which may be increased or decreased as

required. On the downward stroke of the rod, f, a precisely similar

operation, and with the same effect, will take place through the valves,

v and w. The former, owing to the compression of the air within the

lower compartment of the air chamber, is closed, while the latter is

opened, and the air is forced in the manner before described through

the pipe and coil, b, and becomes charged to a sufficient degree with

hydro-carbon vapour. The gas thus formed by the charging of air with

vapour, is collected in the upper part of the fluid reservoir, whence it

is allowed to escape through the pipe, K, to the burner, L, where it may
be ignited and burned for illuminating or healing purposes.

From the foregoing it will be understood that the important feature

of this invention is the circuitous arrangement of the pipe, B, whereby

air in a more or less continuous stream or column is kept moving

through or in contact with hydro-carbon liquid for a length of time

requisite to sufficient^' charge it with vapour, without, however, involv-

ing voluminous and expensive contrivances such as have heretofore

been used. An advantage which renders this machine peculiarly

adapted to railway carriages and vehicles, or for portable lamps, is that

the motion to which the fluid reservoir may be subjected will not

sensibly affect the operations of the machine. The motion of the liquid

in the vessel is, by the arrangement shown, confined to the supply-

reservoir, and does not take place in the coil, so that the column of

liquid through which the air is forced (i.e., the longitudinal develop-

ment of the coil) is constant^ the same or nearly so. If the motion of

the fluid vessel be violent, there is danger of the flow of gas being

occasionally wholly or partially interrupted, causing the extinguishing or

flickering of the flame of the burner. To obviate this it is proposed to

provide in the fluid vessel, and below the outlet of the gas, a spherical

shield or cover with a hole in the centre, through which the gas escapes.

Another important feature of this invention is the application of a

spring-power mechanism to work the air pump, which may be of any

known or suitable construction. By this means gas may be generated,

on the principle set forth, in a small and portable apparatus. The'

application of the diaphragm pump to lamps or gas machines as described,

offers the important advantage of doing away with friction more or less

attending the operation of all other pumps.

Although the improved apparatus is described with reference to its

use as a vaporizer of atmospheric air, it is to be understood that it may
be used with superior advantages as a carbonizer of hydrogen or other

gases. Experiments made with the improved machine, developed the

important fact, that if hydrogen or carburetted hydrogen gas be forced

through the coil, in lieu of or together with air, a more intense heat and

a brighter illuminating flame will be produced. Gas of great illuminat-

ing power may be produced by mixing in varying proportions carburetted

hydrogen gas, such as that obtained from ordinary gas works, with the

gas consisting of atmospheric air charged with hydro-carbon vapours.

It has also been found advantageous to regulate and divide the

current or flow of air into as fine streams as possible, as it passes through

the coil, by means of finely perforated diaphragms or wicking drawn

through the coil, or equivalent means. Perforated diaphragms may be

used for this purpose, either across the coil, or across the reservoir, or

across both.

In lieu of a spring power mechanism for operating the air pump,

any other available power and method of transmitting the same may be

used. Instead of a diaphragm pump, a piston pump or the rotary

pump ordinarily used in connection with gas machines may be employed.

Instead of the coil one or more tubes contracted at their lower or sub-

merged ends, or provided with contracted branch tubes, may be used

with good effect. The object of the contraction is to condense the air

in the tube and expand the same when entering the hydro-carbon fluid,

whereby it becomes well charged with its vapour. Instead of atmos-

pheric air being passed through the machine described, carburetted

hydrogen gas, i.e., the ordinary illuminating gas, may be passed through,

thereby greatly increasing its illuminating power.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Handbook of Natural Philosophy. By Dionysius Lardner,

D.C.L. Electricity, Magnetism, and Acoustics. Seventh Thousand:

Revised and Edited by G. C. Foster, Professor of Experimental

Philosophy in University College, London. Walton & Maberly.

1866. Pp. 436.

Lardner's Handbooks of Natural Philosophy have always been

popular as introductions to the branches of science of which they treat.

They exhibit mastery of the subject, are couched in clear language, and

are copiously illustrated by diagrams and figures. Hence, as elementary

books, no better can be recommended to persons desirous of acquiring

a general but accurate view of physical science. The present volume is

devoted to Electricity, Magnetism, and Acoustics ; and a new edition

having been called for, the work has been subjected to the revision of

Professor Foster, who seems to have gone carefully over the whole, and

brought it into harmony with the best teaching of the day, by numerous

corrections and additions.
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Results Under Act 7 & 8 Vict., Cap. 32 (1844) ; showing every

change of the rate of Discount, the Stock of Bullion, Bank Notes in

reserve, and Amount held by the public, with the price of Consols

on the respective days of change, continued up to 12th May, 186G.

Also the variations in the rate of Discount charged by the Banks

of England and France, from 19th July, 1844, to 12th May, 1866.

By Charles M. Willich. London : Longmans & Co. 1866.

Although this is only a pamphlet of five pages, it must have cost the

author, who was formerly the Actuary and Secretary to the University

Life Assurance Society, no slight amount of labour in its compilation.

For reference during the present crisis and the coming discussion on

the Bank Charter Act, it will be found useful for dates and facts, and

we recommend it to the notice of those interested in these important

matters.

The Report of the American Patent Office at Washington
for 1862, 2 vols., published in 1865.

This Report has been forwarded to us with the following note, to

which we willingly give publicity :

—

" Sir,—Complying with instructions from the Honourable the Com-
missioners of Patents, Washington, to transmit to you, free of expense,

a copy of the report of the United States Patent Office for the year

1862 2 vols., recently published ; we send the package addressed as

below.

" The United States Patent Office being desirous to procure publica-

tions which relate to the operations and benefit of the Patent System,

and to the progress of arts and manufactures, in exchange for its own
publications, we avail ourselves of this opportunity to inform you that

we send to that office, and to other public institutions in America, at

the beginning of every month, and inclose all books or parcels which

may be presented.

" We are, your obedient servants,

Stevens Brothers,

American Library and Literary Agency,

17 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London.

"October, 12, 1865."

These volumes, like all the reports of the American Patent Office,

consist of the commissioners' report and of an immense number of small

but clear lithographed illustrations of all the inventions patented in the

States within the period, which are of a character to require or to admit

of illustration. There is no mechanics' institute, or other like technical

library of reference, that ought to be devoid of a copy of these reports.

SPON'S POCKET-BOOKS.

A Hand-Book of Formulas, Tables, and Memoranda for Archi-
tectural Surveyors and Others Engaged in Building. By

John Thomas Hurst, C.E. Sgcpnd Edition (very small Pocket

8vo). Spon. 186G.

POCKET-BOOK OF USEFUL FORMULAE AND MEMORANDA FOE CIVIL

and Mechanical Engineers. By Guilford L. Molesworth,
M.I.C.E. Tenth Edition (same size as the preceding). Spon. 1866.

Mr. Spon has inaugurated in these, the first pocket-books in English

at all worthy of our position as a nation of mechanics, and the utmost
credit is due to him for the skilful and judicious manner in which he
has materially produced the brain work of his two authors, in these

extremely neat and portable little end-opening pocket-books, which,
though stuffed full of matter like cotton under the press, are so well and
orderly arranged and so clearly printed, that reference helped by a good
index, is very easy. It would be vain to attempt to give any notion of

the enormous mass of data, rules, formula?, and tables that are found in

either of these volumes. They are really an immense advance upon
the class of such works that we had occasion to comment on in our last

part. The wonder is to us, how it- is possible to get those sold with
such pocket-books as these of Spon's in the market. The fact that the

former are sold is, we may assume, proved by their continued publica-

tion, and the inference is that those who continue to buy them, not only

are too ignorant to know bad from good, but are even ignorant that good
exists. Whatever the imprimatur of our honestly given praise may

be worth to either the authors or the publisher, we most freely render

it to both.

If there be any point that we would counsel, it would be, that with

advantage, rather less plethora of matter might perhaps be included in

Mr. Hurst's Pocket-book, and that possibly the thinness of the fine paper

upon which Mr. Molesworth's has been printed, with a view to porta-

bility, has been carried rather far for great durability in rough usage.

The little books are beautifully got up as to binding, &c, and wonder-

fully cheap.

POCKET-BOOKS.

Engineering Facts and Figures for 1864. By Andrew B. Brown,
Mechanical Engineer. 8vo. Fullarton & Co., London and Edin-

burgh. 1865.

We suppose we may view this work as of the class pocket-book,

though it is much more than a pocket-book of reference— an excellently

well written and tolerably exhaustive resume of nearly all that is new in

industrial art or applied science within its year. The present volume is

a decided improvement upon the last, noticed in previous parts of the

Practical Mechanic's Journal, and yet that was very good.

Under fourteen divisions the subjects possessing novelty and import-

ance are noticed under the following heads :—Boilers, steam engines,

steam fire engines, steam hammers and forging machinery, chains,

cables, and anchors, railways, ships, metals used in construction, notes

upon working and use of iron, building materials, bridges, roofs, reser-

voirs, agricultural machinery, machinery in general, machine construc-

tion, miscellaneous. Under these, many minor heads are embraced, so

that the mere catalogue of heads gives but an imperfect notion of the

matter in this work, which is a welcome addition to technical annual

literature in England.

The Patentee's Manual: being a Treatise on the Law and Practice

of Letters Patent, especially intended for the use of Patentees and

Inventors. By James Johnson, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-

at-Law ; and J. Henry Johnson, Assoc. Inst, C.E., Solicitor and

Patent Agent, Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow. Third edition,

revised and enlarged. London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1866.

The call for a third edition of this work is a conclusive proof that it

satisfies a want on the part of patentees and inventors, to whom a plain

statement of the law bearing upon the subject of letters patent for

inventions is obviously a matter of great importance. The authors have

attempted to expound the statutes and judicial decisions in clear and

popular language, and have endeavoured to give a concise but ample

and strictly correct enunciation of the law, with an examination of the

decided cases to the latest date. The practical acquaintance with the

subject which the authors possess is some guarantee that they have

treated it from a practical point of view. It may be added that there

will be found here a summary of the latest decisions on the new practice

in the Court of Chancery as to the proceedings for injunctions and

damages. The following is a synopsis of the contents of the book :

—

Chapter I.—Preliminary.

Chapter II.—The subject-matter or nature of a patentable invention,

which may be thus classed :—

1. Vendible articles, the result of chemical or mechanical processes,

such as medicines, felt, waterproof cloth, &c.

2. Machines, or improvements in machines.

3. Processes ia some cases requiring, in others not requiring, special

machinery.

After showing that bare principles are not patentable, processes are

treated of, and then inventions are considered with reference to the fol-

lowing division :

—

New contrivances applied to a new object or purpose.

New contrivances to effect well-known objects.

Simple combinations of two or more known things.

New modes of applying known things.

Modes of manufacture differing from an old process only in the

omission of a step.

The point as to the amount of invention required to support a patent

is then considered.

Chapter III.—The incidents of utility and novelty required by law to

accompany every patentable invention are treated of, thus :

—
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Novelty : What is public user ?

Prior user by inventor.

Do experiments made previous to the date of a pateut

vitiate it?

Meaning of the expression " true and first inventor."

Publication in printed books, or in specifications under prior

patents.

Chapter IV.—Who may be a patentee ? Original inventors, and
importers of new inventions from a foreign country.

Chapter V.—The title of a patent is here considered, and the

importance of accuracy insisted on, many patents having been rendered

void by a mistake at the beginning.

Chapter VI.—The specification, and the numerous points which

require attention in its preparation, are here treated of. It must clearly

describe the invention, must distinguish what is old from what is new,

must claim no more than the patentee is entitled to, must mention

everything that is e'ssential to the carrying of the invention into

effect, &e.

Chapter VII.—-The letters patent : their duration and extent.

Chapter VIII.—The subject of disclaimers ; documents required to

be filed when specifications have claimed more than ought to have been

claimed.

Chapter LX.—The manner of obtaining a confirmation of letters

patent when it is discovered that some other person had invented or

used the same invention before the date of the patent, although it had
not been publicly and generally used.

Chapter X.—The extension or prolongation of letters patent ; under
what circumstances, and how, obtainable at the expiration of the time

originally granted.

Chapter XI.—The assignment of letters patent, and licenses under
them.

Chapter XII.—The mode of proceeding for infringements is here

treated of.

Chapter XIII.—The action of Scire Facias for the repeal of letters

patent.

Chapter XIV.—The Commissioners of Patents, and the Patent Office.

In the bulky Appendix will be found the statutes, rules, and forms,

and an abstract of the patent law in the following foreign countries and
British colonies :

—

Foreign Countries.—America, United States of, Austria, Bavaria,

Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Denmark, France, German Zollverein, Hanover,
Holland, Italy, Mexico, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Prussia, Roman
States, Russia, Saxony, Spain, Sweden, Wurtemberg.

British Colonies.—British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope,
Ceylon, India, Jamaica, Newfoundland, New South Wales, New
Zealand, Queensland, Tasmania, Trinidad, Victoria (Australia).

A table of cited cases, including every important case up to the

present time, and a copious index, complete the work.

The Wedgwoods. Being a life of Josiah Wedgwood, with
Notices of his Works and their Productions, and a History of the
early Potteries of Staffordshire. By Llewellynn Jewitt, F.S.A.,
&c. 1 vol. 8vo., Illustrated. Virtue Brothers, 1865, London.

The potter's art, in its naked simplicity almost coeval with the human
race, probably practised and even much improved in the further Asia
while flint arrow points and notched bones were the productions of
onr own troglodyte ancestors of Gaul and Britain, has suffered some
strange vicissitudes in this western world of ours, Europe.

Long before Christianity, even in the remote days when the Book of
Job was written, pottery had been pretty largely improved from the rude,
soft, half-baked cinerary urns of a probably still higher antiquity, or the
hero of that grand old epic could not have been properly represented
as scraping his tortured skin with a " potsherd," for hard baked pottery
alone will fracture with a keen though obtuse edge. Nineveh and
Babylon had fashioned their impressed bricks or rather tiles. Egypt
had made its red ware, whose fragments Mr. Horton found entombed
beneath forty feet of Nile mud, whose annual deposit may yet have
been but a tenth of an inch in depth. Syria had its " water pots,"
old Latium its wine and oil jars, and funereal vessels ; Etruscans and
Puglians, and the Sicilians of Magna Gracia had brought the art,

both in material and in ornamentation, to a perfection that has never

been surpassed. In early Greece, a land of mountain and marble, of

sculptors and architects, the potter's art seems never to have occupied

the prominent position that it did in the great Italian plains; an ancient

example of what we find at all times, and in all places, of how dependent

upon the accident of circumstance is the spread of every art or its

restriction
;
just as in one of its latest phases, pottery took root and

spread in Staffordshire because of the coexistence of clays and coal.

Great as was the perfection to which the pottery of these its most ancient

sites in Europe had attained, the breaking to pieces of the Roman
empire, the centre of all power in Europe, when it fell by its own
weight

—

ruit sua mole,, the gradual formalizing and decay in vital power

of the ancient European beliefs and the filling of the void these left

by the new creed of Christianity ; the stirring up of the hives of northern

nations, Teuton and Scythian, and at length their armed migrations and

plundering inroads, upon the rich luxurious and civilized regions of

the south—gradually, within about 400 years, drew over Europe that

tremendous cloud of dark ignorance, superstition, and "violence, which

for 600 years more settled upon the nations and constituted the well so

called " dark ages." The fictile, like almost every other art, was gradu-

ally lost or extinguished in those gloomy days, which dreaming church-

men and antiquaries in our own, are pleased to call "the ages of faith."

Few arts remained in existence beyond those absolutely necessary to a

life little other than savage, between the ninth and the twelfth centuries,

except those that belonged either to the wants of the Church, i.e., of

priestcraft and monkish superstition, or of chivalry, that is, of high-

handed and unrestrained violence of every lawless rough rider who
could gather a band of cut-throats to do his bidding. Tt was not

universally so ; but on the whole, such was the aspect of Europe of the

middle ages, and such brittle stuff as china fitted not for gauntletted

hands, nor could it be prized by woman, reduced amongst the oppressed

and oppressing masses, to a beast of burden, or in a higher grade to be

the implement of pleasure only, and the tool of superstition.

The arts of the monkish architect and mason survived, but these

found no field in their works for fictile decoration or use, except in

encaustic or impressed tiles, or in the baked tessarm for mosaic wall

ornament ; and so the potter's art too, suffered total eclipse.

And when after a time Europe began once more to awake from its

lethargy of ages, while the potter's art still continued to supply the

coarser wants of hollow vessels, those which began to get into use

amongst the great, for ornament and use alike, were at first mainly of

metallic work, " latten," and gold and silver ; and these were the chief

ornaments of royal and knightly boards, down even to the days of the

later of our own Tudors, and to those of the opening time of Pallissy.

Glass blowing and glass staining had an earlier revival, for it had

its ecclesiastical uses, and indeed does not seem to have ever been so

completely extinguished in the dark ages as was the kindred art of

ornamental pottery. Old drinking vessels of rude glass, some of them

rudely enamelled with strange devices, seem to have been fabricated in

Southern Germany at a period of the middle ages anterior to any attempts

at anything deserving the name of ornamental pottery or china.

Indeed in Saxony and Bavaria, abundant in mines and minerals, and

in some of their ancient burgher cities, such as Nuremberg, the very

earliest attempts at the production of fine pottery or ornamented earthen-

ware appear to have been made about the end of what we call the

middle ages, probably before the middle of the fifteenth century.

Europe once more now began to get settled again, commerce to

spread, navigation to extend, the rest from violence to permit some

approaches towards comfort and money's worth in the peoples, and counts

and graeffs, doges and kings and kaisers to settle themselves down in

princely palaces and splendour ; and once more the longing for ornament

on royal tables in the shape of fine pottery showed itself.

Through Tartary and Russia by land, through Asia Minor and

Arabia by land and sea, the merchants of Venice and of Southern Ger-

many appear to have early obtained some samples of the porcelain of

China itself, as it had been made there generation after generation.

Later still the Portuguese brought it round the Cape. It was a royal

luxury, and the thought that it was a right royal work to try and

imitate it in Europe, seems to have been the origin of the many ancient

china manufactories about the old courtly cities, which sprung up in

the sixteenth century, and survive to our day, in those of Berlin, Vienna,

Meissen or Dresden, Madrid, St. Cloud, Sevres, and even Copenhagen.

But while these and imported eastern china supplied the wants

of the wealthy classes of Europe from our William III. 's time or
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thereabouts, down to George lll.'s first years, there was nothing for the

commonalty but the coarsest brown or red ware, much of it even

unglazed, or Dutch delph, or poor, soft, white or yellowish ware

like it, made in many parts of Germany and of Fiance. Plates amongst

the bourgeoisie were of pewter, upon the peasant or artisan's table were of

wood, as were still most of their drinking vessels.

Such in very brief, and in many respects therefore necessarily an

inexact and incomplete picture, yet on a broad scale is the European

history of pottery for the last two thousand years or so.

At the close of the time we have hurriedly sketched, Wedgwood,

the subject of Mr. Jewitt's biography, came upon the scene, having been

born in 1730. We must not suppose that Wedgwood created the

Staffordshire Potteries. On the contrary, as Mr. Jewitt has very well

and very fully shown, there were not a few men of energy and capa-

bility there before, who were anxiously striving to improve the coarse

manufactures of the place, and not without effect. But a great field

was open to the man who should make a sufficient advance in improve-

ment in native English pottery, as should draw to it public attention,

and make it the rival of Dutch and French delph ware, and of French,

Indian, and German china. This Wedgwood was able to effect. About

17G3 he had fully effected the practical production of some of his

improved wares. A man of wonderful common sense, shrewd, active,

far-seeing as to the issue of enterprises, skilful in the choice of agents

and co-workers, such as Bentley his partner, Chisholm his experiment-

alist, chemist, so to say (though his chemistry or Wedgwood's own seems

to have been but very slight), Flaxman the sculptor, his minister of taste,

he was also of unflinching perseverance and, though maimed of one

limb, of restless activity. Full, too, of worldly policy, he saw how
useful royal patronage might be made, presented his biscuit services to

Queen Charlotte, and became known as the Royal Potter. In pretty

rapid succession appeared his jasper ware, basaltic ware, bamboo
ware, and white agate ware (the forerunner of our Parian), and of which

Wedgwood mortars and pestles used for long to be made, and are still

so called. All these were little more than ringing changes on the one

hard white pottery which he had been able to produce, and which

admitted of various colouring; but they kept up in the public mind
and market the remembrance of Wedgwood, and so served his mer-

cantile views. So also when the Barberini vase, now in the British

Museum, which had been found iu the tomb of Alexander Severus, was
to be sold at the death of the duchess of Portland, he resolved to pur-

chase it, and make copies to be sold at a large sum each. Now-a-days
it is not to be denied that this celebrated vase scarce deserves the

encomiums that were long lavished upon it as a work of fine art, nor

even as an example of matchless texture, as of the potter's art. But
archaeology, and taste, and dilletantism, and English wealth were not

then as they are with us now, and Wedgwood's strong mercantile head
no doubt saw that £1000 or £1200 invested in the purchase of the vase

itself, and perhaps twice that amount in the imitation of it properly,

although it might not be repaid directly, by the sale he had guaranteed

him beforehand of fifty copies at fifty guineas each, would yet well

repay itself in the end in the reputation he must gain, and the wide-

spread advertisement in influential quarters that must result.

While by no means prepared to affirm that Wedgwood was insensible

to art, to beauty of form and colour in its productions, we must con-

fess the impression we have had of Wedgwood long before we saw
this admirably written book of Mr. Jewitt, and not since altered by
reading his fair and impartial, and painstaking biography, is that he
had himself but little love or enthusiasm for art, and not much know-
ledge of its laws ; but that he was a man eager to succeed in whatever
he took in hand, and with great administrative ability chose those whose
artistic or scientific talents could be made available to assist his ends
and aims, and with a subtle intuition saw every ancillary means that

might be brought to bear in prosecuting his success. We do not say
this disparagingly, for it is obvious that Wedgwood had larger aims
than merely accumulating money, and that he was neither an unusually
selfish man, nor one whose career admitted of the slightest slur being
cast upon it at any period. But his heart was in commercial success—in making Staffordshire the centre of a vast and world-wide pottery
trade, which he actually did, and in being known himself as the Etrurian
king of its potters.

Commencing his career with a legacy of £20, he lived to amass
wealth that enabled him to bequeath many legacies of £25,000 and
£30,000 each to his relatives. Finding when a youth but a few hundred

people dependent on pottery in the whole Burslem region, he was able

proudly to tell the House of Commons that 10,000 persons earned

their daily bread by the industry he had been so mainly instrumental

in calling into improved and extended existence. A great man truly,

and one worthy of a well written biography in the history of the British

worthies of art and industry that so wonderfully cropped up at the end

of the last century.

In nothing is Mr. Jewitt's work more commendable than in the

sobriety with which, though taking all the pains that belong to the love

of his labour, he has dealt with his hero's merits. He nowhere tries

to make of him a pottery god, a gilded joss-house china image, as

would assuredly have been done had his biographer belonged to the

school of him of Stephenson.

Wedgwood can scarcely be viewed in the true acceptation of the word

as a man of science ; he had enough of clear common sense to deduce

the right conclusion from trials and experiments, and so to improve

empiric art. But even that which has been most widely connected with

his name as a mark of the scientific investigator, namely, his pyrometer

for measuring high degrees of heat, the memoirs on which were read

to the Royal Society in 1782-84, and were translated into French

and Dutch, proves how little the bent of his mind was towards the dis-

covery of abstract truth, apart from a direct concrete end resulting in

material benefit or in money. The method of pyrometric measurement

was based on the contraction which clay pieces undergo at high tem-

peratures, the amount of contraction being supposed proportionate to the

temperature. But Wedgwood had omitted to investigate with care

how far a low temperature acting for a long time might not produce as

much contraction as a higher one for a brief period, and had equally

neglected to insure, by any exact chemical or other means, a uniformity

in the material of his clay for the test pieces; indeed if made up moist,

as was alone practised in his day, this may be said to have been

impracticable.

Nor must it be forgotten in attempting to estimate the final effect

that the genius and euergy of Wedgwood has had upon the development

of our British trade in pottery and china, that there were other great

men, and of vast acumen and energy, working in his day even in the

same field. Such were Cookworthy, of Plymouth, who was the actual

discoverer, and experimenter up to perfection in use, of our Cornish

porcelain clays, the introduction of which has nearly revolutionized our

British manufacture, and Champion, of Bristol, who was associated with

him, and carried on remarkable works at Bristol, though these were

finally not a commercial success, for reasons which it would take too

much space to go into now; but neither would they then, and at Bristol,

have been a commercial success, though Wedgwood himself had been

at the head of them.

Wedgwood was a man of large, broad views, one who would have

been a great minister in all likelihood, had his career been thrown into

politics. This is very evident in his proceedings about improving the

old Staffordshire roads, in promoting the Grand Trunk and the Trent

and Mersey Canals, and in his address to the workers of the Potteries

on occasion of famine and riots. He came of an ancient Staffordshire

lineage, and although poor in childhood, as was his father, may be

almost said to have come of gentle blood.

The whole family, from his own time downwards at least, seem to

have been more than usually remarkable for capacity, and one of them,

his eldest son, Ralph Wedgwood, showed much inventive power. He
certainly saw by anticipation the great features of the electric telegraph,

although, had Lord Castlereagh iu 1813 consented to adopt his proposals

with respect to it, the scheme must inevitably, owing to the then back-

ward state of electrical science, have ended in failure. It was not until

the constant battery and Oerstedt's discovery had been completed, that

an electric telegraph became practicable ; nor until our riches and

internal connections and commerce had been extended beyond what

they were in 1813, that if successful as a scientific instrument, it ever

could have paid as a mercantile one. Ralph Wedgwood also invented

the manifold writer, still in use for copying letters, &c. The claim set

forth by Mr. Jewitt for Edgington or Wedgwood as having anticipated

photography is far more dubious —indeed, rightly understood, we think

untenable.

A brief and modest, but striking picture of what "pottery " had done

for Staffordshire in Wedgwood's own time, and within the memory of

his contemporaries, will be found in his address to the working people

at the time of the scarcity of 1783, already alluded to, at page 301 of
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Mr. Jewitt's work. Wedgwood dii.'d at his house, Etruria, in January,

1795, aged sixty- five years. His features, as preserved in the portrait

of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and in the busts and cameos, show strong will,

energy, and perseverance in a purpose, and clear, good mental power,

but sustain our impression that he was not a man by nature either an

artist or a scientific philosopher, but of the mould of men by whom
great trades and industries are slowly, surely, and completely evolved,

and their success accomplished, broadened, and made secure : a mer-

chant prince, and something more.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS OF IRELAND.

president's address.

(Continued from page 90.)

v
It was very gratifying to find, after several years' experience, that the dimen-

sions of the channel were so well adjusted to the velocity of the water flowing

through it that no silting up had taken place for several years; what dredging has

taken place in it has been caused by adjoining works, principally the inclosure

of the slob on the county Down side of the river. Before commencing the channel

vessels drawing more than 5 feet water could not get up to the town at low water,

bat on its completion there were from 10 to 11 feet, and from the upper end of the

channel downwards towards Garmoyle there is now not less than 13 feet at low
water, and at high water spring tides 22 feet.

" In looking at the plan of Belfast harbour (Plate 5) it will seen that Garmoyle is

a deep pool commencing near the Seal Channel, where it begins to deepen, and con-

tinues to do so as far as the buoys of the Middle Bank, where there is 19 feet at low

water; it then gradually shallows till it reaches the lighthouse, where the pool

ceases, and the lough becomes of the general level. Various reasons for this forma-

tion have been given, as very little alteration, if any, has taken place in it for many
years, the most favourite one being that the bottom of it is filled with springs from

the land. In examining the Seal Channel in opposition to some of the railway

bills, I found that wherever the Seal Channel sent out forks, or minor channels,

there it immediately deepened the same as Garmoyle, which commences to deepen

at the junction of the old channel of the Lagan with Joy's Channel. Do not these

pools arise from the current of the two streams forming eddies at their junction,

which the soft slitch of the lough is not able to withstand, and gulls itself into a

hole or pool ? I mention this, as there may be some novelty in the idea, but it is a

very feasible one, for the ground is so soft, as I have previously stated, that it will

not stand at a less slope than 5 to 1. It is causing great annoyance to our pre-

sent works.
" Simultaneously with the making of the Victoria Channel the river opposite the

town was very much widened, as well as straightened, from the bridge downward
to the upper end of the channel. The Queen's Quay was put 250 feet farther into

the county of Down than the margin of the river; and on the opposite side Donegal
Quay was removed 50 feet into the river, so as to gain width for sheds between it

and the street.

"1 am sorry that I cannot give you any information respecting the increase in

the velocity of the tide after the making of the channel. I did not take any obser-

vations till after it was opened, when at half ebb it ran from § to 1 mile per hour
daring neaps, and in freshes

1
J to 1 { miles per hoar. I do not think the alteration

made much difference, as the tide had free scope up to the town when I took my
observations ; but as the banks of the river are being gradually closed in by our
improvements, I expect a change i3 taking place.

" Since the formation of the Victoria Channel upwards of 7800 feet of quays
have been made or renewed, and a patent slip erected capable of taking up vessels

of 1000 tons. We have works in progress that will cost £150,000, the principal

being a graving dock, 450 feet long and 15 feet water on the cill at high water
neaps; also a floating dock, 1400 feet long and 500 feet wide, capable of taking in

vessels drawing 23 feet at neap tides."

A third harbour to the improvements of which we may point with pleasure is

that of Londonderry, at present probably the most rising town and port in Ireland.

I have been favoured by my friend, Mr. Thomas Stevenson, of Edinburgh, one of
the engineers engaged in these improvements, with the following brief account of
the works, to the complete success of which I can speak from personal knowledge,
having been myself intrusted by tbx port and harbour commissioners with the
valuations of the whole of the ancient quays, frontages, and wharfage property,
extending to nearly a mile in length, preparatory to their being swept away, to
make room for the new quay, alongside which ships drawing more than 20* feet

can lie up :

—

M So recently as 1854 the quays of Londonderry were owned by private indi-
viduals, each proprietor occupying a portion of the quay in front of his warehouse,
and building his own quay in any direction and of any material, according to his
own fancy. Each portion of quay was walled in, and there was no thoroughfare
along the harbour in front of the warehouses. A more inconrenient arrangement
could hardly be conceived. In 1854, however, an Act of Parliament was obtained
incorporating the commissioners of the port and harbour of Londonderry, and em-
powering them to levy dues and borrow money for the purchase of the private quays
and the construction of works on a large scale for the improvement of the port.

These works were designed and carried out by Messrs. David and Thomas Stevenson,
of Edinburgh. The whole of the private quays have been purchased and removed

;

spacious quays, affording a roadway of 50 to 80 feet in width, have been formed
along the harbour for a distance of 3730 feet, at a cost, including dredging vessels
and the purchase of property, &c (which amounted to about £64,000), of about
£130,000. Anew graving dock has also been constructed. It is 314 feet in
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length, and has a depth of 6 feet 9 inches at low water of spring tides, or 15 feet

9 inches at high water on the cill, and with pumping-engine and other necessary

appliances has cost about £24,000. The works of the quays were chiefly con-

tracted for by Mr. M'Cormick, M.P., and Mr. M. M'Clelland, and those for the

dock by Mr. Hugh Kinghorn, of Leith. The whole was carried through by Mr.

M 'Donald, as resident engineer, under Messrs. Stevenson. The only other portion

of the parliamentary work remaining to be executed is the dredging of the "flats"

in the lower part of the estuary, which it is intended to deepen to the extent of 3

feet for a distance of nearly a mile, so as to afford a depth of 22 feet at high water.

These dredging operations in Lough Foyle have been as yet only partially carried

out. In addition to these works several lighthouses have been either built or

remodelled. The Royal Mail Montreal Steam Ship Company's first-class American

steamers now make Londonderry their port of "call" and "departure" for landing

and embarking mails and passengers ; and the ancient city of Deny, with its

rapidly-increasing trade and its connection with the whole northern part of Ireland,

bids fair to be soon one of the most flourishing ports in that country.

" The works were commenced in 1855, since which time the tonnage of the port

has nearly doubled itself, and, as stated by the secretary in his letter of 2nd October,

1865, l
it is the general opinion of the commissioners that the same amount of

accommodation has nowhere been supplied at a lesser cost, and every portion of the

works still maintains as high character for stability and effectiveness as when
completed.' "

The Vartry waterworks for the supply of this city, though a needlessly expensive

project, will no doubt when completed afford an excellent supply. Of these some

account was recently given by Mr. Neville to the meeting of the mechanical engineers

in this city, which was probably listened to by the majority of our own members.

Before concluding I will briefly advert to one topic more, though a little out of

its proper place, inasmuch as it is one that presents the fairest opportunity of

establishing in this country a new branch of manufacture and a genuine source of

remunerative return, under conditions which Ireland presents peculiarly well-

developed.

Henri Sainte Claire Deville, the illustrious French chemist, in the course of certain

recent researches, has discovered that some compounds of hydrate of lime and hydrate

of magnesia afford a cement of eminently hydraulic properties, and setting rapidly

under water. He has further found that the natural dolomites, which consist of

carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia, in proportions either of one atom of

each, or of two or three atoms of the lime carbonate to one of magnesia, if calcined

at a very low red heat and ground to powder, produce without any other treatment

a fast-setting hydraulic cement, which becomes so hard that it may be employed

also as an artificial stone, which for architectural purposes retains the fine warm
tint of colour of the dolomite in its natural state. Now in many parts of Ireland

dolomite is abundant as a quarry rock. It can be obtained of a fine creamy white

colour, and very free from iron and manganese, which would in the preparation

darken its colour as a cement.

The amount of heat required for its calcination is very slight, and may with great

advantage and cheapness be communicated in furnaces heated by gas evolved by

the imperfect combustion of peat, employing a modification of Charles Siemens'

regenerative furnace. The calcined stone can be ground by water-power, and the

casks for packing the cement may be a subsidiary manufacture, and even made from

small native timber, but little skilled labour is required. The materials are all at

hand ; the product directly marketable. The process which has been given to the

world by Deville is hampered with no patent. Here seem to be the conditions for

at least one new industry in Ireland. Let us hope that the hint may not fall wholly

unproductive.

Gentlemen, I have at length done. I am conscious that I have occupied your

attention at an almost unreasonable length, but we have had a wide scope of subjects

to engage us ; and while none are without points of contact to us as engineers, on

some that have been touched upon we must, whether as connected by different ties

to this country or as British subjects, feel deeply interested, for they bear upon the

welfare of all most dear to us. Gentlemen, I thank you once more for the honour

you have done me, and for the patience with which you have heard me.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

ON GRANITE WORKING. By Geohge W. Mum, Esq.

It is not my intention, in this paper, to attempt a scientific account of the origin,

composition, and geological place of granite. It is intended chiefly to exhibit granite

as it is in the rough, show what can be done with it by art, and tell you how and

where it may be procured.

The districts in Scotland from which granite is chiefly obtained are Aberdeenshire,

Argyleshire, Dumfriesshire, and the Stewartry of Kircudbright. In Aberdeenshire

and Argyleshire the grey and red varieties are found, but in the south of Scotland

the grey only, and that generally of a very light shade.

Although Aberdeen has acquired the reputation of being the source of the granite

now so much used for architectural and monumental purposes, very little of the finer

qualities can be had from the immediate neighbourhood of that city. The quarries

from which the granites worked in Aberdeen are chiefly obtained are situated at

distances varying from thirty to fifty miles to the north and west.

The red-coloured granite is quarried at Peterhead, 45 miles by rail to the north

of Aberdeen, and the finest of the blue grey at Gairnegall, about seven miles south-

west of Peterhead. A very fine black grey has also lately been found near Alford,

on the line of rail from Aberdeen to that town. The old quarry of Rubislaw, near

to Aberdeen, and from which the stone used in building one-half of the city has

been obtained, supplies a granite which, when polished, exhibits a fine dark blue

colour and well-marked grain. It has hitherto been a favourite for monumental

purposes, hut of late the qnarry has been in a condition unfavourable for the pro-

duction of pieces of a large size.

The granites of Argyleshire, and especially the red and pink varieties from the

Island of Mull, are becoming favourites for all purposes, architectural and monu-
mental. These fine granites are quarried on the west side of the Island of Mull, on

Q
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the eastern side of the Sound of Iona. The Tormor quarry, from which the darker

reds are taken, is within a mile of the venerable cathedral of Iona. The pink variety

is got at North Bay, a few miles to the north of Tormor. The quarries are worked by

the Scottish Granite Company (with which I am connected), and from them stones

of any practical dimensions may be readily obtained at any time. Notwithstanding

the great beauty of the colour and grain, and the large size of the stones which may
be there obtained, the Mull granites are comparatively unknown in London. Mr.

Gilbert Scott is the first architect who has appreciated their value, and he has used

them extensively in the beautiful memorial now rising in Hyde Park to the memory
of the late Prince Consort.

Very fine granites are obtained in the south of Scotland. The quarries at Kirk-

mabreck, belonging to the Liverpool Dock Trustees, are among the finest in the

kingdom, but they are almost altogether employed for engineering purposes, not

being suitable for polishing, on account of the light colour. The granites best

suited for polishing, for monumental purposes, are those in which the colour, when
polished, is darker than when only fine axed or worked with the chisel. The Dum-
friesshire granites do not rank high for this quality, and are not used except in

combination with darker-coloured stone. They are also very full of the ugly black

spots which so disfigure a polished stone. From these spots, the Mull red and pink

varieties are very free, compared with the red granite from Peterhead. A granite

of somewhat better quality is had from Craignar, a wooded hill near Dalbeattie, a

village about thirty miles eastward of the Liverpool quarries. From Craignar a

considerable quantity of the stone used in the construction of the north side Thames
Embankment has been drawn. Nearly all the quarries in the kingdom have been

drawn upon to supply stone for that great work, and considerable difficulty has

been felt in meeting the demand. The Mull quarries supplied a portion previous to

the erection of polishing works by the company. The product of the quarries is now
consumed for the most part in the manufacture of monuments, columns, &c, for

ornamental purposes.

It is remarkable that granite is obtained from places so few in number, and so

far apart as Peterhead, Aberdeen, Iona, Dumfries, and Glasgow, but such is the

fact. It is very difficult to get a supply of stone of good quality, and considerable

expense has to be incurred, in the removal of superincumbent soil or worthless rock,

before stone of a quality that can be profitably worked is obtained. The profitable-

ness of a granite quarry depends in a great measure upon contiguity to a general

market, where the smaller stone, resulting from the quarrying of large blocks, can

be readily disposed of. In some quarries rubble is sold at the low rate of one shilling

per ton weight; in others, where even that price cannot be got, it is thrown into

the sea or into a waste heap. The quarries in Aberdeen derive a great portion of

their profits from the sale of stone used in building there, and the manufacture of

paving sets for the London market. The price of granite varies greatly; for while

rubble is sold at a shilling per ton, ten shillings per cube foot, or one hundred and
forty times the price of rubble, is cheerfully paid for a finer block.

In quarrying granite, or in the selection of a point in a mass of granite to be

quarried, attention has to be paid to the lay of the rock. In the Cairngall quarry,

belonging to the Messrs. MacDonald, the stone lies from east to west. The east

side of the hill is therefore that on which their quarry is situated. Another firm

who opened a quarry on the same hill, but on the west side, had to abandon the

working. The posts of granite, by which we mean the masses that stand separated

from each other by dries or natural divisions, were the quarry worked oi the side

to which th^y incline, would fall upon the workmen engaged beneath them.

The forces employed in breaking the masses of rock into the dimensions desired are

powder and the wedge. In using powder, a hole is "jumped " to the depth required,

and being filled with powder and closed at top, it is fired with a fuse, timed to

allow the workmen to retire to a safe distance.

The first shot generally does no more than shake the rock round the hole and
make a number of cracks. The hole is again charged, and these cracks become
filled with powder. The greater quantity of powder produces a greater effect, and
the rock is further shaken and opened up. A third shot generally brings down the

mass, and makes it available for the cutters to shape into blocks. This is done by
wedging, or the

4l plug and feather," the latter being a short piece of steel inserted

in a hole in the stone between two thin pieces of iron. By striking the plug with
a heavy hammer the stone is split into pieces of the size desired. At the Kirkma-
hreck quarries no powder is ever used, but the stone lies in the most favourable

position for detaching. It is desirable to use as little powder as possible, as other-

wise the rock is frequently shattered in a way not intended, bnt it is not possible in

every quarry to dispense entirely with its use.

No material is to be compared with granite for monumental purposes. Besides

the beauty of the stone, it possesses the great recommendation of durability. Of
what service is a monument of freestone, the inscription upon which will last pos-
sibly during the lifetime of those by whom it has been erected, and perish just at

the time when it was expected to inform a succeeding generation of the virtues

of the person whose memory it was intended to perpetuate? We frequently are
employed to renew, in granite, tablets of freestone that have been fixed in church and
churchyard walls, and which, from decay, can no longer serve the object for which
they were originally designed.

Granite is now being very largely used for ornamental purposes in buildings, and
I do not doubt that its use will very greatly increase, and that it will come to be
used with greater skill and discrimination than it now is. The sameness of the
colour of, say thirty, forty, or more columns on the front of a bank or other build-

ing, when all are of one colour, is not pleasing. Would it not be better to employ
a variety of colours, or a variety of shades of the same colour?

Take any of the colours of the specimens now before you on the table. Let it be
the dull, flesh-coloured red of Peterhead, or the livelier hues of Tormor from Mull

j

the light grey from Kirkmabreck, or the dark from Kubislaw; or even the unique
and delicate pink from the north Bay of Mull, and it is impossible to come to any
other conclusion than this, that the front of any building constructed wholly of any
one of those colours will not be so beautiful as it would be if their varied colours had
been judiciously combined. Great variety and beauty may be produced also by
varying the style of work. Let the base be rough rock, the first courses above
(rustic, the next single-axed, aud the highest fine-axed, and let their dull, solid

surfaces be varied by polished columns, pilasters, lintels, and string-courses, and a

building worthy of the greatest name in architecture, or the most honourable pur-

poses to which any building can be applied, would be the result.

In selecting granite it is advisable to consider the purposes to which it has to be

applied. The stone best suited for a monument or a column in a position where it

can be closely inspected, may be of a finer grain than if it has to be placed at a

higher elevation. I have seen buildings with very fine columns of grey granite so

small in the grain, that at the distance from which they could be seen, the effect

was no better than if they had been so many cylinders of zinc.

Apart from all commercial considerations, which may be suspected to influence

one engaged in the granite trade, I should like to see granite used for the external

front walls of buildings. Which company will be the first to have an office of which

the front shall be wholly of polished granite? The cost would not be so great as

may be supposed. The more extensively granite is employed, the cheaper can it be

supplied.

Granite may also with advantage be more largely used for interiors. A polished

granite stair and staircase would be a very beautiful thing, and granite columns
form a beautiful feature in a hall or corridor. By the combination of various colours

a composition of great beauty can be produced.

It may be interesting to notice shortly the manner in which the stone is changed
from the rough to the smoothly-polished surface. The form is given to the stone

by the hands of skilled masons, in much the same way as is done with other stones

of a softer nature. Of course the time required is considerably greater in the case

of granite as compared with other stones. If the surface is not to be polished, but

only fine-axed, as it is called, that is done by the use of a hammer composed of a

number of slips of steel about a sixteenth of an inch thick, which are tightly bound

together, the edges being placed on the same plane. With this tool the workman
smooths the surface of the stone by a series of taps or blows, given at a right angle

to the surface operated upon. By this means the marks of the single axe, by which

the blows are given obliquely on the surface of the stone, are obliterated, and a

smooth face produced.

Polishing is performed by nibbing, in the first place, with an iron tool, and with

sand and water. Emery is next applied, then putty with flannel. All plain sur-

faces and mouldings can be done by machinery, but all carvings, or surfaces broken

into small portions of various elevations, are done by the hands of the patient hand
polishers. The operation of sawing a block of granite into slabs for panels, tables,

or chimney-pieces, is a very slow process, the rate of progress being about half an

inch per day of ten hours.

I have brought some specimens of stone in the polished and rough state, and a

few of the lighter tools used by the workmen. The idea did occur to me to have a

workman engaged in some of the operations brought before you, but on consideration

the execution of that idea has been deferred until the next great industrial exhibi-

tion is held, when the whole operations, manual and mechanical, may be exhibited

on a normal scale.

The machines employed are few and simple. They are technically called lathes,

waggons, and pendulums or rubbers. The lathes are. employed for the polishing of

columns, the waggons for flat surfaces, and the pendulums for mouldings and such

flat work as is not suitable for the waggons. In the lathes the column is placed

and supported at each end by points, upon which it revolves. On the upper sur-

face of the column there are laid pieces of iron, segments of the circumference of the

column. The weight of these pieces of iron lying upon the column and the cons ant

supply by the lathe attendant of sand and water, emery, or putty, according to the

state of finish to which the column has been brought, constitute the whole operation.

While sand is used during the rougher stage of the process the irons are bare; but

whe i using emery and putty, the surface of the iron next to the stone is covered

with thick flannel.

The waggon is a carriage running upon rails in which the pieces of stone to be

polished are fixed, having uppermost the surface to be operated on. Above this

surface there are shafts placed perpendicularly, on the lower end of which are fixed

rings of iron. These rings rest upon the stone, and when the shaft revolves these

rings rub the surface of the stone. At the same time the waggon travels backward

and forward upon the rails so a6 to expose the whole surface of the stone to the

action of the ring.

The pendulum is a frame hung upon hinges from the roof of the workshop. To
this frame are attached iron rods, moving in a horizontal direction. In the

line upon which these rods move, and under them, the stone is firmly placed upon

the floor. Pieces of iron are then loosely attached to the rods, and allowed to rest

upon the snrface of the stone. When the whole is set in motion, these irons are

dragged backwards and forwards over the surface of the stone, and so it is polished.

When polishing plain surfaces, snch as the needle of an obelisk, the pieces of iron

are of course flat, bnt when we have to polish a moulding we make an exact pattern

of its form and have the irons cast from that pattern.

I have no caution to uffer to a visitor to a polishing work but one, and that is,

do not pass near to the end of the rod of a pendulum ; for as it is pushed beyond

the stone, and is not over half an inch in thickness, it is morally certain that if

your body be in the way the rod will be pushed through it.

I have thus described the established modes of working granite. A Frenchman

has lately introduced machinery by which he professes to work and polish granite

by very much the same means as is used by mechanical engineers for the cutting

and polishing of iron ; but as yet, so far as is known to me, this new apparatus has

not been found effective.

The demand for polished granite comes from all parts of the world. It is sent

to every British colony, and to many parts of the continent of Europe. We are at

present engaged in making a sarcophagus, intended to cover the body of one buried

a thousand miles west of New York. This is, after all, not so very surprising, when

I tell you that granite is carried to New York for a less charge per ton than if it were

delivered in a midland county in England.

I need not inflict statistics on you, showing the rise and present extent of the

polished granite trade. One fact will be enough:— Thirty years since, the late

Mr. Macdonald had but four men iu his employment, now his successors employ

fifty times that number. I will not boast of the progress of the Scottish Granite
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Company, but we began a year since with an engine of six-horse power, and I hope

soon to start another of thirty horse. I can also say that we are now engaged in

polishing the heaviest columns ever made in Scotland. They will weigh about forty

tons each, and I hope you will all live to see them on the new bridge at Blackfriars.

These columns we have been very reluctantly obliged to make in sections. This

has arisen not from the quarries failing to produce blocks of sufficient size or our

machinery being unable to handle them, but from the difficulty and risk of the

transport from the polishing works to their intended position on the piers of the

new bridge.

Now that the granites of the west of Scotland are becoming known and estimated

at their proper value, and that Glasgow, the commercial metropolis of Scotland,

with all the advantage of ready communication by sea and land, has entered into

competition with Aberdeen in a line of business hitherto considered peculiar to the

"granite city," the art of working granite will receive an impetus greater than any

yet given, and this beautiful and most durable of materials will be applied to pur-

poses for which it has not yet been considered suitable. To those of you now
present who may purpose a visit to Scotland during the coming holidays, Glasgow

offers a most convenient place for a visit to a granite polishing factory, and you may
feel assured of full liberty to inspect the whole process.

I could not offer a view of a granite quarry in competition with a sight of the

venerable ruins, monumental and ecclesiastic, of the distant Iona : but when there,

if you will look across the narrow sound which separates Mull from Iona, you will

see the ruddy knolls from which rock is being taken to be fashioned into things of

beauty in architecture, and monuments to perpetuate- the memory of domestic

happiness, or the qualities of the statesman, the warrior, and the poet.

Mr. Botley, in reference to the beautiful effects alluded to of polished granite of

different colours for the pavement of entrance halls of private residences, inquired

what would be about the cost of so paving a hall, say 10 feet wide and 20 feet long.

Mr. Muir replied, that would be a superficial area of 200 feet, and would cost

from £120 to £130, or about 12*. 6d. per square foot. That would include slabs

of various colours. A portion of the floor of Norwich Cathedral had been paved

with polished granite, and the effect was very beautiful. The thickness of the granite

made but little difference in expense, which would be the same whether the slabs were

two inches thick or one foot, the cost being not so much in the material itself as in

the cutting and polishing. The most practical thickness for pavement was 2\ to 3

inches. With regard to the alleged difficulty in the transport of large blocks, he

might mention that the Scottish Granite Company had furnished four blocks for the

AIl>ert Memorial in Hyde Fark weighing 60 tons each. On the subject of accidents

from blasting in the quarries, they were not unfrequent, but for the most part they

arose from want of due care on the part of the workmen themselves, and a disregard

of danger which was engendered by habit, much the same as in coal mines.

Mr. Campin gathered from the paper that the working of granite was essentially

a manual process, and that labour-saving machinery had not been nor was capable

of being introduced to any great extent into this operation. [Mr. Muir said,

Except for polishing.] He believed some twenty years ago machinery for the

working of granite was proposed by a person named Hunter, with the view of saving

labour in the primary operations, and he had hoped to have heard this evening

whether any practical results had attended that attempt.

Mr. Muir replied that all the machinery yet invented for that purpose had failed.

Mr. Bishop regretted to hear that the granite columns for the new bridge at

Blackfriars were intended to be made in sections. He had hoped that, in that

instance, an opportunity would have been afforded of erecting monoliths which
would bear comparison, to some extent, with those which were met with amongst
the ancient remains of eastern grandeur. No doubt the practical difficulty in the

way of monoliths was the great expense of transport. There were many large

monoliths of polished granite met with in Egypt, amongst which the obelisk of

Heliopolis was remarkable. That was supposed to have been floated down the

Nile. He had also noticed some very large blocks of granite in the ruins of Baalbec.

There were in particular three blocks in the walls of one of the ancient temples,

placed at a height of about 20 feet each, which were about 64 feet long and 12 to

14 feet thick. We had nothing in this country to compare with these, and they

must necessarily have been transported by land carriage. The quarry from which
those blocks were obtained was situated about two miles from Baalbec, and there

still remained there a similar block, almost ready for transport. The weight of

this block was, of course, enormous, and it was lying some 12 or 14 feet below the

surface of the S-irrounding country; but if it were once raised, an almost level

surface would be presented for its transport. But those blocks in the temple had
been elevated 20 feet in the wall; if, therefore, the ancients were able to accom-
plish such a feat, with their rude mechanical appliances, there ought to be no diffi-

culty in the management of monoliths in the present day.

Mr Muir remarked that the difficulty of transport was solely of a financial

nature, and this was the most troublesome one to be got over. It was proposed to

bring from the Mull quarry a block, estimated at 700 tons, for the Albert memorial.

That block was 150 feet long, without a crack, and he believed it to be solid to a
depth of 15 feet; but the whole difficulty of transporting it to London consisted in

the very great expense this would involve. It had even been suggested to take it to

America for a memorial of Abraham Lincoln. In the case of the large blocks to

which he had alluded as supplied for the Albert memorial, the cost of the crane

alone for lifting them was about £650, and the whole mechanical arrangements
were provided at a total cost of about £1500. Therefore, unless the company
had a succession of orders for these large blocks, they could not be supplied, except

at a very high cost.

Mr. Street taid, in reference to the more general application of granite for build-

ing purposes, it would be satisfactory to hear from Mr. Muir what was the cost of

this material as compared with other stone. He presumed the great expense con-
sisted in the dressing; and he apprehended it would have been a very costly affair to

have constructed the facade of the Houses of Parliament in polished granite. He
would be glad to hear what was the expense of dressed granite for building pur-

aa compared with other descriptions of stone.

Mr. Botley would add to that inquiry, whether the polishing rendered the granite

more susceptible to atmospheric influences than when the surface was rough ? It

had been found that the small polished granite columns in Salisbury Cathedral had
been subject to scaling, which was attributed to the high degree to which they
were polished.

Mr. Muir replied that the result of twenty years' experience with granite—which
was a very short time in conneclion with such a material—was that in the case of

a granite obtained from one quarry in Aberdeenshire a certain amount of rust had
taken place in that time, and a good deal of the original high polish had been lost,

but nothing to which the word "scaling" could be justly applied had taken place.

The decay of the granite in the Mull quarries was wholly inappreciable ; the surface

which had been exposed thousands of years was wholly undeteriorated. He believed

the effect of polishing was in most cases to increase the durability of the stone, but
any atmospheric action was more readily observable on a polished than on a rough
surface. With regard to the cost of granite for building purposes, he believed it

could be delivered in London at a price not exceeding that of some classes of Port-

land stone. Taking the case of a building with a frontage of forty feet and fifty feet

high, which would comprise a superficial area of 2000 feet, using tooled granite in

the main portions, with polished lintels, columns, and architraves, the cost would be

from £2000 to £2500. That was for stone of two feet thickness.

Professor Tennant having called attention to a paper on the " Art treatment of

granitic surfaces," read by Mr. John Bell in the session of 1859-60, which he said

elicited a very valuable practical discussion, remarked that much might be said on
the subject- of granites—not only of the Scotch, but also the Cornish, the Devon-
shire, and the Irish granites; and he was happy to find the subject was now
exciting the attention of the public; because it was a material which was un-
doubtedly capable of greatly extended application. A striking instance of this was
afforded in the works of the Thames Embankment, in which several descriptions of

granite had been employed, and there were others as well adapted for the purpose

as those which had already been used. On a former occasion he alluded to that

class of granites termed syenites, differing from the ordinary kind, which contained

quartz, felspar, and mica, while syenite was composed of quartz, hornblende, and
felspar. The latter was used by the Egyptains, and some beautiful specimens were to

be seen in the British Museum. There were in the Museum of Oxford the finest illus-

trations of granites that could be met with anywhere, and Professor Phillips had
there shown the applicability of many of those varieties of granite which were little

known at present. With regard to the so-called scaling of the surface of granite,

he believed that to be due to the process of dressing. When the stone had been
" starred " in the operation of tooling, and was afterwards exposed to the weather,

the portion that was starred became liable to peel off. This was shown to be the

case in one specimen of Egyptian granite in the British Museum, the arm of a
figure, where it peeled off like the outer portions of an onion, showing where the

axe or pick had bruised the stone in some cases to the extent of halt an inch. In

other instances the presence of iron pyrites in the stone was a cause of decomposi-

tion ; the oxide of iron expanded and burst the stone. In other cases there were

large crystals of felspar, and in different granites these felspars varied in their

composition. In one case there was potash felspar, and in another soda felspar.

All these were points of great interest, and here was an opportunity of examining

them in the different qualities of granite now being used in the works of the

Thames Embankment. In fact, he knew no city which better illustrated the

varieties of granite than did the city of London at present.

Mr. Muir remarked that the starring to which Professor Tennant alluded was
done prior to the polishing, and a slight starring might be taken off by the process

of polishing. He believed the use of the new tool (described in Ins paper) which

they could hardly suppose to have been employed by the Egyptians, would obviate

the starring very much, as its effects were not produced by heavy blows npon the

stone, but rather by oft-repeated gentle taps, whichwere not likely to produce starring.

Mr. Bishop mentioned the great amount of granite dust which was observable in

the galleries of the Escurial, which no doubt fell from the walls, and was undoubtedly

powdered granite.

Professor Tennant remarked that some qualities of granite decayed very much,

especially some of the Cornish and Devonshire descriptions, from the decomposition

of which had been produced the porcelain clay, or kaolin, which was so extensively

used. The late Mr. Minton entertained the fallacious idea that the supply of that

material would soon be exhausted; but there was no ground for this fear. This

decay arose, he believed, from an excess of alkali in the granite, for wheu that was

present beyond.,a. certain amount, decomposition went on very rapidly. In some

granites there were two kinds of felspar: in fact, they had in these granites four

ingredients ; they had potash felspar in the red granite, and soda felspar in the

white, with quartz and mica in addition. In some granite from Dartmoor they had a

form of tourmaline called schorl, which made it extremely brittle, and if it was
employed for macadamizing roads it was very soon reduced to dust.

The Chairman would now ask the meeting to accord their thanks to Mr. Muir

for the interesting paper he had read, which had led to so agreeable a discussion.

There was great interest connected with the working of a material which had been

supposed to be the earliest formation of which this world was composed, and when
properly selected it was no doubt the most durable of all materials, but he was

afraid the cost would preclude any very general use of it on the streets of London

until cheaper modes of manipulation, by machinery or otherwise, were discovered.

With regard to the natural decay of the stone, it was not necessary to say one

word after the able remarks on that subject which had been made by Professor

Tennant; but all travellers in Switzerland must have noticed the very rapid decom-

position of the granite which went on, especially in the district of Chamonnix.

There could be no doubt that an enormous quantity of this debris was brought

down from the upper granite formations by the action of the weather; but the

surface over which this action took place was so large, that the extent of decay at

any one point was very slight indeed. The light-coloured earthy masses that- were

brought down by the Aar and other rivers were in fact powdered granite. V. itli

regard to the cost of working granite for building purposes, as compared with other

descriptions of stone, looking to the Houses of Parliament, he thought if the expense

of facing that great structure had been double what it was, it might very possibly

have been true economy ; for that vast expenditure seemed likely to bo wasted,
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in.ismuch as the ornamental work was rapidly decaying. It was a melancholy fact

that the material of many of our modern buildings was crumbling away even during

the lives of those who had constructed them. Another interesting point was with

reference to the starring. No doubt the theory of Professor Tennant on this sub-

ject was correct. If the starring was so deep as not to be removed by the after

process of polishing, the effect would be apparent upon the column after a time, and

that, no doubt, was the cause of the peeling which had been alluded to. Aberdeen

had been referred to as the "granite city." It might have merits in the solidity of

its granite houses, but it had the demerit of great monotony and coldness of colour,

and the hardness of the material was such that there was not only monotony of

colour but absence of ornamentation ; so that whatever other merits granite might

possess, it could lay no claim to the promotion of florid ornament in architecture.

He was quite sure the meeting would authorize him to convey to Mr. Muir their

cordial thanks for the very interesting and practical paper with which he had

favoured them.

The vote of thanks was then passed and acknowledged.

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

Abstract feom Chief Engineer's Report.—The last ordinary monthly meet-

ing of the executive committee of this Association was held at Manchester, on

Tuesday, June 5th, 1866, Hugh Mason, Esq., of Ashton-under-Lyne, vice-president,

in the chair. Mr. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented Lis report, of which the

following is an abstract:—
"During the last month 303 engines have been examined, and 509 boilers, as

well as four of the latter tested by hydraulic pressure. Of the boiler examinations,

318 have been external, 7 internal, and 184 entire. In the boilers examined, 203
defects have been discovered, 12 of those being dangerous.

Of some of the defects a few particulars may be given.

Explosions.

"Three explosions have occurred during the past month, by which two persons

were killed, and three others injured ; in addition to which four men have been

scalded to death with steam and hot water, three of them from the fracture of a

blow-out pipe at the bottom of a boiler. Not one of the boilers in question was
under the charge of this Association. The following is a tabular statement :

—

"Tabular Statement of Explosions from April 21st, 1866, to May
25th, 1866, inclusive.

Progres-
sive No.
for 18IS6.

Date. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP HOILEB.
Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Total

20

21

22

April 22

April 2<i

May 25

Particulars not yet fully ascertained,

Small Portable.

2 2

1

4

1Particulars not yet fully ascertained,

2 3 5

"No. 21 Explosion is an illustration of the importance of boiler equipments, and
shows that this subject does not always receive due attention. The explosion

occurred at a colliery, at a quarter past six o'clock on the evening of Thursday,

April 26th, to a boiler not under the charge of this Association, and resulted in the

death of two men, as well as injury to two others.

" The boiler, which was a small portable ono of vertical construction, and inter-

nally-fired, was employed for winding at one of the colliery pits, having an engine

of about four-horse power attached to it, the whole being complete on one frame,

and without any external brickwork flues. The size of the boiler was quite diminu-

tive, which it is important to note in connection with the fatal results of the

explosion. Its height was only 5 feet 3 inches; its diameter 2 feet 4 inches;

while the thickness of the plates was about a quarter of an inch, and the pressure

at which the safety valve was stated to be loaded was 80 lbs. on the square inch,

the boiler having been warranted by the makers as safe at upwards of 150 lbs.

What the actual pressure had been it was difficult precisely to ascertain after the

explosion, but on carefully testing the safety valve both with dead weights and
hydraulic pressure, as well as from a consideration of the evidence given at the

inquest, there seem no grounds to conclude that the load upon the safety valve had
been excessive for a boiler of such dimensions, if well made and suitably equipped,

which, however, did not prove to be the case, as will be seen from the following:

—

" The manhole, which was cut in the cylindrical portion of the boiler, was not
strengthened with any mouthpiece, the importance of doing which has been so

repeatedly called attention to in previous reports, and particularly in the one for

April last, in which five explosions were referred to, all of which arose from
unguarded manholes.* Such was the case in the present instance. The boiler

failed at the manhole, from which three rents started ; and, diverging in different

directions, rent the boiler open from the top to the bottom, and running round one
ring seam of rivets at the crown, and another at the base, completely stripped off

the whole of the external shell, and tore it into fragments, though some of the small

*The danger of these unguarded manholes has frequently been pointed out in

private reports written to the members, as well as in the Association's printed

monthly ones, and several explosions due to this cause recorded. These may be
thus enumerated :—One, No. 2 Explosion, 1863, February 6th; a second, No. 3
Explosion, 1865, January 9th ; a third. No. 5 Explosion, 1865, February 6th ; a
fourth, No. 43 Explosion, 1865, December 12th; a fifth, No. 14 Explosion, 1866,
March 13th ; while full particulars of each of these were given in the monthly
reports for February, 1863, January, 1865, November, 1865, December, 1865, and
April, 1866, respectively.

pieces into which the shell was broken up were, perhaps, due to the blow the plates

received on falling to the ground after the explosion. The manhole cover and the

shell of the boiler were blown in opposite directions, the former to a distance of

about 28 yards, and the latter 130.

"The omission of the manhole mouthpiece, however, was not the only defect in

the equipment of this boiler, since it was fitted with but a single safety'valvc, and
that of the most dangerous construction. Tins safety valve, which was an inch and
one-eighth in diameter, was loaded with a spiral spring of so stubborn a character

that it was found, on carefully testing it with hydraulic pressure after the explosion,

that one turn of the nuts which held it down in its position was sufficient to raise

the pressure from 80 lbs. to 150 lbs., while a second turn raised it from 150 lbs.

to upwards of 200 lbs., so that there was but a turn of the nut between safety and
explosion, or a single thread between life and death. So stubborn a spring as this

would never admit of a free escape, and though the steam might just wheeze at the

stated blowing-off point of 80 lbs., yet the pressure would rapidly rise on blowing-

off freely. Added to this, the mode of securing the spring was most objectionable.

It was held down in its position by a couple of ordinary nuts, operating on a cross

head carried by a couple of pillar bolts, on to which the nuts were screwed ; but

there were no collars on these bolts, neither were there any ferrules slipped over

them to prevent the nuts being over screwed, and thus of the pressure being increased

either by accident or design, although, as just shown, the precise position of the

nuts was of so much importance.* It would frequently be the engineman's duty

to take out the safety valve to clean it and grind it up, and in order to do this the

nuts securing the spiral spring would have to be taken off, when it would be a matter

quite of haphazard in replacing them, whether, with so stubborn a spring as this

was, the valve was screwed down to a pressure of 100 lbs. or 200 lbs. The arrange-

ment was altogether a most dangerous pitfall, and the valve quite unfit to be used

at all, but more especially to be tLe only one upon a portable boiler, which is as a

rule worked by men of but average ability, and who, though they may be careful,

are not mechanics.

"At the inquest the jury did not fail to appreciate the dangerous equipment of

this boiler, and gave in their verdict ' that the explosion resulted partly from the

defective construction of the boiler in not having a mouthpiece to the manhole, and
partly from the defective construction of the safety valve.' Were there more of such

clear and straightforward verdicts there would be fewer explosions, and since port-

able engines are now coming into such general use all over the country, it is of

importance that the facts of this explosion, which is by no means an isolated case,

should be widely circulated, so that attention may be drawn to the importance of

equipping these boilers with more simple and efficient fittings, especially when it is

remembered to what class of men such boilers are by necessity usually intrusted.

It is hoped that the fact of two men having been killed by this explosion, coupled

with the clear verdict of the jury, will induce the makers of this boiler not to turn

out any others equipped as this one was, which, though warranted by them as safe

at upwards of 150 lbs. on the square inch, burst at a lower pressure before it had
done six months' work.

"Before concluding the remarks on this explosion, it may perhaps be permitted

to suggest to the makers of portable boilers the importance of adopting a simple

and efficient dead-weight safety valve. There may be a difficulty in applying

internal dead-weight safety valves from want of room, but there is a description of

external dead-weight valve, many of which are under inspection, that seems well

adapted for portable boilers. In this valve the weight is in the form of a hollow

cylinder, which drops over the seat, and is suspended from it, so that it is pendulous

in its action, and having neither spindle nor wing to become bound in the seating,

it does not appear possible for it to stick fast. It can be placed, as stated, outside

the boiler, and thus in view, so that it could not be overweighted without detection.

A number of these valves are at work under the inspection of this Association : they

are found to give every satisfaction, and it is thought that if all portable boilers

were fitted with them many explosions would be prevented."

MONTHLY NOTES.

Photographic Printing.'— In all the ordinary methods of mechanical printing,

gradation from light to dark is obtained by the use of lines or dots, which, having

finer or broader surfaces, and being ranged in close proximity or spread wide apart,

the spaces between being absolutely white, give the effect of the lightest tints or

the deepest shades. This is the case whether the ink be applied to the portions in

relief of a woodcut, to the hollows of a copper- plate, or to the portions of a flat

surface for which it has affinity on a lithographic stone. The ink is, in each

instance, opaque, and gradation is only obtained by breaking its continuity of sur-

face with small spaces of white. In photographic printing, gradation is obtained

by different depths of a continuous tint, resembling, in effect, successive washes of

a transparent pigment in water-colour painting. The difficulty of reproducing this

by mechanical means has been the obstacle in all attempts at photo-engraving,

photo-lithography, or photo-block printing, and it has been for some time past

admitted that the only means of success in this direction would consist in a method
of translating the half-tone of gradation of tint into the half-tone of grain or stipple.

In Mr. Woodbury's photo relief printing, the end is secured without any such

translation ; the picture is produced with every gradation of a continuous tint, and
by mechanical printing, sufficiently rapid to compete with copper-plate or litho-

graphy. To do this, however, it has been necessary to introduce a distinctly new
principle into printing operations, and to prepare a plate which should apply or

give up to the paper different proportions, in different parts, of a semi-transparent

ink, according to the depth of tint required by different portions of the picture.

This is the problem which Mr. Woodbury has solved ; and we may remark, in

w An explosion occurred to a portable multitubular boiler on the 18th of January

last, through the omission of one of these ferrules.—See Explosion No. 6, in Report

for January, 1866.
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passing, that we see no reason why the same principle might not find valuable

application in the ordinary process of printing from engraved intaglio plates.

Mr. Woodbury's photographic intaglio is very simply obtained. The image in

relief having been produced by the action of light through a negative on a film of

blchromated gelatine, this gelatine relief becomes the matrix from which an indefi-

nite number of metal plates, in intaglio, may be produced. The metal used

resembles type metal. A plate of this metal, about a quarter of an inch thick,

with a perfectly plain surface, is placed in contact with the gelatine relief, and

subjected to hydraulic pressure, by which a perfect transcript of every gradation in

the gelatine is produced on the metal. Notwithstanding the softness of the metal,

but slight trace of wear or deterioration is observed after some thousands of impres-

sions have been taken from a plate. If the plate needed to be cleaned for each

impression, like the copper-plate, or if it were necessary to submit it, in printing,

to a heavy or rolling pressure, it would doubtless be necessary to subject it to some
hardening process; but the pressure being light and steady, this is not necessary.

The process, moreover, of producing a new plate from the gelatine relief is just as

simple and easy as producing a print on paper.

The method of printing is easier than any other with which we are familiar. In

the various modes of photographic printing—except the collodio-chloride—several

operations are necessary to render the paper sensitive to light, and several others

are required to tone and fix the image when obtained. In the various mechanical

printing processes, some skill and care are requisite to keep the ink properly distri-

buted on the roller, and to transfer it from the roller evenly to the surface of the

plate or stone. But in the new method of printing, a little of the ink—which con-

sists of a warm solution of gelatine and lamp-black, with a little crimson lake— is

poured on the surface of the plate, where it stands in a little pool in the centre;

upon this the paper is placed ; the platen is brought down, giving the slight pressure

necessary, which at once spreads the ink over the surface and drives off at the

edges all that is not required to form the picture. In a few seconds the gelatine

has congealed, and the paper, being lifted up, brings with it all the ink from the

depressions on the plate. The printing is, indeed, rather a process of casting than

of printing as ordinarily understood, and the picture is a relievo in coloured gela-

tine, taken from a very shallow metal intaglio. As the gelatine dries, it of course

contracts, and the finished picture shows very little effect of relief or impasto. As
the colouring matter is carbon, the permanency of the picture is tolerably certain.

If the picture were left in this state it would be readily liable to injury from

moisture, although not more so than a water-colour drawing, which is not usually

regarded as a very unstable form of art. But it will be obvious that there are

various modes of rendering a film of gelatine insoluble. Mr. Woodbury has, during

the last few months, tried several of these, but has not found any so simple and

effective as immersing the print in a solution of strong alum. This at once renders

the film insoluble, and, when dried, it is impervious to moisture, and little liable to

mechanical injury.

The possible rate of printing remains yet to be absolutely determined. With the

mechanical appliances improvised for experiment, and the amount of manual skill

obtained in the prosecution of experiments, Mr. Woodbury has been enabled to

produce, single-handed, one hundred and twenty prints in an hour. In the pro-

duction of several thousands required for our readers, all the experience and skill

necessary in the successful working of any process had to be acquired, and the last

two or three thousand are not only better in quality, but have been produced with

more ease than the first two or three thousand. In each day's work with one pair

of hands there are necessarily many interruptions, in preparing fresh ink and paper,

clearing away accumulated prints, &c, but we find the smallest number produced

in a day's work of six hours and a half to have been 403 prints, and the largest

number in the same time 560 prints. With a little practice and a large number
of presses at work, which might easily be managed, we see no reason why the rate

of production should not be, at least, doubled.

—

Photographic News.
The American Wood Paper Company's Works.—A writer in the New

York Tribune has recently communicated the following account of these peculiarly

interesting works, where the tall poplar trees which line the plains of Philadelphia

are converted into paper:—The works are located in Manayunk, on the bank of

the Schuylkill River, with canal and railroad adjoining. They were commenced in

August, 1864, and completed during the present month. The buildings are built

of stone and brick, in the most substantial manner, and occupy a space of 1000
feet in length, by 350 in width, and cost, when completed, over 500,000 dollars.

United with the Flat Rock Mills, they embrace, in all, about 10 acres of ground.

They are said to be the most extensive works of the kind in the world, and are

capable of producing from 12 to 15 tons of paper pulp per diem. The works were
projected by a company of gentlemen, from different parts of the Union, and the

subscribed capital is estimated at from 10,000,000 dollars to 15,000,000 dollars.

Before entering the inclosure we arrive at what is known as the "Settling

Pond
1
'—at the extreme north end. It is used for the storage of water, of which

great quantities are used daily, and must necessarily be clear. The pond is pro-
tected on the Schuylkill side by a high strong wall, and is about 10 feet deep by
300 feet square. Its capacity is 5,500,000 gallons. In close proximity to the

pond are two lime kilns, which are kept constantly employed in making the best

lime, which is used in the establishment, the stone for which is brought in boats

from the quarries, some miles up the river.

The most important part of these works is the round house, or evaporating

establishment. This is the main feature of the works. It is known that one of

the reasons why pulp has not been made from wood and other substances more
successfully, is the high price of soda, and the necessity for its consumption in large

quantities. By a process of evaporation which seems to be very successful here,

the refuse liquor which has done its duty in disintegrating the wood fibre, is com-
pelled to yield back its soda, at a saving of 80 per cent. This economy is the cause

of the great success of this wood pulp process.

In addition there is an alkali-house, where there are large tanks and filter vats.

The wood-boiling house is 75 by 132 feet, and contains 10 boilers, capable of pro-

ducing 30,000 pounds of pulp (when dry), every twenty-four hours. Here also

are large blow, condensing, and hot water tanks, of great capacity. After the wood
has been reduced to chips of small size, it is raised by steam power to the top of

the cauldrons and thrown in. When the boilers, under which are strong heating

furnaces, are filled, the liquor is run from the tanks, by means of a hose, into the

boilers, the fire is set going, and the wood boiled to a pulpy substance of a dirty

white colour. When it arrives at the condition required, the pulp is carried off in

large iron cars, of which there are five run on tracks below, to the building where,

perhaps, a few hours before it had been a hard, knotty log.

Adjoining the wood-boiling house is the chopping establishment, 82 by 124 feet,

where the logs are cut into chips. The wood-choppers consist of two massive

circular chunks of iron, resembling a solid wheel, about 6 feet in diameter, with

large steel knives set in slots left in the iron for their introduction. The knives are

movable, and can be placed or displaced at pleasure. They revolve with great velocity,

and are capable of cutting from 30 to 40 cords of wood every twenty-four hours.

The chips, as they are cut, fall into iron cars, and are carried off as needed. Here
are also three large pulp engines, each capable of holding 1000 pounds of pulp;

also two 84-inch wet cylinder cleaning machines, capable of cleaning from 25,000
to 30,000 pounds of pulp. There is also in this room the bleach-mixing apparatus,

which is quite an important auxiliary in the manufacture of chips into paper. The
whole of the machinery of this building is driven by two large turbine water-wheels.

Toward the river is the bleaching-honse, where the pulp is bleached, and the drying-

machine rooms, 36 by 118 feet, where are located one 84-inch thirteen dryer,

three-feet cylinder machine, capable of drying from 14,000 to 18,000 lbs. of pulp

every twenty-four hours. These works are controlled by Messrs. Jessup and Moore,

the great paper dealers, and Mr. Martin Nixon, who will manufacture the pulp

into paper at their mills. By their -erection it is estimated that the daily pro-

duction of printing paper will be increased about 13,000 lbs., and the daily

consumption of rags at the above named mills diminished to about the same extent,

which must have a tendency to cheapen the price of both articles; in fact, the

price of newspaper has declined three cents per lb. since the Wood Pulp Works
were put in operation.

If, in the intricacies of masonry and mathematics, I have made my meaning plain,

the reader will see that this process, in the first place, so perfectly disintegrates

the wood that nothing but pulp remains. It does so at less cost by saving and
securing the chemicals (soda especially) that enter so largely into the manufacture

of paper. This economy is the great value of the present experiment. Other
woods besides poplar can be used, although poplar is most preferable. The capa-

city of the mills is very large; and if Messrs. Jessup & Moore succeed in making
paper as perfect and useful as that upon which I am now writing (and which came
from their mill), they will revolutionize the art of paper making, and greatly lessen

the cost of knowledge. In the experiment hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been spent; and this thin sheet of paper represents the patience of many toiling

years, the intrepid sinking of capital in the interest of science, unwearied care,

energy, patience, perseverance. Yesterday it was a comely tree, its roots deep in

the earth, the birds hopping amid its branches, its leaves eagerly seeking the juicy

dews of spring, and apparently destined for a long life in its forest home. But axe

and alkali, and fiery furnace, and dreadful, tearing hooks, have done their mission,

and the pretentious tree, no longer known to the village, carries my humble message

to the Tribune. Thrice-honoured tree, with all its sad experience, if it be the

means of sending that same Tribune to its million readers, so cheap, and clear,

and bright a light, that the poorest labourer in the land may always be enabled to

welcome it to his humble home.

Setting Type by Telegraph.—We (The Telegrapher') are informed that it

is intended to apply electricity to Alden's type-setting machine, so as to enable a

person in Washington to set type by telegraph in the offices of the large daily papers

in New York. The Americans think this scheme "quite feasible." We, however,

should wait a while ere committing ourselves to give too much credit to the report.

Yankee Brandy.— It has gone the round of the American scientific journals

that at some establishments " the proprietors were busily engaged in manufacturing

brandy out of the material used for printer's rollers."

The Kimmeridge Clay.—For some months past borings have been in pro-

gress at Old Malton, with a view of obtaining a supply of water (for drain-flushing)

on the Artesian system. The bore at about 15 feet entered the Kimmeridge clay

of the Vale of Pickering, and a depth of 450 feet has now been reached, the clay

being as hard and dry as ever, with no signs of moisture. Additional rods are being

prepared for the purpose of going down to 500 feet. It is remarkable that at less

than two miles distant water was obtained at 50 feet, and in two or three cases

more distant at 60 to 80 feet. At Malton the bore is close by the dip of the oolite

limestone.

Balloon Propulsion.—A very curious apparatus for the purpose of propelling

balloons through the air, has been devised by Mr. Butler, one of the members of the

Council of the New Aeronautical Society. It consists of a pair of wings, to operate

from the car of the balloon, and whose downward blow is calculated to strike with

a force exceeding 401bs., a power equivalent to an ascensive force of 1000 cubic feet

of carburetted hydrogen. The action required is somewhat similar to that of rowing,

and would be exactly so, if at the end of the stroke the oars sprang backwards out

of the hands of the rower; but in this case, the body is stretched forward as if

towards the stern of the boat, to grasp the handle and repeat the process, during

which an action equivalent to
u feathering" is obtained. It is anticipated that

these wings, acting from a pendulous fulcrum, will produce, in addition to the

object for which they are designed, two effects, which may possibly be hereafter

modified, but which will be unpleasant accompaniments to a balloon ascent, viz.,

the oscillation of the car and a succession of jerks upwards, first communicated to

the car from below and repeated immediately by an answering jerk from the balloon.

The Earth's Ckust Incessantly Changing.—A geological writer describes

the exterior transformations of our globe in the following graphic language :—To
the casual observer the hills and valleys that surround him appear unchanged and

unchangeable. The plains and battle-fields mentioned in ancient history, the sites

of cities and harbours, the courses of rivers, and the contour of mountains, are much
the same as when described one thousand, two thousand, or even four thousand

years ago. But to him who looks a little more narrowly, the case is altogether

different. The stream in the valley has cut for itself a deeper channel, and has

repeatedly shifted its course—eating away the banks on one side and laying down
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spits of new ground on the other. The cliffs in the hills are more weather-worn
and rounded, and a larger mound of rock-debris has accumulated at their bases.

The lakes of the old historic plain are partly converted into marshes, and the marshes
into meadow land: the site of an old city on the sea-cliff has been partly wasted
away by the encroaching waves; and the ancient harbour, once at the river mouth,
is now a goodly mile inland, and separated from the sea by a flat alluvial delta.

The Nilotic plain is not precisely the same as when described by Herodotus; the

sunderbunds or mud-islands of the Ganges have been largely augmented during the

last two hundred years; and many areas that were laid down on the charts of our

earlier traders as mud-flats now form fertile portions of the great Chinese plain.

Vesuvius has repeatedly changed its aspects since Herculaueum and Pompeii were

buried beneath its ejections; and there is scarcely an active volcano that has not

materially added to its bulk since the commencement of the current century. Such
changes are incessant, and though individually they may seem insignificant, yet,

when viewed in the aggregate, and continued from century to century, they assume
a magnitude commensurate with the crust of the globe itself, every portion of which

has repeatedly suffered degradation and renovation, been repeatedly spread beneath

the waters as sediment, and as repeatedly reconstructed into newer strata and

upheaved into dry land. Imperceptibly as the rains and frosts may wear away the

mountain cliff, slowly as the river may deepen its channel, gradually as the delta

may advance upon the estuary, and little by little as the volcano may pile up its

scorias and lava, yet after the lapse of ages the mountain will be worn down, the

river channel will be eroded into a valley, the estuary converted into an alluvial

plain, and the volcano rear its cold and silent dome into the higher atmosphere.

All that is necessary is time, and this is an element to which we can see no limit

in the future any more than we can discover a beginning to it in the past.

New Water Muter.—Messrs. Roberton, Brisson, and Coignard, of 76 Rue de

Sevres-Vaugirard, Paris, have constructed a water meter with the view of register-

ing small as well as full sup-

Fig. 1. plies; whatever be the velocity

3r pressure of the fluid

delivered, it is said to mea-
sure the quantity with accur-

acy, and without producing

any sensible intermission in

the current beyond what may
result from the friction of the

working parts of the appa-

ratus. It is not liable to

derangement, having no com-
plicated mechanism, and being

always in correct adjustment.

Whether the water flow drop

by drop or with the cock fully

open, the dial registers always

the exact quantity of fluid

that has passed through the

machine. As soon as the sup-
ply cock is opened, the meter is at once set in motion, and when it is shut the register

ceases to act instantaneously. The meter consists of a pair of coupled cylinders, as

shown in the engravings, in which pistons move, communicating motion to slide

valves placed on the piston rods, which open and shut alternately the entrance and
exit of the water. The whole is of cast iron, except the slide valves and the rods,

which are of copper and bronze. In the engravings, e e are the cylinders; a the
base; c (fig. 2) the entrance pipe to the meter; D (fig. 1) the delivery orifice;

b (fig. 2) the valve chamber; f the slide valve. The water entering by the orifice,

c, acts upon one of the pistons. When this has arrived near the end of its stroke,

it is so contrived that the parts are partly open, so as to allow the water to flow on
to the second piston, which will begin to move when the first has finished its stroke

;

consequently, there is no interruption in the flow, nor intermittence in the register-

ing of the meter. The conduits, which distribute the water from the slide valves
to both sides of the piston, are disposed in the thickness of the base, a (as shown in
fig. 2), which serves as a support for the instrument. They are so arranged that the
slide of the right piston distributes water to the left cylinder, and vice versa. The
reciprocating motion of the valves sets in motion a small lever at G (fig. 2), in con-
nection with the register and dial plates (shown in fig. 1), thus marking the quantity
of water which passes through the machine, in the same manner as the gas meters.
A remarkable feature in this apparatus is the combination of the two cylinders, so
as to avoid any intermittence in the flow ; and another important feature is the
absence of any interior or exterior complicated mechanism for the d stribution of
the water from one piston to the other. Constructed in the workshops of M.
Coignard (the inventor and constructor of the powerful centrifugal pumps now in
use throughout the Continent), this new meter has given perfect satisfaction to the
extensive waterworks of the towns of Nantes and Angers, the Imperial School of
Arts and Manufactures, Versailles, Marly, and St. Cloud, and the Imperial Palace
of Meudon. For great supplies it agrees well with wheel meters of London make,
but for supplies under 88 gallons per hour, the wheel meter alluded to registered
30 and 50 per cent, under the real volume, while that of Roberton and Coignard
always registered to within 2 or 3 per cent.

Ikon of America.— The United States' Revenue Commission have laid before

the Secretary of the Treasury a report in regard to iron and steel, comparing the •

resources of this country with those of Europe, Asia, and America. We learn that

in 1830 the United States became the largest consumers, and continue so to this

time. Our national advantages for the production of iron and steel are not surpassed

in the world, and we have learnt to avail ourselves of them. We shall soon become
the largest producers, although it must be long before it can be our interest to send

iron from our shores. England now employs iron to the extent of 160 lbs. per head
of population, and exports more than she consumes. We manufacture 1,500,000
tons, and import about 300,000 additional. Our consumption does not exceed

130 lbs per head. The Commission report that in the manufacture of steel our

country has nearly emancipated itself from dependence upon others. The Ameri-
can cast steel has been tried throughout all the manufacturing states by the most
skilful manipulators of fine cutlery, tools, and in both heavy and delicate machinery,

and the evidence of its excellent quality is beyond dispute.

—

New York Herald.

New Breech Loader.—A new breech-loading fire-arm has been recently

invented and perfected by M. Charles Concalon, who is neither a gunsmith nor a

mechanical engineer, but chief clerk of a French departmental tribunal, strongly

devoted to mechanical pursuits. The aim of M. Concalon has been to produce a

breech-loading gun with a fixed barrel and movable breech and in the piece com-
pleted the breech rises vertically upwards by means of a hinge at the back, leaving

the breech end of the barrel or barrels open for the insertion of the cartridge. The
arm resembles in its outward form an ordinary nipple gun. We shall describe a

double-barrelled fowling piece on this principle, which is very little heavier, if any-
thing, than an ordinary muzzle loader. The nipples are, however, much more
sloping and the ends of them, are movable, being in fact the extremities of steel

pins which strike the centre of each cartridge and explode the cap. The pins

are brought back again to their places by brass spiral springs as soon as the

hammer is raised. The junction of the breech with the barrel is about ^ inch

in front of the nipples, and throughout this length the dimensions and form of

the barrels are continued. Behind the pistons, as far as the hinge, a distance of

2 inches, the breech is narrowed in width so as to allow its free play in ascending

and descending between the hammers. The joining piece between the barrels is

prolonged about 3|t inches backwards, and terminates obliquely, and this prolonga-

tion fits into a cavity in the movable breech, serving thus to keep it steady when it

is lowered in place. The movable breech is also held firmly down by means of a

small bolt of iron which traverses it, and the web piece prolonged, and at the

same time locks the piston from descending on the cap if the breech be not

secured in its place. The pins being only free to act when the bolt is well in

its place, it is impossible that an accidental discharge could occur from care-

lessness in not properly shutting down the breech. But, once in its place, even

if there were no bolt to secure it, the recoil cannot lift the breech, because the

force exerted by the explosion of the powder is in a line with the axis of the

breech, and would contribute as much towards keeping it in its place as causing

it to more upwards. Another improvement in this arm, consists in the application

of a cartridge extractor, which, every time the breech is raised, draws the cartouche

out of the barrels. It is a sort of articulated lever, which lays hold of the under

side of the projection of the cartridge by a hook, on the breech being lowered, so

that when it is raised the cartridge is pulled out. M. Concalon had the honour

of presenting the emperor with a carbine constructed on this principle, and his

Majesty suggested another mode of taking out the cartridge in weapons of war, and

the suggestion has been so ably acted upon by the inventor, that his Majesty has

ordered two new rifles to be made for his own use. Every piece, whether it be a

fowling piece or a weapon of war, in order to fulfil the highest conditions of solidity

and durability should present the following features : a fixed barrel and movable

breech ; the resisting pieces should exert an effort in the direct line of the length

of the iron ; the resistance should be normal to the effort of the recoil ; there should

be no friction between movable surfaces; the cartridge should fit the barrel with

such precision that even wljen the breech is disjointed from the barrel no escape of

gas can take place ; and lastly, the cartridge should have a central percussion as

being the most handy, and at the same time allowing the gun to take a better shape.

Now the ordinary hinged breech-loaders, in spite of the elegance of their form, are

neither sufficiently solid nor durable if made of the lightness which every sportsman

requires. The recoil is met by the breech, which is at right angles to a piece passing

under the barrel and secured to it by the hinge. This bent lever is subjected at each

discharge to a cross strain at the angle, and the moment of opening the breech is

attended with a great amount of friction. Now, we have the following propositions:

—

1, In any mechanical combination of pieces, the wear and tear produced by friction,

is, cceteris paribus, in direct proportion to the volume of the pieces in motion, their

weight or their pressure one upon another. 2, The maximum strength of the

resistance of a piece of iron is in the direction of its length. The contrary is

the case when the strain is applied transversely. 3, When two bodies, in the

same plane, are repelled in a right line by two contrary forces, the resultant of

the parallel forces necessary to keep the two bodies together should pass through

their centres. The second and third principles rule the combination of the barrel

and breech of an ordinary muzzle loader; in fact, the resistance of the iron takes

place in the line of its length, and the resultant of the parallel forces holding

in contact the breeck and the barrel, lohich are repelled one from the other by

the exphsio?i of the powder, passes through the centre of these two bodies; whence

it follows that the plane of the force of resistance is normal to the plane of the

force of the recoil or the power. The mechanism of hinged breech loaders

with movable barrel is thus plainly in opposition to mechanical principles. The

mobility of the barrel, which is about 20 times the weight of the breech piece,

causes a wear and tear by its movement which is to that produced by moving the

breech as 20 to 1. They are, moreover, utterly inapplicable to the purposes

of warfare, as the soldier is practically disarmed at the moment of charging, the

arm being separated in two parts. In the arm invented by M. Concalon, all the

best conditions of solidity and durability are fulfilled. There is an absence of all

friction, since the breech forming the radius of a circle, and its extremity being

tangential to it, it lies close to the end of the barrels, which are cut normal to their

length. The resistance is in the direction of the length of the iron, and the resultant
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of the parallel forces which maintain the breech and barrels in union passes through

their centre ; consequently we cannot hesitate in stating, that as far as solidity and

durability are concerned, this breech loader will stand the severest criticism of the

enlightened mechanician and mathematician. These arms are in course of manufac-

ture by one of the tirst houses of Liege, MM. Dandoy et Cie.

Mathis' Patent Power-Loom Temple.—This temple is of what is called

the self-acting or roller kind. Its novelty consists in the provision by which it is

made to stretch the fabric automatically in a lateral direction with perfect unifor-

mity and to any degree desired without injuring the selvedges. This is effected by

constructing the rolling portion of the temple, over which the fabric passes, of a

series of wheels arranged obliquely to the axis of the pin on which they rotate.

The first figure of the drawing represents a top view of a pair of the temples,

a, a, one right and the other left hand. They are adjustable on rods, B, fl, which

are secured to the breast-beam, r>, of the loom; and by moving them along these

rods they are adjusted to the width of the fabric to be woven. The parts which

Fig. 1.

extend the fabric consist of a series of thin rings or wheels, a, having pointed teeth

on their peripheries, and set in an oblique direction upon a pin, 6, which is firmly

secured by a nut, ft into the arm, c, of the temple. These toothed wheels do not

turn upon the pin itself, but upon the hubs of discs, c?, d, which are interposed

between the said wheels, the hubs abutting against each other, and so leaving the

wheels free to turn easily when the discs are screwed up tightly by the nut. The
hnbs of the discs, rf, rf, on which the wheels, a, a, rotate, are eccentric to the

peripheries of the discs, and the wheels themselves are smaller than the discs, so

that the teeth of the wheels will only project beyond the discs for about one-half

the circumference. The cap, g, by which the fabric is confined to the temple is

shown raised up at one side of the drawing. When down in its place it is secured

by a button, h.

The oblique arrangement of the wheels is what produces the stretching of the

fabric By slackening the nut and turning the pin, 6, forward or backward, as

Fig. 2.

indicated by the arrow-heads, 1 and 2, the lateral stretch on the fabric may be
varied to any extent desirable, and, when once adjusted, will remain perfectly uni-
form, keeping the width of the fabric perfectly regular, and producing a more
perfect selvedge than the temples before used.

This temple is coming extensively into use in Germany, France, and England,
and is being introduced in this country. It can be applied to looms of any con-
struction. Manufacturers in each country have given good certificates of its value.

It is said to produce wider cloth than any other temple, to be a perfect regulator
of the thickness as well as the width of the fabric, to enable any fault in the weav-
ing to be at once detected, and to operate equally well on all fabrics, from the finest

silk or cotton goods to the heaviest cottons or woollens.

—

American Artisan.
New Steel for Gun Barrels, Tubes, &c.—A process has just been brought

into use in South Staffordshire which is calculated, by a thorough manipulation, to

secure from the metal the maximum of strength. The patentees take Bessemer
ingots and re-heat them. They then not only hammer them right and left, but
they do that which hammering on the surface can never accomplish. To form a
cylinder, either for a heavy gun or a light rifle, the centre of the mass that has been
previously worked under the hammer is condensed by the use of a punch, which is

made to move radially from a point equidistant from the extremity. A mandrel
is then inserted into the partly-formed mould, and it is further elongated by being
passed through rolls, thereby to still more greatly improve the quality of the metal,
and to impart to the mould a mathematical accuracy of dimensions, alike internally

and externally. Thus six times the amount of work has been put upon the steel

than would be possible by any other process; and thereby the maximum of strength
has been secured, and a solid tube produced, which must of necessity possess greater
strength than any obtained by processes less exhaustive of manipulative operations.

Messrs. John Brown & Co., of Sheffield, are making preparations to produce on this

system tubes for seven-inch ordnance, hollow marine and other shafting, railway
axles, &c.— The Ironmonger.

New Process rN Wiredrawing.—This improvement, the invention of Mr.
John Hibel, is in the process of annealing. Under the old system annealing pots
consisted of hollow cylinders of cast iron, closed at the bottom, and furnished with a
lid or cover at the top, which was closed nearly air-tight during the annealing pro-
cess. These pots were built in a furnace, and charged with the articles required to
be annealed. When the pots were filled, the furnace was heated to the required
degree, and allowed to cool, together with the pots. By this process, however, the
surface of the wire became more or less covered with scales, which had to he removed
by pickling before the wire could be drawn to the required thickness. By the new
process the annealing pots are constructed of two hollow cylinders of cast iron, of

different diameters, the smaller one being placed within the larger; a ring-like space

is thus left between the two cylinders, which constitutes the chamber in which the

articles to be annealed are placed. The bottom of this chamber is closed, and the

top is also closed and made air-tight during the annealing process. When these

pots are placed on the furnace, the flames not only encircle them, but come up
through the hollow centre, and the wire is thus more thoroughly and uniformly

heated. They are made air-tight by a simple process, and when the wire is taken

out it is as smooth as possible; there is no scale about it, and therefore does not

require pickling, as under the old system. The quality of the wire is said to be

much improved; it is considerably more ductile, and a saving is effected in weight,

as the process of pickling reduces the wire considerably. Under the old system a
No. 4 rod, before it could be drawn to No. 18, would require pickling six times, and
annealing five times ; under the new system the same rod requires pickling once,

and annealing once. By the old process it would take eleven days to draw the

wire to the required thickness ; but by the new plan it is dune in five days.— The
Ironmonger.

Decay of the Building Stone of the Houses of Parliament.— All

the processes that have been applied have proved to be worthless, so far as the

preservation of the stone is concerned. The decay is not to be sought for in the

parts that are permanently wet or dry, but in the parts that are subject to alterations

of wetness or dryness; and the proofs of the success, or failure, of any system for

the preservation of the stone would be found in those precise spots. Thus in the

Speaker's Court, which is sheltered on all sides from the weather, and which is well

drained and paved, Szerelmey's process has failed to protect the parapets of the

northern elevation (that, in fact, which has a southern aspect), and the whole of

the court has the appearance of being coated with: a bad zinc paint that can be

removed by the hand. The application of Daines' patent has proved more successful

in the next court, but it has not prevented the decay of the stone where it is exposed
to the alterations of dryness and humidity ; besides, this process being one founded
upon the application of oxidizable substances, must be exposed to the inconvenience

of itself being consumed within a more or less long, but still appreciable, period.

Mr. Daines, in fact, applies oil and sulphur, and the consequence is that he applies

what constitutes only a species of paint. The application of Ransome's process,

which consists in the deposition of a silicate of lime in the pores of the stone operated

upon, has certainly hardened it in the portions that are protected from the moisture

;

but it has failed to prevent decay in those parts where the water is able to be takeu
up by capillary attraction. Ransome's process undoubtedly hardens the surface of

the stone, but it is powerless to prevent the freezing of the water behind that

surface, which is the cause of the decay. In this case Mr. Ransome produced the

silicate of lime by the double decomposition of a silicate of soda and a chloride of

lime; but he did not try the silicate of potash, which is also included in his patent.

It may be that this circumstance has had some influence on the success of his

application, for the chloride of sodium that is produced in the course of the application

he has tried is both a deliquescent and an efflorescent salt. Barff's process is but

a modification of Ransome's, and it has proved to be an utter failure; as well as

the fluo-silicating process, that was patented some few years ago. Daleraagne's

process, which consisted of the application of a silicate of potash, forced into the

stone by a force pump, has proved of no use in the Houses of Parliament, although

it is said to have succeeded in the case of Notre-Dame of Paris and Amiens,
Though the application of paraffine in a heated state has only served to discolour

the stone, it has not in any way tended to preserve it, for the part that has been

so treated is decaying as fast as if there had been no application at all. Under
Mr. Abel's orders there have been several applications made of solutions of phos-
phoric acid, and various phosphates ; but they appear to have failed. In the mean-
time, the decay of the Houses of Parliament is making rapid progress. The elaborate

carving of the Abingdon Street front is particularly crumbling away, almost before

the masons have quitted the scene of their labours; nor is this an exception to the

general rule. Decay is going on in the strings, parapets, everywhere in fact where
the water is able to lodge, or to be taken up by capillary attraction. Westminster
Palace is now fast disappearing, and there appears to be little probability of any
portion of the ornamental details that are in projection lasting more than twenty

years at the outside.

—

Building News.
Low's Boring Machines.—We are informed by a correspondent who has just

visited the works of the Dublin Corporation for the supply of water to that city that

these machines, which were for a long time employed in boring the holes for blasting

the Roundwood tunnel, are now entirely abandoned, and that hand labour is resorted

to. Why the abandonment of the machines has taken place we are not informed.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

(Sj** When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

21th March, 1866.

889 J. Rawstliome and E. H. Bayley, Newington Causeway—Carts for distributing manure
890 S. H. Salom, Edinburgh—Goggles for the cure of " strabismus "

891 Carl Wenner, Horwich—Steam turbines
892 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Arm chair and travelling bag.—A com.
893 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Application of metallic substances upon

thread.—A com.
894 F. P. Warren, Cosham—Cooking apparatus
895 John Bracher, Cannon Street West— Safes

896 W. A. Lyttle, General Post Office—Disti.lation of hydro-carbon
897 James Higgin, Manchester—Dyeing and printing
898 C. T. Liernur, Fraukfort-on-the-Maine—Removal of fluids and solids from water-

closets

899 W. T. Cooper, Oxford Street— Cure of venereal disease
900 William Dixon, Queen's Head Lane—Turning over leaves of music
901 William Deakin, Great Barr, and J. B. Johnson, Tettenhall—Guu barrels
902 Joseph Gamgee, Bayswater—Horse shoes
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28lh March, 1S6G.

903 R. M. Graystock, Salford- -Looms for weaving
904 A. A- Jaeger, Neilston—Aniline yellow
905 Thomas Ryder, Manchester—Mashing malt
906 H. J. F. H. Foveaux, Strand—Injecting liquids

SBth March, 1866.

507 Thomas Storey, Lancaster, and W. V. Wilson, London—Leather cloth

90S J. and J. Parkes, Oaken Gates—Measuring liquids

909 Morris Myers, Saint PancraB— Sifting sugar
910 H. A Bonneville, Paris—Recovering sunken vessels.—A com.
911 Reuben Noake, Wolverhampton— Iron safes

912 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Looms.—A com.
913 E. Hochs, T. Reuter, and (). Henrici, London—Bridges
914 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton— Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
915 J. C. Martin, Barnes—Treating bones
916 George Sturrock, Woolwich—Breech-loading fire-arms

917 H. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Decorticating grain.—A com.

9)8 J. F. C. Carle, Hamburg—Joiners' cramps
919 Charles Pardoe, Brierly Hill—Coke ovens

3Ut March, 1866.

920 William Wray, Clifton "Villas—Achromatic object glasses

921 James Davis, Southsea—Preventing the putrefaction of substances
922 James Davis, Southsea—Preventing the loss of life in mines
923 George White, Queen Street— Indicating pressure of steam in cylinders.—A com.
924 William Pendry, Wotton—Indicating the strain on cables of ships

925 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Bleaching paper substances.—A com.
926 E. T, Hughes, Chancery Lane—Leather splitting machines.—A com.
927 Robert Hineson, Manchester—Aerated waters
928 Adam Bullough, Blackburn— Shuttles
929 John Blair, Manchester - Wearing apparel
930 George Hindshaw, Manchester— Construction of safes

931 William Read, Coventry— Electro-magnetic engines.—A com.
932 S. M. Martin, S. A. and F. H. Varley, London— Electric telegraphs

2nd April, 1866.

933 W. B. and E. J. Collis, Stourbridge—Coke ovens
934 E. P. H. Vaughan, Chancery Lane—Solidifying juice of trees.—A com.
935 J. J. Derricy, Paris—Lozenges
936 William Hill and Thomas Whitehead, Leeds—Dressing yarn
937 Karcisse Legendre, Calais— Elastic fabrics

938 A L. M. Gu^tat, Lyons— Obtaining colouring matters
939 Charles Turner, Southampton—Rotary brushing
940 Robert Dewhurst, Clitheroe—Dressing yams
941 Edward Brooke, Huddersfield— Deodorizing noxious gases
942 W. and J. Chew, and W. J. Lucas, Blackburn—Looms for weaving
943 M. P. E. Vors, Marvejols town, France—Cleaning pipes

3rd April, 1866.

944 Julius Schweitzer, Thomhill Crescent -Pancreatic emulsions of fats and oils

945 George Davies, Serle Street—Braiding and weaving.—A com.
946 J. M. Rowan, Glasgow, and Alexander Morton, Kilmarnock—Ascertaining latitude

and longitude
947 C. F. Carlier, Paris—Galvanic batteries

948 C. A. Shaw, Biddeford, U. S,— Knitting machine.—A com.
949 A. G. Lock, Roseland—Malt brewers' refuse as a manure
950 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Piano-fortes.—A com.
951 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Looms for weaving.—A com.
952 James Robey, Newcastle-under-Lyme—Reburning animal charcoal,

953 E. C. Prentice, Stowmarket—Treating gun cotton

4th April, 1866.

954 John Maddocks and William Dunn, Manchester—Construction of safes

955 G. P. Wheeler, Abinghall—Polishing powder
956 Francis Wise, Chandos Chambers—Combustion of fueL—A com.
957 P. J. Macaigne, Paris—Jacquard looms
953 A. A. 1 1 el y , Southampton Terrace, and J. Marshall, Greenwich—Hydrostatic presses

959 William Betts, Wharf Road—Colouring capsules

960 J. II. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Treatment of sugar.—A com.
961 Richard Sweeting, Stratford—Labels for trucks
962 William llowitt. Manchester Buildings—Roofs of horticultural buildings

963 Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Cutting cork.—A com,
964 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Carpets.—A com.

5th April, 1866.

965 G. H. J. Simmons, Stanhope Street—Fire alarm
966 S. M. Martin, Harrow-on-the-Hill, and S. A. Varley, Roman Road—Train inter-

communication
967 Edmund Pearson, Manchester—Wearing apparel
96S A. A. Jaeger, Neilston —Obtaining aniline red
969 Francois Rebiere, Calais—Bobbin net or lace machinery
970 George Allix, Jersey—Reefing and furling sails

971 R. D. Morgan. Hay—Couplings of railway carriages
972 George Kumbelow, Bury St Edmunds—Troughs for feeding pigs
973 George MUller, New York—Carpenter's plane
974 Samuel Richards, Crosby House—Boring rocks
975 T. W. Pearce, St. George's Road—Impervious concrete
976 Edward Ellison, Manchester—Preventing and curing disease in cattle
977 Benjamin Johnson, Kennington Oval—Piano fortes

978 C. J. Viehoffand J. A. Matthiessen, Paris—SteeriDg indicators
979 William Ingham, Annley—Fleshing and shaving hides
980 Edgar Cox, Weymouth—Portable tents for photographic manipulation
981 F. E. Walker, Waterloo Road—Breech-loading fire-arms
982 W. H. Phillips, Nunhead— Rotary pumps
9S3 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—White or semi-transparent glass.—A com.
984 J. and W. M'Naught, Rochdale—Washing and drying wool
985 W. R. Taylor and George Hewett, Oxford—Treatment of grain

6tk April, 1866.

986 William Cole, Coventry—Elastic fabrics
987 Wilhelm Griine, Berlin, Prussia—Magic photography
988 James Fraser, Live' pool—Binding check books
989 A. Baron de Gablenz, Berlin—Anti-friction bearings
990 John Chesters, Bexley Heath—Furnaces
991 William Cooke, Stockwell—Preventing smoky chimneys
992 James Young, Limefield—Distilling

993 J. B. Fuller, Norwich, U. S.— Spinning flax

7th April, 1866.

994 John Patterson, Manchester—Double fabrics
995 Thomas Scott, Inverkeithing—Sinking caissons for foundations
996 Charles Kendall, High Street—Atmospheric railway breaks
997 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Revolving fire-arms.—A com.
998 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Fastening for gloves.—A com.
999 Hamilton Wood, Osnaburg Street—Producing orn.imental surfaces on wood

1000 William CTissold, Dudbridge Works—Feeding fibres to carding machines
10 )1 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Casting railway wheels.—A com.
1002 E. K. Muspratt, Liverpool—Burning or calcining ores
1003 George Davies, Serle Street—Heating houses.—A. com.
1004 J. L. Davies, Manchester—Looms for weaving
1005 George Gordon, San Francisco—Treating animal charcoal

9th April, 1866.

1006 R. W. Thomson, Edinburgh— Steam gauges
1007 James Foster and John Ilollinrake, Bury—Moulding pipea
1008 John Macintosh, North Bank—Docks
1009 B. F. Weatherdon, Chancery Lane—Treating luceru root for paper making.—A com.
1010 F. h. Bauwens, Walworth House—Recovering cotton waste
1011 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Fastenings for trunks.—A com.
1012 I. M. and S. MacGeorge, Newry—Paddle wheels
1013 W. Rawlins, Lillipot Lane, and W. Rest, Albion Buildings—Fastenings for purses
1014 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Treatment of fatty substances.—A com.
1015 S. J. Sherman, Brooklyn, U. S.—Hoops of ladies' skirts

1016 P. W. Hofmann, Dieuze, France—Separating sulphur from soda waste
1017 George Davies, Serle Street—De-sulphuration.—A com.
1018 T. P. Tregaskis, Perranarworthal—Deepening rivers or creeks

10th April, 1866.

1019 R. Leake, W. Shields, and J. Beckett, Manchester—Engraving rollers

1020 Elisabeth Lichtenstadt, Bermondsey Road—Lamps.—A com.
1021 Elisabeth Lichtenstadt, Bermondsey Road—Compound volatile oil or spirit.—A com.
1022 W. D. Robotham, Doncaster—Foundations and abutments of bridges
1023 James Sparrow and Samuel Poole, Frood Iron Works—Collecting heated gases

from blast furnaces
1024 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Crinolines.—A com.
1025 James Kennan, Dublin—Bung-turning lathe
1026 G. W. Shinner, Strand—Utilizing sewage
1027 S. W. Silver, Bishopsgate Street, and A. Hayward—Receptacles for bottles and eggs

Uth April, 1S66.

1028 James Frost, Dudley—Crushing ores
1029 William Young, Queen Street—Grates, fire-places, and furnaces
1030 William Wishart, Glasgow, and Peter Cameron, Paisley—Loom-sewed fabrics
1031 G. A. Ermen, Eccles—Preparing and spinning cotton
1032 James, Joseph, and Jonas Crabtree, Kidderminster—Washing or scouring wool
1033 John Crofts, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms

1034 T. K. Whitehead, Rawtenstall—Cleaning roller beams
1035 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Drawing off aerated liquids.—A com.

12th April, 1866.

1036 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Cutting tobacco.—A com.
1037 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Drainage for dwellings.—A com.
1038 William Bond, Denmark Street—Slide valves and reversing gear
1039 A. H. Brandon, Paris—Springs.—A com.
1040 John Haworth, Eccles—Stables
1041 J.J. Bodmer, Newport—Treatment of slag
1042 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Spooling and copping threads.—A com.
1043 Edward Devey, Dudley Court—Water tuyeres

13th April, 1866.

1044 H. B. James, Fish Street Hill—Adhesive compositions
1045 W. J. Cunningham, North Crescent—Drilling and ornamenting metal
1046 J. M. Macrum, Hill Street—Tanning —A com.
1047 Samuel Chatwood, Bolton, and John Sturgeon, Burley—Motive-power engines
1048 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Grinding mills.—A com.
1049 Alexander Swan, Kircaldy— Evaporating lees

1050 Thomas Brittan, Tysoe Street—Telegraphic signalling

1051 V. S. Fombuena, Paris— Sleepers for railways
1052 J., C.j L., and M. Jefferson, and John Greenwny, Bradford—Combing wool
1053 Auguste Jaumenne, Sherwood Street—Purifying animal and vegetable oils

1054 W. and W. M. Hawdon, and H. Heather, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Distributing valves

1055 James Gresham, Manchester—Raising and forcing fluids

14*ft April, 1866.

1056 Thomas Cooper, Wolverhampton—Locks
1057 C. H. Murray, Loman Street, aud Matthew Jennings, New Cross—Machinery for

moulding or forming clay into bricks or tiles

1058 Thomas Gray, Union Road—Soap
1059 John Jordan, Liverpool—Steam boilers

1060 H. A Bonneville, Paris— Beds for invalids,—A com.
1061 H A. Bonneville, Paris—Removing exploded cartridges from fire-arms.—A com,
1062 G. T. Blundell, Liraehouse—Screw valves

1063 R. B. Legge, Elrafield House—Printing patterns on dyed goods.—A com.
1064 S. F. Schoonmaker, Great Russel Street—Breaking stones and ores

16tk April, 1866.

1065 Josiah Adams, Birmingham- Sash fasteners

1066 J. U. Zimmermann, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
1067 Charles Richardson, Gracechurch Street—Looms for weaving
1068 R- E. Kaulbach, Grove Road—Laying submarine telegraphic cables

1069 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Power-looms.—A com,

1070 Samuel Bennett, Bolton—Sizing machines
1071 Edward Ash and Thomas Whitley, Halifax—Combing wool

1072 J. and J. Hayes, Elton, aud James Hayes, Warmington—Raising straw and hay
1073 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Sifting flour.—A com.
1074 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Card cases.—A com.
1075 G. P. Dodge, Upper ^hames Street—Billiards and bagatelle

1076 James Harris, Cambridge Street—Preventing incrustation in boilers

1077 William Cuthbert, Doncaster—Steam whistles

17th April, 1866.

1078 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street
—

"Varnish for preserving wood.—A com.

1079 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Crushing and washing ores*—A com.

1080 C. J. B. King, Stome—Unfermented beverage,

1081 E. R. May, Sidmouth—Lowering ships' boats

1082 Thomas Gray, Union Road—Treating flax

1083 Thomas Haimes, Melbourne—Double fabrics

1084 John Dickinson, York—Cocks or taps

1085 P. W. Gengembre, Gloucester Terrace—Stereoscopes

18ih April, 1866.

1086 William Bullough. Blackburn— Sizing and beaming yarn
10S7 C de Caesaris, Grange, Bermondsey—Projectiles

1088 George White, Queen Street—Pipes for smoking tobacco.—A com.

1089 Robert Puckering, Beverley—Four wheeled vehicles

1090 James Marshall, Gainsborough—Heating water for Bteam boilers

1091 J. G. Jones, Blaina Iron Works—Getting coals

1092 C. M. Barker, Kennington Park Road—Distilling fatty matters

1093 C. A. Girard, and George de Laire, Paris—Diphenylam'me
1094 W. Y. Edwards, Castle Street—Axles and axle boxes

1095 W. Y. Edwards, Castle Street—Eyeletting machines.—A com.
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TURRETS, OR NO TURRETS.

The last few days of June have been made less uneventful than usual

at Portsmouth, by the arrival there of the American turret ship or

monitor, the Miantonomah, and of orders from the Admiralty to fire

at one of the turrets of the Royal Sovereign, Captain Coles' turret ship,

by the 9-inch -rifled guns of the Bellerophon.

This trial, so often pressed upon " the authorities," has actually come
off " after a fashion," as to which more anon ; and the results, such as

they are, may now be seen by such as are permitted on board.

To those interested in endeavouring to grasp and advance the solution

of the grand problem, now before civilized nations, of attack and defence

at sea, present and future, there are few such opportunities of simul-

taneous observation and comparison of different systems and results as

were presented at Portsmouth during the latter week of June.

There was the best that the United States could send to be exhibited

to Europe of her own peculiar build of monitor; there was our own
supposed best example of the same class ; and there was the Bellerophon,

the chief constructor of the navy's last and best example of the popu-

larly assumed, though not really opponent system, the armour-plated

ship of the broadside class, with a central fortress for the armament.

There were the 450-pound smooth bores of the Miantonomah, and

there are the 9-inch rifled Armstrongs, with not a few experimental

naval gun-carriages and slides for these, on board the Bellerophon the

Excellent and the Calcutta (gunnery ships), to compare with the

mounting of the American monsters ; and lastly there was the turret of

the Royal Sovereign, with the very visible marks of the attentions

received after "having been waited on" by the Bellerophon 's guns.

Much, very much more of interest to the military, or civil, or mechan-

ical engineer, there is now at our great naval port—a grand old place

even from the sea-dog days of Drake and the Armada, and with glorious

memories thence, down to those of Trafalgar and the old Victory,

that still swings with the ebb and flow of tide in mid harbour, and looks

so small and short and high out of the water and, her masts so lithe

and. tender, compared with the more modern (though now, perhaps,

antiquated) giants around her, such as the Duke of Wellington ; a place

full of reminiscences of Nelson, and Collingwood, and the rest, while

yet it was indisputable that Britannia and she alone, ruled the waves.

But added to all this of the past, there is, to arrest attention, on all

sides the new and even unfinished works on shore or afloat or neither,

but amphibian, which show that our naval supremacy is no longer

beyond question, and that we have even to take good care lest our

enemies' fleets get within arm's length of our great naval port itself.

Vast extensions of the dockyard itself in Porchester Creek ; the huge

amphibious substructions, for the isolated harbour forts, on the Horse

Shoal, Xomans Shallow, and on the Spit bank ; and the gigantic works

of fortification upon the land side, visible in great scars made in the

white chalk of the heights from miles out at sea—all these attest the

changes compelled by the advanced fortunes of other nations, and by
the improvements of the last quarter century, in artillery ships and steam

propulsion, and challenge the curiosity of the visitor. All these we
shall pass by for the present, and merely place before our readers a

brief but, we hope, clear general account of the three remarkable vessels

we have named, adding some considerations as to their respective offensive

and defensive capabilities of a more practical and precise character, and
let us add, in a more impartial, or rather unpartizan spirit, than we have

observed in the numerous articles on the subject with which the lead-

ing papers and journals have overflowed lately.

The wisdom of newspaper writers on technical subjects is very

commonly made characteristic, by broad very broad, generalilies—so

broad indeed, that nothing but shallowness remains, except for those

who in an uncomplimentary way are called " general readers," and with

whom such well-worded platitude often passes for profound.

A leading journal not long since disposed summarily of the relative

merit3 of broadside and turret ships in. the following syllogistic style :

—

A ship of war is after all only a gun-carriage and the simpler and handier

a gun-carriage can be made the better : but a turret ship is a much
simpler method of carrying and protecting guns afloat, than walling

these all round by iron broadsides : therefore " Captain Coles' system."

ought to be adopted, and the chief constructor of the navy ought to be

"put down." This is no more than an exaggerated example of the

one-sided, imperfect way in which a vast complicated problem is

t everywhere handled.

third series.—vol. n.

Let us try not to fall into the same rutted path, but rather having

briefly described our ships, endeavour to compare, in a just but free

spirit, some of their respective advantages and deficiencies, each taken

as a whole ; some few only, for the subject is one for a book, or more

than one book ; and questions of comparison are yet to start up, whenever

real European war shall test against each other these various sorts of

armoured ships, . the very existence even of which is not as yet

thought of.

To begin with the Bellerophon, completed early this year only, from

the designs of the chief constructor of the navy, and presenting many
features of novelty. She is an iron-built, partially iron-clad ship,

300 feet long, by 56 feet beam, and drawing in trim 21 feet forward,

and 2G feet aft. Her general form is that of a ram bow, in its trans-

verse sections of the U-form, which is said to be the favourite with Mr.

Reed, as giving some, buoyancy and less resistance to turning under the

helm, though perhaps rather more resistance to propulsion than the

sharp fine lines elsewhere adopted for the bows. Handiness appears

to have been a leading thought with Mr. Reed in the design of this

ship ; with this view she has been reduced in length about 100 feet under

the Warrior and Minotaur classes, and been given about two feet less

depth of displacements It results from this, that speed equal to the

Warrior's 14 knots was scarcely practicable. . However, a compromise

has been attempted with success ; for short as the ship is, and unfavour-

able as her lines necessarily are to some extent for speed, still by giving

her large power, and a large-sized four-bladed screw in two pitches,

the very respectable speed of 13"7 knots has been attained, and that

with an indicated horse-power of less than five-sixths of what was

calculated on and expected from the engines at the trial.

The engines are by Mr. Penn, and are a superb example of nearly

all that science has so far pointed out as means to the attainment of

large power, with a minimum consumption of fuel. The latter point is

of even far greater importance in ships of war that, as cruisers, have to

keep the sea continuously for a considerable period, than in a commer-

cial sense it is on board passenger or cargo steamships.

Reduced size of boilers, superheating, expansion, and surface con-

densation, are all here combined, and as the minute description of the

engining of any of these ships is not now in point with us, we will only

say that the engine-room of the Bellerophon presents a magnificent

example of well-ordered arrangement. It has been through no con-

structive fault of the engines that they have not realized their full

power, but simply that the big four-bladed screw is too large for them,

and prevents their getting up to their intended velocity ofseventy revolu-

tions per minute, fifty-seven revolutions, being the greatest found pos-

sible. There can be little doubt but the screw may be altered with

great advantage, and we incline to think that a better speed, both of

engines and of ship, may be. attained by the substitution of a well-propor-

tioned two-bladed screw for the present one.

The general structure of the ship, as to frame and plating, is obvious

from fig. 1. She is, as is seen, double-skinned, with solid frames at

every 20 feet in length, and bracket frames connecting the skins and

stringers between these. A great simplification of detail, as compared

with the Warrior or Minotaur, at once strikes the eye ; boiler work

proper, with its peculiar sections of iron being substituted wherever

possible, for the hand-wrought smith's work, so prevalent in the prior

examples.

The arrangement of the stem of the rudder, which is a balanced and

suspended one, and of the stern framing, present much that is novel in

detail, and in many respects improved. It is generally seen in fig. 2.

The keel-plates at the heel of the rudder support none of its weight, which

is all taken by the ring of conical rollers at the top beneath the tiller,

and these keel-plates as they pass forward spread out into a pretty

broad surface of plating. However, we cannot avoid expressing appre-

hension that there is some weakness here, and that should the ship

take the ground aft, the rudder must become liable to serious derangement.

The framing skin and backing, of the armour-plated parts of the

Bhip are different from those of the Warrior or Minotaur. In the

Warrior, as is well known, there was the ship's frame carrying a skin

of | inch plating, then 18 inches of teak backing, and outside that, 4J
inch armour-plate ; in the Minotaur on the same sort of frame and

skin, 9-inch teak backing, and 5} inch armour-plate : but in the

Bellerophon there is a skin of two thicknesses of J inch plates, worked

all over the framing with 10-inch teak backing over that, and 6-inch

armour-plating.

It
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Mr. Chalmers' principle of crossing the ship's frames by plates on

edge (here rivetted to the ship's skin) at frequent intervals, and in depth

equal to the backing, has been in this case fully adopted by Mr. Reed ; so

that between these outer-skin ribs and the within-skin frames, there is

nearly 22 inches of iron on edge everywhere, to resist impact received

from or through the external plating. There can be no doubt of the

enormous stiffness and rigidity as against every sort of projectile thus

produced, and that the same high resisting power to penetration which

was evidenced in Mr. Chalmers' target, when fired upon at Shoebury-

Fig. 1.

ness, will be found here. But we must admit some misgiving that

rigidity rnay have here been carried too far, and that under the repeated

stroke of very heavy shot, at no very great velocity, it may be found

impossible to keep the armour-plating of the Bcllerophon from flying off

by recoil. This is one of the things that ought to be fairly and fully

tested ; for should it prove so, it is about the worst form of vulnera-

bility that an armoured ship can present.

Like the Warrior, the Bcllerophon is only armour-plated for a cer-

Fig. 2.

tain portion amidships, and this for a shorter length than in the former-

named ship, as the armament of the latter consists only of ten 12-ton

guns, five in each broadside. But besides this central, square, tower-like

battery, the BdUroplwn has got a partially protected bow battery of

two other heavy guns, both of which may be trained to either side.

The general disposition upon the gun deck may be seen at once from

fig. 3. The thwartship armour-plating of the central battery of course

limits very much the effect of a raking shot, if received from the stern

or from either of the quarters at a very oblique angle ; from the bows
such a shot is scarcely possible.

The crew outside the central battery, if on the level of the gun deck,

would be of course exposed to be cut up, not only by shot and even

shell, but by mitraille from the skin of the uuarmoured parts of the ship.

But the intention is, no doubt, that in action all the crew, except those

on deck or in the battery or bows working the guns, should be kept

below the range of fire as far as possible.

There is an armoured tower for observation and the direction of

steering, &c, with a compass above for the officer of the deck, which is

placed close to the double steering wheel, all within the battery. There
is one other alternative mode of steering (we were informed, though the

method was not pointed out to us), from within the battery. It, how-
ever, struck us that further precaution against the possible disablement

of the steering gear is needed ; the latter is, in fact, so close to the base

of the turret, that a shell or even a large shot splinter chancing to come
down, might disable it. Beyond this we need only remark that the

masts are of iron, and the topmasts and lower yards (it is said) of steel.

At the present time there are half-a-dozen different sorts of experi-

mental slides and carriages on board for the 12-ton guns, not one of

which seems free from signal defects ; but these are out of our way at

present, and probably may form the subject of a separate article here-

after. It was from one of these 12-ton guns that the three shots were

fired at the turrets of the Royal Sovereign, to which ship we now
proceed.

This ship, commonly called Captain Cowper Coles' turret ship, is the

remanet, as is well known, of a wooden ship of the line, cut down so as

to have but some 8 or 10 feet of broadside exposed above the water line,

and then fitted with two turrets, upon plans the details of which are

understood as having emanated from, at least, if not as having been

prepared by that gentleman. Her hull is covered with Muntz metal,

above which she has a belt of armour-plating. Her bulwarks are of

light sheet-iron on iron-hinged knee frames, which, when laid down,

leave all flush with the deck, and as they overhang her sides produce,

no doubt, a certain amount of obstruction to boarding, especially if there

were a very little sea on. Her engines are of the Maudslay and Field

type ; and neither these nor her boilers, nor indeed any other part of

her outfit (all of which has been described, enlarged upon, and their

multiplied merits preached up by the partizans of Captain Coles, until

it has not only got well known, but got tiresome to all impartial men),

need now detain us.

We are chiefly concerned with her two turrets carrying her three

guns, two in one turret and one in the other, which constitute, in fact,

her main armament.

Briefly, each of these turrets revolves upon a fixed conical base ring

of cast iron, between which and a corresponding but inverted conical

traverse ring moving with the tower is a "loose ring "of conical cast-iron

rollers ; the whole arrangement being neither more nor less than what

we all are familiar with as the traverse gear for swivel bridges. There

are two sets of toothed gear. A fixed circular toothed rack is bolted

round the lower base ring, and into it gears, at opposite ends of a diame-

ter, a pair of spur pinions with vertical shafts, in bearings which carry

them round with the tower; these are acted on through a train of wheels

and pinions by two sets of winch handles. Another circular toothed

rack is bolted above the upper traverse ring, and moves with the tower,

and into this two spur pinions on vertical shafts, which are relatively

fixed and at opposite ends of another diameter, are geared, and which,

by like trains of wheels and pinions, are acted on by winch handles.

There are thus four separate points at which, while all is perfect,

manual power can be got to bear in bringing round the tower. Each

set of winches can be acted on both from within the tower below the

level of the gun platform, or from the lower deck outside the lower part

of the skeleton framing below the gun platform, by which, in fact, the

tower is continued down beneath the level of the upper deck to that of

the foundation or base rings. It is made a matter for panegyric by

Captain Coles' friends that this arrangement—which is supposed to

embrace much that is novel, but in which we fail to recognize one

single novel feature—has the immense advantages that no amount of

damage can prevent the tower going round, that it never can fall any

lower than its base rings and rollers upon which it solidly sits ; and that

with four independent sets of gearing by which to make it revolve, it is

not possible that any damage or contingency can leave the tower incap-

able of revolution. We are wholly unable to accede to this view ; but
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that we may not appear unfairly to suppress anything that may be

assumed meritorious in the shape of details upon which we shall have

to make unfavourable comments hereafter, we subjoin, condensed from

the Times—Captain Coles' own organ, it would appear, from the lauda-

tory style of its articles—the following account of the details of those

turrets, which, though needlessly verbose, is on the whole and substan-

tially tolerably correct :

—

" The three single and the one double gun turret of the Royal

Sovereign are all constructed on the same plan, but we will here speak

only of the one fired at yesterday. It is simply a hollow composite

cylinder standing on a circular wooden turntable of great strength, over

a double ring of conical metal wheels which travel over metal roadways,

the cylinder with its table being pivoted on a centrally fixed hollow iron

cylinder, and the whole resting on a bed of oak balks, and further sup-

ported by iron stanchions springing up from the keelson of the ship.

Commencing with our description of the whole from the very bottom of

the ship, for the sake of clearness, eight iron stanchions are fixed on

the keelson of the ship and support the deck overhead. On this deck

are fixed the oak balks which form the foundation, next to the iron

stanchions for the bed of the turret. It is formed of logs of teak about

20 inches square, laid over a space of 80 feet in circumference, and on

this mass of teak is laid the bed of the turret, with its turntable and

machinery. This bed is in appearance a gigantic wheel laid down on

its nave, 26 feet in diameter. The periphery of the wheel is formed of

banded strips of American oak, the spokes and nave being of English

oak. The periphery measures 24 inches by 12 inches, and the spokes

each 18 inches by 12 inches. An axle to this monster wheel, which is

held down in its dismounted position by bolts of great size, is provided

in a hollow iron cylinder, which gives access to the magazine in the

hold below from the turntable of the turret. This axle or pivot is

formed of two armour-plates, of 4J inches thickness, bent and welded

together at their sides. It is 26 inches in diameter, 7 feet 6 inches in

length, and weighs nearly three tons. It is fixed upright through the

nave of the great wheel, its under teak logs, and also the turntable of

the turret, and is held in position on each side of the lower deck by two

immense cast-iron collars. The upper part of this cylinder projects

upwards of 2 feet above the nave of the prostrate wheel, and thus

becomes the central pivot round which the turntable and turret revolves.

From a brass collar which encircles this cylindrical pivot radiate out-

wards from twenty-four brass conical wheels, the same number of iron

circular bars, on the outer ends of which are fixed conical iron wheels,

18 inches in diameter and 19 inches broad, set in a circular wrought-

iron framing, and travelling over a metal roadway as the turret revolves.

The turret thus rotates on a far more immovable axis than can possibly

the paddle wheel of a steamship or the fly wheel of a beam engine, while

it has the great additional advantage derived from the outer bearings

given by its circular frame of large conical wheels. The turret itself

is built up on its turntable on a circle of H-iron frames, the lower por-

tion of the frames being left open as forming the submerged portion of

the turret, and the upper filled in with iron and wood, and coated with

armour-plating as the exposed portion of the turret projecting through

and above the ship's upper deck. This upper portion of the turret is

filled in and covered in the following manner:—Inner lining of the

turret, of two half-inch boiler plates, from which project outwards

M-shaped iron ribs, 10 inches in depth and 20 inches apart, placed

vertically, the spaces between these ribs being filled in solid with teak.

Over this combination of iron and teak is worked a crossed diagonal

banding, or trellis work, of f-inch iron by about 3 inches broad. Next
to this trellis work comes 8 inches of teak, and over that the outer

coating of 5J-ineh rolled armour plates ; the area of surface exposed to

shot round the gun port being further strengthened there by a 4 1 -inch

armour plating at the back of the 5^-inch, thus giving 10 inches of iron

in two plates immediately round the port. In addition to the plates

being secured in the usual manner by through bolts driven through the

sides of the turret, they are further secured by being bolted to, or " mar-

ried," according to the technical term, by an immense wrought-iron ring

let into the teak at the back of

the upper edge of the armour

plates. This ring is 14 inches in

depth, by2Jinchesin thickness.

The top of the turret is covered

in with heavy angle iron and

boiler plating. The total weight

of the single gun turret is 116

tons 7 cwt., its area of surface

exposed to shot being 84 square

feet, and its area of gunport 6

square feet. We have now the turret, its turntable, the conical wheels

by which they rotate, the oak and teak bed, and, lastly, the iron columns

extending upwards from the ship's keelson to the under part of the oak

and teak bed, all in a complete form, and with the armoured portion of

the turret (as the reader must have gathered from our attempted

description) standing above the central line of the ship's upper deck,

being, in fact, a half sunken circular iron-clothed fort, having the sides

and the deck of the ship as its glacis, and this glacis, therefore, protect-

ing the sunken base of the turret, its turntable, and the frames of conical

wheels bywhich it revolves. The sides ofthe ship are about 6 feet (eight?)

out of the water, and carry 5J-inch rolled armour plating to 3 feet below

the water line. This plating is laid on a crossed diagonal wooden

planking, which was added to the original sides of the ship on her con-

version. This arrangement gives the side armour a backing of 3 feet

of solid timber, strengthened internally with diagonal crossed iron tie

bandings and the ends of the numerous iron and wooden beams which

span the deck, and which are secured to the inner sides of the ship by

heavy forged iron knees and angle irons, the beams being alternately of

wood and iron in all spaces clear of the turrets, and placed closely

together throughout. From the sides of the ship the upper deck has a

slight rise to its centre, or in the line of turrets, the general plan of the

deck formation being a 6-inch and 8-inch wooden planking laid on a

1-inch iron deck, supported on closely placed iron and wooden beams,

and pierced longitudinally with four apertures, or wells, in which stand

the turrets with their base resting on the deck below. Simply described

thus the deck has an excessively weak and soft appearance when con-

sidered as part of the glacis protecting the turret's base and its revolving

machinery, and it is only by an examination of it in detail that its real

strength is ascertained, more especially in the parts immediately sur-

rounding each turret. Thus examining the deck in detail, it is found

that each circular aperture in which the turrets stand is fitted round its

edge with a wrought-iron well-ring of great strength, weighing six and

a quarter tons, and from this well-ring there radiate rolled-iron beams,

which are connected, where running transversely, with the ship's sides,

and where running at any angle longitudinally, with the longer iron

beams which span the ship's deck from side to side between the turret

apertures. Over these beams next comes the iron deck 1 inch in thick-

ness, laid down in plates about 12 feet long by 30 inches in width, the

ends and sides of all these plates being fastened together with hot f-inch

rivets, through over straps of iron 4 inches wide and 1 inch in thickness.

Around all the turret apertures, the hatchways, funnel gratings, and all

other openings in the deck, the thickness of this iron deck plating is dou-

bled, and a double line of " stringer " plates

—

i.e., two lengths of plates

doubled, run forward and aft at equidistance between the line of tur-

rets and the sides of the ship. The iron well-ring, framing the turret

aperture, is next supplemented in its strengthening of the deck round

the aperture by a collar of tapered armour-plating, termed the " glacis

plate," of 3 inches in thickness next the well-ring, and tapering to an

edge at about 30 inches outwards. Over this glacis plate is laid teak

planking, 8 inches in thickness, which is carried fore and aft as a central

band of deck wooden planking, and exceeds in width the diameter of

the turret aperture by several planks on each side. A collar of f-inch

rolled-iron plate, by about 30 inches wide, is finally added over this

planking round the turret, to protect the deck from the effects of the

gun's discharge, the muzzle of the gun being necessarily but a few inches

above the deck when fired at its greatest angle of depression. The

remainder of the deck is covered with 6-inch oak planking laid down

on each side of the central teak line."
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Iii the two-gun turret there is a plate-iron vertical diametral division,

or partition (whether intended to screen the men at one gun from hullets

through the port of the other, or from the shock of its fire, or from

mitraille produced by the stroke of shot upon the turret itself, it is hard

to divine), but the effect of which would be, in the event of shot or

shell or even a large splinter coming in through one of the gun ports,

almost certainly to wound most of the men, and most probably to

make both guns incapable of being used.

The gun ports are perfectly open at all times, and appear to be even

of unnecessary size. The tops of the turrets are quite flat, and are

formed of inverted T-shaped small deck beam irons, nearly if not quite

close to each other in parallel order, and covered outside with plating,

which is probably about § inch thick. These tops are utterly incap-

able of resisting the fall of a moderate-sized shell thrown by vertical

fire, or the oblique stroke of a heavy shot, thrown either at the end of

a trajectory of considerable elevation or by a plunging fire.

We shall now proceed to the American monitor ship, the Mianto-

nomah, which arrived at Spithead within a few hours of the supposed

experimentum cruris, applied to the Royal Sovereign by the Belle-

rophon's guns, to which we shall return hereafter.

As the Miantonomah lay out upon the placid summer sea off Spit-

head, while we rowed out to her in the morning sun which stood in the

bright sky not far from behind her, we could, at a distance of some 4

or 5 miles, and at the level nearly of the sea's surface, discern with the

naked eye, almost nothing but two square-looking black dots, and some

odd-looking and confused appendages and connections, standing up,

as it v/ere, out of the water. When we got within a couple of miles,

and had the piling and scaffolding of the foundations now in progress,

of the Horse Shoal and Spit forts also in view, her appearance strongly

suggested the notion that one of these had broken loose from the bottom

during the night, and had drifted to a new berth. Ere long we got

within a cable's length or two, and then at once the simple symmetry,

and efficient, workmanlike look of the strange structure became ap-

parent. The hull shows about 4 or 5 feet above water forward, and

from 3 to 3^ aft ; and we stepped on to her deck with ease from the

gunwale of our four-oared boat. She is stated to be 268 feet long and

59 feet beam, and to draw from 14 to 15 feet of water. Though said

by the Times to be of only 1500 tons burthen, she must in reality be

about double that.

In her lines or form under water she is for the most part an oblong

box, fined away at the stern, and yet more sharply at the bow, but having

in her main length a bottom as flat as the sides and top. Out of the top

of this box, or from the deck (which is without bulwarks), rise two tur-

rets, and between these a funnel for smoke and a shorter one for ventila-

tion. A grated wood platform also passes between them, supported upon
pillars, on which, when the ship is at sea, all the nautical duties are per-

formed, but which is all removable in action. Above the turrets are iron

shot-proof wheel-houses, in which the captain, pilot, and helmsmen are

protected when the ship is in action. The deck is perfectly flat and of

great strength, having exclusively of the beams, 12 inches of thickness,

the lower layer being 6 inches of timber, above which are 3 inches of

iron, and over all 3 inches of timber again. The coamings of the hatch-

ways are of stout iron, and 2 feet high, with weather boards of nearly

a foot, some inclined outwards. These are battened down water-tight

when out of harbour. The sea is then free to wash over the deck

without in the least degree affecting the comfort of those on board or

at work, the communication between the platform and the lower part

of the ship being maintained through the turrets and main hatchway*.

An alteration has been made upon her main hatchway as originally

constructed, which was approached from the deck previously. Around
this a vertical well of strong timber has been built-up to the level of

the hurricane deck above ; and there is not only a top cover for this,

but a ponderous hinged timber hatchway stopper lid, at the deck-level

in the bottom of this well, at one side of which is a fixed iron ladder.

Through this the main communication between the exterior and interior

—or deck and hold—was constantly made in crossing the Atlantic

;

and the officer to whose polite and most intelligent description and
replies we were indebted for our information, stated that this main
hatch had never once been closed during the voyage. In fact, unless

the green water were to rise over the deck some 10 feet or so, none
could possibly enter by this hatch, even though open, as we saw it.

The Miantonomah is a new ship, having been only completed last

autumn. She has, therefore, never been under fire, and her present

voyage is chiefly designed to test her sea-going qualities. By those on

board the trial appears to be regarded as a perfect success. She has

come hither from New York, having called at Halifax and at St. John's,

Newfoundland; and from the last port she has made the voyage in ten

days ten hours. Crossing the Bay of Fundy, she encountered weather

which, without amounting to a gale, was considered very boisterous,

but she rode through it easily. On the voyage to Queenstown the

indicator marked no greater rolling than 7 degrees, while 2 degrees is

stated to be the average. Her paddlewheel consorts, on the other hand,

rolled to a maximum of 18 degrees and 24 degrees respectively. The
speed she attained was respectable, and, considering her build, rather

surprising. When leaving St. John's she drew 15 feet 10 inches water,

having on board 350 tons of coal in her bunkers, thirty tons in a crib

on deck, and about twenty tons in bags in- the turrets. With this

quantity on board economy was considered necessary. Her motive

power consists of a pair of four cylindered engines, driving twin screws,

which are gun metal, four-bladed, of 12 feet diameter, and of a gra-

duated pitch with a mean of 18. At full speed her consumption of coal

would be forty tons per twenty-four hours, but to spare fuel she was
not driven up to this, and was even run at slow speed sometimes.

Her average, therefore, was about seven knots an hour. Her maximum
speed might be about nine. She has brought with her forty tons of her

stores, and has lightened by about 10 inches of her draught.

We asked particularly as to her behaviour at sea. Upon the whole

she had had good weather, but for a time such as would have been

deemed rather rough by any ship. At times the solid green water

swept, either end on or diagonally or athwart, over her deck, to a

depth of 3 or 4 feet; our informant thought never more. Having no

impediments from bulwarks, and aided by its own proper wave trans-

lative motion, or by the propulsion of the sliip, such overseas were

stated to have cleared off from the deck again with remarkable rapidity.

In reply to pointed questions as to her behaviour in such seaway and

swell, it was stated that her movement was hj no means dead or sickly
;

that on the contrary she rose and fell with the passing seas with quite

as much liveliness as any other deeply laden ship. Her steadiness as

to rolling is of course an obvious consequence of her low centre of

gravity and of her form, together with her deep immersion.

Though an armoured vessel, the Miantonomah is not made of iron.

Her frame is of timber of great strength and solid build. Below it is

3 feet thick, and sheathed with copper, while from about 3 feet or 4 feet

beneath the water-line up to the deck her sides are of timber 7 feet

thick, outside of which is an iron plating of 7-inch thickness. The
upper portion of the sides, therefore, project about 4£ feet below the

lower part. Galvanic connection between the iron and the copper is

attempted to be prevented by a heavy timber moulding, but even that,

it is said, has not been found sufficient to prevent injury to the iron by

this action. Her floor is quite flat, and in addition to her central

keel, which is massively built up, she has at each bilge beneath her

bottom a sort of keelson or bilge log, against which is borne part of the

weight of the stays that help to support the turrets. She is built prin-

cipally of American white oak and copper fastened throughout. Those

on board were good enough to remove a ceiling plate for us in the

boiler room, which was about 20 inches above the solid timber floor;

and we found there was not more than fths of an inch of bilge water

in the bottom ; and even this, it was stated, was but temporary and

due to running out a boiler : so that, as yet at least, it is pretty plain

that, although timber built and so heavily ironed and weighted, she

has not begun sensibly to work loose. The bilge water was fresh and

clean, but there was a strong smell of sulphuretted hydrogen from the

space below the ceiling plates, proving that either the sulphates of the

sea-water were being decomposed by the coal dust and iron together,

or that the pyrites of the coal was evolving this gas ; in either case

showing an additional reason why the ventilation, as artificially pro-

duced, requires to be of a very perfect character ; and, in fact, it is so.

The " 'tween decks" is the most striking spectacle presented by

the ship. The exuberance of contrivance, the quantity of machinery,

and the thought expended, upon the adaptability and perfection of every

detail to its own special and generally novel end, are very remarkable.

The officers' berths and cabins, and the wings of communication,

occupy the after part. These are fully roomy and convenient enough

;

generally more so than in many of our older line of battle ships ; and

there is ample headroom everywhere, and in port abundant daylight

from well-arranged deck lights of a circular form, and about 10 or 12
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inches diameter, so fixed in iron frames that they can be effectually

stopped in action. The commander's cabin leaves little to be desired

in point of room, height, and comfort. The whole of the middle por-

tion of the ship is occupied by the below deck parts and apparatus of

the two turrets, and by the engines for propulsion. Below this deck is

the hold (the mid-deck being absent where the propelling engines

and boilers are situate), in which are the stores, water-tanks, maga-

zine, &c, &c.

The crew consists of under 180 men, all told. She has a complement

of marines on board ; and it is one of the striking facts connected with

this construction, that so much power of offence can be navigated and

wielded by so small a crew.

In fact, nearly all the laborious duty on board is done by steam.

There are no less than seventeen steam engines, large and small, on

board, and all have their apportioned work. Six of these engines drive

the ventilating fans which receive the air from the main air shaft

(standing between the two funnels on the upper deck, about 9 feet in

height), and distribute it along shaftings and up through gratings in all

parts of the ship, for at sea the ship is necessarily battened down fore

and aft, and the only air that can enter the ship then, except down the

main air shaft, and the main hatch before described, is through the

perforated tops of the turrets and pilot houses. With two of the ven-

tilating blowers set slowly to work on board on the 28th June, it has

been stated that there was a strong upward rush of cool air through the

air gratings in the floor of the ward room and other parts of the ship

;

the thermometer in the captain's cabin, previous to the blowers being

set moving, marking 75° Fahr. There was, however, a slight feeling

of oppressiveness in one or two parts of the ship. The officers of the

Miantonomah declare that they get plenty of air below, and of the

two, for dryness, if not for comfort, rather prefer for a sea-voyage a

vessel like their own to an ordinary cruiser. The thermometer records

kept on board prove that the heat below, during the voyage across the

Atlantic, cannot have been as great as might be imagined by an un-

technical observer of the ship as she lies at Spithead. At sea, however,

the upper deck is always more or less awash with the seas rolling over

it, and this no doubt tends to cool the atmosphere below. The following

is the register of the temperature on the middle of the berth deck on four

nights, during the voyage across, when the crew were in their berths :

—

June 12. June 13. June 14. June 15

Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg.

10 p.m ... 72 71 70 70

12 midnight, ... 69 71 70 71

2 a-m., ... 64 70 70 68

4 a-m., ... 64 70 64 68

6 a.m., ... 64 70 70 67

The forward part of the ship is wholly given up to the crew, and

affords a very fairly roomy and comfortable " 'tween decks," fitted up

with all the usual comforts, not even forgetting a peculiar make of coffee

mill fast to one of the beams. The bitts are here, and the chain cables

laid along from the hold, pass out and upwards through hawse-holes

forward, fitted with peculiar arrangements to keep them water-tight at

sea, or when riding in a seaway.

The engines for the propulsion of the ship are of 800 horse, nominal

power, on the back action principle of Mr. Isherwood, United States

Navy, the connecting rod working towards each cylinder head. The
cylinders are four in number, 30 inches in diameter, with a 27-inch

stroke of piston, driven at full speed at 80 revolutions, with from 35 to 38

pounds steam pressure. The screws work inwards. The average heat in

the engine room in coming over averaged 80°, and in the stokehole, 120°.

The boilers are tubular, flat-sided, and well stayed. There are sixteen

fireplaces in all, with air perforations in the fire doors, and the main

boilers supply steam for all the engines on board, and also for the dis-

tilling apparatus, by which fresh water is constantly prepared for the

men. There is tankroom for 6000 gallons ; and it is said (and there

can be no doubt of the fact) that after the distilled water has got aerated

by being agitated in the tanks, it acquires an excellent flavour, if it

may be said that water has any flavour. But we can testify that,

drawn off by ourselves direct from the condensor, it was both pleasantly

cool and free from any disagreeable flavour.

The engines are on the system of surface condensation. The con-

densors being flat-sided on all sides ; the tubes of copper about |
diameter, and the condensing water led in and out from the ship's side

by a centrifugal pump. There is a special donkey engine to keep up

the boilers, and another for the drinking water condensation.

The steam and exhaust valves are flat cap slides of the usual form,

with large cap, and though standing with the faces of the ports vertical,

are only kept up to the face by a simple screw passing through the

back of the bonnet. The valve gear consists of the link motion, with

two excentrics, and is simple and solid in its details.

On the whole, however, we are bound to say the engines, with their

four cylinders and four complete sets of apparatus for them, with their

back action and condensors placed overhead the moving parts, seemed

to us needlessly complicated, and very hard to be got at either for

tendance or repair. There may be special objects in the four cylinders,

in place of two, which are not apparent at a glance. These main engines

are, however, the last part of the Miantonomah which present points

to be imitated by us. The smaller engines, on the contrary, especially

those which cause the turrets to revolve, are excellent samples of

simplicity and efficiency.

These last have each two cylinders at right angles to each other,

laid down with their simple framing and link motion and hand gear

flat upon the lower deck, and with the connecting rods taking on to a

common crank which is on the same first shaft that connects vertically

with the revolving gear of the turret.

The ventilating blower engines consist each of a pair of slightly

inclined cylinders very compactly arranged, and with their framing

common to and forming parts of that of the fans themselves, which are

in duplicate in each. These are worked and the speed got up by a pair

of speed pullies and a broad vulcanized or leather band. Each fan can

be worked independently or both unitedly. A very small amount of

steam, it was obvious to us, was sufficient to work one of these fans at a

moderate velocity, while we were on board. The fans are, in fact, never

driven fast. They are about 5 to 6 feet diameter of blades (by the eye)

and very wide, perhaps 2 feet or more, and so deliver at a low velocity

a vast volume of air. It is found, however, best and most economical

to keep a very small fire going in several of the boiler furnaces, and

not to force the fires at all while employed in port in ventilation only.

Four fires were at work while we were on board.

This practice also has this further advantage that it gives almost

immediate command of all the other engines on board, or even of a

small amount of power from the main engines to act upon the screw,

while the fires always laid under the other boilers may be getting up

steam, so that in the event of a squall or the appearance of an enemy,

almost instant manoeuvring may begin. We understood the engineer

on board to say that the draught of all the boilers could be excited, if

required, by means of driving air into the boiler room from the ventilating

apparatus.

The salinometer and all the usual instruments of indicative precision

are on board, though the engiues are surface condensors.

The exposed deck consists of 3 to 4 inch fir planking, beneath which

there is a complete floor of 3 inches thick of iron in 1-inch plates, and

below that 6 inches of oak timber, and beneath all the heavy deck

beams.

Let us now go to her turrets and the armament of these. Seen from

the deck the turrets themselves are not very finely, but are very soundly

finished cylinders, rather more than 8 feet high, composed of iron 11

inches thick, and within are 23 feet in diameter. Their weight is prin-

cipally borne by a stout wrought-iron central spindle. Each has two

Rodman cast-iron guns. The gun and the carriage is of the enormous

weight of 42,000 lbs. ; it is smooth bore, and throws a spherical shot of

480 lbs., or a 15-inch shell weighing about 300 lbs., with a bursting

charge of 16 lbs. of powder. The ordinary charge for round shot is

35 lbs., but as high as 60 lbs. has been used. The shot is stated to be

effective at a mile and three-quarters distance ; and the experience we
have ourselves had with the Mersey Company's 15-inch smooth bore,

with only 50 lbs. charges, at Shoeburyness. leaves no room to doubt

this. Commander Cornwall, of the Miantonomah, who commanded a

monitor before Charleston, has fired a total of 750 rounds from similar

guns, but the greatest number fired in one day was 60 rounds. The
outline of this gun, though somewhat of a bottle shape, is ill described

by the phrase of " soda-water bottle " applied to it. It is more than

a calibre thick for about one-third its length, and for so far nearly

parallel-sided. The contour then curves gradually inward in a hollow

line, and tapers to the muzzle where the outer diameter is only 21

inches. The breech is immensely weighted with metal ; the gun, how-

ever, is so evenly balanced upon its trunnions that the captain of the

gun can elevate or depress it with one of his fingers only on the screw
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lever. The elevating screw is 4J inches in diameter, and works loosely

with its heel in a flat-bottomed metal cup, so as to " give " with any

sudden shock from the recoil. The carriages are of plate-iron, with

gun-metal trunnion caps and bed bearings, and all wheels and pinions

of the gear of the same tough metal. They are simply and strongly

made throughout. The compressors are three iron plates working

between four wooden balks. The slide lies on a level with the turret

floor, and is merely two iron beams 9 inches by 3 inches, planed true on

their upper edge, and connected to beams and plates at each end. Two
men can run the gun in or out, it is said, and one man can regulate the

compressors. The sights over the top of the gun are arranged for a

range up to 2300 yards. The extreme of the gun's elevation is 9

degrees, and of depression 3J degrees.

The two main wrought-iron bars which form the slide run right

across the turret from side to side horizontally, and with planed top

edges of about 4 inches wide, along with some stays and like attach-

ments, form almost the entire rigid or fixed flooring of the turret. Outside

these slide bars the rest of the floor for standing on is made up of panels

of light wood gratings which can be lifted easily, and thus access had

with the deck space below, and thus ammunition, &c, is passed up, being

seized by a nicely hung pair of purchase blocks provided with a handy

cradle in which the round shot is received, and whence it can be rolled

into the mouth of the guns. By the same means the ventilation is

maintained, and men can easily pass up or down, or a wounded man
can be passed down. This reminds us to notice that they have no sick

bay on board, and that wounded men after action, until taken off to a

hospital ship, must occupy berths with the crew.

Between the slides are the four parallel square balks of oak, with an

inch space between each to receive the three corresponding plates of

the compressors or friction grippers. The carriage rests always upon

four gun-metal rollers, running on fixed axes, and maintaining the bottom

edges of the carriage about f inch above the top of the slides. The
gun is run forward or back when free of the compressors, by a pair of

winch handles which take on and off, are fitted on squares, and act on

wheel and pinion gearing, producing rotation in the forward rollers.

Another winch handle acts upon the right and left handed screw of the

compressors, the construction of which is identical with that laid before

the authorities at Woolwich in 1857 by Mr. Mallet, as referred to in our

last Part. At the forward end a thick heavy plate crosses and connects

the two slides just beneath the muzzle of the gun when run in. A
corresponding plate, or rather piece of wrought-iron framing, stands

just above this at a height of about 5J feet, and is firmly united with the

various members of the cross framing which support the central steering

and watch tower overhead, as well as which stiffen and connect the

opposite parts of the turret's circumference above and all round. In

these plates above and below, as just described, are a pair of cylindrical

bearings of about 15 inches diameter, and brass-lined, with axes in the

same vertical line. In these are socketed and play the port stopper,

which is a very massive bent-shaped and round-backed forging, of some-

thing the shape of a carpenter's " brace," but the exact form of which

cannot well be described without illustration. It turns on its vertical

axis, and heavy as it is, can be moved by means of a short lever, which

ships and unships at the floor level, by the power of a couple of men.

When the gun is ready and to be run out, this port stopper is turned

to one side, and the gun then passes it, upon its hollow or inner side.

As soon as the shot has been delivered and the gun recoiled in, a quarter

turn is given to the port stopper, which then presents its convex side to

the aperture of the gun port and closes it against shot, though it does

not stop the ventilation or rush of air driving the smoke, if any, con-

stantly outwards. The bandies of the rammers used for ramming home
the 15-inch shot are tubular and socketed together in short lengths,

so that they can be used with the port stoppers closed. We believe,

however, by elevating the gun a little that the shot almost rolls back

into its seat.

This port stopper is at least 16 inches thick of solid iron at the

centre where most liable to be struck, and, as said, the top and bottom

cylindrical pivots are some 15 inches, or so, diameter. The gun port,

however, is an oval of 2 feet or more wide by 3 feet 10 inches or 4
feet high, so that the length of this stopper is necessarily considerable.

We have very little doubt that a 9-inch rifled shot from one of our 12-ton

guns striking it, would at least bend it sufficiently to cause it to jam in

both top and bottom bearings, so as to make the gun useless by per-

manently obstructing its fire, if indeed the stroke did not break the

stopper short in two, as at a high velocity it surely would do. This

stopper, ingenious as it is, seemed to us of all parts of the turrets and
gun mounting that most liable to get deranged.

The turret stands rather more than 8 feet high above the deck.

Externally it presents a smooth surface, except as to the vertical ranges,

of large rivets about 1 J inch diameter with boss heads, which unite tho

outer (and inner) layers of plates, each plate running the whole height.

At the deck level there is a projecting ring turned on its downward face,

and which always bears more or less upon a corresponding turned curb
ring surrounding the turret and defining the edge of the circular aperture

in the deck. The latter or deck ring is supported from below by iron

and timber trussing and staunchions in the most firm and effective way.
While in action the weight of the turret is sustained partly on the toe

of the central wrought-iron spindle, which is a cylinder of about 13
inches diameter (by the eye), and partly by these circumferential tower
and deck rings, whose opposed smooth faces are kept well oiled. But
when at sea the support beneath the centre pivot is withdrawn, so that

the turret sits firmly down upon the deck ring. This alone would
make almost a perfectly water-tight joint all round. But staunchness is

further secured, and any attempt to set fast the turret by wedging from

the deck on the part of an enemy also prevented, by a raised coaming
ring of hard wood secured all round outside the circumferential edge of

the turret base ring on deck.

A flange of vulcanized India rubber all round, which at sea laps in

under the copper with which the coaming ring of timber is covered,

completes the whole arrangement here.

The toe step of the central pivot consists of a broad massive cast-

iron plate resting on the keelson, with a large foot brass or bearing, fitted

with a feather into a bored cylindrical socket in the cast iron.

The brass, or bearing, rests always beneath, upon a broad-faced steel

key or cottar, which is driven up with a swung " tup " when the brass

is to be raised in the toe-plate, and the tower lifted for action, and driven

back again in like manner when it is to be lowered. There are certain

adjuncts above to help to raise the weight of the turret and guns—no
insignificant load. But all this part of the arrangement seemed to us

very makeshift and imperfect ; and, indeed, it was admitted to us that

it was found to work with difficulty.

It is manifest to any practical mechanic used to dealing with masses

and forces on this scale, that either the toe of the central pivot should

itself form at bottom the plunger of an hydraulic press, and revolve upon

a water bearing (in accordance with the plan carried out by Joseph

Bramah in his wood-planing machine, still at work at Woolwich, and

in accordance with which method we have ourselves constructed 42-foot

turntables for engine and tender with success), or that a collar upon

the lower end of the central spindle should take a forked lever, the

fulcrum of which should be at one side of the spindle upon the keelson

plate; while the other end should be acted upon by the plunger of an
hydraulic press. The latter plan for several reasons we should prefer.

The pilot tower on top of each turret is centrally placed and cylin-

drical. Without drawings in detail it is impossible to describe accu-

rately the way in which its weight, which is about thirty tons, is sup-

ported. The space all round between its base externally, and the top

circumference of the turret, is covered with radial bars of wrought iron

about 3 inches thick, not laid close, and inclined in such a way that

either shot or shell striking or falling on its horizontal area, or the

exterior of the pilot house, has but little chance of doing mischief in

any direction.

The whole of the details of this part of the work evince much fore-

thought, and are highly meritorious. Each pilot tower is provided with

some cleverly constructed spyholes, so made as also to answer for

loopholes to sweep the deck by small arms. Steering can be performed

perfectly independently from four separate places in the ship ; one in

each of these towers, and two between decks. The total destruction

of even three of these does not disable the remaining one.

A suspended compass is placed centrally above the steersman's head

in each pilot tower, and from the perfect symmetry of the cylindric

forms with which it is surrounded, it was stated to us that its action was

reliable. We know not how this may be ; for though the main masses

are symmetrical, there are great masses, such as the guns and cross

framing, that are not so.

We regret that want of space and want of the means of accurate

illustration prevent our giving the detail of very many other highly

interesting points about this remarkable ship.
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On the day after our visit, the Lords of the Admiralty had arranged

to go on board and see the guns worked. The following is the Times'

account of what took place :

—

" The duke of Somerset, with the controller and other members of the

Board of Admiralty, having been conducted over the ship by Captain

Beaumont, and minutely inspected her on deck and below, took up a

position on the raised hurricane deck, in company with the Hon. Mr.

Fox, to witness the firing of two shots from the enormous 15-iuch

smooth-bore guns which form her turret armament. The officers and

crew of the ship took up their respective positions at general quarters,

all hatches were securely battened down, the supply of air below was

provided for by setting the ventilating fans in motion, and the ship in

every respect prepared for action at sea. These preparations having

been made, a visit to the deck below demonstrated clearly enough that,

although in certain portions of the 'tween deck the atmosphere felt

slightly oppressive after just leaving the open of the upper deck, the air

was really cool, as proved by the thermometer ranges, and the ship

might be fought through a long summer day's action under the same

conditions without distress to any on board from heat below beyond

what would necessarily be found in any ordinary steamship of war.

" The first gun fired was charged with a 35-pound powder cartridge

and a sabot live shell, at extreme elevation. The effect was very grand

as the vast globe of metal, propelled from the mouth of the gun with a

deep hoarse roar, went hurtling on its course until it fell at an estimated

distance of about 3500 yards from the ship.

" The second gun was charged with 35 lbs. of powder, a solid iron shot

of 460 lbs., and fired point blank. If the last shot was grand, as exhibit-

ing the flight of a 15-inch shell, this was more interesting, as exhibiting

—what we have as yet made no provision for in rifling our heavy naval

artillery—the perfection of ricochet firing. The immense ball spun

along its course over the surface of the water as truly as the cricketer's

ball passes over the smooth greensward towards the wicket. The

noise of the explosion, the concussion felt, and the smoke which entered

the turrets on the firing of the guns, were neither more nor less than

would be naturally expected in firing 35 lbs. powder charges."

As to the power of these huge smooth-bored guns, it may have been

convenient, in the interest of certain parties, for the Times to assert

that " of the exact amount of work to be got out of the 15-inch guns

there appear to be no exact data available for comparison with the work

of our best present ship gun, the 12-ton 9-inch rifle, or 250-pounder."

But there is no difficulty in arriving at a comparison. Assuming the

15-inch shot of the Miantonomah to weigh 480 lbs., and that its velocity

is the very moderate one of 900 feet per second—which is probably below

the truth—and assuming also that the rifled steel shot fired by the

Bellerophon's 9-incb gun at the Royal Sovereign weighed 246 lbs., and

that its velocity with 43 lbs. of powder was at like point in flight

1200 feet per second, then the relative work accumulated in the two

shot expressed in foot tons were as 5346 : 4953. So that the Mianto-

nomah's smooth spherical projectile, even at its low velocity, is nearly

400 foot tons greater in power than the English rifled bolt. If the

American gun would bear an 80 lbs. charge—as it readily could be

made to do—we believe it would be a far more effective weapon for

naval use than the largest and best rifle gun in our possession.

We may not forbear subjoining the Times' comments upon the prac-

tice on the 29th ult. So far as the remark goes that the port-stoppers

are a good deal in the way of the men working the guns we agree ; but

in the rest we only recognize the covert but persistent advocate of Cap-

tain Coles :—The Royal Sovereign has not port stoppers, therefore

stoppers are needless and undesirable : the Royal Sovereign's turrets

are not moved round by steam, but by hand : therefore, if the steam

gear of the American go out of order, &c, " the guns are rendered

useless for want of a second available motive power, with which her

turrets are not fitted." Forgetting that the Miantonomah's twin screws

are just that very second and most available rotative power, common
to both turrets, and little liable to damage of any sort, which precludes

the possibility of her guns becoming useless, even though the " steam

gear " became deranged. This derangement is as little likely to occur,

or rather a great deal less so, than the engines of any ordinary steam-

ship to become useless.

Then as to the lateral oscillation of the turret in revolving objected

to, there need and there ought to be none; and in future turrets,

though otherwise upon the firm and simple American plan, all such

shake may be perfectly avoided.

" The working of the guns on board the Miantonomah on Friday

was somewhat slow, but this was accounted for by the fact that it

was the first time the same crews had worked the guns in actual

practice. The shutters, or port stoppers, were evidently very much
in the way of the men in loading the guns, and it certainly appears

that, with the quick available means of turning away from the enemy
the port's face of the turret when loading, they might be altogether

done away with. The revolving of the turret by steam power, and
the twisting power given to the ship's hull by the reversed action

of her twin screws, would always keep the gun ports hid from an enemy
when the guns are not run out. The port shutters, under these con-

ditions, appear to be superfluous. To pursue still further our friendly

attempt at ' faultfinding ' with a ship that has so deservedly won the

admiration of all who have seen her since her arrival on these shores,

we must refer to the rotation of her turret by steam. There are two
faults here. The first is, that if any part of the steam gear is damaged,
the rotation of the turret is stopped, and the guns are rendered useless

for want of a second available motive power, with which the turrets of

the Miantonomah are not fitted. The second fault is, that the lateral

oscillation of the turret is very great when being turned by steam, and
must seriously interfere with the rapid sighting and discharge of the guns
on a small moving object. Our Royal Sovereign has four available

different means of revolving her turrets, all, however, by manual labour

alone, and in revolving they are, by means of their greater circle of

conical wheels, perfectly steady."

The Royal Sovereign has, indeed, four apparent different means of

causing her turrets to revolve ; but, like everything else about the detail

of those turrets, so ill designed, carried out in so feeble and unpractical

a way, as to be in reality valueless.

But we have exhausted our space, and must, contrary to our first

intention, reserve to next month's Part the description of the firing of

the Bellerophon upon Captain Coles' turret, and such remarks as that

most incomplete and abortive pretence at an experimentum crucis seem
to suggest, together with some more general observations and deductions

on the whole subject of this paper.

—

Ed.

ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. VII.

We must revert for a little longer space yet to "the crane ladle,'-

with which we were occupied in nearly the whole of our last paper.

Assuming, or rather concluding, as we have done in No. V. of these

papers, that under whatever circumstances of melting, large castings are

best poured from crane ladles—and we are not prepared to except from

this even the case when the cast iron is melted by the air furnace, whence

the common habit is to tap it out at once into the mould—it comes to

be considered what is the best, safest, and quickest method of bringing

the filled crane ladles from the cupolas or furnaces to the mould where

they are to be emptied ? We have stated that we deem this best done

by the provision of proper skeleton carriages of wrought iron, upon

which the ladles can be placed, and upon these transferred upon rails

from the cupolas to points within grasp of the cranes.

In the greater class of foundries, two or even three travellers (where

these happen to be adopted), or as many as four heavy cranes, are often

prepared to command a single pit or space on the moulding floor. It

can always be managed in designing the positions for these that they

can all command either one single line of straight or slightly curved

railway, or in any case two such lines can be brought within their

range. Such lines of railway must be placed well off the moulding

floor space, near the walls if possible, though still commanding the

cupola mouths and being commanded by the travellers or cranes. Their

gauge must be determined chiefly by the largest-sized crane ladle to be

moved along them, unless, indeed, they form part of a system of rail-

ways through the foundry, and used at other times to bring in and out

moulding boxes, &c, and to clear the floor daily of castings, in which

cases the gauge may be wider than needful for ladles only. At Patri-

croft, Mr. Nasmyth used a gauge, we believe, of about 4i feet. We
ourselves employed 5 feet. Either gauge is sufficient for crane ladles

of 10 tons, or even more.

The rails should be of wrought iron ; 30 to 40 lbs. to the yard is

strong enough, and double T or I rails wedged into cast-iron chairs at

2J feet apart, spiked to hard wood cross sleepers, are best. The top
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Fig. 1.

edges of the rails must be laid at such a level, that at ordinary times and

when not in immediate use they should be covered over with 4 or 5

inches of sand at the ordinary floor level of the shop. This must so

continue as far as the railways intrude upon any part of the moulding

floor, for otherwise the rails are liable to get entangled by spilled liquid

metal, or other accidents to arise. But when they have left the

used portion of the moulding floor and come in front of the cupolas,

whether these be in a separate furnace house (as we think they ought

to be), or tap directly on to the moulding floor, then the rails maybe at

the level of the dry dusty sand of the floor, or so nearly so that it is only

necessary just before the ladle carriage is to pass over them that a broom

should be passed along so as to clear from dirt or solids of any sort the

top edge of the rails.

Let us suppose we are dealing with a separate furnace house, having

its range of several cupolas, and communicating somewhere at right

angles with the floor of the moulding shop. Then it may be necessary

to have a simple form of 6mall turnplate at this spot, so that the line

of rails within the shop may run along one wall at least and be under

command of all the travellers or cranes. In the construction of such a

turnplate the only points requiring special attention are, that it shall

not rock on any central pivot, and that it shall be so made that

" sparkles " of liquid iron, or nails, or " gaggers," or any other obstruc-

tion, cannot drop down under the rollers or roller ring on which it may
turn, nor liquid iron if spilled get down between the rim and circum-

ference of the plate, and so set it fast for the moment.

The turnplate we used was all of cast iron in one piece. The ring

frame on which it turned had a circumferential lip looking upwards,

and the turning plate a corresponding lip all round looking downwards,

and lapping down over the former

with a couple of inches space

between. Dry sand was always

heaped round the edges, which

sealed the interior from any

entrance or obstruction by hot

metal, as seen in fig. 1. It is

not advisable to have any locking

gear to a turnplate for this pur-

pose, and the revolution of the

plate should be performed by gear

from beneath, led off under the

floor for a few feet to a convenient

place for the winch handle. By this means all surging or sudden motion

or stopping of the plate is avoided, and with that all risk of spilling metal,

and the plate can be stopped accurately opposite the rails by the eye,

without any locking gear, which is liable to get clogged by spilt metal.

As to the form of carriage for each ladle, it was in our own practice

literally nothing more than four crossed bars of wrought iron. The
two undermost ones of these were the axles for the four small cast-iron

flanged rollers or wheels which played loose on their rounded ends, and

were each secured by a simple washer and pin. These two bars cross-

ing the line of railway were arranged at such a distance apart from each

other, that were the bottom of the crane ladle which was to be supported

by them laid upon them, each axle would cut off, as a chord, about one-

eighth of the circumference of the bottom of the ladle. Then these two

axles were united by two side bars transverse to them, and so parallel

to the lines of rails, which, forged with T-ends, were rivetted down upon

the top side of the square axle bars at each end by two large hot rivets.

The space between these two side bars was rather more than the

diameter of the bottom of the ladle, which thus sat down upon the axles

at two opposite sides, and was supported or kept in place by the two

side bars in the diameter transverse to that of bearing. A simple pair

shackle S -hooks were closed hot and made to hang loose upon each

axlo. To these a chain divided into a double bight within three or

four feet of the end could be hooked on, and by this chain the full ladle

was pulled either forward or back. There was but one more piece of

apparatus, and that a primordially simple one, to complete this carriage.

Upon the centre of the length of each side bar, between the rollers or

wheels, was forged out of the solid a stud the same size as the bar nearly

and projecting horizontally and outwardly about 4 inches. The use of

this was to give a fulcrum to the simplest of all possible brakes, to enable

the slow motion of the carriage to be gently but quickly stopped. For
this purpose two labourers followed the full ladle as it advanced, each

holdiug a stout round bar of about 1 1 iron, and some 9 feet or so long.

The forward end of this he placed under the stud just described at each
side the ladle, and let the bar bear with its own weight upon the top

part of the circumference of the aftermost wheel at his own side. If

the forward motion of the ladle was to be arrested a slight pressure

downwards upon one or both of these bars, by its friction on the rollers,

stopped in part or wholly their revolution, and brought the ladle very

quickly but very quietly to rest. The advantage of this was that there

was no " brake apparatus " to get out of order, or get clogged by spilt

metal. This extremely simple, but as some years of constant work
proved, thoroughly useful apparatus, will be at once understood from

figs. 2 and 3. The square iron of the four bars for 10-ton ladles was

FiK. 2

3 inches square, and the cast-iron rollers' solid discs were about 15

inches diameter. It only remains to say a few words as to how
filled crane ladles should be drawn along the rails, which we need

scarcely say should be laid without any inclination either way. We
have heard it proposed to give them such an inclination towards the

foundry, say of 1 in 200, as should just overcome the rolling resistance

of the full ladle and carriage, and so enable it to be be brought almost

spontaneously into the shop, and, of course, as returning empty there

would be but little labour lost. But we deem it dangerous practice, for

should a full ladle by any chance get headway and run, it would almost

surely spill most of its contents in being somewhere suddenly arrested.

Perfect uniformity of motion in the translation is what is wanted,

and gentle stopping. If there be_ any surging either way, the ladle

either cannot be filled, or it will spill more or less in great gulps over

the edges, and each of these dropping nearly 5 feet to the floor will

sparkle about in a way to endanger everybody.

At Patricroft, if we remember rightly, the ladle carriages were drawn

along by a file of labourers with the chain over tl eir shoulders, and with

care this method does well enough. But the method which we our-

selves employed was to wind up the chain (which need not be of more

than S-iron in the link) upon a large barrel, which with its winch gear

was made fast to an opposite wall of the foundry, quite out of the way.

Another such barrel stood at the end of the line, after passing the turn,

plate when needed; and the chain, when out of use, always lay loose

in the sand along between the rails, the barrel being made to throw out

from its single pinion gear, so that a man unwound the wound-up chain

as fast as he could walk away with it.

The power required being but small to move even a 12-ton ladle on

this carriage, there was no gear but a wheel and pinion of small power

between winch and barrel. This gave a perfectly uniform motion to the

ladles, aided by the friction brake-bar or brake as described, by which

any little surging forward was prevented. By this apparatus a ladle

of nearly 5 feet diameter at the mouth was often transferred for a dis-

tance of more than 150 feet without spilling a drop, when full to within

three inches or so of the lip. Three ladles were thus occasionally
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brought to the spot to be grasped by the cranes. In not very well

appointed foundries, it sometimes happens that a casting occurs requiring,

say, three large crane ladles to be employed ; but there are only two

cranes that can command the mould. A device is occasionally used to

meet this that may be just noticed—viz., the placing one of the ladles

by means of one of the cranes upon a pair of strong iron " tressels" and

resting upon these upon its two gudgeons or pivots, in semicircular seats

prepared for them in the top edges of the tressels, and turning over the

ladle from the supports thus afforded, simultaneously with the other two

ladles swinging from the cranes.

'We have seen this device practised without any serious difficulty or

danger. The tressels were made of flat wrought-iron bars, about 4^

by 1J, in a sort of A-shape in elevation ;. and both, wTere bolted down

firmly to a pair of strong timber sleepers, bedded pretty deeply in the

sand of the floor, so as to insure perfect steadiness.

The main disadvantage of the plan is, that the ladle cannot be hoisted

during the process of pouring ; it remains always at the height fixed for

it by the tressels -

r and as this must be regulated so as to let the ladle

be turned over and wholly emptied, so the first dash of metal that is

thrown from so objectionable a height (perhaps 18 inches or more,

greater than it would be from a crane) falls so heavily as to endanger

the washing up of the sand from the bottom of the runner ; but even

this may be obviated by bedding a large well-made "loam cake" into

the bottom of the runner for the metal from this particular ladle to

fall upon.

We have at length,, after many discussions by the way, got the metal

to the mould ; we are about to " pour." The men are all at quarters

—

a captain, four men, and two " skimmers " generally to each ladle ; five

men to each crane ; one handling the traverse gear ; and the foreman of

the shop, like Retsch's grand figure of the Hauptobergiesser in Schiller's

noble " Song of the Bell," stands on some elevated post that commands
a view of all, and if he is of the right sort, as soon as all is ready,

sings out, " Silence, my lads " A few moments intervene, as nearly

still as stillness may be in a large manufactory—for if, again, the

foreman is wise, and the cast be an important one, and the blowing

apparatus be at all near, the blast has been for the moment " thrown

off," so that the men may clearly hear commands and each other.

The captains' of the ladles eyes are turned alternately from the sur-

faces of the ladles, where they watch the " breaking of the metal," as

to which we have discoursed already, to the foreman himself, as

commander-in-chief, who probably now says in a quiet unexcited voice,

" Are you all ready ? " the three captains answer ; he gives the com-
mand, " Pour ;" and at once the ladles evolve their triple floods into the

runners, and thence into the cavernous recesses of the mould, and from

the air vents smoke and steam begin to appear, and we hear the first

whisperings of the rush of outpoured gases that soon become a roar.

Up ! up ! up ! from each captain in quick succession as the runners

fill, and all is over for good or for ill, which, can be known as yet but

to the gnomes and salamanders of metallurgic fairy-land. But let us

return to the realities of " the shop."
" Skimming," that is to say, removing first of all and throwing off

from the surface of the ladle the thick almost massive coat of slag and
oxides and silicates of iron, and much more besides, that often rises

from the tapped out metal, and is only least in quantity when the metal

and the mode of melting are best ; and then keeping back from the lip

of the ladle the residual dross (we know no better general terms for

material whose composition is most inconstant) as the metal Hows out,

so that none, or rather as little as possible, of this dross shall flow with

it into the mould, is always an imperfectly performed work.

The skimmers (there ought to be two to each heavy ladle, both to

help each other by presenting two caudine forks for the liquid metal to

pass beneath, and also in case of accident to one skimmer or to his

tools) are each armed with a skimming slice, a flat blade of wrought
iron of some 4J wide, 10 or 12 inches long, or more, and J to f thick

at the back, welded on at an obtuse angle to a handle of f to \
round iron, of from 6 to 10 feet long.

The gross " top of the ladle" is generally raked off with an iron tool,

like a road scraper, by the furnace man at the cupola.

The skimmers with their slices keep removing dross to one or two
opposite sides, and now and then push and shovel it over the brim, and
gradually get the surface of the metal as clear of dross as may be. .But

the surface oxidizes with amazing rapidity, and a thin coat of dross

gathers as fast as it is removed, and even though powdered charcoal
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be, as usual, liberally thrown on. When the ladle is being " canted to

pour," the skimmers unite their slices, one partly behind the other at

the pouring lip ; their lower edges dipping partly into the molten flood,

which is thus compelled to flow out, as it were, under a sluice. Thus

most of the surface dross is hindered from passing into the runner and

mould, but never the whole, even with the most adroit and practised

skimmers.

Now and then a little black speck will be seen to elude all care, and

dash down the glowing cataract, to be lost to view, perhaps for ever,

in the interior of the casting, but, perhaps, to make its appearance again

on some most unlucky arris or surface of it.

Sometimes some momentary awkwardness or nervousness produced

by the passage of such black dots, or, perhaps, some unprepared want of

concert between the motions of the ladle itself in its canting or hoisting,

and those of the skimmer's slice, permits for an instant the surface of

the metal at the lip to get free of the skimmers, and a huge clot, per-

haps as big as a man's two palms, rushes down into the runner. If this

be already very full, the lump of dross may still float on the metal in it,

and not finally pass into the mould, but more often once out of the

ladle, down it goes ; there is no help for it, though the voice of the

captain of that ladle shall be heard the same moment thundering to his

men, " Skim." Such a small disaster may end in no more than spoiling

temper, or in getting the poor skimmer, to whom it has happened more

than once, discharged, though wary and careful, and anxious to do his

work like a man. But not unfrequently it ends in causing a more or

less defective casting being dug out of the pit.

Skimming is thus, simple as it seems, an operation of the very highest

importance to be done perfectly ; and one that by the very nature of

chemical and mechanical things is next to impossible to perform unex-

ceptionably, with any amount of care or skill, under the ordinary con-

ditions of pouring from the top surface of the ladle. Could we pour

from the bottom of the ladle in place of the top—tap it, in fact, like a

beer barrel, we should get the very best of the metal ; and if we stopped

in time, none, absolutely none, of the dross.

.

In pouring the Bessemer steel from the large hydraulic crane ladle

into which it is thrown from the converting vessel, thence into the cast-

iron ingot moulds, Mr. Bessemer was alive to the high importance of

avoiding running in dross, with the liquid steel. Accordingly he

employs a ladle with a plugged hole in the bottom, generally similar to

that shown here in fig. 4, so that the stream of steel is discharged by

tapping the ladle at the bottom. In this case it is a matter of little

importance how great may be the velocity with which the metal may
squirt out when the plug is drawn, because the jet falls into a deep iron

ingot mould whence it cannot escape, the sides of which it cannot wash

up, and the temperature of the steel is so enormously high that the

particles that are driven about as shot-like sparkles on the first splash

into the ingot mould are all instantly remelted into the mass. Moreover,

the ladle does not hold quite five tons in any case, so that the duration of

the action of the molten stream on the orifice at bottom of the ladle is

not prolonged enough to do the latter irreparable mischief. We are

not aware that a trial has ever been made of a ladle constructed to tap

s
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out of the bottom in the Bessemer style for heavy iron foundry use, but

we are much disposed to think it would be well worth a trial, especialfy

for pouring cylinders, guns, and all other things to be turned or bored

when perfection of surface afterwards is indispensable.

We think such a ladle might be made upon something like the plan

shown in figs. 4 and 5, that would work well. Fig. 4 is a vertical

section of the ladle, showing the iron tapping plug in place, the lower

end of this and the construction of the orifice which it fits being shown

enlarged in fig. 5. The ladle may be of the ordinary form, though for

this special use we think it would be better made broad and shallow,

say about in depth equal ^ or ^ the diameter, so aB to diminish as much
as possible the depth of the head of issuing metal at the bottom. In

the bottom at one side, where the tapping plug is to be placed, a circular

recess is formed in the boiler plate below the general internal surface
;

into this is dropped and imbedded in day the circular ring-formed fire-

brick piece with a conical central aperture, as seen in fig. 5. The
usual clay lining is worked round and over this piece ; the interior of

the conical aperture is thickly coated with the same lining clay and

black-washed, and the bulb at the bottom end of the iron plug rod is

coated in the same way with well-dried fire-clay mixed with short

chopped tow, and also black- washed, and made to fit the conical

aperture nicely by forming both male and female surface here by a

pair of wooden moulds. A piece of iron projects inwards at the

lip of the ladle, with an open forked end at the part next the centre

of the ladle. The upper end of the plug rod has an eye on it, to take

a loose cross pin, which puts it into or out of connection with the

lever socket at top of the ladle, into the outer part of which a round

bar of 5 or 6 feet long is inserted, by which to raise or depress the plug.

Thus arranged, we have no doubt whatever but that 12 tons or even more

of cast iron could be let past the plug without causing any such injury

to either aperture or plug as would hinder the stream of metal being

stopped at any moment. To answer for foundry use, however, the

aperture must be large ; a stream equal to a cylinder of 5 inches diameter,

or perhaps even more, is often required from the lip of a crane ladle.

Under the head of metal due to the depth of the ladle, say 3J feet,

which is equal to a head of water of about 25 feet in hydrostatic pres-

sure, the same volume in equal time of iron would be discharged from

a comparatively small aperture, and probably a conical aperture of 3
inches or 3j inches across at the narrowest part would give ample means
of rapidly emptying the ladle. The stream of molten iron, however,
will issue with a high velocity, not as high as that due to the equivalent

head of water, but still too high for safety to any greensand runner upon
which it might impinge, though it might be let with impunity to gush
into the open top of a loam or drysand gun mould. But this little diffi-

culty may be met in various ways. Thus, as in figs. 4 and 5, a plate-iron

pouring lip lined with clay in the usual way may be either permanently
fixed or made to ship on and off beneath the tapping aperture on the

bottom of the ladle. This would effectually break the fall of the stream

of metal and cause it to flow out as evenly and nearly as quietly from
this lip in a large volume as it does over the brim of the ladle.

Another method is suggested in tig. 6, where in the greensand runner,

beneath where the stream from the bottom of the ladle is intended to

fall, a cast-iron -pot-shaped vessel, lined like a ladle, is imbedded. This

filled by the first gush will overflow quickly enough all round into so as

to fill the runner without disturbing the sand. Once tried, and found

as we believe it would, to be attended with many advantages, plenty of

" dodges " to meet the difficulty of the velocity of the issuing stream

would be found by executive moulders, a class of workmen perhaps

more full of ready resource than those of any other branch of workers

Fig. 6.

in metal, and whose resources are more frequently and severely taxed.

In concluding this paper, and with it the subject of transfer of liquid

metal in the foundry, it is but right to say that the brief sketch we have

above given of the actual executive of a foundry at the moment of

pouring a great casting does not apply to all large establishments.

In some—especially in the foundries forming parts of great marine or

other engine works, for example—loam, dry, and greensand moulders,

not in very great number, but of the very highest order of ability, are

employed, and always upon jobs of great responsibility and frequent

intricacy and difficulty. These men, feeling themselves individually

responsible each for his own work, will not permit usually, any inter-

ference from the general shop foreman as to the " pouring " of their

respective castings. The man " on the job " is foreman quoad the

pouring of his own work; and whatever amount of assistance he may
require, if several crane ladles come into play, is rendered him by " his

mates " and by the foreman, whose general directions are recognized

by all. But at the critical moment in such shops all obey the orders

of the one man, who, having prepared the mould and entered into all

its minutiae with his own head and hands, is the best judge of how the

work should be conducted to its final issue.

—

Ed.

WATER SUPPLY OF PARIS.

{Continuedfrom Page 43.)

The valley of the Vanne, which is to furnish, besides the Dhuis, a new
supply of spring water to the inhabitants of P;iri3, consists principally of

white chalk, covered on the plateaux with tertiary formations, in general

formed of red clay mixed with pebbles. These plateaux are well-

wooded, but the chalky slopes are nearly bare. Rising in the depart-

ment of the Aube, at Fontvanne, the river Vanne runs from east to

west. It receives three affluents in that department; and in the

department of the Yonne it receives four tributary streams. It falls

into the Yonne a little above Sens.

The sources which feed the Vanne rise either in the marshy grounds

or at the foot of the chalky hills bounding the marshes. The greater

portion of the sources purchased by the town of Paris fall into swampy
low lands, which have an extent of about 5370 acres.

The area of the basin of the Vanne is 372 6 square miles, divided as

follows :

—

Surface of white chalk, .....
Surface of plateaux, covered with tertiary deposits of

red clay with pebbles, .....
256 -8 sq. miles.

1158

372 6Total square miles,

The rainfall on the chalk surface is at once absorbed ; that on the

clay of the plateaux is drained by the chalky subsoil, so that the basin

of the Vanne is completely permeable.

The quantity of water which the engineers propose, for the present,

to take from the Vanne is 22,01 0,000 gallons per day, or about 255

gallons per second, derived from thirteen springs furnishing this quantity

in their usual condition. These sources are divided into two groups,

the higher and lower springs.
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Higher Sources.

1. Cerilly source, or le Bune, .

2. Armentieres source, or No. 1,

3. Do., do., No. 2,

4. Do., do., No. 3,

Lower Sources

5. Chigy source,

6. Saint-Philibert source,

7. Marcouf do., .

8. Malhortie do., .

9. Caprais-Roy

10. Theil

do.,

do.,

•

11. Miroir do., .

12. Chapeau

13. Noah
do.,

do.,

Altitude.

470-69 feet

375-67 "

372-79 "

373-28 "

305-95 '

298-47 "

297-47 "

296-08 "

26445 "

309-99 "

307-10 "

303-23 "

293-26 "

The source of Cerilly emerges from a deep depression called the

Biome or Abune, four miles from the Vanne. This depression was

reputed to have no bottom ; but on clearing away the aquatic plants, it

could be seen at a great depth through the limpid waters. The flow is

about 48 gallons per second. The Armentieres springs are situated at

the foot of woody hills, in a sort of semicircular grove—a veritable

Incus of the most picturesque and secluded aspect. They give 55

gallons per second for the three sources. Those of Saint-Philibert and

Marcouf, a few yards distant asunder, are said to have been formerly

conducted to Sens by the ancient Romans. There are numerous

remains of an aqueduct to be seen. In the basin whence the Noah
source emerges the wall of a Roman aqueduct is visible, so that it is

likely to have been conveyed to Sens by the Romans, along with the

last-mentioned water.

As to the chemical composition of the Vanne -water, M. Belgrand

states that the purest spring waters in the basin of the Seine, after those

of the granite, greensand, and Fontainebleau sands, are those of the

chalk formations. The analysis of the Vanne waters coufirms this

result, as they are the best potable waters in the basin of the Seine,

and far more palatable than those of the granite, greensand, and Fon-
tainebleau sands, though the latter are more chemically pure. Chloride

of barium did not produce any appreciable cloudiness in these waters, a

proof that they contain no sulphate of lime. They are cool in summer,
temperate in winter, limpid in all seasons, agreeable to the taste, and
mix freely with soap, thus being superior in every qualit}', for domestic

use, to river water.

The works designed for conducting the Vanne water to Paris are

similar to those which have been executed for the Dhuis, viz., an aque-

duct of masonry, lined inside with a smooth coating of cement, some-
times buried beneath the surface of the earth, at other times supported

on arches, and furnished from time to time, at the passage of certain

rivers and deep valleys, with double siphon conduits of cast iron.

The total length of the works, comprising the principal aqueduct, the

secondary aqueducts, siphons, and bridges, is about 108 miles. The
aqueduct consists of three distinct portions, having each different dimen-
sions. The first part comprehends four secondary aqueducts, serving

to conduct the water into the collecting aqueduct, namely :— 1, That of

the Cerilly or Bune source, of a length of 5796 yards ; 2, That of the

Chigy source ; 3, That of the Theil sources, being a continuation of the

preceding, and having a length of 5304 yards for one scheme, and
13,670 yards for the other. Of these two projects we shall speak
presently. 4, That which is to collect the sources of Saint-Philibert,

Malhortie, and Noah ; in length 3882 yards. The total length of these

four secondary aqueducts will be from 14,983 to 23,249 yards. The
section of the conduits will be 344 feet by 26 feet, and the inclination

1 in 10,000. With this section and inclination, the quantity of water
the secondary conduits are capable of delivering is calculated at 55
gallons per second.

The second section of the works is the aqueduct which starts from
Armentieres, and, after receiving the supply from the source of that
name, acts as a collecting conduit to all those above stated. It is to

arrive either opposite Theil, or in front of Malay-le-Vicomte, according
to the height of level at which it will be desirable to arrive in Paris.

This we shall explain when we describe the two schemes. The length
of this collector will be 12J miles in one case, and about 1 6 miles in the

other. The inclination varies from 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 5000. The

section, as in the case of the Dhuis supply, is 5-77 feet by 4-59 feet

designed to yield a supply of 121 gallons per second.

The third section of the undertaking comprises the principal aqueduct,

which is to arrive in Paris on the plateau of Montrouge, between the

Route d'Orleans and the Rue des Pretres. It will start from Theil or

from Malay-le-Vicomte, according to the plan adopted; we shall now
examine the two schemes.

The collecting conduit -which starts from Armentieres, as above

stated, arrives opposite Theil at a height of 360-9 feet above the sea.

The lowest of the sources of the fourth group, that of Noah, is only

293-26 feet above sea level ; so that in uniting them by a simple fall

there will be a dead loss of 67'64 feet fall. The loss would be almost

fatal to the very purpose for which the works are intended, viz., to

supply all the elevated quarters of the left bank or south side of the

Seine ; for in taking the starting level at only 293 feet, the aqueduct

would arrive at Montrouge at the level of about 225 feet, an altitude

wholly inadequate to supply the higher portions of the left bank. The
summit of the Montrouge is sufficiently elevated to allow the surface of

the reservoir to be placed at the height of 262 '48 feet above sea-level

;

and this is the level determined upon. The reservoirs at Menilmontant,

fed by the Dhuis, it will be recollected, have the upper surface at a level

of 354'15 feet; hence the proposal of two schemes.

The first plan consists in lowering the starting point to 305 feet, at

which level the collecting conduit can receive by force of gravity alone

the Chigy source, the two sources of Theil, and perhaps that of Le
Chapeau. Then there will remain only five to be pumped up, at heights

varying from 10 to 20 feet, into a common reservoir at Malhortie, in

the commune of Theil, where they will be raised by means of turbines

set in motion by the fall from the high sources, which is 55'9 feet. The
height of arrival in Paris would by this plan be still only 244 feet.

As to the works to be executed for this first scheme ; there are

eighteen tunnels, the longest being 4987 yards, and the shortest 87.

Six of these are in chalk, nine through the Fontainebleau sands, and

three through the green marls. Eight valleys are traversed on arches,

in general of moderate height: the longest series of arches is 765J
yards in length, and the shortest 65j. The deep valleys are crossed bj'

siphons (double sets of iron pipes) in fifteen different points ; the longest

is 4123 yards, and the shortest 317. The total length of the siphons is

16,939£ yards, and the greatest versed sine 131 feet 3 inches; the

diameter of each of the twin tubes constituting the siphon is 4 feet.

In this project five large bridges are needed, of which the most

important is that over the Tonne, having a span of 328 feet. The main

aqueduct is of circular form, 7 feet 5 inches in diameter inside the lining,

which is of cement, and the inclination is 1 in 10,000. According to

the report of M. Belgrand, engineer-in-chief of the water supply of Paris,

taking as data the diameter and the inclination, the aqueduct being

filled as far as the base of the inscribed equilateral triangle, having its

vertex downwards, should deliver, according to Prony's formula, 282-6

gallons per second, or 24,417,400 gallons per twenty-four hours. The
sides, however, being perfectly smooth, this quantity, as shown by
Darcy's experiments, will be much greater.

The aqueduct, constructed of masonry, would lie thus :

—

Aqueduct, in ordinary cutting, . . 64,808*8 yards.
" in deep cutting, . . . 52,658-4 "

"
in tunnel, .... 18,690-2 "

" on arches, „ . . 2,088-8 "

Total length of masonry, . , 138,246-2 "

If we add to this the length of the siphons, we shall have for the total

length of the principal aqueduct in this scheme 155,186 yards, or 88

miles, 1 furlong, 86 yards.

The estimated cost of the first project is as follows :

—

1. Collecting conduit between the sources of Armentieres

and Malhortie (commune of Theil),

2. Secondary aqueducts of Cerilly, Chigy, Noah, and Theil,

and the Malhortie waterworks for raising the water,

3. Principal aqueduct from Malhortie to Paris,

4. Purchase of land, indemnities to millowners, and rights

of irrigation, &c, ......
Contingencies (reserve), ......

£68,000

26,000

842,000

80,000

144,000

Total, £1,160.000
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The second scheme was designed with a view to attain the desired

level at the Paris extremity of the aqueduct of 262J feet. In order to

accomplish this, it is proposed to fix the starting point at a level of 357

J

feet, and to raise artificially on the spot, to that level, by means of

turbines and pumping machinery, all the water-courses that are below

that level. The difference between the departure and arrival levels,

viz., 95' 15 feet, divided into the whole distance, enables a steeper

gradient of 1 in 6G67 to be given to the aqueduct, instead of 1 in

10,000, as in the first plan, and a head charge to the siphons of 1 in

1667, instead of 1 in 2632. By this plan the diameter of the principal

aqueduct can be reduced from 7 feet 5 inches to 6 feet 8J inches, and

that of the siphons from 4 feet, as given above, to 3 feet 7£ inches,

without lessening the supply of the quantity of water required to be

delivered. This will produce a considerable economy in the construc-

tion of the conduits. But in order to raise the water to the height

required, expensive pumping machinery of great power will have to be

provided ; the viaducts will require to be constructed of greater height,

and will be more numerous. Taking all into consideration, it is

estimated that this project will cost £24,000 more than the first; also,

the direction of the line of aqueduct must be changed on some points,

in order to get into higher ground.

The works in masonry to be executed for the second scheme are, in

length

—

25 tunnels, 16,743-5 yards.

26 bridges, of which 18 are less than 20 feet in

height, total length, 12,412-7 "

8 bridges, from 20 feet to 30 feet high, total length, 5,085-4 "

The rest of the aqueduct built in ordinary or in deep

cutting, , 97,563-0 "

Total length of masonry of principal aqueduct, 131,8046 "

The siphons of this project are 13 in number, and present a total

length of 20,210-3 yards ; the longest, that of the Yonne, is 4797 yards,

and the shortest is less than 55 yards. The total length of the prin-

cipal aqueduct of this scheme is 152,015 yards, or 86 miles, 2 furlongs,

215 yards, or 1 mile, 6 furlongs, 81 yards shorter than the first project.

As to the estimated quantity of water delivered by the second plan,

the diameter being 6 feet 8£ inches, and the inclination 1 in 6667,

Prony's formula gives 2767 gallons per second, but Darcy's formula

gives much more.

The estimated cost of the second scheme is as follows ;

—

1. The collecting aqueduct from Armentieres to Malay-le-

Vicomte, deducting the siphon of Malhortie, . . £68,000

2. Secondary aqueducts of Cerilly, Chigy, &c, and the

waterworks for raising the sources, . . . 96,000

3. Principal aqueduct from Malay-le-Vicomte to Paris, . 804,000

4. Purchase of land, indemnities, &c, . . . 80,000

Reserve for contingencies, ..... 136,000

Total, ...... £1,184,000

In both schemes a further sum of £80,000 must be added to the

estimates given above for the purchase, which has been already effected,

of the sources and some water-mills ; this will give a total for the first

scheme of £1,240,000, and for the second a total of £1,264,000.

The capital expended or to be expended for the Vanne supply is,

say, in round numbers, £1,240,000; the interest at 5 per cent, on this

sum per anuum is ...... , £62,000

Add maintenance of the aqueduct per annum, . . . 4,000

Total annual outlav,

RIFLED CANNON—CHOICE OF GROOVES.

(Continuedfrom paye 45.)

IIL—INFLUENCE OF THE INCLINATION OF THE DRIVING EDGES OF

THE GROOVES.

The components of the pressure, R, and of the resistance, /a R, due to

the friction on three co-ordinate axes, of which one, O Z, is coincident

with the axis of the bore, are

—

x cos (<p— e) //, sin <p \

£06,000

The quantity supplied per annum will be 7,923,600,000 gallons;

therefore the annual cost will be about 2d. per 1000 gallons. This is

what the unfiltered Seine water costs raised to the height of 262J feet

by the best machines of Paris, those of the Quai d'Austerlitz. The cost

of distribution will not exceed a halfpenny per 220 gallons ; and the

price of the Vanne water delivered at the houses will not exceed one
penny per cubic metre.—C. H. D.

y = r(

Vx2 +sin 2
£ Vl -\-

x sin (<p
— i) ft, sin tp

V xr -J- sin
'

i:

fa
sin t

+

Fig. 5.

^--J-sin-f ' vl

equations in which <p is is the angle A O N of fig. 2.

The component, Z, is that which enters into equations (10) and (17),

of which we have made use in the

preceding chapter (vide first ex-

ample), and so we have no more to

do with it.

The components, X and Y, situ-

ated in a plane perpendicular to the

axis of the bore, produce the rota-
J

tion of the projectile ; but how do

they produce this motion, and what

are the reactions which result from

it ? This question, which has not

been treated of by Mr. Noble, is

nevertheless of great importance as

regards the avoidance of injury to

the gun and to the projectile. We shall now explain it.

Decomposing the forces, X and Y, into the lines of the tangent and

of the radius, fig. 5, we get

—

In the tangent, - Y cos p

In the radius, . . . . . . -J * _ .
™

(Y
2
= Y sin

f>

Calling Rj the sum of the components in the direction of the tangent,

and R
2
that of the components in the line of the radius, we have

—

Rj = X siu <p -(- Y cos p
R

2
:= X cos p -f- Y sin <p

And replacing X and Y by their values*

—

sin e (t

(X, = X sin

R=R( .===
1 W*2 4+ sin

2
s Vl + ») H

XCOB,

Va + sin
2
:

When i = 90°, these equations become

—

R = R-
Vl + X*

R
2
=0.

To make sure that Ru R2 , and Z, are really the components of the

pressure, R, on the driving surface of the grooves and of the friction,

(t R, which this pressure gives rise to, we may remark that, according

to a well-known equation, the sum of their squares should be equal to

the square of the resultant. But the resultant of R and of //, R is—

VR2 + p* R2
,

for R acts normally to the driving surface, and /a R1
is in the plane of

the tangent. Making these necessary substitutions, we get iu fact

—

R1

2 + R
2

2 +Z 2 =R2 + /tt
2 R2

.

The component, R^ being in the direction of the tangent, produces the

* In the reduction of the formula; relating to R, and R2 , it is to be observed that

the cosine of p from X, and the cosine of <p from Y, are of contrary sign. It is

also to be remarked that the signs of Rj, R21 an(i Z, refer to the direction of

these forces according as they are considered as pressures on the grooves, or as

reactions on the projectile.
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rotation of the projectile ; but the component, R„, being in the direction

of die radius, tends to crush the projectile, or to burst the gun.

Equation (I.) shows that the pressure, R„, is nil for £ = 90°; that is

to say, when the generator of the driving surface of the grooves passes

through the centre of the section of the bore, but that it increases

rapidly in proportion as the angle, s, diminishes. It is important, then,

to know exactly the value of R
2 , as it occurs in a rifled gun. This

will be rendered more easily comprehensible by the following table :—

Table of the Pressures Normal to the Sides op the Bore, due to thb Inclination of the Driving Surfaces of Grooves.

Nature of the Piece.

4 kilogramme gun,

id.,

Gun of 16 centimetres,

12 kilogramme gun, -

2i kilogramme gun, .

7-inch smn, ....

French, experiments by M. Eutzkv,

id.,

Spanish, .

Dutch, r

Prussian,

English, . .

English

of

i Octagonal section

-inch guns, ) id.,

J
! Hexagonal section, .

( id.,

Diameter of
the Bore.

0-0865

id.

0-1610

0-1250

0-1517

0-1778

0-1778

id.

id.

id.

Pitch of the
Spirals.

2-250

id.

6-500

8-650

9-500

7-468

3-320

7-468

3-320

7-468

Inclination of the
Driving Surfaces of

the Grooves
to the Tangent.

20°
40°
50°

81° 45' 15"

81° 58'

90°

22° 30'

id.

30°

id.

Pressure in the Line of the
Radius of the Bore.

B 2 .

In Terms of In Terms of
the Pressure on

j
the Pressure of

the Grooves, l the Gases.
E. G.

0-9389

0-7637

0-6417

0-1432

0-1396

0-9220

0-9235

0-8630

0-8653

0-1C96
0-0726

0-0328

0-0078

0-0035

0-1894

0-0826

0-1250

0-0546

These results speak with an eloquence which dispenses with the

necessity of any long commentary on our part. They prove to

demonstration that the inclination of the driving surface of the grooves

has a considerable influence on the preservation of the bore. It is not

difficult to understand that this influence may predominate in certain

cases, and produce the rupture of the piece. Suppose, for example,

that in consequence of a damaged groove and injured wing, or a defect-

ive curve in the grooves, the projectile takes an oblique position, which
increases the resistance and retards the motion, at that instant the

value of R
2
may become enormous. In fact, from the time that vis

viva enters into the question, the pressure can no longer be estimated

at 20 or 30 kilogrammetres—that is to say, 20 or 30 kilogrammes lifted

one metre high in a second, but by much more considerable weights lifted

to the same height in an excessively short time. We may get some
idea of such pressures, but we cannot submit them to calculation. The
bursting of the 24 kilogramme polygonal gun of Brasschaet in 1857
(constructed in accordance with the knowledge of that time, gained from

the earliest experiments of the French marine) ; the bursting of the 24
kilogramme polygonal gun of Wolkowa near St, Petersburg, quoted by
M. Gadolin (vide page 322 of the second number of the Revue Teclmo-
logique Mililaire, de Col. Terssen) ; the enormous and rapid destruc-

tion of bronze pieces in the experiments of which M. Rutzky speaks,

are explained by these causes. Hooped cast iron, wrought iron, and
cast steel, are not capable of resisting such strains—the hooped guns
burst in Spain, the Whitworth gun burst at Wolkowa, and more recently

(December, 1863) the 9-inch piece (0
m-2286) of Krupp's steel of excellent

quality, burst likewise with the polygon, give complete proof of this

truth.f

We have hitherto only spoken of driving surfaces generated by a

right line ; if the generator were a curved

line, it would be necessary to consider the

element of surface on which the projectile

might be supposed to act, and to take for s

the angle, O P Q, formed by the normal to

the generating curve at the point of contact

and the radius of the bore (fig. 6). It is

|

plain that if the axis of the projectile does

I not coincide with the axis of the bore, the

point of contact must be placed in a differ-

ent manner in each groove, wherefore a
different value for £ is a different value for

a. Consequently the component, Z, is no
longer in the direction of the axis of the

bore, and this circumstance singularly aggravates the dangers which

* It is to be remarked that the greatest value of E2, in terms of E, corresponds
to the 4 kilogramme gun with e = 20°. The gun of octagonal section only comes
after it. So that, neglecting the difference between <r and f , the 4 kilogramme gun
may be considered as a cannon of nonagonal section (section of a polygon of nine
sides).

f It is evident that accidents caused by the wings must be of greater consequence
m proportion to the smallness of the number of the wings. If, for example, one
of the three anterior wings of the Spanish shell of 16 centimetres were to fail, the

Fig. 7.

we have just pointed out. Accordingly we cannot advise such a

section.^

We shall now add a few words on the object of inclining the driving

surfaces of the grooves in guns of cylindrical bore.

Let Q be a force in the direction of the radius, and tending to displace

the projectile laterally, and R
3
the result-

ant of the pressures, R[ and R
2,

per-

pendicular to the generator, c d, of the

driving edge of the groove (fig. 7).

Supposing the number of grooves re-

duced to two, we shall have the same

forces on the generator, o' d', of the

opposite radius.

The force, Q, which acts on c d, is

decomposable into a force, Q ;
= Q sin s,

which tends to make the wing of the

projectile slide along c d, and a force,

Q2
= Q cos s, which is to be added to R

3
.

The force, Q, which acts on c' d', gives

the same components, except that Q2
is

in the opposite direction from R
3
. In

order that the sliding shall happen, it is

then necessary that the component, Qlt

shall overcome the friction, [l (R
3 + Q2),

on c d, and the friction,

ft (R
3
— Q2),

on c d'. Whence the condition

—

But
Qi = 2 >j. R

3
.

E^VKZ + Kl.

Replacing R; and R2 by their values given by equations (H) and (I),

and neglecting for simplicity the term

—

the value of which does not reach 0-02 in any of the examples we have

cited, we find

—

R„ = R

and consequently

V2! + sin ~t

l= E
2 /j, ;c

sin s Va2
-(- sin

2
s

w
In order to get a clear idea of the force, Q, we have calculated its

value for the 4 kilogramme guns of the first table, giving the inclina-

resulting pressures which would come upon the other two would be at a greater

distance from the axis than if there were six wings, and the danger would be pro-
portionately increased.

t In a foot note Major Terssen draws a conclusion unfavourable to the Lancaster
oval bore gun, based upon its assumed similarity to this gun burst at the Heath
of Brasschaet : an error as to fact, and a conclusion drawn manifestly in ignorance
of what have been the actual performances and endurance of the Lancaster guns
against grooved competitors.

—

Ed.
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tions of 30, 50, GO and 70 degrees. The following are the values put

in terms of R2 ,
given by equation (I) :

—

Values of Values of

Inclination of the Q- K2 .

Diving Surfaces
to the Tangent.

Total.

In Terms of the Pressure of the Gases.

a.

90° 0-0202 0-0202

70° 0-0229 0-0221 0-0450

60° 0-0270 0-0350 0-0620

50° 0-0345 0-0510 0-0855

40° 0-0491 0-0726 0-1217

30° 0-0816 0-1059 0-1875

20° 0-1759 0-1G96 0-3455

It appears by this table that for £ = 90°, there already must be a

force = 2 per cent of the pressure of the gases, before the projectile

can be displaced laterally ; that the force, Q. increases very slightly from

90° to 60°, but that it increases rapidly from 40° to 20°, so that it is

nearly nine times greater when e = 20°, than when i = 90°.

But what is the cause that produces the force, Q? It is evidently

inequality of pressure round the circumference of the projectile at the

first instant, an inequality which is due to the mode of firing the charge,

and the first cause of which is the position of the priming. This ine-

quality is greatest when the projectile in its initial position rests on the

lower side of the bore ; it is smallest when the projectile is centered,

that is to say, when its axis coincides with the axis of the bore ; it

completely disappears when the projectile and the cartridge being

centred, combustion takes place in the line of the axis.*

If the projectile is not centered at first, it is plain that it can only

centre itself by the effect of the reaction of the side of the bore on which

it rests; but then the friction, 2 /j, R , is opposed to such centering, and

this friction increases as i diminishes.

If the projectile be centered in its initial position, the friction, 2 (/, R3 ,

is opposed to any departure from the centre, and then only does this

friction become useful. The question is, what value must i have, such

that the friction, 2 /j, R
3

, shall be sufficient, and this can only be

answered by direct experiment. In any case, however, remembering

that if the projectile be centered, the gases have free access round its

whole circumference from the first instant, it is evident that the differ-

ence of lateral pressure cannot be very great. Also, we may have no

doubt that inclinations of 20 and 30 degrees are much too little.

AVhich, if nothing else, proves absolutely, that if such an impossible

inclination were really necessary to prevent the decentoring of the

projectile, it would be necessary to admit that the projectile might

exercise with impunity at a given instant on a given point, and nor-

mally to the sides of the bore a pressure, Q -+- R2 , equal to 35 or 19

per cent, of the pressure of the gases—an inadmissible hypothesis in

any system of rifled guns.

For the same reason we should abandon the inclination of 40°, which

gives 12 per cent, of the pressure of the gases for Q + R2 ; and to con-

sider the inclination of 50° (adopted for the 16 centimetre gun of Spain)

as a limit which it is not proper to exoeed.

We conclude from the preceding, that in the construction of rifled

guns we must carefully avoid everything which can admit the J'is viva

•of the projectile to act on the gun, consequently that we must take care

to give the driving edges of the grooves a very small inclination, and
that if a certain inclination be considered useful, to maintain the axis

of the projectile in coincidence with the axis of the bore, it will be
prudent to confine it within the limits indicated by theory.

* We are convinced that the accuracy of the practice of the guns of the French
system, and of those systems derived from it, would be sensibly increased if the
vent were bored in the line of the axis of the bore (the projectile, be it understood,
having been centered in its initial position). True, it would be necessary to prevent
the projection backwards of the priming tube, but this would be neither difficult

nor complicated. Perhaps it would be sufficient to obtain good results to bore the
vent immediately below the breech button in the direction of the centre of the cir-

cumference of the bottom of the bore.

This position would have the further advantage of preserving the vent for a
longer time, as has been proved by an experiment made lately by General Fredcrix
on two 6 kilogramme cast-iron guns, which, after having fired 2300 rounds with
full service charges, with the vent placed in its usual position, afterwards fired 3700
rounds, with the vent bored through the tail-piece (cul de lampe), and the vents of
both guns were in much better preservation after the second experiment than after
the first.

Concluding Note by the Editor, P. M. J.

In thus completing in an available form for the English reader this

most valuable memoir on the dynamics of rifled cannon in relation to

form of chase, by Major Terssen, we must not omit noticing that one

condition of all such problems has not yet received from that author or

from any one the attention and exact consideration that its practical

importance demands, namely, the relation between the total tangential

pressure, R or R2 , and the total surfaces of contact bearing between the

gun and the projectile, for any given form of rifling. Upon this the

intensity of pressure upon the unit of surface depends, and upon that

intensity the degree offictional cling, or hold which the gun may have

of the shot, if the latter be arrested (more or less) in the chase by a

misfit or otherwise, and so its vis viva come into play to burst the gun.

If, as in the Lancaster oval bore gun, the bearing surface be very

large, the frictional cling must be very small, although the angle of

inclination of the driving surfaces to the tangent may be very great

—

so great, that with narrow bearings danger might be apprehended, as

in the guns of polygonal bore.

HONG-KONG, ITS MINT AND COINAGE.

The island of Hong-Kong, in spite of the disadvantage of its unhealthy

climate, has grown more rapidly into importance than any other British

settlement. It was formally ceded to this country by the treaty of

Nankin, in 1842, and regularly constituted as an English colony in the

year following. At that time the resident Chinese population amounted

to about 5000, and these consisted principally of fishermen, smugglers,

and pirates. Since the period of its cession to Great Britain, the

immigration of Celestials from the mainland has been continuous, and

at the last census, taken four years since, the number of Chinese

inhabitants of Hong-Kong amounted to 120,000. They make them-

selves generally useful as domestic servants, labourers, tailors, shoe-

makers, builders, carpenters, &c, whilst man)' are tenants of small

shops and stalls in the streets and bazaars of Victoria, and other towns.

Hong-Kong is what is called a Crown colony ; that is to say, it has no

legislative assembly, but is governed from the colonial office at home.

The governor, however, for the time being, is aided by the advice and

assistance of an executive council, and a chamber of commerce. The
island is separated from China proper by a strait, varying in width from

1 to 4 miles. It is about 8 miles long, and its average breadth is 3J
miles. There is good anchorage in Victoria harbour and Hong-Kong

Roads—both near the chief towTn of Victoria—and this fact has militated

much in favour of the colony. It has now every kind of institution

necessary for the comfort and convenience of educated Englishmen, and

the British population, principally engaged in the prosecution of trade

and commerce, is reckoned at 100,000 souls. The successive governors

of the island have endeavoured, and very successfully so, to improve its

local features; and by making new roads, draining morasses, and the

planting of trees in heretofore barren spots, they have made it more

healthy and more desirable as a place of residence.

One of the greatest inconveniences, in regard to what may be termed

the social arrangements of the colony, consisted, until very recently, in

the peculiar nature of its monetary system. An order in council

determined, at a very early period after the occupation of Hong-Kong

by the British, that the Spanish pillar dollar and the Mexican dollar

should have the same current value, and that all subsidiary accounts

should be kept in pounds, shillings, and pence. This was done in the

face of the flagrant fact that the Spanish dollar was already habitually

received by the inhabitants at a premium varying from two to ten per

cent, above the value of the Mexican coin. By the same authority a

sovereign was ordered to pass for four dollars and eighty cents, although,

since gold was not current in China, it often would not produce

within ten per cent, of that amount. It was forgotten, or overlooked,

by the home government, that the fluctuations of exchange are a

necessary result of the fluctuations of supply and demand, and can no

more be controlled by human laws than can the flux and reflux of the

tides. In legislating with reference to coinage, it should always be

remembered that the intrinsic value of a coin by no means establishes

its exchangeable value. The relative values of different metals in any

form, is notoriously subject to many fluctuations; but as regards coins

of the same metal, habit or prejudice frequently gives to those of a

peculiar mintage an unreal and capricious value. The Chinese were
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and are accustomed to make their larger payments in Sycee silver, a

metal of great purity, and in the art of assaying they are adepts ; they

knew well therefore that the dollars of the American States were

intrinsically of nearly the same value as the Carolus, or pillar dollar, of

Spain. Yet in spite of this knowledge, the latter coin in all the trading

ports of China is the favourite one, and passes, as has been said, at a

considerable premium. In fact, although it contains really only 910

parts of pure metal, to 90 parts of alloy, it is frequently reckoned of

equal value, weight for weight, to the Sycee silver, which contains 980

parts in 1000 of pure metal. Sir John Bowring first drew attention

to these inconsistencies, and the evils arising from them, and it is but

due to him to say that he suggested the remedy. Sir John proposed

the introduction into Hong-Kong and the free ports of China, of a totally

new coin, which, under certain regulations, should be made to possess

an unchangeable value. That coin was to be known as the British

dollar—thus at once humouring the desire of John Chinaman for dollars,

and facilitating accountancy for the English population. The Chamber
of Commerce of Hong-Kong saw the wisdom of the proposition, and

persistently advocated its realization. At length, and not one moment
too early, the colonial office agreed to it, and a mint now exists in

the town of Victoria, Hong-Kong, for the purpose of producing coins

of the kind named by Sir John Bowring, and others of a relative

character, but of lower denominations. The machinery for the new
coining establishment, partially constructed by Messrs. James Watt &
Co., was shipped to Hong-Kong about the middle of last year, and
recent advices bring the intelligence of its safe arrival and erection.

The mint has been placed under the control of Captain Kinder, a

gentleman of considerable practical ability, and who took with him a

staff of picked officers and men from home. There are some peculiarities

in the formation of the Hong-Kong mint, which render it exceptional

to other places of a similar nature. In the first place, the whole of the

machinery is fixed on the basement floor, whilst the principal materials

of the edifice are iron and glass. A very substantial boundary wall

—

almost bomb proof indeed—incloses the mint, and comprises an area of

some 3J acres of ground. Radiating from the centre of the establish-

ment where the motive power, in the form of a steam engine, is fixed,

are a series of dwarf walls. From these latter spring iron columns,

supporting a glass roof, with louvre spaces at close intervals under the

eaves, and which insure ventilation. Between each pair of this small

forest of columns, plates of glass are fitted into rebates planed for their

reception. These plates really form transparent partitions to the various

coining rooms, and the walls upon which they rest preserve them from
lracture. The advantages of this arrangement are obvious. Light is

obtained in abundance for the more accurate performance of the delicate

operations of the coinage; ventilation—all-important in hot seasons—is

rendered facile; and the superintendents can exercise complete and con-

stant inspection over the whole of the workpeople. This last facility

is not the least in value, as the Chinese labourer is notorious for con-

founding to his own profit the true interpretation of the words meum
and tuum.

The productive power of the new mint at Hong-Kong is estimated at

80,000 coins, of whatever denomination, per day, and the stamping
presses, of which there are at present three—with room to add to their

number—are on what is known as the lever principle. It will thus be
understood, that the local government of the colony is armed against

many of the monetary disabilities and difficulties which have erstwhile

given it bo much trouble. It has the means of creating dollars of

unalterable value, and in sufficient quantities to drive the Spanish and
Mexican coins out of the channels of circulation, or to reduce them at

least to their intrinsic and natural rate in the system of currency. We
venture to predict that the reformation will be of the greatest service to

the commercial classes of Hong-Kong, and the other ports opened up
to British enterprise by the treaty of Nankin, and it will not occasion
us much surprise if the new money in time finds its way into the cities

and towns of China proper and Japan.

Let us now endeavour to describe, as well as it is possible without
illustrations, the new British dollar and the subsidiary pieces of money,
of which there are six varieties. The dies for the whole of the series

have been engraved in this country, and we have been favoured with
an opportunity of inspecting specimens of the resulting coins—proofs
which have been struck at the Royal Mint on Tower Hill. The dollar,

which of course will be the unit of value, is a beautiful specimen of

mintage, massive in size, and rich in design. It is about 1J inch in

diameter, it weighs nearly one ounce, and is worth 4-s. 2d. English.

The obverse exhibits a portrait of her Majesty, in profile, regarding the

left, the artist, Mr. Leonard Wyon, has been exceedingly successful

in transferring an exact copy of the royal lady's features to the metal,

and has imparted to the ensemble of the face that matronly and yet

rather melancholy expression which now distinguishes the original. A
richly engraved diadem encircles the head, and this is secured by

ribands, the ends of which rest gracefully on the neck. An Etruscan

border of considerable breadth encompasses the head, and forms, as it

were, a frame to the picture. The legend is simple in the extreme,

and is composed of the words " Victoria, Queen." The reverse of the

dollar, from a design by Mr. Owen Jones, consists of a series of scroll-

like lines interwoven in a graceful way, and in certain spaces of which

are introduced Chinese characters, indicative to the native population of

the value of the coin, the place in which it is intended to circulate, and

of the name of the sovereign who governs Hong-Kong. An Etruscan

border surrounds the whole, and the usual beaded engrailing, as seen on

our own series of coins, finishes the device. The legend in this case

comprises the words "One Dollar—Hong-Kong," and the date "1866."

The piece has a serrated or milled edge.

The half dollar is of a similar design, both as regards obverse and

reverse. It is one-third smaller in diameter, much thinner, and of one-

half the weight of the dollar.

Tbe next denomination of silver coin in the new colonial series is the

twenty cent piece. This will, as its name implies, have the value of the

fifth part of the dollar— or of tenpence English. Its obverse represents

the head of her Majesty crowned, and with part of the bust shown

draped elaborately. The legend is as before, simply " Victoria, Queen."

with the ordinary engrailing within the protecting edge. The reverse

is made up of Chinese characters, which occupy the centre of the coin,

and are surrounded by a fine ring. Between this latter and the outer

edge are the words " Twenty Cents—Hong Kong," and the date. This

piece also is milled. The ten cent and the five cent pieces of silver

are reduced copies of the twenty cent coins, and bear the respective

equivalent values of fivepence, and twopence halfpenny English.

Descending now to the bronze coins, and we have the one cent, the

hundredth part of a dollar, corresponding with the British halfpennj' in

value. It is somewhat larger in size, however, than the last-named

coin, and instead of eighty, only sixty pieces are coined from each

pound weight of the metal. Its composition is ninety parts copper,

three parts tin, and two parts zinc, in the hundred. The obverse of

the one cent closely resembles that of our own florin, with again the

inscription, "Victoria, Queen." The reverse is an enlarged copy of that

of the ten cent piece.

Perhaps the most remarkable coin of the whole is that which has the

least value. It is the mil—a thousand of which are required to equal

a dollar ; a statement which will be more readily comprehended when
it is said that twenty such coins would form the change for an English

penny.

There is another peculiarity about the Hong-Kong mil, and which

makes it yet more interesting. It has a small round hole through its

centre. This is in imitation of the ancient Chinese coin, the cash, and

it is intended for use principally among the small shopkeepers and

hucksters of Hong-Kong. These gentry despise pockets, and prefer

carrying their money visibly. They indeed carry it like so many beads

on strings, round their necks ; and as this is an old arrangement, and

one upon which the poorer classes feel strongly, the home government

has acted wisely in yielding to the prejudice in its favour. All the mils,

therefore, are to be perforated for stringing.

The diminutive coin has for its obverse a small imperial crown sur-

mounted by the words " Hong-Kong," and below which are the royal

initials " V. R." Across the face of the coin is the date, and at the

lower part of it, the value

—

one mil. The reverse is solely composed

of Chinese characters, giving to the Celestials the same amount of

information that the obverse conveys to " outer barbarians." It will

be seen that the arrangement of the whole of the new family of coins

is on the decimal system in its truest sense, and that, therefore, it will

harmonize with the American mode of accountancy, or indeed with that

of France or Canada.

The metal of which the silver coins is composed is of a rather lower

degree of purity than that of our own silver moneys. Instead of one

part in twelve being alloy (copper), the dollar, half dollar, and ten cent,

will be alloyed in the proportion one to ten of pure metal.
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Many millions of the minor pieces of money will be preliminarily

slruck at the Royal Mint in London, whilst the Hong-Kong mint will

be fully engaged for several months to come in the production of dollars

and half dollars. Thus the inhabitants of Hong-Kong will be supplied

by the end of the year with a large and distinctive coinage, perfect in

its divisions and subdivisions, and which will make them independent

of the heterogeneous mixture of money which now perplexes them, and

sacrifices alike their time and patience by its complications and

peculiarities.

MILITARY BREECH-LOADERS.—THE AMERICAN BALLS
GUN.

The Prussian needle-gun (zundnadelgewehr), and the closed cartridge

in one piece (or cartouche unitaire of the French service), form indis-

soluble parts of one invention, which is by no means a recent one,

having been made in 1827 by one Jan Nickolas Dreyse, whose father

was a locksmith of Sommerda, near Erfurt, and who, after having

worked at Paris until about 1810, then returned to Thuringia, and

established at his native town an ironmonger's shop, to which he soon

after added a manufactory for cartridges for sporting purposes.

The original needle-gun was a muzzle-loader. The arrangements

of the needle-lock and cartridge were patented in Prussia in 1828, but

it was not until 1836 that the inventor added to these the arrangements

for breech -loading.

The gun had been shown to the late King Frederick William IV.

in 1829, and in 1841 the Prussian war authorities had ordered several

battalions of infantry to be supplied with the weapon in very much the

same form as that in which it is now employed.

Its value, as a weapon, was first really evidenced during the times of

what the Germans were in the habit of calling " the affairs of 1848," but

it is said that the campaign iu Schleswig-Holstein was the occasion that

first fully impressed its value and power upon the Prussians themselves.

Since that time Dreyse, the ironmonger's son, has been ennobled (after

the German fashion) by his grateful king and country, and now is

entitled to be addressed as " Mcin Herr von Dreise." It is said he has

also amassed a fortune.

Were we to stop to philosophize, such rewards for such "services to

mankind" would lead to some strange deductions. Let us briefly sum
them, by saying these things are parts of a necessary progress from
" club law" to a future when wars shall cease.

The cartridge is a cylinder of pasted paper containing the projectile,

which has the shape of an egg with one end cut off at right angles to

the longer axis and the powder. This weighs thirty-one grammes
(about 500 grains or rather more than a troy ounce), and is separated

from the powder by a sabot or wad of millboard, in the centre of which

is secured the globule of fulminate, which when pierced or crushed by
the blunt end of the needle, striking it through the powder from the

rear end, ignites the charge. The powder is thus fired first in front.

The fulminate, about which some mystery is tried to be kept up, is said

to be nothing more than a mixture of equal parts of chlorate of potass

and sulpburet of antimony. The charge of powder weighs about 140

grains, or one quarter of a troy ounce. The musquet is of the full

length for use with the bayonet, and with this fixed, weighs about five

kilogrammes (eleven pounds English). It is said that five shots per

minute can be fired from it in service, but that after three or four

minutes' work at that rate, the breech gets so hot that it must be cooled

with water, or the firing be discontinued.

A late writer in the Times, signing himself " the Author of the Rifle

and How to Use it," says of the zundnadelgewehr :
—

" The one unquestionably most defective in principle and construction

is the celebrated Prussian needle-gun, and though it continues to be
extensively used on the Continent, our authorities have acted judiciously

in abstaining from adopting any modification of the zundnadelgewehr for

the British army. The utmost that can be alleged in its favour is that,

though the worst of breech-loaders, it is greatly superior to any muzzle-

loader." And with respect to other forms of breech-loaders, he
proceeds:—

" It remains to be seen whether equal wisdom has been exhibited in

an order, alleged to be now executing at Enfield, for 30,000 or 40,000
breech-loading rifles upon a principle not long since brought over from
New York.

" I am at a loss to understand how the Small Arms Committee during

their experiments failed to perceive the insuperable, and I should have

thought sufficiently obvious objections to this rifle.

" At any rate, the defects will be sufficiently apparent as soon as the

new weapons are tested by actual use. There is little doubt but that

they will speedily share the fate of the costly " Sharp carbine," so

unanimously condemned almost as soon as it was served out, but,

unfortunately for the public, not until many thousands of pounds had

been wasted.

" A breech-loader upon an entirely new principle has just been sent

over from America by the inventor, Mr. Cochrane, and I have little

hesitation in stating that, both for simplicity of construction and

efficiency in operation, it is incomparably the best military breech-

loader that has yet been devised. The several parts are so few and so

well secured that they cannot possibly be accidentally deranged.

" Nothing can be imagined simpler than the lock. The principle of (

ignition is the central fire, and the exploded cartridge is infallibly

extracted and thrown out by an ingenious piece of mechanism which

hardly admits of being put out of order.

" This rifle can readily be loaded and fired, even by an inexperienced

hand, nine or ten times in a minute, and probably, with a little practice,

as often as thirteen or fourteen times in a minute—not that such

rapidity of fire can ever practically be needed, though it demonstrates

sufficiently the overwhelming superiority which would be possessed by

troops armed with the Cochrane rifle over any opponents less efficiently

equipped."

Of the real value of any breech-loader, though a trained mechanical

age and judgment can form some tolerably fixed opinion at sight, yet

nothing but patient experience, and that not at the butts, but in the

hands of troops, and a careful discussion of the results so had, can afford

any certainty of conclusion.

However, we now desire to draw the attention of all of our readers

interested iu the improvement of small arms, to a very remarkable

weapon recently brought over to this country, and put before our

military authorities by Mr. Lampson, one of the co-inventors and

manufacturers in the United States, where the weapon is known
usually as " the Balls gun." It was employed in the late war against

the Confederates, and the taking of Fort Fisher by the Northern troops

is said to have been due mainly to two regiments armed with this and

with the Sheppard rifle.

The Balls gun can only be very generally described without the aid

of large and detailed drawings, although its simplicity of parts is one of

its chief characteristics. It is a breech-loading and magazine gun.

The rifled barrel is only made 32 inches long, it being alleged that with

a weapon capable of discharging ten shots in a minute continuously

the bayonet is unnecessary, and so the barrel may be shortened down

to the point that gives the maximum range, and so the weapon be

lightened as much as possible. Its weight is under eight pounds for a

ball of about four-tenths of an inch diameter.

The forward part of the stock beneath the barrel is formed into a

tube which holds ten cartridges, each cartridge consisting of a conical

ball, a copper envelop for the powder gripping its neck, and with a

flat base, having a slightly projecting rim, in which is a small ring of

fulminating powder, secured in its orbit by a little liquid gum-arabic

when being dropped in, and caused to run into the ring form by

rapidly spinning the cartridge case on its axis when vertical.

At the right side of the lock-plate, when the hammer is elevated to

full cock, and the trigger-guard is then moved back upon a hinge at the

forward end, an aperture into the barrel is exposed to view rather

larger than the size of one of these cartridges. Supposing the magazine

stock-tube to be full of its ten cartridges, and cut off from this aperture

by turning a button on the left hand side of the gun opposite the lock-

plate, then the piece is in the condition of an ordinary breech-loader. The

soldier cocks, puts back the trigger-guard, drops in a cartridge, returns

the guard, and instantly can fire, and he can repeat this more than ten

times per minute. But if, upon going into close action, he continues

so to use the gun up to the decisive moment, then he reverses the

button, and the magazine of ten cartridges at once comes into play, he

has now nothing to do but cock, throw back and return the trigger-

guard, and fire, and repeat this again and again. At each movement

one cartridge is brought down from the magazine tube in the stock, and

deposited in the chamber ready to be fired, and by means and move-

ments the simplicity of which are quite extraordinary. The ignition of
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the cartridge is effected by the hammer of the cock gripping as it

strikes down, two small portions of the ring lip of the copper cartridge

case containing the fulminate. The fire is thus given at one point of

the circumference at the base of the powder, and not at the centre as

in the needle-gun and others. But it is extremely doubtful whether

this be any real disadvantage.

The cartridges differ, in fact in nothing, from the visual breech-loader

cartridges of the United States service. They are water-proof, and not

susceptible of accidental ignition, or injury by carriage, and are said to

be produced, in the size we have mentioned, at a cost of rather less than

one penny each. This weapon is now being placed before the sub-

committee on small arms of the Ordnance Select Committee by Mr.

Lampson personally, who is now in London, and we trust that it may
receive a fair and impartial trial. It is impossible to overrate the

national importance now of possessing not only breech-loading small

arms, but the best possible breech-loading weapons.

The following remarks upon the bearing that the needle-gun has

really had upon the fate of the Austrians, made by the well known
French military organ, Moniteur de VArnue, are so pertinent, and

contain so much professional experience and good sense, as to be

worthy of quotation :

—

"Day begins to break; but it will only enlighten those who have no

necessity to be set right, and the mass will remain under its first

impression, which is so much the more marked that the word " needle-

gun" seems to contain something unknown and mysterious. Therefore

it appears useful to give some information on the subject. The Prussian

gun is not a novelty. It has been long known in France and in all the

other States of Europe, in all its details, as well as its peculiar cartridge.

It was adopted in principle by the Prussian government before the year

1848. It made its first appearance on the field of battle during the

Prussian intervention in the Grand Duchy of Baden in 1848 and 1849.

In 1850, twenty-five battalions of infantry were supplied with it. In

1853 the number was raised to forty-eight. In 1855, the use of this

weapon was generalized amongst the Prussian troops, and with it they

carried on the war with Denmark. With it they have just fought in

Bohemia and Thuringia the armies of Austria and of the Germanic

Confederation, which, better than any others, have had the time and

means necessary to appreciate its value and to appropriate it if they

had considered it useful. Certainly what has just passed on the banks

of the Elbe proves that the Prussian soldier possesses a good weapon,

which suits his character and aptitudes, and in which he has full con-

fidence ; bnt Austria herself has recently adopted a new gun which was
in her eyes, probably, as well as the Prussian gun, the farthest possible

point of progress. She certainly had confidence in that arm, and yet

she has been conquered. Let us say more : Prussia and Austria arrive

on the field of battle each with a new cannon, long and discreetly

studied ; Austria with a gun which she regards as an improvement on
the rifled French cannon, to which she was pleased to attribute her

defeats in Italy in 1859 ; Prussia, always bolder in her enterprises, with

a cast-steel cannon which loads at the breech, and of which she has in

the last few years pretended to make a mystery. However, up to this

time it is impossible to discern the part played by these two engines of

war. Must we therefore conclude that it has been insignificant? No.
Public attention was fixed elsewhere, on the needle-gun, and that

sufficed to explain everything. The truth, therefore, is not there. When
masses of 200,000 men are moving in a field of battle of several leagues

in extent, and marching against each other, something more is required

to explain the preponderance of the one and the weakness of the other

than the puerile excuse of the instruments they have in their hands.

The weapon is an excellent adjunct, which should be procured at all

price, but it is not everything."

The great recent success of the Prussians against the Austrians in

Bohemia is everywhere attributed to the possession of the needle-

gun (though a very indifferent tool) ; and there can be no doubt that,

although superior strategics, energy, and rapidity on the part of Prussia

have been the real basis which has permitted the value of the needle-

gun to be proved, to the latter alone the enormous and disproportionate

loss of Austria is to be ascribed. At Nachod or Podoll, while the

Austrians, pressed into a mass in the main street of the village,

were so jammed together that they actually could not use their long

awkward ramrods, and so might as well have had no fire-arms at all in

their helpless hands ; the Prussians, pressing upon them, without diffi-

culty poured volley after volley into the heaving crowd.

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

The picture, drawn by the Times' correspondent, of the scene is too

instructive to be lost sight of:

—

" Then the tumult of the fight increased. Darkness had completely

closed in and the moon had not yet risen ; the Prussians pressed up to

the barricade, the Austrians stoutly stood their ground behind it, and,

three paces distant, assailants and defenders poured their fire into each

other's breasts. Little could be seen, though the flashes of the dis-

charges cast a fitful light over the surging masses ; but in the pauses of

the firing the voices of the officers were heard encouraging their men,

and half-stifled shrieks or gurgling cries told that the bullets were truly

aimed. This was too severe to endure. The Prussians, firing much
more quickly, and in the narrow street, where neither side could show
their whole strength, not feeling the inferiority of numbers, succeeded

in tearing away the barricade, and slowly pressed their adversaries back

along the village street. Yet the Austrians fought bravely, and their

plans for the defence of the houses had been skilfully though hastily

made ; from every window muskets flashed out fire, and sent bullets

into the thick ranks of advancing Prussians, while on each balcony

behind a wooden barricade Jagers crouched to take their deadly aim

;

but in the streets the soldiers, huddled together and encumbered with

clumsy ramrods, were unable to load with ease, and could return no

adequate fire to that of the Prussians, while these, from the advantage

of a better arm, poured their quick volleys into an almost defenceless

crowd."

Since that, the crushing defeat of Sadowa has, in the loss of 80,000

men and more than 100 guns, again proved the destructive power of

the needle-gun, and the moral force and assurance that such a weapon

gives to the man who handles it.

As long ago as 1849 he who writes these words saw the needle-gun

in the hands of the infantry at Berlin, by whom its powers had been

fully proved the year before against the insurgents of that capital, whose

balls rolled harmlessly along the pavement of the Linden Strasse, whilst

at the same range the needle-gun bullets told mortally amongst the

crowds in the street.

Fifteen years ought to have been enough to have enabled even

our slow coach " authorities " to have made up their minds (as

those of Prussia did at once) and acted upon their conclusion.

We may now be dragged into war at any moment perhaps, and our

progress has been that General Peel has ordered 60,000 Enfield rifles to

be altered to breech-loaders. Competent men say that the patchwork

result can never be a perfect or reliable weapon, to say nothing whatever

of the finance side of the question. How much better and cheaper

would it be to order 500 of Balls' gun, and an equal number of Shep-

pard's, and perhaps of two or three other best-approved guns ; send

them all down to Aldershot
;
put each lot into the hands of troops, have

them constantly used and exercised, each under three skilled officers,

and have the results of a month's work, and instantly to act upon the

result. Slowness has caused Austria to be so far beaten ; it is but too

likely to produce a similar result some day with ourselves.

—

Ed.

NAYLOR'S COMPENSATING SAFETY-VALVE.

{Illustrated by Plate 5.)

The compensating safety-valve which forms the subject of our copper-

plate engraving this month, is constructed on the principle patented by

Mr. Naylor in 1863, a description of which has already appeared in

our pages.*

The simplicity and efficiency of this valve have for some time past

attracted the notice of our leading engineers, and its manufacture is

now being extensively carried on by Messrs. Manning, Wardle & Co.,

of Leeds. Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of a 2-inch double safety-

valve, as constructed for locomotive boilers, and fig. 2 is a corresponding

half-sectional plan of the same.

The main object which Mr. Naylor has had in view, and which he

has successfully attained by a very simple device, is the counteracting

the additional load upon the valve when raised from its seat, which has

hitherto resulted from the increased resistance of the spring. This is

accomplished by using a lever of the first order, one end of which is

bent downwards to an angle of about 45°, and is connected to the spring,

whilst the opposite end exerts a downward pressure upon the valve.

The lifting of the valve has, consequent^, the effect of virtually short-

* See page 9, Vol. IX., Second Series.

T
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ening that end of the lever upon which the spring operates, by causing

it to approach towards the fulcrum, and hence the desired compensa-

tion is obtained. In the engravings A A are the two main thorough-

fares from the boiler, over which is situate the central exit pipe, b, for

the escape steam, c C are the two valves, which are held down by one

end of the levers, E, working on the fulcra, F, and bearing at one end

upon a rod or spindle, G, whilst the opposite end of each lever is bent

downwards, and is connected by a knife-edged link, I, with the lower

end of the helical spring, H, to which the link is hooked. The upper

ends of these springs, which are inclosed in tubular cases, are hooked to

the lower ends of the adjusting screw spindles, L, which pass each

through a central aperture in the top of each case, and are prevented

from rotating by making the lower portions of the spindles square, and

causing them to work in a correspondingly shaped aperture. M M are

nuts and hand-wheels working on the screw spindles, by turning which

the screws will be raised or lowered, and consequently more or less

tension will be put upon the springs, and a corresponding load applied

to the valve levers, E. N is a circular knife-edged index secured to

the top of each screw spindle, and o O are the graduated scales carried

by the hand-wheels for indicating the load upon the valve per square

inch. The valve, on being lifted, will elevate the corresponding end

of the bent lever, e, and depress the opposite or bent end, which will

be more or less resisted by the contractile power of the spring ; but the

bent end of the lever, on being depressed, will at the same time be

drawn towards the fulcrum, thereby virtually shortening that end of the

lever, and compensating for the increased resistance of the spring.

One of these double safety-valves, applied to the largest locomotive

boiler yet made, has been found capable of carrying away the steam as

fast as it is generated, the pressure in the boiler at the same time not

exceeding 5 per cent, more than the working pressure at which the

valve is loaded. In the case of valves for marine boilers, a steam-tight

india-rubber diaphragm is placed at the bottom of the spring case to

prevent injury to the spring by the access of salt water thereto in the

event of " priming," and a small relieving lever is also employed for

easing the valve when requisite.
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RECENT PATENTS.

RAISING AND LOWERING APPARATUS.
Messrs. Weston, Tangye, & Chapman, Birmingham.—Patent

dated November 14, 1865.

Tins invention relates to certain improvements upon an invention for

which letters patent were six years ago granted to Thomas Aldridge

Weston, and has for its object the affording of greater facility for working
directly by hand-power the arrangement of differential pulley-blocks,

wherein three or more pulleys are employed on one axle ; and also affords

facility for working such an arrangement by mechanical power, whether
such power be set in motion by hand, as, for example, by the aid of a crab

or windlass, which may be applied to a crane or otherwise employed, or

be worked by a steam engine or other prime mover, in which case a wider
range is also afforded in the lifting power obtained than by the method set

forth in the specification referred to, by simply varying the diameter of

the drum of the primary actuating crab or windlass. According to this

invention, it is proposed to employ three or more sheaves revolving

together on one axle, two of the said sheaves being of equal diameter.

Over these sheaves is passed an endless chain, so as to leave three or

more pendent loops, in some of which loops single-sheave snatch-blocks

are suspended with a view to obtaining a continuous lift or haul, whilst

one of such loops is left slack or free for the purpose of actuating the

apparatus. By having two of the sheaves in the fixed block of the
same diameter, the slack pendent loop which hangs from the opposite

sides of such sheaves will never vary in length except by the stretching

of the chain in wear, thus affording facility for driving such chain or

loop by power from any fixed point by the aid of a crab or windlass.

One of the two sheaves from which the slack loop is suspended is cap-
able of being disconnected from the rest, so as to enable more or less

chain to be taken in or let out from such loop, by turning the said

pulley in one direction or the other, whilst the rest are held stationary,

or vice versa, whereby the amount of lift or range of the snatch-blocks

in the other two loops may be varied as circumstances may require,

after which the said sheave is again coupled by a pin, bolt, key or

other simple contrivance, with the rest of the sheaves in the fixed block.

In some cases, when a continuous lift is not required, three or more
loops may be employed in combination with only one snatch-block,

such snatch-block being transferred from one loop to another, according

to the speed or power required ; thus making one tackle serve the pur-

pose of two or more separate tackles of different powers. And when
two snatch-blocks are employed, with a view to obtaining a continuous

lift, the chain may be passed over or transferred to any one of the

intermediate sheaves between the two sheaves of equal diameter,

whereby the power of the continuous hauling apparatus may be varied

in the same tackle.

Fig. 1 of the annexed diagrams represents a part-perspective view.

In this arrangement, the fixed block contains three sheaves, a, a', and b,

which are made to revolve together upon or with the axle. Each sheave
is grooved, and provided with " bits," or lateral projections, from the

inner sides of their flanges, which take into the spaces between the ends

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fis. 3.
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of those links of the endless chain which lie flatwise upon the periphery

of the sheave, in order to prevent the slipping of the chain over the

sheaves, it being important in all these modifications that the links of the

chain should in fact gear into the peripheries of the sheaves. Two of

these sheaves (for example, a and a') are to be of equal diameters, the

central one being either of a smaller diameter or of a larger diameter.

B is an endless chain, the links of which must be accurately made, so as

to gear into the spaces between the " bits," or lateral projections, inside

the flanges or grooves of the sheaves, a, a', and b. This chain is prevented

from riding or escaping from the grooves of the sheaves by the guard or

protector, placed across the frame of the block parallel to the axis of the

sheaves. C and d are single-sheave snatch-blocks, provided each with a

hook or other attachment, for connection with any hauling chain or rope

attached to the body to be moved, or for direct connection with the

loads to be raised or lowered. The endless chain, b, is passed over the

several sheaves, a, a', b, in the following manner—Commencing with the

sheave a, the chain is passed upwards from the back of that sheave

over the upper surface of the groove therein, and is then carried down-

wards and passed under the pulley in the single-sheave snatch-block, c,

from the front to the back thereof. It is then earned upwards, thereby

forming the first loop, and enters the back of the groove of the central

sheave, b, of rather larger diameter than the outer ones. From the

front of this sheave the chain again descends, and is passed under the

pulley of the single-sheave snatch-block, D, from the front to the back,
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whence it rises so as to form the second loop, and is passed over the

sheave, a', of the fixed block from the back to the front; it then

descends to any convenient distance, and is united to the corresponding

end of the chain which hangs from the back of the sheave, a, thus

forming the third loop, E, which hangs freely without any snatch-

block therein, and serves solely for actuating the tackle by hauling

on one or the other side thereof. . By making the sheaves from

which the actuating or slack loop, E, hangs of equal diameters, no

variation in the length of such loop is effected when the tackle is in

use ; and in practice this arrangement will be found to present several

important advantages. When using this improved differential tackle,

whichever direction the loop, e, of the endless chain is pulled, one of

the snatch -blocks, c D, will ascend whilst the other is descending; and

as a separate free loop, e, is provided for actuating the apparatus, it

can be readily put in motion without endangering the fingers by grasping

that portion of the chain which contains the rising and falling snatch-

blocks ; and thus a continuous lift or haul may be obtained with perfect

safety to the operator, it being simply necessary to couple the lower

snatch-block to the main hauling chain, or to the lashing chain attached

to the body to be moved or lifted, and to disconnect the upper snatch-

block, when, by reversing the motion of the endless chain, the upper

snatch-block will descend and the lower one rise to its full range. The

mode of varying the range of lift or haul of the apparatus by taking up

or letting out chain from the slack loop is effected by disconnecting one

sheave from the rest by removing or unscrewing the coupling pin, when
the sheave a' may be rotated independently of the others, or vice versa,

and the two snatch-blocks either raised or lowered by taking in or

letting out more chain from the loose loop, e. When the range has

been adjusted, the coupling pin is again inserted, and the tackle used as

before. Fig. 2 represents a continuous hauling tackle, wherein an end-

less chain, B, is used in combination with a set of five sheaves, of which

the two, a, a', are of equal diameter. By transferring the chain, b, from

one sheave to another of the remaining sheaves, 1, 2, 3, of the block (which

are of different diameters), a variation in the power may be obtained, but

in all cases the slack loop, e, should hang from the two equal-sized sheaves,

a, a'. Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the application of four sheaves

(two of which, a, a', are of equal diameters, whilst the other two, 1, 2,

are of different diameters) in combination with four loops of an endless

chain, B, the loop, E, of the four forming the actuating loop. One snatch-

block, c, is used, which is transferred from one loop to another of the

three remaining loops, according to the power required. By the

arrangements shown at figs. 3 and 4 one set of tackle will give different

speeds and power, in lieu of using separate tackle for different speeds

and power ; and in all cases the length of the actuating loop, E, of the

chain never varies during operation, which is, in fact, the main distin-

guishing feature of the present invention.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ANCHORS.

Samuel Hunter, Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Patent dated Nov. 22, 1865.

Me. Hunter's invention relates to anchors of the class generally known
as oscillating anchors, and has for its object the facilitating and improv-

ing the bite and hold of the anchor without the aid of the toggle or

horns hitherto found necessary in all anchors of this class, and hence

there is no liability to fouling in getting hold. Greater facility is also

afforded for fishing the anchor.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a side elevation of one form of

the improved anchor. In constructing an anchor according to this

invention, the arms, A A', and the points, B b', of the palms, C c',

are so disposed as to form one half of a circle, and be about 90°

apart, taking the pin, d, in the crown as the centre. They oscillate

through 30° only or thereabouts, the amount of oscillation being limited

by projections, e e
1

, on each side of the shank, r, next the arms, such

projections being so situate that the arms shall come in contact with

and rest upon them at a point corresponding about with the centre of

the palms, as shown clearly in fig. 1. A groove is made in the end of

each projection to receive the arm, and so take off any lateral strain

from the pin in the crown. From the part where the arm rests in this

groove it is inclined towards the point of the palm, as shown by the

line a b and a b' in figure 1, the palm being forged on the back of the

arm. That portion of the arm which is immediately in front of the

palm is made to increase in thickness from the point towards the crown,

and also from the inner edge to the back of the arm. By this means
the ends of the arms operate as a wedge in a lateral or transverse and
longitudinal direction. After the anchor is canted, the entire weight
of the same, with the exception of the stock end, rests upon the point,

b', of the lower palm, c', which is then about 30° from the centre line

of the shank, the outer edges of the palm being at an angle of, say, from
10° to 15° with the shank. So soon as the strain upon the anchor
exceeds the weight of the same, the point, b', as it enters deeper into

Fig. 1.

the ground, will cause the arm to open out until the point is 60° from

the centre line of the shank, this being the position shown in fig. 1, and

the outer edges of the palm at an angle of about 15° to 25° therewith.

In lieu of the grooved projections, e e', on the shank, f, before

referred to, other means may be adopted for limiting the oscillation of

the arms to 30°, or thereabouts ; for example, the arrangement shown

in side elevation at fig. 2 of the engravings may be employed, wherein

the two arms, A A', are connected together near their ends from the

Fig. 2.

inner edge thereof, by welding (as at a) or otherwise securing (as, for

example, by rivetting as at a') thereto a segmental or a double reverse

curved bar, e, the centre part being curved outwards from the pin, d,

in the crown, whilst the parts nearest to the arms are curved in the

reverse direction. This bar works through the opening, G, of the jaw

which is extended for that purpose, and is provided with two projec-

tions or stops, e e', which will rest upon the shank on either side, and

thereby limit the oscillation to 30", or thereabouts. The segmental

bar, or guide, E, will tend greatly to strengthen the arms.

WILLIS' PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING PATENT.

This patent relates to a still recent invention, which we look upon as

one of extreme importance, amongst the numerous processes for the

reproduction of designs by photography, and one likely to ramify in

various directions, and prove valuable in ver}' diverse applications in the

manufacturing arts.

Mr. Willis' patent is dated 11th November, 1864, No. 2800. The

following is His complete specification :

—

" My invention consists of the improved process or processes herein-

after described, by which process or processes, a drawing, engraving, or

other impression may be copied at one operation, that is to say, a copy

may be produced in which the light and dark parts in the original are

directly reproduced in the copy, and are not reversed, as in the ordinary

methods of photographic printing.
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"Having explained the nature of my invention, I will proceed to

describe the manner in which the same is to be performed.

" I will describe my invention as applied to the copying of a drawing

in ink, such as a mechanical drawing on paper.

" I first prepare a solution of thirty grains of bichromate of ammonia

in one ounce of water, to which is added about two drams of dilute

phosphoric acid of commerce. The adjustment of this acid in proper

proportion to the chromate is a matter of great importance, and can

only be accomplished by trial on each occasion of making a solution

from fresh materials. When too little acid is used, the picture develops

slowly, and is of a reddish brown colour ; when an excess of acid is

present, the picture develops quickly, and is of a blue or green colour.

When the proper quantity is present, the picture develops of a black

colour. Sulphuric acid may be used instead of phosphoric acid, and

bichromate of potash instead of biehromate of ammonia. I cover the

sheet of paper on which the drawing is to be reproduced with this

solution either by floating it on the solution contained in a flat dish or

spreading the liquid over it by means of a sponge. The paper thus

coated or covered with the solution is then hung up to dry in the dark.

Paper thus prepared will keep several days without injury. When it is

to be used it is placed in an ordinary photographic printing frame in

contact with the drawing, and is then exposed to light precisely as in

the well known process of printing positive photographs. The time of

this exposure will vary from two minutes to half an hour, according to

the intensity of the light. The impressed paper is then removed from

the printing frame, and laid on the bottom of a wooden box, which is

as long and as wide as the sheet of paper, but not more than two

inches deep. To the under side of the cover of this box two or three

layers of bibulous paper are fastened by nails, and a dilute solution of

aniline in benzole is poured thereon from a dropping bottle in rows of

drops, the rows being about two inches apart. This cover is then laid

on the broad and flatly planed sides of the box, and the vapour of

aniline falls therefrom to the surface of the impressed paper, and

blackens all those parts which have not been exposed to the action of

light. The time required for this development of the picture will vary

from ten minutes to half an hour. After the picture has been thus

developed it is washed for a few minutes in plain water, or first in

water, then in very dilute sulphuric or other acid, and again in plain

water. The picture is thus fixed or rendered unchangeable by light.

The strength of the solution of aniline in benzole is not material, but a

solution of one ounce of aniline in sixteen ounces of benzole answers

very well.

" I vary the different stages of the operation occasionally to suit

certain peculiar requirements. Thus instead of the sensitizing liquid

previously mentioned, I sometimes employ thirty grains of chromate of

copper dissolved in one ounce of water and fifteen drops of sulphuric

acid, to which one dram of the dilute phosphoric acid is also added.

Or, again, I sometimes employ thirty grains of phosphate of copper dis-

solved in one ounce of water by the aid of sufficient sulphuric acid to

make a clear solution, and then add fifteen drops of a saturated solution

of chromic acid, but the process first described I believe to be on the

whole the best.

" Instead of aniline for developing, I occasionally employ toluidine,

or such other volatile organic bases as possess the property of striking

a black or dark colour with chromic acid or chromates unacted upon by
light. Of these I prefer at present the series known as the pyrrol bases.

When these are prepared by the distillation of feathers, bones, and other

animal substances, they give a great variety of red, brown, and .black

tints. They may be used by dilution with benzole like aniline. That
mixture, however, of pyrrol bases with other organic substances which
is obtained by the distillation of the mucate or bimucate of ammonia is

still better, and gives rise to fine blacks. This last-named mixture is

strongly alkaline, and will not develop until it has been neutralized

with sulphuric acid. Lastly, a mixture of aniline, pyrrol, and other

organic products usually produced with these bases, may be used with

good result.

" Although I prefer applying the aniline or other organic developer in

the form of vapour, yet the same may be applied in the state of a dilute

solution with nearly the same effect

" Although I have only described my invention as applied to the
copying on paper of a. mechanical drawing made on paper, by which
description I believe the manner of carrying my invention into effect

will be fully understood, yet my said invention is applicable to the

copying of drawings, engravings, lithographs, photographs, written and
printed documents made on any transparent or semi-transparent

material.

" My invention may he employed to take impressions on silk or other

fabric, also on wood blocks for wood engravings, and generally on such

materials as may be used for receiving photographic impressions by the

ordinary photographic processes.

" I claim as my invention the improvements in processes for copying

or reproducing by the agency of light, drawings, engravings, lithographs,

and photographs, and written and printed documents, herein described,

that is, preparing the sensitive surface to be acted upon by light by the

use of a solution containing a chromate mixed with an acid, which will

combine with the oxide of chromium formed by the action of light, and
with the organic base used for development, and developing the picture

by means of aniline, pyrrol, and other organic bases, which when
applied either in the state of vapour or liquid, are oxidized by the chromic

acid, and form therewith a dark coloured compound.''

The patent has been purchased by Mr. Vincent Brooks, the litho-

grapher, of Chandos Street, Charing Cross, London, and without desiring

to afford to that gentleman an advertisement gratis, we think we shall do

good service to many of our readers, especially to architects, modellers,

sculptors, pattern drawers, mechanical and civil engineers, &c, &c, by

quoting at length several portions of Mr. Brook's circular, giving direc-

tions as to the preparation of drawings and designs to be thus copied,

and also giving his scale of prices for the reproduction.

Drawings or Tracings copied by Willis
1

Patent Aniline Process of
Photographic Printing.—This invention produces fac simile copies of

drawings or tracings, of the same size as the originals, however large

their dimensions. The most delicate shades as well as the black outlines

are faithfully reproduced, and are quite permanent. The copies are

obtained by the superposition of the drawing or tracing on prepared

paper and exposure of both to light ; the dimensions of such copies are,

therefore, precisely those of the original drawing. The tracing is not

injured in the slightest degree by the process.

When a comparatively small number of copies is required, this system

will be found very economical, no cost being incurred for drawing,

engraving, or lithographing. It is also the most expeditious, as copies

of the largest and most elaborate drawings can be supplied in a few

hours.

Directions.—When tracings are prepared expressly for being copied,

the following directions should be attended to in order to insure the

best results:

—

The tracing paper should be thin, clear, and colourless. The outlines

should be drawn boldly, and with very black Indian ink ; the shading

with washes of Indian ink, of a slightly deeper tint than would be

ordinarily employed ; so that the tracing, when laid on a sheet of white

paper, may appear rather darker than desirable. Colours should not

be introduced, because reds and yellows are represented too dark, and

blue too pale. Coloured drawings, nevertheless, frequently yield good

copies.

From the preference in the use of the word tracings to drawings, it

may be inferred, and the fact is so, that the former are preferred from

their greater translucency. But drawings, unless made on very opaque

paper, can be thus copied also, and we saw at Mr. Brooks' office some
designs in sepia or Indian ink, delicately shaded by the artist, for

certain elaborately carved consoles, which had been made on drawing

paper as stout as ordinary " double elephant," and which designs were

nevertheless beautifully brought out. It takes much more time of

exposure to our feeble English day or sun light, however, to bring 6uch

drawings on paper out in copy, and as time is here as elsewhere one

element of cost, of course the worker of the patent prefers tracings, and

so should his customers, wherever practicable.

The following is the published scale of prices for reproduction :

—

Size of Copies.

11 inches by 8\

Price of a s

s.

22 " 15

22J "

26 "

17|
20

30 " 22

35 " 24

40 " 27

53

£ s. d

9

12

16

1 1

1 15

2 2

3 3

4 4

6 6
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A reduction in price is made by agreement when large numbers

are required, or when tracings of large size are of a rough or simple

character.

Drawings made on parchment or the finer qualities of drawing paper

can be copied, but an extra price will be charged.

Mr. Brooks is at present engaged in experimental investigations, with

a view to enabling this process to be applied direct from the design or

tracing to the face of the lithographic stone.

The result wished for is beset with several serious difficulties, but we

see no reason to despair of its being accomplished, and whenever it

shall have been so, one of the greatest advances ever made in photo-

lithography will have been achieved—one by which the most elaborate

and complicated hand-drawn designs, or the most bewildering reticula-

tion of geometrical-drawn detail, can be brought without any loss of a

line or dot, or of the "feeling" of the original artist, into a state to be

endlessly reproduced by common or other lithography, and with an

economy of nearly the whole of the high wages now paid to lithographic

draughtsmen.

For sets of Parliamentary Deposit Plans, where the total number does

not usually exceed twenty or thirty sets, this process, even at present,

is of the highest value.

One set of accurate tracings of the Parliamentary Plans once prepared,

and compared as to the references, figure by figure, must be reproduced

without the distortion of a line or the possible omission of a reference

number or letter, and hence can need no anxious comparing afterwards

— as lithographs or zincographs always do, and yet often leave the

engineer in some unfortunate little trap on standing orders, in the end.

In a late Part of this Journal, we referred to the future possibility of

producing, photographically, portraits upon glass, which should be

afterwards stained and burnt in for window lights, &c, in decorated

buildings. This process of Willis seems already to present a clue to

the track upon which a complete solution of that may yet be found.—Ed.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Slide Valve Practically Considered. By N. P. Burgh,

Engineer. Small 8vo. Spon. London, 1865.

This little work, to adopt the author's own image in his preface, is a

clinical treatise on the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of that which

he views, as to the steam engine what the heart is to the animal body

—

viz., the slide valve. The mechanical engineer engaged in practice

will derive from its perusal a good many useful hints, and the student

may have his ideas cleared on various points relative to " lead and

lap," &c.

Experimental Researches in Steam Engineering. By Chief

Engineer B. F. Isherwood, United States Navy. The whole being

original matter composed of extensive experiments made by the

United States Navy Department, Vol. II., fol. Hamilton. Phila-

delphia, 1865.

A huge volume, like most American scientific publications, and with

copper-plate illustrations without stint. It consists of a vast repertory

of facts—on superheating, expansive action, evaporative efficiency of

boilers of many different forms and proportions, cost in different ships

of the indicated horse power in pounds of steam and pounds of fuel

;

comparative experiments of vertical and horizontal tubed boilers, and

of both with horizontal fire-tubed boilers
;
proportions of boilers best

to burn anthracite, coke, and cannel coal ; on tobacco-juice (of all

things in the world) as a preventive of boiler scale. The effect was
that there was the same quantity of scale whether the boiler " chewed,"

or whether it did not:; but in the former case, the scale was a little

softer and easier detached. So it would have been with potatoes, bran,

or horse dung. Statistics and performance of some of the United States

gun-boats and paddle-wheel steamers close the volume, which contains

engravings of no less than thirty different sets of boilers of the American
marine.

It requires great patience and time, however, to extract the grains

of wheat out of so vast a mass of mixed material. The preface, which
is alengthy document of 112 pages, is the chief theoretic or discussional

portion of the work ; and we failed to find much of value in that, while

we certainly thought we encountered some fallacies.

Rain and Rivers ; or, Hutton and Playfair against Lyell and all

comers. By Colonel George Greenwood. Second Edition. 8vo.

Longmans. 1866.

Many hard things, which should yet be far from unjust, or even

uncalled for, might be said as to the position of English geology at

present, and for the last ten years. Lyell having done such incalcul-

able good service to this branch of science by fixing, upon an immutable

basis, the one great principle upon which all philosophic geology must

be pursued, and by this and many important collateral labours grasped

the sceptre amongst English geologists, has inevitably, as it were,

founded a Lyellian school.

But many of the disciples within the Lyellian porch have not pursued

the cautious philosophizing that characterized their master's earlier

career; and some of them have latterly carried Lyell himself along with

them, and in more than one important direction, English geology has

gotten into wild and rugged paths, that tend not towards truth but chaos.

Nor is this at all wonderful. Geology has, by the advance of the

more exact and abstract sciences upon which its reasonings must rest,

outgrown the calibre of the old school of geologists themselves.

Lyell is not a mathematician nor a profound physicist. Some pro-

minent men of his school seem not to have even exact notions of the

fundamental laws of statics and dynamics. Indeed, these remarks are

but too applicable to a very large proportion of the topographical and

natural history sections of the geologists of Great Britain.

But geology itself is rapidly merging all its facts, or its streams of

collateral knowledge, which but a few years ago were its marrow and

substance, into physical geology, which is neither more nor less than the

interpretation of the whole machine of the Cosmos, of which our own

globe is that one part that we have the most copious means to investi-

gate. The result is, that the old school of geologists must either be

content with continuing in the humble task of collecting mere facts,

many of which are already superfluous, must, as Bentley's nervous line

has it, be content

" To stoop with delving Woodward low,"

or get into speculations in which, for want of mathematical, mechani-

cal, physical, and chemical science, they are sure to run wild and mad.

Such briefly—and we are aware very unpopularly, but we believe not

untruly put—is something of the position of the British school of geology

at the present time. And some few of its extravagances have been

even floated across to Europe and America, upon the acquired reputations

of names connected with them. This it is which has evolved glacial

periods, and all the extravagant phantasmagoria of the ice philosophers,

to take this one alone as the type of the rest.

We do not say anything of Darwinism, leaving the natural historians

to take care of themselves ; only, would they might be prevailed upon

to cultivate and use a more severe and searching logic. Colonel Green-

wood has boldly taken the unpopular side; and his chief endeavour is

to substitute sound and true notions on the subject of the formation of

valleys, for the very various, incongruous, and in some respects utterly

erroneous notions that have for some years passed popularly current and

accepted under authority on this point.

It would not suit our pages to re-discuss at large the geological ques-

tions with which Colonel Greenwood deals. Nor can we accept all his

views and utterances as correct. He is, however, within a certain circle,

in the main right. He is obviously a man of the right stamp—a keen

observer, a vigorous and fearless thinker, and with clear common-sense

notions, at least upon mechanical and physical subjects, if he be not, as

we apprehend he is not, a man of exact science, and accustomed to

handle formulae. Perhaps a little too fond of displaying literary and

archaeological lore, he yet writes with great vigour and warmth, and

sustains many of his points well.

As the world now stands, as we daily see it, and walk over its hill and

dale, his views as to valleys, &c, are no doubt mainly true. But may we
ask what his notion was of the world's dry land, when first it emerged

on a large scale from the covering oceans ? Does he really imagine

that it was only one vast plain of mud, and that rain has done all that

we now see in forming the existing surfaces? Were no valleys made

out of the hard bones of mother earth, by the play of those very forces

that raised up the first continents? Have storm-tossed wave and tide

done nothing? Colonel Greenwood's book is worth the perusal of

every philosophical geologist ; and we hold the engineer of our day but

incomplete who is not more or less of one.
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Useful Rules and Tables, relating to Mensuration, Engineering

Structures, and Machines. By W. J. Macquorn Rankine, &c,

&c. Griffin & Co., London. 8vo. 1866.

" The object," says the author in his preface, " is to provide in mode-

rate bulk a collection of rules and tables relating to those parts of

mathematical and mechauical science, whose application most frequently

occurs in the useful arts, and especially in engineering and practical

mechanics. The use of algebraical symbols is avoided, except in those

cases in which the rules cannot be clearly expressed without them."

So much the worse, according to our judgment. All such " helps and

handbooks " as this ought to express every rule and fact possible by

symbols, having one uniform system of notation all through. It ought

to be the aim of every author of works of this sort in Great Britain now

to adhere to this, in which every discreet well wisher to our national

pre-eminence in practical things should join. It is for the author not

to bring his work down to the level of the general imperfect knowledge

of our working and foreman classes (we fear we might go even higher),

but to bring these gradually up to his own level.

This is no disparagement to the matter of Professor Rankine's work,

which is compiled, put together, and condensed (in large part from his

own published systematic works on engineering and mechanics), with

his accustomed and well-known accuracy and power.

Probably the author means to produce a second volume, but this one

alone is deficient in nearly everything that relates to dynamic questions.

The volume commences with a considerable array of useful tables

relative to numbers and figures, and at the end gives a pair of diagrams

by the author, of the mechanical properties of steam, by the use of

which some labour in calculation may be saved. There is a good index

to the volume.

Engineering Facts and Figures for 1865. By A. B. Brown,
Mechanical Engineer. 8vo. London and Edinburgh : Fullarton &
Co. 1866.

We recently reviewed the volume for 1864 of this work ; that for 1865

is now before us. It presents the same laborious research, and careful

exhaustion of nearly all that has occurred noteworthy during the year, of

a character to have a practical result, in Great Britain and United States

at least. To one who " gets up " the journals regularly, there cannot

be much new in a resume such as this is, but it is a valuable work for

reference.

Industry in Ireland. A Treatise on the Agricultural Powers,

Manufacturing Capabilities, and Commercial Advantages of Ireland.

By W. Glenny Crory. 8vo. London : Simpkin & Marshall.

1865.

An Inquiry into the Causes of the Poverty and Discontent

of Ireland, with Suggestions for their Removal. By F.

M. Jennings, M.R.I.A., &c. 8vo. Dublin : Hodges & Smith.

1866.

Contributions to an Inquiry into the State of Ireland. By
the Right Honourable Lord Dufferin, K.P. 8vo. Murray.

1866.

Politics no doubt are out of our domain ; and everything that refers to

Ireland, its condition and possible improvement, merges itself into

politics or polemics in the end. Ought not this very fact become a

precious diagnosis for the physicians who try to prescribe for the moral

and social sickness that makes this part of the British Empire the

weakness of the whole. If we all get back in discussing Irish evils and

their remedies, as within a charmed circle, to politics and polemics, does

not this point to these as the great seats of the evils ?

Those who know the island best, having lived long enough in it to

acquire that insight into the interior working and condition of its

people that long residence alone can give, and who have the advantage

of being amongst the very few that, as strangers and sojourners in the

land, have not had their eyes horn-covered, or their vision disturbed by
the action of native and long descended prejudices—do many of them
think so ? That legislation can do little nearly all concede ; but the

inevitable operation of natural causes, moral, social, and physical, is

gradually working the cure of much that lawgivers are powerless to touch.

Emigration of the native Irish, as Dr. Ingram has shown, is determined

and regulated by causes that neither landlords, employers, nor lawgivers

can reach : to lament its iucrease as a drain from Ireland is not more

effectual than to lament the recession of the tide. The emigrant families

themselves are no longer any subjects for pity, however truly as they

were so in the terrible years 1846 to 1849 ; and in the really new
plantation that must gradually fill the vacancy by other people with new
traditions, and new associations and prejudices, and with minds less

trained to priestly reverence and superstitious thought, alone can come
that ablation of the guilty past, that shall form a new society, or rather

for the first time form society at all in Ireland.

But even now, and already, we hesitate not to say, that to English-

men and Scotchmen who will overstep their prejudices, and use their

eyes and ears in Ireland, and on the spot look out (ay, even in one

summer's tour), for local sources of investment, and will manage what
they may venture upon and put their money into for themselves—
permitting no Irishman to play the part of proconsul for them in their

own country or here either—for such we say Ireland presents oppor-

tunities more numerous by far, and not inferior in assured return, than

any other part of our thickly inhabited and worked-up country.

In this view it is, that we have placed these works amongst those for

notice. They all, especially the two first, embrace much valuable

matter relating to industrial enterprise and opportunity.

The author of one of these works, Mr. Jennings, is in himself a proof

of what may be done in Ireland by knowledge, courage, and freedom

from the galling entanglements of local politics and polemics. He has

been the creator of great chemical manufactures in the neighbourhood

of Cork ; and the light that flashes up at night, challenging the attention

of the stranger, from his magnesia ovens, where he converts the native

dolomite of his country into calcined magnesia, and whence he exports

it all over the world, ought to be a pillar of fire to show to every wander-

ing Briton, that manufacturing success in Ireland is not a myth : only

for success it must be, as in this case, of a sort fitted to the soil it is to

thrive in.

—

Ed.

Worcesteriana ; a Collection of Literary Authorities affording His-

torical, Biographical, and other notices relating to Edward Somerset,

sixth Earl and second Marquis of Worcester, inventor of the Steam

Engine, and his immediate family connections. With Critical Notes

by Henry Dircks, C.E. London : B. Quariteh. 1866. Pp. 260.

The Marquis of Worcester, who wrote the " Century of Inventions," is

evidently one of Mr. Dircks' hobbies ; and to his fondness for the sub-

ject we owe not only the valuable life of the marquis already published,

but the notes collected in the present volume, of which he has only

printed a hundred copies. He has here brought together everything

he may have met with in old or modern books relating to the marquis,

his deeds, residences, and friends ; and the critical notes are chiefly

directed to the correction of the misstatements made by others. Thus,

finding in a book entitled " Stories of Inventors and Discoverers in

Scieuce and the Useful Arts " (put together by that well-known wielder

of the scissors and paste -brush, Mr. John Timbs) a few sentences

relating to the marquis, Mr. Dircks straightway points out that they

contain no fewer than thirteen errors of statement. We have extracts

from Lord Clarendon's " History of the Rebellion," Lingard's History,

Macaulay's History, Nicolas' " Historic Peerage," Arago's Biographies,

&c, &c. To show how widely Mr. Dircks has searched and printed,

we may mention that he has given a list of the nobility contemporary

with the marquis, reprinted from a fly-leaf in the possession of the Duke

of Beaufort, because it is assumed that the marquis would be on terms

of intimacy with most of them ; that he has given a woodcut, from a

drawing by Hollar, of Worcester House in the Strand ; and that he has

some curious notices of Vauxhall, Lambeth, because the marquis con-

ducted his mechanical experiments at this place.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

Etudes sur les Armes se chargeant par la Culasse. Par C.

J. Tackels. 1 vol. 8vo. Bruxelles, 1866.

More a work of military history and archaeology than one of a technical

character, but which carries down almost to the present day the history

of breech-loaders, large and small, from the great gun of Ghent of nearly

two feet calibre down to the Mont Storm, Terry, and Westley Richards'

shoulder fire-arms. An alphabetical list of inventors of breech-loaders

and the heads of their respective specialities is given. The author, how-

ever, is not perfectly up in his subject, for we find some not unimportant

matters omitted, amongst these the American Balls breech-loader noticed

in our present Part.
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Die Theokie der Minex ; basirt auf die Wellenbewegung in concent-

rischen Kugelschichten, &c. Von Edward Rziha, Hauptmann
im K. K. Geniestabe. 1 vol. 8vo. Lemberg, 1866.

This work on the theory of explosive mines, whether for military or civil

use, based upon the production of elastic waves in concentric spherical

shells, is a valuable contribution to engineering science, though the

leading thoughts upon which it is all based are not original with the

author, nor is the source from which they have been apparently derived

once acknowledged by him. The application of the general doctrine

of wave propagation in elastic media, in concentric spherical couches

from a centre of impulse, was first applied several years ago by Mr. R.

Mallet in bis development of the theory of earthquake dynamics. It

was afterwards applied by the same author to the explosions of great

shells, viewed as mines, in his " Lecture on the Military Uses of Large

Shells," delivered before the United Service Institution, Whitehall,

London, and published in the Transactions of that institution. Prior

to this last publication, the views transmitted by all the military

publicatious in Europe on the theory of explosive mines, were those of

Belidor, which were extremely defective and incomplete. Herr Rziha

has, however, pushed the theory much further than was done previous]}',

and brought it into a form that may enable it hereafter to become the

basis of a more exact practice. The very general want of any mathe-

matical knowledge of the dynamics of wave motion, or even of the exact

nature of wave motion at all, on the part of English engineers of the

present day, must deprive them for a time of much interest in, or

advantage from this work.

Foi.tificatoeische Eisen-Constrcctionen. Von 0. Giese, Haupt-

mann im K. Preuss. Ingenieur Corps, &c. 8vo., Atlas folio, von 52

tafeln mit 650 figuren. Leipzig, 1866.

This work on the use of iron in the construction of fortifications, is a

large and valuable compilation of facts, and remarks upon these ; em-

bracing, we cannot say all, but a very large mass of the work of the

sort executed, or the experimental works attempted or tried, by almost

all the governments of Europe. We in England were, until very lately,

perhaps many of us still are, of opinion that armour-plating and iron

fortresses are things in which we have pretty nearly a monopoly, though

we do own the French emperor as our first instructor. But any one

knowing something of the subject who will but turn over the atlas of

lithographic plates of this work will be surprised, possibly, to find the

extent to which Prussians, Belgians, Austrians, and Russians have car-

ried their views, their experiments, and even their works in this novel

direction.

The work is the most valuable index to what has been yet done, or

proposed as feasible to be done, that has yet freely appeared ; for our

own Special Plate Commission's labours have been rendered useless to

everybody by the report being jealously sealed up by the Admiralty

until it shall have got antiquated and useless, by improvements made
elsewhere without any knowledge of the mass of facts it contains.

Alxgemeine Baukunde des Enginieurs. Ein Leitfaden, &c, fiir

Wasser und Stratenbau Ingenieur, Architecten, nnd Maschiuen-

bauern, &c. Von Max Becker, Professor, &c, von Nassau.

Gros 8vo., mit Atlas folio, 28 gravirte tafeln. Stuttgart, 1865.

Tnis is a large and elaborate work on what may be called the theory

and practice of systematic engineering, structural and mechanical,

including architecture. In its German dress it will of course find

almost no English professional readers ; and were it translated, we fear

there are not many amongst us who love full and complete knowledge,

beyond what the mere " money's worth considerations " of the moment
may require, to study it.

There is little original matter, but Becker's work is the orderly com-

pilation of a thoroughly well-informed professor of engineering, and

we do not know a better well into which the professors in our own
schools of engineering could dip their buckets, to draw forth clear

thoughts on the facts, and the why and because of these, of the engin-

eering experience of Europe.

The work is as yet incomplete, and indeed, if ever finished in these

troublous German times will require several more volumes.

Geundzuege der Mechaxischen Warmetheorie. Mit. ..auf.. .die

theorie der Calorischen Maschinen und der Dampfmaschinen. Von
Dr. Gustav Zeunek. Zweite halfte, 8vo. Leipzig, 1866.

The second volume of this great work on the mechanical theory of

heat, and its applications to the caloric engine and steam engine, by the

learned physical philosopher of Zurich, Dr. Zeuner, has appeared, and

will well reward the study of those who are in a position to peruse it,

and who wish to grasp the fundamental theory of the steam engine upon

the new basis, which within a few years must supersede or rather get

to wholly outflank every other.

In its present state, partly from its language, partly from the nov-

elty of some of its phrases, and the generally abstruse character of

the mathematical expressions, the book is likely to remain a sealed

one to most British mechanical engineers in practice. Nor are we
quite convinced that in the existing temper of the technical world of

England, a full translation would be likely to remunerate a publisher.

But an abbreviated edition, or better possibly, an entirely new work,

which with such brevity as may be, and in as lucid and simple a

manner as possible, should bring before the English reader (in a philo-

sophical, in preference to a merely practical or applied spirit) all of

primary importance that has been evolved within the last eight or ten

years, on the mechanical theory of heat, at home and abroad, would be

of immense value.

Professor Tyndall's " Heat considered as a Mode of Motion," is a

charming book, and no better introduction to the study of the subject

exists. But it is what it was designed to be, when the lectures which

it records were delivered, a popular treatise. What is wanted is a

mathematical work to follow that up, such as can enable the higher

order of mechanical engineer to apply and make exact use of this novel

branch of physics in his practice. That can only be done by the help

of symbols and formulae.

There is no man in Great Britain more competent to bestow this

upon his countrymen than Professor Rankine.

CORRESPONDENCE.

l£2T "We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of

Correspondents.

BOMBARDMENT OF CALLAO.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal?)

Sir,—I inclose a letter from a Dublin newspaper containing my remarks on

the late terrible accident at Callao. If the shell hail been a spherical one, with

my concussion fuze affixed to it, no such accident could have happened. It was

officially reported " simple, safe, and efficacious " by the Select Committee in 1843.

—I am, yours very truly, J. Norton.

At the bombardment of Callao an accident took place inside one of the Arm-
strong circular turret batteries on shore. A percussion shell, in being hoisted from

below, was let fall in the turret and exploded, igniting some charges just taken

from the magazine ; every one inside was destroyed, including Signor Galvez, Minister

of War. Note on the above.—Had that percussion shell been constructed on the

principle of my elongated percussion rifle shell, the accident could not have happened.

The following is taken from a lecture by me at the U. S. Institution, May 17,

1858 :
—" 'A safe way of fixing percussion appliances in the mouth of rifle shells for

rifled cannon.' This is done by inserting the appliance below the mouth of the

shell ; the ramrod cannot then press on it, and if the shell should fall from the hands

on the ground, percussion end foremost, it is still safe ; but by striking an object

with great force when discharged from a gun it cuts out its own plug, which explodes

it." This method of constructing safe percussion appliances only costs one penny
;

that which I saw with the Armstrong shells at the Dublin Exhibition would cost

ten shillings.— I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

J. Norton, late 34th Regiment.

Bray, June 22, 1866.

OBITUARY.
On the 26th June, Mr. R. Garrett, the eminent agricultural implement

manufacturer, died, in his sixtieth year. While Mr. Garrett was yet

a young man—in the spring of 1836—the business of his father at

Leiston, Suffolk, to which place his grandfather had gone as a sickle

maker and blacksmith in 1778, was relinquished in his favour. At that

time about 60 men and eight or ten horses were employed, but no steam

power had yet been called into play at the works. The once small

village has now become a town of more than 2000 inhabitants, all

dependent on the Leiston works. The 60 workpeople have increased
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to COO, the horse power has given place to steam power, and the name

of Garrett has become known throughout Europe, in Egypt, Australia,

and almost all over the world. Tiie house of Garrett figured with

honour also at the International Exhibitions of London, Dublin, Paris,

Hamburg, Vienna, and Madrid, where it won no fewer than 60 gold

medals and GO silver ones, together with £1200 in cash, and an immense

number of honourable mentions. When the East Suffolk Railway,

now merged in the Great Eastern system, was brought forward, Mr.

Garrett found capital to the amount of £10,000. When the Albert

Memorial College at Framlingham was suggested, Mr. Garrett came

forward with a donation of £500.

THE ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH.

Writing as we now do under the somewhat inconvenience of monthly

publication, and having to prepare matter for press some time before

the apparent day of issue, it is quite possible that just as our pages are

being turned out, news may be received that the second end of the

Atlantic cable has been safely landed on the other side of the ocean

;

be this as it may, should we fail to bring the latest information hereon

before our readers in the present Part, the reason why, under the pecu-

liarity of our position relative with the progress of the undertaking, is

sufficiently obvious.

It now becomes us to deal completely with this majestic undertaking,

as far as can be done previous to the repose of the electric rope along

the oceau bed.

After the terrible disaster of last year, the directors of the Telegraph

Construction and Maintenance Company, not entirely crushed by the

result, subscribed nearly the whole of the funds for the new cable ; they

invested £100,000 for the new project, and eight of them subscribed

each £10,000 to the Anglo-American Telegraph Company, in which

we may also add that Cyrus Field is said to have invested an equi-

valent sum.

It became necessary to make certain special arrangements with the

Great Eastern Steamship Company, and these were concluded thus :

—

" If the new cable is successfully laid, they are to have transferred to

them £25,000 in shares of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company,
and in the event of the 1865 cable being completed, they are to have

a further amount of £50,000 in ordinary stock of the Atlantic Telegraph

Company." Some other minor arrangements affecting the retention of

the ship for future service have been made, but upon these we need not

at present enter.

THE CONSTRUCTION.

In Volume I., Practical Mechanic's Journal, Third Series, we ex-

plained the construction of the cable of 18G5. The core and insulation

of the new cable are precisely identical with the last previous one, the

protecting coating, however, having been to some slight extent altered.

In the 1865 cable the core was covered with a padding of soft jute yarn,

saturated with a preservative mixture, and round this the protective

coating was placed, consisting of ten wires -095 inch diameter, drawn
from homogeneous iron manufactured by Webster and Horsfall ; each

wire being again twisted over with five strands of white Manilla yarn

saturated with a preservative mixture, the wires being laid spirally.

Now the only variation in the present cable is that the protective wires

are galvanized, and the yarn covering is left in its natural condition,

that is to say, it is unsaturated.

In water the weight of the new cable is 14 cwt. 3 qrs. per nautical

mile, and 31 cwt. for a corresponding length in air; its specific gravity

being in this latter case slightly in excess of that of 1865, in the pro-

portion 14-75 : 14, or as 1'085 : 1. The contract breaking weight

now is twelve times its weight in water, or 8'85 tons, being also greater

than the 1865 cable by a little more than 1 ton, the breaking weight

of the latter being 7'75 tons. It is highly interesting, and not at all

less useful, to be able to compare the constituents of the last three

cables : we, therefore, present them in the following order, wherein they

are placed in a manner advantageous for reference, and being kept

together our practical readers will be saved the trouble of further search

to enable them to make any other comparisons beyond what we may
allude to :

—

" Conductors.
" Conductor in 1858.—A copper strand, consisting of seven wires (six laid round

one), and weighing 107 lb. per nautical mile.
" Ditto, 1865.—Copper strand, consisting of seven wires (six laid round one),

Mid weighing 300 lb. per nautical mile, imbedded for solidity in Chatterton's

compound. Gauge of single wire -048 = ordinary 18 gauge. Gauge of strand
•144 — ordinary No. 10 gauge.

" Ditto in 1866.—Same.

"Insulation.

" Insulator in 1858.—Gutta-percha laid on in three coverings, and weighing 261
lb. per knot.

" Insulation in 1865.-—Gutta-percha, four layers of which are laid on alternately

with four thin layers of Chatterton's compound. The weight of the entire insu-

lation, 400 lb. per nautical mile. Diameter of core, -464 ; circumference of core,

1-392.

" Ditto, 1866.—Same.
"External Protection.

"External Protection in 1858.—Eighteen strands of charcoal iron wire, each

strand composed of seven wires (six laid round one), laid spirally round the core,

which latter was previously padded with a serving of hemp saturated with a tar

mixture. The separate wires were each 22J gauge; the strand complete was No.

14 gauge.

"Ditto, 1865.—Ten solid wires of the gauge -095 (No. 13 gauge) drawn from

Webster and Horsfall's homogeneous iron, each wire surrounded separately with

five strands of Manilla yarn, saturated with a preservative compound, and the

whole laid spirally round the core, which latter is padded with jute yarn, saturated

with preservative mixture.

"Ditto, 1866.—Ten solid wires of the gauge -095 (No. 13 gauge), drawn from

Webster and Horsfall's homogeneous iron, and galvanized, each wire surrounded

separately with five strands of white Manilla yarn, and the whole laid spirally

round the core, which latter is padded with ordinary hemp saturated with pre-

servative mixture.

"Weight in Air.

"Weight in air in 1858.—20 cwt. per nautical mile.

" Ditto, 1865.—35 cwt. 3 qrs. per nautical mile.

"Ditto, 1866.—31 cwt. per nautical mile.

"Weight in Water.

"Weight in water in 1858.— 13'4 cwt. per nautical mile.

"Ditto, 1865.—14 cwt. per nautical mile.

" Ditto, 1866.—14 cwt. 3 qrs. per nautical mile.

"Breaking Strain.

"Breaking Strain in 1858.—3 tons 5 cwt., or equal to 4'85 times its weight in

water per knot ; that is to say, the cable would bear its own weight in a little less

than five miles' depth of water.

"Ditto, 1865.—7 tons 15 cwt., or equal to 11 times its weight in water per

knot; that is to say, the cable will bear its own weight in 11 miles' depth of water.

"Ditto, 1866.—8 tons 15 cwt., and a fraction more, or equal to 12 times its

weight, in water per knot; that is to say, the cable will bear its own weight in 12

miles' depth of water.

"Deepest Water to be Encountered.*

" Deepest Water to be Encountered, 1858.—2400 fathoms.

" Ditto, 1865.-—2400 fathoms.
" Ditto, 1866.—2400 fathoms.

"Contract Strain.

" Contract Strain, 1858.—Equal to 4'85 times its weight per nautical mile in

water.
" Ditto, 1865.—Equal to 11 times its weight per nautical mile in water.

" Ditto, 1866.—Equal to 12 times its weight per nautical mile in water.

"Length of Cable Shipped.

"Length of Cable Shipped, 1858.—2174 nautical miles.

" Ditto, 1865.—2300 nautical miles.

"Ditto, to complete both lines, 1866.—2730 miles."

As was the case with the cable of 1865, the new cable has been

tested throughout the whole course of its construction in the most

careful manner, and the progress which has been made in telegraphic

science has been turned to the utmost account in making the tests as

delicate and accurate as possible. It would be impossible for us to

describe these tests, or the instruments used for carrying them out,

within the limits of the present article, and we have been prevented

previously doing so by the great influx of other important matter which

has crowded our space ; however, it is our intention to bring the whole

of the apparatus into prominence in an early Part.

CONVEYANCE OF THE CABLE FROM THE WORKS TO THE GREAT SHIP.

In conveying the cable from the work9 of the Telegraph Con-

struction and Maintenance Company to the Great Eastern at her

moorings in the Medway, the two government hulks Amethyst and

Iris were employed, and being brought up alongside the former, the

cable was led from the hulks over a series of V-grooved pulleys into a

temporary timber Bhed erected over the tank into which the cable was

to be coiled. This timber erection contained the machinery for haul-

ing the cable on board, which consisted of a pair of revolving shafts

held in a frame, on one of which a V-grooved wheel was keyed, the

cable in passing into the tanks being held in the V by the pressure of

* It must be understood that these are vertical depths, and do not represent the length

of cable in suspension from the Great Eastern to the ocean bed during the laying.
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a small weighted roller running on it. A large driving pulley was fixed

on the shaft carrying the V-wheel, and this was driven by a belt leading

from another and smaller belt pulley fixed upon the second shaft. This

last-mentioned shaft also carried a V-pulley, in which ran an endless

wire rope leading to a similar pulley on the crank-shaft of a small

oscillating engine, which was placed near the stern of the vessel, and

which was, by means of this wire rope, enabled to communicate motion

to the coiling-in machinery over whichever hold it might be placed.

The hauling machine was furnished with a counter, which registered

the quantity of cable taken in. From the V-wheel, by which the cable

was hauled into the vessel, it passed down through an iron ring, about

1 foot 9 inches in diameter, into the tank, where it was received by men
who laid it in regular coils. The rate at which the cable was taken in

varied from 2 to 3 miles per hour ; with a good set of men in the tank,

30 miles could be coiled in during a working-day of 10J hours, but 25

miles was considered a fair day's work. The state of the cable was

continually tested during the whole time the coiling was taking place.

During the night of June 28th the last portion of the cable was taken

in from the Iris, and the lengths shipped in the tanks of the Great

Eastern are as follows :—In the fore tank, 670 miles of cable and 3

miles of shore end ; in the middle tank, 865 miles of cable ; and in the

after tank, 839 miles ; making a total of 2374 miles of cable and 3 miles

of shore end, whilst about 400 addditional miles are carried in the

^ledway (1900 tons), which ship acompanies the Great Eastern, she

having been fitted with storage tanks similar to those in the great ship.

PAYING-OUT AND PICKING-UP MACHINERY.

This, generally speaking, is much the same as that employed for

paying out the 1865 cable ; a few alterations, which are considered

improvements (however, this much remains to be seen), have been

introduced. The character of the picking-up gear will be understood

from the following brief extract from a contemporary :—" Amongst
other things it has been connected with a pair of trunk engines,

made by Messrs. John Penn and Son, which work up to 80 horse

power, and which are employed for hauling in the cable over the stern

of the vessel, if such a course should become necessary. The picking-

up gear fitted to the fore part of the vessel is quite new, and is very

much more powerful than that used last year. The trunk engines which

drive it are exactly similar to those connected with the paying-out

machinery, and the apparatus itself consists of a pair of drums, each about

6 feet in diameter, fixed upon parallel shafts at a short distance apart. The
drums are each furnished with a powerful brake, and are driven through

an arrangement of gearing interposed between them and the engine, this

gearing being arranged so that it can be worked at two different

speeds. The cable will be led to the hauling-in drums over a series of

V-guide pulleys interposed between them and the V-wheels carried by
a frame fixed on wrought-iron girders projecting over the bows of

the vessel."

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE " GREAT EASTERN."

Many repairs and renewals have been made in the great ship during

the time of her laying up. The area of the paddle floats has been
diminished, and the wheels are now provided with a peculiar discon-

necting gear, by which they can be disengaged, it is said, in about

four minutes.

We now proceed to describe this gear :—The inner end of each

paddle-shaft is furnished with a large disc keyed on it, and around each

of these discs is placed a strap furnished with a boss, into which the

outer end of the corresponding crank-pin enters. Each strap is slightly

open on one side, the ends of the strap on each side of the opening

being furnished with lugs like those of an eccentric strap. By means
of a right and left handed screw working in these lugs, each strap can

be drawn tight round its disc, and thus made to drive the latter by
friction. The screw for tightening up each strap is turned by a worm
gearing into a worm-wheel fixed on it, the spindle of the worm being

also furnished with a worm-wheel, which is, in its turn, driven by a

worm moved by a hand wheel. It is intended that this disconnecting

gear shall be of great use in giving perfect command over the vessel

whilst she is engaged in picking up the cable of last year.

THE START FROM THE MEDWAY.

At twelve o'clock, precisely, on Saturday, June 30, the Great Eastern
was under weigh, and slowly yet surely she felt her way over the river's
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shoals, until in3j hours after she lay off the Nore, 12 miles down, in

10 fathoms of water, where she dropped anchor.

In the short run down to this place, the newly-repaired engines of

the Great Eastern worked to perfection. During the past winter Mr.

Beckwith, her chief engineer, has been continually employed in getting

them into perfect trim. All the boilers have been strengthened, their

weak parts removed and replaced by new plates. The flues, fire-bar

grating, and funnels have been carefully cleaned, and the effect of

these improvements, with the change from the foul to the cleanly con-

dition of the ship's hull, was at once apparent on starting. Though
there was only 15 lbs. steam in the paddle boilers, and little over

12 lbs. in the screw, a speed of 7 kDots was soon gained, and this

when the paddles were only turning 6A times per minute and the screw

less than 17. With a much higher pressure of steam and greater

rapidity of revolutions on starting last year, not so much as 5 knots

an hour were made. This time it is clear that from 8i to 9 knots are

easily within the capabilities of the great ship, though she was deeper in

the water than she had ever before been on venturing to sea. Her trim

was rather calculated to diminish her rate of progress, for the exigencies

of stowage brought her down rather too much by the head. She had

above 4000 tons more dead weight in her than last year, and her mean
draught was within an inch or so of 32 feet.

Such an extraordinary depth was a matter of great anxiety to those

interested in the success of the expedition, for the few channels to the

Thames mouth from Sheerness are almost as narrow as they are winding

and shallow. The course was last year taken by the Bullock Channel,

which was specially buoyed for the purpose by the Trinity House. This

time, however, from some unknown cause, the buoys have been removed,

and the only safe route to the ocean open to the Great Eastern was by

that part of the river known as the Ooze Deep, east of the Ooze Bank,

and thence by the Alexandra Channel and Princess Channel into the

Downs. The first-mentioned part of the distance—that is to say, to

near the entrance of the Alexandra Channel—the most extraordinary

precautions were necessary. The lead was kept going and some boats

were kept ahead of her, as there were patches of shoal to be crossed,

over which it was certain that more than 3 feet of water could not be

got beneath her keel, and there were even some where little more than

a foot was to be expected. Of these latter, fortunately, there were only

one or two, about an acre in extent each, but either of them quite suffi-

cient to put a sudden termination to the Great Easterns career, and

probably, also, to the progress of Atlantic telegraphy for some years to

come. These small but dangerous little submarine excrescences are

known among the fishermen by the name of the Nore Breaks. As the

Great Eastern neared them, the turgid muddy water which slapped

above them in a dirty foam showed that the tide was still too low upon

their banks for any effort which a vessel so deeply laden as the Great

Eastern could make to cross them. Her paddles were accordingly

reversed, and in little more than 35 feet of water the ship was brought

to a dead standstill. Nothing could more strongly illustrate the value

of the magnificent vessel for marine telegraphic purposes than this little

incident. In a space not much larger than that in which she herself

floated she was kept by the occasional use of screw and paddles on

exactly the spot where she had stopped, with as little change in her

position as if she had been moored there, and this, too, against a strong

flood tide. It was not until the flood had risen to its utmost that an

onward movement was again made, and the Great Eastern was slowdy

propelled again across a patch of shoals nearly a quarter of a mile long,

in crossing which she had only 18 inches of water under her. For

a few minutes it was an anxious time for those in charge, but at

almost every instant the cry from the leadsmen showed that the water

was rapidly deepening, and there was an universal sensation of relief

when all at last reported no bottom at 13 fathoms.

We now pass over the rest of the journey to Valentia, as our readers

will elsewhere have acquainted themselves with the incidents relating

;

besides, it is not our province to place on record other facts than the

preceding, which, to those classes of the public whom we especially

address, are particularly worthy of notice.

THE LAYING OF THE CABLE.

On July 6th the shore end of the Atlantic cable was successfully

landed at 3 p.m. The tests were perfect. The William Cory pro-

ceeded to sea, and payed out slowly. The weather was fine. The
u
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cable of 1865 was tested at noon to-day, and found as perfect as

when laid.

On the 8th, the Noriel, BlacJcbird, Pedlar, Skylark, and William

Cory returned to Berehaven at 3 30 a.m., and proceeded to sea to

splice the main cable to the shore end on Wednesday morning.

On Friday, the 14th, about 4 p.m., the splice with the shore end was

completed, and the great ship then fairly started the operation of laying

an electric cable across the Atlantic for a second time, the signals being

perfect throughout the entire length of the cable.

The paying out has continued without interruption, and comparative

fine weather attended the expedition. On July 20, all the cable in the

after tank having been expended, the shift was made without difficulty.

On Friday, the 26th July (the day on which these pages are passing

through the press), it is expected that the line will be completed.

Everything thus far has gone well. We trust, too, that soon after this

part of the Practical Mechanic's Journal is in our readers' hands, the

cable may be in operation.

Having now laid before our readers the latest information, it may be

as well, ere concluding, to add a few remarks upon some parts of the

cable we before especially referred to, as well as to place on record some

of the facts bearing hereon.

THE SHORE ENDS.

As before indicated, the Irish end was stowed on board the William

Cory. Its tensile streugth has, we believe, not been ascertained

;

but it must be something very high indeed, when we remember that

Fig. 1.

the outer covering is formed of wires, or rather iron bars, almost as

thick as ordinary pokers, and it weighs upwards of 20 tons to the mile

—nearly double the size and strength of the largest submarine cable

ever made. This end is about 30 miles in length.

THE ACTUAL CABLE.

We have before briefly referred to the general construction; but to

render this paper as perfect as possible, it has appeared desirable to

append the following wood-cut illustrations and description :—
The cable consists of a copper strand of seven wires, as seen in

cross-section, fig. 2, six laid round one, from which mode of arrang-

ing them no kinking or bending is likely to break all the wires in

the same place, and so destroy the contiuuitj'. The copper strand

weighs 300 lbs. per nautical mile, and is imbedded in Chatterton's

compound, which cements the conductor firmly to the gutta-percha

covering and prevents it from lying loosely in the interior. Each of the

copper wires is of No. 18 gauge, or *048
;
gauge of strand, No. 10, or

•144. The conducting wires are insulated by four layers of gutta-

percha, laid on alternately with four thin layers of Chatterton's com-

pound. The weight of the entire insulation is 400 lbs. per nautical

mile, the diameter of the core '464, and its circumference P392. In

the foregoing particulars the cable now on board the Great Eastern

resembles that of last year. The external protecting covering, however,

is much less expensive than that of 1865, because the thick strands

surrounding the iron sheathing wires have not been saturated with India-

rubber and tarry preservative compounds, the plain Manilla yarn alone

Fig. 2

.

being used. As such tarry matters have not yet proved sufficient to

protect the sheathing wires of cables, the omission is probably of little

importance. The external covering this year consists of ten solid wires

of homogeneous iron, slightly galvanized. Each wire is then surrounded

separately with five strands of white Manilla yarn, as shown in the cuts,

and the whole laid spirally round the core, as more particularly seen at

tig 1, which is padded with common hemp, saturated with a preser-

vative mixture, not of a tarry or non-conducting material, likely to

interfere with testings for faults. The cable's weight in air is 31 cwt.

per nautical mile, in water 14 cwt. 3 qrs., and the breaking strain 8 tons

2 cwt. The galvanizing of the sheathing wires is said to have lowered

their breaking strain, yet to have increased that of the cable, because

the elongation of the wire now allows a portion of the strain to be

borne by the Manilla yarn before final breakage takes place. The
Bheathing wires, it will be noticed, surround the core like a long spiral

spring.

THE TESTS.

This year, as we have before said, great improvements have been

made in the plan and apparatus for testing the electrical condition of

the line. The Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company
have secured the professional services of Professor William Thomson
and Mr. Cromwell Varley, who are the consulting electricians of that

company.

Last year, the tests for determining the condition of faults and also

the strength of earth currents were performed on board ship. This year

accurate tests are made at both ends of the cable, and a continuous

?xchange of results is telegraphed from one to the other, the information

which the shore gives to the ship being of the highest importance to

enable those on board ship to find out the position of a fault accurately

and rapidly should any occur. The principal batteries used for testing

are on board ship, and the shore has to read off and decipher these

indications.

It is of the utmost consequence that the most competent electricians

should be at each end of the cable, and it was, therefore, finally decided

that one of the consulting electricians shall be at each end of the line

during the operation of paying out. Professor Thomson is gone in the

Great Eastern with Mr. Willoughby Smith, while Mr. C. F. Varley

remains at Valentia.

It is not our intention here to divine as to who are the real inventors

of the several improvements which have been made for the purpose of

testing either occasionally or constantly, suffice it to say, that the altera-

tions and additions which have been made appear for the most part to

have originated at different times by Professor Win, Thomson and Mr.

Varley, the consulting electricians; and we believe that considerable

merit is due to Mr. W. Smith, electrician to the contractors, for his

method of maintaining the continuous tests during the operation of

laying.

In order to maintain communication and continue the tests whilst

the Atlantic is being traversed, the following method is being

adopted.

A battery, with one of its poles connected with the earth, has its other

pole connected with the galvanometer, which it deflects a few degrees

as the current runs through the cable. This current is constant, and

should it suddenly increase or decrease the deflection, it would at once

show that something is wrong with the line. On reaching Valentia it

is made to encounter a large amount of resistance, a resistance greater,

as a rule, than that of the whole of the Atlantic cable. The feeble cur-

rent afterwards escaping from the resisting medium passes through an

exquisitely sensitive galvanometer, and thence to the earth. Thus the

galvanometer index of both is deflected by the current, and the observers

at both ends of the line can see what is going on. Supposing the battery

power to be such that 10° deflection is registered on each galvanometer,

increased power suddenly applied may be made to give 15c
, and more

power still 20°. When, therefore, it is intended to send signals, a

deflection of 15° thus produced is equal to a dot, and 20° to a dash, of

the Morse alphabet. The needle, however, never comes back to zero,

because of the original and constant current giving still 10° deflection,

consequently, all the time messages are passing the line is still subject

to electrical tests. Should the index suddenly come back to zero and
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there remain, it would be a proof that the conducting wire of the cable

was broken inside its insulating sheathing of guttapercha. Should a

violent and great deflection take place, it would show that the cable was

so injured that the current, escaped from it into the sea. At the shore

end then, Mr. Yarley, who watches the signals, is able to see what

Messrs. Thomson and Smith are doing on board ship. No battery

power will be employed at the shore, but if it should be desired to

signal to the ship, a momentary wave will be abstracted from the current

passing through the line, by the aid of a large or small condenser, the

size of the condenser influencing the magnitude of the deflection, so that

the land operator can thus produce a long or short signal, equivalent

to the dot and dash of the Morse alphabet.

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

In the event of the cable being successfully laid, the apparatus for

sending messages is so arranged as to leave the cable in a neutral con-

dition immediately after the transmission of each signal, so that the

line will be instantly ready for conducting another. We shall shortly

describe the mode by which this is effected.

The receiving instrument will be Professor Thomson's reflecting

galvanometer, with which many of our readers are now familiar.

Where long proper Dames have to be read by the movements of the

ray of light, and the deflections are rather uncertain, repetition of the

word is now necessary, whereas the expense might be avoided did the

galvanometer print its own messages. This might be done by the aid

of a horizontal cylinder with a chronometric movement, covered with

photographic paper of a sensitiveness proportionate to the intensity of

the moving ray of light. Professor Thomson is aware of the advan-

tages of this expedient, and has included it in his patent.

THE NEW SIGNAL CODE,

Among the maDy improvements which are to be tried in working the

wire when laid, is Captain Bolton's new system of codified signals, by
means of which a single numeral often represents a whole sentence, and
always a word. This code has for its basis a numerical arrangement,

by which all words and letters of the English language can be expressed

by groups of figures. All words and letters of any other language

capable of being rendered in the English character, can also be likewise

expressed. The object of this arrangement is to facilitate the speed of

transmission of messages, and to prevent the liability to error in the

rendering of a message. The telegraphic symbols used to express this

code are the dot and the dash. By this system the necessity of mixing

dots with dashes is obviated, errors arising from the use of a combina-
tion of both are avoided, and the signals are equally simple and effective,

whether used with a short and long signal, or right or left deflections

;

the latter being the most expeditious. The code is divided into five

parts, and they are as follows :

—

Part I. provides 110 signals, and expresses the letters of the alphabet.

Part II. provides for 1000 signals, limited to three figures, and forms

the " spelling code," by which any word in aDy language having English

characters can be spelt by syllables.

Part III. provides for 10,000 signals, limited to four figures, and forms

a special code applicable to commercial and political intelligence, and

frequently recurring names of places, months of the year, days of the

month and week, time, hours, &c.

Part IV. provides for 100,000 signals, limited to five figures, and
expresses every word in the English language alphabetically arranged,

and such sentences as are coded, and is called the " vocabulary aud
sentence code."

Part V. provides for 127,000 signals, limited to six figures, and
expresses the name of every known place in the world.

Each part is readily distinguishable by the number of figures in the

group ; for instance, a group of three figures must refer to Part II., and
a group of five figures to Part IV., and so on..

In the formation of this method of codification, a system of page and
line has been established, indicating, by a single glance at the group
of figures, the particular page and line in the code-book to which they

refer, thus considerably facilitating the rendering of messages from code
into ordinary language.

The advantages alleged to be obtained by this system of codifying by
figures are the following:—Gain of speed, extreme simplicity of code,

simplicity of instrumentation, and non-liability to mutilation in passing

through different countries ; facility of repetition, and its applicability

to any language by translation without causing loss of time.

It is reported to have been established, although we are not pre-

pared to believe it when in so early a stage, that from the result of

recent experiments through the cable when on board the Great Eastern,

this system is capable of effecting, at the very least, a gain of 100 per

cent, over that now in use, thus making one cable do the work of two.

Thus, no matter what instruments are used, the advantages to be

obtained by the use of the code will follow. For example, an instru-

ment sending by the ordinary telegraphic symbols letter by letter, at a

rate of eight words per minute, can transmit by the use of this code at

least 16, and so on.

Objections may be advanced as to the use of a code causing probable

inaccuracy ; but this is not so, for a skilled operator can transmit sym-

bols representing figures as easily as he can symbols representing

letters ; and the chance of error in the reading of a message by the

clerk at the receiving end is extremely narrow. Errors, if they do

occur, must be localized in one or more particular groups of figures,

rendering them quite unintelligible and impossible even to guess at

their signification ; but as every group of a message is numbered, the

one in which the error may have been committed is requested to be

repeated, and thus accuracy is secured, and the highly objectionable

practice of reading by context, which now obtains to so great an extent

with telegraphic operators, often causing the mutilation of the message,

is rendered impossible. We now take leave of this subject till next

month.—V. D.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

MANCHESTER LITEEAEY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

NOTES ON COTTON SPINNING MACHINERY. PART II.—ROVING FRAMES.
By J. C. Dyer, Esq., Vice-President.

March 20th, 1866.—Having previously given an account of the inventions

and improvements that had been applied to the mule jenny, and for convert-

ing it into the self-acting mule, the present paper in like manner traces the

origin and progress of the machines known as roving frames, which come nest in

the order of scientific interest, as having engaged the labours of many eminent

mechanics, through a long course of years, to bring them into their present accurate

form of working. The rovings are equalized by doubling and drawing before coming
to the roving frame, in which they are again drawn and slightly twisted to fit them
for spinning ;. but the twist is not enough to give them strength to be taken up by

the drag of the bobbin, as is the case in throstle spinning, so that the bobbins must
be driven separately from the fliers, and their speed must vary according to their

different diameters, so as to make the surface motion of winding on to correspond

with that of the delivering rollers, and when the latter motion is changed the

former must be made to agree with such change, which is called the differential

motion ; and to make these agree with the frequent changes required was attended

with much trouble and difficulty in working, which ultimately led to the introduc-

tion of the machine called the " tube roving frame," iu which the said differential

motion was wholly dispensed with. In this frame the bobbins are mounted on

cylinders and turned by the friction of their surfaces. Being geared with the

delivering rollers, their motions were thus made to agree at all speeds. But another

property of importance in the tube frame was the twisting and untwisting of the

rovings and the pressing of them hard upon the surface of the bobbins, so that the

surface motion could be made accurate. This tube frame to a large extent was
substituted for the bobbin and fly frame for low numbers, but it could not be made
applicable to rovings for fine spinning; but the pressing of the rovings hard upon

the bobbins in the tube frame rendered the application of the presser to the fly

frame of great importance. After many experiments this object was effected, and

the application of the presser to the bobbin and fly frame was carried into effect by

means of springs, or the centrifugal action of revolving weights attached to the

arms of the fliers, and both of these methods were set forth in the patent for those

improvements. Nevertheless several competing parties afterwards obtained patents

for very trivial changes, called " inventions," for applying the said spring and centri-

fugal actions to press the rovings upon bobbins.

The differential motion of the bobbin and fly frame continued very imperfect

until Mr. Henry Houldsworth's important invention of a self-adjusting apparatus

for giving the differential motions required. This discovery of a very simple train

of movements for securing the required rotations of the delivering rollers of the

bobbins and of the fliers will at once be recognized as an invention of a high order

in mechanical science. From the limits of this abstract the main features only of

these delicate movements can be given, and for the details the paper must be con-

sulted in exlenso. I may here add that about sixty years ago Mr. John Kennedy
employed rotating tin cans for giving twist to rovings; but as they could not be

driven with sufficient speed, the old throstle spindle, enlarged to suit rovings, was
adopted for the frames called the "slubber" and the "bobbin and fly," and these

frames, with many improvements by the same gentleman and others, were in

extensive use until partially superseded in the year 1S28 by the tube frame, as

before mentioned ; and the suggestive nature of new inventions and discoveries as

leading to the production of others is strikingly shown in the successive application

of those in the tube frame to the bobbin and fly, as before said. Again, Mr.
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Houldsworth's beautiful differential motion, then called " Jack in the box," being

governed by bands and pulleys, their chance of slippage rendered it desirable to

substitute toothed wheels, on which occasion Mr. John Kennedy and Mr. Peter

Ewart each discovered the three-wheel motions since adopted—those of Mr. Ewart

were mitre wheels, Mr. Kennedy's, spur gearing— the latter being mostly preferred.

And it is worthy of note that the three mitre wheels for giving the differential

motion in the slide lathe, required for turning cones, had been long in use and

publicly seen without any one having dreamed of the application of them to other

objects; nor was Mr. Houldsworth at all aware of these slide lathe differentials

until pointed out to him by Mr. Ewart.

The paper concludes by an earnest appeal to Mr. Houldsworth and other eminent

mechanicians personally connected with the progress of modern inventions and

improvements of the machinery employed in our manufacturing establishments, to

record their own experience and observations upon the several branches with

which they have been more especially conversant, as has been done by Dr. Fuir-

bairn in his published works, and as the author of these notes has aimed to do.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

The MiantonOmah.—Since the appearance of this remarkable ship in British

waters, numerous of our leading journals have indulged in remarks on the great

weight of her armament compared with her absolute tonnage, and have gone

so far as to state that "it has not yet been proposed to build a two-turret

vessel of less burthen than 3000 tons, or double that of the Monitor, consequently

the Americans are far ahead of us in combining light tonnage with heavy arma-

ment." The Messrs. Laird have addressed the following remarks to some of

our contemporaries:— "We may observe that if the dimensions of the Miantonomah

as given in the papers are correct, she is about 4000 tons measurement, according

to the usual rule for calculating the tonnage of ships in her Majesty's service, with

which she has been compared, instead of 1500 tons, as generally reported. We
beg to state that we have within the last twelve months completed three armour-

clad turret vessels of small tonnage, carrying heavy guns, viz. :—1. The Huascar,

a fully-rigged sea-going turret ship, of 1100 tons, old measurement, and 300 horse

power (iier foremast being fitted with tripods on Captain Cowpcr P. Coles' plan),

carrying two 12-ton Armstrong guns, two 40-pounder broadside guns (the four

guns throwing a broadside of GS0 lbs.), and all coals and stores on 16 feet

draught, and having attained a speed at the measured mile of 12^ knots. This

vessel made a most successful passage as far as Rio Janeiro, and is no doubt now
at her destination in the Pacific. 2. The Bahla, a twin-screw vessel for coasting

and river work, of 1000 tons, old measurement, and 140 horse power, having a

speed at the measured mile of 10J knots per hour, carrying two 150-pounder

Whitworth rifled guns in one turret, and all coals and stores, on a draught of water

of only 8 feet. This vessel made the run out to Rio Janeiro at an average speed

of about 9 knots per hour, and has since been engaged in the attack on the forts

on the Paraguayan river, and came out without damage to hull or turret, though

struck with heavy shot thirty-nine times. 3. The Bellona, a twin-screw vessel

for sea-going and coasting service, 1340 tons, old measurement, and 300 horse

power, having a speed at the measured mile of 12 knots, and carrying four 150-

poundcr rifled Whitworth guns in two turrets (a broadside of 600 lbs.), coals, and

stores, on a draught of water of 12 feet. This vessel made the run from Liverpool

to Ilio Janeiro at an average speed of more than 9;} knots per hour. These vessels

are all constructed with turrets on Captain Cowper P. Coles' plan, have made the

voyage across the Atlantic without requiring any vessels to convey them, and are

capable of being sent to any part of the world where their services may be required.

We may also observe that her Majesty's ships Scorpion and Wyvern were tried

in very severe weather last autumn, and were officially reported as being good

sea boats. The measurement of these ships is 1890 tons and 350 horse power.

Each ship is fitted with two turrets on Captain Cowper P. Coles' plan, carrying

in them four 12-ton guns, the weight of broadside of each ship being 1200 lbs.

The appearance of the MiantonOmah in British waters has, no doubt, called special

attention to the advantages derived from the system of carrying guns in turrets,

and may lead to its more general adoption—more particularly as by the modifi-

cations of the details of construction, and the mechanical arrangements for working

the turret, provided for by Captain Coles, it may, without doubt, be made appli-

cable to sea-going cruisers."

Stopping Shot Holes and Leaks in Iron Snips.—A means of temporarily

stopping shot holes or leaks in the sides or bottoms of iron ships has been a desider-

atum ever since the adoption of iron for building and plating ships of war. An
invention of Commander F. B. Warren, R.N., to supply this want has been under
trial on ELM.S. Fire Queen, at Portsmouth, since the 1st ult, and remains there still,

a most favourable interim report having been forwarded to the Admiralty on the

results. The plan proposed by Commander Warren, which has been patented, is

intended to prevent the entry of water into a ship through external openings made
by the action of shot, by collision with another vessel, or by the action of torpedoes.

It consists essentially of fastening sheets of lead over the damaged part by means of

screws acting on the outside of vulcanized india rubber suckers. Supposing the

damage to be 6 feet or 20 feet square, or of any given dimensions, the space so

damaged could be effectually covered and the water excluded in less time than it

would take to nail the same quantity of lead on the bottom or sides of a ship built of

wood. On the hull of the Fire Queen the experiment has been made between wind
and water, so that the outer pressure is very much less, and therefore more unfavour-

able to the experiment than it would be if it were totally immersed. The patch of

lead, with its screws and suckers, still adheres as perfectly as ever, although the

Fire Queen is almost constantly under way, and the wash from her paddles beats

directly on the face of the experimental patch. Altogether, as the official report

states, the invention has been submitted to a very severe test, although we are

inclined to doubt this; the severity being probably proportional to the official

attack on the Royal Sovereign turrets by the Belltrophon's guns. As all of her

Majesty's ships number "divers" now among their crews they have always the

means on board of applying the principle, whether at sea or in harbour.

Armament of the French Navy.—In the Corps Legislatif, on the 20th of

June, M. Dupuy de Lome, director of material of the Imperial Navy, stated that

three models had been selected for the armament of the navy of France, as follows:

—

First class.—Diameter, 24 centimetres; weight, 14,000 kilogrammes. Throws
steel elongated bolts of 144 kilogrammes, as also shells and round shot. Second
class.—Diameter, 19 centimetres; weight, 8000 kilogrammes. Throws steel

elongated bolts of 75 kilogrammes, ditto shell of 52 kilogrammes, ditto round
shot of 25 kilogrammes. Third class.—Diameter, 16 centimetres; weight, 5000
kilogrammes. Throws steel elongated bolts of 45 kilogrammes, ditto shells of 3l£
kilogrammes, ditto round shot of 15 kilogrammes. M. Dupuy de Lome also said

there was another class of gun, on the same principle, that was 27 centimetres in

diameter, but would be too large for service on board ship, and would therefore be

reserved for the armament of sea-coast batteries. All the pieces averaged a range

of about six kilometres. There is this remarkable fact connected with these pieces

selected for the armament of the French navy—all fire round as well as elongated

shot, and all therefore are capable of delivering a tire en ricochet.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Combined Copper and Bismuth.— Considerable deposits of bismuth in com-
bination with copper are found in New Zealand ; and it is said that an effectual and
economical process for the separation of the two metals has been devised.

Gold in France.—At a recent sitting of the French Academy of Sciences a

letter was received from M. Simonin, announcing that on the 29th of January last

M. Malard had sent in a paper on certain auriferous deposits in the Limousin and
the department of the Marne, where it seemed he had discovered neither more nor

less than a Gallic California. M. Simonin now confirms this statement, adding

that on the other side of the Ce'vennes he has found other places, which in his

opinion must have produced all the gold possessed by the ancient Gauls.

Corona Borealis.—Father Secchi, speaking of the new star in Corona
Borealis, says that a curious circumstance was pointed out to him at the time by
M. Respighi, namely, that on Cary's celestial globe there is a nebula marked very

near the spot where the star was seen, and that this nebula is not to be found in

Herschel's catalogue. It would be very curious, he thinks, if the history of this

nebula could be traced, and it turned out that it were identical with the late star.

The South Staffordshire Iron Trade, Birmingham.—The last prelimi-

nary meeting of the ironmasters of this district was held in this town. There was
a large attendance; Mr. John Hartley (Thorney, Croft, & Co.) presided. On the

motion of Mr. John Bagnall, seconded by Mr. William Barrows (Bloomfield Works),

a resolution was passed to adhere to the old scale of prices for all descriptions of

finished iron. The question of the extras paid by certain works in the West of

Dudley for puddling hoop iron was fully discussed, and the following resolution was
passed:—"That this meeting having considered the. question of the advance of 6d.

per ton on puddling hoop and strip iron made at certain works in this district are

of opinion that there is nothing to justify such extra price, and that it ought at

once to be discontinued." Since the change was made in the constitution of the

Ironmasters' Association the number of members has much increased.

New Material for Mattresses.—The Americans are commencing to use in

large quantities a material called long moss as a substitute for the ordinary stuffings

of cushions, mattresses, &c. The long moss is procured in a similar manner to flax,

from a plant which grows in great abundance in the sluggish bayous and lagoons in

the south of the United States. The fibrous threads bear a strong resemblance to

horsehair in all respects.

The Aire and Calder Canal.—Great fears are entertained in Barnsley and

the neighbourhood that serious permanent injury and damage has been done to the

aqueduct near that town, owing, as is believed, to the coal having been got in the

immediate district, and thus interfering with the foundation of the arches to an

alarming extent. The canal has burst on three different occasions recently near the

aqueduct, and greatly interfered with the traffic, besides putting a stop to several

collieries. The valley of the Dearne at this point is crossed by five massive arches

of stonework. During the last few days a large crack has been discovered from one

end of the structure to the other, and in one of the arches there is also an immense

crack from top to bottom. Several workmen are busily employed drilling through

the stonework for the purpose of inserting massive iron bolts in order to strengthen

the arches as much as possible. Should the structure give way it will interfere

with an immense canal traffic, besides putting a stop to several important collieries.

—Leeds Mercury.

Novel Axle for Railways.—A contemporary states that M. Lucas, a

French civil engineer, has suggested to the managers of French railway companies

the employment of a new species of axle for their carriages. At present the axle

revolves, with the pair of wheels, in two boxes attached to the bottom of the

carriage, and it has been found that when going round a curve one wheel—the

outside one—must drag. The axle is thus liable to great strain, and frequently

breaks. M. Lucas proposes that the axle-tree should be made of a number of

separate bars, only welded together at the extremities, thus giving greater ease

under such strains, and rendering it highly improbable that all the bars should

break at once. For our part we should not care to indulge in a journey in a railway

carriage thus mounted; and we think that any engineer competent to judge would

pronounce at once his veto upon such a proposal. Under such an arrangement

what would be the ultimate diameter of the bundle of rods to be sufficiently rigid

for railway purposes ? The idea should be commemorated in some such manner as

the " Irish Jaunting Car" has been by Mr. Valentine Vousden.

Braemar Observatory.—A complete range of new buildings is to be erected

for the meteorological instruments at Braemar in the course of the season. The

main part of the observatory will consist of an elegant and substantial wooden

building, octagonal-shaped, on a raised base of finely dressed granite. This is

intended to contain the barometer, self-registering thermometers, &c. The grounds

around the observatory also are to be levelled, and otherwise much improved.

It may be mentioned that the instruments were the gift of H.R.H. the late

Prince Consort.
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Lifting A Building.—Some time ago there was an account in the newspapers

of the way in which a large building at Chicago was being ele7ated by means of

screws. The success of the operation has induced its repetition, and we now hear

of a large hotel being raised by 1600 screws. An American paper tells us that the

building is a massive brick structure, with mastic facing, five stories high, and with

a front of 80 feet in one street, and ISO feet in another. To raise this immense
weight from its foundation, and elevate the entire mass four feet and two inches,

can have been no trifling matter, though in Chicago, where this sort of thing origi-

nated and has been practised so frequently, little more is thought of it than would
be of the moving of a wooden building from one place to another. The foundations

having been excavated, and the timbers and screws put in place, a very large force

of workmen, together with a number of " invited guests," manned the 1600 screws,

and at a given signal, the levers were set in motion, and the huge structure, lifted

by the irresistible power of the screw, began its upward journey. The cost of

elevating the hotel and building up the foundations is estimated at 30,000 dollars.

Steam Travelling Crane.—An exceedingly simple and effective travelling

steam crane for light work has just been brought under our notice, it having been

imported into this country from America. The subjoined engraving, which repre-

sents a sectional elevation, is sufficiently clear that any further attempt to explain

verbally is on the present occasion unnecessary. We have, however, some recollec-
tion of seeing it illustrated some time since in an American journal of progress, if

we remember correctly the Artizan, where our readers may find further information
should they desire it.

New Pontoons.—A few weeks ago a committee of Royal Engineers from
Chatham, met at the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington,
to investigate the merits of some new light infantry pontoons, invented by the
late Captain Fowke, R.E. The experiments were performed by the 1st Middlesex
Engineer Volunteers, under the command of Captain Webber. The operations
commenced soon after seven o'clock by the construction of a bridge 50 feet in
length, formed of these new pontoons, and throwing it over a piece of water.
Each pontoon when extended is 8 feet long and 2 feet 6 inches wide, but when
folded as it can be into the shape of a carpet-bag, the width of its extended shape
is its length when thus contracted. The weight of these pontoons is only 50 lbs.,

of which 29 lbs. is allowed for the lower part of the arrangement, while 21 lbs.

represents the weight of the superstructure. It will be seen, therefore, that to
form a bridge of 50 feet in length, only twenty of these pontoons are required.
The weight of this whole erection—each pontoon, as we have shown, weighing
50 lbs.—-would amount only to 1000 lbs., or somewhat short of 9 cwts. A bridge
of this length and weight was thrown over one of the basins in the Horticultural
Gardens, by forty men of the 1st Middlesex Engineer Volunteers, in the space of
two minutes, and was immediately after separated into its component parts in
a minute and a half. This experiment was repeated several times with singular

success. The peculiar advantage, however, of these pontoons, as indicated by
those who are endeavouring to promote the adoption of their use into the service,

is their capability of being employed in crossing ditches and moats in sieges,

for which the old structures have never been made available. To show their

excellence in this respect a bridge formed of the pontoons was let drop from one of

the balustrades of the garden into one of the basins. This was not done, however,

without difficulty, and some of the covering of the pontoons got torn, so much so

as to permit the water to enter the inner part of the construction. This mishap,
however, only tended to exhibit prominently another peculiarity of the invention.

Each portion consists of six water-tight compartments, and though five of these

are injured, the remaining one has sufficient buoyancy to sustain itself as well as

the five fractured divisions. Another distinctive feature in the new arrangement
is that the superstructure can be erected before the bridge is cast on the water;

whereas when using the old pontoons it is necessary to make the roadway after the

under portion has been launched. The three points, therefore, on which the pro-

moters claim a superiority for this new and apparently successful adaptation are

lightness in weight, economy in time, and manageability in cases in which the use of

the old appliances were found impracticable. The committee, who, we may add,

were appointed by the War-office, did not express any definite opinion on the results

of the experiments, but there is some reason to believe that their report may be

favourable to the adoption of the new invention ; although it would be no wonder
if this, too, shall be allowed to lay by for years without anything further being

heard of it, whilst at some future day, some one may again call it to account,

and any merit that may be done to Captain Fowke shall He buried with him in

dust and ashes.

Prodigious if True.—The following paragraph from an American paper
has been copied into divers British journals, and its substance actually adopted and
embalmed by a leading technical journal, as so much cut and dry knowledge. We
should very much thank any of our chemical readers, if they can enlighten us as

to what this terrible Yankee sodium is. The only sodium with which we are

familiar, though it "fizzes" a little, and decomposes water if put in contact with

that fluid, is a very harmless body and not given to explosive

habits. Perhaps in this as in other instances, however, the

sodium is only the basis of " soap."

—

Ed. :—A New Explo-
sive.—A few days ago we noticed the fact of the master of

the ship St. Joseph, recently arrived at this port, having

found a suspicious box on board his vessel, marked "sodium,"

flung it overboard, and as soon as the package touched the

water an explosion occurred, lifting the sea into an immense
column to the steru of the vessel. We infer from a San
Francisco journal that it was a new chemical mixture called

sodium-amalgam. This material is never manufactured in

very large quantities, though it has been advertised for sale

in San Francisco, one firm claiming to have as much as 200
ozs. for sale. The amount does not seem large, but when it

is understood that the explosive power of 1 oz. of sodium is

equal to that of about 25 lbs. of gunpowder, or 2J lbs. of

nitro-glycerine, it can readily be conceived that even 15 ozs.

or 20 ozs., exploded in one place, would create immense
havoc. And when one further reflects that even so little a
thing as a spoonful of water coming in contact with 200
ozs. of sodium would occasion an explosion equal to that

which would be occasioned by the ignition of 5000 lbs. of

powder, or the concussion of 500 lbs. of nitro-glycerine,

we can form some conception of its tremendous destructive

power.

—

Boston Journal.

Zirconium.—M. Troost, of Paris, has succeeded in

obtaining beautiful crystals by heating double fluoride of

zirconium and potassium together with aluminum over a
charcoal crucible to the temperature at which iron melts,

and has thus proved that zirconium is a very hard and
brilliant substance, resembling antimony as to colour, lustre,

and brittleness, with a density of 4*65. Zirconium in its

chemical properties approaches nearer to silicium than any
other known simple substance. It withstands the action

of oxygen at red heat, becomes slightly oxydized at white

heat, and burns only when subjected to a gas flame through

a blow pipe. It burns in chlorine at a dull heat. Cold acids

have no action upon it, and warm acids affect it but slightly. Its true dissolvent

is hydrofluoric acid. Like silicium and boron, zirconium presents three different

physical conditions, viz., the amorphous, graphitoid, and crystallized. The stone
known to jewellers as hyacinth is in great part the oxide of zirconium.

Bench-Marks in France.—A most important work is now in progress
throughout France—viz., the levelling and establishing of bench-marks all over
the country. The object of this undertaking is to furnish a series of levels that
will enable the course of canals, railways, &c, systems of drainage and irrigation, and
other public and private works, to be laid down on the map and marked out on the
ground without any error. The operations were commenced in 1857, under the con-
trol of the Minister of Public Works, and will be terminated five or six years hence.
The work has been since the beginning under the superintendence of M. Bonr-
daloue, civil engineer, to whom is due the series of levels taken from the Isthmus
of Suez from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea. The datum line of the levels

in France is the half-tide sea-level; the bench-marks established on the ground
consist of cones of cast iron, set in masonry, on the spot where the levels are
required to be noted, and a great number of these have been placed in lines of
level which touch seaport towns, groups of rivers and canals, lines of railway,
roads, &c. More than 18,000 linear miles have been thus laid down as base
lines; but, in order to complete the work, the operations must be extended to

120,000 miles, a length equal to five times the circumference of the earth, and
more than half of our distance from the moon. This undertaking is costly; but,

when once completed, it will enable every engineer or contractor who may wish to
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connect a series of levels in any part of France with those of the remotest districts,

to do this by the aid of a bench-mark on the spot, or near at hand, for the

maximum space between the levels is to be only % of a mile. The accuracy

of these levels is such that they are true to 3 centimetres, or 1*2 inches for the

whole length throughout France. Our own Ordnance levels so far as they have

been reduced to permanent bench-marks are reliable. But none of the levels

marked at intermediate points on the Ordnance maps are so; some indeed are

wrong by several feet.

Kerosene Oil in New South Wales.—A Sydney paper says that ener-

getic steps are being taken to develop this branch of commercial enterprise in this

colony, and every step in advance only tends to confirm the great value of its oil-

bearing minerals. It could scarcely be expected that in a colony like this, where

few could have been acquainted with what is comparatively a new manufacture

—

the process of kerosene oil production not being many years old—the necessary

works could be completed without the delay which prudent inquiry would neces-

sitate. Whatever inducements there might be for prompt action in putting these

mineral treasures into a marketable shape, no very large amount of the shales of

Hartley, Wollongong, and Stoney Creek have yet been submitted for distillation,

but the Australasian Mineral Oil Company have operated on a considerable

quantity of cannel from the Hunter district. The shales are well known to yield

an oil of an excellent quality, though small in quantity, but this inferiority is

to some extent qualified by the valuable coke that is left from the cannel, the

shale leaving only a pale coloured ash. This company have constructed near

Sydney extensive works replete with the appliances for an immense production.

They have had the services of an engineer, who, added to his 'qualifications for

superintendence in construction where so much machinery is required, has the not

less important acquaintance with the modus operandi adopted in the largest

and most successful oil-producing establishments in the United States. [There is

reason to believe that the process of distillation is conducted much in the same

manner as in the principal works of Great Britain, winch, as it at present exists, is

certainly most crude. We are of those who believe that in the retorts used

for the distillation of shale there is ample scope for improvement; here is indeed

a field for a scientifically educated inventor to labour with something like reasonable

certainty of great reward.]

Appold's Domestic Apparatus.—The widow of the late J. G. Appold,

F.R.S., has lately presented to the Royal Society the Automatic Temperature

Regulator and the Automatic Hygrometer winch he employed in his house, the

former for keeping the air at any desired temperature and the latter for keeping

the air at any desired degree of moisture. Those fellows of the Royal Society

(said Mr. Gasscot at a meeting of that society) who were acquainted with the late

Mr. John George Appold have often expressed their admiration at the various

scientific arrangements which he from time to time adapted to his dwelling-house

in Wilson Street, Finsbury Square. However intense might be the frost of winter

or the heat of summer, or the brilliancy of the gas with which his rooms were

lighted, when once under his hospitable roof you enjoyed a pure and refreshing

atmosphere. Much of this was undoubtedly due to the steam-power he always

had at command connected with his business premises immediately adjacent to his

dwelling-house, by which he could at any time force a current of fresh air at

a given temperature into any of his rooms; indeed, Mr. Appold always contended

that dwelling-houses could not be made thoroughly comfortable as habitations

without the aid of steam-power; but among the many of his arrangements to

obtain equable temperature in rooms, there were also those that do not require

the aid of steam-power, so seldom applicable in private dwellings, but which,

nevertheless, might be easily adapted with comfort and advantage as regards the

the health of the inmates. The apparatus above referred to is described in the

10th vol. of the Proceedings of the Royal Society, and is illustrated by engravings.

Match Manufactory.—An American paper supplies us with the following

particulars of a lucifer match manufactory in Western New York:—720,000 feet of

pine of the best quality are used annually for the matches, and 400,000 feet of

basswood for cases. The sulphur used for the matches is 400 barrels, and the

phosphorus is 9G00 lbs. The machines run night and day, and 300 hands
are employed at the works. 500 lbs. of paper per day are used to make the

small boxes for holding the matches, and 4 tons of pasteboard per week for the

larger boxes. Co' lbs. of flour per day are used for paste, and the penny stamps
required by government on the boxes amount to the snug little sum of £1440 per

day. There are four machines in use for cutting, dipping, and delivering the

matches. The 2-inch pine plank is sawed up the length of the match, which

is 2J inches. These go into the machine for cutting, where at every stroke twelve

matches are cut, and by the succeeding stroke pushed into slots arranged on a
double chain 350 feet long, which carries them to the sulphur vat, and from
thence to the phosphorus vat, and thus across the room and back, returning

them at a point just in front of the cutting machine, and where they are delivered

in their natural order, and are gathered up by a boy into trays and sent to

the packing room. Thus, 1000 gross or 144,000 small boxes of matches are

made per day. The machines for making the small, thin paper boxes and their

covers are as ingeniously contrived as those that make the matches. A long coil

of paper, as wide as the box is long, revolves on a wheel, one end being in the
machine. It passes through rollers, where the printing is done ; from thence to

the paste-boxes, where the side and ends only are pasted; from thence to the
folding apparatus, where the ends are nicely folded and the whole box is pasted

together and dropped into a basket. A similar machine is at work at the covers,

and thus 144,000 boxes per day are manufactured.
Experiments on the Expansion of Steam.—A practical problem may be

stated as follows:—A certain amount of steam power is required to drive the
wheels of a boat or locomotive, or the machinery of a manufactory, and it is

desired to obtain such power at the least possible cost. We are, in this article, to

confine ourselves to the relative costs of using steam at different grades of expansion,
consequently all the details of the machinery used, not influencing this, must
be agreed upon in the first place and remain constant throughout the experiments.
In accordance with practical requirements, we will agree to make the power
developed the same in each case, and compare together the several amounts of

coal necessarily consumed to produce that power. We should use the same kind

of coal, the same fireman, and the same boiler, that no part of the loss or gain

realized may be attributed to a change of either. We should use the steam at the

same pressure in each instance. This is a condition not often observed, and, as it

forms the chief source of error, it is the great point at issue. The pressure of

steam should be the same, because the cost of generating it would in each case

be the same. If a person use one hundred pounds of steam, cut off at one-tenth of

the stroke, in a large cylinder, what is to prevent him using the same pressure,

during the full stroke, in a small cylinder; and, should this be done, to what
could any loss or gain realized be attributed? Simply, we answer, to the ex-
pansion or non-expansion of the steam. But should such person use ten or twelve

pounds pressure of steam, at full stroke, in the large cylinder, and compare it

with one hundred pounds, cut off therein at one-tenth of the stroke, would
the gain in either case be due to the difference in the initial pressure or in the

grade of expansion? Both would have an influence, of course, but how can wc
agree what modification each would cause? All works on the steam engine show a
theoretical gain by the use of high-pressure steam, independent of its expansion,

and this has been proved to be true in practice ; we have no right, therefore,

to claim this gain as one due to expansion, when it is evident that high-pressure

steam can also be used non-expansively. We feel assured that any person, after

thoughtfully examining this subject, will allow that in all comparative experiments
on the expansion of steam, the same initial pressure should be used. The most
proper way to do this is to vary the diameter of the cylinder for each grade of

expansion. In a steam flouring mill, or other establishment, where the resist-

ance is tolerably constant, this question may be thoroughly tested by making, say
two cylinders, so proportioned that, to do the work, one will require the steam
cut off early in the stroke, and the other late, using the same pressure of steam,

same engine frame, connections, and style of valve gear. The cost of the power
may be determined by running for a long time, under the usual conditions, with each

arrangement, or carefully and continuously for a few days. The boiler power
should be in excess, when the steam can be kept at a constant pressure by the

patent steam-damper regulator. [The last suggestion will be found useful in all

cases, whether experimenting or not.] The coal should be accurately weighed and

fired regularly, and the quantity required will furnish a practical test of the cost of

the power. If greater accuracy be desired, the feed water evaporated can be

measured, and the indicator and dynamometer used. Good practical results can be

obtained in a cheaper manner than the above, by varying the piston speed and
using the same initial pressure in the cylinder at different degrees of expansion.

To do this, and preserve the speed of the shafting and machinery, the belt or

gear wheels connecting the same with the engine must be differently proportioned

in each case. In many establishments, wheels are lying unused which might
be applied for this purpose. Often, by uncoupling a section of the main shaft-

ing, near the engine, and driving from the engine side a countershaft, which
should in its turn drive the remainder of the shafting, the speed of the engine

can be varied by a simple change of pulleys. The manner of accomplishing the

object must, of course, vary with the circumstances. For slow piston speeds,

the steam must follow farther to do the work than when the engine is running
more rapidly, the initial pressure of steam and other conditions being alike.

Experiments can be tried quite readily, in this manner, with any engine which

has means by which the point of cut-off can be regulated, though this cannot be

varied greatly, unless the engine be much too large for the work it has to do.

This method of procedure, by varying the size of the cylinder, is much the b^st,

and expansion can thereby be carried to any extent, but the losses due to increasing

the piston speed are small, compared with the theoretical gains of expansion, and
experiments on this plan can be tried with much less outlay. The friction pressure

would be practically constant, at all speeds, whence the power necessary to over-

come it would vary as the velocity, and could not be easily estimated. There
would be no_ other losses, due to higher pistou speed, when the cylinder ports

were of sufficient capacity to admit the steam at the increased velocities. The
power required to overcome the back pressure against the piston increases with

the grade of expansion in all cases.

—

Scientific American.

The Aberdeen Granite Works.—The first operation is the sawing process.

Granite is cut into thin slabs, by means of saws set in iron framework. But this

is a tedious and expensive operation, very different from going through a block of

marble. In the sawing-room several blocks were then under the machines, which

are worked, of course, by a steam engine. We observed one block, ten feet long,

being cut into six or eight slabs. The saws are, as usual in such works, of soft iron

plates, secured in a frame, and operate on the stone by means of quartz sand and

water, applied as in slicing marble. No emery is requisite in these operations, the

particles of silicious sand being sufficient to cut the quartz, which is pure silica, and

the hardest mineral in the granite. Frequently fourteen saws are used in a single

frame; and occasionally they have had as many as eighteen employed at once on a

single block. The progress of the work, of course, is slow; indeed, it requires a

whole day to cut a groove two-thirds of an inch in depth in the granite. Owing
to the expense of this sawing process, granite slabs have not, as in the case of

chimney-pieces, for example, been able to compete with or to supersede the slabs

which are cut from softer materials. The process of rough-hewing and shaping

the blocks to the prescribed model, that is, of cubical, prismatic, or cylindrical and

other curved forms, is technically termed "first dressing," and is performed by
hand-picks with short handles, and heads about four pounds in weight, which the

workmen from long habit wield with surprising dexterity. The surfaces are then

reduced to a regular form by means of steel punches and chisels struck by iron

mallets. The chisels require a particular temper, which must be neither very hard

nor very soft, else they would either lose their edge by chipping or fail to cut the

stone. We observed that they frequently require sharpening in the more delicate

kinds of work. The chisel is held by the workman at a much less oblique angle

to the surface of the block than it is when working freestone, and he separates only

small particles at a time. Indeed, the whole process of the fabrication of granite

consists in punching the obdurate blocks with thick, heavy, conical punches and

wedge-like chisels (not such chisels as are used on freestone, and certainly not such

as are used for limestones) either struck by heavy iron hammers or used in the form
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of a pick. This process is most laborious. Attempts to apply machinery to the

dressing of granite have been often made, but without success; for it requires a

distinct and heavy blow to separate the particles of stone in beginning to work it.

It is also impossible to work granite on a turning-lathe; but all circular forms are

wrought as true by the hand as they could be on the lathe. The truth is, we
suspect, that the process of hewing granite, like that of baking bread, is a radical

process—incapable of improvement ; and is much the snme in the present day as

it was in the days of the Pharaohs. The next operation is termed " Fine-axing or

dressing." This was formerly effected by means of picks, or iron hammers, pointed

at each end. But these instruments are now replaced by solid shear or cast steel,

tempered to the proper degree, the manipulations of which leave the surface out of

"thraw" (twist), but still comparatively rough. The finer surfaces are made by

means of the single and double axe; and for joints and mouldings, steel chisels and

punches of various sizes are used. The "double axe" is a framework of iron,

containing at each end about half a dozen steel blades, forming in combination a

dressing surface of about 3 inches by 1 inch. It leaves the stone in the finest state

of dressing possible, presenting the appearance of chased metal work. In fact, this

fine-axiug is neither more nor less than a -sort of granite chasing. Very pleasing

effects can be made in this way by the contrast of the polished and axed surfaces,

as the rich natural colour of the granite only comes out in polishing, while the

dressing always displays a good background. Many architectural features can be

rendered in a telling manner by this arrangement—such as scrolls, coats of arms,

panels, and many other forms in ornamental and decorative art. The next process

is by far the most important of the series—that is, the process of polishing. Here
the most curious part of the machinery comes into play. Granite is polished on

precisely the same principles as slate, glass, or precious stones—that is to say, by
the use of ingredients of different and progressive value in mineralogical hardness.

In polishing plane surfaces, concentric grinders of iron are used in various machines,

applied to the surface of the stone, first with sand and water, next with emery

;

and then for the iron grinders are substituted certain discs covered with leather,

or a substance termed " lapp," freely supplied with the oxide of tin, which is the

polishing ingredient better known as putty powder. All circular forms, such as

stel^ the frustra of columns, pedestals for busts, vases, and the like, are fixed in

well-contrived lathes, whirled round by the machinery; while the sand and emery
are applied to their surfaces by means of fine thick plates or bars of iron, of a
corresponding outline, termed polishers, which the surface of the granite must
constantly traverse. We saw a large Etruscan vase, about 3 feet in diameter, just

prepared for the process of polishing, its graceful curves accurately cut by the chisel,

and the iron bars, 1 inch or 1^ inch in thickness, neatly forged to its various curves,

lying beside it, ready to be applied when it was fixed to the lathe. Columns 30
feet in length and vases 15 feet in diameter are polished on precisely the same
principle as small pillars. Mouldings, after being properly set in plaster of Paris,

are polished by means of cast-iron planes, fitted to their curves. These are applied

by the lateral motion of a series of odd- looking machines called " rubbers." Certain

concave and convex surfaces have to be polished by hand, such as the groundwork
of ornament and any minute sunk work or intaglios. In all these cases, however,

the polishing materials are the same ; first, silicious sand is interposed, then emery

of various degrees of fineness, and finally the "lapp," or fibrous polisher, with the

putty powder, is used until the requisite lustre is obtained. The granite has now
assumed that beautiful glass-like surface which we know it will retain long after

the finest polished marble has become dim, or (if exposed to the atmosphere) has

already begun to decay.

—

The Builder.

The Electric Telegraph.—There exist nearly seven thousand telegraphic

offices in Europe. Two lines connect Europe and Africa, one going from Marsala,

in Sicily, to Biserta, in Tunis, and being in connection through the lines in the

latter country with Algeria; the other line extending from Malta to Bengazhi,

in Tripoli, and thence continued to Alexandria, in Egypt, by a cable which runs
along the coast. This second line was intended to make part of the great one

to India, but the difficulty of preserving a cable on the coral reefs of the Arabian
Gulf has limited it to communication between Europe and Egypt. The last-named
country is also connected with Europe, as well as with Asia, by a line which
traverses Syria, touching at Jerusalem, Aleppo, Tripoli, Beyrout, crossing the

Bosphorus, and joining the lines of Tnrkey, in Europe. Despatches for India may
be sent by two routes. The first is by means of the Italian lines, the cable which
connects Otranto and Vallona, and the lines of Turkey, in Europe and Asia. This
reaches to Bassora on the Persian Gulf, and then passes by means of a cable

submerged along the coasts of that gulf and of the Gulf of Oman, and is connected
with Indian lines at Kurrachee. The second route is by way of Russia, the

Caucasus, and Persia, to Bassora. The Indian telegraphs possess one hundred
and sixty-one stations, and the Island of Ceylon four. Despatches for China are

now sent by way of Russia, and are transmitted through the lines of Russia proper

and Siberia to the Tartar frontier town of Kiachta. From this point they are

carried by the Chinese post to Pekin, a journey which occupies fifteen days.

Russia and America are now at work in establishing a line by way of Siberia

and Behring's Straits to connect Europe and the New World by a land route.

The Cotton Famine.—The Public Works Office in Manchester will be broken

up this year, and the resident Government inspector will leave the district. The
official report shows that the amount of money advanced under the Public Works
(Manufacturing Districts) Acts, 1863-64, has been £1,343,806. Up to the 31st

of March last XI, 177,701 4s lOjd had been expended. The entire length of

sewerage and drainage works executed at the same date was about 560,161 lineal

yards, or about 318 mile3; and the total area of paving and other surface work
of street and highway improvement then completed was 2,131,167 superficial yards,

or about 440 acres.

Report of the Committee of the Society of Arts ox Mosical Edu-
cation.—The committee consider that adequate parliamentary funds, with
ministerial responsibility for their expenditure, are essential to the establishment
and maintenance of a National Academy of Music worthy of its object. They
also consider that a National Academy should afford gratuitous education- to a

limited number of persons having great musical gifts, who, after proper training

at the public expense, would engage to devote their talents to the service of the

public as professors of the art of music, and that the form in which parliamentary

assistance could be best afforded would be by scholarships, which should be held by

candidates who, in open competition, had proved that they are endowed with the gilt

of musical ability. They are also of opinion that besides the training of free

scholars, the Academy should be open to the public at large on the payment of

adequate fees, which might be graduated according to the musical ability of the

pupils and be auxiliary to the support of the Institution. As soon as the

Institution shall have obtained public confidence, it may be hoped that the

cathedrals and various other corporations will provide the means of sending young

persons of musical genius; and the committee recommend that the Society of Arts

should itself set the example of such endowments by establishing a limited number
of scholarships. The committee consider that before Parliament can be asked

to increase its present vote to the Royal Academy of Music, the Academy should

provide, through the voluntary aid of the public, permanent and suitable premises,

possessing all requisite facilities for practice and study. The committee recom-

mend an application to the commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 for a site on

the Kensington Gore Estate, and also for pecuniary assistance towards erecting

a building.

The Coal Supply.—In the Gazette of the 2nd July it is notified that the

Queen has been pleased to appoint the Duke of Argyll, K.T. ; Sir Roderick Impey
Murchison, Bart., K.C.B. ; Sir William George Armstrong, Knt., CB. ; Henry
Hussey Vivian, Esq. ; George Thomas Clark, Esq. ; Joseph Dickinson, Esq.

;

George Elliot, Esq. ; Thomas Emerson Forster, Esq. ; John Geddes, Esq. ; Robert

Hunt, Esq. ; John Beete Jukes, Esq, ; John Hartley, Esq. ; John Percy, Esq., M.D.

;

Joseph Prestwich, Esq. ; Andrew Crombie Ramsay, Esq. ; and John Thomas Wood-
house, Esq., to be her Majesty's commissioners to investigate the probable quantity of

coal contained in the coal fields of the United Kingdom, and to report on the quantity

of such coal which may be reasonably expected to be available for use ; whether it

is probable that coal exists, at workable depths, under the permian, new red sand-

stone, and other superincumbent strata ; to inquire as to the quantity of coal at

present consumed in the various branches of manufacture, for steam navigation,

and for domestic purposes, as well as the quantity exported ; and how far, and to

what extent, such consumption and export may be expected to increase ; and
whether there is reason to believe that coal is wasted, either by bad working or by

carelessness or neglect of proper appliances for its economical consumption.

Scandinavian Exhibition at Stockholm.—The four Scandinavian conn-

tries—Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Finland—have combined to make an
Industrial Exhibition at Stockholm of their products of art and industry, and have

indeed succeeded to a degree which was not anticipated even by the most sanguine

of the promoters. As royalty, in the person of his highness Prince Oscar, well

remembered in England since the opening of the Exhibition in 1862, has worked
in the most hearty combination with the industrial interests, represented by persons

eminent in art and work, we may fairly presume that what we see is a real repre-

sentation of the state of art and industry in those far away countries, and congra-

tulate the four nations upon the happy result. The Exhibition building is a fine

structure, combining strength with architectural beauty and aerial lightness,

especially seen from the platform in the middle, where is placed a beautiful stucco

cascade, modelled in person by Molin, the eminent artist, who is well known in

England by his group, "The Wrestlers." The fountain represents the " Necken,"

the divinity of the waters in the old " Sagas," surrounded by his water nymphs
and playing on his harp—a good introduction to the treasures from the mineral

kingdom, for which these countries are well known. The fountain is surrounded

by fine works in jewellery and porcelain, and in both wings are displayed the several

articles customary in such exhibitions, but arranged in a way which may well be

said to equal what we have seen on greater occasions. Steamers from Hull reach

Gothenburg in 48 hours, and from Gothenburg as well as from Malmo, opposite

Copenhagen, the railway communication to Stockholm is daily. Travelling in

Sweden is comparatively cheap, its inhabitants are a kind and hospitable people, and

the attractions of the country, especially in the neighbourhood of Stockholm, many.

Cannon Street Station Signal Box.—The apparatus has occupied a

number of workmen for nearly 12 months. It is being fitted up by Messrs. Saxby

and Farmer, and will be the chef d'amvre of that firm. The signal-box stretches

across nearly the entire width of the roadway, is about 7 feet wide, and has above the

roof 24 semaphore arms, and 16 lamps showing red, green, and white lights. The
switches which work the points and signals are adjusted in a metal frame in one

straight line, and are, as a whole, an admirable and elaborate piece of mechanism.

The levers, 67 in number, are coloured yellow, white, black, blue, and red, and

numbered progressively by circular brass plates on their fronts. The yellow levers

work the distance signals, and are nine in number; the whites, of which there are

three, are indicators, and relate to the station; the black levers, of which there are

30, work the points, which appear very complicated, there being as many as 12

pairs of rails passing under the signal box. The curved x*ails for siding and shunting

upon the bridge seem as complex as a Chinese puzzle, which the pointsman will

doubtless master completely. The blue levers work the semaphore arms for trains

outward; and the red levers, 16 in number, signal the trains inwards. The signal

station will be completely fitted with the patented electrical apparatus of Mr.

Walker, electrician to the South-Eastern Company, including a full supply of his

ingenious and effective miniature semaphores. This signal station will be worked

by relays of pointsmen who have had many years' experience in the other great

signal boxes of the South-Eastern—the "A. B." and " C. D." It will be assuring

to travellers to know that eight hours constitute the day's work of these responsible

and rather important railway servants. The signal box is glazed all round so as

to command unobstructed views of the bridge on the one side, and of the station

and its platforms on the other. It is entered by glazed doors at each end. At
night it will be lighted by two pendants with two burners in each, and with brackets

for the "speaking" clerk (by telegraph), and the registrar who enters the times at

which trains arrive and depart. We are unable to indicate the time at which the

line will be opened, but believe it will be about the 1st of August. From all that

we have seen it might be opened to-morrow; but probably there are still some

finishing touches to he given, which may be deemed of essential importance to the

safe working of the line. The arrangements for working will probably be modified
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bv experience after the actual opening, but it is intended that one line of the three

shall be reserved for a " shuttle " train between Charing Cross and Cannon Street.

There can be no doubt that such a train could be worked rapidly, safely, and pro-

fitably. Having the use of rails not liable to obstruction, trains may be run at

intervals of not more than three minutes from either terminus, and very many

persons will probably avail themselves of this rapid means of locomotion in prefer-

ence to encountering the perils cf the streets.

—

Railway News.

Paris Exhihition.—A special building will be erected for the exhibition of

all matters connected with navigation, including marine engines (which it is pro-

posed to exhibit in motion), life-boats, apparatus for saving life, &c. Small yachts

and boats of all kinds will be exhibited on the Seine immediately in front of the

quay. A certain space on this quay is offered to England, and our countrymen

who may desire to take part in this competition are assured that they will meet

rivals worthy of them. Among other objects that will be shown there are the

marine engines of Indret, of 1000 horse power, which will be set in motion by

steam furnished from their own boilers.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

(g3~ When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

l$th April, 1866.

1006 Edward Lord, Todmorden, and Richard Norfolk, Beverley—Reaping machines
1097 John Holmes and J. C. H. Slack, Manchester—Baling cotton

1098 W. Oldham, H. Penn, and C. Eades, Birmingham—Utilizing the fumes given off

by furnaces
1099 Ebenezer Tuttle, Canaan, U. S.—Water-wheels
1100 George Beadon, Creechbarrow— Attaching knobs to the spindles of locks

1101 Edwin Wilson, Ilorncastle— Breech-loading fire-arms

1102 Robert Hamilton, St. Helen's Place—Composition for coating or covering ships'

bottoms.—A com.
1103 Archibald Turner, Leicester—Preparing warps for weaving
1104 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Bar iron and steel.—A com.
1105 Charles Dales, Oxford Street—Eye glasses

1106 Daniel Evans, Beckenham—Articles made of iron or of steel

1107 E. C. Nicholson, Fenchurch Street—Blue colouring matters

20th April, 1866.

1108 George Lunge, South Shields— Soda and potash
1109 William Webb, Smethwick—Ordnance
1110 D. L. N.-Danbisgnye, Paris, and R. D. Clegg, Islington—Bottle stoppers.—A com.
1111 Thomas Prideaux, Sheffield—Fire place3

1112 C. Hastings, J. Briggs, J. Law, and H. Mitchell. Bradford—Spinning and doubling
1113 C. J. Waddell and H. C. B. Muir, Manchester—Valves
1114 F. E. Woller, Stollberg—Looped fabrics

1115 J. II. Johnson. Lincoln's Inn Fields— Capsules.—A com.
1116 John Leigh, Manchester—Purification of coal gas
1117 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Boots and shoes.—A com.
1118 James Allen, Bitterne—Fastenings for doors
1119 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Working switches upon railways.—A com.
1120 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Lighting and extinguishing gas lamps.

—A com.
1121 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Sheet iron.—A com.
1122 Tlmnias Alderman, Tring—Signalling on railway trains

1123 William Brookes, Chancery Lane—Combing wool.—A com.
1124 Colin Mather, Manchester—Beetling
1125 F. Kuppert, Chemnitz, Saxony—Wheel pinion for riggers' driving operators

2Ut April, 1866.

1126 J. O. Ramsbntton, Bury— Drying and finishing woven fabrics

1127 Joseph Jewsbury, Birmingham—Portable sun dial

1128 J. Macintosh, North Bank, and W. Boggett, Lindsey Houses—Guards for pocket
books

1129 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Grates.— A com.
1130 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Expressing liquids.—A com.
1131 J. G. Taylor, Paris— Dress fastenings and ornaments
1132 F. C. Buisson, Nantiat, France—Treating vegetable plants
1133 H. A. Cousteaux, Paris—Advertising
1134 J. H. Wilson, Liverpool— Distillation of sea water
1135 Lieutenant-Colonel Baker, Army and Navy Club—Thermo-electric batteries
1136 G. E. Donisthorpe. Leeds—Getting coal
1137 John Player, Norton—Hot-blast stoves
1138 G. E. Donisthorpe, Leeds—Washing wool

23rd April, 1S6G.

1139 Michel Spiquel and E. IT. Florango, Paris—Stamping metals
1140 Michel Spiquel and E. II. Florange, Paris— Iucurvatiug metals
1141 Frederick Barnett, Paris—Aquatic firework
1142 II. A. Huzzey, Newport— Ejecting water
1143 J. W. Butler, Princes Road— Aerostatic apparatus
1144 H. T. Wcdlake, Hampstead Road— Harmoniums
1145 Josiah Pumphrey, Birmingham—Portable irrigator
1146 E. 11. Hnch and F.J. Windhausen, Brunswick— Engines
1147 R. W. Abbotts. Burton-on-Trent— Fire-place or furnaces
1148 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings— Rippling or seeding flax.—A com.
1149 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Breaking and .scutching flax.—A com.
1150 H. D. Plimsoll, Ampthill Square—Ornamenting surfaces

24th April, 1S66.

1151 J. M. Ryo-Catteau, Paris—Spindles for spinning
1152 Robert Thompson, New Charlton—Veneering
1153 Rachel Stackhouse, Norwood—Charts, maps, and plans
1154 Samuel Thompson, Carmarthen—Piano-fortes
1155 Eugene Buries, Vienne—Working designs on fabrics
1156 G. F. Russell, Piccadilly, and W. H. Carbines, Southwark Street—Gas
1157 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Connections for pipes.—A com.

25th April, 1866.

115S A. A. L. P. Cochrane. London—Heating and evaporating
1159 Desire' Bievery, Belgium—Glass furnace
1160 J. W. Burton, Leeds—Treating fibrous substances
1161 J. S. Crosland, Ashton-under-Lyne—Steam engines
1162 Alfred Upward, Goswell Road, and A. A. Cochrane, Westminster—Gas

1163 G. E. Noone, Hastings—Deodorizing sewage
1164 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Twist drills.—A com.
1165 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Spring bed or mattreas.—A com.
1166 H. C. Butcher, Wellington Street—Holding cigars
1167 Alfred Borgnet, Swansea—Furnaces and retorts

26th April, 1866.

1168 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Crinoline skirts.—A com.
1169 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Spring mattresses.—A com.
1170 Thomas Kirby, " Barrow-in-Furness"—Raising and lowering shutters
1171 Scipion Sequelin, Deptford—Purification of wax, tallow, and oils

1172 Henry Gardner, Gravesend—Hooks for curtains
1173 William Edmond and Adolf Gurlt, Swansea— Furnaces
1174 Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Printing and dyeing
1175 John Curtis, Putney—Draining embankments
1176 Alfred Paraf, Manchester— Printing and finishing

1177 G. Haseltine, Chancery Lane—Combining mineral substances with vegetable fibres.

—A com.
1178 G. H. and H. R. Cottam, St. Pancras Iron Works—Iron bedsteads
1179 Charles Hedler, Frankfort-on-the-Maine—Photographic pictures

27th April, 1866.

T. W. Tohin, Watson's Road—Solution of lime
Thomas Marshall, Dunstable—Supplying water to boilers

Edward II olden, Bradford—Ventilation of rooms
James Strang, Glasgow—Cop tubes and shuttle skewers
Joseph Taylor, Stainland—Increasing the expansive power of steam
F. A. Renault. Falaise—Power-loom knitters
Mortimer Nelson, New York—Moulds for stereotype
William Soper, Reading—-Mounting targets for rifle ranges
James Wavish, Torpoint—Gas lamps
Peter Sanderson, Galashiels—Manufacture of yarns
D. B. White, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Ventilators for windows
Thomas Deakin, Salford—Moulding wheels or pulleys
J. Howard and E. T. Bousfield, Bedford—Working steam tilling implements
J. W. Hoffman, Birmingham—Fountains
Thomas Dixcee, Atlas Works—Moulding clay

J. B. Thompson, Manchester—Protecting iron ships from corrosion

T. A. Weston, King's Norton—Ratchet braces
Edwin Bray and J. C. Hargreaves, Leeds—Prevention of steam boiler explosions

1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191

1192
1193
1194
1195
1196

1197

1198

1199
1200
1201
1202

1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212

1213

1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221

28th April, 1S66.

George Burnard, Hoxton Old Town, and Ludwig Koppel, Euston Road—Preserving
milk and cream

J. L. Davies. Manchester—Looms for weaving.—A com.
David Thomson, Old Street—Steam boilers

J. B. Robertson, Lurgan—Sewing machines
D. R. Edgeworth, Queen Square—Surveying instrument
Thomas Hutton, Derby— Casks or barrels
William Sunderland, Windhill, and George Stell, Shipley—Spinning machinery
J. W. Hoffman, Birmingham—Churns
H. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Engines.— Acorn.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steel.—A com.
E. J. Beard, Nicholas Lane—Fastening for baling bands.—A eim.
W. P. Piggott, Argyll Street—Preventing corrosion of iron ships
William Begg, Preston—Arrangement of furnaces
C. A. B. Target, Bath—Window sashes
J. C. Pearce, Bowling Iron Works—Steam engines and boilers

30th April, 1866.

R. R. Riches and C. J. Watts, Norwich—Mills for grindiug grain
Augustin Bernard, Paris—Decoloration of alhumine
George Davies, Serle Street—Carriages.—A com.
W. J. Murphy, Cork—Propelling ships
John Baron and Edward Tattersall, Heywood—Carding engines
Fleeming Jenkin, Duke Street—Winding in telegraphic cables

C. D. Fox. New Street— Screw-cutting machines —A coin.

J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Musical instruments.—A com.
William Deakin, Great Barr, aud J. B. Johnson, Tettenhall—Hollow projectiles

1st May, 1S66.

Henry Lea, Birmingham—Looms for weaving
C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Reducing metallic oxides.—A com,
John Nisbet, Coatbridge—Cutting minerals
John Spencer and Doimald M'Corkindale, Coatbridge—Rolling mills

George Davies, Serle Street—Insulators for telegraph wires.—A com.
George Davies, Serle Street—Steam boilers.—A com.
J. V. Delestre, Paris—Trap for destroying flies

R. H. Hughes, Hatton Garden—Lamps and burners
Joseph Lewis, Manchester— Valves
O. R. Chase, Montague Street—Confectionery.—A com.
John Thomas, Battersea, and Alexander Prince, Trafalgar Square—Furnaces
G. C. Denis, Pas-de-Calais, France— Purifying gas
John Jackson, Battersea— Night lights

Frederick Gritton, Burton-on-Trent—Treating malt

2nd May, 1S66.

F. F. Benvenuti, Swansea—Writing and drawing pens
H. Moore, T. Sagar, G. Keighley, and T. Richmond, Burnley—Looms for weaving
James Morris, Wednesfield—Mills for grinding grain
David Cohen, Leigh Street—Dry gas meters
George Davies, Serle Street—Heating boilers of steam engines.—A com.
J. and G. Shorrock, Withnell—Pickers for looms
William Cormnck, Commercial Road—Deodorizing and calcining charcoal

J. R. Towers, Wolverhampton, T. Clutterbuck, Islington, and John B. Muschamp,
Kensington—The "Defiance pocket"

A. A. Costallat, Paris—Artificial flowers
William Ince, Whitechapel, and W. II. Bedwell, Colchester—Umbrellas
W. H, Stanley, Chipping Campden—Cricket wickets
C. H. Ratusten, Russell Square—Lowering and releasing ships' boats
Warren de la Rue, Bunhill Row—Steel and iron
Cedric Nurse, Crawford Street—Harness and saddlery
Richard Brierly, Walton Ie Dale— Carts, wagons, and lorries

George Feasey, Camberwell—Preventing incrustation in boilers
David Urquhart, Rickmansworth—Furnaces or fireplaces

John Botterill, Leeds—Consuming smoke

3rd May, 1866.

1254 H. A. Manfield, Thornton Street— Pickling vegetables
1255 C. W. Harrison, Oberstein Road—Obtaining metals from their ores

1256 Peter Spence, Newton Heath—Separation of metals from their ores
1257 Stephen Bourne, Harrow—Treating india-rubber
1258 J. W- Post, and W. M'L Cranston, Upper Thames Street—Cleaning gun barrels.—

A com.
1259 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Manufacture of yarns.—A com.

1222
12211

1224
1225
1226
1227
l^js

1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235

1236

1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243

1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
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ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. VIII.

There are no points referring to the iron foundry appliances upon

which more extraordinary prejudices and odd opinions prevail amongst

managers and foremen than upon the supposed advantages and dis-

advantages of particular sorts of blast, i.e., of the air as sent into the

cupola out of one blowing apparatus rather than another. It is a widely

diffused notion that the quality of the cast iron is rather deteriorated by

melting with blast from blast cylinders, but is improved by that from a

fan. Some managers stand up for the rapid melting due to blast cylinders

with small twyers and high velocity ; and again others stoutly insist

upon the rapidity, and above all upon the high temperature and liquidity,

which are declared to be the conditions of the iron melted by fan blast.

Much more of the sort, as to the difference of damage done to the cupola

by one or the other sort of blast, &c, &c, is heard by those who con-

verse in the foundry with "the practical man," pure and simple; but

these opinions are nearly all, when examined, reducible to incomplete

observation and prejudices. If the air be delivered into the cupola at

the same temperature, density, dryness, and in the same volume, and

with the same equability of issue, it is a matter of perfect indifference,

so far as the cupola and iron are concerned, how or by what apparatus

the blast is produced. It may be an entirely different question how the

method of producing the blast affects the employer's pocket and profits

;

or rather, to write more exactly, of how the blast itself, no matter how
produced, affects the iron founder's purse.

Two limits are pretty obvious as soon as stated. If the blast be

extremely feeble (" soft," as it is called), a very large quantity of coke

must be consumed uselessly, although the volume of air necessary for

perfect combustion be passed through the cupola ; in fact, it might be

so " soft " that no portion of the furnace should ever reach the fusing

temperature of cast iron, and in that case the whole of the fuel con-

sumed—the absolute weight of which might be unlimited—would be

burnt to waste. On the other hand, the blast may be so " cutting
"

and superabundant in velocity as to blow away a vast deal of small

coke. In fact, we have seen cokes as big as apples blown clean out of

the top flue of a cupola urged by excessive blast.

These are the limits as to intensity of the blast. Cut we have also

limits as to quantity. The volume of air may be far too small for per-

fect combustion, even at the stratum on the level of the twyers—and in

that case the upper part of the cupola will be in about the regimen of

a lime kiln ; or it may be so unnecessarily great as to undo a good share

of its own work by acting as a grand cooling agent, pushed through, but

not taken up by the fuel. Between these extremes the best blast pos-

sible will be found ; but the finding it must be a matter of trial and
error with any given cupola doing given work. The elements of its

theoretic determination have been already given in general terms in a

former paper, in which we made some remarks upon blowing apparatus

;

but formula are inapplicable to practice and of no use, except to clear

our ideas, unless we can supply the numerical constants that enter into

them, and these we can never know except by trial in any cupola or

other furnace—the conditions are too complicated.

The furnace-man's notions, then, as to the good or evil effects of one
or another sort of blowing apparatus upon the iron melted by it, will be
found to shape themselves into something like this :—His observation

may be true enough, that with certain blowing apparatus he obtains

melted iron, thick, pasty, full of dirt, and pretty reliable in the way of

making bad castings ; or the contrary of all these. He may be quite

right in affirming that with such and such blast the fluid iron is of fair,

good quality, but that the same pig, melted with another blast, is redolent

of sulphur fumes, and " as thick as liver." But the sort of blowing

apparatus is not taxable with these results, necessarily. They may
happen with any known or conceivable machinery for putting air in

motion, and are simply resolvable, so far as the blast is concerned, into

this, that one blowing arrangement gives the blast at adequate intensity

and in adequate volume, while the other does only one or neither of

these. And so quo ad the pig metal itself, if the air be in plenty, and
the temperature of the furnace adequate, inferior sulphury pig iron

may lose a very notable proportion of its sulphur in the melting, and be
tapped out as a reasonably workable liquid iron ; while the same pigs,

melted with a poor blast, shall produce a liquid metal to make a moulder
blaspheme.

TIHRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

We do not propose in these papers extending our boundaries so far

as to go into the large question of the detailed mechanical construction

of blowing machinery for foundry use. We have already in a former

paper touched upon the subject. Various as have been the contriv-

ances for blowing proposed, from the leaf-bellows of the Burmese smith,

to the Helicoid, or Archimedes screw, working in water, or the Tromb,

which is only applicable when a natural and abundant fall of water can

be obtained of a considerable altitude, the miihly valuable and reliable

instruments with us are either some form of blowing cylinder or some

form of fan. Before recurring to these, we may remark, however, that

the old German and French Tromb is a far more efficient blowing

engine, where the fall is large, than Englishmen may be prepared to

suppose. In our own generally level or rolling country it is scarcely

applicable ; but in many of our hilly or mountainous colonies, such as

Canada and British North America, Australia, Vancouver's Island, and

the roots of the Himalayas, as at Kumaon in India, where plenty of

water and fall can both be had, there is no simpler, cheaper, or better

blowing apparatus for any sort of metallurgic work than the Tromb.

Its sole disadvantage as respects the iron cupola is that the blast is

damp ; saturated, indeed, with moisture at its own temperature : and

the only remedy for this would be to use it as hot blast, passing it

through one of Siemens' brick blast-heaters, constructed so as to lap up

the waste heat of the cupolas themselves, or of some other fires.

The whole apparatus of the Tromb, moreover, can be made of wood

only ; the vertical tube of the descending column of mixed water-spray

and air being either round, and bored out of soft wood trunks like a

common pump, or square, and put together in planks, and the " separ-

ator " below being formed- of wood staves and hoops, like any other

large cooper's tub inverted.

A good deal of valuable information on the practical details of con-

struction and proportion of the Tromb may be found in Dr. Lewis'

" Commercium Philosophico-technicum," an able, ponderous quarto,

published about the middle of the last century by an able and ingenious

chemical and metallurgic English experimenter. Its theory, and indeed

nearly all that need be said about it, will be found in Flachat's and other

French treatises on iron metallurgy.

At the great cataract of the Rhine at Schaifhausen there are some

ironworks where the pisolithic iron ores of the neighbourhood are made

into iron by charcoal fuel. The blast is here a Tromb ; and as the

quantity of water usable is unlimited, and the fall that can be com-

manded not far short of eighty feet, the machine may there be seen in

its fullest efficiency ; and we were ourselves, some years ago, surprised

at the tension of blast that was procured. The Tromb may also be

seen at work in many corners of Europe, more particularly in Moravia,

Silesia, and Bohemia, in the Appenines, and in Spain. We commend

it to the attentive regards of any of our countrymen who may have to

establish iron foundries on moderate capital and in new countries or

colonies offering the facilities for its employment.

Returning now to our own staple machines :—The blast cylinder

undoubtedly possesses some important advantages over the fan, inas-

much as if we employ a high-pressure engine with variable expansion,

or even with the safe capability of increasing at will the boiler pressure,

we can modify the volume and the intensity of the blast to an extent

that is scarcely practicable with any fan. Nearly all as to speciality

of construction that need be said, as viewed from the foundry, is, that

the old, ponderous, slow-moving blast cylinder is not applicable advan-

tageously, even when there is a " regulator " amply sufficient to give

uniformity to the blast, for it is inherently wasteful in power.

Vertical cylinders moving in pairs or triplets are more common

amongst us in Great Britain, or were so until very lately ; but horizontal

cylinders and engines, usually coupled, are and have been for at least

fifteen or twenty years preferred in Germany, France, and Belgium.

Perhaps no better form of such cylinders has been produced than those

turned out by Rothwell (Hicks), of Bolton, within the last few years for

use in the Bessemer process. Were we ourselves about now to design

a new iron foundry, original outlay being a secondary matter, we should

certainly use for blast two or more (as duplicates) complete sets of

horizontal engines and blast cylinders, discharging into a dry " regu-

lator " of ample capacity. Extra boiler capacity should be provided,

and in this the capital is never wasted, for if the fire works be well

proportioned there is a constant economy of fuel due to size alone, and

strength sufficient to add to the usual working pressure, if desirable

upon occasion. But if capital be restricted, as it so often is in the

x
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hands of beginners—of those very men who as a class do better and

achieve often a higher reputation and a far greater financial or fortune-

making success ultimately than do " Iron Foundry Companies," &c.

(limited or not), where little care is taken to spare the capital that has

come from elsewhere—then by all means let us be content with some
sufficiently large and well-proportioned fans for our blast. For working

these nothing are better than small, quick-beating, high-pressure engines;

and were we to recommend one sort rather than another, it would be

to propose the Allen engine, which certainly can be driven at a piston

speed of 700 or 800 (perhaps even 1000) feet per minute, without any

loss in economy of fuel.

The fans should be driven by belt, this being long and nearly

horizontal, if possible, and provided with self-adjusting tightening

apparatus ; and the less gear of any sort that intervenes between a

high-pressure engine intended to drive the fan only and the latter, the

better.

With the Allen engine we should be disposed to employ a pretty

heavy fly-wheel, not so much to equalize motion as for a safeguard to

prevent the engine running away, and producing or suffering damage

of some sort, in the event of the fan belts suddenly breaking or slipping

off the pulleys, or in case the whole of the air valves between the fans

and the twyers should be suddenly shut. To those unconversant with

the properties of the fan or other centrifugal pumping machines, it

might at first seem that shutting all these valves, and so shutting in the

revolving vanes, must powerfully increase the resistance of the fan vanes

or blades. The reverse is the fact, and for the obvious reason, that

whilever air passes into and through the fan, new volumes of air are

constantly being put into motion, and hence work expended ; but no

sooner is the fan deprived of issue than no more air can enter it, and

so the resistance to the rotation of the vanes is at once diminished to

that of the work necessary to overcome the friction of the axles, and

of the air churning round and round inside the fan casings.

With the heavy fly-wheel to the Allen engine we should combine a

slight novelty in the new application of an old contrivance. In place

of the simple crank we should drive the fly-wheel by a well-made and

broad-faced " sun and planet" motion. The well-known efl'ect of this

is to produce two revolutions of the fly-wheel shaft for each double

stroke of the piston. AVe should thus bring up the speed so that a

single pair of pulleys (large on the fly-wheel shaft and small on the

fan axle) should bring the speed up to what we want.

The density (and hence issuing velocity) of the blast at its maximum
being determined, we obtain by well-known formulae the circumferential

velocity necessary for the tips of the fan vanes. This required velocity

may be obtained either by enlarging the radius with a given rate of

angular velocity, or by fixing the radius and increasing the velocity of

revolutions per second. If a vast volume of air is to be moved at a

moderate density, the fan of great diameter and moderate speed of

rotation should be preferred, as in the case of the Pneumatic Despatch,

or in Nasmyth's ventilating fan for collieries, &c. But where, as for

our purpose, the density should be (commandable at least) of a3 much
as from ten to fifteen inches of mercury, though the one-half of this is

a good blast, and usually all that can be employed, then the tips of

the fan vanes must reach so high a circumferential velocity that the

safest and practically most convenient mode of procuring this is that of

a moderate diameter of fan driven at a rapid rate of revolution.

We should never advise the diameter of fan to exceed some 6 to

8 feet, and for ordinary densities of blast prefer about 5 feet diameter

of revolving disc.

The modifications of fan in constructive details are very numerous,

if not very diverse. Patent fans, Lloyd's, Schiele's, and many more,

are or have been more than enough before the public.

Oblique-vaned fans, and of a construction takiug in the air but upon
one side, have been used a good deal abroad, having first had the

impress given them by the eminent authority of M. Combes, who pro-

posed and employed them for the ventilation of mines. In reality, if

two or three fundamental conditions be observed and well carried out

mechanically, it is but of small moment what the form and details of

the fan may be. The primary condition for a silent and an economic
fan is, that it should be one forming a "free vortex;" that is to say,

the disc of vanes must not fill the casing, and their centre of rotation

must be eccentrically placed in the casiug, whose outline trace must
be a spiral. For the rest, ample air apertures of ingress and egress,

avoidance of sharp turns or elbows, or of projections of any sort inside

the fan casings, or of drawing in the air through the sharp edges of a
thin plate, and such mechanical details of construction as shall prevent
any of the parts shaking or working loose, or flying off as projectiles if

by chance dislodged while the fan is at work, are the main points to

be attended to.

We have never seen these conditions better carried out than in the

iron foundry fans that James Nasmyth designed and perfected, and
which were made at Patricroft Works, under his management, as an
article of extensive manufacture. In figs. 1, 2, and 3, we have given

Fig. 1.
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the design of one of these of five feet in diameter, which was there made,

and which worked satisfactorily under our own eye for several years.

This was a double fan (two fans in part set parallel to each other)

upon a common cast-iron base plate, which was bolted down to a mass

of brickwork. The shaft was of steel, and ran in cast-iron bearings of

great length—more than four diameters—with ample means (not shown

in the figs.) for keeping the bearings free from dust and constantly oiled.

The shaft of both fans ran thorough, and it carried two belt pulleys

symmetrically arranged as to its length, and so the fans were driven

by two belts—in this instance working nearly vertically (as a matter of

necessity).

The two educts from the two fans converged, being formed of boiler

plate, a few feet after leaving the casings, and by easy curves passed

into the air shaft, which was of brick and cement plastered quite smooth

inside, and cylindrical.

Fig. 2 shows a vertical section of one fan in the plane of rotation,

Fig. 2.

and shows the way in which the vanes were firmly rivetted hot to the

circular mid rib disc.

Fig. 3 shows a back elevation of one casing, and a vertical transverse

section of the other.

The castings for these fans were made very massive by Mr. Nasmyth,

and this is a prime requisite for a good, durable, and silent fan, which is
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very generally through commercial considerations neglected by makers.

Nothing but mass can prevent that incessant tremor at high velocities

which causes the bearings to wear at a damaging pace, and renders

lubrication almost nugatory.

The only improvement that this construction of fan seemed to admit

of, was to thicken the circular lips of the indraught air passages in the

casing by a curved and taper flange all round, looking outwards, and

Fig.

projecting about half the diameter of the aperture from the external

face of the casing. The effect of this is to substitute for the coefficients

of contraction due to the air being dragged in through a hole in a thin

plate, the diminished coefficient due to a well- shaped, though short

and wide adjutage. Besides adding something to the useful effect of

the fan, we can state from experience that it considerably reduces the

humming noise which can never be quite got rid of in a fast running fan.

The fan, viewed in the aspect of "duty," is not an economical

machine. We have much doubt that the best possible fan, blowing air

at the usual density employed in cupolas, returns more than about one-

half the power employed to drive it in useful effect, and in this we
observe that our own experience is confirmed by that of Professor

Rankine. With the same fan, too, the " duty " rapidly declines as we
increase the speed with a view to increasing the density of blast.

Very little has been written in English of a precise character upon
the theory and construction of the blowing fan. In this, as in so many
other like points, the German engineers have been far before us; and
to those desirous of fully mastering the subject, we commend the work
of Von Rittinger, chief mining engineer of Vienna, published in 8vo. in

1858, entitled " The Theory and Practical Construction of Centrifugal

Blowing Machines and Pumps" (Centrifugal Ventilatoren und Centrifu-

gal Pumpen Theorie und Ban). It embraces a good many experimental

results, and some useful tables of the dimensions and proportions of fans

to deliver given volumes of air at given densities, &c, and an appendix,

containing a copious catalogue of the bibliography of the subject In

addition to Rittinger's work, we may refer the reader to M. Combe's
" Traite de l'ae'rage des Mines ;" Trasenter's " Recherches Theoriques

et Experimentales," &c, in the " Annales des Travaux Publiques de
Belgique," torn. viii. ; Him, "The"orie Mathematique des Ventila-

teors," in the Bulletin de Muhlhausen, Nos. 99, 100 ; Dollfus, in the

same journal. To which may be added many valuable papers and
illustrations in Armengaud's " Machines," &c. ; Dingler's Polytechnic

Journal; and in the " Annales des Mines."

Amongst the most recent experimental results as to the " duty "

rendered by the fan, are those of General Morin on the fans driven by
steam for the forced ventilation of the hospital Lariboisiere, at Paris.

These gave the discouraging result that, with air of very low tension,

and driven through long passages, the useful effect of the fan was only

0-069, or under seven-hundredths of the steam power consumed to

drive it. How much of this may here be due to malconstruction we
have no means of judging. We may affirm this, however, as beyond
dispute, ffiat the well made double-cylindered and double-acting blast

cylinders form a machine of greatly better economic result as to useful

effect than the best possible fan.

Every fan for foundry use, and especially those of large size, and

driven at a high velocity, should be placed in a separate chamber, and

walled in all round. The effects of rupture by the divellent force, lead-

ing to loss of life by a fan placed on the floor of an open workshop,

was not long since lamentably shown by an accident in the north of

England.

Amongst iron founders in Saxony and Bavaria, and probably else-

where in Southern Germany, it was a few years ago not unusual to

adopt a practice first said to have been proposed by Dr. Schaffhautl,

for ameliorating the quality of cast iron in melting, by blowing into the

cupola at intervals a powder known as Staub von Schaffhautl, invented

by that chemist, and the composition of which was kept secret. The
powder itself was probably oxide of manganese with lime, and soda or

potass. We should have extremely little faith in the value of any such

processes in practical iron founding ; but wherever it may be desired

to apply reagents thus to the iron in the cupola, the blast cylinder will

be found to afford facilities for its employment not given by the fan.

Mr. Bessemer is said to have experimented largely in this direction

with a view to his own steel-making process; and in his case we can

well believe that powerful reactions, and of great value, may be pro-

duced thus. We have never ourselves had the opportunity of seeing

the Schaffhautl powder employed, and noticing its effects ; but we have

been told by a highly intelligent founder of Magdeburg that it effects

a sensible improvement upou the properties of cast iron inteuded to be

hardened by chill casting. This we can readily believe, on the sup-

position that the most active agent in the powder is manganese.

—

Ed.

TURRETS OR NO TURRETS.

No. II.

In our last Part we gave a tolerably complete and full description of

the three remarkable armoured ships then at Portsmouth, with a view

to the remarks which we now propose to make upon the professedly

crucial experiment which has been made by directions of the Admiralty,

by firing one of the guns of the Bellerophon at one of the turrets of the

Royal Sovereign ; followed up by a few observations upon the more

general question which heads these papers, and into which the Mian-

tonomah enters, as far more nearly approaching to what a turret ship

ought to be, than anything that has previous^ floated in British waters.

Turrets or no turrets, we need scarcely say, has now long been

made a party question, both in the House of Commons and in

government departments, as also before the public in England.

Doubtless, there must be jobbery and favouritism amongst those who
conduct the machinery of the despotic governments abroad, though it

be one of the privileges of a despotism to hide these more effectually

than our free-spoken system admits of. Our freedom, however, and

the executive forms with which it is supposed to be identified, have

this drawback, that the moment any matter of improvement, of prac-

tical better or worse, in matters of applied science, whether it be in

civil, in military or naval affairs, becomes a party question—one in

which the interests and reputations of individuals, inventors or others,

are mixed up with the public service—improvement itself is made to

halt in its progress, directly or indirectly; and it becomes after a time

scarcely possible for those who have no means of personal observation

to separate the truth from the falsehood as to the results, as both are

found put forward in newspapers and journals, and even in official papers.

The result is, that questions often plain enough become an inextricable

maze of muddle and confusion ; and that much that vitally concerns

our national prestige and power is perilled or sacrificed or hindered,

until some rude jog from without, like the Balaclava muddle of the

Crimean War, frightens the evil-talkers, if not evil-doers, on all sides,

and then for a moment the air becomes clear, and truth predominant

for a while.

On a small scale, something of this sort has just occurred in the

matter of breech-loaders on land, and of monitors at sea; but the shock

has not been violent enough, in this last case, even yet to clear the air.

Let us try and help to do this a little ; but in anything rather than

in the spirit of partisanship, or of antagonism to anything but error.

By dint of reiteration persevered in on his own part, helped, we

must presume, by a good deal of personal or other influence at the

Admiralty, and by the advocacy of some of the newspapers, Captain

Cowper Coles has come to be popularly recognized by a considerable,

though ill informed section of the public as the originator, inventor,
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contriver, creator, and great apostle of the monitor or turret system.

That lie has been long a pertinacious advocate of it we all know ; but

that he has any real pretensions to be held as the inventor of turret

ships, or as even the first to propose their use in this country, we

disbelieve. That he is not a practical mechanic he appears himself to

admit, and to this attributes some of the difficulties which, it is alleged,

have impeded the efforts he has made to get his proposals reduced to a

concrete form.

On the other hand, it is alleged that Mr. Reed, the chief constructor

of the navy, has always shown himself pertinaciously opposed to the

turret system ; that having pinned his own professional reputation

upon the broadside or central redoubt in armoured ships, he cannot

(so the Coles advocates allege) afford to give the countless advantages

of the assumed rival system fair play. It is farther said—for, if not

by, Captain Coles—that even after he has had the opportunity of having

his proposals reduced to practice by the tardy permission of the

Admiralty, he has not received such assistance from the practical

mechanics oj the Admiralty and dockyards as he had just grounds for

expecting ; and that, in fact, every obstacle has been thrown in his way,

both official and practical, in getting the invulnerable turrets of his

procreant brain realized upon the Royal Sovereign's decks. This is not

to understate Captain Coles' case, at all events. It has, however, per

contra, been publicly stated that Captain Coles is so little of a practical

mechanic, by nature or by education, that, in fact, he never has brought

at any time anything of a definite detailed design for his much-urged

turrets before the Admiralty ; and that, in fact, his general (not to call

them crude) notions have only been licked into the shape in which they

appear on board the Royal Sovereign, by the mechanical assistance

rendered him through the help of practical men placed at his disposal

by the department of the controller of the navy, but acting under

Captain Coles' orders.

From what we have ourselves seen of the actual detail of construc-

tion of the turrets of the Royal Sovereign, we are prepared to believe

that there is a great deal of truth at least in several of these state-

ments.

Whether the practical engineers and naval architects in the control-

ler's department would not assist Captain Coles, in realizing his ideas,

as efficiently as they might have done ; or whether it be that they found

it impossible to help a man, who, with an indistinct general notion in

his head, has no clear practical details thought out for himself; or

whether it be that Captain Coles would not let himself be helped by

better mechanics than he is—we do not hesitate to state our opinion that

anything more ill designed and unpractical in details than the Royal

Sovereign's turrets, it would be difficult to imagine.

Whoever has been in fault, Captain Coles has been unfortunate in

this ; bttt the country has been still more so. The result only points

to this, which ought to be obvious enough beforehand, that where any

man who has not had engineering training and experience, brings for-

ward any project which may be in final result sufficiently promising to

warrant trial, it is best not only for the projector (we cannot in such a

case say the inventor) that the carrying into practice of his views should

be placed altogether in the hands of officially employed and responsible

persons who have had mechanical training and experience.

The real ground of controversy between Captain Coles and Mr. Reed
we believe to be in fact this—the former by implication, if not expli-

citly, assumes that the whole British fleet should consist of turret ships.

The constructor of the navy says, No, that is not possible : we must
have a large proportion of broadside ships of high speed and capable

of keeping the seas in all weathers, heavily armed, and as invulnerable

as other conditions will admit, and these cannot be monitors.

We have seen nothing to cause us to suppose that Mr. Reed at any
time condemned the turret or monitor system unconditionally, and per

se ; and had ho ever entertained such a view, we think we may safely

say, though knowing nothing of the chief constructor's present views,

that he is a man of too much sound judgment and professional skill not

to see that the fleets of the immediate future (not to carry prediction

beyond the horizon of sight) must consist both of broadside armoured
ships and of armoured monitors.

That Mr. Reed may have felt that it was impossible for him, to assist

actively Captain Coles' views ; that the practical and the unpractical

man cannot work together; and that he was not called upon to devote

energies and health, already overtasked, to realizing what another

claimed as his own, though only dimly outlined ; nor to peril his own

professional reputation by mixing his own designs with notions general

or even crude, and yet claimed by another—such may have been motives,

and justifiable ones, preventing the otherwise fortunate result that

might have arisen for Captain Coles if the chief constructor had bent his

own powers to the perfecting the very best turret ship he could have
designed two years ago : and it would have been fortunate, perhaps, for

us nationally, had the controller directed him to have done so ; but that

Mr. Reed has ever had any jealousy of the turret ship system, or would
have ever condescended to throw any unworthy obstacle in the way of

its advocate, we cannot credit. We have had the pleasure of Mr. Reed's

personal acquaintance for many years, and know him to be too bright

a man, and too much penetrated by the logic of fact, that what is true

must prevail, ever to suppose him putting personal interests or anti-

pathies in conflict with truth.

We have felt that we could not address ourselves to this subject,

without thus far alluding in fairness to the controversial aspect of this

matter, and the rather as from time to time several pamphlets on
Captain Coles' case have reached our hands, which we have never

previously noticed.

We now apply ourselves to some of the facts that have resulted. It

will be recollected that in 1861 a gun shield, or cupola, as it was then

called, was fitted on board the old Trusty floating battery, and this was
fired at by directions of the Admiralty. The report of the results

obtained has only very recently been published by a return to the

House of Commons (four years after the occurrence), which, as it can

scarcely be called a published document in the usual sense, and is

but short, and contains something of value, we print in another part

of this number.

While some of Captain Powell's conclusions and remarks on this trial

are just, and, as we have said, of value, the trial itself in reality proved

nothing whatever. So little confident was Captain Coles as to the upshot

about to be developed, that he requested the Armstrong 40-pounder

first to be tried upon the cupola.* This having produced scarcely any

effect, the firing was continued with the 100-potinder Armstrongs, 12

lb. charge, and then with 68-pounder round shot and 16 lb. charges.

We refer to the return for the results; and remark no more than this,

that it was perfectly well known beforehand, that 4£-inch armour plate

was not penetrated even by several repeated strokes, or even by a well

delivered salvo of five 100-pounder or 68-pounder projectiles ; and this

trial proved no more than this, which was known before

—

jilus the fact,

that forty-three blows separately delivered (of which forty-two hit

the turret) of these small projectiles did not shake the plates of that

turret asunder.

As to shaking bodily such a mass as even this cupola was by a blow,

at whatever velocity, from a mass of 100 lbs. weight, it was out of all

probability. In fact, all this trial, vaunted at the time as decisive, pro-

duced of any real value, was to elicit the remarks of Captain Powell.

It resulted in this, however, that after a time the Admiralty placed the

Royal Sovereign, to a certain extent at least, at Captain Coles' disposal

for conversion into a double turret ship, and a double turret ship she

became.

We will not go back to what was done with her on her first trial

trips, or say how little was then really demonstrated one way or other.

After a while, however, many practical eyes had looked at her turrets,

and had derived serious misgivings as to what would become of them,

if even moderately pommelled by the Armstrong 9-inch 12-ton gun, to

say nothing of the Mersey 15-inch round shot, or the smooth-bore Arm-
strongs of that calibre. A writer in the Times, under the initials

usually understood to be those of Dr. Percy, urged the Admiralty to

put the endurance of the Riyal Sovereign turrets to the test, justly

affirming that the whole value of the ship would be cheaply sacrificed,

if hut a true and complete result were arrived at.

Like views had been urged in other quarters ; and whether, as is

affirmed, the Admiralty had their own misgivings, and had, previously

to this letter, resolved to have a trial made ; or whether, roused by

these appeals, or by the recommendation of the report of the turret

ship committee of 28th Juue, 1865, at last the order came down to

Portsmouth for the Bellerophon, Mr. Reed's new broadside ship, to be

sent out, and to fire her 12-ton guns upon one of the Royal Sovereign's

turrets and report results; and upon the 15th June lost, the trial, such

as it was, came off.

We give the Times' account of what took place :
—

" The iron frigate

* See bis letter to Captain Powell, post.
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Bellerophon, Captain E. Tatharn, and the turret ship Royal Sovereign,

Captain F. A. Herbert, both steamed out of Portsmouth harbour on the

1-tth June, and anchored at Spithead in readiness for the experimental

tiring upon one of the turrets of the Royal Sovereign, arranged to take

place." It is added, curiously enough, " In all probability not more

than four shots will be fired." Now, how came such a probability to

be known to the Times'' Portsmouth correspondent?

This professed to be intended for a crucial experiment ; it was to

be one to try what amount of battering the turret could sustain. How
came it, then, to be beforehand probable that only four shots would be

fired ? Either it was a foregone conclusion that four shots would do

for the turret ; or if not, it was a foregone conclusion that the trial

should not be a decisive one, or pushed as it should have been, a
I'outrance.

" No exact programme was laid down for the firing beyond the provi-

sion of four steel shot and six cast-iron shells, the disposition of which

rested with the Admiralty lords; but it was understood to be their

intention to have a steel shot fired on each side of the gunport of the

turret, and also at the deck, close to its junction with the well-ring, the

object in both cases being to jam the turret, and prevent its rotating if

possible. The firing was conducted solely under the superintendence

of Captain A. C. Key, C.B., of her Majesty's ship Excellent.

" Between 1 and 2 p.m. the Stork gunboat left Portsmouth harbour,

with Captain Key and his staff on board, and other naval officers. The
Royal Sovereign was seen lying well off from Spithead on the south-east

edge of the Dean Shoal, with the Bellerophon in close company, the

weather being squally with a south-west breeze, and the water mode-

rately smooth. Both vessels were anchored at 200 3
7ards' distance, the

Bellerophon with her 12j-ton gun peeping out of the central part on

her port broadside, and the Royal Sovereign lying in a parallel line with

her, with bulwarks down, and her after-turret marked in three parts

of its face as target marks. for the shot. Inside the turret crossed

wooden battens were fixed to mark any compression or movement of

its sides when struck by the shot, and vessels filled with water were

placed on the floor for a similar purpose.

" It was past 3 p.jl before the Royal yacht Osborne, with the Lords

of the Admiralty on Board, joined company with the Bellerophon and

Royal Sovereign. The Lords of the Admiralty boarded the Royal
Sovereign and minutely inspected her turret prepared for the experi-

mental firing."

This preliminary investigation concluded, the firing programme was
arranged and carried into effect as follows :—

-

"Gun.—12J-ton wrought iron, coil built, 9-inch rifle; No. 1 shot,

conoidal headed steel shot, 246 lb.
;
powder charge, 43 lb. ; distance

from gun to target, 200 yards ; target mark, a black ball on a white

ground close to and on the right of the gun-port,

" The shot struck the edge ofthe plating next the gun-port, broke away
a jagged piece, 12 inches diameter, from the outer or 5j-inch armour-

plate, bent back and fractured the inner, or 7^-inch plate, bulged in

the wooden backing and inner skin, and passed into the turret, smashing

the wooden skeleton gun (mounted in lieu of the turret's gun, which had
been removed) into a thousand splinters, but falling on the floor of the

turret two-thirds broken up, and without doing any interior damage to

the turret. Three nuts and bolt ends were broken off the massive
" marriage " ring which runs round the turret's top, and to which the

plates are bolted, by the shock of the shot's impact. None of the cross

battens were disturbed, nor was any of the water spilt out of the sea-

men's mess basins, placed on the turret floor—thus proving the turret

was immovable under the tremendous shock to which it had been sub-

jected. After the turret had been thoroughly examined, the winch

handles were manned to ascertain if any of the machinery was disar-

ranged, when it was found that three men could rotate the turret as

freely in every respect as before it was fired at.

" No. 2 shot, conoidal headed steel shot, 250 lb.
;
powder charge,

43 lb. ; distance from gun to target, 200 yards, target mark on the

quarter circle face of the turret away from the gun-port, where the

armour-plating was confined to the 5j-inch plate alone, in a line with

the winches which revolved the turret, and decidedly on the turret's

weakest part

This shot struek at the junction of two plates and drove in the broken

pieces 12 inches into the backing, about 12 inches from the upper edge

•of the plate and turret. Here the shot turned upwards and remained

.y\ in the wooden backing, the head of the shot just showing itself

at the upper edge of the turret in the wood backing behind the armour-

plate. Seven more bolt ends and nuts were broken off the marriage

rings by the impact of this shot, and several smaller nuts in other parts

of the inner skin of the turret were also broken off. The plate next to

the one struck was started outwards 8 inches ; in fact, all the plates the

upper fastenings of which were loosened by the flying off of their bolt

tails and nuts were started more or less. The winches were again

manned, and the turret again found to move as freely as ever.

" No. 3 shot. —Conoidal headed steel shot, 250 lb.
;
powder charge,

43 lb. ; distance, 160 yards ; target mark on the ship's deck, 8 feet from

the side of the turret, the angle of fire being nearly horizontal.

" A magnificent shot, striking on the chalk mark. This shot merely

scored the deck and upper collar plating up to the face of the turret

where it "gouged" out a piece of the armour-plating, 17 inches long

by 9 inches wide, and 3 J inches in depth. No other damage was done,

and the turret still revolved as freely as on the first day it was fitted,

'.'his concluded the experiments."

On the 18th June, the leading Journal added the following remarks,

which, so far as they regard the disadvantages of elongated projectiles

against round turrets, are useful and true in part :

—

" An after-consideration of the results of the firing at the Royal Sove-

reign's turret, raises many very important and debateable questions,

foremost among which is—What form of projectile will cause the

greatest damage to curved iron-clothed surfaces at short range, such

range, rather, as would possibly exist between two ironclads engaged

afloat, or between a turret-ship afloat and a turret-crowned battery

ashore. The three shots fired at the Royal Sovereign on Friday were

all conoidal-headed, and were all deflected. This deflection of the shot

from its true, and therefore most destructive line of force, was appa-

rently due to the conoidal form of the heads of the shot, and also to the

curved surface and deflective angles of the turret and deck where the

three shot struck. Thus, the first shot struck near the edge of the

armour-plating of the turret at the gun-port, breaking away a jagged

piece of the outer plating, but being afterwards deflected from its further

straight course by the second, or backing, plate of 4i inches, which bent

backwards and threw the shot offand against the opposite side of the gun-

port, where it spent its remaining strength and fell shattered inside the

turret, after smashing the wooden skeleton gun. Now, would this shot

have been so easily deflected from its straight course had it been flat-

headed, or even spherical, the weight, of course, being equal under all

circumstances ? If the course of the second and third shots are examined,

there may be found additional reasons against the use of conoidal-headed

projectiles against iron-cased curved surfaces at short range. The
second shot struck at the junction of two armour-plates, when the one

on the left from the gun prized outwards from the teak backing, and

fell forward with its top 8 inches out of the line of the circle of the

upper and outer rim of the turret. This falling forward of the plate

was owing to its bolt tails with their nut fastenings having flown off

from the inner surface of the great inner iron ring to which they were

bolted, by the impact of the shot. This falling forward of the plate left

an opening upwards, and to this opening the conoidal-headed shot, as

offering the least resistance to its progress, naturally turned. It became-

jammed there between the back top edge of the plate and its backing.

In the third and last shot, the power of deflective surfaces and obtuse

angles in throwing off the heaviest description of conoidal-headed steel

shot at close range appears to have been still more forcibly demonstrated.

This shot struck on the upper wooden deck of the ship, and with such

tremendous force a8 to fracture two beams, one of iron and the other of

wood, immediately underneath. It, however, altogether failed to pene-

trate lower than half the thickness of the 8-inch teak deck planking,

runnipg the ' score ' up to ttie face of the turret, 8 feet in length, when

it glanced upwards against the turret face, and, gouging out an oval-

shaped groove of metal 17 inches long by 9 inches wide, and 3i inches,

in depth, flew off to seaward, and fell in the water close to the taffrail

ot a large schooner yacht crowded with ladies and gentlemen who hadi

come out to see the turret undergo its trial. In this instance a spheri-

cal shot of the sama weight might have damaged the turret more, very

possibly, by the ruder and fuller force of its blow on the turret. There

are a few remarks yet necessary to make in conclusion. The two-

shots fired at the turret, although they did not effect penetration nor

get beyond the wooden backing, inflicted such an amount of actual

damage that half a dozen more shots striking full on the turret must

have placed it hors de combat, leaving, however, the parts under trial.
•
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—the revolving machinery—in all probability still undamaged. This

would be the result which might with certainty be counted upon in a

contest between the gun of 1866 and a composite irou-clothed target

of 1862. The bolt-tails and nuts driven off from the inner skin of the

turret by the first two shots were quite sufficient to have killed or

wounded every one of the crew engaged in working the gun had the

ship been in action, and proves again the necessity for covering all such

parts with an inner over-sheathing of wood or thin boiler-plate. The
first shot fired at the turret bent back and fractured ' the inner or

4j-inch plate,' the thickness of the turret armour-plating being a 5§-inch

plate over one of 4J inches. Great surprise has been expressed by

many officers who witnessed the firing at the turret, and also by others

who did not witness the firing, but who have since visited the ship, at

the apparently small amount of damage done by any one of the three

shots fired. The actual injury done to the turret plates is certainly far

from being equivalent to the power of the gun, if judged only by ordi-

nary target practice. It is, however, capable of very satisfactory

explanation, as not owing to the want of any power of the gun, but to

the form of projectile used, and to the angles at which they were fired.

The angles at which the shots were fired was the fault of none who had

the arrangement and charge of the proceedings. The Lords of the

Admiralty were, in fact, two hours late, and the experiment was delayed

for them. When the last shot was fired at the Royal Sovereign the

tide had changed, and was taking off both the ships, and the turret was
only struck at an angle of about 30

c
, with the gun on board the Belle-

rophon at extreme training aim, by the exercise of great skill and

judgment. Enough, however, was done to prove the soundness of the

principle on which the turrets are mounted, and to exhibit various

defects in several of the fittings, which must be remedied in the promised

Monarch and other turret-ships that are to be built. Certainly, no

point-blank shot was fired to exhibit the true power of the gun."

A few days after the trial, we ourselves carefully examined the

damaged turret, and the following are our conclusions. They are greatly

in conflict with those of the Times, and even of several of the engineer-

ing and other professional journals, the writers in which had obviously

not had the opportunity of examining for themselves, and had taken for

granted that the statements of the newspapers, that the turret was prac-

tically undamaged and still serviceable, were true.

If this trial were to be made at all, it should have been made truly,

honestly, and fully. The trial should have gone to the extent of leaving

nothing in doubt as to what the turret could further sustain. It should

have been pushed either to its utter destruction and vanquishment by

the 9-inch gun, or to its victory over that gun. But pushed to that

extent even, it would have had but little value, if so fired at, that the

gun lost most of its penetrative power ; in other words, that the tower

was indulged with advantages that an enemy would not give it. Not
that even that fair trial could have been deemed fully conclusive, for

turrets are liable to be attacked by guns far larger in calibre and more
powerful than the 9-inch rifle: 15-inch smooth-bores, to say nothing

of 20-inch smooth-bores in progress in America, would have given a

more definite issue.

Yet all these things which ought not to have been done, are just

those that have been done. The trial was forbearingly stopped at the

third shot, and not one of the three shots fired struck point blank— i.e.,

hit the tower in a line with a diameter. The only two that struck the

tower directly, both glanced off and changed their courses ; and that

not because (as is tried to be shown) they were elongated shot, but

because they struck the surface at very oblique angles. And the third

shot which, it is stated, was fired at the deck with a view to prove that

the turret could not be jammed by a shot plunging in between the deck
and its revolving edge, struck the deck many feet away from the edge
of the tower, glanced up and struck its surface extremely obliquely 2

to 3 feet above the deck, so that it never reached the presumed vulner-

able point at all. By whose fault, or by what accident, if by accident

at all, these three shots were thus fired, not diametrically opposite, but

at angles so glancing and oblique as to deprive the projectiles of by
far the larger part of their destructive power, it is not for us to inquire.

We do not shrink from affirming, however, in direct contrariety from
the conclusion that has been popularly circulated, and is entertained by
most persons—viz., that this trial conclusively proves the invulnerability

of turrets in general, and the immense merits of those of Captain Coles in

particular—that the trial, viewed as a crucial experiment, is a sham
and a delusion ; and that so far as it proves anything, it proves that

this turret had, in fact, already succumbed to only two most ill

directed shots from the 9-inch gun. The first shot which struck the

jamb of the gun-port, where the iron is of double thickness, broke up,

entered the turret in heavy mitraille, and had there been a real gun
and gun's crew inside, would have most probably dismounted this, and
killed or wounded many of the men. This single shot dislocated in

various ways and places the fastenings of the turret.

The second and only other shot that struck the turret directly, hit

one of the plates at a highly oblique angle, and not far from its vertical

junction with an adjoining plate. This latter sprung off at the top, all

its fastenings having been broken by recoil, and the shot passed in

between the meeting vertical edges of the two plates, glanced, and
sprung out of the backing.

The sprung-off plate leaned outwards at the top about 12 inches,

and bore heavily at the lower exterior part, against the fixed edge of

the deck coaming round the turret. That the latter was still capable

by the force of men below at the four sets of winches and revolving

gear to be dragged round with more or less of resistance and difficulty

may be a fact. But to affirm that the turret with this dislodged plate

grinding round against the coaming ring, revolved as freely as the first

day it was fitted, cannot have been true. But let us for a moment
assume that it did do so— what of it ? And if it was still so perfect and

unscathed why was the firing discontinued ? We have a tolerably-

large experience as to what iron and timber will bear ; and we have

no doubt but a third or a fourth shot, striking nearly diametrically,

would after these two, have reduced the whole turret to a dislocated heap

of old iron. Much of its fastenings were gone ; its bond of circular

continuity externally was utterly broken where the dislodged plate leaned

outwards, and another blow or two would have shaken the whole fabric

to pieces. Very probably wise heads had foreseen this, and hence the

antecedent rumour that " more than four shots would not be fired."

Then one shot (the third) was fired with the alleged object of trying

whether the turret could be jammed, as stated. But tin's shot, as

respects its alleged object, was in fact a miss ; it did not even so much
as touch any part of the deck by which jamming could be produced.

It scored and riffled up some feet in length of the timber of the deck,

dislodged some fastenings of the iron deck beneath that, and sufficiently

bulged down the deck under plating to prove how vulnerable this iron

and timber deck would be to either a heavy plunging fire of elongated

or round shot, or of concussion shells; and left a huge ellipsoidal dint

in the plate of the turret, against which it glanced up obliquely from the

deck ; and so it effected nearly nothing, and proved or disproved nothing.

The shot might have been as usefully fired at Shoeburyness, so far as

deciding whether or not the turret could be jammed by a shot driven

in, or down obliquely through, between the deck ring and turret.

Why, then, was not a second or a third and better aimed shot fired to

try this ? We can only conclude, uncharitable as it may seem, that it

was feared one or other of such shot might unluckily strike the turret

directly or by ricochet, and with sufficient force to complete the work

done by the two first and leave it hors de combat.

And now, may we venture to ask, do our naval authorities really

mean to hide their heads in the sand, and under cover of this mockery

of a trial, this utterly inconclusive experiment, admit as proved that

turrets constructed as those are of the Royal Sovereign are even good,

not to say the best possible, in design, or are safely fit for service against

an enemy?
As respects the broad question of turrets or no turrets, or turrets

versus broadsides, the trial proves nothing, nor could it have decided

much even had it been fully, fairly, and decisively conducted. That

rests upon a far larger discussion of circumstances and conditions,

involving many things besides mere mechanical questions—than whether

this or that turret be vulnerable by a 9-inch gun, or whether it can be

jammed by a shot near its base or not.

Upon the much narrower question a6 to whether Captain Coles'

alleged peculiar method of basing his turret upon a turn-table or swivel

bridge base ring and rollers, or that of the American Miantonomah, by

partial support upon a central solid spindle, be best, it gives no infor-

mation either. For nearly 8 feet in depth below the directly exposed

base of the Royal Sovereign turret, and for more than the entire

diameter of the outside of the turret horizontally, the lower deck of the

Royal Sovereign is encumbered by a mass of cast-iron roller rings,

rollers, two sets of spur gearing as large in diameter as the tower, and

a lot of wheels, pinions, shafts, winches, uprights, stays, chocks, and
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what cot—a single shot, or even a few heavy splinters, coming in

amongst which below the upper deck level, must prove at once fatal to

the rotation of the turret, notwithstanding all that has been said of its

four separate means of rotation. Why was not the 9-iuch gun, or

rather, to make the trial fairly and fully, the 22-ton 15-inch gun, fired

two or three rounds against the band of broadside plating opposite to

all this turret gear, and at a level between the upper and lower decks ?

If the plating and ship's side were penetrated, as in all likelihood they

would have been, there -would have been an end of all the solidities of

the much-boasted turn-table system ; but even if not, and that only a

few heavy nuts and pieces had been sent flying in amongst the cast iron,

it might have given some very pregnant information.

What the trial does prove, and alone prove, is this, that as actually

constructed, the turrets of the Royal Sovereign can be knocked to pieces

in a few minutes by any power that possesses a gun of 9 inches or of

greater calibre, and capable of burning 45 lbs. of powder, or more.

Nothing can -well be more crude, makeshift, and unmechanical, in

our judgment, than are nearly all the details of construction of these

Royal Sovereign turrets. In general design they strongly remind us

of Dickens' showman's remark upon his experience of exhibited giants,

they were all " shaky ahout the knees." The huge, heavy, double-plated

upper works of each cylinder rest upon a poor, weak, ricketty set of

legs, verticals chiefly, of boiler plate and angle irons, rivetted or bolted

to an upper traverse ring as a base. A single shot striking this reti-

culation of weakness below, might bring the whole turret to grief, but

would almost certainly impede its rotation for good and all.

The fastenings and connections above deck by which the plating is

put together, the connection of the cylindrical side plating at the upper

arris with the miserably weak though heavy flat top of the turret, and

the arrangements at the deck level both for staunchness and for resist-

ance to projectile injury, are amongst the most feeble and unhappy

attempts at mechanical resource and judgment we have ever observed.

For what purpose the flat tops of the turrets are made of rolled deck

beam irons of small scantling, and yet laid parallel as close as they can

be packed, and covered over with some J plating, or thereabouts, we

cannot imagine. The top is scarcely even shell-proof; a plunging

shot would break or bend it all down before it, if at a considerable

angle ; a common 10-inch shell thrown by vertical fire would go clean

through ; and a heavy rifled shot at even a grazing angle would rip it

aU to pieces. Why was not such a shot tried at these flat tops?

If the essence of Captain Coles' " system " he the. .employment of

base rings and roller rings as the means of support and movement of

his turret in place of a central spindle of some sort, and of manual

labour to produce rotation in lieu of steam or other power, by means

of four separate or any number, of wheels, pinions, and winches—then

we say in our judgment his system is essentially wrong in fundamental

design, and the sooner for our national credit and safety the Admiralty

are done with it the better.

If we are to proceed from design in general, to design in detail, to

practical methods of carrying out the work, there is nothing left for us with

truth to say but that Captain Coles is not a mechanic himself, and has

been unfortunate in not having anyone who was so, in a position to assist

him. Not that all the mechanical skill in England could make an

unexceptionable and trustworthy turret upon the basis of his general

design. In principle, the base rings and rollers are, as we hold it, a

total mistake : the central pivotting system is the right one—not,

iiideed, carried out with a solid wrought-iron spindle of small diameter,

as in the Miantonomah, nor as liable to the objections, made in that case

justly by ourselves and others against the clumsy contrivances for

raising and lowering the turret upon its pivot, and elsewhere with less

import against the slight lateral rocking of the turret when raised, and

consequent derangement of aim with the guns. These evils should and

can easily be avoided, and yet without the evils inevitable to the base

ring and turn-table system, with all its real complication and sacrifice

of space, and real weakness and liability to accident instead of strength.

Again, we do not think that any engineer of sound judgment would

for one moment entertain a doubt as to the preference of steam power

for sweeping round the turret, instead of by men's hands. The argu-

ment, if we may grace such rubbish with that word, used by some of

Captain Coles' advocates, that a steam engine is liable to go out of order

without a moment's notice, is unworthy of a serious reply. If it were

to, then have two pair, and put them both clear down out of reach of

shot or of splinter.

We have had to make thus some severe criticisms upon Captain

Coles' performances as well as upon the pretended tests that recently

have been vouched to have proved their value. We must trust to

our readers and to Captain Coles himself, if haply these lines should

reach his own eye, giving us credit for the absence of all personal

feeling, and to believe that we are as far from being advocates against

him, as in favour of that which goes by the name of his "system;" or

that we are advocates for anybody or for anything hut for arriving at

clear and simple truth upon a question at this time perhaps the most

momentous that can engage our attention as a nation.

We must reserve to a future paper some more general remarks upon

the question in its broadest sense—Turrets or no turrets ?

—

Ed.

ASBESTUS AND ITS NEW SOURCE.

To many of our readers not thoroughly up in mineralogy, and who of

this peculiar substance have perhaps never heard anything beyond its

mere name, and at a time like the present, when it is proposed to apply

it more extensively in assisting some of the manufacturing arts, as well

as when we hear from our antipodes that a large source has been dis-

covered in those regions, it is not out of place to give the following

brief resume.

Asbestus, from the Greek adjective ac^nsro?, signifying ' incon-

sumable,' is the name now given to the varieties of the hornblende or

amphibole family, such as augite, tretnolite, and actinolite, which occur

in fibrous and radiated aggregates, but found chiefly in connection with

serpentines. The term amianthus is frequently employed as sjTiony-

mous with asbestus ; this latter, however, includes more correctly those

varieties which occur in delicate and regular silky fibres.

It is found abroad in Piedmont, Savoy, Salzburg, the Tyrol, Dauphine,

Hungary, Silesia, as well as in Corsica, the United States, and in

Greenland, also in some of the islands off the north of Scotland ; whilst

at home it is met with in Aberdeenshire and at St. Kevern in Cornwall

;

and some years ago a supply was discovered near Newton Bushell in

Devonshire, though we believe its extent in this last instance has never

been as yet ascertained.

Besides the technical division of the several varieties of this mineral,

it has received other names, which have been accorded in reference

more especially to appearance and quality, such as rock-wood, rock-

cork, mountain leather, fossil paper, fossil flax, and so on. In rock-

wood the fibres are long, curved, and compact, and lie parallel to one

another ; in rock-cork they have a felted texture, and are so light that

they float on water ; and in mountain leather the fibres are aggregated

in flat flexible pieces ; whilst in fossil flax they are so loose and soft

that the mineral has been used as a material for packing easily frangible

articles ; amongst others, Dolomieu used it for packing his other

mineralogical specimens. Thus it will be seen that asbestus is found

to exist in all grades, passing from the silky flexibility of amianthus to

a degree of compactness which admits of receiving a fine polish.

Asbestus appears to have been especially familiar to the ancients,

who manufactured it into cloth, which they used for certain domestic

purposes, as napkins, gloves; and it was employed by them, too, as a

wick for the lamps used in temple worship, to which latter purpose it is

still applied by the native Greenlanders.

In more modern times, amianthus has on several occasions been

manufactured into small fancy fabrics, and it is still used for such pur-

poses in Siberia, Italy, and the Pyrenees. An Italian, Chevalier Aldini,

constructed pieces of dress which are incombustible. Those for the

body, arms, and legs, were formed out of strong cloth steeped in a

solution of alum ; while those for the head, hands, and feet were made
of asbestus. Apiece of ancient asbestus cloth, preserved in the Vatican,

appears to have been made by intermingling asbestus with other fibrous

substances. M. Aldini has, however, much advanced upon this, as

he has constructed a piece of cloth nearly as large, entirely of this

mineral. The fibres were prevented from being broken by being acted

upon in some untold way by steam.

In addition to the uses we have mentioned, asbestus is now general]}'

used by chemists for filling their gas grates, the fibres remaining red-

hot without being consumed ; and attempts, although unsuccessful, have

been made to produce from it an incombustible paper.

The latest proposal comes to us from abroad in the following abstract

from a correspondent of an Australian paper (the Orange Guardian),

who writes :
—" Some twenty-two years ago I recognized the asbestus
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or amianthus rock in this district, and since then I have from time to

time exposed portions of the stone to atmospheric influence, and the

result has always been a perfect change of the stone into asbestus, or

into a substance closely resembling the finest staple of wool, only some-

thing stronger, and, if possible, whiter in appearance. I have sometimes

observed it six inches in length, have combed it out, and found it as

soft and pliant as any silk. This substance, as no doubt you are aware,

is inconsumable by fire. The stone may be brought into the state of

asbestus in a very short time. I have been sinking a well of late, and

some days I got as much of this mineral as would make a suit of

clothes. I can show the stone here in all its stages, from stone itself

to the asbestus state. Should asbestus ever come into general use it

will, in some measure no doubt, from its incombustible nature, super-

sede the evils of crinoline. Besides this great advantage, it will set

aside the vexatious expense and use of soap and water, for all a lady

will have to do when she unrobes herself will be to pitch her articles of

apparel into a glowing fire, and when they have become as white as a

snow-flake she may resume them at her pleasure. Perhaps you may
deem some parts of the foregoing rather extravagant, but nevertheless,

I really believe that by proper appliances the amianthus may yet

become a source of revenue, and 1 therefore recommend the thing to

your attention."

Without at all seeing our way to endorse the whole of this corre-

spondent's anticipations, it appears extremely probable that ere very

long a larger field for the employment of asbestus will be opened out

in some parts of the manufacturing world. It is now being used as

packing in the stuffing-boxes of the necks of some revolving retorts

in chemical works.—V. D.

INVESTIGATION OF THE WORK DONE BY THE CREW OF
AN EIGHT-OAR, AT THE RATE OF ONE KNOT IN
SEVEN MINUTES—BEING THAT OF THE LAST OXFORD
AND CAMBRIDGE BOAT RACE.

By Pkof. Samuel Haughton, F.R.S., F.T.C.D.

As respects the dimensions of the boat and oars here considered, the

forms are shown in plan, side elevation, general and enlarged cross

section amidships, and the form of oar, in figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The

following are the numerical data which have been employed in the
subsequent calculations :

—

Length of Boat 5G feet.

Greatest width, amidships 2 "

Greatest depth, " 12* indies.
Thickness of plank, 1 •*

Weight, including, oars, cushions, and other gear,... 350 lbs. avoirdupois.
Average weight of each man of crew of eight 11 stone 4 lbs.

Weight of coxswain, 8 "

Length of course, one mile, r0Wed in 7 minutes.

The distance from stretcher to seat is about 3 feet. In the forward
reach of the stroke, the hands traverse the distance from the sides when

Fig. 4.

the body is upright to the point over the stretcher. The extreme dis-

tance which the oar traverses in the water is 8 feet ; arm of lever of the

oar in boat, 3 feet 5 inches, do. of oar out of boat, 9 feet.

The resistance offered by the water to the motion of the boat is

divisible into the following parts, due respectively to

1. The distortion of the particles of water

;

2. The production of currents
;

3. The production of waves
;

4. The production of frictioual eddies.

In the case under consideration, the first three causes of resistance

may be neglected in consequence of the " fair " form of this boat and

Fig. 5.

of the limited speed at which she is driven ; and the whole resistance

may be regarded as due to the production of frictional eddies.

In discussing the amount of resistance due to this cause, I shall

adopt the principles laid down by Professor Rankine in his " Treatise

on Shipbuilding" (1866), pp. 78 et seg., from which it appears that the

eddy resistance =fw — ft/ d s ; where

—

2# J

d s denotes the element of the immersed skin of the boat

;

q, the ratio which the velocity of gliding of the water over

that portion bears to the speed of the boat

;

c, the speed of the boat

;

j7, the coefficient of gravity

;

w, the specific gravity, or weight of one cube foot of water
;

/, the coefficient of friction; (=0-0036).

In this equation
J tf ds is the augmented surface of the boat's skin,

and is supposed to sum up together the skin resistance and that due to

the excess of water heaped up in front and to the deficiency of water

behind.

From the value of the coefficient of friction employed, (which is

deduced from Professor Weisbach's experiments on the flow of water

in iron pipes), it follows, from the preceding equation, that " at ten

knots, the eddy resistance is equal to -^rth, or is one pound avoirdupois

per square foot of augmented surface ; and varies, for other speeds, as

the square of the speed."

The whole difficulty of the calculation of the eddy resistance turns

upon the calculation of the augmented surface, which is effected by

Professor Rankine on the assumption (conformable to repeated experi-

ments) that the augmented surface and its resistance are the same as

that of a trochoidal ribbon whose length is the length of the boat on

the plane of flotation, whose breadth is the mean immersed girth of the

boat, and whose coefficient of augmented surface is

—

1
-f- 4 sin sa -}- sin *a,

where a is the angle of greatest obliquity to the horizon formed by a

tangent to the trochoid.

Applying the foregoing principles to the sections of the Oxford eight-

oar when loaded with its crew, I have found the following results :

—
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1. Length of plane of flotation = 52 feet;

2. Girth of central immersed section = 31 5 inches;

mean immersed girth = 21 inches ; = 1'75 feet;.

3. Line of obliquity = J ;

hence the coefficient of augmentation is

—

i+«©«+©V.-.,
augmented surface = 52 -f- T78 -f-

1-254 = 114-11 sq. ft.

The speed of the boat is assumed to be one knot in seven minutes,

60
or — knots per hour, hence, by the rule already laid down, the resist-

ance per square foot of augmented surface is

—

/60\ 2 ,1 36 ...
I — -1 = — lb. avoirdupois.
V 7 / ~ 100 49

i

and, finally, the total resistance is

—

114-11 -A = 8384 lbs.T
49

This resistance is overcome through the space of one knot (1000

fathoms) in seven minutes ; and therefore the total work done—

83-84 -4- 6000

2240
= 224-57 foot tons

;

the work done per man is 28'07 foot tons, in seven minutes, and 4'01

foot tons, each minute.

A good idea may be formed of the rate at which the muscles give

out work in a boat race, from comparing this work with the average

daily work of a labourer. At most kinds of labour there are 400 foot

tons of work accomplished in ten hours. In a boat race, the oarsman

produces in one minute the hundredth part of his day's labour, and if

he could continue to work at the same rate he could finish his day's

task in one hour forty minutes, instead of the customary ten hours.

The work done, therefore, in rowing one knot in seven minutes, is

while it lasts performed at a rate equal to six times that of a hard

worked labourer.

Note by Professor Haughton.

Since writing the foregoing, I have been enabled, by the kindness

of Dr. Parkes and Mr. Maclaren (the letter of the former is subjoined),

to compare the result of my calculation with that of a direct experiment
on an eight-oar.

An eight-oared racing boat, weighted with sand-bags to represent an

11 stone 3 lbs. crew (the weight for which she was built), and steered

by an 8 stone coxswain, and towed over part of the Oxford course,

where the water is straight, broad, and deep.

The four-oared boat by which she was towed was itself towed by
men on the bank, and kept in a straight course by a coxswain. The
eight-oar was kept as nearly as possible in a line with the four-oar by
the coxswain placed on board for that purpose.

The towline from the four to the eight was fastened to the bow-oar's

thwart in the eight, exactly in a line with the keel, and the strain

measured by a dynamometer (a Salter's spring balance), interposed

between the end of the towline and the four-oar.

The distance traversed was 560 yards.
The time occupied was 6' 20".

The average strain on dynamometer was 7 lbs.

There was a light side-wind, but not enough to ruffle the water or

seriously interfere with the experiment. The strain was measured
when the keels of the two boats were as nearly as possible in the same
straight line. The course was against the stream, which is very slight.

In this case the resistance measured by a spring balance amounted
to 7 lbs., and the velocity expressed in knots per hour is

—

560 X 60 X 3

19 X 2000
= 2 6^ knots Per ^our '

In the case considered by me, the velocity was assumed to be 1 knot
in 7 minutes, or

60— = 8-57 knots per hour.

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

Hence it follows (assuming the resistance to increase as the square

of the velocity) that the resistance at one knot per 7 minutes would be

/857\ 2
„

«

(265)
X71b8- : : 73-21 lbs.

This result is somewhat less than that given by my calculation, but

it ought to be increased, because the resistance from 2-65 knots to 8'57

knots increases somewhat faster than the squares of these numbers

;

and I cannot but regard Mr. Maclaren's experiment as a satisfactory

confirmation of the accuracy of my estimate of the " work done " by an

Oxford eight.

Sydney Cottage, Bitterne, Southampton,

21th July, 1866.

My Dear Mr. Haughton,—I received your most valuable calcula-

tion a few days ago, and after hastily reading it, sent it on to Mr. Mac-
laren, who has to-day returned it to me. Mr. Maclaren thanks you

very much for your kindness, and writes to me as follows :—
" Very strangely, the practical test suggested by Mr. Mallet has been

made for me on the Oxford racing course, and the results were com-

municated to me just before leaving home. I have written for a copy

of the memorandum showing the calculation to be sent to }
7ou, and

you will probably think with me that Mr. Haughton and Mr. Mallet

would like to see it ." I now inclose the memorandum. Would you
kindly return it to me when you have looked at it, and sent it to Mr.

Mallet, if you think he would like to see it?

It shows a little less strain on the dynamometer than you mention,

but perhaps the conditions of trial were not exact.

The problem altogether is an extremely interesting one, and I am
sure I feel extremely obliged to you for so kindly taking the trouble of

making the calculations.

Believe me very sincerely yours,

E. A. PARKES.

Note.—We believe the foregoing to be one of the most probably

accurate determinations of the few that have been made of the muscular

force given out in rowing ; and we agree with Professor Haughton in

thinking that the comparison with the Oxford traction experiment is

confirmatory of his conclusions. In any case it fixes the limit of present

presumable error at about 10 lbs. resistance, which, we apprehend,

might disappear were the Oxford experiment repeated, and at a higher

speed. The result, showing the great excess of labour for the unit in

time over and above that of an average day's work, is by no means

startling, especially if reliance is to be placed upon the experiments

of the late Mr. Robertson Buchanan, showing that in the following

modes of applying muscular effort, rowing is the most advantageous of

all others in the ratio of the annexed numbers

—

Pumping, :••••,.• * • -^0

Turning winch, 167

Bell ringing, 227

Rowing, 248

The value of the investigation causes us the rather to desire that the

actual resistance to traction of the Oxford race boat, loaded as with her

crew, and at her race speed, should be experimentally ascertained.

A good deal of valuable information, but very little known in England,

on the subject of human force, and the relation between its absolute

force or energy, and the velocity with which it is given forth and the

time of its endurance, will be found in Bouguer, " Manoeuvres des Vais-

seaux," and in Euler's Memoirs in the Transactions of the Academy of

St. Petersburg, New Series, vol. iii. and vol. viii., in the last of which

he examines the animal mechanics of rowing. Schultz' experiments

in the Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin for 1783, also are probably

the most complete that have ever been made upon human effort, and

especially in reference to the relation (for a given form of muscular

exertion) between height, weight, and absolute force in the man, and

the result in work. This applies in a very direct way to the much

debated question amongst oarsmen, as to what average size and weight

of men in an eight-oar boat ought, ceteris paribus, to give the best

results in speed. The Oxford view is, we believe, that heavy men (11 to

12 stone) give the best result, and this seems supported by the facts

of their actual weights of crews and their general success. With

heavy men especially, but in fact with men of all weights, there can be

Y
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scarcely a doubt but tbat the proper proportioning the rate of stroke

so, that the trunk of each man, as it oscillates, shall move as a pen-

dulum pivotted on the hip joints, and therefore with the least effort;

and the right proportioning of the length of oars and all else to give

to the muscular effort expended tlie fullest value at this rate, has a

by no means insensible effect upon the issue. A view which appears

supported by the measured stroke of Oxford as against the quicker rate

of Cambridge.

Hachette, " Traite des Machines," and the late Mr. B. Bevan, C.E.,

have given also some important experimental results as to animal

effort continued for long and short times, and Professor Leslie has

placed on record some curious observations upon the subject. The

sedan chairmen of the last century were accustomed to go along for

perhaps half a hour, at the rate of 4 miles per hour, under a burden of

300 lbs., not always equally divided between them, and a case is recorded

(how trustworthy we cannot say) of half a mile having been so done

in five minutes and some seconds. For a short distance, say not more

than 100 or 150 yards, the porters at Constantinople or the facilities at

Marseilles and other Mediterranean ports, do not refuse a burden of seven

or eight hundredweight carried on the back, with which in a stooping

posture and sometimes aided by a staff in one hand, they travel at the

rate of probably two miles per hour, if not faster.

—

Ed.

ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH.

As we anticipated in last month's Part of this journal, the cable was

laid and completed simultaneous with our issue, and has since been

transmitting its messages without interruption. As other matter crowds

upon us now, we are unable to continue our remarks hereon in the

present Part ; neither is it necessary to do so, as the daily newspapers

have already conveyed all that has transpired since our previous paper.

We shall, however, in future write down whatever occurs that may
be of interest to the special class of readers of this journal.

CHAIN PUMPS FOR DEEP LIFTS.—BASTIER'S PATENT
CHAIN PUMP.

CnAlN pumps have latterly come into vogue strongly, amongst con-

tractors and engineers, and are declared, not alone by the makers, but

by those who have employed them, to possess enormous advantages.

We believe a great deal of the commendation bestowed is deserved, for

at any moderate lift the loss by leakage past the diaphragms or buckets

is more than counterbalanced by the uniformity of motion of the ascend-

ing column, so that the expenditure of power is not excessive in relation

to useful effect ; and for contractor's work there is the immense
immunity from breakage or stoppage by the fact that one of those

pumps as now made by Garrett & Co., or others, will bring up a brick

or paving stone, or a chock of wood, or a wisp of straw or of shavings,

nearly as unconcernedly as the water itself; or will even pump mud
almost as thick as porridge.

What the limit of useful lift may be would be probably difficult to

fix, otherwise than by practical results. We have heard of 100 feet

having been used without difficulty, though we do not know particulars.

Messrs. Burke & Mallet, as engineers for the Liffey Tunnel on the Dublin

Trunk Connecting Railway, have, however, actually employed five lifts

of these pumps in the north and south shafts, of about 70 feet lift, and
these have been found to work without loss or difficulty.

Although reputed at the moment as quite a novelty, there is in reality

scarcely anything new whatever in these latest of chain pumps. Beyond
the facts that the head frames, gear, and easing tubes are well designed

and all made of iron, and that the diaphragm flaps are hinged to the

chains at one edge, so as to pass down edgeways and then assume
again the transverse position to bring up their load, there is absolutely

nothing different in these pumps as now to be seen any day on the

Thames Embankment works, and those which were in use in ships of

the line, not only in Nelson's day, but long before it. The chain pumps
of the Royal George, in fact, not only closely resembled these modern
revivals, but were absolutely identical in the construction of the disc

buckets with the latest proposal of which we have any intimation, viz.,

those of Bastier's Patent Chain Pump, intended for deep lifts and to

nnwater mines and coal pits, &c.

The very oldest of modern chain pumps were, in fact, Norton' actual

double or quadruple lines of wooden hooped buckets lashed on to end-

less chains. Such were the chain pumps employed in the old French

dockyards, copperplates of which in detail may be seen in the great

folio editions of the " Encyclope'die " of Diderot and Delambre. But

the oldest forms of chain pumps for naval use consisted of one or

more chains of diaphragms working in wooden casings which these did

not quite fill, and with " sprocket wheels " and gear, worked by long

winch handles at the upper part. These winches were often of a length

to admit of 100 men or more to work them, and were often worked on

two different decks with shaft and pinion gear to connect them above

and below. The diaphragms were often mere square blocks (parallel-

opipeds) of sound wood, with a staple through the middle to take on to

the intermediate links or chain. But more generally they were in rather

later days, round flat discs of soft wood held in between two circular

cheeks of iron bolted together through the wood, and the cheeks pro-

vided with eyes to take on to the chain. These worked in cylindrical,

cast-iron, or copper or lead casings or pipes, and sometimes these were

in part made of wood. This was the construction of the pumps of the

Royal George, one of the diaphragms of which we had in our possession.

The discs were made to fill the ascending casing or part of it more fully

than they did the descending one, so that while the leakage by return past

the diaphragms was thus as much as possible reduced, the chances of

getting one or more of them wedged by chips or other bodies in any

other part of the pump was diminished. This is, in fact and in brief, the

principle of construction of Bastier's Patent Chain Pump, and however

good or otherwise the machine itself may be, we need scarcely say that

the patent must be untenable on the ground of want of novelty.

Indeed, apart altogether from ancient naval use, we have in our own

practice had before us and in our possession a design for a chain pump
for use on land, for a deep well, which was designed by a highly

ingenious mechanic, one Andrew Mackenzie, who had been in earlier

life a seaman, and was flag signal-man to Earl St. Vincent when in the

Mediterranean, in the days of Nelson, and which was in principle

identical with Bastier's. That design was made about 1828. It con-

sisted in an endless chain of specially formed flat links ; at intervals

this carried at their centres diaphragms which consisted of double

thicknesses of very thick hide leather between two gun-metal cheeks

prepared with eyes to take the intermediate chain links. The chains

and discs worked free in cast-iron pipe casing, but at one place in the

ascending leg the cast iron gave place to a bored gun-metal cylindrical

barrel with tapered ends, and through these the leather discs passed

with a staunch or nearly staunch fit. The chain was worked by a well-

designed " sprocket wheel " above, which was actuated by a horse mill.

This is, in fact, Bastier's, the main difference being that in the Bastier

pump the circular discs are not of leather but of vulcanized india-

rubber, a material not known in Mackenzie's day ; and that in place of

a bored gun-metal barrel, cast-iron pipes, glass enamelled inside, are

employed.

Bastier's pump was, we believe, first brought into public notice at

the Great Exhibition of 1862, when it was stated that the diaphragms

could be worked at the rate of about 16i feet per second, and that 90

per cent, of the power was realizable in duty. It has very recently

been brought more prominently before a higher tribunal, by a paper

read by Mr. Thomas Greener before the North of England Institute

of Mining Engineers, at its meeting of 3rd May, 1866, and since printed

in its Transactions. We commend the paper to our readers, as at least,

a full exposition of all that can be said for this pump in its proposed

application to mining purposes ; but we must add that it appears to us

to take a somewhat one-sided view, and that in some respects there is

an amount of clap-trap commendation bestowed upon the pump that

we should have scarcely expected to have found tolerated at Newcastle.

The advantages set forth by the author for Bastier's pump are

—

1. Smaller original outlay. 2. Less working cost, fewer accidents, and

less wear and tear than with the best lift or plunger pit work, with which,

of course, it is understood to be compared. And that the author has no

limits to his attested advantages is evidenced when he tells us, that not

satisfied with substituting chain pumps for existing pit work in such

moderate shafts as Monkwearmouth or Dukinfield, of only some 1200

or 1400 feet deep, " it will be looked at with interest by those who see,

or think they see, in the future a probable necessity of raising water

from still greater depths." In fact, Mr. Greener has his eye to the day

before the New Zealander, when the prophecy according to Jevons shall

have been fulfilled, and the Northumbrians shall be coal-mining at a
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depth equal to one-half the height of Mont Blanc, under the bed of the

German Ocean. We need only hint that to chains of even 1000 feet

long, thereby hangs a tail or tale. " In the other departments of coal

mining," the author says, " everything has been more or less improved

within the last thirty years :" cages and tubs, instead of " corves,"

including the small coal apparatus for raising coal ; the use of wire

ropes.on inclines and in shafts, in place of hemp or chain ; bridge rails

and rolling wheels, instead of flat trams ; electrical signals, in place of

levers, wires, and hammers; coal-cutting machinery, &c, all have

advanced. " Yet while all this has been going on, the principles and

modes of raising water from mines are the same as those that were in

use before the oldest miner now living was born. Indeed, the only

improvements that have been attempted in this department have been

more in the quality of engines and boilers used to work the pumps, and

in the mode of connecting the pumps to the engines, than in any radical

change in the pumps themselves." This is quite true, even further true

than the author ma)' be prepared himself to admit ; for it happens,

curiously enough, that chain pumps, and not greatly dissimilar to those

now in question, were employed in the mines of Saxony and Bohemia

in the sixteenth century, and may be seen figured in the quaint and

vigorous old woodcuts of Geo. Agricola, De He Metallica.

No doubt, sober plodding-minded mining engineers of the school of

Buddie and Taylor, Wood and Coulson, have not attached much
importance to looking after any "radical changes," and have rather

sought to make the most and best of what they found had already done

fairly well in practice ; but it is wonderful what an amount of advance

and real improvement of every sort is comprised in those of the " quality

of the engines and boilers used to work the pumps," and in the modes

of connecting the one with the other. In a word, with the best pit

work that Northumberland or South Wales or Cornwall can now turn

out in lifting or plunger pumps, or in both combined, and the best

engines, we believe we might safely challenge Mr. Greener - or M.

Bastier to produce a chain pump of any sort, that with a lift of say 250

feet or anything beyond, shall give even any approach to an equal

return in duty. The lift pump, rightly constructed and worked at a

suitable 6peed, is almost a perfect machine. There is extremely little

loss by constricted passages or sudden changes of velocity of aqueous

column, and the two chief grounds of loss of power are bucket and valve

friction, which are both capable of being made very slight—though

often much the opposite—and the bringing to rest and again putting

into motion at each single stroke, the whole ascending column of water.

But this last may be mitigated by the air vessel if suitably applied, and

may be almost completely nullified by the combination with it of the

lift and plunger pump working into one ascending column, which thus

never comes to rest

With the best proportioned and made pumps of this sort, and upon

very deep lifts (such lifts that the very look of the pump spears at the

pit head, as they straighten and thrill to their work at the commence-
ment of a stroke, and seem as the pit men say " to smoke again under the

strain," is suggestive to the practised eye of the awful depth of column

below), we have no doubt that 90 per cent, of the available power given

out at the pumps by the engine can be rendered in "duty" by the pumps.

But we entertain the strongest doubts that anything like 90 per cent,

can be realized in a chain pump on this or on any construction, at a like,

or at even a vastly inferior lift. We believe this is provably the fact

even with a moderate speed of working the chain pump ; but if this speed

be pushed to 16 or 20 feet per second velocity of the ascending column,

we are satisfied that the result will fall far below any such figures.

B.emembering that both the internal " skin resistance," and the resistances

due to all sudden changes in velocity in parts of the column, increase at

least as V 2
; that "the mouthpiece at bottom is a contracted tube (with

funnel mouth below), the diameter of which is about -f^ths of an inch less

'on a 5-inch tube) than any other part of the tube ;" and that " in great

depths this 10 feet of contracted tube is repeated every 50 yards" in

depth nearly ; that except in these contracted parts the discs are con-

tinually oscillating from side to side of the larger parts of the tube, and

therefore never for two moments present exactly the same resistance to

leakage past them ; that the lengths of pipe will in practice be neither

quite equal in diameter nor perfectly coincident in interior surface at the

joints ; that there must be side doors (analogous to clack door pieces)

on several parts of the lift, if a gagged or disordered chain is to be got

at conveniently—remembering all this and much more of a like sort,

we feel satisfied that at such speeds of ascending column the loss of

useful effort will prove something nearer to 25 or 30 per cent, than to

10 per cent. only.

"Until very recently," i.e., before the Bastierian era, probably, Mr.

Greener says, " no successful attempt was made to complete the con-

struction of a pump to work in harmony with universal nature's lavis,

and which should be simple in its mechanism, easy of application,

uniform in its action, and economical in its results."

At first glance one might fancy that he intends to convey that the

attempts to make a good pump which have hitherto been successful,

have been so in spite of the laws of nature; in fact, that the " standing

orders," the orders of nature, have in this case " been suspended."

But on pursuing the paper through, we perceive that the claim for

harmony with the laws of nature set up for the Bastier pump is in

fact this, that iu it, contrary to the wont of other chain pumps (whose

diaphragms nowhere fill the ascending leg), a vacuum or a partial one

is made, and that the atmosphere lifts some 30 to 34 feet of the rising

column ; and, as far as we can comprehend the not very clearly put

views of the author, at pp. 149-150, he really seems to think that this

help from " the atmosphere, which, with its pressure of fifteen pounds

to the square inch, is in obedience to its natural law, ever ready to

assist when arrangements are made to work in harmony with it, and

in this case there is that harmony," is actually got for nothing. But
to our notions of the terrestrial harmonies, however ready the atmos-

phere may be "to assist" with its fifteen pounds to the inch, it always

inexorably demands to be paid in kind for its assistance at just the

same rate of fifteen pounds. And so this immense advantage of the

chain pump is much the same as that of the nigger's rope, which he

lengthened by a piece cut off the other end.

What is equally damaging, as it seems to us, to the mechanical logic

of Mr. Greener's paper, if the atmosphere has the disinterested com-

plaisance thus to make a perpetual motion in the lower " full fathoms

five " of M. Bastier's pump, it appears certain that it must equally do so

in every other lift (or suction) pump. And as a great many wells are

less than 30 feet deep, we are left by Mr. Greener in a state of painful

iguorance as to why it is that it requires any labour at all to pump up

water out of these, or how it comes to pass that in domestic examples

the atmosphere is not ready, in obedience to its natural law, to work in

harmony, and send us up water from such a paltry depth gratis, and

without any pumping at all, or at most with only so much gentle

exercise on our own part as may be necessary to move up and down the

pump handle and bucket.

However, as we observe that Mr. T. E. Foster, President of the

Institution of North of England Mining Engineers, was in the chair,

and some eminent members present, and as these little difficulties in

fundamental mechanics in this paper do not appear to have struck

them, we have perhaps only obscure notions as to what are Mr.

Greener's real sentiments on the subject of nature's harmonies.

Let us come to something therefore more " practical," and at any

rate, in the contemplation of lifts of 300 fathoms, we might concede that

nature does give the odd 30 feet of atmospheric lift " free gratis for

nothing," without this admission very materially influencing the ques-

tion of relative value between the chain pump and any other. Three

hundred fathoms (1800 feet) is quite a flea-bite as a depth of lift in Mr.

Greener's estimation ; and at this depth the chain and discs at each side

of the top " sprocket wheel " of 13 feet diameter would alone weigh

fourteen tons, according to Mr. Greener's own statement in discussion

(Trans. Inst. N. E. M. Eng., p. 139, May, 1866). Upon the loaded side

suppose the pump discs only 6 inches diameter, we shall have about ten

tons weight of water, or a strain without any allowance for jerks or friction

of more than twenty-four tons upon the bottom part of the chain. Now,
a chain with small and large parts, i.e, of unequal section, can never have

in terms of its own length a modulus of cohesion as great as an uniform

bar of the same material ; in other words, an irregular flat-linked or

other chain, carrying discs and hanging vertical, must break by its own
weight at a much shorter length than will an uniform bar of the same

material, say a wrought-iron cylindrical bar, or an iron-wire rope.

Now, experience has proved in the collieries that a length of 550 fathoms

of good iron-wire rope is no more than safe, just to carry its own weight.

We may pretty confidently conclude, then, that at 300 fathoms Mr.

Greener's chain and discs would probably be unsafe even to carry itself,

and that no addition to its thickness, even though it filled up the whole

6-inch tube, would enable it with safety to carry the additional load of

ten tons of water, plus the friction of discs, water, and chain links. This
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limit was pretty clearly seen by some of the hard-headed " viewers
"

whom Mr. Greener addressed, and who did not seem much reassured

by his statement " that the engineers he is connected with in London

are very cautious." Perhaps so ; but we confess it did seem to us

rather an incautious way out of the difficulty that occurred to Mr.

Greener himself, whether due to his London advisers or not, that "you

can divide the lifts by appliances from the top or by other means." As

to the " other means," which often mean a great deal, or may mean

nothing, we can only apply to them the old logician's maxim, De non

notis et non existentibus eadem, est ratio ; but as to dividing the lift of

300 fathoms by appliances from the top we can form some opinion.

Let us take the simplest case : suppose it divided into two lifts of 150

fathoms each, and at this depth from the surface, the bottom of one lift

and the top of the other, with pump cistern, and a " sprocket wheel

"

of 13 feet diameter, all got into the shaft. And we will also sink such

minor considerations as that we do not want to bring water alone up

the shaft, but should prefer to reserve room enough in it beside Bastier

pumps, to bring up some coal in a double set of cages, and even to have

some airway for up or down cast ventilation. Well, we would like to

see the precise kinematic arrangements—" the choice mechanical

expedients," as old Doctor Gregory calls them—by which Mr. Greener

would propose to work from the surface his 13-foot "sprocket wheel," at

900 feet in depth, and away down from his engine : 900 feet of vertical

shafting does not seem feasible, and a belt of 1800 feet long less so,

even if we could keep it dry or from being baked by the hot air coming

up an upcast, while " hydraulic connections" are out of the question,

unless we are to go back to " natural harmonies " in the perpetual

motion line, and let water down in order to pump it up.

Oddly enough, this same expedient of dividing the lift in chain pumps

is also as old or older than the days of Agricola aforesaid, only the old

Bohemian miners not having " other means " at their disposal, or finding

their application misty in a practical sense, kept a lot of men working like

mice in a mill at the head of each of their lifts in the shaft, a simple but

effective method of causing their machinery to reach the point of applica-

tion, but one not likely to be adopted in those days, when the " operative
"

aspires to handle the helm of the state in place of the handle of the

pump. In a word, however good for shallow lifts, or possible for the

very deepest to which Mr. Greener was able to appeal (viz., a well at

Bow of 30 fathoms, and an abandoned mine at Tavistock of 50 fathoms),

and where its goodness is extremely problematical ; when Mr. Greener,

notwithstanding the caution of "the London engineers," ventured to

bring this Bastier Chain Pump into the Northumbrian coal shafts, he in

more senses than one got beyond his depth.

The president's summing up of the discussion (p. 140) pithily enough

puts the upshot, " The subject will require a little consideration "

—

reconsideration, he might have added. " If it really does answer, it

will be a great boon to the trade. For slight depths I have no doubt

it will answer, but it will require a little consideration (' the harmonies '

might have been disturbed by saying a vast deal) before applying it to

great depths ; and as to sinking pits, there will be a great difficulty in

applying it."

Before concluding, we may add a remark as to the employment of

glass enamel pipes for these pumps. There is scarcely any mine or

colliery water that does not contain sulphates of iron or of other metals,

as well as chlorides in solution. These, we happen to know, act rapidly

upon the very best glass-enamelled cast-iron or wrought-iron pipes

;

in the former converting the metal into soft plumbago, in the latter

corroding the metal, and in both soon splitting off the enamel and

leaving the metal surface bare. Besides this chemical action there is

the mechanical one of the fine sand or other gritty particles almost

constantly suspended in muddy mine waters ; with these the edges of

the Bastier vulcanized rubber discs would get soon paved like a lead

lap with emery, and as soon as this glass enamel is a little scored and
scratched, and long before it gets cut through, it begins to scale off,

according to our experience of it.

If chain pumps on this so-called Bastier's patent plan be really

valuable enough to come into use, they will best be made on old Mac-
kenzie's plan, with gun-metal working barrels, and, as to the rest, of

wrought-iron lap-welded tubing.

—

Ed.

MR. GALE'S NON-EXPLOSIVE GUNPOWDER.

Mr. Gale has obviously what is called " access to the Times" as the

long and highly laudatory account in its columns of a recent trial of

his inexplosive gunpowder upon certainly a gigantic scale sufficiently

proves. The account itself, and indeed the very nature of the trials

made, strongly call to mind those which every now and then are

thrust before the public to prove the inexpugnable advantages of such

impostures as Eire Annihilators, L'Extincteurs, Fire-Proof Safes,

Hydropults, &c, &c, &c. A fire is made in a prepared building, to

which Nebuchadnezzar's furnace is as nothing, and yet a bank-note is

not singed in the wondrous safe when opened, and yet " the Annihila-

tor" puts it out in something less than no time. But, strangely

enough, as time rolls on, we come gradually to hear no more of these

and the like miraculous means of preservation from fire on the one

hand, or of those for preventing combustion altogether on the other.

The " logic of facts " is, after all, too much in the end for even the best

devised bit of scientifico-theatrical charlatanerie in such cases.

We by no means intend to be misunderstood as even hinting that

there has been anything of the sort in this case. The Ordnance Select

Committee, apart from any reference to its judicial functions, consists

of gentlemen who do not willingly let inventors nor any one trade upon

their judgments, though these may be sometimes, on the contrary,

unfavourable and rather narrowly based. And beyond all this, nothing

of either humbug or crookedness is likely to thrive under the eye of the

president of that committee, General Lefroy.

Satisfied as we are of all this, it is therefore incomprehensible to us

why such gigantic experiments should have been made at all, or, if

made, why five tons of gunpowder, value probably some £300, should

have been in great part wasted to determine something that five

pounds of powder could, we should have thought, as fully in every way
established.

However, the thing is done ; our readers have now the means fully

to satisfy themselves of the fact, that a pound of powder mixed with

three pounds of ground glass has been found not to explode, but

only to fizz here and there, when fired in certain ways. It has also

been found equally a fact that five tons of powder mixed with fifteen

tons of ground glass conducts itself quite in the same way—much the

same sort of valuable result as that which would be obtained by building

a brick and cement pyramid as big as that of Cheops to verify the fact

that two bricks can be stuck together by cement.

But what does the gigantic, and doubtless to the spectators highly

imposing trial, prove as to the genuine practical adaptability and utility

of this old notion revived by Mr. Gale ? Nothing whatever, as it seems

to us. Nobody need doubt for a moment that if gunpowder grains be

divided by mixture with a relatively enormous mass of inert, bad-

conducting, pulverulent matter, the whole will be almost inexplosive,

and combustible only by actual torrefaction.

But what has been proved as to such points as the following, for instance

—1. How much more hygrometric moisture does the mixed gunpowder

absorb from damp air by reason of its mixture with the finely powdered

glass ? 2. What changes in the molecular condition of the constituents

of the powder are induced after a longer or shorter time by the contact

of the ground glass, and by the scratching of the surfaces of the glazed

grains of powder by the sharp angular fragments ? 3. Slow-burning

rifled cannon powder (poudre a pillons) is now employed abroad, and

is coming into use with us, each grain of which is as big as a back-

gammon disc. The Russian powder, for example, is in grains, each of

which is a flat hexagon of an inch and a half across from angle to angle,

and about half an inch thick. What can ground glass do for such

powder, each grain of which explodes a couple of ounces of composi-

tion ? And the great mass of our future store of powder for all artillery

will be of this character. 4. In several of our magazines there is

stored nearly 1500 tons of gunpowder. If this scheme is to be of any

use, we must provide storage for four times the bulk of that ; and this

immense magazine capacity must be bomb proof, just as now, because

although it may not be exploded by shells, if these be dropped amongst

the huge mass of glass and gunpowder, their explosion will scatter the

whole, and we shall lose our gunpowder, not by its being " blown up,"

but only " blown away." Better for the bystanders, but quite as bad

as before for our military power. 5. If 1500 tons of powder must be

mixed with four times its bulk of impalpably ground glass, how long

may it take, and how much may it cost to effect the mixture, and cask
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up the resulting seven thousand Jive hundred tons of mixture ? And in

the event of a sudden demand for the whole of the gunpowder, how
many days may it take, and how much money, to uncask this gigantic

bulk, pass the whole 7500 tons through sifting machinery, make sure

that the powder is all right, and then cask up again the 1500 tons of

powder got out of the mountain of glass dust. 6. What sort of

sanatory (?) effect upon the lungs and eyes of the unhappy artillerymen

and artificers may the atmosphere of the place have, where the sifting

dry, by even the very best designed machinery, is carried on of 7500

tons of impalpable glass dust? We all know what happens to even

flour millers, to say nothing of emery and steel grinders, &c. And
those who have beeu in Asia Minor or Sicily, will have seen the blind

men by the way sides, whose eyes have been destroyed by pruning and

gathering the prickly pears {Opuntias), whose microscopic spines, borne

upon the wiud, are not sharper than are the edges of particles of ground

glass.

Were it worth while to go " solemnly," as our Yankee friends say,

into the matter, we might add other, and even more pertinent and

important doubts. We have, however, probably said enough to cause

our readers who may feel any interest in this subject to pause before

they coincide with the Times in opinion that the conclusiveness of an

experiment is proportionate to its bigness, or that the five tons of powder

here wasted has concluded anything at all that was not known before.

In conclusion, we will venture a prediction, however, which is simply

this, that within three years Mr. Gale's protected gunpowder will be a

thing of the past.

IRELAND AND DAVIES' PATENT IMPROVED WEIGHING
MACHINE AND TURNTABLE COMBINED.

Mr. Ireland, the inventor also of the now well-known cupola furnaces,

is the manufacturer of these combined turn-plates and weigh-bridges.

Fig. 1

The following is his own exposition of the advantages, or some of

them, which he claims for his invention :—Many attempts have been

made to combine a weighing machine and a turn-table, but at best they

have been very rude constructions, without any regard to the essential

principles of either a weighing machine or a turn-table. It is impos-

sible to weigh correctly on a circular weighing machine, with either one

or two levers, the platform overhanging so much beyond them ; this,

as well as the difficulty of combining the two machines so as to make
each of them work independently, without getting out of order, has

hitherto been the cause of failure. The above difficulties have been

overcome in this machine by placing three levers, having six centres

equidistant within and close to the circumference of the turn-table.

These levers are suspended in the ceutre from a triangular shackle

hanging from the transfer lever. On the three levers, near the six

centres before named, a stool rests ; upon this stool the table rests.

When the transfer lever is raised (by means of the relieving apparatus

fixed to the pillar supporting the steelyard) the three levers are raised

at the same time, and consequently the stool and table which rest upon

them. The machine is now in position to weigh. By simply revers-

ing the relieving apparatus the levers, stool, and table are lowered into

their former position. Near the circumference are placed six friction

pulleys, and in the centre is placed a pin, which, when the machine is

lowered, rests in a cup, thus preventing the table from altering its

position, while, at the same time, it rests upon the six friction pulleys.

The stool, which rests upon the three levers, falls below the top of these

friction pulleys, so that the table is clear of the weighing apparatus, and

can then be used as an ordinary turn-table. By placing the six centres

near the circumference, and being equidistant from each other, the great

over-hanging of the table is done away with.

This machine is particularly adapted to railway goods departments.

A great saving in time can be effected, as well as its being a conveni-

ence to have the means of weighing a wagon when it is on the turn-

table ; while in many cases two or three weighing machines might be

done away with, thus effecting a saving in plant. It is also adapted

for works on the railway side, and for mines or collieries, for weighing

goods inwards and outwards. By placing a machine at the entrance

every wagon can be weighed, and afterwards turned off to any part

of the works.

The simplicity of this machine renders it unlikely, with ordinary

work, for it to get out of order. Each machine is guaranteed for

twelve months.

Fig. 1 is a plan, one-half showing the platform on top and the

other half the arrangement of the levers and rollers, rings, &c, below

it. Fig. 2 is a transverse vertical section of the whole through the

line of the registering lever of the weigh-bridge.

We are by no means convinced ourselves, that in cases of heavy and

continuous goods traffic, it is advisable to attempt such a combination

as this.

The merit of Mr. Ireland's plan consists

in the skilful way in which he has separated

the turn-table, while acting as such, from the delicate and adjusted

parts of support of the weigh-bridge when the turn-table is acting in

that capacity and unquestionably that separation must tend powerfully

to prevent those derangements which the tremendous blows and

shocks to which every turn-table is exposed in use must otherwise

speedily produce in this as a weighing apparatus. But withal when

goods traffic is heavy and continuous, foundations sink and get shaken,

and blows or heavy vibrations are constantly transmitted to the ground
and curb round the table to all beneath and about it, and we should
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fear such loss of adjustment as might at least leave the table subject to

the suspicion of unreliability as a weighing instrument.

But when a more moderate amount of traffic is alone to be provided

for, it seems to us that this combination presents some points of genuine

value, and must very frequently permit of economy both in space and

in outlay for plant, as well as in time and labour in the work of the

goods shed.

—

Ed.

THE MIDDLE LEVEL DRAINAGE COFFERDAM AND
SYPHONS.

By John Hawkshaw, Esq., Ex.-Pres. Inst. C.E.

(Illustrated by Plate 6.)

The well-devised and most important work which forms the subject of

the copperplate of our present Part, resulted from the destruction of the

St. Germains' outfall sluice of the Middle Level Drainage in 1862. A
tolerably full account was given by us in the November Part of this

journal for that year, both of the nature of the disaster and of the

methods then being taken under Mr. Hawshaw's direction for perma-

nently remedying it—our observations and descriptive remarks having

been derived from personal inspection. We need not, therefore, here

recur to the earlier circumstances further than to refer to this journal

for November, 18G2, p. 200, &c, and to remind the reader that the

destruction of the great sluice at St. Germains—the work of the late Mr.

Walker—on 4th May, 1862, gave free ingress and egress for the tidal

waters to the Middle Level main drain. Up and down this canal of

the width of 48 feet at the bottom, and about 150 feet at water surface

of high tide, the flowing and ebbing tide rushed for a reach of nearly

20 miles, with the scour due to a velocity of 7 or 8 miles an hour, and

at length bursting through the western bank, about 4 miles above the

St. Germains' sluice, inundated about 9 square miles of land.

The necessity for damming across the canal by some means was

obvious and urgent. Attempts had been made before Mr. Hawkshaw's
appointment, to effect this by the Dutch method—that of sinking loaded

fascines, or fascine cribs—and this was continued until the propriety of

its abandonment was apparent. Mr. Hawkshaw then decided upon that

plan of dam which was carried out to complete success. It consisted

in driving towards the centre of the canal, down each slope to near the

bottom, two rows of sheet piling 25 feet apart, and filling in solid

between these. Between the opposite ends of the upstream rows of

these, rabbated piles were driven in one row at 7 feet 6 inches apart,

and prepared to receive timber panels or sluices to be slid down between

each pair of piles, for a total width of about 88 feet. At the down-
stream side some skeleton piling and waling was provided, and the

whole was very firmly braced and strutted. The mode of strutting was

very admirably conceived, and we would refer our civil engineering

readers to the account given by Mr. Hawkshaw himself, in the

" Minutes of Proceedings of Civil Engineers," vol. xxii., p. 497, &c,
for the details of the arrangements.

The main difficulty in dealing with this work arose, in fact, from

the nature of the soil. No one unfamiliar with the fen country has an

adequate conception how deceptive, uncertain, and unresisting is the

stuff of which the whole country consists. It is mainly an impalpable

blue or yellow mud, once deposited from the estuary waters, and unless

dry no reliance in any structural sense can be placed upon its stability.

To strut against such material by any ordinary methods was simply

to strut against what in a day might become as soft as soap or porridge.

Without separate plates we could not make the details intelligible of

the admirable way in which Mr. Hawkshaw, by the disposition of his

horizontal struts from the faces of his dam to the banks, embraced

at each tier a huge bird's-mouth-shaped mass of the soil ; how his

timbers themselves abutted against great surfaces formed of sheet piling,

and how judiciously these and the struts themselves were imbedded
into and corroborated by concrete.

Having got his rabbated piling all in place, and all this carefully, and

as it proved in the end, firmly strutted and secured, he dropped down
between all the rabbated piles one lower range of panels, and so brought

up a sort of solid timber cill right across. These panels were made
with cutting lower edges, and were driven down as far as they could be
got into the mud below them, and at the same time measures were
taken to fill up with bags of earth and with strong clay and " clunch "

— a sort of semi-indurated calcareous claystone of the district—both

inside and outside this cill, and otherwise to secure the bottom and

sides from scour by aprons extending far away up and down the canal.

For the details of these portions of the work we must also refer to the

minutes of the Institution.

When at length a nearly even timber cill had thus been established,

and a second range of panels, each of 12 feet in depth, had been pre-

pared and slung ready to be simultaneously dropped into place, a

favourable moment was chosen to drop them, and by one operation to

shut out the tide from the canal, letting the head of water rise outside,

and trusting to the strength of the panelling and framing alone to resist

it until these could be rapidly corroborated by heavy stuff thrown in

both at the up and down sides of the panel sluice. A first attempt

was rendered nugatory by the failure of two or three of the rabbated

piles, which were found to have become split in the driving ; but after

the removal and restoration of these, a second attempt on the 19th of

June, 1862, was perfectly successful ; so that, within about two months

from the commencement of operations, the tide waters were mastered.

After this, the resistance of the panels having been made sure by

driving close sheet piling close to them on the down stream side,

between each pair of turn or rabbated piles, and then the dam was

proceeded to be filled in with solid stuffs on both sides the piling with-

out further anxiety or difficulty. But egress for the upland waters in

some shape or other had to be provided from the great drain. This

must be either by a sluice through the new dam or constructed else-

where, or some substitute for either of these must be devised. This led

to Mr. Hawkshaw's judicious choice of the range of large syphons

thrown over the dam. as shown in our plate, instead of risking much,

under the conditions of the case, by attempting to form a permanent

sluice in the new dam itself, or to risk some other future failure, such

as had now occurred, by the construction elsewhere of a great masonry

6luice and gates.

Henceforth we have no doubt that syphons as a substitute for masonry

sluices of the older form will become a permanent institution in the

designs of great drainages, at least in formations as treacherous and

dangerous as those of our fen counties. For such situations they are

undoubtedly the right thing, as giving outlet to upland waters without

the possibility, whilever the dam itself holds good at the point of exit, of

permitting the return of tidal water, being capable of no serious injury

or derangement, even were a certain amount of subsidence to take

place beneath or around them, and always presenting the high proba-

bility that some of the several syphons shall continue capable of dis-

charge, even though many of the others might have become disabled

— a contingency as regards any of them, however, of extreme

improbability.

We shall give the description of these large syphons in Mr. Hawk-
shaw's own words, as derived from his memoir above alluded to. In

our Plate, fig. 1 is a general plan of the dam and syphons, and fig. 2

a transverse section in the mid line of the main drain of the same as

completed. Fig. 3 is the upper portion of any one syphon, showing

the communications with the exhausting apparatus. Fig. 4 is a section

in line of axis of pipe, showing the inlet valve or that at the upstream

or entrance ends of the syphons ; and fig. 5 is the outlet valve at the

discharging end. The following is Mr. Hawkshaw's description :

—

"During the time the cofferdam was being constructed, serious

attention was given to the means to be adopted for the future drainage

of the Middle Level. After a careful consideration of this question,

the author came to the conclusion that, in addition to such drainage as

could be obtained through Salter's Lode Sluice, the old outlet into the

Ouse—the drain leading to which had to be widened, cleared out, and

re-opened by the removal of a bank existing across it—syphon pipes

should be laid over the cofferdam, and that nothing should be done as

to the erection of a new sluice, until these latter had been fairly tried.

The author had occasion, in 1839, to enlarge the capacity of the

the reservoir for supplying the Manchester, Bolton, and Bury Canal

with water, which was effected by increasing the height of the

reservoir embankment. The old outlet, which passed under the

embankment, being of insufficient capacity, he adopted a syphon

passing over it for an additional outlet ; so that the experiment of

discharging water by the action of the syphon was not to him a novel

one. It must here be mentioned that, immediately after the cofferdam

was closed, feeling it would be impossible to continue to devote as

much time to the works as he had hitherto done, the commissioners, at
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the author's request, associated with him Mr. Thomas E. Harrison

(M. Inst. C.E.), who has since continued to act with him.

" The syphons are shown in the Plate. They differ in no respect

from the original design and intention of the author, excepting in the

arrangement of the valves. In the first design, a single valve was

placed in a box at the top of the syphon, and in the design as executed,

a valve was placed at each end, for reasons which will presently appear.

The number of syphons at present erected is sixteen. These are laid

across the dam at an inclination of 2 to 1 on either side, and horizon-

tally over the top ; each end being terminated by a horizontal length

containing the upper and the lower valves. The upper surface of

these bottom horizontal lengths is laid at a level of 1 foot 6 inches

under low water of spring tides—so that the ends of the syphons are

always under water—and the top of the syphon is 20 feet above the

same level. The total length of each syphon is about 150 feet. The
«yphons are of cast iron, 3 feet 6 inches internal diameter, put together

in lengths (exclusive of the irregular pieces) of 12 feet, and have spigot

and socket ends and lead joints. Four bosses, or lugs, are cast on the

ends of the several lengths, for the purpose of bolting them together

with 1^-inch bolts. The thickness of the metal in the syphons (ex-

cepting at the socket ends, where it is thicker) is li inch. The syphons

rest on the top of the dam and on inclined framework, supported on piles

on either side. The piles, which are 14 inches square, are driven so

as to be underneath each of the joints of the pipes composing the

syphons. These piles are connected together by a horizontal trans-

verse cill, and each syphon rests on whole timbers 1 foot 9 inches

apart in the clear, and bolted to the cill. Underneath the extreme

ends of the syphons, a row of sheet-piling of whole timbers is driven

across the drain, the sheet-piling being properly hollowed out to

receive and support the terminal lengths.

" The space occupied by the inclined framework between this sheet-

piling on each side and the dam, is filled in above the apron that was

formed to resist the scour, and up to the underside of the syphons,

with clunch, clay, and gravel, thus forming a solid and impervious

embankment. The bottom of the dam, at the inlet and outlet of the

syphons, is protected by substantial permanent aprons extending across

the drain. These aprons are shown in figs. 1 and 2. The lower parts

of the syphons and the aprons were laid by means of dams, consisting of

close sheet-piling surmounted by slackers, or sluices. These dams
were about 90 feet long, and were thrown across the drain 30 feet

from the ends of the syphons. From near their extremities, two

parallel rows of sheet-piling (figs 1 and 2) were driven towards the

dam, to within 25 feet of it on the lower side and 35 feet on the upper

side. The lower apron extends from the sheet-piling at the termination

of the syphons to the sheet-piling of the half-tide dam, and is 30 feet

long. It consists, for the first 20 feet of its length nearer the syphons,

of piles, 5 feet apart, driven into the ground, and surmounted by cills.

The ground, from the top of the cills, is excavated to a depth of 2 feet

6 inches, and the space is filled in with concrete, to the underside of a

layer of close planking 4 inches thick, which is spiked to the cills.

The remaining 10 feet of this apron, to the sheet-piling of the half-tide

dam, is of concrete 2 feet 6 inches deep. The sheet-piling of the lower

half-tide dam was cut off at the top of the concrete, so as to protect the

ends of the aprons from injury and scour. The upper apron is 10 feet

long, and consists of piles 5 feet apart, driven into the ground, and

surmounted by cills to which close planking, 4 inches thick, is spiked

;

the toe of this apron being pitched (figs. 1 and 2).

" Both at the inlet and the outlet of the syphons, a row of sheet

piles is driven in on each side, inclining towards each other, and con-

tracting the channel to a width of 60 feet. This is for the purpose

of keeping the " wash " off the slopes of the drain.

" The upper, or inlet valve (figs. 4, 5, and 6) consists simply of a flap

of teak wood working inwards, and the lower valve (figs. 7 and 8) is of

cast iron, working outwards, and is fitted with a balance-weight. The
syphons are put into action by exhausting the air from the inside, by
mean9 of an air-pump worked by a steam-engine. This is placed on

the western side of the drain, and near to the dam. A horizontal

flanged pipe, 10 inches diameter, runs transversely across the dam,

over its centre, at a height of 6 feet from the top of the syphons ; and
vertical pipes, provided with slide cocks, connect each syphon with this

horizontal pipe, and with the air-pump. By means of the slide cocks,

each syphon can he shut off at pleasure, or be brought into operation

when required. Some of the syphons are provided with glass gauges

attached to the centre of the sides, and to the vertical pipes at a point

above the slide cocks. It can thus be seen when the syphons are full

of water. Three brass taps, 1J inch diameter, are fitted into the

horizontal flanged pipe at the extreme end, for the purpose of admitting

air when required, and thus readily stopping or regulating the working

of the syphons. The air-pump has three cylinders, worked together

by a three-throw cranked shaft. Each cylinder is 15 inches diameter,

and the length of the stroke is 18 inches. The engine is of 10 horse-

power, and high pressure ; the diameter of the cylinder being 12 inches,

and the length of the stroke 20 inches. The syphons were cast by

Messrs. Cochrane & Co., of Woodside Ironworks, near Dudley; and

the steam-engine and air-pump were manufactured by Messrs. Easton,

Amos, & Sons, of Southwark.
" The reason for adopting two valves in the syphon instead of one,

as the author originally intended, was for the purpose of enabling then]

to be put into operation, either by exhausting the air, or by filling them
with water should there be any necessity for it. The inlet valve,

being a loose hanging flap of wood, opens inwards as soon as the out-

ward is the preponderating pressure. The outlet valve turns on a

hinge at the top, and is balanced ; it is rendered capable of resisting

an interior pressure by means of a bridle which holds it fast, but which

can readily be released when the valve is converted into a flap opening

outwards. In filling the syphons with water, the same machinery

would be employed as is used for exhausting the air, and the water

would be pumped up into a reservoir, where it would be in store, ready

to be turned into the syphons when needed. For the purpose of con-

trolling the operations connected with the raising and lowering of the

outlet valves, a ohain is attached to each, worked by a small crab,

placed on the top of the dam. At present, the only method that has

been tried to work the syphons has been to exhaust the air. The inlet

and outlet valves are so arranged, that they can readily be drawn out

should it be necessary.

" On the lower side the syphons, up to the level of high water neap

tides, are protected by a rubble deposit of clunch, extending from the

centre to 15 inches above the top of the syphons; the surface of the

clunch is pitched with Wansford rubble, 9 inches deep, the pitching

being continued to the end of the inclined pilework (figs 1 and 2).

The lower part of the syphons, on the upper side, is covered with

puddle to a depth of 15 inches above the syphons, this puddle being

similarly pitched with Wansford rubble, also 9 inches deep. The
upper part of the syphons on both sides is covered with puddle to a

depth of 18 inches, on which grass sods are laid, and on the top of the

dam a hut is erected, into which steam heating-pipes, 4 inches inside

diameter, communicating with the boiler, are placed. By these means
the water in the syphons and pipes can be protected from frost. A
grating and an ice breaker are placed across the drain in front of the

syphons, at the upper end.

" The author has only, in conclusion, to remark, that he believes

syphons will be found to answer all the purposes of a permanent sluice.

The results obtained have hitherto been of a most satisfactory character.

They possess, moreover, the advantage of not rendering the safety of a

district dependent on single pairs of gates; for it is clear that, from

their independent action, any one, or more, of the syphons may be

damaged or destroyed without injuring the operation of the others,

or endangering the district. A good deal of consideration was at one

time bestowed on the advisability of making a sluice in the dam, in

addition to the erection of syphons. It was thought that in this way
an outlet could be established for the land water in the readiest and
most rapid manner, in anticipation of a land flood occurring in the

interim, and before the syphons could be brought into operation. The
desirability, however, of not interfering with the dam after it had been
erected, led to the abandonment of the notion."

It is scarcely necessary to add that the application of the syphon to

large hydraulic purposes, if not to drainage, is not new. Applications

of it for canal reservoirs may be found described, and of a highly

ingenious character, by Minard, in his " Cours de Constructions

Hydrauliques," published in 1841. Certain others were anterior!}'

illustrated in the " Memoires des Ponts et Chaussees ;" and others of a

different character, as means of regulating the normal levels of mill-

dams, were proposed by Mr. Mallet, and approved by the Commissioners

of Arterial Drainage in Ireland, and have been published and illustrated

in " Weales' Quarterly Papers on Engineering." Syphons on a large

scale were also employed by the late Sir William Cubitt, and, if we
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mistake not, even in the fen country. These facts detract nothing

from the sound judgment of their application here, nor of the interest

attaching to the large scale on which they have been employed, and

with success.

—

Ed.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Arithmetic, Practical. Redlake. 12mo, 2s., cloth.

Electricity, Ferguson's. Chambers' Educational Course. l2mo, 3s. 6d,, cloth.

Formula?, Practical—Iron Work. Dowling. 12mo, Is., cloth limp.

Gas Consumer's Guide. Richards. 12mo, Is., cloth sewed.

TelegTaph, Atlantic, its History, &c. Crown 8vo, sewed, Is.

Telegraph, Atlantic, The, its History, &c. Post 8vo, 5s., cloth.

RECENT PATENTS.

STEAM GENERATORS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.—Communicated from Messrs.

Harrison & Luders, Philadelphia, V. S., A.—Patent dated

October 10, 1805.

According to this invention, for the purpose of making what may be

called a slab or section of a boiler or condenser, it is proposed to make
the entire slab or section in one piece, either by casting or otherwise

forming together a number of hollow spherical or other shaped

chambers. At both ends of the slab are openings closed by caps,

which are requisite in casting for supporting and venting the cores, and

for facilitating the cleaning of the boiler when in use. Transverse

openings are formed at one or more of the corners of the slab, with

a view to forming steam and water connections with adjoining slabs

of like construction, for which purpose rings or castings having spherical

junction surfaces corresponding to similar spherical joints on the slabs,

are interposed so as to form the communication required, the whole

being drawn tightly together by long screw bolts passing transversely

through the series of slabs at their corners. As no special tie bolts

whatever are required for the individual slabs, it follows that consider-

able simplicity of construction is obtained. Steam and water attach-

ments at the tops and bottoms of the slabs are formed where requisite

by branch pipes, which may be cast on one or more of the joint

rings above referred to. By making the joints spherical, rigidity is

avoided, and any slight variation in the slabs arising from unequal

expansion is allowed for. For stationary boilers it is preferred to set

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

the series of slabs forming the generator in brickwork in any manner
best adapted to suit the form of boiler adopted ; but when combining
such slabs into forms suitable for marine or locomotive purposes, it is

proposed to close up the spaces between the spheres, and round the
margins or edges of the exterior slabs, by means of thin webs cast on
the slabs, and thereby to form tight metal walls at the outside of any

combination of slabs, and dispensing in part or entirely with the use of

brick covering. The slabs are by preference placed edgewise over the

furnace, but at an angle of about 45°, the lower corner of each slab rest-

ing on a chair or bearer. The gases from the furnace play between the

several slabs, and before passing out to the chimney are made to descend

to the lowest points of the slabs. Where single slabs are required con-

taining a greater number of spheres than can be cast or handled with

facility in one piece, it is proposed to make such slabs in parts as large

as may be most convenient ; the parts to be formed into entire slabs

by means of joints and bolts, or otherwise. For example, a large slab

may be composed of four smaller ones, two being placed parallel, or

edge to edge ; the other two, forming the top and bottom of the com-
pound slab, being laid across the ends of these two parallel sections.

The bolts tieing the sections together may either run throughout the

entire length of the slab, or be arrauged in shorter lengths. By this

system facility is afforded for allowing any section of the slabs thus

made up to be taken out and renewed in case of defect, without inter-

fering with the other portions of the slab. It is also proposed to intro-

duce tubes or flues into those slabs extending along the interior of each

row of spheres, excepting the bottom row nearest the fire, which ma}'

be left free for the better circulation of the water, and for the removal

of the scale or deposit. By this arrangement the steam generating and

superheating surface of the boiler will be greatly augmented.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents in partial section and side eleva-

tion a slab or " section " of a boiler of sixty-four hollow spheres, each

sphere of about 8 inches exterior diameter, and of any required thick-

ness, made in a single piece. At both ends of the slab are a series of

openings, closed by screw caps, a, as shown ; these openings being

needed in casting for supporting and venting the cores, and also for

cleaning the boiler. Fig. 2 shows an end view of three of these slabs,

partly in section, and shows also the mode of connecting the slabs

together for forming a steam generator. Any number of these slabs

may be set vertically edgewise beside each other, and in any required

position as to their lengthwise direction. Between the slabs at one or

more corners, or at any other points, are to he placed the castings, d,

against the openings, b. These castings are fitted to the slabs, so that

when drawn together by the long bolts, e e, the joints become tight,

and the intervened castings, d, form a steam connection at or near the

top, and a water connection at or near the bottom of the series of slabs,

and can also be used for feed water and steam pipe attachments by

branches, ff, that may be affixed or cast thereon. In practice rigi-

dity is found objectionable in the cross connections for water and steam

between the slabs, for the reason that unequal expansion of the different

parts tends to impair the tightness of the joints when rigid. The

joints on the slabs and intermediate pieces, d d, have a curved or

spherical line struck with a radius which proceeds from the centres

of the spheres, by means of which a slight variation in the slabs

resulting from unequal expansion is accommodated, for although

ere may occur some movement of the surfaces, at the joints they

would remain tight.

TREATING GRAIN.

William Rowland Taylor, Oxford.—Patent dated Dec. 1, 1865.

Mr. Taylor's invention has for its object—Firstly, to temper grain whilst

in the cistern during the process of malting ; secondly, to extract the

foetid oil and other impurity contained in the grain ; thirdly, to prevent

the formation of mould or the decomposition of those grains which have

not germinated or vegetated ; and fourthly, to introduce a light which

shall have the same action upon the grain as total darkness, at the same

time admitting air to the sprouting grain.

In carrying out this invention in practice the cistern is constructed

in the following manner, of whatever shape it may be. A perforated

false bottom is introduced with as many holes in it as possible, the

false bottom being constructed of wood, porcelain, or any other suitable

material. Under or above the false bottom perforated coils or pipes

of any suitable shape or form are introduced. The water, or temperated

water, which flows in at the bottom is drawn off at the top of the

cistern by means of a perforated pipe surrounding the top of the cistern,

every hole or perforation drawing off equally. The pipe is on a true

level, and as the syphon when put in action requires more liquid than

the whole of the perforations in the pipe will supply, a perfect suction
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from every hole is obtained, or the water may be introduced at the top

in a divided state and drawn off at the bottom.

The temperature of the corn is regulated by causing water, or tem-

perated water, in a divided state to flow on the top of the grain, such

water running in at the top and at the same time running off at the

bottom, or vice versa. Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a side eleva-

tion with a portion broken away of a steeping cistern and appurtenances,

constructed and arranged according to this invention, and fig. 2 is a

corresponding plan of the same. A A (fig. 1), are the sides of the

cistern, which may be constructed in the usual manner, and B (fig 2),

is a perforated false bottom, extending over the whole of the bottom of

the cistern, and composed of perforated tiles as shown, or otherwise

constructed. Round the inner sides of the cistern and near the top edge

thereof, there is fitted a perforated pipe, C, and beneath the false bottom

is situate another perforated pipe or coil of pipes, d. Either cold or

temperated water (that is to say, water which has had its temperature

elevated) is admitted into the cistern either through the bottom pipe, D,

and drawn or run off through the perforations in the top pipe, C, and

branch discharge pipe, E, which is provided with the stopcock, F, for

that purpose, after passing up through the grain ; or is admitted on to

the grain from the top pipe, C (the stopcock, F, being then closed), and

allowed to descend through the grain and pass off through the perforated

pipe, d, by the drain pipe, g, and stopcock, H, which is to be opened

for that purpose, or through the ordinary or usual drain pipe. I is the

ordinary waste or overflow pipe, to prevent any accidental overflowing

of the cistern. Should it be desired to maintain the water level below

the perforated pipe, C, then the bent pipe, K, which is furnished with

an air tube, z, to prevent its acting as a syphon, and also with telescopic

or extending joints or slides at x X, is brought into operation by depress-

ing the portion, x X, to the desired level, by means of the telescopic

slides, and by opening the cock, L, in the branch, m, leading into the

Fig. 1.

bottom of the cistern, and closing the cock, H, in the pipe, G. The
pipes, M and G, are connected outside the cistern by the bent pipe, K,

so that the water as it escapes must pass up and down the level pipe, K,

the level of the bend thereof corresponding to the level at which the

water will remain in the cistern. It will thus be obvious that the level

of the water in the cistern will not rise higher than the top of the bend
in the pipe, K, at which height the overflow through the said pipe will

commence.

THIRD SEEIE8.—VOL. II.

In order that the water employed for steeping the grain may be of

the proper temperature, it is proposed to admit both hot and cold water

together into the same set of pipes, and to regulate the admission of the

hot water according to the temperature required, which may be readily

indicated by a thermometer placed at or near the part where the hot

and cold water unite. N is the inlet pipe for hot water, fitted with a

stopcock, n ; and o the inlet for the cold water, also provided with a

stopcock, o. These two pipes unite at a, where branches lead off to

the upper and lower perforated pipes, C and D, respectively, c c' and d
are stopcocks in the pipes, C and D, by adjusting which the flow is

directed either through the pipe, d, from the bottom of the cistern

upwards, or through the pipe, C, from the top of the cistern downwards.

By adjusting the hot and cold water cocks, n and o, the temperature of

the water entering the cistern may be varied to any desired extent.

In those cases where the duty is charged by weight of corn, the

cisterns may be constructed of any shape or form, and the water, or

temperated water, introduced therein in any convenient manner ; and

machinery of any kind may be used for the purpose of agitating and of

extracting the foetid oil and other impurity contained in the said grain.

It is further proposed to introduce into the cistern employed in

steeping grain a solution, after described, for retaining the starch and

other constituents in a sound state in damaged grain, thereby preventing

the decomposition of the damaged grain during the time of steeping, or

before the grain is thrown out of the cistern.

The solution which it is proposed to use is a solution of bisulphite of

lime, which may be prepared as follows :— Sulphurous acid gas is passed

into lime, suspended in a sufficient quantity of water until the solution

of the lime is effected, and then such solution is added to the water in

the cistern or to the water employed for sprinkling the corn when it is

on the malting floor ; or ordinary lime water may be used, or stone

lime may be placed in the cistern or under the false bottom. A con-

stant supply of water, or temperated

water, is caused to pass through the

grain during the time of steeping,

from the time of wetting to the time

of draining ; and whilst the grain is

vegetating upon the floors it is pro-

posed to sprinkle it with the above

described solution of the bisulphite

of lime, or with any other solution

which will have the effect of prevent-

ing the decomposition of those grains

which have not germinated or vegetated, and thereby retaining the

said grains in a sound state.

It is also proposed to cover all windows or shafts for the admission

of light and air to malthouses with canvas, calico, or any other suitable

material of a yellow colour, or of any other colour which may be

equivalent in its action upon the grain, to darkness, whereby the retard-

ation of the germination or vegetation of the grain is effected, whilst

the advantages of light and air in the malthouse are retained.

SIGNALLING- APPARATUS.

William Buckley, Tanlcersley.—Patent dated January 29, 1866.

This relates to a peculiar arrangement and combination of mechanism

for transmitting signals in collieries and other mines from the bot-

tom of the shaft to the surface, or for signalling for other purposes.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a side elevation of this signalling

apparatus, and fig. 2 is a corresponding edge view of the same, a
is a metal base plate which is secured to a wall or other convenient

support, and is provided with two fixed studs, or centre pins, B and

C, upon the first of which is fitted to play freely a grooved pulley,

D, round which the signalling chain or cord passes, and whence it

descends to the bottom of the mine shaft. A stud, or lateral projec-

tion, e, on the base plate, works in a curved slot, f, in the boss of the

pulley, D (shown in dotted lines in fig. 1), and thereby controls the

rotatory motion of such pulley. On one side of the periphery of this

pulley there is cast a pocket or recess, G, which receives a tumbler, H,

for elevating the spring striking hammer, I, of a signal gong, K, fixed

on the same stud that carries the grooved pulley D. The second fixed

stud, or centre pin in the base plate, serves as the fulcrum of the

lever, L, which carries the striking hammer, I ; and upon this stud there
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is also fitted so a8 to turn freely a disc, M, having two apertures, a b,

made therein on diametrically opposite sides near its circumference.

This disc receives a step by step rotatory movement by means of a pall,

N, jointed to the hammer lever taking into a ratchet wheel, 0, on the

centre of the disc, so that each time the hammer is elevated by the

action of the tumbler, H, against a projecting portion, I, of the lever, L,

the disc, M, will be moved through a certain space. Behind this disc

on the surface of the base plate, A, there are painted or engraved a

series of numbers (see fig. 1), so arranged that those numbers only will

Fie. 1. Fig. 2.

be visible which coincide with the perforations in the disc. The object

of this disc, and the numbers behind it, is to serve as a register, by

indicating the number of signals given during the absence of the atten-

dant. P is a blade-spring for producing the blow of the hammer after

it has been elevated and released by the tumbler, H, which tumbler, on

its return to its former position, or during the backward partial rotation

of the pulley, n, falls into, and is inclosed by, the pocket or recess, G,

in the periphery of the pulley. If desired, a balance weight may be so

attached to the disc, M, as to bring it back again to zero, where the click

or pall, N, is raised out of the ratchet wheel, o, which may be effected

cither by the attendant or by the machinery, so as to commence with

unity every time it is desired to give a signal. In lieu of the per-

forated disc, it is obvious that a finger or index-pointer may be employed

;

and if desired, the signalling apparatus may be made without the regis-

tering part.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Fires, Fire Engines, and Fire Brigades ; with a History of

Manual and Steam Fire Engines, their Construction, Use, and

Management. By C. F. T. Young, C.E. Lockwood & Co.

London, 1866.

There are some books, says Bacon, that are to be tasted only, some
that are to be swallowed, and some that are to be chewed and digested;

the first like betel or tobacco, the second as opium or medicines, the

last as our wholesome food. We are far from clear, if we adopt the

philosophic chancellor's fanciful division, to which, or if to any of these

categories we can refer this large volume of Mr. Young's.

If "to taste" only, means to treat the book as one for reference alone,

we must admit the volume to be one of value, copious, and laboriously

compiled, and pretty exhaustive of its subject, though by no means
fully so. Swallow it we cannot, if this means read it through, for much
of its matter is as dry as if the title had dessiccated it of marrow and
interest. Nor can we be quite content with it as a work to be chewed
and digested

; for if the reader is to do this by any work not springing

new minted from some new, original, and before unused die of imagina-

tion or of reason, if he is to digest it so that it shall become henceforth

part of his own intellectual personiety, the author must have done the

like before ; his likeness (to recur to our second image) must be upon
the die.

Now the faults of this book are, the huge bulk, 534 pages 8vo., to

which laborious but somewhat indiscriminate compilation has brought

it, and yet the extremely small degree in which the author, after having

made this enormous mass of raw material his own, has digested its parts

by clear discussion and intellectual appnlse with principles, and so con-

centrated it into useful and recollectable matter. While, too, the

materials are piled together with but little regard to relative or practical

value, the style in which they are laid together wants concinnity and

abridgment. Here is a sample—We have all heard of the terse old bit

of commonplace, " Fire is a good servant, but a bad master," a maxim
not tending materially, even as thus put, to increase the stock of our

wisdom ; but who would have thought to have found it bloated out to the

following dropsical and yet pithless form in the opening sentence of the

book. Chap. I. " Fire, like the rest of the elements (we thought fire

in this year of grace of ours had ceased to be an element), when pro-

perly used and controlled is an excellent servant and assistant to man
;

but when it obtains the mastery, it is, as we find from past and con-

tinued experience, a most terrible and ruthless tyrant—destructive alike

to life and property, and perfectly indiscriminate in its ravages. The
palace and the hovel, the prince and the peasant, the old and the young,

are equally open to its destructive influence, and it becomes the bounden

duty of all to do their best to prevent its doing mischief and confine its

power within those bounds in which it is found to act most beneficially

for man." Truly, that is writing in a style, that we can neither taste,

swallow, chew, nor digest with a comfortable intellectual stomach ; and

there are not wanting traces of it elsewhere than in the opening pages.

May we ask too, if we are to philosophize on fires, what are the bounds

within which it is found to act most beneficially to man?
When nearly all the London of 1666 was burnt down, the men of

the moment drew long faces, and would have devoutly said Amen to

Mr. Young. But it acted most beneficially to man in ridding us of the

plague. The great fires in Constantinople and other Turkish cities are

thought to be the only thing that preserves them habitable or popu-

lated. The burning of the old Houses of Parliament gave us the

Palace of Westminster, that of a Manchester cotton mill inaugurated

fire-proof construction, and the great fire at the Tower, in 1841, was a

stepping-stone towards our getting rid of Brown Bess, by destroying

280,000 of that venerable family.

These are true but unimportant, except to show that too much philo-

sophizing in generalibus is often unsafe, and may here be most safely

confined to this humble revelation, that no one likes to have his own
house burnt, or to lose his "sma' peculiar" by fire.

The work commences by a chapter on the Chronological History

of Fires, from the burning of Rome by Nero—if Nero ever did burn it,

which seems abundantly dubious,, and wdiich is certainly not the first

great civic conflagration on record, if we choose to go back to Sodom
and Gomorrah, cities of the plain—and continuing downwards to well

nigh the present day. But for any practical end, cui bono ? i.e., what

good, as it is here done.

It is well known that for many years Mr. Baddely carefully collected

and collated the statistics of London fires, and annually published a well

digested table of results in the Mechanic's Magazine, and elsewhere.

Similar statistics exist, we believe, at New York, Boston, and other

American cities, as well as in Paris, and, we have heard, at Copenhagen

and Berlin. Now these carefully compiled and collocated lists have

never been submitted to a searching and intelligent analysis, and the

many suggestive and no doubt important facts that they contain locked

up in secret, drawn forth to day, and for use and application.

We find that, with remarkable uniformity in London, a preponderant

number of fires takes place upon a particular day in each week of the

year, that there is more than one period of annual maximum, and that

the diurnal maximum for each day of the week takes place at a particular

hour out of the twenty-four uniformly. Now why are these so ? How
much possible information of value to our- arrangements for guarding

against the occurrence of fire might be educed by finding out, who are

the inmates and what the classes of buildings in which the hebdomadal

maximum occurs, what are the precise causes that determine the diurnal

maximum, and so forth. Such a digestion of facts on the part of the

author here would have been probably of great value, or would, at the

least, have proved that such statistics are mere idle curiosities (as many
statistics are) and have no practical value—but a mere raw list of fires

even were it complete, from the day of Abel's burnt offering to this

hour, is, per se, of no use whatever.

A following chapter or two are given up to Fire Brigades, and the

means for subduing fires, the latter being very far indeed 'from com-

plete. One of the most hopeful methods of extinction (apart from

plenty of water), that which, we believe, was originally suggested by

the inventive Earl Stanhope, namely, the blowing out the fire, as we

blow out a candle, by exploding small charges of gunpowder in thin
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shells in the midst of it, is not so much as mentioned. Yet this was

tried with considerable success some }
Tears ago at Vienna.

A long account is given in this section of a Mr. Stewart Harrisson's

methods of extinguishing fires without human aid, and his proposed

arrangements are well illustrated. But it is not stated that his whole

plan had been anticipated fifty years previously by Lord Dundonald,

whose method of making his water valves or cocks self-acting by the

heat of the accidental fire, are far more practical and capable of being

made to answer, than those here indicated by Mr. Harrisson, who is

constantly spoken of by the author as if he were the originator of this

system, e.g., page 61.

The fifth chapter, which treats of Fire-Proof Structures, is unworthy of

the author or of this important subject : it is a mere jejune tagging

together of what is found scattered broadcast through journals, periodi-

cals, and cyclopaedias, and while devoid of a single new or pregnant

thought, is absolutely wrong in some of its statements. It does not

attempt in a broad or thoughtful style to elicit why it is, that all our so

called fire-proof buildings prove in the hour of trial to be shams, nor to

discover or elucidate how and by what means we may so make fire-

proof buildings, that they shall not be shams but realities. It does not

even touch upon the fundamental question debated by many able men,

such as George Parker Bidder, who, if he be right, which we ourselves

do not believe, says, that to construct a fire-proof building is a physical

impossibility.

Spontaneous combustion as a cause of fires is cursorily discussed in the

course of this chapter, but without any wide reach of knowledge of the

facts, and without the least evidence of insight in chemical and physical

light into the nature of these frequently obscure phenomena.

Nowhere is fire so dreadful as on board ship, nowhere are the

conditions such as to make its being dealt with and extinguished more

difficult. Yet on this grand head for the collation of facts and for

their fruitful discussion we have absolutely not a line in the book.

The large middle portion of the book is devoted to the history of

the rise, progress, and present state of hand-wrought, and of the more

recently adopted steam fire engines. This constitutes by far the best

and most meritorious portion of the work. It is full and pretty com-

plete, but even here not exhaustively so, nor quite accurate; for example,

p. 97., it is said that in 1856 Mr. William Roberts, of Millwall, con-

structed a manual engine, with the body all of iron, &c, and this is

plainly intended to be set down as the earliest attempt. The firm of

John and Robert Mallet, Victoria Foundry, had, however, constructed

for the Dublin Metropolitan Police Fire Brigade, two fire engines of

large size, without a bit of wood in their structure except the ash lever

handles, before the year 1853, the wheels being iron suspension wheels.

These engines were frequently in public use, as soon as they were made,

and are still so ; hence it is quite likely they were merely copied in

London, where indeed tracings of them were sent with commercial views

by the makers.

On the subject of steam fire engines, Mr. Young shows himself most
at home. Though still prolix, his chapters on this branch of his sub-

ject are a vast repertory of facts, and his views as to the general

principles upon which the peculiar pumping engines (for they are to be

regarded as nothing more) should be best constructed are such as we
ourselves deem conclusively correct.

Slow movement of piston and of pump in direct connection, large

water ways, and horizontal cylinders both for steam and water, are in

our judgment the right things. Those who may advocate quick-

beating short-stroked engines for pumping water can have undoubtedly

had no experience, nor ever realized in theory that V8
is the measure

of resistance to getting into motion and keeping in motion water to be

pumped, and that this is true whether it be opposed by narrow

passages and sharp turns and throttling valves, or be as free to move
a3 if pushed through a glass tube of uniform bore.

How is it that no one tries the disc steam engine, and a disc purnp,

for a steam fire engine, both working by continuous rotation—we com-
mend it to the notice of our chief London makers ?

The remainder of Mr. Young's book is mainly occupied by chapters

extending to some 200 pages, on the provisions for extinguishing fires

in Great Britain, and on the organization and establishment of fire

brigades, &c. These, though likely to be of service to municipal and
other authorities occupied with the establishment or maintenance of

these means, are of remoter interest to the engineer.

We have looked without success, and with some surprise, through

the volume to find any acknowledgement on the part of the author, to

the work of the late Mr. Braidwood on Fire Engines, which appeared

several years ago, and to which Mr. Young has no doubt been under

obligation. There is a great deal deserving of praise in this work of

Mr. Young's, but it would have deserved more, had the author been

far more chary in admitting matter to his pages unless directly relevant

and important ; and should his work come to a second edition, he will

do well to use the pruning knife unflinchingly, and while he fills in

some of the subjects now omitted or imperfectly treated, to compress

his volume to two-thirds its bulk.

Chemical Handicraft ; a Classified and Descriptive Catalogue of

Chemical Apparatus ... of Research. With Notes, &c, by John
Joseph Griffin, F.C.S. 1 vol., 8vo, 470 pp. 1866. Griffin &
Sons, London.

No man, in England at least, is more competent by long experience as

an importer and manufacturer of chemical and physical apparatus, and

as being himself a theoretic and operative chemist, than is Mr. John J.

Griffin to have become the author of an excellent text-book on chemical

manipulation ; for such, in fact, is this volume, though modestly styled

a " catalogue " only.

The author in his preface says, '• This work is, in the main, a Price

Current of Chemical Apparatus. But a slight examination of it will

show that it is something more than that. If, indeed, its commercial

character were separable, the residue of the work might fairly be con-

sidered a Report on the Apparatus which the philosophical chemist has

at present at command, to aid his original researches, or to demonstrate

the truths adduced in his teachings. In fact, much of the work is of

the nature of a treatise on what is termed Chemical Manipulation. The
materials for it have been collected from all parts of Europe, with much

cost and labour ; and considerable time has been spent in trying the

instruments one against another, and in making modifications and

improvements. Under the heads of Air Pumps, Lamps, Furnaces,

Gas Burners, Blast Furnaces, Blowpipe Apparatus, Volumetric Analysis,

and in many other places, the reader will find the results of numerous

original experiments of the above character. By a careful classification

of the apparatus, and by the use of abundant figures and short descrip-

tive notes, a considerable mass of information on practical points has

been condensed into the work. Of the 1600 figures that illustrate it,

more than 600 have been drawn from the instruments expressly for this

Edition. It is hoped that, such as it is, the work will prove useful to

all who have occasion to make Chemical Experiments.". The "Chemical

Manipulation" of Professor Faraday, the publication of which, many
years ago, marked an epoch in the selection and employment of chemical

apparatus, is now long out of print. Since its appearance, we do not

think there has been produced any work of the sort superior to this of

Mr. Griffin.

How to Become a Successful Engineer ; being Hints to Youths

intending to adopt the Profession. By Bernard Stuart, Engineer.

Edinburgh . Nimmo. Pp. 127.

A ltttle book with a very ambitious title, but containing a great

deal of real earnest truth, evidently written by a man who has passed

through the curriculum of training which falls to the lot of the pupil in

mechanical engineering in this country. Of that curriculum there is a

brief exposition of some of its defects.

None but those who have undergone a pupilage in a mechanical

engineering establishment in Great Britain, can form any accurate idea

of the baneful habits which too rapidly become inculcated on that class of

disciples which the workmen call " gentlemen apprentices "—habits of

laziness, carelessness, and, in general, a thorough corruption and displace-

ment of all those qualities which belong to a gentleman. We cannot

altogether blame the youths for this ; they are placed in the works gener-

ally about the age of sixteen, at a time when the mind has not become

fixed, when the will is flexible, and the student is not matured enough

to distinguish out of the mass of attractions around him the good and

bad. At that time the reasoning faculty has but little power to discern

what is best to his own advantage. The consequence is that habits of

non-thoroughness and vacillation are produced in by far the greater

number of cases—habits which, when once formed, it often takes a whole
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lifetime to obliterate. Oue of the chief uses of a pupilage of this kind,

besides the teaching of what is technical, is the disciplining of the

pupil so as to enhance those essentials of irresistible patience and per-

severance, without which let none ever expect to succeed. But what

are the workshop practices in favour of or against such ? The pupil is

supposed to be at his work as the clock signals six, and to stick to it

from that time until six at evening comes round, allowing, of course, due

intervals for meals.

Without, however, at all endorsing the belief that at the age of

pupilage it is in any way advantageous to impose such long hours of

manual application, there cannot be a doubt that it is in every way to

the profit of the pupil to be at his post punctually. The value of the

habit is not apparent at the time, but it is strongly visible in after life
;

still it is a very rare case indeed to find the pupil attempt to so discipline

himself. Besides, too, if the pupil is at all lazy, it is well known how
he gets out of doing his work at all. A small occasional bribe keeps

him on good terms with his shopmates, who too often do his work for

him. The consequence is that in by far too many cases the pupil

becomes fascinated by every new piece of work he sees, and fancies he

would like to "take it in hand." He commences it, until something

again novel comes in the way, when it is given up for this, and so on

;

the pupil at the end of his pupilage finds that he has never completed a

single job, and in too many cases does not, when put to the test, even

know how it should be completed. We once saw a fellow at his vice

filing up a \\-inch nut with a \-inch square file ; it turned out that he

was a " gentleman apprentice " who had been in the shop between

three and four years, and for whose tuition several hundred pounds

premium had been paid. There were several others pupils in the same
establishment ; they used to come in and go out as they chose, a shilling

or two occasionally given to their shopmates getting enough work done

to let them pass muster.

This is a tempting subject to write upon, but other duties press

themselves upon us. In concluding, only let us add that the present

system of education in our mechanical workshops is, in most cases,

as thoroughly bad as it can be. Parents and guardians with youths

under their charge destined for the profession, as well as youths them-

selves who intend to adopt it, will do well to study and obey the plain

curriculum in this little book. Its doctrine will, we hesitate not to say,

if practised, tend to fill the ranks of the profession with men conscious

of the heavy responsibilities placed in their charge.

We think the author would render a service to our youth by
extending his observations to greater length than he has done. We
presume he uses the word " successful " in his title in a particular

sense, otherwise it is too much to apply to his truthful little book.—V. D.

The Geological and Natural History Repertory ; an illustrated

popular monthly Magazine of Geology, Mineralogy, Natural History,

Terrestrial and Cosmical Phj'sics, and Journal of Pre-historic

Archeology and Ethnology. Edited by S. J. Mackie, F.G.S.

London : Kent & Co.

This periodical deserves commendation as an attempt to establish a

medium of intercommunication amongst naturalists, geologists, and

ethnologists. It is remarkably cheap ; and Mr. Mackie, who is well

known in the geological world as a hard-working man of science,

deserves the warm support and encouragement of all geologists in his

undertaking. .

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

La Lune. Par Amedee Guillemin. Ouvrage illustre par 2 planches

et 4G vignettes. 8vo. Paris : Hachette et Cie. 1866.

The French have a word, to our English tongue unknown, to express

a literary art in which we shall not be far wrong to say Frenchmen
stand unrivalled, that of the Vulgarizateur.

The popularizing of the ascertained facts, or of even the most
transcendental speculations and views of the future of Arch;eology,

History, Fine Arts, Policy, Science, is scarcely ever well done iu

English. The common ideal, if such be formed at all, with the

popularizing English author, is in a sense totally at variance with that

conveyed by the French word
; it is literally to vulgarize his subject, as

if the author expressly intended to bring it down to "the level of the

meanest capacity." And yet with all this, most of our English attempts

at popular science, making exceptions of the many volumes so well

produced by the late Dr. Lardner, are characterized by want of lucidity,

and often by want of accuracy, sometimes by positive blundering.

From these sins most recent French works on popular science are

exempt.

The little work now before us is an admirable example of what a

book on popular science should be. We do not hesitate to say, that

as far as our reading extends, we have never met with a better mono-
graph of a popular readable character upon the moon.

With most popular books on science the well instructed savant is

simply disgusted. He finds his symbols and formula? (those approaches

towards the omniscient, as Mary Somerville calls them) are excluded,

and with this exclusion much of the aggressive power to advance is

lost ; but he also finds that even what can be told in words only (or

as the unscientific say, in a common sense way), is not told with pre-

cision, or with due regard to conditions, therefore in fact not truly

told, and he throws the book from his sight. The present little volume,

though we believe there is not one symbol in its pages, is yet so orderly,

so well put together, so terse and so clear, that any man of science, were

he even an Airy or a Herschel, might find pleasure in rapidly refreshing

his memory through its pages, as to all that has from the remotest

epoch of Eastern history down to the present become known about the

moon ; all that has depended and does depend in civil and ecclesiastical

affairs upon her motions ; how she affects through the tides our naval,

and mercantile, and engineering affairs ; and what has become known

as to the physical aspect and structure of our wonderful satellite ; and

what further has upon safe bases been speculated as to the cosmogony of

the moon as a planet, and as to what has now come to be recognized as

lunar geology.

The first five chapters are devoted to the moon as observed by the

naked eye unaided by instruments of any sort, and in these the reader

is made acquainted with the phases and apparent form of the lunar

disc, with a clear explanation given of the optical illusion, which every-

body remarks, that the disc appears larger when the moon is near the

horizon than when she sails about the zenith.

Then we have the moonlight itself described, both in its astronomical

and in its physical relations ; the light of the so-called unilluminated

surface, or as the French better name it, la lumiere centre?, described,

and the relation that it has to how our earth's surface might appear if

seen from the moon ; and this is followed by the moon as our world's

night lamp; and lastly, that which is to children in years or knowledge

still " the man in the moon," viz., the appearance of the spots and

shadowy markings of the disc as visible to the naked eye, is described

and reasoned upon.

We then have six chapters more, in which we are shown the moon

through the best telescopes, and by the eyes of the most trained

astronomical observers in the world. These are illustrated by excellently

well produced wood engravings from Chacornac's, Nasmyth's, and

Smyth's drawings.

Lunar geology is then broached, with illustrations from Maedler and

Warren De la Rue's photographs, which are well reproduced, and the

appearances observed are compared with those of certain portions of our

earth, as seen en ballon. Here the author, though not wanting in clear-

ness, is less happy than in other parts of the volume, for the simple

reason that he adopts as true what, if true at all, is certainly only a

part of the truth.

That the moon's surface presents to the telescopic eye much of the

character of a prodigiously exaggerated terrestrial volcanic surface is

beyond question ; but that the ring-form masses are craters, or that if they

be, the mode of their formation was identical with that of terrestrial

cones, is not only as yet not proved, but rendered very doubtful by

the later progress of lunar observations and lunar physics, as well as of.

terrestrial Vulcanology. However, the commonly accepted notions are

here fairly stated. These are then brought into contact in some succeed-

ing chapters with what the author not improperly denominates the

meteorology of the moon, and having shown the absence of an atmos-

phere and of stars, we are introduced to what it has been imagined a

landscape in the moon might look like, were mortal foot permitted to

tread its arid waste, and mortal eye behold the terrors of its shattered

and piled up circumference. The climate of the moon, its probably

tremendous transitions from heat to cold, and the speculations as to

inhabitants or not, involving either beings utterly different from our-

selves, or the existence of plants and of other animals than human
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lunatics, are then briefly and, we will add, philosophically treated of.

The remainder of the volume is occupied with the description of the

kinematics, so to say, of the moon, and in general with the constants of

lunar astronomy, ending with the oceanic and atmospheric tides. In

this portion of the work is included an interesting but too brief chapter

on the question whether the moon be the only satellite to our earth. Here

it is shown that perhaps a large proportion of the bolides or meteoric

masses that pass especially at certain seasons through our atmosphere,

may be considered very small moons. We are not sure how far this

may not be one of generalizations which tend to confusion of terms.

We think this little work might advantageously be translated into

English, and employed as an educational work, as well as for one of

recreative reading.

—

Ed.

EsSAI HlSTORIQUE SDR LES MlNES MlLITAIRES ANCIENNES ET

Modernes. Par feu Lieutenant-Colonel du Genie J. C. Lagrange,
Professeur de Fortification a 1'EcoIe Militaire de Bruxelles. 1 vol.

8vo. Muquardt: Bruxelles. 1866.

This is an almost purely military engineering work—one of a good

deal of research and of historical reading, and by no means devoid of

interest to any one who has curiosity enough to trace the gradual

development of the use in warfare of mines and other contrivances for

great explosions, from the days of the siege of Calcedon, 520 years

before the Christian era, down to the siege of Fort Fisher, United

States, some year or two ago.

The work is of a practical and historic, but not generally of a theo-

retic character, though there are some tables in which the recorded

effects, in depth and width of crater, &c, of several of the greatest

known explosions are given, which are of a useful character.

Though mainly an historical narrative, with occasional " notes justi-

ficatives" we feel compelled to say it is very far from being a complete

or exhaustive history of the subject. Some of the most remarkable

explosions in military history appear to be unnoticed. Thus, for

example, we find nothing of the duke of Parma's narrow escape from

destruction by the fire-ship sent down the Scheldt by the Antwerp
burghers, and which destroyed the bridge of approach constructed with

such labour by the Spaniards for the siege of the city, in the great war
of independence of the Low Countries, of which Mottley has given so

lively and true a picture. Nor in more modern times do we find a

word about Lord Combermere's great mine, by which he breached the

sun-baked clay walls of Burtpoor, upon which his cannon could make
no impression. Nor in civil engineering practice do we find any notice

of Sir William Cubitt's Rounddown Cliff explosion ; nor of the great

blasts of daily occurrence at the Holyhead quarries. And we might

considerably extend the list of such omissions.

A thoroughly exhaustive work in English on explosive mining is yet

to be produced ; and for the historical part of such a work, this of

Colonel Lagrange would make a noble foundation.

—

Ed.

Metallurgische Probirkunst ; zum Gebrauche bei vorlesungen

und zum selbststudium. Von Bruno Kerl, Professor an der

Bergakademie zu Clausthal. 1 vol. 8vo, mit 8 Lithog. taf. Felix

:

Leipzig. 1866.

This laboriously compiled and well-digested volume is wholly devoted

to metallic and mineral assaying in the largest sense. It is a purely

technological work in its form, though characteristically exact, and
throughout stamped with theoretic precision. It assumes a perfect

pre-acquaintance with inorganic chemistry, and hence does not habitu-

ally go into any rationale of the processes, for which the most full

and distinct directions are given, and the practice of which is simpli-

fied and expedited by various tables of instructions, proportions,

methods, &c, &c.

The author goes very fully into the design and arrangement of

laboratories for mineral and metallic assays, describing and illustrating

in the plates several of the best and most celebrated in Europe, and is

equally full in his description of apparatus, general and special. The
work, which contains a copious index, is of a different and more directly

technical character than Berthier's well-known "Essais sur la voie

seche." It will prove a valuable addition to the working library of

the assayer.

Das Osterreichische Feld und Gebirgs-Artillerie Material
vom Jahre 1863. Verfaast von F. Muller, Hauptmann des K. K.

Artilleriestabes, &c, &c. 1 vol. 8vo, mit 2 Lithog. Taf. Wien.

186L

The Austrian artillery does not seem to have shown any inferiority to

that of Prussia during the present war. Indeed, Austria seems to have

been in advance of nearly all the European powers in the improvement

of her field guns, the construction, fitments, working, appurtenant

material, ammunition, &c, &c, of which, both for ordinary field and

for mountain service, are here described, and in great part figured with

great minuteness and detail.

We find nothing in the work about the much talked of gun cotton

batteries. The field guns are 4-pounders and 8-pounders, the moun-
tain guns 3-pounders—all of bronze, and all rifled with a pretty rapid

twist. The form of the grooves is that of six planes arranged at

angles of 60° apart, the direction of the plane (which is the actual

guiding surface for the twist of the projectiles) not passing (in any given

transverse section) through the axis, but through a point in the circum-

ference opposite and distant about 120°. These ratchet like steps are

connected, one with the other, by curved surfaces or landes, which

are segments of circles of radius equal to half the calibre, and with centres

excentric from the axis of the piece by distances equal to the depth,

radially, of the grooves at the guiding planes.

An even number (six) of grooves is invariable, as it always should be.

The gun carriages and limbers are of timber, and though apparently

heavy, are well designed and put together. They have a few points of

novelty, more especially in the construction of the wheels, and of the

elevating screw movements. The ammunition consists of solid and
hollow ogival shot of various lengths and weights, shells, shrapnel and

grape shot in canisters. There are both time and concussion fuzes

for the shells, bearing a general resemblance to those of Armstrong.

The bullets are separated by a diaphragm from the burster charge in

the shrapnels, and all are introduced in a very simple and yet effective

manner through the one aperture, into which the fuze is afterwards

screwed. The guiding points of the projectiles are all of soft metal, an

alloy of zinc and tin run into undercut cavities. The bearing surfaces

are long planes, not mere studs. There is considerable windage in all

the projectiles, which, when rammed home, are not centered, but have

all the windage on the top side. Tables of the ascertained deviation

and derivation at given ranges for the various natures are given ; and

it is obvious that, for all practical ranges, the accuracy of fire of these

comparatively cheap and rough-usage-bearing projectiles is more than

sufficient.

The Austrians at least have not let themselves be led away, more

than the French or Italians, by the will-o'-the-wisp of exquisite but

absolutely useless mathematical accuracy of fire, to the exclusion

from view of far more important practical points, as we in England

have. This work is almost a purely military one ; but will give to the

engineer who is concerned in artillery a pretty clear idea of what the

Austrian field artillery consists of. It says nothing of their heavy

siege guns.

—

Ed.

Trois Cent Projets et Propositions Utiles. Par C. A. Opper-
mann, Ancien Ingenieur des Ponts et Chaussees, &c. 1 vol. 8vo.

Paris.

This singular volume is well worth looking through by every one

engaged in works of any class pretending to progress. It is not a
" century of inventions," as its title might suggest, nor a set of wild

notions, such as flighty men fancy but never realize in detail. It

consists of a vast classified mass ofsuggestions—projects—schemes which

have been in part realized, notions for further progress or improvement

on plans or works or projects already done, and traversing the entire

domains of engineering, architecture, and manufactures, as well as

making excursions into sociology (as it is now called), hygiene, muni-

cipal improvements, and even policy, for example, in finding work for

armies in time of peace. Though the great mass of the work refers

to matters pre-eminently French, as conducted either in France or those

parts of the world, such as the Mediterranean, especially under French

influence, still there is a vast deal in the volume—-which is admirably

classified, arranged, and indexed—which will be found highly suggestive

to engineers and architects, and indeed to everyone engaged in almost
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any department, whose mind stands upon the advanced edge of progress

and is anxious to discover feasible avenues for pushing on still further.

The work is one of a sort so unusual to the English public, that unless

by a recapitulation of the heads of its chapters, or rather almost by a

reprint of its contents, we feel it very difficult to give a precise idea of

its nature and varied contents.

With a touch of the doctrinaire here and there, in the shape of a

brief essay fixing principles, all the work is of a very practical character,

and everything suggested or referred to is put forward in the tersest

and briefest style. It may be viewed as a sort of catalogue raisonnee

of the ways and avenues to further improvement that seem most

feasible and likely to be advantageous in a money sense, as well as in

other ways, to those who shall engage in them, as well as to society,

and in almost every domain of human industry or knowledge.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A Smelter, Blaina.—There is no successor to the Smelting Journal that we

are aware of. "A Smelter " is of course acquainted with Dr. Piercy's " Metallurgy.
1

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BPJTISH ASSOCIATION.

The thirty-sixth meeting of this Association commenced at Notting-

ham on Wednesday, August 22, under the presidency of William

Robert Grove, Q C, V.P.R.S., &c, who delivered a profoundly inter-

esting address, the reading of which occupied nearly two hours. We
regret not being able to print the address in this part, but owing to

such a brief space of time intervening between its delivery and our

going to press, as well as for other reasons, we have considered it

expedient to postpone publication until next month.

The following brief biography of the very distinguished president

will, in the meantime, be read with interest.

The present president of the British Association was born at Swan-
sea on the 11th July, 1811, and early devoted himself to scientific

pursuits. He was educated at Oxford, and, having afterwards studied

law, he was, on the 23rd of November, 1835, called to the bar by the

Society of Lincoln's Inn. While he has become eminent as a scien-

tific man, his career as a barrister has been no less distinguished. Mr.

Grove is attached to the South Wales Circuit, and was made Queen's

counsel in 1853. On the 15th of April, 1839, Mr. Grove communicated

to the Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris a paper, entitled " On a

new Voltaic Combination," and constructed a battery which in the same
year was produced before the British Association. In the Philosophical

Magazine for 1839 Mr. Groves gives an account of this new battery,

and also states the idea which led to its construction. It has since

been known as Grove's battery. The managers of the London Insti-

tution in 1841 appointed Mr. Grove Professor of Experimental Philo-

sophy to that institution, and required of him to deliver annually at the

first assemblage for the season a lecture on the most remarkable dis-

coveries in science during the previous year. In the first of these

lectures Mr. Grove gave a resume of discoveries since the opening of

the institution in 1819. More fully in 1843 certain views contained in

this lecture were developed in a series of six lectures in the theatre of

the same institution, a resume of which was also printed at the request

of the proprietors, under the title of " Correlation of the Physical Forces."

The position sought to be established in this volume, to use the words
of the author, is, that " the various imponderable agencies or affections

of matter which constitute the main objects of experimental physics—
viz., heat, light, electricity, magnetism, chemical affinity, and motion

—

are all correlative, or have a reciprocal dependence. That neither,

taken independently, can be said to be the essential or proximate cause

of the others, but that each may, as a force, produce or be convertible

into the other. Thus heat may mediately or immediately produce

electricity, electricity may produce heat, and so on of the rest." Having
in the first instance been printed for private circulation, inquiries were
made for copies of the work, and the author, to meet the demand, was
induced to issue an edition on his own account. It has now reached
a fourth edition, and has also been translated into French by the Abbe
Moigno. Mr. Grove is one of the vice-presidents of the Royal Society.

Iu 1857 was awarded to him the royal medal of the Society for his

papers "On the gas voltaic battery, and on certain phenomena of vol-

taic ignition." Mr. Grove's contributions to the Royal Society's Tran-

sactions have been neither few nor unimportant. The Bakerian lecture

for 1847 was read by him, and was entitled " On the decomposition of

water into its constituent gases by heat." It would, however, be incom-

patible with the limits of this notice, to mention the numerous contri-

butions which Mr. Grove has made to natural philosophy. They will

be found in the proceedings of the various learned societies and in

scientific journals. In the treatment of actions at law in respect of

patents Mr. Grove has attained great celebrity, indeed we may fairly

consider him, par excellence, one of the highest standing counsel on

such matters.—V.D.

THE COLES CUPOLA OF 1861.

The following return has been only lately made to the House of Commons as to the

successful trials of Captain Coles' cupola gun-shield in 1861.

Copy of the report by Captain Powell respecting the results of the experiments

made in 1S61 to test the cupola system of armament on board her Majesty's

ship Trusty:

Royal Hotel, Sheeeness, September, 19, 1861.

My Lord,—I have the honour to forward, for the information of the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty, the following report on certain experiments which

their lordships directed me to try with Captain Coles' cupola shield.

1st. Its general working, and more especially the facility with which it is moved,

the vessel having been given a heel of 5°.

The working of the cupola consists in turning it round, which is done with great

facility.

The working of the gun is limited to loading and elevating; tackles and hand-

spikes are not used, as the gun runs out into its place after firing, and it is trained

by the cupola.

The space is not so confined as to impede the working of the gun.

The men are below the narrow part of the cupola, and there is no occasion for

any one to move, except the three numbers employed in loading.

The recoil is sharp, and the gun goes back into its place quickly ; but the men
are well clear of it, and an accident from that cause is almost impossible.

The captain of the gun stands outside, sheltered in front of the shield.

The dockyard authorities having pronounced it unsafe to heel the Trusty over as

much as 5°, only 2 C inclination was obtained; this made no difference in the

working of the gun or cupola.

2. The effect of smoke and temperature in the interior of the cupola.

The smoke, after rapid tiring, does not inconveniencethe men inside the cupola; it

is certainly less, and clears away quicker, than when a number of guns are engaged

between decks.

The heat is not increased perceptibly by firing, the thermometer only varying 2°

inside.

The concussion is considerable, and it was found to be advisable that the men
should have cotton in their ears; no inconvenience was then felt.

The concussion was very much reduced by enlarging the hole in the top of tiie

cupola.

3. Rapidity of fire and supply of ammunition.—The cupola gun beats the gun

between decks in every description of firing, but it shows its decided superiority

when the object is moving, or the ship veering about. I think their lordships will

find that twelve rounds were tired at different targets in a quicker time than has

ever before been recorded.

The supply of ammunition is equal to any demand that the gun can make upon it.

4. Facility of correct pointing.—There are two ways of laying the gun, independent

of one another:

By sights on the top of the gun.

By sights on the top of the cupola.

The first is a long and difficult process. The aperture in the cupola is small,

which prevents the captain of the gun getting sight of the object ; his position in

pointing is such that he cannot fire with safety until he has moved, a great drawback

to accurate firing.

By the second method, there is great facility for the eye to catch the object. The

sights on the cupola stand clearly out, and the points can be brought on quickly,

and with great accuracy.

The training by these sights is the same as when they are on the top of the gun.

The elevations are, however, obtained in a different way from that usually adopted

for accurate practice. The captain of the gun moves the tangent sight on the

cupola, to bring the object on. He names the degrees and minutes of elevation,

not depression, and the gun is laid by side scale. This side scale is peculiarly fitted,

and requires practice to be understood and readily used.

The correctness of these sights is dependent upon their being always parallel to

the axis of the piece. I found after repeated firing that they were; but unforeseen

accidents might throw them out; they should therefore be occasionally verified by

those on the top of the gun ; if there is any error, they can be immediately adjusted

by means of the deflection scale.

5. Number of men gained by this mode of working over the broadside guns of

the same calibre.

Pounder. Men. Boys.

Required for cupola, 40 ... 7 ... 2

Required broadside, 40 ... 9 ... 1J
(Probable) number for cupola, 100 ... 9 ... 2

(Probable) broadside 100 ...17 ... 2

6. Training and keeping the target object on, whilst target is in motion.

The training is extremely smooth ; it is rapid or slow, as required, and can go on

without interruption.
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This enables the captain of the gun to keep a moving object on, far better than

with any other gun. He has also the advantage of firing without giving notice.

We found that a small target in the gun-boat was kept on the sights whilst passing

the Trusty so rapidly that it changed its bearing eight points in a minute and a

half; this could not be accomplished by a gun between decks.

7. The liability and probability, from any circumstance, of being put out of

working order.

Its liability of being put out of order is very small ; eighty-eight shot were fired

fiora it, some of the firing being very quick, and the only thing in the slightest

degree strained was a defective bed.

A heavy sea, in my opinion, would have little or no effect in disturbing it. The
various contingencies in action, from enemies' slot, may doubtless put it out of

working order.

8. The effect of 100-pounder Armstrong solid shot on the shield, both as regards

penetration, smashing, and its working.

In compliance with Captain Coles' request, practice was commenced from the

40-pounder, but finding that the shot had little or no effect on the cupola, the

Armstrong 100-pounder was laid full in front of it at 200 yards.

The muzzle plate was cracked by each shot that struck it, and, after repeated

blows, half of it was torn off.

The point of one shot entered the sight-slot, when some small pieces went inside,

but the working of the gun was uninjured, and the cupola (which could not have

been more severely tested) never moved, and was afterwards turned round with the

same facility as before. No single shot, or even two shots striking close together,

and full on a plate, appeared to have any other effect than indenting it slightly; a

third shot, striking in the same place, made more impression, and, on one occasion,

broke a leaf off the rolled plate, not penetrating. A fourth shot, going nearly into

the same spot, broke into the cupola, carrying with it some of the wooden backing,

and sending splinters of wood round the inside. The shot was split, and its force

expended, so that it dropped on the platform.

It is probable that many of the meu inside would have been disabled by this

shot, but the gun carriage and slide were uninjured, and the cupola turned as well

as ever.

The 31st hit struck the muzzle of the iron gun (which had been placed in the

shield in lieu of the Armstrong 40-pounder) and broke it into three pieces; the

portion of the muzzle which was struck went overboard. The chase was broken

off, just outside the trunnions, causing the inner part to fall down, and the carriage

to turn bottom up; apparently no one inside the cupola would have been hurt;

some of the bolts that were screwed into the iron plating fell out, but those with

conical heads remained in ; the bulge of the plates was excessively small.

After the cupola had been struck 26 times by the 100-pounder, a 68-pounder
was laid at a distance of 200 yards. The shot from this gun made about the same
indentation as the Armstrong, but the plates fired at must have been shaken by

the former blows.

The shot on all occasions appeared to split when striking ; but I believe that

when the plates were only grazed, the main body of the shot had but small pieces

taken off it. When the plates were hit full, the fragments glanced upwards, the

shot evidently breaking into many pieces.

9. Practice to be made at a target (rolling the vessel at the same time) from

the gun on the shield, and the one mounted in the common carriage on the broadside,

noting the rapidity of fire and correctness of practice.

There was no opportunity of carrying out this experiment.

10. The time to be taken in moving the cupola so as to bring the gun from one

broadside to the other, more especially from the leeward to the windward side.

The cupola was turned with four men at the winches,

180° 55£"
90°, 22"
45°, 12*"

These times correspond with those taken when the ship had an inclination 2°.

A third winch, having been fitted on the main deck outside the cupola, and two
additional men stationed to it

—

The times of turning were

360°, 55"
180°, 26"

If tbe cupola is properly balanced, I see no reason why any inclination of the

ship would impede its turning.

11. The elevation and depression that can be given the gun, and the facility with

which it can be obtained.

Extreme elevation 10°
Extreme depression, 6°

The present system of elevating and depressing is not so convenient as with the

usual carriage.

The carriage in the cupola somewhat resembles Marshall's. The chase of the

gun just outside the trunnions rests on the lower part of the port of the cupola,

which, is always the fulcrum instead of the trunnion boxes; it is therefore more
difficult to depress than a gun in a common carriage.

Handspikes cannot well be used inside the cupola, which causes some delay in

shifting the depression chock. The elevating screw, however, gives a range of

seven degrees, and can be used with the same facility as in the ordinary carriage.

12. What distance from the vessel will the projectile fall, she being on an even
keel, and the gun extreme depressed?

Eighty-six feet.

General Remarlcs.—The disadvantages of the cupola gun may be considered as

follows :

—

I. Owing to a large amount of surface below the cupola, but connected with it,

there must be a risk in action of something being struck, and perhaps put out of

order.

II. If the gun or carriage was disabled, there would be great difficulty in shift-

ing it.

III. The concussion in the cupola is rather more than between decks.

IV. The system of elevating is a little complicated.

I think that the advantages gained are

—

1. Great accuracy of practice, which may be attributed to the facility with which
the sights are got on the object.

The ease, quickness, and precision of training, and the captain of the gun giving

his undivided attention to pointing.

2. The rapidity of fire, particularly at a moving object.

3. The quickness with which smoke clears away from the sights, with, the

slightest air.

4. The large angle of training, which may be taken at between ten and eleven

points. This not only gives a greater opportunity of firing, but allows a ship with

shield guns to present her bow to the enemy, thus presenting a smaller surface, and
at an oblique angle. It also gives the option of putting a ship's head to the sea to

steady her.

5. A perfect system of concentration may be adopted.

6. The cupola gun requires fewer men generally, and with the exception of three

numbers, the crew need not be so highly trained as at other guns.

7. In the event of explosion, or of the armour plates being driven in, the casualties

would be limited to where the accident happens.

In conclusion, I may state that the capabilities of improvement are very great.

The slide is a fixture, and the carriage is always in the same place when loading.

Mechanical appliances may therefore be used to an extent impossible between decks.

If the recoil and concussion of heavy guns would not be excessive in the cupola,

there appears to be no reason why they should not be used, and the advantage they

would have over heavy guns between decks would be very great.

Fifty-nine men were placed inside, and on the cupola, and it was turned with

the same facility as before, so I imagine additional weight will not impede its

working. Seamen are generally very fair judges of the materials they have to

work with, and I remarked that after a good struggle on the part of the gun's crew
on the main deck, they fairly gave in, and acknowledged it was no use working
against the gun in the shield.

Captain Coles states that it was not built to withstand the 100-pounder Arm-
strong gun, and in fact that it was commenced before that gun was introduced.

He, perhaps, can strengthen it by adding a few tons of iron, and making altera-

tions which will give invulnerability, if invulnerability is to be attained ; but forming

my opinion of it as it is, both in its offensive and defensive capacity, I consider that

it is one of the most formidable inventions adapted to naval warfare, as well as

coast defences, that has ever come to my notice.

(Signed)

I have, &c,

Ashmore Powell, Captain, R.N.

Table showing Comparative Practice between Shield and Main Deck 40-pounder.

The accuracy in the practice with the Shield Gun was equal to, if not greater

than, that with the one on Main Deck, the firing in both cases being very good.

1st. Quick firing, horizontal, and in direction of an object. Enemy supposed

to be close alone-side.

Shield Gun.

Number
of

Rounds.

6 rounds

4 rounds

6 "

min. sec.

3 45

Mean Time
between

Two Rounds,

seconds.

45

37J
314

Remarks.

Breech-screw

rather stiff.

Rear Deck: Gun.

Number
of

Rounds.
Time.

Mean Time.
between

Two Ronnds.

mm. sec.

6 rounds 3 29
seconds.

4U

!

2nd. Independent firing at one target, at 600 or 800 yards

3 12

3 42

2 52

64

445

34f

Breech-screw 3 rounds 2 18

rather stiff. 5 " 5

5 " 4 17
6 " 3 44

69

75

51J
44*

3rd. Independent firing minutely, at different targets, 600, 800, and 1000; 9 C

off, 20° apart.

10 rnds. 7 90 49S 10 rnds. 11 12 73'

Captain Cowper Coles to Captain A. Powell, C.B.

Royal Hotel, Sheerness, lGth September, 1861.

Sir.—Before commencing the trials against my cupola, I beg to inform you

that it was built two years and a half ago, to resist the heaviest Armstrong gun

then in existence (a 40-pounder). I therefore have to request you will allow the

experiments to commence with a 40-pounder Armstrong before putting it to the

test of the 100-pounder, in order that I may ascertain if my calculations for resist-

ance are correct. I have, &c,

(Signed) Cowper P. Coles.

Captain A. Powell, C.B., &c, &c. &c., Captain, B.N.
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Table of Firing against Captain Coles' Gcn Shield.—September, 18G1.

No. of
Projectile

and
Charge.

Distance.

Indentation.

Bilge.

No. of Plate struck. How Struck.

Shot.

Depth. Diameter. Shield. Glacis. Full.
Right of
Full.

Left of
Full.

Yards. Inches. Inches. Inches.

1 40-pr. shot,

5 lb. charge.

400 •7 5 X4 2 ... Full On top of a bolt.

2 " (( 3 3£X4£ Muzzle plate "

3 u 200 •4 4X4 2 "

4 u " •4 4X4 8 "

5 " " 1 6 X3 3 3 plates

6 100-pounder,

12 lb. charge.

8 7 X5J 1 11 ... ... 1£ plates

7 u " 1-0 9X5 1-0 ... 5 Full

8 1[ " •6 5iX5 Muzzle plate 1 plate

9 " " 1-3 6 X5£ " Full

10 " " 11 6 X 6 11 1 plate

11 " " •5 6X6 10 2 plates

12 " " •6 5X7 1 11 Full

13 a " •5 7 X4 Muzzle plate ) Hit glacis when not protected by

) iron, before striking these plates.2 7 X3 11 X 1
14 (1 m 1-7 7 X6 8 2 Full

15 u " 1-8 7X7 7 2 "
...

16 " " 1-0 7 XSJ 7
"

17 " " 10 6 X5 6 1 plate

18 " " 13 6JX3 6 Full

19 " " 1-0 9 X6 10X11 2 plates

20 u " •8 9 X5 Muzzle plate 1 plate

21 " " •5 6X3 11 2 plates

22
'>3

u

a

" Muzzle plate Full
{ Muzzleplatehaving beenknocked

24 ft u u (i f off, unable to take indentations.

25 u " •5 6 X* 11 2£ plates

26 " 1-0 7 X5 5 ... 1 plate

27 " " 2 Full \ No. 27 broke off a leaf of rolled

) plate, but not penetrated.28 " " 2
29 " " 1-2 6X6 10 1 plate

30 (c [( 1-3 7X5 1 li plate

31 (1 Hit muzzle of gun, b peaking gu n into three pieces.

32 "
*o 6 X5 5 Full

33 " " •3 5X3 5 U

34 u " 1-2 7X5 6 [(

35 " " 1-1 6 X 6 10 i
36 u u 1-2 6 X 6 10 ... f plate

37 " u •7 5iy 5 9 2 plates

38 It u •4 5 X4 9 2^ plates

39 " " 4 4X3 10 2 plates

40 68-ponnder,

16 lb. cbarge.

u •9 7 X 7 4 9 Full Grazed ship's side before striking.

41 " tt 1-0 8 X7 1-5 8 u

42 a " 1-7 7 X 6 9-10 u

43 ii If 1-1 7X6 10 1 plate

N.B.—Number 24 round, 12 small fragments entered shield through sight.

Shot Number 28 took in fragments of iron and wood, which would probably have

disabled many of the gun's crew.

At the conclusion of the practice, although the shield had been struck 33 times,

it worked with the same ease as before.

Index showing how often each plate has been struck.

Muzzle plate was struck by,

No. 1 of shield, ...."2 " ...."3 " ....
"10 " ....
"11 " ...."9 " ....
Muzzle of gun,

No. 5 of glacis,

.

6

7 "

Nos. 2, 8, 9, 13, 20, 22, 23, 24
"30
" 1, 3, 14, 15, 27, 28. .

'

"5
" 11, 19, 29, 35, 36, 39, 42
" 6, 10, 12, 19, 21, 25, 43

,

" 37, 38, 40, 42 4
"31 1
" 7, 26, 32, 33 4
" 17, 18, 34 3
"16 1
" 4, 41 2

8 shot.

Deduct for shot which struck on two plates

Total

From 1 to 5, inclusive, were 40-pounders.
" 6 to 39 " 100-pounders.
" 40 to 43 " 60-pounders.

45
2

43

MONTHLY NOTES.

Experiments with Nitro-Glycerine.—A series of experiments conducted

by Colonel Shaffner at Washington, extending over a period of four days, seems to

confirm the fact that the explosive qualities of nitro-glycerine are far in advance of

those of gunpowder. Among other trials two open targets, six feet long and five

feet high, were made of two thicknesses of two and a half inch oak plank, and

placed vertically four feet apart in a pit, the sides of which were of stiff clay, and

extending two feet above the structures. The floor between was an iron plate

resting on timbers, and one side of the targets was lined with a plate of iron one-

fourth of an inch thick. Of course the top and ends of this two-sided box were

open. In each of two similar structures was placed a tin canister of a capacity of

300 cubic inches, one filled with gunpowder, and the other with about eight pounds

of nitro-glycerine or nitroleuni, as the colonel calls it. Being exploded, the powder

did not disfigure the structure except to colour it with the deposit of carbon upon

its sides and floor. The nitro-glycerine tore the wood-work to pieces and threw

fragments very high in the air. The iron floor was removed from its place and

thrown upon its end, and the earth around was very much torn. Two cast-iron

pieces, weighing each about 300 pounds, had a hole an inch in diameter, and fifteen

inches deep, bored in them, and after being charged, one with powder and the other

with nitro-glycerine, they were closed by a screw plug one inch long. That con-

taining the powder was uninjured, the powder discharging through the fuse vent,

three-sixteenths of an inch diameter. The other was torn to pieces by the nitro-

glycerine, the force extending downward from the bottom of the charge, leaving a

cone with its apex at the bottom of the drill hole. But one of the most remarkable

of the experiments was one with a wrought-iron piece, being part of a shaft, about

five feet long, and twelve inches in diameter. In this was bored a hole fifteen inches

deep, one inch in diameter, and a plug one inch long screwed in the orifice. The

plug was forced from the orifice, and the music of the air passing through the vent-

hole lasted three minutes ; it evidently reached a very high altitude. A second

charge, tamped with loose earth, burst the iron into three pieces to the base of the
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drill. The pieces were subsequently examined, and they were found to be crystal-

lized, and to a considerable extent restored to cast iron. Subsequently the bore was

deepened to twenty inches and the aperture secured by a plug screwed in three

inches. Twelve liquid ounces of nitro-glycerine were poured in and the charge

ignited by electricity. The wrought-iron shaft was broken to pieces and the

crystallized effect was clearly visible. This curious phenomenon is worthy of the

most intelligent examination. Never before has wrought iron been made to change

to a crystallized state by one blow. The chamber was greatly enlarged, indicating

a compression of the metal. Four musket barrels were placed in wrought-iron

cylinders, two filled with gunpowder and two filled one-third full with nitroleum.

The musket barrels charged with powder were exploded by electricity. They burst

open, tearing the iron to pieces. The barrels charged with nitro-glycerine were

nest exploded, and the effect was very different from that produced by the powder.

The barrels were flattened, and not so much broken to pieces ; the force was so

sudden and great that after the barrel had irregularly broken up and down, the

iron appeared like rolled plate, even and polished. In testing other qualities of the

nitro-glycerine, Colonel Shaffner says :—" Plaster of Paris was saturated with it, and

it proved to be non-explosive and non-combustible. Sawdust was phtced upon the

anvil under the hammer, but there was no explosion except as particles of nitro-

glycerine. Gun-cotton was placed upon the anvil covered with the liquid, and the

explosion on the fall of the hammer felled to ignite the cotton. During my ex-

periments. General Dellafield and other officers were not too timid to handle the

nitro-glycerine in a tumbler, and those present saw me use it with as much freedom

as though it was water. It is proper to state, however, that like all explosive com-

pounds it should be handled with that degree of caution peculiar to its character.

For example, when unconfined it may be stirred with a red hot iron containing some
600 degrees of heat ; but if that heat was applied to it when confined it would

explode. The explosive force of powder is estimated to be 13.000 pounds to the

square inch, and by chemical formula the explosive force of nitro-glycerine is about

212,000 pounds to the square inch. I also exhibited to the officers present the

cause of the recent explosion at San Francisco. The nitro-glycerine had been

shipped in bottles and packed in sawdust, four bottles in each case ; one or more of

the bottles had been broken, and the sawdust became saturated with the liquid

;

and in this manner a new substance was formed which is susceptible of being

exploded at a lower temperature than nitro-glycerine, and possibly at blood heat.

The agents were opening the package, and perhaps a heavy blow was given particles

of sawdost, which caused the explosion. Nitro-glycerine explodes by a violent

percussion, and by 360 degrees of heat."— Scientific American.
The Royal Society.—In remarking upon the work of this society, the

Athenaeum says :—" Among the papers read at the closing meeting of this session,

there was one by the Master of the Mint, which is likely to engage the attention of

chemists and metallurgists, for it carries on, and with striking results, the researches

arising out of Mr. Graham's valuable discovery of dialysis. Treating of the absorp-

tion and dialytic separation of gases by colloid septa, the first part of the paper gives

the results obtained by a septum of caoutchouc, and the second part those of different

metallic septa at a red heat. It has long been known that palladium and soTne

other metals, when heated, absorb gases. Mr. Graham now finds that palladium
will take up several hundred times its bulk of hydrogen, and that iron at a low red

heat absorbs a considerable quantity of carbonic oxide; and that, contrary to long-

standing belief, this gas does not act on the surface of the metal only, but permeates

its entire substance. This fact is particularly interesting to metallurgists. Having
taken up the gas, the iron will retain it for any length of time, and in this condition

is best adapted for conversion into steel, as by the permeation of the carbonic oxide

the subsequent process of carbonization is largely facilitated. Hence arises the

suggestion that the process of acieratiou would be best accomplished by changes of

temperature ; a low red heat to fill the iron with carbonic oxide, after which it may
be put away, if required, to await the final process at a high temperature of con-

version into steei Concerning another form of iron, Mr. Graham remarks that

wrought iron, in the course of its preparation, 'may be supposed to occlude six or

eight times its volume of carbonic oxide gas, which is carried about ever after.

How the qualities of iron,' he asks, k are affected by the presence of such a sub-

stance, no way metallic in its characters, locked up in so strange a way, but capable

of reappearing at any time with the elastic tension of a gas, is a subject which
metallurgists may find worthy of investigation.' We cannot overvalue the import-

ance of the paper of which we here give so brief an abstract, for it is remarkably
suggestive and original throughout. When published in the ' Philosophical Tran-
sactions,' with all the details, it will secure the attention it deserves. If Mr. Graham
had never written more than this paper, it would suffice to place him in the foremost

rank of the chemists of Europe; and it may be that metallurgists will now be ready
to claim him as one of themselves for what he says about iron and other metals."

We purpose in next part to give a special abstract of this paper.

Revolving Turrets as Coast Defences.—The recent gunnery experi-

ments upon the turret of the Royal Sovereign, and the recent engagement with the

Spanish iron-clad squadron at Callao, have proved almost beyond a doubt that the

system of revolving turrets is one which merits attention. Such being the case,

it remains yet to be determined whether the system cannot be developed on a

much more extended scale than its most sanguine supporters ever expected. A
plan has been recently submitted to the authorities of the Admiralty and War
Department, which is a bold idea, and commends itself for its simplicity. It is

proposed by a civil engineer in Portsmouth that revolving iron-clad forts should be

erected on the foundations now in course of construction on the No Man's Land
Shoal and the Spit and Horse Sands, the forts upon which are intended to defend

the roadstead known as Spithead. It is perfectly clear that if three men can turn
with ease one of the turrets of the Royal Sovereign, although weighing 130 tons, a
revolving iron-clad fort could be turned with equal ease by powerful hydraulic

machinery, even though weighing as much as 4000 or 5000 tons. At all events

the scheme is worthy the consideration of the authorities, and might fairly be left to

the turret committee or to the chief engineer at Portsmouth Dockyard to report upon
its practicability. It is proposed that the diameter of these forts should be 213
feet, being the same as that of the top course of the present foundations, having a
double curvilinear sectional form, such form being, it is believed, preferable to that
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of a quadrant or that of an angle of 45 degrees (we, however, should not think so).

The forts will have two tiers of 600-pounders mounted on an upper and lower tier,

each containing sixteen guns, or thirty-two in all, and will revolve on three lines

of rails, with conical wheels, the wheels themselves being connected in the most
powerful manner with the platform above, which, in reality, will form the founda-

tion upon which the whole of the iron-clad superstructure of the fort will rest. The
guns will stand one immediately over the other upon an iron gallery, each two being
separated from the others by iron divisions to avoid the possibility of accidents.

The approximate weights would be as follows:—Wrought-iron casing, 2000 tons;

backing, framing, &c, 1500; thirty-two 600-pounders, 1000; total weight to be

turned by hydraulic power, 4500 tons. Ample space will be provided within the

forts for barracks, magazines, &c. ; but it is intended that a staircase should be

erected in the centre, with an iron-clad look-out tower forming its roof. The time

for providing ourselves with old-fashioned batteries is gone by. We must now avail

ourselves of iron, steel, or if there be any other harder and more durable metal

known, to keep out the ponderous shot and shell which are about to come into use.—Army and Navy Gazette.

New Minerals.—In the Comptes Rendus for 19th March, M. Pisani describes

a Cornish mineral to which he gives the name " Chenevixite." It is an arseniate

of copper and iron, the iron being in the state of ferric oxide. M. Pisani gives its

hardness as 4'5, and its density as 3*93. The colour is a blackish green, and the

fracture conchoidal. Adamite, a new and interesting hydrated arseniate of zinc, is

also described in the Comptes Rendus for 19th March. Adamite is similar in cry-

stalline form and in constitution to olivenite. It occurs with native silver, Hmonite,

and calcite, at Chanarctllo, Chili. The crystallography of adamite has been worked
out by M. des Cloiseaux. Knop has described, under the name of " Paclinolite," a

mineral occurring in Greenland with cryolite, and presenting a weathered aspect.

It differs from cryolite chiefly by containing calcium.

Neo-Kaimeni.—The Paris Academy of Sciences has received a report from M.
Fouque, whom they sent to investigate the volcanic phenomena at Neo-Kaimeni.
M. Fouque' states that he has discovered the crater of Methana described by Strabo,

and that he found at Sansaki a cave possessing all the properties of the Grotto del

Cano, near Naples. He has also ascertained that the whole western portion of the

island is volcanic, and in a state of great activity.

Ruggles' Shaft Coupling.—There are some mechanical powers which,

because of not being of universal or general application, are seldom used and recog-

nized, but which are of a most important and valuable character. Such is the

differential screw, which is rarely used, but which, in certain instances, is the

strongest grip known in mechanics. This has been applied in the present improve-

ment very effectively. A brief description will easily explain this device- a is a

differential screw bolt having two threads, that on the upper portion, e, being ten

to the inch, and that on the lower part, c, nine to the inch. The head, j, of the

bolt is six-sided, and is flush with the surface of the box. It is seated in a

circular recess which is large enough to receive on the end a cylindrical or socket

wrench. The upper half and the lower half of a box are made to fit the shafts,

f and g. Threads corresponding with those on the two portions of the bolt are

tapped in the boxes. The above is sufficient to explain to any practical man the

operation of this device. It will readily be seen that a few turns of the screw will

be sufficient to clamp the shaft ends in a grip the power of which is limited only by

the strength of the material. Two steady pins, H and I, are inserted in the shaft

and project into holes drilled into the coupling boxes to provide against negligence

in setting up the screw, thereby allowing the shaft to turn. The annexed engraving

is a vertical section. This is evidently a valuable and efficient coupling. It presents

no nuts or bolt heads to catch belts or clothing, obviates the necessity of keys,

cannot get out of order, and presents a neat appearance, when turned and polished.

—Scientific American.

Preserving Meat by Paraffin.—A series of interesting experiments have

lately been made in Paris, having reference to the preservation of meat by paraffin.

The results are, that if meat be plunged in a bath of paraffin at a temperature of

300°, and subsequently in other baths of paraffin at a lower temperature, it will

keep perfectly fresh for a great length of time.

Too improbable.— In the last number of the Comptes Rendus, M. d'Archiac

is stated to have laid before the Academy of Sciences a round pebble, coated with a

greenish micaceous schist, and possessing a fine grain, which was discovered by M.

Garrigou in the lower grotto at Massat-Arriege, in the midst of a vast quantity of

human remains and flint implements, of the age of the fossil reindeer. On the

smooth surface of this fragment, which is 18 centimetres long and 10 broad, is the

profile of a bear in the act of walking, extremely well executed. The authenticity

of this curious stone is stated to be unquestionable.

The New York "Aerial" Railway.—Both brauches of the Common
Council of New York have adopted a resolution giving permission for the erection

of an elevated railway on each side of Greenwich Street and Ninth Avenue from the

Battery to and across Harlem River. The superstructure will consist of a series of

wrought-iron columns about one foot in diameter and fourteen feet high above the

level of the side-walk. They will be firmly secured in large blocks of stone or

masonry beneath the level of the street. The track will be supported on the upper

ends of the posts, and will be open between the rails except the guides for the

propelling rope, and a latticed iron frame to bind all together. To prevent oscilla-

tion, a second row of pillars will be set at long intervals next to the buildings, anc?

2 A
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their ends braced to the main track for its lateral support. The cross-streets will

be spanned with ornamental bridges of steel trestle-work, which will combine both

beauty and safety. The motive power will be supplied by engines of thirty horse-

power, placed in vaults beneath the surface of the street, at intervals of half-a-mile.

Attached to the engines will be a large drum, over which will revolve an endless

wire rope, which, passing up through the hollow iron pillars to the level of the

track, will extend between the rails for a distance of a quarter of a mile each way
from the engine, and will return in a pipe placed beneath the pavement. The

carriages are to be of a peculiar pattern. The body will hang between two four-

wheeled trucks for the purpose of bringing it close to the track ; and by thi3 means

all danger from the breaking of a single axle or wheel will be avoided. By moving

a lever the conductor will be able to stop or start his car at any point on the road.

The stations will be placed at a distance of about five blocks from each other; and

ibr waiting-rooms a portion of the second story of a building adjoining the track

will be hired, and passengers will be able to ascend and descend by stairways inside

the block.

—

American Artisan.

Allkn's Improved Valve.—The accompanying engraving represents a disc

or diaphragm valve, designed to supersede the common globe valve, which requires

packing, and is difficult to keep in order after it is worn. Fig. 1 represents a per-

spective view of the valve ; fig. 3 a face view of the valve seat, showing the ports

;

and fig. 4 the valve face. The valve proper, A, forms the upper portion of the

Fig. 1.

apparatus, and is a cup-shaped casting of metal having an outer shell, and an inner

shell surrounding the bolt, b, fig. 2. The face of this hemisphere is finished smooth

and has ports, c, opening into the annular chamber between the inner and outer

shells, and corresponding with similar ports, i>, in the seat, E. The pipes, F, have

free passages into this annular chamber by means of these ports. The upper and
under portions of the valve are secured and held in close contact by the bolt, b, the

head of which is on the top, and the nut underneath the valve. Between the nut and
the bottom of the valve is a flat steel spring, having a tongue or spur fitting into a

groove on the bolt, to allow the upper portion of the valve to turn without permit-

ting the bolt to rotate. The spring holds the two faces of the valve together, while

it permits a slight yielding to prevent unnecessary friction. It is easy to see that

the grinding and reseating of this valve could be easily accomplished in case of wear.

It seems to be a very simple and eflicient device for the purpose designed.

—

Scien-

tific American.

The Indian Railway System.—The following statistics in relation to these

our great Asiatic national works are worthy of attention. The Indian railways are

no doubt destined to produce more striking moral, or political, religious, and social,

changes amongst peoples equal in number to those of all Kurope, than those of any
other section of our globe. The following is taken from the annual report of Mr
Juland Danvers, the Government director of Indian railways, which has just been

issued. It appears that the length of line open was increased during the past twelve

months from 2945 to 3332 miles by the addition of 116 miles to the Great

Indian Peninsula Railway, 40 to the Madras, and 24£ to the East Indian, and the

opening of the Punjaub line between Lahore and Mooltan, 208 miles. The year will

be memorable in the railway history of Iudia as that in which an uninterrupted traffic

was first established between Calcutta and Delhi—a distance of 1020 miles, which
can now he traversed in 37 hours, and which only 10 years ago usually occupied as

many days. The communication between Calcutta and Bombay, and between
Bombay and Madras, is not expected to be completed till about the begining of 1869.
Of the whole extent of 4944 miles of railway authorized in India, 3332, or about
two-thirds, have been opened for traffic. Of these, only abont 250 are at present

made with a double line, but the increase of business is such as to demand an
immediate increase in the double system. The Chord Line of the East Indian

Railway, connecting Burdwan and Luckieserai, has been let under contract to

Messrs. Brassey, Wythes, and Perry. Its length from Barrakur, to which place the

railway is now open, is 123 miles, and it is to be made with a double line of rails

at once. There is also a branch of 24 miles to the coalfields, to be constructed with

a single line. The contract price is about £$500 per mile, exclusive of permanent
way and rolling stock, which, with contingencies, will probably bring the cost to

£14,000 a mile, or about £2,000,000 for the whole. The total number of share-

holders in Indian railways is 32,109, of which 31,347 are in England and only 762
in India. Thus, contrary to the expectations of the East India Company at the time
when these enterprises were started, the Indian investors, native and European,

amount only to about 2 per cent, of the whole. With regard to the persons em-
ployed on the lines, it may, it is said, be assumed that for some time to come the

number of Europeans will increase with the increase of open lines and of traffic.

Measures are, however, taken to train the natives and Indian born so as to become
qualified for situations which hitherto have been filled almost exclusively by
European mechanics. On the Great Indian Peninsula Railway two or three natives
have already been employed as engine-drivers. Under the advice of Dr. Brinton,
great care is taken not to send out any Europeans of intemperate habits. The
total expenditure on Indian railways has been £60,645,000, and the estimated
expenditure for the current year is £6,800,000—a larger sum than for several years
past. This is owing to the vigorous efforts now being made to complete the works
on the lines in course of construction, and to the large supplies of locomotive
engines and rolling stock required to equip the open lines. The balance now in the
Government Treasury towards meeting this expenditure of £6,800,000 is only
about £220,000. In addition to the amount required for this year's expenditure,
the sum of £1,000,000., which the Government has been obliged to advance to some
of the companies, will have to be raised during the year. The sum which it is now
estimated will be expended on the undertakings as at present sanctioned is upwards
of £81,000,000., being £4,000,000 in excess of last year's estimate. This is

accounted for by the construction of a much larger extent of double line than was
then expected to be necessary, by the additional length to certain lines, and by the
greater number of engines, carriages, trucks, &c, required to equip the open lines,

in order to provide for the rapidly increasing traffic.

Railway Signal.-—An improved railway semaphore signal, manufactured, we
believe, by Mr. Baugh, of the Enamelled Iron

Works, Birmingham, has recently come under
our notice. It possesses several good points in

a structural sense, which are evident, without

written explanation, from a careful inspection

of the wood-cut.

Steam Fire Engine at Saltaire.—On
the 18th ult. an interesting trial was made at

Saltaire with two of Messrs. Merryweather &
Sons' patent long-stroke steam fire engines.

One of these engines had a single steam cylinder

of 8 inches diameter, and a horizontal double-

acting pump of 6 inches diameter, with 18 inches

stroke of piston, being on the same principle and
of the same size as the engine " Der Rhein,"

which gained for these makers the first prize

at the last competition of fire engines, being

that held at Cologne last year. The other

engine had double cylinders, each 6| inches

diameter, and two double-acting pumps, each

5 inches diameter and 18 inches stroke of

piston, being of the same construction as their

tirst prize engine, "Sutherland," at the Crystal

Palace competition. There were present, George

Salt, Esq., several members of the Bradford

Corporation, Mr. Superintendent Hudson, of the

Bradford Fire Brigade, &c, &c, and several

scientific gentlemen. The double-cylinder engine

raised 50 lbs. steam pressure from the time of

lighting the fire in nine minutes, and got to

work in another minute. When working

through 160 feet of delivery hose, and a l{
inch nozzle, it projected a continuous stream

of water 10 to 15 feet over a shaft 165 feet

high. When tried for range, a \\ inch stream

reached a measured distance of 233 feet from

the nozzle, and a fair body of water was pro-

jected to 219 feet distant; through a l£ inch

nozzle 169 feet was reached. The single-

cylinder engine took rather longer to raise steam,

solely on account of using a very inferior coal

(the boilers in both engines are of the same
construction). This engine also projected a

1J inch stream fairly over the shaft some 10

feet. The pressure on the pumps of both

engines reached 135 lbs., the average steam

pressure being 120 lbs. per square inch. The
trials were considered highly satisfactory by

those present, as both engines worked very

steadily, and maintained steam easily, working

without vibration or oscillation, and being attended only by one engineer and one

of the Corporation of Bradford firemen as a stoker.

Parliamentary Report on Communications in India.—The Select

Committee of the Commons on telegraphic and postal communication with India

have issued their Report. They point out that 25 per cent, of the whole external

commerce of the .United Kingdom is carried on with the countries in the Eastern

seas, and that the great importance of rapid and regular systems of communication

with those regions cannot be over-estimated. They then describe the existing postal

contracts with the Peninsular and Oriental Company, embracing India, Ceylon,

Mauritius, China, and Australia, and also the private fortnightly service of that

company between Shanghai and Japan, the whole being carried on by a fleet of

fifty-seven steamers, of an aggregate of 84,176 tons and 19,230 horse-power, and

add an opinion that "the services under these several contracts have been well

performed." With regard to future arrangements, they show that Bombay must be

the general port for Indian mails, and that the separate services to Madras and

Calcutta, which are already in a great degree superseded, will be rendered totally

useless by the completion of the railway connection between Bombay and Calcutta

in the spring of 1868, and between Bombay and Madras in July, 1869. On the

question of the establishment of a weekly mail to Bombay, to leave London every

Friday night, the committee arc of opinion that the interests concerned are such as
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should prevent any moderate increase of expense from being allowed to act as an

obstacle, and that although the Indian government have offered to bear any conse-

quent loss, it would not be fair to let it fall wholly upon them. Regarding the

Italian route to Brindisi, as compared with Marseilles, the committee are not at

present prepared to make any recommendation, although the contingency of its

becoming available should be provided for in any contract extending over a term of

years. With reference to the telegraph service, " to which the Post-Office has now
become in a great measure subsidiary," the committee describe how a message to

India in its passage through Europe may have to be dealt with by French, Belgian,

Dutch, Prussian, Austrian, Bavarian, minor German, Italian, Servian, or Wallachian

administrations until it reaches Constantinople, whence it is forwarded under the

terms of the ,; Indo-Ottoman " Convention by an exclusive wire to Bagdad, and
thence either to Fao, at the head of the Persian Gulf, where it is received by British

officers for despatch to Kurrachee by the Persian Gulf line, or as an alternative over

the internal Persian system by way of Teheran, Ispahan, and Shiraz, to Bushire,

where it again falls in with the main line. There is also a Russian route, via the

Hague, to Berlin, and thence across the Russian frontier, passing through Myslowitz

and Tiflis to Tulpha, on the Arras, and from that place over the Persian system
to Bushire. An alternative route thus exists as far as the head of the Persian

Gulf; but in case of an accident to the submarine cable to Kurrachee, all telegraphic

communication with India must necessarily be interrupted. With a system where

no continuous responsibility exists, the constant disappointments that arise are

inevitable, and "with respect to the service through Turkey, there is a general

concurrence of testimony that, as a rule, it is very defective." As the failure is

becoming chronic, there is every probability that the Turks will be beaten from the

field by Russian competition. The working of the Government lines of telegraph

in India has likewise been very unsatisfactory. In relation to Australia, the com-
mittee gather that neither the depths of water nor the distances between one station

and another present any difficulty as regards the construction of a line between

Rangoon, Singapore, and the Australian colonies. A scheme for an independent

line of telegraph to India by way of Egypt, to be continued hereafter to Australia

and China, under the charge of English officials, and an undivided responsibility

throughout, excepting in its passage through France, has been submitted to the

committee, and appears to them to be entitled to favourable consideration. Under
the circumstances, the following are the recommendations with which they

conclude :

—

"as regards the postal question.

" 1. That, while it has not been expedient hitherto to add to the expense of the

postal communications with India, by establishing a more frequent service to Bom-
bay, in addition to the existing services to Madras and Calcutta, yet having regard

to the facilities already afforded by the railways under construction in India, and to

the prospect of the early completion of the main lines of communication connecting

the port of Bombay with the presidencies of Calcutta and Madras, the North-West
provinces, and the Panjaub, the time has arrived when tenders should be invited

for a weekly service to Bombay alone, and the separate postal service between this

country and Madras and Calcutta should be discontinued.
" 2. That such service should be on the footing of an express service, entirely

unconnected, to the eastward of Suez, with any other mail services.

" 3. That the tenders should be either for the entire service to and from Bombay,
or for the sections to the east and west of Egypt separately, the parties having the

option to tender for either weekly or fortnightly services.
M
4. That the time table should be based on a prescribed speed of not less than

11 nautical miles per hour on the voyage between Marseilles and Alexandria, and 10
miles per hour between Suez and Bombay ; but that the tenders be required to state

also terms in each case for higher rates of speed of not less than one additional half

mile per hour.

" 5. That in consideration of the outlay which must necessarily be incurred in

the construction of new vessels, or adapting those now employed, for the efficient

performance of the future service to India, it is expedient that the new contract

shall be for a term of years certain, subject to a subsequent notice of two years on
either side.

" 6. That her Majesty's government should take into their early consideration

the arrangements to be made, in consequence of the proposed separation of the
Indian service, for maintaining a fortnightly or half-monthly service to China, and
a monthly or four-weekly service to Australia, having regard to any facilities which
may be afforded by the monthly service to China now performed by the Messageries
Imperiales from Marseilles.

" 7. That, in the opinion of your committee, the arrangements under which India
now defrays a moiety of the net cost of the China service, after deducting the postal

receipts, will not, under the proposed arrangements, be equitable as regards that
Government, and should be modified.

"as regards the telegraphic question.
" 1. That, having regard to the magnitude of the interests, political, commercial,

and social, involved in the connection between this country and India, it is not
expedient that the means of intercommunication by telegraph should be dependent
upon any single line, or any single system of wires, in the hands of several foreign

Governments, and under several distinct responsibilities, however well such services

may be conducted as a whole in time of peace.
" 2. That the establishment of separate lines, entirely or partially independent of

the present line through Turkey, is therefore desirable ; and, in that view, that
means should be taken for improving the condition and facilitating the use of the
lines of telegraph which connect the Persian system with Europe, by way of the
Georgian lines of the Russian government, and for bringing, if possible, within the
Turkish convention the line recently established through Syria for connecting
Alexandria with the main line to India at Diarbekir.

"3. That, with the view to better security against accident in time to come, the
communication by way of the Persian Gulf should be doubled, either by the laying
of a second submarine cable or by continuing the land line from Kurrachee and
Gwadel to Bunder Abbas, and thence, under arrangements with the Government of
Persia, to Ispahan, by way of Kerman and Yezd.

" 4. That a proposition made to your committee for the establishment of a direct

communication between Alexandria and Bombay, by way of Aden, on the principle

of a line practically under one management and responsibility, between London and
the Indian presidencies in the first instance, and afterwards with China and the

Australian colonies, is deserving of serious consideration, and such reasonable sup-

port as the influence of her Majesty's government may be able to bring to its aid.

" 5. That considering the great outlay of guaranteed railway capital already

incurred in the establishment of the telegraph on the several lines of railway in

India, it is expedient that means should be taken for affording the public the utmost
benefit attainable from that expenditure, either by the Government of India sanc-

tioning the use of the wires of the companies by a public company willing to rent

the privilege on equitable terms, or by such an organization of the several independent

companies as will establish an unity of system, and bring the use of the lines fairly

within the reach of the public.

"6. That the magnitude of the interests involved in the trade of this country

with China and Australia, and the rapidly increasing development of the colonies iu

population, in commerce, and in the various elements of national greatness, render

it desirable that arrangements should be made to bring these communities within

the reach of telegraphic communication with Europe."

The London Association of Foremen Engineers.—The twenty-eighth

half-yearly meeting of members of this society took place on the 7th ult, at their

rooms, Doctors' Commons, City. The chair was occupied by Mr. Joseph Newton,
of H. M. Mint, president, and the audience was very numerous. After the reception

of the minutes of the previous meeting the election of several new members was
proceeded with, and then came the report of the auditors. This document revealed

a very satisfactory and indeed prosperous state of affairs. The receipts were shown
to have far exceeded the expenditure of the society, whilst the demands made
upon the funds for the asistance of unemployed members were very small in

amount. Without entering into the details of the balance-sheet for the half-year,

a copy of which lies before us, it may not be improper to give the following financial

summaries, viz:

—

general funds of the society.

£ s. d.

Cash in Treasurer's hands, June 30th, 1866 50 15 llj-

Do. in Saving's Bank, 30
Stock in 3 per Cent. Consols, 400

Total, £480 15 llj

SUPERANNUATION fund.
Stock in 3 per Cent. Consols, 676 13
Interest on do. do 18 1 9

Total £694 14 9

It will thus be seen that the total amount of money available for all purposes

invested, or held by the committee of the association, is something over £1100.
It was stated that although no decayed foreman— for the benefit of which class the

superannuation fund was originally instituted—had as yet claimed a superannuation

allowance, it was desirable that, in order to be eventually useful, the fund should be

largely augmented. By a rule of the society it is arranged that only the interest

upon the gross sum subscribed can be employed for superannuities. It was hoped,

therefore, that other engineering employers would follow the generous example of

those who had already contributed, and thus establish efficient resources for the

relief of their worn-out and necessitous foremen. Some discussion on various items

of the balance-sheet followed, and the secretary, Mr. David Walker, entered into

an elaborate expression of the growing influence and increasing usefulness of the

society. These effects he maintained were due to the altered and far more favourable

attitude assumed towards the associated foremen by their employers, the publicity

given to the society's proceedings by the scientific press, and the unremitting labours

of their president. The number of members honorary and ordinary at present on the

books of the association amounted to 150, and this was being added to at the rate

of about 30 per annum. The report of the auditors (Messrs. Oubridge and Grint)

was then unanimously adopted. The election of Messrs. Haughton, White, and
Watts as committee men, in place of three others retiring by rotation, brought the

business proceedings of the evening to a close. In obedience to the request of the

Chairman, Mr. A. Laird next read a paper on "Slide Valve Improvements."

This was partly historical, and partly anticipatory, and the author certainly dealt

with his subject in a lucid and practical manner. He adverted to the importance

of the slide-valve, in an economical and in a scientific sense, and showed that in some
respects its arrangement and action were still defective. The lateness of the hour

(nearly 11 p.m.) when Mr. Laird concluded his paper prevented any discussion of

its merits on Saturday, and this therefore stands over until the next meeting of the

society, in August.

Naval Fire-Indicator.—The fire-waming signal apparatus, which has now
for upwards of 12 months been fitted experimentally on board the unarmonred
screw frigate Mersey, at Portsmouth, by Mr. West, electrician, of London, has been

practically tested in its action under the superintendence of Captain W. C.

Chamberlain, the officer in command of her Majesty's ship Asia and the steam
reserve at the port. The principle of the system introduced by Mr. West is to

distribute over the ship's hold in certain protected positions a number of calori-

meters, which are connected by wires with a voltaic battery, an alarm bell, and a

dial plate in the captain's cabin. The calorimeters are simply metal bottles partly

filled with mercury and fitted with boxwood stoppers. Through the stopper projects

downward the end of a copper wire, which is suspended at such a distance from the

surface of the mercury that it requires a fixed degree of heat to expand the mercury
and bring it in contact with the end of the copper wire. This done the electrical

circuit is completed, the alarm bell in the captain's cabin is rung, and a fhip on the

dial plate flying up exhibits a number which gives the exact portion of the ship's

hold in which the extra heat is generating. The part in the Mersey's hold selected

to test the principle was the handing room of the after magazine, the calorimeters

there being fixed in the beams, and their "temperature distance," if the space
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between the ends of the copper wire and the surface of the mercury may be so called,

fixed at 154 degrees. Fires were lit in stoves in the handing room, and its

temperature increased by these means to 175 degrees, when the calorimeters acted

and transmitted the signal to the alarm bell and the dial plate in the captain's

cabin in a most unmistakable manner. The trial was considered most satisfactory.

New Coffee Roaster.—The American Artisan has described a new coffee

roaster, invented by Samuel Nowlan of New York, which is said to save a large per-

centage of the strength of the coffee lost by the ordinary roaster. This roaster is

air-tight; and in communication with a condenser in which the vapour that usually

passes off, and scents the air of a house, is condensed, thus avoiding a nuisance.

And there is a saving of the flavour of the coffee; for the condensed vapour

contains much of the aroma which gives the agreeable flavour; and this condensed

vapour is restored to the roasted coffee. The engraving shows the apparatus as

made for families, d is the frame, made in the form of a trough adapted to the

shape of the roasting cylinder, a. b is a hemispherical head of the cylinder,

which terminates in a hollow trunnion, which turns, air-tight, in a hole in the

condenser, c. The condenser contains a small quantity of water, which absorbs

the aroma and condenses the vapour. e is a hemispherical cover, which is

removed to put in and take out the coffee ; but which fits air-tight. On the

centre of this cover is a shaft with a hand-crank by which the cylinder is turned.

Lucifer Matches.—A new process, or an old process revived, of manufacturing

common phosphorus matches, has been brought into notice at Paris. The method
consists in reversing the ordinary mode of preparation. Instead of steeping the

wooden slips first into sulphur and then into phosphorus, the matches are plunged

into the phosphorus in the first place, and afterwards into the sulphur. One of the

advantages attending this process is that sulphur being insuluble in water, and

being infusible under a temperature of about 128 Fahrenheit, there is no risk of

accidental or intentional poisonings of food by these matches, since the sulphur

forms an insoluble covering for the phosphorus. Another advantage arises from

the hardness of the sulphur coating, which requires more friction than is ordinarily

applied for its removal, and the laying bare of a portion of the phosphorus. This

is calculated to decrease the risk of destructive fires occurring from the too-ready

inflammability of phosphorus when applied as an outer covering to the lucifer match.

Prize in Electricity.—The French government offers a purse of 50,000
francs {.£2000) to the author of a method which shall render the voltaic pile

economically applicable in any of the following cases:— In industry as a source of

heat; for purposes of illumination ; in chemistry; in mechanics; or in practical

medicine. The prize is to he awarded within five years; but should no discovery

deemed worthy of it be brought forward before the termination of that period, the

emperor may, if he think fit, extend the time to ten years. Men of science of all

nations are invited to compete. The prize will remain open for five years from the

18lh of April last. The claims of the competitors will be examined by a commis-
sion to be appointed by the Minister of Public Instruction.

New University Degree.—The New York University has lately established the

degree of Doctor in Physical Science, " to place itself in connection with mechanical
engineering, one of the most important professional interests of the country."

New Surveying Instrument.—An instrument, named the Cytoscope, for

setting out railway or other curves without the aid of the transit theodolite, &c, has
been lately invented and described by Mr. H. T. Humphreys, of the Institution of

Civil Engineers. Externally, it somewhat resembles a box sextant. It was com-
posed of two essential parts only, viz., two plane mirrors, one of which was silvered

over the whole of its surface, and the other over one-half of its surface. By a law of

physical optics, a series of images may be formed in the half-mirror, which can be

rendered available to set out any curve of any given radius, by applying the eye to

an eye-hole in the back of the whole mirror, and at the same time setting the two
minors at an angle to one another, equal to the required tangential angle. The
several successive reflected images of a ranging rod, for instance, are seen to lie

upon the circumference of a mathematically true circle. The curve is then readily

set out in the field by simply placing other ranging rods in line with these several

images. This can be done by looking through the unsilvered half of the half mirror,

and planting the rods opposite to and overlapping the successive reflections. No
error can arise in the manipulation, and the whole process of setting out a true

curve is shortened and simplified. After setting the mirrors to the requisite tan-
gential angle, no further adjustment or support is needed than can be afforded by
the top of a ranging rod placed at the commencement of the curve, and shifted

occasionally to any stake on the curve that the limits of distinct vision may require.

Agricultural Machinery in America.—The amount of capital embarked
in the manufacture of reaping and mowing machines in the United States is very
great. In 1S65 80,000 machines were turned out at an average cost of 125 dols.

each. All the makers are fully employed. One firm employs 500 men, and makes
6000 machines annually.

Coal in Ireland.—A discovery has been recently made at Mount Callan,
County Clare, the property of Colonel Synge. At the e'astern side of this barren
mountain, at barely a third of the acclivity, is a coal bed of superior quality, and
varying in depth from 16 to 20 inches. At the opposite side excavations have
been made, showing an improvement in the vein, which it is supposed traverses
its entire base for nearly a mile and a half. There seems to be little doubt
that the mineral abounds in large quantities in this district, and that, if properly
developed, it may yet be productive of public benefit. Specimens of the coal, we

hear, have been sent to one of the Scotch mining companies, who, it is understood,

would not be unwilling to carry on the works if proper encouragement were given

them by the owner of the property.

The Rifle in America.—The military board appointed by the American
government to examine the various fire-arms now in use in different nations, after

comparing sixty-one different rifles and muskets, have reported that the most
effective, safe, and substantial arm is the Springfield rifle with the Berdan improve-

ment, which makes a breech-loader of it. An agent of the French government

lately bought from a Philadelphia machinist a full set of the machinery needed for

the manufacture of the Springfield rifle.

American Clocks.—As an example of utility and durability, obtained at the

lowest possible cost, art has never produced anything which approaches a Yankee
clock movement. Without any pretension to beauty of finish or any appearance

of fine workmanship about its parts, it is the very perfection of mechanism, requir-

ing no care or attention, yet always in order. We have one which has faithfully

and uninterruptedly marked the course of time for fourteen years without any repair

or even cleaning, and with no further attention than a single drop of oil applied on

one or two occasions to the escapement, and winding up once a week. To all

appearance it seems capable of continuing its duties for fourteen years more with

no greater attention. Clocks with such movements have for many years regulated

the household affairs of millions of homes in all parts of the civilized world, and they

are monuments of that ingenuity and capability of adapting means to ends so charac-

teristic of our country.— American Ariizan.

Boot-Nailing Machine.—Mr. E. T. Barlow, of San Francisco, has designed

a machine for nailing boots or shoes. The machine (says a Californian news-
paper) takes a small coil of wire into its embrace, and with the boot or shoe firmly

placed upon an iron last, makes its nails as they are driven. The nails are forced

firmly and squarely into the leather, and headed upon both sides by the upsetting

power of the machine. It can be set to make and drive any desired length of nail

from a sixteenth of an inch to a foot or more in length. If the nail, by any small

inaccuracy in setting the machine, happens to be a trifle too long for the thickness

of the leather designed to be fastened together, the excess of length is taken up by

upsetting or kinking, which latter always occurs in the centre of the leather, at

equal distances from the two points of contact. The sole of the boot is readily

directed by adjustable guides, and the nails may be driven at any distance apart,

so that the same machine may be used for both the finest or the coarsest work.

The machine is also applicable to harness or any similar work, or for nailing small

boxes, such as cigar-boxes, &cM where great accuracy or speed is desirable in driving

the nails. The entire machine is so simple in its construction that it may be

operated by a child, and may be driven by hand or the application of power. It is

worked by a crank or by pulley motion.

Self-Registering Barometer.—Professor Hough, director of the Dudley
Observatory, United States, has invented a system of mechanism, by which the varia-

tions of the mercury in the common syphon barometer are noted and also printed.

An ivory float is introduced into the shorter leg of the syphon, and is sustained by

the surface of the mercury. It is smaller in area than the inside of the tube, and

is kept from friction against the sides by wire guides passing through a disc secured

above it. A wire rising from the float sustains a small brass disc in a horizontal

position, both faces of which are plated with platinum. The ends of platinum

wires are brought into close juxtaposition with the two faces of the disc. These

wires are connected at the other end with electro-magnets operated by a battery

of sulphate of copper. In connection with these electro-magnets is a one-toothed

wheel, or a vibrating pallet, acting upon a larger wheel which elevates or depresses

a fine screw. Whenever, by the rising or falling of the mercury, the float and disc

are raised or lowered, the current is closed by the contact of the disc and one of the

wires, causing the single cogged wheel to revolve, or the paHet to vibrate, thus mov-
ing the gear to the right or left as the mercury rises or falls. The wheel has forty

teeth, and the screw a pitch of fifty to the inch, thus registering a change on the

surface of the mercury of l-2000th of an inch. The appliances for permanently

recording the variations of the mercury, although somewhat intricate to the eye, are

simply those in use in all clocks for recording time. The clock-work is driven by
weights and connected to the elevating screw before mentioned. Two arms are

provided with pencils, which are placed in contact with graduated paper on vertical

cylinders, and record the fluctuations of the mercury in a manner similar to the

indicator of a steam engine. The printing is done by a hammer, which is released

by clock-work when the mercury has raised or fallen to a certain extent, and strikes

upon a cushion, between which and type set in a cylinder a strip of white paper

backed by black impression paper passes.

—

Scientific American,

Massy's Process of Beetroot-Sugar Manufacture.—This process is

characterized by, first, a peculiarity of generating hydrostatic pressure ; secondly,

by the use of carbonic acid gas in order to neutralize any excess of free lime that

might be present in the juice, already subjected to the action of quicklime for

defecating purposes. It is well understood by all who have had any experience with

saccharine juice, from whatever source derived, that before the sugar can be crystal-

lized out of it, a variable quantity of associated impurities must be removed. The
process whereby this is effected is called defecation, and the substance employed is

said to be a defecator. Various defecators have come into repute, some more effec-

tive than others, but amongst them all lime is the material most commonly used.

Lime, however, has very grave defects. It certainly does effect the separation of

some impurities and the destruction of others, but unfortunately it is destructive of

sugar as well. For this reason the sugar extractor—using this term by way of

contradistinction to the sugar refiner— is very careful not to use more lime than the

process of defecation actually needs. In practice, however, it is found that hardly

any two samples of saccharine juice hold exactly the same proportionate amount of

impurities, wherefore no invariable rule can be laid down and acted on for the

apportionment of lime. Practically, an excess of lime is usually employed, which

excess is destructive to sugar. If that excess of lime could be converted into car-

bonate of lime—in ordinary language, " chalk "—its destructive action would be

obviated, chalk having positively no influence upon sugar. Beetroots as they come

from the fields are dirty and earth-soiled, and the dirt has to be removed. This is

accomplished by rotating them in a cylindrical cage immersed in water. Being
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cleansed they have to be mashed. In ordinary beet-sugar factories the mash is

packed in bags, and these latter subjected to pressure, either screw or hydrostatic.

Spontaneous fermentation is the bane and dread of every operator who has to

extract susar from any native saccharine juice ; and other things being equal, the

fact is well known that the facility wherewith fermentation sets in is proportionate

to the extent of sarface. Holding this in mind, the disadvantage will be easily

recognized of allowing a multiplicity of canvas bags to be strewn about saturated

with saccharine juice. M. de Massy, who carries on his manufacture at Busigny

in France, obviates the necessity for this by the employment of cone presses of very

ingenious construction. The principle upon which the action of these presses

depends may be thus stated:—The beet pulp being got into a space between an

internal conoid of vulcanized rubber and an external conoid of cast iron perforated,

and water pressure being established against the india-rubber, the latter of course

expands, and hydrostatic pressure is exercised. The result is that the marc, or

pressed pulp, remains almost dry, and the juice is extruded to be passed through

the necessary stages. When we state that the pulp is got into these cylindrical

presses by the lifting force of steam exercised through an instrument very commonly

employed in beet-sugar factories, and known as the montejus^, then will it be seen

that all hand labour is avoided, and all chance of fermentation and loss through the

surface presented by press bags is obviated. Unquestionably this is a most ingenious

application of hydrostatic force. It is one that cannot fail, we should imagine, to

recommend itself, not to sugar producers merely, but to manufacturers conducting

many other operations. It is well to observe that the mechanical process of cylin-

drical or coooidal hydrostatic pressure, though associated with the use of carbonic

acid, as presently to be described, is not necessarily so associated. The quicklime

used for defecation may be added either to the beetroot juice, or to the pulp itself,

the whole being brought up to a temperature of 140° Fahr. by steam injection.

Whether to the one or to the other, a certain portion of free lime will remain, and

would destroy a certain equivalent portion of associated sugar by prolonged contact

under heat. If, as we have remarked, this excess of free or caustic lime be con-

verted into chalk (carbonate of lime), then by this conversion is the lime made
innocuous. Such conversion can be accomplished through the injection of carbonic

acid ; and this brings us to the purely chemical stage of the Busigny operation.

The process adopted for generating carbonic acid is very simple. A vertical iron

cylinder, charged with glowing coke, and furnished with a sort of open fire door

laterally and inferiorly, is placed in connection with a horizontal pump, or rather

two piston cylinders, one of which aspires, whilst the other exerts pressure. The
general operation of this conjoint apparatus will be obvious ; certain special parti-

culars have, however, to be explained. Seeing that coke is the fuel employed, and

that coke is not pure carbon, it follows that the result of its combustion will not be

carbonic acid alone. A portion of carbonic oxide will result, but this we need take

no further cognizance of than to remark that it is only to be regarded as so much
carbonic acid wasted, and that it must equally occur were the carbon never so pure.

The impurity specially appertaining to coke, against which provision has to he

made, is sulphur. Coke usually holds sulphur as a constituent, and this in burning

will be mostly converted into sulphurous acid, but a portion will be evolved as free

sulphur. Certain other volatile impurities may casually result from the process of

generating carbonic acid from coke. In order to effect their removal, the aspirating

cylinder is put in communication, not with the upper part of the combustion furnace,

but with a third cylinder—that is to say, a pipe leads from the upper part of the

combustion cylinder to the lower part of a second cylinder half filled with water.

Through this thickness of water the aspired gas has to find its way, leaving any

impurities it might have brought over behind it, either dissolved in the water or

mingled therewith mechanically. By means of the aspirator a current of air is

caused to pass upwards through the glowing coke, whilst by means of the compressor

the air, having passed through the coke, and being mainly composed of carbonic acid

and nitrogen, is furced to the bottom of a metallic vessel holding the lime-charged

juice. The operation of the gas consists in this—the carbonic acid uniting with the

excess of quicklime forms carbonate of lime, which is innocuous, so that in every

future stage involving the employment of heat, whatever destruction is wrought upon
the sug ir is due to other causes than the presence of lime.

—

A bridgedfrom the Grocer.

Boots asd Shoes in America.—The value of boots and shoes manufactured

in the United States in 1865 amounted to 95,500,000 dollars. One RufusChapin,

about 1818, conceived the idea that boots and shoes could be made with pegs, and
be as durable as if they were sewed. Acting on the idea, he at once commenced
the manufacture of pegged boots, splitting the pegs by hand from strips of wood
sawn into different lengths. This was the first introduction of pegged boots, and
he continued to manufacture pegged work successfully until his death in 1839.

This branch of manufacture has grown so rapidly that it now stands third on the

list of manufactured articles in the United States.

Escape of Carburetted Hydrogen from a Bore.—A bore has been put

down for ironstone during the last three months by the Govan Colliery proprietor

in a field at an angle of the road leading to Pollokshaws, on the estate of Sir

William Stirling Maxwell, of Pollok. It was known to the workmen for some
days that gas was escaping, and on Thursday morning, the 16th ult.. it took fire.

It appears that one of the borers sat down on a tool-chest situated about 40 feet

from the bore, and proceeded to light his pipe. That distance was not out of

reach of the large volume of fire-damp, however; for no sooner was the match
struck than the poor fellow, who thought himself out of danger's way, was enveloped

in a sheet of flame; but was only slightly burned on the hands and face. Of
course the fire conducted itself to the head of the bore, and there it was raging on

Thursday night at ten o'clock. When the fire broke out the workmen endeavoured,

with stout iron bars, which they used as rammers, to stop up the bore ; but so

strong was the rush of gas that three or four men were blown aside. A cast-iron

vessel weighing several hundredweight was then thrown on the top of the flame,

but this was instantly rent and tossed into the air. The boring gear having taken

fire had to be torn down, and the rods left in the bore, which is 1\ inches, and

has attained a depth of 420 feet, and passed through the sandstone strata. The
roaring of the Haines, whicli reached from 20 to 30 feet in height, was very loud,

and snid to be similar to that produced by the letting off steam from a high-

pressure boiler. The Sames suddenly ceased about half-past biie on Friday.

Means were at once taken to prevent a renewal of the conflagration, the bore being

plugged up with a wooden roller covered with hemp. The gas still continued to

escape, however. It discharged in a cloud of spray, and with considerable force,

and would, there is little doubt, readily ignite should it again come in contact with

fire. The boring operations will be discontinued until it has spent itself. The
occurrence occasioned a great deal of alarm in the neighbourhood, though beyond

those engaged in the operation no danger was to be anticipated. The supposition

that the flames might continue for a long period, was founded on groundless

apprehension, there being no similarity between an escape of gas from a 2 -inch

bore and a conflagration in a coal-pit. In the case of the former the flames must
always remain on the surface, while in the latter they are likely to get beyond the

reach of efforts to extinguish them.

The Bala Lake as a Water Supply for Liverpool.—Mr. Duncan, the

engineer to the Liverpool corporation, has presented an elaborate report to that

body on the best means of increasing the supply of water to Liverpool. In this

report the engineer describes a scheme to obtain water from Bala Lake, in North
Wales, as the most convenient and practicable, and the least costly. The estimated

cost is about 1,500,000/., which is 500,000/. less than the cost of the Rivington

works to the corporation. On Wednesday the subject was discussed at great

length by the town council, Mr. Beloe (chairman of the water committee)
moving that Mr. Duncan's report, and the recommendation as to the construction

of works from Bala Lake to Liverpool, be submitted to one or more leading

engineers for an opinion as to the advisability of carrying out the scheme. After

a long discussion, an amendment, proposed by Mr. Clint, empowering the water

committee to employ an engineer of eminence to investigate the local sources of

supply, and report the result to the council before any further and larger measures
were resorted to, was adopted.

Weight of Oils.—The following table of the weight per gallon, in avoirdupois,

of petroleum and its products, we copy from the Titusville, Pa., Herald. It may
prove convenient for many readers. The degrees of gravity are from Beaume's
hydrometer:—

common burning oil at
40 degrees gravity weighs 6 pounds 14 ounces.

41 u " 6 " 13 9-22 "

42 " " 6 , " 12 18-22 "

43 " » 6 " 12 5-22 "

44 " u
:.... 6 " 11 14-22 "

45 " " 6 " 11 1-22 "

BENZOLE commonly used in painting.

62 degrees gravity weighs ; 6 pounds 1 ounce.

gasoline.

70 degrees gravity weighs 5 pounds 12 6-20 ounces.

80 " " 5 " 6 8-20 "

90 " " 5 " 00 10-22 "

100 " " 4 " 10 12-22 "

Gutta Percha Cement.—A good gutta percha cement is made by dissolving

gutta percha in chloroform in quantity to make a fluid of honey-like consistence.

When spread it will dry in a few moments. Heat the surfaces at a fire or gas flame

until softened, and apply them together. Small patches of leather can be thus
cemented on boots, &c, so as almost to defy detection, and some shoemakers
employ it with great success for this purpose. It is water- proof, and will answer
for many purposes when the object to which it is applied is not exposed to heat.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PKOVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

<§?- When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

4th May, 1866.

1260 Edward Field, Chandos Chambers—Fastenings to leather
1261 J. G. Hope, Edinburgh—Composition for destroying vermin on sheep
1262 Frederick Furrell, Eastgate—Fixing rowlocks
1263 A. T. Becks, Birmingham—Treatment of iron
1264 Henry and James Douglas, Glasgow—Making cop tubes
1265 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Combs.—A com.
1266 Augustin Morel, Roubaix—Treatment of filamentous materials
1267 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Railway rolling stock.—A com.
126S Richard Darragh, Bessbrook— Shuttles
1269 Thomas, James, John, and Norman Blezard, Padiham—Self-acting temples
1270 W. B. Bartram, Redding. U.S.—Sewing machines
1271 Clemente de Caesaris, Grange—Preparing hides and skins for tanning
1272 John Bapty and Frederick North, Leeds—Preparing wool
1273 J. "Walker, Cowper Street, and A. Warner, Laurence Pountney Lane—Compressing

cotton
1274 John G. Hope, Edinburgh—Composition for destroying vermin on sheep
1275 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Lacing boots and shoes.—A com.
1276 August Roders, Soltau—Felt carpets
1277 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Converting reciprocating into rotary motion.—A com.
1278 W, Young, Straiton, and P. Brash, Leith—Distillation of bituminous substances
1279 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Steps for spindles.—A com.

5th May, 1866.

1280 W. H. Crispin, Stratford—Steam roller for agricultural pnrposes
1281 James Marsh, Dukinfield—Lubricating spindles.—A com.
1282 George Davies, Serle Street—Compressing air.—A com.
1283 C. E, Brooman, Fleet Street—Combing.—A com.
1284 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Propelling boats.—A com.
1285 T. D. Rock, Leadenhall Street—Stands for telescopes
1286 A. Lea Bricknell, Stratiord-on-Avon—Rotary engine pump
1287 J. L. Booth, Rochester, U. S.—Railroad rails

1288 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Washing wool.—A com.
1289 Harry Statham and Benoni Collins, Manchester—Springs
1290 James Hartshorn, Nottingham—Lace.—A com.
1291 H. K. York, Cardiff—Iron and steel

1292 Samuel Chatwood, Bolton and John Sturgeon, Bmiey—Cupola furnaces
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1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1*98
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303

1304
1305
1306
1307

130S
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320

1321
1322
1323
1324

1325

1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333

1334

1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349

1350
1351

1352
1353

1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361

7th May, 1S66.

John Milner, Buckingham Street—Steam engines
Vital de Tivoli, Claverton Street—Baths,—A com.
Vital de Tivoli, Claverton Street— Pads of india-rubber.—A com.
Frederic Waddington, Paris—Cleaning cotton fabrics
Anloine Pocheron, Paris—Manufacture of glass
Daniel Chadwick and G. A. C. Bremme, Liverpool— Dressing fibres

Edward Fidler, Wigan—Getting coal or other minerals
W. W. Cross, Birmingham—Extractors for central fire guns
William Clark, Chancery Lane— Lighting apparatus.—A com.
Thomas Green, Leeds—Steam boilers
James Brown, Romford—Actuating railway signals

8th May, 1866.

M. H. Atkinson, "Wylam— Valves
Charles Moseley, Manchester— Sheets of india rubber
Benjamin Wright, Lichfield—Kitchen ranges
George Seeley, Argyll Street—Penholders
William Ireland, Macclesfield—Drying steam.—A com.

W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Preventing smoke.—A com.
W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Clarifying apparatus.—A com.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Propelling ships.—A com.
Francis Wise, Chandos Chambers— Axle boxes
Jules Becker, Bordeaux—Packing bottles

G. Snowball, Spring Street—Watch pendants
W. B. Woodbury, Worcester Park— Designs on wood
Walter M'llwraith, Glasgow—Coating wagon covers
J. R, Swann, Edinburgh— Lime kilns

G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Cordage webbing.—A com.
Joshua Crawford, Toronto—Abdominal supporters
James L. Norton, London, and Alfred Giles, Manchester— Evaporating volatile and
combustible liquid

D. Gautier and Albert Domeier, London— Supporting skirts of ladies' dresses
J. 11. Ritchie. Leadenhall Street—Attaching wooden planking to iron ships
Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Sewing machines.—A com.
S. A. Beil, Stratford—Tapers and friction matches

9th Mai/, 1866.

James Fletcher, Salfnrd—Rolling and shearing metal
J. H. Johnson. Lincoln's Inn Fields—Drying and cooling grain.—A com.
J. A. Jones, Middlesboro'-on-Tees—Non-conducting substances
W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Preserving the hanks of rivers

Joseph Sheldon, New Haven, U. S.—Water pressure regulators.—A com.
Samuel Middleton, Shoemaker's Row—Discharging the contents of pipes
Henry Essex, Haverstraw—dewing needles
Robert Rowland, New York—Metallic acetates and carbonates
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Rotary blowers.—A com.
D. C. Dallas, Fleet Street—Printing surfaces

10//* May, 1S66.

David Sowden and R. C. Stephenson, Bradford—Looms for'weaving
G. and E. Ashworth, Manchester—Turning over leaves
William Ilackettand William Marsden, Leek—Water closets
Orlando Brothers, Blackburn—Regulating the pressure of gas
John Cole and G. S. Melland, London—Extracting cartridge cases
Read Jlolliday, Huddersfield—Green colouring matters.—A com.
J. H. A. Bleckmann, Solingen— Explosive compound.—A cum.
John White, Bermondsey— Hair felt

L. R Bodmer, Holborn—Carding engines.—A com.
J. L. Rickards, Westbourne Park Road—Candlesticks
William Bntwood, Ipswich—Carriages or vehicles
Julian Bernard, Glasgow— Elevating and forcing water and other fluids

Thomas Thornton, Dundee—Raising and lowering ships' boats.—A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Manufacturing illuminating gas.—A com.
Donald Mcoll, Oaklands Hall—Preserving animal and vegetable substances

11th May, 1866.

William Prosser, York Terrace—Treating metals
William Austin, Dorset Place Joining pipes and tubes
J. M. Hart, Cheapside—Connecting knobs or handles to locks
W. C. Moore, J. M. Haslam, and John Robinson, Bamford— Preparing, spinning
and doubling cotton

Thomas Wimpenny, Holmfirth—Furnaces
Walter Weldon, Park Villa—Sulphide of sodium
John Craig, Finlayston—Securing door handles
Hugh Fraser, Stirling—Corking bottles
Benjamin Nicoll, Regent Street—Construction of buildings
Edward Brasier, South Terrace—Scutching and preparing flax
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Horse shoes.— A com.
Thomas Hunt, Lemau Street—Breech-loading fire-arms

12th May, 1866.

1862 W., J., and II. Harrison, Blackburn—Hammering cylinders
1363 T. J. Chapman and Thomas Rose, O.xton—Water-closets
1364 W. H., V., and E. Southwell, Baker Street—Photographic prints
1365 A. P. Price, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Combustion of fuel.—A com.
1366 G. A. Jasper. Massachusetts, U. S.— Cleansing animal black
1367 Charh'S Pryse and Richard Redman, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
1368 William Dennis, Cambridge Street—Casks and taps

Uth May, 1S66.

1369 R. B. Pope, Dumbarton—Governing apparatus
1370 Robert Fyers, Colchester— Umbrellas and parasols
1371 John Webster, Fochabers—Hoeing, raking, and rolling gravel walks
1372 William Gerard, New York—Fittings for ships' decks
1373 G. H. Bovill. Duke. Street—Applying sewage to land
1374 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Metallic barrels.—A com.
1375 Thomas Hult, Trieste, Austria—Steam-boilers
1376 J. II. Johnson, Lincolu's Inn Fields—Self-acting fire-alarms.—A com.

lbth May, 1866.

1377 J E. Phillips, Grantham—Axles for carriages
1378 Henry Gralton, Fulham—Gun locks.—A com.
1379 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Centrifugal governors.—A com.
1380 James Chevertnn, Elm Villa— Printing from su-ivntyping and electrotyping
13S1 Warren De la Rue and Hugo Miiller, London—Treating the residues of pyrites
1382 Walter Payton, Sewardstone Road—Dry gas meters
13^3 Hugo Miiller and Warren De la Rue. London—Treating printers' rags
1384 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Promoting ventilation.—A com.
1385 B. G. Nichol, Spital Tongues—Rotary engines

16<?i May, 1S66.

1386 Alexander Cochrane, Bucklersbury— Fastening covers or cushions to chairs
1387 J. S. Gisborne, Liverpool—Thief and fire proof safes
1388 Frederick Field, Upper Marsh—Candles
1389 William Curry, Glasgow—Bricks, tiles, and other plastic substances
1390 E. and C. Price Wolverhampton—Safes, iron doors, and locks

1391 J. W. Bartlett, New York—Sewing machines
1392 G. A. Elliott, Beckenham—Opening and closing windows
1393 C. Aggio. F. Cotti, and N. Ferraro, London-Saving life and property at sea
1394 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Lamps.—A com.
1395 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Furnaces and fire-places.—A com.
1396 VV. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— I'.reech-loading fire-arms.—A com.

I7(ft May, 1866.

1397 George Macdonald, Aston—Cleaning and ginning cotton
1398 Josiah Hampton, Loughborough —Furnaces
1399 T. H. P. Dennis, Chelmsford—Greenhouses
1400 Charles Chapman, Leadenhall Street— Rig of ships
1401 Julian Bernard, Glasgow—Motive power engines
1402 John Beale, East Greenwich—Rotary engine
1403 J. Thomas, Battersea, and A. Prince, Trafalgar Square—Treating sing of ores
1404 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Measuring the depth of water.—A com.
1405 D. J. Fleetwood, Birmingham—Raising and stamping metal
1406 Philip Vandirbyl, Great Winchester Street—Condensing apparatus.—A com.

18tA May, 1S66.

1407 R. Gesell and Alfred Lea, Great Sutton Street— Preparing picture frames,—A com.
1408 W. A. Lyttle, General Post Office— Steam-generators
1409 P. J. Morand, Manchester—Infants' feeding bottlvs

1410 Julian Bernard, Glasgow—Generating and heating steam, gas, and vapours
1411 J. Sharp and R. Smith, Blackford—Combustible and inextinguishable compound
1412 J. W. Fox, De Beauvoir Road—Scattering liquid scents.—A com.
1413 Philippe Devilliard and Achille Postweiler, Paris—Carriage doors
1414 William Bunger, Southampton Buildings—Cutting grain.—A com.
1415 Robert Griffiths, Mold, and Arthur Rigg, Chester— Propelling and steering
1416 Joseph Purcell, Lowestoft— Breaking and crushing ice

19th May, 1S66.

1417 G. V. Fosbery, Brixham—Breech-loading fire-arms
1418 John Brown, Stockton-upon-Tees—Cutting or slicing timber
1419 Henry Wilson, Stockton-upon-Tees—Cocks or taps
1420 John L. Field, Chelsea, and J. K. Field, Upper Marsh—Adaptable end for candles
1421 G. J. Vincent, Birmingham—Securing hridge rails

1422 Matthew Semple, A xminster— Obtaining motive power
1423 Nicolas Walton, Worcester—Washing, wringing, and ironing clothes
1424 J. B. Brown, Cannon Street—Mowing machines
1425 J. C. Ramsden, Bradford—Reeds for weaving

2lst May, 1866.

1426 H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Spinning hemp A com.'
1427 James Tombs, Birmingham—Metallic bedsteads
1428 Adolphe Casse, Lille, France—Textile fabrics
1429 William Gadd, Nottingham, and John Moore, Manchester—Looms for weaving
1430 James Livesey, Park Street—Treating cast iron.—A com.
1431 J. M. Dunlop, Manchester—Cutting india rubber
1432 A B. Blackburn, Hans Place- Preparing lubricating compounds
1433 Alexander Crichton, Cork— Marine steam engines
1434 J. T. Wood, Inner Temple—Compressing and packing cotton
1435 P. J. Messent, Tynemouth—Mixing concrete

22nd May, 1866.

1436 James M'Lintock and John Jagger, Barnsley—Heddles or healds
1437 C. P. Coles, Ventnor—Vessels of war, forts, and other defences
1438 G. W. Homer, Athelhampton— Pulverizing or scarifying land
1439 James and Joseph Hinks, Birmingham—Lamps
1440 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Dyeing yarns.—A com.
1411 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Rotary steam engines.—A com.
1442 J. J. Marcais, Paris—Treatment of slags, ores, and compounds of tin

23rd May, 1866.

1443 Isaac James, Cheltenham— Clod crusher
1444 William Rowan, Belfast—Cleaning flax

1445 Edward Gripper, Southwark—Treatment of grains
1446 J. Lewenberg, Upper Berkeley Street—Composition for the complexion.—A com.
1447 P. M. Balin, Southampton Buildings—Paper hangings
1448 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Moulds of stereotype plates.—A com.
1449 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Metal hoops for casks.—A com.
1450 John Longbottom, Leeds, and J. Eastwood, Blackburn—Drying aud calendering
1451 Sholto Douglas, Blairgowrie— Motive-power engines
1452 Thomas Greenwood, Leeds— Dressing silk

2\th May, 1866.

1453 William Snell, Clement's Inn—Tobacco pipes.—A com.
1454 Walter Heathfield, Upper Thames Street—Iron girders and joists

1455 John and Robert Cunningham, Paisley—Weaving ornamental fabrics

1456 Albert Westhead, St. Mary Axe—Laying electric telegraph cables

1457 Thomas Green, Leeds—Steam and other boilers

2ath May, 1866.

1458 John Cooke, Redditch—Permanent way of railways
1459 J. W. Evans, Norfolk Street—Coiled springs

1460 John Emme, Portland Street—Cartridge extractor

1461 W. H. C. Voss, Hamburgh—Rotary, steam, and hydraulic engines
1462 William Gibson and Edward Ellis, West Hartlepool—Metal rods, bars, and tubc3

1463 Thomas Blain, Killyleigh—Spinning frames
1464 James Purdey, Oxford Street—Breech-loading fire-arms

1465 J. W. Hoffman, Birmingham - Hanging centre for doors
1466 J. T. King, Liverpool—Augers, bits, and drills.—A com.
1467 Edward Bevan and Abel Fleming, Birkenhead—Articles of food

1468 Ernst BUchner, Frankfort-ou-the-Maine—Gas
1469 G. F. Goransson, Gefle—Blast furnaces

26(A May, 1866.

1470 B. F. Weatherdon, Chancery Lane—Gas pyrometers.—A com.
1471 J. D. Whelpley and J. J. Storer, Boston, U. S.—Fuel and chemical reagents
1472 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Ovens for baking bread.—A com.
1473 Corey M'Farland, Birmingham—Album for exhibiting photographs.—A com.
1474 J. G. Rollins, Old Swan Lane— Horse rakes.—A com.
1475 D. Thomson, Old Street, and W. Porter, Lee—Forcing water and other fluids

28th May, 1866.

1476 George Green, Ipswich—Sound-boards of organs
1477 C. T. Hill, Pelsall—Rolls for rolling metals
1478 Thomas Boyle, Charing Cross—Utilizing the explosive force of discharges in guns
1479 Richard Canham, Ray Street—Making moulds for casting
1480 Charles Lock, St. John Street—Heels and soles for boots or shoes.

1481 George Spencer, Cannon Street West—Supporting of railways
1482 Henry Stuttle, Kingsland—Hydraulic presses

1483 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Scoops and elevators for excavating.—A com.
1484 James Erskine, Newton Stewart—Cartridges
1485 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Composition for journal boxes.—A com.
1486 C. F. Henwood, East India Avenue—Ships' rudders
14S7 George Davies, Serle Street—Supplying steam boilers with water.—A com.
1488 David Duff, Litchfield Street—Gas regulators
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29th May, 1S66.

14S9 Thomas Woodward and George Fallows, Birmingham—Extracting cartridges
1490 K. and R Maynard, Whittlesford—Horse rakes
14m Joseph Hall, Clark Street—Perforated-elastic-faced cellular target
1492 J. D. Whelpley and J. J. Storer, Boston, U. S,—Removing dust from air

1493 J. D. "Whelpley and J. J. Storer, Boston, U. S.— Obtaining metals from ores
1494 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Regulating pianoforte strings.—A com.
1495 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Removing incrustations in steam boilers.

—

A com.
1496 Isidore Delcambre, Brussels—Composing printing types
1497 R. B. Boyman, Stockwell—Propelling vessels
149S Francis Hewitt, Liverpool—Rudders and stern posts
1499 Thomas Haigh, Liverpool—Coolers for brewers
1500 Cedric Nurse, Crawford Street—Substitute for buckles
1501 W. R. Pape, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Breech-loading rifles

1502 James Wadsworth, Heaton N orris—Boots and shoes
1503 W. E. Newton. Chancery Lane—Connecting metallic wires.—A com.
1504 C. T. Bowdoin, Florence—Telegraphic Drinting apparatus.—A com.
1505 "William Bayliss, Wolverhampton—Wrought-iroa fencing

30th May, 1866.

1506 Hugh Schofield, Colne—Weft forks
1507 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Cutting files.—A com.
1508 E. A. Pontifex, Shoe Lane—Refrigerators
1509 G. P. Evelyn, Army and Navy Club—Propelling boats
1510 W. R. Hammersley, Wigmore Street—Fluid compasses
1511 Earl of Caithness/Hill Street—Cleaning boiler tubes

31s( May, 1866.

1512 John Punshon. Wigan Colliery— Signal bell

1513 William Clark, Chancery Lane— Recording distance travelled by vehicles.—A com.
1514 Captain Hire and John White, West Cowes— Construction of ships
1515 E. T. Bellhouse and W. J. Doming, Manchester

—

u Keys,' 'wrenches,' and 'nuts'
1516 E. T. Bellhouse and W. J. Doming, Manchester—Hydraulic pumps
1517 A. R. Cunningham. Cambridge Place—Shaving brushes
1518 G. T. Bousfield. Brixton—Tanning hides.—A com.
1519 Josiah East, Commercial Boad—Sawing machinery
1520 T. J. Smith, Whitechapel—Drawing liquids from casks
1521 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Transmission of telegraphic despatches.

—

A com.
1522 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Deodorizing crude oil.—A com.
1523 John Linnett, Birmingham—Paper and cardboard boxes
1524 G. R. Mather, Wellingborough— Setting work to be planed, turned, or drilled
1525 H. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Water cocks or hydrants.—A com.
1526 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Railways and propelling carriages.—A com.
1527 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Preparing fibrous materials.—A com.

1st June, 1866.

1528 John Clyne, Miles Lane—Portable mangle.—A com.
1529 Charles Brautigam. St. Petersburg—Wheeled carriages
1530 John Yule, Glasgow—Steam engines
1531 M. A. Caire, Paris—Triggers for small arms.—A com.
1532 A. V. Newton, Chancerv Lane—Burring and cleansing wool —A com.
1533 H. and J. Crawford, Beith—Finishing thread
1534 W. and J. Burrows, Leeds—Locomotive engines

2nd June, 1866.

1535 Samnel Tnrton, Heaton Norris—Steam boilers
1536 C. T. Jnlius, Philadelphia, U. S.—Construction of anchors
1537 Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Dyeing and printing.—A com.
1538 Thomas Neville, Lichfield, and W.Gorton, Maiden—Propelling vessels
1539 A. B. Brown, Cannon Street—Pumping engines
1540 Joseph Knight, Pencardair—Self-acting railway signals
1541 E. P. H. Vaughan, Chancery Lane—Reflectors.—A com.
1542 A. A. Bois, tedan—Drawing and twisting cotton
1543 Jules Lecoq, Le Mans—Combing hemp

4th June, 1866.

1544 Constantine Henderson, Parliament Street—Girders
1545 J. B. Fenby, Birmingham—Locks and latches
1546 M. C.Rogers, New Burlington Street—Artificial teeth—A com.
1547 John Sainty. Burnham Market—Construction of horse shoes
154-8 Alexander Moncrieff, Edinburgh—Mounting and working ordnance
1549 Corey M'Farland, Birmingham—Cutting corks and bungs.—A com.

5tk June, 1866.

1550 Nathan Brand, Ilion, V. S.—Hoes and trowels
1551 Edwin Farmar, Tenbury- Growing hops
1552 D. A. Dumuis, E. J. F. Flicoteaux, E. W. Niblett, and M. L. J. Lavater, Paris—

Water-closets
1.553 J. M. Tankard and John Cockcroft. Bradford—Cop-frames
1554 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Envelopes and paper bags.—A com.
1555 C. A. M'Evoy, Bedford Square—Shells and fuses
1556 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Gumming and printing envelopes.—A com.
1557 T. W. Wedlake, Homchurch—Irrigators

6th June, 1866.

1558 James Hopwood, Cheadle—Looms for weaving
1559 William Lawrence, Cornwall Road—Drying malt and hops
1560 William Lawrence, Cornwall Road—Treatment of worts
1561 Leopold Morris, Aldermanbury—Muffs
1562 John Loader, Finsbury Market—Raising and lowering weights
1563 Peter Righetti. Rome—Kilns for generating heat
1564 Alexander Parkes, Birmingham—Compounds of the nature of kamptulicon
1565 A. and W. Youne, Gower Street—Streets, roads, and footways
1566 Hyde Bateman, Barnes—Pnmps and fire-engines
1567 Hugh Greaves, Abingdon Street—Railways

1th June, 1866.

1568 J. C. Sellars, Birkenhead—Treating coal, shale, or their compounds
1569 J. G. Tongne, Southampton Buildings—Paper ruling machines.—A com.
1570 Antoine Grivel, Paris—Safes, strong-rooms, and locks
3571 F. H. Wenham, Union Road—Aerial navigation
1572 J. J, Friftdmann, Sise Lane—Manufacture of hats.—A com.
1573 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Jars for preserving fruits.—A com.
1574 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Drilling machines.—A com.

8th June, 1866.

1575 C, D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Travelling bags,—A com
1576 W. J- Fraser, Commercial Road—Steam boilers
1577 Joseph Armstrong, Rotherham—Crossings for railways
1578 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane--Composition for journal boxes.—A com.
1579 D. T. Lee, Birmingham—Dolls and manikins
1580 JaT:es Cranston, Birmingham—Horticultural erections
1581 C. H. Murray, Loinan Street—Making bricks
3582 H. J. Griswold, T;oston, U. S.—Cards and tablets

9th Jane, 1S6G.

1583 John Moss, Astley—Carding engines
1554 J. J. Ingram and G. R. Phillips, Fordingbridge—Valves
1585 James Erskine, Nowton Stewart—Breech-loading guns

11th June, 1866.

1586 H. A. Dufrene, Paris—Decorticating grains,—A com.
1587 John Baxter and John Hunt, Manchester—Safes or receptacles

1555 David Cochrane, Dunmurry— Spinning frames
1589 A. Thornton, Cleckheaton—Heating feed water of steam boilers

1590 Pierre Lerouge, Queen Street—Mode of advertising
1591 James Seward, Enfield—Preventing 'priming' in steam pipes
1592 Alexander Parkes, Birmingham—'Manufacture of brushes

12th June, 1866.

1593 Samuel Lees, Salford—Furnaces for consuming petroleum
1594 T.J. Leigh, Denmark Street— Furnaces
1595 George Allix, St. Heliers—Reeling and furling sails

1596 P. H. Liinet, Paris—Cutting files

1597 F. W. Kurz, Charlotte Street—Construction of locks
1598 F. W. Kurz, Charlotte Street—Safes or strong rooms
1599 R. A. Wright, Shepherd's Lane—Furnaces
1600 James Nicholas, Aspull—Retorts

13th June, 1866.

1601 G. D. Kittoe, Compton Street—Steam engines
1602 John Holloway, Birmingham—Buckles or fastenings
1603 Samuel Bayliss, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-arms
1604 Frederick Cambridge, South Runcton—Waggons or carts
1605 Robert Lancaster, Nelson—Securing lids of milk cans
1606 E. H. Waldenstrom and Thomas Wrigley, Manchester—Carding engines
1607 J. A. Forrest, Liverpool—Lanterns
1608 John Lunt, Liverpool—Heating bakers' ovens
1609 Samuel Kilby and George Dixon, Welby—Thrashing machines
1610 W. H. Hall and Joseph Cooke, Birmingham—Miner's safety lamps
1611 A. P. Price, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Effecting the combustion of fuel.—A com.
1612 John Cyrus Cole, Smethwick— Coffins

14th June, 1866.

1613 J. J. and E. Harrison, Broughton—Looms for weaving
1614 Eilis Morris, Shevingtou Moor—Churning apparatus
1615 G. D. Malam, Halifax— Purifying of ammoniacal liquor
1616 James Carter, Dunfermline—Windows, doors, and shutters
1617 Joseph Stenson, Duston—Remelting of iron or steel

1618 William Bellhouse, Rochdale— Moists
1619 J. B. Payne, Chard— Fishing and other nets
1620 R. E. Hodges, Southampton—Rulers
1621 John Whitaker, Leicester—Reaping and mowing machines
1622 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
1623 Walter Knaggs, Euston Grove—Manufacture of sugar
1624 A. H. Linnington, Fenchurch Street—Anchors.—A com.
1625 Victor Gallet, France—Cast steel

15th June, 186S.

1626 L. A. De Milly, Paris—Treatment of concrete fatty acids
1627 W. R. Hammersley, Wigmore Street—Fluid compasses
1623 li. F- Stevens, Henrietta Street—Treating permanent inflammable gases.-^A com.
1629 J. G. Marshall, Leeds—Treatment of fibrous materials

16*A June, 1866

1630 William Robertson and J. G. Orchar, Dundee—Looms for weaving
1631 Asa Lees and J, B. Slater, Oldharn—Moulds lor casting
1632 G. R. Wilson, Camden Town—Vermin trap

1633 W. B. Brown, Manchester—Anti-acid oil

1634 W. M. Ward, Bridport—Fishing nets
1635 Archibald Macdonald, Elmore Road—Locks
1636 G. H. M. Muntz, Birmingham—Fittings for tubes
1637 G. L. Le"clanche, Paris—Voltaic piles

1638 G. H. Hopps, San Francisco, U. S.—Locks.—A com.

18(ft June, 1866.

1639 J. E. T. Woods, Camberwell Grove—Pigments
1640 W. B. Patrick, Mincing Lane—Treatment of animal charcoal
1641 J. H. Dallmeyer, Bloomsbury Street—Compound lenses for photographic use.t

19th June, 1866.

1642 Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Fixing colouring matters
1643 Thomas Chaloner and James Billington, Preston—Tools for graining
1644 F. B. Lucas, Paris—Screw nuts and bolts

1645 A. D. Renshaw, Fetter Lane—Shearing of sheep
1646 F. J. Bolton, Bruton Street—Transmitting messages by telegraph
1647 Thomas Blatch, Southampton—Rotary and reciprocating engines
1648 E. H. Bentall, Heybridge—Rolling bars for manufacturing nuts
1649 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Utilizing waste vulcanized india rubber.—A coin.

20th June, 1866.

1650 Edmond Pearson, Manchester—Wearing apparel
1651 A. Mironde, France—Electric light for giving evidence of buoys
1652 Jean Nadal, Newman Street—Bottle fountain
1653 Abraham Bowen, Birmingham—Sewing machines
1654 D. A. Fyffe, Glammis—Manufacture of pulp
1655 Emile Bourdier, Paris—A hygienical salt box
1656 J. G. Tongue, Southampton buildings—Metal cartridges.—A com.
1657 Johannes Moller, Shaftesbury Villas—Preparing colouring matter
1658 James Abbot, Jacob Street—Combustion of fuel in steam boilers

21st June, 1866.

1R59 William Forgie and John Thornton, Nottingham—Life boats
1660 Lawrence Hart, Royal Engineers—Construction of life rafts

1661 Benjamin Browne, King William Street—Camp or folding bedsteads.—A coin,

22nd June, 1866.

1662 Thomas Godfrey, Hanover Street—Artificial teeth
1663 C. P. Henry, Paris—Paving roads
1664 William Smith, Nottingham—Trimmings
1665 John Girvan, Cavindufl—Reaping machines
1666 James Parker, Lilford Road— Motive-power apparatus
1667 Edmund Hunt, Glasgow—Treating rnbber, gutta percha, or copal
1668 C. A. Dufour, Paris— Metallic packing for stuffing boxes
1669 George Tnrton, Sheffield—Rotary engine
1670 Timothy Whitley, York Road—Springs for carriages
1671 Edward Peyton, Birmingham—Safes

1672 W. and W. T. Eades, Birmingham—Raising weights
1673 C- De Grelle, Basinghall Street—Cutting and polishing articles in gla*s
1674 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Rotary eugine.—A com.
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23rd June, 1866.

1675 George Davies, Serle Street—Steam gauge.—A com.
1676 Thomas Deakin, Salford—Overhead railways
1677 Thomas Dunn, Pendleton—Shaping and rutting metal
1678 Henry Gardner, Gravesend—Cases for packing bottled ales
1679 Peter Barlow, New Street—Dial plates of clocks and watches
1680 Alfred Lee, Bradford—Preparing wool
1681 Henry Hilt, Nottingham—Locking railway signals and switches
1682 William Poupard, Blacktriars Road—Screening coals
1683 T. S. Hudson, Massachusetts, U. 8 —Cancelling stamps

25th June, 1666-

1684 William Welbonrne, Preston—Tea canisters
1685 Edward Hemingway, Mirfield—Looms for weaving
1686 E. G. Brewer, Chancery Lane—Coupling for railway carriages.—A com.
1687 E. G. Fitton, Leeds—Preparing and spinning flax

1683 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Locks or fastenings.—A com.
1689 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Wood *crews.—A com.
1690 J., S. A., G. E., and F. F. Reading, Birmingham—Fastenings for articles of dress

1691 T. P. Saville, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-arms

1692 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Improved spirit meter.—A com.
1693 G. Charles-Ange, Belgium—Treating corn
1694 Edward Field and Francis Wise, Chandos Chambers—Generating steam

26th June, 1866.

1695 Henry Sullivan, Dublin— Instrument for writing
1696 Alfred Clayton, Kingston—Registering the flow of water
1697 James Young, Limefield— Treatment of hydro-carbon oils

1698 C F. Cotterill, Cannock—Earthenware and other pipes
1699 C. P. Hollis6, Clapham Rise—Axle trees, springs, and bearings
1700 W. Buckley, Neepsend, and Levi Smith, Oughtibridge—Piston of a steam engine
1701 John Milroy, Edinburgh—Excavating apparatus
1702 W E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Blocks or pulleys.—A com.
1703 W. R, Lake, Southampton Buildings—White lead.—A com.
1704 St. Cyr Radisson, Lyons—Printing on woven fabrics
1705 Charles Beeching, Woodstock Street—Ships or other navigable vessels

27th June, 1866.

1706 Edward Ambrose, Holloway—Venetian blinds

1707 Henry Medlock, Tavistock Square, and W. Bailey, Wolverhampton—Preserving
animal substances

1708 J. Northend, J. Holmes, W. Hopkinson, and W. Bibby, Bradford—Combing wool
1709 William Fairbank, Thornbury—Generating ste;tm

1710 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Distilling volatile products.—A com.
1711 Thomas Kennedy and James Barr, Kilmarnock— Pistons and cylinders
1712 W. H. Fyfe, Greenock—Making bricks.—A com.
1713 R. H. Clydesdale and J. E. Wilson, Glasgow— Finishing tobacco
1714 John Jordan, Liverpool— Production of motive power
1715 John Henshall, A rdwick—Apparatus for cutting files

1716 H. W. Hart, Springwell Lodge— Preventing the Jiccmnulation of mud on wheels
1717 W. E Newton, Chancery Lane—Raising and. forcing water.—A com.
1718 Lieutenant-Colonel James Baker, Army and Navy Club—Thermo-electric magnetic

batteries
1719 William Wyatt, Bury St. Edmonds—Screening grain
1720 B. F. Weatherdon, Chancery Lane—Preventing incrustation in boilers,—A com.

28(A June, 1866.

1721 H. D. PHmsoll, Ampthill Square—Rendering gunpowder non-explosive
1722 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Metal boxes, tins, or cases.—A com.
1723 David and Dan Dawson, and Thomas Broadbent, Milnsbridge—Extinguishing fire

in ships and buildings
1724 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Cleaning and decorticating grain.—A com.
1725 F. T. Hubert, Deptford, and H. D. G. Truscott, Walworth—Electric telegraphic

machines
1726 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Obtaining alkaline permanganates.—A com.
1727 S. C. Lister, Manningham—Treating silk waste
1728 D. K. Clark, C.E., Adam Street —Locomotive traction engines
1729 Simeon Deacon, Reading—Drilling iron

29th June, 1866.

1730 Thomas Smith, Rodley—Facing or smoothing stone
1731 L. S. Pilkington, Manchester—Washing machines
1732 William Thomson, Normanton—Actuating points or switches of railways
1733 Joseph Ashton, Fleet Street—Studs and buttons
1734 Henry Hobson, Middlesbro'-on-Tees—Smelting iron ores
1735 John Imray and Joseph Ellis, London—Carriage windows
1736 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Embroidering machinery.—A com.
1737 Samuel Holmes, Lincoln s Inn Fields—Printing ink
1738 Richard Hornsby. Gruntham—Mowing and reaping machines
1739 J. H.Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Brick-making machines.—A com.
1740 Henry Griffin, Silvertown—Combining india rubber with metallic substances

30th June, 1866.

1741 Jiimcs Humber and George Haworth, Preston—Covering rollers

1742 Frederic Kahnt and John Bunting, Sheffield—Cutlery handles
1743 M. L. J. Lavater, Paris— Brackets
1744 John Jackson, Belmont Works—Lamps
1745 Telford Macneill, Cockspur Street—Railway rolling stock
1746 T. F. Gillot, Stoke Newington—Leather
1747 C. D. Knapton, Bradford— Spinning frames

2nd July, 1866.

1748 W. J. Baker, Wakefield—Facilitating the passage of a guard along the out side of a
railway train when \.\ motion

1749 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Submarine telegraph cables.—A com.
1750 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Safety lock.—A com.
1751 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Laying down subterraneous telegraph wires.—A com,
1762 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Furnaces and kilns.—A com.
1763 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Applying heat to the human body.—A com.
1754 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Making bricks.—A com.
1755 Georges Frere, Paris—Apparatus for fishing
1756 S. A. Hodd and William Upton, Brighton—Roasting coffee
1757 C. J. Appleby, Gracechurch Street—Locomotive and traction engines
1758 T. C. Craven, Albany, U. S.—Saws for cotton gins
1759 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Lubricating.—A com.
1760 Franz Fried, Fraukfort-on-the-Main—Artificial wood
1761 Werner Staufen, Barossa Place—Treatment of vegetable fibres
1762 Thomas Cook, Arbour Square—Boots and shoes

3rd July, 1866.

1763 G. R. Sheraton, Scdgefield—Instrument for difficult parturition
1764 Henry Tyerman, Pontefract—Reaping and mowing machines
1765 William Adkins, Birmingham—Taps and dies
1766 Henry Wootton, Russell Terrace—Self-acting railway signals
1767 William Adolph, Bury Court—Obtaining motive power.—A com.
1768 A. P. J. Allemand and L. G. Speyser, Paris—Making bricks
1769 G. F. Starnes, Brentwood—Cotton gins

4th July, 1866.

1770 David Nichols and W. B. Leachman. Leeds—Manufacturing bricks
1771 R. A. Young, Bristol—Busks of stays and corsets
1772 William M'Allum, Wester Daldowie—Machine wires
1773 Alfred Myerns, Union Street—Fastenings of leggings
1774 Joseph Clegg and John Smith, High Crompton— Ribbed pile fabrics
1775 Thomas Sagar and Thomas Richmond, Burnley—Looms for weaving
1776 John Brotherton, Wolverhampton—Fittings fur gas, steam, and water pipes
1777 Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Governors.—A com.
1778 Charles Doughty, Lincoln—Distilling the grease of cotton seed, oil, and other fatly

matters

6th July, 1866.

1779 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing machinery.—A com.
1780 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Making horse shoe nails —A com.
1781 Robert Fowler, Cornhill—Locomotive engines and tenders.—A com.
1782 H. G. Fairburn, St. Luke's—Combining coal dust into lumps
1783 A. V, Newton, Chancery Lane—Steering apparatus.—A com.
1784 J. D. Brunton, Leighton Crescent— Sinking shafts or pits
1785 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Connecting links or hooks.—A com.

6th July, 1866.

1786 Lorenzo Field, Birmingham—Photographic printing frames
1787 William Chesney, Willenhall—Water and steam cocks
1788 E. H. Aydon, Wandsworth, and Edward Field, Chandos Chambers—Exhausting

and forcing fluids

1789 J A. Salmon, Liverpool—Furnaces
1790 Charles Heptonstall, Glasgow—Weaving stays
1791 J, Monnier, C. D'Hondt, and J. Meurant, France— Looms for weaving
1792 Thomas Lishman, Stockton-on-Tees—Steam boilers

1th July, 1866.

1793 Charles Harvey, Pall Mall—Breech-loading fire-arms
1794 Robert Kunstmann, City Road—Burning and drying bricks
1795 Prosper Simard, Ely Place— Envelopes
1796 Alexander Clark, Rathbone Place— Blinds and shutters
1797 John Murray, Whitehall Place—Disposing and picking up coin
1798 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.

9tk July, 1866.

1799 Thomas Ivers, Famworth, and Jesse Haddock, Batcliffe—Shuttle tongues
1800 P. J. Beliot, Paris—Looking-glass press
1801 Walker Moseley, King Street—Slicing and paring cucumbers
1802 John Elder, Glasgow—Marine steam engines
1803 William Baines, London Works—Telegraph and signal pillars

1804 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Bobbins.—A com.
1805 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Coating ships' bottoms.—A com.

10th July, 1866.

1806 John Millward, Birmingham—Piano and music r.tool.—A com.
1807 George Davies, Serle Street—Neck-tie or scarf retainer.—A com.
1808 Stewart Clark, Paisley—Steam engine valves.—A com.
1S09 J. S. Cuthbert, Lindsey Row—Painters' easels

1810 W. J. Curtis, Holloway—Breech- loading fire-arms

1811 James Howard and E. T. Bousfield, Bedford—Steam boilers

lUh July, 1866.

1812 Edward M'Nally, Manchester—Grinding and polishing saws
1813 G. W. Hawksley, M. Wild, and J. Astbury, Sheffield— Furnaces for steam boilers

1814 William Walker, London—Dressing or preparing hemp
1815 Isaac Gregory, Manchester—Communication by signals between passengers, guards,

and drivers of railway trains

1816 George llaseltine, Southampton Buildings— Screw-bolts.—A com.
1817 William Thompson, Dublin—Corking bottles

1818 Francois Degravel, Paris— Horses' nosebags
1819 William Hobbs, Pancras Lane—Carriages for transporting ordnance
1820 C. E. Austin, Broad Sanctuary—Separating fluid and solid parts of sewage
1821 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Crimping leather.—A com.
1822 K. W. Fraser, Edinburgh— Obtaining and transmitting motive power
1823 J. N. Fournel, France— Iron and cast iron
1824 William Naylor, Lorn Terrace—Steam engines
1825 C. W. Farmer and W. E. Partridge, Birmingham, and B. J. P. Webb, Belfast-

Uniting wires, bands, ropes, or electric telegraph cables

12th July, 1866.

1826 Joseph Moseley, Manchester—Card cloth

1827 W. G. Walker and R. F. Smith, Kilmarnock—Producing illuminating gas
1828 K. H. Cornish, South Molton Street—Bieech-loading fire-arras

1829 William Reade, Liverpool—Steam pumps.—A com.
1830 J. Ward, Gorton, and J. Smales, Leeds—Testing the working parts of engines
1831 William Reade, Liverpool— Supplying water to locomotive engines.—A com.
1832 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Grease cups.—A com.
1833 Daniel Gallafent, Stepney Causeway—Transmitting motion to rudders of ships
1834 M. J. Roberts, Pendarren—Cooling worts
1835 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Making covered twist and cord.—A com.
1836 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Folding chair.—A com.

13th July, 1866.

1837 C. F. Dietrich, Holloway— Compressing air by means of water
1838 James Law, Albert Veterinary College—Dipping and smearing sheep
1£39 W. E. Wiley, Birmingham—Holders for marking materials
1840 A. W. Makinson, Westminster—Locomotive engines
1841 Walkden Thompson and T. Stathar, Kingston-upon-Hull—Mills for grinding corn

1842 Robert Roger, Stockton-on-Tees—Steam travelling cranes
1843 Robert Jobson, Dudley— Suspending electric telegraph wires

1844 T. W. Rammell, Westminster Chambers—Pneumatic railways

1845 Peter Ellis, Liverpool—Lift hoist for hotels

1846 Alexander Prince, Trafalgar Square—Preserving timber.—A com.

14th July, 1S66.

1847 George Day, Euston Road—Stopping or curbing horses
1848 William Justice, Dundee—Motive power engines
1849 J., C, and H. Sampson, Bradford, and Robert Burlison, Thornbury—'Folding* and

'papering' woven fabrics

1850 Louis J. Crossley, Willow Hall, and Joseph Sunderland, Halifax—Preparing aim
spinning wool

1851 Jesse Ingamells, Leverton Fen—Obtaining and applying motive power
1852 Wilson Ager, New York—Preventing the heating and fouling of guns

16*A July, 1866.

1853 Robert Clough and Prince Smith, Keighley—Ln* ricating spindles
1854 A. R. Stark and James Woodman, Woolwich—F ing the covers of gas retorts

1855 James Lee Norton, Belle Sauvage Yard, and F. L. H. W. Blinger, Southampton
Buildings- Discharging water resulting from condensed steam

1856 Richard Soans, Stockton-on-Tees—Dressing currants and other fruit

1857 T. G. Webb, Manchester—Articles of pressed glass
1858 Edward Heusser, Jewin Crescent—Travelling bag

j
1S59 Leon Mignot, Paris—Soluble alkaline silicates
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ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. IX

In our last Part we incidental!}' remarked, in referring to the Tromb as

a blowing machine, upon its extreme suitability and facility for appli-

cation and use for iron-founding purposes in new countries or colonies

where water is abundant and falls available. We purpose now fol-

lowing this up by a somewhat precise notice of those foundries which

exist in numerous examples in Belgium, and are known there as

Calebasseries, in which the apparatus and modes of manipulation have

many peculiarities, and which very strikingly manifest the combin-

ation of great efficiency with the very simplest and cheapest plant.

In these respects the fonderie a calebasse is well worthy the know-

ledge of British mechanics, settled or about to settle in our remote or

less advanced colonies. Nor will it be found that the employment of

the calebasse may not find occasionally conditions nearer home where

it might be useful, as, for example, where an iron foundry has to be

extemporized, such as for the restoration of some broken casting, or new
one needed for the repair of a broken-down marine engine upon some

wild and foreign station, or for the casting of projectiles, or even guns,

in some distant and beleaguered fort ; to which other conceivable

occasions might be added.

It is not a little curious to remark how many hints of practical

value to even the most advanced, extended, and improved metallurgic

processes applied to arts and manufactures, may be derived from the

observation and study of the very early and rude practices of the

most aboriginal or primitive metallurgists. No more interesting

chapter remains to be written as an introduction to our great treatises

upon the various branches of applied metallurgy than might be pro-

duced by tracing in a mixed archaeological, scientific, and practical

spirit, the earliest knowable attempts of men everywhere to make
mechanically available by forging, melting, and moulding, &c, the

several metals, which the methods of the earliest and rudest smelters

had first obtained. Such a chapter, which must necessarily embrace all

that can be known of the materials, apparatus, and methods employed

by rude or half civilized people, remote in time and distant from us as

the earlier cradles of our race, would not be, in competent hands, a

mere bit of learned dilettanteism. On the contrary, from such origines

taetallurgicce suggestions of the most directly practical character often

reach the mind prepared by scientific and practical information to extract

them, and capable of advancing, in some point or other, what we deem
our most modern and advanced knowledge in the modes of metal

working. It would give a wrong idea, or at least impose a false restric-

tion on our thoughts however, were we to limit the trace of early metal-

lurgic methods merely to those of half civilized peoples. In some of the

most ancient, and in many respects highly civilized peoples of the world,

their peculiar social conditions, the reactions of creeds, despotisms,

climate, and much else, as well as the want of good and abundant fuel,

and, in the great Asiatic plains, the want of metallic minerals, have
concurred in keeping all arts almost stationary for ages. Metallurgic

methods, amongst the rest, are now in Asia much what they were
perhaps four thousand years ago. It is therefore but to point our leading
thought, that we remark how many hints of value to the arts in modern
Europe (to which all arts were originally imported from the East) have
been derived from noticing the practices of the native Eastern work-
man, and add that much more of value remains yet to be acquired by
a more extended, careful, and enlightened observation of many of their

rude and primitive methods.

The Bengali goldsmith and jeweller is still, as he was before Solomon's
day, an itinerant workman, like our own almost extinct " tinker." His
whole kit of tools is wrapped up in a bit of sheepskin. He sits down to

work, it may be in the Sahib's verandah, to alter the English lady's

golden ornaments, or reset her gems, or to recast and remodel the
" bangles " of the native women. Aided by nothing extraneous beyond
a few bits of charcoal, with the pasty clay of the boundless plain, he
makes his furnace and his crucibles, as well as bis moulds ; and with the

help of a palm-leaf fan, or a bamboo mouth-blowing tube, can melt
and cast some ounces of gold and silver, and can make and chase the

most delicate and complex relievo or filagree work ; in designs the ideals

of which are older than the oldest history of the ancient land that has
given him birth.

Beloochee and Afghan edged weapons, the forefathers of the famous
Damascus blades, as these were of the equally famed Spanish-Arab
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" Toledos," unsurpassed as the first are at the present hour for temper,

keenness, form, balance, and beauty, are forged and fashioned now,

probably as they were before the dispersion of the ten tribes of Israel,

and by methods and instruments the roughness and apparent inadequacy

of which surprise the European workman, who, nevertheless, has not

yet rivalled their result.

In the Exhibition of 1851 there was shown, amongst other metallic

works from China, a large cast-iron pan, in form a segment of the sur-

face of a sphere, and though of large diameter, its absolute thickness

was considerably under one-tenth of an inch ; its surface interiorly as

smooth almost as if ground, though left obviously just as it was cast.

Many of the ablest ironfouuders in England looked with wondering

admiration upon this specimen of the skill of an old civilization, but with-

out being able even to guess how it was fabricated. Indeed, if our

memory serves correctly, we believe it was Mr. William Fairbairn who
judiciously drew the attention of British founders to this humble Chinese

pan, as one of the most interesting and instructive of the whole class of

metallic objects then exhibited.

A Scottish " pot-founder," or maker of hollow wares, prides himself

upon a moderate-sized cooking pot of about \ inch thick ; and common
semicircular eaveshoots for houses are deemed to have reached the limit

of thinness and cheapness at something above that average thickness

;

but we believe no founder or workman in Scotland or England would

undertake to produce a vessel of the form of a " sugar teache " of"

between 2 and 3 feet diameter, and to cast it only about -jig- of an inch

in thickness.

Well, these are illustrations that ancient and primitive art has its

lessons still to convey, and that rude and simple-looking tools and

methods are not in all respects to be despised. And we might multiply

our illustrations by examples taken from much nearer home. Within

less than a century since there still existed in England a race of

itinerant bell founders. They were mostly found in the south-western

counties, though we believe also in the fen country and on the north-

eastern side of England. These men were reputed as gipsies. The
rings of bells in several of the rural churches of Somerset and Devon

were cast by these wild workmen. The writer's own father recollected

traditions, the particulars of which, even to pointing out the site of the

temporary bell foundry, were, in his early life, handed down in his

native parish in the north of Devon, respecting a ring of six church

bells thus cast. There were three men, an older and two younger

bell founders, who went about with their families and tools in gipsy

style. When they had bargained to cast a set of bells, they went

about the country buying up old copper and pewter, chiefly old ves-

sels and household stun , much of which they got from Bristol ; and

though apparently poor, money for such purposes seemed always forth-

coming from unknown hoards. Having collected sufficient material in

the case here referred to, the men and their families returned to the

parish, and at the side of a high-banked Devon ditch, upon a small

"moor" or bit of dry common land, established themselves. They

built their own air furnace from adobes, or sun-dried bricks, of the loam

on the spot, and made their loam moulds of the same. The only roofed

building was a " lining," as a lean-to roof is called in Devon, of a few

feet square, thatched with furze and straw to keep the moulds from a

chance shower, and this was all burnt to light and dry the furnace.

When the great day came for casting the bells, all the little parish was

in commotion, and collected to see the operation ; and much entreaty

was made by the artists for silver coin " to improve the metal ;" and

some, it was said, was actually thrown into the furnace mouth by the

hands of the rustic donors, who had a shrewd suspicion that otherwise

it would reach the pockets of the founders only. The six bells were

cast, and with perfect success, and the writer has still in his ears their

sweet though coppery tone, as mellowed by distance they sounded on

summer evenings in years gone by. These bells are small, the largest

probably not more than 6 or 8 cwt., but they are in perfect tune; and

to produce even such a peal, with such appliances, would not be readily

undertaken nor instantly done now by the best workman in the great

establishments of our Warners or Meyers. There are probably scores

of rural parishes in England, the bells of which were made in the same

way as were those. With these wandering bell casters, one can scarcely

doubt that there must have become extinct many means and methods

resulting from that inventive mother Necessity, of great ingenuity,

simplicity, and value.

But we must not let illustration charm us too far away from our

2 B
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immediate subject; we have adduced more than enough to show that

humble apparatus and methods may well repay attentive study ; and

amongst these we may class the calebasserie.

If an ordinary cylindrical cupola were without any tapping aperture,

and had a close metallic bottom to the lining and at the level of the

single twyer (which we will suppose passing in about mid height)
;

were it so made as to part in two, and the top half to lift quite off, when

the fluid metal should have quite filled to the parting line the lower

segment, and had we the means of lifting the latter with its liquid

contents, and employing it as a filled ladle—then this ensemble would,

in fact, contain the characteristic or ideal rudiment of the fonderie a

calebasse. If we look at figs. 5 and 6, we shall, in fact, see such a

Fig. 5.
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cupola in action ; and an iron foundry so fitted up is called, in Belgium,

a calebasserie, by workmen and those in the trade. No one that we
have conversed with in Belgium seemed certain as to the etymology of

the word. By some it was thought to be of French origin ; a com-
pound, like calefacteur, &c, from the Latin color and basis, a mode of

heating from below; but others referred the word, as well as the apparatus

itself, to a southern (and therefore more remotely to an Eastern) origin,

and thought that the woid was, in fact, a corruption of " kalebash,"

^\-vv*,WVv\^sx,^ .v^^^^s^x^S
from the form of the vessel which, in the smaller apparatus of the sort,

holds the liquefied iron.

Though we have made some inquiry, we have never been able to

ascertain whether the method is known to be in use in the countries of
southern Europe, where Saracenic and Arabic immigration occurred,
aud in which we have never ourselves found it.

In Belgium, however, whencesoever it may have come, it is much,
and has been for an unknown time, employed as a method for melting
iron for certain special purposes ; and we have understood that it is

more or less in use in north-eastern Germany, where, however, we have

never seen it ; nor have we ever seen a trace of it out of Belgium,

nor found any knowledge existing as to it in Great Britain.

All about Brtixelles aud Liege, and in the intermediate country, there

exist numbers of small foundries, whose trade consists (like that of many
small foundries about Birmingham and its neighbourhood) in casting

small and often delicate objects of cast iron, such as Belgian stoves

and cooking apparatus, grates and grate bars,

clock weights, smoothing irons, and various

sorts of hollow ware ; or of a more artistic and
careful character—architectural ornaments,

candelabra and gas fittings, statuettes, open

grille tracery, steps for iron interior staircases,

&c. ; or lastly, smaller objects to be ultimately

annealed and converted into malleable cast

iron, such as stirrup irons, bits, buckles, keys,

scissors, knives aud forks, and generally all

sorts of ironmongery made by this annealing

process. For all these the calebasse method
of melting is adopted, not as a result of want
of capital, but by preference to the ordinary

cupola. The first impression on visiting one

of these calebasseries is that of poverty, due to

the smallness and simplicity of the whole train

of melting apparatus ; but the impression in

most cases is rapidly changed by the aspect of

the remainder of the establishment. In fact,

there are foundries iu the suburbs of Bruxelles

where the entire melting plant would seem not

worth five-and-twenty pounds, but where the

capital laid up in "patterns" only, for orna-

mental castings, is worth as many hundreds.

It is not denied by those who employ the calebasse, that where there is

a large demand for liquid iron for heavy castings, and those of a character

as regards the labour and time in moulding which admits of continuous

working, that the cupola works more economically in respect of fuel.

The advantages claimed for the calebasse are these : That where the

labour and time consumed in moulding are. by the nature of the small

or other objects, great, and such that but a moderate weight of liquid

iron is required to " pour off" a whole day's work, aud heuce at but

one period of the day ; there the economy is, upon the whole, in favour

of the calebasse, although it consumes in fuel 25 per cent, or more in

weight of the iron melted. The latter melts rapidly, M very easily

managed, wastes by evection unquestionably extremely little heat (much

less than the cupola, if the latter be only " in blast " for an equally

short time) in heating up an inert mass of lining bricks, bottoming, &c,
and brings the metal down extremely hot and liquid. This is the state

in which it is wanted for casting finely and sharply, these small and

delicate objects specified. For many of these also a special quality of

metal is indispensable, and the calebasse founders affirm that with the

usual mixtures which they have to employ of pig iron, with purchased

"scrap" metal, very commonly old pots and other like household gear,

and "gaits and runners," they can be sure of the quality of the metal,

when obtained melted in the ladle, to a degree that they could not secure

with any cupola. They also allege that they can improve the quality

of the iron they are about to employ by this method of melting, which

they could not do with any certainty by the cupola. There is probably

much more truth in these latter statements than one might be disposed

to credit, for otherwise it is not conceivable that very intelligent

founders, melting as much as half a ton of iron three or four times per

day, should adhere to this method, and not adopt the cupola. On the

other hand, there can be no question but that in some of the calebasseries

of the smallest class the method is adhered to simply from motives of

economy in outlay, and from uncertainty as to the supply of orders

which with them (as with the small Staffordshire founders) fluctuates

violently sometimes; for it can be a matter of no import what be the

quality of the metal melted for clock weights, &c, and for which the

makers purchase the very worst and cheapest scrap they can obtain.

There are, in fact, two classes of calebasseries in Belgium—those

permanently established iu fixed premises, and upon a pretty large

scale ; and others in the hands of a sort of wandering workmen (very

like those old bell casters, or the " tinkler man " of Scotland), who go

about the country from village to village, and cast on the spot such

small wares as are in common use, and for which they can find a present
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demand. It will be sufficient for us to describe the larger and better

class. A brick wall, provided with a hanging hood, sometimes of sheet

iron, sometimes of brickwork on an iron curb, is constructed as seen in

elevation in fig. 6, and in vertical transverse section in fig. 5, against

which the calebasse is set up ; or if there be more than one, they are

set in a range like smiths' hearths, with sufficient room between each.

This wall, at the place opposite to and where it is to form the back of

the " tour" or cylindrie upper part of the furnace, is faced with fire-

brick, and at the proper level is pierced through to admit of the passage

of a twyer ; or, as we shall describe further on, a cast-iron water twyer

is built into the wall, passing through it. The hood, h, hangs about

6J feet from the floor, and is usually about 6 feet by 3 feet at the

mouth, the flue from it only rising a few feet—as high, in fact, as local

conditions require. Upon the solid base, like that of the wall, two low

piers or blocks of brickwork (sometimes two large " fire lumps "), x x,

figs. 5 and 6, are carried out at right angles to the wall face.

In figs. 1 and 2 is shown in elevation and plan a sort of large

double-handled ladle, made of plate iron in the better foundries, but

Fi;. 1.

ratfT

often of cast iron in the smaller ones. Its mounting does not materially

difl'er from any ordinary foundry ladle of the same capacity, but its form

is rather peculiar. It is always of about the proportions in depth and

diameters at top and bottom figured. This, which is at once " the great

ladle " and the lower part of the calebasse furnace, is called le creuset, or

crucible. In figs. 3 and 4 is shown in front elevation and in top plan,

the upper part, called le tour, or the tower of the furnace. It is not a

completed cylinder, but as seen in fig. 4, a sort of horse shoe in horizontal

section, the open side being closed by the wall (m, fig. 5) when it is in

place. It is made of stout plate iron, with rivetted bands at top and

bottom. The blast is usually procured from a small plate-iron fan,

secured to a block of brickwork at the direct rear of the wall, m. The
communication with the conical twyer pipe is made by a large loose pipe

of thin leather (calf-skin), which at the end next the twyer pipe is rivetted

or screwed to a ring of iron, that just slips easily over

the end of the conical twyer at its largest part, and to

which while blowing it is secured by a piece of wire or

of cord. The fan is almost always, if not invariably,

driven by manual labour, by a porter wheel with

winch handles (m, fig. 5), for four labourers—the

motion being communicated and speed got up by a

leather belt. This is essentially the whole apparatus.

Figs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, are to a scale of quarter
:nch to the foot; figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, to a scale of

half an inch to the foot, English measure,

Some slight modifications are made where raw coal

is in use in place of coke for the melting fuel, and to

which we shall hereafter refer.

When the apparatus is about being set to work, the creuset, c, is

lined with clay, after being " clay washed," just as is the case in any
ordinary foundry ladle ; but the lining is brought well up and over the
lip all round except at one point (fig. 3), where it is to be met by the

twyer; and a good large round roll of clay is formed thus round the

lip. A fire of Belgian, rather hard or splent coal, is kindled in the
interior, and the creuset is inclined to one side to induce draught, until

the coal has all burnt clear, and the lining is dry and almost baked hard.
The creuset is then placed in the position shown in figs. 5 and 6, the
two iron handles resting firmly upon the brick pillars or blocks, x, x;
tin- bottom of the vessel being firmly and securely based upon the

rammed eand-bed beneath it, so that no rocking is possible; the creuset

being placed at exactly the proper distance from the face of the wall,

m, and its level being such that the twyer pipe comes exactly opposite

the nick or vacancy in the lining round the lip of the vessel (fig. 1).

The iron tour (figs. 3 and 4) has, at the same time with the creuset, been

also lined with clay inside, and a roll of clay formed round its lower

edge, like that round the lip of the latter. This lining is dried generally

by placing the tour with its open face downwards over the mouth of

the creuset, so that the same fire dries both. The tour is then super-

imposed upon the creuset, its edges at the open side in contact with the

face of the wall, m ; and with more clay these edges are luted to the

brick face, aud the lower edge luted to the top or lip of the creuset. A
conical or pyramidical heap of nearly dry sand is now heaped up all

round, both in the form and to the height shown in figs. 5 and 6. The
red coal fire has not been emptied out of the creuset ; some few bits of

additional fuel, coal or coke, are now thrown in at the top of the tour,

and a gentle blast is applied. The twyer pipe is provided with some

rude adjustments (usually mere wedges and blockings), by which its

angle to the horizon can be varied. At first the air is gently blown,

with the twyer in the horizontal position shown in fig. 5 ; and the air,

eddying round and about, soon brings the ignited fuel to a bright heat;

aud the charging then commences, much in the mauner of a common
cupola.

The pig, scrap, gaits, &c, have all been weighed. The coke is

charged by measures. Some fresh coke is first thrown in ; then the

pig iron or heaviest scrap first, and, as the melting proceeds, the less

heavy, aud finally the lightest scrap. A depth of about one-third the

height of the tour of fresh and ignited coke is secured before any iron

is charged. As soon as the fuel is known to be well ignited, by the

colour of the blue flame on top of the tour, which has been now
quite filled and heaped up with coke and iron, the inclination of the

twyer is changed, and it is made to point downwards, and to direct the

blast towards the bottom of the creuset. Upon the amount of the angle

of direction downwards, the practice of different founders varies, though

they all attach great importance to fixing what this angle ought to be.

With some it is such that a line produced from the axis of the twyer

would strike about midway up the opposite side of the interior of the

creuset ; with others this line would strike as much lower as almost the

middle of the bottom of the creuset. All seem to use something between

these limits. The exact angle is probably not very important with the

same apparatus and fuel, but it appears to be certain that the twyer

must be more sharply turned down, when raw coal fuel is used than

when coke is employed.

The level of the twyer, which, as this is always situated at the lip of

the creuset, is determined by the depth of the latter, is deemed by cale-

basseurs of much importance ; and they state that by varying this level

they can materially alter and improve the quality of the iron in course

of fusion. This we are not in a position to contradict ; but we are not

convinced of the extent of the amelioration thus possible. The pro-

portions of all the parts depend, as will be evident, upon the maximum
charge of metal required for one heat; and this fixes the capacity of

the creuset. In the apparatus figured, which is one that was not long

ago at work near Bruxelles, about 5 cwt. of iron could be blown down
at a single operation. There are, however, calebasseries in which 10

to 12 cwt. can be thus melted at once ; while some of the itinerant ones

—the calebasseries ambulantes—are only large enough to melt a few

kilogrammes. In these last the creuset is often nothing but an old cast-

iron pot, the requisite shape of interior being managed by the clay lining.

The clay employed for lining is only the ordinary loam ; and this is

found quite sufficiently refractory for the short time it is exposed to the

fuel and liquid metal.

The twyer cone, in the foundry here figured, was at the mouth about

6 inches diameter. It did not reach quite through the wall, m ; and

the actual twyer hole through the wall, the lips of which were rounded

and irregular, was about 4 inches diameter. The shape of this must

materially affect the final direction given to the air-current within the

furnace by the inclination downwards of the twyer pipe.

The fan in this instance was found to make about 900 revolutions

per minute ; and the blast felt to the hand as about the same in force

as would be commonly employed for a cupola of, say 2 to 2J feet dia-

meter. There was no gauge, or means of measuring the intensity. A
strong blast is, however, always deemed requisite.

For melting one charge of 5 cwt. nearly, there was consumed rather

less than half a hundredweight of splent coal, and some faggot wood.
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and nearly two hundred pounds of coke. The latter was of good and

tolerably hard quality, made from Belgian caking coal, and thrown into

the furnace in pieces about the size of large eggs ; a few being larger.

The charge of 5 cwt. was all melted in about twenty minutes from the

time of altering the inclination of the twyers, or in about au hour from

the commencement of the operation.

The metal being " down," the bar (fig. 7) is passed, the edge being

vertical, through the eyes, o, o, at the top of the tour (fig. 3) ; and by

four labourers the latter was lifted off the ereuset, the heap of sand

having been first removed all round down to the floor level, and the

Fig. 7

nm

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10.
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first fracture of the luted junction made by means of a pinching bar,

with a chisel edge struck in. This bar is shown in fig. 9 ; the hook at

the other end having a use now to be referred to. The heap of incan-

descent fuel drops out of the tour, and is raked off the surface of the

fluid metal, with which the ereuset is now seen to be filled, by means of

the rake, fig. 10 (like a garden rake nearly), and falls on the floor

around. The surface of the metal is skimmed off with a stout dry wood
skimmer, and some powdered charcoal is flung over it, Six labourers

or more then gather round the forked handles of the ereuset, which lias

in fact now become only a large full ladle, lift it, carry it off to the

moulding shop (always close by), and deposit it, resting on the handles,

upon the two strong wood tressels, s, s, figs. 1 and 2.

Above the tour, and under the hood, h, but within reach of the flame,

there are placed two or more iron brackets, upon which the several

small hand-ladles (touches) have had their clay linings dried thoroughly

by the heat of the furnace. These are now brought forward in suc-

cession, and the men fill them from the ereuset, canting it over, and
restraining it by means of the bar, fig. 9, or more than one; the square

hook at the end being passed over the square-shanked handles near the

ladle, and thus in a few minutes the whole of the metal is exhausted,

and the ereuset empty.

The metal which was employed, in part Beaufort pig iron, from

South Wales, and in part pig (charcoal made, as we understood) from

Couillet Furnaces, near Charlerois, was naturally (we can say nothing

as to the scrap, which was chiefly old stove metal) of a very fluid run-

ning quality ; but more fluid or hotter iron we have seldom seen pro-

duced than by this little apparatus. Nor have we ever seen more
exquisite ornamental castings produced than were run from it. Hot
iron, in the opinion of these Belgian fine founders, is the alpha and

omega of fine sharp casting, assuming the moulding good ; and they are

never satisfied unless the metal in the ereuset Is while hot, or, as they

say, d'un blanc de luit, "milk white." This quite corresponds with the

experience and practice of the founders of the fine ornamental castings

at Berlin, who melt their iron in cast-steel-shaped furnaces and crucibles

with the view to obtain extreme fluidity. However, we hope to treat,

in a separate paper hereafter, more at large upon the subject of the

Berlin castings, as those ornamental works are commonly designated.

The operation of melting, as we have described it, is repeated, with

the same apparatus, from three to four times per day of 10J working
hours, when orders are abundant. It will therefore be evident that

in a foundry where there are three or four calebasies all thus at

work, the total quantity of iron run down maybe pretty large. In this

foundry the coke of the best quality was stated to cost, laid down, about
forty shillings the English ton ; and coal about sixteen shillings, of the
quality used by them. They employed for their fine castings nothing
but first-class pig iron, and the best and cleanest scrap they could

procure ; and the loss in melting was said to be about 6 or 7 per cent.

—very little more than in cupola practice.

A very interesting feature in the mode of working, in another cale-

basserie visited by us, was the use of raw coal as fuel. This foundry

was of moderate pretensions, and was employed upon a coarser order of

small castings, stove work, &c. It used up a much larger amount of

scrap metal of a by no means select character ; and the loss, in melting,

was admitted to be heavy—as much as from 12 to 15 per cent. The
employment of raw coal was stated to be simply with a view to save

expense by using the cheapest fuel. The mode of doing it appeared

very ingenious ; and it might be worthy of consideration whether the

same method might not be modified so as to admit of the use of raw

coal, in great part at least, in lieu of coke in our own cupolas; and, if

so, probably with increased economy.

The melting apparatus having been all arranged just as already

described, except that the twyer was a cast-iron water twyer, and passed

right through the wall, m (fig. 5), being fixed at a sharp inclination

downwards ; and the remains of the fuel used in drying being still ignited

in the bottom of the ereuset—the furnace-man (for there is a special

furnace-man in charge of each apparatus, just as with a cupola) threw

on the blast for a few moments to sweep away ashes, and then by hand

he piled up in the centre of the bottom of the ereuset, and upon the red

fuel, a cone of large lumps of raw coal. These, after a short time, got

pretty well ignited, and much caked together. The blast was then put

on, and the air, eddying round and about the interior, cleared away the

smoke, and in about ten minutes brought the cone of coal into a vigorous

clear blaze all over. Then, with the bent round poker or bar (fig. 8),

the furnace- man broke the crust of the cone of coal, and spread the large

fragments pretty evenly over the whole bottom, their depth being such

as to about half fill the ereuset. He then spread over this at once

enough of small coke, in fragments about the size of small walnuts, to

keep down the flame. The stratum was about 3 or 4 inches minimum
thickness. He now began to charge in fuel and iron ; first, by hand

he laid in all round the circumference of the upper part of the ereuset,

and then of the tour, a ring of lumps of large raw coal. Then he filled

in the space in the middle, and levelled it up with the poor light cokes

or cinders left after the dismounting of the furnace on former operations,

and which had been quenched with water, and with the lumps of pig

iron and the larger fragments of scrap, gaits, &c. Then he laid on this,

levelled carefully, another outside ring of large lumps of coal, and filled

the interior up in the same way as before with cinder-coke and iron;

then more coal : and so on until the tour was entirely full and heaped

up in a cone on top, and he had charged in the whole quantity of iron

to be melted for that operation. In placing the coal at the point oppo-

site the twyer, and in the layers just below and above it, he was very

careful to preserve good and free passages for the air-blast between and

amongst the lumps of coal. The blast was now thrown on in full force.

This was produced at this foundry, not by a fan, but by a moderately

large pair of double bellows of about the sort and size that would have

been employed by us in England some years ago for a heavy black-

smith's hearth. These bellows were worked by four and sometimes

six labourers by means of two rack-staffs ; the blast was a sharp and

powerful one. About two-thirds, or perhaps rather more, of the entire

hulk of fuel in the calebasse was raw coal. It was hard coal— of much
about the same quality as some of our best hard South Wales steam

coals ; such as in the neighbouring pits of Westphalia they know as

rnaiger kohlen.

In charging in the scrap metal, we should have mentioned that the

furnace-man was careful not to put any of it at the side next and over

the twyer, but as far as possible to arrange the mass of fragments in a

sort of nearly-closed horseshoe round the remaining circumference of

the tour, and nearly over the interior sides of the ring of raw coal. It

was indeed plain that a good deal of skill was exercised, as well as care,

in every portion of the charging operation ; and that upon its being

properly done much of the success in melting rested. The whole

operation of charging, however, did not occupy a quarter of an hour.

The blast being on, the furnace-man continued to feed in rapidly into

the centre of the furnace fresh supplies of cinder-coke, as this rapidly

burnt away and began to fall in ; and now and then, where a suitable

vacant point occurred, threw in a bit or two of scrap, just as in tending

a cupola; but at the end of about half-an-hour he ceased supplying

cinder-coke altogether, and then, with his curved bar, began to break

into the surrounding ring-like wall of half-coked raw coal, and to push
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down the broken fragments and level these in the tour, sometimes

throwing in a shovelfull of small coke to fill a vacuity. In about thirty

minutes more, the whole interior of the tour was full of a loose glowing

mass of coke, and the metal was all " down." It was then removed,

after the taking off of the tour, and poured as we have alread}' described.

The coal employed was stated to cost about twenty-five shillings per

ton (English) in the foundry. The cinder-coke, which was obtained in

sufficient quantity for their wants from previous meltings, and which, as

soon as the calebasse was dismounted, was quenched with just as little

water poured over it from the rose of a large watering-pot as would stop

its combustion, was a rather light coke fuel—certainly much less dense

than good English or Belgian foundry coke made in ovens. We were

unable to get any precise return of the total of coal and cinders burnt

to the ton of iron melted. It appeared to the practised eye, large, but

not excessive. The point of most interest, however, is the employment

of the raw coal at all; and the nature of the process is obviously of

this sort, that in fact the coal is coked in the tour, and finally used to

effect the fusion, neither as coal nor coke, but in a state intermediate to

both. The only precautions as to the quality of the coal used that were

expressed were, that it must be good coal, as free as possible from

sulphur, and that it must not be of a too vehemently caking quality, as

that might interfere with the blast. We may draw this lesson from

the method—that the engineer of a steamship upon a foreign station,

with no fuel but the steam coal he has on board, and with apparatus,

the whole of which he may extemporize, may cast a piece of broken

framing or the like, up even to half a ton weight ; and so might

occasionally save the owners or the naval service the serious losses of

detention, &c.

The employment of manual labour on so unrestricted a scale in those

Belgian foundries seems to English eyes bad management ; and we

incline to believe that it is not free from the charge to some extent.

But wages, and especially the wages of unskilled labourers, are low.

Those employed in blowing got from Is. 6d. to Is. 8d. per day only.

Even the skilled moulder's wages were but about 3s. 6d. per day ; and

the very best hands employed in moulding fine artistic ornaments

received but 5s. to 5s. Qd. per day. The furnace-men, who are looked

upon as skilled, and are in fact highly-skilled men within the limited

range of their duties, only receive about half-a-crown per day. Over-

time is very little used ; and though piece-work is adopted in some of

the foundries for common work, and in those for castings for malleable

articles, in the ornamental workshops the whole of the work is day's

work. The shops are not too large to make sharp supervision difficult,

and such is exercised. The men appear to get through a fair amount

of work each, though they never hole busy, or out of their usual jog-trot

style, to which the invariable pipe in mouth gives an air of laziness that

has but little reality. One point of moulding practice struck us as very

valuable in the moulding in dry, and even in green sand, of the fine

ornamental work, viz., the faces of the moulds were never " blacked,"

as with us, by charcoal powder shaken over them from the linen bag,

but by means of the powerful volume of lampblack sent forth from the

smoky flame of a sort of short torch made with much rosin. The
lampblack applied itself so rapidly to the surface as not sensibly to dry

or injure the face of a greensand mould held at some distance over the

flame. We need scarcely say that the film of black is exquisitely thin

and uniform, as applied by this method, and the surfaces of the mould

untouched by "slicking," and uninjured by any lingering after the

pattern has been drawn. Nearly all the small moulding is done on

benches. In the foundries we visited we did not find any women or

girls employed ; but we were given to believe that such were employed.

There can be no doubt but that this calebasse furnace would form a

far better apparatus for melting large quantities of brass or gun metal

than the ordinary cupola so often employed ; and in " tapping out

"

from which, into ladles, much zinc and tin are oxidized and burnt off.

—Ed.

TURRETS, OR NO TURRETS.

No. in.

If a human inhabitant of some planet of unbroken peace, if happily

such an one exists—possibly in the constellation of the Whale—were
landed on our lower world, and with suitable introductions from his own
celestial ambassador or ruler (if there be any rulers or diplomatists

where there is no fighting), were enabled to form part of one of those

amusing processions " in full togs," which " my lords," from ancient

times, have held to be " an inspection of the dockyards ;" and that

our planetary visitor, who, we will suppose, had had explained to him

previously at Woolwich all about "our land forces," were then told that

all that he saw was a vast, cumbrous, costly, never complete, ever being

enlarged apparatus, solely for the purpose of enabling earthly men to

fight and destroy each other wholesale while afloat upon water, in things

called ships, the foremost question that must rise to his lips would be

—

for what conceivable end do you fight upon the waters at all? Is

it not enough for you that you soak the solid earth, your proper

dwelling-place, with blood, why ensanguine too, the azure purity of the

ocean ? Why let its restless and unstable surface (to tread which even

in peace, for the first time, one of your poets has said required the

ces triplex circum pectore), be also the witness of your violence? Why
not recognize the sea, in the words of the bard of your own northern

forefathers, to be that for which alone it was designed, " trade's mighty

plain," and why suffer its surface to be ploughed by hostile keels? We
fear some of " my lords " themselves, might be rather posed to give

their visitor a clear and succinct answer ; and the feeling at least,

however inarticulate, would be aroused amongst " the dockyard author-

ities," great and small—Is not this our great goddess Diana, whom all

the world worships, and by whose gold and silver shrines we live ? shall

we hear her questioned ?

Without going back too transcendently, if we look at this question

in a common sense, practical sort of way, if we get a sensible answer

for ourselves to the simple question—What has given rise to armed
fleets, and what are they for ? we shall find it to throw some light upon

what the fleets themselves ought to be, and upon the question embraced

in this, viz., Turrets or no Turrets?

We shall find that the origin of fleets is simply this—not that men
desire to fight afloat rather than ashore, nor have any special advantages

in so fighting ; nor that they have not room enough for their quarrels

on land ; but that our enemies may happen to inhabit another island,

or continent: we want to do them an injury, and we can't get at them

unless we transport ourselves and the means of annoyance to their

shores. But our enemies in return do the same; and after a time chance

or design will have it that both foes meet, not on the shores of either, but

on the sea between, and meeting there fight it out. Thus it has come
to pass gradually, from the days when savage man launched his frail

coracles with all his tribe, no longer to fish, but with club and javelin

to smite or to rob some hostile tribe upon a neighbouring shore, down
to the present hour of Monitors and iron-clads and steam, that fleets

have been formed to fulfil five great and principal functions :

—

1. To carry physical force and means of offence to distant lands.

2. To meet an enemy at sea having like intentions towards us, and

disable or destroy him.

3. To protect at sea the ships and mariners of our own trade and

commerce.

4. To ravage and capture the ships, mariners, and floating property

of our enemies' trade and commerce.

5. To frustrate the attempts of our enemies to carry physical force

and the means of offence to land upon our own shores.

To the first belongs naval expeditions and their co-operation with

invading armies ; and per contra to the fifth, guard ships and home
fleets, and all the nautical means of resisting invasion, bombardment,

&c. To the third and fourth, convoy ships and fleets, prize money,

privateering, and so forth ; while to the second appertains, as a mere

consequential result of all the rest, naval engagements and sea-fights.

Those which, upon a superficial view, seem to be the primary aim and

ultimate object of armed fleets, thus prove themselves to be mere

corollaries, collateral results of the primitive object of all such—viz.,

to produce or to preserve the means of transport. Out of these con-

siderations we at once educe that one sort of ship only, however great

and powerful as a transport of the means of offence, will not do to

satisfy fully all the five conditions which are demanded of an armed

fleet of our own age. For amongst the multiplied conditions which we
must keep in view in deciding upon the sorts of ships we need, must

be primarily these—What sort of ships shall our enemies possess to

attack us with, on our own shores, or to meet us with at sea. What
sort of land defences and means of offence do our enemies possess.

What are our own land defences against their ships. What is the

nature of our enemies' mercantile navy, as well as of our own. How
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are our enemies' and our own trading ships caused to move through

the water. At what average, and what maximum rate are those

respectively propelled—whether by sails or steam. What proportion

are of a size and make to become armed and take care of themselves.

Where are the sea tracks most thronged with our own and our enemies'

commerce. What are the natural characteristics of those seas as to

seasons, climate, billows, storms, prevalent winds, tides, &c. What
are the political characteristics of those thronged ocean tracks. How
near are possible hostile and friendly shores ; how far the places and

means of repair; how distant from our own centres of executive rule

and power. Where are the tracks of the great prizes of commerce

afloat, of our " galleons," and of our enemies'. Where will a crushing

swoop down upon our commerce or upon our enemies', affect us or them

most severely.

These and very many like considerations suffice to show us that,

while it is undoubtedly true that whenever our possible enemies make,

per sallum, or when time and the course of events shall have gradually

made for them, and whether they would or not, any radical or consider-

able change in their marine arrangements, we must, in various ways,

follow their lead ; it is equally certain that it does not follow that all

fleets, of all nations, and in all parts of the world, ought to be consti-

tuted alike, and, by consequence, that when our possible enemies origi-

nate changes, or supposed improvements, it is not for us simply and

blindly to imitate them, but (with opposition to our enemies' plans, old

and new, always in view) to follow their lead only in so far as the con-

ditions special to ourselves, and held in view at the same time, may
seem to warrant.

For example, should we have an aggressive enemy who we know

has prepared transports admirably adapted for invading us, and rapidly

embarking a large army and throwing it upon our shores ; it might be

that our best course would be to provide like apparatus to return the

compliment in kind. But such is improbable; and what is certain is,

that our business is to provide both on sea the proper means to

destroy these transports, if possible before they shall have left their

own shores, or if afterwards with those on board of them ; or failing

either, to have means on our own shores to destroy both these.

In fact, all our long course of nautical warlike improvements have

had this sort of origin. Larger guns and more of them, in old times

involved greater ships. Steam propulsion (begun for commerce only)

altered rig and hull and armament. The Paixhans gun and horizontal

shell fire, united with concussion and time fuses of an exactness, per-

mitling of such efficiently at sea—contrivances which had no existence

in Nelson's day— made the stoutest wooden ship appear untenable, and

so the iron-clad was produced.

From these came the still-pending contest of guns versus plating, as

to the final issue of which we can alone see this, that an absolutely

invulnerable ship as against possible artillery is an impossibility, and

that the victory, while the size of ships remains practically limited, can

be always kept with the guns.

That the virtues of armour-plated ships as regards their final practi-

cal issue are as yet greatly overrated, we have not the slightest doubt

;

nor that it will be found before very many years, that if they abate

some dangers, they also introduce several new ones ; but this is one of

the case* in which we must follow (in opposition) the enemy's lead.

The question, then, is

—

How are we to follow it?

To evolve step by step ever)7 conclusion at which, as it appears to

us, we have grounds for having arrived in answer to this, would be to

expand a brief paper into a volume. We are obliged, therefore, to be

content with plumping, in mcdias res, and giving but a reason here and
there for what we view as indicated.

It appears to us, then, as Great Britain stands to-day amongst the

other nations, and more especially maritime nations, of the world, that

we must have, in order to fulfil our five conditions or five functions

of a fleet, the following sorts of ships, generally. A more minute
classification may easily be made, but this rude one is enough for our
purpose:

—

Great armed ships, and as defensible as possible, taking the functions

of " ships of the line " of old ; these for attack abroad and on the

high seas matched with other fleets.

Transports of large size to carry troops, stores, armies.

Cruisers, to protect our own commerce and damage our enemies',
and for many other ends and uses

; to which class we will append gun-
boats and vessels of light draught but with heavy guns, as the com-

plement to great ships in operating on an enemy's shores, and to go
where these cannot.

And lastly, we must have guard-ships ; vessels for the defence of

our own shores ; not generally, for that must rest with the fleet pro-

per, with the ships that can go anywhere and everywhere, but for

defence of roadsteads, harbours, and posts commercial and military,

dockyards, river entrances, arsenals, &c, &c.

Let us set aside for the present, transports, as out of our immediate
range, and which ought, in our judgment (and such, we believe, is the

opinion of the most competent authorities), not to be, beyond a very
limited extent, armed vessels, but ships with the largest capacity for

stowage, and with the means of most readily, rapidly, and wholesomely
carrying the largest amount of men and material, being protected by
armed ships in war time. Then for all the others it does not admit of

debate, that the main elements of their efficiency as war ships are made
up of speed, invulnerability, and weight and number of guns. Scarcely

subordinate to these are, as conditions, the stowage and economic use

of coal, and demand for propulsive power at a given speed— which
means coal and the time the ship can keep at sea, and with these,

economy in men, i.e., how small a crew can navigate, fight, and defend

each ship, and that the latter be so constructed that economy in men's

health shall be as perfect as possible.

Speed, the power of rapidly moving and turning about out at sea,

means, as regards defence, pro tanto, invulnerability; and as regards

attack, means making each gun worth two or three, though capable of

adding nothing to the effect ofany one gun, which depends upon its calibre

and charge. But speed, with a moderate-sized vessel, is not compatible

with a full panoply of armour-plating, weighing perhaps one-tenth as

much as the whole empty hull of the ship, nor with the ship's having

any room or immersion left for anything after her engines and boilers.

But speed and seaworthiness are the two prime requisites of our class of

cruisers. In connection with fighting fleets, these are to supply (and should

far more than supply), the place of the old fast-sailing frigates, " the eyes

of the fleet," as these were called. For such service, and for capturing

an enemy's commercial marine, such vessels cannot be too fast. In

future naval wars, it may be that specie ships, or others laden with

exceptionally valuable cargoes, will be steamships, with a speed pushed

to the very highest limits that science can provide means for, and that

such ships will voyage alone, or in pairs or in threes perhaps, and trust

to their heels and to dodging, rather than to fighting, to escape the

enemy. But although steam-screw navigation will more and more,

and with more and more rapid strides, take the place of sailing ships in

the mercantile navies of the whole world, still the time is yet distant

when all sea-passing commerce can afford to transport its bulky and

less valuable commodities by steam onby, or any considerable portion

of it by steam at high velocities. Meicantile sailing vessels with or

without auxiliary steam, and mercantile screw-steamers will, therefore,

in the wars of the rest of our century at least, continue to be " slow

coaches," and must therefore continue, as of old, to sail in fleets and

be protected by armed convoys. Our cruisers are the proper class for

such convoys ; and to be efficient guardians and defenders it is not

sufficient that they should merely be able to keep up with the ships they

are placed to protect—they should be able to run round these, as the

shepherd's dog careers round the running flock of sheep.

Again, these cruisers are the only class of war ships by which a

blockade is any longer possible ; and their efficiency as blockaders will

be exactly proportionate, cccteris paribus, to their ubiquity given by

speed. We will not go into the larger and necessarily diffuse question

of how far two or more small fast cruisers, with heavy guns and great

speed, though perfectly without armour, should prove more than a

match for great armoured line ships like the Warrior, or other slower

leviathans. Our own opinion would back the cruisers, even to this extent,

that we think three or four very fast gun-boats, wholly unprotected, and

with only one thoroughly hand}' and heavy gun, would, in the end,

have the big ship at their mercy ; but for this, the gun-boat must

not be the little tub that goes by that name now, but a long, sharp,

yacht-like vessel, both for speed and to give steadiness to the aim of

her gun, which should fire right over her bows, and be without a vestige

of top hamper, but a single falling mast, and plenty of high-pressure

steam-power and surface condensers.

Apart from these probable future tactics with cruisers and gun-boats

it is plain from their other direct uses, that speed and great artillery

power are their primary conditions, aud invulnerability only a secondary
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one. But with the two first conditions thoroughly fulfilled, the third

is an impracticability, and any pretence to it will be only had at the

sacrifice of what is more precious without securing that which is less so.

We, come, therefore, to this conclusion, that our cruiser class should

be iron, double-skinned, and compartmented ships, Dot exceeding but

approaching 300 feet in length, with iron upper deck under wood ; with

either no armour at all, or with nothing but a band of plating just enough

to keep out shells, and armed with both broadside and fore and aft guns
;

that these should be few in number (nine or ten, perhaps, in all), and

of great calibre, the whole being smooth bores, except two, which should

be rifled; two-masted, without a morsel of standing or running rigg-

ing, put there merely to make her '' look ship-shape " or because it had

always been done before, but with an ample spread of clipper-like sail,

and with steam-power and screw adequate to 16 or 17 knots per hour,

or as much more as the desirable lowness in the water will permit.

Such conditions land us very much into the cruisers that the Ameri-

cans are actually building—their Alabama class, a much more powerful

vessel in all respects, as it seems to us, than those of the Amazon
class, which appear to be our own only attempted pendants.

Well, we presume even Captain Coles himself, if he but admits our

conditions, would suggest that such vessels should not be turret ships.

Nor ifour notions ofa gun-boat be admissible, would he propose, afortiori,

to cumber up a still smaller space and tonnage with a revolving tower,

although we propose but a single gun; nor, we must assume, would any

sane man propose to put turrets on board of a war transport. If then

this be so, we have got rid of turrets as proposed appliances to three

out of our fire classes of war ships.

There remain but two: our big armour-clads, or line of battle ships,

as it is still the rather unrefleotive habit to call them, and our home
defences or guard ships. Now for the former, while we must have

them (or it is thought we must, for we are by no means prepared to

accept their gigantic size or much else about them, from the date of

La Gloire to that of Bellerophon, as proved necessities and advantages)

it seems pretty clear that the faster and more seaworthy they are, the

more and the heavier guns they carry, the steadier practice their con-

ditions admit of as platforms for fire with these, and the more invulner-

able they can be made, the better. And this brings us to the question,

Shall these, which must be sea-going ships, be with turrets, or broad-

side and fore-and-aft armament?
We cannot go into many details of reasons, but we utter an opinion

not formed hastily, nor without the study of much that has been written

or spoken on the subject, in stating that for this class of ships we deem
the turret system would be a fatal mistake if widely adopted.

While we are to adhere to great armour-clads for our sea-passing

fleets, the ships must be really seaworthy, and not so in name only.

They must be capable of much more than being half-flippered, half-

towed under water, across the Atlantic ; or of being cautiously and in

summer seas convoyed round Cape Horn—nay, of much more than the

iron-clads of our present fleet off the south coast seem capable, if the

recent accounts of the doughty performances of Admiral Yelverton's

squadron off Portland are to be taken as a sample. They should be

able to go safely, easily, and comfortably, and therefore wholesomely

to the men, to anywhere, however distant, on this terraqueous globe of

ours, and to go in any sea or storm, that the old wooden three-decker

at least felt at ease in. We shall not gain such qualities by piling up

turrets and guns many feet higher above the plane of flotation than the

broadside armour, and in weight nearly equal to the latter.*

But for what possible end are we to have this gigantic size of ship

if it be not to result in her carrying something like a proportionate

number and weight of gnns. Are four guns at most, as yet 9-inch,

but in the possible future 13-inch guns, to be deemed an adequate

armamental power, as all in the way of offence that can be done with

and carried by a ship of 55 feet beam and nearly 350 feet long, and of

1100 to 1600 tons or more measurement?
In fact, if we just divide either the dimensions or tonnage of one of

these big ships, or the weight of her turrets and gear, by the total

weight of broadside she can throw, and thus compare the turret-armed

ship of like size with the broadside-armed ship, even as fully armoured

:

See Report, Turret Ships, House of Commons, 6th July, 1866 : Belkrophoris
gnns. 9 feet 6 inches above plane of flotation; centre of gravity of broadside armour
about half that. Monarch, guns and centre of gravity of turrets about 15 feet

above plane of flotation; centre of gravity of broadside plating about the same as in

hdhrr/j,h/m.

as the Warrior or Defence, we shall see in what a ridiculous dispropor-

tion the offensive powers of the turret ship stand to those of the

broadside ship ; and if the comparison be made with the broadside-

armed ship with central battery of armour plates and armour belt

only, this disproportion becomes still more strikingly absurd.

For these reasons and many others that space forbids our here touch-

ing upon, we declare ourselves as holding provisionally and for the

present by broadside plating and broadside armament for our great

ships, and believing that for these, turrets, even when designed and

executed at their very best (as they certainly have not yet been in this

country) will prove an absolute mistake.

A great armoured ship of 350 feet long should carry at least thirty

guns, all of great calibre. We deem that at least twenty of these

should be smoothbores, not less than 15 inches calibre, and as much
more as we can safely and certainly provide ; and these should be pro-

vided with, and be capable of enduring the discharge of smooth cylindrio

projectiles of two calibres long, at close quarters, unless we can make
20-inch smoothbores for round shot, which we should much prefer.

Those who doubt the crushing power of such guns against the sides

of any armour-clad ship that floats, should examine De Tott's account of

the Turkish Kamerlicks of the Dardanelles, and Baron von Moltke's

statements of what he saw them do during the Russian campaigns in

Bulgaria and Roumelia in 1828-29, as well as Admiral Duckworth's

report of what one granite shot of 26 inches diameter did for the

Active, the Wyndham, and the Royal George, at a range of more than

a quarter of a mile. To those who can resort to first principles, his-

torical statements, or other testimony than that of dynamics is needless.

Such an armament then must be mainly broadside, and cannot be

compressed into turrets, even were there no special reasons against these.

But it may be justly asked of what earthly use are turrets, if ever so

perfect and ever so invulnerable, if these are to be placed on an old ship

of the line, or upon any ship as high out of the water as a broadside

plated ship, and presenting an equal mark to the enemy's fire ? Yet

this is what the Royal Sovereign is, and what the Monarch will be, plus

this in the former, that the turrets would not stand half an hour's real

fighting, at reasonable distance, with an opponent only armed with

9-inch rifled guns, much less with 15-inch smoothbores or rifles.

Much remains to be thought out and to be done before the central

fortress system, or any other for the defence of broadside plated ships,

shall have advanced from its present highly defective and imperfect

state to the best of which the conditions are susceptible. But in facing

and not trying to blink those conditions, we do not shrink from the

avowal that we believe that the chief constructor of the navy is mov-

ing in the right direction, and that Captain Coles, and all who with him

advocate the adoption of the turret system for our sea-going armoured

ships of the line, is wholly wrong.

We have thus, after a full and patient discussion of a great and

many-conditioned problem as our space admits, arrived, by the method

of exhaustion, at this result, that the turret system is inapplicable for

four out ofthe five classes of services demanded by the British fleet. For

the fifth and remaining one, however, viz., for the floating defences of our

own roadsteads, harbours, ports, rivers, and arsenals, &c, we do hold

that the turret ship, rightly designed and well constructed, is the best

yet known, and may hereafter prove invaluable to us. Here speed is,

of our three essential conditions for a war ship, that which is of least,

we might almost say of no importance, while the most complete invul-

nerability and the most crushing power of armament, with a steady

platform, are all-important.

These conditions we can best combine in the turret ship, but it must

be the turret ship of the Miantonomah design, with large alterations

and improvements in various respects; and certainly not the turret

ship of the Royal Sovereign or Monarch model, even though in these

the turrets themselves were what they might be. In fact, if the turret

system be good for anything, it is worthy of being carried out (for the

special purposes to which we affirm it should be limited) upon a much
broader and more perfect scale than even the Americans have yet

reached to. To do this, or to do anything more useful than to waste

and squander the hard-earned monej' taxed from the patient industry

of England, the authorities had best give up all notion of utilizing (as

it is termed) any of their old wooden craft of whatever sort, and employ

competent engineers and shipbuilders about what is their proper work,

and which certainly is not that of naval officers, however well and

gallantly those gentlemen may handle these turret ships when completed
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and put in their hands. The hulls to carry these turrets and their

varied apparatus, must be specially built, and unless we can with all

the other requirements fulfilled keep them low in the water, we are

better without turret ships at all.

The very existence of those innumerable old white and yellow wood

thatched hulls in our naval arsenals, which go to swell up the paper

number of our six hundred men of war (more unreal than Falstaffs six

men in buckram), is a great misfortune to us nationally in more ways

than by the perennial river of waste money they keep flowing for their

keep, maintenance, and repair. They form a standing delusion and an

ever-present temptation to tinker at them, and make something or other

that may even have a semblance of usefulness out of them. Just now

the temptation has assumed the form of cutting them down and making

them iuto turret ships. Better burn them by far. In no way, pro-

bably, could the British Admiralty recover public prestige, and really

deserve it more truly, than causing a classified list and survey to be

made, not by dockyard authorities, but by independent shipbuilders and

engineers, and by honestly condemning to sale by the hammer, and by

breaking up, every one of these wooden hulks, for which a clear, distinct

and present practical use as engines of warfare could not be proven, upon

principles to be fixed before such survey. This would be the first step

towards breaking up the monstrous system of waste and idleness in the

dockyards themselves, which every practical eye discovers at a glance,

and the effects of which have actually demoralized of all self-respect,

and emasculated of all manly energy and of the self-denial of hard work,

the whole population of skilled and unskilled labour of our dockyard

towns. These places present unpleasantly changed characteristics,

and but too plainly evidence of a vast want on all hands of the old notion,

"England expects every man to do his duty;" and if this moral rot is

to continue and grow even with our now greater and more expensive

modern requirements, it will in the end be for England herself of little

moment whether she have turrets or no turrets. At some hour when
she looks not for it, the enemy will be at our very doors, and warfare

now, when once begun, gives no time for retracing the false steps and

faults of peaee. For us of all nations, and because of glories past,

should that evil hour ever overtake us, it will be, vce victis. If there be

any patriotism left amongst us, we shall in these things gird up our

loins and be wise in time.

—

Ed.

THEORY OF THE DRIVING-BELT.

By Edward Sang, C.E., F.R.S.E.

PART II.—ITS ACTION.

In a paper which was read some thirteen years ago before the Society

of Arts for Scotland, I described a method of registering the amount of

force actually transmitted through a driving-belt, without, however,

having given any very strict investigation of the matter. The idea of

that method occurred to me while preparing the present essay, in which

it is proposed to apply the known laws of mechanical action to an

examination of the manner in which a belt conveys force from one

pulley to another.

This subject, which to a cursory observer appears so simple as to be

almost undeserving of serious attention, is in reality exceedingly intri-

cate, requiring for its proper elucidation even the higher modes of

analysis, and demanding a close attention to minutiae which have been

a thousand times before our eyes without having been perceived. The
expedient of communicating motion from one shaft to another by means
of a belt is so general that, on the score of frequency alone, it deserves

the close attention of all those who study to economize power ; for in

the driving-belt we have an unobserved, but not, therefore, the less

greedy an absorbent of force, exacting, as all other transmitters do, a
heavy per-centage by way of commission.

When a belt is passed over the circumferences of two pulleys so as

to connect the motion of the one with that of the other, it seems as if

the velocities of these two circumferences ought to be alike ; and that

difference which is observed whenever a belt is used for communicating
determinate velocities, has been attributed to the slipping of the belt or

to that imaginary cause, the imperfection of machinery . The actions

of machines, however, are governed by laws as exact and invariable as

those which regulate the motions of the planets, and what we call the

imperfections of those actions are only evidences of our ignorance of,

or our inattention to, those properties of matter from which they inevi-

tably follow. These accommodations, as we may call them, are essen-

tial to the comfor.table action of machines, and bring within our reach

the use of contrivances which would otherwise demand unattainable

perfection in workmanship. An investigation of the action of the

driving-belt shows that its supposed imperfection is an accompaniment
essential to this mode of propulsion, and governed, like all other natural

phenomena, by precise laws.

To place the nature of the action in a clear light, let fig. 1 represent

Kg. 1.

a pair of wheels connected by a belt, A being the centre of the driving,

B, that of the driven wheel, and CDBFCH, the belt moving in the

direction of the letters.

The apparatus being brought to rest, and the tensions on the two
open parts, C D and F G, of the belt being alike, let us attempt to put it

in motion by applying pressure to the wheel A. The wheel B, will

not begin to move until A have first turned a little round, so as, by
augmenting the tension on r G and relaxing that on c D, to create a

difference of tension sufficient to overcome the resistance offered to the

motion of the wheel B. But this difference of tension can only be

created by the adhesion of the belt G C H, to the surface of the wheel

A, and can only be permitted to exist by the similar adhesion of u F. F

to the surface of the wheel B. And again, these frictions necessarily

depend on the pressure which the belt exerts Upon the surface of each

wheel ; so that the first branch of our inquiry must be into the law of

the pressure of a belt against the curved surface to which it is applied.

Let then fghcd, fig. 2, represent a belt which, while kept to a

Fig. 2.

uniform tension, has been partially wound on the circumference of the

wheel A. Our business is to discover the pressure which the belt

exerts against each portion of the arc, G c H.

Having bisected the arc of contact in h, assume a small element F p,

of the half H G ; the pressure on this minute portion of the circumfer-

ence of the wheel, necessarily directed to the centre A, may be decom-

posed into two portions, one parallel to and the other perpendicular to

H A. That part which is perpendicular to H A is balanced by a similar

pressure obtained from the corresponding element of the are H C, and

so is eliminated ; but that part which is parallel to H A is augmented

by the analogous pressure on the other side, and the sum or integral of

all such pressures must make up the resultant of the tensions of the

two free parts of the belt. If we put r for the radius of the wheel, a

for the angle H A p, and d a for the minute increment paj, also p for

the pressure of the belt against a linear unit of the circumference,

pr da must represent the pressure of the belt against the arc p p, of

which the length is re? a.

This pressure, p r d a, acting in the direction p A gives, when esti-

mated in the direction H A, the value p r. cos a. d a. The integral of

this for the angle a is p r sin a, and therefore, if a represent the

angle H A G. 2 p r sin a is the value of the whole pressure of the belt
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against the surface ghc, estimated in the direction, h a. But if s be

put for the uniform strain on the belt, 2 s sin A is the value of the

resultant of the two tensions G F and c d, wherefore, p r— s, that is

to say

—

The pressure of the belt against a portion of the circumference equal

in length to the radius is just equal to the strain on the belt.

Or, as it may otherwise be stated, The pressure against a. linear unit

of the circumference is equal to the tension of the belt divided by the

number of the linear units in the radius of curvature.

Before proceeding to apply this principle to the investigation of

friction, I may point out one or two important corollaries :

—

When a cord, supposed to be of uniform tension, is wound round any

object which is not cylindric, the pressure is greatest upon those parts

which are most salient, since the radius of curvature there is the least,

and therefore the tendency is to bring the object nearer to the cylindric

form.

Again, if a belt be passed over two wheels of different diameters, the

pressure per linear inch is greater on the circumference of the smaller

wheel, and hence the tear and wear both of the belt and of the surface

must be greater there : and since the parts of the smaller wheel come

more frequently round to be acted on than do those of the larger, it

follows that the abrasion on the lesser wheel is greater than that on the

larger, roughly, in the inverse ratio of the squares of their diameters.

This is in accordance with the fact, well known to turners, that the

pulley-groove wears away many times faster than the groove in the

fly-wheel.

When a guide-pulley is used to deflect or to tighten a band, the

pressure upon it is inversely proportional to the radius of the pulley

;

and the injury done to it must, on account of the greater flexure, be in

a still higher ratio : hence the importance of having such pulleys made

as large as circumstances will allow. It is to be remarked that the angle

of deflection has nothing to do with this action, which remains the same

however small or however great the arc of contact may be ; the amount

of deflection, however, has to do with the friction on the axis of the

pulley, and cannot be overlooked in an estimate of the general working

of the machinery.

When the radius of curvature is very small, the injury done to the

surface of the belt by what may be called a mere contact, becomes very

great, being inversely as the radius of curvature and directly as the

tension : hence the ease with which a tight cord is cut. The edge of

the knife has its radius of curvature excessively small, and its penetrating

power is enormous.

In this investigation we have assumed the belt to be uniformly tense,

and the snrface to be uniformly curved throughout. To accommodate

the result to those cases in which the tension and the curvature are

variable, we must restrict the formula to an infinitesimal portion of the

arc of contact. Thus, if a be the inclination of the normal to a fixed

line, r the radius of curvature of the arc, and therefore rda the length

of an element of that arc, we shall have prda=sda, so that the

pressure of the belt against a small portion of the curved surface is pro-

portional to its angular extent and to the tension of the belt, without

reference to the radius of curvature. Supposing the tension to be

alike, the pressure of the belt on one degree of the circumference of the

pulley is just equal to its pressure on one degree of the circumference

of the wheel.

When the tension of the belt is not uniform, there must be a tendency

to slip from those parts where the tension is small towards those where

the tension is great, and this tendency can only be counteracted by the

friction on the intermediate surface. So long as this friction exceeds

the difference between the two tensions there can be no change ; but

whenever the difference of tension exceeds the friction on the inter-

mediate arc of contact the belt must slip. Thus, if the belt at G, fig. 3,

be strained to a tension s, while at P the tension is only s, there can

be no slipping when the friction on the intermediate arc G P, is greater

than S

—

8 ; and therefore, if the belt be actually slipping, or on the point

of slipping, the friction on G p must be exactly equal to the difference

between the strains s and s.

Experiment has shown that, for all practical purposes, friction may
be regarded as bearing to the pressure a ratio constant for the same
materials, but varying from one material to another ; and this ratio,

represented by what is called the coefficient of friction, has been deter-

mined for a great variety of substances. Let us put/for this coefficient,

so that, p being the pressure, fp may be the corresponding friction.

THIBD SERIES.—VOL. II.

Take now Pp, a minute increment to the arc c P ; the difference

between the tensions at P and p, when the belt is slipping, must be
equal to the friction on the intermediate arc P p. Now, although in

strictness the tension augment from p to p, yet when pp is supposed to

be infinitesimally minute, we may neglect this variation, and assume

that the pressure upon the arc P p, is s d a, and that, therefore, the

friction upon that arc is fs d a. In this way the increment of the

tension from p to p becomes

ds=:fsda,
whence

-=fda.

It is well known that the quotient of the differential of a variable by

the variable itself, is the differential of the neperian logarithm of that

variable; wherefore, passing from differentials to their integrals, we have

'fa= nep. log. s -\- constant.

If then, A and a be the inclinations of two normals to a fixed line,

S and s the tensions of the belt at their extremities, we must have

/"A = nep. log. S -4- constant,

fa = nep. log. s -\- constant,

and subtracting in order to eliminate the indeterminate constant intro-

duced by the integration, we get

g
/(A— a) — nep. log. - .

It thus appears that, when a belt is slipping, the difference between

the logarithms of the tensions at two points is proportional to the

angular interval between those points, without any regard to the radius

of curvature, and that, therefore, this law holds good of unequably as

well as of uniformly curved surfaces.

If we measure off a series of equal angles G A p, p A h, h a i,

I A k, &c, the logarithms of the tensions at the points G, P, H, I, K,

&c, must be in arithmetical progression, and the tensions themselves

in continued proportion : this is also evident when we put the above

equation under the form

_S _ f(A-a),

8

in which e is the basis of the neperian system of logarithms.

In order to prepare the above formula for actual use, we convert the

neperian into common logarithms by multiplying each side of the

equation byM= -43429 44819, &c, the modulus of common logarithms,

and obtain

M/(A-o): T
s

.Log.-.
s

But here again the angles A and a are represented by arcs measured

in parts of the radius, whereas it is customary to estimate them in

degrees. Now for half a turn A— a is t== 3 - 14159 26536, wherefore

for 1° of the ancient (orcommon) division the difference of logarithms

must be M/——
r
or for one degree of the modern division M/——

.

lot) 2U0

Wherefore if a° be the number of ancient, ae
the number of centesimal

degrees over which the belt touches,

Log.— =fa° X -00757 98686
s

=fa°X '00682 18818

will give the ratio of the tensions at its two extremities when the belt

is slipping. For half a turn the difference of the logarithms is

2 c
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/ x 1-36437 63538,

and thus if the friction between the two surfaces were equal to the

pressure, the ratio between the tensions of the two ends of a belt bent

half round any cylindroid, would need to be 23 : 1 before the belt would

begin to slip.

When we know the coefficient of friction and the angle of contact,

we can compute, by the above formula, the ratio of the tensions ; con-

versely, if we have obtained the ratio of the tensions by experiment,

we can compute the coefficient of friction ; or, lastly, having given the

coefficient of friction, we can calculate the angular extent which may
cause a given ratio between the tensions.

If, in the material used, the friction were one-fourth part of the

pressure, and if a belt were thrown over a fixed paul, as

Fig- 4. shown in fig. 4, the logarithm of the ratio of the tensions

-»——>. would be 0-3410941, and the ratio itself would be

f \ 2-19328: 1 ; so that if a weight of 2-19 lbs. were hung

on at q, a weight of 1 lb. at R would be sufficient to

prevent it from falling, whereas it would take 481 lbs. at

k to draw q up. If the belt were thrown round so as to

make the contact over three half turns, the ratio of the

strains would be the cube of the preceding, or 10-5572,

so that 1 pound at R would prevent the fall of 10 lbs at Q.

Hence the advantage which a sailor obtains by casting

a line round a paul. With one turn he is able to resist a

strain, say four times that which he can exert directly ; with another

turn he squares the ratio and obtains an advantage of sixteen times
;

with a third turn an advantage of sixty-four times. In this way he is

able to command the strain on the cable, so as by paying it out to stem

gradually the motion of the ship. Hence also it is that one man pulling

at the loose end of a rope, can prevent it from slipping on a windlass

at which several men are working.

Another example of the application of this law is as follows :

—

Having tied a weight to the end of a string, let us give the string a few

turns round the smooth axis of a fly-wheel, and then pull at the free end.

If the weight be, say, 1 lb., we may exert a strain of perhaps 60 lbs.

without causing the cord to slip upon the axis: and by steadily con-

tinuing to pull we put the fly-wheel in motion. But when we cease to

pull, the force which the fly-wheel has acquired carries it forwards so

as to raise the weight and relieve the tension of that end of the cord by
which we hold. As soon as this tension is reduced to the 60th part of

a pound the cord slips, and, if we let back the string, the weight falls. In

this way, by alternately pulling and letting down, we generate motion

only in one direction, since tho resistance downwards is but a small

fraction of the pressure exerted upwards.

This rapid accumulation of resistance explains the actions of ties,

splices, and knots of all kinds : the manner in which it takes place is,

on that account, deserving of careful study.

Having now considered the elementary principles on which the action

of the driving-belt is founded, I proceed to the proper subject of this

essay.

Let us suppose that, while a definite resistance is offered to the

motion of the wheel b, the apparatus represented in fig. 1 is actually

turning, in consequence of a force communicated through the wheel A.

The free part G f, of the belt has been strained, and the part C D,

relaxed, until the difference between the two strains has become equal

to the offered resistance. Thus at G the belt is lapped upon the driver

in a distended state ; but it cannot remain in this state until it reach c,

for we have seen that any difference in tension between two parts of

the belt can only exist in consequence of the friction on the intermediate

surface. If the angular distance C H correspond to the ratio of the two
tensions, the parts of the belt, as soon as they reach h, must begin to

contract, and so fall behind the surface of the wheel in its onward pro-

gress
; and this contraction must go on until each part arrive at c in

that particular state of distension which is due to the strain on c D.

The belt, in its now contracted state, is applied at D to the surface

of the pulley B, and proceeds along with that surface until it reach a
point E, having the angular distance E B F, equal to H A c ; there it

begins to be distended, and it reaches f in a state to exert the tension

on f G.

Thus it appears that in the ordinary and perfect action of a belt,

there is necessarily a slipping over the surfaces of the wheel and of the
pulley: a slipping which is evinced by the polish and tear and wear of

those surfaces. The ordinary notion that the velocity of the wheel

should be just that of the belt is thus seen to be altogether erroneous,

and the idea of communicating a determinate velocity by means of a

belt to be quite a fallacy.

If, on account of increased resistance to the motion of B, the ratio of

the tensions on F G and c D be augmented, the extent of the arcs of

slipping must increase also ; and as soon as the ratio becomes what is

due to the arc d f, the belt will be drawn over the pulley without

carrying it along, and then the belt slips in the ordinary acceptation.

Now the angle of contact is greater on the larger wheel, and therefore

we may be prepared to expect that the belt should slip on the pulley.

With crossed belts the angles of contact are nearly alike on both sur-

faces, and minor circumstances are then sufficient to determine on which

of the two the slipping will happen. Hence it is useful to arrange the

machinery so that the curvature of the slack part of the belt may aug-

ment the angle of contact; in genera!, it is best to have the upper free

part slack.

The remedy for the slipping is to augment the general tension of the

belt either by increasing the distance between the centres or by shorten-

ing the belt ; in some cases by using deflecting pulleys. These remedies

would have been ineffectual if the angular distance C H, had been pro-

portional to the difference between the two tensions instead of to the

difference between their logarithms; but as it is, when we augment

equally both strains we diminish the ratio between thein, and thus

lessen the distance over which the slipping takes place, so as to bring it

within F D.

In practice it is clearly advantageous to have the belt as slack as the

nature of the work will permit in order to have no avoidable strain and

friction upon the axes. This arrangement is readily made by trial, and

must, indeed, be repeatedly performed in consequence of the permanent

elongation which takes place in new belts ; nevertheless, in order to

leave no essential part of the theory untouched, I propose to compute

the actual quantity of belt which must be used to overcome a stated

resistance.

From the dimensions of the machinery we can easily ascertain the

angle DBF, and from that, if the coefficient of friction be known, the

utmost ratio that can be allowed between the strains on the two free

parts of the belt. The nature of the work to be done gives us the

difference between those strains, and thus, by the solution of a very

easy equation, we can compute the strains themselves.

If d be the required difference, and if g be the ratio of the two strains,

we must have

„ i d d

?
—

1

g— X

where, according to what has been already shown,

f(P B F)

g= e

Having now ascertained the values of the strains to which the two

parts of the belt must be subjected, we can discover how much belt

must be used by attending to the law of its extension. Having suspended

a piece of it by one end, and measured the distance between two marks

made on it, we attach a known weight to the lower end and measure

the increased distance between the same marks. By this experiment

we discover the law of distension of all belts of the same material. Let

x be the extension of one unit in length when its own weight is hung

on; then if w be the weight per foot of another belt of the same

material, I its length when unstrained, and s the. strain to which it is

subjected, its length on being strained becomes

(i+iA
For ordinary practice it is sufficient to suppose that the whole length

of the belt is subjected to the average of the two strains, s and s, so

that if Q be the quantity of belt, that is, the length measured when there

is no tension, and l the true length of the line C D E F G H,

i=«(i +- !a> 2i»L

2w+ x{S+ sy

When the material is not very extensile, the quantity of extension,

or the distance which the two ends should want of meeting before they

are joined together, is given to a sufficient degree of precision by the

formula,
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L— Q = L —
w
S+s

from which we see that the distension of the band is nearly proportional

to the strain on the axes.

This computation is, however, only approximate. If we wish to

obtain a true result we must look more narrowly into the conditions of

the problem, and although, for practical purposes, this be a mere refine-

ment of exactitude, it is yet useful in leading to a just perception of

the principles involved.

Let c be the distance between the centres, R and r the radii of the

two wheels, and i the inclination of each free part of the belt to the

straight line joining the centres : then in the case of the plain belt we
have

R — r = C sin i

CD = n cos i

DF = r((r-2!-)

GC =R(-+ 2i)

so that the entire length of the belt, taking no account of the deviation

from straightness caused by its own weight, is

L = 2 C cos i + or (R + r) + 2Yi (R— r).

Tne belt is in various states of tension at different places. From c

to d there is the uniform tension * ; from D the tension gradually

increases to f, where it becomes equal to s ; from F to G the tension

remains constant, nor does it begin to change until we reach the point

h, so taken that the angular distance C h, is equal to D F ; at that point

the tension begins to decrease until it is reduced to S, at the point c.

These are the phases when the belt is plain and when the larger wheel

drives.

x
Putting k for— , that is, for the extensibility of the actual belt, the

w
quantities on the two free parts c d and F G are

a cos z , a cos i
and

:

1 + ks 1 + ;.- S
'

the length of the arc g h, is l, 4 r i, and since the tension on it is s, when

the larger wheel drives, the quantity of belt is

4Rz
1 +KS"

There remain yet to be computed the quantities of belt on the two

arcs d F and h c, over which the tension is variable. Since these are

similar arcs of different circles, and since the gradation of strain is alike

in both, the quantities of belt on them must be proportional to their

radii, and so one investigation is enough.

Let, then, 6 be an arc over which the tension varies, and let d 6 be

an element of that arc, the radius being unit ; then if s be the strain

at the beginning, s e->
1

is the strain at the end of the arc, and the

quantity of belt applied to d 6 is

dq= d6 1 + kefn)— 1

The integral of this gives the quantity of belt on the whole arc s, to be

,
1

, 1 + *

«

2= i +— nep. log. —— ?TJ 1 + h s cJ "

To adapt this general formula to our present case, we must put

6= t— 2 i, and observe that then je-' becomes the major strain s,

so that

(R + ,)f-2 ;+IneP .log.i±^}

is the quantity of belt covering these two arcs. Hence the length of

the entire belt in its unstretched state must, in order to give the

requisite strain, be

./ 1 . 1 \ . 4zR
^Kt+Ts+t+W+iQ:

+ (B + r) ('
-2 2 -

7
nep.log.

l+/s

and the amount of contraction when the belt is taken off the wheels

should be

liS kS/ IC S is a \
, . tb

+ AS

, R + r , 1 + Je S+__nep.log. rT
-
r/

When the smaller wheel leads the larger, the tension on the arc G h,

is only s, and the above formula becomes

/ l-s AS \ ks
L - Q1 = a cos i{q^7+ Y^Js) + 4 * R T+Ts

,
1 _, . . 1 + k s

+ - (R + r log. -X_.
/ 1 + A s

And, when the belt is crossed, we have a sin »'= R -4- r, and the

angles of contact, m + 2 i' each, the point, h, merging into G ; hence

the entire length in that case is

L/ =2acosz'/ + (R + r) (vr + 2z'),

and the amount of distension,

f ks , h S \
,

1 . 1 + A

S

: cos *" (i+Ts + T+ts) + (
R + *V

D" T+Ts
If we develope the above values of the contraction in series, accord-

ing to the powers of k, and omit the second and higher powers, which

are always exceedingly small fractions, we obtain the approximations,

L — Q = k la cos i (S -f- s) -f 4 R i S + — (R + r) (S — s)
j

L — Q' = k I a cos i (S -f-
s) + 4 R i s -f — (R -f ?) (S— s) Y

L'— Q"= k \a cos V (S + s)

L'— i

+ y (B + r) (S o}

The last term of each of these expressions depends on s — *, that is,

on the work to be done, while the first terms depend on the manner in

which that work is accomplished.

Throughout the whole of these inquiries the superiority of the crossed

belt is apparent. Thus, in plain belts the ratio of s to s is much less

than in crossed belts, and therefore the general tension and consequent

friction must be greater.

(To be continued.)

IRRIGATION, AND COIGNARD'S CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.

In the application of water on the surface of land, it can be made to

act chemically or mechanically : in the former case it is spread so as to

moisten the roots of plants, and to facilitate the solution of those matters

indispensable to vegetable growth; in the latter case, it is made to

deposit fertilizing matter held in mechanical suspension by spreading it

over waste lands, which thereby receive a supply of nutritious sediment.

For the irrigation of cultivated lands, the conditions generally observed

on the Continent are these :—It is usually estimated that the average

quantity of water to be spread over land for the purposes of irrigation,

is 1 litre per second per hectare, or
p089 gallons per English acre.

The total surface to be irrigated should be parcelled into lots, each of

the divisions being watered in succession, the periods being so arranged

that each parcel is watered for three days in each month during the

irrigating season, which lasts three months. During these ninety days,

there is spread over the ground 6,937,300 lbs. of water per acre, this

quantity representing a sheet of water of the average depth of 30'615

inches ; and, since this is divided into nine waterings, at each irrigation

the quantity of water spread artificially will be equal to a depth of

3'402 inches on every acre.

According to the meteorological statistics of Paris, the mean annual

fall of rain is 15 '748 inches, and consequently for ninety days it is

3'937 inches, as compared with 30'6 inches distributed bj7 the irrigation.

This last divided by 9 would give only 0'437 inches, instead of 3'402

inches distributed by artificial watering.

Among the various contrivances for elevating water in large quantities

for the purposes of irrigation of lands, few have succeeded in fulfilling

the requirements of the cultivator. These depend on a variety of

circumstances, such as climate and the character of the soil ; but in all
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cases, whenever irrigation is necessary to be applied, the supply should

be prompt and plentiful.

As far back as the beginning of 1864 a series of experiments were

made in Paris, at the request of some French merchants resident at

Alexandria in Egypt, who wished to establish irrigating engines on the

banks of the Nile ; they instituted a competitive trial for pumps, of

several makers, worked by a portable engine, and capable of elevating

about 100,000 gallons of water per hour to the height of 20 feet.

The principal pumps tried were of the centrifugal construction, and

the experiments took place at the condensing basin of the Chaillot water

works, on the Quai de Billy. Two celebrated pumps of this class

entered the lists, one by Gwynne and the other by Messrs. L. Coignard

& Co., of Vaugirard, Paris; the former gave 74,000 gallons and the

latter raised 102,300 gallons per hour.

Since that period considerable improvements have been made in

Coignard's pumps, some of which have now been rendered capable of

raising half a ton of water per second. A pump has just been con-

structed to raise the prodigious quantity of 110 gallons per second, and

this has been sold for irrigative purposes.

The experiments made in 1864, according to the report of M. Tresca,

published in 1865, showed a useful effect for the Gwynne pump of 35

per cent, of the power expended. The Journal iVAgriculture gives, in

a recent article by M. A. Barral, an account of irrigation performed by

an improved centrifugal pump constructed by Messrs. Neut & Dumont,

concessionists of the Gwynne pumps, stating the useful effect to be 33

per cent, of the power employed. M. Tresca, in his report, gives the

useful effect of Coignard's pump as 50 per cent., and latterly, during

experiments conducted by orders of M. Belgrand, engineer-in-chief of

the water supply of Paris, the same pump is stated to have given a

useful effect of 65 per cent, of the motive power, the water being raised

to a height of 46 feet.

If we adopt these results, it may be inferred that to raise 1 lb. of water

one foot high per second, it will require an expenditure of power equal

to 3'03 foot pounds per second by the Gwynne pump of Messrs. Neut &
Dumont, and 155 foot pounds by the Coignard pump. Assuming that

a portable engine consumes 8 82 lbs. of coal per hour per horse-power,

costing £1 per ton, we can compare the economic performances of both

pumps raising water for an acre of land, equal to 6,937,300 lbs. per

second raised a foot high, this being, as we have before remarked, the

quantity of water (693,730 gallons) required to be spread over the land

on the Continent, during three months of the dry season. The con-

sumption of fuel may be thus compared:

—

1. Willi Neut and Dumont's Gwynne centrifugal pump we have

6,937,300 lbs. x 3-03 = 21,020,019 foot pounds, representing the

power employed. This divided by 550 gives 38,218 horse-power,

which, multiplied by 8'82, gives about 95 lbs. of coal, costing about

10(/., required per second to raise 6,937.300 lbs. one foot high.

2. With Coignard's centrifugal pump the motive power is represented

by 6,937,300 lbs. x 1-55 =10,752,815 foot pounds. This divided

by 550 gives 19,550 horse-power, which, multiplied by 8-82, gives

about 48 lbs. of coal consumed, costing a little over bd., required per

second to raise 6,937,300 lbs. one foot high. Thus, to perform the

same duty, the Coignard pumps only require half the fuel consumed by
the Neut and Dumont pumps.

The results obtained on the property of M. Muret at Noyou, near

Bray-sur-Seine (Seine-et-Marne), for the irrigation of a large extent of

meadow, have been very satisfactory. The fitting up of the machine

has been carried out in the simplest manner. A portable engine of

four horse-power is placed under a shed so as to work one of Coignard's

centrifugal pumps. The engine consumes 265 lbs. of coal per hour,

and the pump raises to an average height of 6^ feet 19 -8 gallons of

water per second. M. Muret, only working it twelve hours per day,

irrigates 111 2 acres of land. By working twenty-four hours a day he

can double the area irrigated by the same engine.

These meadows, previously to their being irrigated, produced, accord-

ing to the statement of M. Muret, on an average, about 11 cwt. of hay

per acre. After the land had been irrigated the crop increased to more

than 2 tons to the acre. Taking the price of the hay at £4 per ton,

or 4s. per cwt., we have the average value of the crop before irrigation

44s., whereas after watering the land yielded a value of £8, showing an

increase on the value of the crop of £5 16s. Od. per acre irrigated.

The expenses of this irrigation are as follows :—For a whole season

of ninety days, the pumps working twenty-four hours per day, and

watering 222'4 acres of ground.

Portable engine of 4 horse-power, . . . £200

Pumps, pipes, and accessories . . . 1060 8

Total capital invested, . . . £1260 8

The return of expenses during the season gives the following

results :

—

Coal consumed, 26'5 lbs. per hour for twenty-four

hours daily, during ninety days, including waste

in fixing—say, 30 tone, ..... £30
Oil and other expenses, . . . . . 7 4

Salary of firemen—six, 4s. per da}', . . . 28 16

Interest, wear and tear, 10 per cent, on capital, . 30 13

Total cost of irrigating 222-4 acres during ninety days, £96 12

We have stated above that the increase of the value of the crop by

irrigation was £5 16s. Od. per acre. This, multiplied by 222'4 acres,

Gives, . £1290
Deduct expenses, ..... 96 12

Profit, £1193 8

Showing a clear gain, by irrigating with Coignard's pumps, of

£5 7s. Od. per acre, on the lauds cultivated by M. Muret.

Properly speaking, the prime cost of the portable engine should not

figure in the expenses of the plant for irrigation, as it can be employed

on other work during the remaining nine months of the year.

In order to estimate the quantity of fuel required to irrigate a given

area of ground, we have only to multiply the above numbers by the

number of acres, and the height in feet through which the water is to

be raised.

In the engraving we have a side elevation of Coignard's pump for

irrigation. The pumps are made of various diameters, according to the

quantity of water required to be lifted. The pipes are fastened together

by hinged bolts. This is an important improvement when water has

to be lifted from great depths.

The most important novelty in these pumps is a contrivance by which

are avoided the inconveniences arising from the lodging of air in the

interior of the pump casing. When a volume of air accumulates round

the axis of the blades—and all other centrifugal pumps are subject to

this inconvenience—this air, not being expelled by the centrifugal force,

takes the place of the water at the centre, and diminishes the speed

considerably, often even stopping the working of the pump completely.

Tnis is particularly to be feared in the case of emptying water from

pits and foundations, where the shallow depth of the water may leave

the end of the suction pipe accidentally out of the water. M. Coignard

avoids this by the introduction of a small air pump, which removes

the air which may obtain a lodgment at the centre of the apparatus. If

there be no air and only water, then what is removed by the small pump
is added to the general flow of the pump.

Having visited a few days ago the establishment of M. Coignard,

we were shown a pump at work, capable of lifting 396,180 gallons per

hour. At this rate, less than an hour's pumping would empty a pit of

20 feet deep, 18 feet wide, and 100 feet long. When we saw it, it was

working at the rate of 88 gallons per second, or 5282 gallons per

minute.
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TENBY'S PERMUTATING KEY-CUTTING MACHINE.

When a man purchases a lock for the custody of valuables or private

papers, he ought to feel secure of obtaining

one which, in the matter of the key, shall

differ from all others. This desirable result

is not to be attained without a carefully

considered system, combined with a machine

capable of carrying out that system. The
illustrations herewith

"1 show the machine in-

vented by Mr. J. Bever-

ley Tenby for effecting

this in the keys of his

Adytic-Retainer Lock.

Fig. 1 is a plan, and

fig. 2 an elevation

and part section of

the machine to a scale

of one-third. The head-

stocks, n and H2
, require

no further description

than that they resemble

those of a lathe, but are

both immovably fixed to the bed, p., of the

machine. Between the centres runs the

spindle, A, designed with especial regard to

rigidity. This spindle carries a circular

saw, C, for cutting the cheque, g. The
cheque is held in a

pair of jaws or vice,/.

These jaws rock on

the trunnions, e, in the

bearings, x. This

rocking is designed

for rounding up the

edges to a true curve

when the saw has cut

deep enough ; the

motion being given

by turning the worm,

d, which, moving the

segment, h, causes

ment is keyed. The bearings, x, are screwed into the brackets,

E E1
, and secured by lock-nuts in the outer ends, as shown in the

section of the left-hand bracket, E1
. These brackets, e e1

, and the

worm, d, are carried on the flat table, D. This table, D, has a motion

on the slide, D1

, of the saddle, N. This cross motion is for getting the

measurement of the width of each step in the key or cheque, g, and to

produce this measurement accurcdely, and to avoid backlash, the fol-

lowing construction is used :—On the ends of the cross slide, D1

, are

fixed two steel screw-boxes, I, and through these screw-boxes the

screws. ii
l

,
pass. The two screws prevent any backlash through wear.

On the screws, ii1 , the divided heads are fixed in such a manner that

the}' cause the screws to revolve, but allow them to slide freely through,

so that h and I may always be together. In order to bring the same

division on each divider, k, opposite the indicator on I, when the table,

d, is set for work, a supplementary screw, j, is screwed into the table.

The depth of cut is arrived at by a still more accurate arrangement.

To n is secured the tongue, n, carrying the screw, q ; and in a steel

bearing, T, is an eccentric cup, to, held down by the cap-plate, s. On
to are sixteen divisions, occupying 180° of its circumference, marked

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0, a, b, c, d, e, f. There

is also the spring indicator, r. By this arrange-

ment sixteen different depths of cut are obtained
;

the screw, q, coming against the sides of the

eccentric cup, m, forms a stop to the bed-screw,

v, which bed-screw is moved by the winch, u.

As the saw, c, wears, q is screwed outwards, to

exactly compensate.

To cut the shallowest cut, that is, to make the

largest step on the key or cheque, the number 1 on

m is brought to the pointer at o, and the screw,

q, is regulated so that the step, when finished, shall fit a gauge deter-

mined upon as a standard. Several of these are in use. The shortest

gauge is
-375 inch, and the cheque fits this or larger ones according

to the basis worked upon. Taking the base 0-375 as an example, and
supposing the first permutation in the following Table I. to be used,

the gauge being noted as a in the first column, we have these results :

—

i. II. in.

a 1 1 4 7 b 1" 2 1 7 4 b 4" 3 7 1 b 4 e °
" 4 7 b 1 e 4
"

5 6 7 e 1 4
CI

6 b e 7 1 1
" 7 e b 7 4 1
u 8 e b 4 7 ll
« 9 e 4 b 1 7

|

b 1 2 5 9 b e f
LI 2 2 9 5 e b f
" 3 9 2 e 5 f b
" 4 9 e 2 f 5 b
" 5 e 9 / 2 b 5
(1 6 e f 9 b 2 5
" 7 / e b 9 5 2
" 8 f b e 5 9 2
U 9 b f 5 e 2 9

J

X 4 7 b €

a
° o o © ~ O

B
;- : TO CO hO t-r, CO

B
-^ TO OS

a
°' -*4 to -j

©I OX en

I
° © o © © ©

1 -: W OS to N) n;
1 SO Ox — -s| Ox

to Jl Ni

j

Oi ©1 Oi

the oscillation of the jaws, upon one trunnion of which the 6aid seg-

* a gauge, base = 0-375, coefficient of increase in depth of cut 0'0125.

t b gauge, base = 0'39. coefficient of increase in depth of cut 0'0125.

The coefficient of increase 0-0125 is the difference by which the

eccentricity of m is measured between each division; its total amount

of eccentricity being 0-1875 inch. As the increase in the depth of cut

takes place, of course the height of the steps decreases, as shown in

Table III., where we have the permutation 1 4 7 b e of Table I.

developed on the base, a, and base, b, the height of each step being

given in decimals of an inch. Table II. shows a variation of permuta-

tion. This machine will give more than twenty billions of permutations,

so that, with the system adopted, there is no chance of cutting duplicate

keys, except where intended.

A book of permutations is kept, constructed on the plan of Tables I.

and II., and also steel gauges to suit, so that, should the purchaser of one

of these locks wish for a new cheque at any time,

he can have it, without sending any part of the

lock to the makers. To enable the makers to tell

on what permutation and which gauge his cheque

was made, he must send the private number of

his lock to them. They can then, but not till

then, set the machine in the exact position for the

required duty. There is a yet more important

advantage, adding greatly to the scope of the retainer-action of the

lock, and this is, the ease with which a lock may be changed ; any

number of changes up to 720 each time being, to all intents and pur-

poses, a new lock, but requiring no new or even altered parts, excep:
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a cheque for each change. The practical application of this may be

exemplified as follows :—Suppose A. has one of these locks, and

some morning, on opening the repository so secured, he finds a

counterfeit retained inside. He thus knows that some thief or spy

has been attempting to get at his property ; and on comparing this

counterfeit with his own, he finds it so far a copy of the original,

that although it has not opened the lock, yet he would much prefer

changing his present lock for another. To do so, he sends to the

makers, telliug them his number, and requesting a cheque with the

same cuts on, but differently arranged—say, if cut to the permutation

1 4 7 be, that the makers cut one now to 7 4 1 e. b—they would, with

this new cheque, send A. directions to change the levers— which in

new locks are placed and numbered 12 3 4 5 6—to the requisite order,

viz., 321645; this change is effected with perfect ease. The lock is

now a new one, proof against the old cheque ; in fact, should the latter be

tried, it will be retained as described. A prudent man, locking up

valuables, would, if ever he mislaid a cheque, or even left one in the

way of being copied, lose no time in effecting such a change, as by so

doing he insures himself against the possession of the mislaid cheque,

and this without any expense further than the new cheque : though, if

he desires it, one or more new levers can be sent, so that the new
cheque shall be more than a mere new arrangement of the cuts in the

old one.

These are some of the leading advantages of this system and the

machine described ; there are many others which will perhaps suggest

themselves to the mind of the reader.

Note.—We regret to have noticed, when too late for correction,

a clerical error in a former Part (p. 109) of Practical Mechanic's

Journal, in the account given of Mr. Tenby's Patent Lock, by the

omission of his proper surname. In the article in question, the

patentee's name has been given as that of one of his baptismal names

(Beverley). It should be J. Beverley Tenby. We beg him to accept

this apology, however needless it may be, for his lock will make his

name well and widely known ere long.

—

Ed.

ROTATORY ENGINE.

We translate from Le Genie Industrial the following description of a

rotatory engine which has been recently invented by M. Lechat, second

engineer in the French navy. Fig. 1 of the annexed illustrations

represents a transverse ver-

tical section of the engine,

taken through the slide valves

;

fig. 2 is a partial side eleva-

tion and longitudinal vertical

section of the same; and figs.

3 and 4 are enlarged sectional

details of the piston. A is the

steam cylinder, provided with

end covers, a', in which are

formed circular openings eccen-

tric to the cylinder, and pro-

vided with packing rings for

I he reception of the hollow

cylinder, B, which is exactly

tangential to the interior of

the steam cylinder. This

cylinder, B, which is entirely

open to the atmosphere, is

traversed by the driving shaft,

C, which is carried in bearings, D, independent of the cylinder, and
carries inside the cylinder B a rectangular diaphragm, F, upon which
the steam operates, and so imparts a rotatory motion to the shaft.

A rolling packing, G, is introduced at the part where the diaphragm,

F, passes through the cylinder, B, to exclude the air and prevent

leakage from the working cylinder. The valve chest is divided into

two compartments, a and b, for the induction and eduction respectively

by the ports, c and d. In the position shown in fig. 1 the piston, F,

has just passed the inlet port, c, and is being acted upon by the steam

;

as it rotates it carries round with it the cylinder, B, which, revolving on
its own axis only, and being always in contact with the interior of the

circumlerence of the steam cylinder, serves to divide the interior space

into two compartments. As the rotation proceeds the piston, f, slides

to and fro in its rolling packing, G, whilst the packing rolls within its

seat. The two compartments of the valve chest each contain a separate

slide, i i', which are actuated simultaneously from the eccentrics, j j',

which may be adjusted according to the direction in which the engine

is to rotate. The steam and exhaust pipes are also provided with an
arrangement of valves for reversing the inlet and outlet of the steam

accordingly. The packing, which constitutes one of the main features

of this engine, consists :—1. Of the peculiar arrangement for packing

the cylinder, B, where it passes through the end covers of the steam

cylinder, A, and at the line of contact with the interior of that cylinder.

2. The peculiar arrangement for packing the piston, F, where it passes

through the rolling part, G, and at its junction with the inner sides of

the steam cylinder. As shown in fig. 2, the packing of the cylinder, B,

in the cylinder covers, a', consists of metal conical rings, f, tightened

by ordinary glands, g ; whilst the packing of the junction between the

cylinders, B and A, is effected by means of a brass straight edge, h (fig. 1),

which is constantly pressed against by the helical springs, i, contained in

four recesses, y. The mode of packing the piston, F, in the rolling

piece which is carried by the cylinder, B, is shown by the enlarged

details, figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of the collar

Fig. 4. Fig. 3.

which incloses the rolling piece, and fig. 4 is a transverse section of the

same. The piston, F, passes between the two cylindrical segments, G,

the faces of which are provided with copper blades,/, to diminish friction

;

and in order to maintain contact two long keys or wedges, k, are inserted,

fwhich are pushed in at will by means of the screw, K, working in the

end piece, I, which fits on the extremity of the collar ; this screw presses

against a washer or ring, in, which is in contact wdth the wedges or

keys. The screw, K, is traversed by another screw, L, which presses,

by the intervention of the piece, n, against the packing in the thickness

of the piston, F. A similar arrangement is provided at the opposite

end of the collar, but here the screw, i/, passes directly through the end

piece, V. The piston, F, is connected with the shaft, c, by means of a

packing composed of straight edges, which cross at the two exterior

angles, and which are tightened by curved blade springs.

BARCLAY'S INJECTOR.
{Illustrated by Plate 7.)

In the opening part of our new series* we illustrated the latest improve-

ments which had up to .that time beeu effected on M. Giffard's original

apparatus for injecting or forcing liquids.

* Vide ante, page 15, and Plate 2, Vol. I. Third Series.
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Until the last improvements, which have now been perfected by Mr.

Andrew Barclay, of Kilmarnock, it has not been successfully attempted to

employ apparatus of the nature now under treatment as an " ejector."

We ourselves being amongst some of the earliest to adopt M. Giffard's

apparatus for feeding locomotive boilers, as at first manufactured by

Sharp, Stewart, & Co., at that time ascertained its capability of

lifting liquids; and in the majority of cases the result was extremely

low, the largest lift not exceeding 4 feet, and in less perfectly constructed

instruments, ranging from this down to a few inches, the general result

(though not a mean) varying a little on both sides of 2 feet 6 inches.

It is quite evident, from the construction of bis instrument, that M.
Giffard did not contemplate its adoption as a " fluid lifter;" although,

if we mistake not, the application of a somewhat similar apparatus for

raising water from a coal mine somewhere in the Midland counties was

made, and its working described in a paper read before the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers, even before M. Giffard had patented his in-

strument. The result, however, was not in this instance satisfactory,

its efficiency being much lower than that of an ordinary pump.

Mr. Barclay appears to have grappled successfully with the one

obstacle which stood in the way of the more complete development of

the powers of the instrument ; and without now going into the whole

range of theory and partly ascertained laws upon which the action of

this apparatus depends, we proceed to lay the matter before our readers,

in the language of the inventor's patent specification.—V. D,

This invention, which has for its object the simplifying of the con-

struction of apparatus used for injecting and ejecting fluids or liquids,

as well as rendering such apparatus more efficient than hitherto, is

based upon an invention for which letters patent were granted unto the

said Andrew Barclay on or about the 6th day of May, 1864, and con-

sists as follows :

—

The portion of the apparatus which contains the steam and water

nozzles is furnished at the end nearest the handles or wheels for regu-

lating the flow of the water and steam with a flanch, into which four

or other number of pillars are fixed, being arranged to carry at their

upper end another similar flanch which projects from and forms part of a

tube, one portion of which extends downwards into the main body of the

instrument, leaving an annular space around it, whilst the other portion

above the flanch has a screw thread formed on it, which is used, as is

hereinafter shown, for partly regulating the feed. The main portion

of the instrument has a stuffing box formed in it, and is provided with

a gland through which passes a tubular piece carrying at its inner end

the steam nozzle. This last-mentioned tubular piece is furnished at its

outer end with a flanch, into which two or more pillars are fixed ; these

carry at their upper end a ring which fits into a circular recess formed

on the regulating wheel or handle, and by turning the wheel or handle

upon the screwed portion of the first-mentioned tubular piece the steam

nozzles are caused either to recede or advance. It should be men-
tioned that the tube carrying the steam nozzle fits into, and is capable

of being moved upwards and downwards in, the annular space formed

by the first-named tube and the body of the instrument. Two of the

pillars of the lower set and the two forming the upper set are screwed,

so that nuts may pass over them for tightening the glands of the stuffing

boxes which surround both the first and second named tubular pieces.

Another part of this invention consists in varying the area of the

opening of the nozzles so as to obtain a greater range of effect, and

which may be carried out thus :—An air-tight box may be cast on one

side of the body of the apparatus, having in it a spindle, equal portions

of which have right and left screw threads cut nn them ; the spindle

passes through two pieces of metal of a quadrantal form in which a set

of nozzles of various sizes are fixed, the use of the right and left hand
screw being that when it is required to shift the quadrantal piece by
turning the spindle in one direction these pieces are released from the

actual nozzle and throat of the instrument, so that it can be turned on
its centre until a set of holes which will give the required feed is brought

round, when the spindle is reversed and the quadrantal pieces are again

brought close against the nozzle and throat in manner suitable for

working.

Besides the last-mentioned arrangement, a cock may be made to

revolve, or a tubular piece may be made to be adjusted in a fixed plane,

either of which has holes or nozzles made in it of different sizes to

correspond with variations of feed, the holes or nozzles being turned

round to suit the feed required.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of one arrangement of the improved

apparatus for injecting and ejecting fluids.

In this fig. the lower part of the body of the instrument is composed

of three principal pieces, a, a1

, and A2
, which are screwed together in

the manner shown ; the upper end of this part of the instrument is

furnished with a flanch, b, which carries the four pillars, c, two only

of which are seen in the fig. The four pillars, c, carry at their upper

end the flanch, n, and from the upper and lower sides of this flanch the

tubular pieces E and F.
1
project, the upper one having a fquare-threaded

screw formed thereon. The hand wheel, F, for regulating the opening

of the water nozzles has a screw thread cut in it to correspond with that

on the tubular piece, E1

, and the boss of the wheel projects below to

receive a flanch, g, which is kept in place on the boss by means of the

collar, H ; from this flanch, G, two pillars, I, pass downwards through

holes in the flanch, D, and are thence continued on to the flanch, K,

which carries the tubular piece, L, and nozzle, L1
, by means of which

the supply of water is regulated. As it is necessary that the joint

between the tubular piece, L, and the external body part, A, should be

air-tight, a stuffing box is provided at the upper end of the piece, A,

and a gland, 51, having holes through which the pillars, c, pass, keeps

the packing tight therein, the pressure on the gland being regulated by

the nuts on the screwed portions of the pillars.

By means of this arrangement the great difficulty always hitherto

experienced in keeping tight the bottom packing of the tube carrying

the water nozzles is obviated, as the packing in the stuffing box can at

any time be instantly tightened up, or, if required, new packing may be

rapidly filled in, so that the inaccuracies of the working of the instru-

ment on account of a leaky joint at this part are prevented, and its

continuous action is thus made certain for any length of time.

It is absolutely necessary, when apparatus of this class is employed

for lifting liquids from great depths, that the joint around the steam

passage, E, formed by the stuffing box and gland, M, fig. 1, should be

maintained perfectly air-tight, otherwise the lifting efficiency of the

instrument is much impaired by air passing in around the steam passage,

thereby destroying the vacuum in the suction pipe, and mixing with

the water as it passes towards the nozzles, l 1

, through the passage, v

;

and as the apparatus according to the several modifications comprised

under this invention is more especially designed with the view of lifting

liquids from much greater depths than hitherto, the opening up of the

outside body parts of the instrument, so that the packing around the

steam passage may be instantly adjusted without the necessity of taking

any part of the instrument asunder, is considered the special feature

and main improvement as comprised under it.

It is to be understood that the remarks in this immediately preceding

clause apply equally to the succeeding modifications after specified.

The admission of steam through the nozzles in this modification is

regulated in the usual manner by means of a central spindle, O1

, the

screwed part of which passes through a hole correspondingly cut in the

inner projection, o2
, of the tube E, E 1

. The steam inlet is indicated by

the dotted circular lines w ; v is the water inlet, and x the overflow;

Y being the valve by which direct communication with the boiler is

prevented when the instrument is not feeding.

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of another modification of this inven-

tion. In this arrangement the lower part of the instrument is also

made of three parts, A, A 1

, and A2
, as in the first modification, and the

upper part, A2
, is furnished with a flanch for carrying the screwed pillars, B,

by which the upper and lower exterior and main parts of the instrument

are connected. In order to obtain easy access to the packing of the

inner tube, c, with the view of rendering the joints between it and the

outer parts of the instrument more firm and secure, stuffing boxes, d
and D 1

, are formed in the upper and lower exterior portions, and glands,

E and e 1

, are respectively provided to keep the packing tight, the

pillars, B, having screw threads cut on them and provided with nuts, as

shown in the fig., by which the tightness of the joints is regulated.

Fig. 3 shows, in horizontal section, the passages in the tube, C, by

which the steam is admitted on its way to the nozzles. For regulating

the supply of water the tube, C, is furnished with a band wheel, F, by

which the tube is turned in its screw bearing, G, formed in the upper

main portion of the instrument. The central spindle, H, for regulating

the flow of steam through the nozzles is also operated in manner similar

to that shown and described in reference to the two previous modifica-

tions. As all the parts not described in reference to this modification

are similar to those shown in the previous arrangements, and are
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common to apparatus of this class, it is not considered in the present

case necessary to refer to them.

At fig. 4 is shown one mode of arranging and applying a vari-

ahle set of nozzles. In this arrangement a parallel cylindrical open-

ing is made right through the hody of the instrument at that part

wherein the nozzles, c, and throat, d, of the instrument are situated. A
tubular piece, A, having a set of nozzles, a, of various sizes, and throat

pieces, b, corresponding to them are fixed in opposite sides of this

tubular piece ; and as the ends of the actual nozzle, c, and throat, d, are

constructed to correspond and fit against the exterior surface of the

tubular piece, A, any one of the various nozzles and throats situated in

this piece, A, may at once be applied by sliding the piece, a, through

the opening until the nozzle and throat necessary for producing the

required feed are brought into position to enable the instrument to work.

Instead of constructing the variable nozzles and using the mode of

applying them as shown at fig. 4, they may be constructed of two

quadrantal or circularly formed pieces, as described in an earlier part

of this specification.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Atlantic Telegraph, Field's History of. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d., cloth.

Traverse Tables—to five places. Shortrede. Super-royal 8vo, 21s., cloth.

RECENT PATENTS.

RAILWAY SWITCHES.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.— Communicated by W. Whar-
ton, .Inn., Philadelphia, Penns., U.S., A.—Patent dated July 6th,

1862.

Wharton's invention relates to certain peculiar constructions and

arrangements of railway switches, suitable for sidings or branch lines,

along which the trains are not intended to travel at high speeds; the main

object to be attained being the avoidance of any interruption or break

in the main line at the part where the switch is situated. According

to one arrangement of switch, both the rails constituting the switch are

movable on pins or fulcra at one end, and form continuations of the

rails of the siding or branch line. The inner Bwitch rail of the curve

at its junction with the rail of the main line is parallel with that rail for

a short distance. It lies close against the outer edge of the main line

rail when the switch is closed so as to be within range of the tread

of the wheels ; but when the switch is open, it is moved outwards from

the main line rail sufficiently far to take it beyond the range of the tread

of the wheels. The free end of this switch rail is level with the surface of

the main line rail, but its surface gradually inclines or rises above the level

of the main line rail, until a sufficient elevation is attained to allow of the

passage of the wheel flange over the main rail without being in contact

therewith. This switch rail is connected by a cross bar to the opposite

or outer switch rail of the curve, so that they will both move simul-

taneously when opened or shut. The free end of this switch rail is

tapered so that the flange of the wheel may readily pass inside it when
the switch is closed, and the level of this switch rail corresponds to that

of the main line rail. A guard rail is situate on the inner side of the

opposite main line rail, to insure the passage of the wheels along the

first-mentioned switch rail. After the wheels have passed over the main

line rail, the rails of the siding may gradually descend again to the

original level.

According to another modification, the outer rail of the junction-

curve is stationary or permanent, its point being tapered as before, and

a sufficient space being left between it and the main line rail to allow

of the free passage of the wheel flanges. The inner switch rail is con-

nected by a horizontal lever and connecting rod to a movable guard

rail on the opposite side of the main line, such guard rail being situate

outside the rail, and made to work on a fixed fulcrum at one end, whilst

its free end is curved gently over the surface of the main line rail, so

that it will tend to push the wheels laterally, and thereby cause them
to enter upon the switch rails. The line is opened by moving back the

guard rail, which has the effect of simultaneously moving the switch rail

clear from the side of the main line rail. Or in lieu of the guard rail

being on the opposite side of the main line to the movable switch rail,

it may be on the same side, but on the inner side of the rail, and be

connected, as above described, by means of a rod and lever with the

movable switch rail. In some cases the guard rails (which, when
used, should stand slightly above the level of the main rails) may be
dispensed with.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a plan of the improved railway switch.

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of the track, on the line 1—2 in fig. 2,

drawn to an enlarged scale.

On reference to figs. 1, 2, A and a' are the two permanent rails of

the main track, that is to say, the rails which the locomotives and

carriages for conducting the main transportation of the line have to

traverse, and is and b' the two rails of the siding or branch which the

carriages have occasionally to traverse for local traffic ; D and o" are

the two rails which form the switch, the rail, D, being fastened at the

point, /, so as to form a continuation of the rail, B, and the rail, d',

fastened at the point,/', so as to be a continuation of the rail, b'.

Fig. 2,

The two rails, d and n', forming the switch, are connected together

by bars, E and e', passing under the rails of the main track, and other-

wise so connected that they must move simultaneously.

g is a guard rail situate at such a distance from the permanent rail,

a, that the flanges of the wheels can pass freely between the two, this

guard rail being bent or inclined at both ends towards the centre of the

track, as illustrated in the engraving.

The rail, d, is so curved or inclined laterally towards the end, that

it can be brought in contact with the rail, A, in the manner illustrated

in fig. 1 ; and the rail, d', is gradually reduced in width towards the

end, where it terminates in a comparatively sharp point.

The rails, A and a', of the main track and the rail, ]}', of the switch

are of the same height, but the guard rail, G, should be somewhat

higher than the last-mentioned rails, and the rail, D, of the switch is,

at one end, fig. 2, of the same height as the rail, A, but gradually

increases in height from the said end to about the point, y, from which

point the rail is continued at a uniform level to a suitable distance, and

then, if desired, may be gradually decreased- in height until it is of the

same altitude as the rail proper.

When the carriages, however, have to be transferred from the main

track to the turn-out, the switch is moved to the position illustrated in

fig. 1, in which case the wheels, h and h', of the carriage backed in the

direction of the arrow will pass from the main track to the turn-out

;

for as the wheel, H, approaches the end of the rail, d, its flange passes

between the guard-rail, g, and the rail, A, thereby so confining the

wheel laterally that the outer portion of its tread must of necessity pass

on to the inclined end of the rail, D, of the switch ; and as the wheel

continues to move in the direction of the arrow, it must pass up the

inclined plane of the rail, D, which is so far elevated above the rail, A,

that the flange of the wheel must be raised above and free from con-

tact with the rail, A ; in other words, that the wheel, n, must escape

from the control of the rail, A, as best observed on reference to fig. 2.

When the wheel, H, has been thus elevated above the rail, A, the flange

of the opposite wheel, h', comes in contact with the inner edge of the

tapering portion of the rail, d', which guides the wheel on to the

turn-out.

It will be evident that the rails, D and d', of the switch present no

impediment to the free mov ement of the carriages in a direction con-

trary to that pointed out by the arrow, for the wheels must move the

said rails away from the permanent rails of the main track, should the

attendants neglect to restore the switch to the position shown in fig. 2.

Many different switches have been adopted for causing railway carriages

to pass from the main track to a turn-out; for instance, the permanent

continuity of the main track has been interrupted by converting a
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portion of the rails into a movable switch, and in other cases the

switches are such as to demand the cutting through, and consequently

the injuring, of one of the main rails for the purpose of transmitting

the flanges of the wheels to cross it.

The object of this invention has been to avoid this disturbance of the

integrity of the main rails, the permanency and solidity of which

has always been considered a desideratum by the most experienced

engineers.

It will be evident, without further description of the invention, that

its adoption will insure the attainment of this important end.

It should be understood that the track above alluded to as a turn-out

is not intended to be one repeatedly traversed by locomotives and trains

at a high rate of speed, but such a track as may be necessary for local

traffic, and for the passage of cars to manufactories, mines, and similar

localities, where the transfer of the carriages may be accomplished at

a moderate speed.

It should be understood that, although it is advisable to use the

guard rail, g, as shown in figs. 1 and 2, the latter is not indispensable.

STEAM-SHIP CONSTRUCTION.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.— Communicated from H.
Randall, Philadelphia, U. S., A.—Patent dated January 20, 1862.

This mode of construction consists, firstly, in so framing steamships as to

insure, with a flat bottom and light draught, great strength in a vertical

direction, so as not only to prevent a sinking of the extremities and rising

of the middle, but also to prevent a rising of the extremities and sinking

of the middle of the ship ; also to insure greater strength laterally, and
to effectually prevent any twisting or wreathing motion, or tendency to

roll, thus rendering a ship not only steady, but firm and rigid in every

part throughout its entire length, enabling it to stand up squarely in

any sea, and to be always in trim, allowing the swell of the sea to pass

under it (instead of dashing against its sides or quarter), and enabling

the ship to ride the waves with more ease and greater safety.

A high rate of speed on the ocean can only be attained by steam-

ships with a light draught, and to make them safe, strength is indispens-

able ; and although deep draught vessels may be made sufficiently

strong owing to their form, it is difficult of accomplishment in the case

of light draught and flat-bottomed vessels, and no plan heretofore known
accomplishes this efficiently.

The second part of the invention consists in using the propelling

power of steam vessels in such manner as to gain double the security

heretofore realized, and greater speed in proportion to the power
expended.

Fig. 1 of the drawings represents a plan (part of the planking being

removed) of a steam vessel made in accordance with this inven-

tion ; fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same ; and fig. 3 is a vertical

section.

In order to insure a light draught and steady motien, a broad flat

bottom is given to the ship, with very little dead rise from the keel to

the bilge kelsons, and a short round bilge as shown in the cross-section,

A A, fig. 2. This form extends about one-fourth the entire length of

the ship, when the curve of the bilge gradually enlarges and approaches

the keel as the ends of the vessel are approached, terminating perfectly

sharp at the ends, and partially so on the bottom. An appropriate

number of ribs are made to extend above the main deck sufficiently far

to be trimmed off, and be capped by, or kneed to, a vertical arch, B,

sprung from stem to stern, and terminating in the dead wood at each

end of the ship, where it is firmly fixed (as shown at fig. 3). Inter-

woven with this and the ribs there is a counter arch, c C, extending

nearly from stem to stern (its greatest curve resting on the bilge kel-

sons), and firmly connected at and near each end with broad iron straps,

h, and securely bolted throughout its entire length to the side of the

ship.

The main deck timbers at their juxtaposition with the ribs are

firmly connected, and are projected beyond the ribs sufficiently far out-

board to be trimmed off to meet and be capped by a horizontal arch,

D D (fig. 1), sprung nearly from stem to stern, and of a sufficient cur-

vature to embrace the paddle-boxes.

Connected with all at proper intervals are adjustable iron tension

braces, e and f, fig. 2, which serve to tie together the different sections

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

of the ship in the most secure manner, so as to effectually prevent any
twisting or wreathiDg motion. The tension braces, E, extend from the
main-deck timbers inboard and below (or from centre joists or struts

fixed between the main-deck timbers and the kelsons) to the ribs at a

point above the water line
;

thence to the horizontal arch,

D ; thence to the vertical arch
;

thence athwart-ship, and in a

corresponding manner from
point to point, as illustrated in

fig- 2. Additional security is

afforded by the diagonal tie

rods, p f (fig. 2), which occur

at every bulkhead.

The iron diagonal braces,
a, fig. 3, which are usually placed on the inside of the ribs, are situated
on the outside of the same, thus hooping the ship's frame firmly
together, and imparting additional strength to it. The advantages

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

gained by the above-described method are the attainment of great

strength, high speed, safetj', comfort, economy, and a reduced expendi-

ture of power.

The second part of this invention consists in the employment of two

distinct sets of paddle-wheels, operated by two separate engines, in

separate compartments of the ship ; the after pair of wheels being about

one-eighth larger than the forward pair, so as to take up the " slip " of

the latter when making the same number of revolutions, and being

situate, if on a vessel, say, 300 feet long, about 130 feet "aft," or in

that proportion, or so far " aft" as to take the water just where it is

coming to rest from the impetus it has received from the forward wheels,

and where it is about commencing to adhere to. and in a sense drag

after the ship ; or, in other words, commences to be dead water, or

water which leaves or parts from the vessel with far less velocity than

she advances. Thus these paddles, on the one hand, not only have a

firm dip in comparatively smooth water, which does not run away from

them, but on the other hand, they give the water a fresh impetus,

carrying it quickly in under and beyond the curve of the vessel's run,

2 D
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closing her in with live water, aud greatly relieving her from the adhe-

sion or drag referred to.

The employment of two distinct sets of propelling apparatus in sepa-

rate compartments of the ship not only gives her double the safety (as

in case one set should break down the other set will carry her into

port), but it also secures many other important advantages ; such as

a distribution of the weight of machinery, coal, or cargo about the ship,

according to its strength and buoyant capacity, which equalizes the

strain on the ship and renders accidents less liable. It also gives double

the float surface or face to act on the water without any increase in

the number of engines.

The method above described of applying the power dispenses with

masts, spars, and sails, the use of which are seldom resorted to except

when the machinery is disabled; an event not likely ever to occur

when two distinct sets of engines having their distinct sets of wheels

to operate, are employed. It not only saves a large amount of cost

for their construction, wear and tear, and weight beyond the weight of

an extra set of wheels and shaft, but it also saves the employment of a

large number of men to attend to and manage them.

STAMPING RAILWAY TICKETS.

Alfred Lancefield, G.N.R., King's Cross.-

November 22, 1865.

-Patent dated

This relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of machinery

for stamping or impressing the number and date on railway and other

tickets, in lieu of merely printing the same thereon, whereby the im-

pressions obtained are indelibly fixed on the ticket, whilst the machine

itself is of a much simpler construction than those hitherto used for

printing such tickets. According to one mode of carrying out the

foregoing, two rolling surfaces oscillating on axes of their own, and

having their peripheries in contact with each other, are employed.

These rolling surfaces may or may not be slightly eccentric ; in the

former case a gradually-increasing nipping action on the ticket, which

is introduced between them, is obtained. One of these rolling sur-

faces is made hollow, so as to contain a type-box, which can be

readily removed therefrom at pleasure, with a view to changing the

number and date. This type-box is held in its place by a dove-tailed

slide, and is provided with a hinged door for the insertion and removal

of the type. The typo employed may be similar in general appear-

ance to ordinary type, but should be made of steel, and the impressing

or indenting surface should be sufficiently sharp to partly cut or indent

the impression into the ticket. A stop or gauge on the opposite rolling

surface serves to regulate the distance to which the ticket is inserted.

The two rolling surfaces are kept in proper position as regards each

other by a guide-piece secured to one of them, and projecting over and

in contact with the other ; and they are always maintained in position

ready for use by a spring which tends to push them forward, and thereby

keeps them open in readiness to receive the end of a ticket. An india-

rubber or other elastic buffer may be placed in front of one or both the

rolling surfaces, to prevent a concussion against the casing of the machine

when the ticket is withdrawn. A curved guard-plate or protector is

fitted above the part where the ticket is inserted, in order to guide the

ticket and prevent the fingers of the operator from being damaged by
being caught in the machine. To facilitate the taking of the machine
apart for repairs, cleaning, or adjustment, the top of the casing is

hinged, so as to open and expose the rolling surface containing the

type; and the trunnions or centres of both rolling surfaces are screwed
in their places, so that they may be easily withdrawn and the rolling

surfaces removed. The whole is provided with lugs or flanges for

securing it to a table.

According to another modification, in lieu of nipping the ticket

between two rolling surfaces, it is nipped between a slide aud a fixed

Burface. The slide, which contains the indenting or impressing type, is

fitted within an oscillating piece suspended from centres at its upper
end. The upper end of the slide is inclined, and is caused to travel

along an eccentric portion of the axis of the oscillating piece, or along
a stationary incline or wedge provided for that purpose; so that on
pushing inwards the oscillating piece when inserting the ticket, the slide,

by the action of its inclined end against the axis or stationary incline

or wedge, will be forced downwards, and cause the type to indent the

ticket. The oscillating piece is brought back again to its former position

by a spring acting on the back thereof.

Fig. 1. of the engravings represents a side elevation of a modification

of the first-described arrangement. Fig. 2 is a corresponding front

elevation of the same ; and fig. 3 is a detail after described. A is the

fixed upright or standard of the machine cast on the base plate,

B ; C and D are two oscillating pieces centred respectively at E and F,,

aud pressed forward in the position shown in the engraving, so as to be

open to receive the ticket, e, by the blade or other spring, M. A tongue

or projection, L, formed on the upper piece, C, bears against the back

Fig. 3. Fig. 1

of the lower piece, D, and thereby keeps the two parts, c and D, in

their relative positions. The type, c, is contained in a recess in the

part, C, shown clearly in the sectional detail, fig. 3—a rib, d, fitting into

notches in the type preventing the latter from dropping out. a is a

lid or cover hinged at b, for securing the type in place, and I is a catch

for keeping the lid closed. N is a stop hinged to the stand for

the purpose of forming an abutment for the part, D, when pressed out-

wards by the spring ; this stop is turned over when it is required to

remove or repair the part, D, and may be faced with india-rubber to

prevent jarring when the machine is at work ; h is the finger-plate, and

a type-drawer. The ticket when inserted is brought against the

stop, /, and the pressure of the finger against the plate, h, causes the

oscillating pieces, c and D, to move inwards, after the manner of a

toggle joint, the result being the nipping of the end of the ticket

between the type and the surface of the piece, D.

SEWING MACHINES.

Daniel Macpheeson, Edinburgh.—Patent dated August 23, 1865.

This invention relates to what are generally known as " lock-stitch
"

sewing machines, and consists in the construction and use of a shuttle

having the general form of the frustum of a cone, provided with a space

within it for holding a bobbin, and receiving a rotatory motion on its

own axis, whereby the said shuttle and the inclosed bobbin are made

to pass through the loop in the upper thread, and thereby produce that

kiud of stitch known as the lock-stitch ; the section of this shuttle being

such as to take up the slack of the upper thread, and thus to supersede

the use of springs, levers, or other such contrivances for this purpose.

This peculiar shuttle is represented by figs. 1 aud 2 of the accompanying

engravings. Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the shuttle ; fig. 2 is a section

of the shuttle taken through its axis. The outline of the shuttle is

nearly an entire circle, as seen in fig. 1 ; the back is flat, or nearly so,

and the front is protuberant, as seen in the section, fig. 2, so that the

shuttle has the general appearance of the frustum of a coue. A part

of the circumference is cut away between the points, A and B, and

is hollowed out, so as to form a notch or recess, ACB, to receive and

carry round the loop in the upper thread. The sides of this recess are

rounded, so as to make at A a moderately sharp point, which is the toe

of the shuttle, and at B a bluntish end, which is the heel. The surface

of this notch, and the whole external surface of the shuttle with which
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the threads may come in contact, are carefully smoothed, and the edges

blunted, in order that the threads may glide easily over them without

damage. The sloped part of the protuberance may be conical, as

shown in the section, Sg. 2 ; or it may have a curved outline. In the

protuberant part of the shuttle a

cylindrical or slightly conical cavity,

D, is made for receiving the bobbin,

on which the under thread is wound.

This cavity is not made entirely

through the shuttle, but a plate is

left sufficiently strong to carry a

centre-pin, E, on which the bobbin

is to turn ; by this pin the bobbin

is kept more steadily than if it were

made to rest entirely on the bottom

of the cavity and on its cylindrical

sides. Around the outer edge of

this cavity a lip or ridge, F, is formed, so as to produce a circular notch

for retaiuing until the proper time the loop that has been made in the

upper thread. A portion, g, of this lip or ridge is removed for the

purpose of releasing the loop at the desired instant.

The action of the shuttle is as follows :—It is made to turn on its

own axis once for each complete stroke of the needle, its outer edge

being brought close to the line of motion of the needle ; and the two

motions, viz., the rotatory motion of the shuttle, and the reciprocating

motion of the needle, are so timed to each other as that just after the

needle has begun to ascend and has thereby slackened the thread, the

toe, A, comes forward, and passing between the needle and the now
slackened thread, takes up the loop. It is preferred to arrange the

machine so that the needle may pass close along the back of the

shuttle. Fig. 1 shows this position of the shuttle as seen from the

front. As the shuttle turns round, the loop is drawn out by the notch,

A c B, and is eventually lodged in the circular notch formed by the lip,

F F. If the lip, FF, were continuous, the loop would be permanently

held by it.

In order to insure the proper performance of these operations, it is

necessary that the shuttle be guided steadily, so that the toe, A, may
pass close to the needle, and at the same time, that the guiding

apparatus may not interfere with the threads. Various guides may
be contrived.

IMPROVEMENTS IN FLOOR CLOTHS.

John Howard Kidd, and James Chadwick Mather, Bradford.—
Patent dated l^th December, 1865.

These improvements relate, firstly, to such fabrics as are formed by
coating both sides of a fabric of linen or other material with any of

the compositions used for the purpose capable of being made to adhere

to such fabric by a rolling process, and consists in rolling upon one side

of the fabric composition of a different colour to that on the other side

of the fabric, so that the cloth can be reversed, and may be used either

side upwards ; the composition may either be first rolled upon one side,

and then when partly dry rolled upon the other side, or the composition

may be rolled simultaneously on both sides.

The improvements in composition cloths also consist in producing

mottled or marbled effect by causing part of the composition from one

side to pass through the fabric to the other side of the fabric (the fabric

being open and not too closely woven), when the compositions are simul-

taneously rolled upon both sides of the fabric. Secondly, the improve-
ments relate to the manufacture of cloths having composition upon both

sides of the fabric, and consists in rolling the composition simultaneously

on both sides of the fabric at one operation, by passing the fabric

between the rollers, and feeding the composition to be rolled upon it

evenly on both sides, as described under the third head of these

improvements. Thirdly, these improvements relate to machinery to

be employed for rolling composition on both sides of a fabric simul-
taneously. If the rollers in the machine employed are arranged with
their axes one above the other in a vertical plane, it is proposed to

employ two endless feeding apparatus, and to pass the cloth to be
coated between them, and then through guides which conduct it to the
rollers. This part of the invention is illustrated by the annexed
engraving, which is a sectional view of one form of rolling machine.

The machine may be placed where there is a room or platform above

and another below it, when the cloth may be supplied to it from the

room or platform above, and pass away from it to the room or- plat-

form below. If worked in one room as intended by the illustration, the

fabric to be coated is supposed to be drawn from a roller at e, and then

pass over the rollers, e
1
e
2
, to the guide bars,/, between the rollers or

bowls, a, and a1
, in the frame, A, under the roller, e

6
,
passing under

a cover or platform, e
7

, under the roller, e
8
, to other rollers to be wound

in a roll in the ordinary manner : g are the endless feeding aprons for

conveying materials, and g
1 and g

2
, the steam chest or heaters for

heating the same. The other parts of the machine not referred to will

be readily understood

—

c c, are "doctors," d, the ordinary lubricators,

and b 8
1
, the supporting bowls.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Theory of the Influence of Friction upon the Mechanical
Efficiency of Steam. By W. J. Macquorn Rankine, C.E.,

LL.D., F.R.SS. Lond. and Edin.

The results arrived at by the author of this paper are based on the

following principle :—Let W be the indicated work of a given quantity

of steam, without deducting loss by friction, and H the mechanical

equivalent of the expenditure of heat required in order to do that work

;

so that W -7- H is the efficiency of the steam without friction. Let F
be the quantity of work lost through friction in the cylinder ; and let

the heat produced by that friction be wholly taken up by the steam.

Then the work done is diminished to W— F ; and the heat expended

W—

F

is diminished to H— F ; so that the efficiency becomes — —. The
H — x

special way in which the friction takes effect in ordinary steam engines,

is by diminishing the expenditure of heat required for the prevention

of liquefaction in the cylinder.

Remarks on the Inefficiency of the Steam Navy for General
Service and for Purposes of War. A letter to Sir John

Pakington, Bart. By Captain John Cochrane Hoseason.
Pamphlet, 8vo. Stanford : London. 1866.

This is a very diffuse and very fault-finding production, and we are

bound to say has very much the stamp upon its matter and style of a
" party pamphlet," mainly directed against the chief constructor of the

navy, and less pointedly perhaps in favour of Captain Coles. It consists

nearly wholly of a mass of small facts and small accusations, or fault

finding with the performances of particular ships, especially with some
designed by Mr. Reed. We have been unable, however, to extract a

single broad thought or practicable suggestion fer improvement in the

whole performance, unless it indeed be this, that the trials of speed at

the measured mile prove nothing as to the general goodness or badness

of a war steam-ship, and that these trials, even as to steaming qualities,

are often deceptive. The first it needed not Captain Hoseason to tell

us. If the second be so, it is only another abuse to be remedied.

—

Ed.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

Les Institutions Ouvrieres de Mulhouse et des Environs.
Par Eugene Veron. 1 Vol. 8vo. Hachette : Paris. 1866.

Mulhouse, or Mulhausen, is known to a great many in England, at

least by name, as the centre point in wealth and intelligence of the

great cotton manufacture of Alsace. It is, in fact, the Manchester of
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the south-east of France. Like Manchester and a large circle of

manufacturing towns around it, Mulhouse has a number of satellite

towns, all of which in both cases have become celebrated for a large

number of special manufactures and arts, which have grown up and

spread and improved from the root and stock of the original manufac-

ture— cotton spinning and calico weaving. Thus topical dyeing or

calico printing; the printing of those beautifully coloured and artistically

designed fine muslins that charm us upon the persons of our own

English wives and daughters; chemical manufactures—the preparation

of the dyes and colours and mordants for all these ; machine making,

engine works, and mechanical engineering, tool making, and a thousand

minor trades and employments cluster and grow and yield wage and

comfort to thousands of workpeople of all ages round the great central

industry of this bright spot of French intelligence and industry.

A succinct but clear and graphic history of the early fortunes of

Mulhouse, comprehending necessarily in part that of Alsace itself, with

which M. Veron commences his volume, proves that there was nothing

exceptionally advantageous in its position, not even as much as there

was in that of Manchester in ancient days, to have produced its present

expanded industry, and vast manufacturing celebrity and wealth. But

we learn from it one striking fact—the place very early, as early as in

the commencement of the last century, had acquired in some degree a

sort of local or fragmentary free trade. It was on the edge of Switzer-

land—it had the Rhine at its feet, France on one side, Germany at the

other ; it achieved the right to send its goods first to one and then to

another, unvexed by the imposts and restrictive local exactions of

feudal times, that then oppressed nearly every town and city of Europe.

Its trade and manufactures spread and increased, but its population was

not elevated with these; on the contrary, during the warlike days of the

Great Napoleon, as well as those of the revolution that preceded them,

and down beyond the days of that obese monarch Louis le desire, even

to those which jaw Charles X. chased from his turone—the state of

poverty, misery, ignorance, wretchedness, sickness, and vice of the

working population, men, women, and children, was dreadful, and is

described by M. Veron in but too graphic terms.

It has become a military maxim that " all battles are gained by a

few men" and at a single point— that is to say, the crisis of the struggle

of all gets vested in the hands of a few heroes, who find themselves

in some " coign of vantage." And so it is in the battle of fife as respects

the rise and progress of great manufacturing ceutres.

Glasgow and Manchester, were their respective progresses traced,

would be found to have their advances from stage to stage marked by

such names as Watt and Bell, Roebuck and Thompson in the one,

and of Bankcroft and Henry, Hoyle and Fairbairn and the like, on

the other. This, too, has been the history of Mulhouse : the names of

such men as Hartmann, Kestner, Dolfuss, Koechlin, Mace, Klenk, and

Schmidt are known wherever manufacturing skill is understood and

recognized ; and amongst the great names of industry of Alsace are

those of men whose improvements in machinery or in processes have

spread and carry the names of their improvers all over the world.

With the advent of this order of men— in whose advent in all such

places manufacturing success and the wealth it brings and diffuses

are both cause and effect—came the dawnings of a new order of

social things, also, in Alsace, and especially in Mulhouse. It is no

longer the great hive-like, or rather den-like prison of a slaving,

ignorant, ill-paid, and hopeless people, but a land flowing with the milk

and honey of successful industry—of well-paid, well-clothed, and well-

housed workers; of schools and villages, and parish and town libraries;

of reading rooms and workmen's clubs; of hospitals and asylums for the

aged and the wounded or infirm ; of retreats for women about to bring

forth; of charitable lodgings and help for workmen seeking new emploj'-

ment, or as we say, "ou tramp;" of sick clubs, of co-operative provision

shops, of baths and washhouses. A place whence "the lottery" has

been banished to introduce savings banks; where infant labour has been
made gentle, and is daily diversified by education ; where the hours of

artizan labour have been shortened, and the principle recognized (which

to our shame in England we show such reluetance and tardiness to

admit) that if the workman is to elevate his condition, the indispensable

preliminary is, that we give him leisure and time to improve.

A place, too, where the real nature of technical education is understood

and put into practice ; where all is not supposed done when a self-

dubbed " Science and Art Department " has got possession of a fashion-

able quarter to place upon it horticultural gardens without any

horticulture, mixed up with patent museums and international flower

shows ; a school of naval architecture where there is neither sea nor

ships nor pupils, mixed up with the idlers' folly of a so-called national

portrait exhibition ! but where there are, above and beyond the many
elementary schools, special and distinct technical schools, for design

applied to the works of the place—for the theory and practice of spin-

ning—those of weaving— both by power; for the training of foremen,

superintendents, and administrators; besides these, of commerce, for

clerks and travelling agents, &c, and those of wider scope for arts and

manufactures generally—for chemical and physical science.

It is the object and purpose of M. Veron's admirable work to describe

all this as it exists, in full detail, to show how it has been created, in

part to whom it is due, so far as this can be told ; for it is always in fame

as in fact, true that

—

"The evil that men do lives after them,

The good is oft interred with their bones "

—

to point out what it has achieved, how it works, and what it is destined

yet to effect, as well as what like progress might effect elsewhere. He
has divided his subject into two great parts, each constituted of several

chapters, besides the lengthened historical and (as it is now called

sociological) introduction; viz., Part I., The struggle (lutte) against

Misery ; of all that bears upon poverty, wretchedness, and misfortune :

and Part II., The struggle against Ignorance (in which he includes,

and rightly, that against aH treasons to the social and domestic states),

vice, and crime.

We cannot follow the author through his clear and animated, and

always hearty and suggestive account of the whole body, social and

politic, of Mulhouse.

We earnestly commend the full perusal of the work to all our

countrymen who value the well-being and happiness of our own myriads

of workers, and think there is something more to be done with them

and for them, than can be done by the sermonizing once a week of

priest or parson—who, for the vast majority of those workers, might as

well have no existence—or by the policeman's truncheon ; and that

our position as a nation, as well as our responsibility, is not secured or

satisfied because " order reigns," and the working and sweating mass

steadily grinds out the means to pay seventy millions a year, so much
of which goes in "out door relief" to those esteemed their betters.

Most of all would we commend it to the Council of Education, with

a view to their learning some glimmering rudimentary notions, of which

at present they decidedly possess none, as to what are the primary

demands for fulfilling that function in a state, technical education—
that of the skilled amongst its wage workers.

In beginning his concluding chapter, M. Ve"ron, honestly warmed
with his subject, says—" Voila ce qu'ont pu faire quelques hommes de

bonne volonte
1

, sans autre secours que leur ferme resolution de ne pas

laisser la misere devorer sous leurs yeux leurs malheureux ouvriers,

place's dans les conditions exceptionelles de privations et de souffrances

;

voila ce qu'on pourrait faire, ce qu'on devrait faire partout, et ce que

certainement on aurait fait si toute la France avait les memes traditions

que Mulhouse." And in his final sentences he adds:— " Souhaitons

done que les fabricants de Mulhouse trouvait de nombreux imitateurs.

Appelons de nos vceux le jour ou les chefs d'industrie, enfin desabusfe

de la croyance a l'eternite fatale de misere, se decideront a, mettre au

service des interets populaires leur devouement et leur experience; loin

de voir en eux les ennemis de leur independance et de leur initiative,

leurs ouvriers s'empresseront de saluer en eux des bienfaiteurs, et la

France entiere s'unira pour applaudir a leurs efforts."

It is in the hope that other men in other places will take up the

noble example of thought, forecast, wisdom, and intelligent benevolence

and patriotism in act, that the author has undertaken his task ; and in

a like hope that we have thus at length referred our readers to its

contents.

For the rest M. Veron says, at the end of his preface, he has had

no other object—" Heureux s'il porte a quelques hommes de bonne

volonte un enseignement utile et le desir de prendre part a leur tour a

ce grand combat que Mulhouse livre a l'ignorance, a la depravation et

a la misere."

Our own hopes go forth in the same direction for our own country,

but with faintness and misgiving, for there is much to do amongst the

gross darkness of our labouring population in the way of primary

education of head and heart, before we shall have even reached the

threshold of the Mulhausen educational edifice.

—

Ed.
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Annexe atj Traite Theorique et Pratique de la Metallurgie
du Fee. Par C. E. Jullien, Ingenieur, &c, &c. Theoeje de la
Trempe. 7

me Memoire. Brochure in 4to. Noblet & Baudry,

Paris and Liege. 1865.

M. Jullien is well known to a very wide circle as an able metallurgist,

and the author of a great work on the metallurgy of iron. This, like

some previous additions to the matter of that work, is of a purely

chemical and ph}'sical character. Its aim is to bring within the domain

of distinct thought or theory the phenomena of " tempering and harden-

ing," as we say, in all their generality ; that is to say, to give such an

explication upon admitted physical and chemical laws of those allotropic

phenomena as shall include, not alone steel, in which the phenomena,

if not most marked, are most important practically, but also all like

sudden molecular changes in other bodies, as glass, pottery, sulphur,

phosphorus, bronze and other alloys, &c. The author's postulate, for

we don't think it proved, is that alloys are not true chemical compounds.

The work is one that will not much interest the greater number of

merely practical men ; but to the reader well advanced in the genuine

science of this important and obscure subject, it will be found a mine

of curious facts, and often of suggestive reasonings upon them.

—

Ed.

Emploi de la Mar£e comme Force Motrice—Notice sur un
Moteur 1 Mar^e (System Brevet^). Par M. L. E. Gerber,

Ing. Civ. Brochure in 8vo. Two Plates. Muquardt, Bruxelles.

Without date. (1865.)

Tide mills, though a very old invention, have been most strangely

neglected. It is impossible not to see that fragments may be impounded

and made of practical use to man, of that enormous force which drags

the ocean-tide wave, like a huge watery hoop, twice round the world

in the day ; that force which, in its resistance to the earth's rotation,

Delaunay and others think may in some remote future stop our earth's

axial motion, and cause day and night to be no more. With a rise and

fall of anything between 5 or 10 feet and 70 feet (as in the Bay of

Fundy), occurring regularly about every six hours, and the power of

Keeping the rising waters out of a prepared artificial basin, except as

they run through some machine receptive of water-power—or, con-

versely, of penning the risen waters into a prepared reservoir, and only

letting them escape at low water through such a machine— it seems

one of the simplest mechanical problems to construct a practically avail-

able tide mill. It has actually been done in a few places in Europe and

America, and even in England ; e.g., there is a very ancient tide mill at

Portsmouth, worked from the old fosses of the fortifications as reser-

voirs. But such mills have found little favour anywhere. The main

reason, our author says, and no doubt correctly, has been that upon the

arrangements generally practised, as the tide itself slowly creeps up or

down, the power of the prime mover, and, by consequence, the relation

between this and the constant resistance (of work, &c.) are momentarily

varying; and while incessant attention is needed for the attempt to

keep the mill moving with any approach to uniformity, the attempt

itself is never successful.

M. Gerber proposes to reduce tliese difficulties— 1st, by the estab-

lishment of two basins, one rilling and one emptying ; 2nd, by the

establishment of two turbines, so connected and provided with certain

well-devised differential regulating gear (which is given in detail in

Plate II.), that the conjoint effect of the two shall be nearly constant

and uniform. Though so little has been practically done, yet so many
propositions have from time to time been put forward by ingenious

men for the improvement of tide mills, that we can scarcely undertake

to say that these designs of M. Gerber are new, in the whole as com-
bined. Some of the parts of the combination are certainly not so.

But novel or not, what he describes does comprise substantial and real

improvements; and we think his arrangements worthy of attention from

many in Great Britain whose sea-coast positions may place them in a

condition to employ them.

Upon our eastern coasts of England, even upon the lower estuary of

the Thames and Severn, still more upon the south and south-east coast

of Ireland, where, in the county of Wexford, are vast natural land-

locked basins ready-made, well-constructed tide mills might open up
quite a new set of sources of industry.

Nor need the mill or the manufactory go down to the edge of the sea-

shore, or to the river levee, to employ its water-power, when we bear

in mind that the ingenious and thrifty manufacturers of Alsace have

with perfect success transferred, by no more complicated means than

wire-rope, the working force developed from water-power to various

distances, some of which are as much as 1500 metres, or nearly an

English mile.

—

Ed.

MrJMOIRE SUR LA Loi DE RESISTANCE DES PlLTERS D'AdER, Dl5DUITE

de l'exp^rience, &c, &c. Par G. H. Love. Brochure in 8vo.

Guirandot, Paris. 1865. .

This memoir, though brief, is of considerable importance. It is a

reprint and publication in a separate form of a memoir presented by
the author to the Institution of Civil Engineers of Paris. M. Love has

been previously favourably known as an experimentalist, and has pub-

lished a previous memoir on columns. The object he had now in view

was to establish upon satisfactory experimental bases such empiric

formulae as might serve, with good assurance in practice, for the appli-

cation of steel to purposes where the material is both extended and

compressed, as in piston and connecting rods, &c. He was assisted in

his fundamental experiments by the appliances and by the financial aid

of MM. Gouin and Lavalley, French engineers who have shown them-

selves as ready to put their hands in their pockets to advance applied

science as our own William Fairbairn, though probably not to the same
large extent.

The memoir is of a character so wholly experimental and mathe-

matical that it would be impossible to convey any clear idea of its

contents, without almost a reproduction of it in our pages. M. Love

early comes to the conclusion that the resistance of steel to compression

and to extension is equal. This was no doubt nearly the fact as respects

the particular specimen he operated on ; but we can by no means join

him in supposing that to be equally true of all steel. In fact, steel

passes by insensible degrees into wrought iron (or even into cast iron

of certain special sorts) ; and in some kinds, especially with what are

called very low steels, the coefficients of extension and of compression

sensibly differ. The steel he employed had a resistance to extension of

7630 kilos, per square centimetre, and an elongation at rupture = 1"32

millimetres, on a bar whose unit leugth was 22 centimetres. Its resist-

ance to compression was, on same section, = 7650 kilos.

M. Love's Table II. shows in a striking way the constructive value

of steel as a resisting material for pillars, &c. Thus, equal diameters

of pillars of cast iron, wrought iron, and of steel, of sixty diameters

long each, have resisting powers of compression in the ratios of 194:

397 : 1192. Steel is thus more than five times as strong, thus applied,

as cast iron—at present our great pillar material.

Memoire sur un Pont Roulant pour les Communications Mili-

taires. Par O. Rousseau, Lieutenant de Genie, &c. Brochure in

8vo. Muquardt, Bruxelles. 1865.

Belidor, in his "Cours de l'lngenieur;" Laurillard Fallot, in his

" Cours d'Art Militaire ;
" and Poncelet, in his admirable " Mecanique

appliquee aux Machines," have all treated of the question of Bascule or

lifting, and of Rolling Bridges. M. Rousseau, after pointing- out with

clearness the defects (for military uses) of the several forms of open-

ing bridges that, have been proposed, and showing in what respects the

theoretic investigations as to the forces concerned in their movement, or

the theory of their design (as in the case of Belidoi's sinusoid bascule),

proceeds to describe a rolling bridge (one drawing back on spherical

rollers in a direction at right angles to the opening to be crossed) of his

own design, which he evidently considers new. We must accord to

him a very simple and good design for a timber bridge of this sort ; but

there is nothing new in its principle. The same plan was patented in

Great Britain some ten years ago, by Turner and Gibson ; and it was

not new even then. Upon their plan some rather large rolling bridges

have been executed.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

igcF" We do not hold ourselves responsible far the views or statements of

Correspondents.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanics Journal.)

MEASURED MILE IN FRITH OF CLYDE.

Deah Sir,—We beg respectfully to state that having long felt the want on the

Clyde of a correct measured nautical mile for testing the speed of large steamers

(similar to what the Admiralty have near Portsmouth and elsewhere), we had the

shores of the Clyde examined for a suitable place for laying off a knot; and finding

that from Skelmorlie Pier, southwards, wo\dd answer the purpose, we applied to the

Right Hon. the Earl of Eglinton for liberty to erect beacons on his property. This

the earl at once most kindly gave full permission to do.

We then employed Messrs. Kyle & Frew, along with Messrs. Smith & Wharrie,

land surveyors, Glasgow, to measure and lay off a knot, which they did, and there-

after we made application to the lords commissioners of the Admiralty, begging as

a favour that they would send one of their officers to rcmeasure and test the correct-

ness of this knot, and we would willingly hear the expense.

Their lordships were pleased to accede to our request, and afterwards intimated

to us that the knot had been duly tested by their officers and found correct. At the

same time they declined to make any charge.

Their lordships have caused a printed Notice to Mariners to be issued from the

Hydro-graphic Department of the Admiralty, of which the annexed is a copy.

We are, dear Sir,

Your obedient Servants,

R. Napier & Sons.

Lancefield House, Glasgow, BQth August, 18G6*.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
(No. 36.)

Scotland—West Coast.

MEASURED MILE IN FRITH OF CLYDE.

Notice is hereby given, that beacons to indicate the length of a nautical mile

(G080 feet), for testing the speed of steam vessels, have been erected on the eastern

shore of the Frith of Clyde.

Each beacon consists of a single pole 45 feet high, with two arms 10 feet long,

forming a broad angle 15 feet from the base, the whole being painted white.

The two northern beacons are erected near Skelmorlie Pier, the outer one being

close to the high-water shore on the south side, and from it the inner one (in a

recess of the cliff) is S3 yards distant, bearing S.E. by E. J E.

The two southern beacons stand on level ground near Skelmorlie Castle, the

inner one being 100 yards from the outer one, in a S.E. by E. j E. direction.

The courses parallel with the measured mile, at right angles to the Hue of transit

of the beacons, are N.N.E. J E., and S.S.W. £ W. The shore may be approached
to the distance of a third of a mile.

(Signed) Geo. Henry Richards,
Hydrographer.

Hydrograpmic Office, Admiralty,
London, Ath July, 1866.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.
-

)

SKIN-RESISTANCE OF BOATS.

Sir,—In the very interesting paper of Professor Haughton, published in your
Journal for September (page 168), I observe that the resistance of a boat, as deter-

mined by experiment, was about an eighth part less than that given by ray formula,

with the coefficient of friction 0"0036. It appears to me that this is partly, if not

wholly, to be accounted for by the greater smoothness of the bottom of a racing

boat, as compared with that of an iron ship in a state of ordinary cleanness.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

W. J. Macquorn Rankine.
Glasgow, Mlh September, 1866.

G. L. H., Lighthouses.—The compass affords sufficient information as to the
direction from which a ship is approaching. Yellow and green light would suffer

great loss in passing through fog.

M. P.—Natural philosophy or physical science should be taken before chemistrv,
and chemistry before natural history. Orthography, however, ought to precede all

the abstruse sciences.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the British Association,—If our rude predecessors, who at
one time inhabited the caverns which surround this town, conld rise from their
graves and sec it in its present state, it may be doubtful whether they would have
sufficient knowledge to be surprised.

The machinery, almost resembling organic beings in delicacy of structnre, by
which you fabricate products of world-wide reputation, the powers of matter applied

to give motion to that machinery, are so far removed from what must have been

the conceptions of the semi-harbariuns to whom I have alluded, that they could

not look on them with intelligent wonder.

Yet this immense progress has all been effected step by step, now and then a

little more sudden than at other times; hut, viewing the whole course of improve-

ment, it has been gradual, though moving in an accelerated ratio. But it is not

merely in those branches of natural knowledge which tend to improvements in eco-

nomical arts and manufactures, that science has made great progress. In the

study of our own planet and the organic beings with which it is crowded, and in so

much of the universe as vision, aided by the telescope, has brought within the scope

of observation, the present century has surpassed any antecedent period of equal

duration.

It would be difficult to trace out all the causes which have led to the increase of

observational and experimental knowledge.

Among the more thinking portion of mankind, the gratification felt by the dis-

covery of new truths, the expansion of faculties, and extension of the boundaries of

knowledge have been doubtless a sufficient inducement to the study of nature;

while, to the more practical minds, the reality, the certainty, and the progressive

character of the acquisitions of natural science, and the enormously increased means
which its applications give, have impressed its importance as a minister to daily

wants and a contributor to ever- increasing material comforts, luxury, and power.

Though by no means the only one, yet an important cause of the rapid advance

of science is the growth of associations for promoting the progress either of physical

knowledge generally or of special branches of it. Since the foundation of the Royal

Society, now more than two centuries ago, a vast number of kindred societies have

sprung up in this country and m Europe. The advantages conferred by these

societies are manifold; they enable those who are devoted to scientific research to

combine, compare, and check their observations, to assist, by the thoughts of several

minds, the promotion of the inquiry undertaken ; they contribute from a joint purse

to such efforts as their members deem most worthy ; they afford a means of sub-

mitting to a competent tribunal notices and memoirs, and of obtaining for their

authors and others, by means of the discussions which ensue, information given by
those best informed on the particular subject; they enable the author to judge

whether it is worth his while to pursue the subjects he has brought forward, and

they defray the expense of printing and publishing such researches as are thought

deserving of it.

These advantages, and others might be named, pertain to the Association the

thirty-sixth meeting of which we are this evening assembled to inaugurate; but it

has, from its intermittent and peripatetic character, advantages which belong to

none of the societies which are fixed as to their locality. Among these are the

novelty and freshness of an annual meeting, which, while it brings together old

members of the Association, many of whom only meet on this occasion, always

adds a quota of new members, infusing new blood, and varying the social character

of our meetings.

The visits of distinguished foreigners, whom we have previously known by repu-

tation, is one of the most delightful and improving of the results. The wide field

of inquiry, and the character of communications made to the Association, including

all branches of natural knowledge, and varying from simple notices of an interesting

observation or experiment to the most intricate and refined branches of scientific

research, is another valuable characteristic.

Lastly, perhaps the greatest advantage resulting from the annual visits of this

great parliament to new localities is that, while it imparts fresh local knowledge

to the visitors, it leaves behind stimulating memories, which rouse into permanent

activity dormant or timid minds—an effect which, so far from ceasing with the

visit of the Association, frequently begins when that visit terminates.

Every votary of physical science must be anxious to see it recognized by those

institutions of the country which can to the greatest degree promote its cultivation,

and reap from it the greatest benefit. You will probably agree with me that the

principal educational establishments on the one hand, and on the other the Govern-

ment, in many of its departments, are the institutions which may best fulfil these

conditions. The more early the mind is trained to a pursuit of any kind, the

deeper and more permanent are the impressions received, and the more service can

be rendered by the students:

—

" Quo semel est imbuta recens, servabit odorem
Testa diu."

Little can be achieved in scientific research without an acquaintance with it in

youth
;
you will rarely find an instance of a man who has attained any eminence

in science who has not commenced its study at a very early period of life. Nothing,

again, can tend more to the promotion of science than the exertions of those who
have early acquired the %6o% resulting from a scientific education. I desire to make
no complaint of the tardiness with which science has been received at our public

schools and, with some exceptions, at our universities. These great establishments

have their roots in historical periods, and long time and patient endeavour are

requisite before a new branch of thought can be grafted with success on a stem to

which it is exotic. Nor should I ever wish to see the study of languages,, of his-

tory, of all those refined associations which the past has transmitted to us, neglected
;

but there is room for both. It is sad to see the number of so-called educated men
who, travelling by railway, voyaging by steamboat, consulting the almanac for the

time of sunrise or full moon, have not the most elementary knowledge of a steam-

engine, a barometer, or a quadrant; and who will listen with a half-confessed faith

to the most idle predictions as to weather or cometic influences, while they are in a

state of crass ignorance as to the cause of the trade-winds or the form of a comet's

path. May we hope that the slight infiltration of scientific studies, now happily

commenced, will extend till it occupies its fair space in the education of the young,

and that those who may be able learnedly to discourse on the iEolic digamma will

not be ashamed of knowing the principles of an air-pump, an electrical machine, or

a telescope, and will not, as Bacon complained of his contemporaries, despise such

knowledge as something mean and mechanical.

To assert that the great departments of Government should encourage physical
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science may appear a truism, and yet it is but of late that it has been seriously

done; now, the habit of consulting men of science on important questions of

national interest- is becoming a recognized practice, and in a time, which may seem
long to individuals, but short in the history of a nation, a more definite sphere of

usefulness for national purposes will, I have no doubt, be provided for those duly-

qualified men who may be content to give up the more tempting study of abstract

science for that of its practical applications. In this respect the Report of the

Kew Committee for this year affords a subject of congratulation to those whom I

have the honour to address. The Ivew Observatory, the petted child of the British

Association, may possibly become an important national establishment; and if so,

while it will not, I trust, lose its character of a home for untrammelled physical

research, it will have superadded the meteorological department of the Board of

Trade with a staff of skilful and experienced observers.

This is one of the results which the general growth of science, and the labours of

this Association in particular, have produced; but I do not propose on this occasion

to recapitulate the special objects attained by this association—this has been amply
done by several of my predecessors; nor shall I confine my address to the progress

made in physical science since the time when my most able and esteemed friend and

predecessor addressed yon at Birmingham. In the various reports and communi-
cations which will be read at your sections, details of every step which has been

made in science since our last meeting will be brought to your notice, and I have

bo doubt fully and freely discussed.

I purpose, with your kind permission, to submit to you certain views of what
has within a comparatively recent period been accomplished by science, what have

been the steps leading to the attained results, and what, as far as we may fairly

form an opinion, is the general character pervading modern discovery.

It seems to me that the object we have in view would be more nearly approached,

by each president, chosen as they are in succession as representing different branches

of science, giving on these occasions either an account of the progress of the parti-

cular branch of science he has cultivated, when that is not of a very limited and
special character, or enouncing his own view of the general progress of science ; and
though this will necessarily involve mucli that belongs to recent years, the confining

a president to a mere resume of what has taken place since our last meeting would,

I venture with diffidence to think, limit his means of usefulness, and render his

discourse rather an annual register than an instructive essay.

I need not dwell on the commonplace but yet important topics of the material

advantages resulting from the application of science ; I will address myself to what,

in my humble judgment, are the lessons we have learnt and the probable prospects

of improved natural knowledge.

One word will give you the key to what I am about to discourse on ; that word is

continuity—no new word, and used in no new sense, but perhaps applied more
generally than it has hitherto been. We shall see, unless I am much mistaken,

that the development of observational, experimental, and even deductive knowledge
is either attained by steps so extremely small as to form really a continuous ascent

;

or. when distinct results, apparently separate from any co-ordinate phenomena, have

been attained, that then, by the subsequent progress of science, intermediate links

have been discovered uniting the apparently segregated instances with other more
familiar phenomena.

Thus the more we investigate, the more we find that in existing phenomena
graduation from the like to the seemingly unlike prevails, and in the changes which
take place in time, gradual progress is. and apparently must be, the course of nature.

Let me now endeavour to apply this view to the recent progress of some of the

more prominent branches of science.

In astronomy, from the time when the earth was considered a flat plain bounded
by a flat ocean—when the sun, moon, and stars were regarded as lanterns to

illuminate this plain—each successive discovery has brought with it similitudes

and analogies between this earth and many of the objects of the universe with which
our senses, aided by instruments, have made us acquainted. I pass, of course, over

those discoveries which have established the Copemican system as applied to our

sun, its attendant planets, and their satellites. The proofs, however, that gravitation

is not confined to our solar system, but pervades the universe, have received many
confirmations by the labours of members of this association

; I may name those

who have held the office of president, Lord Rosse, Lord Wrottcsley, and Sir J.

Herschel, the two latter having devoted special attention to the orbits of double

stars, the former to those probably more recent systems called nebulae. Double stars

s^em to be orbs analogous to our own snn and revolving round their common centre

of gravity in a conic-section curve, as do the planets with which we are more
intimately acquainted; but the nebulae present more difficulty, and some doubt has
been expressed whether gravitation, such as we consider it, acts with those bodies

(at least those exhibiting a spiral form) as it does with us; possibly some other

modifying influence may exist, our present ignorance of which gives rise to the

apparent difficulty. There is, however, another class of observations quite recent

in its importance, and which has formed a special subject of contribution to the

reports and transactions of this association; I allude to those on meteorites, at

which our lamented member, and to many of us our valued friend, Professor Baden
Powell, assiduously laboured, for investigations into which a committee of this

association is formed, and a series of star-charts for enabling observers of shooting-
stars to record their observations, was laid before the last meeting of the asssociation

by Mr. Glaisher.

It would occupy too much of your time to detail the efforts of Bessel, Schwinke,
the late Sir J. Lubbock, and others, as applied to the formation of star-charts for
aiding the observation of meteorites, which Mr. Alexander Herschel, Mr. Brayley,
Mr. Sorby, and others, are now studying.

Dr. Olmsted explained the appearance of a point from which the lines of flight

of meteors seem to radiate, as being the perspective vanishing-point of their parallel

or nearly parallel courses appearing to an observer on the ""earth as it approaches
them. The uniformity of position of these radiant points, the many corroborative
observations on the direction, the distances, and the velocities of these bodies, the
circumstance that their paths intersect the earth's orbit at certain definite periods,

and the total failure of all other theories which have been advanced, while there is

no substantial objection to this, afford evidence almost amounting to proof that

these are cosmical bodies moving in the interplanetary space by gravitation round

the sun, and some perhaps round planets. This view gives us a new element of

continuity. The universe would thus appear not to have the extent of empty space

formerly attributed to it, but to be studded between the larger and more visible

masses with smaller planets, if the term be permitted to be applied to meteorites.

Observations are now made at the periods at which meteors appear in greatest

numbers—at Greenwich by Mr. Glaisher, at Cambridge by Professor Adams, and
at Hawkhurst by Mr. Alexander- Herschel—and every preparation is made to

secure as much accuracy as can, in the present state of knowledge, be secured for

such observations.

The number of known asteroids, or bodies of smaller size than what are termed

the ancient planets, has been so increased by numerous discoveries, that instead of

seven we now count eighty-eight as the number of recognized planets—a field of

discovery with which the name of Hind will be ever associated.

If we add these, the smallest of which is only three or four miles in diameter,

indeed cannot he accurately measured, and if we were to apply the same scrutiny

to other parts of the heavens as has been applied to the zone between Mars and

Jupiter, it is no far-fetched speculation to suppose that between these asteroids

and the meteorites bodies of intermediate size exist until the space occupied by

our solar system becomes filled up with planetary bodies, varying in size from that

of Jupiter (1240 times larger in volume than the earth) to that of a cannon-ball

or even a pistol-bullet.

The researches of Leverrier on the intra-mercurial planets come in aid of these

views ; and another half-century may, and not improbably will, enable us to ascertain

that the now seemingly vacant interplanetary spaces are occupied by smaller bodies,

which have hitherto escaped observation, just as the asteroids had until the time

of Olbers and Piazzi. But the evidence of continuity as pervading the universe

does not stop at telescopic observation; chemistry and physical optics bring us

new proofs. Those meteoric bodies which have from time to time come so far

within reach of the earth's attraction as to fall upon its surface, give on analysis

metals and oxides similar to those which belong to the structure of the earth

—

they come as travellers bringing specimens of minerals from extra-terrestrial regions.

In a series of papers recently communicated to the French Academy, M. Daubree
has discussed the chemical and mineralogical character of meteorites as compared
with the rocks of the earth. He finds that the similarity of terrestrial rocks to

meteorites increases as we penetrate deeper into the earth's crust, and that some
of the deep-seated minerals have a composition and characteristics almost identical

with meteorites (olivine, herzolite, and serpentine, for instance, closely resemble

them); that as we approach the surface, rocks having similar components with

meteorites are found, but in a state of oxidation, which necessarily much modifies

their mineral character, and which, by involving secondary oxygenized compounds,

must also change their chemical constitution. By experiments he has succeeded in

forming from terrestrial rocks substances very much resembiing meteorites. Thus
close relationship, though by no means identity, is established between this earth

and those wanderers from remote regions, some evidence, though at present incom-
plete, of a common origin.

Surprise has often been expressed that, while the mean specific gravity of this

globe is from five to six times that of water, the mean specihV gr ivity of its crust

is barely half as great. It has long seemed to me that theie is no ground for

wonder here. The exterior of our planet is to a considerable depth oxidated; the

interior is, in all probability, free from oxygen, and whatever bodies exist there are

in a reduced or deoxidated state: if so, their specific gravity must necessarily be

higher than that of their oxides or chlorides, &c. We find, moreover, that some of

the deep-seated minerals have a higher specific gravity than the average of those

on the surface ; olivine, for instance, has a specific gravity of 3*3. There is, there-

fore, no a priori improbability that the mean specific gravity of the earth should

notably exceed that of its surface ; and if we go further, and suppose the interior

of the earth to be formed of the same ingredients as the exterior, minus oxygen,

chlorine, bromine, &c, a specific gravity of 5 to 6 would not be an unlikely one.

Many of the elementary bodies entering largely into the formation of the earth's

crust are as light or lighter than water—for instance, potassium, sodium, &c.

;

others, such as sulphur, silicon, aluminium, have from two to three times its specific

gravity; others, again, as iron, copper, zinc, tin, seven to nine times; while others,

lead, gold, platinum, &c, are much more dense—but, speaking generally, the more
dense are the least numerous. There seems no improbability in a mixture of such

substances producing a mean specific gravity of from o to 6, although it by no means
follows, indeed the probability is rather the other way, that the proportions of the

substances in the interior of the earth are the same as on the exterior. It might

be worth the labour to ascertain the mean specific gravity of all the known minerals

on the earth's surface, averaging them in the ratios in which, so far as our know-
ledge goes, they quantitatively exist, and assuming them to exist without the

oxygen, chlorine, &c, with which they are, with some rare exceptions, invariably

combined on the surface of the earth. Great assistance to the knowledge of the

probable constitution of the earth might be derived from such an investigation.

While chemistry, analytic and synthetic, thus aids us in ascertaining the relation-

ship of our planet to meteorites, its relation in composition to other planets, to

the sun, and to more distant suns and systems, is aided by another science, viz.,

optics.

That light passing from one transparent medium to another should carry with it

evidence of the source from which it emanates, would, until lately, have seemed an

extravagant supposition; but probably (could we read it) everything contains in

itself a large portion of its own histoiy.

I need not detail to you "the discoveries of Kirchhoff, Bunsen, Miller, Hutrgins,

and others; they have been dilated on by my predecessor. Assuming that spectrum

analysis is a reliable indication of the presence of given substances by the position

of transverse bright lines exhibited when they are burnt and of transverse dark lines

when light is transmitted through their vapours, though Plucber has shown that

with some substances these lines vary with temperature, the point of importance in

the view I am presenting to you is, that while what may be called comparatively

neighbouring cosmical bodies exhibit lines identical with many of those shown by

the components of this planet, as we proceed to the more distant appearances of
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the nebula? we get but one or two of such lines, and we pet one or two new bands

not yet identified with any known to be produced by substances on this globe.

Within the last year Mr. Huggins has added to his former researches observa-

tions on the spectrum of a comet (comet 1 of 18b"6), the nucleus of which shows

but one bright line, while the spectrum formed by the light of the coma is con-

tinuous, seeming to show that the nucleus is gaseous while the coma would con-

sist of matter in a state of minute division shining by reflected light: whether this

be solid, liquid, or gaseous is doubtful, but the author thinks it is in a condition

analogous to that of fog or cloud. The position in the spectrum of the bright line

furnished by the nucleus is the same as that of nitrogen, which also is shown in

some of the nebula?.

But the most remarkable achievement by spectrum analysis is the record of

observations on a temporary star which has shone forth tins year in the constella-

tion of the northern crown, about a degree S.E. of the star t. When it was first

seen, May 12th, it was nearly equal in brilliancy to a star of the second magnitude;

when observed by Mr. Hoggins and Dr. Miller, May 16th, it was reduced to the

third or fourtli magnitude. Examined by these observers with the spectroscope, it

gave a spectrum, which they state was unlike that of any celestial budy they had
examined.

The light was compound, and had emanated from two different sources. One
spectrum was analogous to that of the sun, viz., formed by the light of an

incandescent solid or liquid photosphere which had suffered absorption by the

vapours of an envelope cooler than itself. The second spectrum consisted of a few

bright lines, which indicated that the light by which it was formed was emitted

by matter in the state of luminous gas. They consider that, from the position of two
of the bright lines, the gas must be probably hydrogen; and from their brilliancy

compared with the light of the photosphere, the gas must bave been at a very high

temperature. They imagine the phenomena to result from the burning of hydrogen

with some other element, and that from the resulting temperature the photosphere

is heated to incandescence.

There is strong reason to believe that this star is one previously seen by Arge-

lander and Sir J. Ilerschel, and that it is a variable star of long or irregular period.

It is also notable that some of its spectrum lines correspond with those of several

variable stars. The time of its appearance was too short for any attempt to ascer-

tain its parallax. It would have been important if it could even have been established

tiiat it is not a near neighbour, as the magnitude of such a phenomenon must depend

upon its distance. I forbear to add any speculations as to the cause of this most
singular phenomenon. However imperfect the knowledge given us by these obser-

vations, it is a great triumph to have caught this fleeting object, aDd obtained

permanent records for the use of future observers.

It would seem as if the phenomenon of gradual change obtained towards the

remotest objects with which we are at present acquainted, and that the further we
penetrate into space the more unlike to those we are acquaiuted with become the

objects of our examination—sun, planets, meteorites, earth, similarly though not

identically constituted, stars differing from each other and from our system, and
nebula? more remote in space and differing more in their characters and constitution.

While we thus can to some extent investigate the physical constitution of the

most remote visible substances, may we not hope that some further insight as to

the constitution of the nearest, viz., our own satellite, may be given us by this class

of researches? The question whether the moon possesses any atmosphere may
still be regarded as unsolved. If there be any, it must be exceedingly small in

quantity and highly attenuated. Calculations, made from occultation of stars, on
the apparent differences of the scmidiameter of the bright and dark moon, give an
amount of difference which might indicate a minute atmosphere, but which Mr. Airy
attributes to irradiation.

Supposing the moon to be constituted of similar materials to the earth, it must
be, to say the least, doubtful whether there is oxygen enough to oxidate the metals

of which she is composed; and if not, the surface which we see must be metallic,

or nearly so. The appearance of her craters is not unlike that seen in the surface

of some metals, such as bismuth, or, according to Professor Phillips, silver, when
cooling from fusion and just previous to solidifying; and it might be a fair subject

of inquiry whether, if there he any coating of oxide on the surface, it may not be so

thin as not to disguise the form of the congealed metallic masses, as they may have

set in cooling from igneous fusion. M. Chacornac's recent observations lead him to

suppose that many of the lunar craters were the result of a single explosion, which

raised the surface as a bubble and deposited its debris around the orifice of eruption.

The eruptions on the surface of the moon clearly did not take place at one period

only, for at many parts of the disk craters may be seen encroaching on and dis-

figuring more ancient craters, sometimes to the extent of three or four successive

displacements: two important questions might, it seems to me, be solved by an
attentive examination of such portions of the moon. By observing carefully with the

most powerful telescopes the character of the ridges thus successively formed, the

successive states of the lunar surface at different epochs might be elucidated ; and
secondly, as on the earth we should look for actual volcanic action at those points

where recent eruptions have taken place, so on the moon the more recently active

points being ascertained by the successive displacements of anterior formations, it is

these points which should be examined for existing disruptive disturbances. Metius
and Fabricus might be cited as points of this character, having been found by M.
Chacornac to present successive displacements and to be perforated by numerous
channels or cavities. M. Chacornac considers that the seas, as they are called, or

smoother portions of the lunar surface, have at some time made inroads on anteriorly

formed craters ; if so, a large portion of the surface of the moon must have been in

a fused, liquid, semi-liquid, or alluvial state long after the solidifying of other

portions of it. It would be difficult to suppose that this state was one of igneous

fusion, for this could hardly exist over a large part of the surface without melting
up the remaining parts ; on the other hand, the total absence of any signs of water,

and of any, or, if any, only the most attenuated atmosphere, would make it equally
difficult to account for a large diluvial formation.

Some substances, like mercury on this planet, might bave remained liquid after

others had solidified ; but the problem is one which needs more examination and
study before any positive opinion can be pronounced.

I cannot pass from the subject of lunar physics without recording the obligation

we are under to our late president for his most valuable observations and for his

exertion in organizing a band of observers devoted to the examination of this our

nearest celestial neighbour, and to Mr. Nasmyth and Mr. De La Rue for their

important graphical and photographical contributions to this subject. The granular

character of the sun's surface observed by Mr. Nasmyth in 18G0 is also a discovery

which ought not to be passed over in silence.

Before quitting the subject of astronomy, I cannot avoid expressing a feeling of

disappointment that the achromatic telescope, which has rendered such notable

service to this science, still retains in practice the great defect which was known a

century ago, at the time of Hall and Dollond, namely, the inaccuracy of definition

arising from what was termed the irrationality of the spectrum, or the incommen-
surate divisions of the spectra formed by flint and crown glass.

The beautiful results obtained by Blair have remained inoperative from the cir-

cumstance that evaporable liquids being employed between the lenses, a want of

permanent uniformity in the instrument was experienced ; and notwithstanding the

high degree of perfection to which the grinding and polishing object-glasses has

been brought by Clarke, Cooke, and Mertz—notwithstanding the greatly improved

instrumental manufacture—the defect to which I have adverted remains unremedied

and an eyesore to the observer with the refracting telescope.

We have now a large variety of different kinds of glass formed from different

metallic oxides. A list of many such was given by M. Jacqnelain a few years back;

the last specimen which I have seen is a heavy, highly-refracting glass, formed from

the metal thallium by M. Lamy. Among all these could no two or three be selected

which, having appropriate refracting and dispersing powers, would have the coloured

spaces of their respective spectra, if not absolutely in the same proportions, at all

events much more nearly so than those of flint and crown glass ? Could not, again,

oily or resinous substances having much action on the green or middle colour of

the spectrum, such as castor oil, Canada balsam, &c, be made use of in combination

with glass lenses to reduce, if not annihilate, this signal defect? This is not a

problem to the solution of which there seems any insuperable difficulty ; the reason

why it has not been solved is, I incline to think, that the great practical opticians

have no time at their disposal to devote to long tentative experiments and calcula-

tions, and, on the other hand, the theoretic opticians have not the machinery and

the skill in manipulation requisite to give the appropriate degree of excellence to

the materials with which they experiment
;
yet the result is worth labouring forT as,

could the defect be remedied, the refracting telescope would make nearly as great an

advance upon its present state as the achromatic did on the single lens refractor.

While gravitation, physical constitution, and chemical analysis by the spectrum

show us that matter has similar characteristics in other worlds than our own, when
we pass to the consideration of those other attributes of matter which were at one

time supposed to be peculiar kinds of matter itself, or, as they were called, imponder-

ables, but which are now generally, if not universally, recognized as forces or modes

of motion, we find the evidence of continuity still stronger.

When all that was known of magnetism was that a piece of steel rubbed against

a particular mineral had the power of attracting iron, and, if freely suspended, of

arranging itself nearly in a line with the earth's meridian, it seemed an exceptional

phenomenon. When it was observed that amber, if rubbed, had the temporary

power of attracting light bodies, this also seemed something peculiar and anomalous.

What are now magnetism and electricity? Forces so universal, so apparently

connected with matter as to become two of its invariable attributes; and that to

speak of matter not being capable of being affected by these forces would seem

almost as extravagant as to speak of matter not being affected by gravitation.

So with light, heat, and chemical affinity, not merely is every form of matter

with which we are acquainted capable of manifesting all these modes of force, but

so-called matter supposed incapable of such manifestations would to most minds

cease to be matter.

Further than this, it seems to me (though, as I have taken an active part for

many years, now dating from a quarter of a century, in promoting this view, I may
not be considered an impartial judge), that it is now proved that all these forces

are so invariably connected inter se and with motion as to be regarded as modi-

fications of each other, and as resolving themselves objectively into motion, and

subjectively into that something which produces or resists motion, and which we
call force.

I may perhaps be permitted to recall a forgotten experiment, which nearly a

quarter of a century ago I showed at the London Institution—an experiment

simple enough in itself, but which then seemed to me important, from the conse-

quences to be deduced from it, and the importance of which will be much better

appreciated now than then.

A train of multiplying wheels ended with a small metallic wheel which, when

the train was put in motion, revolved with extreme rapidity against the periphery

of the next wheel, a wooden one. In the metallic wheel was placed a small piece

of phosphorus, and as long as the wheels revolved, the phosphorus remained

unchanged, but the moment the last wheel was stopped by moving a small lever

attached to it, the phosphorus burst into flame. My object was to show that

while motion of the mass continued, heat was not generated, but that when this

was arrested, the force continuing to operate, the motion of the mass became heat

in the particles. The experiment differed from that of Rumford's cannon-boring

and Davy's friction of ice, in showing that there was no heat while the motion

was unresisted, but that the heat was in some way dependent on the motion being

impeded or arrested. We have now become so accustomed to this view, that

whenever we find motion resisted we look to heat, electricity, or some other force

as the necessary and inevitable result.

It would be out of place here, and treating of matters too familiar to the bulk of

my audience, to trace how, by the labours of Oersted, Seebeck, Faraday, Talbot,

Daguerre, and others, the way has been prepared for the generalization now known

as the correlation of forces or conservation of energy, while Davy, Rumford, Segnin,

Mayer, Joule, Helmholtz, Thomson, and others (among whom I would not name

myself, were it not that I may be misunderstood, and supposed to have abandoned

all claim to a share in the initiation of this, as I believe, important generalization),

have carried on the work ; and how, sometimes by independent and, as is commonly
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the case, nearly simultaueous deductions, sometimes by progressive and accumulated

discoveries, the doctrine of the reciprocal interaction, of the quantitative relation,

and of the necessary dependence of all the forces has, I think I may venture to

say, been established.

If magnetism be, as it is proved to be, connected with the other forces or

affections of matter, if electrical currents always produce, as they are proved to do,

lines of magnetic force at right angles to their lines of action, magnetism must be

eosmical; for where there is heat and light, there is electricity, and consequently

magnetism. Magnetism, then, must be eosmical, and not merely terrestrial. Could

we trace magnetism m other planets and suns as a force manifested in axial or

meridional lines, i.e., in lines cutting at right angles the curves formed by their

rotation round an axis, it would be a great step ; but it is one hitherto unaccom-

plished. The apparent coincidences between the maxima and minima of solar

spots, and the decennial or undecennial periods of terrestrial magnetic intensity,

though only empirical at present, might tend to lead us to a knowledge of the

connection we are seeking; and the president of the Royal Society considers that

an additional epoch of coincidence has arrived, making the fourth decennial period
;

but some doubt is thrown upon these coincidences by the magnetic observations made
at Greenwich Observatory. In a paper published in the Transactions of the Royal

Society, 1863, the astronomer royal says, speaking of results extending over

seventeen years, there is no appearance of decennial cycle in the recurrence of great

magnetic disturbances ; and Mr. Glaisher last year, in the Physical Section of this

Association, stated that after persevering examination, he had been unable to trace

any connection between the magnetism of the earth and the spots on the sun.

Mr. Airy, however, in a more recent paper, suggests that currents of magnetic

force having reference to the solar hour are detected, and seem to produce vortices

or circular disturbances ; and he invites further co-operative observation on the

subject, one of the highest interest, but at present remaining in great obscurity.

One of the most startling suggestions as to the consequence resulting from the

dynamical theory of heat is that made by Mayer, that by the loss of vis viva

occasioned by friction of the tidal waves, as well as by their forming, as it were, a

drag upon the earth's rotatory movement, the velocity of the earth's rotation must
be gradually diminishing, and that thus, unless undiscovered compensatory action

exist, this rotation must ultimately cease, and changes hardly calculable take place

in the solar system.

M. Delannay considers that part of the acceleration of the moon's mean motion

which is not at present accounted for by planetary disturbances, to be due to the

gradual retardation of the earth's rotation ; to which view, after an elaborate inves-

tigation, the astronomer royal has given his assent.

Another most interesting speculation of Maver is that with which you are familiar,

viz., that the heat of the sun is occasioned by friction or percussion of meteorites

falling upon it : there are some difficulties, not perhaps insuperable, in this theory.

Supposing such eosmical bodies to exist in sufficient numbers, they would, as they

revolve round the sun, fall into it, not as an aerolite falls upon the earth, directly

by an intersection of orbits, but by the gradual reduction in size of the orbits,

occasioned by a resisting medium ; some portion of force would be lost, and heat

generated in space by friction against such medium ; when they arrive at the sun

they would, assuming them, like the planets, to have revolved in the same direction,

all impinge in a definite direction, and we might expect to see some symptoms of

such in the snn's photosphere; but though this is in a constant state of motion,

and the direction of these movements has been carefully investigated by Mr. Car-
rington and others, no such general direction is detected ; and M. Faye, who some
time ago wrote a paper pointing out many objections to the theory of solar heat

being produced by the fall of meteoric bodies into the sun, has recently investigated

the proper motions of sun-spots, and believes he has removed certain apparent

anomalies and reduced their motions to a certain regularity in the motion of the

photosphere, attributable to some general action arising from the internal mass of

the sun.

It might be expected that comets, bodies so light and so easily deflected from
their course, would show some symptoms of being acted on by gravitation, were
such a number of bodies to exist in or near their paths, as are pre-supposed in the

mechanical theory of solar heat.

Assuming the undulatory theory of light to be true, and that the motion which
constitutes light is transmitted across the interplanetary spaces by a highly-elastic

ether, then, unless this motion is confined to one direction, unless there be no inter-

ference, unless there be no viscosity, as it is now termed, in the medium, and
consequently no friction, light must lose something in its progress from distant

luminous bodies, that is to say, must lose something as light; for as all reBecting

minds are now convinced that force cannot be annihilated, the force is not lost, but

its mode of action is changed. If light, then, is lost as light ("and the observations

of Strove seem to show this to be so, that, in fact, a star may be so far distant that

it can never be seen in consequence of its luminous emissions becoming extinct),

what becomes of the transmitted force lost as light, but existing in some other

form? So with heat; our sun, our earth, and planets are constantly radiating

heat into space, so in all probability are the other suns, the stars, and their attendant
planets. What becomes of the heat thus radiated into space ? If the universe have
no limit, and it is difficult to conceive one, there is a constant evolution of light and
heat ; and yet more is given off than is received by each eosmical body, for other-
wise night would be as light and as warm as day. "What becomes of the enormous
force thus apparently non-recurrent in the same form ? Does it return as palpable
motion? Does it move or contribute to move suns and planets? and can it be

conceived as a force similar to that which Newton speculated on as universally

repulsive and capable of being substituted for universal attraction V We are in no
position at present to answer such questions as these ; but I know of no problem
in celestial dynamics more deeply interesting than this, and we may be no further
removed from its solution than the predecessors of Newton were from the simple
dynamical relation of matter to matter which that potent intellect detected and
demonstrated.

Passing from extra-terrestrial theories to the narrower field of Molecular Physics,
we find the doctrine of Correlation of Forces steadily making its way. In the

Bakerian Lecture for 1863 .Mr. Sorbj shows, not perhaps a direct con-elation of
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mechanical and chemical forces, but that when, either by solution or by chemical

action, a change in volume of the resulting substance as compared with that of its

separate constituents is effected, the action of pressure retards or promotes the

change, according as the substance formed would occupy a larger or a smaller space

than that occupied by its separate constituents. The application of these experi-

ments to geological inquiries as to subterranean changes which may have taken

place under great pressure is obvious ; and we may expect to form compounds under

artificial compression which cannot be found under normal pressure.

In a practical point of view the power of converting one mode of force into

another is of the highest importance, and with reference to a subject which at

present, somewhat prematurely perhaps, occupies men's minds, viz., the prospective

exhaustion of our coal-tields, there is every encouragement derivable from the

knowledge that we can at will produce heat by the expenditure of other forces; but,

more than that, we may probably be enabled to absorb or store up, as it were,

diffused energy—for instance, Berthelot has found that the potential energy of

formate of potash is much greater than that of its proximate constituents, caustic

potash and carbonic oxide. This change may take place spontaneously and at

ordinary temperatures, and by such change carbonic oxide becomes, so to speak,

re-invested with the amount of potential energy which its carbon possessed before

uniting with oxygen, or, in other words, the carbonic oxide is raised as a force-

possessor to the place of carbon by the direct absorption or conversion of heat from
suiTouuding matter.

Here we have, as to force-absorption, an analogous result to that of the formation

of coal from carbonic acid and water; and though this is a mere illustration, and
may never become economical on a large scale, still it and similar examples may
calm apprehension as to future means of supplying heat, should our present fuel

become exhausted. As the sun's force, spent in times long past, is now returned

to us from the coal which was formed by that light and heat, so the sun's rays,

which are daily wasted, as far as we are concerned, on the sandy deserts of Africa,

may hereafter, by chemical or mechanical means, be made to light and warm the

habitations of the denizens of colder regions. The tidal wave is, again, a large

reservoir of force hitherto almost unused.

The valuable researches of Professor Tyndall on radiant heat afford many
instances of the power of localizing, if the term be permitted, heat which would
otherwise be dissipated.

The discoveries of Graham, by which atmospheric air, drawn through films of

caoutchouc, leaves behind half its nitrogen, or, in other words, becomes richer by

half in oxygen, and hence has a much increased potential energy, not only show a

most remarkable instance of physical molecular action merging into chemical, but

afford us indications of means of storing up force—much of the force used in working

the aspirator being capable at any period, however remote, of being evolved by

burning the oxygen with a combustible.

What changes may take place in our modes of applying force before the coal-

fields are exhausted it is impossible to predict. Even guesses at the probable period

of their exhaustion are uncertain. There is a tendency to substitute for smelting

in metallurgic processes, liquid chemical action, which of course has the effect of

saving fuel; and the waste of fuel in ordinary operations is enormous, and can be

much economized by already known processes. It is true that we are, at present,

far from seeing a practical mode of replacing that granary of force the coal-fields;

but we may with confidence rely on invention being in this case, as in others, born

of necessity, when the necessity arises.

I will not further pursue this subject. At a time when science and civilization

cannot prevent large tracts of country being irrigated by human blood in order to

gratify the ambition of a few restless men, it seems an over-refined sensibility to

occupy ourselves with providing means for our descendants in the tenth generation

to warm their dwellings or propel their locomotives.

Two very remarkable applications of the convertibility of force have been recently

attained by the experiments of Mr. Wilde and Mr. Holz. The former finds that,

by conveying electricity from the coils of a magneto-electric machine to an electro-

magnet, a considerable increase of electrical power may be attained, and by applying

this as a magneto-electric machine to a second, and in turn to a third electro-

magnetic apparatus, the force is largely augmented. Of course, to produce this

increase, more mechanical force must be used at each step to work the magneto-
electric machines ; but provided this be supplied, there hardly seems a limit to the

extent to which mechanical may be converted into electrical force.

Mr. Holz has contrived a Franklinic electrical machine, in which a similar prin-

ciple is manifested. A varnished glass plate is made to revolve in close proximity

to another plate having two or more pieces of card attached, which are electrified

by a bit of rubbed glass or ebonite ; the moment this is effected a resistance is felt

by the operator who turns the handle of the machine, and the slight temporary

electrization of the card converts into a continuous flood of intense electricity the

force supplied by the arm of the operator.

These results offer great promise of extended application ; they show that, by a

mere formal disposition of matter, one force can be converted into another, and that

not to the limited extent hitherto attained, but to an extent co-ordinate, or nearly

so, with the increased initial force, so that, by a mere change in the arrangement

of apparatus, a means of absorbing and again eliminating in a new form a given

force may be obtained to an indefinite extent. As we may, in a not very distant

future, need, for the daily uses of mankind, heat, light, and mechanical force, and
find our present resources exhausted, the more we can invent new modes of conver-

sion of forces, the more prospect we have of practically supplying such want. It is

but a month from this time that the greatest triumph of force-conversion has been

attained. The chemical action generated by a little salt water on a few pieces of

zinc will now enable us to converse with inhabitants of the opposite hemisphere of

this planet, and

" Put a girdle round about the earth in forty minutes."

The Atlantic Telegraph is an accomplished fact.

In Physiology very considerable strides are being made by studying the relation

of organized bodies to external forces; and this branch of inquiry has been pro-

moted by the labours of Carpenter, Bence Jones, Playfair, E. Smith, Frankland,

2 E
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and others. Vegetables acted on by fight and heat decompose water, ammonia,

and carbonic acid, and transform them into, among other substances, oxalate of

lime, lactic acid, starch, sugar, stearine, urea, and ultimately albumen ; while the

animal reverses the process, as does vegetable decay, and produces from albumen,

urea, stearine, sugar, starch, lactic acid, oxalate of lime, and ultimately ammonia,

water, and carbonic acid.

As, moreover, heat and light are absorbed, or converted in forming the synthetic

processes going on in the vegetable, so, conversely, heat and sometimes light is given

olf by the living animal ; but it must not be forgotten that the line of demarcation

between a vegetable and an animal is difficult to draw, that there are no single

attributes which are peculiar to either, and that it is only by a number of charac-

teristics that either can be defined.

The series of processes above given may be simulated by the chemist in his

laboratory ; and the amount of labour which a man has undergone in the course of

twenty-four hours may be approximately arrived at by an examination of the

chemical changes which have taken place in his body ; -changed forms in matter

indicating the anterior exercise of dynamical force. That muscular action is pro-

duced or supported by chemical change would probably now be a generally accepted

doctrine; but while many have thought that muscular power is derived from the

oxidation of albuminous or nitrogenized substances, several recent researches seem

to show that the latter is rather an accompaniment than a cause of the former, and

that it is by the oxidation of carbon and hydrogen compounds that muscular force

is supplied. Traube has been prominent in advancing this view; and experiments

detailed in a paper published this year by two Swiss professors, Drs. Fich and

Wislicenus, which were made by and upon themselves in an ascent of the Faulhorn,

have gone far to confirm it. Having fed themselves before and during the ascent

upon starch, fat, and sugar, avoiding all nitrogenized compounds, they found that

the consumption of such food was amply sufficient to supply the force necessary for

their expedition, and that they felt no exhaustion, by appropriate chemical

examination they ascertained that there was no notable increase in the oxidation of

the nitrogenized constituents of the body. After calculating the mechanical equi-

valents of the combustion effected, they then state, as their first conclusion, that
14 The burning of protein substances cannot be the only source of muscular power,

for we have here two cases in which men performed more measurable work than

the equivalent of the amount of heat, which, taken at a most absurdly high figure,

could be calculated to result from the burning of the albumen."

They further go on to state that, so far from the oxidation of albuminous sub-

stances not being the only source of muscular power, "the substances by the burning

of which force is generated in the muscles are not the albuminous constituents of

those tissues, but non-nitrogenous substances, either fats or hydrates of carbon,"

and that the burning of albumen is not in any way concerned in the production of

muscular power.

We must not confuse the question of the food which gives permanent capability

of muscular force with that which supplies its requisites for temporary activity.

No doubt the carnivora are the most powerfully-constituted animals, but the chamois,

gazelle, &c., have great temporary capacity for muscular exertion, though their food

is vegetable; for concentrated and sustained energy, however, they do not equal the

carnivora ; and with the domestic graminivora we certainly find that they are capable

of performing more work when supplied with those vegetables which contain the

greatest quantity of nitrogen.

These and many similar classes of research show that in chemical inquiries, as in

other branches of science, we are gradually relieving ourselves of hypothetical exist-

ences, which certainly had the advantage that they might be varied to suit the

requirements of the theorist.

Phlogiston, as Lavoisier said with a sneer, was sometimes heavy, sometimes

light; sometimes fire In a free state, sometimes combined; sometimes passing

through glass vessels, sometimes retained by them ; which by its protean changes

explained causticity and non-causticity, transparency and opacity, colours and their

absence. As phlogiston and similar creations of the mind have passed away, so

with hypothetic fluids, imponderable matters, specific ethers, and other inventions

of entities made to vary according to the requirements of the theorist, I believe the

day is approaching when these will be dispensed with, and when the two funda-

mental conceptions of matter and motion will be found sufficient to explain physical

phenomena.

The facts made known to us by geological inquiries', while on the one hand they

afford striking evidence of Continuity, on the other, by the breaks in the record,

may be used as arguments against it. The great question once was, whether these

chasms represent sudden changes in the formation of the earth's crust, or whether

they arise from dislocations occasioned since the original deposition of strata, or

from gradual shifting of the areas of submergence. Few geologists of the present

day would, I imagine, not adopt the latter alternatives. Then comes a second

question, whether, when the geological formation is of a continuous character, the

different characters of the fossils represent absolutely permanent varieties, or may
be explained by gradual modifying changes.

Professor Ansted, summing up the evidence on this head as applied to one

division of stratified rocks, writes as follows :
—" Palaeontologists have endeavoured

to separate the lias into a number of subdivisions by the Ammonites, groups of

species of those shells being characteristic of different zones. The evidence on this

point rests on the assumption of specific differences being indicated by permanent
modifications of the structure of the shell. But it is quite possible that these may
mean nothing more than would be due to some change in the conditions of existence.

Except between the marlstone and the upper lias there is really no palseontological

break, in the proper sense of the words; alterations of form and size consequent on
the occurrence of circumstances more or less favourable, migration of species, and
other well-known causes, sufficiently account for many of those modifications of the

form of the shell that have been taken as specific marks. This view is strengthened

by the fact that other shells and other organisms generally show no proof of a break
of any importance except at the point already alluded to."

But, irrespectively of another deficiency in the geological record, which will he
noticed presently, the physical breaks in the stratification make it next to impossible

to fairly trace the order of succession of organisms by the evidence afforded by their

fossil remains. Thus there are nine great breaks in the Palaeozoic series, four in the

Secondary, and one in the Tertiary, besides those between Palaeozoic and Secondary

and Secondary and Tertiary respectively. Thus in England there are sixteen import-

ant breaks in the succession of strata, together with a number of less important inter-

ruptions. But although these breaks exist, we find pervading the works of many
geologists a belief resulting from the evidence presented to their minds, sometimes

avowed, sometimes unconsciously implied, that the succession of species bears some
definite relation to the succession of strata. Thus Professor Ramsay says that "in
cases of superposition of fossiliferous strata, in proportion as the species are more

or less continuous, that is to say, as the break in the succession of life is partial or

complete, so was the time that elapsed between the close of the lower and the com-
mencement of the upper strata a shorter or a longer interval. The break in life

may be indicated not only by a difference in species, but yet more importantly by

the absence of older and appearance of newer allied or nnalhed genera."

Indications of the connection between cosmical studies and geological researches

are dawning upon us: there is, for instance, some reason to believe that we can

trace many geological phenomena to our varying rotation round the sun ; thus more
than thirty years ago Sir J. Herscbel proposed an explanation of the changes of

climate on the earth's surface as evidenced by geological phenomena, founded on

the changes of eccentricity in the earth's orbit.

He said he had entered on the subject "impressed with the magnificence of that

view of geological revolutions which regards them rather as regular and necessary

efforts of great and general causes, than as resulting from a series of convulsions

and catastrophes regulated by no laws and reducible to no fixed principles."

As the mean distance of the earth from the sun is nearly invariable, it would

seem at first sight that the mean annual supply of light and heat received by the

earth would also be invariable; but according to his calculations it is inversely

proportional to the minor axis of the orbit: this would give less heat when the

eccentricity of the earth's orbit is approaching towards or at its minimum. Mr. Croll

has recently shown reason to believe that the climate, at all events in the circum-

polar and temperate zones of the earth, would depend on whether the winter of a

given region occurred when the earth at its period of greatest eccentricity was in

aphelion or perihelion: if the former, the annual average of temperature would be

lower; if the latter, it would be higher than when the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit were less or approached more nearly to a circle. He calculates the difference

in the amount of heat at the period of maximum eccentricity of the earth's orbit to

be as 19 to 2G, according as the winter would take place when the earth was in

aphelion or in perihelion. His reason may be briefly stated thus : assuming the

mean annual heat to be the same whatever the eccentricity of the orbit, yet if the

extremes of heat and cold in winter and summer be greater, a colder climate will

prevail, for there will be more snow and ice accumulated in the cold winter than

the hot summer can melt, a result produced by the vapour (aided by the shelter

from the sun's rays) suspended in consequence of the aqueous evaporation ; hence

we should get glacial periods, when the orbit of the earth is at its greatest eccen-

tricity, at those parts of the earth's surface where it is winter when the earth is in

aphelion; carboniferous or hot periods where it is winter in perihelion; and normal

or temperate periods where the eccentricity of orbit is at a minimum; all these

would gradually slide into each other, and would produce at long distant periods

alternations of cold and heat, several of which we actually observe in geological

records.

If this theory be borne out, we should approximate to a test of the time which

has elapsed between different geological ppochs. Mr. Croll's computation of this

would make it certainly not less than 100,000 years since the last glacial epoch, a

time not very long in geological chronology—probably it is much more.

When we compare with the old theories of the earth, by which the apparent

changes on its surface were accounted for by convulsions and cataclysms, the modern

view inaugurated by Lyell, your former president, and now, if not wholly, at all

events to a great extent adopted, it seems strange that the referring past changes

to similar causes to those which are now in operation should have remained unin-

vestigated until the present century; but with this, as with other branches of

knowledge, the most simple is frequently the latest view which occurs to the mind.

It is much more easy to invent a Deus ex machina than to trace out the influence

of slow continuous change ; the love of the marvellous is so much more attractive

than the patient investigation of truth, that we find it to have prevailed almost

universally in the early stages of science.

In astronomy we had crystal spheres, cycles, and epicycles; in chemistry the

philosopher's stone, the elixir vita;, the archaeus or stomach demon, and phlogiston

;

in electricity the notion that amber possessed a soul, and that a mysterious fluid

could knock down a steeple. In geology a deluge or a volcano was supplied. In

palaeontology a new race was created whenever theory required it : how such new

races began, the theorist did not stop to inquire.

A curious speculator might say to a palaeontologist of even recent date, in the

words of Lucretius,

lL Nam neque de coelo cecidisse animalia possunt
Nee terrestria de salsis exisse lacunis.

* * * * *

E nihilo si crescere possent,
(Turn) fierent juvenes subito ex infantibus parvis,

E terraque exorta repente arbusta salirent;

Quorum nihil fieri nianifcstum est, omnia quando
Panlatim crescunt, ut par est, semine certo,

Crescentesque genus servant"

—-which may be thus freely paraphrased: "You have abandoned the belief in one

primaeval creation at one point of time
;
you cannot assert that an elephant existed

when the first saurians roamed over earth and water. Without, then, in any way

limiting Almighty power, if an elephant were created without progenitors, the first

elephant must, in some way or other, have physically arrived on this earth. Whence

did he come? did he fall from the sky (i.e., from the interplanetary space)? did

he rise moulded out of a mass of amorphous earth or rock ? did he appear out of

the cleft of a tree? If he had no antecedent progenitors, some such beginning

must be assigned to him." I know of no scientific writer who has, since the dis-

coveries of geology have become familiar, ventured to present in intelligible terms
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any definite notion of how such an event could have occurred. Those who do not

adopt some \iw of continuity are content to say, God willed it 5 but would it not

be more reverent and more philosophical to inquire by observation and experiment,

and to reason from induction and analogy, as to the probabilities of such frequent

miraculous interventions ?

I know I am touching on delicate ground, and that a long time may elapse before

that calm inquiry after truth which it is the object of associations like this to pro-

mote can be fully attained ; but I trust that the members of this body are suffi-

ciently free from prejudice, whatever their opinions maybe, to admit an inquiry into

the general question whether what we term species are and have been rigidly limited,

and have at numerous periods been created complete and unchangeable, or whether,

in some mode or other, they have not gradually and indefinitely varied, and whether

the changes due to the influence of surrounding circumstances, to efforts to accom-
modate themselves to surrounding changes, to what is called natural selection, or to

the necessity of yielding to superior force in the struggle for existence, as maintained

by our illustrious countryman Darwin, have not so modified organisms as to enable

them to exist under changed conditions. I am not going to put forward any theory

of ray own, I am not going to argue in support of any special theory, but having

endeavoured to show how, as science advances, the continuity of natural phenomena
becomes more apparent, it would be cowardice not to present some of the main
arguments for and against continuity as applied to the history of organic beings.

As we detect no such phenomenon as the creation or spontaneous generation of

vegetables and animals which are large enough for the eye to see without instru-

mental assistance, as we have long ceased to expect to find a Plesiosaurus spon-

taneously generated in our fish-pond, or a Pterodactyle in our pheasant-cover, the

field of this class of research has become identified with the field of the microscope,

and at each new phase the investigation has passed from a larger to a smaller class

of organisms. The question whether among the smallest and apparently the most
elementary forms of organic life the phenomenon of spontaneous generation obtains,

has recently formed the subject of careful experiment and animated discussion in

France. If it could be found that organisms of a complex character were generated

without progenitors out of amorphous matter, it might reasonably be argued that

a similar mode of creation might obtain in regard to larger organisms. Although
we see no such phenomenon as the formation of an animal such as an elephant, or

a tree such as an oak, excepting from a parent which resembles it, yet if the micro-

scope revealed to us organisms, smaller but equally complex, so formed without

having been reproduced, it would render it not improbable that such might have

been the case with larger organic beings. The controversy between M. Pasteur and
M. Pouchet has led to a very close investigation of this subject; and the general

opinion is, that when such precautions are taken as exclude from the substance sub-

mitted to experiment all possibility of germs from the atmosphere being introduced,

as by passing the air which is to support the life of the animalcule through tubes

heated to redness and other precautions, no formation of organisms takes place.

Some experiments of Mr. Child's, communicated to the Royal Society during the

last year, again throw doubt on the negative results obtained by M. Pasteur ; so

that the question may be not finally determined, but the balance of experiment and
opinion is against spontaneous generation.

One argument presented by M. Pasteur is well worthy of remark—viz., that in

proportion as our means of scrutiny become more searching, heterogeny, or the

development of organisms without generation from parents of similar organism, has

been gradually driven from higher to lower forms of life, so that if some apparent

exceptions still exist they are of the lowest and simplest forms ; and these excep-

tions may probably be removed, as M. Pasteur considers he has removed them, by

a more searching investigation.

If it be otherwise, if heterogeny obtains at all, all will now admit that at present

the result of the most careful experiments shows it to be confined to the most simple

organic structures, such as vibrions and bacteria, and that all the progressive and
more highly developed forms are, as far as the most enlarged experience shows,

generated by reproduction.

The great difficulty which is met with at the threshold of inquiry into the origin

of species, is the definition of species ; in fact, species can hardly be defined without

begging the question in dispute.

Thus, if species be said to be a perseverance of type incapable of blending itself

with other types, or, which comes nearly to the same thing, incapable of producing
by union with other types offspring of an intermediate character which can again

reproduce, we arrive at this result, that whenever the advocate of continuity shows
a blending of what had been hitherto deemed separate species, the answer is, they

were considered separate species by mistake, they do not now come under the

definition of species, because they interbreed.

The line of demarcation is thus ex hypotkesi removed a step further, and thus,

unless the advocate of continuity can, on his side, prove the whole question in

dispute, by showing that all can directly or by intermediate varieties reproduce, he

is defeated by the definition itself of species.

On the other hand, if this, or something in fact amounting to it, be not the

definition of species— if it be admitted that distinct species can, under certain

favourable conditions, produce intermediate offspring capable of reproduction, then
continuity in some mode or other is admitted.

The question then takes this form :—Are there species or are there not ? Is the

word to be used as signifying a real, natural distinction, or as a mere convenient
designation applied to subdivisions having a permanence which will probably out-
live man's discussions on the subject, but not an absolute fixity? The same
question, in a wider sense, and taking into consideration a much longer time, would
be applicable to genera and families.

Actual experiment has done little to elucidate the question, nor, unless we can
suppose the experiments continued through countless generations, is it likely to

contribute much to its solution. We must, therefore, have recourse to the enlarged
experience or induction from the facts of geology, paleontology, and physiology, aided

by analogy from the laws of action which nature evidences in other departments.

(To be continued.)

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM-
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

We print the following abstract on this occasion to much greater

length than usual, on account of the value of the special practical

information it gives, as well as the important hints which are so

plainly given in reference to steam boiler neglect, which, in truth,

appears to increase rather than diminish. Our readers will do well

to dwell upon this seriously important abstract.

Chief Engineer's Monthly Report.—The last ordimry monthly meeting of

the executive committee of this Association was held July 31, 1866, William Fair-

bairn, Esq., C.E., F.R.S., L.L.D., &c, president, in the chair, when Mr. L. E.

Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his report, of which the following is an abstract:

—

"During the lust month 182 engines have been examined, and 340 boilers, as

well as two of the latter tested by hydraulic pressure. Of the boiler examinations,

201 have been external, 10 internal, and 129 entire. In the boilers examined,
87 defects have been discovered^ 7 of those being dangerous.

"Of some of the defects details may now be given.
" Corrosion—Internal.—Some corrosive waters not only waste and indent the

surface of boilers internally, but also destroy the vitality of the metal, so that the

edge of the overlap may be cut away with a few slight blows with the hammer, and
the rivet heads knocked of with a hand chisel only, and easily pulverized. Such was
the character of the defects found in one of the boilers examined during the past

month, and which was at once laid off by the owners, and condemned as soon as

its condition was pointed out by the Association. The above shows the importance
of carefully testing corroded rivet heads with a hammer.

" Corrosion—External.—Two dangerous cases arose from leakage at the joints

of boiler mountings, in consequence of their being bolted to the shell instead of

rivetted. The plates were so eaten away that in one case the inspector scraped

a hole through with his chisel, while this could easily have been repeated in the

other. One of the mountings was a cast-iron manhole mouthpiece of somewhat
large size, and as the corrosion extended in a groove all round it the boiler was
clearly unsafe to be worked, and was immediately laid off. This encircling groove

was not very easy of detection, since, although nearly eating through the plate, it

was only f . to j inch wide, and almost buried under the edge of the casting

;

added to which it was filled up with tar with which the boiler had been coated.

There may be others in a similar condition for which this may be a caution. All
mountings, instead of being bolted to boilers, should be attached with suitable

fitting blocks rivetted to the shell.

"Deficiency of Water.—This arose at night time, when the fires were banked
up, from the attendant's omitting to close the feed stop valve, there being no
self-acting back-pressure valve, and the feed inlet being below the furnace crowns.

The importance of every boiler being fitted with a good self-acting feed back-
pressure valve, as well as of the feed inlet being above the level of the furnace

crowns, has been frequently pointed out in previous reports. The furnace crown
was fitted with one of those fusible plugs in which the alloy is in the shape of a
washer about the size of a penny piece, having a copper button in the centre

of it. This did not, however, prevent the plates becoming red hot. The plug did

not put out the fire, or, properly speaking, go off at all. A little piece of the

alloy melted away on one side and allowed a slight escape of steam, wdiich for-

tunately attracted the attention of a workman, who at once examined the boiler

and found the furnace crown red hot.

" Explosions.—During the past month two explosions have occurred, by which
five persons have been killed, and one other injured. Neither of the boilers was
under the inspection of this Association.

" Statement ofExplosionsfrom June 23rd, 1866, to July 27 th, 1866, inclusive.—
No. 33 Explosion occurred at a colliery at half-past three o'clock on the morning
of Monday, July 2, and resulted in the loss of four lives.

"The boiler, which was not under the inspection of this Association, was of the

plain, cylindrical, externally-fired class, its length being 30 feet, its diameter 6 feet,

and the thickness of the plates |- of an inch, while the pressure at which the safety-

valves were loaded was 30 lb. per square inch. From the evidence given at the

inquest it appeared that the boiler was nine years old, was set with a wheel flue,

fed with hot water, and had been cleaned and repaired, when five new plates were
put in but a week before it burst. Also, that at the time of the explosion the

boiler had plenty of water in it, and that the pressure of the steam did not exceed

27 lb. on the square inch; while, on the subsequent examination, the plates were
found to be of good quality, and to present no evidence either of flaws or of having
been overheated. The engineer to the colliery, who stated that he had held the

position for sixteen years, was ' very well accustomed to boilers/ and had the

superintendence of all the enginemen, gave it in evidence that he could not in any
way account for the explosion, and thought that there must have been something

more powerful than steam to produce it. The jury brought in a verdict that 'the
four lives were lost by the explosion of a boiler at the colliery, but what caused the

explosion there was no evidence to show.'

"Such evidence and such verdicts, though but too common, are not only un-
satisfactory, but positively mischievous, and can only tend to perpetuate explosions,

as is shown by the occurrence of the one under consideration. But five weeks
before a bimilar explosion occurred to another colliery boiler belonging to the same
proprietor, and under the superintendence of the same engineer; while at the

inquest evidence to the same effect as that just described was given by the superin-

tending engineer, the smith who had repaired the boiler, and the engineman, all of

whom considered the bursting of the boiler to be unaccountable, so that the jury
gave it in their verdict that 'what caused the explosion there was no evidence to

show.' The tendency of such evidence and verdicts to produce rather than to

prevent these disasters was pointed out in last month's report in the remarks on
this explosion, which ranks as No. 24 for the present year, though it was hardly
expected that they would be corroborated by a second explosion at the same
works within the short space of five weeks.
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" As long as explosions are considered to be altogether unaccountable by those

who have charge of the boilers, and this view is indorsed at coroners' inquests, it

will be seen that nothing is done for their prevention, and boilers similarly dangerous

to those which have exploded will be worked on till other explosions occur and more

lives are lost, when at the inquest the same stereotyped evidence will in all proba-

bility be repeated, viz. :—That the boilers were very good, very strong, and perfectly

sound; that the explosions were altogether unaccountable, and could not be helped.

"There is nothing, however, either unaccountable or unavoidable in these explo-

sions. The majority of those at collieries arise simply from the use of plain,

cylindrical, externally-fiied boilers, which, as has been repeatedly pointed out in

previous reports, are so dangerous and treacherous as to be entirely untrustworthy.

Every fresh explosion which occurs to this class of boiler is an additional illustration

of this. The two explosions recorded in last month's report both took place very

shortly after the boilers had been repaired and passed as sound, one of them having

been cleaned and examined but the very day before it burst, while the boiler in the

present case had worked but five days and nights since being repaired and cleaned,

when it is stated that the boiler was found perfectly sound, and considered safe.

This treacherous class of boiler should he discarded altogether, and until this be

done these so-eaUed unaccountable and unavoidable explosions will continue to

recur month after month, as they do at present, with their attendant loss of life.

"Explosions Resulting from Collapse of Flue Tubes.— Several explosions, the

particulars of which have not yet been reported, have occurred during the last

few months to internally-fired single-flue or 'Cornish' boilers, all of which

might have been prevented by strengthening the furnace tubes with encircling

hoops or flanged seams. The particulars of five such explosions may now be given,

while two others have been reported, which, there is little doubt, arose from the

same cause. Not one of the boilers in question was under the charge of this

Association. The five explosions referred to are Nos. 3a, 10a, 11, 17, and 26,

while the details are as follows:—
"No. 3a Explosion, which resulted in the loss of one life, occurred at half-past

four o'clock on the afternoon of Tuesday, January 9, at a saw-mill, to a boiler

28 feet long, 6 feet 6 inches diameter in the shell, and 3 feet 6 inches in the

furnace tube, which was made of four plates in its circumference, three of which

were -| of an inch in thickness, and the fourth fa of an inch, the ordinary work-

ing pressure being 45 lb. per square inch. The boiler was in good condition, and

well equipped with mountings, while the plates of the furnace tube are reported

not to have presented the slightest appearance of having been overheated. It

seems that the engineman had noticed, on several occasions when getting up steam,

certain vibrations in the tube, and imagining that these arose from its deflection

consequent on its weight, hung it up to the top of the shell by a couple of stay

rods. These, however, proved of no avail. The furnace tube collapsed in an

inclined direction, midway between the vertical and horizontal. Had encircling

hoops been added to the tube instead of the stay rods, the explosion would have

been prevented.

"No. 10a Explosion happened at a quarter before twelve on the norning of

Monday, February 26, to a boiler employed at a currier's factory. Fortunately

no one was killed, and only one person injured. The boiler, which was a second-

hand one, had just been reset, and been at work but a few hours when the

furnace crown collapsed, on which the steam and water rushed out from the rent

and did considerable damage to the surrounding property, reducing the boiler-

house and adjoining sheds to a wreck, and scattering the debris to a considerable

distance. The length of the boiler was 21 feet, the diameter of the shell 5 feet,

and of the furnace tube 2 feet 11 inches, the thickness of the plates being £ of an

inch, while the pressure of the steam on the square inch shortly before the explosion

was 64 lb. A furnace tube of such dimensions, especially when not perfectly

circular, is quite unfit to be worked at as high a pressure as this one was, viz.,

64 lb., and all similar boilers should at once be strengthened, or they will only be

worked at the risk of failing in the same way as this one did.

"No. 11 Explosion happened at a mine, on Saturday, March 3, and resulted

in the death of one man. The boiler was 31 feet 9 inches in length, and had a

diameter of 5 feet 9 inches in the shell, and 3 feet 8 inches in the furnace tube,

the thickness of the plates being § of an inch, and the load upon the safety-valve

40 lb. on the square inch. The tube collapsed laterally, from which it appears

probable it was not truly circular; but even if it had been, such a flue could not

be prudently worked at a pressure of 40 lb. on the square inch, unless strengthened

with encircling hoops, or other approved means.
" No. 17 Explosion, which was of a much more disastrous character than either of

the preceding, resulting in the death of five persons, as well as in injury to five

others, occurred at ten minutes past six o'clock on the evening of Wednesday, April

4, at a tinplate works. In this instance not only did the tube collapse, but both

ends of the boiler were completely torn away, the body of the shell being blown in

one direction and a considerable portion of the furnace tube in another, while the

buildings of the works were seriously damaged, the roofs dismantled, and the whole

thrown into utter confusion. The length of the boiler was 30 feet, the diameter of

the shell 7 feet, and of the furnace tube 4 feet, while the plates were T
7
5 of an inch in

thickness, and the pressure of the steam 43 lb. per square inch.

"This pressure, in the absence of any strengthening rings, was excessive for such

a tube, and more particularly so if at all out of the circular shape, which is generally

the case in those of so large a diameter, unless of first-class workmanship, which

could hardly be expected to be met with in a boiler made in the locality in which

this one was.

"At the inquest some rather curious views were expressed. An application to

the Board of Trade for a government inspector to assist in the investigation had

met with a refusal, coupled with the suggestion that the coroner should, if he

considered it necessary, obtain the assistance of some duly qualified engineer in the

neighbourhood. This, however, the coroner stated to the jury he deemed superfluous,

since several of them were practically acquainted with the construction of boilers,

and able, he considered, to get at the whole facts of the case themselves. One of

the jurymen stated, for the information cf his fellow jurors, that a funntce tube of

a boiler would withstand the same pressure of steam as the shell, if only half its

diameter and made of the same thickness of plate; and as in the boiler un !er

consideration the tube a little exceeded half the diameter of the shell, it was some-
what weaker, but that had nothing to do with the explosion. It need scarcely be

said that this rule is as empirical as it is false and dangerous. Another juryman
undertook to estimate the precise per-centage of strength that furnace tubes lost

from being overheated from shortness of water; while, in the opinion of a third

juror, if the plates became overheated the steam would, from oxydizing the iron, blow
up the boiler. The coroner stated it was clear the explosion had arisen from
neglect in one of two ways, either in generating too much steam or giving the
boiler too little water; but no one pointed out that the explosion arose from the
weakness of the furnace tube, or called attention to the fatal defect in its construction

of omitting strengthening rings, &c. The jury returned a verdict of 'Accidental
death, caused by the explosion of a steam boiler in consequence of the smallness
of the safety-valve,' and thus closed the inquiry without having thrown any light on
the true cause of the explosion, so that it is feared that in the neighbourhood in which
this explosion occurred, makers will still continue to turn out unsafe boilers, and
firemen to attend to them in total ignorance of their danger.

"No. 26 Explosion took place at a mine on Monday, May 28, one person being
killed and three others injured.

"The boiler was of the single-flue internally-fired 'Cornish' class, its length being
30 feet 8 inches, its diameter 6 feet 8 inches in the shell, and 4 feet in the furnace

tube, some of the plates of which measured fa, and others from that to f of an inch

in thickness. There were two safety-valves on the boiler loaded to a pressure of

40 lb. on the square inch, one glass water gauge, and two gauge taps.

"The internal flue tube collapsed from one end to the other, with the exception

of about 4 feet at the front end over the fire, where the tube retained its original

shape almost uninjured, the collapse taking place in a vertical direction, the crown
flattening down to the bottom of the flue, while about 8 feet of the tube at the back
end of the boiler was severed from the remainder and thrown to a distance of about
30 yards, the shell with the other part of the flue tube, weighing about 9 tons,

being thrown in an opposite direction for about 70 yards. At the moment of

explosion the engine was standing, and had been doing so for twenty minutes, the

dampers being shut, and the steam, it is reported, blowing off gently; while the

attendant, who is stated to be a trustworthy and perfectly competent workman, says

that when the engine stopped there were 9 inches of water in the glass; and, also,

that he tried the top gauge tap.

" A good deal of discussion has arisen as to the cause of this explosion, and it has

been attributed, as usual, to shortness of water. Had this been the case the plates

of the surface crown, immediately over the fire, would have been the first to have

given way, whereas, as already stated, the tube failed at the back end, and retained

its original shape at the front, added to which the tube was of such dimensions that

it could not be prudently worked at so high a pressure as it was, so that it is

thought there is no reason to doubt that the explosion arose from weakness of the

internal flue tube, and not from shortness of water. It must not be forgotten that

when an engine is standing and the saftey-valves are blowing off, as was the case

in the present in&tance, that the steam pressure will always exceed the load on the

safety-valves more or less, and it must again be repeated that it has a most import-

ant influence on the strength of internal flue tubes, whether they be truly circular

or not; which is a consideration too much lost sight of, while it explains the

apparent anomaly of one boiler exploding and another of similar dimensions work-

ing safely. Tubes made with plates overlapping can never be truly circular. Many
of those uow under inspection are made without any lap at all, the ends being welded

or else butted with a joint strip, so as to accurately maintain the circular shape.

Also a belt of T-iron, welded up into solid hoop, is introduced at each ring seam of

rivets. With this arrangement plates % of an inch in thickness, instead of those fa
or ^ an inch, are found to be ample, and to be perfectly safe at a pressure of 60 lb. per

square inch or even higher. Had this arrangement been adopted in the present

instance the explosion would not have happened.
" It is feared that in the district ic which this explosion occurred many boilers

of very similar proportions are at work, and under these circumstances it is no
kindness to the steam user, and especially to the poor firemen, to enunciate half

truths. It must therefore plainly be stated that all such boilers are dangerous, that

they should be immediately stopped and the furnace tubes strengthened. This in

some cases may be done in place by the addition of angle iron hoops ; while in others,

where the furnace tubes are much out of the circular shape, it might be better to

remove them altogether."

P.S. Since this report was closed another explosion has occurred, by which two

men have been killed and a third severely injured, it is feared fatally so.

Particulars of the boiler have not yet been obtained, but it is hoped to give them

next month.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
The Monarch—Messrs. Humphreys and Tennant, marine engineers, have

received an order from the Admiralty for the construction of the engines, of 1100

horse-power nominal, for the Monarch turret-ship, ordered to be built at Chatham

dockyard. We have reason to believe that to the excellent performance of the

engines fitted by this firm to the armour-plated corvette Pallas, it is owing that

the Admiralty have determined on fitting the Monarch with engines on the same

principle. The cylinders of these engines are to be 120 inches diameter, 4 feet 6

inches stroke, to make from 60 to 65 revolutions per minute, and develop about

7000 horse-power.

Steam Shipbuilding on the Clyde.—The number of steamers and ships

completed in the Clyde yards in July was only G, of an aggregate burden of 4550

tons, as compared with 24, of an aggregate burden of 12,640 tons in July, 1865;

and 20, of an aggregate burden of 21,130 tons in July, 1864. In the seven months

ending the 31st of July this year 112 vessels, of the aggregate burden of 66,250
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tons, were completed, as compared with 160, of the aggregate burden of 101,0-10

tons, in the corresponding period of 1S65 ; and 126, of the aggregate burden of

98.490 tons, in the corresponding period of 1864:. Messrs. W. Denny & Brothers

have launched a screw steamer named Diana, built for the Austrian Lloyds Steam

Navigation Company. She is 1670 tons register, and is to be supplied with engines

of 250 horse-power by Messrs. Denny & Co. The Diana is a sister vessel to the

Apollo, recently completed by the same builders for the same company. The
Diana, which is the fifth steamer built by Messrs. Denny for the company, is of

the following dimensions:— Length, 270 feet; breadth moulded, 35 feet; depth

moulded, 2-1 feet 6 inches. In order to meet the yearly increasing traffic to and
from Campbeltown, the Campbeltown and Glasgow Steam Packet Company have

contracted with Messrs. Robertson & Co., of Greenock, for a new steamer of large

dimensions to be named the Gael, which will be placed on the station between

Glasgow and Campbeltown, in connection with the steamers Druid and Celt, early

nest spring.

The Tunnel through the Alps.—We recently noticed the progress that has

been made with the railway over Mont Cenis, on Mr. Fell's central rail principle.

An Italian scientific paper {II Giomale del Genio Civile) furnishes the annual

report of the progress made by its rival through the mountains. By this report it

appears that, towards the end of last June, the International Franco-Italian com-
mission, composed, as on former occasions, of MM. Sommelier and Grattoni, officers

of engineers, as commissioners for the Italian government, and of MM. Perier,

inspector, and Du Mouhis, engineer-in-chief of roads and bridges, for the French

imperial government, proceeded to the annual examination of the progress made
at the two ends of the Alpine tunnel. At Modane, on the French side, the com-
missioners ascertained that the progress made amounted to 2321 metres; of this

2031 metres were completely finished. At Bardoneche, on the Italian side, the

tunnelling was found to extend to 34.70 metres, of which 2533 were finished, and
the commissioners satisfied themselves, and reported that all the conditions of the

Paris Convention of the 7th of May, 1852, had been properly carried out. The
excavation through the quartz formation had proceeded but slowly, in consequence

of the rock becoming harder the further the work was carried ; nevertheless, 230
metres had been excavated through it. The quartz rock had been met with at the

exact spot anticipated by the geologists and engineers, and was not expected to

extend beyond the 400 metres originally suggested. In a couple of months it was
expected that the masonry would have reached the point at which the tunnel

began to pass through the quartz, when all timbering would thenceforth be dis-

pensed with. On the other hand, the work at the Italian end is reported to have

made more rapid progress, in consequence of the softer character of the material to

be passed through. The report concludes by stating that the total excavated up
to the 1st of July last amounted to 5798 metres. On referring to the report of

1865, alluded to in our impression of the 12th August in that year, we observe

that the total length of the tunnel, when finished, will be 12,280 metres, or about

7^ miles, and that there were then completed 4423 metres, so that the work has

progressed since the last annual report 1375 metres, and there remain 6482 metres

still to be excavated before it is completed. We observed some time since in an
Italian paper that the French and Italian governments had determined to reward

the employes for any improvements which they might originate in the excavating

machinery by a percentage on the saving effected thereby, as well as upon all

receipts arising from opening the communication between the two countries through

the mountain before the stipulated time. Supposing, however, the work to progress

at only the same rate as heretofore, nearly five years must elapse before its com-
pletion.

—

Money Market Review.

The Gkeat Ocean Tea-Ship Race.—The tea merchants of London give

a premium of 10s. per ton to the first vessel which enters a dock in the Thames,
laden with the years produce. This year the Taeping, a Clyde vessel, won the

premium by entering the London Dock with 1,108,709 lbs. of tea, half an hour

before the Ariel, a London vessel, with 1,230,900 lbs., succeeded in getting into

the East India Docks. The third arrival was another Clyde vessel, the Serica,

with 954,700 lbs., which was only half an hour behind the Ariel. It will be seen,

therefore, that the race was a very close one. The Ariel, which was first in the

channel, has claimed the premium on the ground that only want of water in

the East India Dock prevented her from being docked first. It is remarkable

that the Taeping and the Ariel never saw each other during the entire voyage of

ninety-five days, and yet entered the channel nearly together.

The Great and Small Savings of Machinery.—The saving of labour by

machinery can be appreciated not only by the skilled artizan and manufacturer,

but by persons having no mechanical knowledge, when it entirely revolutionizes an

art or trade, and enables articles to be made by the hundred in the time occupied,

before its introduction, in the manufacture of a single one; or provides for the

performance of as much work of any kind in an hour as required a day by hand.

Every one who has seen or read or heard of the manufacture of steel-pens, buttons,

pins, nails, spikes, and shoe-pegs by machinery, or watched the operation of a

sewing machine, can understand their immense economy of time or labour ; and it

is not difficult to appreciate the importance of a machine that will block and shape

1400 hats per day. There are, however, many small savings of labour effected by

machinery which are not so apparent to persons outside of the trades or arts to

which they relate. It can hardly be understood that an improvement in the sewing-

machine which would save five cents per dozen in the sewing in of hat-linings

would be of any considerable importance or would pay the expense of a patent

;

but when it is stated that there are hat factories in which several hundred thousand

hats are made in a year, it may be ascertained that such an improvement will

effect a saving of thousands of dollars annually to a single concern. It may also

be wondered how a saving of a fraction of a cent on each in the manufacture of

very large tin cans would be worth patenting, but when it is known that a single

concern manufactures several thousands of such cans daily, and that the use of a

machine making such a saving on each can reduce the working expenses of the

factory twenty dollars a day, the wonder ceases. It is in the immense number of

articles made by a machine that the smallest saving becomes valuable.

—

American

A riizan.

Bursting of A Reservoir at Oldham.—On a recent occasion, about three

o'clock in the afternoon, great alarm was created in the neighbourhood of the Brushes

Clough reservoir, one of the series which form the water-works system of Oldham,

lying between that town and Rochdale. It was found that water was escaping

through a culvert situate at the base

of the embankment, and descending

into the valley below with great force,

it flooded a mill and several houses at

a place called Crompton Fold. The

water continued to escape in a great

volume until the following morning

about six o'clock, when the reservoir

became exhausted. Owing to the

recent heavy rains the reservoir was

filled, and in addition to the water

escaping over the by-wash a culvert

was opened, and the feed 1-water

diverted to another reservoir. A
number of workpeople

were speedily obtained,

and the flood was diverted

from its first course, and

to this is due the saving

of some houses from de-

struction and a colliery

from inundation. The
reservoir is 45 feet deep to the dis-

charge pipe, and covers an area of 5

acres, with a capacity of 40,000,000

gallons. It is supposed that a leakage

at the interior end of the compensation

supply pipe caused the masonry face

of the culvert to give way, and a

rupture of some yards in extent was

made in the embankment. The

bottom of the culvert is torn up, hut

the arched stone top fortunately

remained firm. The reservoir has

been made about ten years.

Biggs and Flinn's Hydrant.
—The labour and expense in digging

up a hydrant to repair the stop-cock

or pipe, is frequently a very onerous,

and always an expensive and unpleas-

ant job. The object of this invention

is to obviate the necessity of this

task, and to relieve the cock of the

weight of the operating rod. This

latter object is accomplished by plac-

ing the cock, A, in a horizontal posi-

tion, and providing the projecting

head with a yoke, b, to which

the rod, c, is attached, the

upper end being connected by

a joint, d, to a lever, e,

entering from the outside of

the stock and carrying its

own weight and that of the rods. By raising or depressing this handle, the key

is turned so as to admit or stop off the water. For the better security and uniform

operation of the cock, a

spring, f, is inserted under

the head of the screw, g.

The nozzle, h, can he un-

screwed whenever it is

necessary to remove the

pipe, I, for repairs. This

removal is effected by a

hook wrench fitting the

hexagonal nut, j, by which

the hook and pipe can be

unscrewed from the feed

pipe, k. An extra cock

may be fitted to the pipe,

I, within the hydrant, to

stop off the water for re-

pairs, or it may be attached

to the feed pipe, k. The
waste pipe, l, may be closed

in summer, when there is

no danger of freezing, by

a plug entered from above.

The square projection, m,

is firmly attached to the

feed pipe, and bedded in the stone or plnnk foundation, to prevent any movement

of the feed pipe in unscrewing the hydrant pipe. This constitutes a superior

hydrant stop-cock, more durable than others, by the position of the key and the

constant pressure of the rod, and desirable for the facility it affords to repair the

same at a great saving of expense and dirty drudgery.

The Ironworkers' Strike in the North of England.—The strike of

ironworkers in the Cleveland district and Northumberland, owing to a refusal on

their part to accept a reduction of 10 percent, in their wages, seems to afford little

prospect of a termination. The funds of the Union had lately become so reduced
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that for two weeks only the miserable pittance of Is. 6d. or 2s. was paid to each

man, and, as a consequence, thousands of families were on the verge of starvation.

It was generally believed that the men would be forced into compliance with the

masters' terms, by reason of their necessities ; but a new phase has now been given

to the struggle, for appeals have been made to the trades' unions of other workmen
in the district, which in many instances have been successful, and aid has also been

promised from the Staffordshire ironworkers, who had hitherto been alienated through

former trade differences from their northern brethren. Help is also confidently

expected from the London Working Men's Association, with the executive commit-
tee of which the secretary of the Ironworkers' Association has been in personal

communication for some days past. Appea's are also made to the general public

with more or less success. The chief reason alleged by the masters for their insist-

ing on a reduction of wages was the depressed state of the iron trade. This posi-

tion the men allege is untenable, as it would equally apply to the Staffordshire,

Wales, and Scotch iron districts. The men further afHrin that both iron and coal

are much cheaper in the northern district, which correspondingly enhances the

profits of the masters over those of the other districts, where the works are still in

full operation. Secret meetings on the part of the men have been abandoned, and
the above and similar views are being enunciated at gatherings to which the public

are invited at various places throughout the district, and, as a result, the tide of

public feeling seems to be turning in favour of the men. The masters declare they

are quite content to let their works stand. It is computed the numbers of men
out amount to 10,000 or 12,000.

The Royal Observatory.—For some time past Mr. John Browning, a gentle-

man well known in scientific circles, has buen erecting, under the supervision of the

astronomer royal and Mr. Glaisher, a new set of instruments for registering the

speed and pressure of the wind. As the instruments are both near completion, and
are indeed in operation, a description of them cannot be read without interest. The
first, for registering the force of the wind, consists of a circular plate of metal of a
diameter equal to two square feet in area, supported by eight tempered steel springs.

When the wind impinges on the circular plate the springs are brought consecutively

into action, the stronger coming into play before the weaker have received any
strain. The plate is kept constantly facing the wind by means of a direction vane.

From the plate a fine flexible wire is carried down through a hollow pillar which
supports the vane, the whole apparatus being in a room below. The wire governs

the motion of a pencil, which is made to traverse a table covered wkh slate, on
which is strained a sheet of paper, marked with the hours. This table is moved by
clockwork, and the pencil being regulated by the pressure-plate registers on the

paper the pressure of the wind during every portion of the twenty-four hours. The
instrument, which is capable of registering as light a pressure as even two or three

ounces on the square foot, will in strong gales have to withstand a force of 40 lb.

to the square foot. The next instrument is for the purpose of registering the

velocity of the wind. This consists essentially of four hollow hemispherical cups
attached by arms to a central spindle. These keep revolving at one-third of the

velocity of the wind. The motion of the spindle is reduced by a train of wheelwork,

and the register is by indices on graduated circles, showing respectively tenths of

a mile, miles, tens of miles, and hundreds of miles; one of the wheels has a rack-

work motion attached to it, which communicates by means of a rod with a pencil

inside another room. This pencil is carried over a paper strained on a cylinder.

The paper is marked with the hours, and the pencil registers automatically and
continuously the velocity of the wind during both day and night. The velocity at

Greenwich has never exceeded 80U miles in the twenty-four hours, but at Liverpool

greater speeds have been registered. It may be added that it is intended eventually

to prepare a new set of tables showing what velocities are usually prevalent during

the currency of certain pressures, and vice versd.

The Thames Embankment—Temple Gardens to Blackfriars Bridge.
—The drawings and plans for the section of the Thames embankment between
Temple Gardens and Blackfriars Bridge have been just completed by Sir. Bazalgette,

and tenders for the construction of the works are invited Unlike the other portions

of the embankment, this section will be constructed on arches, so as to admit of

the passage under it to docks between the roadway and the shore, of barges and
lighters. The entire length of this portion will be 855 feet. A subway for laying

gas and water pipes and electric telegraphs is to be formed within the work, and a
paved carriage and footway are to be provided on the embankment. The founda-
tions of the viaduct are to be formed of cast-iron caissons filled with concrete,

carried down to a level of 21 feet below ordnance datum, and left in permanently
from that level up to 6 feet below datum. When these have been filled to the

required level, the upper portions above the concrete are to be removed, and upon
the spaces between them, when arched over, the piers are to be built. The arches

are to be strengthened by bar-iron. The piers are to be carried up to a uniform
level of 11 feet above the ordnance datum. They are to be of cellular construction,

the outer walls of brickwork in cement, faced with granite; the cells to be filled

in with Portland cement. There are thirteen arches, elliptical in form and of

various spans, to accommodate the rising gradient of the roadway. The largest of

these arches will be 80 feet span, and they are to be of granite with spandril walls of

brick in lias lime mortar. The interstices in the spandrils and over the arches, up
to the underside of the paving, are to be filled in solid with lias lime concrete. The
arch stones are to have chamfered joints on the face of the work. The "subway"
is to be carried beneath the centre of the roadway, and through the arches of the
viaduct, supported by sub-arches of granite, springing from the same piers as the

main arches. The internal dimensions of this subway are to be 7 feet 6 inches in

height and 9 feet in width. Where the subway passes through the main arches of
80 feet span, it will be formed of wrought iron, the sides being formed of plate

girders, and the floor of arched wrought plates, carried by cross girders, and at

these parts the subway will be 6 feet high and 9 feet wide. The roadway over this

portion will be carried by brick segmental arches. The main arches will be sur-
mounted on both external faces with a handsome solid granite moulded string-
course, carrying a parapet with boldly-designed moulded base. The carriage-way
is to be formed of Aberdeen granite cubes 7 inches in depth and 4 inches wide.
The footway is to be formed of York landings, no stone of which is to be of less

area than 5 feet. Among the conditions of the tender is one providing that all

coins or other articles of antiquity or value that may be discovered in the course of

the works are to be delivered to the Board of Works. The embankment passes by

an easy curve to the level of Bridge Street, Blackfriars, where the line of roadway
will be continued by the new street to the Mansion House. No arrangement is

made in these plans for the construction of the section of the Metropolitan District

Railway, which will pass along the embankment on the north side, nor for any
portion of the low level main-drainage scheme. Both of these works will form the

subject of future consideration. The general design of this section of the embank-
ment is bold, simple, and in every respect adapted for this great and important

undertaking.

—

Railway News.
Tne First Boring for Petroleum.—The following curious account of the

proceedings of the first person who bored for mineral oil in Pennsylvania is found in

an American newspaper :—Colonel Drake went to Titusville in 1857, at which time

it contained a population of about 125, two hotels, no church, and only two stores.

The petroleum was then collected from the surface of springs on Watson's Flats by
means of blankets, and bottled for medicinal uses. He conceived the idea that

there was a basin or reservoir of oil below the surface, and determined to test it by

boring. Having induced some men of capital to assist him, he entered upon his

experiments in the spring of 1858. His first step was to visit the salt wells on

the Alleghany and observe the modus operandi. He was delayed till the spring of

1859 before he had secured a competent driller and the necessary tools. His sup-

position was that he would have to sink his well to the depth of 1000 feet. The
same kind of tools were used then as now. The driller charged one dollar and a

half per foot for boring. The enterprise was the subject of a good deal of ridicule.

Mr. Drake made several contracts with a number of practical drillers, which were

successively broken. He at last ascertained that the cause of it was, that his

scheme for boring for oil was looked upon as entirely visionary, and that he was

regarded as a monomaniac on the subject. He finally resorted to an innocent

deception to secure an operator, giving out that he intended to bore for a salt well.

A series of annoyances and delays as we before remarked, intervened to prevent

operations till the month of June, 1859. Mr. Drake's assistant proposed to crib

to the rock, which was the invariable practice in those days. Mr. Drake advocated

the driving an iron tube to the rock—an idea which the miner scouted, but having

failed to crib, owing to the water, the tubing was tried and proved a success. This

was an entirely new feature then, but is now the universal practice. The pipe was

driven 32 feet to the rock, and then the well bored 37 feet and 6 inches in the first

sand rock. Not having any pipe, Mr. Drake commenced pumping before he had tubed

the well, using a common iron water pump for the purpose, fastening the handle of

the pump to the walking beam. Satisfied by this process of the presence of oil in

considerable quantities in this well, he then went to Erie and Cleveland for tubing,

could obtain none there, nor at Buffalo, and finally ordered it from Philadelphia.

After tubing the well it turned out a complete success, pumping twenty-five barrels

a day, and continuing, when in operation, to yield about this quantity for about two

years. Mr. Drake was them in the position of the man who drew the elephant at the

raffle, and did not know what to do with it after be got it, oil being comparatively

good for nothing. Then there was no home or foreign demand for it, no refineries

in existence, and its illuminating and lubricating properties were not then discovered.

The parties engaged in the manufacture of coal oil were slow to acknowledge or

discover that petroleum possessed equal illuminating qualities. Few can appreciate

the delays and difficulties incident to this discovery. It was necessary to go to

Erie, and more frequently to Pittsburg, for everything in the way of machinery.

The few stores at Titusville were only supplied with tools for lumbering and farming

purposes. Ou one occasion Mr. Drake wanted a pick, two shovels, a chain, and some

spikes. There were only two stores at Titusville at the time, but their assortment

did not contain the articles needed. Mr. Drake went to Hydetown, and bought his

pick of Charles Hyde (now an oil millionaire), who kept a country store in a

tumble-down log cabin in that place ; bought bis spikes of Samuel Q. Brown

(another oil millionaire), at his store in Pleasantville
;
procured his chain of David

Mitchel (another oil millionaire), at his store in Enterprise; but was obliged to

send to Erie, a distance of 50 miles, for two shovels.

Improved Reversing Rolling Mill.—At the recent meeting of the Institu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers at Manchester, Mr. John Ramsbottom, of Crewe,

read a paper on an improved reversing rolling mill, which has been in operation for

seven months at the steel works of the London and North Western Railway at

Crewe. The special point in the arrangement of this machinery is that the rolls,

hitherto driven always in one direction with the aid of immense fly-wheels, can be

reversed at pleasure, the fly-wheel being entirely dispensed with. The engiue and

the rolls together are reversed each time a plate or bar is passed through, the rolling

being alternately in opposite directions. The idea of reversing a train of rolls by

reversing the engine at each passage of the metal, was first suggested by Mr.

Nasmyth, but had never, to the writer's knowledge, been before carried out. The

engines employed are direct-acting and horizontal, coupled at right-angles. They

are reversed, without shutting off the steam, by hydraulic power. The reversing

shaft is connected by links to a piston working ia a small cylinder, and the admis-

sion of water to the cylinder regulated by a slide valve worked by a shaft and hand

lever, placed in such a position that the attendaut can see the proper moment for

reversing. This shaft is hollow, and there runs through it a second shaft which

regulates the main steam valves of the engines; so that the attendant lias, in full

view of the rolls, complete command over the mill. In this new arrangement the

boiler is (instead of the fly-wheel) really the reservoir or accumulator of power;

with this great advantage, that the fly-wheel contains only a limited store of power,

which continues diminishing during the time of application, whilst the boiler supply

is practically unlimited; so that the rolling power continues constant throughout

the operation. The rolling mill on this system had been reversed, without any

difficulty, seventy-three times per minute, and the labour and time involved in

raising and passing the bar or plate over the rollers that number of times saved.

When a slab has entered and passed once through the rolls, the engines are reversed,

the hydraulic ram rises, causing the tighteuing-down screws to descend and lower

both ends of top roll simultaneously to the required extent, which process is repeated

after each passage of a slab. When the rolling is completed the water is released

from the ram, which falls, and a counterbalance weight winds up the tightening
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down screws to their original position. In order to facilitate the introduction of

large slabs between the rolls, a set of bent levers is attached to a horizontal shaft,

which runs along the ground parallel to the rolls. By means of a hand lever

these are simultaneously brought under the slab, which is thus lifted up to the rolls.

As the rolls are only in motion during the time the metal is being passed through,

it is not found necessary to use a stream of water for lubricating the roll-bearings

in the ordinary manner, but the journals are truly fitted, and are lubricated with

oil or tallow.

—

The Ironmonger.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PKOVISIONAL PEOTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

SeT" When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

\7th Juhj,lSm.

I860 Edward Drucker, Cheapside—Fastenings for corsets.—A com.
1561 William Thompson, Dublin—Mixing tea

1562 Thomas Westley and T. R- Beaumont, Preston—Flyers for spinning
1563 John Richardson, Tottenham, and John Yeomans, Minories—Hats
1564 A. Y. Newton, Chancerv Lane— Spinning yarn.—A com.
1565 W. B. Shorland. Manchester—Handles for'locfcs

1566 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Gas burner.—A com.
1567 Cornelius Varley and S. A. Varley, London—Electric telegraph apparatus

18th July, 1S66.

1S6S George Plant, Manchester—Iron and steel tubes
1869 John MYitie. Preston—Mules for spinning

1870 John Macintosh, North Bank, and William Boggett, Chelsea—Elastic fabrics
1871 David Barker, Northfleet—Artificial fuel

1872 John Moffat, Ardrossan—Lamps
1S73 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Unharnessing horses from carriages.—A com.
1874 Nahum Salamon, Lndgate Hill—Sewing machinery.—A com.
1875 J. J. L. M.. Lagarrique and Pierre A. Castera, Upper Clapton—Working points of

railways
1876 Frederick Tolhausen, Paris—Sewing machines.—A com.
1S77 John and Edmond Goad, Plymouth—Mile posts

19th July, 1866.

1-7-* J. P. Gillard, Paris—Generation of electricity

1879 D. M. Gilbert and L. A. Dubreux, Paris—Fastening for envelopes
1880 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.
1881 William Tongue, Wakefield—Bleaching and dyeing
1SS2 Samuel Longbottom and Thomas Shaw, Brighouse—Condensing wool
18S3 A. N. Wornum, Store Street—Pianofortes
1SS4 Frederick Neidlinger, Allen Street—Sewing machines.—A com.
1855 Robert Irvine, Magdalen Bridge, and Peter Brash, Leith—Obtaining fatty acids

20th July, 1866.

1856 W. E. Nethersole, Cardiff—Tipping coal from railway wagons
1S87 William Burgess, Montpelier Road—Washing, wringing, and mangling
18SS M. A. F. Mennons, Paris—Generating gas.—A com.
1869 F. J. Rowley, St, John Street—Gas pendants

21st July, 1866.

1890 Henry Trotman. Southampton—Feed box for marine boilers

1891 Hngh Smith, Glasgow—Rivetting and boring apparatus
1892 Richard Hooper, Eradford—Furnaces
1893 W. S. Davis, Clayton Street—Roller for window blinds
189-1 T. H. Lucas, West Bromwich—Manufacture of nails

1895 William Bellamy, Birmingham—'Bombillas'
1896 Germain Canoni'i, Paris—Amorces or primings for fire-arms
1897 Germain Canonil and F. A. Blanchon, Paris—Fire-arms
1S9S Edward Tomlinson, Hatton Garden—Printing designs on wood
1899 A. B. B. Von Rathen, Fitzroy Square, and George H. Ellis, Southampton Buildings-

Motive power wheel
1900 Moses Bayliss, Wolverhampton—Bolts and spikes
1901 Robert Newton, Keighiey—Consuming smoke
1902 John Saunders and Joseph Piper, Kidderminster—Tin and terne plates
1903 Robert Mitchell, Wolverhampton—Shaping and forging metals
1904 John Morgan, Dublin—Preserving animal substances

23rd July, 1866.

1905 James Leach, Franklin Place—Refining parafiane wax
1906 E. Leigh, H. T. Palmer, and W. E. Whitehead, Miles Platting—Cleaning cotton
1907 Alexandre Magnin, Paris—Lamps
1908 Alonzo Kimball, Glasgow—Sewing machines
1909 John Ramsbottom, Blackburn—Obtaining motive power
1910 L. L. Sovereign, New Park Street—Beating and cutting meat
1911 Thomas Andrews, Comber—Winding and drying yarns
1912 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Alkaloids from aniline.—A com.
1913 G- T. Bousfield, Brixton—Super-heating steam.—A com.
1914 Andrew Noble, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Construction of segment shells
1915 George Mountford, Grasscroft, and G. L. Loversidge, Manchester—Tanning hides
1916 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Furnaces and fire-places.—A com.

24th July, 1866.

1917 George Davies, Serie Street—Sulphate of soda.—A com.
1918 W. B. Woodbury, Rusholme—Printing from metal
1919 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Sweeping machine.—A com.
; 2 . nomas Corbetr, Shrewsbury—Reaping machines
1921 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Polishing enamelled paper.—A com.
1922 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Hulling and finishing rice.—A com.
1923 W. E. Kochs, Tichborne Street—Railway carriages
1924 E. P. H. Vaugban, Chancery Lane—Preventing incrustation in boilers.—A com.
1925 Fitzmaurice Palmer, Old Derrig—Ships or vessels of war

2oth July, 1866.

1926 J. H. Selwyn, Tricg—Shaping metals
1927 Henry Prince, Manchester—Motive power engines
1328 James Strang. Glasgow—Tubes and skewers fur cops
1929 Julius Boeddinghans, Elberfeld—Fancy or figure weaving
1930 James and Joseph Hinks, Birmingham—Lamps
1931 Henry Lea and Thomas Lane, Birmingham—Looms for weaving
1932 Henry Calisher, Paris—Fire-arms
1933 James Livesey, Park Street—Refining cast-iron.—A com.
1934 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Treating armour plates.—A com.
1935 Josiah Vavasseur, Southwark—Absorbing the recoil of guns
1936 Q, B. Woodruff, Cheapside—Sewing machines
1937 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Dyeing woods,— A com.
1938 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Treating iron,—A com.

26tk July, 1866.

1939 W. E. Kochs, Tichborne Street— Steam slide valves
1940 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Explosive compound.—A com.
1941 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Steam generators.—A com.
1942 William Toms, Devonshire Street—Rein clip or holder
1943 E. H. Bentall, Heybridge—Sharpening saws
1944 John W. Hoffman and G. R. Wilson, Birmingham—Lowering and raising window

blinds
1945 Isidore Hayem, Paris—Buttons or studs
1946 Thomas Adams, Forest Hill—Motive-power engine
1947 J. P. Hubbard, Dawlish, and Charles Adams, Exeter—Sewing machines
194S Walter Weldon, Park Villa—Manufacture of chlorine

2.7tk July, 1866,

1949 J. C. Haddan, Bessborough Gardens—Anchors
1950 A. V. Mathieu, Paris—Irrigating the intestines
1951 William Seaton, Glanton Villa— Permanent way of railways
1952 William Stroudley, Inverness—Locking lacing points
1953 John Orr, Crossbills—Ornamental weaving
1954 George Speight, Collingwood Street—Collars and wristbands

28th Ju?y,186Q.

1955 C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane—Supplying water to steam boilers.—A com.
1956 Peter Griess, Burton-on- Trent, and H. Caro, Manchester—Substituting nitrogen

for hydrogen
1957 J. Phillips-8mith, Hereford—Traction engines
1958 William Cliirk, Chancery Lane—Rotary engines.—A com.
1959 John Adams, Strand—Revolver fire-arms
1960 Westley Richards, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms

20th July, 1866.

1961 J. J. Wheeler, Fulham Road—Tipping walking sticks
1962 Jonathan Pickering, Stockton-on-Tees—Hot-blast for furnaces
1963 J. M'Kenzie, T. Clunes, and W. Holland, Worcester—Regulating railway points

and signals
1964 Thomas Greenwood and William Keats, Leek—Boots and shoes

31s( July, 1866.

1965 Thomas and James Bibby, Burnley—Paper bags
1966 Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Gaseous water beverages.—A com.
1967 Thomas Bullough and George Openshaw, Darcy Lever—Shuttles
1968 J. A. Birkbeck, Chesterfield- Washing coal
1969 F. C. Hills, Deptford—Oxalic acid
1970 J. J. Bodmer, Newport—Cements
1971 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Fuel from peat.—A com.
1972 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Imitating mother of pearl.—A com.
1973 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Fastening for bedsteads.—A com.
1974 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Digging implement.—A com.

1st August, 1S66.

1975 John Poole, Riley Street—Metallic hoops for casks
1976 William Stokes and Charles Falkner, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms

1977 E. I. Billing, 11 andsworth—Safes
197S Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Deoxidation and precipitation,—A com.
1979 Walter Beaumont and W. M'Master, Manchester—Holding and releasing oords
1980 J. Sawyer, Forston Street, and F. Bauman, Oakley Square—Paper pulp from wood
1981 Edward Oilman, Prospect Place—Velocipede
1982 John Robinson, Manchester—Giffard injector.—A com.
1983 G. H. Couch, Croydon—Tenoning and shouldering machine
1984 John Parry, Llanberis, and Richard Morris, Cwm-y-glo—Sharpening saws
1985 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Promoting combustion of fuel.—A com.
1986 S, Chatwood, Bolton le Moors, John Sturgeon and T. Sturgeon, Burley—Hammers
19S7 Jules Talabot, Paris—Cutting files

2nd August, 1866.

1988 C. N. Plantrou, France—Carding, combing, and cleaning cotton
1989 W. A. Marshall, Leadenhall Street— Insulating telegraph wires
1990 Ephraim Lamb, Chancery Lane—Fire-escapes
1991 J. B. Ham, Norwich—Corn rick stand
1992 William Fumess, Borough Road, and William Bray, Croydon—Cutting files

1993 I. E. Chillcott, Bristol—Safes and strong rooms
1994 J. T. H. Richardson, Tutbury—Moulding or pressing glass
1995 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Implement for shoemakers.—A com.
1996 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Ordnance.—A com.
1997 George Campbell, Leadenhall Street—Raising fluids.—A com.
1998 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Carding engines.—A com.
1999 H. J. Batchelder, Massachusetts, U.S.—Horse shoes
2000 J. G. Avery, Cheapside— Churns.—A com.
2001 S. T. Armstrong, New York, U.S.—Cutting dove-tail joints.—A com.
2002 G. W. Fair, Dayton, U.S.—Smoke-consuming heater

3rd August, 1866.

2003 Nicholas Ktlvert, Manchester—Cooling and bleaching lard

2004 James Whittaker, Manchester—Ladies dress suspenders
2005 Thomas Campbell, Newton Heath, aud Henry Coffey, Manchester—Staining or

coating the surfaces of paper
2006 William Deakin, Great Barr, and J. B. Johnson, Tettenhall—Tubular and hollow

cylindrical bodies
2007 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Securing corks in bottles.—Acorn.
2008 W. H. K. Mack, Grosvenor Hotel—Apparatus for fishing.—A com.
2009 Charles Ritchie, Upper Tulse Hill—Ships furniture
2010 Peter Murray, Dundee—Teeth of bevel wheels

Uh August, 1866.

2011 Caleb and Josiah Pratt, Wilderness Row—Motive-power engines
2012 W. Hartcliffe and T. H. Lee, Salford—Flat-linked chains
2013 John Boyd, Glasgow—Winding apparatus
2014 William Jackson, Birmingham—SoufHating accumulating pump
2015 Angelo Vescavoli, Rome—Increasing the adhesion of locomotive engine wheels to

their rails

2016 Thomas Wilson, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
2017 Ira Dimock, Cheapside—Sewing machines.—A com.

6th August, 1866.

2018 J. W. Hoffman and G. R. Wilson, Birmingham—Metallic rairrora

2019 P. M. Parsons, Blackheath—Permanent way of railways
2020 William Smith, Barnard Castle—Road scraper and brush
2021 Ephraim Lamb, Chancery Lane—Fire-escapes
2022 Ephraim Lamb, Chancery Lane—Construction of bridges
2023 Ralph Medcalf, Bow Lane, and W. Nicholls, Bow—Coupling or connecting gas pipes

2024 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Crushing and pulverizing ores.—A com.
2025 John Hamilton, Glasgow— Producing illuminating gas
2026 W, E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Carbonates and bi-carbonates of soda and potash.

—A com.
2027 W, R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Foot bearings for spindles.—A com.
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7th August, 1866.

2028 G. B. Windle, New York, U.S.—Portable lanterns
2029 Edwin Lywood, Andover—Ascertaining tbe temperature of hay
2030 G. Zanni, Rathbone Place—Mechanism for obtaining and applying motive power
2031 William Bottoinley, Br,miley—Fulling woollen cloths
2032 George Warriner, Little Ilford, and W. H. Stallard, Bexley Heath—Lamps
2033 "W. K. Lake, Southampton Buildings— Removing stones from raisins.—A com.
2034 J. N. Browne, Elgin Crescent— Preserving wood.—A com.
2035 C. A. M'Evoy, Bedford Square—Torpedoes
2U36 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Chucks for turning lathes —A com.

8th August, I860.

2037 John Sibley, Ashton-under-Lyne— Spinning and doubling
2038 Sir John Benson, Cork—Armour plates
2039 Henry Holland, Birmingham—Umbrellas and parasols
2040 George Davies, Serle Street—Printing on glass.—A com.
2041 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Double hydrostatic scales.—A com.
2042 E. II. D. Inge\ Nelson Square—Covers or awnings for garden seats.—A com.
2043 Peter Spence, Newton Heath—Sal-ammoniac
2044 John Robinson and John Smith. Rochdale—Applying motive power
2045 William Hoare, Wood Street—Damping labels

2046 A. Oldroyd, Oakficld Terrace, and P. A. Godefroy, Church Road—Treatment ofjute

9th August, 1866.

2047 James Turner, Fleming Road—Wet gas-meters
2048 G. B. Harkes, Eden Place—Rotary steam engines
2049 James Gathercole, Cranmer Terrace— Envelopes and paper bags
2050 John Brown and John Iliton, Bolton—Jacquard machines
2051 Barthelemy Donnet, Paris—Movable shuttle distributor

2052 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Telegraphic cable.:—A com.
2053 C. T. Judkins, Ludgate Hill—Sewingmachines
2054 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Musical instruments.—A com.
2055 John Clay, Yard ley—Saddles
2056 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Manufacturing envelopes.—A com,
2057 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street— Buckles for braces.—A com.

10th August, 1866.

2038 L. E. Williams, Pickskill, U.S.— Explosive shells

2059 C. F. Cotterill, Cannock—Earthenware ami other pipes
2060 M. A. Muir and -James M'llwham, Glasgow— Moulds for casting
2061 G. W. Rendel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Coiled iron tubes

11th August, 1866.

2062 William Mosley, Salford—Furnaces
2063 James Collins and A. D. Campbell, Manchester—Cylinder printing.—A coin.

2064 J. E. Keirby, Manchester— Packing for steam joints
2065 H. G. Graig, Youghal—Needle gun
2066 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Utilization of chloride of manganese.—A com.
2067 J. I. Ensley, New York, U.S.—Illuminating gas
2068 B. F. Weatherdon, Chancery Lane—Thermometers and pyrometers.—A coin.

13th August, 1866.

2069 E. A. Cowper, Great George Street—Sewing machinery
2070 Robert Leigh, Wigan— Lift or tilt hammer
2071 Henry Bell, Belfast—Violins and guitars
2072 De"sire* Marchal, Brussels—Combustion and prevention of smoke
2073 W. R. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
2074 Edward Whalley, Blackburn—Banding of twine from cotton
2075 Henry Sanderson. Sheffield—Knives and forks
2076 John Ilalliwell, Baslow—Ploughing and cultivating land

Uth August, 1866.

2077 Samuel Rowbotham, Brookside Penketh—Caustic soda from common salt
2078 Robert Wilson, Patricroft, and William Martin, Dundee—Working calenders
2079 Richard Bagley, Birmingham—Screw stock
2080 W. E. Ged-e. Wellington Street—Horse shoes.—A com.
2081 Edward Page. Bedford—Bricks and tiles

2082 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Fastening boiler tubes.—A com.
2083 J. A. Wanklyn, London, and Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Green colouring matters
2084 C. F. Baxter, Boston, U.S.— Waterproofing textile fabrics

15tk August, 1866.

2085 W. J. Current, Plymouth—Simplified code of signals
2086 J. B. Edmondson and J. Carson, Manchester— Printing railway tickets
2087 Stephen Alley, Glasgow—Drilling machines
2088 R. J. Worth, Stockton-on-Tees— Direct-acting steam pumps
2089 Henry J. Petty, Prospect Terrace, and C. F. Sayer, Queen's Road—Perpendicular

sliding sashes, doors, and shutters
2090 J. A. Turner, Manchester—Woven fabrics
2091 E, W. De Rusett, Lewisham, and R. F. Dale, London—Pumps
20 '2 William Brookes, Chancery Lane—Cutting and finishing marble.—A com,
2093 II. B. White, Poole—Detaching ships' boats
2094 T. Fleet, Swan Village, W. Payne, Birmingham, and F. Rock, Swan Village— Self-

acting portable means for signalling on railways
2095 James Webster, Birmingham—Coating and recovering metals from chlorides
2i>9fi Charles Brown. Mark Lane—Consuming smoke
2097 J. W. Hoffman and G. R. Wilson, Birmingham—Communication between the guard

and passengers in a railway train
2008 J. W. Hoffman and G. R. Wilson, Birmingham—Pickle piercer
2099 J. W. Hoffman and G. R. Wilson. Birmingham— Pocket kite
2100 William Shaw and James Connell, Nottingham—Elastic fabrics
2101 John Cameron, Barrow in Furness— Iron and steel
2102 John Cooper, Nottingham—Battens

16th August, 1866.

2103 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Wheels of carriages.—A com,
2104 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Rudders for ships.—A com.
2105 W. R Lake, Southampton Buildings—Heating apparatus.—A com.
2106 W. C. Gibson, Newcastle-on-Tyne— Protecting labels
2107 Adolph Killine, Norfolk Street—Purification of water.—A com.
2108 William Smith, Kettering—Reaping machines
2109 Dudley Rolls, Rennets Hill—Envelopes
2110 George Payne, Belmont Works—Treating fatty matters
2111 John Holly, Regent Street—Railway brakes

17th August, 1866.

2112 A. L. Wood. Aldersgate Street—Sewing machines.—A com.
2113 William Tranter, Birmingham—Fire-arras
2114 E. T. Hughes, Clnncery Lane—Condensation of nitrous gas.—A com.
2115 Alfred Paraf, Manchester—Inorganic glyceric ether
2116 James Clark, Newton Heath—Rails for railways
2117 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Bale fastening.—A com.
2118 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Stuffing for mattresses.—A com.
2119 William Clark. Chancery Lane—Puddling furnaces.—A com.
2120 Alexander Berhard, Upper Berkeley Street—Permanent w&j of railways

18th August, 1866.

2421 Ebenezer Stevens, Barnsbnvv Road— Kitchen ranges
2122 B. F. Weatherdon, Chancery Lane-Buckle.—A com.

2123 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Saving life in cases of shipwreck.—A com.
2124 R. A. E. Scott, Lewisham—Hollow projectiles
2125 G. E. Moore, Birmingham— Filtering and purifying water
2126 John Abraham. Birmingham—Central fire cartridges
2127 John Varley, Bolton—Steam engines
2128 Samuel Mortimer, Bradford—Combing wool
2129 J. S. Blockey, Leeds, and James Hervey, Bradford -Paper bags

20th August, 1866.

2130 Thomas Henderson. Millbank Row—Beds for horses
2131 S. R. Piatt and Edmund Hartley, Oldham—Roving frames
2132 William Greenwood, Heights Mill—Manufacture of fiockp
2133 Walter Weldon, Park Villa—Construction of ordnance
2134 Charles Bathoe, York Place—Securing corks in bottles
2135 John Darby, Riding House Street—Fire-arms
2136 William Taylor, Driffield—Sewing machines
2137 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Motive power.—A com.
2138 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Printing in colours.—A com.
2139 R. A. E. Scott, Lewisham—Manoeuvring guns

21s( August, 1866.

2140 John Murphy, New York, U.S.—Springs for railway carriages
2141 H. B. "Wright, Shelton—Laying telegraph cables
2142 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Portable mill.—A com.
2143 J. C. R. Isherwood, Kensington, and Robert Warry, Chatham—Fire-arms
2144 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Making nails.—A com.
2145 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Distillation of oils.—A com.
2146 Joseph Whitworth, Manchester—Cartridges for ordnance

22nd August, 1866.

2147 J. S Nihbs, Lozells—Lamps
2148 William Weild, Manchester—Treating moss, sea-weed, and plants
2149 »Iohn Longbottom, Leeds—Ornamenting kampakaon
2150 Rudolph Wappenstein, Albert Street—Carriage for railways
2151 J. M, Hyde, Greenwich—Armour-plated ships
2152 H. R. Minns, Bristol—Fire and thief proof safes
2153 Heinrich Caro, Manchester—Colouring matters
2154 Frederick Howard, Bedford—Self-raking reaper.—A com.
2155 William Tongue, Wakefield—Combing fibrous materials
2156 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Process for bleaching.—A com.
2157 George Carter, Eltham— Propelling ships

23rd August, 1866.

2158 R. H. TwedcTell, Sunderland—Punching and rivetting machines
2159 S. A. Main, Morley's Hotel—Fire-arms —A com.
21*60 James Livesey and John Edwards, Park Street—Railways and signals
2161 J. A. Coffey, Great St. Helen's—Self-acting safety gauges
2162 T. W. H. Newbold, Birmingham—Cornices and cornice pole ends
2163 William Harrison, Birkenshaw—Communication between passengers and guards

on railway trains
2164 Aristide Gerard, Paris—Motive power
2165 P. V. Bailleul, Paris—Reaping machine
2166 Thomas Allen. Hill Street—Cutting splints
2167 Eugene Rimmel, Strand—Raising liquids
2168 William Welch, Southsea—Cement compositions
2169 Alfred Long, Aylesbury Terrace—Fountains
2170 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Saw for forest use.—A com.
2171 Job Johnson, Brooklyn—Submarine rakes for gathering oysters
2172 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Preserving eggs.—A com.
2173 Walter Bayne, Torquay—Hat stretcher

2-ith A ugust, 1866.

2174 J. B. Fell, Spark Bridge—Locomotive engines
2175 Richard Tonge. Manchester—Folding fabrics

2176 Henry Wren and John Hopkinson, Manchester—Winding yarn
2177 J. T. Poyser, Burton-on-Trent—Dressing grain
2178 John Booth, Reddish— Metallic pistons
2179 P. A. de Berenger, Clifton Gardens—Lime and cement kilns
2180 F. H. Danchell, Horwich—Floor cloths.—A com.
2181 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Organs and pianofortes.—A com. m
2182 E. T. Bousfield, Bedford—Reaping and mowing machines
2183 J. G. Jennings, Palace Wharf—Water-closets

2hth August, 1866.

2184 Edward Green, Wakefield—Driving scrapers for tubes of boilers

2185 W. L. Owen, Newport—Working switches
2186 Charles Richardson, Gracechurch Street—Looms for weaving
21S7 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
2188 George Little. Oldham—'Tin drums,' drums, rollers, or tubes of metal
2189 W. D. Gainsford, Sheffield—Railways and engines
2190 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Combing wool.—A com.
2191 J. O. York, Royal Exchange Buildinga—Ships or vessels
2192 George Hunter, Maenturog, and W. F. Cooke, Aberia—Tools for cutting slate

2193 Samuel Plimsoll, Sheffield—Unloading coals from railway wagons
2194 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Felting hats.—A com.
2195 J. F. M. Pollock, Withington—Pressing bricks
2196 Edgar Brooks, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
2197 Corey M'Farland, Birmingham—Friction clutch.—A com.
2198 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Churns.—A com.
2199 C. T. Porter, Old Trafford—Steam engines

27th August, 1866.

2200 Ephraim Lamb, Chancery Lane—Cleaning and polishing boots
2201 William Pierce, Over Darwen—Purifying gas
2202 Jonathan Northrop, Thornton—Fringing and trimming of shawls
2203 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Carriage breaks.—A com.
2204 H. A. Dufren^, Paris—Beer and other alcoholic liquids.—A com.
2205 William Krutzsch, Copley Street—Repeating fire-arms
2206 Rev. Thomas Davis, Roundhay—Ventilating
2207 James Fanner, Salford—Regulating the flow of steam

28th August, 1866,

2208 James Proctor, Kennington Grove—Chimney pots
2209 T. W. and W. Barber, Lower Thames Street— Breech-loading fire-arms

2210 W. Gould, Liverpool Road—Reflecting coloured lights upon stereoscopic objects

2211 Leopold Delagarde. Paris—Binding books
2212 Richard Buckton, Leeds—Looms for weaving
2213 John Forster, Queensbury—Spool tubes and cartridge cases
2214 G. H. Bovill, Duke Street—Rails for railways
2215 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Preventing oxidation of lead balls in fixed ammu-

nition.—A com.
2216 Henry Morgan, Birmingham—Pulleys for hanging balance sashes
2217 R. H. Hudson, Glasgow—Preventing the fouling of propellers
2218 Robert Irvine, Magdalen Bridge—Purifying water
2219 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Railway breaks.—A com.
2_. i Wiiliain Clark, Chancery Lane—Ornamenting lace.—A com.
2221 Henry Carrier, Ilkest..n, and W. V. Copeland, Nottingham—Looped fabrics
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ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. X.

We shall now fulfil our intention, as expressed in a former one of these

papers, by presenting examples of some of the best or more remarkable

forms of cupola that have come under onr own notice, accompanied by

a few running comments upon their construction or working. We shall

commence with the smaller sizes.

Fig. 1 gives, in vertical section, a form of small or moderate sized

cupola much employed in

France, more especially in the

smaller class of "jobbing foun-

dries." The casing or shell is

usually of cast iron, in two

cylinders socketed together,

the lower one being socketed

into the base or bottom plate.

The chimney head is built of

one brick thickness on the

surface of the top or covering

plate. The lining of these

cupolas consists of loamy sand

only, rammed hard into place

in a damp state round a suc-

cession of wood core moulds.

The shells of these furnaces

are made large in diameter, so

as to give room enough for the

enlarged form of interior shown

in the figure. This form

—

which, between the bottom and

the cylindrical throat above, is

that of an elliptic spindle

—

gives the power of contracting

the volume of the interior at

will, by reducing the diameter

at the horizontal major axis of

this spindle, and below that

;

or by reducing the form below

the throat to that of fig. 6 ; or

by making the interior quite

cylindric below the throat,

and of the same diameter with

it ; or finally reducing it to that of a conic frustum, with the smaller end

at bottom, the larger being the diameter of the throat.

By these means a great range of difference in the capacity of the

same cupola may be obtained, and this—where the demand for liquid

iron is small upon the whole, and fluctuates much for want of orders,

&c, at various times, as is commonly the case in jobbing foundries

—

is attended with a considerable economy in coke, time, iron, and repairs.

The height of the cupola here illustrated (employed in a foundry near

Lille) was 1-25 metre, the diameter at the throat, 075 metre, and the

diameter at the widest part, which was between the lowest and the next

above twyer, was 1'10 metre. There were in this case only one range

of twyer holes, all at the back, and these were each of 0-15 metre

diameter, and vertically distant from each other 0-30 metre from

centre to centre, the lowermost being about O60 metre above the iron

sole plate.

In other and the greater number of instances, however, two ranges

of opposite and lateral twyers, as indicated by the dotted circles in fig.

1, were employed.

In another and larger cupola of the sort the height was rather more
than 3 metres, and the external diameter about 1-70 metre, and the

twyers were five in number at each side, and spread thus—from furnace

bottom to centre of lower twyers, 0'35 metre, and from this to the

uppermost, the spaces gradually varied from 0'30 to 0-24 metre at top.

The cylindrical throat above the uppermost twyers was about L25
metre in height. In the former of those cupolas, it was stated to me
that it required about 150 kilos, of coke to melt 1000 kilos, of iron, or

about three cwt. to the ton in round numbers. It was blown by a fan

of only about 30 inches diameter, stated to make 1800 revolutions per

minute.

Figs. 2 and 3 show in vertical section and in top plan the form of
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cupola preferred and employed at the government Eeole Iraperiale des

Arts et Metiers at Angers, where, as well as at Indret, Chalons, Aix,

and Charenton, the French government maintains (to a considerable

extent upon the self-supporting system) five schools for the education

and practice of moulding and casting in iron. A royal foundry of the

same sort did recently, and we presume does still exist, for the educa-

tion of moulders, and the development of new and improved methods.

The three cupolas at Angers are all as in figs. 2 and 3, and with all

three in blast they can melt about

thirteen tons of metal. The Fig. 2.

smaller cupola is about 7 feet

high, by 2 feet 10 inches in dia-

meter outside, and has but one

range of four twyer holes. The
two other larger cupolas are

about 10 feet in height, by 4J feet

diameter over all, and have each

two ranges of opposite twyer

holes, six in each range, of which,

however, four only appeared to

be employed, the two uppermost

not being in use. These larger

cupolas have an interior form

produced by the superposition of

two unequal conic frusta; the

internal diameter at the middle or

smallest part of the cupola was
0'65 metre, at the level ofthe sole,

-88 metre, and at the mouth,

0'70 metre, the altitude of the

lower cone above the sole being

1'60 metre. The centre of the

lowest twyer was 05 metre above

the level of the sole at centre, and

the twyers were half this, or 0'25

metre apart, centre to centre.

The blast was produced by a fan

of 0-84 metre diameter, making

about 1500 revolutions per min-

ute, and the twyers had an aper-

ture of about 3J inches diameter.

From the variable character of

the work it was difficult to arrive

at any satisfactory result as to the

economy of fuel in these cupolas.

In spells of heavier casting it

appeared to be about 180 to 200

lbs., or thereabouts, to the ton of

liquid iron, for the cupolas only.

The method of " shifting twyers
"

was here still in use, and the

mechanical arrangement for shift-

ing and throwing the blast out from one pair of twyers and into

another was extremely simple and effective. It will be sufficiently

understood from figs. 4 and 5. From the horizontal air main of

brickwork passing under the centre of the base of the cupolas, rises,

at each side of each cupola, a vertical cast-iron pipe of about 12 inches

internal diameter. This is cast with four apertures vertically under

each other at the side next the cupola, and between each two of these

midway runs a rib, or collar, all round the pipe, the upper end of which

is flanged and stopped by a bonnet bolted on ; round the exterior of the

pipe is now placed, between each consecutive pair of ribs or collars, a

short external pipe or cylinder, made in two segments, as seen in the

figures, and bolted together so as to go on and off, provided with a

flanged adjutage at one side, to which the copper mouthpiece of the

twyer pipe is bolted. It will now be very evident, that while any one

of these four external pipes is in the position shown in the figures, that

the twyer pipe of that one is open to blast, and at the same time opposite

the twyer hole of the cupola; but if this exterior pipe be turned round

horizontally upon the interior vertical pipe as axis, through a quarter

circle, then, as the apertures in the external and internal pipes overlap,

the blast is cut off, or the twyer hole closed. In working the furnace,

therefore, the lower pipe at each side is alone in the position shown in

2 P

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5.

the fig. when the blast is first blown on, all those above being turned

round so that the twyers face the observer, and so their apertures being

closed and the lower ones at each side alone open.

The furnaces at Angers are all under one common rectangular brick

and iron hood, or chimney, ami the feeding platform

Fig. 4. at the back is of iron. We have much doubt

whether there be any very special advantage gained

by the peculiar form here adopted, except perhaps

this, that the interior of the cupolas showed very

little and extremely regular wear by the action of

the fire. This may have been in part due to the

quality of the brick lining, as to which we do not

find that we possess any notes.

About 1835-36 the large foundries of Martin,

Sons, & Co., and of Barker & Co., were established

at Rouen, being in tbeir day probably the largest

and best in France. The cupolas at the former of

these in 1842 were somewhat peculiar: the casings

were of cast-iron plates, flanged and put together in

an octagonal form and tapering at the top, where

they were surmounted by a cylindrical piece pro-

jecting a little and cast in one piece, with top plate

cast with it. The interior form was simply a frustum

of a very acute angled cone, widest at bottom, sur-

mounted by a short cylindrical throat. The shell

was confined together by a clumsy arrangement of

wrought-iron screw hoops. There was no apron to

the tapping breast, which was very small in size. The
lining was of fire brick, wedge brick, we believe from

Scotland, and there were no less than six twyer holes.

The internal dimensions of the largest cupola were

—total height from sole to top plate, 2'65 metres;

diameter at level of sole, 093 metre ; diameter at top of conic frustum,

and therefore of cylindric throat, 0'77 metre ; height of the cylindric

throat, 0'55 metre; height of the lowermost twyer above the sole,

0'42 metre ; interval vertically between

the centres of the twyer, 0'26 metre.

The twyer pipes had a diameter of 130

millimetres, and the blast was by a

fan, not with free vortex and of indif-

ferent construction, of 150 metre

diameter, and 0'30 metre width of

vanes, and making from 630 to 650

revolutions per minute, giving a density

of blast according to the number of

twyers in action (for the one fan blew

three cupolas), of from about 12 to 19

centimetres of the water gauge. There

were two opposite ranges of twyers.

With two of these cupolas in blast

together, they were able to melt about

6J to 7 tons of iron in from 2J to 3

hours. The consumption of coke

deduced from the books of the foundry

during a year, gave a consumption of

24 kilos, of coke to the 100 kilos, of

iron melted, which is just about 250

lbs. per ton.

We have now done with examples

of French cupolas, and turn to German
ones. Fig. 6 represents, but drawn

to a smaller scale than the preceding,

a rather large cupola now employed in

the neighbourhood of Berlin, and capa-

ble of melting nearly five tons of metal

when blown full to the level of the

top twyer. This furnace presents a

good many peculiarities, and many good points. The casing is of boiler

plate, quite cylindrical, standing upon a cast-iron sole plate placed upon
a brick base of 1 foot 3 inches high. The total height of the casing

above this to the level of the mouth cill, c, is 9 feet 9 inches, and the

interior diameter of the casing, 3 feet 9 inches. The lining is of wedge
brick, kept off from the casing by a thickness of dry sand rammed in

hard; the bottoming of loamy saud of the usual sort, but uselessly

deep. The interior dimensions of this cupola are as follows:—Cylin-

drical part below, diameter, 2 feet 6 inches, height, 5 feet ; diameter of

conical part above, at charging mouth, 1 foot 10 inches. The charging

mouth is the full width of the top here, viz., 1 foot 10 inches, and 2

feet in height : it is formed by carrying out the lining or base of the

chimney over the cupola into two parallel cheeks of brickwork, so that

a horizontal section here would be something like the letter U. The
cill of the charging mouth is 4 feet 3 inches above the platform, for

charging from which is at least 2 feet too high for easy working. The
tapping breast of this furnace was large and movable, and consisted of

a " lump," or fire block, set in an iron frame which dropped into place

and was secured by two key bars, as seen in fig. at /. The chimney
above the cupola was carried up several feet in height, and tapered to

about 18 inches interior diameter at top. It rested, as will be Been,

directly upon the cupola lining at top ; but in reliuing the furnace they

very seldom found it necessary to renew the upper or conical part of

the lining, and this they supported by props while the lower portion

was cut out and renewed, piecemeal, so that the chimney was seldom

or never disturbed. The twyer holes were three only at the back of

the furnace. The lowermost one was, to its centre, 3 feet 4 inches

above the bottom or sole at centre of cupola. Each twyer hole was

about 6J inches diameter, and the vertical distance between centre and

centre of the twyers, 1 1 1, was about 9 inches ; in fact, there was only

one brick thickness of lining between one hole and the next. This

furnace was blown by a blast cylinder of 36 inches diameter, and 4 feet

stroke, making 25 to 30 double strokes per minute, and the pressure of

the blast was equal to 1 inch of mercury, or thereabouts, with three

cupolas in blast together; with but one in blast it was above lj inch of

mercury. It was mainly attributable to this powerful blast that the

rate of melting was so fast, and that as a consequence so great a depth

of cupola space below the lowest twyer was allowable, without risk of

getting the liquid iron at the bottom too cold. It was explained also

that it was in part to guard against this that the depth of the saud sole

was made so thick ; a needless precaution, however, when we bear in

mind what has been already said as to the extremely bad conductivit}'

of the material. With this cupola they were able to melt 5 tons per

hour with ease. The consumption of coke was apparently not accu-

rately known, but was considered to be about 450 or 500 lbs. per ton.

Another large cupola presenting some peculiarities is the largest one

at the Royal Foundry of Berlin (to a great extent employed in large

and small ornamental or architectural work, which is executed with

exquisite precision). This cupola has a cast-iron conic frustum shell,

put together in two superposed rings, and cast full of round holes, giving

an ugly appearance for no really required end. Internally it is of the

same geometric form as that we have just described, but the proportions

quite different. The lower or cylindrical part is 2 feet 2 inches in

diameter, and 2 feet 2 inches high from the centre of the sole ; and the

one range of twyer holes, 6f which there are no less than twelve all

at one level and arranged radially round, is at about 2 feet above the

sole. The twyers, which are about 2 inches in diameter each, are

supplied from an air belt formed in the casing outside. The conical

part of the interior above the cylinder part is 4 feet 7 inches in height,

2 feet 2 inches diameter at bottom, and only 16 inches diameter at top.

There is a movable breast-plate of the usual sort. The lining is fire

brick, backed with loamy sand 2| inches in thickness all round. We
could get no information as to the economic working of this furnace

;

but after having been alight five or six hours and thrown into blast, it

was stated that it would melt steadily at the rate of a ton and quarter

per hour. The density of the blast employed here is very high, 2

inches of mercury, but we find no notes of either the nature of the

blowing apparatus (a cylinder, we believe) nor of the consumption of

coke. In the latter particular we do not expect this furnace would

prove economical.

Fig. 7 illustrates, at once, several points. The apparatus shown is

one much in use in Westphalia for raising the iron, coke, and limestone

to the level of the charging platform. The long and small cylinder,

upon the platform on the upper end of the piston rod of which the

barrow is seen, is in direct communication with the shorter and larger

cylinder to the right of the fig., both cylinders and the intervening pipe

of communication being filled to a certain extent with water. A steam

pipe communicates with the top of the cyliuder, and is provided with

a short slide valve and lever handle, by which high-pressure steam can
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be turned into the cylinder, or permitted to blow off from it into the air.

The action in raising and lowering the platform to or from the furnace

mouth level is obvious. The platform is guided up and down by dove-

tail pieces at the two corners next the furnace, working in vertical

grooves. This plan works very well, and is convenient where the iron

founding does not form an adjunct to a large iron smelting work.

Where it does so, a pipe from the regulator of the air blast turned in

under a sort of long gasometer-like vertical tube dipping into a well of

water equal in depth to its height, which depends upon the height of

lift, forms both a more convenient, less expensive, and safer apparatus.

The details of this latter plan are so generally known as not to require

minute description.

In addition to what precedes, the fig. 7 shows a form of cupola not

Fis- 7.

very nncommon now in central and western Germany, where good
hard coke can be procured from Westphalia. It is, in fact, a modifica-

tion, and it may be said simplification, of the Ireland Patent Cupola,

and is 80 known in Germany as the Englischen Construction. The
general construction is obvious. It is, in fact, a cylindrical cupola with
" boshes." There are two large opposite side twyers only, and a hole

at one side just below their level, to enable the slag on the top of the

mass of liquid iron below to be drawn off, so that the furnace may be

blown quite full to the level of the bottom of the twyer holes. It has

a trap bottom for discharging the fuel after work.

This furnace, from the sole to the cill of the charging hole, is 12 feet

in depth, 4 feet diameter above, and 2 feet 10 inches diameter below

the "boshes." Height from the sole to the lowermost point of the

slope of the boshes, 4 feet 4 inches. The chimney rises conically above

to the height of 14 feet 6 inches above the ctll of the charging mouth.
The stratified contents shown in the interior of this cupola indicates

the method of charging and working, and may be at once described

here (though a little by anticipation) as being the same as Ireland's.

The cupola fire is laid with some wood, &e., as usual, the breast being

quite free to admit air. It is then filled up to the top of the boshes, or

. thereabouts, with coke, which, for this size of furnace, requires from 7
to 7J or 8 cwt. of coke. Upon the top of this is spread, evenly and
dividedly, 1 ton of cast iron, upon that 2 cwt. or thereabouts more of

coke, then again 1 ton of iron, and again about 1J cwt. of coke, and so

on until the furnace is full up to the cill of the charging mouth or

above it. This furnace will now have in it 1G or 18 cwt. of coke, and

6 tons of iron. Limestone must be thrown in in due proportion with

each charge of iron.

The mode of working is to kindle the fire about six o'clock in the

morning, or as soon after as the charging is complete, and let the fire

burn up steadily for about four hours, by which time the whole mass of

coke will have got ignited, even above the " boshes ;" the blast is then

thrown on, and the melting follows in about eighteen or twenty minutes.

The subsequent management either of this or of the precise Ireland

cupola, is much the same as in any other ; however, we shall recur to

this. It is stated by Professor of mechanical engineering Von Wicke,

of Berlin, that a cupola of the above size melts the 6 tons of iron witli

Fig. 8.

M***"

a nett consumption of 15 cwts. of coke, which is only about 12 or 13

lbs. of coke to the cwt. of liquid iron, and that where the melting is

continuous to the extent of 7 tons or more in the spell, the consumption

falls a pound or so per cwt. under even this.

Figs. 8, 9, and 10, represent a German design for a cupola of a
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very large size, and considered by Professor von Wieke to embrace

many advantages. Fig. 8 is a vertical section through the air-blast

pipe, leading to the surrounding air belt, at the back and through the

axis and centre of tapping breast in front; fig. 10 is a horizontal

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

section through one of the three ranges of twyers at c d, in fig. 8 ; and

fig. 9 is a horizontal section at A b, in fig. 8, through the tapping

breast, &o., and showing the foundation base, &c.

The shell of this large cupola is of boiler plate, and the internal form

is that of a solid of revolution produced by two unequal parabolas,

convex towards the vertical axis, and the lower one running into a

short vertical line. It is lined with fire-brick made to moulds to the

Fig. 12.

special shapes, and with a thick casing of loamy sand rammed in at the

back all round. Within this the air belt, formed as part of the boiler-

plate casing, is imbedded, and the twycr pipes from its inner circum-

ference penetrate the brick lining about one-third its thickness. There

are eight radially-pointed twyers in each range, and therefore twenty-four

twyers in all, and these are placed spirally around, viewed in a vertical

relation to each other. There is a glazed spy-hole opposite to each

twyer, which is removable for the purpose of pricking the twycr, if

necessary, to clear it of slag, &c. The charging mouth is closed by a

hinged door. The top of the cylindrical casing supports a large octagonal

ribbed plate of east iron, upon which the octagonal pyramid of the hood

is built in fire-brick, and when drawn in to an interior diam-

eter of nearly 2 feet, is continued as a square-flued chimney

of that aperture, up to a total height of nearly 20 feet above

the top plate. When the furnace is charged and the fire

lighted, and the hinged doors of the charging mouth closed,

but the breast open, there is thus a powerful draught through

the cupola, which rapidly ignites the whole volume of coke,

and which, if continued even without any blast, would no

doubt eventually bring the cupola to a temperature to

melt iron.

The dimensions, as proposed by this design, are :—Height

from centre of sole to level of the centre of lower range of

twyers, 2 feet 1 inch. Distance vertically between each

range of twyers, 10J inches. Height from level of upper

twyers' centre to cill of charging aperture, 5 feet 4 inches.

Charging mouth, 2 feet square. Height from cill of charg-

ing mouth to level of top of top plate, 2 feet 5 inches ; do.

from same to top of brick lining, 2 feet 9 inches. The lining, it will be

observed, rises thus above the top plate to protect the latter from

the flame. The breast aperture

is 1 foot 8 inches square. The
slope of the sole is 5 inches in

the whole inside diameter, back

to front. The vertical part

of the enlargement of the

interior below the twyers rises

about 1 foot above the centre

of the sole. The interior

diameter here is 4 feet 3 inches.

That where most contracted,

viz., at the level of the centre

range- of twyers, is 3 feet 4

inches ; and the diameter at

the level of the cill of the

charging mouth is 5 feet 6

inches, from which the lining

is gathered inwards as it

ascends, to a diameter of 4

feet 7 inches at its highest lip
;

the base of the octagon hood

being 5 feet 7 inches least

diameter. The throttle valve

at back of air belt, and pipe

from blast, have a diameter of

8 inches, and the twyers are

3 inches diameter each. The

base of the furnace is formed of

large blocks of sandstone, but,

of course, may be of brick.

This is judiciously protected

in front, beneath the tapping

aperture, by a vertical cast-iron

plate, for long experience has

shown us that nothing but iron

—neither fire-brick lumps nor

any sort of stone—will stand

the continual heat and sudden

application of water to which

this portion of cnpola bases is

exposed. As commonly con-

structed, they get rapidly here

undermined, and if repair be

not attended to may become dangerous as respects the pressure on the

bottom when full. There can be no doubt but that in many respects

this is a judiciously-designed cupola ; but in some respects we think it

open to serious objection, admitting, however, of easy improvement.

The total content of liquid metal beneath the lower twyers is given .

as small as only 3 tons (we believe it would hold a good deal more,

probably 3J to 3} tons) ; while the total content, when blown full to the
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level of the top range of twyers, is stated at 7 J tons, or probably 8 tons.

It is proposed to stop the successive ranges of twyers with sand in the

usual way, as the metal rises, introducing the sand through the spy-

holes or movable glasvisiren. This, even if a movable tube were used

to cross the air belt and through which the sand should be introduced,

would be found a very awkward process, and the unstopping the twyers

again a far more difficult one, to say nothing of the sand that must,

and the slag or melted metal that ma}T
,
get into the air belt as here

constructed.

A single range of eight twyers, of 6 to 7 inches diameter each, and

placed at the level of the middle range, would greatly improve both the

capacity and working capabilities of the furnace. The exterior surface

of the air belt ought to be made to come off in segments, so as readily

to get at the twyers for repair ; and the twyer holes should not be of

metal at all, but made of tubes of hard-baked " gannister," in the same

way as Mr. Bessemer makes the air apertures for the bottoms of his

converting vessels. Thus altered, there would be no stopping or

unstopping of twyer holes. The diameters all continuing the same

above, we should be disposed to enlarge that of the bottom part by at

least 8 inches, or 4 inches all round, and to add to the total height

between the level of the sole and the twyers about 4 inches, and between

these and the top of the lining quite 3 feet.

Thus modified, we make no doubt but that this cupola, with an

adequate blast and a proper-sized blast-pipe, which should be 12 or 15

inches diameter if only one led into the air belt, would prove a powerful

and very economical furnace—one from which there would be no diffi-

culty in making a 30 or 35 ton casting. Cupolas of this large size we
should certainly blow with hot blast.

We shall now proceed to British examples of cupolas, and as all the

ordinary forms have been already treated of in a former paper, we shall

now confine ourselves here to Ireland's patent furnace. Figs. 1, 2, and

3 show vertical sections through three of Ireland's furnaces, constructed

under his own directions and from his drawings, all of which worked

well (except in being hard to repair, and requiring a good deal of it, as

already before mentioned). The following are the dimensions and Mr.

Ireland's own instructions as to management

—

DIMENSIONS.

No. 1. No 2.

Ft. In. Ft. In.

2 6 2 9

1 7 2

3 3 6*
2 2 3

1 G 1 7

1 2 2

2 2

6 i 6 6

12 12

1 8 1 8

14

3 2

Diameters.
At sole,

At cylinder of boshes,

Above the boshes,

At top of chimney of twyers (two to each), . .

Heights.
From sole to bottom of boshes,

Height of cylinder of boshes,

Do. ofjaws of boshes,

Do. of cylinder above boshes,

Do. of chimney above cill of charging door, .

Do. of centre of twyere over sole, ....
* Diminished to 3 feet 3 inches at top, a conic frustum, therefore, not a cylinder.

There were two twyer holes only to each furnace, which were from

4 to 5 inches diameter, but the twyer pipes were by Mr. Ireland's direc-

tions reduced to about 2 inches diameter, and not permitted to enter

the twyer holes. The blast was thus made a highly cutting one. The
average melting power of these cupolas was, as stated, from 3 to 3£
cwts. of Newcastle coke to the ton of liquid iron, the furnaces working

short spells. Subjoined are Mr. Ireland's instructions for the working

of each of these cupolas :

—

Instructionsfor working J. Ireland£ Son's Patent Cupola Furnace.

—The small furnace, fig. 11, must be filled with coke about halfway

into the boshing, and then put on about three handsfull of limestone.

Then put on the pig metal across the centre of the furnace, with the

ends of the pigs towards the twyers, piling up the sides with scrap, and

cover the whole with coke. If the weight of metal be 20 cwts., put on

10 cwts. at a charge, proportioned—7 cwts. of pig iron and 3 cwts. of

scrap, and cover with four riddles full of coke. If the weight of iron be

between 20 cwts. and 26 cwts., divide it into two equal charges, and

pat between the charges four good riddles full of coke. Put between

every charge three handsfull of limestone. IT the weight of metal be

30 cwts., or up to 40 cwts. divide it into three charges, and put on

coke as above stated.

The middle-size furnace, fig. 12, is made for castings up to 4 tons.

It must be filled up 6 inches into the boshing with coke ; then put on

15 cwts. of metal—10 of pig and 5 of scrap—and cover over with 1$

cwts. of coke. The second charge must be 15 cwts. of pig and 5 cwts.

of scrap, which must be covered with 1£ cwt. of coke. The third

charge may be increased to 22 cwts., the fourth to 24 cwts., and the

fifth to 25 cwts., but it is best to keep the charges at 20 cwts., and 1

J

cwt. of coke. Put on four handsfull of limestone between each charge.

When the furnace is built, take care that a slag hole is cut about 3

inches below the twyer. The charges must be put on as described in

small furnace instructions.

Out of the large furnace, fig. 13, a 12-ton casting may be taken. Fill

up the furnace with coke 8 inches into the boshing. Then put on one-half

small riddle full of limestone. The first charge to be 20 cwts. of metal,

pig and scrap, cover with 1J cwt. of coke ; the second charge 25 cwts.,

and 1J cwt. of coke ; the third 25 cwts., and 1£ cwt. of coke ; and so

on until you have all you require. Put on limestone between each

charge. In all cases be sure and put on the best iron first, and the

worst iron last. I mean by best iron, the cleanest, and by worst iron,

that that has the most dirt and rust about it. If the twyers get dark,

prick them with a small bar at the sides, and by putting in a little coal

it will keep them bright and clean.

We shall conclude our examples of cupolas by giving illustrations to

a scale of J iuch to the foot, and some account, of those employed by

Mr. Ireland himself for melting the iron for the great anvil block of 205

tons in weight this year for the Bolton Iron and Steel Company, for

FiS. 14.

c_,___S-__i.__> _____ __S.S___.I__--,

"'"WIND
-
"flue"

which we are indebted to the courtesy of that gentleman. Fig. 14 gives,

half in exterior elevation and half in vertical mid section, one of the two

cupolas employed. Fig. 15 gives in the upper half a horizonal section

at the level, c D (fig. 14), of the lower twyers, four in number ; and in

the lower half a similar section at the level of the upper range of twyers,

of which there are sixteen. The cylindrical shell of the furnace, of
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boiler plate, with its external air belt and blast-pipes, and the mode of

lining with fire-brick and stopping out the boshes, all are obvious. The
upper twyers are 8 inches diameter, the lower ones each 3 inches

diameter. The external diameter of the cupolas is 7 feet ; the diameter

at the boshes 3 feet 9 inches, and 5 feet at the greatest diameter above

and below. The blast-pipes have throttle valves ; all the twyers spy-

holes, with covers sliding round upon a pin at the top side, from which

they simply hang. The blast employed in casting the great anvil block

with two of these furnaces, was obtained from the blast cylinders put

down for the Bessemer steel conversion, and gave an ample supply of

Fig. 15.

air at a pressure of 14 inches of water. Mr. Ireland states that that

pressure of blast was the greatest they could work with, for that when
increased the iron melted down and the coke consumed faster than the

force of men engaged could supply these to the furnace. There can

be no doubt but that with more effectual means of supplying in fuel

and iron, and an increase in the pressure of the blast, the performance

of these remarkable cupolas might have been even still improved.

To caBt the anvil block of 205 tons, there was melted 220 tons of

metal, of which 8 tons consisted of lumps of Bessemer steel (put in to

strengthen the metal), and charged into the furnaces in the proportion

of 3 cwts. of steel to each 2J tons of pig or scrap iron. The cokes were

dry and of the best quality of Straker and Lowe's Brancepeth coke,

from Durham. The time occupied from that of putting on the blast to

the melting of the whole 220 tons and filling the mould, was 10} hours,

or 10 hours for the melting only, as corroborated by the statement of

Mr. Skidmore, the manager of the Bolton Company ; and of this period

the blast was thrown oft* for fully two hours for the furnace-men to get

refreshment, so that the actual time of melting the 220 tons was 8| hours,

according to Mr. Ireland himself, or 8 hours, according, to Mr. Skid-

more. This gives a yield from each furnace, supposing them to have

worked alike, of rather more than 12j tons per hour. The consump-

tion of coke is given by Mr. Ireland at 1 cwt. 1 qr.—including filling

up the cupolas—per ton of metal melted. The actual consumption of

coke was therefore at the rate of nearly 15 cwts. per hour, and the

total weight of metal and fuel required to be brought to the mouth of each

furnace per hour was the large one of nearly 15 tons, limestone included.

We look upon this as a very remarkable performance, and deem it con-

clusive in favour of the general construction of cupola advocated by Mr.

Ireland. The facts were so striking that we have taken some pains to

ascertain their accuracy, and we believe the statements are quite reliable.

We have shown in an early one of these papers that the theoretic weight

of dry coke necessary to heat the air of the blast and liquefy one ton of

cast iron is 48'6 lbs. -\- 198-4 lbs. = 247-0. Below this it is not possible

to go, unless a large proportion of the heat required merely to elevate

the temperature of the air blast up to that of melting iron = 198'4 lbs.

per ton of iron, is got back again by being absorbed (on the regene-

rative principle) by the cold fuel and iron thrown in upon the top of the

furnace. This, it is obvious, is the great point of Mr. Ireland's success.

Owing to the great depth which he gives to his cupolas, they are, in fact,

regenerative cupolas; and assuming, as we do, that the statement is

reliable that 140 lbs. of dry coke has sufficed in these Bolton furnaces

to the melting of the ton of iron, it follows necessarily that the heat due
to more than 100 lbs. of coke is reabsorbed by the fuel and iron from
the heated gases as they pass upwards through the high column, of

materials in the furnace. With hot-blast and a still greater height of

cupola there can be little doubt that a still greater economy might be

effected
; and we may almost venture to predict that cupolas of the very

largest size may be caused, when in long spell work thus, to melt iron

with one-twentieth of its weight in coke. The value of maximum
altitude—of getting the intensest zone of heat at the right level—and
of employing a powerful and a heated blast, are thus the great lessons

that the comparison we have made of some of the best and largest

cupolas teach. It is obvious, from the dimensions assigned by Mr.
Ireland himself to the three different-sized smaller cupolas on his system

figured above, that a very considerable latitude in the proportions of

most of the parts may be taken, without losing sensibly, provided the

cupola have adequate altitude, the limit of which does not appear to us

yet to have been ascertained.

We possess no examples of American cupolas of a striking or

improved character as to form or proportion. Anthracite is, we believe,

used for melting iron in Pennsylvania, as we have heard it is occasionally

in South Wales and in the south of Ireland. The pure anthracite of

the Kilkenny coal-field affords a heat fully as intense as coke, but

decrepitates more or less when first heated, and does not " bear the

burden " quite as well as coke. With hot-blast we have no doubt that

anthracite might be employed, however, in many places as a substitute

for coke, and that even raw bituminous coal might be used by a suitable

arrangement in cupolas, though we doubt with any other advantage

than perhaps that of economy, in certain localities.

A Mr. Moline, of London, patented in Fiance about 185G or 1857

a cupola which in most respects appears to be identical with that of Mr.

Ireland. This cupola and its performance have been noticed by M.
Guettier in the appendix to the last edition of his work on iron, who.

states that the Moline cupolas give a melting power of about the same

(140 lbs. per ton) as those at Bolton. M. Guettier well remarks as

to the result :
—" La forme imposed par M. Moline a ses fourneaux

n'est pas du reste rigourousement necessaire pour obtenir une grande

economie de combustible. II suffit de marcher a grosses charges, dans

un cubilot entierement cylindrique du haut en bas, souffle* par deux

tuyeres oppos£es . . . pour arriver a require consideVablement le

chiffre de consommation du coke." With this we need not repeat

that we agree to a considerable extent, but we are also satisfied that

the contraction of diameter at the twyer level is a real advantage.

—

Ed.

PLANING MACHINES.

Some of the most valuable improvements effected in the planing

machine since the time that it has become a general workshop

tool, have been recently introduced by Mr. John Todd, engineer, of

Greenwich, and we are indebted to that gentleman for the subjoined

drawings with which this paper is illustrated. The peculiar features

of the machine will be best gathered from the following commentary.

There is no time lost by the bed running back without cutting, although

this of itself is not directly novel, as reversing tools on Whitwdrth's

"Jim Crow" arrangement, and an oscillating tool box, with the

roughing and finishing tools placed back to back, the roughing tool

being slightly in lateral advance of the finishing tool, have been

long in use. The great defect of all machines hitherto constructed for

planing in both directions by means of reversible tools is, that in a very

short time the fittings of the tool box become so much worn that the

tool " chatters" and jars to an extent rendering it almost impossible to

produce a finishing cut by such means, the consequence of which has

been that in cases where a good well-finished job has to be produced,

recourse has been had to machines which plane only one way. With
such single-acting planing machines, which traverse at an equal speed

in both directions on any given piece of work, it is plain that half of the

time occupied in doing the work is utterly lost, as far as any mechanical

effect of the tool is concerned, the planing table being merely drawn

back for the succeeding cut. In other cases, however, single-acting

planing machines have been fitted with various kinds of return motion,

by which the time occupied in effecting the non-cutting stroke has been

reduced to one-third of that used for the cutting stroke; but with

all these arrangements it is clear that a very great waste of time is

incurred, and by the principle of the mechanical equivalence of work

done, and the force expended in performing it, it is clear that no absolute

gain is effected even though the period of the return stroke is diminished ;

for the additional consumpt of fuel and steam necessary for increasing

the speed of the table exactly counterbalances, or is an additional cost,
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contra the diminution of time occupied, to -which must also be added the

additional tear and wear of the machine itself. If any real saving is

effected, it is clear that it can only result from a diminution in the amount

of wages paid corresponding to the diminution of time occupied ; so that

in whatever way we look at the difference of result between an equal

speed or greater speed return stroke, it is merely a question of the

difference of wages correspondingly paid, and it is evident that this would

be represented by an exceedingly small fraction of the total cost of any

given piece of work, and is therefore of little moment.

To overcome the drawbacks attendant upon these two classes of

machines, Fox, of Derby, in 1863, constructed a planing machine in

which the standards stood bolt up from about the centre of the length
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of the bed. The standards were of different form to what they had

hitherto been made ; in fact, from the nature of the construction of the

machine this was a necessity, although a most defective feature. The
standards then merely consisted of two upright parallel and rectangular

slides fixed to the bed, on either side of which, transversely with the

bed, a slide for the tool saddle was situated, so that this machine had

separate tools in one or more separate tool boxes—one or more for the

forward or roughing stroke, and one or more for the backward or

finishing stroke ; the machine being provided in all with four boxes,

so that two roughing and two finishing tools could be used, or only one

of each, as required.

This machine possesses, however, two very serious defects, the first

being structural, viz., the almost impossibility of rendering the standards

rigid on account of their parallel form, unless great width is adopted

for them, which of itself introduces the second defect, viz., that on

account of the distance that the tool boxes are apart from each other,

the bed must be considerably overrun until the cutting edge of the tools

is reached so as to begin each stroke, and this overrun is performed, too,

at the cutting speed.

It appears then to have been reserved to Mr. Todd to do away with

i he defects which we have mentioned, and we have no hesitation in

pronouncing our opinion that most unequivocally his machine is the

most perfect that has come under our notice. The woodcuts will

Fig. 3.

render the structural features perfectly clear to an expert, fig. 1 being

a side elevation, fig. 2 a plan, fig. 3 a cross section between the

standards, and fig. 4 an end elevation, showing the driving gear and
pulleys.

On referring to the figures, it will be seen that the bed is provided

with an additional pair of standards, and the faces of both standards

are parallel to each other, and placed at a distance apart only sufficient

to admit the cross slides and tool boxes, with sufficient room for the

attendant to put in a spanner for adjusting the tool set screws. It is

at once evident that this arrangement admits of both the roughing and
finishing took being rigidly fixed, and that, too, quite independent of

each other, as well as at the smallest possible distance apart, so that

there is no possibility of a " chattering " tool, or of time being lost by
the bed having to overrun to commence a return stroke, except only

by the very small distance between the tool points. The two pairs of

standards receive additional rigidity from the iron cross bars by
which they are united at the top. The cross slides and tool holders

are raised or lowered in the usual way, and upon each cross slide,

according to the width of the machine, one or more slide saddles and
tool boxes are mounted. Both the cross slides and tools can be put in

operation, or one cross slide only may be in use at a time, as the table

is actuated by gearing which produces uniform motion when planing
in both directions, and slow cutting with quick return motion when
one cross slide only is being used, for planing short articles or intricate

work, as with a common planing machine. The small machines with

tables actuated by rack and pinion have their driving pulleys at or near
the centre of the bed ; the large machines, whose tables are actuated by
rack and pinion, have their driving pulleys behind the side frames or

standards, about midway between the centre and the end of the bed, to

allow of standing room at each side of the machine ; and all machines
with tables actuated by the screw have their driving pulleys and gearing
as shown in the engravings. Each of these planing machines may have
from one to four slide saddles and tool holders, self-acting vertical upon
the faces of the standards at s T. From this description it is evident
that with only one slide saddle and tool in action on each cross slide,

and one slide saddle and tool in action on each of the standards, s T,

three tools cut alternately each way the table travels ; one set of three-

tools taking the rough outs, and one set of three tools doing the finish-

Fig- -I.

ing cuts, and in lines all very close to each other, so that three sides

of a square may be planed and finished by the tools once going over

each 6ide. For many purposes each cross slide may have a number

of slide saddles and tool holders upon them when much horizontal

planing requires to be done, and also rough planed and finished by the

tools once passing over it. Any number of tools employed in these

machines all rest against and cut from firm abutments, so that the work

produced cannot fail to be of the very best quality.

From what has been said, our readers cannot now fail to see that in

the opinion we have expressed we have been guided by the pure merits

of the machine. Engineers will do well to attend to these ; and, as a

suggestion which occurs in these concluding remarks, it appears to us

that no serious outlay would be necessary to alter many existing

machines, so as to embody the advantages we have considered. We
understand that the improvements have been only lately actually brought

under the special notice of the more important engineering firms, and

that in several cases Mr. Todd has received orders for them.—V. D.

ON A NEW AIR-PUMP.

A new construction of air-pump has recently been carried out by Mr.

Robert Gill, of Palermo, and was described by him in a paper published

in the Philosophical Magazine for October last. Before, however,

proceeding to describe its construction, we will explain the principle

upon which Mr. Gill appears to have worked.

If A=the atmospheric density, 5= any other density in the re-

ceiver, whose capacity is r, that of the air-pump barrel being b, then

after n strokes of the pump the air in the receiver has a density

o= r.d;
(r + b)'

o therefore diminishes in a geometric series, the ratio of whose term is

2 b + r:b + r; hence d can only vanish when n is infinite.

The actual limit, however, to the reduction of h is when d=
f,

the

resistance offered by the valve or passage between the receiver and
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pump to the transfer of the air during the time of half stroke, is that

at full stroke the barrel contains air of the density 8, ; when 5 = S
±
it

is obvious no additional air can enter from the receiver.

To remove the foregoing difficulties, Mr. Gill has constructed the

new apparatus, in which clearance is totally avoided, by filling the inter-

stices between the cylinder and piston with a practically inevaporable

liquid, and in which all the joints are kept covered with liquid, so that

no unfilled space is allowed to remain in which the smallest portion

of air may find lodgment ; the consequence of which is, that the air

must be completely expelled at each stroke.

The apparatus consists of a cyliuder, a, to the lower flanch of which

the bell-mouthed vessel, b, projecting upwards into the cylinder, is

secured. Between the outer side of the vessel and the inner side of

the cylinder the tubular and bell-shaped piston, e, is situated. The
hollow piston-rod, d, is screwed into the upper part of the piston, and
the leather flap valve, e, is held firmly between these two parts by the

gripping action of the screw.

The lower part of the piston-rod, d, is tubular, and a small leather-

packed piston, /, is fitted to the rod, carrying at its lower end the
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valve, h. A part of the rod above the valve, /;, is encircled by a

helical spring, the use of which will presently be made clear. The
upper cover of the cyliuder is provided with an air escape valve, i, which

is immersed in a reservoir of oil to insure its tightness, and the air

extracted from the receiver escapes through the small hole, o. The
cup and tube, h, are used for supplying the liquid to the cylinder.

To prepare the apparatus for work, the upper cover of the cylinder

is taken off and the cock, I, opened. The fluid is then poured

down the tube, k, into the cylinder, until the piston is completely

covered ; the cover being replaced and the cock shut, the apparatus is

ready for action. On moving the piston upwards, the valve, h, would,

if free, be also drawn up by the friction of the small piston, f, in the

tubular piston-rod. The spring, m, however, is of greater length than

the distance between the under side of the piston, c, and the valve, ft,

when the piston is at its lowest position ; consequently the spring, rn, is

compressed until the piston, c, is raised through a distance corresponding

to the length of the spring. Being in this state, the elasticity of the

spring overcomes the tendency to raise the valve, h, produced by the

friction of the small piston, /; the valve, Ii, is therefore maintained close

against its seat until the elasticity of the spring ceases to act, or, in other

words, until the piston, c, is elevated through a distance equal to the

spring length, on arriving at which point the valve, h, begins to rise.

The foregoing arrangement of the spring and valve is necessary for the

following reason :—If the valve were free to rise, the apparatus being

charged with oil, some of it would flow through the valve opening, and

enter the tube leading to the receiver, into which it might pass. As
the piston, however, is raised higher, its tubular part being gradually

emerged from the annular space in the lower parts of the cylinder, the

level of the oil under the piston is lowered, the space for holding the

liquid being gradually enlarged, so that the valve is left uncovered by
it. The apparatus is shown in the figure in the position of inaction of

the spring, and with the valve open.

Before raising the piston the space below it is completely full of oil,

and the joints through which air might intrude are all covered with

this liquid ; consequently, the space left by the motion of the piston

must remain perfectly empty, at least as regards air; for Mr. Gill

remarks—" It is possible that even fixed oils might emit vapour of

exceedingly low tension." The vacuous space below the piston being

now in communication with the receiver through the tube, n, becomes

filled with air more or less rarefied ; at the same time the air contained

in the upper part of the cylinder being compressed by the ascent of

the piston, raises the valve, i, and escapes into the atmosphere through

the aperture, e. As the pressure above the piston is greater than that

below it, a small leakage of oil takes place downwards through the

interstice round the little piston-rod, and dropping upon the shield

attached to the valve, h, falls into the annular space, and there accum-

ulates during the ascent of the piston. The interstice for leakage

allows only a small quantity of oil to pass ; otherwise the valve, h,

might be overflowed before the piston begins to descend, and conse-

quently before the valve was closed. It will be seen that in every part

of the piston's motion its lower edge is immersed in the oil, which pre-

vents any lodgment of air between it and the sides of the cylinder.

At the commencement of the downward motion of the piston, the

valve, h, is closed immediately by its piston, /, and the valve, i, is

closed by its own weight and the atmospheric pressure ; the space below

the piston becomes smaller and smaller as the piston descends ; at the

beginning of the upward stroke all the space below the piston was full

of oil, and during the up-stroke more oil has passed down into the

annular space ; the consequence is, that when the piston reaches the

bottom of its stroke, the space below being completely full, it is evident

that the air extracted from the receiver must be completely expelled

through the apertures, e e, together with that small quantity of oil

which passed downwards through the insterstice around the rod,

during the ascent of the piston. The space below the piston is thus

infinitesimally reduced, and consequently the air is completely expelled,

however rarefied it may have been on entering from the receiver ; and

it follows that the ascent of the piston will again leave a space perfectly

empty, so that air will continue to flow into it from the receiver so long

as it has a pressure sufficient to overcome its own inertia and that of

the resistance £ ; and the action of the pump will continue, perhaps,

for an indefinite number of strokes, so that the pressure in the receiver

must soon fall so low as to become inappreciable to the most delicate

instruments.

2 G
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Mr. Gill prefers that all the metallic parts of the pump
should be made of iron, as brass or bronze would be

rapidly corroded by the oil. As a slight leakage down-

wards takes plane through the piston at each ascending

stroke, it is unnecessary that the piston should fit perfectly

to the cylinder, so that a fair metallic fit without any

packing is sufficient.

Without, then, at all endorsing what Mr. Gill has done

as perfection in air-pump construction, we venture to predict

it a considerable improvement upon the common air-pump
;

although we are informed, upon reliable authority, that the

mercurial air-pumps used .for filling the Geissler tubes,

and that recently contrived by Dr. ltobinson, of Armagh,

leave nothing to be desired.—V. D.

FEED ARRANGEMENT FOR INTERNALLY
FIRED BOILERS.

As so many injurious consequences are continually occur-

ring either through defective apparatus, or the improper

position of such apparatus for feeding boilers, we deem it

of much importance to our readers to bring under their

notice the arrangement and position of a very essential

boiler appendage, as now recommended by the " Associa-

tion for the Prevention of Steam Boiler Explosions."

The recommendations of this Association on the points

now to be considered have been thoroughly tested.

In the engravings, which are drawn on a large scale

so as to be as intelligible as possible, fig. 1 is a longi-

tudinal section of an ordinary Lancashire boiler, to which

the improved feed apparatus is shown applied ; fig. 2 being

a half end elevation corresponding to fig. 1 ; figs. 3 and

4 being respectively an enlarged transverse section and

side elevation of the feed-box and connection.

In this arrangement the feed-box is fixed to the front

end plate of the boiler, a little above the level of the furnace

crowns, having attached to it a pipe passing into the inside

of the boiler, and extending horizontally for about 15 feet,

being blanked up at the end, and perforated with small

holes for a distance of 5 feet from the end. The feed-

box ma)' be fixed either at the right or left hand side of

the front end plate, as may be found most convenient, but

it is important that the horizontal internal pipe should be

only a few inches below the surface of the water, and above

the level of the furnace crowns.

There are two main features in this arrangement. First,

the position of the feed-box ; secondly, the delivery of the

feed near to the surface of the water in the boiler, and

above the level of the furnace crowns, by means of a

horizontal internal perforated pipe. The advantages of

these are as follows :

—

1. The position of the feed-box. It is very custom-

ary to fix the feed-box on the top of the boiler, where

it is out of the immediate reach of the attendant where
standing at his fires, and involves his climbing up to the

top of the boiler to get at it. It is therefore much more
convenient when placed at the front of the boiler. AVhen
however, this is done, the feed-box is sometimes placed

immediately on the level of the floor plate, or only a few

inches above it, when it is apt to be covered with ashes,

and cannot be kept in clean condition, When placed,

however, above the furnace crowns as recommended, il

leaves the firing floor perfectly free, is out of the way of

the ashes, can without difficulty be kept clean, and is more
accessible for the atteudant, who can hear the valve beat

at every stroke, and regulate its lift at pleasure, without

stooping or leaving his post in front of the glass gauges
and furnaces.

2. The delivery of the feed near to the surface

of the water in the boiler, and above the level of the
furnace crowns, by means of a horizontal internal per-

forated pipe. There are two serious objections to the
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very general plan of introducing the feed at the bottom of a boiler.

First, it tends to contract the plates at the bottom of the boiler, and
thus strains the transverse seams of rivets, very frequently rending the

plates from rivet hole to rivet hole. This is less liable to occur when

Fi<r. 3

the feed is heated ; but though it may be brought up to a tempera-
ture even of 200°, yet the water in the boiler, with steam at a pressure
of 50 or 60 lbs., would be 100° hotter. The delivery of the feed at the
surface of the water by means of a perforated pipe meets this difficulty.

of the shell, and a considerable reduction of the risk of laying bare
furnace crowns at night times through leakage from the back-pressure
valves.—V. D.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE GRANARIES.
Great granaries are probably not now, in England at least, of the vast

importance that it was once thought they must become, as one of the

indispensable implements of that which is at once the heaviest carrying
trade in the world and the most directly important to mankind—the

great trade in corn.

But the means of storing for longer or for shorter periods vast masses
of grain will never cease to be a matter of moment ; for however much
the abolition of the corn laws and free trade, with our increased powers
of transport by sea and land, and the ever-growing breadth of new sown
corn land in America and Australia, &c, have already and must con-
tinue to equalize the fluctuations of price due to climate and bad seasons,

&c, there will always be countries where it would even be the part of

governments to preserve great magazines of grain against times of

recurring famine, and where even private merchants might perhaps find

it worth while to do so ; in addition to which the warlike requirements

of great military powers will always make the temporary accumulation
and preservation, for longer or shorter periods, of great stores of grain,

indispensable to them. In addition to this, it may be said that a really

efficient system of storing grain on shore is almost a needful complement
to our means of bringing it by sea from great distances ; for the grain,

always more or less injured in the ship's hold, or set into a state to be
afterwards injured, is thus capable of being restored to its safe condition,

and, in a word, of being rendered a more merchantable article.

We have often wondered in what sort of granaries it was that Joseph
(Pharaoh's prime minister) stored the grain of Egypt during the seven
years of plenty, when the quantity was so large that at last " he left off

numbering." Assuming the narrative historically true, it is well enough
known that so dry is the atmosphere of Egypt that almost any dark
receptacle will there keep grain sound and free from malting for an
indefinite time. But in great masses the grain must be moved and
turned over now and then or microscopic fungoid growths commence,
and it gets musty. This may have been done in Egypt by plenty of

slave labour, perhaps.

In fact, so well does grain in any moderate volume keep in a dry
climate, that some forty-five years ago or so, there were discovered at

Malta a number of the Pozzi or oven-like receptacles in which the

knights of Malta maintained their supplies against the chances of siege.

The ' water enters in a shower, so that it does not

impinge on any part locally, and before it reaches the

bottom of the boiler is so intermingled with the other

water that it gains the same temperature, and thus does

not strain the plates by unequal contraction.

The second objection to introducing the feed at the

bottom of a boiler is, that, in consequence of this,

boilers are frequently drained almost empty when the

fires are left banked up at night-time, in case of any
derangement of the feed back-pressure valve, such as a piece of chip or

dirt getting on to the seat, or the valve being worn so as not to be tight,

&c., &c. From this cause frequent cases of injury to furnace crowns

are met with. "When the feed inlet is above the level of the furnace

crowns, it cannot empty the boiler lower than its own level, and thus

cannot lay the furnace crowns bare.

The advantages of this arrangement, therefore, are—Accessibility of

the feed-box for keeping it clean, as well as for opening and closing the

valve, &c. ; also the prevention of transverse seam-rending at the bottom

Some of these were found full of perfectly good and sound Egyptian

wheat, which there was reason to believe had been stored there for

more than 400 years.

But in more northern and damp climates these simple methods of

storage do not answer—grain to be kept in any quantity must be

ventilated freely, dried when necessary, and turned over continually.

With these facts well known it is one more wonderful instance of tLe

way in which old notions cling in practice, to find that the large granaries

built by some of our great railway companies within even a few years

past, consist simply of so many wood-floored lofts, and that the corn is

turned over with the shovel by men's hands, as it was 200 years ago.

There are many parts of India in which the establishment of great rice

granaries would be the means of saving the lives of tens of thousands

—

as at the present moment in Orissa. With another view, namely, that

of affording the means to merchants of housing and drying their grain

upon a great scale, and putting it into a fit condition for shipment,

and delaying shipment to suitable times, after the wheat has come clown

the Vistula from Poland on the rude rafts on which it is transported from

the great corn-growing plains of the interior—the Russian government

has within the last few years constructed some enormous granaries at

the mouth of that river, as well as at its junction with the Narev and Bug.

We have not been able to learn what mechanical arrangements, if any,

have been therein adopted for turning over the grain. Many years ago,

too, the elder King Bomba of Naples caused to be constructed just

outside the Porta del Carmine at Naples (near where Mr. Guppy has
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established his iron works), an enormous range of Granite, or granaries :

these are now used as barracks for Bersaglieri.

The policy of their establishment i3 said to have been based upon

the view, that by investing the state money or bis own royal funds in

corn in cheap years, and here preserving it until times of dearness or of

dearth, his majesty would be able to make a handsome profit from his

needy and starving subjects, under pretence of helping them in their

necessity—a truly characteristic trait of the paternal notions of these

imbecile hereditary tyrants. With the exception of some arrangements

for hoisting the grain, these granile are nothing but vast lofts, divided

by walls and staircases. They never answered their purpose, nor even

were fairly tried ; for the same folly and baseness that suggested the

project, always kept Bomba's pocket so poor that he never could or

would spare capital enough to fill his stores.

The Austrian government, also, before the late war, had commenced

the construction, upon a very grand scale, of granaries for military

purposes at Brack and at Verona—each of these being capable of

stowing from 30,000 to 40,000 quarters of wheat. One of these

granaries, that at Verona, has been examined by the military corres-

pondent of the Times, who has given a clear and lively sketch of the

arrangements, of which the following is an extract :

—

" In spite of her deficiency in funds, Austria manages these matters

in a truly imperial style, and the provision stores and bakeries, which

I visited yesterday, are well worth attention, though they are not quite

finished, and have not yet disburdened the impromptu granaries of their

unaccustomed stores.

" Near the Porta Vescovo certain buildings have been erected by the

military engineers, showing, like all Austrian military edifices, consider-

able architectural grandeur, and containing huge receptacles for grain,

together with all the arrangements necessary for supplying fresh bread

daily for 40,000 men.
" Every one knows how difficult it is to preserve grain for a long period

from damp, worms, rats, and other " small deer," and a system that

will effect this is worth much expense when this is compared with the

value of the lives that depend on a due supply of wholesome food. The
leservoirs intended to contain the corn are 130 in number, each of them

being 42 feej (Austrian) in height and 7 square, made of iron plate

pierced with small holes all over its surface. A hollow cylinder of the

same metal, also pierced with holes, runs up the ceutre of each reservoir,

and communicates at the bottom with a tube through which a blast of

air can be driven by a fan when required. I was informed that each

reservoir will contain 1000 measures of 45 lb. When a new supply of

grain is to be brought in it is run into the establishment in railway

trucks, and the sacks are emptied into square receptacles consisting of

large iron boxes let into the ground, and from this time forth the food

is touched by no hand of man till it is taken hot out of the oven in the

form of the excellent bread supplied to the soldier. To carry the corn

to the top of the reservoirs an endless leather band, covered on its

exterior surface with a number of small buckets, is employed. The
apparatus on this principle most familiar to the general reader is pro-

bably the machine used to clear the channel of a river from mud. As
the band revolves by the action of a steam-engine each bucket scrapes

up its share of grain and conveys it to the top of the house, dropping

it into long iron troughs, which pass over the tops of all the reservoirs.

" In each trough works an Archimedian screw, which passes on the

corn without ceasing to its furthest end, or drops it into any selected

reservoir by the opening of a small door in the bottom of the trough.

There is, of course, a door above each reservoir. When one is filled

its door is shut and the next opened, and so on. If the wheat or oats

are dry and clean when put in, the natural circulation of air through

the centre shaft and the holes in the exterior of the iron reservoir cases

is sufficient to preserve it for some time ; but if more drying is needed,

or if it be required to guard against worms, &c, the top of the centre

is closed and air blown into it from underneath. The draught having

no means of exit except through the numerous small holes, is thus driven

through the corn, and not only dries it but creates such a vibration as

to render the life of any worms that may be in it such a burden to them
that they cannot enjoy domestic ease nor bring up their young, but are

driven, Tantalus like, to despair in the midst of plenty.

" But even this is not considered sufficient. The great weight in each
reservoir might cake some of the corn at the bottom, and in any case a
little circulation is good for it, so shutters are provided at the bottom
of the reservoirs near the ground to let out the corn when nccessarv.

Spouts under the shutters convey the grain into troughs with Archi-

median screws, and these lead it, tumbling over and over, to the endless

band and buckets which raise it again to the top, where it goes through

the usual routine, having been well mixed on its way. Then there are

steam mills for grinding, steam apparatus for mixing the dough, and
small carriages to run the bread into the ovens, of which there

are twelve."

Although the form of description shows that the writer is not very

familiar with " elevators " and " screw creepers " and such like now
commonplace gear of our well appointed corn mills, as here employed
for another though analogous end, still the sketch is clear enough.

In reference to it the secretary of " the Patent Ventilating Granary

Company (Limited)," 16 Corn Exchange Chambers, London, has

addressed a letter to the Times, in which it is stated that those Austrian

granaries have been constructed upon the system patented by M.
Alexandre Devaux, of 62 King William Street, City, whose patent, it

seems, has been made over to this company, by whom a granary upon

the plan has been erected at Rotherhithe, capable of holding 50,000

quarters. It is added that since this granary was opened in the

June of last year, its value has been tested in bringing into good con-

dition, quickly and cheaply, parcels of grain arriving after long sea

voyage in heated condition, as well as by well storing sound grain.

It is also stated that a considerable granary of the same sort has been

erected at Liverpool, and that one of the great capacity of 100,000

quarters has been constructed at Trieste by the Lombardo-Venetian

Railway Company, which is working satisfactorily.

All this we should be prepared to expect from the system described,

and are glad to learn -
, but we must take leave to express our great

doubts as to there being any patentable novelty whatever in M. Devaux's

arrangements.

The principle upon which they rest, or, to speak more exactly, the

general ideas which have been patented and carried out by M. Devaux,

appear to have been completely anticipated years since by one of the

most inventive men who have settled from abroad in this country, Mr.

John George Bodmer, mechanical engineer, well known for his many
and highly remarkable improvements in tools, spinning and weaving

machinery, &c., &c.

Mr. Bodmer's notions were not mere generalities casually uttered

;

his plans for mechanical granaries for the storing and preserving of

grain were fully matured, and in the form of complete working drawings

were, with an ably written memoir, presented to the Society of Arts,

Adelphi, in 1845-46 ; and an abstract of the memoir, together with

engravings of his drawings, have been published in Newton's Patent

Journal for 1846, and we believe also in the Transactions of the Society

of Arts.

Mr. Bodmer there states that as long ago as 1817, being in the German

public service, he proposed the erection of granaries composed of large

slowly revolving iron cylinders, with radial vanes projecting internally

to turn over the grain. This plan, which we may mention has been in

various forms proposed by different inventors, appears never to have

been carried out for granary purposes, though the same sort of apparatus

has been advantageously employed in corn mills (as suggested by Bod-

mer) for " scouring " and moistening the skin of wheat before its being

delivered to the " shelling stones."

M. Vallery, a French engineer, improved upon this plan, and it

appears executed some large granaries upon his designs, and it is said

to have answered well by a M. Thomas, who officially examined and

reported upon the arrangement, some short time after 1836. One por-

tion of the plans both of Bodmer aud Vallery consisted in the introduc-

tion of a fan blast into the interior of the large cylinders, to which latter

slow revolution was at intervals given to agitate the grain.

If we be not mistaken, parties connected with the corn trade in

Ireland, about twelve or fifteen years ago, became interested in arrange-

ments both for storing and for cleansing grain of a character very

analogous to the preceding.

M. Thomas has published a very valuable compilation of statistical

information, embracing the whole subject of the bearings of fluctuating

harvests upon the storing of grain, the cost of storage, loss in turning

over, &c, &c. ; and prior to 1845 had proposed the formation of granary

companies for the storage of grain on M. Vallery's plans all over France.

One very curious fact (if fact it be, for a larger basis than France and

Central Europe) deduced by M. Thomas is this, that upon the average

deduced from a long series, in every seven years there are two very
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good grain harvests, four average ones, and one bad one. To those

who may be specially interested, we commend the perusal of M.

Thomas' work, now, we believe, scarce.

Mr. Bodmer described to the Society of Arts three distinct forms of

mechanical granary—namely, 1. His revolving iron cylinders and air

blast ; 2. A plan whereby a ladder of elevating buckets, driven by

power and arranged in framework, was made to traverse slowly from

end to end of a large, lofty, and long loft, picking up the grain from

one side of a great continuous heap, and dropping it behind into a heap

again, as the machine advanced upon rails on top of the side walls like

a traveller crane. The greatest depth of corn here was limited by the

angle of repose of the grain to about 30 feet. The floor of the granary

thus arranged was intended to be perforated, and to deliver streams of

dry air into and around the grain.

The principal and really most valuable of Mr. Bodmer's arrange-

ments is, however, the third. According to this, the granary consists

of a vast rectangular cancellated building of brickwork, consisting of

double ranges of square bins or chambers, each 60 feet square, and 60

to 70 feet deep, open at top, but formed at bottom into the shape of

an inverted frustum of a four-sided pyramid. Each such bin holds

22,000 quarters of grain, or the whole granary of 36 such as shown in

the drawings, .800,000 quarters. The brick divisions of these bins

terminate above level with the outer walls, upon which a roof rests

covering the whole, but leaving free circulation over all the bins.

These bins are arranged in double rows, back to back, and between

every second row a narrow alley is preserved from top to bottom.

In this traverses a chain of buckets, which is so arranged that it can

take up com discharged from the shoots and apertures provided in the

hopper bottom of any one bin at either side, and discharge it back over

the top into the same bin, or into any other one of either range. With-

out figures in illustration, it would be useless to go into the details of

Mr. Bodmer's machinery for effecting this.

Beneath the brick arching and piers, constituting the hopper-shaped

bases of the bins, runs a complete system of air flues, all leading into

one common termination, where means are provided for warming and

drying air in great volumes, and driving it by power (fan, blast, or

cylinder) through the grain and all about it.

Such is very briefly Bodmer's plan ; and unless the substitution of

iron for brick in the formation of the bins is to be viewed as essential,

we do not see much in which it does not anticipate M. Devaux's

arrangement.

Unless it be a fact that the mere contact of live grain with dry brick

or plaster has a tendency to make it grow, owing to the earthy character

of such wall material, to a greater degree than contact with metallic

iron, we are unable to see any special advantage for this use of iron

over brickwork ; and structurally we should much prefer the latter upon

a large scale. We are not aware whether any experimental knowledge

exists as to the facts of this question of botanical physiology, upon which,

therefore, it would be vain to speculate. We should not beforehand

expect any difference in effect on the grain, the iron and the brick being

assumed both quite dry. The iron cannot absorb moisture, which in

damp weather the brick may and render it latent, until again desiccated

out by drier air. But the iron can condense moisture, and undoubtedly

must do so, and so have its surface coated with moisture at sudden

changes of temperature or of hygrometric state of the atmosphere. In

our own practice we once found this a formidable objection to the iron

ceiling of a large hop store, which it became necessary to sheet all over

with wood, to prevent the actual drip now and then of the condensed

moisture on the hops.

According to the figures given by Mr. Bodmer, a quarter of grain

can be taken from a waggon or lighter into the granary, put upon the

heap, turned over 150 times per annum ; ventilated by a draft of air

the whole time ; measured or weighed, and loaded again in waggons or

lighters, at a cost of less than Qd. per quarter per annum, allowing 7

per cent, interest for the capital invested. He also states that a granary

to contain 200,000 quarters could be (in 1846) constructed at a cost

of from £40,000 to £60,000.

The conditions which, in years happily gone by, produced those

fearful fluctuations in the price of the staff of life in Great Britain have

passed away for ever. One of the great ends contemplated by the for-

mation of vast granaries based upon the old Josephian policy has, there-

fore, ceased to exist ; but, as we have already pointed out, there are

other motives that still continue to make the construction of great

granaries of the most complete and perfect character important, and

sufficiently so to justify the laying before our readers the preceding

notice.

—

Ed.

PRENTICE AND INGLIS' FURNACE FOR ANNEALING
METALLIC PLATES.

Hithetito it appears to have been the practice to anneal thin sheet-

iron plates in ponderous cast-iron boxes, which are placed in a large

open-mouthed furnace, wherein the flames and heated gases issuing

from the fuel play around the

boxes containing the plates to

be annealed.

Messrs. Prentice and Inglis'

statement of the saving they

effect at their works appears to

be so enormous, that we con-

sider their furnace and the facts

concerning quite worthy of

notice.

The advantages asserted to

be derived from its use are, that

a saving of about £1000 per

annum upon each of their

furnaces is effected, as will be

seen from their statement at

the end of this paper ; the very costly annealing boxes are dispensed

with, and the attendant labour is greatly lessened.

The furnace is exceedingly simple and inexpensive in construction

as well as maintenance ; it is composed of brick, and at one end or side

is placed a set of fire-places or furnaces ; from these flues extend

under and over an arched chamber, and the heat from the flues is thus

conveyed to raise the chamber to the requisite temperature. At one

side of the furnace a

baked earthen tube is Fig- 3.

inserted, and into this

a plate of glass or mica

is placed, by looking

through which the

state of the furnace

at any time may be

ascertained.

Fig. 1 is a transverse

section of the furnace,

taken about midway of

its length. Fig. 2 is

a full side elevation,

corresponding to fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a sectional plan on the line A b, fig. 1 ; and fig. 4 is a sectional

plan on the line, C d, fig. 1 . In all the figures, the body, A, of the

furnace is that in which the plates to be annealed are placed. The fire

for heating the same is placed on the grates, b, and the heat is led
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therefrom by means of the flues, C, which surround the body of the

furnace ; the waste products of combustion passing through into the

chimney.

Upon referring to figs. 1 and 3, it will be seen that the body of the

furnace is double-cased, as at a and 6, and that between the two casings

a space, c, is left, into which sand or any other slow heat-conducting

material is placed. The arched top of the body of the furnace is also

covered with sand, and a metal plate may be placed over this top

covering to prevent the action of the draught causing its disturbance.

The use of the sand is chiefly to render the body of the furnace perfectly

air-tight during the annealing process j it also tends to confine the heat

when it has reached the

Fig. 4. plates, at the same time

preventing the anneal-

ing chamber becoming

too rapidly hot, or cool-

ing too rapidly.

In fig. 2, o are the

firing doors ; and in fig.

1, e represents, in cross

section, a malleable iron

ringfor holding together

the inner casing of the

furnace body. In addi-

tion to using the sand

around the top and sides
D B B

of the furnace body, it

may also be placed between the bottom of the body and the flue. An
iron plate may also be laid on the sand, so as to provide a perfectly

level floor for the plates to rest upon.

In order to obtain the best results with thin plates, such as are

employed for being tinned or galvanized, it is found advantageous to

fire the furnace for about two hours previous to the insertion of the

charge, so as to completely dry it. The charging door or inlet being

now open, the plates to be annealed are piled or laid in the body, A,

one above tho other, until the body is filled. As soon as this is done

the opening in front is bricked up, as represented in the part //in
fig. 3, and the tube containing the plate of glass or mica is built in along

with the brickwork in front. The charge is now allowed to remain

until the plates have attained a low red heat, at which point the firing

is stopped ; the furnace is now allowed to cool down, and the plates are

withdrawn usually about twenty-four hours after the firing has ceased.

The following statement shows Messrs. Prentice and Inglis' state-

ment of the relative cost of material for annealing 20 tons sheet iron

per week, between the old and the new systems :

—

OLD SYSTEM.

10 boxes, containing about 2 tons each, consume li ton coal per

heat = 15 tons at 12s., "
At) i;

Depreciation of boxes, allowing that they stand the fire without giving

way, say at the rate of £1 10s. per heat, 15 li (I

Tear and wear of three annealing furnaces of the ordinary description

required to turn out the quantity of 20 tons per week, . . 10
£25

NEW SYSTEM.

2 charges of the furnace, about 10 tons each, consume 1^ ton of coal

per heat = 3 tons at 12s., £1 1G
Patentee's license for each furnace, <£4 per week, 4
Tear and wear of furnace, 040

£0

Thus showing a saving in cost of £19 per week (nearly £1000 per

annum) for every weekly output of 20 tons of annealed sheets, and
this without running the risk of losing boxes in consequence of their

giving way in the furnace from the heat ; the saving in labour will also

be very material. The expense of erecting one of the new patent fur-

naces is the same as one of tho kind now in use, and one of the new
furnaces is capable of turning out 20 tons per week, while it would

require three furnaces of the old sort to do the same quantity with

the use of annealing boxes.

The foregoing are results which, if fully realised—and we have the

statement in Messrs. Prentice & Inglis' own handwriting—the thin

plate annealing trade should quickly open their eyes too.—V. D.

RIVER STEAMERS FOR HIGH SPEEDS.

The Americans, who for a long time have taken to themselves the

credit of building the fastest, biggest, safest, and most comfortable river

steamboats that our fair world has produced, appear by no means
intending to stand still in the development of their particular genius for

this art. The last project that reaches us is that of Mr. H. B. Wilson,

of New York, whose name we fancy we recognize as the author of a

treatise on the " Science of Shipbuilding," published in London in 1863.

This project is to build the hull, engines, boilers, paddle-wheels, and

shafts, entirely of Bessemer steel, the boat when finished being intended

for the New York and Albany passenger traffic. It is intended that she

shall be what the Yankees call a "double ender" of the following

dimensions. Length, 450 feet; breadth, 45 feet; depth, 13 feet; and
draught, 4 feet. The displacement is 1760 tons, nett ; engine-power,

10,000 horses (indicated) ; estimated speed, 30 to 32 statute miles per

hour. The designer, one of the many who have endeavoured to clear

up the complicated questions of the laws of resistance to bodies moved
or propelled through water, and his experience and mode of reasoning

lead him to conclude that the resistance is made up of three distinct

elements, namely, the head resistance, the frictional, and negative.

The first is the opposition offered to the progress of the vessel by the

body of water lying in front of her largest immersed cross section, which
is raised above the surface when she reaches a certain speed, say of 8
or 10 miles an hour. The second is the rubbing of the particles of

water composing the mass against the immersed surfaces ; and the third

is the adhesion of these particles to the after part or run of the vessel,

which like head resistance is increased or diminished according to the

coarseness or fineness of her lines. All these kinds of resistance are like-

wise increased or diminished by the depth of immersion. The law in

regard to this is assumed to be one of simple arithmetical progression

—

that is, assuming the resistance to be represented by 1 at the first foot,

it will be 2 at the second, and so on. Hence, if the author's conclusions

are correct, the importance of light draught in securing high speed. Our

illustration, which is a perspective view of the steamer, is from a recent

part of the American Artizan. In constructing her of steel the designer

calculates upon saving about 1000 tons, as compared with wooden hull

and engines chiefly constructed of iron ; although it does not appear to be

stated what the saving in weight over a similar vessel made oiiron would

be. In his treatise Mr. Wilson argues that the estimates for frictional

resistance ought to be made on the entire immersed surfaces, without
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regard to the form of the vessel, and as if they were all moving in

parallel lines to the ship's keel or course, and the entire balance of resist-

ance should be chargeable to displacement and replacement, or to head

and negative resistance ; the fineness of the lines of entrance and clearance

may then be considered as going in mitigation of those kinds of resist-

ance. The steamer is to be divided into five water-tight compartments,

and by increasing the number of boilers, and building them of steel, a

degree of security is expected to be obtained that will materially add

to the commercial success of the undertaking. Mr. Wilson thinks he

can obtain a speed of 30 statute miles an hour for his boat, and that

with smooth surfaces and such extremely fine lines, and with the power

estimated, she will considerably exceed that speed. It is calculated

that the vessel will make the trip to Albany in five hours, and run

" round trips " daily—leaving New York in the morning and returning

in the evening, and calling at one or two intermediate points. Her
accommodations are to be for 1000 passengers, and of a very superior

character. We in this country shall look forward to the realization of

this American problem, for we are informed on good authority that the

designer has confided his proposals to those who are capable of carry-

ing them into existence.—V. D.

THEORY OF THE DRIVING-BELT.
By Edward Sang, C.E., F.R.S.E.

part ii. — its action. (Continued.)

Having now examined what may be called the statical part of our

subject, and ascertained the relation between the resistance to be over-

come and the length of the belt, I proceed to consider those phenomena
which attend the continuous motion of the apparatus.

It at once follows from the continuity of the belt, that if the resist-

ance remain unchanged, equal quantities must pass over with the

circumferences of both wheels. Now it is wrapped upon the driving

in a more distended state than upon the driven wheel, so that the linear

velocity of the latter must be less than that of the former. If b be the

entire quantity of belt which has passed a given point, the distances

traversed by the driving and driven wheels must have been b (1 -f- h s)

and B (1 -+- /-• s), respectively. Now the force, or quantity of work done,

is the product of the resistance by the distance passed over; so that the

force given out by the driver must have been B (s— s) (1 + k s), while

that communicated to the pulley has only been b (s— s) (1 -j- k s).

Hence a belt does not transmit the whole of the force delivered to it.

The origin and nature of this loss have not, so far as I am aware, ever

been adverted to, and on this account I shall examine it the more
minutely.

Subtracting the second expression from the first, and replacing for

x
k its equivalent —, we have,

Loss of force B-(S- sf.

From this it appears that the loss of force is directly proportional to

the extensibility of the material of the belt, and inversely to the weight

of a given length of it : and hence the advantage of using a material not

easily stretched, and also, with a limitation to be hereafter noticed,

heavy rather than light belts.

Again, if we have to create a given tension, we may, by augmenting
the diameters of both wheels proportionally, reduce 8— s ; for example,
with double diameters we should have s— s halved, and its square

quartered, but then the belt would pass with double speed, so that,

taking all into account, the loss of force would be halved, provided the

strength of the belt be not changed. Hence we have these maxims :

—

The loss of force is directly proportional to the specific extensibility

of the material, inversely proportional to the weight of one foot of the

belt, and also inversely proportional to the diameters of the wheels

when their ratio and the work to be done are fixed.

The only absorbent of this lost force is the friction of the belt upon
the surfaces of the two weeels. In order to compute the amount of this

friction, let a be strain at any part of the arc over which the slipping
T> -r>

takes place, and— the quantitative velocity of the belt, then — (1 + k e)

is the linear velocity of that part of the belt, while — (1 + k s) is the
x

velocity of the surface of the wheel, so that the rate of slipping must be

— k (s — a). Now the friction on an element of the arc is necessarily

d <s, so that — k (s— a) f? <r is the rate at which force is absorbed by

friction upon this element. Integrating from <r=s to <r= s, and

extending the computation over the whole time, the force lost by friction

on the wheel is £ B k (s— s)
2

: that consumed by friction on the pulley

is also £ b k (s — s)
2

; and thus the total loss is b k (s— s)
2

,
precisely

what we found by comparing the velocities of the two wheels. We
may observe here that the same result would have been found although

any other law of friction or of extensibility had been assumed ; and it

is also worthy of notice that this force has been distributed equally

between the two wheels, irrespective of their diameters.

The amount of force delivered to the driver is (S — s) (1 + k s) B,

but the whole of this is not communicated to the free parts of the belt,

a portion (s — s) ^ B k being previously absorbed by friction on the

surface of the driver. The force received by the free Darts of the

belt, and by them transmitted to the pulley, is thus,

of this, again, a second portion J B k (S— s) is intercepted by the

friction on the surface, and only

B (S — s) (1 + k s)

communicated to the shaft of the pulley.

In the above formula for the force actually transmitted along the

free parts of the belt, we may observe that the last factor is, for all

practical purposes, a constant quantity for a given belt when once put

on ; for although the apparatus may encounter a variety of resistances

S— s, the sum of the two tensions S and s, hardly varies.

Now the distances passed over by the circumferences of the two
wheels are susceptible of easy measurement ; let us suppose that, in the

time t, these distances have been found to be d and d ; then we shall

have

D = B (I + k S) ; d = B (1 + k s),

whence

S— s = -^-;B(l+/,-T-j=^- ;

so that the force transmitted through the free parts of the belt is

D — d V±d.
k 2 B

In perfect strictness this formula is only true if the tensions remaiii

uniform during the whole time, for the last factor ——— varies slightly

with the resistance to be overcome. In practice, however, this factor

scarcely differs from — , and the error of substituting this latter for it is

contained within very narrow and ascertainable limits ; hence we may
assume, for all practical purposes, the formula

L v>
Transmitted force = (D— d) — • — >

Q x

the measurements extend.

The entire loss of force in the same time is

2
(D— df L w
D + d Q x

one-half being lost at each surface.

Knowing, then, the specific extensibility of the material which is

denoted by x, and w the weight of a linear unit of the belt used, we are

prepared to register the amount of force actually transmitted by it. For

this purpose, we bring the edges of two light pulleys to bear gently upon

the two free parts of the belt so as to register the distances through

which they move, and then the differences between these distances is

proportional to the transmitted force.

Even although the belt be not quite uniform in thickness this method

of registration still answers, particularly if the values of x and w bo

determined by experiments made on the whole length of the actual belt.
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Hitherto we have reasoned as if the belt had no thickness, as if the

surfaces of the pulleys were truly cylindric, and as if the material were

perfectly elastic. We haveyetto takeall these circumstances into account.

For the purpose of obviating the tendency which a flat belt has to

run off the pulleys, the surfaces of these are made convex in the direc-

tion of the axis. At first thought it would appear that such a form

would irjcrease the tendency to run off, and that a grooved or hollow

contour would rather be needed ; but a little reflection clears the matter

up. When a band of rope or of ox-gut is used the wheels are made with

deep grooves ; in these cases the roundness of the hand allows it to roll,

so to speak, down the declivity of the groove whenever the inaccurate

position of the wheels has tended to lead it out of its proper place. The

spiral motion resulting from this action is familiar to turners. Since

the pressure upon the sides of the groove is augmented in proportion to

the cosecant of the half angle, the friction is augmented in the same

proportion, and hence deep angular grooves give a better hold to the

band, and enable the lathe to run more lightly than round-bottomed

grooves do.

But when a flat belt is used, this rolling cannot take place, and the

adhesion of the surfaces causes an action which may be best explained

by help of a simple mechanical illustration.

Having provided a slightly tapered cone A b c d, let a belt e f,

be attached to its surface in a direction perpendicular to the axis; and

then let the cone be turned gently round while the tape E p, with a

Fig. 5. L„

strain upon it, is obliged to pass through a fixed aperture at P. That
side of the belt which is toward the larger end of the cone is more
rapidly taken up than the other side, and the belt, in consequence, gradu-

ally inclining from the perpendicular, runs up toward the thicker end of

the cone until the obliquity of the strain directed to F causes it to slide.

If the surfaces of the wheels were truly cylindric, and exactly

opposite to each other on parallel shafts, and if the belt were perfectly

straight and uniform, there would be no tendency to move to the one

side or to the other. But belts, and especially those of leather, are

liable to irregularities, and their joints are with difficulty made straight,

so that the two edges are not of equal length ; besides, we are uuable

to arrange machinery with perfect accuracy ; hence arises a tendency

of the belt to move aside : this tendency is corrected by the rounding

of the peripheries. The effect of this rounding is easily seen. When-
ever the belt has chanced to go to one side, that edge which is nearer

the middle of the pulley is taken up faster than the other edge, and so

the belt is soon brought into its place again. It may be here observed

that this very provision which keeps the belt in its place so long as the

machinery is in proper action, tends to throw it off whenever the resist-

ance becomes so great as to cause a slipping. The degree of rounding

of the rims depends on the character of the belts, and on the precision

with which the machinery is erected ; it can, therefore, only be ascer-

tained by experience. The rounding should be made as slight as is

consistent with security, since, as we shall see immediately, every

deviation from the cylindric form is accompanied by a loss of force.

In their progress round the wheels, the different parts of the belt are

stretched and relaxed alternately. Now, if the material were perfectly

elastic, the force expended on the distension would be reproduced on
the contraction of the belt ; but the imperfection of the elasticity pre-

vents more than a portion of this force from being restored, and hence
arise asloss, the characterand amountofwhich we may attempt toexamine.

There do not exist any series of experiments on the phenomena of

imperfect elasticity of sufficient extent or exactitude to make known the

law according to which force is lost by it. Analogy and a few experi-

ments have led to the belief that, within the limits of ordinary practice,

the force reproduced bears to that which had been expended in disturb-

ing the natural condition of the particles a ratio constant for a given
material ; but observations that I have lately made have satisfied me
that this law is far from being true, and that time has a great influence

on the phenomena. For the present, it will be enough to observe that

the loss of force will certainly be greater, the greater the disturbance of

the particles.

Now, in changing from the state of tension S to that of s, the

amount of linear disturbance is proportional inversely to the weight, w,

of a given length of the belt, and therefore, in respect of this part of

the action also, the loss of force is the less the heavier the belt is made.

So far as we have yet seen, it is preferable to use heavy belts.

When bent round the circumference of a wheel, the outer parts of

the belt are distended, the inner parts relaxed ; and supposing the sec-

tion of the belt to be rectangular, the amount of force expended in

making these changes is proportional directly to the breadth, to the

square of the thickness, and inversely to the diameter of the wheel.

Hence if two belts be of like strength, but the one broad and thin, the

other narrow and thick, the amounts of force expended in bending them

must be proportional directly to their thicknesses ; and hence the advan-

tage of using broad thin belts.

The practice of strengthening belts by rivelting on an additional

layer must be exceedingly objectionable ; indeed, it is difficult to see

how any additional strength is gained, for the outer layer must be

tight when on the wheel, and slack when free, so that, in reality, the

strength of only one layer can be available : the parts of the compound
belt are puckered and open alternately, as evinced by the crackling

noise. The proper procedure is to increase the breadth of the belt.

If,
-

as must be the case in all driving belts, the rim of the wheel be

rounded, the loss of force by flexure is augmented ; because the difference

between the radii of the middle of the outer surface, and of the edge

of the inner surface, is greater than if the rim had been cylindric ; and

hence the importance of having the rims as little rounded as possible.

If the law of imperfect elasticity were known, we could reduce these

various losses to calculation ; as it is, we can only take a limited and

very unsatisfactory view of the subject.

ON THE FLOW THROUGH APERTURES OF SOLID BODIES.

(Continued from page 74, Vol. II, Third Series.)

It has been to us a matter of much regret that any delay should have

occurred in the succession of these papers, as the subject is of so much
interest to all mechanicians and physicists. Pressure of so much
immediately important matter, having reference to passing events in

connection with the mechanics ofivarfare and other subjects, have been,

as our readers can judge for themselves, the preventive cause.

Experiments with the Matrice m,040 = 1-5748 inches.

The experiments made with this matrice are especially remarkable on

account of the production of hollow jets, as well as the regularity of the

interior surfaces of the cavity.

They are only eight in number; all the flows (ecoulements) were

made under simple circumstances, with the exception of a single

specimen of twenty plates on the 22nd July, in which the experi-

mental block was, after compression, preserved to a final height of
m-028 = 1'1029 inches. It must also be mentioned that the central

cavities are always produced either from the commencement, for the

experiments which have reference to but a small number of plates, or

at the end of the flow (ecoulement) when the original height of the block

was sufficiently reduced. This last was the result arrived at after the

27th July in the principal experiment wherein the experimental block

consisted of thirty plates.

Fig. 7 represents the results obtained on July 27 with four plates.

It is a fact worth remarking in these special experiments that the wall

of the cavity (poche), m n p, coincides concentrically with the upper

face of the outside plate.

Date of No. of Original Height of the Length of the Jets

Experiments. Plates. Experimental Blocks. Obtained.

Millimetres. Inches. Millimetres Inches.

July 27, 2 6-0 2358 390 1-532

October 23, 3 9-0 •3537 520 2-043

Julv 27, . . 4 120 •4516 75-0 2-947
" 15-0 •5895 72-0 2-829

October 17, 8 24 •9432 127-0 4-991

July 22, . . 10 310 1 218 141-0 5-541

" . . 20 62-0 2-436 2(12-2 7-946

" 27, . . 30 90-0 3537 500-0 19-650
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En resume, the thirty-two experiments made upon lead with a matricc
m -100 = 3-937 inches diameter, are represented by thirty-one samples,

which have all been laid before the Academy. The other metals are

not capable of being submitted to similar trials but on a less scale.

Series
m '050 = 1-9685 inches in Diameter.

Two sets of apparatus of this diameter were constructed, one of

them being specially arranged for the experiments made by means of

hammer blows.

Some experiments under the present head were also made with

matrices m-020 =-7S74 inches in diameter, which same dies were also

used for trials on tbe harder metals, tin, copper, and silver.

Fig. 7.

The tin was found to flow in a similar manner to lead, but it required,

under similar circumstances, a pressure about twice that which was
found necessary to act similarly on the latter. Copper under the same
dimensions is modified a little in form or sbape, and in order that these

modifications of this metal may be of exactly the same order as those

obtained with softer metals, the preceding results are so far not con-

sidered conclusive. The silver employed has been alloyed with ^y~j
pts. of zinc, as proposed by 51. Peligot.

The experimental plates were prepared in the workshops of 5151.

Christofle and Co., were exceedingly malleable, and produced a very

regular jet wben acted upon by the press.

The following table gives a general view of all the experiments made
with matrices m-050 = 1-9G85 inches diameter :

—

Date of
Experiments.

No. of
Plates.

Original Thickness
of Block.

Length of Jets
Produced after

Experiments.

Compressing
Apparatus
employed.

Experiments £ith Lead

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

October 10,

Sept. 29, .

u

1

3

5

3-0

9-3

20-0

•1179

3656
•786

462
56-6

121-8

1-650

2-226

4-789
J

Experiments with Tin.

October 15, 1 4 •1572 55-0 2-17

Sept. 2, . 2 8 •3144 16-9 665
" 3, . 2 8 •3144 40-0 1-572
" 8, . 2 8-5 •3340 367 1-442
" 16, . 3 12-0 •4716 59-7 2 347
" 21, . O 20 •7860 119-6 3-700

Sept. 2,

" 5,

October 10,
|

Experiments with Copper

1 4-0 •1572 0-42 •0165

2 7-8 •3134 1-55 •0600

2 8-0 •3144 2-12 •08331

Hydraulic press.

Hammer.
Hydraulic press.

Hammer.
Hydraulic press,

Experiment with Silver'

8-0 I -3144 I 21-46 •8410

The blocks being always very thin, all the jets of this series are hollow

with the exception of those m-020 = -7874 inches diameter measure

;

in this latter case the cavities are found to preserve themselves in the

end of the flow.

In the case of the silver jets the different tubes can be separated

when a cut is made down one side parallel with the axis.
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Series
m-037 =1-4567 inches Diameter.

In order to obtain more perfect jets of the harder metals, 51. Barry'

was instructed to construct a compressing apparatus (a punch and

matrix) entirely of steel, of the diameter of a five franc piece, and that

apparatus enabled, either with the hydraulic press or with the hammer,

a new series of experiments to be conducted upon the same metals as

were formerly used. This apparatus has, moreover, enabled the same

mode of experimenting to be tried upon plates of steel. The experi-

ments with this metal, however, are not yet completed, but so far as

they have been carried, the formation of the jet {mode deformation du,

jet) is evident, and the surfaces of joints are seen to arrange themselves

in the same manner as was found with the other metals.

This series is especially remarkable on account of the absolute identity

between the results of flows (e'coulements) produced with plates of the

same dimensions, but of diverse natures.

Date of
Experiments.

No. of
Plates.

Original Thickness
of Block.

Length of Jets
Produced.

Compressing
Apparatus
employed.

Experiments on Lead.

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

Octobei-17,

Nov. 5,. .

" 0,. .

" 5, . .

October 17,

1

1

1

2

4

2-0

2

3

4

84

•0786

•0786

1179
•1572

•3172

45-0

570
50-0

59-0

36-6

1-768

2240
1-965

2-318

1-438

Hydraulic press

it

Experiment with. Tin.

October 17, > S -3144
|

33-90

Experiment with Copper:

1-332 "

Sept. 29, . 4 8-3
|

-326 1 34-90

Experiment with Sliver.

1-371 Hammer.

October 13, 4 8-2 -3222
|

35-10'

Experiment on Steel.

1-379 Hydraulic press.

October 28, 4 8-2
1 -3222 1 1-50 •0589 Hammer.

All these jets are formed by the metal being pressed through a matrice
m -013 = -51182 in diameter.

The four first jets of lead were found to be reduced towards the end

to a thickness of wall that, although the tubular form was preserved, the

various layers of the jets are folded into little perpendicular flutes or

canals parallel to the axis, in places where the thickness of metal is

reduced to the thickness of a sheet of paper.

The jet of silver, as in the preceding series, was an alloy with zinc.

51. P61igot has since proposed, however, to prepare four plates of

pure silver. Upon submitting these to the same operations, it will be

possible to express numerically the relative malleability of the alloy and
the pure metal.

Experiments upon Plastic Plates.

All these experiments have been made with specimens m'100 =
3'937 inches diameter, the same as was employed for experimenting

on lead ; but in place of employing a hydraulic press, the flow has

been more frequently produced by weights superimposed on the piston.

These numerous experiments have not always been completely suc-

cessful, where the material had not sufficient consistence ; as the jet

sometimes elongated under the tension of its own weight—sometimes so

much so that the material fell off or became detached in fragmentary

portions when it was not properly tempered.

The specimens employed were much diversified, that which gave the

best results being brick-clay, prepared by 51. 51uller at his works at Ivry.

Its homogeneity is perfect; it becomes altered in form but little on
desiccation, and then preserves a cohesion sufficient to allow it to be cut

and sawn asunder without difficulty.

The specimens furnished by the manufactory of Creil are exceedingly

fine in texture, and answered very satisfactorily for the experiment;

but they became too easily pulverized after desiccation ; thus the pre-

servation of the jets became a matter of much difficulty.

2 II
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IMPROVED OVERHEAD TRAVELLING CRANE, DRIVEN BY

STEAM POWER, AND ADAPTED TO BE WORKED BY

HAND WHEN REQUISITE.

{Illustrated by Plate 8.)

These travellers are designed for erecting, titling, boiler, foundry, and

other roofed workshops, in which the direct application of steam-engines

and boilers to the cranes may be found objectionable, and are adapted

to be driven by the ordinary shafting which drives the surrounding

machinery. Fig. 1 of the copperplate engraving represents a side

elevation of the traveller, showing the two opposite sides of the crab.

Fig 2 is a plan of the same, and fig. 3 is a corresponding elevation of

the driving end of the traveller. Fig. 4 (see woodcuts) is an eleva-

tional diagram, showing the general mode of driving ; and figs. 5 and 6

are plans of the extreme ends of the diagram, fig. 4. The driving gear

consists of an endless rope, R, extending from end to end of the shop,

and driven at one end by a large grooved pulley (a', figs. 4 and 5), fixed

on the counter shaft, A, having a pair of fast and loose pulleys, A", for

receiving motion by a leather strap from the main shaft, and at the

other end is a traversing pulley, n' (fig. 6), with slide and counter

weight, by means of which a uniform tension of the rope is preserved.

The lower or driving part of the rope is supported by small pulleys or

guides, c, fixed on movable levers placed at convenient distances, and

the upper part is supported by small fixed pulleys or guides, c', attached

to the building.

The main girders, D, of the traveller are of wrought iron, constructed

on the " box " principle (or single web girders for light travellers), and
the end carriages, which rest on the traverse wheels, are also of the same
material and shape, being united to and forming part of the girders.

The crab winch is mounted on traverse wheels in the usual manner,

which run upon rails extending from end to end of the main girders.

On one end of the girders is placed a system of grooved pulleys,

e' f' g' h', keyed on the spindles, E F G H, having fixed bearings. The
endless driving rope is passed into the grooves of these pulleys, alter-

nately under and over the peripheries, causing each to revolve in the

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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opposite direction ; and on each of the four spindles, E f g h, is also

keyed a friction pulley, e" f" g" h", from which are obtained the

several motions of lifting and lowering, traversing the crab trans-

versely both ways, and traversing the crane longitudinally both ways.
These motions are communicated in the manner described as follows,

viz. : for lifting and lowering, s' is a friction pulley keyed on to the

shaft, j, which is supported by fixed bearings, k, and the swing or

movable bearings, K.', aud fitted with a universal joint, j"; the driving
end is carried by the lever, L, which is connected to the hand or starting

lever, p, by the lever, N, and the connecting rods, M and O. The mitro
wheel, j'", has a fixed key fitting into a key bed, which extends from

end to end of the shaft, J. When the hand lever, P, is in a vertical

position, the shaft, J, is neutral or in a state of rest ; but if moved

forward, the friction pullej', j', is br.ought into contact with one of the

driving friction pulleys, a" or II", which will cause the shaft, J, and the

mitre wheel, j"', to revolve. The latter gears into another mitre wheel,

q', keyed on the upright shaft, Q, attached to the crab, and on which is

the worm, q", gearing into the worm wheel, s', on the shaft, s, and on

which is the pinion, s", gearing into the wheel, u', keyed on the barrel

shaft, v', which completes the train of wheels for the single purchase or

first speed of the lift. For the double purchase, the pinion, s", is slided

out of gear, and the pinion, s"', on the shaft, s, gears into the wheel,

t', on the shaft, T, and on the latter is also a pinion, t", gearing into

the wheel, u', on the barrel shaft, and completing this train also. The
gear for either the single or the double purchase may be thus put into

motion, and the chain coiled upon the barrel so as to lift the weight

;

but if the starting

lever be moved in

the opposite direc-

tion from the verti-

cal line, the friction

wheel, j', is brought

into contact with

the other of the

driving friction pul-

leys, g" or ii",

causing the motion

to be reversed, and

the barrel will there-

fore uncoil and lower the weight. The weight lifted is safely held

at any required height by the introduction of the worm gear, q" and

s', thus dispensing with the use of a break or bevel wheel, render-

ing the machine perfectly smooth and safe in action ; and to attain

this object in a still greater degree, the barrel and the sheave of the

lower block have grooves for the chain to work in, by which means

the riding of the latter and jerks or surges are entirely avoided

;

and in cases where these cranes are used for the handling of large

and valuable pieces of machinery, or in iron foundries where finished

moulds are moved and put together, these are points of the greatest

importance and consideration. The motion for the traverse of the

crab is effected in a somewhat similar manner to that of the lift, the

gear consisting of another starting handle, p', and compound levers

connecting to the shaft, v, which is similar to the shaft, J, before

described, but with a worm, v", gearing into the worm wheel, w', giving

motion to the shaft, w, and the pinion, w", gearing into the wheel, x',

on one of the axles, x, but which may also be accomplished by bevel

aud spur gear. The longitudinal traverse motion is worked by another

starting handle, p", and compound levers connecting to the shaft, a, on

which is the mitre wheel, a', gearing into mitre wheel, b', on the shaft,

b, also, on which is the worm, b", gearing into the worm wheel, c', on

the shaft, c, extending the whole length of the main girders, and on

which are the pinions, c" and c'", gearing into the wheels, d' and d",

keyed on the axles, d. The traverse of the crab or the traveller is

therefore effected by moving the starting levers, p' and p", forward

from the vertical line, and is reversed by moving them in an opposite

direction. It will be thus apparent that all the movements of the

traveller are controlled by the three starting levers, P, p', and p", con-

veniently placed near the driving end, and may be worked by one man,

who has the machine under his complete command ; and where quick

despatch is required the traversing movements may be worked simul-

taneously with the lift. In cases where requisite the cranes are fitted

with gear by which they may be readily worked by hand when the

engine is not running. Several of these travellers have been constructed

and in operation for some years, which have proved most durable and

safe to work, and they continue to perform the most efficient and satis-

factory service. One admirably executed example exists in the great

fitting shop of the Mersey Steel and Iron Company, at Liverpool, which

we have seen at work, engaged in raising and transporting very heavy

loads, with perfect success.

—

Ed.
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RECENT PATENTS.

STEERING APPARATUS.

James Skinner, Gateshead- on- Tijne.—Patent dated March 1, 1SGG.

Mr. Skinner's arrangement of apparatus for steering ships or vessels)

possesses the peculiar feature that the power of controlling the rudder

is greatly increased and augmented gradually as the rudder is moved
over to either side, and consequently as the resistance of the water

increases.

According to one mode of arranging the apparatus, to the rudder-

head is affixed a crosshead disc or tiller of any con-

venient shape or material, and a guide or guides of

cast iron or other material, such guides being either

straight or curved ; but it is preferred to make them

of the form of an arc of a circle, so placed as to be

eccentric to the crosshead disc or tiller. Attached to

the crosshead disc or tiller is one or more guide blocks,

working on the said guides ; and when the guides are

moved they communicate the required motion to the

rudder. The guide-blocks may be fitted with india-

rubber or spring buffers to receive any concussion,

such as that caused by a sea striking the rudder.

Fig. 1.

According to another arrangement, for the above-mentioned guides

a link or links of iron or other material are substituted, and so placed

that one end may describe the arc represented by the guides in the

former mode.

The guides or links may be kept in position and supported by a

framework and standards of cast iron or other material, or partly by

one or more standards and partly by the rudder-head ; and they may
lie moved by a screw and nut or nuts, or by a worm and rack, in either

of which cases an ordinary steering wheel is intended to be used ; or

the guides or links may be moved by hydraulic power, either with or

without an ordinary steering wheel.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a side elevation of one arrange-

ment of the improved steering apparatus; fig. 2 is a corresponding

plan of the same; and figs. 3 and 4 are details showing the rud-

der in different positions. A is the tiller, which may or may not

have attached to it a socket for a spare tiller, b, b, are the guides,

which in this case are attached to a rectangular metal plate. G is the

^uide-block attached to the tiller, n is the screw, and I the nut

attached to the metal plate by which the guides are moved, ic is the

metal framing for keeping the guides in position, which is supported

in this case partly by two standards, L, and partly by the rudder-head.

When the rudder is amidships, the guides, guide-block, and tiller will

be in a central position. Let the guides be then moved over by the

screw and nut ; and when this movement has been continued long

enough, the guides, guide-block, and tiller will be in the position shown

in fig. 4, and the rudder will be " hard over." If the screw, h, be now
turued in the opposite direction, the guides, guide-block, and tiller will

be brought back, and the rudder will again be amidships; and if the

motion be further continued, the guide-block and tiller will be moved
towards the opposite side, and will ultimately be in the position shown
in fig. 3, and the rudder will be " hard over " on the other side ; and
if the screw be moved with a uniform force, the power applied to move
the rudder will be gradually increased and augmented as the rudder is

turned over to either side.

A crosshead or disc may be used instead of the tiller ; and a roller

Fig. 3. Fig 4.
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or rollers may be used instead of the guide-

block. The guides may be in the form of

any required arc of a circle or of any circle,

or they may be either curved or straight

;

and a link or links, so placed as to radiate

through the arc described by the guides, may be used instead of the

guides.

The guides or links may be moved either by a screw and nat or

nuts, or by a worm and rack, or by hydraulic power, or by any other

well-known mechanical means, either with or without an ordinary,

steering wheel.

The advantages resulting from the use of this improved steering

apparatus are the increased power obtained of moving and controlling

the rudder, and of holding it in any position ; whilst the steering

apparatus is rendered generally more efficient than hitherto.

SMOKE PREVENTION.

William Naylor, Lorn Terrace, Middlesex.—Patent dated

20th March, 1866.

Tins invention has for its object the prevention or consumption of

the smoke heretofore evolved from reverberatory, puddling, re-heating,

and air furnaces; and consists, according to one method of carrying

out the invention, in forming an air chamber or chambers, or conduit

or conduits, along the neck and roof, or sides or bottom, of furnaces of

the above description; the inner side of sudi chambers or conduits
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being divided from the interior of the furnace, or neck of the furnace,

by a thin slab of fire-brick, or other good refractory material, in order

that as much heat as possible may be imparted to the air therein. One

end of these conduits or chambers nearest the stack or chimney is

connected to an air inducer, which consists of a pipe provided with one

or more steam jets, and with an orifice for the admission of air, such

orifice being provided with a self-acting valve, which is sufficiently

weighted to close, or nearly close, when the steam jets are not on, but

to open by the inrush of air to the pipe when the steam jets are applied.

The opposite end of this pipe separates into two branches, the one

branch being connected to the mouth of the hot air conduit or chamber

above referred to, so as to convey air thereto ; whilst the other branch

is connected to an inverted syphon, which is partly filled with water,

such syphon serving to collect and carry off any water of condensation

which may be produced in the pipe, and thereby prevent it from being

blown into the hot air chamber or conduit. By this means a powerful

current of air is caused to pass through the hot air chambers or con-

duits ; and such air, after being highly heated in its passage through

the said chambers or conduits, enters the furnace through apertures for

that purpose, and mixes with the uuconsumed gases as they rise from

the fresh fuel, thereby effecting their combustion, and preventing the

formation of smoke. In some cases the air branch of the pipe or air

inducer above described may be made to inject the air directly into the

chimney or stack, either at the bottom thereof, or through openings

made for that purpose in the sides at any desired height above the

ground ; by which means a powerful blast is produced up the chimney

or stack, the object being to compensate for the retardation of the

draught produced by the cooling effects of the air in the chimney by

imparting increased velocity to such air. In lieu of steam jets, other

well-known means may De employed for producing a current of air, as,

Fig. 2.

for example, a fan-blower bellows or blowiug cylinder. As the inlet of

air into the furnace or stack is only required during the time that the
fuel is giving out unconsumed gases, which would otherwise result in

smoke, it is proposod to adopt suitable self-acting arrangements for

closing, or partially closing, the air inlets and the steam jets (when
employed)

; such arrangements being so disposed, that before the
mouth of the feeding aperture ol the furnace can be opened for the
admission of fuel, the air inlets and steam jets (when used) shall be
opened or brought into play. One mode of effecting this consists of a

lever working on a fulcrum, and carrying at one end a dead-weight,

whilst at its opposite end it carries a bucket or vessel, which rises and

falls in a cistern of water, such vessel having a perforation in the

bottom. The dead-weight preponderates slightly over the bucket or

vessel when empty ; and when the lever is in its normal position, and

no air is admitted to the furnace, the weight will be immediately in

front of a flap or grating covering the mouth of the feed aperture, and

consequently all access to the furnace is prevented until the weighted

end of the lever is lifted out of the way, so as to admit of the flap being

opened. A notch in the weight receives the edge of the door or flap

when opened, and holds it in that position whilst the fuel is being

thrown in. In the meantime the bucket, by being lowered into the

cistern, is filled, or partially filled, with water ; and when the furnace

door or flap is closed, and the weight thereby released, its gravity tends

to cause the lever to turn slowly upon its fulcrum, lifting at the same
time the filled, or partially filled, bucket partly out of the water in the

cistern (the height to which the bucket will be raised, and the conse-

quent difference in level between the water in the bucket and that in

the cistern, will depend upon the amount of preponderance of the

weight over the empty bucket) ; and as the water flows out of the

bucket through the hole in the bottom, the weighted end of the lever

gradually descends to its normal position opposite to the flap. This

motion of the lever when released is conveyed to the air-inlet valves,

or to cocks or valves on the steam jet pipes, and effects their gradual

closing ; the opening of the same being effected by the lifting of the

lever preparatory to the opening of the door or flap in front of the

furnace-charging mouth. Or, if preferred in the case of a fan-blower

bellows or cylinder blower, the gradual descent of the weighted end of

the lever may be made to transfer the driving strap of such blowers to

a loose pulley on a driving shaft; whilst by lifting the lever, the strap

is put into the fast pulley, and the blower set in motion so as to produce

the current of air at the desired time. The duration of the period

during which the air is to be admitted into the furnace may be varied,

according to the length of time necessary for the fresh fuel to give off

its gases, by increasing or diminishing the size of the aperture in the

bottom of the bucket, so as to allow the water to flow therefrom quicker

or slower as required.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section of

a heating or re-heating furnace, with the improve-

ments for effecting the consumption of smoke

applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a corresponding sec-

tional plan of the same. In the engravings there

is shown, for the sake of convenience, the adap-

tation to one furnace of three different modes of

effecting the same object; but it is to be understood

that these are alternative modes only, and that in

practice only one of such modes will be applied

to a furnace, selecting that one which may be

found best adapted to the nature of the furnace

to which it is to be applied.

A is the body of au ordinary beating or re-heat-

ing furnace, provided with the usual fire-place, B,

and opening at the neck into the chimney, c.

According to one arrangement, with a view to

the prevention of smoke, and to the effecting a

more economical and perfect combustion of the

fuel, an air chamber or conduit, D, is constructed

along the neck and roof of the furnace, as shown
in fig. 1 ; or, if preferred, along the sides or

bottom ; or such air chamber may be formed

along both sides, roof, and bottom, if found

desirable. This conduit or air chamber is

separated from the heating chamber, a, of the

furnace by thin fire-clay tiles, E, in order that a

considerable degree of heat may be imparted to the air during its

passage along the said air chamber or conduit. At the front end of

the furnace, or that end where the fire-place is situate, are made a

number of small openings or perforations, F, in the lining of the

furnace, which communicate with the air chamber or conduit, D, and

admit of the air which has been heated by its passage through such

conduit or conduits to enter the fire-place, just above the fresh fuel,

in a number of small streams or jets, as shown by the arrows, and be

ultimately admixed with the gaseous products of combustion as they
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are evolved from the fuel, so as to insure their ignition. Atmospheric

air is forced into the conduit, D, through the pipe, G, either by the aid

of a fan or other blower in connection with such pipe, or the air may be

induced therein by the aid of a steam jet or jets, as illustrated. In the

latter case the pipe, G, is provided with an air-inlet valve, H, on one

side, opening inwards by the inrush of air ; and steam is introduced

into the end of such pipe through the steam pipe, I. This steam is

subdivided into a number of small jets by means of a series or group of

small pipes or nozzles, a, fitted to a tube plate between the cap, b, and

the end of the tube. The pipe, G, passes direct to a bend or inverted

syphon, K, which contains a column of water sufficiently high to prevent

the escape of steam and air, whilst it at the same time allows the con-

densed steam to flow off. A lateral branch, g', from the pipe, G, enters

the roof of the furnace, and communicates with the air conduit, D, as

shown in figs. 1 and 2. This branch is curved upwards from the pipe,

G, so as to prevent the entrance of water or moisture into the branch,

G', and thence into the conduit, D ; any water of condensation forming

in the pipe, G, being blown directly down such pipe into the bend or

syphon, K, and flowing off as fast as it collects.

Iu lieu of inducing or forcing air into an air conduit or conduits, D,

and causing such air, when heated, to enter the front of the furnace

through perforations, F, one or more jets of air are sometimes introduced

into the bottom of the shaft or chimney, either by the aid of a fan or

other blower, or by the aid of steam jets, which latter is preferred.

This arrangement is clearly illustrated in figs. 1 and 2, where L repre-

sents the air-supplying pipe, provided with an air valve and steam jet

nozzles or pipes precisely similar to those before described iu reference

to the pipe, g, which supplies the hot air conduit, d. This pipe is

curved upwards, and forms a jet or nozzle at M, which is situate at the

bottom of the shaft or chimney, C, so that the air may be directed up

the interior thereof. At the bend of this pipe a communication is

established, by making a slot therein, with the syphon pipe, N, which,

like the bend or syphon, K, is kept supplied with water for the purpose

already described. In order to subdivide the jet of air, a perforated

fire-brick or slab, O, is placed across the chimney, and above the nozzle,

M ; and with a view to preventing such perforations from becoming

clogged up with slag, and so obstructing the inlet of air to the chimney,

a pocket or recess, p, is made in the floor of the neck of the furnace

for the purpose of collecting such slag, whence it may be removed as

required through a lateral opening for that purpose. In puddling

furnaces, where it is desirable to economize the waste heat by heating

the pig iron at the bottom of the chimney, before introducing it into

the puddling chamber, the slab, O, is made solid, or without per-

forations, and the air is caused to pass upwards along passages, Q, Q,

shown in dotted lines, made in the sides of the chimney, and opening

into the interior of the chimney from the. sides thereof at any desired

elevation, as shown by the dutted arrows in fig. 1, in which case the air

will be heated before entering the chimney. As in all these arrange-

ments it is only necessary to admit the currents of air, whether heated

or otherwise, during a short period after a charge of fresh fuel has been

thrown into the furnace, it is proposed to adopt a self-acting contrivance

for shutting off the air and steam jets when no longer required.

.WINDOW BLINDS AND SCREENS.

John Ballard, Bucldand.— Patent dated October 19, 18G5.

This invention relates to the construction of window blinds and screens,

whereb3' economy of production and facility for changing the blind or

material forming the screen are obtained. According to this invention

the frames of window blinds and screens are made in such a manner as

to admit of a movable stretcher frame being introduced therein, such

stretcher frame or slide having stretched upon it the material intended

to form the body of the blind or screen. The main or outer frame is

provided with a removable top or end, which is held in its place by
spriDg or other fastenings when the stretcher frame is inserted. A
groove is made on the inner sides of the main frame, along which the

stretcher frame is slid in or drawn out as required, and which serve,

when the movable top or end is adjusted, to secure and hold the stretcher

frame in its place." The main frame may be made of metal or other

suitable material, but for cheap blinds sheet metal is preferred. The
material used for the body of the blind or screen may be any open or

diaphanous textile fabric, such as muslin, gauze, net, lace, or crotchet

work, or it may consist of perforated metal, woven wire, or ornamented
glass, according to taste.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents one form of the improved window
blind half in elevation and half in section ; figs. 2 and 3 are enlarged

details. In fig. 1 is represented a blind having a curved top rail, but

Fis . 1

Fig. 2.

if preferred this rail may be made straight, or otherwise curved or

shaped according to taste. A is the frame of the window blind, which
may be made of sheet metal bronzed, painted, or otherwise ornamented,

and drawn or bent to a tubular form with a slit or opening, a, on one

side for the reception of the stretcher frame, B, as shown clearly in the

enlarged transverse section, fig. 3 ; b represents a strip of wood which
may be inserted into the metal frame with a view to strengtheuing the

same, but in some cases the wooden strips may be dispensed with.

The stretcher frame, b—upon which is to be

mounted the muslin, wire, gauze, or other diapha-

nous or reticulated material, c, intended to form

the blind—may be made by simply soldering or

otherwise firmly securing together four strips of

sheet metal to form a rectangular frame, upon
which the material of the blind or screen may be

strained flat, as in fig. 1, or be pulled or gathered ™jj

thereon in folds or pleats. In fig. 1 the rail, E,

consists of a polished brass rod provided with a

socket piece, p, shown in enlarged detail in fig. 2,

which fits on to or over the ends of the vertical

sides of the main frame, A, so as to keep the

stretcher frame in its place. A tongue piece, h,

whether forming a continuation of the wooden
strip, b (see fig. 2), or made of thin metal, passes

through the socket, r, and enters a cap, f'; a

screw pin, G, passing transversely through the cap,

f', and tongue, h, serves not only to hold the

socket in its place, but by protruding through the

cap, F, it enters the window frame and serves to

secure the blind in position. When a metal

tongue is used, then the interior of the cap, f', is

partly filled in with wood, which affords a hold

for the pin, G, even when sufficiently unscrewed to release the parts,

and thus prevent the losing or misplacing of such pins, which so fre-

quently occurs when they are loose.

Fig. 3.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Shipbuilding : Theoretical and Practical By W. J. M.
Rankine, F.R.S., &c, &c, and others. 1 vol. fol. Mackenzie:

Glasgow. 1866.

This magnificent work, in the size and splendid get-up of which the

publisher has successfully vied with Messrs. Day in their production of

Mr. John Scott Russell's volumes, declares itself upon its title-page to be

one of the co-operative class. It is by Isaac Watts, Esq., C.B., well known
as the principal designer of the Warrior, when late chief constructor of

the navy; Fred. K. Barnes, Esq., M.I.N.A., &c. ; Mr. James R. Napier,

the once well-known shipbuilder and marine engineer, of Glasgow; and

by Dr. Rankine himself, whose name again appears on the title-page as

corresponding and general editor. We fancy we can recognize by many
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small features besides those of clearness and exactness, that Professor

Rankine has himself executed by far the larger proportion of tbe work.

No human work is faultless, yet a reviewer, unless disposed to pick holes

for the sake of displaying his own critical powers, would find little

ground for any serious objection to this work.

It undoubtedly is the best educational work on naval architecture in

English, or perhaps at present in any other language, and is at the same

time of a character that tbe practical shipbuilder will find of service to

have continually at hand in the study or draughting room.

This work and that of Mr. Scott Russell are far from either super-

seding the other ; on the contrary, we think that without regard to date

or priority of publication, Mr. Russell's great book will long be held as

the necessary complement to this of Dr. Rankine and his co-workers.

To the student of naval architecture this work is a fitter book for

advanced study of the great fixed principles of application to his art

than Mr. Russell's; because this work in a lucid, orderly, exact, and

systematic way sets forth a course of study in all of exact science that

belongs to its subjects, blending this very happily with practical informa-

tion, deduction, and the best examples. In effecting this Dr. Rankine, as

editor, has adopted to a great extent the judicious method of not only

giving results and principles in symbols and formulpe, but also stating

these and the rules deduced from them for practical use in words at

length. While the rudimentary scientific education of our middle and

wage classes continues (as for long it must under existing circumstances)

as defective as it now is, this method (we might say, this inelegance

and cumbrousness of method), is almost indispensable ; though to tbe

well-grounded reader these "words at length" are mere surplusage,

annoying by the way in which they necessarily spread out the page and

cause the eye seeking references to wander upon it ; and be it further said,

infinitely harder to remember than formula?, and much less luminous

and suggestive for induction or application in practice. Mr. Russell has

avoided symbols almost wholly, and bis work is of a more widely discursive

and discussional character than this, which is limited to being "a complete

system of information on the art of shipbuilding and on the scientific

principles on which it is founded," and we may add, at a very moderate

price,consideringthemass ofsplendidlyengraved plates which it contains.

Put for this very reason the student who desires to become a thoroughly

informed shipbuilder should read Mr. Scott Russell's work, or at least

all the special and advanced portions of it, after he shall have well

mastered this work. Mr. Russell's views as to the forms and dimensions

of ships, commonly known as " tbe wave-line theory," are here very well

and clearly evolved from the principles upon which they rest, and put

in perhaps a clearer way than has been done by tbe author himself of

tins theory ; but the student will find his advantage in reading Scott

Russell's exposition of bis own views also.

Closely and sharp as the subject is stuck to throughout this work, it

reaches the size of a very big volume. We think in future editions, to

which no doubt it will come, that some compression might with advan-

tage be exercised.

Our notion is, that any one setting to work to study such a work as this

ought to be presumed already fairly acquainted with the general principles

of geometry, analysis, and mechanics, and of a good deal of physics, &c,
besides. Now for such an one a very large portion if not the whole ofChap-
ter II., consisting of a summary of rules in mensuration and mechanics,

embraced in three sections—viz., mensuration of areas and volumes,

centres of gravity and moments of figures, and summary of mechanical

principles—is of no use ; while this sort of summary is not the style of

treatise that can readily or well teach mechanics, &c, to one before

ignorant of its principles and methods. A grown young man going to

study shipbuilding surely ought not to want the parallelogram of forces

demonstrated to him, nor how to find the area of a rectangle ; while if he
possess already the fair amount of rudimentary science which he ought,

then after Chapter I. he may go at once to Chapter III., as it appears to

us, and find that he has opened his real subject without a lacuna. In like

manner the first seven sections of Chapter I. in the third division, viz.,

that of strength of materials as applied to shipbuilding, consists of a
resume

-

of the physics and mechanics of rigid bodies exposed to external

forces, and is just as applicable to bridgebuilding or house carpentry as
to shipbuilding. Admirably well done as is the execution of this resume,
we nevertheless see it open, in its place here, to the same objections that

we have made already.

We may extend these remarks to the treatment of another part of
the work which has probably not been from Dr. Rankine's own pen

—

viz., to the three sections of Chapter I. of the fourth divisioi, On Practical

Shipbuilding. These sections refer to tbe special properties of materials

—viz., iron, steel, copper and other metals, and timber. They certainly

"begin at the beginning;" but of what precise appositeness is it to

iron shipbuilding or marine engineering to describe tbe ores of iron and

copper and their sources, and sketch imperfectly how they are smelted,

and so forth. Any treatise, upon anything, made of any metal or other

material, might just as well take up the subject at the creation of the

world in this way. Yet who would deem it a germain and fitting

exordium to a work on watch-work, that it should begin with a history

of the gold washing and the lithological gisement of rubies for pivot

bearings? As we have got into a small vein of fault-finding, we must
admit this chapter has appeared to us the- least satisfactory in the

whole work.

Under the head of timber (just to give one illustration before passing

on) nothing could have been more suitable and desirable than a terse

well-written chapter upon the nature of decay and rot, its conditions,

and those involved in attempts at prevention, &c. But although six of

those great folio pages are dedicated to timber, there cannot be gathered

from all that is said, any notion even, that there is such a thing as a

general chemical principle governing all that relates to vegetable decay

or preservation. Indeed the same is true as to what is given on the

subject of corrosion of metals—the facts are not connected by any com-
prehensive general principles.

Besides the more purely didactic portions of this work, there are given

a number of appendices to tbe several divisions, which abound in facts

of practical value, and amongst which will be found a good deal of cut

and dry information not very widely known. We learn from a discus-

sion of the weights of several iron and several steel built ships, upon

the information of Messrs. Jones, Quiggins, & Co., that the weight of a

steel built ship of given size is about seven-tenths that of an iron built

ship of equal strength. Three-tenths the weight of the bull, therefore,

of the iron ship, will be for evermore available for cargo in the steel

ship. Surely a sufficient inducement to extend the use of steel in

shipbuilding much more rapidly than it has progressed during the last

ten years.

In the seventh division— Shipbuilding for purposes of War—Dr.

Rankine has treated of projectiles and the resistance of armour-plate,

in what he has called elsewhere a provisional theory of resistance of the

latter to shot. Of this Dr. Rankine himself speaks very modestly in the

preface. Owing to the changing condition of this branch of the art, and

the deficiency of practical data on which principles can be founded,

that division has more of the nature of a brief summary of existing

information than of a detailed system of rules. The information here

given is well given, but it is no disparagement to say that anything

worthy the name of a theory of the resistance of armour plate to pro-

jectiles has yet to be produced. However, a naval architect may
become a thoroughly competent practitioner and know nothing of the

resistance of armour-plate, no more than of the penetrative power of the

cannon that may be put on board the ships he may construct.

We have no doubt that this work will have a wide circulation at

home and abroad. It adds another to the four previous highly valued

works on engineering and the mechanical sciences appertaining to it,

which have emanated from the able and laborious pen of Professor

Rankine, and which are yearly increasing in public estimation, and

adding other laurels to the well-acquired reputation of their author as

a discoverer in abstract science.

On the Construction of Iron Roofs, a Theoretical and Prac-

tical Treatise. By Francis Campin, C.E. Woodcuts and

litho. plates. 4to. London : Atchley & Co.

This is a supplementary volume to two others on the same subject

issued some time since by the same author, and is in reality a resume

of the principles upon which roofs are constructed both theoretically

and practically.

Any person who happens to possess the two former parts of this

work, we should say, ought to lose no time in procuring the third, if

he wishes to get deeper into the subject.

It appears to us, so far as the text goes, the very book that will be

valued by persons who practically have the designing and construction

of roofs and similar structures ; for as a general rule (in this country),

it is not often the case that the men in whose hands such duties are
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confided are totally unacquainted with many of the simplest principles

upon which the security and intrinsic beauty (true proportion of parts)

of their work depend.

Two features in the work present themselves to us as of peculiar

value to the practical roof designer—the first of which is, that in the

mathematical portion of the work, the formulae, both trigonometrically

as well as algebraically, are reduced to the simplest forms of expression,

while, too, this is not extended to undue length ; and secondly, the after

division is specially devoted to demonstrating the application of the for-

mulae in the first part to practice—a feature too often neglected by

numerous olher writers. Of course any person desirous of doing so

may profitably extend his acquaintance with the subject by a course

of reading in French and German upon the same subject ; for we believe

that more of the best literature on the subject still exists, although in

too scattered a division, in the latter language.

There are added a few plates of some roofs by John Hawkshaw, C.E.,

William Baker, C.E., and J. Norton, architect. The examples them-

selves are well selected, but the lithography is badly executed.—V. D.

The Engineer's Pocket Remembrancer. By Francis Campin,

C.E. Second edition. London : Atchley & Co.

This is a very neat little volume of 196 pages, of which 114 are taken

up with tables of squares and cubes, areas and circumferences of circles,

logarithms, natural sines and cosines, tangents and cotangents, pressure

of wind, various coefficients, strength of materials, properties of steam,

&c. : all very useful and good in their way, but undoubtedly taking up

more room in so small a book than they are entitled to receive. It is

not expected that a mere pocket-book should contain such copious tables

—they should be much more condensed—and a great deal of room
for more valuable matter might have been gained by reducing the size

of type in which most of them are printed.

This work, however, has at times proved a handy companion to us

in practice, in which we have had frequent occasion to test some of its

instructions and formula?, and now that it has passed into a second edition

others must have done so likewise.

The last eighty-two pages are devoted to rules and formulae ; it

would have been better if a great amount of the verbal form of expres-

sion had been omitted, so that more room might have been obtained

for additional rules algebraically expressed. The book, however, will

be valued by many, especially the students of our profession, and we
have no hesitation in pronouncing it a more reliable production than

others of a similar nature published in English. The book is very neatly

got up, but too large for the pocket. In a future edition we should

recommend both a diminution of type and in the length and breadth

of the book, as handiness, although not a necessity, is a very great

advantage in a book of this kind.—V. D.

A History op Architecture in all Countries from the
Earliest Times to the Present Day. By James Fer-

gusson, F.R.S., M.R.A.S., Fellow Royal lust, of British Architects.

In three volumes 8vo, illustrated. Murray: London, 1865.

The second volume of Mr. Fergusson's beautiful and much valued

work is, it is rumoured, about soon to appear ; it is therefore more
than time that we should notice the first volume, which was published

a few months ago. Nothing but the pressure of other matter has pre-

vented our noticing thi3 work before now.
In the points of loving regard for his subject, untiring zeal in the

labour of illustrating it, and the exquisite taste and beauty of the multi-

tudinous wood-cut drawings wherewith Mr. Fergusson has filled this

volume, his work may fairly he viewed as the British pendant to that

of M. Violet le Due on the more restricted subject in the history of

architecture—that of France in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

But Mr. Fergusson's work must be recognized by those who oppose, as

fully as by those who agree with his view, as by far the more philo-

sophical and suggestive production. In fact, Mr. Fergusson has not

alone produced a clear, full, and practically valuable historic record,

written and drawn, of the world's career in architecture, but he has

accounted for that career in a philosophic manner by evolving it from

ethnographic data—ground almost new and peculiar to himself.

Mr. Fergusson rightly, we think, makes fitness the real basis of all

architectural beauty. He says, after a survey extended over the archi-

tecture of the whole of the old world, " it was easy to perceive that

beauty in architecture did not reside in pointed or in round arches, in

bracket capitals or horizontal architraves, but in thoughtful appropriate-

ness of design and intellectual elegance of detail : I became convinced

that no form is in itself better than any other, and that in all instances

those are best which are most appropriate to the purposes to which

they are applied."

In this we greatly concur, though we cannot en passant avoid say-

ing that we do not think it is quite true to say that, quo ad abstract

beauty, no one form is of itself better than any other. If it be true,

as Seueca said, that the Creator made all things by number, measure,

and weight; or as Pythagoras, and a greater than Pythagoras in the

world of mathematics, have said, that " all things inhere in number,

which deals with all things through equality "—then should we be pre-

pared, a priori, to expect that the mind, and the eye educated by and

through it, should hold, as it were intuitively, certain principles, how-

ever inarticulate or unexpressed, whereby beauty is inevitably attached

to certain geometric conditions of form, and not to others. Who can

deny, for example, that a regular equal-sided pentagon is not per se

more beautiful

—

i.e., gives more pleasure to the eye that beholds it—than

a pentagon with one lop side ; or that a polygon of an even number of

sides, which are therefore symmetrical in reference both to vertical and
horizontal axes, is not more beautiful than a polygon of odd sides such

as the pentagon is ; or that some rectangles whose sides are in incom-

mensurable ratios of length to each other, are not less pleasing to the

eye than those whose adjacent sides are in even and simple ratios

;

otherwise, why do we exclaim of a window as we pass it, what ugly

shaped panes. These notions, we believe, admit of even a certain sort

of proof; and they have been entertained by many men from remote

times, keenly alive to the beautiful and not addicted to wild or fantastic

theories. Albert Diirer wrote a curious book upon the subject, in

which he shows the geometric principles of symmetry upon which the

beauty of the human figure, " God's last most finished work," depends

;

and from him the late Mr. Hay, of Edinburgh, derived most of his

like views.

With this general principle which admits of no dispute, that fitness

and beauty cannot but co-exist, as his starting point, Mr. Fergusson

deduces the philosophy of the development of architecture in all ages,

from the development of race, or rather of the great races of mankind,

as divided by ethnologists. In a succession of chapters which, for the

rapid set of views they present (as from a balloon) of the history of the

world through the races that have peopled it, are, even taken alone, of

the utmost interest to the reader, he treats of the religion, govern-

ment, morals, literature, arts and sciences, of each of the great families

of man, the Turanian, the Semitic, the Celtic, and the Aryan races.

And from the influences of those religions, governments, arts, know-
ledges, &c, of each race upon its generations, and of each upon all

the rest, he deduces the evolution of all the architectural types of the

world.

There is no doubt a vast deal of truth in all this, but we do not

think it is the whole truth. Another chapter, as it seems to us, yet

has to be written as the complement to Mr. Fergusson's views, before

we shall have a complete philosophy of architectural development. It is

this—Every human art, and architecture perhaps more than any other,

has been and ever is influenced by the materials that nature affords

ready to hand to the worker, who is here to the architect and builder.

In one word, geology, climatology, and natural history, or at least botany,

are governing elements in construction, and in design which so much
depends upon this, and cannot be omitted in any adequate philosophy

of architecture. It would be tedious, and, we imagine, needless, to

illustrate this at any length ; instances must crowd upon the reader's

memory. Had the Egyptians, for example, not had presented to

them by nature red syenite, or some other stone affording great mono-
lith and architrave blocks, is it conceivable that race, or aught that

belonged to it, should have developed the peculiarities of Egyptian

architecture ? Nay, the very accidents of war and invasion, conquest

and destruction, have been the means of making such changes in mate-

rials as have produced, without any other necessary cause, peculiar

styles of architecture. Let any one stand beneath the cathedral and

campanile and baptistery of Pisa, and know anything of the history of

the multitudinous and bizarre granite and marble column shafts which

form now parts of those structures, with the peculiar capitals and bases

that have been added as these shafts of precious and hard material
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were laid into the building ; and it is not possible to escape the convic-

tion that the peculiarities of this particular stylo of mediaeval archi-

tecture were mainly evolved as consequences of the fact that granite

and marble shafts of columns were to be had for next to nothing but

the cost of transport, lying broadcast everywhere amongst the ruins of

the edifices which the Romans, and those of their cotemporaries in their

best periods of wealth and power, had prepared and wrought for their

public buildings and rich private dwellings, and for the precious mate-

rials of which these wealthy and luxurious peoples ransacked sea and

land. These the barbarians in their great southern migratory inroads

threw down or broke ; and the successors of those same barbarians,

with those of the peoples amongst whom they had settled as conquerors,

gathered up the plenteous harvest of fragments of all sorts, sizes,

lengths, and shapes, aud invented and fitted a style of architecture to

these, enabling them to be brought once more fitly into use. Now
here was but again the influence of material upon architecture as an

art, where natural or geological conditions had been changed or reversed

by the hand of man and the course of conquest. Were it not for this

concurrence of accidental conditions, who can believe that Pisa, situ-

ated in a deep alluvial plain, and with no adjacent stone but marble,

would have ever exhibited its duomo or its campanile as we see them
to-day.

Has not timber in its plenteous abundance of soft-wooded trees, pro-

ducing great lengths for squaring, developed a timber architecture in

America that all the dense forests of hard woods in Asia never did ?

simply because these woods grow crooked and in short lengths only,

are excessively intractable to edge tools, and rot in the damp heats of

the tropics.

Lastly, is not the abundance of iron and of glass, actually at this

time, slowly hut surely developing a system of iron constructive archi-

tecture that inevitably will take to itself gradually more and more of

the peculiar elements of fitness and beauty, combined and developed

into an iron architecture, as a fine art or an outgo of the beautiful?

And when this shall have come to pass, although it will be perfectly

certain that our religions, governments, climate, arts, science, and every-

thing else that belongs to us as Englishmen, will find more or less

embodiment in the new iron style, still, the master-force in bringing it

forth will have been the fact, that we have vast coal pits and vast iron-

works, and hence a vast iron and glass industry. These conditions

will affect the greater or less development of the iron style all over the

world, and the forms in each country will be mainly imitative of our

own. They will in each, however, become tinctured with the colour

of the thoughts and taste, of all the antecedents of each people. Thus
already, in but the dawn of the iron style, we can note a distinctive

genius separating the respective styles of iron architecture in England,

in France, and in Germany.
Mr. Fergusson's theory is not the less true that, as it appears to us,

he has not taken into it all that it requires, to become perfect, and com-
plete. A more delightful book for any educated man to have upon his

shelves, and enjoy in hours of relaxation, we do not know of; while to

the architectural student it seems to us to present that which of all other

things is most needed in England—the means, the spirit, and the ten-

dency to raise his views to something more general and ennobled than

designing iron brestsummers and handsome shop fronts, or squaring

quantities, and so forth.; which things go to make up so large a part

of the supposed education of architectural pupils in the offices of our

British architects. By all means let the architect be also an engineer,

so far as this is needful to the mechanical fulfilments of his art ; but
he must be much more, if he is to be worthy the name of architect : he
must be scholar and artist—combinations that have never been seen,

perhaps, in the world's history so evenly and completely developed as

in the great architects of the middle ages and renaissance in Italy.

—

Ed.

Skeleton Structures : Especially in their Application to the
Building of Steel and Iron Bridges. By Olaus Henrici,
Ph.D. Plates and diagrams. London : Atchley & Co.

In laying before our readers the author's intention in this treatise, to
adopt his own words, he has it, that " the principle of what is here
called ' Skeleton Structures,' and by which these are distinguished from
others, consists in the manner in which the separate parts of the struc-
ture arc united into a whole." In all these designs the structures are

composed of elementary bars, which are connected at their extremities

by round bolts.

Before fully entering upon the demonstration of his own theory, the

author sets forth, in a very terse and unmistakable manner, the great

waste of material used in any structure involving the employment of

ordinary girders or beams as the means of support. We think that

any person who will give himself the pains of following out the course

of reasoning adopted, will not fail to see the truth of his deductions,

more especially so as a good deal of what is deduced is palpable to a

practised eye without any deduction at all. Now in nearly all girder

and beam structures at present employed, the parts of these are rigidly

secured together by various kinds of joints, so that when any transverse

strain is applied, the tendency is to distort and probably injure the

whole, on account of the difficulty hitherto experienced in designing

them so that the various compressive and tensile strains maybe directed

in lines parallel to the longitudinal axis of the different component

members.

In the case of a beam or a plate girder, for instance, or even in some
forms of lattice girders, excepting the " Warren," and this only in cases

where great accuracy is observed in having each member of the exact

length required, so that no parts may be in any state of strain when no

load is applied, as theoretically they should be—although of course

allowance in practice is made for all strains due to the intrinsic load

of the girder itself—we find that if any one of these is bent by certain

forces acting upon it, that in different points of any one section there

are different strains. For at the neutral axis there is a layer of fibres

which is not exposed to any strain, for the reason that all the layers

above are in compression whilst all below are in tension, and these

forces increase with the distance from the neutral axis.

Again, at different points in any one layer the strain varies ; e.g., at

a point, A, in a beam, where the beam is mostly bent, the compression

is greater than at another point, B, further removed from the point of

principal flexure, and on the extended side the point immediately

opposite A, which we may call c, the tension is greater than at

another point opposite B, which we will call D. To ascertain, there-

fore, if the beam has sufficient strength, we must find the section of

greatest bending, and in this the direction of greatest strain ; hence we
arrive at the weak point which has to resist the greatest strain in the

whole beam .: provided this strain does not exceed that which this point

can safely carry, we consider the beam is sufficiently strong.

If our readers will sketch out a diagram showing the directions of the

forces in such a beam, it will be at once apparent that a beam exposed to

certain forces tending to bend it, uses but a small portion of its material

to resist these forces, and that the remaining material is not effective

in increasing the resistance to distortion in proportion to its mass.

By certain forms and shapes, it is true that beams and girders may
be and are arranged so that the strains are more evenly distributed and

the amount of material decreased ; but hitherto we have never arrived

at a mode of construction which provides one uniform distribution of

forces in sA\ parts of the material. In the case, for example, of a common
plate double T girder, the material in the plate exerts in proportion to

the flanches, only one-third of its absolute strength.*

From what has been said of transverse strain, it is evident that if

tensile and compressile forces can in such structures be brought to

bear in the different members in the direction only of the longitudinal

axis, it results that not only is the whole material in each bar effective

in resisting strains, but that all parts of the same section are at any

given instant uniformly strained. Hence it is evident that material

which is alone exposed to strains of tension and compression acts in a
considerably more advantageous manner than if subjected to bending

forces ; and from this it further results, that if structures can be designed

in which the members are each one subject only to those two longi-

tudinal strains, much material will be saved.

In speaking on the points we have discussed, the author says—" To
make, therefore, a girder in such a way that a deflection in the whole

span is possible, we must connect its single parts by a joint ; but in

doing so, we must take care not to affect its rigidity." So that if we
want to construct a girder exposed only to tension and compression, we
must seek for a design in which the separate parts are not liable to

be bent.

"I believe," the author remarks, "that the above described method

of constructing girders of elementary bars will prove to be the only one

* Laissle & Schiibler, "Bau der Briickentrager." Stuttgart, 1867.
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which fulfils these conditions. This shows that in a girder of this

description the nature of the connection renders it possible to distribute

the material exactly according to the strain ; and the only question is,

if we are in a position to distribute the material so that in no point is

there more than what is necessary. To do this, we must firstly be able

to ascertain the exact strain which acts in each single bar."

"What appears to us to be a great advantage in " skeleton structures,"

is that the various strains can be exactly calculated, which once ascer-

tained for each bar, it is easy to make the sections of the bars propor-

tional to the strain, and thus to construct girders of equal strength in

each section.

We regret that we cannot afford space here for a particular dis-

cussion of exemplary structures, as the proposals in M. Henrici's book

are worthy the attention of the profession ; and we have no doubt that

the worth of what he advocates will ere long be put to a practical

test. The book is one which will well repay the time necessary for

its study ; and in the style of the letterpress and lithographic plates,

it is quite equal to anything of a similar character we have seen pro-

duced at home.—V. D.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of

Correspondents.

WORK DONE BY THE CREW OF A"N EIGHT-OAR.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.')

Sin,—I was delighted on my return from the country to find in your number for

September Professor Haughton's calculation, and Dr. Parkes and Mr. Muclaren's

experiment on the resistance of the eight-oar boat used in the last Oxford and
Cambridge boat race.

I saw a very interesting account of the race itself in the newspapers, which made
me desire earnestly to have the data of that boat, which I now find given by Mr.

Haughton and Dr. Parkes; and in return for the pleasure that paper has given me,

I send you for communication to them, or for insertion in the Practical Mechanics
Journal, as you think best, the result which my methods and formulas give for the

resistance of the eight-oar, if the boat were considered of a wave -form.

Length of boat,...

Breadth,

Area of immersed midship section,

Girth,

Draught equal to \ of girth,

5G feet

2 "

1*091 sq. feet.

2-689 feet.

0-67 "

Speed equal to one knot in seven minutes, or 8'57 knots per hour

Resistance due to boat's way at above speed, 228*607 lbs.

Coefficient of diminished resistance (I)'- 0-005.

Skin surface = 0*66 X 2"689 X 56 = 99-3854 sq. feet.

This, taken at 0'7344 foot lb. per square foot, gives 73*088 foot lbs.

Total resistance = 228-607 X 0-005 + 73"088 foot lbs.
" » = 74-231 foot lbs.

Total work done =
Work done per man

74-231 X 6082
2^4? = 201*55 foot tons.

— 25*19 foot tons in seven minutes, or

= 3'59 " per minute.

In the above calculations, the length of bow has been taken at half the length of

the boat ; the girth, draught of water, and area of midship section have been

measured from the section as given in your number.
Allow me to observe that the number of strokes made per minute, or during the run,

would be interesting. My recollection is that there were thirty or thirty-three per

minute; if so, each stroke and each back-stroke may have occupied a second, unless

one of the two was quicker than the other. Can your correspondents tell me how
much quicker they think one was made than the other, and can they approximate

to the maximum strain on the oars during the stroke—of course that will deter-

mine the strain on the shoulders of each oarsman and upon each outrigger.

Yours sincerely,

J. Scott Russell.

ROTATORY ENGINES.

To the Editor of the, Practical Mechanic's Journal.")

Sir.— On carefully re-reading the description of a rotatory engine which appears

in yonr issue of the present month, and stated to have " been recently invented by

M. Lechat, second engineer in the French navy," my memory, by the law of asso-

ciation of ideas, carried me backwards more than twenty years, and I could not

but exclaim, "Truly M. Lechat comes off second best this time; " for most assuredly

the rotatory engine recently invented by him is, in principle, design, and construc-

tion, so precisely similar in all its leading features to the ''improved rotatory engine "

patented by John Hick, Esq., C.E., of BoIton-le-Moors, in the county of Lancaster,

that should any of your numerous readers feel interested in the matter, they may
have their interest gratified by comparing Mr. Hick's sealed specification of his

-"improved rotatory engine," which bears date 5th December, 1843, with your
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translated description of M. Lechat's recently invented rotatory from the pages of

IjC Genie Industrie!. Allow me also to add that about the date specified I have

repeatedly seen the patented rotatory of Mr. Hick at work. Should you deem this

communication, Mr. Editor, worthy of insertion in your valuable columns, you will

greatly oblige

Yours truly,

William Laurie.
Bolton, IWi October, 1866.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
(Continuedfrom page 219.)

The doctrine of gradual succession is hardly yet formularized; and though there

are some high authorities for certain modifications of such view, the preponderance

of authority would necessarily be on the other side. Geology and palaeontology are

recent sciences, and we cannot tell what the older authors would have thought

or written had the more recently discovered facts been presented to their view.

Authority, therefore, does not much help us on this question.

Geological discoveries seemed, in the early period of the science, to show complete

extinction of certain species and the appearance of new ones, great gaps existing

between the characteristics of the extinct and the new species. As science advanced,

these were more or less filled up; the apparent difficulty of admitting unlimited

modification of species would seem to have arisen from the comparison of the extreme
ends of the scale, where the intermediate links or some of them were wanting.

To suppose a zoophyte the progenitor of a mammal, or to suppose at some parti-

cular period of time a highly-developed animal to have come out of nothing, or

suddenly grown out of inorganic matter, would appear at first sight equally extra-

vagant hypotheses. As an effort of Almighty creative power, neither of these

alternatives presents more difficulty than the other ; but as we have no means of

ascertaining how creative power worked but by an examination and study of the

works themselves, we are not likely to get either side proved to ocular demonstra-
tion. A single phase in the progress of transmutation would probably require a

term far transcending all that embraced by historical records; and, on the other

hand, it might be said, sudden creations, though taking place frequently, if viewed
with reference to the immensity of time involved in geological periods, may be so

rare with reference to our experience, and so difficult of clear authentication, that

the non-observation of such instances cannot be regarded as absolute disproof of

their possible occurrence.

The more the gaps between species are filled up by the discovery of intermediate

varieties, the stronger becomes the argument for transmutation and the weaker that

for successive creations, because the former view then becomes more and more
consistent with experience, the latter more discordant from it. As undoubted cases

of variation, more or less permanent, from given characteristics, are produced by the

effects of climate, food, domestication, &c,, the more species are increased by inter-

calation, the more the distinctions slide down towards those which are within the

limits of such observed deviations; while, on the other hand, to suppose the more
and more frequent recurrence of fresh creations out of amorphous matter, is a

multiplication of miracles or special interventions not in accordance with what we
see of the uniform and gradual progress of nature, either in the organic or inorganic

world. If we were entitled to conclude that the progress of discovery would con-

tinue in the same course, and that species would become indefinitely multiplied, the

distinctions would become infinitely minute, and all lines of demarcation would
cease, the polygon would become a circle, the succession of points a line. Certain

it is that the more we observe, the more we increase the subdivision of species, and
consequently the number of these supposed creations ; so that new creations become
innumerable, and yet of these we have no one well-authenticated instance, and in

no other observed operation of nature have we seen this want of continuity, these

frequent per solium deviations from uniformity, each of which is a miracle.

The difficulty of producing intermediate offspring from what are termed distinct

species, and the infecundity in many instances of hybrids, are used as strong argu-

ments against continuity of succession ; on the other hand, it may be said long-

continued variation through countless generations has given rise to such differences

of physical character, that reproduction is difficult in some cases and in others

impossible.

Suppose, for instance, M to represent a parent-race whose offspring by successive

changes through eons of times have divaricated, and produced on the one hand a

species, A, and on the other a species, Z ; the changes here have been so great that

we should never expect directly to reproduce an intermediate between A and Z. A
and B on the one hand, and Y and Z on the other, might reproduce; but to regain

the original type, M, we must not only retrocede through all the intermediates, but

must have similar circumstances recalled in an inverse order at each phase of retro-

gression, conditions which it is obviously impossible to fulfil. But though among
the higher forms of organic structure we cannot retrace the effects of time and
reproduce intermediate types, yet among some of the lower forms we find it diffi-

cult to assign any line of specific demarcation ; thus, as one result of the very

elaborate and careful investigations of Dr. Carpenter on Foraminifera, he states,

" It has been shown that a very wide range of variation exists among Orbitolites,

not merely as regards external form, but also as to plan of development; and not

merely as to the shape and aspect of the entire organism, but also with respect to

the size and configuration of its component parts. It would have been easy, by

selecting only the most divergent types from amongst the whole series of specimens

which I have examined, to prefer an apparently substantial claim on behalf of these

to be accounted as so many distinct species. But after having classified the speci-

mens which could be arranged around these types, a large proportion would yet

have remained, either presenting characters intermediate between those of two or

more of them, or actually combining those characters in different parts of their

2 i
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fabric; thus showing that no lines of demarcation can be drawn across any part of

the series that shall definitely separate it into any number of groups, each charac-

terized by features entirely peculiar to itself."

At the conclusion of his inquiry he states:

—

I. The range of variation is so great among Foraminlfera as to include not

merely the differential characters which systematists, proceeding upon the ordinary

methods, have accounted specific, but also those upon which the greater part of the

genera of this group have been founded, and even in some instances those of its

orders.

II. Tiie ordinary motion of species as assemblages of individuals marked out

from each other by definite characters that have been genetically transmitted from

original prototypes similarly distinguished, is quite inapplicable to this group ; since

even if the limits of such assemblages were extended so as to include what else-

where would be accounted genera, they would still be found so intimately connected

by gradational links, that definite lines could not be drawn between them.

III. The only natural classification of the vast aggregate of diversified forms

which this group contains will bo one which ranges them according to their direc-

tion and degree of divergence from a small number of principal family types; and

any subordinate grouping of genera and species which may be adopted for the con-

venience of description and nomenclature must be regarded merely as assemblages

of forms characterized by the nature and degree of the modifications of the original

type, which they may have respectively acquired in the course of genetic descent

from a common ancestry.

IV. Even in regard to these family types it may fairly be questioned whether

analogical evidence does not rather favour the idea of their derivation from a com-

mon original than that of their primitive distinctness.

Mr, H. Bates, when investigating u the Lepidoptera of the Amazon valley," may
almost be said to have witnessed the origin of some species of butterflies, so close

have been his observations on the habits of these animals that have led to their

variation and segregation, so closely do the results follow his observations, and so

great is the impossibility of otherwise accounting for any of the observed facts.

In the numerous localities of the Amazon region certain gregarious species of

butterfly (Heliconidea) swarm in incredible numbers, almost outnumbering all the

other butterflies in the neighbourhood ; the species in the different localities being

different, though often to be distinguished by a very slight shade.

In these swarms are to be found, in small numbers, other species of butterflies

belonging to as many as ten different genera, and even some moths; and these

intruders, though they structurally differ in toto from the swarms they mingle with,

and from one another, mimic the Heliconidea; so closely in colours, habits, mode of

flight, &c, that it is almost impossible to distinguish the intruders from those they

mingle with. The ohvious benefit of this mimicry is safety, the intruders hence

escaping detection by predatory animals.

Mr. Bates has extended his observations to the habits of life, food, variations,

and geographical range of the species concerned in these mimetic phenomena, and

finds in every case corroborative evidence of every variety and species being deriva-

tive, the species being modified from place to place to suit the peculiar form of

Heliconidea stationed there.

Mr. Wallace has done similar service to the derivative theory by his observations

and writings on the Butterflies and Birds of the Malay Archipelago, adducing

instances of mimetic resemblances strictly analogous to the above; and adding in

further illustration a beautiful series of instances where the form of the wing of the

same butterfly is so modified in various islets, as to produce changes in their mode
of flight that tend to the conservation of the variety by aiding its escape when
chased by birds or predacious insects.

He has also adduced a multitude of examples of geographical and representative

species, races, and varieties, forming so graduated a series as to render it obvious

that they have had a common origin.

The effects of food in the formation and segregation of races and of certain groups
of insects has been admirably demonstrated by Mr. B. D. Walsh, of North America.

Mr. M'Donnell has been led to the discovery of a new organ in electric fishes

from the application of the theory of descent, and Dr. Fritz Miiller has published

numerous observations showing that organs of very different structure may, through

the operation of natural selection, acquire very similar ana even identical functions.

Sir John Lubbock's diving hymeuopterous insect affords a remarkable illustration

of analogous phenomena ; it dives by the aid of its wings, and is the only insect of

the vast order it belongs to that is at all aquatic.

The discovery of the Eozoon is of the highest importance in reference to the

derivative hypothesis, occurring as it does in strata that were formed at a period

inconceivably antecedent to the pre-supposcd introduction of life upon the globe,

and displacing the argument derived from the supposition that at the dawn of life

a multitude of beings of high organization were simultaneously developed (in the

Silurian and Cambrian strata).

Professor A. de Candolle, one of the most distinguished continental botanists,

has, to some extent, abandoned the tenets held in his " GtSographie Botanique,"

and favours the derivative hypothesis in his paper on the variation of oaks ; follow-

ing up a paper by Dr. Hooker, on the oaks of Palestine, showing that some sixteen

of them are derivative, he avows his belief that two-thirds of the 300 species of

this genus, which he himself describes, are provisional only.

Dr. Hooker, who had only partially accepted the derivative hypothesis propounded
before the publication of " The Origin of Species through Natural Selection," at the

same time declining the doctrine of special creation, has since then cordially adopted
the former, and illustrated its principles by applying them to the solution of various

botanical questions: first, in reference to the Flora of Australia, the anomalies of

which he appears to explain satisfactorily by the application of these principles;

and, latterly, in reference to the Arctic Flora.

In the case of the Arctic Flora, he believes that originally Scandinavian typos
were spread over the high northern latitudes, that these were driven southwards
during the glacial period, when many of them changed their forms in the struggle
that ensued with the displaced temperate plants; that on the returning warmth,
ilio Scandinavian plants, whether changed or not, were drive'i again northwards and
up to the mountains of the temperate latitudes, followed, in both cases, by series of

pre-existing plants of the temperate Alps. The result is the present mixed Arctic

Flora, consisting of a basis of more or less changed and unchanged Scandinavian

plants, associated in each longitude with representatives of the mountain Flora of

the more temperate regions to the south of them.
The publication of a previously totally unknown Flora, that of the Alps of tro-

pical Africa, by Dr. Hooker, has afforded a multitude of facts that have been applied

in confirmation of the derivative hypothesis. This Flora is found to have relation-

ships with those of temperate Europe and North Africa, of the Cape of Good Hope,
and of the mountains of tropical Madagascar and Abyssinia, that can be accounted
for on no other hypothesis but that there has been ancient climatal connection, and
some coincident or subsequent slight changes of specific character.

The doctrine of Cuvier, every day more and more borne out by observation, that

each organ bears a definite relation to the whole of the individual, seems to support
the view of indefinite variation. If an animal seeks its food or safety by climbing

trees, its claws will become more prehensile, the muscles which act upon those

claws must become more developed, the body will become agile by the very exercise

which is necessary to it, and each portion of the frame will mould itself to the

wants of the animal by the effect on it of the habits of the animal.

Another series of facts which present an argument in favour of gradual succession

are the phases of resemblance to inferior orders which the embryo passes through

in its development, and the relations shown in what is termed the metamorphosis
of plants; facts difficult to account for on the theory of frequent separate creations,

but almost inevitable on that of gradual succession. So, also, the existence of

rudimentary and effete organs, which must either be referred to a lusus naturce or

to some mode of continuous succession.

The doctrine of typical nuclei seems only a mode of evading the difficulty ; expe-

rience does not give us the types of theory, and, after all, what are these types? It

must be admitted there are none such in reality; how are we led to the theory of

them ? simply by a process of abstraction from classified existences. Having grouped

from natural similitudes certain natural forms into a class, we select attributes

common to each member of the class, and call the assemblage of such attributes a

type of the class. This process gives us an abstract idea, and we then transfer this

idea to the Creator, and make him start with that which our own imperfect generaliza-

tion has derived. It seems to me that the doctrine of types is, in fact, a concession

to the theory of continuity or indefinite variability ; for the admission that large groups

have common characters shows, necessarily, a blending of forms within the scope of

the group, which supports the view of each member being derived from some other

member of it : can it be asserted that the assigned limits of such groups have a

definite line of demarcation?

The condition of the earth's surface, or, at least, of large portions of it, has for

long periods remained substantially the same; this would involve a greater degree

of fixity in the organisms which have existed during such periods of little change
than in those which have come into being during periods of more rapid transition

;

for, though rejecting catastrophes as the general modus agendi of nature, I am far

from saying that the march of physical changes has always been perfectly uniform.

There have been, doubtless, what may be termed secular seasons, and there have

been local changes of varying degrees of extent and permanence ; from such causes

organized beings would be more concentrated in certain directions than in others,

the fixity of character being in the ratio of fixity of condition. This would throw

natural forms into certain groups which would be more prominent than others, liko

the colours of the rainbow, which present certain predominant tints, though they

merge into each other by insensible gradations.

While the evidence seems daily becoming stronger in favour of a derivative

hypothesis as applied to the succession of organic beings, we are far removed from

anything like a sufficient number of facts to show that, at all events within the

existing geological periods capable of being investigated, there has been any great

progression from a simpler or more embryonic to a more complex type.

Professor Huxley, though inclined to the derivative hypothesis, shows, in the

concluding portion of his address to the Geological Society, 1862, a great number
of cases in which, though there is abundant evidence of variation, there is none of

progression. There are, however, several groups of Vertebrata in which the endo-

skeleton of the older presents a less ossified condition than that of the younger

genera. He cites the Devonian Ganoids, the Mesozoic Lepidosteidas, the Palaeozoic

Sharks, and the more ancient Crocodilia and Lacertilia, and particularly the Pycno-

donts and Labyrinthodonts, as instances of this when compared with their more
recent representatives.

The records of life on the globe may have been destroyed by the fusion of the

rocks, which would otherwise have preserved them, or by crystallization after hydro-

thermal action. The earlier forms may have existed at a period when this planet

was in course of formation, or being segregated or detached from other worlds or

systems. We have not evidence enough to speculate on the subject, but by time

and patience we may acquire it.

Were all the forms which have existed embalmed in rock, the question would be

solved; but what a small portion of extinct forms is so preserved, and must be, if

we consider the circumstances necessary to fossilize organic remains. On the dry

land, unwashed by rivers and seas, when an animal or plant dies, it undergoes

chemical decomposition which changes its form ; it is consumed by insects, its

skeleton is oxidized and crumbles into dust. Of the myriads of animals and vege-

tables which annually perish, we find hardly an instance of a relic so preserved as to

be likely to become a permanent fossil. So, again, in the deeper parts of tbe oceans,

or of the larger lakes, the few fish there are perish and their remains sink to the

bottom, and are there frequently consumed by other marine or lacustrine organisms,

or chemically decomposed. As a general rule, it is only when the remains are

silted up by marine, flnviatile, or lacustrine sediments that the remains are pre-

served. Geology, therefore, might be expected to keep for us such organic remains

only as were likely to inhabit deltas or the margins of seas, lakes, or rivers; here

and there an exception may occur, hut the mass of preserved relics would be those

of creatures so situated: and so wc find it, the bulk of fossil remains consists of

fish and amphibia, shell-fish form the major part of the geological museum, lime-

stone and chalk rocks frequently consisting of little else than a congeries of fossil

shells. Plants of reed or rush-like character, fish which are capable of inhabiting
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shallow waters, and saurian animals, form another large portion of geological

remains.

Compare the shell-fish and amphibia of existing organisms with the other forms,

and what a small proportion they supply ; compare the shell-fish and amphibia of

palaeontology with the other forms, and what an overwhelming majority they yield!

There is nothing, as Professor Huxley has remarked, like an extinct order of birds

or mammals, only a few isolated instances. It may be said, the ancient world

possessed a larger proportion of fish and amphibia, and was more suited to their

existence. I see no reason for believing this, at least to anything like the extent

contended for; the Fauna and Flora now in course of being preserved for future

ages would give the same idea to our successors.

Crowded as Europe is with cattle, birds, insects, &c, how few are geologically

preserved ! while the muddy or sandy margins of the ocean, the estuaries, and
deltas, are yearly accumulating numerous Crustacea and mollusca, with some fishes

and. reptiles, for the study of future palaeontologists.

If this position be right, then, notwithstanding the immense number of preserved

fossils, there must have lived an immeasurably larger- number of unpreserved

organic beings, so that the chance of filling up the missing links, except in occa-

sional instances, is very slight. Yet where circumstances have remained suitable

for their preservation, many closely-connected species are preserved—in other words,

while the intermediate types in certain cases are lost, in others they exist. The
opponents of continuity lay all stress on the lost and none on the existing links.

But there is another difficulty in the way of tracing a given organism to its

parent form, which, from our conventional mode of tracing genealogies, is never

looked upon in its proper light.

Where are we to look for the remote ancestor of a given form ? Each of us,

supposing none of our progenitors to have intermarried with relatives, would have

had at or about the period of the Norman Conquest upwards of a hundred million

direct ancestors of that generation, and if we add the intermediate ancestors, double

that number. As each individual has a male and female parent, we have only to

multiply by two for each thirty years, the average duration of a generation, and it

will give the above result.

Let any one assume that one of his ancestors at the time of the Norman Conquest

was a Moor, another a Celt, and a third a Laplander, and that these three were

preserved while all the others were lost, he would never recognize either of them
as his ancestor; he would only have the one hundred millionth of the blood of each

of them, and, as far as they were concerned, there would be no perceptible sign of

identity of race.

But the problem is more complex than that which I have stated. At the time

of the Conquest there were hardly a hundred million people in Europe ; it follows

that a great number of the ancestors of the propositus must have intermarried

with relations, and then the pedigree, going back to the time of the Conquest,

instead of being represented by diverging lines, would form a network so tangled

that no skill could unravel it. The law of probabilities would indicate that any

two people in the same country, taken at hazard, would not have many generations

to go back before they would find a common ancestor, who probably, could they

have seen him or her in the life, had no traceable resemblance to either of them.

Thus two animals of a very different form, and of what would be termed very

different species, might have a common geological ancestor, and yet the skill of no

comparative anatomist could trace the descent.

From the long-continued conventional habit of tracing pedigrees through the

male ancestor, we forget in talking of progenitors that each individual has a mother
as well as a father, and there is no reason to suppose that he has in him less of

the blood of the one than of the other.

The recent discoveries in palaeontology show us that man existed on this planet

at an epoch far anterior to that commonly assigned to him. The instruments

connected with human remains, and indisputably the work of human hands, show
that to these remote periods the term civilization could hardly be applied—chipped

flints of the rudest construction, probably, in the earlier cases, fabricated by holding

an amorphous flint in the hand, and chipping off portions of it by striking it against

a larger stone or rock ; then, as time suggested improvements, it would be more
carefully shaped, and another stone used as a tool ; then (at what interval we can

hardly guess) it would be ground, then roughly polished, and so on— subsequently

bronze weapons, and, nearly the last before we come to historical periods, iron.

Such an apparently simple invention as a wheel must, in all probability, have been

far subsequent to the rude hunting-tools or weapons of war to which I have alluded.

A little step-by-step reasoning will convince the unprejudiced that what we call

civilization must have been a gradual process. Can it be supposed that the inhab-

itants of Central America or of Egypt suddenly, and what is called instinctively,

built their cities, carved and ornamented their monuments? If not—if they must
have learnt to construct such erections—did it not take time to acquire such

learning, to invent tools as occasion required, contrivances to raise weights, rules

or laws by which men acted in concert to effect the design ? Did not all this

require time ? and ir^ as the evidence of historical times shows, invention marches
with a geometrical progression, how slow must have been the earlier steps! If

even now habit, and prejudice resulting therefrom, vested interests, &c., retard for

some time the general application of a new invention, what must have been the degree

of retardation among the comparatively uneducated beings which then existed ?

I .have of course been able to indicate only a few of the broad arguments on this

most interesting subject ; for detailed results the works of Darwin, Hooker, Huxley,

Carpenter, Lyell, and others must be examined. If I appear to lean to the view

that the successive changes in organic beings do not take place by sudden leaps,

it is, I believe, from no want of an impartial feeling; but if the facts are stronger

in favour of one theory than another, it would be an affectation of impartiality to

make the balance appear equipoised.

The prejudices of education and associations with the past are against this as

against all new views; and while on the one hand a theory is not to be accepted

because it is new and prima facie plausible, still to this assembly I need not say

that its running counter to existing opinions is not necessarily a reason fur its

rejection ; the onus proband', should rest on those who advance a new view, but

the degree of proof must differ with the nature of the subject. The fair question

is, Docs the newly-proposed view remove more difficulties, require fewer assump-

tions, and present more consistency with observed facts than that which it seeks

to supersede? If so, the philosopher will adopt it, and the world will follow the

philosopher—after many days.

It must be borne in mind that even if we are satisfied, from a persevering and

impartial inquiry, that organic forms have varied indefinitely in time, the causa,

causans of these changes is not explained by our researches. If it be admitted

that we find no evidence of amorphous matter suddenly changed into complex

structure, still why matter should be endowed with the plasticity by which it

slowly acquires modified structure is unexplained. If we assume that natural

selection, or the struggle for existence, coupled with the tendency of like to repro-

duce like, gives rise to various organic changes, still our researches are at present

uninstructive as to why like should produce like— why acquired characteristics in

the parent should be reproduced in the offspring. Reproduction itself is still an

enigma, and this great question may involve deeper thoughts than it would be

suitable to enter upon now.

Perhaps the most convincing argument in favour of continuity which could be

presented to a doubting mind would be the difficulty it would feel in representing

to itself any per salturn act of nature. Who would not be astonished at beholding

an oak-tree spring up in a day, and not from seed or shoot? We are forced by

experience, though often unconsciously, to believe in continuity as to all effects

now taking place. If any one of them be anomalous, we endeavour, by tracing its

history and concomitant circumstances, to find its cause, i.e., to relate it to ante-

cedent phenomena. Are we then to reject similar inquiries as to the past? Is it

laudable to seek an explanation of present changes by observation, experiment, and

analogy, and yet reprehensible to apply the same mode of investigation to the past

history of the earth and of the organic remains embalmed in it?

If we disbelieve in sudden creations of matter or force, in the sudden formations

of complex organisms now—if we now assign to the heat of the sun an action

enabling vegetables to live by assimilating gases and amorphous earths into growing

structures—why should such effects not have taken place in earlier periods of the

world's history, when the sun shone as now, and when the same materials existed

for his rays to fall upon?
If we are satisfied that continuity is a law of nature, the true expression of the

action of almighty power, then, though we may humbly confess our inability to

explain why matter is impressed with this gradual tendency to structural formation,

we should cease to look for special interventions of creative power in changes which

are difficult to understand, because, being removed from us in time, their concomi-

tants are lost ; we should endeavour from the relics to evoke their history, and

when we find a gap not try to bridge it over with a miracle.

If it be true that continuity pervades all physical phenomena, the doctrine

applied by Cuvier to the relations of the different parts of an animal to each other

might be capable of great extension. All the phenomena of inorganic and organized

matter might be expected to be so inter-related that the study of an isolated

phenomenon would lead to a knowledge of numerous other phenomena with which

it is connected. As the antiquary deduces from a monolith the tools, the arts, the

habits, and epoch of those by whom it is wrought, so the student of science may
deduce from a spark of electricity or a ray of light the source whence it is generated

;

and by similar processes of reasoning other phenomena hitherto unknown may be

deduced from their probable relation with the known. But, as with heat, light,

magnetism, and electricity, though we may study the phenomena to which these

names have been given, and their mutual relations, we know nothing of what they

are ; so, whether we adopt the view of natural selection, of effort, of plasticity, &c,
we know not why organisms should have this nisus for?nathms, or why the acquired

habit or exceptional quality of the individual should reappear in the offspring.

Philosophy ought to have no likes or dislikes— truth is her only aim ; but if a

glow of admiration be permitted to a physical inquirer, to my mind a far more

exquisite sense of the beautiful is conveyed by. the orderly development, by the

necessary inter-relation and inter-action of each element of the cosmos, and by the

conviction that a bullet falling to the ground changes the dynamical conditions of

the universe, than can be conveyed by mysteries, by convulsions, or by cataclysms.

The sense of understanding is to the educated more gratifying than the love of

the marvellous, though the latter need never be wanting to the nature-seeker.

But the doctrine of continuity is not solely applicable to physical inquiries.

The same modes of thought which lead us to see continuity in the field of the

microscope as in the universe, in infinity downwards as in infinity upwards, will

lead us to see it in the history of our own race. The revolutionary ideas of the

so-called natural rights of man, and a priori reasoning from what are termed first

principles, are far more unsound and give us far less ground for improvement of

the race than the study of the gradual progressive changes arising from changed

circumstances, changed wants, changed habits. Our language, our social institu-

tions, our laws, the constitution of which we are proud, are the growth of time,

the product of slow adaptations, resulting from continuous struggles. Happily in

this country, though our philosophical writers do not always recognize it, practical

experience has taught us to improve rather than to re-model: we follow the law

of nature and avoid cataclysms.

The superiority of man over other animals inhabiting this planet, of civilized

over savage man, and of the more civilized over the less civilized, is proportioned

to the extent which his thought can grasp of the past and of the future. His

memory reaches further back, his capability of prediction reaches further forward,

in proportion as his knowledge increases. He has not only personal memory which

brings to his mind at will the events of his individual life—he has history, the

memory of the race ; he has geology, the history of the planet ; he has astronomy,

the geology of other worlds. Whence does the conviction to which I have alluded,

that each material form bears in itself the records of .past history, arise? Is it

not from the belief in continuity ? Does not the worn hollow on the rock record

the action of the tide, its stratified layers the slow deposition by which it was
formed, the organic remains imbedded in it, the beings living at the times these

layers were deposited, so that from a fragment of stone we can get the history of

a period myriads of years ago? From a fragment of bronze we may get the history

of our race at a period antecedent to tradition. As science advances our power of
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reading this history improves and is extended. Saturn's ring may help us to a

knowledge of how our soiar system developed itself, for it as surely contains that

history as the rock contains the record of its own formation.

By this patient investigation how much have we already learnt, which the most
civilized of ancient human races ignored! While in ethics, in politics, in poetry,

in sculpture, in painting, we have scarcely, if at all, advanced beyond the highest

intellects of ancient Greece or Italy, how great are the 6teps we have made in

physical science and its applications!

But how much more may we not expect to know ?

We, this evening assembled, ephemera as we are, have learnt by transmitted

labour to weigh, as in a balance, other worlds larger and heavier than our own, to

know the length of their days and years, to measure their enormous distance from

us and from each other, to detect and accurately ascertain the influence they have

on the movements of our world and on each other, and to discover the substances

of which they are composed; may we net fairly hope that similar methods of

research to those which have taught us so much may give our racj further informa-

tion, until problems relating not only to remote worlds, but possibly to organic and
sentient beings which may inhabit them—problems which it might now seem wildly

visionary to enunciate—may be solved by progressive improvements in the modes
of applying observation and experiment, induction and deduction ?

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

PORTABLE LIFE PRESERVING RAFT.

Mit. J. W. Wood, the Board of Trade receiver of wrecks at Harwich, after

several years of anxious study, has invented a portable life raft or raft boat, of

which he has published the following description. It promises to be of great

value to persons attempting to save life and property at sea, and to coast-guard men
in connection with their mortar and rocket apparatus.

The accompanying diagram represents two rafts, each 20 feet long, joined

together at their bases, and forming a raft-6oa(. It will be more convenient for

illustration, in the first place, to take a half or triangular section, and consider it

a raft 20 feet long by 13£ feet base. It will be observed that in its portable state

there are three beams lying parallel; that they are composed chiefly of cork slubs

pegged together diagonally 15 inches square; that a planking of Scotch larch, 2

inches thick by 9 inches wide, is placed on the top and bottom of each, flush with

the inner side, and bolted through all, so as to form strong and light composite beams

with a projection of 6 inches of cork on the outer side, two of them being 20 feet

and the third 12^ feet long; also that the ends are made of solid wuod, tongued, so

as to form joints somewhat resembling a mortice and tenon; that a piece of similar

planking, without cork, lies under the centre beam (the use of whicli will be presently

seen), and under that again a fold of rope netting rove on iron rods connecting it

at the sides, and regulated by hollow-headed screws running through them and the

beams, and working in nuts concealed in the iron bands with which they are braced.

The short piece of similar planking with a hole in the middle of it, is fastened to

the upper side of the right hand main beam in the cross brace, of which more

hereafter. It will be seen that the shouldered screw stanchions at each corner, and

also those at each end of the cross bryce pass through the beams, and resemble man-
rope stanchions, with this difference, that they work into screw plates, let in flush with

the planking on the under side, and have two equidistant rope-holes instead of one.

Such is the raft in its portable state, two of which placed on deck, say one on

each side of the long boat under her bilge, would occupy little additional space.

In putting it together no extraneous aid beyond that of a marline-spike or piece

of old iron is required, each part being complete in itself. The ends of the two

side beams having the longest tongues are first drawn together and the other ends

extended, which spreads the rope netting. Then take the beam which has been

lying in the centre, and place it at the base ; run the loose iron rod through the

meshes at the base of the rope netting; lay it on the shouldered screws running

through the base beam ; fit the centre longitudinal plank into the grooves made for

it; lift the screw stanchions, draw the corners together, also the loose end of the

cross brace from right to left; return the stanchions to their places, and after a few

turns of each screw, the raft, in shape an isosceles triangle, and nearly resembling

the letter A, is constructed. The double life-line is then run through the holes in

the stanchions, by which means an open bulwark is made, and it is ready for
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Fig. 1, side view of fleck. Fig. 2, birdVove view on deck. Fig. 3, hollow-headed screw stanchion
,
A B nngs for bulwark *^*£££?2*Mt.

D, screw passing through bean, ; B, nu to receive screw, let in flush on under side of bean, Fig. 4, snouldered base screw. Fig £.metal rod •^^*^«S
Fig. 6, section of beam showing its composition, also depth from upper bulwark line to net flooring; A B rope bulwark ;

c, rope net flooring Fig 7™™™
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nuts to receive hollow-headed side screws, sustaining and confining net flooring rods, with hollow-headed side screw. Fig. 8, diagram of two rafts forming

launching. The net flooring may be tightened or ioosened at will, with the aid of

a marline-spike inserted in the hollow-headed screws. Although the details of

construction may appear tedious and somewhat complicated on paper, they are

practically as simple as possible, and conld not well be misunderstood by the most

ordinary intelligence. ,

Supposing the second raft to have been put together at the same time as the
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first, and the vessel to be in the worst possible condition, lying like a log upon the

water, with spars and boats gone, you will see that as they are made flush under-

neath there will be no difficulty in pushing them overboard, and when overboard

that there are several Strang and simple means of connecting them at the base of

each, by which they may be easily converted into a wave-line two-masted lug-sail

Tuft-boat, not only fit for sailing, but also capable of being rowed without difficulty,

by passing oars through the grummetts pendant from the hollow-headed screw

stanchions at each end of the crass braces. We have now, to say the least of it*

a skeleton boat, which can neither be capsized nor swamped, a means of making
conspicuous a signal of distress, and the power of progression, and the conveyance

of about fifty persons, with casks, provisions, and water, either to the shore, or to

the fairway of vessels ; further, should its flotation be insufficient for the number
of persons it might, in certain cases of emergency, be required to carry, the power
of increasing it without difficulty and in little time, by means of water casks or

any spare spars or wood at hand, will be apparent.

We will nest view the matter from the coast—say from a life-boat station.

Consider the triangular raft, with a pair of wheels temporarily attached to its sides,

as a carriage for the life-boat. A ship is on the sand, and the life-boat is towed

off to her assistance, but the water is found to be so shoal that she would be beached

and lost in attempting to get sufficiently near to be of any service. There is the

raft, ready to hand; disengage the wheels, launch, and tow it off to windward,

as near the wreck as possible, then pay away the rope by which it is secured till

it reaches the wreck (for it only draws four inches of water) ; then those on board

can draw it to the lee-side, jump in without fear of injury, and casting off the line

let it drift to leeward till picked up in comparatively smooth water. Observe that

there is no risk to life in using it as in using a boat; and, however much knocked
about and, possibly, damaged it might become, would not the saving of even one

life more than equal the whole value of a raft costing about £20 or £25?
It has been suggested that if such rafts, of convenient size, were kept ready for

use on board light vessels, say at the mouth of the Thames, or any other places

where dangerous shoals abound, and too distant from the shore for a life- boat to

be available, they would be on the spot ready for salvage smacks or steamers to

tow to vessels in distress, and very many lives be saved.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers have just awarded the following

f Premiums for Papers read during the Session 1865-66 :
—

1. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, to Richard Price Williams,

M. Inst. C.E., for his Paper ' : On the Maintenance and Renewal of Permanent Way."
2. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, to John Grant., M. Inst.

C.E., for his paper, "Experiments on the Strength of Cement, chiefly in reference

to the Portland Cement used in the Southern Main Drainage Works."

3. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in Books, to Edwin Clark, M. Inst.

C.E., for his Paper on " The Hydraulic Lift Graving Dock."

4. A Telford Medal to Sir Charles Tilston Bright, M.P., M. Inst. C.E., for his

Paper on "The Telegraph to India, and its Extension to Australia and China."

5. A Telford Medal, and the Manby Premium, in Books, to Robert Manning,

M. Inst. C.E., for his Paper "On the Results of a series of Observations on the

Flow of Water off the Ground in the Woodbnrn district, near Carrickfergus, Ireland

;

with Rain-gange Registries in the same locality for a period of twelve months,

ending 30th June, 1865,"

6. A Telford Premium, in Books, to William Humber, Assoc Inst. C.E., for his

Paper " On the Design and Arrangement of Railway Stations, Repairing Shops,

Engine Sheds, &c."

7. A Telford Premium, in Books, to George Rowdon Burn ell, M. Inst. C.E., for

his Paper " On the Water Supply of the City of Paris."

8. A Telford Premium, in Books, to William Ridley, for his Paper on "The
Grand River Viaduct, Mauritius Railways."

9. A Telford Premium, in Books, to Theodore Anthony Rochussen, Assoc. Inst.

C.E., for his Paper "On the Maintenance of the Rolling Stock on the Cologne-

Minden, and other Prussian Railways."

10. A Telford Premium, in Books, to William Hemingway Mills, M. Inst. C.E.,

for his Paper on "The Craigellachie Viaduct."

THE ITALIAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, CALLED THE FORTY.

There has existed in Italy for the last century a private foundation, quite indepen-

dent of government, the members of which, of the number of forty, are elected

amongst themselves, never meet, but correspond by letter with the president. This

society, which has its own funds, has published fifty large volumes of memoirs,

containing the greatest works that have been produced in the departments of

mathematics, physics, &c. The last president was the late M. Marianini, who is

now succeeded by M. Matteucci, who was unanimously elected on the 27th of last

August. It is said to be the intention of this eminent philosopher to make this

society become the great centre of publication of all progress of science made in

Italy. After having obtained from the Minister of Public Instruction the founda-

tion of two gold medals for the two best memoirs, published in the transactions of

the society, M. Matteucci has founded at his own expense a third gold medal, to

be given by the society to the author, in any country, of the most important discovery

in natural philosophy of the year.

LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

O.v Saturday, the 6th nit., an ordinary monthly meeting of the above-named

society took place at its rooms, Doctor's Commons, City. The chair was occupied

by Mr. Joseph Newton, and, after the routine business had been disposed of, Mr.

Briggs proceeded to read a second paper on " The Concussion of Water in Pumps
and Pipes." The subject, however, had on previous occasions been so fully venti-

lated and discussed by the associated foremen that it was scarcely possible for Mr.

Briggs to shed much new light upon it, and he certainly did not succeed in doing

so. Messrs. Stabler, Irvine, Keyte, Jenson, and others, nevertheless entered lengthily

afterwards into many practical points referred to in the paper, and thus contributed

towards making the evening's arrangements more interesting and instructive than
they otherwise would have been. On the conclusion of the discussion, a vote ofthanks
was awarded to Mr. Briggs, and then Mr. David Walker (secretary) read a short

but suggestive paper on the best means for increasing the usefulness of the institu-

tution, especially in so far as related to obtaining situations for unemployed members.
Sir. Walker considered that too much apathy was exhibited in this direction, and that

thus one of the main features of the institution had been lost sight of. It was the

bounden duty of one and all the members who were in employment to keep a watch-
ful eye on behalf of those who were not, and to report to the secretary without delay

any knowledge they might possess of vacancies or probable vacancies in engineering

establishments. Fortunately, he said, there were few of their body at present unem-
ployed, but it was still necessary to devise and complete arrangements for obviating

the evils of '* a rainy day." Mr. Walker's remarks appeared to create much interest,

and it is hoped they will produce a beneficial effect.

The chairman next read a communication from William Fairbairn, Esq., C.E.,

in which that gentleman highly eulogised the society, and expressed an opinion that
" the Association of Foremen Engineers was one of those institutions which tend to

the improvement and advancement of practical science." He wished it, therefore,

every success. Mr. Fairbairn's letter was received with great favour. Mr. Newton
further read some correspondence which had passed between Mr. Walthew, secretary of

the Manchester Society of Foremen, Mr. Oubridge, one of its members, and himself.

The purport of this was the expression of a desire on all sides for closer communion
between the London and the Manchester Associations. It was also incidentally

stated by the chairman that similar societies were either in active and useful exist-

ence, or in process of formation, in Leeds, Glasgow, Birkenhead, and Sunderland.

In all these cases the rules had been framed on the model of those of the London
Association of Foremen, and they were, therefore, in no way inimical to the interests

of engineering employers, but, on the contrary, highly favourable to them. Much
applause greeted these remarks, and finally the chairman announced that he should

endeavour, at the November sitting, to read a paper on " Ansell's Fire-damp Indi-

cator," and when the inventor himself would be present with examples of each form

of the ingenious apparatus for the purpose of illustration and experiment. The
meeting was then adjourned to the 3rd instant.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

Rennie's New Floating Dock.—A correspondent of Mitch- IVs Steam Skip-

ping Journal writes from Cartagena :— I had this day an opportunity of witnessing

the trial of the large iron floating dock which had been sent out here in pieces from

England some four years past, and only recently completed here. A short time

ago a man-of-war, the Alceda, of some size, had been lifted high and dry out of the

water for the purpose of undergoing repairs, and as it was the intention to replace

her in the water again this day I proceeded on board about 9 o'clock for the purpose

of seeing it. At 9*20 orders were given to sink the dock and allow the vessel to

float out. The engineer in charge, Mr. Fenwick, an Englishman, who was the

superintendent of the work here, immediately gave orders to open the valves, when

the dock began to sink gradually, retaining its horizontal position. At 9*40 the

water began running over at both ends. The dock, having sunk some 5 feet or

6 feet in a few minutes, the two streams met in the centre, showing how equally

the dock had sunk, the entire floor being now covered with water and touching the

keel of the vessel, and half-an-hour afterwards the vessel was afloat. The valves

for immersion were now closed and the vessel hauled out. This operation of sinking

the dock was effected with such steadiness and regularity, that unless the height of

the water was carefully observed no motion was apparent. Mr. G. B. Rennie, the

patentee of the dock, and his wife, who had just come out from England, were on

board. By an arrangement of air or buoyant chambers, the dock cannot sink

beyond a certain depth. In order to demonstrate this (after the vessel was clear of

the dock), Mr. Rennie requested that the immersion valves might again be opened

and the dock allowed to sink to its greatest depth ; in a quarter of an hour this

was done, and she would sink no deeper, leaving the sides about 8 feet out of water.

This will allow of a vessel drawing 27 feet of water being docked. The engines for

pumping out the water from the dock were now set to work, and in four hours she

was raised up again. As the question of dock accommodation is now of some interest

to the British public, a slight description of the famous port of Cartagena and its

docks might be acceptable. The "darsena," or dockyard, is situated within a fine

large sheltered harbour, and is the naval port of Spain in the Mediterranean. The

"darsena" consists of a large artificial basin some 1800 feet long by 1100 feet

broad, and is in some places as deep as 48 feet. Surrounding the quays are the

different storehouses and dry docks, which were made about the same time as the

basin, now nearly eighty years ago; but it is still larger than the basins of Plymouth,

Portsmouth, and Chatham, or even those new basins recently made at Cherbourg.

The dry docks above mentioned are only suited to the size of vessels made in the last

century. The insufficiency of dock accommodation for large vessels of the present

period at last induced the Spanish government to improve it, and Messrs. Rennie,

of London, were requested in 1859 to furnish designs for the iron floating dock,

which eventually they carried out, though now, from the length of time of putting

it together in this country, some of the novelty of floating docks has been lost. It

is due to the Spauish government and General Quesada (Chief of Engineer Corps)

to say that they were the first who undertook its adoption, and it is still, I believe,

the only example of the kind in actual use with success. The length of the dock

is 325 feet; the breadth, 105 feet; the lifting power, independent of the weight

of the dock, is about 6500 tons dead weight. The dock has now been completed

and afloat for four months, during which time four vessels have been docked with
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perfect success, and it is due to the engineer in charge to say that when it was first

floated it was found to be perfectly watertight, and the first trial of sinking was

made with as great facility and regularity as that of the Afceda this day. It is

currently reported that, as soon as some of the Pacific fleet arrive, one of the large

iron-clad vessels will be lifted.

A Nkw American Ironclad Ram.—A correspondent writes:—The Dunder-

berg! Such is the awful name of a gigantic iron-clad ram which has been built

in the dockyard of Mr. William Webbe, at New York. She was tried on the 5th

inst. She is 380 feet long, 72 feet in width in her central part, and of 5000 tons

burthen, she displaces a quantity of water equal to 7000 tons, and her armour of

iron plates weighs 1000 tons. This vessel is built upon a model entirely different

from that of the monitors and of the new ironsides. Her outward appearance

resembles more that of the Merrimac, the famous Confederate ram. Her battery,

which is to be armed with fifteen or sixteen heavy guns, forms under the deck a

casemate, with sloping sides, upon which the enemy's missiles, it is supposed, will

glance harmlessly off. The height of tliis casemate is about 8 feet. She has gun

ports on every side, which open and shut by the action of a steam-engine. But

what renders the Dunderberg more redoubtable is a great movable spur of 50 feet

long, which forms before the vessel a kind of sword, rising above the water 21 feet.

The speed of the Dunderberg is remarkable. During her trial she ran easily nine

knots under a small canvas, and it is estimated that if the full power of her screw

was put in action she could do from 16 to 18 knots. Her engines are of 6000
horse-power. During her trial voyage in the bay the Dunderberg performed the

manoeuvre of veering round, in order to fire her broadsides successively. The ram
went round forty-one times in a space equal to the half of her total length, and

each turn lasted about three minutes and a half. So that once in action the Dun-
derberg could successively fire seventeen broadsides in an hour without changing

place, and, consequently, without leaving the line of battle which she occupied.

Such a result no man-of-war has attained till now. The armament of the ram
will not be sent on board immediately, as the government lias the intention to class

her among the reserve. She will be sent, without doubt, to League Island, near

Philadelphia, where the monitors are kept. According to a despatch, received

through the Atlantic cable, it appears that the Prussian government has an inten-

tion of buying this ship, but there is no reason to believe that she is for sale.

New Ironclad for the Dutch Navy.—Messrs. Laird Brothers, of Birken-

head, have just launched (for the Dutch government) a magnificent iron-plated

steamer. The vessel is named the Print Hendrik, and both the hull and engines

are designed by Messrs. Laird. The chief novelty of this vessel is, that she is

driven by two screw engines, each of 200 horse-power nominal. Her armament
consists of turrets, with carriages for two 12,^ ton 300 pounder guns, on the system

of Captain Coles, R.N., which will throw a broadside of 1200 pounds. Another
difference between this vessel and others constructed on the turret principle is, that

she is some 3 or 4 feet higher out of the water than any vessel of the same kind.

Thus the officer* and crew will have very much more accommodation and convenience,

and the vessel will be enabled to keep the sea for a considerable length of time.

Her armour-plating is 54- inches thick, with a teak back 10 inches thick, and her

speed is expected to exceed 12 knots an hour.

Nitro-Glycerine for Blasting Purposes.—M. Kopp's process of making
nitro-glycerine is as follows:—In an earthen demi-john, placed in cold water, he

mixes smoking nitric acid, at 50°, with the double of its weight of sulphuric acid

in tho most concentrated state. In a kettle he evaporates commercial glycerine,

free from lime and lead, until it marks 31° after cooling. This glycerine must be

of a syrupy consistency. He pours 330 grammes (10 ounces) of the mixture of acids

into a glass balance, kept in cold water, and runs into it slowly 500 grammes (1 lb.) of

glycerine, stirring all the time. Tho mixture is lefr to stand for about ten minutes,

and is poured into five or six times its volume of cold water, meantime stirring.

The nitro-glycerine is precipitated in the form of a heavy oil ; it is decanted, washed
with water, and kept in bottles ready for use. Its use is very simple. Let us

suppose the miner lias to detach rocks : at 2£ or 3 metres distance from the outside

edge make a hole of about 5 or 6 centimetres diameter, and 2 or 3 metre? deep;

with a funnel, place from 1500 to 2000 grammes (3 to 4 lbs.) of nitro-glycenue

in this hole. The miner then lets down a little cylinder of wood, fastened on paste-

board or sheet-iron, of 4 centimetres diameter and 5 or 6 centimetres high, which
is tilled with gunpowder. This cylinder is fixed to a fuse so as to permit its oeing

ignited. The whole is filled with sand, the fuse is cut at a few centimetres from

the hole, and lighted. After eight or ten minutes the combustion of the fuse is

communicated to the cylinder. The gunpowder takes fire, there results a violent

shock of the cylinder against the nitro-glycerine, which instantaneously detonates.

The esplosion is so sudden that the sand has never time to be thrown away. The
whole mass of rock is seen to rise, become displaced, and afterwards comes together

quietly without any projection. It is only on near approach that the effect is

ascertained; enormous masses of rock are completely displaced, and are ready for

removal by machinery. The stone being but little pulverized, there is no loss.

With the above quantity of nitro-glycerine 40 to 80 cubic metres of rock could be

detached. The cost of nitro-glycerine is two-thirds that of gunpowder. Nitro-

glycerine can be safely transported from place to place by dissolving it in wood naphtha,

in which it loses its explosive property. By simply adding water to the solution

the nitro-glveerine is precipitated, and is ready for use.

Manufacture of Soda.—The consumption of sulphuric acid in the British

soda manufacture during the current year will probably amount to over 350,000
tons, the consumption of limestone to over half a million tons, the consumption of

coal to about one and a quarter million of tons, and the production of useless

residue to at least a million and a half tons. Mr. Walter Weldon has suggested a
mode of manufacturing soda which, while preventing the production of any useless

residue whatever, would save, he believes, all the sulphuric acid, all the limestone,

and probably half the coal, besides effecting other important economies. The
proposed process was described at the last meeting of the British Association. It

consists in decomposing fluoride of sodium by means of steam, the fluoride being
obtained by passing hydrofluoric acid gas into chluride of sodium.

^
I.ippincott's Vapour Index.—Mr. .Tames S. Lippincott, of Haddonfield,

Kew Jersey, U.S., has constructed a movable table, by which the humility of the

air is at once read off from the indications of the wet and dry bulb hygrometer.

The temperatures of the wet bulb are arranged on a fixed rim surrounding a
movable disc, upon which are printed in spiral form the differences of the temper-

atures of the wet and dry bulb. On bringing any given difference to correspond

with a temperature in the margin, the relative humidity, expressed in hundredths

of saturation, appears through holes pierced through the disc, and corresponding to

the differences of temperature. The arrangement is ingenious and simple, and

makes a very elegant and useful piece of apparatus for meteorological students,

to all whom we recommend it as saving much time in looking up tables, or in

calculation.

—

Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Mode of Sharpening Edge Tools.—The simplest mode of sharpening an

edge tool is to place the cutting part in water containing l-20th of its weight of

sulphuric or muriatic acid; after allowing it to remain there for half an hour, wipe
it gently with a piece of soft rag, and in a few hours set it on an ordinary strop.

This method, not generally known, is by no means new : the effect of the acid is to

supply the place of the oil stone, by uniformly corroding the entire surface, so that

nothing but a good polish is afterwards needed.

The Dead Sea.—M. Terrell, who accompanied the Due de Luynes to Palestine

in 1865, has addressed a paper to the Academy on the chemical composition of the

waters of the Dead Sea. The inland lake has generally been considered untenanted

by living creatures, but M. Terrell states that near Sodom he distinctly saw a

number of small fish that seemed to thrive very well. His other observations may
be summed up as follows:— 1. The density of the waters of the Dead Sea increases

with their depth. 2. Their composition is not everywhere the same; thus the

samples taken at a distance of five miles east of Wady-Mrabba contain four times

more calcium than those taken five miles east of Ras Teshkah, which contain twice

as much sodium as the former. 3. Their concentration is likewise variable. 4. The
samples taken north of Sodom, in that part which forms a lagoon, contain more
chloride of sodium than chloride of magnesium ; this explains why small fish will

live in it. 5. Of all the salts contained in the Dead Sea, the bromides alone seem
to be much more concentrated at the bottom, in those strata the depth of which

exceeds 300 metres. 6. The waters of the Dead Sea contain no iodine, nor are there

any traces of phosphoric acid. 7. Their residue after evaporation does not by the

spectroscope reveal the presence either of lithine, or oxsium, or rubidium. They
contain little sulphuric acid.

Nitroleum, the new Substitute for Gunpowder.—A highly interesting

official report has just been made by Colonel Shaffner of a series of experiments

conducted by him at Washington for demonstrating the use of nitroleum (which, it

should be explained, is the new and far preferable name by which the colonel desig-

nates the compound which has hitherto been called nitro-glycerine) in the explosion

of mines. The results fully confirm the fact that the explosive qualities of nitroleum

are far in advance of gunpowder. Two similar cast-iron pieces, weighing each

300 lb., had a hole 1 in. diameter and 15 in. deep bored in them, and were charged,

one with powder and the other with nitroleum. The powder discharged through the

fuse-vent, 3-16 in. diameter, and did no injury. The nitroleum tore the iron to pieces,

the force extending downward from the bottom of the charge, leaving a cone with

its apex at the bottom of the drill hole. Four musket barrels were placed in wrought
iron cylinders, two filled with gunpowder and two filled one-third full with nitroleum.

The musket barrels charged with powder were exploded by electricity ; they burst

open, tearing the iron to pieces. The explosion of the barrels charged with nitroleum

produced a very different effect; they were flattened, and not so much broken to

pieces ; the force was so sudden and great that after the barrel had irregularly broken

up and down the iron appeared like rolled plate, even and polished. The experi-

ments appear to demonstrate that nitroleum can, with ordinary precautions, be

handled and employed without greater danger than is common to gunpowder, and
for blasting operations, at least, it presents undoubted advantages.

Paris Exhibition.—The principal industrial establishments in Italy are now
actively preptring themselves for the great competition at the Universal Exhibition

of 1867. At Florence several tables (unique in their kind) are being made. One
is an oval -shaped table, representing in the centre the attributes of Bacchus, with

a border of flowers, admirably executed ; the parchment of a tambourine in Siberian

jasper, the hoop of the instrument in petrified wood, the bells in Volterra jasper,

imitating the reflection of the copper; a wand of Bacchus, likewise in petrified wood,

the pores and the knots of which may be readily distinguished ; bunches of grapes

in Oriental alabaster, of a delicious pearly transparency, the vine leaves in Sicilian

jasper, with the warm and red tones of autumn upon them, birds with wings half

open, flowers scattered about here and there, variegated camelias, blue bells in lapis-

lazuli twined around the branches, the fine grain of the stones giving them a fresh-

ness, a brilliancy, and life-like appearance.

Iron-Plated Granite.—A considerable event has occurred at Fortress Monroe.
The American government has been trying experiments to ascertain whether iron-

plated granite will resist shot. A target 30 feet high, 36 feet wide, and 8 fret

thick, was erected and plated with four layers of iron, each 1 inch thick. A
Rodman 15-inch smooth bore, and a 12-inch rifled Rodman, were planted 350
yards off, and on 21st September eleven shots were fired, and on the 22nd six

more. The result was, that while the shot, when unresisted by the iron plates,

pulverized the granite, they never penetrated the plates. So impressed is the

British government with the result of the experiment, that it has, according to a
semi-official announcement, resolved to plate the fortifications at Portsmouth with

immensely thick layers of iron. Earth is, we imagine, out of the question there,

but we wish the Ordnance would go to the expense of trying the heavy guns against

earthworks. They cost comparatively little, could be put up in a month, and
certainly resisted the old forms of assault better than any structure of masonry.

Would a bolt from a Rodman gun cleave a way through an ordinary railway

embankment?

—

Spectator.

New Source of Borax.—A lake, about two miles in circumference, from

which borax is obtained in extremely pure condition, and in very large quantify,

has been recently discovered in California. The borax hitherto in use has been

procured by combining boracic acid procured from Tuscany, with soda. It is used

in large quantities in this country, the potteries of Staffordshire alone consuming
more than 1100 tons annually.
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Minerals asd Mktals.—The following table gives a general summary of the

minerals raised and metals produced in the United Kingdom in 1865 :
—

Quantity of
Minerals
Raised.

Value of
Minerals
Raised.

Quantity of

Metals
Produced.

Value of
Metals

Produced.

Copper, tous, . . -

Lead, tons, ....
Zinc, tons, ....
Pyrites, tons, . . .

Gold (quartz), tons,

Iron, tons, ....
Earthy minerals and

otliers, returned, . .

Earthy minerals, not re-

turned, estimated,

Metalliferous ores and
metals, other than

above, estimated,

Total value, . .

15.6S6
198,298

90,451

17,842

114,195
4,280

9,910,045

98,150,587

£867,435
937,938

1,153,134

52,478

71,174

3,324,864

24,537,621

774,466

650,000

10,039
11,888

67,181

724,856

4,460

oz. 1,164

4,819,254

£971,273
1,134,6'J4

1,433,161

199,335

104,810

5,824

11,774,220

150,000

— £32,359,080 ~ £15,773,287

Soul's Instruments.—At the Exhibition of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic

Society, the mechanical appliances of Messrs. M. A. Soul & Co., of 3 Leadenhall

Street, London, were very interesting. The patent How-Gathercole Salinometer

was exhibited with its improvements from the originals. The old arrangement, by

which the person in charge might possibly be scalded in consequence of more water

being admitted than could be got rid of by the waste pipe, has been discarded in

the new instrument, the outlet and inlet of water being so proportioned that such

an accident cannot possibly occur. A patent Engine Room Telegraph, with regis-

tered compensating dial, was also exhibited, and in it many defects of former

instruments are corrected or removed. The signals are engraved on a stationary

back plate, and a slotted front plate is so attached as to revolve around the shaft

of the telegraph instrument. This prevents more than one signal or compound
signal from being exhibited at the same time, and the signal is given with great

accuracy, notwithstanding the possible lagging behind of the revolving plates.

Amongst the other contributions by the same firm was a patent steam-engine room

counter and clock, designed for the purpose of registering the number of revolutions

made by an engine, the duty performed by pumping engines, or the distance travelled

by a locomotive. To these articles the society's first bronze medal was awarded.

—

Royal Cornwall Gazette.

Russian Railways.—A good deal has been said of late about the inactivity of

Russia during the late complication in Germany, and various theories have been

formed to account for it. There seems, however, one very sufficient reason likely

to exist for some time. Russia is quite unfit to interfere effectively, for want of

railways to bring her troops and materiel to the western frontier. For almost all

practical purposes of engaging in a Enropean conflict, Russia is in no better a state

than during the Crimean war. Except between Warsaw and St. Petersburg and

St. Petersburg and Moscow there are no great trunk lines in the empire. For
suppressing a Polish insurrection the Warsaw line has shown its usefulness. But
a network spread over all the great centres of population in Russia, so that troops

could be concentrated from all points, would be needed before Russia could enter

into conflict with a power like Prussia on anything like equal terms. If Russia,

however, is at present unprepared, it is equally true that she will not be so for

many years longer. For two or three years the work of railway making has been

prosecuted with immense activity—not, it must in justice be admitted, with an eye

chiefly to military use, but for the sake of commerce, though the military uses must
inevitably follow. An official review just published in St. Petersburg enables us to

see what lines are now complete or rapidly approaching completion, and what other

lines are designed as most necessary, on which the government will concentrate all

its energies during the next few years. It is possible, therefore, to point out with

some accuracy what sort of railway system Russia will possess at a not very distant

date. In point of mileage a great deal has already been done, or is fast approaching

completion, though not so much as to make a network embracing the whole empire

in Europe. There is first the trunk line from St. Petersburg to Mo-cow, 400 miles
;

small branch lines from St. Petersburg, about 50 miles ; the St. Petersburg and

Warsaw line, with a branch towards the Prussian frontier, about 800 miles; and

the line from Warsaw to the Austrian frontier and branches in Poland, about 446
miles. This is what has been done in the north and west. In the south there is

a short length in the interior from Odessa to Balta, with a branch westwardly

towards Tiraspol, about 256 miles, entirely disconnected with the northern system.

About 90 miles are also being made in the valleys of the Volga and the Don near

Grouchersk- Various lines again radiate from Moscow—eastward to Nijni-

Novgorod, about 274 miles; north-eastward, to Serguievsk, 44 miles; south-east-

ward, to Riazan and Koslof, 260 miles. Last of all we have reckoned in this list

the line, which is certainly not far advanced, from Dunaburg by Witepsk and

Smolensk to Orel, about 630 miles. Altogether these lines extend to about 3235
miles, of which about 2570 miles are already open to the public. When these are

quite complete Russia will have two great trunk lines from the heart of the empire

to the north-west and the Baltic, viz., from Moscow to St. Petersburg, and from

Orel to Dunabnrg and Riga, besides one or two disconnected lines in the south,

those which radiate eastward from Moscow, and the great trunk line from St.

Petersburg to Warsaw, and towards the Prussian and Austrian frontiers. The
^reat defect is in the south, hardly more than one or two steps having been taken

to connect Moscow and Orel, and thereby the Baltic provinces with the south, and

the ports of the Black Sea, Sea of Asoph, and the Caspian. The defect is great

commercially, but even more important in a military point of view, for the principal

stations of the Russian army are in the south, as well as the principal coal mines,

on which dependence must be placed to keep the railways in operation. It is in

the south then we find the principal works of the next few years will be made.

First of all, Moscow and Orel are to be connected in the course of next year, and
in the year following this line will be continued south of Koursk, a distance alto-

gether of about 340 miles. The next on the list is a farther continuation of this

line south-westward to Kiev, 290 miles, and thence to Balta, 280 miles, by means
of all which, in connection with the Odessa-Balta line already mentioned, Odessa
will be linked with both Orel and Moscow, and the first great trunk communication

between north and south accomplished. At the same time, a new connection will

be made with the European system by means of a branch towards the Austrian

frontier in Galicia from the Kiev-Balta line, about 112 miles in length. The next

important project is a line of about 480 miles, to continue the southern line from

Moscow to Koursk by way of Kharkof to Taganrog or some other port on the Sea
of Azoph ; and it is likewise proposed to connect Balta and Kharkof by a line of

about 400 miles. There are also one or two branches projected, such as a con-

tinuation of the south-eastern line from Moscow to Morchansk, of the Odessa-

Tiraspol line to Kichinef and the like ; and far out of the European system progress

is being made with a Trans-Caucasian line from Poti to Tiflis, intended to be

prolonged to Baku, by which the Caspian and Black Seas will be connected.

Altogether these lines, marked "urgent," will form an addition to the present

system of about 2250 miles, and their completion is expected during the next four,

or, at latest, the nest six years. There are other schemes behind these which will

also be rapidly pressed forward, of which we may notice the southern trunk line to

Sebastopol, leaving the present system at Kharkof, and whose military importance

needs no comment; and the eastern line from Orel to Saratov on the Volga, which

will be of great value after Orel is connected with Riga. We may take it for granted,

then, that four years and more must elapse before Russia could throw her sword

into the scale with much effect in a European war. But at the end of that period

it is obvious Russia must lean with greater weight on all her neighbours. All the

great centres in her European territory by that time will be interconnected. For

operating in the west, Russia will have the new trunk line from Orel to Dunaburg
to bring up troops, while she will be able to operate in the south by the lines from

Kiev southwards towards the Austrian and Turkish frontiers. The only missing

link in the system would then be another transverse line from south to north-west

— say from Kiev to Warsaw—which would make Russia still more mobile towards

both Austria and Prussia. In the meantime, however, the military activity of

Russia is perforce adjourned, and for some years to come the empire and other

countries are likely to reap undisturbed the benefit of the increased prosperity

which railways will bring.— Globe.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

l&f* When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

29iA August, 1S66.

2222 W. T. Eley, Gray's Inn Road—Central fire cartridge cases

2223 Timothy Whitby, York Road—Constructing vessels of war
2224 E. T. Hugbes, Chancery Lane—Repeating fire-arms.—A com.
2225 J. C. Dickinson, Boston—Dipping mixture for sheep
2226 Joseph Richards and Robert Grindle, Birmingham—Carriage axle
2227 Thomas Turner and William Siddons, Birmingham—Cartridge extractor

2228 W. C. Brookes, Chancery Lane— Balling wool.—A com.
2229 J. G. Tongue, Southampton Buildings—Looms.—A com.
2230 James Davis, Southsea—Treating limestone
2231 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
2232 Josef Loebl and Ignac Pick, Godfrey's Court—Muffs

30th August, 186G.

2233 S. B. Simon, Castle Street—Lifting jacks.—A com.
2234 Denis Calnon, Commercial Road—Crank for crabs or winches
2235 A. J. Clairmonte, Mincing Lane—India-rubber air chambered pannels
2236 J. M. Mellor, New York, U.S.—Bleaching vegetable fibres

2237 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Propelling and steering.—A com.
2238 Thomas Gall, Halifax—Working stone
2239 Robert Daglish, Saint Helen's— Steam generators
2240 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Pavement for roads.—A com.
2241 H. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Preserving beer.—A com.
2242 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Hulling aud cleaning coffee.—A com.
2243 A. Albiui, Genoa, and F. A. Braendlin, Birmingham—Breech-loading nre-srm:;

31st August, 1866.

2244 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Connections for pipes.—A com.
2245 A. de la Gautraye, Belvedere Road—Preservation of wood.—A com.
2246 John Owens, Chadderton—Looms for weaving
2247 W. E. Newton, Chancerv Lane—Boring boiler tube heads.—A com.
2248 II. G. Scott, Leeds, and Nathan Hallewell, Greenhill—Valves for pumps

1st September, 1866.

2249 J. O. Greenwood, Bradford—Certain textile fabrics

2250 G. T. Boiv^field, Brixton—Making eyelets.—A com.
2251 E. V. Billiotte, Paris—Needle case or holder.—A com.
2252 Adolphe Lehaudy, Spring Gardens—Solder for joining metals.—A com.
2253 P. F. Michaud, Nelson Square—Weighing machines
2254 John Baker, Wisbech—Reaping machines

3rd September, 1S66.

2255 Samuel Vickess, Liverpool—Draining syrup from sugar' solutions

2256 A. W. llosking, Manchester—Detector for safes

2257 Richard Frost, Gravesend—Teaching writing and drawing
2258 Mark Knowles, Blackburn—Looms for weaving carpets

2259 David Caddick, Ebbw "Vale— Furnaces for puddling

2260 Ephraim Lamb, Chancery Lane, and Samuel Middleton, Great Carter Lane—Fixing
the soles and heels of boots and shoes

2261 II. A. Bonneville, Paris—Detaching boats from their davits.—A com.
2262 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Feeding horses.—A com.

22G3 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Smoke consuming fire-place.—A com.

2264 II. A. Bonneville, Paris—Hoop-skirts.—A com.
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2265 J. C. Haddan, Bessborough Gardens—Carriages for field artillery

2266 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Bleaching fibres.—A com.
2267 E. Russ, H. and E. Hammond, Winchester—Fire-arms
2268 W. C. Cambridge, Bristol—Clod-crushers

4th September, 1866.

2269 Edward Nelson, Johnson's Place—Treating fibrous vegetable substances
2270 George White, Queen Street—Rotary steam engine.—A com.
2271 W. C. Holmes and J. W. Perkins, Gracechurch Street— Distillation of oils

2272 Charles Reeves, Birmingham—Cartridge case extractors
2273 A. Paraf, Manchester, and J. A. Wanklyn, London—Iodine and bromine from kelp
2274 J. B. Brown, Cannon Street—Mowing machines
2275 George Lowry, Salford—Spinning flax

2276 Enoch Farr and Isaac Gregory, Manchester—Pianofortes

5th September, 1866.

2277 W. T. Sugg, Vincent Street—Regulating the supply of gas
2278 T. G. Webb, Manchester—Furnaces for glass
2279 James Leetch, New Church Street—Breech-loading fire-arms
2280 James Wilson, Royal Exchange Buildings—Street gas lamps
2281 Charles Cetti, Dudley—Ceilings of buildings
2282 Henry Knox, Northampton Terrace—Signalling from railway carriages
2283 Henry Robins, Landport—Sheathing iron ships
2284 R. S. M. Vaughan, Chancery Lane—Cleaning and polishing boots
2285 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Electric clocks.—A com.

6th September, 1866.

2286 John Edwards, Park Street—Permanent way of railways
2287 W. P. Bardell and William Powell, Aston—Gun and pistol locks
2288 William Cuthbert, Doncaster—Steam whistles
2289 Pearson Smith, Keighley—Coverings of gill boxes
2290 William Selby, Nottingham—Ornamental lace
2291 George Pimm, South Street—Ovens for baking
2292 John Bullough, Accrington—Looms for weaving
2293 G. V. Fosbery, Ladywell House—Breech-loading fire-arms
2234 Thomas Berney, Bracou Hall—Ships aud other vessels

7th September, 1866.

2295 A. H. Hart, Gresham Street—Signalling on railway trains
2296 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Slide valves.—A com.
2297 J. and J. W. Asquith, Leeds— liaising the nap of fabrics
2298 John Schneider, Williamsburg, U. S.— Beer and ale
2299 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Hats.—A com.
2300 James Lochhead, Glasgow—Sawing timber
2301 Coleman Defrics, Houudsditch—Improved float light
2302 J. and W. Kitchen, and Samuel Samuels, Accrington—Railway break
2303 Alexander Mackie, Warrington—'Setting' type
2304 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
2305 W. F. B. Klein, Great Tower Street—Roller skates.—A com.

8tk September, 1866.

2306 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Water power engines,—A com,
2307 Michael TosBell, Burdett Road—Chimney cowl or ventilator
2308 Christopher Catlow, Burnley—Looms for weaving
2309 A. F. Chappie, West Brixton—Ink-supplying penholders
2310 C. F. Allbon, Euston Road— Boots and shoes
2311 Christopher Hodgson and J. W. Stead, Salford—Weighing machines
2312 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Lubricating cup.—A com.
2313 John Silvester, West Bromwich—Handles of sad irons
2314 C. T. Burgess, Brentwood—Reaping machines
2315 F. Warner and W. Stewart, London, and G. W. Barber, Southsea—Water closets
2316 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Manufacturing leather.—Acorn.

10th September, 1866.

2317 William Frankland, Lower Broughton— Lubricating steam engineB
2318 William Vincent, North Street, and George R. Westcott, Vauxhall Bridge Road

—

Lighting theatres
2319 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Seamless metallic tubes.—A com.
2320 Charles Bathoe, York Place—Architectural mouldings
2321 C. F. de Gaudel, Paris— Making boot legs
2322 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street— Studs and buttons.—A com.
2323 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Calcareous bricks.—A com.
2324 P. J, Railton and David Walton, Blackburn—Twisting cotton
2325 Edward Fitzhenry, Oregon, U. S.— Scouring hides or leather
2326 Edmund Harlow, Sparkbrook—Breech-loading fire-arms
2327 W. J. Curtis, Holloway—Steering steam vessels
232S R. A. E. Scott, Lewisham—Gun carriages
2329 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Electric telegraph conductors.—A com.
2330 R. Benuet, Edinburgh—Transmitting motive power

llth September, 1866.

2331 William Olley, Enfield—Purifying water
2332 Thomas Baldwin, Bury—Steam boilers
2333 R. A. Hardcastle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Measuring and indicating apparatus
2334 F. A. Paget, Seymour Chambers—Connecting parts of machinery
2335 T. C. Lewis, Brixton—Pianofortes
2336 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street— Leather straps.—A com.
2337 R. A. E. Scott, Lewisham—Mounting guns
2338 R. A. E. Scott, Lewisham—Gun carriages
2339 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Marine steam boilers.—A com.

12th September, 1866.

2340 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Indicator or register.—A com.
2.541 Bernard Liotar, Brussels—Welding iron and steel
2342 John Williams. Wiggiuton—Two-wheeled carriages
2343 J. P. Bright, Stepney Green—Ornamenting furniture
2344 M. J. Haines, Bristol—Leather straps
2345 Solomon Woodall, Dudley, and Jacob M. Van Wiukle, Laurence Pountney Hill-

Uniting bands or hoops for baling cotton
2346 Thomas Wheel-house, Manchester— Sanitary apparatus
2317 E. H. Aydon, Great Queen Street, and E. Pocock, Clapham Square—Cutting rags
2348 John Davey, Wisbeach—Thrashing machines
2349 G. B. V. Arbuckle, Little Heath—Giving the alarm in case of fire

13th Septtm?>er, 1666.

2:J50 Edmund Phillips and James Howie, Manchester—Cutting textile fabric
2351 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Ornamentation of cloth.—A com.
2352 J. L. Norton, Belle Sauvage Yard—Washing and cleansing wool
2353 F. G. A. Horstmaun, Bath— Obtaining motive power
2334 Richard Robinson, Brewer Street—Travelling bags
2355 Louis Bing, Bishop Stortford—Determining the actinic power of light
2356 J. H. Betteley, Liverpool—Ships' anchors
2357 George Henderson, and D. M'Neil, Blackfriars Road—Hydraulic gas chandeliers

lAtti September, 1866.

235S R. R. Riches nnd C. J. Watts, Norwich—Hay rakes
2359 C. II. Cheshire, Birmingham—Case for fusees

2360 Alexander Cairns, Liverpool—Liquid compasses
2361 J. J. Baranowski, Fleet Street—Closing bottles
2362 George Robinson, Welbeck 8treet—Ammonia, barvta. and strontia
2363 C. F. Varley, Beckenham—Obtaining latitude andlongitude
2364 C. P. Stewart and Henry Chapman, Manchester—Shaping and planing metals
2365 J. II. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Cutting frets in metal.—A com.
2366 Alexander Oldham, Newton Moor—Metallic pistons
2367 J. Boyd, J. M'Pherson, T. K. Kerr, and J. Taylor, Glasgow—Wiuding apparatus
2368 John Bindley, Birmingham— Fish hooks
2369 William Tunstill, Pateison, U.S.—Braiding machines
2370 Richard Couchman, Noble Street—Cases for packing goods

15tk September, 1866.

2371 John Keyston, King's Norton—Whip handles and walking sticks
2372 Noah Dunn, Tipton—Water tuyeres
2373 Thomas Newey, Birmingham—Clips for the bands of purses
2374 Benjamin Bayliss, Pontnewydd— Manufacture of iron
2375 C. C. Connor, Castlederg—Treatment of flax

2376 William Creasy, Bedfield—Treating grain
2377 A. B. Baron Von Ttathen, Fitzroy Square—Compressed air engine
2378 Joseph Twibill, Irvine—Steam generators

17th September, 1866

James Jackson, Liverpool—Ships' anchors
Peter Brash, Leith, and William Young, Straiton—Oil from shale
R. M. Letchford, Three Colts Lane—Wicks for burning
John Dunn, Old Jewry—Spinning wool.—A com.
Edward Wall, Worcester—Elastic waist for boots
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Construction of railways.—A com.
James Dodge, Manchester—Cutting file blanks
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Bricks and tiles.—A com.
Daniel M'Dowell, Dublin—Cleaning tubes of steam boilers

G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Steam jets.—A com.
G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Feltiug or sizing hat bodies.—A com.
George Dyson, Tudhoe— Smelting of iron

2379
2380
2381

2384
2385

23S9

2390

2391
2392
2393
2394
2395
2396
2397
2398
2399
2400
2401

2402
24(13

2404
24U5
2406
2407
24oK

2409

2410
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415
2416
2417
2418

18th September, 1866.

W. H. Bailey, Salford—Bath, trunk, and cradle
John Thompson, Ardwick—Cutting and polishing screw nuts
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Projectiles for fire-arms.—A com.
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Separating grain from straw.—A com.
Thomas Parkes, Birmingham—Tube cutters

H. J. Newcome, King William Street—Warming buildings
J. H. Sams, Aberdeen—Straining or tightening wire
H. W. Ley, Bear Street—Working cords with pulleys
A. S. Stocker, Lambs Conduit Street—Bottles
A. R. Stark, Woolwich—Gas
Frederick Sage, Hatton Garden—Show cases

19th September, 1866.

George Keene, Peclcham—Sausage making machine
H. S. Cropper, Sneinton—Printing machines.—A com.
William Dennis, AMermanbury—Letter pillars

Elias Barlow and W. N. Dack, Patricroft—Steam engines
Elias Barlow and W. N. Dack, Patricroft—Planing metals
W. E. Gedge, Chancery Lane—Dredging machine —A com.
Thomas Dixon, Low Moor—Steam boiler and furnace
J. P. Robinson, Oxford Street—Garments for ladies

20th September, 1866.

George Ashworth, Manchester, and Elijah Ashwnrth, Droylsden—Portfolios

Frederick Sutherland, King William Street—Umbrellas
C. H. Chadburn, Liverpool—Movable door screens

C. W. Siemens, Great George Street—Smelting metallic ores

G. J. Walker. White Lion Street—Carriage break
A. B. Berard, Paris—Steel and gas
A. B. Walker, Warrington—Brewing
Henry Carter and G. H. Edwards, Dempsey Street—Breech-loading Gre-armB
Charles Crump, Southcombe Paignton—Solvents for resins

21st September, 1866.

2419 G. O. Gooday, Chelmsford—Manufacture of thatch
2420 J. W. Morgan, Saltney— Ships' anchors
2421 James Marsh, Dukinfield—Lubricating spindles.—A com.

2422 George Davies, Serle Street—Driving belts.—A com.
2423 G- A. Laurent, Paris— 1'reventing accidents on railways

2424 Graham Stuart, Sheffield—Breech-loading guns
2426 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Setting and distributing types.—A com.
2426 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Securing teeth in saws.—A com.
2427 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Picker motions for looms.—A com.
2428 Robert Richardson, Great George Street, and John Imray, Westminster Bridge

Road—Water supply
2429 Thomas Challinor, Great College Street—Cleaning and polishing boots and shoes

2430 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Construction of weights.—A com.
2431 James Clark, Newton Heath—Wire bands and combs
2432 T. A. Rochussen, Abchurch Lane—Permanent ways of railways

2433 George Dyson, Tudhoe—Drying and ventilating corn

2434 J. M. Heppel, Storey's Gate—Fluid meters

22nd September, 1866.

2435 S. R. Freeman and Abraham Grundy, Manchester—Breaks
2436 Ira Dimock, Cbeapside—Brushes.—A com.

2437 Godfrey Thring, Somerset—Stiles used in pathways
2438 D J. Fleetwood, Birmingham—Dies or moulds

2439 J. G. C. Fussell and William Wise, Wells—Construction of ecythes

2440 Thomas'Atkinson, Preston—Wringing and mangling
2441 T. Brace, Manchester, and W. Savory, Gloucester—Feeding apparatus for cotton

gins •

2442 F. R. Mosley, Birmingham—Lamps for burning paraffin oil

2443 J. R- Johnson, Red Lion Square, and F. Gale, Long Lane— Waterproofing leather

2444 J. C. Ramsden, Bradford—Reeds or combs
2445 A. C. Wansbrough, Bridgewater—Manufacture of paper

2446 William Weichert, Cardiff— Chronometers, barometers, and thermometers

24/7i September, 1866.

2417 Ignaz Herrmann, Clerkemvell—Chronometers
2448 Thomas Whitaker, Bolton, and Joseph Constantine, Manchester—Stoves

2449 A F. Stoddard, Glasgow—Artificial coal or fuel

2450 A. F. Stoddard, Glasgow—Improved fuel

2451 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Filtering liquids.—A com.

2452 John Calvert, Strand— Iron and steel

2453 Robert Kunstmanu, Nuremburg, Bavaria—Drying solid substances

2454 John Gamgee, Queen's Koad, and Arthur Gamgee, Edinburgh—Preserving animnl

and vegetable substances

2455 George Adams, Felton street—Printing dates on railway ticket<-

2456 A. V. Newton, Chancei/ Line—Steering vessels.—A com.
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ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING:.

No. XI.

The chief portion of this paper we shall devote to moulding sands and

loams, and the tools and methods for their manipulation, but first shall

add a little on the subject of the last paper, for which we then had not

sufficient space in our last issue.

Figs. 1 and 2 show in vertical section, and in horizontal section at

Fie. 1.

2Z22

Fig. 2.

the level of the twyers, a form of cupola patented by Mr. George
Hinton, of Birmingham (20th June, 1860, No. 1492).

He describes his invention as consisting in the use of two rows of

TI1IBD SERIES.—VOL. II.

twyers, each row fed with air from a separate blast pipe, and the upper

row pointed upwards, while the lower row is pointed downwards. Also

in forming the body of the cupola with " boshes " in the shape shown,

the diameter at the " boshes " being only about one-half that of the main
body of the cupola. The lower enlargement he proposes to make
" nearly of a globular form," and for very large furnaces to employ

more than two ranges of twyers. He does not limit himself to the

precise details, and states the value of his furnace to consist in saving

fuel, and being more convenient in use than ordinary cupolas. It is

very difficult to see any very material point in which this cupola differs

from Ireland's, and as the patents of the latter date from 1858 while

Hinton's dates in 1860, this patent of Hinton must be invalid.

John Gittoes and the same George Hinton patented in 1861 (Prov.

Spec, 21st November, No. 2925), a cupola, in which the casing

exteriorly is made double for about 12 feet up the sides. The annular

space is divided vertically into two separate chambers, and each is fed

from a separate blast pipe, and out of each passes a separate semicircle,

or more than one, of twyers. The advantage intended to be gained is

that of working the cupola with hot blast, the air being heated by the

heat radiated or conducted through the lining and inner casing from

the ignited fuel. The main advantage proposed by the separation of

the annular space into two distinct chambers is described to be that, by
throwing on the blast to one, and off the other, alternately for a time,

after the fire has been lighted, the flame from the fuel urged by one of

the sets of twyers shall be driven out through the other set of twyers,

and into their semi-annular air chamber, and vice versd, so as thus to

powerfully heat the walls of the air-heating chambers or inner and out

cupola casings. The notion of a double casing so as to lick up the

heat lost through a single casing by radiation has been often agitated,

and undoubtedly somefuel may be thus saved ; but nothing very material,

nor can the temperature of the blast by this means be ever raised to a

heat sufficient to be of any real economy. As to the plan of heating

each chamber alternately as just described before putting the cupola

regularly into blast, it is merely " robbing Peter to pay Paul," and
would be found so inconvenient in practice as to be simply impracticable.

A more useful invention of a particular form of cupola by the same

George Hinton is that which he patented (3rd November, 1860, No.

2700) under the title, ' Improvements in the manufacture of iron, steel-

iron, and steel from certain waste products, and in the machinery or

apparatus to be employed in such manufacture, which improvements

are also applicable to the remelling of large lumps of iron or steel."

It frequently happens, far too frequently in ill-managed foundries, that

a bad casting is made of some ponderous lumpy form, which after

condemnation it is equally difficult to break up into smaller pieces or

to melt as a single lump. A 15-inch cast-iron mortar of the sea service

pattern, a cylinder of a large hydraulic press, the anvil or even the head

of a large steam hammer, cannot be got into any ordinary moderate-

sized cupola, and if they could, would crush the fuel all down before

them ; nor can they often be broken at all, or if broken, the disruption

is effected at a cost per ton that may be as.much or more than the

value of the metal. Thus we saw some 15-inch mortars which had

been made at Liverpool, under contract with our own government

during the Crimean war, and which, having been cast from an amaz-

ingly tough mixture of Blaenavon and other iron and proved defective,

were sought to be broken up and remelted. But no amount of hammer-
ing from a " Pee," as it is called, with a drop of 40 feet, that is, no

impact produced by a globe of iron of about two tons weight falling

from that height, had any effect upon those mortars except to "dinge"

their outsides a little. Ultimately one was split to pieces with steel

conical wedges driven by sledges into lines of lj inch holes drilled into

the mortar, which was thus divided into four pieces ; but the expense

proved so great, that although the value of the iron was more than

usually great, the others were thrown aside, amidst a hillock of similar

"bears," as is the iron founder's term for these intractable masses.

Very large masses, if they be not too great in diameter, may be melted

in a common cupola of sufficient size, by hanging the piece in the bight

of a strong piece of old wrought-iron chain, so as to keep it suspended

in the midst of the fuel of the cupola in blast, and with the means to

lower it gradually down as the inferior extremity, coming opposite the

twyers, or to the zone of maximum heat, gets slowly melted off. By this

means a five ton cast-iron gun can be melted either whole or broken in

two near the trunnions without much difficulty ; and although the

expense is very appreciable in the excess of coke required, it is less

2 K
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than that of reducing such tough stuff small by fracture. Bears, or

bad cast lumps, or purchased heavy masses, such as condemned guns,

are in large foundries also frequently melted in the air furnace. But

this does not save in the matter of expense much, if at all, for a very

large-sized and very wasteful air furnace is required to take in large

guns whole, and these masses are most unhandy and difficult to get into

the furnace and place in proper position for the flame to play upon

them without injury to the brickwork.

In our own practice we have upon one or two occasions adopted a

method of breaking up very large masses, by taking advantage of the

fact that at a bright " cherry red " heat, all cast iron is almost as

brittle and crumbly as a brick or a tile. The mass was placed right

under the " Pee " or drop hammer, and therefore between the sheer

legs of that appliance. It was raised about a foot from the ground

upon two or more stumps of fire brick, or upon smaller lumps of cast

iron, a circular parapet wall of dry brickwork left full of air apertures
' was built up round it, and then a huge fire of refuse fuel was kindled

in the interior of this, all round and over the mass. The fire being

kept up for some forty-eight hours or so, and then fed for a few hours

more with good coal and coke fuel, brought the whole lump to the

required heat. The fuel was then all raked off the top, and the " Pee"
let go upon the red hot mass, which was broken with ease into several

large fragments. The success was not quite complete, however, for

several of the fractures were not quite perfect all through, and a good

deal of hammering was afterwards required before the cold fragments

could be mutually detached, and the whole lump of some eight or nine

tons reduced to pieces of each about as many hundredweights. All

this sufficiently indicates that the means of constructing a not very

costly form of cupola, capable of dealing with bears and lumps in their

corporate capacity, would be occasionally useful.

This is what Mr. Hinton's patent last named proposes to give us.

It is, in fact, a very short and very wide cupola, wide enough to take

in the biggest lump required to be melted, leaving space enough for

fuel and for its descent all round. The bottom of the cupola, as seen

in figs. 3, 4, and 5, has got a cubic or cylindric block of infusible sandstone

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

(" gonial stone " is what is

recommended by the inven-

tor) standing up in the

middle, upon which the

lump is sustained above the

bottom until all melted

away. There are many
twyers, as seen in fig. 5

in horizontal section, and a

whole ring of tap holes

beneath these all round.

The object of these seems

to be that the flame urged

out through each—for they do not seem to be intended to be stopped

up during the melting—shall, by rushing out at each tap hole, keep the

issuing streamlet of metal hot and liquid to the last moment.
We have no doubt that a modification of this furnace would be found

advantageous and economical for melting up heavy cast-iron ordnance
properly piled within it. The only danger is that with a single very
large and heavy mass supported upon one stone block alone in the

middle, it may either molt off most at one side, alter thus its centre of

gravity, and lurch over to one side of the cupola and become unmanage-

Mg. i>.

able, or that at the last moment the whole remaining but still large

mass may become soft and crumbly, and droop down so as to fill

irregularly the whole bottom nearly, and in fact " gob " the furnace.

It would be a manifest improvement upon Mr. Hinton's arrangement to

increase the depth of the cupola while in blast by superimposing upon
his cupola, as seen in fig. 4, two or more brick-lined rings, each
capable of being lifted on into place or removed by a traveller or crane

like the upper part or tour of the Calebasse cupola, already described

upon a large scale.

It might be quite worth while of a foundry proprietor, suitably situ-

ated in a central manufactur-

ing region of cheap fuel, to

erect a big cupola of this sort,

and to dei] in the purchase of

useless or unmanageable lumps

from other foundries and iron

works, and to melt these and

cast them at once into mer-

chantable forms.

The last form of cupola that

we shall notice is an American

one called the Mackenzie

cupola, for which we are

indebted to a contemporary

journal

—

Engineering. This,

which is there stated to be in

extensive use in America, is

shown in figs. 6 and 7 in verti-

cal section A B, and horizontal

section just above the twyer

level, which shows that the

form is something elliptical, or

rather produced by the pro-

longation of two pairs of

circular cylindric segments of

unequal radii, and each pair

having at their junctions a

common tangent. The cupola

figured is stated to be at work

at tho Rogers Locomotive

Works at Paterson, amongst

other places.

The longer diameter outside

is 5 feet 4 inches, and the

shorter diameter 4 feet 4 inches.

The height of the supporting

columns is 3 feet, and the

height of the cupola from the

drop bottom to the bottom of

the charging door is 9 feet.

From the bottom of the charg-

ing door to the point where

the cupola begins to diminish

in size the height is 3 feet,

whilst the height of the tapered

portion is 4 feet, and of the

chimney 9 feet. From the

lower part of the vertical

section, fig. G, it will be seen

that the blast is led into

a chamber surrounding the

boshes of the cupola, and

from this chamber it escapes

through the annular twyer.

As we have already stated, the cupola is fitted with a drop bottom, a

plan almost universally adopted in America, and one which might with

advantage be introduced here.

The cupola at the Rogers Works is charged with 1400 lbs. of coal,

then 4000 lbs. of iron, then 400 lbs. of coal, then 4000 lbs. of iron

again, and the alternate charges of 400 lbs. of coal and 4000 lbs. of

iron are repeated for the necessary height. The blast is supplied, when

the furnace is at work, at the extremely high pressure of 2£ lbs. per

square inch, but when the furnace is first started the slight resistance
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met with by the blast does not permit a pressure of more than A lb. to

be obtained. The blast is applied about 40 minutes after the fire is

lighted, and the iron begins to run in about 20 minutes from the time

the blast is turned on. When the furnace is fairly at work the melting

proceeds at the rate of about 4 tons per hour. One of the Mackenzie

cupolas at Messrs. Morris, Tasker, & Co's. tube works at Philadelphia,

measures 7 feet by 4 feet, and is blown with .a blast of density about

24 inches of water. The regular day's work is 23 tons of metal run

down in 2 J hours; the iron beginning to melt in 15 minutes from the

time the blast is turned on, and running at the rate of 10 tons per hour.

It is charged about 4J feet deep with iron and anthracite coal, and

about 1 ton of the latter is burnt for every 9 tons of iron melted.

The maiu peculiarity of this cupola, as will be seen, is the use of the

continuous annular cincture of blast by means of the space left for the

flat reed-like air aperture all round, between the lower part and the cone

of the " boshes." The idea of such flat and continuous air apertures in

furnace work is not essentially new, though its application to a cupola

appears to us to be so. What may be its special advantages, or

whether it has any over a range of two or more ordinary circular twyers

of equal total aperture we do not see ; the rather, as from the con-

tinued coming down of slag, &c, in melted driblets along the interior

faces of the " boshes," and getting chilled there, we imagine this

continuous air ring must very rapidly become changed in work into

a discontinuous and very irregular ring of different shaped and sized

separate twyers.

The construction also appears to us by no means free from the pro-

bability of grave inconveniences in work ; e.g., what might happen should

a careless furnace -man let the cupola fill up to the level of this con-

tinuous air dam, and then overflow it into the annular air-pipe outside?

and what is to keep the iron lip at bottom of the " boshes " from rapidly

burning away, cracking and buckling with the heat, as in all like cases,

and so disarranging the conical lining above it ? However, we have no

experience with the furnace ; the proof of the pudding seems to be given

in favour of it, if the statement be reliable that it melts 10 tons per hour

with one-ninth its weight of coke. We should mention that we have

slightly altered the section of the cupola, adding depth below the level

of the twyer space to that figured in Engineering, where the cupola

appeared to us to be drawn in error, as when some few inches should

be allowed for sand " bottoming," there would be no depth at all left

for liquid iron.

In the German journal of civil engineering, Zeitschrift des Vereins

Deutsches Ingenieure, for 1863, page 77, Herr Kuop has given a short

article intended to describe a peculiar method of working any ordinary

cupola, as respects the filling and charging, by which, as is alleged, an

immense economy of coke may be obtained. The method, which we
must confess is to us as there given scarcely intelligible, is stated to be

in use at Moscow (where coke is worth £4 per ton) and at Berlin. The
alleged saving is so immense as to throw a doubt upon the whole. This

and the imperfect character of the description induce us merely to draw

the attention of our readers interested to the paper, leaving it with them

for reference to the original, and for whatever it may be worth.

Let us now proceed to sands and loam, and the methods of fitting

these and their adjuncts to the founder's uses : upon both we have

already treated somewhat in a former paper. The most experienced

and even intelligent merely practical moulder in the world, we may
add the most erudite chemist, mineralogist, and metallurgist, are neither

able to tell with any certainty upon inspection whether a given sand

shall or 'shall not prove a good one for moulding, especially in green-

sand casting.

The practical man who grasps a large handful of the sand when duly

damp, and finds that the lump retains the impression well of the squeeze

of his brawny fingers, and yet that the angularities can be easily swept

off with a touch from his little finger (if he happen to possess any member
worthy that diminutive designation), that, in fact, while it holds its form

it is not what he calls " clotty stuff" (it is mouldable but not plastic is

what he means), and shows no little muddy patches, can form a pretty

fair guess that the sand will be good. He can form a far better one

if he has " mixed a little of it"—if he has put some " clay wash " and

coal or charcoal dust to it and sifted it, and, in a word, brought it " into

temper " to mould objects of a given sort and size.

So also the savant can take the handful into his laboratory, and after

he has looked with his pocket lens at a little of the sand spread upon a

square ruled bit of glass (a microscopic micrometer ruled into squares

of hundredths of an inch with a diamond), and noted the sizes and forms

of the grains, and has poured over the sand a little diluted muriatic

acid and finds that it does not effervesce, or does so but very feebly,

and finds that the grains are hard to crush, and will scratch glass,

can give a pretty fair opinion whether or not it may be fit for the

moulder. But neither one nor the other can really tell whether it be

a good and long lasting sand for an iron foundry floor, without actual

and somewhat extended trial in work. And this is one of the reasons

why, when a good sand is once obtained, founders dislike so much to

change to any other.

Karmarsch {Hannover Mittheil, 18G2) has made a careful and

scientific examination as to the properties of moulding sands ; and his

labours, as well as those of Sauerwein, have given us the advantage at

least of fixing the chemical and physical constitution of several known
moulding sands, though nothing very material has been added to our

previous practical knowledge. Karmarsch recapitulates a number of

conditions as essential to good moulding sand, such as that it must not

be too coarse in grain, must have a suitable combination of freeness and

binding properties, must not be fusible at the highest temperature of the

liquid metal, must assume a certain plasticity when moistened and take

finely the impress of the patterns, must be finer in grain as the character

of the casting in form is more minute, may either be found existing in

nature or be compounded or modified artificially by mixing sharp sand

with more or less loam, is not injured by the presence of oxide of iron,

but is deteriorated by carbonate of lime or other calcareous matter, &c.

All these are conditions so obvious to the practical ironfounder, that we
need not refer to them further than to admit their general correctness.

We are unable, however, to extend this to Professor Karmarsch's

view (if we rightly understand him) that a sharp grain is unimportant

for good moulding sand, although we readily admit that the possession

of a sharp grain alone is no proof beforehand that a given sand will

prove good.

However, we shall return to what appear to us to be really the

governing principles by which a good sand for moulding may be, with

a great degree of probability, determined by observation before it has

been tried ; though nothing short of absolute trial, and that upon the

required largest scale, will make this certain.

Fifteen different sorts of moulding sands were examined mechani-

cally and microscopically by Professor Karmarsch, and trials made of

them at the Polytechnic school of Hanover, and the chemical consti-

tution of these same sands was determined by Sauerwein. The following

are the descriptions of the various sands experimented upon :

No. 1. A sand employed by the silversmiths of Egypt, in large

grains, and having alone no binding property.

No. 2. Sand from Sebenstein, near Wiener Neustadt, employed with

the more loamy (fetterem) sand, No. 11, for loam casting in Austria.

No. 3. A very poor in loam (rnagerer) sand, from Neudbrfel, near

Wiener Neustadt, employed in mixture with the more loamy sands,

Nos. 11 and 12, in grains of an undetermined but sharp form, size from

tV to ^ of a millimetre in diameter, a few
-J-

millimetre.

No. 4. Sand from a Sheffield foundry, of large grains of indetermi-

nate form, mixed with a portion of finer grain.

No. 5. Selected sand for foundry use at Soiling, in very unequal-sized

and coarse grains, from J^ to \ millimetre ; the largest grains infrequent.

No. 6. Sand from a Birmingham foundry, chiefly large grained, with

an observable portion of sharp-grained, from \ millimetre at a medium,

to -gljy millimetre, the smallest, in diameter.

No. 7. From the foundry at Liineburg, large grain, mostly above \
millimetre, mixed with very fine of -^ millimetre.

These seven are all poor unloamy sands, or as called generally in

England, sharp sands ; a bad term, however, as confusing quality of sand

with the form of its grain. The following are all fat or loamy sands :

—

No. 8. Sifted sand from Beuterberge, near Hanover, for. malleable

castings, for cutlery, and for bronze casting ; of unequal roundish grain

from -g^j to ^jj- and -^ millimetre in diameter.

No. 9. Sand from Verden, for brass foundry use
;
grain like the last,

from -i to „Vr and -,— millimetre.

No,

-&U to
"2TT

millimetre ; the mass large in grain.

No. 11. Sand from the preceding foundry at Vienna, used for dry

sand moulding mixed with No. 2, and for loam casting mixed with No.

3 ; of remarkably small grain, ^ to -^ and -j-
1^ millimetre diameter.

No. 12. Very loamy sand from Neudorfel, near Wiener Neustadt,

t0 sV
10. Sand from the Vienna foundry, for works of fine art, grains
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employed as the more loamy moulding sand for the floor, and for dry

sand moulding mixed with No. 3, and for loam casting with a larger

proportion of the same
;
grains from -^ to ^ millimetre.

No. 13. Sand from Fontenay aux Roses, near Paris, employed for fine

artistic bronze casting; grains from ^ to T
1

7 millimetre, the larger

preponderating.

No. 14. Coarse iron foundry sand, no grains less than
-J-

millimetre,

the larger grains in greatest proportion.

No. 15. Fine iron foundry sand like the last, but with fewer large

grains. The locality of these two last are not given.

The following table shows the chemical constitution of these sands

as determined by Sauerwein :

—

TABLE No. I.—ANALYSES OF SANDS.

CONSTITUENTS.

No. of Specimen. Si 03. AI2O3. CaO. Fes O3. MgO. CO2. Ca0 4-C03. JlgO + C02. FeO + C02. HO.

1 not given. — —
2 3-5 — — — —

.

— 54-6 41-1 1-1 —
3 88-78 — 2-0 6-66 26 — — — — —
4 80-08 9-23 0-69 3-42 — — — — — —
5 not given. — — — — .

—

— —

.

— —
6 87-8 7-70 0-96 3-60 — — — — _ —
7 90-25 4-10 0-23 5-51 — — — — —

.

—
8 92-21 4-0 0-53 3-26 trace. — — — —
9 87-40 3-70 0-84 80 trace. — — — — —

10 not given. — — — — —

—

— — —
11 not given. — — — — — — — — —
12 55-85 6-00 — 15-74 — — 1218 0-99 5-40 2-91

13 82-0 7 trace. 110 — — — — — —
14 not given. — — — — — — — - — —
15 not given. — — — — 1—

•

— — — —

It will be seen that these analyses leave much to be desired, and are

far from complete. However, we gather from them that the normal

moulding sand contains from 85 to 95 per cent, of silica, from 4 to 10

per cent, of aluminous clay, and should for infusibility not contain more

than about 1 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

The very peculiar sand No. 2 is, in fact, a siliceous Dolomite, and

may be put out of consideration as a good moulding sand.

The following are the mechanical analyses of these same sands, giving

the per-centage of siliceous grains and of loam or clay, and the per-

centage of grain divided into three classes as to size. Almost all that

this careful separation as to size of grain results in, is that a pre-

ponderant proportion should be in large grain, and for this there is a

very obvious reason.

TABLE No. II.—MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF SANDS PER CENT.

Composition. Classificat ion of Grain (Mechanical Analysis).

No. of
Specimen, Medium

Silica. Clay. Large. Medium. Fine. and Fine
Together.

' 1 100-0

h 2 — — 58-0 — 420 —
a 3 88-78 — 93-0 4-2 2-8 7-0

CO
\ 4 80-68 9-23 92-6 — 7-4 —

5 5 — — 82-0 2-0 16-0 18

PL. 6 87-60 7-70 91-0 1-5 7-5 9-0

7 90-25 4-10 85-0 2-5 12-5 15
' 8 92-21 4-0 46-6 38-0 15-4 53-4

9 87-46 3-70 34-6 34-6 30-8 65-4
-T3

10 — — 42-0 49-0 .
9-0 58-0

CO 11 — — 24-5 32-4 43-1 75-5

S
12 55 85 15-74 55-0 27-0 18-0 45-0

13 82-0 7-0 82-0 0-8 17-2 18-0

>J 14 — — 79-0 16-0 5-0 210
[l5 — — 59-4 26-8 13-8 40-6

Most of these give the mechanical analyses of natural sands. We
have, however, two or three of artificially mixed sands, and these prove

to contain from 90 parts coarse grain, with 10 of medium and fine, to

85 of the former, with 15 of the latter. The fact is, however, that

while it is impossible for the proportion of fine sand to exceed a certain

ratio to the coarser in grain and yet the total remain fit for moulding, the

proportion of fine may, or rather must, vary with the sort of moulding

required of it, i.e., with the size and sort of castings. The philosophy

of moulding sand is, in fact, that of the mould made of it. Now the

walls of a finished mould for iron, whether it be of " green or of dry

sand," are in reality to be viewed in certain respects as a sort of

infusible sieve ; one that shall be capable of letting air and vapour of

water escape through its walls, even of large thickness, with facility,

and yet which shall be incapable of permitting liquid cast iron to escape

through the minute meshes of the sandy sieve, nor shall permit any of

the liquid metal, however hot and fluid, and under whatever required

" head of metal," to be forced into its capillary crevices or tubes. But
it must do more negatively even than this ; it must be subject to no

sudden decrepitation or expansion, or change of form or volume, when
suddenly heated ; it must evolve no gases of its own b}r chemical

change on being heated white hot, and it must be nearly infusible; and

with all these properties it must have those others which make it receive

and retain the impression and form of the pattern, and give its mass

body and coherence to bold itself well up in the cast-iron " flask," or

"mould-box," without "drops" or other like torments to the good
moulder.

Now let us take up a handful of green moulding sand of good quality

and in good "temper " from the foundry floor, and pressing it pretty firmly

together in the hollow of the hand, break gently in two the coherent

sausage we have formed, and then examine the surface of the fracture

with a good lens, or best, a low-power binocular microscope : we shall at

once see how most of these properties are conferred. We shall see but

little of the natural surfaces or colour of the sandy grains, except of a

few of the larger ones. Nearly all are blackened and covered with a thin

film of coal or charcoal in impalpable powder, mixed with and moistened

b}' what we may satisfy ourselves by the touch of a needle point (as we

continue to look through the lens or microscope) is very fine and very

liquid and plastic mud. All four elements, the large and the small grains

of sand, the coal or charcoal, or both, and the clay (i.e., clay wash), are

mixed very uniformly and evenly; and by the two latter together a

sort of discontinuous continuity is preserved between the grains of sand

of the entire mass, such that these are bound together by innumerable

loamy points here and there, yet nowhere clogged together, or, as it

were, grouted with loam, while the latter is itself rendered porous

without losing its sticking-together properties by the admixed and

filmy coal and charcoal. Were all the grains big, the interspaces

between them must be correspondingly large ; and to make them cohere

much more clay wash must be added, and probably in a ratio that

increases as something like the squares of the mean diameters of the

grains, because the interspaces are in this ratio in any given section.

But to avoid this the medium and fine grains of sand come into play,

mixed with the coarser.

But it may be given as a maxim that whatever be the nature of the

moulding, the more porous the mould, and the less the quantity, there-

fore, of loam wash that can be done with, the better.

The necessary coherence must be secured, and often this requires to

be so great, as in dry sand moulding especially, that the porosity of the

body of the sand itself becomes utterly inadequate to " take off the air,"

i.e., the gases evolved on pouring ; and this must be supplemented by

the help of the " vent wire," by which minute perforations or air tubes
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of escape are produced, thickly spread over every part of the walls of

the mould. Such "venting" is almost never, indeed ought never, to

be dispensed with ; but the extreme case, rendering its use imperative,

is in very deep green sand, or in heavy dry sand moulding, where we

can trust almost nothing to the porosity of the materials of the mould.

Now from what we have already learned of the microscopic anatomy

of our mixed sand, be it " fine facing sand," or that of " the floor " and

for " ramming up boxes " in general, or for " dry sand moulds," or dry

" sand cores," we may easily gather that theforms of the grains of sand

are not wholly unimportant.

It is not necessary these forms should be determinate ; they may be

irregular enough, and yet be good ; but what they must not be, is flat,

thin, angular, and wedge-shaped. Each grain, within certain limits,

must have its three dimensions not very widely different ; at any rate,

two of these must not, as a rule, greatly exceed the third. And for

this obvious reason, that as bullets cannot be placed in a box without

leaving interstices everywhere, while slate chippings when rammed or

shaken will all get into planes of close-packed stratification, so such

wedge-shaped sand, however otherwise good, wants " freeness;" in other

words, it cannot be rammed without losing nearly all porosity, and that

not only because the flat grains pack close together, but because their

flat surfaces get stuck together over too broad surfaces of contact by

the clay wash. The continuity is too complete.

Fortunately, our own country abounds in good moulding sand, and

there are few places where it may not be searched for with success

;

but there are sands produced by the decomposition of various stratified

rocks, more particularly those that are in mass micaceous, which, though

looking good enough to the naked eye, are, from possessing this form,

wholly unsuited to the moulder. Examples of such sands may be found

in many places in the river beds and coasts of our Silurian, Cambrian,

and Devonian rocks, and in analogous lithological formations abroad,

as in the Lenne Scheffer of Germany.

—

Ed.

THE PRESENT AND FUTURE WATER SUPPLY OF
LONDON.

Some time since we noticed the gigantic scheme of Mr. Bateman for

the water supply of London, by bringing water from the upper waters

of the Severn, in the Welsh hills, a distance of 183 miles, at an

estimated cost of under nine millions of money, for 120,000,000 gallons

per diem, delivered into distributing basins at ten miles from town, and

at an elevation of 250 feet above Trinity datum.

Since that period (May last), another and still more gigantic project

has been broached by Messrs. Hemans and Hassard, in a pamphlet

(published by Stanford, London), which, aided by a large accompanying

map, very fully sets forth their scheme for supplying the capital from

the lakes of Cumberland, at a distance of 240 miles, at an estimated

cost of £12,200,000 for 250,000,000 gallons per diem delivered at

twelve miles from London, in the neighbourhood of Harrow, but at

what precise level is not stated, but from other portions of the

pamphlet we gather that it will be no more than 220 feet above Trinity

datum ; using in all cases where practicable, the existing covered service

reservoirs, and, failing these, covered service reservoirs to be constructed

in such localities as may be found on investigation most advantageous

for utilizing the present pipes and works of distribution. " This altitude

of about 220 feet for distribution would be most convenient and suitable

for the entire of the metropolitan districts, would insure an ample pres-

sure for ordinary domestic supply and in case of fire, and would avoid

the abandonment and destruction of the existing appliances of distri-

bution, which would be entailed by the use of a much higher pressure,

and by the adoption of a different system of service ; in fact, the metro-

polis is so large as to preclude its being dealt with otherwise than in

districts, excepting by the abandonment of a great portion of the present

works and pipes, involving an obnoxious and undesirable expenditure.
" There are, it is true, some elevated suburban districts for the service

of which it would still be necessary to raise water by pumping, but

these could not, under any circumstances, be included in a project for

the supply of the metropolitan districts by gravitation, and their area is

comparatively so small, that it is scarcely necessary to notice them in

the consideration of this important subject.

" Those well known mountain ranges of the counties of Westmoreland
and Cumberland, draining into the rivers Lowther, Eamont, and Greta,

and adjoining the lakes of Haweswater, Ullswater, and Thirlmere,

possess all the attributes of a locality from which an enormous amount

of the purest possible water might be obtained ; and the existing lakes

can easily and at small expense be adapted to form immense reservoirs

for its conservancy and storage, at convenient altitudes for the water to

be drawn off and conveyed by gravitation to London.
" By this process of conservancy, the expense and inconvenience of

constructing such a number of wholly artificial reservoirs, as would

otherwise be necessary for the storage of the immense requisite quantity

of water, will be obviated.

" The area from which water is herein proposed to be collected

extends over 177 square miles, the altitudes varying from 500 to 3200

feet above the sea. These, however, are the extremes, the mean
altitude will probably be 1300 or 1400 feet above sea level.

" The entire district is bare hill pasture, arid rock of the primitive

formations, and excepting a small area in the vicinity of Ullswater,

which can easily be excluded from the scheme, is free from mineral

workings, or other sources of contamination, and the waters are of

remarkable purity and softness, as the following analyses by and letter

from Professor Way will show."

The analyses are then given at length, but we need only quote the

constituents as found :

—

GRAINS PEE IMPERIAL GALLON.

River
Lowther.

Haweswater
Lake.

Ullswater
Lake.

Thirlmere
Lake.

1-54

0-50

0-80

} 0-48

0-50

0-51

2-05

062

0-50

0-18

0-71

0-40

0-25

0-51

082
0-62

0-81

0-20

0-51

0-69

0-20

0-37

1-03

0-35

0-42

0-14

0-46

0-77

0-05

44
0-56

0-77

Soda
Chlorides of sodium and

Oxide of iron, silica, &c.,..

Total impurity,...

Hardness before boiling,...

Hardness after boiling, ....

7-00

5-2°

4-4°

3-99 4-16 361

2-0°

1-8°

2-1°

2-1°

1-5°

1-5°

While there can be no great hesitation in admitting the general potability

of these waters, though not to the very full extent of saying they are" the

purest possible," nor to that of Professor Way's oracular opinion—who
has, on the whole, no hesitation in saying that any one of these waters,

or a mixture of them, would be admirably suited for the domestic

supply of town populations, whether large or small—it is not quite

evident to the lay understanding what the largeness or smallness of

a town population has to do with the fitness of water for each man's

drinking. Is it meant that a small town may be excusably poisoned

with bad water ? or that if a very big one be so supplied, the water is

distributed amongst so many throats, and so largely, that as to the fishes

or tadpoles, or other live things (organisms, we believe is the proper

learned word), or organic impurities, " what are they amongst so many?"
Passing, however, this rather curious bit of wayward verbiage, we

cannot quite endorse the opinion that these are what water engineers

love to call "first class waters;" and we must not shrink from saying,

that there is just a little doctoring in the conclusions drawn both by

chemists and engineers from the alleged facts. The professor himself,

while he declares that the proportion of organic matter in all the samples

is small, adds, that " the water of the river Lowther is, however, slightly

coloured, no doubt from peat "—Ah ! peat : mats rtimporte.

Yet the engineers affirm that " the entire district is bare hill pasture,

and rock of primitive formation," except a small area of mine workings

near Ullswater, which they say can be excluded. Now we happen to

know that the district between Windermere and Derwentwater, with

Ullswater on the north, does contain a very large area of peat, and that

the waters of the district are at certain seasons, which are certainly not

those after " long continued and heavy rains," to a great extent very

much discoloured by peat.

Commenting on the analyses of their chemist, the engineers say,

" These results, although so favourable, exhibit the waters in their worst

aspect and condition ; the samples for analysis having been taken in

January last, immediately after long continued and heavy rains, and
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include the drainage from the small mineral district, which is intended

to be excluded from the scheme." Now this is not quite candid.

The analyses must have been made (as the results prove to any one

acquainted with such matters) of the waters after filtration. Therefore

the turbidity suggested " in their worst aspect and condition," from the

long continued and heavy rains, has nothing to do with the matter in

hand. And as for the soluble contents, it does not need very much
chemistry or " water engineering " to know that the more pure rain

water is poured into a district at a given time, the more diluted must all

its surface waters become for the time immediately succeeding, and

hence the more instead of the less favourably analyses must then show

(and, as regards mean or average properties, falsely show), as to the

amount of dissolved salts, &c, in the water, and the more favourably must

the results also show as to discoloration by peat.

This, however, is not quite all ; Professor Way undertakes to arrange

the constituents given above in his direct (or rational) analysis, into a

group of salts, such as he empirically supposes them to be existent in

the water in its natural state. How is it, let us ask, that if he finds, as

he must have done, that the water from this slate district contains free

carbonate of soda, he found no free carbonate of potass ? Was it that

the latter was not looked for at all? or that it was to take a favourable

view of the water to assume all the potass as existing in the state of

chloride ?

It is now a well known fact that all waters flowing in and over

Silurian rocks, or crystalline rocks below them, contain more or less free

alkali as carbonates, and that these are nearly invariably both carbonate

of soda and carbonate of potass, and this for the very sufficient reason,

that both these alkalies are derived from the decomposition of albite

and orthose, containing both, which enter so largely into the petro-

logical constituents of these formations. It is also pretty well ascer-

tained that waters containing these free alkalies, and more especially

potass, are not free from medical objection, and that in a few granitic

districts where their proportion is large they produce decisive bad effects.

Can these facts have had any influence upon the curious circumstance,

that potass, so far as it seems to have been looked for at all by Professor

Way, has been all arranged as chloride.

But while, in passing, obliged to notice this apparent " making the

best of it," we are willing to admit that chemically these lake waters

are good enough perhaps, notwithstanding the undesirable existence of

from 1/74 to 2'08 grains of purgative alkaline salts in each gallon.

We do not attach much importance to the favourite and grand

question of the water engineers, " How are you off for soap ?" It is a

capital ad captandum argument with which to impress an ignorant com-
mittee, when showing how many millions per annum would be saved to

the great metropolitan community, if they only could wash in water with

as little lime in it as in that of Loch Katrine—the much bepraised.

But we happen to believe that even soap is secondary to health, and

that a very soft water is not only insipid and flavourless, but is by no

means as healthful as water containing a tolerably large natural dose of

carbonate of lime. And of this last we could have wished these lake

waters had had some more.

We are also quite ready to admit without demur that an area

of 95 square miles, with 53 more in possible reserve, with a mean
altitude of some 1200 or 1500 feet, and situated in about the wettest

district of England, must be quite competent to supply London. But

even here we are obliged to take some exception to the figures of

Messrs. Hernans and Hassard.

The mean rainfall deduced from tiro years only (1864-65) for the

whole district they give at rather more than 80 inches, and they assume
the evaporation as only 14 inches, and take 66 inches as the nett yield.

There would not be much difficulty in showing that this evaporation

is too small; and no account whatever is taken of the fact, now pretty

well ascertained, that for three consecutive years the rainfall of any
given district may fall short by one-fifth. So that, assuming that 80
inches, the mean of only two years, does really represent the true

mean rainfall for a long period—if we deduct one-fifth from it for con-
secutive droughts, and one-third from the remainder for evaporation,

there remains but 48 inches of available rain to deal with, in place of

06 inches, in seasons of continuous drought.

However, out of the 465,000,000 gallons nearly, daily supply as

calculated on by the projectors, they propose to abstract 250.000,000
for the supply to London, and to towns along the line of conduit in

transitu; and they propose " to give as compensation a quantity nearly

equivalent to one-third of the abstracted rain—viz., 450,000 gallons

daily for each square mile of drainage area." This noble gift of the

full of a trough of about eleven feet square by a foot deep per day
upon each acre of ground over an area of something like a quarter of

an agricultural county, is the only syllable about compensation in any
form that we find mentioned in the whole pamphlet from cover to cover.

The reservoirs of supply are to be the three lakes, Haweswater, Ullswater,

and Tbirlmere—the latter incomparably the most beautiful and grand,

though as yet the most secluded, of these Cumberland waters. The
surface of Haweswater is to be raised 42 feet; Tbirlmere is to be

raised 64 feet ; and Ullswater is to be raised permanently to its winter

level, from which 20 feet is to be drawn off.

We are naively told that " of course it would be impossible to carry

out a scheme of this magnitude without doing some injury, but in the

construction of these great reservoirs it would be reduced to a minimum."
We can fully endorse the first as exemplified in this case, and will give

the projectors credit for the second. But what is the only material

point, we do not see that any provision whatever is made for com-
pensation for these injuries that must of course be done. For Hawes-
water and Tbirlmere they say the total area of additional land that

would be required

—

i.e., what they propose alternately to flood over

and leave to be unsightly slob—is only 750 acres, " and there would be

no residential damage." There are only seventeen or eighteen existing

houses, all, except three or four, of the most ordinary class (whatever

that may mean), and they can all be re-erected round the extended

margin of the lakes. As to what would become of Ullswater we are

left wholly in the dark, except by the uncomfortable assurance (after

our previous information as to what, in the opinion of the projectors,

amounts to no residential damage) that " the injury done, if any, would

be very trivial." Indeed, how could it be otherwise, when we had been

previously made aware that our notions on this subject were merely

delusive ? for that " any injury to the scenery or aspect of the lake

would be more of a fancied than real nature."

However, we venture to think that were this project ever to reach

the stage of a committee on merits, the great landowners, as well as the

tenants and house occupiers of these show and pleasure places, and

undoubtedly most charming region, would show damages that would

amount to a most astounding figure, of which, all the ingenuity of

engineering witnesses and lawyers to the contrary, a residue would

remain big enough very seriously to swell the estimate as set down at

present. Upon another point of compensation we have a word to say.

One mineral district about these lakes at least is now at work, and the

washings of the lead or copper ores go into Ullswater. A writer to the

Times, August 14, 1866, says—" Large streams, impregnated with the

ore of neighbouring lead mines, there enter the lake, and so discolour

the water that every passing tourist notices the impurity, and forms a

decided opinion that it ought not to be used for quenching the thirst

of man or beast." This, it is said, can be easily excluded from the

scheme, though we do not precisely see how the pit waters or washing

waters from a mine in a lake basin are to be kept from ultimately

going into the lake or its affluent ; and we need not say that no sub-

sidence or filtration will stop out soluble salts of these poisonous metals,

nor that, if practicable, these- processes, whether of exclusion or of

purification, can be practised for nothing and without compensation to

the mine adventurers, &c. But here is a region of nearly 150 square

miles in area, all presumably rich in mineral matter of various sorts,

from roofing slate and stone up to copper and plumbago. Any and

every landowner in this vast area has at present, it must be assumed,

an unrestricted right to lease, and his tenants or himself to open and

work mine or quarry at his pleasure. Now, which course would the

projectors elect to follow? To take a bill leaving the future London

supply of water at the mere}' of the landowners of being poisoned, or

at the least muddied by mine and- quarry water anywhere or at any

time, and thus of offering them a premium to open such sources of

pollution, in order to get bought off one by one? or to introduce a

clause rendering the whole mining or mineral wealth of the whole dis-

trict for ever after legally valueless, by taking a power which, to be good

for anything, must amount to that of prohibiting even the opening of

a wet quarry, much less the prosecuting of mining operations within

the gathering area ? If the former, what is the guarantee for " this

water of the purest possible quality" remaining so? but if the latter,

what is to be the measure of compensation that shall extinguish the

mineral rights of real property in a district known geologically to be
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one of the very richest to the miner, and extending over nearly half a

county ?

We need not, indeed we cannot, follow Messrs. Hemans and Hassard

through their details (so far as these are hinted at or sketched) of

conduits and water-courses inside or about the gathering area ; but

withiu this there is to be one tunnel between Thirlmere and Ullswater

of the moderate length of eight miles, and another from Ullswater of

seven miles and a quarter long. Of the former, it is said " shafts can

be put down over the entire distance ; and in such a case it is obvious

there would be no greater difficulty in constructing a long tunnel than

a short one ; it is simply a question of greater length and of additional

shafts." While of the former it is said, " it would be 7£ miles in

length, but of this 5j miles would be ordinary and rather shallow

tunnel, and would therefore present no difficulty ; the central portion

immediately under Kirkstone Pass would be If miles in length between

the shafts, and would, at the rate of progress which has been effected

at the Mont Cenis tunnel, occupy in its construction about three years

after the shafts were sunk. No doubt, with the rock-boring machines

of the present day, it might easily be completed in that or a less period

of time."

We regret we cannot concur in this sanguine and undoubting faith.

So far the contrary, that we have no doubt whatever that in rock of

the same sort, a small constricted tunnel such as is alone wanted for

waterworks, or here contemplated, will, however executed, take, ceteris

paribus, from three to four times as long to get through for equl length

as one of the sections of the Mont Cenis, and, yard for yard cube, prove

correspondingly more expensive. If any proof were needed of this,

we might appeal to the experience of the very short tunnel in very

similar (Silurian) rock on the line of the Dublin Waterworks (projected

originally by Mr. Hassard himself), which has delayed the completion

of these works for a year or two, and, it is stated, will be one of the

causes that will add heavily to the cost of the works at their contract

price, and will help to make them—what indeed without any tunnel

they could not but have proved—one of the dearest water supplies, in

proportion to volume and to population, of any in the empire.

However, we now come to taking the water out of the gathering

area, and bringing it to within 12 miles only of London by an aqueduct

of 2-10 miles in length; and we quote the estimate for cost and income

of the project in extenso

:

—
" In this case it would of course be necessary to purchase the

existing waterworks and incorporate them with the new project,

securing to the different companies the nett incomes they at present

enjoy. We learn from the pamphlet recently published by Mr. Bate-

man, C.E., on the water supply of London, that these in the aggregate

amount to rather more than £400,000 per annum, whilst their gross

receipts are about £700,000, or nearly Is. in the pound on the present

rateable value of property in the metropolis, which amounts to about

£15,000,000 annually, and this would no doubt reach to a much
larger amount by the time these proposed works were completed. We
shall call it then £16,000,000, although, judging from the late ratio of

increase, this would evidently be below the mark. The cost of the

project complete, for a daily supply of 250,000,000 gallons, we estimate

at £12,200,000. As, however, there would be no necessity for bringing

the whole of this large quantity of water before the demand for it had

actually risen, we shall assume that 200,000,000 gallons only are

brought in the first instance. That is

—

Gallons.

For domestic consumption, 120,000,000
For public and trading purposes, 30,000,000
For sale to population on line of conduit, 50,000,000

Total, 200,000,000

The cost of which would be

—

Conduits, reservoirs, and works of collection, £675,000
Tunnel from Ullswater to Ambleside, 350,000

Aqueduct to LoDdon, 8,125,000

Regulating reservoir, &c, near London, 500,000

£9,650,000
Interest on unproductive capital during an average

period of three years, and other expenses, 1,550,000

£11,200,000

The annual expenses would probably be

—

Interest on £11,200,000 at 4 per cent., £448,000
Collection, management, and casual repairs, 100,000
Present dividends to water companies, 425,000

£973,000

To meet this we should have, after the works have been for some few

years fairly in operation, a probable income of

—

From the saleof 50,000,000 gallons daily to towns, &c.,

on the line of aqueduct, at 3d. per 1000 gallons,... £228,125
From the sale of 30,000,000 gallons daily in London,

for public and trading purposes, at 3d, per 1000
gallons, 136,875

From an average rate of lOd. in the pound on a pro-

perty of £16,000,000, 666,666

£1,031,666

which is £58,666 in excess of what was required, as shown above. In

the estimate of income, no credit is taken for the annual value of the

assets and property of the water companies, which it would not be

necessary to retain after the introduction of the new water supply.

This average rate of lOcl. in the pound may be levied as may be

deemed most equitable, say a 9d. rate for domestic consumption on an

assumed house property of £12,000,000, and a public rate of 3d. on a

total property of £16,000,000, this would amount

—

For the domestic rate, to £450,000
For the public rate, to 200,000

Total, £650,000

which would probably suffice. It is not, however, to be expected that

the 50,000,000 gallons daily proposed to be sold to the towns and

populations on the line of the aqueduct, could be disposed of all at

once, and in estimating the rates likely to be levied on the citizens of

London, we must take that into account, and we shall now consider

the question as if no water were so disposed of. This would leave a

sum of £973,000 — £136,875 = £836,125 to be levied on the metro-

polis, and would amount to an average rate of rather more than 12irf,,

say Is. Id., in the pound on all property ; this would be the maximum
rate which, under the most unpropitious circumstances, it would be

necessary to levy, and which would not amount to more than the

actual rate now levied on property in the metropolis by the existing

water companies. It is more than probable, however, that by the

time these works were completed the rateable value of the metropolitan

districts would amount to £18,000,000, of which probably three-fourths,

or £13,500,000, would be bouse property; and in this case, if no water

were sold on the line of aqueduct, the rate necessary to be levied would

amount to about lljrf. in the pound. If the rateable value amounted

to £18,000,000, and 25,000,000 gallons were sold daily on the line of

the aqueduct, the necessary metropolitan rate would amount, to nearly

9J<Z., say 10d., in the pound. If, however, the sale of water on the

line of aqueduct had increased to 50,000,000 gallons daily, and the

rateable value of the metropolitan districts had increased to £20,000,000

—events by no means improbable— the average necessary rate would

not then amount to more than about l^d., say 8d., in the pound ; and

this would gradually be diminished as the rateable value of the metro-

politan districts, caused by suburban extensions, and the springing up

of a new and better class of property in the metropolis itself, progressed
;

and to meet the future demands likely to arise from these and other

causes, there would remain a further quantity of 50,000,000 gallons

daily, to be supplied at an outlay of £1,000,000, which may be expended

when the necessity arises."

The average cost of the 8 mile tunnel we cannot get at; it is

merged in the very general terms of the item " conduits, reservoirs,

and works of collection, £675,000." That for the 7} miles tunnel, of

which 1J miles is without a single shaft

—

i.e., cut with two headings,

and through material as to which there is no certain knowledge

—

appears to amount to about £27 per yard forward ; but as we cannot

divine what that includes, so we are equally in the dark as to the

adequacy of its £350,000. Then comes the ponderous item of more

than £8,000,000 for the 240 miles of tunnel to near London. Now,

this appears to be about £19 10s. per yard forward for the whole

length, which includes land-severance and every other cost. If the

literally innumerable interests to be satisfied, the difficulties, contingent
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and practical, and the character of the works that would be required

to cany this great water duct through the very heart of England, and

almost through its densest and most valuable regions, and for nearly

the whole length of the island, be considered, we believe we do no

injustice in saying that the sum set down is, in our opinion, utterly

inadequate ; and as this item constitutes, as the projectors themselves

remark, the mass of the work, we must, on the grounds of it alone,

come to the conclusion that their estimate at large is still more

inadequate.

We might push our objections further. We find nothing allowed

for parliamentary expenses in the fight that must ensue upon a bill

such as this would be, in which the landed and vested interests of half

of England and Wales would be concerned, and must he heard—ay,

and compensated—a parliamentary fight to which the Battle of the

Gauges or the Wars of the Giants would be child's play. We find

nothing for compensation to the present water companies of London,

except their nett income annually, as set down at present at £425,000

per annum. Have these gentlemen no prospective interests in the

increase of the metropolis, the water rates on which the projectors

themselves estimate will increase by £1,000,000 within three years?

We find nothing set down for bringing the water from the distributing

basin at Harrow in mains, and connecting these with the mighty net-

work of existing street mains. We find nothing set down for the cost

of changing the present intermittent into a constant house supply,

though this is one of the features brought forward in favour of the

scheme, and without the carrying out of which no London water supply

could be perfect.

But we need not press the inadequacy of the estimate further, nor

remark that, besides other pretty obvious disadvantages in attempting

both to sell water on the way to London, and sell it at London also, it

is pretty clear that the towns on the way, if they wanted or would have

it at all, might, by merely a " masterly inaction," command it on their

own terms, because the aqueduct must be made, and made nigh to

them, for the Londoners alone. Therefore the estimate of collateral

income " by the way " we hold to be very nearly delusive.

In an engineering point of view, we admit the boldness, the validity,

and the probable sufficiency of this project. Like all such gigantesque

projects, it is upon its figures that it is weak— like Dickens' giants,

" shaky on their knees." From this charge Mr. Bateman's more modest,

though still rather gigantic, project was probably not free. And both

alike are amenable to a very serious engineering objection, that they

bring the water to near London at a level that would prove utterly

inadequate for the supply on the constant or on any other system of

vast areas of the metropolis—not of comparatively small and very high

spots,, like Hampstead, but of great areas, when the outdraft was at its

full ; unless, indeed, new mains are to be substituted for the present

main and branch main pipes, for which no provision is made, and even

then at a level nearly valueless as a protection against fire. But
another and a serious objection appears to us to arise to both these

projects alike—namely, that to which we previously briefly referred in

noticing Mr. Bateman's pamphlet.

The more we consider the consequences of admitting and adopting

the principle that a section of the community inhabiting one river

basin—no matter how large may be its population, or how pressing

their wants—has a right compulsorily to abstract and divert away
the water from another river basin, and in perpetuo to take it from the

inhabitants of that river basin, and from their successors, the more does

it seem incompatible with all common law, with all justice, and fraught

with consequences leading to the rupture of all social principles.

Let us test this matter by an example. Suppose that France or

some section of Frenchmen found it would be convenient and advan-
tageous for them to impound, or to divert totally into a new channel, the

whole or a considerable portion only of the waters of the Moselle, say
above Metz or Nancy, and to prevent these waters any longer reaching
the Prussian basin of the Lower Moselle, and so flowing into the Rhine at

Coblentz
; can it for a moment be supposed that such a project, if

attempted being put into execution, would not become a matter for the

gravest diplomatic intervention, and if persevered in might not become a
perfectly justifiable casus belli ? A quite analogous project has been ere
now broached in the United States as a professed warlike weapon for

injury to Great Britain, through Canada and our North American pro-
vinces—namely, to drain off a large portion of the great American lakes,
by a large but comparatively short canal, into some of the head waters

of the Missisippi. It seems that can be done ; but whether or not, the

principle of offence is admitted.

Now what is the difference between either of those cases, viewed as

matters of social law and equity, and that of one section of a nation

under one government forcibly depriving another of their water rights

as derived from nature and the historic course of events and of Provi-

dence. Upon a smaller scale the common law affirms the right of every

individual living upon a stream to have the usance of the water as it

passes him, but without detriment to the similar rights of those below
him, to whom he must let the water pass, and pass undiminished and
uniujured. However much in the latter respect the common law has,

either by neglect or ex necessitate ret] with us in many places become
infringed, as respects the abstraction of water it is ever recognized as

in full force, and ever so acted upon. Can we take our neighbour's water,

then, because he is upon another catchment or river, when we could

not take it if he were higher up upon our own ?

Compensation here is no answer at all : we might as well try to assess

the damage and compensation to the inhabitants and to their posterity or

a country whose sunshine was to be put out, as try to compensate for the

future evils that may arise to a great river basin by the diversion into

another of a large proportion of its water. Harbours and ports must
suffer as they exist ; but who is to say what future towns or cities, of

ports or harbours, or agricultures, or trades, or commerces, or industries,

may he prevented arising or rooting themselves in the district by reason

of its waters having been taken away ? what limits may be imposed to

the population of its towns and cities, however otherwise prosperous

and growing ? or even what changes of climate and condition of soil

interferences so vast with the natural water regimen of natural districts

may ultimately produce?

In a word, we come to the conclusion that the legislature, as the

common guardian of the rights of all, and the inhabitants of every

single great catchment or river basin in Great Britain, ought firmly

and on principle to resist any attempt to forcibly divert large volumes

of water away from one natural basin for the benefit of another, no

matter how great or pressing the need of that other might be. And
in conclusion, this leads us to ask, Has any such pressing need, any such

real water famine, been yet proved for the basin of the Thames and for

London ? We believe there really exists nothing of the sort, and that

our business is, before we let ourselves be plunged into those gigantic

water projects and their inevitably enormous expenses, to take stock of

what we have or can have, from our own river basin, and without

robbing our neighbours ; to do that, in fact, by our own proper natural

water supplies in the Thames basin, which Mrs. Fry once oracularly

said the Irish did not do— " make the most of everything." That, as yet

has uot been even so much as thought of maturely, much less attempted

with inadequate result.

Mr. Bailey Denton, C.E., has lately in some sensible letters in the

Times, pointed out some important facts in this direction ; and mean-

while, in one paragraph in his letter of the 8th September last, we see

what is going on as a consequence of admitting as conceded the right of

one section of the community to take the waters nature has given to

another—viz., two parties together scrambling for the waters belonging

to a third. Have we not, says Mr. B. Denton, "proof of the pre-eminent

necessity of some principile of action with respect to water supply in the

circumstance that Mr. Rawlinson, one of the valued members of the

Rivers Commission, is at this moment advancing a scheme for supplying

Liverpool, Chester, and Birkenhead with water from Bala lake, which

is the head of the Dee, at the same time that Mr. Bateman is recom-

mending that London should be served from the sources of the Severn

in the same region ? This shows that opposing interests may look in

the same direction without any great regard to the effect such an

abstraction will have upon the supplying district." In his letter of the

25th August, 1866, he gives some facts as to the diversion of water now
and long going on from our own Thames basin into that of the Severn

—the same game, but reversed, as Mr. Bateman proposes to play with

the dwellers therein for the benefit of London.
" It is extremely wrong that the water companies should continue to

take their supplies from the Thames and the Lea, after they have

become irretrievably tainted ; and, perhaps, it is equally wrong to

substitute supplies from other watersheds which at some future time may
suffer from the loss. North Wales and the lake districts of Cumberland

have each their advocates among metropolitan authorities ; but with

Liverpool, Birkenhead, Chester, and, in fact, all the manufacturing
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districts—from Preston in Lancashire, to Birmingham in Warwickshire

—in a state of alarm as to their supplies, it would appear most unjust

to give them the 'go-by' as long as the resources of the Thames
watershed remain untried.

•' The quantity of water now pumped up at Thames Head and with-

drawn from the Thames to be thrown into the Severn is, I consider,

underrated. The quantity pumped up daily is nearly 3,000,000 gallons,

and although a proportion of this quantity infiltrates from the canal into

the earth and through the substrata back to the Thames, I believe much
more than 1,000,000 gallons is abstracted from the metropolitan river.

•• Let this be as it may, if the abstracted water of this one spring were

applied to domestic purposes instead of feeding the profitless Thames and

Severn canal, from 50,000 to 100,000 persons might be served, and had
it been substituted for the "sewage water " of the Lea (sewage water

because it is taken from the Lea after it has become a drain), which the

East London Water Company supply to their customers, it is more than

probable that many hundred lives might have been saved in the pending

visitation of cholera.

'• This incidental reference to the East London supply leads me to ask

why the River Lea Commissioners should not co-operate with the East

London Water Company, as, I believe, was at one time proposed, and,

by the aid of compensating storage reservoirs and Mr. Homersham's

system of pumping water from the subterranean supply of the London
basin, gain a sufficient and innoxious supply."

Now which is to be preferred as a natural demand upon these Thames
springs—to supply drink to London, or to fill a canal? More recentby

a writer, under the signature Amicus, in the Times corroborates these

facts and views :

—

" I have re-explored in a boat a large part of the Upper Thames, and

am confirmed in the conviction that the supply of water in that district

may by care, certain improvements, and efficient superintendence be

vastly economized. In addition to the formation of reservoirs in the

oolitic valleys, much may be done in that in which the main river runs,

where, from its western source at Thames Head to Oxford, it finds its

bed in the Oxford clay. The navigation to Lechlade, now partially

open, might if deemed advisable be easily restored ; its improvement
and maintenance would tend to the storage and economy of the water,

as it would necessitate the removal of weeds, the deepening the channel

in some places, and the regulation of the flow of the stream throughout

its course. Above Wolvercote-mill, and again above Ensham, there are

several noble reaches of gTeat depth and considerable width. These

natural reservoirs are now at the mercy of the occupiers of the weirs for

fishing purposes and the sale of the water to assist the navigation below.

There are no mills between Wolvercote and Lechlade, a distance of over

30 miles by the river.

" There is another important feature in this district, in a practice

which has of late years obtained on the Throckmorton, Stanton Har-

court, and other properties, of banking out the floods, especially those

that occur in the spring and summer, when the meadows are in crop.

This is done by throwing up a low bank a short distance from the river

side ; sometimes the material used has been taken from the margin of

the stream, increasing the area occupied by the flowing water.

" The interests of the landowners would be promoted by cleansing and

deepening, and so increasing, the waterway for the passage of floods.

Large reservoirs might be formed, especially where the clay iB covered

by beds of alluvial gravel ; in these the water might be retained, and a

stream turned into thern from the river to prevent undue stagnation.

Thus the water now often wantonly wasted might be stored and econo-

mized, under the powers intrusted to the Thames Conservators, at a

point where the stream is not as yet contaminated by the drainage of

any large town."

Lastly, Mr. B. Denton, under date 15th October, 1866, supplies the

following additional information, which seems sufficiently pertinent and
important to cause us to quote it at some length :

—

" I will now supply the few figures which I hope will satisfy those

who would only deal with schemes of simple grandeur that we have in

the Thames and its tributaries a combined means of water supply

as imposing as any that has yet been brought before the public.

" The total area of the Thames watershed is 3,303,680 acres. The
average rainfall of the whole watershed may be taken at 25 inches.

The Thames, as it flows over Teddington weir, drains surfaces which
in the whole make up 2,352,640 acres, and the annual perennial flow

over the weir is equal to above 3 inches of rain over the whole of the
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contributing surfaces; thus there remains a depth of 22 inches of water

which passes away as vapour from the surface into the air, or as floods

by the valleys into the sea. The remaining 051,040 acres comprising

the watershed make up the districts drained by the Yedding, Brent, Lee,

Roding, and other small streams on the north, and the Wandle and

Ravensbourne on the south. These streams join the Thames eastward

of Teddington, and their perennial flow forms a larger proportion of the

rainfall than the tributaries on the western side, although the rainfall is

somewhat less. These eastern streams flow out of the chalk, and are

shown by Mr. Beardmore to vary from 3J to nearly 10 inches in their

discharge. Thus we see within the Thames watershed that in certain

instances, where nature assists the delivery of the water rising to the

surface, the proportion of the rainfall which is serviceable is double

that which is discharged where the channel of delivery is less favourable.

Without attempting to reconcile these differences in detail, I am content

to state generally that I know from personal observation, that the springs

supplying the upper tributaries of the Thames are much reduced in

their passage over the oolitic outcrop from which they flow, and that

they are capable, if taken before they are reduced and before the

streams they form have become polluted, of a much more extensive use

than at present. The Churn, for instance, is known to lose as much as

3,000,000 gallons per diem before it joins the Thames at Cricklade, and

this is only one of some 30 or 40 tributaries of one sort or another

which take their rise in the oolite. But if it were shown that the water

thus lost could be regained, it would not be in itself sufficient to satisfy

the growing demands of the metropolis for pure water. It would be

necessary that we should have full command of the numerous sources

which feed the river ; and as the river cannot afford to lose from its

volume the diminished springs from which its tributaries emanate,

it would have to be shown that, whatever quantity be taken from these

sources may be readily replaced from a stored surplus. This might be

done by conserving at high levels the surplus of the streams, after a

gauged quantity, sufficient to maintain them in their full uses, has been

secured. Reservoirs in the shape of ornamental waters and widened

channels of the streams themselves in which the surplus might be stored

by means of weirs, placed so as not to interfere with the proper drainage

of the valleys, would be all that would be required; and when we
remember that nine inches of water drawn from a reservoir of 500 acres

in extent is sufficient to supply the metropolis with the whole daily

quantity now used, I cannot think that there will be any doubt on the

point, particularly as the supply dependent upon the western tributaries

of the Thames is not more than half the total quantity used. But we
are now only thinking of London, while I contend it is equally necessary

to consider the requirements of all towns and villages in the kingdom,

for in the case of London it is not so much a question of quantity as of

quality, whereas in many parts of the country the real question is how
the poor are to have any water at all in dry seasons.

" To place tangibly before your readers the value of the wasted

sources of the Upper Thames, let me again recur to the Thames Head

spring which now furnishes the Thames and Severn Canal with water.

Twenty millions of gallons per week is known to be raised and practi-

cally lost to the water consumers of the Thames basin. This quantity

is sufficient to supply a mixed population of at least 150,000 people.

The whole population of Oxfordshire, according to the census of 1861,

is only 170,944, so that, were it physically possible to supply the whole

of that county from this one spring, it would be very nearly sufficient

for the purpose. Is it likely that, while we thus allow so much water

to be lost, the people of the north-western counties will, or ought

to, suffer us to withdraw from the mountainous districts in their neigh-

bourhood that water which seems to have been placed there in antici-

pation of the immense growth of trade and population which distinguishes

that part of the kingdom? Lancashire in 1811 numbered 828,499

people ; the census of 1861 gives to that county 2,429,440 people.

Thus, then, the population has increased to treble the number it was

fifty years ago ; and can it be supposed for a moment that we shall be

allowed, without making an effort to recover the water we suffer to go

to waste in our own watershed, to rob the people of Lancashire and

adjoining counties of their rightful supply, when there is no reason to

doubt that in another fifty years the population will be trebled again ?

" It is curious to observe that, while everybody is complaining of the

condition of the water in the eastern districts of London, and thinking

of going to Wales or Cumberland for a supply, there should have

appeared in your columns an advertisement from the Essex Pure Water
2 L
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Company offering to sell several millions of gallons per diem of the

purest, water. I think this alone will prove that some inquiry is due.

" Without denying that we may be compelled eventually to resort to

mountainous districts for the supply of London and other large towns,

it is quite clear that the subject in all its bearings should be investigated

before such a determination be come to, and before Acts of Parliament

are passed which cannot be recalled, and which will commit us to

further derangement.
" If I wanted evidence of the disadvantage of our present imperfect

acquaintance with the subject, I should point to the great contradiction

committed last session in the case of the Thames Navigation Bill, when
a compact was entered into between the committee and the five Water
Companies taking their supplies from the Thames, whereby the latter

hound themselves to pay £1000 a year each, on condition that all

persons should be prohibited from sending sewage into the river, the

effect of which will be (if the public will submit to it), not to compel the

companies to go to the fountain-heads, but to perpetuate the supply

of polluted water to the metropolis ; for, as already stated, it is not

possible to purify a river after it has once become the drain of its water-

shed, nor prevent the ingress of sewage liquid in some shape or other."

There is stated no doubt a highly important truth. The upper reaches

of each river should be conserved by "bunding" for the drinking, &c,
of the inhabitants below. The lower reaches must be left to become

finally the sewers to the whole

basin. When we shall have

fully and fairly ascertained, not

in the biassed or ill-informed

atmosphere of a committee

room, but upon the responsible

report of aduly chosen commis-

sion, that it is impossible by

any known methods so to

husband and economize the

natural supplies of our own
Thames basin, including all its

tributaries, and to keep and

take their waters into London
reasonably pure, and find in

them a sufficient supply, view-

ing the domestic supply to

London as paramount to all

manufacturing or commercial

uses of any portion of the

waters within the basin ; it will

then be time to discuss pro-

jects for depriving other com-
munities of their natural

supplies, but not before.

We shall conclude in Mr. B.

Denton's words :
—" All these

questions, however, are evi-

dence of the magnitude of the

subject, and show the neces-

sity of a full and speedy com-
prehension of it in all its

bearings.

"Why is the inquiry into

the purification of our rivers

to precede the more important

object, our national water

supply?''

—

Ed.

EJECTORS OF FLUIDS
AND LANSDELL'S
WATER CRANE.

We believe it was first sug-

gested some years since in

this country to apply Gif-
fard's injector, as modified by the manufacturers, Messrs. Sharp,
Stewart, & Co., Atlas Works, Manchester, into the form held by
that firm under Stewart & Robinson's patent, for the purpose of
lifting water into the locomotive tender feed tanks on railways. It is

quite clear, however, that the originator of this proposal could have
known little or nothing of the lifting effect which GifFard's instrument
possesses. We believe that we err certainly on the right side when
asserting that the most perfect instrument which Sharp, Stewart, & Co.,

turn out, can in no case be made to lift water from a greater depth than

7 feet. It is known for a fact that quite recently GifFard's instrument
has in this respect been put to a very severe test.

Since the result from GifFard's instrument as an ejector, or fluid lifter,

is so low, it is difficult to

imagine, a priori, by reason

of its construction, how
anything much better can

be expected from the appa-

ratus which forms the prin-

cipal feature of the present

paper, although some think

highly of it, and for this

reason we give it place in

our pages.

We believe that the only

effective apparatus for utiliz-

ing the principle of the

injector for lifting or draw-

ing fluids is that devised by

Mr. Andrew Barclay, of

Kilmarnock. This instru-

ment is capable of lifting or

ejecting a column of water

of 20 feet with ease and

certainty ; and we believe

that as one or two slight

alterations in the form of the

nozzles, and possibly their

arrangement, are made,

that water may be lifted even

from a greater depth still.

In applying Lansdell's lift

for filling the tender tanks of

locomotives, the apparatus

is arranged over the well

from which the water is to

be lifted. The arrangement

of the lift is shown in trans-

verse vertical section at fig.

1 , and in elevation at fig. 2.

The pipes, c, extend down
into the water of the well,

and are united at their

upper end into a chamber,

A, into which the steam

nozzle, K, projects vertically

upwards. The chamber, A,

is contracted into a throat,

d, much in the same manner

as were the early forms of GifFard's injector ; from this throat the

delivery pipe, f, extends upwards. The nozzle, k, is connected to the

steam pipe, E, in the manner shown in the engraving, fig. 1. The whole

of the arrangement of pipes of which the apparatus is composed is

contained within the column, which is ornamented and provided with

a revolvable head, so that the position of the steam pipe, e, and the

hose of the delivery pipe, F, may be brought into position relatively with

that of the engine. The steam pipe, e, is furnished with a flexible pipe

shown at fig. 2, by a coupling on which the water lifter is connected to

the locomotive boiler. In bringing the lifter to draw the water, the

engineman, having effected the coupling of the steam pipe with the

boiler, merely turns on the steam.

The engravings which we have prepared show all the arrangements

of Lansdell's lift so distinctly that we need not enter into a further

description, leaving it to our readers to judge themselves of its merits.

The water lift has been patented, we believe, in several countries, but

we doubt if it makes much way in Great Britain. The waste of

steam, we should anticipate from the construction of the apparatus,

must be very great ; and we cannot avoid believing that in cases
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where water has to he lifted it would be much cheaper to employ a

well-made pump.

We hear from the other side of the Atlantic that there is in this

much more than we give credit for. An American exchange tells us

that a company is formed in New York, under the designation of the

" Steam Syphon Company," for introducing, and we suppose manufac-

turing it.—V. D.

THE GENERAL APPLICATION OF LIFTS.

The slowness with which new and provedly valuable inventions come

into common use, when applicable to varied purposes, is not more

remarkable than the sudden, fitful, and per saltum way in which at last

every really good invention gets universally employed. It seems as

though the perception or conviction of utility and value must reach a

certain intensity on the part of large masses of thinking men before the

long known want has power to raise the leaden-weighted valve of inert

routine, and let the pent spirit of novelty expand itself into actuality.

The employment of mechanical lifts, for elevating and lowering men
and things between the ground level and the top of high buildings, is a

striking case in point. The lift has been known and in use in Lanca-

shire certainly for nearly, if not quite, half a century. There it was

boldly, if not originally, adopted for the elevation of cotton bales and

goods first ; and by a natural consequence came to be soon employed

by the workpeople as a means to save their own leg labour on the

common staircase, which was, and is, very commonly a stone and

winding one, with well-worn steps.

Nor in truth was the lift originated even in the cotton mills. A sort

of lift, under the name of " sack tackle," had long anteriorly been

employed in corn mills, which before the era of cotton were amongst

the most lofty buildings in the country ; and " the miller and his men "

often went up and down in the loop of the ropes ordinarily occupied by

the corn or flour sack.

So, too, " the cages " in the shafts of coal pits had been, long before

1810, used as man hoists as well as coal hoists ; and it is not unlikely

that this afforded the first suggestive germ which opened into the com-

plete warehouse or mill lift of Lancashire and Yorkshire. But manifest

and great as are the advantages of this simple contrivance, its use did

not extend ; it stood fast, limited to the use for which it was first

designed, until within perhaps ten years since, at the most remote

calculation.

It is not much more than twenty years, even, that the metallic miners

of Cornwall bethought them of contriving something that should relieve

the tin or copper underground workman of having to descend and again

ascend a depth nearly equal to the height of the average Welsh moun-
tains in order to reach and return from his work. And even yet the

" man machine," or lift, which works with a regulated long stroke

between stage and stage, and brings the men up like a sort of human
pump, is only exceptionally employed there or anywhere. For the want

of spread in this instance there are special and sufficient reasons. The
" man engine " is not applicable at all in many mines. It requires one

or two deep shafts penetrating at once nearly to the very depths of

the workings. It cannot be readily employed in crooked or in highly-

inclined shafts. It is, relatively to its use, a rather expensive machine

;

and in practice it has not been found quite free from danger and acci-

dent to limb and life.

But no such objections apply to the " hoist " or " lift," as long estab-

lished, gradually improved in constructive detail, and largely employed

in the cotton and woollen regions ; and yet, outside the walls of the mill

or warehouse system, we cannot call to mind any considerable (we may
almost say any) application of it to other buildings up to the present

day, with the recent exception of the great hotels in London and else-

where. In these, too, we were not first in the field. The Hotel do

Louvre at Paris, which was the first of those monster European hotels

we believe, had employed the lift long before the Westminster Palace,

the Charing Cross, or Cannon Street, or any of the other great hotels

in London completed between these, had done so. And Paris had itself

only been in this a copyist from the vast American hotels, in all of

which machinery, wherever it was possible, had previously been brought

fully into use to " welcome the coming or speed the departing guest
;

"

so that, for example, one's linen in an American " first chop " hotel

can be washed, dried, " done up," aired, and again packed in portman-

teau, within three hours of the guest's arrival.

The railway and steam-ship have both multiplied travelling many
hundred-fold, and concurred with other things in evoking great material

prosperity. These have produced huge and splendid hotels ; and as

the very prosperity that has called these forth has made the land dear

upon which they stand, so have the buildings themselves shot up

towards the sky, adding story above story until, as at Charing Cross,

the uppermost attics are almost as high as the steeple of the neighbour-

ing church of St. Martin, which in 1726, the date of its completion, was

no doubt proudly regarded by its architects as towering unapproachably

above everything then surrounding it, the palace of the Percys included.

But this same growth in wealth, and in the myriad industries of which

it is at once the mover and the result, has already nearly rebuilt our

own city of London proper (as it has swept away and restored all old

Paris), and has sensibly left its mark upon every other region almost of

our vast capital. The city, cramped still within its mediasval bound-

aries, is being rebuilt with palatial grandeur and expense. No richer

materials or workmanship can be found in the modern buildings of

Europe than have been and are being there employed in rearing upon

their old sites the office buildings of our aristocracy of wealth, to an

elevation of twice or three times what they were anteriorly. For here,

again, space can only be had by overlapping floor upon floor. The
word " can," however, only means here, " is possible," under our existing

systemless, piecemeal, and disjointed methods of improvement ; in a

word, in the want of " a Haussemann "—some efficient, wise, and central

authority. Can anything be more incongruous, more lavishly useless

and tasteless, than the heaping up to the height of eight or nine stories

of richly sculptured and decorated architectural fronts at the sides of

narrow lanes, where the lofty and overhanging cornices almost shut out

light and sky, and where, with strained neck and eye, we can discern

literally nothing in the distorted and foreshortened surfaces of the

chimney we look up, of the real beauty and architectural grandeur that

is above us.

What a different aspect London city would present could we but

separate the blocks of new buildings from each other, as we pull out a

set of telesoope tables, leaving broad ways between, and so being able

for the first time to see their just proportions. And yet all that might

have been achieved, not alone at the old time, after the great fire,

when Wren laid down his plan for a broad and regular-streeted city,

but at any time since. Nothing was or is wanted but forethought,

prearrangement, and legal sanction to enable and to compel men in

their habitations to work together for their common good, as co-citizens,

and not, like so many savages, each exercise his rights and powers for

himself and his own interest alone, and regardless of all around him in

any other light but that of these. We are not now dealing with the

general question, aesthetic or economic, of our civic architecture. We
merely point out that the same causes which have made lofty hotels,

lofty model lodging-houses, lofty buildings for offices, and lofty dwell-

ings, have been operative in the city, as well as everywhere else in this,

and to a certain extent in every other great and prosperous capital or

other great city in Europe. Even where confined space alone is not the

governing reason, we observe that loftiness in dwelling houses is greatly

on the increase. Compare the old aristocratic houses iu brick of May
Fair, of four or of five stories (many no more than two stories), with

the rich houses built between 1830 and 1 850 in Belgravia and Tyburnia,

and these again with those erected since 1850, and now being con-

structed at Kensington, and generally at the west end of London—such,

for example, as those in the Cromwell and Exhibition Roads ; and it is

at once apparent how height is being continually added to. The same

is true of offices, public and private. Compare the Admiralty or Horse

Guards with the new public offices in the Park. It would be scarcely

fair to compare Great George Street with the magnificent ranges of new
offices constructed or in progress in Victoria Street, Westminster, for the

houses in the former were built for private dwellings ; but no architect

would now think of constructing offices of the height of those of Great

George Street.

Yet not one of those great blooks of new offices is provided with a

lift, or with any other means of reaching the upper stories, or getting

goods to them, than by the old-fashioned staircase. At the great block

of offices constructed by a public company (the Westmiuster Chambers

Association), six and in parts seven stories, each very lofty iu height,

the amount of labour expended and of time and energy wasted, in gain-

ing access to the higher offices and rooms is a very serious drawback

to the advantages which the large and well-lighted and convenient
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chambers afford. We believe this fact has been found to militate a

good deal against readily letting the two upper floors. Even on the

third floor, the offices upon which are to a great extent occupied, an

ascent of about sixty steps is demanded.

There are, we believe, about 400 chambers in the seven great blocks

constituting the Westminster Chambers ; and there will be probably

about as many in the adjoining great building intended for offices now

being completed by Messrs. Warings Brothers. We cannot calculate,

but we may easily imagine, the prodigious aggregate of wasted time and

energy, that clambering up and down many times a day to these 800 or

more rooms must entail to their some thousands of occupants.

The rents obtained for those new offices in Westminster are (owing

to some accidental circumstances, telling fortunately for their proprie-

tors) exceptionally high, even in view of the good accommodation

given, and we imagine will be found to recede as more capital gets

invested in good offices in Westminster; but high as they may be, we
are satisfied that almost all who have occasion to occupy such chambers

would willingly pay something additional for the accommodation of a

passenger lift in each block of building.

In the Westminster Chambers, which have been generally so simply

and judiciously designed by the architects, Messrs. Barry and Banks,

there are already two small lifts in each block, devoted solely to supply-

ing all the offices with fuel from the basement, and to taking away
ashes, &c. Had these lifts been made something larger, and so placed

as to be lighted for the entire height from the inner courts, they could

have been readily made available also as means for elevating and

lowering persons. But fourteen sets of lifts would have been too

much, and have involved needless cost and trouble in working ; for to

be of any real service they must be always going during the hours of

office business, say from 10 to 5 P.M. daily. What is really wanted to

fully meet all wants, and what could still be readily supplemented to

the building, is the construction of either one central lift in the centre

block, No. 4, or two lifts, one in No. 3, the other in No. 5 ; to be placed

at one side of the inner courts, and having horizontal galleries of com-
munication constructed in connection with these, placed on cantilevers

projecting from the inner walls of the courts, and giving access to and

from the lifts with all parts of the building.

These lifts, in this and in all like cases of public accommodation,

should during certain hours be kept constantly in motion, ascending

and descending without any rest' but that necessary to take in and land

passengers—stopping for a moment at each floor. In such examples

there can be no doubt but that a small steam engine, with pumps and
1; an accumulator," would be found the cheapest, safest, and best

mechanical arrrangement as to power.

Were London adequately supplied with water at high pressure and
constant service, the engine, &c. , might be dispensed with, and the lift

constructed to work from the street mains, as we believe it actually is

at the Westminster Palace Hotel; and this muoh-desired water supply

would do more than anything else towards promoting the employment
more generally of lifts in private houses as well as other buildings.

Such has been the experience of Manchester, where many of the lifts

in its warehouses are now worked entirely by the fine supply of water
given by the city main pipes.

In hotels or private houses the employment of small steam engines

generally for these purposes would not be free from objections. But
for private lifts the Lenoir gas engine has become perfected and prac-

ticable just in good time, and presents us with a most precious substitute

for the steam engine. Its establishment and working are absolutely

free from difficulty or danger; and it might be made either to work the

lift directly, or to pump water which should actuate it. In either case,

with a proper construction of the lift itself, the person ascending or

descending might start and stop the whole apparatus from the interior

of the cage or " lift room," and without a possibility of any accident
endangering life or limb. The limit of power required for private use
would probably be about that required to raise two persons together,

averaging 11 stone each, or say 300 lbs., to 60 feet in a minute's time.
That would demand a trifle more than half an indicated horse-power

;

and for private houses, the additional cost of the plant, over and above
the capital sunk in the house itself, would probably be (roughly) about
equal to one year's rent of the house, of whatever class. Of course
the lift system would not be usefully applicable to houses under four
stories high.

The immense advantage (in the absence of hydraulic power from

public water supply) of the Lenoir gas engine over steam-power would

be that the supply of power, and therefore the cost of power, would be

precisely proportionate to the demand. The gas would be turned on

and ignited when the little engine was started, and turned off by the

same lever that stopped it. The meter of the Lenoir engine would be

visited by the officer of the gas company, and the charge for its supply

made separately from that for illumination.

In this application to domestic use, as in so many others, the French
are before us. In a late impression of La Patrie we read :

—" There is

at this time in course of construction, as an experiment and possible

model, in the Quartier de Raule, a house having nine stories above the

ground floor, and, with basement and cellars, altogether eleven stories.

As land in the centre of Paris is of great value, and consequently rents

very high, the object of the building in question is to obtain increased

space by means of increased elevation. This house will have this

peculiarity, that it will have no staircase, but it will be provided with

an hydraulic apparatus similar to that in use by builders to raise their

materials to upper scaffolds. This apparatus consists of two large plat-

forms, ascending and descending every minute without making any

noise. Upon these platforms will be placed seats, so that the lodgers

in the house will be enabled to reach the highest stories without any

fatigue. From this arrangement it would follow that the upper stories,

being the most airy, commanding the best views, and being free from

all risk of inconvenience from lodgers above, will probably obtain a

higher rent than the other apartments. Thus an entire revolution in

house arrangement will be effected. The new buildings of the Bank
of France will, it is said, be provided with ascending stages such as

we have described."

We think the time is not distant when, tardy as we are following

out new routes of improvement, we shall have in London, as in other

of our great and advancing cities, to follow in their steps. Mechanical

engineers will find the devisal of the most simple, perfect, safe, and

efficient lift one of the profitable tasks of the immediate future, if we
mistake not. There are several different arrangements already in

use. Amongst these there are none that do not demand improvement.

The whole instrument must be regarded as a domestic one. It should

be constructed with a view to its being employed and worked by those

who are not skilled mechanics; so that let what will happen, feet or

hands of children or others cannot be pinched or cut off, and, above

all things, that a fall of the cage by broken chain or rope may be

physically impossible. Many appliances that make less perilous the

infinitely more difficult and formidable ascent and descent of the cages

in a coal-pit shaft, such as " safety catches," " parachutes," &c, are here

inapplicable ; but neither are they required. We do not want to make
our domestic lifts fly at the rate that the coal-pit cages do, often 12 to

16 feet per second—as fast, in fact, as a stone falls through that space

from rest; nor do we need to briug up at this rate six or eight tons of

load. The main thing to be held in view is a safe mode of suspension,

with such surplus of strength as shall allow for a long duration of wear

and tear, and neglect, and which the maximum power of the lift, if

suddenly arrested, shall be quite inadequate to snap asunder. For this

a chain will be best. The wire rope, with many advantages, has this

serious evil, that single wires break and unravel. Where employed in

colliery shafts, as it is to an immense extent in Westphalia, the wire

rope is examined through a large lens, before which the rope, placed

in a fine light, slowly passes twice every day, in order to guard against

this insidious cause of weakness ; but even this does not secure against

the fracture of wires in the interior of the rope.

The poet's " palace on a breezy hill " would be in humble fashion

realized to thousands, were the attics of our city piles made accessible.

These high abodes would really possess immense advantages over the

lower floors ; they would be away from noise ; clear of much of the

damp and fog that nestles near the ground ; have better light, as well

as purer air ; and in many localities continue for long to command a

view over surrounding houses away to the bright green country beyond.

Once realized, we have little doubt but that the pleasures and advantages

of such high life would become popular, and lead to a great extension

of lofty buildings for dwellings, placed above others devoted to other

purposes and ends. The difficulty will be, here as elsewhere, in the

first step. It will rest with the skill and commercial insight and courage

of our architects and building speculators to inaugurate ; or, like many
another conceivable, and as certain, improvements in our cities, it must

remain for some uncertain future to take up and perfect.
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How different would be our comforts and enjoyments in our cities

were those aggregations of dwellings constructed with all the appliances

that science has already pointed out as valuable, and the certain success

of most of which has been already on a smaller scale actually demon-

strated. With gas made available as fuel as well as for light, as fully as

it is already provable it may be with immense economy ; with gas con-

veyed without poisoning our soil and water; with perfect drainage,

ample water supply, unpolluted rivers; with flues descending into

channels beneath the thoroughfares, and leading to isolated district

chimney shafts, evolving whatever gases or smoke came from hundreds

of domestic fires at 500 feet above the ground ; with like descending

channels in every house to discharge the ashes and house refuse, so as

to be carried away in unseen ducts underground ; with warm air for

winter ventilation laid on from brick culverts beneath the streets to

every house or room ; with streets laid with asphaltic macadam (like

some in Paris and our own Regent Street), so as to keep noise down

;

with a hundred other certain, but yet to be fully realized improvements,

which are sure to come in time, what may not the future of our cities

become ! Comfort and diffused enjoyment of life's blessings possible for

all to an extent greater than is at present possible even as in London

and Paris, where mind has done most, as these first cities of the world

are superior in the means of enjoyment to Timbuctoo or the kraals of

Caffraria.

—

Ed.

CABELL'S PISTON.'

If all that we hear about this piston is true, there can be very little

doubt that its designer has made a step in a right direction ; for we are

told that by some of the improvements which he has introduced a great

saving of steam is effected, producing a saving in fuel of 12 per cent, in

engines of the best construction.

The engraving is a vertical section of a steam-engine cylinder, in

which the improved piston is shown.

The chief improvement consists in providing for the employment of

a portion of the used steam before it escapes from the cylinder. This

is effected by enabling some of the steam from the full side of the piston

to escape through valves in the piston to the empty side, the escape

taking place just before the completion of the stroke. On referring to

the engraving it will be seen that the piston is fitted with two double-

seated valves, o, o, which fit into openings provided for them in the

body of the piston. The ends of the valves project some distance above

the face of the piston, or the valve ends are provided with bolts whose
heads project, as shown in the engraving, so that just before the piston

has completed its stroke the projections come in contact with that

cylinder cover towards which the piston is moving, so that the valves

are pressed from their seats, and a portion of the steam in the full side

of the cylinder escapes into the small space and ports on the empty side,

filling them just before the admission of new steam to give the return

stroke takes place. Immediately that the new steam is admitted the

superior pressure closes the valves, and renders the piston steam-tight

for the contrary stroke.

Another improvement shown in the engraving consists in attaching

to the upper and under sides of pistons thin metallic plates, a part or

the whole of which may be corrugated, as shown at y. This mode of

construction renders the plates sufficiently flexible to admit of their

yielding under the pressure of the steam when the piston is at work,

so that their peripheries become speedily adapted to the cylinder ; and
in the event of any irregularities arising by wear in the cylinder, the

packing is so flexible that it is said to yield or expand so as to closely

fit any alteration in shape that may exist. The packing plates, y, may
be made of sheet brass, copper, or other metal, and are attached to the

piston proper by a collar on the upper side and a nut on the under side

of the piston rod; the intermediate part of the rod passing through

a hole in the centre of the plates.

We are informed from the United States that what we have described

is a most effective, cheap, and evenly-wearing packing.— V. D.

THE NEW ASSIMILATED COINAGE CONVENTION BE-

TWEEN FRANCE, BELGIUM, ITALY, AND SWITZER-

LAND.

Tins grand movement betokens far more in the way of hope for the

future progress and civilization of Europe, than all the brilliant evil

doing to bring forth good, of Prussia and her needle gun.

The preamble of this state document sets forth that, " His Majesty

the king of the Belgians, His Majesty the emperor of the French,

His Majesty the king of Italy, and the Swiss Confederation, being

equally desirous of establishing a more complete harmony between

their monetary legislation, to remedy the inconveniences which press

upon the communications and transactions between the inhabitants of

their respective States in consequence of the diverse values of their

coined moneys, and to contribute by the formation of a monetary

union to the progress of uniformity in weights, measures, and currency,

have resolved to conclude a convention to that effect, and have named "

certain commissioners, &c.

It proceeds to settle thus by " Article 2. The high contracting parties

engage not to coin nor to allow to be coined, bearing their impressions and

designs, any gold moneys in any other forms than those of gold pieces

of 100 francs, 50 francs, 20 francs, 10 francs, and 5 francs, fixed as to

weight, values, allowance for loss, and diameter as follows :

—

Nature Allowance in Allowance
of

Pieces.

Full Weight. Weight atHome
and Abroad.

Standard. from
Standard.

Diameter

Francs. Grammes.
Thousand

Parts.

Thousand
Parts.

Thousand
Parts.

Millimetre

100 .. 32,25806)
... ] fSS

50 .. 16,1293 f 128
20 6,451-C1\

3,225-80/
... ,> - 000 .. 2 . • ^21

10 119

5 1,612-90 .. 3J I"

" They shall receive without distinction into their public treasuries

gold pieces coined according to the foregoing conditions in one or other

of the four States, with the reservation, nevertheless, of excluding all

coins whose weight shall have been reduced by wear to the extent of

J per cent, below the allowances mentioned above, or where the

stamped impressions shall have become effaced.

" Article 3. The contracting governments bind themselves not to

make, nor allow to be made, silver pieces of 5 francs, except according
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to the conditions of weight, standard, allowance, and diameter fixed as

follows :

—

Full Weight. Allowance. Full Standard. Allowance. Diameter.

25 grammes. 3,000ths. 900,000ths. 2,000ths. 37 millimetres.

They shall mutually receive the said coined pieces into their public

treasuries, with the right of excluding those which shall have lost

weight by wear to a greater extent than 1 per cent, below the allow-

ance above-mentioned, or where the stamped impression shall have

become effaced.

" Article 4. The high contracting parties henceforth shall not

manufacture silver pieces of 2 francs, 1 franc, 50 cents, and 20 cents,

except according to the conditions of weight, standard, allowance, and

diameter as follows :

—

Description. Full Weigut.
jjjJyJS^t Standard.

Allowance. Diameter.

„ „ Thousand Thousand Thousand ,r.... .

.

irancs. Grammes.
part6 Parls pam Millimetres.

2 ... 10 t h )
(27

1 - 5 f °{_
g35 „ J23

0-50 ... 2-50 7(
WS - 6 — )18

020 ... 1 lo) (lG

" These pieces shall be recast by the governments that issued them

when they shall have become reduced by wear to the extent of 5 per

cent, below the above-mentioned allowance, or when their stamped

impressions shall have become effaced."

Other articles settle divers conditions as to the legal tender of silver

and gold within the monetary union ; the reception of the old coinage
;

the extent of the money issue in each state in relation to the popula

tion ; the date to be upon all coins; annual mutual information as

to amounts coined, and of all facts concerning reciprocal circulation, &c.

Article 12 reserves the right of any other state to join the con-

vention, on adopting the same 6ystem. Arts. 14, 15, fix the period

that it shall remain in force as up to 1st January, 1880, and upon a

year's previous notice it may be abandoned then, or renewed again and

again for periods of fifteen years.

The convention to be ratified within six months of date, December

23, 1865. The silver coinage is to be in each state in the ratio of six

francs per inhabitant at the date of expiration of the treaty, giving for

the four countries the following numbers of millions of francs, viz. :

—

France, 230 millions.

Belgium, 32 "

Italy, 141 "

Switzerland, 17 "

For ourselves, we wish much that our own government would boldly

follow the example, and coin our sovereign into 25 British franc pieces,

of ten pence, or 100 cents each, which with florins (or 2 franc pieces),

h franc, and 020 francs corresponding to our 4d. or 3d., would answer

all purposes, and give us at once a decimal coinage, which would after

a reasonable time be easily followed by a decimal system of weights

and measures. It is simple nonsense to talk of " the iuextricable

difficulties in which any such change would involve our enormous and
ramified monetary transactions throughout the world." If our national

pride should be too sensitive to adopt the term Franc, our correspond-

ing piece might be called a Sax (Saxon); though why we should adopt

the term Florin (i.e. Florentine), and object to the Franc, would be

rather hard to explain.

Some forty years ago, when the Irish old system of silver coinage was
withdrawn, and the British system enforced by Act of Parliament in its

stead, there was for a short time previous to the Act coming into

force just the same outcry, and in this instance with a much greater

show of reason, because the new system did really involve a readjust-

ment of wages and prices, &c, amongst a then very dense and still very

ignorant population ; but experience proved that no real inconvenience

whatever was felt in any direction, and the change was soon pronounced
by all thinking people a most salutary one. So it would be found were
" the powers that be " to take heart of grace—rouse themselves from
official lethargy, and set our moneys and measures upon the same intelli-

gent basis that these four European governments have done. One thing

is pretty certain, if we don't do it now willingly aud gracefull}', we shall

have to do it before very many years are expired, by the compulsory
action of the logic of facts, for nothing is more sure than that this grand

assimilation will extend all over Europe, and with Europe must gradually

embrace the world.

We wish to direct our mechanical readers to one little corollary

that will follow from the conditions of the new convention coinage.

It will be practicable at any time, from the diameter fixed for the

various coins, to obtain temporary standards of millimetres measures,

in the absence of graduated scales.

Thus, the 50 franc gold piece is 28 millimetres in diameter, and the

0'50 franc silver piece is 18 millimetres in diameter. Lay one on the

other their circumferances osculating at one edge, and the difference

between their diameters is = 10 millimetres. In fact, almost any
measure in millimetres may be got by such superposition merely of

these new coins, when new and unworn. For the actual diameters,

and differences in diameters, of the gold coins are thus :—
Diameter. Difference.

35 millimetres,

28 '

I

19 " ^
17 •' ;

l

and those of the silver coins thus,

Diameter. Difference.

27 millimetres, .

23 " *

18 " b

16 ' Z

Thus we have the series 2, 4, 5, 7, from which we have 4— 5 = 1 mill.,

2 mill, gives 5— 2 = 3 mill., 4 mill, gives 5 mill., 4-)- 2= 6 mill.,

7 mill, gives 4-4-4=8 mill., &c. And these silver coins, it will be

observed, are also standards approximately of weights, in the series

from 1 to 10 grammes. Fifty-two franc pieces will therefore make in

weight one kilogramme, or pretty nearly 2'2 (exactly 2 -204G2) lbs.

English avoirdupois.

So again, fifty-five half franc pieces placed in a straight line and touch-

ing will be one metre, less 10 millimetres, so that if to one end of the range

we add a fifty franc gold piece also touching, aud place upon it a half

franc piece osculating at the remote circumference from the other end

of the line of coins, we shall have an exact metre in length, viz.,

55 X 18 mill. = 990 mill, -f (28 — 18 = 10 mill.) = 1000 mill.

This adjustment of coinage to " measure, number, and weight," in

which Seneca says the universe inheres, is not new. It has even been

carried out to a certain extent in our own bronze Canadian coinage,

but in this instance it appears to be done with great simplicity and

perfection.

—

Ed.

ON THE FLOW THROUGH APERTURES OF SOLID BODIES.

Plastic or Ceramic Plates.

Continuedfrom page 241, Vol. II., Third Series.

The porcelain plates used in these experiments offered the same

inconveniences as those possessed by the previously-mentioned clay

from Creil, and, moreover, they were less plastic and less homo-

geneous.

The pure kaolin, on the contrary, was the best of all the materials

included under the present division, as far as concerned its plasticity

and fineness of texture ; but the jets obtained became so completely

deformed in desiccation, being then so altered as not to be known.

Notwithstanding these great differences in the physical properties of

the different ceramic plates submitted to experiment, the transforma-

tions of the surfaces of joint in the jets are so nearly identical, that

all these experiments are classed according to the size of the orifices,

and according to the thickness of the blocks.

Drawings of all the samples of jets obtained have been preserved,

but samples only have been retained which preserved their form

unchanged after desiccation and polishing {rabotage) of the surfaces

after the cutting through of the jets had been effected. Several

of the jets of brick-clay have been varnished, or baked in a porcelain

furnace.

Two samples—one from the Creil clay, the other a porcelain plate

—

are cut in slices across the vertical axis of the jet. Under this

form of division the concentricity of the couches appears in a most

perfect manner.

The diameters of the jets vary from m -020 to
m '050 = 0-7874 to

1-968 inches diameter. Appended are tables enumerating the jets

obtained with matrices of different diameters.
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Ceramic Plates. Jets,
m,020 = 0'7S74 inches Diameter.

Dates of No. of Original Thickness Ultimate Length of Nature of
Experiments. Plates. of Blocks. Samples. Plates.

Milli-

metres.
Indies.

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

July 9, . 3 30-0 1-179 518-0 20-357 Brick clay.

" 11, • 4 400 1-572 608-0 23-894 Brick clav.

" 11. . 4 40-0 1-572 622-0 24-4-14 From Creil.

• " 15, . 4 40-0 1-572 264-0 9-975 From Creil.

" 16, . 4 40-0 1-572 504-5 19-866 Porcelain.

October 19, 6 60-0 2-358 271-0 10-650 From Creil.

la general the samples were very successful, in so far as the distinct-

ness of the lines of the surfaces of the various layers were denoted by

red ochre interposed between the plates ; but they are all broken at

the neck, either during the drawing out or during desiccation ; conse-

quently the jets themselves could only be preserved without the blocks,

or rather without being attached to the material blocks from which

they issued.

Ceramic Plates. Jets,
m-030 = 1-181 incites Diameter.

The experiments of this series, although more numerous than the

preceding, are less varied, as the same results were produced many
times under nearly identical circumstances, in order to determine the

degree of precision with which experiments of the nature under con-

sideration reproduce themselves.

Dates of No. of Original Thickness Ultimate Length of Nature of
Experiments. Plates. of Blocks. Samples. Plates.

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

August 4, . 2 20-0 0-7800 200-0 7-860 Kaolin.
u 4 40-0 1-572 300-0 11-790 Kaolin.

Sept. 17, . 6 100-0 3-93 300-0 11-790 Brick clay.

" 19, . 6 100-0 3-93 296-0* 11-721 Brick clay.

" 20, . 6 100-0 393 292-0* 11-607 Brick clay.

" 26, . 6 100-0 393 298-5 11-740 From Creil.

" 28, . 6 100-0 393 289-5 11-377 From Creil.

" 27, . 6 100-0 3-93 287-5 11-332 Porcelain.

" 29, . 6 100-0 3-93 286-5 11-330 Porcelain.

October 11, 6 100-0 3-93 298-0 11-739 Porcelain.

" 19, 10 100-0 3-93 285-0 11-329 From Creil.

The two jets marked thus (*) are those which have been submitted to desic-

cation (soumis a la cuissmi). Their total lengths have not been correctly measured

until after that operation.

Ceramic Plates. Jets,
m-040 = 1-5748 inches Diameter.

These jets, of very variable lengths, were not always obtained without

fracture ; those obtained at the earliest dates in the following table are

the least satisfactory :

—

Dates of No. of Original Height Total Lengths Nature of

Experiments Plates. of Blocks. after Experiment. Plates,

Milli-

metres.
Inches.

Milli-

metres
Inches.

Sept. 20, . 1 10-0 0-391 35-0 1-375 Brick clay.

July 3, . . 2 120 0-471 ? — Porcelain clay.

" 6, . . 3 30-0 1-179 ? — (Potters' earth from

( Decize.

October 19, 3 30-0 1-179 102-5 4-027 From Creil.

July 4, . . 3 30-0 1-179 ? — Porcelain clay.
" 5 35-0 1-375 ? — Ibid.

" 15, . . 4 40-0 1-572 190-5 7-486 Ibid.

" 16, . . 4 40-0 1-572 212-0 8-331 Kaolin.

" 13, . . 4 40-0 1-572 2290 9-004 Ibid.

" 3, . . 8 56 2-200 ? — Porcelain clay.

" 7, . . 6 60-0 2-358 198-0 7832 Brick clay.

" 9, . . 6 60-0 2-358 257-0 9-100 Ibid.

" 12, . . 6 60-0 2-358 293-0 11-514 From Creil.

" 30, . . 6 600 2-358 232 9-117 Ibid.

August 1, . 6 60-0 2-358 272-0 10-669 Ibid.

July 23, . 6 600 2-358 ? — Porcelain clay.

" 31, . 6 60-0 2-358 202-8 9-970 Ibid.

" 14, . 8 80-0 2-674 388-0 15248 From Creil.

October 22, 8 80-0 2-674 244-0 9-529 Ibid.

July 11, . 11 110-0 4-323 636-0 24-994 Brink clay.

" 2, . 20 115-0 4-519 736-0 21-924 Ibid.

Angu3t 2, . 5 50-0 1-965 291-0 11-426
("Porcelain clay and

\ Kaolin compound.

July 23, . 3 80-0 2-674 380-0 14-934 Ibid.

In that experiment made July 23, the two plates of Kaolin formed

a very regular and perfect case around the interior jet of porcelain,

composed, in the manner of the other experiments, of six superposed

plates. In the experiment of August 2, the single plate of Kaolin,

placed between two plates of porcelain clay on each side, behaved itself

as in the other experiments on the ordinary flow of solids.

{To be continued?)

WINANS' CIGAR SHIP.

{Illustrated by Plate 9.)

The peculiar screw steamer which forms the subject of one of our

plate engravings this month, was constructed by MM. Nillus et Fils,

of Havre, from designs supplied by the inventors, Messrs. Thomas &
William Lovis Winans, of Baltimore, U.S., A. We believe this is the

third ship that lias been constructed on this principle.

On the 28th of March last, the Messrs. Winans, accompanied by several

passengers, made a successful run from Havre to Newhaven in this ship,

and subsequently proceeded to Dover and Gravesend. Although the

name " cigar ship " has been generally applied to this novel construction

of vessel, our readers will perceive that the peculiar form is not precisely

that of a cigar, the hull being, in fact, pointed at both ends alike. We
are indebted to the pages of "Machines, Outils et Appareils," by M.

Armengaud, aine, of Paris, for our illustration and the following

interesting particulars of this marine curiosity. The general dimensions

are, length, 68 feet 3 inches, and greatest diameter, 9 feet. Her

measurement is 33 tons, and her engines are equal to 25 horse-power,

nominal. The cylinders are 12 inches diameter ; length of stroke, 10";

number of revolutions, 250.

Fig. 1 of our copperplate engraving represents a longitudinal verti-

cal section of the cigar ship, taken along the longitudinal axis of the

hull of the ship ; fig. 2 is a sectional plan taken along the same

axis ; fig. 3 is an end elevation ; fig. 4 is a transverse vertical

section taken along the line 1—2, and showing the engines ; fig. 5 is

a similar view taken along the line 3—4, showing the steering spindle

of one of the rudders ; fig. 6 is a vertical section of the boiler, drawn

to a rather larger scale.

General Construction.—By the aid of these different figs, it is

easy to see that the hull, A, of this ship is geometrically a solid of

revolution, produced by an arc of a circle of very large radius, in

this case being one of 140 feet, the solid thus terminating in sharp

points. The only departure from the general circular form consists in

the species of hatch, B, on the upper portion for the reception of the

deck. The hull is of plate iron, strengthened inside by circles, a, of

angle iron. At the ends these circles are necessarily replaced by the

cast-iron cones, b, in which are formed the stuffing boxes of the shafts,

D, of the main screws, C, of which the central bosses constitute the

terminal points of the hull. Observing, in the first place, that this ship

is absolutely symmetrical in form and internal arrangement, which

leaves no distinction between the fore and aft parts, we will proceed to

give a description of one of the two portions which will apply indifferently

to the other. Each of the large screws, c, carries six blades, and is

mounted on the propeller shaft, D, of a length of about one- third of that

of the hull, and which, after having passed through two packings, c and

d, in the water-tight bulkheads, terminate in the principal, or thrust

bearing, e. These bearings are fixed in cast-iron standards close to

the bulkheads, e, which inclose the central compartment wherein are

fitted the engines and boiler. The engines are composed of two inclined

and inverted cylinders, F, acting together upon the crank, G, of a short

shaft, which is united by coupling boxes at each end with the first

motion shaft, n. These shafts, also supported at one end by a thrust

bearing, extend on either side and transmit simultaneously the motion

to the two central screws, c, and to other screws which we shall now

proceed to describe. Three of these auxiliary screws are disposed at

each end of the ship ; the largest one, I, is placed centrally and is mounted

upon a shaft, h', coupled directly with the shaft, h. The other two, J,

are of smaller diameter, and are situate on each side on special shafts,

k, parallel to the first. The central screw being on the prolongation

of the driving shaft, it is only requisite to transmit the motion to the

lateral shafts, k, and to the shaft d, of the main screw. This trans-

mission is easily effected by the spur wheels, g, l>, i, andj ; the wheel, g,

keyed on the driving shaft, H, gears directly with the wheels, j, on the
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lateral shafts, K, and gears also with the wheel, i, of the central shaft,

D, through the carrier or intermediate wheel, h. The steam generator

which supplies the engines is constructed on the vortical system, with

certain peculiar modifications designed hy the Messrs. Winans, which

we shall presently describe in detail. As this ship is constructed to

move in either direction without putting about, it is provided at each

end with a steering apparatus consisting of a flat blade, M, completely

submerged, and mounted on a spindle, h, which traverses the hull.

This spindle carries at its upper end a chain, V , which corresponds, as

in the ordinary system, with the spindle of a steering wheel, N. Beyond

the propelling mechanism, we have few peculiarities to point out under

the head of general construction, for the entire boat is very small, and

everything is done here with a view to experiment ; nothing, therefore,

is reserved as available space, or with a view to general comfort and

convenience. It only remains to provide the necessary means of

ingress to the interior: in one part this is accomplished by means of a

straight stair, o, with hand rail ; in the centre and at the opposite end,

ladders, o', are provided, communicating with cylindrical hatches of

sheet iron on the deck. After further experiment of slight importance,

Messrs. Winans have dispensed with all the screws and even the shaft,

D, which occupy the centre of the ship, in order to render the chambers

contiguous to the engine room available as small saloons for passengers.

Again, in order to propel the ship they have added an ordinary screw,

C', shown in dotted lines in fig. 1. It is with this that they under-

took the voyage to Newhaven on the 28th of March last.

We now refer to the details of the important parts of the mechanism.

Engines.—The engines, as we have seen, are extremely simple.

Two inclined" and inverted cylinders, F, drive the crank shaft or

brace, G ; the distribution of the steam is effected by four eccentrics,

rre, answering for the working in either direction ; a second pair of

eccentrics, n, mounted on the extension, n, of the shaft, drive two feed

pumps, P, which mechanism is shown in detail at figs. 7 and 8, as

embracing certain peculiarities which it is desirable to explain. These
two small pumps shown in side view in fig. 7, each consist of an

ordinary pump body, provided with a trunk piston to allow of the

movement of the pump rod, and with an independent attachment, p',

which constitutes the clack box. This portion, which is shown in

section on a slightly enlarged scale at fig. 8, is peculiar. It consists

of two elbows, o, and three rings, p, secured and held together and in

contact with a similar ring, p', by means of a wrought-iron bridle and
tightening screw, q. The ring, p'

, corresponds with the connecting

branch cast on the pump bodies. The assemblage of these six parts

is very secure, and their joints are packed with brass washers ; the

three rings, p, each inclose a clack, r, of the form of a small perforated

cylinder, having a solid end and a projecting rim resting upon the

washer which forms a seat; the interior of the washer presents four

projecting ribs in contact with the exterior of the clack, and serving as

guides for the same. The clack situate below the communication with
the pump is obviously intended as the suction valve, whilst the two
others serve as the exit valves ; but it will be understood that one alone

will produce the same result, two having been introduced solely in case

of one of the valves becoming deranged.

Boiler.—The boiler, as a vertical boiler, presents certain peculiarities

which are not without interest. As will be seen on referring to the

general views and the detail fig. 6, the base which incloses the fire

box is cubical ; it is surmounted by a cylindrical body in the interior of

which are arranged the tubes, s, leaving in the centre a clear space
sufficiently large to permit of the entrance of a workman to facilitate

repairs and keep in order. These tubes extend from the fire box
and open in a conical cap which constitutes the base of the smoke
box, which is of sufficient diameter to inclose a large steam chamber,
l'. This is formed as shown in figs. 1 and 2, of two cylindrical

portions, of which the smaller one forms the entrance to the funnel.

We may observe that it is at this part of the smoke box that the lower
ends t', of the pipes, t, are placed, which serve for the escape of the
steam into the funnel for the increase of the draught. The engravings
show also the two steam pipes, u, which supply the steam to the valve
chest of the cylinders, and which unite in one pipe, u', fitted to the
highest part of the steam chamber. It is further to be observed that
the driving shaft, H, having to traverse the boiler below the grate bars,
a passage covered by three plates to prevent access of heat to the shaft
is constructed at that part.

Arrangement of the Screws.—The shaft of the large screw is situate

exactly in the centre of the hull, and passes through it at the extremities

by a stuffing box formed in the conical casting, b, to which the plate

iron is rivetted ; the screw keyed on to the outer portion of the shaft is

provided with a conical boss, which boss terminates and forms the sharp

pointed end of the hull. But with the view to the suppression, which
we have meutioued, of the large screws, the extremities are provided

with fixed points as shown in fig. 9. This point, c'", precisely similar

to the boss of the screw which it is destined to replace, is also keyed
on to one end of a shaft, D', substituted for the propeller shaft, D, and
is intended also for the reception of a plate for closing the stuffing box.

The passage of the shafts of the submerged propellers is effected through

the cast-iron stuffing boxes, and provided with flanches for enabling them
to be rivetted to the hull. Externally the extremities of these shafts

are sustained by wrought-iron hangers, R, in which are mounted bear-

ings, lined in a suitable manner to reduce friction. Such is the general

arrangement of this small ship ; the description we have given will,

no doubt, be sufficient to indicate its novelty, at least.

So little has been permitted to transpire of a trustworthy character

with reference to the performances of this strange craft, upon the

occasions of the few trials yet made of her, that we purpose for the

present postponing any remarks upon the design, which we have de-

scribed as we are given to believe it at present stands, and which,

with its more recent modifications, has not before been illustrated and

described in English. Nor shall we now criticise the very imperfectly

known facts of the performance. We may state, however, that we
have been informed upon, we believe, pretty good authority, that as at

first constructed with the central end screws, the ship, whenever these

were put in motion, betrayed an unmistakable tendency to roll over

upon one side—viz., that at which existed the unbalanced transverse

reaction of the screws. The after-thought addition of the six screw

propellers underneath appears to be with a view to counteract this

uufortunate tendency, which would appear to have been so strangely

overlooked in the original design.

—

Ed.

HER MAJESTY'S SHIP WATERWITCH.
{Illustrated hy Plate 10.)

This vessel has been fitted with Ruthven's Patent Water-jet Propellers,

and with engines specially adapted for actuating the centrifugal pump
by which the jets are produced. The whole has been intended as a

full and adequate experiment as to what can practically be done with

a method of propulsion which unquestionably offers collateral advan-

tages of a highly important character in reference to ships of war.

These are briefly and chiefly these :—That the engines may be kept in

continuous motion in one direction, and need no reversing gear ; that

the propulsion ahead or astern is capable of being effected by a single

pair of lever handles acting upon two simple flat valves, or leaves, which

direct the streams of the jet towards the bow or towards the stern, or

which, by directing the jet at one side towards one of these directions,

and that at the other towards the opposite, or partially so, enable the

propulsive apparatus also to become that for steering the vessel, or, if

at rest, turning her round as on a pivot ; that there is no external

apparatus liable to be struck by shot, &c, except a pair of large nozzles

at either side, opening towards bow and stern close to the ship's side,

and which may be protected with armour to a great extent ; that

although a certain and not inconsiderable amount of displacement must

be sacrificed to the water capacity of the centrifugal pump and its inlet

and outlet passages (which is the same thing, so far as it goes, as putting

weight into the ship), still there is a considerable saving in weight

upon the whole, as compared with boilers and engines fitted with either

paddles or screw propellers ; and that with such pumping power as is

here available at any moment by merely changing a valve or two, for

clearing the hull of water, the chances of being sunk by cannonade

are greatly reduced. There are some other advantages affirmed for

the method, but these are the chief realities. The main questions,

however, to be decided were, and perhaps we may still say are, what

absolute maximum speed can be thus obtained under given and practi-

cally workable conditions? at what cost is this obtained, i.e., what is

the working economy of the system ? Neither of these questions can he

deemed as yet fully even asked of nature. Several modifications of appli-

cation, of construction, of proportioning of the jet propeller, must yet be
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made, at much labour and large expenditure, before any one can be in

a position to say, all has been done that can be done to work the jet

propeller system to its best advantage, and in full accordance with

nature's laws. It may be more than doubtful that as good a duty can

ever be had by the jet propeller as by the intervention of the paddle

wheel or the screw ; but it is a widely different question whether we have

yet even nearly approached the best duty possible, in any of the various

experiments that have been hitherto made on this sj'stern of propelling.

Of these perhaps the most notable have been the Nautilus, of which

some account ma}- be found in our excellent contemporary the Engineer,

for April 6, I860, to which journal, also, and to the Times, we are

chiefly indebted for the best accounts yet published of the Waterwitch.

The vessel constructed at Seraing and which plied for some time on

the Meuse, was an earlier example, as is also the floating fire-engine

of the London brigade on the river Thames. There were several

earlier experiments, and some on a tolerably large scale, for one of

which the apparatus was, we believe, constructed several years ago at

the Orchard Yard (C. Mare & Co.) Works; but these were all too ill

proportioned, or designed with so imperfect a conception of the prin-

ciples involved, that we need not revert to them further. The idea of

water jet propulsion is very far from being novel. As early as 16G1,

one Togood patented such a method, and since that date between fifty

and sixty patents have more or less completely embraced the same

leading notion.

The Waterwitch is built of iron ; she is of 778 tons measurement, is

162 feet long, 32 feet beam, and 13 feet 9 inches deep. She has an

excessively flat floor, is double-ended, and fitted with a rudder at each

extremity. She carries a belt of armour plating 4i inches thick at the

water-line, which rises at the middle of her length into a casemate,

rendered complete by athwartship armoured bulkheads. The plating

is backed by 10 inches of teak, and the usual skin of an iron ship.

Her machinery consists of a turbine wheel or centrifugal pump, 14 feet

6 inches in diameter, of wrought and cast iron, revolving within a case

19 feet in diameter, bored to a smooth surface inside, in order to reduce

hydraulic friction to a minimum. This horizontal wheel is put in

motion by three engines, arranged at angles of 120 degrees, the con-

necting rods laying hold directly of a single crank pin above the wheel

case. Each cylinder is 38J inches diameter and 3 feet 6 inches

stroke. The engines gave an aggregate indicated power of about 700

horses. The turbine has twelve radial blades or vanes, and weighs

about eight tons. Its more particular description we postpone for

the present. It draws the water from a species of rectangular box or

tank resting on the keelsons of the ship, and placed in free communi-

cation with the sea by means of a large number of rectangular orifices

in the bottom. From the wheel casing perimeter, at opposite sides,

two copper pipes, about 2 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 1 inch internally,

lead to the discharge nozzles at the ship's sides. These are 24 inches

by 18 inches, and are protected by armour plating. They are of brass,

and run about 8 feet along the side of the hull. They are just above

the water-line at their lower edges when the ship is moderately deep,

so that the engines have to raise the water through a minimum height.

A sluice is arranged at each side in such a manner that the current

from the turbine may be directed ahead or astern at pleasure. A
provision is also made by which the entire supply for the wheel may,

if necessary, as in case of a leak, be drawn from the bilge direct.

Steam is supplied by two boilers of the ordinary tubular type, each

having three furnaces and 350 brass tubes. The heating surface per

nominal horse power is 16'7 square feet; the aggregate grate area 72'5

feet. The construction of the hull was intrusted to the Thames Iron-

works and Shipbuilding Company ; that of the engines and machinery

to Messrs. Dudgeon, gentlemen who have distinguished themselves for

their enterprise in the adoption of the most improved practice in marine

engineering, and for the success which has attended their labours to

introduce the twin-screw system of propulsion.

In testing the novel principle as applied to the Waterwitch, the

Admiralty prudently determined to be satisfied with nothing less than

a practical comparison between the ship and a vessel as nearly similar

as possible propelled by the screw. With this object the Viper, a

twin-screw armoured gunboat, precisely similar in tonnage, displace-

ment, and engine power, was selected. With her full boiler power the

Viper attained a speed of 9 knots, a speed which our readers will do well

to bear in mind as a means of comparison.

On the 19th October last the Waterwitch left Woolwich for Tilbury
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at 8.30 a.m., in charge of Staff-Commander Dillon, of the Fisgard, her

draught of water being 9 feet 8 inches forward, and 9 feet 10 inches

aft, the lower edges of the discharging nozzles being 8 inches below

the water-line. The machinery worked with perfect smoothness up to

thirty-nine revolutions per minute. The Long Reach measured mile

was passed at 9.30 a.m., the speed of the ship being 9'474 knots;

revolutions, 37; pressure of steam, 17 lbs.; vacuum, 27 inches. Tilbury

was reached in 1 hour 43 minutes after leaving Woolwich. At noon

the Waterwitch left Tilbury with Vice-Admiral Elliott—to whom we
are mainly indebted for the trial of the principle by the Admiralty

—

Mr. Murray, of Portsmouth Dockyard, Messrs. T. and W. Dudgeon,
Mr. Ruthven, and others, on board, and ran down the river to Southend,

everything working satisfactorily. She was then put about, or rather,

as she is double-ended, her course was reversed, until the measured

mile in the Lowerhope was reached, when two runs were made with

the following results :
—

First Run.—A half-knot tide against the ship ; wind, force of 3 on

port-bow ; time on the mile, 7 minutes 15 seconds ; speed of ship, 8'276

knots ; revolutions of engines, 41 ; steam pressure, 24 lbs. ; vacuum, 27
inches.

Second Run.—Tide, half a knot in ship's favour ; wind, nil; time on

the mile, 6 minutes 17 seconds ; speed of ship, 9"549 knots ; revolutions

of engines, 42 ; steam pressure, 25 lbs. ; vacuum, 26 inches ; mean speed

of the ship in the two runs, 8'912 knots. Only two runs were made,

the vessel then returning to her original berth at Woolwich. It will

be seen that the speed attained was nearly equal to that of the Viper.

Fig. 1 represents a longitudinal elevation of the engines and wheel

half in section ; and in fig. 2 is shown the plan, with several unimportant

details of the gear omitted for the sake of perspicuity. Fig. 3 is a

section through midships, and figs. 4 and 5 a section of the wheel and

Fig. 4.

case, and a half plan of the wheel, we shall refer to those again presently
;

while fig. 6 is a complete view of the ship, showing her general appear-

ance in the water. In fig. 1 will be seen a section of the perforations

in the fore part of the bottom of the vessel, through which the water

enters previous to entering the wheel case. The perforations are

produced by cutting slits in the iron plates in the transverse direction

of the vessel, and then bulging the plate on one side of each of the

slits. The water on passing through these openings is conveyed

through four sluice valves, each having an opening of 2 feet 10J inches by

1 foot 11J inches, and communicating with the wheel through separate

passages. Each sluice valve stands vertical, but the divisions of the

passages are made to take a twist from the perpendicular towards the

horizontal positiou between the valves and the wheel, in order that the

water may be made to enter the wheel in the line of the least resistance.

The sluice valves are arranged in front of the pump at right angles to

the keel, and from beyond the extreme valves is connected a division

formed of plates and angle iron extending abaft beyond the evening in

the centre of the pump, thus forming a water-tight compartment,

2 il
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distinct from the bilge, from which the water supply is taken. At either

side of tin's compartment is fitted a sluice valve, with an opening 2 feet

10A inches by 1 foot 7} inches, by which a communication can be estab-

lished between the pump and the bilge when required. The pump case is

of cast iron, secured to the box just described. On the case is fixed the

main framing, carrying the crank shaft, at the lower end of which is

secured the wheel. The blades and top and bottom plates of the wheel

are made of boiler plate about § inch thick. The top plate is rivetted

to a cast-iron centre piece, provided with a strong boss secured to the

crank shaft. In fig. 4 is represented a section of the pump and case,

and in fig. 5 (both given by us as woodcuts) a half plan of the wheel

itself, one-half of which shows the blades and bottom plate, with a

section of the boss. The top plate being removed, it will be readily

seen that the blades are vertical at the periphery, and that the lower

edge is gradually twisted from near the circumference towards the

centre, in the direction of its motion. The wheel is 14 feet 4 inches in

diameter at the bottom plate, and 1 4 feet in diameter at the top. The
cast-iron centre piece of the wheel is bevelled at the outer edge, on
which fits a circular collar of leather 6 feet inches in diameter, pro-

vided with adjusting screws in the top of the casing. The boss in the

centre passes through a stuffing box. On the pump case is fitted a
framing provided with a circular centre piece 1 foot 7^ inches deep and
8 feet 9 inches in diameter, from which radiate the three guides for the

piston-rod caps. On the centre part of this frame is fixed the main
frame, provided with two bearings for the crank shaft similar to the
ordinary thrust bearings of a screw propeller. The cylinders are placed
at equi-distances on a circle, and each connecting rod is coupled to the

same crank. The height of the centre of the cylinder from the bottom

of the ship is 9 feet 8 inches. The bottom bearing of the crank shaft

is 2 feet 9 inches below the centre line of the cylinder, and the distance

between centres of the bearings is 5 feet 3J inches. The crank shaft

is 13J inches in diameter in the bearing, and 10J inches in diameter at
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the bottom of the grooves to receive the thrust ; each bearing is 20*

inches long, the top one being provided with five and the bottom one

with four thrust collars. The diameter of the crank pin is 11 inches.

The cylinders are each 38J inches in diameter and 3 feet 6 inches

stroke, provided with double steam ports each lj inch wide by 1 foot

llf inches long. The slide valve has an outside lap of g inch, and

inside is " line and line " with a lead of J inch bare. One eccentric

gives motion to each of the slide valves for the three cylinders, with a

throw of 3 inches. The piston rod is 4§ inches in diameter, with a cap

forged on it, and provided with a pin i§ inches in diameter. The

length between centres of the connecting rod is 7 feet. The pin of the

piston-rod cap is continued below the cap, and provided with a bearing

to which is connected a link attached to one end of a vibrating rod

5 feet 7J inches long, having a main centre bearing in the guide framing,

and giving motion to the air and feed pumps. A very excellent

arrangement here appears ; the piston rod of tire air pump is continued

through the bottom of the feed pump, which is fixed on the front of the

condenser, and is attached to the hollow plunger of the latter pump ; the

feed pump thus forms a guide for the air-pump rod, and, at the same

time, forms a very compact arrangement. There is a plunger pump

thus arranged in front of each condenser, or three in all, two of which

are employed for the feed and the other for the bilge. The piston-rod

cap guides are each single, and, as a matter of course, the strain in

each case is thrown on the bottom face. There is no expansion gear

provided, nor reversing gear; the latter, of course, is not required. The

slide-valve spindles are provided with disconnecting gear, by which they

can be readily disengaged for hand working.

The condensers are of the injection type, each having a capacity of

about twenty cubic feet. The air pumps are double-acting, each

18 inches in diameter, and 1 foot 9 inches stroke, provided with India-

rubber valves. From the boilers a steam pipe 13 inches in diameter is

attached to a separator, and from thence is connected to another placed

at right angles and connecting the two cylinders abaft of the pump

;

from the latter pipe the steam pipe for the third cylinder leads.

The pipes leading from the pump case to the nozzles are made of

copper, the nozzles being of brass and attached to the jet pipes just

within the ship. The nozzles constitute a species of cock, and serve to

direct the stream either fore or aft ; they are actuated either from the

deck of the vessel, or, in the event of disablement there, from the

engine-room. Turning gear is attached to the top of the crank shaft,

consisting of a worm and wheel ; the spindle of the worm is continued

beyond the main frame, and on it is placed a ratchet provided with" a

long lever; facilities are also afforded for throwing the worm out of

gear from the wheel.

The jet pipes are each of a rectangular form with the angles taken off;

the dimensions are 24 inches by 19
J-

inches, with each angle substituted

by a curve 3r| inches radius. The pipes extend alongside of the vessel

both fore and aft for a distance of about 8 feet on either side of the

centre, and are protected by a shield of armour plate.

Two boilers are arranged abaft the engines with a passage between

them, and are each provided with three furnaces. The fire-grates,

which extend fore and aft, are each 6 feet 6 inches long by 3 feet wide

;

the return tubes are 350 in number, 2J inches external diameter, and

5 feet 10 inches long. The funnel, which is of the telescope form, is

4 feet 6 inches in diameter, and stands about 28 feet in height above

the fire-bars when at its maximum height. The coal bunkers are

placed in front of the engines, and a small tramway is laid from them

to the stoke-hole, which is abaft of the boilers.

At the present stage of this highly important experiment, we think it

would be futile to enter at any length upon the purely theoretical

principles of jet propulsion. The great leading principles are plain and

simple ; it is in the choice of modes of carrying these out that scope

remains for advance. The subject is just now about in the position that

screw propulsion was before Ericsson, when many men, competent by

scientific knowledge and by practical experience, were as little impressed

in its favour as many are now with jet propelling.

—

Ed.

CANAL DREDGER, CONSTRUCTED BY M. FERRIS,

AT-AGDE (HERAULT).

This apparatus, which the constructor has named the Drague-Canal,

is a dredger specially destined for the re-digging (recreusement) or

keeping clear tne sides and bottoms of canals. It offers a peculiarity

which adapts it especially to the purpose for which it has been devised;

that is, the capability of operating upon a great width of front, and

being able to hold the material which it lifts during its time of action

without great displacement of the hull. It differs, then, essentially

from ordinary dredgers, which can be brought to act but in a Darrow
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width of bed at a time. The limit of its economical work is the extrac-

tion of hard soil and rock en grancle masse ; but it dredges with equal

advantage all kinds of deposits—slimy sands, pebbles, and small gravel.

Kg. 3

We proceed now to describe the apparatus, represented in the illus-

trations. Corresponding parts are marked with the same letters in all

the figures.

On the deck of the barge, A, 12 metres long, 4 metres broad, and 1'20

metre in depth, are fixed two long

frames, B, which project over the end

of the barge, as seen at figs. 1,2, 3,

and 4. These frames are divided at

Fig. 5.

a distance of 1*50 metre from the barge, and provided at the point

of division with hinges, c, which permit the hinged portions to be lifted

or lowered. The frames are, moreover, supported by the stay chains, R.

The projecting ends of the frames are each provided with a strong anti-

friction roller, to facilitate the passage of the chain. The props, E, cross-

bars, f, stays, g, complete the carpentry of the apparatus, which, with the

barge, may be considered the fixed part of the dredger. The movable

part consists of the ladle or bucket, n,\vith its attachments and accessories.

The bucket, H, is a sort of shell of thin iron plate, the length of which

forms the width of the line of dredging. The cubical contents of this

shell are about 1'20 metre. It is open on one side, being constructed

widening towards the mouth, and closed at the side opposite the mouth

,
by hinged doors, retained in their places by a spring, as more particularly

seen in the enlarged section and elevation, figs.

6 and 7. The bucket is divided into com-
partments by partitions, which permit it to be

firmly secured to the levers or frame to which

it is attached. Two chains of equal length,

which are attached to the bucket-frame, pass

over wooden pulleys, and are rolled or wound
up on the barrels of two ordinary crab winches,

T. Eight men act together on the handles of

these crabs during the time the bucket works

;

that is to say, about half the time that the

channel takes in being cut. Two iron braces,

I, are secured to the bucket. These parallel

braces are sufficiently far apart from each

other to pass with some centimetres to spare,

on each side beyond the frames ; they are

united at their outer ends by a stout iron rod,

covered with a roller of wood, j. At the centre

of the length of the bucket, which point is also

the centre of the distance between the iron

braces previously referred to, is fixed a pulley, K, over which a chain

passes, one extremity of which is attached to the bottom of the

barge, and the other is led, in passing into the barge, over pulleys,

which carry it to be

wound or unwound from Fig. 7.

the barrel of an ordinary

crab, L. A cord, M, the

two extremities of which

form loops around the

roller, J, can, on being

tightened by a set of

block-tackle, draw the

roller against the frames,

or hold it at any certain

distance from them. The
cord, M, is an all-import-

ant part of the apparatus,

as it is by this cord that

the depth of the dredging

cut is regulated, accord-

ing to the limit determined by the length of the braces, I, and that the

bucket may be disengaged if a resistance too great to enable it to

advance the dredging cut is met with. The most approved manner of

putting the dredger to work is to maintain it between a rope and chain

attached to the beach, and to a floating raft situated between the

dredger and the opposite beach. Thus one side of the fairway is

Fig. 8.

always open to the navigation. The raft may be formed of small spars

or beams, of which there are always a large number in and about the

neighbourhood of canals. The dredger being fixed in the direction in

which it is desired it should travel, all the cords are drawn taut, and
the bucket actuated by the crabs for that purpose ; and on winding up
the crabs, T, the dredger commences work.

From what we have now explained, it is not necessary to enter into

further particulars, as the practical eye will at once see from the illus-

trations any information over and above what we have alluded to. At

fig. 8 is represented the section of a canal after the first cut of the

dredger at A ; the second cut having to be made at B, and a third at

C, for the complete removal of the mud deposit.

These dredgers are designed to be worked by steam as well as

by hand labour, and are said to be most efficient and economical,

one of them having been at work in the Canal du Midi for rather more

than three years.—V. D.
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RECENT PATENTS,

BREECH-LOADING FIRE-ARMS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow.— Communicated by Christian

Sharps, Philadelphia, and H. E. Dimick, St. Louis, U.S., A.—
Patent dated 16th March, 1866.

This invention relates to certain improvements in the breech-loading

fire-arm known as " Sharp's rifle," for which letters patent were granted

to Christian Sharps on the 11th of November, 1852, No. 712, and has

for its object the rendering the said fire-arm suitable for use with the

ordinary metal-cased cartridges. In carrying out this invention, the

frame of the fire-arm has an opening made therein for the reception of

a vertically-sliding breech piece, and the bore of the barrel is recessed

at its rear end, so as to receive the flange of the metal -cased cartridge,

against the end of which the face of the breech piece is arranged to

slide. A semicircular groove or channel is formed in the upper end of

the sliding breech piece, which, when the breech piece is drawn down or

opened, forms a continuation of a similar channel in the top of the frame,

both channels being then in a line with the bore of the barrel. A spring

catch is fitted to the breech piece, and engages with a notch in the side of

the opening iu the frame, its object being to check the further downward
movement of the breech piece when fully opened, whilst the movement

of the actuating lever is still continued. The actuating lever above

referred to serves also as the trigger guard ; it is hung to a pin passing

transversely through the frame near its under side, and on this pin is

hung loosely a vertical arm, provided on its boss with a shoulder or

notch, into or against which the end of a spring plate secured to the

lever engages when the said lever has been moved forward a certain

distance. This has the effect of causing the arm to turn on its axis,

aud in doing so it pushes back a spring slide which is provided with a

notched projection engaging into the flange of the metal case of the

cartridge, and thereby withdraws it from the barrel, the breech piece

having been already opened by the movement of the actuating lever.

By continuing the forward motion of this lever, the end of the spring

plate is caused to slide along a curved or inclined portion of the frame,

and is thereby thrown off or released from the shoulder or notch,

whereupon the arm is forced back again to its original position by the

spring slide, in readiness for the insertion of the next cartridge. The
vertical sliding motion of the breech piece which effects the closinj

and opening of the breech is obtained from the actuating lever above

referred to in the following manner :—A slot or opening is made in the

lower portion of the sliding breech piece, in which works an arm formed

on the said lever, such arm being provided with two lateral pins at its

extremity, which engage with two shoulders formed inside the said slot

or opening when the lever is being turned back to its normal position

over the trigger, and thereby draw down the sliding breech piece and

open the breech. When opened, the breech piece is prevented from

being accidentally raised again by a hooked projection on the said lever

overlapping a lip on the breech piece. The raising of the breech piece

in order to close the breech is effected by the end of the arm on the

lever pressing against the top of the slot or opening in the lower part of

the breech piece.

In order to afford a communication between the hammer and the

metal cartridge for the purpose of discharging the same, a movable

block is fitted loosely into the upper part of the sliding breech piece,

which block is struck by the hammer in its descent, and transmits the

blow to the cartridge. A small spring serves to keep this block always

out of contact with the cartridge, excepting at the moment of impact of

the hammer.
Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings is a side view, partly in section,

of the improved breech-loading fire-arm ; fig. 2 is a similar view,

showing the operating parts in a position differing from that shown in

fig. 1 ; fig. 3 is a section of part of the fire-arm, in a position the reverse

of that seen in figs. 1 and 2, showing the breech piece lowered; fig. 4
is another section of the same part of the fire-arm ; fig. 5 is a sectional

plan on the line 1—2, fig. 1 ; fig. 6 is an inverted plan view of part of

the fire-arm ; fig. 7 is a transverse section on the line 3—4, fig. 1. A
represents the barrel, and B the frame of the fire-arm, which is provided

with a breech piece, C, arranged to slide vertically in an opening formed
in the frame for its reception.

It will be observed, on reference to figs. 4 and 5, that the bore of

Fig. 1.

the barrel is so recessed at the rear as to receive the flange, or a portion

of the flange, of the metal-cased cartridge, against the end of which the

face of the breech is arranged to slide. In the upper end of the sliding

breech is a semicircular groove, a, which, under the circumstances

Fig. 2.

described hereafter, forms a continuation of the channel, b, of the frame

(see figs. 4 and 5). Secured to the under side of the breech piece, and

projecting upwards into the opening in the frame, B, is a spring catch,

c, the end of which is adapted to a notch, d, in the frame (see fig. 3).

A lever, D, which also serves as a trigger guard, is hung to a pin, E,

which passes through the frame, and on this pin is hung loosely an arm,

F, having a shoulder or notch, e, for a purpose rendered apparent here-

after. To the lever, D, at the point, /, is secured a spring plate, G,

which is cut away so as to form a projection, g, arranged to bear against

the arm, p (see fig. 6).

It will be seen that the part of the frame, B, through which the pin,

E, passes, is rounded, and forms a segment of a circle described from

the centre of the pin, E, the said segment meeting a hollow curve, h,

the purpose of which will bo explained hereafter. To a chamber

formed in the frame is adapted a sliding bar, H, the front end of which,

owing to the spiral spring, i, is always in contact with the arm, r, and

which has a projection, j, adapted to a recess cut in the rear of the

barrel, the said projection having a notch to receive a portion of the

flange of the metallic cartridge.

Supposing a cartridge to have been discharged, and its metal case to
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be still in the barrel, the lever, D, is depressed from the position shown

in fig. 1, and moved forward towards that shown in fig. 2, thereby

drawing down the breech piece, c, as hereinafter described, until the

end of the spring catch, c, enters the notch, d, of the frame (see fig. 3),

and prevents the further descent of the breech piece, the semicircular

groove or concavity, a, in the top of the breech piece now coinciding

with and forming a continuation of the groove, b, in the frame.

There is on the lever, d, an arm, m (figs. 3, 4, and 7), which projects

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

into an opening in the breech piece, the arm having at its outer end

and on each side a pin, n. During the above-described movement of

the lever, D, the two pins, n, bear on shoulders, p, formed in the open-

ing of the breech piece, hence the descent of the latter until arrested by

the spring catch, c, at which point (see fig. 3), the pins, n, pass the

ends, q, of the said shoulders, p. The breech piece being now stationary,

the lever is moved forward, the projection, g, of the spring plate, G,

catches against the notch, e, of the arm, f, and moves the latter, and
with it the spring bar, H, back, thereby withdrawing the cartridge case

from the rear of the barrel, as seen in fig. 2, along the channel formed

by the groove, a, in the top of the breech piece, and that in the frame.

As the lever, D, approaches the limit of its forward movement, the

portion, g' (fig. 5), of the spring plate, G, comes in contact with that

portion of the frame where the hollow curve, h, previously alluded to,

Fig. G. Fig. 7.

occurs, and as the edge, g', of the plate traverses this curve, the latter

is the means of moving the outer end of the said spring plate away from
the lever, and the projection, g, of the plate away from the notch, e, of

the arm, F, which, owing to the action of the spring, i, against the bar,

H, is moved forward into a recess, t, formed in the frame (see fig. 2),
while the notched projection, /, of the bar, B, takes its place in the
recess, w, at the rear of the barrel. It will be seen, on reference to fig.

4, that when the lever has been moved forward to its utmost extent, its

hooked projection, w, overlaps a lip, y, on the breech piece, and prevents
the latter from being accidentally elevated.

A fresh cartridge having now been inserted into the rear of the

barrel, the lever, D, is drawn back towards its former position, the

sliding breech remaining stationary until the outer end of the arm, m,

reaches the top, v, of the opening in the breech piece, when, on the

further movement of the lever, D, the breech, released from the control

of the hook, iv, will be elevated until it reaches the position illustrated

in fig. 1 ; the outer end of the lever being now in contact with the under

side of the stock, and serving as a trigger guard. After the cartridge

has been discharged, the lever is again depressed and moved forward,

the pins, n, of the arm, m, bearing on the shoulders, p, and consequently

depressing the sliding breech as before.

It has not been deemed necessary to illustrate the mechanism of the

lock, or to describe the operation of the hammer and trigger, as these

parts may be similar to those of other fire-arms. A movable block, x,

arranged in the sliding breech, as shown in figs. 1 and 7, affords a

communication between the hammer and the metal cartridge for the

purpose of discharging the latter, the block being maintained free from

contact with the cartridge by a spring at all other times, excepting when
struck by the hammer. The bar, H, may, when desired, be manipulated

by the aid of its projecting rod (figs. 1, 2, and 4).

IMPROVEMENTS IN RUDDERS.
James R. Napier and W. J. Macqdorn Rankine, Glasgow.—Patent

dated December 29, 1865.

This invention relates to the shape of the rudder of a vessel propelled

by the screw, and the object of the improvements is to increase the

efficiency of the screw for propelling and of the rudder for steering. It

consists in making the rudder of such a shape, that when it is in the

midship position it has its side surfaces at each point of its forward

edge tangential, or as nearly as practicable tangential, to the streams of

water driven obliquely aft by the screw, and that when it is in the

same position it has its side surfaces at each point of the after edge

standing in a fore-and-aft direction, or as nearly so as practicable, the

side surfaces being fair and continuous between the forward and after

edges.

The said shape embodies two distinct improvements, one of which

may be used without the other. Thus the shaping of the side sur-

faces tangentially to the streams of water driven obliquely aft may be

employed alone, in which case it will not be confined to the forward

edge of the rudder. The effect of this first portion of the improve-

ments is twofold : on the one hand, to avoid or diminish the abrupt

checking of the transverse component of the motion of the water, which

is produced by the ordinary form of rudder with or without a rudder

post, and is a cause of shocks to the vessel and machinery, and of

waste of power; and on the other hand, to improve the steering action

of the rudder, by insuring that, as soon as it is put over to an appreciable

angle, all parts of the streams of water driven obliquely aft by the screw

shall begin to press on that side of the rudder towards which its after

edge is put over, instead of some parts of those 'streams continuing to

press on the contrary side of the rudder until it is put over to an angle

equal to the obliquity of the motion of those parts, as is the case with

the ordinary rudder.

The other portion of the improvements, consisting, as before indi-

cated, in making the side surfaces of the rudder fair and continuous

from the forward edge (shaped according to the first portion of the

improvements) to the after edge, shaped so as to stand fore and aft,

or nearly so, causes portions of the surfaces to gradually deflect the

streams of water, or portions of them, from oblique directions into a

direction due aft, or nearly so ; whilst the reaction upon the rudder of

the water whose motion is so deflected produces an additional forward

thrust, co-operating with the thrust of the screw in overcoming the

resistance of the water to the motion of the vessel.

The kind of rudder to which it is preferred to apply this invention is

that commonly called the " balanced rudder," that is to say, a rudder

without any rudder post or after stern post, and having part of its side

surfaces afore and part abaft the axis about which it turns. Neverthe-

less, this invention may be applied to a rudder with a rudder post also,

in which case it is preferred to shape the side surfaces of the rudder post

so that they shall form continuations of the side surfaces of the rudder

in its midship position.

A side elevation of the proposed rudder is first shown in fig. 1,

representing its intended height and its breadth as projected on a vertical

fore-and-aft plane ; also the position of its axis of motion ; also the
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Fig. 1.

rudder stock or rudder head of a diameter sufficient to give the requisite

strength, which is the same as in an ordinary rudder of the same
dimensions. The rudder represented in fig. 1 is a balanced rudder, but

the same principle may be applied to a rudder with a rudder post, the

chief difference being in the position of the axis of motion. Across the

elevation a straight line, 5, is drawn, in the prolongation of the axis of

the propeller shaft, and parallel to that straight line a series of other

straight lines, such as 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, is drawn, dividing the height

of the rudder into convenient intervals. These straight lines mark the

positions of horizontal sections of the rudder, to be afterwards drawn.

The second step is to construct

a geometrical diagram, such as that

shown in fig. 2, in order to deter-

mine the proper theoretical angles

of obliquity of the forward edge of

the proposed rudder at the several

lines of horizontal section 1, 2, 3,

&c, in fig. 1. The following is the

construction of that diagram :—
Draw a straight line A, C, of any

convenient length to represent the

speed of advance of the screw

through a solid. In that line take

C, B, to represent the real slip of

the screw in the water, which real

slip is computed as follows :—To
the speed (if any) with which the

particles of water immediately

before being acted on by the screw

are following in the wake of the

vessel, add the apparent slip of

the screw, being the excess of its

speed of advance above the speed

of the vessel. If the apparent slip

of the screw is negative, it is to be

subtracted instead of being added.

In the case of a proposed vessel the

data required for the calculation

just described are to be estimated

from observations of the performances of similar vessels with similar

screws. On C, B, as a diameter describe a semicircle ; find the angles

of obliquity of the after surfaces of the screw blades to a fore-and-aft

line at the different distances from the axis of the propeller shaft marked

by the lines of section 1, 2, 3, &c, in fig. 1, and through the point C
draw a series of straight lines, making the same angles of obliquity with

the line C, A, and cutting the semicircle in a series of points such as

Fig. 2.

HW**1*

those marked D 1 and 9, D 2 and 8, D 3 and 7, D 4 and 6. From the

series of points thus found draw straight lines to the point A. Then
the angles made by those lines respectively with the line A, C, will be

the theoretical angles of obliquity proper for the forward edge of the

rudder at the points whose distances from the axis of the propeller shaft

are respectively the same with the distances taken in finding the angles

of obliquity of the screw blades ; in other words, let D denote any one

of the points in the semicircle described on B, C, corresponding to

those parts of the screw blades whose obliquity to a fore-and-aft line is

D, C, A ; then D, A, C, is the theoretical obliquity proper for those

parts of the forward edge of the rudder which are at the same distance

from the axis of the propeller shaft with the given parts of the screw

blades.

In the case of an existing vessel and screw the theoretical angles of

obliquity for different parts of the forward edge of the rudder may be

determined experimentally in the absence of any rudder or rudder post,

by immersing suitable instruments resembling vanes in the current of

water driven aft by the screw, and observing the angles of obliquity at

which they are placed by the water ; and the same angles may be used

for similar vessels with similar screws. The angles of obliquity shown
in the diagram ought to be adapted to the ratio which the slip of the

screw bears to its speed of advance, in moderate weather and at the

ordinary speed. When the vessel is steaming against a head wind or

a head sea, or is driven at an excessive speed, the slip will be pro-

portionally greater, and the angles shown by the diagram will no longer

be precisely the theoretical angles corresponding to the increased slip,

but they will still be sufficient to enable the rudder to realize in a great

measure the advantages due to this invention.

The diagram of obliquities having been completed as in fig. 2, the

third step is to draw a series of horizontal sections of the proposed

Fig. 3.
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rudder at different distances from the axis of the propeller shaft. In

drawing each of these horizontal sections, it is preferred to commence by
drawing a skeleton line of a length representing the intended breadth

of the rudder. If the rudder is to embody the first part of this inven-

tion only, that skeletou line is simply a straight line, making the proper

angle of obliquity to the proper side of another

straight line representing a fore-and-aft line. If

the rudder is to embody the second part of this

invention as well as the first, the skeleton line of

each horizontal section is a fair continuous line of

any convenient shape (such, for example, as a cir-

cular arc), having the tangent at its forward end

inclined at the proper angle of obliquity in the

proper direction, and the tangent at its after end

pointing right aft. The proper direction for the

obliquity in either case is determined by consider-

ing towards which side the adjoining blades of the

screw drive the particles of water. Having

drawn the skeleton line of a horizontal section,

there is next marked in or near it, and at the

intended distances from its forward and after

ends, a point to represent the intended axis of

motion of the rudder. Then across the skeleton

line at the axis of the rudder, at the forward and

after edges and at intermediate points, there is

laid off the thicknesses required for strength

according to the ordinary rules for proportioning

rudders, and the thicknesses laid oft' are connected

by means of a pair of fair continuous lines to

represent the horizontal sections of the two side

surfaces of the rudder, taking care that those

lines do not deviate from the theoretical figure

marked by the skeleton line more than is neces-

sary, in order to give sufficient strength.

Fig. 3 shows, by way of example, a series of such horizontal sections

for the balanced rudder shown in fig. 1, the skeleton line of each being

marked by dots, and the axis of the rudder by a cross and a small

JL.*^.
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circle. Horizontal section No. 5 is the prolongation of the axis of the

propeller shaft, and its skeleton line is a straight fore-and-aft line. The

other horizontal sections have curved skeleton lines, so as to embody

both parts of this invention. Had those skeleton lines been straight, so

as to embody the first part only of this invention, all the sections would

have been nearly similar to No. 5, but at different angles of obliquity.

Then if the rudder is made with its side surfaces fair and continuous

vertically, and so as to coincide with the outline sections in fig. 3 at

their respective heights as shown in fig. 1 , those surfaces will have the

improved shape in which this invention consists.

In a rudder with a rudder post the axis is near the forward end of

each of the skeleton lines, and the rudder post is laid off on the hori-

zontal section by prolonging the skeleton line forward to the forward

side of the rudder post, and by laying off the siding of the rudder post

across it. If required, a thwartship view of the rudder, such as that

shown in fig. 4, may be drawn by aid of the horizontal sections.

Fig. 4 is a view from ahead of the forward edge of a balanced rudder

adapted to a right-handed screw. The outline of the screw is marked

by dotted lines, and the lines of horizontal section are numbered to

correspond with those in fig. 1 and with the sections in fig. 3.

IMPROVED BLOCKS FOR LOWERING SHIPS' BOATS.

Digcy Murray, Bombay, now of Ormsldrlc.—Patent dated \0th

May, 1866.

Tins invention has for its object the lowering of boats from steamers

or other vessels with perfect safety whilst the steamer or vessel is in

motion, and consists in the peculiar construction of the lower block of

the purchase used to lower the boat from the davit. The block is so

arranged that the boat may be freed either on touching the water or at

any desired distance therefrom.

In the body of the block there is a larger space (than in ordinary

ilocks) left between the sheaves,
1 to admit of a mortice being cut

to allow a bolt to work up and

down therein, which bolt acts

as a key to the hook. The hook
acts as a tumbler, which capsizes by its own weight when unkeyed,
and it fits into the lower part of the block, the neck being straight
and at right angles, or nearly so, to the curve of the hook. A chain
or rope is attached to an eye or link in the head of the ke}', the

Fig. 3.

upper part hooking to the upper block of the purchase, or elsewhere, as

may be determined, having metal eyes every two feet, so as to admit

of its being shortened or lengthened, according to the heel of the ship

and the boat's height from the water—the intention being that the

whole weight of the boat and men should be brought to bear on the

chain just before the boat touches the water, resulting in the starting

of the key and the immediate release of the boat. It is intended the key

should work on anti-friction rollers. In lowering the boat, it is con-

sidered better, though not essential, that the boat should be lowered by
the ordinary falls until the chains or laniards attached to the keys are

nearly taut. The falls are then lowered, the weight of the boat

immediately comes on the chains, lifts the keys, the hooks capsize, and
the boat is free. This block may be applied to several mechanical

purposes.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation ; fig. 2 a front elevation ; and fig. 3 a

transverse section of the improved block. In all the figs., the body of

the block, A, is by preference made of wood or iron, but it may be con-

structed of any other suitable material. In the body of the block two
oblong openings, B, are cut in for the reception of the pulleys, c and
C', which turn in the ordinary manner upon a central sheave, c c, as

shown. That portion of the body of the block situate between the two
pulleys, c C, is hollowed out to admit the upper shank end of the

tumbler hook, d, as well as the bolt, e, used for withdrawing it, as

hereinafter described.

The action of the block is as follows :—A boat or other object which

has to be lowered and released at any given distance below the block
.

or blocks from which it is suspended,

being lowered by the ropes, F and G,

it may be released at any point by
steadying taut and making fast the

laniard, H, attached to the draw bolt,

E. The falls being then let go, the

weight is immediately brought down
upon the laniard, lifting the draw bolt,

which being withdrawn, the shank of

the suspension hook is free ; and the

hook being of such form immediately

overturns on the centre bolt, k (figs.

1, 2, and 3), the hook being per-

manently attached to the body of the

block by means of the brackets, L.

When it is required to lower the boat

or other object, this is effected b}'

means of letting out the ropes, F and

G, to the required length, the laniard

being " rove " through a block at the

end of the davit, and made fast at the

desired time, either on board or in the

boat (in the case of lowering a boat), as

may be preferred, so that the release

is instantly effected, two blocks being

used. It is to be understood that

blocks with a greater number of

sheaves than two may be employed

and constructed under this invention ;

for instance, three sheaves may be used,

constituting triple blocks, in which case

the shank of the hook, D, is forked,

and fits into a recess on each side of the middle sheave, the bolt, e,

being correspondingly forked.

We may add, that the principal object which Mr. Murray has had in

view is the safe and instantaneous release of ships' boats when they are

lowered by falls. For this purpose the present invention is found most

efficient ; and although it has been before the public but two or three

months, it has met with very favourable reception, and is now being

adopted by several of our large shipping companies; whilst, too, we have

seen the written opinion of the shipping companies' representatives,

all of whom conclude that this simple apparatus leaves nothing to

be desired.
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REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

A Record of the Progress of Modern Engineering, 1865.

With Essays and Reviews. Edited by William Humber, Ass.

Inst. C.E., &c. 1 vol. fol. Lookwood, London. 1866.

Mr. Humbf.r has again produced his annual volume, as the recording

angel of English, or we might more exactly say, of London engineering.

No one of his preceding volumes was bad ; all were worth their cost

from the mass of plates from well-executed drawings which they con-

tained. In this respect, perhaps, this last volume is the most valuable

that the author has produced, containing, as it does, no less than thirty-

eight large lithographed plates of the more important structural works

of the London main drainage and of the Thames embankment. The
volume is, in fact, quite an encyclopaedia for the study of the student

who desires to master the subject of municipal drainage on its scale of

greatest development. The plates being simply reproductions upon a

reduced scale of the lithographs issued by Mr. Bazalgette, C.E., to his

contractors, are masterly examples, for the most part, of clear good

drawings, and of the thoroughly practical class. They are therefore

well fitted for the study and instruction of- every young engineer who
would himself desire to acquire the power of making clear, exact, and

full working drawings, such as the lawyer and engineer can alike trust

to in rigidly binding the contractor to the execution of his work. This

volume is dedicated to our London Haussemann, Sir John Thwaites,

chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works—a very fitting dedication

to a volume nearly wholly occupied with the main drainage and the

Thames embankments ; but if so, may we ask, why on earth should it

have been illustrated by a photographic portrait of Mr. John Maclean,

late president of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and not by one of

Mr. Bazalgette, the engineer and master mind of the vast mass of public

works which the volume describes ? Well deserving of honourable

mention in biography as Mr. Maclean undoubtedly is, he is here out of

place, for we believe he has had little or nothing to do with our great

metropolitan improvements, whereas Mr. Bazalgette has from the date

of his appointment been their very soul and heart. We cannot avoid

saying, too, that we object to these biographies of living contemporaries

altogether ; they smack too much of toadyism on the part of the writer

and publisher, and of advertisement on the part of the subject himself.

No sterling and modest man—and no sterling man is other than

modest—whatever be his deserts, likes to be praised to his face. And
although the biography of Mr. Maclean is almost a bare record of facts,

and is a very subdued and quietly put together notice of that gentle-

man's career so far, we had rather it had been reserved for some future

and we may hope distant day, when that career shall have been finished.

Of the pith and merit of the essays contained in this volume we
cannot say very much. The first, a continuation of that " On the

Construction of Harbours, Ports, and Breakwaters," theoretically

treated, adds nothing to our previous knowledge ; and while a good deal

of commonplace and obvious matter is compiled, it is so put together

as to want that clue of system and science in fundamentals that alone

enables such truths and maxims to be either remembered or seized by

the student in a way to become part of his future professional nature.

The succeeding essays on Mr. Alex. Doul's, C.E., improved system

of fortification, and on iron and granite forts, are still less to our standard

and liking. Non omnia possumus omnes. Mr. Humber has not fully

studied the subject. Armour, fortification, and projectiles are now
sufficient specialities for a life study. The succeeding essays in the

volume are of a better type, and we can give them a more cordial

approval, as we do very fully the volume taken as a whole.

Tables of Logarithms with Seven Places of Decimals. By
Ino Luvini. Small square 8vo. Stereotyped. Trubner, London.

1866.

This is a very nicely printed volume, upon tough paper, and cloth

bound, of logarithms up to 20040, with differences and proportional

parts ; the decimal and natural logarithms of prime numbers up to

1200, with twenty places of decimals ; logarithms of sines and tan-

gents ; together with a few other logarithmic tables. The author says

his object in adding one more to the numerous tables of this sort previ-

ously existing is, that the latter are either too big or too small for the

average student, or for the ordinary use of the surveyor, engineer,

third series.—vol. ii.

calculator, &c. The author admits the general accuracy of Callet's

tables, which we confess appear to us not to have left much to be

desired. It is worthy of remark and of recognition, that the labour of

the calculations and comparison of these tables has been all performed

by two ladies, the Signore Nicola, who are sisters, and pupils of Signor

Luvini, the author.

The Management of Steel. By George Ede, employed in the

Royal Gun Factories, Woolwich. One vol. small 8vo. Tweedie,

London. 1856.

It is a marvel what books can be sold, or, rather, it would seem more

marvellous what cannot be sold, if it be true that this is really a fourth

edition, revised and enlarged, of a work upon which, in the chrysalis

state of its first edition, we were compelled to make some condemnatory

comments. To these we cannot exempt this new edition. The writer

not only knows almost nothing of the science of what he professes to

write about, but he apparently does not even understand his own trade

of a blacksmith. We had supposed that few blacksmiths were ignorant

of the fact, for example, that " red short iron," which is quite brittle and

crumbly at a cherry-red heat, can be forged, bent, and drawn out like

wax, and without crack or rent, when heated to a clear yellow heat
;
yet

Mr. Ede seems to know nothing about this, and never hints at it in his

observations about red shortness (p. 13). In the same connection, on

the science side of the matter, we are informed that red shortness is

supposed to arise from sulphur and phosphorus, and that they may get

in from the ores, or be absorbed in the smelting furnace from the fuel.

That books such as this should sell is another straw in the wind that

bodes ill for the state of existing knowledge of our artizan class, as well

as for its improvement.

The Resources, Products, and Industrial History of Bir-

mingham and the Midland Hardware District : A Series

of Reports. Edited by Samuel Timmins. One thick vol. 8vo.

Hardwicke, London. 1866.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne led the way by the production of a magnificent

volume of reports of this character upon the resources and industries of

that district, at the period of the last meeting there of the British Associa-

tion. Birmingham has now followed suit, with a still larger and more

copious volume describing the geological features of its country around,

the history of the rise and progress of its numberless industries, and the

description of their actual processes, and the statistics of their trades

and commerce issuing. Nor is this all ; for we have reports upon the

social and hygienic conditions, the moral and physical state of health

of the great midland seats of industry.

This is really a noble volume ; and if the peripatetics of the British

Association resulted in nothing more than in causing the evolution of

these two volumes of Newcastle and Birmingham respectively, it would

not have lived, and talked, and feasted in vain. But in truth these

volumes, and much of the like sort of local energy and improvement,

are the very least of what the once much-ridiculed Association has

effected for the advance of human knowledge.

The present volume of reports is the co-operative work of a large

number of able men in their respective departments. Professor B.

Jukes heads it by a sketch of the geological structure of the South

Staffordshire coal-field ; Mr. Henry Johnson, F.G.S., follows with

a report on the working and statistics of the coal-field ; and then Mr.

S. Bailey gives us the economic value of the coal and ironstone within

it. Drainage, quarry produce, and the great iron trade follow ; and

then we are fairly launched into the thousand and one trades of

Birmingham—from boilermaking and basaltic stone manufacture to nails,

and locks, and jewelry. To one not personally acquainted with this

district and town, no little surprise will be given by merely reading down
the long list of the most varied and diverse trades, arts, or manufactures

that are here carried on, and in this volume lucidly, and upon the whole

(notwithstanding some difficulties and reticences on the part of proprie-

tors of which the editor complains) well and sufficiently described.

But there would be no use' in our plunging into this ocean of specialities,

of which space would preclude our presenting any more satisfactory

notion by extract, than would a bucketful of salt water, of the ocean

itself. To every one interested in the progress of our national industries,

either directly, or as attending to the science applied, upon which so

2 N
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much of their success depends, this volume will be a necessity ; and to

such we need not commend it. But to the mere reading idler—the

man or woman usually called by polite reviewers " the general reader "

—we would recommend the substitution of this volume for some of the

habitual stuff of the circulating libraries. He must be more dull or idle

than we take even the reader for mere amusement to be, if he do not

here find much to excite his imagination and improve his stock of

subjects to talk about.

The editor, in the name of all concerned, acknowledges, in his

preface, the ample support received from the liberality and good taste

of the publisher, to whom the appearance of the volume certainly does

high credit.

In the statistics of manufactures, arts, and industries we have long

been, and are still, far behind the Germans. We have no such body

of statistics as that edited by Dr. Gustav von Viebahn on the Zollvercin

and Northern Germany ; nor those upon the coal and iron productions

of Prussia by Dr. E. Althaus. And upon specialities of arts and manu-
factures, the statistics of our Board of Trade are either non-existent, or

simply below contempt. In fact, if we except Mr. R. Hunt's annual

statistics of mineral productions, we have scarcely any statistics but

bare figures, as to production and its means and methods, in Great

Britain ; and for want of having a proper basis of sufficient support,

and state power of collection, &c, Mr. Hunt's reports, highly meri-

torious as they are to him individually, as their creator and persevering

carrier-on, still leave very much to be desired.

Much of the evil of this want would be redressed were each of the

districts and towns, in which the British Association shall hereafter

meet, to follow worthily the example set them by Newcastle, and here

by Birmingham. And the Association would add another to the direct

benefits it confers upon society, were it systematically to ask for and

expect such reports as one important and not to be dispensed with

part of the local apparatus for its reception.

—

Ed.

Fire Prevention and Fire Extinction. By James Braidwood,
First Superintendent of the London Fire Brigade, &c. With Illus-

trations, Portrait, and Memoir of the Author. One vol. 8vo. Bell &
Daldy, London. 18C6.

This unpretending little volume, edited by some one whose name is

not given, deserves to be well received, and that not alone in London.
It was due to the memory of the late James Braidwood that a more
individualized, if not more complete and permanent record of his career

should be given than was afforded by the brief biographical notice or

obituary in the " Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers," of

which he was an Associate : and it was worth while to preserve in a

permanent connection with his name the reports he had from time to

time made, as well as the matured opinions he had formed, after long

observation and experience, on almost all the more important questions

that relate to accidental fires and the means of their extinction, as well

as the still more important means for their prevention by more or less

complete fire-proof construction. In early life Mr. Braidwood, while

still at Edinburgh, and in charge of its fire brigade, had published a
small 8vo. volume " On the Construction of Fire-Engines, the Training
of Firemen, and the Method of Proceeding in cases of Fire." This, long

since out of print, though not ranging with the existing state of things

as to fire-engines, for in 1829 we had no steam fire-engines in use in

this country, yet contained enough to deserve its forming a part also of

this volume.

Compressed into about the one-fourth the volume, this work, as it now
appears, contains the pith and marrow of all that is of much value in a
far larger and more pretentious volume on the like subjects which we
recently noticed. But we must not shut our eyes to the fact that, upon
several of the most important subjects that relate to fire prevention or

extinction, neither this, nor any other work yet produced, has reached the
standard that modern knowledge, both theoretic and practical, properly
demands. In fact, no man with a really competent amount of exact
scientific and structural knowledge has thought it worth while to write

systematically upon it. Nor is this little volume free from some positive

scientific errors in statement; e.g., at page 49, on fire-proof structures,
we have it stated, on the authority of Mr. Fairbairn, that at 190° Fahr.
hot-blast cast iron has lost 15 per cent, of its total strength (meaning
by this its tensile resistance) ; and upou this, assumed to be true, at the
next page we find it said that in a certain cotton mill at Oldham,

reported on in 1845 by the late Sir H. de la Beche and Mr. T. Cubitt,

" the strength of the iron beams was within ten per cent, of the breaking

weight !
" What may be directly gathered from this most extraordinary

statement seems hard to guess, but the conclusion drawn from major

and minor premises both in themselves wrong, is truly astounding

—

" Now, according to Mr. Fairbairn's experiments on heated iron already

referred to, an increase of temperature of 170° would have destroyed

the whole building !

"

The page devoted to the subject of spontaneous ignition is slight and
jejune to the last degree. Indeed, in general, we may remark of the

work that an editor of James Braidwood's reports and opinions ought

to have been one of more exact scientific and practical knowledge than

it is too obvious the anonymous editir of this volume has possessed.

In a literary sense, the memoir of Jlr. Braidwood is the best executed

part of the volume, and that which must prove most interesting to the

unprofessional reader. The history of Braidwood's life is in fact that

of the establishment and gradual extension and perfecting of our modern
fire brigades in Great Britain, and of almost all the adjunct contrivances,

which may be viewed as the tools and materiel of those bodies, up to

the date of his death.

James Braidwood was a Scotchman—born in Edinburgh in the first

year of this century. His father was a builder and upholsterer, and

James was originally intended for a surveyor. Having been at the High
School, he for some time assisted in his father's business, and no doubt

there acquired some practical knowledge of structure. At twenty-

three years of age he was installed as superintendent of the Edinburgh

fire-engines, and proved himself more than equal to his post; so much
so that the fame of the Edinburgh brigade first, and finally that of its

courageous, energetic, and intelligent chief, spread abroad, and reached

London, to which he was invited to transfer his services in forming and

commanding the Metropolitan Fire Brigade. That was in 1833 ; and

now in 18G6, just thirty-three years more, the London Brigade has

grown to be a municipal institution under Captain Shaw, Braidwood's

successor. At the great fire of the warehouses of Tooley Street, in

June, 1861, James Braidwood was suddenly and unexpectedly killed,

crushed beneath the debris of a lofty hrick wall, close to which he

unfortunately had at the moment advanced while encouraging his men.

" Death found him there, without

Grandeur or beauty,

Only an honest man
Doing his duty,"

were the scarcely sufficient words of eulogium of one of the stanzas

written upon the occasion by the author of " John Halifax, Gentleman,"

and reprinted here, having been originally published in Macmillan's

Magazine, vol. iv. Those who, like ourselves, witnessed closely that

awful fire, and heard and saw the fearful crash, for hours during the

distempered night, of roofs and floors and towering walls, must admit

that Braidwood's sudden death was certainly not without grandeur ; and

that a death so met, in the unflinching path of a perilous duty, was far

from being devoid of beauty.

The surviving members of Mr. Braidwood's family were provided

for in modest comfort by the insurance offices, for whose interests he

had effected so much during many years of his life, and by a public

subscription, the results of which proved that the love and admiration

of " duty done " is not yet quite extinguished in the British heart in

our grovelling and money-grasping time.

—

Ed.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

COMPARAISON DES PROPRIETIES RlSslSTANTES DD FeR ET DE L'ACIER.

Par M. Brull. Pamphlet. Noblet et Baudry, Paris and Liege.

This pamphlet, extracted from the memoirs of the Institution of Civil

Engineers of France, and published in a separate form, is a work of a

very different stamp to that of Mr. Ede. It is a careful discussion, in a

scientific and exact manner, of the real as contradistinguished from the

imaginary properties of steel as a constructive element compared with

wrought iron, and intended to prove that the objections urged against

the employment of the former by M. Nozo and M. Tresca, on grounds

quite the same as one hears crudely passed from mouth to mouth in

England against the use of steel for structural purposes, are in reality

baseless. We shall not attempt to summarize the discussion of M.

Biiill here. We refer our interested readers—iron shipbuilders, bridge-

builders, boilermakers, gun-producers, &c.—to the pamphlet itself, and
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to the prior papers and discussions in the Transaction's of the Institute

of French Civil Engineers which brought it forth. We shall, however,

just add one remark. The grand objection urged b}' those who are

fond of talking, and of objecting to whatever is recommended as new, is

that the variations of quality and properties of steel are great and uncer-

tain, and hence that we cannot depend upon it as a material of construc-

tion. M. Briill shows pretty conclusively, that even in the present

state of the rapidly improving manufacture of steel, the departures of

that material in its structural properties, above or below a normal

standard, are not greater, nor more uncertain, nor more difficult to dis-

cover or deal with, than are the corresponding variations of malleable

iron, with which we all are daily dealing perforce.

—

Ed.

Carxet de lTxgexieur : Recueil de Tables, de Formules, et de

Renseignements usuels et pratiques sur les Sciences appliquees &

l'lndustrie, Chimie, Physique, Jlecanique, Machines-a-vapeur, Hy-

draulique, Resistance, Frottements, etc. ; avec la collaboration

dTngenieurs et de Savants Francais et Etrangers. Paris : Eugene
Lacrotx, Editeur.

We have much the same objection to raise against this work that we
expressed last mouth when reviewing the " Engineer's Pocket Remem-
brancer ; " the fact, as it appears to us, is that it is not by any means

the type of what an engineer's pocket-book should be. In the first

place, it is much too large for the pocket ; and its 290 pages are stuffed

full of tables which might be printed (most of them) in smaller type,

and in bulkiness much condensed. A pocket-book for the engineer's

assistance out of office, should, to our mind, be a compilation of the most

reliable formula? expressed as simply as possible, to render their appli-

cation easy. Every well-informed engineer has, or ought to have, most

of the information that a pocket-book should contain tolerably well

stored up in his own memory, and it is as a mere aid to this that the

pocket-book should be viewed.

When in his office the engineer is surrounded with works in which

the whole science of any particular branch of his profession is treated,

and to which he can then refer : it is worse than useless to attempt to

treat in a discursive or systematic manner such matters in a mere

pocket-book. However, the present work is only one amongst many
other better cornets of the French engineer.—V. D.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Zeta.—The best pocket-book in English is unquestionably "Molesworth's." It

is published by Spon, London. You will, however, find Rankine's " Useful Rules

and Tables " answer your purpose better.

Strain".—Yes. Henrici's work on bridges is one of the best and most advanced

that we have met with. He points out unmistakably that bridges can be built,

having all the strains either compressive or tensile in the direction of the longi-

tudinal axis of the bars only. You had better get the work itself. Our review last

month only points out the tendency of the author's views ; it is impossible that a

review can assist you farther.

Silver.—All metals, whether in the solid or liquid state, may be considered

perfectly opaque, except in cases of extreme thinness. For instance, a greenish

light traverses gold leaf. This light is polarized; it is therefore certain that it

passes through the attenuated substance of the metal, and not through minute holes

which might be supposed to be produced in the process of gold beating. Silver leaf

is, on the contrary, perfectly opaque ; but the light which traverses leaf prepared

from gold alloyed with silver is purplish rather than green. Vide Faraday, " Phil.

Trans.," 1857 ; or Percy's " Metallurgy," art. Lustre and Colour, 1st div.

Erratum in Part for November.—Page 223, left-hand column, fourth

line from top. for "To remove the foregoing difficulties," read "To remove the

difficulty of effecting perfect exhaustion which belongs to existing arrangements

of air-pumps."

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Tete first paper read was on the " Results of the Employment of Steam Power in

Towing Vessels on the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal," by Mr. W. B. Clegram,

M. Inst. C.E.

It was stated that this navigation was 16£ mile3 in length, and level from end
to end. The width at the surface varied from 80 feet to 100* feet, with passing

places from 150 feet to 200 feet wide, and at the bottom from 13 feet to 20 feet,

while the depth of water was from 18 feet to 18 feet 6 inches. Sea-going vessels

up to 700 tons register, and drawing 16 feet, could by it reach Gloucester. Prior

to the year 1S60 these vessels were towed by horses, at a cost of about one farthing

per ton per mile, and at speeds varying from 1 mile to 3 miles an hour. At the

date named, three steam tugs, fitted with high-pressure engines and screw propellers,

were purchased complete for the sum of .£3000, and were placed upon the canal to

do this work. Two men and one boy were employed in each tug, and the consump-
tion of coals in each was from 15 cwt. to 20 cwt. every twelve working hours. In

the four years ending the 25th March; 1865, 1,059,137 tons register of shipping

had been towed 16 miles, carrying 1,109,334 tons of goods, at a cost of £6400,
including 15 per cent, per annum on the price of the tugs, to cover interest of money,
repairs, and renewals. Applying this outlay to the tonnage of the vessels towed, it

gave 1*45 penny per ton for 16 miles, or '0906 (about one-eleventh) of a penny
per ton per mile— being a saving of not far short of two-thirds as compared with
the haulage by horses. In consequence of a larger and more regular trade in the

six months ending the 25th' September, 1865, the cost during that period did not
exceed one-thirteenth of a penny per ton per mile. Applied to the goods conveyed
in the vessels in the four years, the result was "0865 of a penny per ton per mile.

The vessels were towed either singly, or in a train, according to circumstances.

Sometimes as many as nine, ten, and even thirteen laden vessels had been taken

by one tug at the rate of from 3 miles to 3^ miles an hour. The heaviest load

after any one tug had been 1690 tons of goods, in thi*ee vessels, which were towed
along the whole length of the canal at -a speed of 2 miles an hour. For the smaller

class of vessels, the speed, as a rule, was restricted to 4 miles an hour.

The employment of steam as a towing power had been found in nearly every way
advantageous. The work was greatly economized. The vessels rubbed muoh less

against the sides of the banks, the towiug power being right ahead, and not on one side,

as with horses. The wear to the ropes used in tracking was reduced; and vessels

could be moved along the canal in weather which would have prevented horses

doing the work. The speed also was increased ; and owing to this, there was now
no deposit on the sides of the canal, which formerly took place, and was difficult to

remove. At present the deposit was entirely at the bottom, whence it could readily

be taken out by dredging. The only disadvantage of this system, in a canal the

sides of which at the water's edge were unprotected, was the additional wear at

that part, caused by the constant passage of the tugs, and by the "run " of the

water between the sides of the larger vessels and the banks. This action upon the

banks was confined to a space of about 18 inches only, one-half of which was below,

and the other half above the water line. On this canal, a band of good weather-

stone pitching, 2 feet wide, had completely prevented the injury, presenting a face

along which the water ran harmlessly. It cost about £180 per mile ; but as a

set-off to this expense, there was the diminished wear of the towing path by the

horses, which was considerable.

The second Paper read was " On the Employment of Steam Power upon the

Grand Canal, Ireland," by Mr. S. Healy.

It was remarked that on this system of navigation, which was 160 miles in

length, the locks were 60 feet long and 13 feet 6 inches wide; a depth of 5 feet

2 inches of water being maintained upon the cills, but the trading depth of (he

boats was limited to 4 feet 3 inches. The width of the canal varied from GO feet

to 80 feet, shallowing at each side, so as to admit of about 30 feet of navigable

breadth in the centre. Upwards of 300,000 tons of goods are carried annually over

this system, in and out of Dublin.

It was observed that steam power was applicable to canal navigation in either of

two ways, and both had been attempted on the Grand Canal. First, by placing

the machinery in the boats with the cargo ; and secondly, by employing steam
power merely for towing boats or barges in trains. Trials had also been made with

both a single and a double screw, but the latter was deemed to be unsuitable for

canal purposes. In the first effort to introduce steam power, a vessel was designed

to carry cargo as well as the machinery ; but her carrying capacity was found to

be so reduced as to render the speculation unremunerative. Within the last two
years, however, a system of hauling boats in trains, by small but powerful steamers,

had been successfully brought into use on a long level of the canal, 2bh miles.

The screw which had been proved to be the best, had a width of blade at the cir-

cumference of 32 inches, cut away at the base to the extent that was consistent

with strength ; the pitch was an increasing one, varying from 5 feet 3 inches to 7
feet 9 inches. One of these steamers towed three laden boats, each carrying 40
tons of cargo, at the rate of 2£ miles an hour; the pressure on the boiler being 60

lbs. per square inch, the number of revolutions 75 to 80 per minute, and the con-

sumption of fuel, which was one part coal to three parts of slack, being 112 lbs. per

mile. The boats were 60 feet long and 13 feet beam, drawing when laden 4 feet

of water. On that portion of the canal upon which steam power had been applied,

horses had now been entirely withdrawn, and two steamers regularly performed a
daily service both ways.

On the River Shannon, the steamers designed to carry their own cargo had to

pass through locks, which limited their length to 72 feet and beam to 13 feet 3 inches.

They carried 50 tons, with a draught of water of 4 feet 8 inches, and had beeu most
successful.

In the course of the discussion it was observed, that a fourth steam -tug was now
at work on the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal, and that in three weeks during the

month of September last, four tugs had moved 35,280 tons 16 miles at a total

cost of £145 85., being not quite one-sixteenth of a penny per ton per mile. On
the Forth and Clyde and the Monkland canals, in the year 1856, a lighter, capable

of carrying 80 tons of cargo, was fitted with small high- pressure engines, placed as

close to the stem as possible, and a screw propeller. Having proved successful,

engines were subsequently applied to a luggage-boat carrying 35 tons, to one of the

canal ice breakers, to masted lighters, for canal and coasting trade, carrying 120
tons, and to a mineral barge conveying 60 tons on the Monkland Canal, and 75
tons on the Forth and Clyde Canal. All of these had answered satisfactorily, and
had been precursors of seventy steamers now at work on the Forth and Clyde

navigation, and from the canal to the contiguous sea coasts. In reference to the

screw tug-boat, Birmingham, which had been employed from 1855 to 1865 in

hauling the barge traffic upon the summit level of the Regent's Canal—where the
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sectional area of the waterway traversed as compared with that of the vessels navi-

gating the canal was about 4 to 1, except through the Maida Hill tunnel for a

length of 270 yards, where these proportions were 2 to 1—it was stated that the

cost of working that vessel for the eight months ending 31st Slay, 18G5, was

£344 2s. The distance traversed was 3519 miles, the number of barges hauled

2023, the gross amount of cargo conveyed 59,738 tons, or with the weight of the

barges, 90,083 tons. The cost, including all charges, had been 1"96 shilling per

train mile, 1*38 penny per ton of cargo, and "916 of a penny per ton gross weight.

On the River Severn steam-tugs had been used for ten years; but now the most

efficient plan was considered to be, that by which small direct acting-engines were

fitted in a barge capable of taking 40 tons of cargo, and of towing one, two, or

three canal boats after her, according to the strength of the stream against which

they had to contend. On the Weaver navigation, a canalized river, partly river

and partly canal, the employment of steam power had been so profitable, that all

sailing vessels and hauling by horses were being rapidly abandoned, when depend-

ence would be placed upon steam barges alone. A series of experiments had been

made on the Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch Canal, for the purpose of determining whether

the application of steam power would be injurious to the canal, particularly to the

banks, when it was found that no prejudicial action took place so long as the speed

was limited to 3 miles or 3| miles an hour.

It was announced that the Discussion upon the employment of " Steam Power
on Canals," would be resumed at the nest meeting, Tuesday, November 20th, when
the following Paper would be read: "On the Smelting of Refractory Copper Ores

with Wood as fuel in Australia," by Mr. J. L. Morgan, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM BOILER
EXPLOSIONS.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S MONTHLY REPORT.
ABBREVIATED ABSTRACT.

The last Ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Executive Committee of this Association

was held at the Offices, 41 Corporation Street, Manchester, on Tuesday, October

30, 1866, Hugh Mason, Esq., of Ashton-under-Lyne, Vice-President, in the

chair, when Mr. L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his report, of which the

following is an abstract:

—

"During the last month 473 engines have been examined, and 631 boilers, as

well as two of the latter tested by hydraulic pressure. Of the boiler examinations

506 have been external, 5 internal, and 120 entire. In the boilers examined 114
defects have been discovered, 5 of those being dangerous, thus: Furnaces out of

shape, 4; fractures, 5; blistered plates, 2 (1 dangerous); internal corrosion, 12;
external corrosion, 16 (2 dangerous); internal grooving, 2; external grooving, 1;
feed apparatus out of order, 1 ; water gauges ditto, 17 ; blow-out apparatus ditto,

13 (2 dangerous); safety-valves ditto, 5; pressure gauges ditto, 4; without feed

back pressure valves, 32.

"Details of some of the defects mentioned in the preceding list may now be given.

"External Corrosion.—Two small Cornish boilers about 5 feet in diameter,

set upon mid- feathers, and but lately placed under the inspection of this Association,

were found on the first examination to be so seriously corroded along the bottom
that the inspector readily knocked a hole through one of them with a hand chisel.

This boiler has since been repaired, and the width of the mid-feather wall reduced
from 10 to 6 inches, while repairs to the other are now in progress.

"Another boiler, 8 feet in diameter, was found to be dangerously corroded at the

bottom from damp in the flues; and, on removing portions of the brickwork, the

inspector easily made a hole through the plates.

" In another case, a boiler 8 feet in diameter was found to be corroded at the

bottom of the shell at nearly all the ring seams of rivets, which till recently had
rested on a mid-feather, though the boiler is now set on side walls. The boiler was
submitted to an hydraulic test of GO lbs. per square inch ; and, as the inspector was
making a flue examination while the pressure was on, and sounding the plates to

ascertain the remaining thickness, he tapped a hole through one of them and was
driven out of the flue by the rush of water. The original thickness of the plates

had been seven-sixteenths of an inch.

"Blow-out Apparatus out of Order.—In this case the cast-iron elbow
pipe, between the boiler and blow-out tap, was broken off short, near to the root.

The elbow pipe was jammed tight in the brickwork at the front of the boiler, while

the tap was an inferior one, being an ordinary plug, and of cast iron throughout.
These elbow pipes should never be held fast in the brickwork, since, when this is the
case, they are liable to be strained by the movements of the boiler, but the front

cross wall should be recessed so as to leave the pipe entirely free ; also, inferior taps,

which work stiffly, and require a good deal of force to open them, put a very
dangerous strain upon these pipes. The fracture was discovered when the steam
was down, and most probably it had but just taken place. Had an attempt been
made to open the tap when steam was up, serious consequences from scalding would
in all probability have resulted.

"Strengthening the Manholes of Boilers with Mouthpieces.—
The importance of strengthening the manholes of boilers with mouthpieces is shown
by the fact that nine explosions, by which fourteen persons have been killed and six

others injured, have recently occurred to boilers in which this precaution has been
omitted. In each of these explosions the primary rent has started from the man-
hole, and although in some cases the pressure of the steam has been considerably
higher than it should have been, so that the explosions have been partly attributable

to excessive pressure, yet they have been materially promoted by the weakening
effect of the unguarded manholes, while others have been entirely due to that cause.
Particulars of six of these explosions have been given in previous reports; while
those of three others will be found below. The weakening effect of unguarded
manholes is not produced solely by the amount of metal cut away, but to a great
extent by the action of the covers These are generally internal, and held up to
their work by the pressure of steam as well as by a couple of stout bolts and nuts,
suspended from arched bridges ; and as the surfaces of the plates at the joint are

not dressed smooth, but left rough, a considerable strain is frequently put on the

bolts to make the joints steam tight, especially when the cover does not fit

the sweep of the boiler. Thus the action of the steam, combined with bolts, tends

to force the cover through the manhole and split the boiler open. This is just the
action that takes place. In some boilers it has been detected in an early stage, just

in time to prevent explosion, while others have been known to burst shortly after

the manhole covers have been tightened up, or the joints caulked. Nothing is

easier than to strengthen these manholes. It is done in all modern boilers turned
out by first-class makers, so that there is not anything novel about it As,
however, some of our members have old boilers to which this mounting is not
attached, and which they are desirous of adding, while some makers continue

to turn out new boilers without it—a practice from which so many fatal explosions,

as just stated, have already occurred— it is thought that a description and sketch
of this most simple but valuable mounting will not prove altogether unacceptable.

" The manhole mouthpiece represented in the accompanying sketch is an external

one, made of cast iron, and in the shape of a short cylinder, with a flange both at

the top and bottom, the lower one being curved so as to fit the sweep of the

boiler to which it is rivetted, while the upper one is flat, and fitted with a cover,

secured with bolts and nuts. Both the cover and upper flange should be faced up

true on their joint surfaces, while it adds a finish to the work to turn them up on

the edge, as well as to face the cover on the outside for a width of about four

inches, so as to give a true bearing surface for the nuts. For convenience in

lifting the cover, a wrought-iron eye bolt should be attached to it at the centre.

The height of the mouthpiece should be sufficient to admit of the introduction of the

bolts between the flanges for securing the cover, while the opening should be large

enough to afford a man easy access, say 15 inches, which however, is a liberal

allowance, and might be slightly reduced in special cases should it be desirable to do

so. The metal should be an inch and a quarter thick for steam at a pressure of

60 lbs., while the bolts should be an inch in diameter, and spaced about six inches

apart. It is well to strengthen the upper flange by brackets, as shown in the cut;

while the cover can be stiffened by ribs if required. By some makers the flanges

are made as much as an inch and a half thick. For steam considerably above 60 lbs.

on the square inch, mouthpieces are sometimes made of wrought iron, but those of

cast iron are found to work satisfactorily up to that pressure. No hemp ring will

be required for making the cover joint, bnt merely a little red lead and oil if

the surfaces be property got up, and provided that the lower flange be suitably

rivetted to the shell, little or no caulking will be required to make it steam tight.

"This external manhole mouthpiece is not the only form adopted. Some boiler

makers prefer an internal one. Either of them, if properly made, works well. The
one shown above is of a type very generally adopted and approved. Many hundred

boilers are fitted with it, especially in the neighbourhood of Manchester. It has

been found to work satisfactorily, and may safely be followed.

" Mudhole Mouthpieces.—In double furnace boilers the mudhole—which is

placed at the bottom of the front end plate, and below the furnace mouths—forms

a second manhole, and should be guarded with a mouthpiece. When this is

omitted inconvenience is experienced from leakage at the joint, which not only

disfigures the boiler, but induces corrosion, in many cases so wasting that the front

end plate has to be cut away and repaired. With good mouthpieces, suitably got

up, this danger is avoided.

" The mounting for mudholes is very similar to that recommended above for

manholes, but the position below the furnace mouths does not allow room for a

cylindrical mouthpiece sufficiently large to admit of a man's passing through it, and,

therefore, instead of being cylindrical, it has to be oval. Like the manhole mouth-

piece just described, one of the flanges is rivetted to the boiler, and the other fitted

with a cover secured with bolts and nuts, both joint surfaces being faced, as well as

the outside of the cover, for a width of about 4 inches from the circumference, in

order to insure the -nuts bearing fairly. It is important that the joint surfaces

should be well got up, and it is better to make the joint with a little red lead and

oil than with a spun yarn ring ; while a case which has occurred during the last day

or two may be mentioned in illustration of this, in which the furnace crowns of a

boiler were both laid bare and overheated at night time, in consequence of the

water's wasting away from leakage at the joint of the mudhole cover, which was

not made metal to metal with red lead and oil, but with a spun yarn ring. Metal

to metal joints will of course sometimes leak if neglected, but they do not give way
unawares, ^nd thus rapidly drain a boiler as in the instance just mentioned, while
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the amount of discharge in all cases may reasonably he expected to be less, even

should leakage occur.

"Internal mouthpieces are sometimes preferred for mudholes to external, but
either one, if well got up. will do good service. Perhaps the external ones are more
extensively used, and, as stated above, with regard to the manhole mouthpieces,

they are found to work satisfactorily, and may safely be adopted."

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF AKTS.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO AWARD THE PRIZES
FOR COMMUNICATIONS LAID BEFORE THE SOCIETY DURING:
SESSION 1S65-66.

The Committee having met, and carefully considered the various Communications
submitted to the Society and reported on during the Session 1865-66, beg to report

that they have awarded the following Prizes, viz. :

—

1. To Arthur Beverley, of Dnnedin, Otago—For a new form of Platometer
invented bv him. Description read, and the Instrument and Drawings exhibited,

27th November, 1865. (4128.)

The Macdougal Brisbane Prize, value Ten Sovereigns.

2. To Lient.-Col. J. S. G. Ktley, late of the Bengal Cavalry—For his Com-
munication on rendering Gunpowder non-explosive. Paper read and illustrated by
experiments, 27th November, 1865. (4131.)

The Society's Silver Medal.

3. To Alexander Kajisay, F.R.S.S.A., Manager of the Edinburgh Water
Company— For his Communication on the employment of Water in the removal of

Excreta from Dwelling-houses. Read, and illustrated by a model and drawings,

11th December, 1865. (4132.)

The Society's Silver Medal.

4. To Alexander Cuningiiam, F.R.S.S.A., Secretary to the Commissioners
for Northern Lighthouses—For his Suggestions for a proposed Uniform System of

Fog-signals. Paper read 26th March, 1866. (4141.)

The Society's Silver Medal.

5. Tc R. M. Ferguson, Ph.D., F.R S.S.A.—For his Communication on a new
method of constructing Induction Coils, and 'on a new Current Interrupter for the

Induction CoiL Read, and improved Coil and Interrupter exhibited in action, 9th

April, 1866. (4147—4143.)
The Hepburn Prize, value Twelve Sovereigns.

The Committee beg further to report that they have given no deliverance on the

following Commnnications, the Reports of the Committees not having yet been
submitted to, and approved of by the Society, viz. :

—

1. On Mr. J. D. Morrison's Apparatus Couch for Preventing Death from
Chloroform. Exhibited 8th January, 1866. (4133.)

2. On Mr. Richard Adie's Proposed Method of Securing Iron Rails to the

Sleepers on Railways. Read 12th February, 1866. (4137.)

3. On Mr. Thomas Scott's Proposed Improvements in Sinking Tubes, Cylin-
ders, or Caissons for the Foundations of Piers, Lighthouses, &c, and also for

Sinking Mine-shafts. Read 23rd April, 1866. (4146.)

AND
4. On Mr. Arthur M'Cardle's Machine for Cutting Tndia-rubher Soles with

a Bevel. Description read, and model of the machine exhibited, 9th July, 1866.

(4149.)
\Yhile Thanks are due to all who have favoured the Society with Communications

daring the Session, the Committee recommend that Special Thanks should be given
to the following gentlemen, viz. :

—

1. To Dr. Stevenson Macadam, F.R.S.E., See., &c—For his Discourse on the
Recent Progress of Industrial Chemistry. Delivered 22nd January, 1866. (4135.)

2. To Thomas Stevenson, C.E., F.R.S.E., &o,—For his Descriptive Notice
of a Holophone or Reflector for Sound. Read, and models exhibited, 12th
February, 1866. (4135.)

AND
3. To Professor C. Piazzi Smyth, F.R.S.S.L. & E., &c, Astronomer Royal for

Scotland—for his Exhibition of a Series of Photographs illustrating the land of
Egypt and the Pyramids, &c. Shown by the oxyhydrogen light, and verbally
explained by Professor Smyth, 23rd April, 1866. ' (4148.)

Humbly reported in name of the Committee by

John Beatson Bell,

Sec, Convener ex officio.

Soctety's Hall, 117 George Street,

llh Xovember, 1866.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
The Minotaur Dock at Portsmouth.—One of the most essential of the

many points for consideration in the design and construction of docks is, necessarily,

the provision for the means of egress for the water on the admission of a ship for
examination or repair. This is sometimes effected by simply pumping out the water—a somewhat long process, as pumping-engines are generally fitted for the purpose

;

and otherwise by a combined system of pump and reservoir, the latter being
constructed on a lower level than the floor of its adjoining docks. Even, however,

when pumps and reservoir have been combined, as is the case now with several of

the old docks of Portsmouth yard, the work of emptying the dock of water on the

admission of a ship remains a difficult matter, and it is often late at night before a

ship can be properly shored up and secured on her blocks. In constructing the

Minotaur or No. 11 dock, at Portsmouth yard, the pumping system has alone been

adopted for emptying the dock of water, but tins appears to be so efficient as to

altogether supersede the necessity for reservoirs as an additional power for rapidly

filling or emptying docks or basins, and has also again established the great

superiority of the centrifugal over all other forms of pumping gear in dealing with

large volumes of water, where the time occupied in the work done is of importance.

No. 11 dock at Portsmouth yard is connected with and entered from the steam
basin. In constructing this dock a centrifugal pump was erected at its head by
Messrs. Easton, Amos, & Co., of London, under contract with the Admiralty, and
connected by culverts with the No. 11 dock and the steam basin, and also with the

reservoir of the old docks of the yard. The official trials of this centrifugal pump-
ing engine have been made during the past week, the last trial having come off on
Saturday, and have been attended with very remarkable success. No. 11 dock and
the connecting steam basin were selected for the pump's trials as affording perfectly

reliable data by which to measure its capabilities. The pump, which is in reality,

as may be supposed, simply an "Appold," is G feet 6 inches in diameter, and has

nine blades or vanes. It is fixed on vertical shafting, like the hydraulic wheel of

her Majesty's ship Waterwitck, and is driven by two engines of 40 horse-power,

nominal, each; the cylinders having a diameter of 30 inches, and a stroke of 30
inches, steam being cut off at one-fourth stroke. Steam is supplied to the engines

by two double-flue Cornish boilers, each 25 feet in length and 7 feet in diameter,

and having two 2 feet 9 inches flues. Culverts 8 feet by '6 feet communicate with

the outside water of Portsmouth harbour, either for ingress or egress, and with the

steam basin independent of No. 11 dock. A circular culvert of 6 feet diameter

communicates with the pump from the head of No. 11 dock. There is also com-
munication with the pump by two 18-inch barrel drains, one on each side of the

dock, from drains at the heel or afterpart of the dock, the floor of the dock having

a slope of 9 inches from the head to the caisson. The first trial was made by
pumping water from the harbour into the steam basin and No. 11 dock against the

ordinary head of water in the basin. The area of the steam basin is seven acres,

or 304,920 cubic feet. The dock is 419 feet long by 97 feet wide, and gives an

additional 40,64.3 square feet to the basin area. The trial was a continuous pump-
ing, under the conditions of a varying tide. The rise of the water in the dock or

basin was 18^ inches per hour throughout, but the first hour the rise was at the

rate of 19£ inches. The second trial was made also with the same dock and basin,

the trial lasting half-an-hour, commencing a quarter of an hour before dead low

water, and concluding a quarter of an hour after dead low water. The average lift

was 10 feet, and the height of the water in the dock and basin was raised 11^
inches in the half-hour. The third and last trial on Saturday was to pump the

water out of No. 11 dock, commencing at high water, the water in the dock being

level with the tidal level of the harbour outside the walls of the "yard and dock.

The depth of water in the dock was 26 feet to inverts and 13 inches below, or a

total of 27 feet 1 inch from level to floor. The contract stipulated time to pump
this vast body of water out was three hours and thirty minutes. The pump was

started at 2 p.m. precisely, and until the dock was emptied of its water the depth

was taken and the vertical central measure of the water pumped out as follows:

—

Pump started at 2 p.m. Depth of water lessened—at 2.15 p.m. by 4 feet 8£
inches, at 2.30 p.m. bv 3 feet 8£ inches, at 2.45 p m. by 3 feet ItV inch, at 3 p.m. by

2 feet 8£ inches, at*3.15 p.m. by 2 feet 5j inches, at 330"p.m. by 2 feet 3£
inches, at 3.45 p.m. by 2 feet l£ inch, at 4 p.m. by 2 feet 1 inch, at 4.15 p.m. by

2 feet 2 inches, and at 4.30 p.m. by 11J inches. The total is 26 feet 3^ inches,

and this was pumped through the circular culvert at the head of the dock. The
remaining nine and a half inches was pumped through the barrel drains leading

from the after end of the dock. Two and a half hours were occupied in pumping
through the head culvert, and five minutes through the barrel drains, the total time

occupied in pumping the dock clear being two hours and thirty-five minutes, or fifty-

five minutes less than the contract time. Messrs. Easton and Amos have reason

to be much gratified with the results of the trials to which their pumping machinery

has been subjected, and the civil engineering department of the Admiralty also

deserve credit for advising the expenditure of money upon machinery that appears

to be so efficient.

Cruise of the Iron-clad Squadron.—The Times says the general result

of the late experimental cruise is satisfactory. A squadron comprising nine of our

iron-clads, selected so as to include almost all the varieties of the fleet, has success-

fully kept the sea for a month during the autumnal equinox, and the ships have

shown good weatherly qualities and high rates of speed. What is of still greater

importance is that these vessels represent a combination of merits not possessed by

the iron-clads of any foreign state. In no state but our own could ships be found

so strongly plated, so heavily armed, and yet withal so seaworthy and so fast.

The Architectural Museum—Removal to Westminster.—The Council

of the Architectural Museum announces that it has secured a site adequate for all

its wants, and conveniently situated. It is a plot of ground within two minutes'

walk of Westminster Abbey and the Palace of Westminster, and approached from

Great Smith Street. This does not indeed pretend to be a fashionable neighbour-

hood, but the Council consider that its retirement is one of its merits, situated, as

it is, in immediate proximity to a quarter of London extensively inhabited and used

by art-workmen. The dimensions of the plot of ground are upwards of 5000

superficial feet, and it is held on very liberal conditions. Money is required for

the erection of a plain building, of which Mr. J. Clarke and Mr. Ewan Christian

have kindly undertaken to act as honorary architects, and for this purpose (liberally

aided though it will be by the Department of Science and Art in the removal and

rearrangement of the collection) the Council of the Architectural Museum desire to

raise a sum of £2000.
Rifle Experiments in Austria.—Besides the Remington, experiments have

lately been made with the Peabody gun, as well as a new system by Lindner. The

Remington fires 16 shots a minute, the Lindner 14, and the Peabody 15 or 16.

The Remington costs 30 florins, the Peabody 32, and the Lindner 25. For the
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Remington and Peabody copper cartridges are required, costing three kreutzers and

a half each (about three halfpence) ; the Lindner can be used either with those of

copper or paper, the latter costing one kreutzer (the envelope alone, not including

the charge). Of the three systems that of Lindner is the only one that would

admit of application to the guns at present in use, and that transformation would

cost about live florins and a half per gun. Austria possesses 1,200,000 muskets,

of which 180,000 are new and never have been used, and 300,000 more are in a

very good state. According to the prices mentioned above, the acquisition of

1,000,000 Peabodys would cost '62 million florins, of Remingtons, 30, and of

Lindners, 25. If the existing ones are to be transformed (and otherwise they are

valueless), that can only be done by the Lindner system— the two others are not

practicable; and the transformation of the 480,000 still serviceable would amount
to 2,640,000 florins.

—

Camarade, Vienna.

Saunders' Salinometer.—A simple, efficient, and durable self-acting salino-

raeter or gauge for showing the density of the water in marine boilers, or in land

boilers where the water used is either salt, brackish, or contains other impurities,

such as lime, silica, &c, &c., has long been a great want. The advantages of such

an instrument are manifold, as proper attention to the density of the water in

boilers when at work tends greatly to their preservation and safety, and economy
in working, as well as the saving of fuel and expenses of repairs, all of which points

are most important to both the users and owners of steam power. Saunders' salino-

meter has been designed from practical experience of the failings of other instruments

for the same purpose; and much care and expense have been incurred in perfecting

it so as to attain the object sought, viz., a thoroughly efficient, yet simple, instru-

ment at a moderate cost. The water from the boiler is admitted through the

straightway cock, A, which is the only part of the instrument that requires any

adjustment, and must be set so as to allow a small stream of water to be continu-

ously passing from the boiler through it without creating any disturbance of the

water in the centre chamber, e, where the hydrometer, it, floats. The pipe from

this cock should be connected with the boiler at about, or a little above, the height
of the crown of the furnaces. The perfect separation of the steam from the water
(which has not been attained by any instrument yet invented, and without which
no salinometi-r can indicate truly) is enacted in this instrument in the separating
chamber, b, by the water striking against the disc, c, which breaks and disperses
it over the chamber, and effectually separates it from the particles of steam it may
contain. The water then passes through the inlet pipes, n, into the centre cham-
ber, K; and all ebullition is entirely prevented by means of the holes in the dome,
F, which connect it with the separating chamber, r. The overflow water passes
down the outlet pipes, o, through the bottom or discharge chamber, h, into the bilge,
drain, or other cunvenient place. The thermometer, j, is attached by means of spring
clips to one of the inlet pipes, d, and it and the hydrometer, K, are completely
protected from harm, and can be readily taken out, for cleaning or otherwise, and
replaced by simply unscrewing by hand one of the glands, L, and removing the
glass face, m; and this can be effected in a minute, as the joints are made with

India-rubber rings on each side of the glass faces, m. The hydrometer, k, is read
from the top of the bar or guide, n. This salinometer can be fixed either on the
boiler itself, or in any convenient place near, by means of the bracket, o ; and being
completely inclosed, no one can possibly be scalded by it: it is entirely self-acting,
and after once adjusting the straightway cock, A, it will work for months without
further attention

; and giving as it does a constant index of the state of the water
in the boiler, the quantity and proper time to blow off is arrived at to a nicety, and
there is no inducement to neglect or omit the regular examination of, and giving
proper attention to, the density of the water in the boiler, which is too often the
case, as well as being by the ordinary method a great interference in other duties,
and at the same time an unpleasant and tiresome operation. The hydrometer in
this instrument is very sensitive, and can be thoroughly depended upon, as it floats
in still water, and is adjusted at the usual temperature of 200°. The great
importance of the use of a salinometer cannot be over-stated, or too much considered
by all who are connected in any way with steam power, as it enhances the safety,
endurance, and economy in the working of boilers; and Saunders' patent is now*
confidently brought before the public, relying upon the sound principle on which it
is constructed to obtain for it a general demand.

Coxant's Patent Turbine Water-wheel.—This water-wheel is composed
of a main wheel, c, and discharge-wheel,

D, inclosed within the air-tight scroll-

shaped shell, a. The buckets of the
main wheel, c, are arranged tangentially

as shown in the horizontal section, fig.

1, so that the water on meeting them
acts first by percussion, and then by
reaction ; and by this action the water
entering at B (fig. 1) is carried to the

buckets of the discharge-wheel, d, which
is made in the form of a French turbine,

as shown in the vertical section, fig. 2,
so that the water, while it discbarges,

again exerts a reactionary force and
drops from the centre of the wheel
after having spent all its force. The
wheel being inclosed in an air-tight

chamber can be run by what is termed
" suction " or by force. This is of some
importance, as it enables the wheel to

be set where it is convenient, and still

give the same power as though it were
at the bottom of the fall, if a suction

pipe be attached to receive the dis-

charge water and carry it down. This

wheel is very simple and of cheap con-

struction, durable, and very light com-
pared with its power. It is said to have

worked over 90 per cent.

—

Am. Artizan.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

The Submarine Railway between Enoland and France.—A Dover
paper says that the Nelly steam- tug, Captain Wiison, is at present engaged, with

Messrs. Brunei and Hawkshaw, in surveying between Dover and Calais, in connec-

tion with the projected tunnel between England and France. The vessel has been

specially fitted with scientific apparatus for that purpose, and may be seen any day

from the pier.

Smelting with Peat.—A successful experiment has been made at Montreal

in smelting iron with peat. The trial was made in M'DougalFs car-wheel factory.

The cupola was charged with two layers of iron and anthracite coal. The third

or topmost layer was iron and peat. The time was 40 minutes less than with

coals alone.

The Probable Exhaustion of Coal.—Professor W. S. Jevons, M.A., on

Thursday evening, at the meeting of the Manchester Scientific Students' Association,

read a paper on the abuve subject. He spoke of coal as the material basis of

modern civilization, and as the mainspring of all our prosperity. Many causes

were requisite to make a nation great. Different persons were accustomed to

attribute our greatness to very different causes—some to the religious character of

England, others to our constitutional form of government, to self-control, and so

forth; but beyond all these, in order that the country should be wealthy and
strong, we must have some simple mechanical and material sources of power and
wealth. For this country, coal was the great source of power. We had been in

the habit of under-estimating the power we had behind us. The steam engine was
often mentioned as an extraordinary source of power, and at a meeting held to

erect the statue to Watt which was now in Westminster Abbey, speeches were made
by Mr. Huskisson and Sir J. Mackintosh, in which they referred to the steam

engine as an irresistible lever for pushing forward the grand cause of civilization.

But the steam engine was only one means of using coal. The wood of England

was burnt up a century ago, and now they could scarcely find wood enough for the

carpenter, let alone for burning. Not only was coal used for the steam engine,

but it was also that by which we made iron. In fact, almost everything was done

more or 1. ss by the use of coal, and this could not surprise them if they looked to

what coal was in its chymical and physical nature. It was a kind of spring and

store of forces, which they could let go whenever they liked. Sir William Thomson,

the great electrician, suggested some names which it was very convenient to use.

When there was a kind of force which we could wind up and let go at any moment,

the called it "potential energy"—that was, the power they could turn into energy

whenever they liked, as in the case of a clock. Of all forms of potential energy,

the most valuable and wonderful was coal. If they took 1 lb. of coal and let off

all its force suddenly, as they would let off a spring, and used this force in raising

the coal up, it would shoot up more than 2000 miles high, even if the force of

gravity acted the whole of the distance, or it would raise 11,422,000 lbs. of coal

one foot high. This force was turned into use by means of heat, aod this was the
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power they used in reducing metals and fur almost every chymicul change that took

place, and they only needed the steam engine to turn it into mechanical motion.

Electricity and magnetic power, and frost and oils, colour and odours, and even

flavours were produced from coal. Some people might say that another kind of

fuel might do as well. But there was scarcely any possibility of such a thing.

The only heat-producing substance having a greater power than carbon consisted of

hydrogen, which gave four times the heat for the same weight. But hydrogen was
the lightest body in nature, so light that if they took equal volumes the carbon

would produce 5000 times as much as hydrogen. So that they could not think of

replacing carbon by any other fuel. It had been suggested that in the nest hundred
years some substitute for coal, or, at any rate, some other source of potential

energy, might be found. This was a matter of dispute, and many persons over-

looked the fact that the progress of science, upon which they depended for this

discover}', was the increase of the power of coal. A very moderate improvement of

the steam engine would double the power of coal; and if water power and wind-

mills could not compete with coal now, what were the chances that in the progress

of science they ever would do so, when science was every day making coal more
powerful? Besides, by superseding coal, they would supersede the material power
of England, as they had better coal and more of it than any other nation. The
consumption of coal at the present time might practically be stated at 100,000,000
tons annually. Within less than sixty years it increased sevenfold, and the

increase of the population and wealth had been proportionate. He thought the

geometrical method of calculation was the only practical way of expressing the rate

of progress. The question was whether this rate of increase would continue,

because if it did there was no doubt the production of coal would outstrip all

reasonable bounds. They had not yet got to the end of things ; they had not made
all the requisite railways; they had only seen the beginning of steam navigation;

in twenty years hence steam ploughing would probably be the rule, and in their

water supply, in the pumping of the sewage of towns, and in twenty other different

ways, steam and coal would come into use. Nothing but a rise in price would
bring any serious check. The result of Mr. Hull's calculations was that there was
within 4000 feet depth an amount of 83,000,000,000 of tons; but no one was so

absurd as to suppose that they should ever get to that depth. Mr. Vivian, in his

speech in Parliament on the subject, had said that there was no difficulty arising

from temperature or pressure; but in the Dukin field mine, which was the deepest

perhaps in England, the pressure made itself felt in what was called a- "creep,''

and the same was the case at Monkwearmouth. At the latter place the tempera-

tore of the rock was 30 degrees, and the atmosphere was 84 degrees, and occasion-

ally higher. Mr. Vivian had given them an erroneous idea about the cost of sinking,

which, instead of a penny a ton, was, calculating the interest and the number of

years taken to bring a mine into working order, more like very many pennies.

America had the largest area of coal of any other country, and the moment England
began to retreat the produce in America and other countries would increase, and
pass us in the race of competition. There was no use in denying or blinking the

difficulty. We ought to use our present means of wealth to the best purpose, and
if we increased education and diminished pauperism, and" used our revenues to the

best advantage, we could not be accused of wasting our wealth, and we need not

look too anxiously to a future time. An interesting discussion followed, in which
Mr. J. Plant, Mr. E. Hull, Mr. Dickinson, and other gentlemen took part.

—

Man-
chester Courier.

New Irox-Preserving Agent.—Dr. H. Edward Francis de Briou, a Paris

physician, who for many years has resided in England, has -discovered a pro-

cess for preparing from India-rubber an enamel paint, which is absolutely proof

against the action of the atmosphere, as well as against the power of all liquids

(including the most potent acids), to affect iron. The preparation is applied cold

and in a liqnid state, and in consistency and general appearance it resembles such

common oil-paint as is ordinarily used for iron work. It may be applied with ease;

but of course it is necessary that the process of application shonld be conducted

with such care as will insure a complete covering of the surfaces to be protected.

This covering may be so thin that its presence cannot be detected ; while it leaves

the protected surfaces in all their original sharply-defined freshness. It hardens

also at once, and immediately forms a smooth and lustrous enamel-like covering,

air-proof, damp-proof, water-proof, and acid-proof. Thus protected the iron is safe.

Bust cannot accumulate on the surface of this enamel paint, nor corrode beneath it.

Leixeleroek's Discovert.—Leinelbroek has discovered a method of inclosing

a powerful charge of electricity in glass capsules, which will easily explode on sudden
pressure. He has, it is stated, succeeded in inclosing these capsules in steel cones,

which, fired from a gun, prove terribly destructive. Numerous experiments have

been tried with these missiles on animals, and in every case they were killed

instantaneously.

Chemistry in Prussia.— The Prussian Government, fully aware of the great

national importance of chemistry, have given orders that two colossal chemical

laboratories, furnished with the most complete apparatus, shall be erected at Berlin

and Eonn, under the superintendence of Professor Hofmann.
Steam Fire-Engines.—Some new steam fire-engines supplied by Messrs.

Merryweather & Sons during the past month have given most satisfactory results.

Three large size double-cylinder long stroke engines made to the order of the

Admiralty have been delivered at Woolwich, Chatham, and Deptford dockyards,

and two others to the Metropolitan Fire Brigade and the Russian Government.

These engines are of the same size and construction as the celebrated " Sutherland "

steam fire-engine by these makers, which gained the first prize at the Crystal Palace

Competition of 1863. These engines have two steam cylinders, each 8f inches

diameter, and two horizontal direct and double-acting pumps, each 6^- inches

diameter; stroke of piston, 24- inches; quantity delivered per stroke, ten gallons.

At the official trials the Deptford engine raised 100 lbs. pressure of steam from

cold water in eight and a half minutes from the time of lighting the fire ; and the

Woolwich ami Russian Government engines, when tested for throwing horizontally,

projected a l£ inch stream 246 feet, a l| inch stream 234 feet, and a 2 inches

stream 210 feet from the nozzle—well maintaining these jets at those distances.

The length of delivery hose used was 60 feet, and suction lift nearly 11 feet. Messrs.

Merryweather have also just supplied a double cylinder steam fire-engine to

Antwerp ; and two single-cylinder engines, the same as their " Der Rhein " engine,

which won the first prize of 500 thalers offered for the best steam fire-engine at

the International Competition at Cologne last year, to the State Railway in Belgium
and to Prince Edward Island. The Antwerp engine had only just arrived, and
was awaiting its official trial, when it had to prove its great utility in tackling a
serious petroleum fire, which, but for the fortunate arrival of the engine, must have
assumed enormous dimensions.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

fll@° When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to he understood.

25th September, 1S66.

2457 James Chandler, Mark Lane—Preventing waste of water
2458 Henry Turner, Leeds—Consuming smoke
2459 William Hunter, Liverpool—Combing tarred ropes for oakum
2460 William Cormack, Commercial Road—Revivification of animal charcoal
2461 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Lace machinery.—A com.
2462 John Lawson and E. G. Fitton, Leeds—Preparing and spinning flax

2463 James Barker, Whiteinch— Printing and folding paper hangings
2464 James Duckett, Burnley— Scouring stones
2465 Alexander Steven, Glasgow—Elevating or conveying yarns
2466 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam engines.—A com.
2467 William Neill, Bold, and Philip Smith, Liverpool— Chloride of lime
2468 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Musical instruments.—A com.
2469 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings— Steam pumps.—A com.
2470 G. E. Van Derburgh, New York—Artificial stone
2471 Henry Starr, Cheapside—Lamps.—A com.
2472 J. J. Lundy, Leith—Treatment of residues of mineral oils

2473 John Hamilton, Glasgow—Fuel for heating purposes
2474 T. B. Taylor, Seaham—Pumps for ships
2475 A. H. Thurgar, Norwich— Overshoes
2476 Harrison Aydon and G. B. Jerram, Queen Street— Furnaces

26th September, 1866,

2477 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Looms for weaving.—A com.
2478 Thomas Amey, Petersfield—Preserving milk
2479 J. C. Sellars, Birkenhead—Metal-founders' blacking
2480 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Transmitting facsimile copies of writings and drawings.

—A com.
2481 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Carding wool.—A com.
24S2 H. A. Bonneville, Paris— Weaving wool.—A com.
2483 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Raising water.—A com.
24S4 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Bronzing machine.—A com.
2485 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Taps or cocks.—A com.
2486 J. Y. Betts, Coventry—Drying corn
2487 J. T. Wood, Inner Temple—Compressing and packing cotton
24S8 G. H. Brockbauk, Great College Street—Pianofortes
2483 M. P. W. Boulton, Tew Park, Oxfordshire—Employing motive power
2490 A. F. Johnson, Boston, and M. P. Griffin, Medford, U. S.- Cutting of files

2491 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Collection and delivery of letters.—A com.

27th September, 1866.

2492 W. R. Corson, Manchester—Affixing knobs or handles to spindles

2493 Thomas Lythgoe, Manchester—Water-closets
2494 John Burgum, Birmingham— Puddling and heating furnaces
2495 J. C. Bayley and Daniel Campbell, Robert Street—Sheathing of iron ships

2496 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Distilling oils.—A com.
2497 H. E. Gilles, Old Broad Street—Producing fibres

2498 J. E. Thibault, Brydges Street—Preventing ships from foundering
2499 T. W. Banning, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Drifting and rivetting machines
2500 George Slater, St. John's Road—Churns
2501 J. A. Chaufourier, Paris—Self-feeding cotton gin
2502 J. H. Dallmeyer, Bloomsbury Street—Compound lenses

2503 E. B. Bigelow, Boston, U. Si—Power looms
2504 F. W. C. Dromtra, Sise Lane— Securing pocket books.—A com.

28th September, 1866.

2505 M. Ridley, W. Pawson, and C. Basker, Grantham—Raising and stacking straw

2506 Joseph Broughton, Leicester, and James Broughton, Lampton—Washing machine
2507 William Ryan and William Edgar, Dublin— Fire-escape
2508 J. S. Johnstone, Blairlogie—Producing motive-power
2509 J. H. Johnson. Lincoln's Inn Fields—Railway switches.—A com.
2510 Charles Fox, Clifton—Safety belt to prevent injuries

2511 Strother Price, Highbury—Lifting window sashes

2512 W. and J. W. Wood, Monkhill—Lozenges
2513 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Transmission of telegraphic messages and signals.

—A com.
2514 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Electric telegraphs.—A com.

29th September, 1866.

2515 David Joy, Middlesbro'-on-Tees—Steam engines
2516 Daniel Imhof, Oxford Street—Organs
2517 H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Fitting garments.—A com.
2518 Jean Gueunier-Lauriac, France—Casting iron cylinders

2519 P. P. J. Martin, Paris— Cotton seed hullers

2520 W, La Penotiere, Camden Road—Fire-arms
2521 William Clark, Chancery Lane —Steering Vessels.—A com.

2522 Joseph Whitworth, Manchester—Casting iron and steel

2523 Richard Hornsby and J. E. Phillips, Grantham—Reaping and mowing machines

1st October, 1866.

2524 James Chalmers, Bickerton Terrace—Bolts and washers
2525 P. R. Hodge, Cannon Street—Filtration of fluids

2526 A. M. Dix, Shelton—Refrigerators
2527 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Furnaces.—A com.

2528 P. A. Batchelor, Eskdale Villas—Retorts for coal gases

2nd October, 1866.

2529 William Redman, Hebden Bridge -Spinning cotton

2530 Thomas Berney, Bracon Hall, Norfolk—Projectiles and ordnance

2531 Frederick Tolhausen, Paris—Manometrical sounding apparatus.—A com.

3rd October, 1S66.

2532 James Cavanah, Liverpool—Water-closets
2533 John Oetzmann, Uampstead Road—Construction of mattresses

2534 David Barker, Northfleet—Artificial fuel
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2535 M. P. Robertson, Liverpool—Fastening bales of cotton.—A com.
2536 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Application of an imponderable fluid.—A com.

2537 Matthew West, Stevenage—Fish-tail gas-burners
2538 Joseph Daniel, Manchester—Hydraulic presses
2539 J. R. Swann, Edinburgh—Safety valves
2540 William Hope and H. Browning, West Drayton—Substitute for ordinary paints

2541 Thomas Forster, Streatham— Elastic mats
2542 C. E. Spaguoletti, Great Western Railway—Communicating between guard, engine

driver, and passengers in a railway train
2543 E. P. Lane, Whitnash—Reaping machines
2544 Thomas Wilson, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms

2545 Russell Mortimer, Great Bush Lane—Marking railway tickets

2546 Henry Fisher, Claughton— Boilers and furnaces
2547 W. D. Scott, Greenock—Raising vessels
2548 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Cutting files and rasps.—A com.
2549 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—File-cutting machinery.—A com.
2550 J. H. Wrench, Gray's Inn Road—Representation of opaque objects

4th October, 1866.

2551 J. W. Daniell, Chancery Lane—Propulsion of locomotive carriages
2552 John Wolstenholme and T. Pendlebury, Radcliffe—Tube and bar cutters
2553 Edward Casper, Poultry— Extinguishing fires.—A com.
2554 G. E. Searle, East Stonehouse—Ear-rings
2555 G. P. Dodge, Upper Thames Street—Folding and shaping belts
2556 J. A. Coffey, Great Saint Helen's—Syphons and pumps
2557 G. E. Donisthorpe, Leeds— Washing wool
2558 D. H. Saul and H. P. Armstrong, Islington— Carburetting gas
2559 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Grate bars—A com.
2560 George Underwood, York—Cooking apparatus
2561 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Metallic axles.—A com.
2562 James Ferrabee, Stroud—Preparing wool
2563 F. W. Kaselowsky, Prussia—Carding fibrous substances
2564 F. W. Kaselowsky, Prussia—Separating the woody parts from flax

5th October, 1866.

2)65 D. C. Pierce, Charing Cross—Anchors
2566 J. C. Chapman, Lincoln—Steam engines
2567 F. H. Schroder, Bromley—Hatching eggs
2563 W. G. Valentin, Royal College of Chemistry, and G. II. Benson, Staleybridge—Steel
2569 James Badcock, Westmoreland Buildings—Ornaments for the wrist

6th October, 1866.

2570 Henry Garside, Manchester—Etching or engraving
2571 George Gordon, Morley's Hotel— Treating animal charcoal
2572 William Dennis, Aldermanburv—Bottles for malt liquors
2573 W. E. Hickling, Leicester—Washing bottles
2574 Simeon Deacon, Heading—Oscillating steam engines
2575 Elisabeth Lichtenstadt, Bermondsey Road—Lamps.—A com.
2576 John Burgess, Birmingham—Crochet needles
2577 Samuel Leather, Dalton—Articles of dress
2578 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Hoisting apparatus—A com.
2579 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Fastenings for purses.—A com.
2580 J. von der Poppenburg, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-arms

8th October, 1866.

2581 Abraham Ripley, West Square—Water meters
2582 J. H. Roberts, Camberwell—Fastening for windows
2583 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Tilt hammer.—A com.
2584 Moritz Star, Liverpool—Caps and other head coverings
2."i85 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Leather binding.—A com.
2586 James Robertson, Liverpool— Furnaces or fire-places
2587 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Treating stale bread.—A com.
25S8 B. C. Newell, Cheltenham—Pianofortes
2580 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Cartridges.—A com.
2590 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Atmospheric engines.—A com.
2591 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam engines.—A com.
2592 G., G. W., and J. Betjemann, Pentonville Road—' Library sets,' and similar articles
2593 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Sulphur from soda waste.—A com.
2594 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Brick-making machines.—A com.

Bth October, 1866.

2595 Joseph Greening, Manchester—Folding fencing
2596 J. W. Baker, Moorgate Street— Spinning cotton
2597 Jean Monnin, Charles Bosc, and C A. Boissenot, Paris—Carriage indicators
2598 Hugh Forbes, Buston Road—Raising and propelling water
25D9 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Improved funnel.—A com.
2600 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Boots, shoes, and gaiters.—A com.
2601 Matthew Mirfield and John Scott, Tong—Combing wool
2602 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Filtering presses.—A com.
2603 James Conlong, Blackburn— Preparing fibrous materials
2604 Charles Perry, Shipley—Flattening hackle pins
2605 T. and T. Vicars and James Smith, Liverpool—Furnace fire grates
2606 G. W. Shinner, Strand—Utilizing sewage
2607 Thnmas Outran), Grutland—Cast iron
2608 William Dudgeon, London Street—Constructing ships
2609 C. J. Hills, Albany Street— Production of copies of medallions
2610 G. F. Bradbury, Oldham—Sewing machines.—A com.
2611 C. A. M'Curd, Featherstone Street— Sewing machines
2612 G. H. Benson, Staleybridge, and W. G. Valentin, Royal College of Chemistry-

Casting steel

2613 George Pitt, Birmingham—Metal bedsteads
2614 G. 11. Benson, Staleybridge, and W. G. Valentin, Royal College of Chemistry-

Malleable iron and steel
2615 Edward Peyton. Birmingham—Printing rollers
2616 G. 11. Benson, Staleybridge, and W. G. Valentin, Royal College of Chemistry-

Iron and steel

10(ft October, 1866.

2617 James Warwick, Manchester—Sewing machines
2618 Lewis Wilson, Norfolk Street—Heating baths
2619 Michael Myers, Wigmore Street—Trunks, portmanteaus, and boxes
2620 John Bullough, Accrington—Looms for weaving
2621 William Manby, Wolverhampton—Preventing injury to persons in railway trains.— A com.
2622 James Syme, Glasgow— Breech-loading fire-arms
2623 A. H. Braudon, Paris—Electrical apparatus.—A com.

11th October, 1866.

2624 William Pidding, Cancet Street -Preparing threads
2625 E. B. Wilson, Edinburgh—Furnaces
2626 R. E. La/.onby, Manchester—Opening and cleaning wool.—A com.
2627 George Hadfield, Lancaster—Furnaces and cupolas

H*S ?' and D- Crichton
.

ftll(l William Donbavaud, Manchester—Looms
2629 Darnel Rowe, Wokingham—Improved toy
2630 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.

2631 R. H. Bollans, York—Administering vapour baths
2632 William Watson, Southampton Buildings— Provision safes
2633 Henry Messer, Northumberland Court—Heated-air engines
2634 I. M. Evans, Delf—Preventing explosions in steam boilers
2635 Harry Jones, Portland Place—A portable bath

2636
2637
2638
263J
2640
2641
2642
2643
2644
2645
2616
2647

2648
2649
2650
2651
2652
2653
2654
2655
2656
2657
265b

2650
2660
2661
2662
2663
2664
26,65

2666

2667
266S
2669
2670
2671
2672
2673
2674
2675
2676

12(/j October, 1866.

II. J. Cooke, Crumlin—Rivet-making machine
J. M. Bancroft, Ashton-unrier-Lyne—Canisters for tobacco
David Evans, Studley— Papering needles
E. C. Dawson, Lymington—Cases for preserved meat
E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Spinning silk.—A com.
Wilhelm Griine, Berlin—A miraculous cigar-pipe
Andrew Wyley, Warwick—Breech-loading fire-arms
John Patterson, Beverley—Mills for grinding
John Pollard, T. and J. Whitehead, and V. Williamson, Leeds—Combing wool
Edward Beanes, Kilburn—Refining sugar and syrup
J. E. Buerk, Boston, U. S.— Registering the time of watchmen
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Heating rooms.—A com.

13th October, 1866.

Thomas Sagar and Thomas Richmond, Burnley—Looms for weaving
L. R. Bodmer, Thavies' Inn—Cleaning and carding wool.—A com.
L. R. Bodmer, Thavies' Inn—Application of enamel to luoros.—A com.
Thomas Greenwood, Leeds—Manufacture of trenail
A. Albini, Genoa, and F. A. Braendliti, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
E. M. Boxer, Royal Arsenal—Cartridges
William Rossetter, Accrington—Looms for weaving
Smith Collins, New Haven, U. S.—Tires for carriage wheels
John and J. G. Dale, Manchester—Sulphuring yarns
W. L. Wrey, Northumberland Street—Ships and vessels
F. Meyer and W. Wainwright, Paradise Street, and T. P. Pascoe, Albany Road-
Candles

15th October, 1866.

George Lake, Manchester—Sizing cotton warps
John Giles, Birmingham—Nails, tacks, and pins
Stephen Holness, Albany Terrace—Rotating brushes
John Wright, Birmingham—Ornamenting bedsteads
Ebenezer Stevens, Church Street—Steels and knife sharpeners
David Gilson, Forston Street—Smoothing or finishing fabrics
P. H. Newman, Rathbone Place—Coloured glass windows
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Tapping beer casks.—A com.

16th October, 1866.

John Griffiths, Chesterfield, and John Beard, Bilston— Furnaces
James Blain, Manchester—Finishing yarns
G. T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park—Colouring matters.—A com.
W. H. P. Gore, Langham Street—' Hansom cabs'
Alexander Swan, Kircaldy—Evaporating lees
John Smith, Leadenhall Street, and J. J. Rowe, Rotherhithe—Taps or cocks
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam boilers.—A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Reflectors.—A com.
Thomas Woodward, Ledbury—Raising sewage
Robert Napier, Glasgow—Ships and vessels of war

2677
2678
2679
2680
2381
26s2

2683
26S4
2685
2686
2687

2688
20811

2690
2691
2692
2693
2694
2695
2696

2697
2698
26'. 19

2700

2701
2702
2703
2704
27u5
27<h;

2707
2708
2709
2710
2711

17tk October, 1866.

J. G. Tongue, Southampton Buildings—Stamps and hammers.—A com.
William Harvey, Albert Terrace—A new stage carriage
Julius Bronner, Frankfort-on-the-Main—Gas burners
Heinrich Kessler, Oberlahnstein, Germany—Lubricator for cylinders
John Slessor, Glasgow—Distilling alcoholic spirits

R. L. Hattersley, Keighley, and John Smith, Sutton—Working healds
John Hamilton, Glasgow—A new fuel
John Coates, Pendleton—Packing for pistons.—A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Distilling petroleum.— A com.
C. A. Girard, Paris—Colouring matter
G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Steam boilers.—A com.

18th October, 1866.

James Miller, Edinburgh—Washing cloth
William Manwaring, Banbury—Reaping and mowing machines
B. G. George, Hatton Garden—Show-cards
A. R. F. N. Darbel, Paris—Caustic soda
Chailes Chapman, Leadenhall Street—Ships for war purposes
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Jacquard looms.—A com.
Richard Furnival, Manchester—Braiding machines
M. A. F. Mennons. Paris—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
Nathaniel Grew, New Broad Street, and G. H. Money, Jermyo Street—Separating
liquids from solids

William and W. T. Eades, Birmingham— Bearings for shafts
William Simpson, Ilford—Treating vegetable fibres
James Hosken, Fenchurch Street—Packing pistons.—A com.
C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Storing petroleum

19th October, 1S66.

Featherstone Ockerby, Batley—Hansom safety cabs
J. Brentnall, Manchester, and R. Edge, Halliwell—Spinning and doubling
James Haworth, Denton—Hats
George Davies, Serle Street—Type setting machine.—A com.
E. W. Uren, Laira—Dressing granite
C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Pins, nails, or tacks.—A com.
E. L. Simpson, Bridgeport, U. S.— Preparation of India-rubber and kindred gumB
Charles Jones, Liverpool—Mining machinery
Alexander Parkes, Birmingham—Manufacture of parkesine
E. B. Bigelow, Boston, U- S.—Power looms
Thomas Restell, Norwood—Breech-loading fire-arms

20th October, 1866.

2712 J. H. Kidd and J. C. Mather. Bradford—Cloths
2713 G. W. Dyson, Tinsley—Manufacture of metal chains
2714 O. L. Hopson and H. P. Brooks, Waterbury, U. S—Pins and needles

2715 George Dixon, Chiswell Street—Fringes and tassels

2716 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Electric telegraph.—A com.
2717 Thomas Horby, Sheffield—Stamping or printing machines
2718 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Sewing machinery.—A com.

22nd October, 1866.

2719 Francois Petitdidier, Paris—Printing designs

2720 J. G. Tongue, Chancery Lane—Steam boilers.—A com.
2721 John Day. Manchester—Vehicles or carriages

2722 TempestBooth, Ardwick— Portable chamber
2723 A. C. Kirk, Glasgow—Steam dredgers
2724 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Propelling and steering ships.—A com.
2725 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Salinometer pot.—A com.
2726 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Fastening.—A com.
2727 Spencer Peddar, Hurlestone—Machinery for pitching cut crops
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ON SOME TOIXTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. XII.

Sands—of which, curiously enough, do such thing as a complete col-

lection exists that we are aware of iu Great Britain, though a very

complete and interesting collection may be seen at the Hague of all

those of Holland, Belgium, and the great debouchure of the Rhine and

Scheldt, &c—may be divided into two great classes : those in which the

mass of the grains are nothing more than fine splinters of hard mineral

(generally quartz or felspar), naturally sorted, sifted, and washed to a

uniform size and cleanness ; and those in which each grain is a minute

natural crystal. These latter again are found in two different states

or conditions : either the crystals have been rolled and washed about

together and more or less scratched, abraded, and rounded against each

other; or they are quite clear, with angles, faces, and edges perfectly

sharp and perfect, and all shining like so many diamonds. It is not

for us here to go into geological speculations as to the original formation

of sands. We may just remark, however, that the fine siliceous sands,

consisting of more or less colourless and pellucid quartz crystals, mostly

in hexagonal pyramids, base to base, which constitute the preponderant

mass of the " sea sands " all over the world, have been never broken.

They have been part of the original composition of some decomposed

rock in which they were imbedded as sandy crystals, within which they

have been mechanically introduced there with alluvium, after having been

before, disintegrated from some still more ancient rock, or having been

crystallized from some form of siliceous solution or prior combination

in the body of the rock in which they are found. It was many years

ago pointed out to the writer of these papers when a lad, by the late

William Smith—long called the father of English geology—during a

pleasant walk over some of the new red sandstone of Cheshire upon a

summer morning, that all the quartz crystals of certain beds of that

rock were perfect. The old man's keen vision and observant eye called

the writer to remark that every minute crystal face, as it glittered in the

beam of light, presented a perfect and well-defined triangle—one face of a

crystal ; and he drew many remarkable enough conclusions as to how
they came in the rock, and how the rock came there as we found it,

from this simple observation, that it would be not without interest and
profit to recall, were they not foreign to our immediate subject here.

Now although quartzose sands which are in blunt, lumpy, irregular

forms of grains, due to fracture and comminution, may make very good

moulding sand, the very best seems to be produced from sands a

large portion of which at least consists of quartz in crystals. If these

are pretty large, they seem to answer best when more or less abraded,

but for fine sands and fine moulding the more perfect crystals seem to

do best. Perhaps upon the whole, the very best moulding sands in

Great Britain are found in the coal measures, and in the tiias, or new
red sandstones, though very good moulding sand is dug from the

tertiaries, the green sand, and chalks, and above those especially. The
moulding sands of Cheshire, Lancashire, Down, in Ireland, Lanark,

Derbyshire, Shropshire, are not to be excelled in quality ; in almost

all these it is " the red sand," as the moulder calls it, which he prefers

for green and dry sand, though he can put up with a much inferior

article and give a greater latitude for the choice of his loam work
mixing sands.

Besides the conditions we have referred to, there is one highly

important which no working moulder seems to have any clear notion

about, namely, that of durability in work or use—the capability in the

same sand of being worked into moulds over and over again, after having

been duly wetted and mixed anew. Some sands will make a very good

mould for once ; but try it the second time, and the moulder finds he

makes " a miss " in all probability. He knows the result when he has

seen it once, and he says the sand has " got burnt ;" and any sand

liable to this must simply be carted out of the foundry as soon as it has

been once used. Now if such a sand be carefully examined with the

microscope after it has been cleared of coal and carbon by boiling with

nitric acid, and washed from all clay, and its particles compared with

those of itself before it has ever been exposed to the heat of liquid iron,

it will be found that a large majority of the grains (whether these be

fragments or crystals of quartz) are disintegrated and split up into much
smaller fragments, or even into silica dust. In a word, such sand has

consisted of fragments or of crystals full of fissures, often full of iron

ochre, or oxide, or of such a molecular constitution as to decrepitate

and break to pieces when suddenly heated. It is this subdivision and
THIKD SERIES.—VOL. It.

reduction in size and change of form in particles, that really constitutes

what is called being " burnt " in certain sands.

The conclusion to be drawn is, that to obtain the most durable sand

in work, and therefore the most economical quo ad this, we must choose

that whose particles are solid, unweakened crystals, abraded or not, or

fragments of crystals free from farther tendency to split up. These

good properties seem to be possessed in a high degree by the sands of

the new red sandstone, where these have not been long exposed to

weakening action by air and water; and it is, no .doubt, for this reason,

though perfectly unknown to themselves, that the moulders of Liverpool,

Carlisle, &c, say that the very best sand is got, not from the superficial

sand pits, but b}' grinding up in the loam mill the softer beds of suitable

grain of the new red sandstone rock itself, as taken out in stony beds,

and of course sifting the ground material after grinding and before

mixing.

Many different sorts of sands are employed in French foundries ; and

we have seen some of excellent qualities in use obtained from tertiary

and post-tertiary formations of that country. In Germany excellent

moulding sands are abundant, of different geological ages ; but at Berlin,

in the Royal and other foundries, and generalfy, so far as we have

observed, in southern Germany, the red sands of the new red sand-

stone are preferred. First-class sands from this formation are to be

obtained from the County Down in Ireland. The writer believes he

was probably the first who brought these sands, now largely employed

in that country, into use. Not thirty years ago all the moulding sand

used in Ireland was imported (as ballast with coke) from Carlisle

or Runcorn ; an example, and far from a solitary one, of the way in

which the natural mineral wealth of that country has been and still is

neglected. There are some red or reddish sands, however, from this

formation, or those just above it, that, though looking well enough to

the eye, prove wholly unfit for moulding ; sometimes from the " cloggy
"

character due to the large mixture of clay with a very fine grain of

silex, but more frequently from the intermixed clay abounding in micro-

scopic crystals of gypsum (part of the salt formation deposits), which

loses water when heated by the liquid iron, effloresces and becomes an

impalpable and diffused powder, which when the sand is next wetted
" sets " into diffused particles of " plaster of Paris." Some sands from

this formation, also, are dug out almost saturated with brine, and must
be washed if to be used. Many sands consist for the most part, as

respects thin hard particles, not of quartz but of felspar crystals, or

fragments of such. These are never durable sands in use, for as Mr.

Jeffrey ("Rep. Brit. Ass.," 1840,) has shown, at the temperature of

liquid cast iron felspar is rapidly decomposed, losing its constituent

water in vapour, and the sand grain then gets comminuted into impal-

pable powder. Minute nodules of iron pyrites, of coal or carbonaceous

matter, or of chalk or other calcareous mineral, all which are occasionally

disseminated in sands, are extremely troublesome. These or other

foreign materials should be looked for, and sands containing such be

rejected.

In making castings of great depth, where the fluid pressure of the

liquid metal upon the walls of the mould is very great, whether that

be of loam, dry or green sand, it is often extremely difficult to prevent

a complete fusion together at various patches of the surfaces of the

mould and of the casting. The iron and the melted up silicate of the

paricles of the mould get interpenetrated in a way that produces a thin

crust, so hard as almost to defy the best cast-steel chisel to chip it off.

This may arise from want of a thickness of ll black wash" proportionate

to the great pressure and high temperature, and long continuance of

both due to the size and depth of the casting ; but this cannot always

insure the absence of this nasty blemish, if the sand or loam be of a

very fusible quality. For such castings, as well as for those to be made
of Bessemer or other cast steel, the liquid temperature of which much
exceeds that of cast iron, the best method is to make a special facing

sand, or loam, from quite infusible clays and pure quartz sand. Gan-
nister, or other pure " grit " of the coal measures, chosen with a proper

sized mixed grain, may by careful admixture with clay wash made from

pure fire-clay, and subsequent moderate drying and mixture by sifting,

&c, then with coal or charcoal dust, be made into a perfectly workable

and (at the temperature of liquid iron) absolutely infusible " facing

sand," or mixed into " facing loam."

At the Bochum Steel Works in Westphalia, where large numbers of

thick rings are cast in steel, to be afttrwards rolled into weldless tyres,

and where finished " lorrey wheels " and other articles are also cast in

2 o
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the same material, a great deal of secrecy is observed as to the methods

by which they face their dry sand moulds for such. We believe their

facing sand is an artificial one, made by mixing a pure, rather tine

grained quartz sand in crystals, with a much larger grained artificial

saud, as it may be called, produced by grinding up, sifting, and washing

the old C0-pound crucibles used for melting the steel, and mixing these

with a very moderate proportion of " clay wash " formed from pure

white coal measures fire-clay, and sifting the whole up. with coal dust

produced from maiger hold, which is nearly a pure anthracite. The
result is to give a sand from which, after the usual amount of black

washing, the cast-steel surfaces part off in the mould as clean and pure

as can any ordinary cast iron. We are not aware whether there is

anything peculiar in the composition of the black wash, beyond the fact

that the clay of it is also pure fire-clay ; but we should suppose that for

such high temperatures that the carbonaceous part might be best also

of anthracitic coal. Perhaps some advantages might be obtained by

employing for it finely levigated carbon of the coal gas retorts.

The black crystalline sand of titanate of iron, which is found in any

quantity on the western sea-shore of Italy, between the Tiber and

Naples, in Sicily, and in New Zealand, would probably make a capital

base for moulding purposes. So, also, it appears highly probable that

some of the very fine volcanic tufas, light, uniform, and very infusible

powders of all shades of colour, but chiefly yellowish-white and gray,

and which can be had of any degree of uniform coarseness or fineness

of grain, and in great abundance in many parts of the world, might

prove a most valuable material for moulding fine or artistic castings.

For brass or bronze castings we have little doubt it would prove of

decided value.

Of the only other species of sand required for the iron foundry—-viz.,

purling sand, we need say no more than that any clean, fine-grained,

siliceous dry 6and of uniform grain, and free from saline or calcareous

mixture, will answer the purpose. Parting sand, however, should

always be of a light or bright colour; because, when the "box is

opened" and the "pattern drawn," the contrast between the bright

coloured surfaces of contact of the mould between the " box parts " and

the darker ones where the pattern was imbedded, serve to guide the

eye and hand of the moulder better as he " finishes the mould."

The last process in preparing moulding sand, whether for green or

dry sand work, is its admixture by sifting damp with coal dust or other

analogous carbonaceous matter. Ground powder of bituminous pit-

coal is the staple material employed everywhere.

In some parts of Germany where coal used to be scarce, the wood
soot from the flues of their various wood fires was frequently used

instead, and is now and then still preferred for special purposes. The
function of the coal dust is to supply a binding together material to the

particles at the walls of the mould, to come into play when these have

been heated, and the water dried out of the clay that in the cold state

bound the sand together, and at same time to effect this by a bour-

sonffle material such as shall leave the walls still permeable to vapour, &c.

To fulfil this wood soot, whose impalpable particles of flocculent but hard-

ish carbon are interpenetrated with tar vapour from the wood, and other

pyrolignic compounds must no doubt answer. We have never tried

it, but should not expect any special advantages from it as a substitute

fur pit-coal. But the strangest nostrums are sometimes employed by
moulders for mixing with their sands to get " body ;

" molasses and

water, sour beer, brewery grounds, oil, the washings from starch works,

even coal tar we have either seen or heard of being so employed, as,

we believe, mere results of traditional ignorance.

The proportion of coal dust required in relation to the sand varies

within somewhat wide limits, dependent upon the qualities of the sand
itself as it is brought into the foundry, and upon the qualities required

of it when mixed for the special use. For the sand constituting the

mass of " the floor," or sand bed of the green sand moulding shop,

about 1 part in 15 to 1 part in 12 is generally sufficient. For " facing

sand " every proportion from perhaps ^ to -^ may be called for ; and
rules here would be worse than useless. The moulder must with work
before him " sweeten to taste," and get his tact educated by failures and
experience to know his sand, and when he has got enough: the limits

are not necessarily very narrow or precise.

From what has been above stated as to the real function of the coal

dust, it is obvious that as every " pouring " converts more or less of the

coal into a coke frit, so the quality of the mixed saud is constantly but
unequally getting deteriorated, and frequent additions of coal dust are

necessary. The sand which is thus found fritted, and wanting fresh

coal dust, is called "burnt" by the green sand moulder, indifferently

with such as from causes previously described has got deteriorated by
breaking up of its grain by heat.

It sometimes happens, especially in foundries pressed with much
work in proportion to the room, that almost all the sand of the floor

gets suddenly thus, from both causes more or less combined, unfit for

use, and signalled by a crop of bad castings. The best method to

adopt in such a case is to clear the whole floor, wet it thoroughly, turn

in a gang of labourers at night and trench the whole of the saud over

to a depth of from 2 to 3 feet in regular parallel lines, just as gardeners

trench over a bed of garden mould. After a time, if the sand itself

be not of the disintegrating sort, it recovers most of its good qualities

when mixed with some fresh coal dust. The cooling plays a part iu

this ; for no good or safe green sand mould can be made out of warm
steaming sand.

The mould, if of green sand, is faced with wood charcoal dust in

impalpable powder; if of dry sand or loam, with the same or with coal

dust suspended iu water as blackwash. The green sand mould is

" sleeked " with the trowel, &c, usually. Now, let us ask, what is the

use of this? what is the function that this carbonaceous coating, coming
between the sand parities of the mould and the liquid metal that it con-

tains, fulfils ? That the application must have been first found out by
mere groping in the dark is pretty obvious ; for we have never yet

found a practical moulder who could tell what was the use of the char-

coal facing, beyond saying he knew he could not do without it ; nor have

we ever met with any explanation of its use in any technological work.

The part it plays we believe to he as follows ; and we venture to put

the explanation for the first time before our scientific and technical

readers.

It was noticed by Schaffheautl several years ago, that whenever
carbon in the state of wood or mineral coal is exposed to a nearly

white heat in contact with solids, and in the presence of vapour of

water, it changes at once its molecular condition, and becomes sud-

denly wholly or in part converted into graphite in thin micaceous

scales. This is what happens to the charcoal or coal facing of the

mould when it comes in contact with the hot and liquid iron. The
function that it plays, therefore, is twofold : the scales of graphite

—

almost microscopic though most of them usually are—effectually prevent

the liquid metal from being at an ordinary pressure forced into the pores

of the sand, by the surfaces of the scales, as they are formed, lying flat

against the parietes of the mould. This is its mechanical or molecular

function. The other is, that the liquid iron flows on enveloped in an

atmosphere of carbonic oxide, produced by the sudden ignition of the

carbon in hot water vapour and very little air, and so a clean

surface of iron, free from film of oxide, is deposited from point to

point as the liquid metal tide rolls along and fills against the walls o(

the mould.

Whether any subsequent action due to " cementation "

—

i.e., to the

coutact action of the graphite and remaining charcoal or coal and the

still hot but cooling casting—takes place by which that beautiful blue

gray metallic surface and close-grained dense character which constitute

the right " skin " of a really fine made casting are produced, we are not

in a position positively to affirm. Certain it is, however, that the skin

of a casting made in an unfaced mould is totally different from that in

one faced with charcoal ; and equally so that a large portion of the

facing is always actually changed into graphite, the scales of which may
be seen with the microscope coating both the casting and the mould

surfaces when separated, except in cases where the casting has been

so long hot or large enough to have, after it has been poured and

before it has been uncovered, burnt off all the graphite that was

produced.

Such, we believe, are the parts really played by the charcoal facing.

The only author who makes any attempt at explanation that we have

met with is the writer of the article " Iron Founding," in Ure's " Dic-

tionary of Arts and Manufactures," who says that probably the use of

the charcoal is to purify the iron of the casting from admixture of

oxide. It is scarcely necessary to observe that a pound weight or so

of charcoal can play no such part for the iron of a casting of some

tons weight.

Before leaving the subject, we may just point out to the attention of

the scientific reader that a perfectly analogous conversion of coal into

graphite under like conditions is known to occur in nature. The
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celebrated plumbago crucibles of Passau in Bavaria are made from a

natural graphitic clay found there, which has the following composition :

—

SiO,. 41-2

A1.,03 ,
14-7

MsO, I'D

FeO, 8-2

Graphite 33'9

Volatile bitumen and water, 1*0

It is simply ground fine and moulded into the crucible. Now when
we come to examine the bed of graphitic clay in situ, we find that it

is, in fact, the residuum of a thin seam ofcoal which has been ages ago

heated highly while in a moist state, and under some pressure by the

contact of igneous rocks. The same phenomena, though on a much

less scale of development, have been noticed in Scotland, where coal

beds have been cut through by intruded dykes of trap rock.

In concluding the subject of sand, it may not be out of place to record

a fact deduced from experience. It was found by weighing 669 tons

of miscellaneous castings as they came out of the foundry, but after the

" gaits and heads," "chaplets," &c, had been knocked off, and again

weighing the same castings after they had been dressed, and all

adherent sand, &c, removed by the " fettlers," that the weight of the

latter was on the average 25 lbs. per ton, made up of small " fins,"

chippings, and sand. The object was to enable the whole of the cast-

ings to be afterwards weighed before being dressed, for convenience

and saving of time.

At this same foundry it was also experimentally ascertained that the

cost of sand of various sorts, loam, cla}'s, coal and charcoal dust, upon

an average of 1770 tons of good castings of various sorts, large and

small, was 4s. Id. per ton, and varied with different classes of castings

from 2s. per ton up to 7s. Id. Sand was in this case dear, being sea-borne.

Of course the cost of " hay bands," or ropes, for making loam cores

to the ton of castings must vary much with the description of castings—i.e., will be greatest in a pipe foundry. In the preceding case, there

being a fair proportion of cored work in the above 1770 tons, the cost

for haybands was found to vary from 5d. to Is. per ton of castings.

The bad castings or " wasters" upon the 1770 tons of good castings

were 1 in 33 in number, and in weight were about 4 per cent. ; one

heavy waster may bring this percentage up heavily, however.

A cubic foot of coal dust, ready for use, weighs from 70 to 73 lbs.

when moderately dry.

It is bad policy in any foundry, however large, in Great Britain to

make its own coal and charcoal dust, for it can be purchased from

several " drysalters," who make these upon a very large scale, much
better and quite as cheap. Founders starting in our colonies, or abroad,

however, may have to produce everything for themselves ; and to these

we can recommend the form of mill for grinding coal or charcoal, shown
in section through a diameter in fig. 1, and in side elevation, fig. 2,

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

as working well and being easily got up. The interior is a circular

disc in form, with semicircular section at the circumference. It is cast in

two parts, and bolted together at the circumference. A large cast-iron

ball, equal nearly in diameter to the space included between the sides of

the disc, rolls loose inside. A movable door piece at the periphery gives
the means of putting in coal, &c, to be ground, and for taking out the

powder. The whole is staked upon a horizontal shaft, with bearings

at each side borne by cast-iron standards, and it is driven by a belt and
gear. The casing, if carefully cast in loam, is sufficiently accurate, as
is also the ball, without turning in the lathe, but the casing must be

carefully balanced. The speed should not exceed about fifty revolutions

per minute. One such mill with a ball of 15 inches diameter, and a

revolving wire gauze sieve also driven by power, into which the coal

or charcoal dust was raked after having been taken by hand from the

grinding mill, into which the coarse stuff was returned, and attended

by one labourer, was found sufficient for some time to produce a supply

of both dusts for about thirty moulders.

Charcoal dust, as supplied by the makers in large wooden casks of

a very leaky sort, is by no means a safe material in store. When
freshly made, especially in dry summer weather, it has been known to

ignite spontaneously, b}' rapid absorption of damp air upon the cask

being opened. Mixed accidentally or not with any oily or greasy mate-

rial it is nearly certain to ignite, and is almost as combustible as gun-

powder from a spark or the light from a tobacco pipe ; and in such a

case, if shaken pretty loosely in a large shallow box, it actually though

feebly explodes.

The same remarks apply in a great degree to coal dust. Both are

best kept in a brick vault or store away from the foundry. It is one

advantage of the mill here shown, that ignition of the charcoal in its

interior by fire from a fragment of grit, &c, is not attended with any
ill effects, which is not the case with open mills, as frequently emploj'ed.

We now proceed to Loam, and the methods of its preparation. The
choice of a clay or loam that shall answer well for founder's use cannot

be made before trial byanyamount of examination, unless we also possess

a chemical analysis of the natural material. Aided by that, it is quite

possible, upon tempering a ball of the clay, observing its plasticity and

body, and then wetting farther a little bit, and rubbing it between the

thumb and forefinger, to tell with a great degree of certainty whether it

will do for the loam caster's use or not, either alone, or, as is almost

always the case, mixed (and so altered) either with more sand or more
tough clay, and occasionally with coarsely ground coal or coke.

Clays are essentially chemical compounds, and not mere mud disin-

tegrated from rocks; they are, in fact, true hydrates, and have the

general constitution—
(SiO + A1

2 3) + HO ± RO,

the last or accidental base being usually calcium, magnesium, manganese,

or iron, and they may be divided into four great classes. Pure alumi-

nous clays and pure magnesian clays, both hydrated. These are rare

;

the latter especially so—when indurated constituting meerschaum—and

we may pass them without further notice here : they belong not to

the founder, but to the porcelain maker.

More widely spread for our use we have the ferruginous clays, which

have generally this constitution

—

(SiO + (A1
2 3 + Fe

2 3)
± FeO + NO + KO) + HO,

and the calcareous clays

—

(SiO + (A1
2 3 + Fe

2
O

s) + (CaO + C0
2 + MgO + C0

2)

± Fe + NO + KO) + HO.

Either of these may be mixed with more or less siliceous sand ; and
when this is in considerable proportion the clay is a loam.

At a red heat they lose most of their combined water, losing more or

less hygroscopic water at 212° ; and at a white heat, or rather below

it, they bake into pottery or brick. And while many of the clays rich

in alumina, silica, and iron do not fuse, or but very slowly, at the melting-

point of cast iron, most of the calcareous clays melt at this temperature,

or at least agglutinate, assuming the vitreous texture if the heat be long

continued.

The following table contains the analyses of ten natural clays, which
give a pretty clear notion of their usual range of constitution.

No. 1 is a fuller's earth, analyzed by Dr. Thomas Thompson.
No. 2, a sandy clay, known as the " ball clay " of the Potteries, and

used for salt glazed ware, analyzed by Couper.

No. 3, an ash-white pipe clay.

No. 4, a gray blue clay.

No. 5, a red-brown Glasgow clay.

No. 6, a yellow Midland Counties clay, used for brick and for Rock-
ingham pottery. All these analyzed by Couper, Phil. jlf<7jf.,xxxi.,p. 435.

No. 7, a marly English clay, with the following, analyzed by Berthier.

No. 8, a marl from Vitry, department of Marne, used in Paris

foundries.

No. 9, a German clay {Loess of the Rhine) used at Bonn, analyzed
by Kjerulf.

No. 10, a British loam, analyzed by Dr. Ure.
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TABLE No. III.

Constituents.

SiO
A1 2 3 ,

CaO,
CaO + CO,
Mg6,
Ms; 0-(- C02 ,

Fe2 3 ,

FeO,
Silica as Sand,

Alkalies N -J- K 0, and water,

1.

40-0

36-06

4-08

2-0

2-0

66-68

26-08

0-84

trace.

1-26

5-14

5366
32-0

0-40

trace.

0-27

12-08

46-38

38-04

1-20

trace.

1-04

13-57

49-44

34-26
1-48

1-94

7-74

5-14

5807
27 38
0-50

trace.

330

10-30

32-.-
|

10-40/

38-40

2-20

5-20

19-60

28-50

46-50

3-50

30
14-50

4-0

9.

'58-97

t 9-97

0-02

20-16

0-04

4-21

4-25

3-32

33-06

11-20"

39-80

6-01

10-0

With Fe2 3 ,

Most of these clays as found in nature contain some organic matters

and pebbles of foreign bodies : unless these are of hard pyrites or lime-

stone, they are unimportant. Flinty pebbles can generally be crushed

in the loam mill, or taken out by the screen or sieve. Clays should if

possible be delivered into the foundry in their moist natural state, for

when they have been permitted to dry up under a scorching sun or

drying wind they shrink and harden greatly, and the labour of mixing

into good " loam stuff" is greater, and the plastic mixture not so free

and nice as before.

Whether a natural clay contains much or little sand naturally is not

important. Every clay requires more or less grinding and mixing ; and
when sand in a separate form is at hand it is easiest and best mixed
in such proportion as we may require in the loam mill. Clays natur-

ally very rich in lime, or in the alkalies (derived from felspar), are the

worst ; and, in fact, a clay that contains more than about five per cent, of

lime at the utmost, if in the state of carbonate, is unfit for foundry use,

as it is almost sure "to blow" by the rapid loss of carbonic acid which

takes place when that salt of lime is exposed to a red heat in contact

with vapour of water, which powerfully promotes the decomposition.

With a still larger proportion of lime, or even with this much for

very heavy castings, clays are too fusible for safe use ; e.g., a small

core immersed in a large mass of liquid iron which

it passes through will soften and vitrify so, that

probably it becomes nearly impossible to dig it out

when the casting is cold, even if it have not spoiled

it in the pouring. On the other hand, very dense

and highly aluminous natural clays, without any

sand, require a vast deal more and more careful

grinding and mixing in the mill with forgers' sand

to make good loam stuff, than such as are naturally a little open grained

by admixed sand, which nature nearly always very uniformly diffuses.

The other constituents of loam stuff, as we have mentioned in a

previous paper, are some vegetable opening material, to produce porosity

;

for which purpose, too, coarsely ground coke or coal are used, and water.

Horse dung is the most common substance employed, but bran, oat-

husks, spent hops, straw chaff, plasterer's hair, and a variety of like

bodies have been more or less employed ; and for some very fine or

curious works chopped tow is now and then used. Whichever of these

is used must be mixed uniformly throughout the loam stuff of the

interior of the mould, and be absent from the fine facing loam with

which the mould is finished.

In old days, not only was the natural clay broken up with rammers
by hand, and the pebbles, if any, hand-picked from it, but the temper-

ing with water into a perfectly plastic mass and subsequent mixing

with the organic material was done by hand with a large chopping

knife of iron upon a fiat cast-iron loam bench. The loam mill has,

however, long superseded this. These mills are generally of the

character of ordinary mortar mills, but vary somewhat in detail of

structure. In figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are shown in front elevation, end ele-

vation, plan, and horizontal section of the rollers, and transverse

section of the pan, the form of loam mill very commonly constructed

in German foundries. The pan revolves beneath the rollers, as will

be seen, and those which are carried round their axes by its con-

tact are prevented from any other motion except a small vertical

one. The roller paths in the pan are at different radial distances

from the centre of the pan, which is cast thick and has two loose

rabbated traps in the bottom, by which to drop out the mixed loam
stuff. The defects of this const ruction are, that the gear underneath

gets clogged with loam and dirt, and the bearings grind away rapidly
from grit lodged in them. The pan when the bottom is worn out is

useless but to be recast, and the rollers having one open side lick loam
into their interior, which is always dropping upon their axial bearings

Fig. 3.

1
"*"

and wearing them. This, therefore, is in several important points an

example to be shunned.

A very good form of loam mill for a moderate sized foundry was

designed and constructed by the writer, and

worked for many years. A similar one has

been long in use at the Vauxhall Foundry

at Liverpool, with a pan of about six feet

diameter, and doing much work. The pan

revolves as in the last case, but is driven from

above. It has got a false bottom simply dropped

in upon a thin bed of oil putty in two halves, the

joint being made so that when worn it can be

easily renewed without disturbing the pan or

rollers. The rollers are hollow and of cast iron,

the rims chilled on the face, and the sides in

separate plates, so that they answer again

for new peripheries when these may be

worn out.

The rollers of this mill were about 2 feet 9

inches diameter, and the rims about 2 inches

thick, the sides 1 inch. An arrangement was

adopted by which each roller was hung by

two chains attached to each side at the caps of

the axle bearings, which passed up through

a beam of wood overhead, and terminated

above it by a screw and cross-wrench nut,

which bore upon a blade of spring steel. By
this means either roller could be lifted a little off the bottom of

the pan altogether, or the bearing weight upon that reduced below
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the fall weight of the roller, so that at pleasure the rollers should

revolve only carried round by the loam moving with the pan, but should

not bear hard upon the latter. Thus the same pan was used both for

Fig. 5.

grinding purposes and for merely mixing the already ground loam ; for

it must be observed that loam stuff may be ground a great deal too

Fig. 6.

much ; in fact, it must never be ground to such an extent as to destroy

the grain of the mixed sand and reduce that to an impalpable state of

Fig. 7.

levigation. If that happens the loam stuff is for its proper purpose

spoiled ; and for like reasons the mixture with the organic matters must

be made without grinding these into pulp. With this simple method

of lifting the rollers this mill worked well for grinding and mixing, and

indeed was found a very generally useful tool, for it was used for grind-

ing coke and coal, old fire-brick and crucibles, and fire-clay, and at

odd times for grinding oil paint or mixing oil puttj* in large quantities,

for roofing, painting, or bedding boilers.

In very extensive foundries, however, where perhaps several loam

mills may be necessary, we should prefer the construction shown in

figs. 7, 8, and 9, also designed by the writer. The gearing for driv-

ing the pans, which are all in raDge at one side of the loam shed, is

all placed in a vault beneath, so as to be out of the way and free from

grit. The insistent weight of the pan is borne by a broad steel toe and

footstep at bottom of the vertical shaft, and has

an uncollared bearing besides. The upper bear-

ing is fast beneath the pan, which being of large

size. 7 feet 6 inches to 8 feet diameter, is cast with

brackets beneath, and a central turned seat and

flange to bolt to the top of the vertical shaft.

Each roller made is sustained in much the same
sort of cast-iron frame, and pivoted at the wall

against a plate, also in the same way. Each is pro-

vided with scraper knives, both behind and at the

sides, as seen in fig. 9, to clear off the sticking loam. The rollers are at

unequal distances from the centre of the pan, and in this, and resting

loose upon its false bottom, are two curved " sweepers," or dam blades,

against which the loam stuff is swept as the pan revolves, and is by them

tucked in from one roller under the other continually. A main pipe

passes along overhead, with a common lj-inch tap, and a short piece

of leather hose pendant from it to supply water. The loam is taken

out simply by holding a shovel against the loam or tempered clay as it

is carried round by the pan. The shovel is instantly filled, and the

stuff is thus readily and cleanly removed, without any trap or hole in

the pan itself.

This mill is used for grinding only, and so there is no means needed

for taking the rollers off their bearing upon the pan, though perhaps it

would be an improvement to have the means of reducing their pressure

somewhat at pleasure. Another similar mill is used for mixing, but in

this one the mixing rollers are formed as in figs. 10 and 11, open, and

with a sort of prongs or teeth at each side of a central vertical disc. In

this train of loam machinery these mixing rollers run loose upon a simple

unturned round axis of wrought iron, continuous to both, the ends of

which extend out beyond the circumference of the pan beneath, and

are supported by a long steel spring in leaves like a railway carriage

spring. By this means the mixing rollers do not touch the bottom of

the pan, and if a stone be in the loam stuff, or a lump of any sort, the

rollers rise easily over it, and drop again upon the spring supports,

without striking the false bottom of the pan, within a short vertical

distance from which the central disc's edge always runs.

In many mixing mills in this country and abroad, these rollers are

let revolve loose upon the journals of a common axis, fig. 12,

which is keyed on to a vertical shaft that sweeps them round in the

pan, which is a fixture. This plan, however, is by no means recom-

mendable, for whether the vertical shaft be driven from below or above,

it and all working parts of the mixing rollers are for ever coated with

slimy gritty mud, which grinds them away and wastes power and money
in repairs. In some iron foundries, such for example as the great ones

mainly employed upon water pipes of great diameter, gas retorts, &c,
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the demand for loam is very great, and good machinery for its perfect

production of perfectly uniform qualities and with little labour is an

important matter.

We have now pretty nearly exhausted all that it is material to say

about the qualities and preparation of sand and loam. The mixing of

the former must always to a considerable extent be done by the hand-

Fig. 10.

i ni

IMUUIMI

Fig. 12.

sieve, that in common use being formed of the usual " riddle " size, or

rather above it in diameter, with an oaken hoop and brass wire grating,

for which red bronze wire (copper and 10 per cent of tin) is an advan-

tageous substitute, because it does not like brass wire rapidly grow
brittle. This must be so, because each moulder, upon new or first-class

work at least, likes to mix his facing sand under his own eye. But in

every large foundry where there is a run of castings of one sort, the

composition, &c, of the facing sand being once fixed upon, can be and
is produced by labourers in large quantity, and harrowed or trucked off

to the moulders as they want it. Still, even in such large masses, it is

usually sifted by hand. We see no reason why it should not be done

equally well, and much cheaper and faster, by proper sifting machinery

driven by power.

—

Ed.

TODD'S VERTICAL ROLLS.

In a previous part of this Journal* we very fully described and illustrated

the valuable improvements which Mr. J. Todd (late of Greenwich) had

by him as applied for the straightening, lending, curving, and circling

beams, bars, and plates of metal. It is, however, perfectly clear that

these new rolls are specially designed as a shipbuilders' and boiler-

makers' tool ; and if we but glance at the present rough and ready
modes that are in use of most of our ship and boiler yards for bending
or curving ribs, angle-irons, and T-irons, &c, it is not difficult to appre-

ciate the value of the improvements to which we how direct attention.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation
; fig. 2 is a section, some parts of which are in

elevation; fig. 3, an end elevation, in which the front of the engine is shown;
and fig. 4, a plan. The same letters of reference indicate the same parts in

all the figures. A, A, are the upper and lower frames, which are firmly

held together by the pillars, B, in which bearings are fitted for the three

upright shafts, C, D, E, with their upper ends projecting above the top

frame to receive the rolls, F, g, h. The two shafts, c and D, with their

respective rolls, revolve in fixed bearings. The shaft, E, is fitted into

the two sliding blocks, i, I, which are made to traverse simultaneously

by the hand-wheel, J, in connection with the screw-wheel gear, K, L, M.

By this arrangement the space between the rollers, F, G, and the roller

H, can be increased or diminished, to admit various sizes of iron or

other metal, or to give more or less curve thereto. The rollers are

made with grooves or channels to admit the different forms of metals

to be operated upon ; and when necessary these rollers are replaced

by others with parallel, conical, or other surfaces or grooves of a different

shape to suit other kinds of work. In order to facilitate the work,

horizontal or carrying rollers, N, N, are placed above the top frame, A,

Fig. 2.

recently effected in planing machines. Since that time we have had
brought under our notice his system of vertical rolls, which are described

* Vide ante, pp. 230-31-32.

in rising and falling holders, o, for the purpose of carrying the iron as

it passes between the vertical rollers opposite any of the grooves therein.

The rotary motion of the two rollers, c and D, is derived from the first

|j shaft, Q, to which is fitted a double-cylinder engine with eccen-

trics and link motion for reversing, connected to the hand-lever,

s, with spring, T. With this lever the man working the machine

can give the rollers either a forward or backward movement, or

stop them in an instant, as required. The engiDe operates the

rolls in the following manner : on the first shaft, Q, is fitted the

pinion, R, which gears into the wheel, u, and gives motion to the

shaft, v, on which are fitted the worm screws, \v, W; this shaft is

fitted with thrust bearings, w 1

, to equalize the strain on the bushes.

The two screws, W, w, on the shaft, v, work into the worm wheels,

x, x, fitted upon the shafts of the two vertical rolls, F, G, and drive them

in the same direction, as indicated by the arrows in fig. 4. The
Mi™ adjusting roll, n, is driven by coming into contact with the iron

or other metal being operated upon, and when the metal does not

receive its required curve by the first operation, the engine is reversed

and the sliding roll is screwed nearer the rolls, F, G, and the metal

traversed forwards and backwards until it assumes the form required,

from a perfect circle to a straight line, or vice versa. This machine is

admitted to be much superior to those actuated by eccentrics, screws,

&c, which all have reciprocating motions, and necessarily impinge

upon the bars, &c, at rest, thereby bending the bars, &c, into a series

of V, or obtuse angle forms, rather than into a uniform circle ; in fine, the
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work produced by this machine is perfect, and accomplished in half the

time that can be done by any machine hitherto in use. They may be
ordered with driving pulleys, or with the engine as shown, at propor-

tionate prices.

The engravings themselves so explicitly exhibit the nature and con-

struction of this improved piece of mechanism, that we need say no
more than that, although we believe the vertical rolls have never yet
been tested on a working scale, still, from the nature of their construc-

tion, it is evident to the trained eye of an expert in mechanics that we

can safely predict the effectiveness of the arrangement. Some of the
Clyde shipbuilders who have had the drawings brought before them
evidently think so well of it that they have handed in their orders to

Mr. Todd.—V. D.

SELF-ACTIXG- OILING APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTIVE
AND OTHER ENGINE CYLINDERS.

Intermittent oiling apparatus of a self-acting character for journals
or axles exist in innumerable examples, as well as others in which the
unguent is continually applied in measured quantities to the passing

JCftS.

In the Record of the Exhibition of 18C2 of this journal we described

several, some of which in the French department showed great neatness

of contrivance. These were applications to steam engines or other

heavy machinery. As regards railway axles, the crop of arrangements

for the regular appliance of unguents is even more extensive ; so much
so, that with the thoroughness so characteristic of all German work,

a special book has not long since been published, dedicated solely to

the description of the various oiling or greasing apparatus of "oil boxes "

as we call them, though we pertinaciously stick to grease, and use oil

in but very few of them upon our lines.

The contrary is the fact both in Germany and in America, in both

of which countries oil is the rule and grease the exception; and the work

of Von Waldegg (" Die Schmier vorrichtungen und Schmiermittel der

Eisenbahnwagen." 4to. Kreidel, Wiesbaden, 1864J fully sustains its

title of being " geschichtlich, statistisch, kritische darstellung "—an his-

torical, statistical, and critical exposition of all that has been done by

many minds upon this special subject. The author, we may remark

in passing, is (or was a few months ago ; we know not how it may
have fared with him since Hanover itself has ceased to be) an

engineer in chief of Hanoverian railways, and the editor of the German
special periodical for railway improvements, Des Organ fur die

Fortschritte des Eisenbahnswesens ; and the work itself is the enlarge-

ment of a prize memoir (geljronte), awarded by the Institution of Civil

Engineers of Austria.

Many of these very various and some highly ingenious contrivances,

for constantly keeping oiled the necks and bearings of railway axles,

are equally applicable to the bearings of shafting, or of any surfaces

of revolution.

Arrangements for cylinder oiling stand in a different predicament

;

there the unguent cannot be continuously applied and evenly spread

over the whole interior surface of the cylinder by any ordinarily simple

contrivance. To the present hour, the mode of greasing the cylinder of

the great majority of condensing engines, both on land and sea, is the

same primitive contrivance that was introduced by James Watt—

a

covered cup of melted tallow, communicating with the end of the

cylinder through the cover by a stopcock, which the attendant engineer

opens at the moment that the exhaust has commenced in that end of the

cylinder, so as to suck in the grease. If an awkward fellow does not

watch narrowly for the right moment, and happens to open the stop-

cock while steam is pressing on that end of the cylinder, the result is

to blow out and about, all the melted tallow, following the propulsion of

the cap of the grease cup. Some land engines and a good many marine

engines, being condensers have now, however, greasing apparatus

better arranged.

For high-pressure cylinders the adaptation of a simple and efficient

self-oiling apparatus is somewhat more difficult than in those of

condensing engines. Mr. Ramsbottom has devised one of those, which

we believe was first employed upon the Great Northern line, and now
upon the London and North Western.

The self-oiling apparatus of Herr W. Volkmar of Zurich is one of

the neatest and simplest little arrangements for this purpose we have

seen. In fig. 1 is seen, to a scale of about one-fourth the actual

size, a vertical section of the whole apparatus. The upper part consists

of a cylindrical oil vessel, with a hinged flap cover at top, made tight

during the jolting of running by an armature of leather. The bottom

part of this oil vessel is provided with a neck, to screw into the cylinder

at the top side. This is bored through by a cylindrical hole, having a

conical valve seat at its lower end. Into this is ground tight a small

brass valve, seen separate in vertical section in fig. 3, and in trans-

verse section in fig. 2. When up against the seat, or at its lower

end, the length of this valve is such that the part a, rises above c, so

that the oil in the reservoir cup is free to run down and fill the four

little spaces between the cylindrical sides of the valve's aperture and
the cruciform spindle of the valve itself, as seen in fig. 2. The drop

down of the valve is limited by a cross bar, d, passed through both sides

of the screwed neck of the oil cup.

An oil cup similar to this is placed at each end of the cylinder. Its

action is pretty obvious : at the end of the cylinder, which is full of

steam and from which the piston is receding, the valve, b a, is kept up
against its seat, b, by the steam pressure, and no oil can pass down, but

the chambers around the valve spindle are free to fill with oil from the

cup. As soon as the change of stroke occurs, and the steam pressure is

removed or reduced to that due to the steam blast, the valve, b a, drops
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upon d; as it does so, the cylindrical plug, a, at the top of the valve

spindle for the moment shuts off the supply of oil, and prevents steam

entering the oil reservoir, the oil in the chambers of the valve spindle

being free to fall into the cylinder at that moment. The same thing

takes place at the other end of the cylinder by the action of the other oil-

ing apparatus, but in reverse order, as repects the movement of the piston.

It is obvious that the weight of the valve, b a, plus the little head of

oil above it, must together be such as shall permit the valve to drop at

some period of the stroke, which should be at the moment when the steam

pressure in the cylinder is approaching a minimum. It is equally obvious

that the points of insertion of the oil cups into the cylinder may be such,

Fig. 2. Fig. 1.

that part of the oil shall be swept away at once upon the top side of the

passing piston, and the remainder drop into the cylinder to be diffused

round its circumference as best it may. The want of this diffusion in

sufficient evenness round the entire circumference, is the great vice of all

horizontal or inclined cylinder-oiling arrangements. For cold climates

at least, if not in all cases, it appears to us that a positive improvement

would be made in Herr Volkmar's apparatus, by bringing up a small

aperture at one side of the valve, b a, into the bottom of the oil cup,

and continuing it thence above the level of the oil in the cup by a bit

of brass or copper tubing, and to secure down the cover of the oil cup,

either by a spring catch, or butter, by substituting for the leather-covered

Hap a brass plug cover, screwed into the cup by a coarse thread, or

by a bayonet joint, i.e., by portions of two screw threads at opposite

ends of a diameter, so as to admit of quick removal and replacement.

By this means the steam from the cylinder would always press upon

the upper surface of the oil, and the pressure per unit of surface be

nearly the same on it and on the lower part of the valve, b a, and the

fall of the valve be better insured even when the back pressure in the

cylinder might be very considerable. In contact with, and so close

above the cylinder, the condensation of steam in any quantity probably

need not be feared ; but should such occur, as the water of the steam

contained in the oil cup would always flow to the bottom of the cup,

keeping the stratum of oil above it, so there would be no difficulty in

arranging a second little passage by which it should repass into the

cylinder without permitting the oil above to pass likewise.

The very elegant and simple arrangement of M. Gaugain for

feeding steam boilers with water, shown in the French department in

1862, might with but slight modifications (and upon a reduced scale of

course) be readily adapted to become the means of regularly supplying

oil to the interior of all hollow working parts of engines, whether having

steam within at variable or at constant tension.

—

Ed.

ON THE FLOW THROUGH APERTURES OF SOLID BODIES.

(Continued from page 271, Vol. II, Third Series.)

Experiments with Pulverized Materials.

In order to ascertain if pressure or force transmitted itself in the same
manner through pulverulent as it had been found to do through solid as

well as plastic or ceramic substances, certain material in a powdered
form was submitted to the same kind of experimental treatment. The
powders were distributed in a compressing cylinder, in several layers
of different colours. The stone of Foutainebleau, both of red and
blue colour, was perfectly successful from the first experiments; and

there was at once obtained, after the exercise of considerable care upon

the part of the experimenters, similar concentric couches as we have

previously shown* had been obtained with the metals. It has, however,

been a matter of great difficulty to preserve the samples of results obtained.

In order to avoid the perturbating influence of gravitation on pul-

verulent matter, tending so easily to destroy any experimental form

in which it may have become arranged, by detachments on account

of its incoherent nature, the jets were produced from the base upwards;

that is to say, the pressure by which they were produced acted in a

vertical direction upwards, so as to produce as little tendency to disloca-

tions of the mass as was possible.

In order to separate the experimental samples from the tubes in

which they were produced (the tubes being of wood), and to cause the

grains to adhere together, it became necessary to impregnate all the

mass either with varnish, gum, or melted wax, this being the procedure

adopted, enabled the most perfect cohesion to be effected, after having

brought the experimenting envelopes to a sufficient temperature to pre-

vent the wax solidifying.

The great pressure exercised upon the materials contained within the

experimenting cylinders (envcloppes) necessarily produced some dis-

turbances in the results; but it could be seen that the general pheno-

menon was very distinctly evident, for the different coloured grains did

not become commingled during the period of producing the flow.

Some samples were obtained in allowing sand to flow with the weight

due to it in a tube closed by a piston, which gradually descended. The
small, gradual, and successive fallings of the piston, thus produced,

have altered the forms of the lines of separation of the different layers
;

and the successive walls of the tubes consist but of mere traces, scarcely

visible at some points ; and at the ends of the jets thus obtained the

couches are ordinarily found of their original thickness.

In order to preserve as much as possible the forms of the extremities

of the jets, and of the cones produced by the falling powder, the sur-

faces were sometimes covered with a sufficiently thick layer of uncoloured

powder, which facilitated the process of consolidation by the melted

wax, without any danger in relation to the deformation of the surfaces,

which it was desired to preserve exactly in the same state as they were

produced.

The number of experiments of this order was very great, and much
care and time was taken up in conduetinj^them.

Experiments with Small Shot (Plomb de Chasse).

The grains previously employed, and which were procured from the

pulverization of stone, had not, unfortunately, been submitted to the

mechanical process of sifting (tamisage), and therefore did not possess

the geometric regularity of certain other materials specially submitted

to that treatment. It therefore appeared to M. Tresca that certain

experiments of the same class, but conducted on small shot (plomb de

chasse), would prove highly interesting and instructive, looked at from

the single point of view bearing on the individual deformations of each

of the little spheres that were forced by sufficient pressure into the

form of a jet.

The same apparatus was employed in these latter experiments which

had formerly been used for the pulverized materials, the precaution

being, however, adopted of lining the wooden surfaces with metal.

The layers (couches) for experiment were composed of different

coloured shot—some white and some red. The shot were coloured in

an exceedingly simple manner : a plate or dish being plastered over

with coloured varnish, the shot were rolled about over the plate until

they were covered with a sufficient quantity of the colouring matter. The

jets were produced iu the same manner as those of the pulverized mate-

rials, the cohesion of the granulated lead being produced by melted wax.

Four experiments were made under the present head—1st, on August

9 ; 2nd, August 20 ; 3rd, September 3 ; and 4th, September 29.

The different couches, after experiment, were found to have taken a

concentric disposition or arrangement very clearly indicated ; and the

deformations of the granules composing the experimental mass pre-

sented some interesting peculiarities. Upon the upper face the grains

of lead were found levelled, or partly flattened out, but in a very unequal

order. At the centre of this face the flattening was almost nil. This

fact shows, under another form, that the pressure is never great

at the extremity of the jet, as had been previously remarked when

considering the cavities observed in the experiments on metallic plates.

* Vide anterior papers, Vols. I. and II., Third Series.
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Approaching towards the edges, on the contrary, the flattening is much
greater; and in the deformations which are produced about or in the

neighbourhood of the piston, the granules are disposed in concentric

couches, laminated into little elliptic scales, with the major axis very

much amplified in the direction of the flow. The grains are moulded

one into the other throughout the whole thickness of the block during

their change of form. In the jet, on the contrary, they are uearly com-
pletely preserved in the original spherical form.

Experiments with Liquids.

When the fact of concentric flow, and that of the formation of hollow

jets, appeared so well established, it was thought by M.
Tresca that it would be useful to investigate whether the

flow of liquids themselves became similarly affected under

the same conditions. To this effect, there was poured into

a perfectly cylindrical glass vase of m-115 = (4'527 ins.)

interior diameter some water and some oil, highly altered

in colour from being kept in a copper vessel ; the water

stood in the vase at a height of m '15 = (5'90 ins.) ; the

oil at a height of
m -10 = (3937 ins.). This oil floated

;

and on opening in the bottom of the vase a circular orifice,

m 02 = (8'707 ins.) in diameter, the liquid flowed out in

a manner which showed, on account of its translucence,

the modification or alteration of the surface of separation

of the upper and lower liquids. At first plane or even,

this surface of separation presently presented a projection

more and more extended, and which became lengthened,

at the end of a few moments, to meet the orifice. The
jet became then composed of a filament of oil at the centre,

encircled with a tube of water. Moreover, when the level

of the liquid became considerably reduced or lowered, the

jet became hollow.

Repeated a great number of times, this experiment

always gave the same results ; it was, however, less marked
when the oil was substituted by a solution of oil in sulphuret

of carbon, prepared in a manner to give it an excess of density over the

water, which then floated.

the timber has been replaced by iron : it is to this new design we refer

in the present notice.*

The two wheels at each end of the carrying axles'enable the appa-
ratus to travel upon an ordinary way of l

m, 50 = (4 feet 11 inches)

broad, whilst, when the machine is at work, there is needed a way
2m -50 = (8 feet 2 inches) broad, to insure sufficient stability.

The boiler is placed near the inner end of the axles to counteract

the upsetting action produced by the drag upon the bucket chain when
the dredger is at work.

The wheels are provided with axle boxes on springs, similar to those

of a locomotive engine ; and when the apparatus is at work the play of

We have now arrived at a conclusion of the singular and important

experiments which Tresca had conducted up to the period of the pub-

lication of his memoir. We should recommend those of our readers

who do not possess the advantage of reading this remarkable exposition

in the original language, and who desire a complete comprehension of

the curiously instructive facts and analogies exhibited, to re-read the

translation in our pages, wherein only can the subject be found treated

in English, complete as far as it has up to the present time been investi-

gated. In next part we shall trace the general results ; and the subject

will be completed with a geometrical theory of the flow of solids.—V. D.

THE DRY DREDGER (CALLED THE EXOA VATEUR), CON-
STRUCTED AND EMPLOYED BY M. COUVREUX ON THE
WORKS OF THE SUEZ CANAL.

The excavating machinery forming the subject of the present notice

was made in the manufac-
F'g- 2 - tory of M. Couvreux, the

contractor for a part of the

maritime canal across the

Isthmus of Suez. The soil at

El-Guisir which constitutes

part of M. Couvreux's por-

tion of the work, between

Lake Timsah and Lake
Ballah, has a mean height

of 24 or 25 metres (78'6

feet to 82 feet) above the

bottom of the canal.

The excavateurs formerly

employed by M. Couvreux

consisted principally of

timber, which was found
inconvenient, particularly in a warm climate. In analogous apparatus

constructed for the works under the management of the Canal Company,
THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

the springs is stopped by insert-

ing wedges, those of the middle

pair of wheels are only allowed to

act upon the wheels for the purpose of

insuring that all three pairs of wheels bear '%

upon the rails.

The details of construction are nearly

similar to those of the other apparatus,

which we have previously published, introduced by MM. Lencauchez

and Pouchet. The boiler is of tubular construction, with a heating

surface of 2 square metres ; having a steam dome above the fire-box,

which is circular. The apparatus is provided with a tender, situated at

Fig. 3.

HP^SP^i^iS^iiB^^i&^s
the back end as in an ordinary locomotive engine ; and the boiler is fed

by a Giffard injector. The weight of this excavator is about 22,000

kilos. = (21 "6 tons), and its price 32,000 francs, about £1333; it is

* The original cxcavateur was illustrated and described by us in Vol. I., Third

Series, pp. 174-6.

2 p
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capable of exerting a force of five horses, and its duty is 750 cubic

metres dredged in tea hours.

To appreciate the differences of construction between this and

the excavator formerly designed by MM. Lencauchez and Pouchet

we recommend our readers to make a comparison of the present

engravings with those referred to in the foot-note. Fig. 1 is an end

elevation of the new apparatus shown standing at the upper side of the

canal bank, dredging out the material for the canal to pass ; fig. 2 is

another end elevation, showing the excavator in the canal channel, and

cutting away the bank ; whilst fig. 3 is a side elevation of the boiler-

carriage and other parts of the apparatus.

As we have previously expressed our opinion on this class of con-

tractor's plant, which has grown out of French ingenuity, it is unne-

cessary to add anything further now ; we cannot, however, help thinking

the matter is one well worthy the consideration of engineers at home,

as there are numerous cuttings and earthworks continually going on

where we believe it might be advantageously used.—V. D.

PARIS EXHIBITION 1867.

We beg to direct the attention of those of our readers who are to be

exhibitors of machinery next year, to the following memorandum, which

has just been issued :
—

1. The pressure of steam in the boilers will be 60 lbs. per square

inch, and somewhat less in the Exhibition building, according to posi-

tion. Water can be had under a pressure due to a few feet head above

the floor level from a main within a moderate distance from each

exhibitor's space.

2. Water under a pressure due to a head of 98 feet can be had on

demand, by laying a pipe from the main which adjoins one side of the

British space. Steam will be exhausted into pipes, which will be

within moderate reach of each exhibitor.

3. Waste water will be run into a conduit, also within easy reach of

each allotment. The original ground under the machinery gallery is

not reached for some 7 or 8 feet from the floor level ; the made ground,

is, however, well consolidated.

4. Exhibitors must bear in mind that it rests with them to make due

provision for everything in the way of water, steam, and exhaust pipes,

foundations, counter-shaftings, &e., that their machines may require.

5. Exhibitors can make their own arrangements for driving pulleys
;

but in case it should suit their convenience to find pulleys ready for them

on arrival, a list of prices is sent herewith, at which drums can be

supplied and fixed on the main shaft.

6. Exhibitors wishing to avail themselves of this arrangement can do

so by direct agreement with Messrs. Bryan, Donkin, and Co., Grange

Road, Bermondsey, who are the makers of the shafting.

7. When the drums are on the shaft they can be keyed up by the

exhibitors, to suit as to position their requirements. All pulleys put up

after the shafting is in its place must be in two halves. No pulley

not made in halves can be removed from the shafting without being

broken off.

8. The largest pulley that can be used is 3 feet 6 inches in diameter.

9. The diameter of the driving shaft varies.

10. All cotton waste, wipings, &c, must be kept in a metal box.

11. To insure the public safety exhibitors will be required to fence

off machinery in motion in such a way as the commissioners may deem
necessary.

12. After the 1st of March the various lines of shafting will be run at.

intervals to afford such exhibitors as may require it an opportunity of

trying their machinery.

13. The whole of the machinery must be completely installed by the

15th of March, on which date a general trial will take place.

14. Exhibitors are requested to bear in mind the difficulties of trans-

port which are likely to ensue from the blocking of the railways, and to

take the earliest opportunities of despatching their goods. They are

reminded that without the co-operation of the exhibitors the British

Executive are powerless to uphold the national character for punctuality,

which they earnestly hope will not suffer in the hands of any of those

concerned in the Paris Exhibition of 1867.—By order, R. G. Wylde,
Secretary to the Executive Commission.

them for a time after the fire is lighted, and then replacing them, a

uniformity of heat in the tubes is produced, accompanied by a complete

combustion of the gases therein, thus keeping the tubes and flues clean.

Rumbelow's patent perfect pig trough, exhibited by Woods & Cocks-

edge, of the Suffolk Iron Works, Stowmarket, and illustrated by fig. 1

of our engravings, possesses undoubted advantages. It is of circular

THE IMPLEMENTS AT THE SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.

The sixty-eighth annual exhibition of Fat Stock and Agricultural

Implements instituted by the Smithfield Club, presents no signs of any

falling off either in the quantity or quality of the display, or in the num-
ber of the visitors ; although the existence of the cattle plague, and the

necessarily stringent " Orders in Council " attendant upon it, must havo

seriously hampered the energetic managers of the club. The general

excellence in point of manufacture, and the fact of an increased propor-

tion of novelties, render the display, as regards the implement depart-

ment, one of more than average merit.

Amongst the articles which, from their novelty and adaptability to

the purpose required, are worthy of special notice, we may mention,

under the head of steam machinery, some well made steam-ploughing

apparatus, by John Fowler & Co., with 14 horse-power steam-ploughing

engine, and a 10 horse-power traction engine.

Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, are also taking a prominent position

amongst the makers of machinery for steam cultivation, and exhibit one

of a pair of engines, already noticed in our pages, for working on the

double-engine system. Each engine is provided with a pair of drums,

and both travel together along their respective headlands, the forward

drum hauling one implement, and the hinder drum another implement,

both engines being thus kept constantly on effective duty.

A useful portable iron tumbler manure cart is exhibited by Mr. T.

Baker, of Compton, Berks ; the body of the cart being barrel-shaped

and turning on the axles by the aid of a double chain and windlass

arrangement, whereby the tipping or emptying of the cart can be readily

effected. An ingenious yet simple apparatus for ventilating hay ricks,

the invention of Mr. E. Lywood, of Middlewich, Hants, is exhibited at

the stand of Garrett & Sons. Every farmer knows the inconvenience

and loss attendant on heated hay stacks, but Mr. Lywood (a practical

farmer himself) has enabled them to remedy this evil in future. His

apparatus consists simply of a perforated wrought-iron tube of about

3 inches in diameter, and of a length sufficient to reach the centre of

the stack. The entering end of this tube is provided with a point to

facilitate its introduction into the stack, and its outer end communicates

with a vertical pipe, capable of being readily fitted on or removed at

pleasure. The perforated tube is driven into the stack by a mallet, and

the temperature may then be obtained by inserting a thermometer into

the interior of the tube ; if the stack is found to be heating, the vertical

pipe is adjusted, when an ascending column of warm air from the inte-

rior of the stack is immediately produced, a supply of fresh cold air, in

the same proportion, being maintained by inserting another perforated

pipe into the stack, thereby causing a circulation of cool air through it,

which soon reduces its temperature. By having small hooks or inclined

pegs attached to the point of the perforated tube, a sample can be

readily taken from the centre of the rick on withdrawing the tube.

Hornsby & Sons have a good display of reapers and mowers, but our

attention was chiefly attracted by their new " Governor Self-raker

"

reaper, for side delivery of the sheaf. Tasker & Sons exhibit Lake's

patent valves for rendering the tubes and flues of tubular boilers self-

cleaning. A valve is fitted opposite each tube, and by withdrawing

Fig. 1
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form, made in cast iron, and divided into separate basins. The edge
of each basin has a rounded flange, which makes the trough stronger,

and renders it almost impossible for the animals to injure themselves.

A convenient hopper is provided in the centre, which opens directly on

to a cone rising from the inside of the trough, and serving to distribute

the food equally to the surrounding basins or compartments. We also

Fig. 3.

noticed at this stand a well-constructed 2-horse works, with braced

draught pole, for driving various farm implements and other machinery.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 represents the horse works in operation, as applied to the driving

of a turnip cutter, chaff cutter, and roller crushing mill. Some

good examples of the last-named machinery are also to be met
with here.

Amongst the novelties exhibited by the Reading Iron Works
(Limited) we may direct attention to the patent chain corn

drill of Hawkes & Spencer, which obtained the highest prize

at the Cleveland Agricultural Show, in September last. This

drill is the invention of Mr. Henry Lesley, a Devonshire farmer,

and is illustrated by figs. 3, 4, and 5. Fig. 3 represents a

side elevation of the drill ; fig. 4 is a perspective view of the

corn box and delivery chains; and fig. 5 is an enlarged detail

of one of the endless delivery chains and carrying pulleys

detached. The general arrangement of the drill may be similar

to those in ordinary use, but the corn box, A, is provided with a

series of apertures, through sach of which the grain is ejected

or delivered, in an even and continuous stream, by the aid of a

series of endless chains, B, carried on pulleys, C C', which are so

arranged and actuated as to cause the upper half of each of the

endless chains to travel continuously in one direction through

the discharge apertures, bringing with them a regular and con-

stant supply of grain, which falls into the cans below, to be

deposited in the soil. The pulleys, c', are secured to a shaft,

D, extending along the underside of the corn box, and this shaft

derives its motion from a pinion, E, gearing into the spur wheel, F.

Amongst the novelties and more interesting contributions to

be found in the galleries, we noticed at the stand of Nalder &
Nalder (Limited), Challow Iron Works, Wantage, in company
with their well-known machine-made corn screens, an improved

screen, made adjustable by graduating the meshes from end to

end. The meshes are made fine at the feeding end, and

gradually enlarged towards the delivery end of the screen.

Beneath this screen an adjustable board is hinged, which, by

moving in one direction or the other, by a lever outside, a

greater or less portion of the screen is, as it were, shut off or out

of action, and this, combined with the graduated mesh, affords

facility for varying the quantity of tail or thin corn at pleasure.

Mr. John Baker, of Wisbeach, exhibits a patent elastic reaping

machine rake (fig. 6), which will be found most serviceable in self-

raking or swath-delivery reaping machines. The teeth, in

lieu of being rigid, as heretofore, are spring-hinged, so as to

yield to any serious obstruction, and consequently breakage

of the teeth is rendered almost impossible.

W. C. Cambridge, of Bristol, has a new patent clod crusher

and press wheel roller, well adapted for rolling pasture or

meadow land. These rollers are made with points running

round the wheels with cutting edges front and back ; bevelled

pieces with thin edges are placed between each point, which

enable them to crush or break the hardest clods without

injury to the most tender plants.

The patent adjustable water-ballast rollers, exhibited by
Amies, Barford, & Co., of Peterborough, adapted for horse power or hand
use, are well worthy of notice. Fig. 7 represents one of these roller,
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adapted for horse draught. They are constructed hollow of wrought-

iron boiler plate, and are weighted by simply filling them with water

when arrived at their place of operation. The water ballast thus intro-

duced more than doubles their weight, thus giving an effective roller

without entailing the necessity of transporting a useless dead weight,

as, by removing the filling plug contained in the end or surface of the

Fig. 5.

roller and allowing the water to escape, the roller will be lightened for

transport.

R. Roby, of Bury St. Edmunds, exhibits an important improvement

in screens, the invention of Messrs. Gretton and Abbott. The object of

this screen is to remove the injured and broken kernels of barley from the

perfect grain. Fig. 8 represents Gretton and Abbott's machine for

removing broken barley only, the essential features of which consist of

two or more perforated iron plates corrugated transversely, and placed

one above another under the mouth of the feeding hopper in an inclined

position. A longitudinal vibratory motion is imparted to these plates

in order to shake the corn down, but it is checked in its passage over

the plates by the transverse undulations or corrugations, when the

broken corn, by presenting, we presume, sharper angles, comes in

contact with tho edges of the holes in ascending and descending the

undulations, and at once drops through on to a board, and is delivered

separately by a spout at the back of the machine ; the long or whole

Fig. 7.

corns slide over the perforations and are delivered at the opposite end
free from broken kernels. Gretton and Abbott's improvements are also

exhibited as combined with Mr. Boby's well known self-cleansing corn
screen, the combined arrangement removing entirely not only broken
barley corns but also all refuse seeds usually found with barley.

The fact that in four months upwards of two hundred of these
machines have been sent out, and given the greatest satisfaction, speaks
volumes in their favour.

A simple and effective churn, constructed on decidedly sound philoso-

phical principles, is exhibited in operation by the Atmospherical Churn

Company (Limited). This churn (shown in elevation and section at

figs. 9 and 10) consists of a narrow and deep cylindrical vessel, within

which is caused to reciprocate vertically by hand or otherwise a disc

secured to the lower end of a tubular stem or handle. This handle

opens at the bottom into the milk or cream in the churn, whilst its

upper end is in communication with the atmosphere, a self-acting flap

valve being inserted therein to cheek the escape of air from the tube

during its descent, and to allow a fresh supply to enter therein during

its ascent. On raising the disc or plunger a partial vacuum will be

produced beneath the surface of the fluid, which causes the air to rush

down through the hollow stem with considerable force ; but when the

plunger is forced down again the valve at the upper end of the tube will

be closed, and the air below the plunger will be expelled rapidly through

the fluid, by which means the globules containing the butter will be

expanded and the butter

liberated. Ten minutes

is said to be sufficient for

producing butter from

fresh milk, and from three

to five minutes when
cream is used.

Messrs. B. Hirst &
Sons, ofBritannia Works,

Halifax, exhibit several

of Hargreaves' Water-

fall Washing Machines,

which are constructed on

simple but sound prin-

ciples. The washing

machine consists of a

cylindrical shell, as shown
by the detail section in fig. 11, across which are fixed shelves and wings

forming recesses : the articles to be washed are placed inside the cylin-

der with the requisite quantity of water and soap, and the cylinder is

then rotated, when the action of the internal ribs and wings upon the

fabrics causes them to be rubbed, whilst at the same time the water,

which is raised by the buckets or recesses formed by the ribs and wings,

falls in a continuous stream upon the articles. Fig. 12 is a perspective

view of the waterfall washing machine complete.

A summary of the leading exhibitors, whose names are by this time

guarantees of sound workmanship and good design, must conclude our

notice :

—

Ruston, Proctor, & Co., Lincoln, exhibit with other machinery, two

portable engines of 6 and 8 horse-power, and some well made circular

saw benches. Richard Garrett & Sons have two portable engines and

a locomotive traction engine. Charles Burrell is represented by an

8 horse-power single cylinder traction engine, and one of Hayes'

ingenious and useful straw elevators. The display of steam machinery

by Tuxford & Sons is, as usual, of the best description. We par-

ticularly noticed a four wheel traction engine by them. Clayton,
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Fig. 10.

Shuttleworth, & Co. . make a very irn posing display of portable traction and

fixed engines, of an aggregate power of 100 horses, with several thrash-

ing and finishing machines. The spring waggons and carts exhibited

by Ball & Son are worthy of notice, as also an adjustable turnip harrow

exhibited by the Messrs. Howard. Henry Kinsey has two of his

horizontal tank engines, of 12 and 4 horse-power respectively. This

engine has already been illustrated in our pages. We miss this year

the well-known firm of Aveling &
Porter, who owing to accidental neglect

are not exhibiting, and have conse-

quently withdrawn their entry. Ran-
somes & Sons have an 8 horse-power

portable engine, and a traction engine

of the same power. E. R. & F. Turner

are well represented by a large assort-

ment of linseed, oat, malt, seed, and

corn crushing and breaking mills, also

chaff cutters. The Reading Iron Works
(Limited) have several portable and
traction engines, a 1 horse-power gas

engine, and a large collection of hay-

makers and horse rakes. Barrows &
Carmichael have an 8 horse portable

engine, a well arranged thrashing

machine, and an American grist mill

adapted for driving from a horse

works. Marshall, Sons, &Co. (Limited),

are well represented by 12, 8, and 2

J

horse-power portable engines, and

some well made saw benches. Allchin

& Sons have an 8 horse steel boiler

portable engine. William Crosskill & Sons are strong in harvest and
general farm and manure carts, for which this firm has long been cele-

brated. Robey & Company (Limited) exhibit a 20 and a 12 horse-

power portable engine, and a 6 horse vertical engine on foundation

plate. And lastly, in the downstairs department, we have the well-

known flour mills of John Tye, of Lincoln.

The galleries are remarkably well filled, but our space precludes even

a summary of their contents ; most, if not all, the novelties to be

Fie. 11.

found there we have already noticed. Many of our more enterprising

agricultural readers will be glad to learn that arrangements have been

completed for an international agricultural show in connection with the

French Universal Exhibition, to be held from April to November next

year on the island of Billancourt-on-the-Seine, near to the Exhibition

building, where every facility will be afforded for the trial of agricultural

implements of all kinds. Messrs. J. M. Johnson & Sons, to whom has

been conceded the sole right of preparing the English translation of the

French catalogue, exhibit at their stall on the staircase plans of the

French International Exhibition building, and also of the island of

Billancourt, the future scene of the great international agricultural

contest.

Before concluding our notice we have one suggestion to make to the

managers of the Smithfield Club Show, which, if carried out next year,

will greatly facilitate references to the catalogue :—that is, simply to

Fig. 12.

see that the number of each stand is placed on both sides of the

wooden tablets suspended above the several stands in the galleries.

We somehow had the misfortune to be generally on the wrong side

of the tablet when desirous of referring to the catalogue, and conse-

quently were under the frequent necessity of making a tour round the

stand to find the number. This appears a trifling matter, but it never

theless involves considerable loss of time and unnecessary trouble ; both

of which might be effectually obviated by the simple expedient we
have mentioned.

SMITH'S PATENT RAILWAY WHEELS, &C.

Mr. George Smith, Jun., Mem. Inst. C.E., has patented a large

fasciculus of improvements, chiefly relating to the construction of

railway wheels and axles. The more important parts of his specifica-

tion are as follows :

—

Fig. 1 is an elevation of the upper half of a suspended wheel with

the disc plate, c, removed ; in this case the tyre, d, is grooved, and

the edges or flanges of the disc plates, cc, are turned inwards and

inserted in the groove of the tyre—such groove being of sufficient depth

to allow of easy play, with elasticity of action and means of adjustment

of the tyre. Fig 2 is an elevation of the lower half of the same wheel,

and fig. 3 is a transverse section of the same wheel. These are the figs,

of sheet 10 of the original specification. Figs. 4 and 5 show side

elevations of a wheel of which fig. 6 is a transverse section, constructed

with a ribbed tyre, D, and a single intermediate circular spring, J,

inserted within it, which is grasped by the retroverted edges of the

disc plates in such a manner that the tyre cannot escape laterally, but

is free to have a certain amount of elastic play in the plane of the

wheel. These figs, are from sheet 12 of original specification. We
shall not refer to the parts of the specification relative to segmental

bearings for locomotive engines and railway carriages, and swivelling
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trucks (bogie carriages in reality), with upper and lower saddles, &c, as

referred to in sheets 1, 2, and 3, nor to " the use of short hollow axles

keyed into the naves or bosses of the wheels of locomotive engines

and railway carriages for the bearings to rest upon," as described in sheet

5, further than to say that in all that is essential these hollow axles

were patented by Mr. Thomas Bergin, of the Dublin and Kingstown

Railway, nearly a quarter of a century ago.

There is a great deal of mechanical ingenuity and practical skill

Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

combined, evinced in this patent ; the wheel constructions described

in which are its most important feature. But we are not sanguine in

anticipating that any considerable portion of the inventor's arrange-

ments will come largely into use. The following remarks, in Mr.

Smith's own words, comprise his views as to the advantages he hopes to

attain against existing disadvantages :

—

" Self-adjusting and clastic wheels.—A set of these wheels, said to be

Fig. 5.

giving satisfaction, are to be seen running on the North London Rail-

way, and another set are being prepared for the Great Western Railway.
" The novelty consists in the body, spokes, or disc plates, being

suspended to the tyres by such an arrangement, the tyres are in com-
pression, while the body, spokes, or disc plates are in tension, the
reverse in principle to the constructions as at present adopted.

" The advantages are cheapness, lightness, durability, greater safety

to the trains, especially at high speeds, as the tyres cannot separate or

break from the body, spokes, or disc plates of the wheel, nor can they

mount the rails ; there are less jolts, less wear and tear to engines or

carriages and permanent way ; no skidding, or sliding, or lateral con-

cussions, nor any necessity for double rails at sharp curves. The
improvement also prevents torsion to cranks and axles, as the tyres

regulate themselves ; lastly, there will be less straining or vibration of

the bridges on account of the elasticity of these wheels.
" The disadvantages or defects of the present wheels in use have

arisen from their being fixed to the axles—viz., loss of power in

traction by the unequal wear and tear of the tyres, sliding, skidding,

and oscillation of the trains from side to side of the rails, unequal

shrinkage of the tyres and torsion of the cranks and axles, and these

defects are greatly increased should the frames of the engines or car-

riages get out of the square by twisting or straining, leaving out of the

question bad roads, unequal lengths of the rails at the various curves

;

all of which have to be taken into consideration, independently of the

straining and vibration of the bridges when passing over, as well as

the enlargement of the engine tyres when they have to be taken off

and reset.

T\ " The object of the self-adjusting and elastic wheels is to obvi-

ate the above-mentioned disadvantages or defects of the fixed

wheels now in use."

The idea of hooked tyres to catch hooked spokes or their equivalent

is not new. Figs. 7 and 8 show a form of wheels invented by Herr
Von Lindner, engineer of the Imperial State Railways at Vienna,

and published in the Organ fur die Fortschritte des Eisenbalinswesens,

early in 18G5. Fig. 7 is an elevation of a quarter of the wheel, and

fig. 8 is an enlarged section through M N. A is the tyre, which may
be either of wrought iron or steel, or cast, with a chilled tread to the

tyre, after the manner extensively employed by Heir Gruson of

Magdeburg, for Prussian railways ; the circumferential part of the

spoke irons are rabbated in the lathe to fit the hooked recess of the

tyre, and are kept in place by the clamps, d, which may be set in

hot so as to grip better at M and N, these clamps being themselves kept

in place by the bolts and nuts, E, between the spokes or interspaces.

Herr Lindner did not contemplate any such internal elastic play

between tyre and wheel as forms the main feature of Mr. Smith's

invention, which is therefore not affected by the former, even had

his publication been in English and in date, prior to Smith's specifica-

tion ; but the method of hooked connection between tyre and arms is

common to both, and indeed has been elsewhere proposed.

That a certain small and perfectly regulated elasticity in the mass

or body of a railway wheel must prove of great advantage, admits of

no question. It is to the wheel what the wood sleeper or other

sufficient elastic basis is, or ought to be, to the permanent way ; and it

is equally beyond dispute that this elasticity in the wheel should be as

close to the working point between wheel and rail as possible, because

every pound of material interposed between these is adding inertia,

and so increasing the hammering that goes on at the working point.

We entertain strong doubts, however, that any actual freedom of
sensible motion, any real play of practically loose parts, will prove in

the long run admissible in railway wheels, and we doubt the necessity

for any such actual range of motion.

In fact, to compress into a sentence, what we might expand by

remarks elucidatory of the theory that in our view should guide us in

this matter, we think that Beattie's wheel, with timber block-arm,
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may be made to give all the elasticity that is required, and to keep the

range of this constant and under perfect and safe control ; and we
much doubt that the latter conditions can be permanently secured by
any combination of detached, that is, of loose parts in the wheel. "We
have heard so far flattering accounts of the continued good success

of Mr. B. Adams' so called spring- backed tyres, which have in trial

cases been, it is said, some time in use ; but we have had no oppor-

tunity of verifying the results, nor should we be prepared to waive

objections based on sure principles to his or these wheels, which alike

have what we have called loose parts, without very valid assurances

that we were in error, derived from prolonged trial under the ordinary

conditions of traffic.

We readily admit that any plan for holding the tyre on to the arms

that shall dispense with drilling holes through it, and so weakening it

abruptly at intervals round the circumference, and that shall avoid the

necessity of the uncertain process of shrinking on the tyre upon the

wheel, must prove a great gain. But we deem the arguments adduced

in favour of this, drawn from the frequent breakages of tyres during

frosty weather, as based upon a physical mistake, viz., the assumption

that the tyre gets tighter at that low temperature than at that at

which it was first put on. For if the tyre contracts with the cold, so

does the rest of the wheel, and if tyre and arms be of the same material,

their contractions are strictly proportional to their radii, and so the tyre

is no tighter at zero than at 60°. The real cause of the breakage of

tyres in frost is that then the ballast and ground are all frozen hard,

and what little elasticity the permanent way has in summer weather, is

reduced to a minimum in that condition of things.

This very fact is proof of the value of a springy or elastic wheel,

but the springiness must, it appears to us, be obtained without sensible

motion within the wheel itself, the parts of which must for safety and

permanence be as firmly united in their relative positions as, it is

admitted on all hands, must be the several parts of the permanent way.

Who would for a moment dream of the practical possibility of some
scheme of permanent way that should leave some elastic play with

sensible motion between the rail and its chair, although such has been

actually proposed ?

However, we have derived enough lessons from experience, in

relation to permanent way and to rolling stock thereon, to know
that nothing short of actual and careful unbiassed trial can decide the

merits or demerits of any novel construction presented, as Mr. Smith's

is, by a really practical and skilful mind. We shall, therefore, be very

glad to find that his wheels shall meet with such trial, and that it shall

prove a successful one.

—

Ed.

Note.—A form of wheel very similar to some of the modifications

of Mr. Smith's wheels, was introduced on the Russian railways three

years since, and we hear from Messrs. Lischine and Handyside, of St.

Petersburg, the inventors and manufacturers, that it is running with

considerable success. We were also told a short time since, that

many hundred pairs of these wheels are now at work. The wheel

is patented in England, as a communication to Mr. St. J. V. Day, the

number and date being 1731, July 6, 1864.

THE NEW PASSENGER ENGINES FOR THE SOUTH DEVON
AND CORNWALL RAILWAYS, MANUFACTURED BY THE
AVONSIDE ENGINE CO. (LIMITED), BRISTOL.

(Illustrated by Plate 11.)

The plate engraving for the present month represents a side elevation of

the new engine Pluto, built by the Avonside Engine Co. (Limited), under
the superintendence of Mr. Slaughter, for working passenger traffic on
the South Devon and Cornwall Railways. It is only necessary to com-
pare any of the older South Devon engines with one of the new batch,

to be convinced of the great improvements in construction and sym-
metry of design that have taken place since the introduction of the

Great Western parents, the Corsair and another. A glance at the old

engines show a host of imperfections, amongst which of first importance
may he cited the shoe or sledge break suggested by the second Brunei,

with the view of slightly taking the weight of the boiler, tank, framing,

&c, off the driving and trailing axles, so that these with their wheels being

allowed to revolve always, no flat patches might be worn in the tyres,

as is the case when they are caused to stand still under the ordinary

application of the brake-block to their peripheries. A short time of running

with this imperfect arrangement of brake showed, however, that "the evil

was better than the remedy,"for the application of the brake was rendered

so frequently necessary on account of the long and steep gradients at

Dainton, Rattery, and Homerdon, that in a few months after their

start the engines had to be taken into the repairing shed to be

thoroughly overhauled : we believe they were taken back to Swindon,

for the date we refer to was shortly after the terrible failure of the

atmospheric system so recklessly attempted by Brunei on that rail-

way; after which the line was run under contract for some time by
the Great Western Co., until the formation of the firm of engine-power

contractors, Messrs. Geach & Evans, afterwards Evans & Co., whose
contract for working the line, to the great benefit of its shareholders,

happily ended in 1866. We perhaps need scarcely allude to it, and

yet it is interesting, too, whilst we are on the subject, to remind our

readers of the disclosures that were not long since made in reference to

the running expenses of the South Devon line—always notorious for

its unpunctuality, tardiness of transit, frequent stoppages, and fragmen-

tary dividends. It turned out, as was published in the Railway News,

that the South Devon Co. paid nearly, if not quite, double the amount
for engine power that was paid by almost any other line in the kingdom

;

unfortunately we have not the exact figures by us, or we would give

them. This notorious fact opened the eyes of the directors ; and we
can only suppose that they were heartily glad to get rid of running by

contract as rapidly as circumstances could permit. Certainly the con-

tractors, Messrs. Evans & Co. (in which Mr., now Sir, Daniel Gooch
was known to be a very large holder, if not the principal), must have

reaped something more than mere ordinary profit.

We will now consider some of the improvements in the engines

themselves. In the first place, the load is more evenly distributed

over the driving and trailing wheels, which are coupled, on account

of the saddle tank being brought back over the fire-box flush with

its back end. Although this more equal distribution of the load

is of itself an immediate advantage, still, in effecting it, there is the

disadvantage of having to lower the fire-box casing, which is made
flush with the barrel, thereby diminishing the steam room at the place

where it is most wanted. It certainly is not a good feature to have so

little steam room in the boiler, especially on lines with gradients of a

maximum of ^j and a minimum of -$ri the average gradient being
-g-J-.-g-

on the Dainton incline. We well remember on more than one occasion

the burning of a fire-box and some of the upper tubes, and we think,

if the real truth were known, these casualties might be traced to the

crown being bared on descending one or other of these gradients. At

all events, we presume this apparent structural defect is very much
obviated by the caution of the engineman, taking care that there is a

tolerably full boiler both in ascending and descending.

In the engines which the then firm of Slaughter, Griming, & Co., fur-

nished about 1859-60-61, the fire-box was fitted with a series of tubular

stays on its sides, a1 a
1

, &c, above the fuel bed proper, and the upper part

of the midfeather was similarly provided for the avowed intention of

diluting the heavy carbonaceous gases of the Welsh coal, and so pro-

ducing an imaginary consumption of the smoke, the sides of the fire-box

casing being fitted outside these tubular stays in the sides with hoods

for catching the atmosphere as the engine travelled, as if the partial

vacuum and draft into and through the fire-box would not have caused

quite as much air to pass in without the hoods? The air tubes and

hoods were, soon, however, found to be useless, and they were plugged

up and the latter taken off shortly afterwards. Besides, too, the fire-

boxes were made to taper upwards, thus giving a larger proportionate

capacity for the coal to burn in than was allowed for the dilution of

the gases. This form of construction appears not to have been arranged

with a due regard to the true requirements of complete combustion,

for to have effected this thoroughly it is necessary, and if it can be

obtained, a large combustion chamber should always be provided, on

account of the rapidly expanding volume of the gases as they ascend,

again increased by dilution or combination with oxygen ; and lastly,

still further augmented in temperature as well as volume, on their com-

bustion or conversion into flame. We must not be thought in these

remarks to be bent on finding fault ; we are only striving to elucidate

facts and clear up some anomalies that have appeared to exist, which,

as journalists, it is our special office to fulfil. What always appeared

to us a defect in these engines, was the position of the lower mid-

feather (for it must be remembered that these boxes had two, a shallow
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upper oue, and a lower one), as may be seen on the longitudinal section

of the boiler, fig. 2, the lower one being inclined backwards considerably,

with three or four rows of air tubes in its upper side, the direction of

the current passing through which impinged with considerable force

against the fire-box, immediately inside and below the firing door.

The currents passing through these air tubes in the midfeather, or "stay

Fig. 2.

=B^

„ k „ ;;-
t
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tubes," as they were called, came in so many jets from the front fire, or

that next the boiler tubes, to the back fire, the ash-pans being divided

in half below the midfeather, producing what was, practically speak-

ing, two ash-pans ; so that although no doubt a large amount of air

and gases were carried direct into the boiler tubes from the front

fire, still it is also clear that a considerable amount passed through

the stay tubes direct, against the inner plates of the box. The
impingement against this plate of the fire-box opposite the midfeather,

too, was beyond doubt much increased by the inclination towards it

of the midfeather, for the gases, as they issued from the back fire, were

compelled to assume a continually decreasing volume until the upper

part of the midfeather was passed ; besides, too, the action of the draft

would lift small pieces of the fuel in curved directions, so that they must

of necessity hit aDd scrape hard away against the copper plate. It is

only those who have had opportunity of training the mind by exact

observation who can form a true conception of the abrading effects of

a draft carrying in it in a state of suspension small particles of matter

in dust form. The result is analogous to that of eroding action of water

carrying sand in suspension, gnawing away rocks of every kind in its

course. Nor is this alone the only cause that may be assigned for the

wearing out of these plates ; it is evident, indeed we have often witnessed

it, that an intensely powerful combustion of the gases takes place at

about that portion of the fire-box we have alluded to, marked A in fig. 2,

whereby the chenpcal action and deterioration of the copper by oxidation

at a high temperature are augmented. The result, at all events, turned
out that in some cases after a few months wearing (we believe we are

on the right side when asserting that in no case was it more than twelve,

and in many cases certainly less), a large patch or renewal of the plate

was necessary.

On a glance at the section of the new engines, we do not see any

lower midfeather shown, and conclude therefore that there is none ;* the

want of this we should be disposed to believe an improvement, for

although a few feet of heating surface are lost, we do not believe that the

absence will much affect the steam-generating efficiency of the boiler,

as the gases will have a little more room for combining ; whilst, too, it

appears probable that the temperature in the tubes will be higher, for

the reason that less heat is absorbed in the furnace proper, and it is very

nearly certain that the fire-box will cost less in repairs.

In the new engines the framing is a much more perfect job than

formerly; it is made continuous throughout from the leading to the

trailing buffer beam, and secured to the fire-box sides by a form of

expansive joint, which we are able to pronounce from having seen

it, a capital job.

In the old engines the composite wood and iron framing was adopted,

which never could, from its very nature, come up to the actual require-

ments necessary to withstand the wear and tear of heavy traffic ; in

the new engines this is made solid throughout, having cheek pieces

bolted around the horns to receive the axle boxes. The framing, too,

is strengthened transversely by cross stay-plates, which are necessary to

keep it together, on account of the peculiar expansion joints connecting

it to the fire-box casing.

Another great improvement in the new engines is the mode of

securing the bogie pin to the boiler. It wasjormerly the practice to

forge this with a thick strong lip on its upper side proceeding from the

bulb of the pin : this was let in between two strong plates rivetted by

angle irons to the boilers and the lower part of the smoke-box tube

plate, as shown at fig. 3. As far as security of the pin is concerned,

the old method was no doubt a tolerably safe one ; but it had the great

defect of rendering it almost impossible to get at or caulk that portion

of the angle-iron hoop by which the tube plate was connected to the

barrel, so that if a serious leak occurred at these parts, or for some one

of many concomitant reasons, we have seen it frequently necessary to

cut out a portion of the barrel plate to get the pin off at all, altogether

a very expensive job, and in rectifying requiring a great deal of time.

* While these pages are just in the press, Mr. Slaughter writes us that the

midfeather is done away with as practically useless.
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There can be very little doubt tbat the strains, which are neces-

sarily very severe on the bogie pin as the engine is running, especially

round a curve, in cases where the kant of the rails is considerable,

have the tendency of producing stresses of a very insidious kind

on those parts of the boiler to which it is connected, causing cracks

and splits, leaks and loosening of rivets, which are not likely to occur

in the new engines, where the pin is very neatly attached by bolts

passing through a fianch on its upper side to a bracket and stout

plate ; the former secured to the lower part of the smoke-box tube

plate below the barrel, carrying a stiffening plate projecting inwardly

to the smoke box from the bracket. The engraving, fig. 4, will give a

better idea of this detail than any amount of verbal description.

Before concluding this paper it may be interesting to note the tractive

force of one of these new engines, and for the sake of doing so we will

apply Pambour's formula, finding the result for different periods of

admission, or the corresponding rates of expansion, viz., in full gear,

when the cut-off i3 about 0'75 of the entire stroke, and at the second or

third notch from mid gear ; the latter two will give general values for

the tractive force ordinarily exerted when the engine is running.

Pambour's formula being

_ d2 lp
D

where d = diameter of cylinder
;

I = length of stroke

;

p = mean pressure on the piston in lbs
;

D = diameter of driving wheel

;

T = tractive force
;

In the first case, that is, in full gear, the utmost tractive force which

the Pluto is capable of exerting is

17 X 17 X 2 X 100 <nn,„ „ .. , -, ,.—

—

= 10052 lbs., tractive force at lull gear.
5 -75

THIRD SF.EIE3.—VOL. II.

100 lbs. being taken as the effective mean pressure per square icnh

of piston, as near as that can be determined by calculation.

In the second case, running with reversing lever at the second notch

from mid gear, the cut-off will now take place at about 039 of the

entire stroke ; the effective mean pressure on the piston will therefore be

about 45 lbs. per square inch, we therefore have

17 X 17 X 2 X 45
£-=-= = 4523'4, tractive force at second notch.

In the third case, running with reversing lever at the third notch,

the cut-off will now take place at 0'55 of the entire stroke, the effective

mean pressure on the piston will be, as near as calculation can show,

about 59-4 lbs. per square inch, we have therefore

17 X 17 X 2 X 66

5'75
= 6635, tractive force at third notch.

From what precedes, the intermediate values of the tractive force

corresponding to the different percentages of cut-off can be easily

deduced, and therefore the horse-power calculated for the different

velocities at which any given load of train is travelled. It is, however,

probable that the calculated result is higher than the actual horse-

power would prove if indicated.

Much as we might enlarge upon the present subject, it is scarcely

necessary now to do so, beyond stating that a short time since we had

an opportunity of examining these engines, which appeared altogether

a downright good job ; and we are further told by Mr. Slaughter,

through whose kindness we are indebted for the drawing from which our

Plate is prepared, that in practice, the new engines have turned out, as

there is every reason, after a close examination of their arrangement

and construction, to predict they would, the best engines that have ever

run upon the line of railway we have referred to.— V. D.

PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT, 1852.

By the Right Honourable Frederic Lord Chelmsford, Lord High

Chancellor of Great Britain ; the Right Honourable John Lord

Romilly, Master of the Rolls ; Sir John Rolt, her Majesty's Attorney

General ; and John Burgess Karslake, Esquire, her Majesty's

Solicitor General ; being four of the Commissioners of Patents for

Inventions under the said Act.

It is ordered as follows :—After the 31st day of December, 1866,

every applicant for letters patent shall deliver at the office of the com-

missioners, with his provisional specification, or (when a complete

specification is filed with the petition and declaration) with his complete

specification, an abridgment in duplicate under his hand, or the hand

of his agent, of such provisional or complete specification. The abridg-

ment must set forth the name of the applicant, the title of the inven-

tion, and describe, in as short a manner as possible, the features of

novelty which constitute the invention. The abridgment, and a copy

thereof, must be written upon sheets of foolscap paper, and upon one

side only of each page, leaving a margin of 1|- inches on the left hand

side of the page.

(Signed)

Dated, 17th December, 1866.

CHELMSFORD, C.

ROMILLY, M. R.

JOHN ROLT.
JOHN B. KARSLAKE.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Arithmetic, Examination Papers in. Smith. ISmo, Is. 6d., cloth.

Arithmetic, Theoretical and Practical. Givtliestone. Crown Svo, 6s. 6d., cloth.

Chemistry, Outline Facts of. Ward. 12mo, 2s.6d., cloth.

Co-ordinates, Trilinear. Whitworth. 8vo, 16s., cloth.

Cotton-spinner, Practical. Pearson. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d., cloth, sewed.

Engineers, Useful Information for. Fairbairn. Third series, 8s. 6d., cloth.

Mechanics, Molecular, Elements of. Bayma. 8to, 10s. 6d., cloth.

RECENT PATENTS.

VEHICLES FOR COMMON ROADS.

Robert Puckering, Beverley.—Patent dated April 18, 1866.

This mechanism relates to what is known as the " forelock " in four-

wheeled vehicles for common roads, and has for its object the shortening

2 Q
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of the coupling of the front and hind wheels, and the ohtaiument of a

larger bearing when turned in the lock.

In carrying out this invention, it is proposed to employ two iron

transom plates, one of which may be faced with hard wood on the

rubbing surface, to prevent jarring and noise in running. The two

front parts of the transom plates form the ordinary half circle, and

the lower plate is provided or formed with a longitudinal slotted bar or

long spindle, or solid bar, extending from the crown of the half circle

to its centre. In this slot, or along this longitudinal bar, slides a bolt

or eye attached to the upper transom plate. The back part of the

lower transom plate, the form of which constitutes the essential feature

of this invention, is shaped so as to form a double reverse curve, and

is either slotted, so as to admit of a bolt or pin attached to the top

carriage part or upper plate sliding therein when locking, or it may be

made solid, and have a raised lip or rib extending along the under

surface of the bar as far as the outer edge of the futchels ; and on each

side or edge of this plate or bar there is a bolt carried by the upper

plate, having a laterally projecting lip which uuderlaps the curved bar

of the lower transom plate, the lips of the bolts bearing against opposite

sides of the raised lip or rib on the bar, and thus guide the lower tran-

som plate when in the act of locking.

The engraving represents a plan of the improved forelock, showing

the carnage part in the lock ; a a' are the two iron transom plates, the

front parts of which form the ordinary half circle, and b is the longi-

tudinal slotted or solid bar, extending from the crown of the lower half

circle to its centre ; c is the bolt or eye attached to the upper transom
plate, a, and sliding in or along the slotted or solid bar or spindle, 6,

of the lower transom plate, a'. The back part, d, of the lower transom
plate is of the form of a double reverse curve, as shown, and is either

slotted, so as to admit of the bolt or pin, e, attached to the top carriage

part, sliding therein when locking, or it may be made solid, in which
latter case a guiding groove or lip is formed on the back edge of the back
part, d, of the lower transom plate, to receive the guiding piece, g,
secured to the upper plate.

FEED APPARATUS FOR SCRIBBLING AND CARDING
ENGINES.

Messrs. Wailes and Cooper, respectively of Stroud and Frome.

Patent dated December 8, 1865.

This invention relates to certain improvements in, or additions to, the
apparatus for feeding scribbling and carding engines, for which letters

patent were granted to Messrs. Wailes and Cooper, bearing date the 2nd
of December, 1864, No. 3007, and consists in the application and use of a
plain or fluted roller, covered or not with cloth, in combination with a
trough or guiding surface, such roller and trough or guiding surface being
situate itn mediately beneath the box or hopper containing the spiked roller
and stationary spikes, or the two or more spiked rollers referred to in the
specification of the said patent. The material, after having been opened

out by the action of the spiked roller or rollers, falls into or on to the
trough or guiding surface, and is drawn between the plain or fluted

roller and the edge of the said trough or guiding surface, whereby it is

" granulated," or rolled, and brought into a condition more suitable for

being caught by the spiked apron or cards which supply the material to

the scribbling or carding engine. The position of the spiked rollers for

opening the material and the form and length of the spikes may be
varied to suit the peculiar nature of the material under treatment, and
the plain or fluted roller is made adjustable nearer to or further from
the trough or guiding surface, so as to give the material the required
" granulation " or rolling. This process of rolling or " granulatiu" "

the wool is intended to be applied more particularly to scribbled wool.

The annexed engraving represents a transverse vertical section of the

feeding hopper and spiked

roller described in the speci-

fication above referred to, with

the "granulating" roller and

trough, or guiding surface,

which form the subject of the

present invention connected

herewith. A is the feeding

hopper, and B B are feeding

rollers which may be covered

with card cloth, as shown, for

the purpose of holding the

fibrous material whilst being

acted upon by the spiked

roller, c. These rollers, B B,

by being driven at different

speeds may be made to assist

in opening the wool or other fibrous material. Immediately beneath

the rollers above referred to there is fitted the curved dish or trough,

D, of wood, metal, or other suitable material, and near the edge of

this trough, and at a slight distance above it, rotates the additional

roller, E, of wood, iron, or other suitable material, which may be either

plain or fluted on the surface, and may, if desired, be covered with card

or with cloth. This roller is caused to revolve in the direction of the

arrow by any convenient arrangement of gearing, or by a driving strap

or band and pulley (not shown in the engraving), and its bearings are

made adjustable in any well known manner, so as to enable the distance

between the surface of the roller and that of the trough, D, to be

varied according to the requisite amount of rubbing to the material

operated upon.

ELEVATING AND FORCING WATER.

Julian Bernard, Glasgow.—Patent dated May 17, 1866.

This apparatus relates to a novel method of raising and forcing water

or other fluids, of which the following is a description. Assuming, for

example, the object sought to be attained to be that of unwatering a

mine. An air-compressing machine which may be worked by a steam

engine, or other prime mover, is placed at any convenient position in

relation to the shaft, and a receiver placed in connection with it for

receiving the compressed atmosphere. To this receiver is connected

by means of tubes a vessel or chamber, which for the sake of distinction

is called a compound receiver, both water and air being alternately

admitted into it when required, the tubes and receiver being furnished

with valves for that purpose. The compound receiver is lowered into

the mine until it is immersed in the water to any desired or required

depth, the tube which connects it with the receiver forming a communi-

cation through which compressed atmosphere is admitted into it when
required. There are two other sets of tubes which form communications

from the compound receiver, and which are also furnished with valves,

one being for the egress of the water, and the other forming a communi-

cation through which the atmosphere can be extracted or allowed to

escajw from the compound receiver after the water has been expelled.

The compound receiver is furnished with a valve or valves for admitting

the water into it, which valve or valves close immediately the com-

pressed atmosphere is admitted, and remain so closed until the desired

quantity of water is expelled and the pressure removed by Me extraction

of the atmosphere or its escape otherwise.

The channel of egress and ingress, whether the appliances employed
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consist of valves or other suitable arraugemeuts, are actuated by the

water and atmosphere through the employment of floats, which are so

arranged as to come in contact with the apertures directly, or act upon

valves or other suitable arrangements through the medium of levers

and springs or weights, the accumulating force or weight being taken

advantage of for giving the required motion ; which arrangements will

be self-acting so long as the supply of compressed atmosphere and

water is combined. On the escape of the atmosphere from the com-

pound receiver a portion of it is recompressed, which may be done by

putting the escape tube or valve in communication with the compressing

engine, or with a separate chamber or receiver, from which it is after-

wards forced into the common receiver. In some instances the valves

are actuated from or by means of the prime mover, or any other engine,

instead of by the water and atmosphere, through the medium of floats,

weights, and levers.

Fig. 1 represents a vertical section of a portion of an apparatus for

Fig. 1.

elevating and forcing water. Fig. 2 is a similar view, showing the

working parts in a different position ; and fig. 3 is a sectional plan of

the apparatus. A is a strong vessel or receiver which is to be sunk or

submerged in the water to be elevated. In unwatering a mine, for

example, this receiver will be lowered to the desired c
1
3pth, the lengths

of pipe in connection therewith being attached as it is lowered until

Fig. 2.

the required depth's reached, i; is the pipe through which the water

to be elevated is forced. This pipe is provided with a foot valve, C, at

the bottom, and communicates by the branch, D, with the interior of the

combined water and compressed air receiver, A. E is the water inlet

valve opening inwards to the receiver, f is the pipe for supplying

compressed air to the receiver, such pipe communicating directly either

with an air pump or pumps worked by any prime mover, or with a

compressed air receiver which is kept charged to the pressure required

by means of air punq
,
as is well understood, a is the compressed

air inlet valve to the receiver A, such valve opening outwards in the

manner after explained. H is the exit pipe through which the com-

pressed air is allowed to pass from the receiver, A, after it has

forced or expelled the water therefrom. This pipe is furnished with

an air exit valve, I, opening inwards, as after explained. K is a

weighted or balanced float contained inside the receiver, A, and guided

in its ascent and descent by the guide rods, a, a, shown in the plan, fig.

3. To the inside of this float there is fitted a cushion, L, of elastic or

Fig. 3.

compressible material, such, for example, as vulcanized india-rubber,

which, when the float is down, rests upon the mouth of the water exit

pipe, D, the area of which should be great, r than that of the air exit

valve, I, for the purpose after explained. M is an adjustable spindle

screwed into the top of this float, the object of which is to effect the

opening of the air inlet valve when the float rises sufficiently, by

coming in contact with the arm, b, of the bent tipping lever, N. This

lever turns loose upon the horizontal spindle, o, and its arm, N, is

weighted at its upper end, so that when thrown over the centre by the

upward pressure of the float, the weight, c, will be free to fall upon the

long arm of the lever, p, working in the fulcrum, Q, thereby depressing

that end and elevating the opposite end of such lever, and with it the

air inlet valve, G, which is provided with a spindle, d, resting upon the

lever, p. The red dotted lines show the positions of these levers when
the air inlet valve is open, as will be seen more clearly in fig. 2. The
air exit valve, I, is connected by a short spindle with a float, e, which

is of such a weight and capacity that the float shall have sufficient

buoyancy to lift and close the exit valve when acted upon by the water

in the receiver, A. This valve is also connected by a chain, f, with the

large float, K, the said chain being of such a length as to admit of the

float, K, descending to and resting upon the water exit pipe, D, before

opening the exit valve. So soon, however, as the cushion, L, rests

upon the mouth of the pipe, D, a portion of the area of the float equal

to the area of the pipe, D, will be unbalanced, and as this unbalanced

surface is of larger area than that of the exit valve, it follows that the

amount of unbalanced pressure upon the float will be sufficient to draw

down and open the exit valve, I, against the internal pressure iu the

receiver, A. R R are pulleys or quadrants fast on the spindle, O, and

having chains, s s, attached to them, which chains pass down through

eyes, </, on each side of the float, K, and have an enlargement or stop,

h, at their extreme ends, which prevents the ends of the chains from

passing through the eyes, g. Two chains are attached to the bottom

of the float, K, on each side, and connected to counter-weights, h

(one of which only is shown), working on guiding spindles at bottom

of the receiver, A. The action of this apparatus is as follows :

—

Supposing the air-tight receiver, A, to be complete!}' submerged, and

the air exit valve, I, open as shown in fig. 1, then the water surrounding

the receiver will flow therein through the water inlet valve, E, and will,

as it rises, elevate the float, K, until the ascent of the latter is checked

by the counterweights, k, and chains, i ; the chains, i, being just long

enough to admit of the head of the spindle, M, touching, or nearly

touching, the arm, b, of the weighted tipping lever, N, but not to elevate

it. In the meantime the water continues to rise in the receiver, A,

until by its action on the small float, e, it elevates and closes the air

exit valve, I. By this time the column of water in the receiver over-

comes the gravity of the float, K, and counterweights, k, combined,

so that the float will rise sufficiently to throw the weighted lever, n,

over its centre, whereupon the blow or concussion of the weight, c, upon
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the longer end of the lever, P, will start from its seat and open the air

inlet valve, G, which will be maintained open by the dead weight resting

ou the end of the lever, P. Compressed air will now enter the receiver,

A, from the air pump, or from the compressed air magazine, and by its

pressure upon the water contained in the receiver, A, will force out or

expel such water through the pipe, D, and up the water discharge pipe,

B. As the level of the water in the receiver, A, descends, the gravity

of the float, K, will begin to operate upon the ends of the chains, s s,

such chains having been partly wound over the peripheries of the pulleys

or quadrants, R R, whereby the stops, h, will be brought close under

the eyes, g, as shown in fig. 2. The increasing gravity of the float

produced by the receding of the water level, ultimately overcomes the

gravity of the weighted lever, N, and as the float, K, descends it brings

back that lever over its centre, through the action of the chains, s, and

pulleys, R, and by the time the float has become seated upon the mouth

of the water exit pipe, D, the weighted lever, N, will have tipped over

so as to rest against its stop, I, thereby giving out enough of the chains,

s, to clear the stops, h, from the eyes, g, as shown in fig. 1, wherein the

weighted lever is shown in its original position again. During this

time the air exit valve, I, has been kept closed by the pressure of the

air in the receiver, A, but by the time the float, K, has become seated

on the mouth of the pipe, D, the chain, /, connecting such valve with

the float, K, will be taut, so that the further descent of such float pro-

duced by the compression of the cushion, L, will exert a sufficient strain

upon the chain,/, to effect the opening of the valve, I. The compressed

air in the receiver now passes out by the pipe, n, a portion of it return-

ing to the air pumps to be re-compressed and re-employed, as before

described, the compressed air assisting the working of the pumps. If

found desirable, a portion of the compressed air may be allowed to

escape by the branch and stop cock, T, to be employed in any other

manner.

LAW REPORTS.

Mallet's Patent Buckled Plates. Application poe Prolongation.
—In the Privy Council, November 27, 1866.—This was an application by Mr.

Robert Mallet, F.R.S., for a prolongation of the term of letters patent, dated 28th

October, 1852, and granted to him for his invention of " Improvements in Fireproof

and other buildings and structures." The lords present were Lord Justice Turner,

Sir J. \V. Colvile, Sir Lawrence Peel, and Sir E. Vaughan Williams.

The invention in respect of which the present application was made, relates to the

construction of floorings for bridges, viaducts, warehouses, and such structures, by the

use of plates of iron, or other suitable material, bent into a peculiar convex and concave

form, which plates are known as " buckled plates." These plates may be in outline

triangular, square, rectangular, or polygonal, but in practice are generally made square

or rectangular, and the curvature is such that both of two sections taken at right

angles to each other through the centre of the plates, present a convex line of surface

on one side of the plate, and a concave line on the opposite side. The petition for

prolongation stated that the methods of flooring in use previously to Mr. Mallet's

invention for iron bridges or viaducts, or bridges framed of timber wholly or in

part, or for certain classes of brick or stone bridges, were either to form the floor

of heavy timber, usually in " half balk
1
' thickness— that is to say, about from 4 to

6 inches thick—or to form it of rectangular cast-iron plates, cast of a thickness of

from f to 1 inch thick in the largest convenient sizes, and provided with flanges

all round, by which those plates were bolted to each other and to the structure; and
no method was known to engineers or architects by which tran verse rigidity, sufficient

for a floor carrying heavy rolling or other loads, could be constructed of plates of

iron, whether cast or wrought, except they were relatively of great thickness and
consequent weight, nor were such floors ever constructed of any bvitjlat plates with

or without flanges. Thus, for example, all the great bridges and viaducts con-

structed by John Jlennie, by Walker, by Telford, and by others later in time, were
either floored with heavy timbers or with heavy flat plates of cast iron. Even
lolled boiler-plate had not, prior to the date of the petitioner's letters patent, been

applied in any form as a bridge flooring, it being considered insufficient in transverse

rigidity unless when in thickness so great as to be far more costly than a cast-iron

plate, which, though brittle, was as a material more rigid in a flat plate than
rolled or malleable iron. Thus, the Menai bridge and innumerable later railway

bridges and viaducts have been floored with heavy timber; the Southwark and
Vauxhall bridges, and a vast number of others, both for rail and common road
traffic, designed by engineers of high standing, have been floored with thick cast-

iron rectangular plates, weighing from 30 to 55 lbs. per foot. In the case of the

great bridge over the river Shannon, at Portumna, in Ireland, designed by Thomas
Rhodes, Esq., C.E. (a pupil of Telford's), and constructed by the petitioner's late

Arm, the roadway of the bridge, which is 1600 feet in length, is formed of cast-iron

rectangular plates with flanges bulted together, and it weighs not less than half a
ton to the yard forward of the bridge, the plates being three-quarters of an inch
thick; whereas the same floor, of equal or greater strength and stiffness, if con-
structed of plates made according to Mr. Mallet's invention, would weigh but two
hundredweight to the yard forward, and would be under one-quarter of an inch
thick, and there would be a corresponding saving in the cost both of the structure
and of the flooring it carries.

The petition further stated that in all cases in which cast-iron plates were thus

applied, the framing of the structure derived but little additional lateral or other

rigidity or support from the flooring, which had to be provided for by material and

parts of the structure extraneous to the same. The flooring invented by the

petitioner is of a nature to add greatly to the lateral stability of the bridge or other

structure upon which it is applied ; so much so, that it has enabled iron railway

viaduct structures to be constructed in the most exposed situations across arms of

the sea, and exposed to the full force, laterally and vertically, of waves and

tempests, that could not have been attempted with the old methods of constructing

the flooring, even at a vastly greater expense. Thus the great iron viaducts crossing

Morecambe Bay, erected some years since, and that now in progress of erection across

the Solway Frith, both designed by Mr. Brunlees, C.E., owe both their lateral

strength and their low cost principally to their floorings of buckled plates made
according to the petitioner's invention.

It was further stated that the timber flooring, even still to some extent employed

for railway bridges, has, in addition to its ponderousness (and hence demand of

otherwise unnecessary passive strength in the bridge framing), the evils of being

combustible and easily set on fire by coke from locomotives, &c, of leaking water

through at its joints, and of rotting within a few years. It weighs from 20 to 25

lbs. per foot, while buckled iron plate flooring, of far greater strength and stiffness,

would be less than one-half that weight.

Further, the flooring of any bridge being so much dead weight, which must be

carried by the framework of the structure, in addition to the active, or rolling, or

occasional load, it follows that whatever can be economized in weight in the forma-

tion of the flooring is attended necessarily with a corresponding and great economy

in the mass of material necessary to confer upon the bridge structure its strength

adequate to the total (passive and active) load. If, therefore, a very light but

amply strong and rigid and durable floor can be made, which shall itself cost not

more, but less, than an older and heavier form of flooring, economy is doubly

gained— first, in the floor itself; secondly, in the saving of material in the

framework that is to carry the floors.

The petition also stated the history of the invention, showing that Mr. Mallet

had been led to his invention by studying the theoretical principles of transverse

strength and stiffness in flat plates, and by an expensive series of experiments

starting from certain investigations which had been made by M. Navier, a French

engineer, as to the forces called into play when a flat rectangular plate, supported

all round only, or supported and "encastre"—i.e., gripped rigidly all round— is

exposed to a transverse strain.

By the use of the flooring designed by the petitioner, it appeared that far greater

strength and rigidity could be obtained than by any of the methods for constructing

floors formerly known, while, at the same time, the flooring added greatly to the

lateral stiffness of the structure, and being much lighter was the cause of economy

not merely in the substance employed for the flooring itself, but also in the material

used in the substructure which supported it.

Mr. Grove, Q.C., and Mr. W. N. Lawson (instructed by Mr. J. H. Johnson, of

No. 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and Glasgow), appeared for the petitioner ; the Attorney-

general (Sir John Rolt) and Mr. Hannen, represented the Crown.

Mr. Grove, Q.C., opened the petitioner's case, stating the particulars of the

invention and the advantages to be derived from its use, as mentioned in the petition

and afterwards detailed by the witnesses. He also urged that the result of the

accounts furnished by the petitioner showed that the monies received by him in

respect of the patent formed a very inadequate remuneration for the labour and

ingenuity involved in the invention.

The following witnesses were then called:

—

Mr. Mallet, F.R.S., the petitioner. He proved the various facts stated in the

petition as to the nature and history of the invention, and the advantages of light-

ness, strength, and economy to be derived from its use. The buckled plates had

been used for the erection of huts for soldiers in the Crimea, and the fact that their

peculiar shape enabled a large number to be packed so as to occupy comparatively

small bulk, had been found to be of great service. Buckled plates had been used

for the flooring of the new Westminster Bridge, and were also intended to be

used in the construction of the Holborn Hill Viaduct, and in the new Midland

Railway Station. They are also employed in the cofferdams, and in the construction

of the new bridge now building at Blackfriars. Mr. Mallet was then examined

as to the accounts furnished by him, and as to the amount which he had made by

his invention, and what had been received by a Mr. Jones, to whom he had granted

a license for working the same.

The witness was cross-examined as to the accounts by the Attorney-general, but

nothing material was elicited.

Mr. Thomas Page, C.E., engineer to the Victoria and Albert Bridge at Windsor,

and the New Westminster Bridge, said he had employed " Mallet's Buckled Plates"

in the flooring of the latter bridge. He had caused the plates (which were \ of

an inch in thickness, and 5 feet square) to be tested, and found that they bore a

proof load of 17 tons on each plate without giving way. As evidence of the

strength of the plates, he said that when the first half of Westminster Bridge was

opened to the public, the upper footway formed part of the carriage way, the foot

passengers being restricted to the old bridge. A load consisting of a Bray's

traction engine, 14£ tons, drawing a wagon and load of 26 tons (together 40A
tons), passed over the present footway, where the bearing arched ribs are 7 feet

apart, without injury to the plates. Had examined the plates since they were

erected, and found them perfectly sound. In his opinion the invention was novel,

and of great value.

Mr. R. O. Mennie, surveyor in the Department of Works of the War Office,

gave evidence as to the value of the invention, and stated that it had been employed

in the construction of bomb-proof roofing for the casemates of Fort George in the

Island of Mauritius.

Mr. Jones, the only licensee under the patent, gave evidence as to the amount
which his firm had made by the exercise of the invention.

The Attorney-general then addressed their lordships for the Crown, admitting in

general terms the novelty and value of the invention, but submitting whether under

the circumstances the petitioner had not been sufficiently remunerated.
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Lord Justice Turner, after a conference with the other members of the Committee,

said the invention was one of public benefit, aud if the public would lose for a

further period, they would be gainers in another point of view by Mr. Mallet

carrying out his own invention. Their lordships would extend the patent for four

years, and clothe their order with a provision that similar licenses to the one

granted to Mr. Jones should be made to other persons for the benefit of the public.

—Order accordingly.

Threshing Machines- Goucher's Patent.— In the Privy Council same

day.—This was a case in which a petition for a second prolongation had been

dismissed with costs. Mr. Aston now applied for an attachment for the costs, which

had not been paid, and grounded his application under the 14th William IV., cap.

41, section 2S, which gave the judicial committee power to enforce all orders for

costs by attachment.

Lord Justice Turner remarked that it was a special provision.

Mr. Aston read the section. Their lordships possessed the same power as the

Court of Chancery and the Court of Queen's Bench in attachments for non-payment

of costs. He had an affidavit that the party now in contempt could not be served

with personal notice. There was little doubt but be knew of the application, and,

in addition, he might mention that his solicitors had been served with notice. The
costs were £49 2s. Sd.

Sir E. V. Williams thought it was imperative that there should be a personal

service before a party could be committed for contempt in not paying costs.

Lord Justice Turner was of the same opinion, and asked the Attorney-general,

who was present in another case, whether it was not the rule in the Court of

Chancery.

The Attorney-general said he believed it was the rule, with scarcely an exception.

Mr. Aston asked that the application might stand over, to comply with the view

taken by the committee.

Their lordships permitted the application to stand over to effect a personal

sen-ice on the defanlting party.

Wood Bearings for Shafts of Screw Propellers. Penn's Patent.—Penn v. Bibby. Penn v. Jack.—Before the Lord Chancellor, December 6.

—The Lord Chancellor this day gave judgment on a motion for a new trial in this

case, which was argued for several days during last term. The bill was filed to

restrain the infringement by the defendants of a patent granted to the plaintiff, who
is the eminent engineer and manufacturer of marine engines at Greenwich. The
patent is dated 1854, and the invention related to an improvement in the construc-

tion of the bearings or bushes of the shafts of screw and submerged propellers by

the use of wood. This, it was stated, obviated the great wear and tear of the vessels

which had previously been caused by the friction of metal against metal; and per-

mission to use the patent had been accorded to a great number of shipowners by

the plaintiff upon payment of a royalty. The defendants contested the validity of

the patent on various grounds—namely, that the improvement was not new, and
had actually been used by one of the defendants in the year 1851 ; that the speci-

fication was defective in not describing the alleged invention in the same terms as

the patent; and that the alleged invention was not a fit subject for a patent. The
case was tried before Vice-Chancellor Wood in May last, without a jury; and a

vast amount of evidence was adduced which was of a contradictory character. The
Vice-Chancellor decided all the issues in favour of the plaintiff.

The Attorney-General (Sir John Rolt), Mr. Grove, Q.C., Mr. Cotton, and Mr.

Aston, appeared for the plaintiff; Sir Roundell Palmer, Q.C., Mr. Webster, Q.C.,

and Mr. Kay, were for the defendants.

The Lord Chancellor, after going carefully through the evidence adduced before

the Court, and sifting the objections to the patent, said that he saw no reason to

differ from the conclusion that the Vice-Chancellor had arrived at, and therefore

the motion mast be refused, with costs.

Umbrella Frames. Fox's Patent.—Fox v. Dellestable.—Before

Vice-Chancellor Malms, December 11.—This was a suit to restrain an alleged

infringement of the plaintiffs patent for certain improvements in the ribs of parasols

and umbrellas. The patent is dated 6th April, 1852. The invention was stated

to consist in constructing these ribs of steel formed into hollow trough-like shapes,

which frames are known as "paragon frames." In 1852 the plaintiff obtained in

France a brevet d invention, which he assigned to his nephew, who commenced
business at Amiens. In July, 1865, the plaintiff was informed that a Frenchman
in London was selling umbrella and parasol frames, and being aware that the brevet

^'invention had been infringed in France in November, his agent, Mr. Willes, disco-

vered that the defendants were selling new ribs at a cheaper rate than the plaintiff's,

which Mr. Willes pronounced to be a clear infringement of his patent. The plaintiff

then discovered that the defendants were carrying on an extensive trade in Jewin

Street, and had sold a large number to Mr. Henry Cumming, in Bishopsgate Street,

and Mr. Caleb Henry Harrison, of Wood Street. The bill then stated that the

defendants admitted the infringement, but contended that inasmuch as no steps had
been taken in France as to the brevet aVinvent ion they had a right to sell the ribs.

The bill then charged that the defendants had no license from the plaintiff, that

they were infringing and selling, and craved as above. It appeared that a person

named Holland had brought an action for damages against the plaintiff on the

ground of infringement, and obtained a verdict for £300. The patent expired on

the 6th of April, 1866 ; the motion for injunction had stood over from time to time,

and the cause now came on for hearing. The only question, therefore, was whether
the plaintiff was entitled to an account.

Mr. Baity, Q.C., Mr. Webster, Q.C., and Mr. Waller, appeared for the plaintiff.

Mr. Glasse, Q.O., Mr. Grove, Q.C., and Mr. Horton Smith, represented the defendants.

The Vice-Chancellor said that this patent was in the fourteenth year of its exist-

ence when this bill was filed, and expired in April last, and of course no injunction

could now be granted, the whole world having the right now to manufacture these

ribs. The only object, therefore, was an accout.„. However, notwithstanding the

expiration of the patent, the Court could still direct an account, and that was
decided very recently by Vice-Chancellor Wood. But regard must be had to the

particular circumstances of the case ; and the Court must be satisfied of the validity

of the patent, which depended upon whether it was novel and important. His

Honour then stated his reasons for considering the present invention neither novel

nor important, referring particularly to the action by Holland, and came to the

conclusion that the patent was invalid, and could not have been supported, even

had it not expired. The bill was therefore dismissed, with costs.

Bovill's Patent for Grinding Corn. Bovill v. Goodier.—Before Mr.
Justice Willes and a Special Jury.—Court of Common Pleas.—The plaintiff in this

case is the well-known engineer and patentee of certain improved processes for

grinding corn. The defendant is a miller, at the Dee Mills, Chester, and the

question arose upon issues of fact directed by the Master of the Rolls, who having
decided that the defendant was infringing the patent of the plaintiff, ordered issues

to try whether the plaintiff was the first and true inventor of the processes described

in his specification, either singly or in combination. These now came on for trial.

The patent is dated 5th June, 1849, but the term of it was extended for five

years in 1863. Mr. Bovill's claim consists of three material parts, of which the

process of exhausting the hot dusty air and " stive " from the millstone case when
blown through the grinding surfaces of the stones is one ; and the second issue was
whether or no this last process was new.

Mr. Grove, Q.C., Sir George Honyman, Q.C., Mr. Aston, and Mr. J. C. Mathews,
were for the plaintiff; and Mr. Watkin Williams, the Honourable A. Thesiger, Mr.
Fullarton, and Mr. Laing, were for the defendant.

The plaintiff's case was, that before the date of his patent (June, 1849), it had
been a great object among millers to get rid of the impalpable dust, termed " stive,"

which was produced during the process of grinding the corn. This stive penetrated

to all parts of the mill, and, besides injuring the health of the workmen employed,

had a prejudicial effect upon the quality of the meal. The plaintiff effected his

object by placing an exhaust fan (a simple and well-known piece of machinery) in

communication with the cases inside, which the millstones grinding the corn revolved

so as to suck away the air from them. He then introduced a current of air into

the millstone cases, and so regulated the current in and the current out as to exhaust

the plenum of air inside the millstone cases, to quote the plaintiff's own words. By
these means the hot dusty air was separated from the meal, which descended cool

and dry and tit for immediate dressing down the tubes in connection with the

millstone cases, known as meal spouts. The stive was by the current of air con-

veyed into a chamber formed of some porous fabric called a stive room, which, while

it retained the stive, permitted the hot air to pass through it. The stive could,

when collected from this chamber, be utilized. The process had, after much inquiry,

been adopted by the government at the mills at Deptford. The patentee had been

involved in litigation ever since the date of his patent.

Mr. Bovill, Mr. Nasmyth (the inventor of the steam hammer), and Mr. Fothergill,

were called to prove the case as above stated.

The defendant's case was that he and many other millers had, prior to 1849,

used the exhaust fan with a stive room, and had produced the same results. That,

in fact, machinery the same in principle, if not the same in all its details, had been

in use from before the date of the patent until the present time, so that either the

patent had not been infringed, or, if it had been infringed, then that the invention

olaimed by it had been anticipated. The present defendant was one of many
millers who would all be more or less affected by the decision of the jury.

Mr. Potto Brown, Mr. Fyson, Mr. Podger, and Mr. Muir, who owned and worked
large mills, were called to describe the machinery in use at their respective mills

prior to the plaintiff's patent, and to show the beneficial results obtained by the

use of the exhaust fan and stive room. The plaintiff was allowed to call in reply

a number of workmen employed at the mills in question during the years immedi-
ately preceding 1849, to contradict the defendant's witnesses upon these points.

Mr. Watkin Williams having summed up the evidence for the defence, and Mr.

Grove having replied, the learned judge summed up, and the jury found all the

issues in favour of the plaintiff, except the second, which they found in favour of

the defendant.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Geology. By David Page, F.B.S.E., F.G.S., &c. Blackwood &
Sons, Edinburgh and London. 1806. Pp. 328.

Mr. Page is one of those men of whom we have but few examples in

Great Britain, possessing the happy knack of rendering popularly intel-

ligible to almost any reader a subject which, to be properly and usefully

studied, requires the application of a mind of high order.

As far as geology is concerned we may without error assert that the

author under consideration has done more for the popularizing of geology

than almost any other writer in the English language. He has, indeed,

fulfilled for geology that which many continental writers have for other

more or less kindred subjects, the office, as the French call it, of the

vulgarizateur. Let not our readers misunderstand the true meaning

of this word ; it indicates more than our nearest English equivalent,

"popularizer." Whatever may be the opinion of Mr. Page on the

English side of the border, we know that in Scotland, he is looked up

to as a sort of patriarch in the science of geology, whilst his special

acquaintance with the geology of the northern part of the island causes

him to be much consulted on mining matters.

We can recommend Mr. Page's as a first book in geologic science
;

the student can take it up and read in a specially fascinating style the

greater facts he has to master, without perplexing his patience with
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technicalities which are best at first avoided. Let a student thoroughly

acquaint himself with the teachings of the present work, he may then

with much security advance himself to the reading of such works as

Lyell has produced, or to perhaps the more philosophic lectures of

Haughton.

It appears to us that the chapters on the coal measures, and those

on ice and glaciers, are the more thorough of any in the book, although

we fear we have to conclude that the author is somewhat deceived in

his estimate of the importance of the shale oil manufacture, when con-

sidering it " as an established branch of our national industry." It might

have been thought so twelve months ago, when the oil works Were as fully

occupied as they could desire ; but now that the transatlantic warfare

has ceased, the American has discovered so well how much he may
advantage himself by the exportation of petroleum, that for home oil

there is indeed no sale at a profit. So suddenly has the collapse in

this industrial pursuit—which only a year since promised so much

—

been, that at the present time in Scotland, the seat of the home manu-
facture, every work of importance is idle. Although this remark might

have been true in the first edition, we think it should have been modified

for the second.

It is clear that others besides ourselves have seen the value of Mr.

Page's book ; its first edition appeared only in February last, and the

present appeared in October of the same year.—V. D.

Traverse Tables. By Robert Shortrede, F.R.A.S., &c. Edited

by Edward Sang, C.E., F.R.S.E., &c. Blackwood & Sons, Edin-

burgh and London. Pp. 290.

These admirably got up tables were compiled by Major-General Short-

rede during his practice as a revenue-surveyor in the Punjaub and first

assistant in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, in the latter of

which offices he tells us in his preface of his discovery of the want of a

method of finding traverses for bearing and distance shorter and easier

than any of the methods commonly in use ; and that after some con-

sideration he constructed a table to ever}' 5' of bearing and 100 of

distance. There appeared, however, great difficulty in depending on

those who had the performing of the computations ; therefore, to do
away entirely with the use of differences (the original table being written

out to four figures), with differences for the odd minutes, it was perceived

that a considerable improvement would be effected if the traverses -were

given to every 2', the intermediate minutes being then with facility ascer-

tained by taking the intermediate tabular values.

The mode in which the table was prepared is interesting, and no less

instructive ; so much so, that on this point we give the author's own
words :

—

" The present Table was computed by taking the natural sines and cosines given

in the common seven figure tables, and adding each successively up to 100 ; the
correctness of the work being proved at every tenth result. From the slips so

prepared the types were set up by the computers ; and so carefully was this done
that the errors in setting np averaged less than one per page.

" When these errors had been corrected, and after two more readings no fault

could be found, an impression was taken on a composition ; and on this composi-
tion a stereotype plate in copper was deposited by the electrotype process. This
work is probably the first example of this process as applied to tables. Besides
other advantages, it has that great one that it does not injure the face of the type,

as will be seen from the last pages being as clear as the first."

It may thus be seen that no trouble was spared to render the result as

devoid of error as possible.

The style of the type is singular, and we cannot say that we perceive

any advantage is gained by it, although Major-General Shortrede, from
the statement in his preface, evidently thinks so. We have taken the

trouble to compare these figures with tiie ordinary head and tail figures

used in most tables of logarithms, and others of more or less kindred
subjects, and really we cannot say that to our own vision any clearness

in legibility is effected. On this division of his subject the author
remarks :

—

" It (meaning the type) may serve to show that the supposed advantage of unequal
figures with heads and tails is due, not to inequality of size, but to the relative pro-
portions of the face and body of the figures, or to that of the face and clear space
between the figures.

" In view of all that has been urged in favour of heads and tails, I am unable to
perceive that, in the Useful Knowledge Society's reprint of Lalande, the three
logarithms at the bottom of the first column of page 26, or the four at the bottom
of the first column of page 96, are less legible than'any of the lines of unequal sized
figures.

' The figures here given have a slope of 1 in 6, approximating to common writing,
and half-way between the upright Roman and the common Italic. I have

endeavoured that every part (especially the tops) of the figures should be distinctive,

and not liable to be mistaken for any part of any other figure. How far I have
succeeded must be left to the judgment of those who use the tables."

The table is by far the most complete of any we have ever met with in

any language. This fact, indeed, might be gathered from what we
have previously remarked as to its preparation. The work itself com-
mences with a description of the tables. This is followed by a chapter

with examples on the " use of the tables in common surveying," very

complete, and easy of application. We have, thirdly, a short section

on the " Use of the Traverse for finding Proportional Parts ; " followed

by another on the " Use of the Table in Plane Trigonometry."

Now a work of the present kind comes before our profession with

far greater inducements than many other works so frequently issuing

from the press, from the fact of its being a production of necessity. We
may therefore conclude it has been well tested in practice by the author

and his colleagues before being presented for the use of others. The
whole forms a handsome volume, printed on good stout paper, evidently

intended for rough use in the field, as well as indoors.

Another inducement to the adoption of the work as a standard Table

is the fact of its being edited by Mr. Sang, of Edinburgh, who has long

been known for his accurate investigations in many subjects allied to

or, more strictly speaking, forming part of the professional knowledge

of the engineer.—V. D.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

Handruch fur Steinkohlen Gas Beleuchtung. Von N. H.
Schilling, Ingenieur und Director der Gasbeletichtungs-Gesell-

schaft in Miinchen, &c. Oldenburg, Miinchen. 1865. 1 vol., 4to,

with illustrations.

There is in reality no standard work upon gas lighting in English,

except the now rather antiquated work in quarto of the late Mr. Samuel

Clegg. Whatever else may be learned in our tongue as to coal or other

gas for lighting, must be picked up here and there in magazines and

encyclopsedic works of one sort or another—one of the many strange

examples that England presents of an immensely developed industry

carried on badly and wastefiilly almost everywhere, and by a sort of

traditional rule of thumb for the most part.

Probably more gas for illumination is made in England than in any

country of an equal number of inhabitants in the world. Coal is with

us as cheap at least as in any other country, and yet the average

price of gas with us is high, and its quality almost universally bad.

In no other country in Europe would gas be tolerated such as is

supplied in London ; nor would anywhere else long-suffering apathy

tolerate the fact that a sideboard of silver plate cannot be left exposed,

even for a single night, in any gas-lighted dining-room in London,

without becoming discoloured almost to brownDess by the richness in

sulphur compounds of the gas we are forced to consume. It would be

futile to urge again, that what thus acts upon silver plate has a

corresponding tendency to loose the silver cord of life. It is not all

ignorance that does this, however, nor perhaps all apathy. For with all

the apparatus of Dr. Letheby, and periodical reports in public prints, the

staring evils of bad and dear gas go on just as usual, and the Lethebyan

reports might as well be consigned to the waters of Lethe itself for any

good they do, or are likely to do.

Yet it is not so commonly abroad. The coal gas of European towns

and cities is generally of very fair quality, and in several places effectual

measures have been taken, as by the Emperor Napoleon at Paris, to

prevent exorbitant profits being made in the sale of a prime necessary, the

supply of which is rendered by the nature of circumstances a monopoly

from which the consumers have no escape but in submitting to dark-

ness. The actual scientific and technical knowledge of the European

continent, also, on the subject of gas manufacture, is apparently in

advance of our own. This large work of Herr Schilling's is a complete

systematic treatise on the subject, taking it up from its scientific roots,

passing with minute particularity and careful illustration through every

detail of manufacture, of apparatus for that, and of distribution, and

giving copious statistics of cost and returns, and a vast mass of other

information, all relevant and important to the practising gas engineer

or gas maker. It is also accompanied by a sketch of the history and

progress of gas lighting from the pen of Professor Dr. F. Knapp, well

known abroad (and in a less degree here) as a writer on technology

and chemistry. There are a large number of 4to copperplates of
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apparatus, and very numerous woodcuts intercalated in the text, which

is printed in Roman characters, which some English readers of German
find more easily read than the old German test. Herr Schilling has

been an exhaustive author on the subject of gas for illumination

;

another large work of his being extant, which is devoted wholly to the

illuminating gas obtained from wood, and from turf or peat.

It seems to be very little known in Great Britain that there is a

large manufacture of gas for illumination in many parts of Europe from

wood—generally saw dust—by Pettenkopfer's process, or others based

upon it; and that gas from turf, which has repeatedly been abortively

and ignorantly attempted in Ireland, where good peat is so abundant,

is also in use for illumination : however, for that use there is little to be

said in its favour, but for heating purposes the day will yet come when
the valne of turf gas will be recognized and employed in arts and

manufactures in Ireland.

—

Ed,

Decouvertes et Inventions Modernes. Par Henki de Par-
ville. 1 ser., small 8vo. Savy, Paris. 1866.

This is one of the many popular books on applied science and arts, &c,
which now constantly issue from the press in Paris. Very often these

are of great merit, for none better understand and fulfil the office

de Pauteur vulgarizatmr, than do Frenchmen. We cannot account the

present volume amongst the happier efforts of the class, however. The
selection is diffuse and often ill chosen. Who would have fancied

finding Hiero's celopyle and Papin's digester amongst the modern
inventions in reference to the steam engine ; the only justification that

can be adduced being, that these occur in a sort of summary of the

history of the steam engine, but how is that to be reconciled, and much
more in the volume, with its title? There are many woodcuts of rather

better than average merit, and the text is generally accurate. For a

lad with a mechanical taste this small volume might not prove an

unimproving book of recreation, combined with information.

Jahresbericht uber die fortschritte der Mechanischen
Technic cnd Technologies Von Dr. Hermann Grothe. 8vo.

Berlin. 1867.

This is the first part for 1867, of this year book of mechanical improve-

ments and technical theory, &c, which has now reached its fifth year.

The present part of 160 pages, with several lithograph plates, and a

good many woodcuts intercalated in the text, is devoted chiefly to

gearing, especially friction and other clutches, and a considerable

number of more or less new and some highly ingenious modifications

of or substitutes for the Hookes, or universal joint ; and to the steam

engine and steam boiler, their improvement and theory in relation to

that of heat, as now interpreted by physical philosophers.

The work, sold marvellously cheap, aims at and reaches a high

standard of treatment, too high, we say with some humiliation, for by

far the largest class of our mechanics or mechanical engineers engaged

in practice in Great Britain, even were it in English.

Lehrbcch der Gesammten Tunnelbaukunst. Von Franz
Rziha, &c. Dritte lieferung. Berlin. 1866.

The third part of Rziha's magnificent work on tunnelling has reached

us. It more than maintains the promise of its predecessors.

The present part is occupied mainly with shaft sinking and the

apparatus for effecting it. Though addressed to the civil engineer, the

mining engineer will find much in this part that directly concerns

himself; for example, this part contains, illustrated with very many
beautiful woodcuts, a perfect repertory of the various forms of

" safety cages " that have been proposed or brought into use, for saving

the cages for hoisting or lowering material from dropping to the bottom,

in cases where the chain or wire or hemp rope breaks. Also a

pretty copious treatment of the analogous subject, viz., the signal

apparatus for telling the engine driver of the " whimb engine " when the

cages are at the top of the shaft, and so preventing those disastrous

accidents of over winding, and often of dragging men over the pulleys

above the shaft, which are still not unknown. These descriptions are

accompanied by some very practical and intelligent disquisitions as to

principal and relative merits. The direction, number, and relation to

length and size of tunnel, time of completion, cost, &c, of various

numbers and forms and directions of shafts are also discussed, and a

large portion of the part is occupied with a very large and valuable mass
of statistics of methods, apparatus, mean time of execution, cost, and
generally all important working conditions of a vast number of shafts

sunk in various parts of the world, and for various uses, of various

sizes, and in various ways, as by horse gins, and by steam power, with

water and without, &e.

Much more there is in the part, far more than we can find space

to refer to here.

The only fault we find with it is the want of any index table of

contents, or any mode whatever of finding out what is in the volume,

except by turning over the pages. In a work so important as this, got

up without much regard to expense, in size type and paper, and with

the right of translation reserved, surely a temporary index pending the

completion of the work could have been afforded, and we hope before

the appearance of the next (fourth) part the publishers will take the hint,

and let us have an ad interim index to the whole, that will have by
that time appeared.

—

Ed.

Das Moleculargesetz, mit Besonderer Anwendung auf das
Wasser, den Wasserdampf, und die Luft. Von P. E.

Harder. 1 vol., thin 8vo. Meissner, Hamburg. 1866.

This is an abstruse and transcendental attempt to build up a complete

theory of fluids, vapours, and gases upon the basis of molecular physics.

The work will prove of interest to those engaged in the paths of inquiry

in which Clausius, Him, Rankine, and Thompson have distinguished

themselves ; but is one of a character outside the domain of practice

at present

Navigation- aVapeur Transoceanienne—Etudes Scientifiques.

Par Eugene Flachat, Ingenieur. 2 vols., and an Atlas of Plates.

8vo. Noblet et Baudry, Paris. 1866.

Recent times have been productive in works of a systematic class

on ships and their construction. The present work, though of smaller

size, bj' M. Flachat, whose name as an engineer is well known in

England as well as in his own country, is a French pendant to those of

Russell and of Rankine with us. Although a great deal in these volumes

will be already known to the British engineer or shipbuilder as being,

in fact, British information as to British works or enterprises, placed in

a form accessible to Frenchmen, still there remains enough of exclu-

sively French information to make the volumes worth the perusal

of our well educated marine engineers and naval architects.

It will be worth while, too, for such men to see here the thorough

and systematic way in which a French author regards his subject,

really beginning at the beginning of it—not by teaching elemen-

tary principles, as though he wrote for schoolboys, as the fit

beginning, but lucidly dividing his whole subject, and stating the

deductions from elementary principles which constitute the funda-

mental basis of each division. Thus, M. Flachat, having interoceanic

navigation to deal with, begins by a survey of the ocean itself and of

its various movements, as upon rightly understanding these depends

how we are to meet these movements of water and of wind, viewed

as resistant forces to the passage of the ship, and hence how, and in

what way, we are to fit the ship and its power to their encounter.

France has within the last few years wonderfully stepped out as a

commercial power in ocean navigation, and her daily progress in this

direction is still great. Nothing can well be more important for her

national position, and for the increase of the wellbeing and the wealth

of her people, than that she should promote in every way her oceanic

steam mercantile marine ; nothing is more likely to induce her popula-

tion to leave the ancient Gallic soil, and spread abroad and found and

prosper in new settlements and regions ; and nothing does she more

need over the broad spread of her inland departments than to get rid

of the dislike to leave, for any prospective good, the native hearth, unless

it be to go to Paris to some public post, or to the departmental capital,

as nearer. To go anywhere that involves a voyage par mer, is to the

inland Frenchman generally an affair of almost as much dislike as

crossing the black water is to the Bengalee. It is not unlikely that

such views have had something to do with the appearance of this work,

which is not alone suited to the scientific and practical naval constructor,

but is intended to tell all Frenchmen, capitalists, and entrepreneurs,
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&c, what has been done and is doing all over the world in the formation,

outfit, and working of lines of ocean steam navigation. There is a

little interjected about ships of war, Napoleons and Warriors, &c,

and of the properties of cuirassed ships, but the main drift is towards

the commercial marine.

Perhaps the best idea of the scope of the work that we can briefly

give will be simply to enumerate the headings of the chapters seriatim

of the two volumes. The first chapter, on the origin, object, and intent

of the work, states that the construction and conduct of ocean steamers

must be based on a knowledge of the movements of the ocean itself;

while the second chapter sets forth the important interests concerned,

the security of navigation demanded, and the general scope of the

subject, viewed subjectively and objectively in regard to the sea.

Chap. III., Wave movements. Chap. IV., General motions of

the ocean, tides and waves, currents, action of winds. Chap. V.,

Tides. VI., Currents. VII., Winds. We then come to the ship.

VIII., Stability. IX., Resistance to motion; water-lines. X.,

Moving power. XI., Machinery for producing it. XII., Naval

construction : wood and iron, &c. XIII., Shipwreck, statistics,

maritime insurance, lighthouses, and in general the securities of

navigation, and its dangers. XIV., Wind and steam, viewed as conjoint

motive powers. XV. and XVI., Naval management, nautical dangers,

storms, effects of various builds and constructions, precautions:

This completes the first volume. Vol. 2, Chap. XVII., embraces a

capitally compiled survey of the existing state of ocean steam naviga-

tion ; and in the next six chapters we have a succinct, but pretty com-

plete panorama of the fleets and arrangements of all sorts, technical

and commercial, of all the great lines of ocean steam navigation now
in running, such as the Brazilian, West Indian and Royal Mail Steam

Packet Company, the Cunard Company, the Peninsular and Oriental,

the Inman, and the great French Companies. This survey is, however,

not exhaustive ; many more or less important lines of ocean steamships

are not enlarged upon. In Chap. XXIV. we have a brief, but pretty

clear and, we presume, generally correct account of the history and
structure of the Great Eastern. This, with the exception of some
long and by no means unimportant notes and appendices to the second

volume, completes the work, which in the Atlas embraces forty-three

plates. In one of these notes M. Flachat claims priority for three

Frenchmen, MM. Emy, Brtlmontier, and Virla, against Mr. Airy,

astronomer royal, as to nearly all that relates to the molecular theory

of waves, and the nature of their production and propagation. The
views brought forward in the article Tides and Waves in the " Encyclo-

paedia Metropolitana" by Mr. Airy, in 1853, the author says, were

communicated to the public through the Annates des Ponts et Chaussees

by those French savants in 1834-35.

We are not aware of what amount of identity there may be in these

cases, but surely there must be a mistake as to the date of the appear-

ance of Mr. Airy's great article on tides and waves as in 1853. We
believe its appearance dates much further back ; and as to the rest, we
apprehend that the astronomer royal is about the last man in England
likely to adopt without due acknowlegment the intellectual labours of

another. It must be recollected, too, that the Webers, to whom Airy
does give due acknowledgment, had anticipated very much of what on
the subject of the genesis and laws of movement of waves was brought

before English readers in their own tongue for the first time by Professor

Airy in that able article, as to which the prevailing criticism that we
have hitherto heard from the lips of foreign men of science, fully

competent to judge both of its value and of its originality, was a

universal expression of wonder that the author of such a work should

have consigned it to the pages of an encyclopaedia.

—

Ed.

situation of the three combatants, and given a very lucid statistic state-

ment of the military and naval power that each, Prussia, Austria, and

Italy, were capable of bringing into the field. The views of the writer

are anything but favourable to Bismarckian policy. We had not been

prepared for the considerable navy list which Prussia was able even

then to show.

Der Krieg von 1866 in Deutschland dnd Italien; Politisch-
Militarisch Beschreiben. Von W. Rustow, Oberst Brigadier.

Erste Abtheilung. 8vo. Schultetz, Zurich. 1866.

This is mainly a military book, but it is also everyone's reading who is

connected directly or indirectly with the armaments of the world, inas-

much as it is the first part of a work which is intended to embrace the

whole of that surprising drama commencing with the inroad into Den-
mark, which has ended in placing the power of Prussia at a point regarded
with not unnatural dread by the other powers of Europe. Beginning
with Schleswig-Holstein, this part takes us to the battle of Custozza (of
which a capital map is given), after having passed in review the previous

Le Fusil a Aiguille ; Notes et Observations Critiques sur l'Arme a

feu se chargeant par la Culasse. Par Guillaume de Ploennies,

Capitaine dans l'Arme'e de la Hesse Grand Ducal. 1 vol., 8vo.

Tannera, Paris. 1866. With one copperplate.

This is a somewhat exhaustive brochure on the subject of needle guns,

which has been translated from the original German of the author into

French by M. E. Heydt. It gives, by the help of a large and clear

copperplate, and with ample description, the best account of the rise

and progress and construction of needle guns that we have yet met with.

We say of needle guns, for we are so accustomed in England to hear of

and read of the Prussian needle gun, that probably very few persons are

aware of the fact that there are at this moment (or were a few months

ago) not less than eight or ten different sorts or patterns of needle guns

in service in various parts or under different governments in Germany.

We have a good account of all these, and a pretty lucid discussion of

the merits and demerits of needle guns in general, and of the demerits

and directions for improvement of the Prussian infantry regulation

pattern (of the last model) of the needle gun—that which we know besf

as such in England. The merits are said to be those proper to al

breech-loaders, and little more is said in praise of this weapon. Its

demerits are said to be its great weight, and carrying too heavy a pro-

jectile, having too deep rifle grooves, and with too sharp a twist.

The work should be read by all our gunmakers who intend to compete

for our War Office prizes for breech-loaders ; and it will be with com-
placency they will hear the author's opening dictum, " Les seuls et

veritable principes a invoquer dans la tactique de l'infanterie, sont les

principes puremenl mecaniques"

Koniglich Preussisches Mineur Exercir und Dienst-Regelment
Erster Abschnitt. 213 woodcuts. Small 8vo. Baut, Berlin.

1866. 243 pp.

This is one of the recent text-books for the Prussian service, issued

during the late war with Austria. It is, or rather will be, when its

second portion shall be published, a complete systematic treatise upon

military mining, treated in a very masterly manner, brief, clear, and

always to the point—so that it is not merely a treatise for the study,

but a pocket-book for actual service. It takes the subject through

its whole range, from the tools and utensils for gallery and shaft

digging to the final charging of the mine and the firing of it, with

all the various shifts, dodges, and devices that may be adopted in

various ground, and under the various obstacles of water, &c.

;

throughout illustrated by those exquisitely clear and suggestive wood-

cut diagrams that the French and Germans alone seem to know how
to produce. Though this volume is, as its title tells, a purely mili-

tary treatise, it is one in which the civil engineer engaged in shaft

or tunnel work, will find a great deal to interest and profit him. The
work having its special object in view, is not theoretic ; it is a volume

for practice only, and concludes with some tables of mine charges for

various sorts of materials of ground, and under different lines of least

resistance.

Des Armes se chargeant par la Culasse. Par Challeton de
Brughat, Ingenieur. 1 thin vol., 8vo. Noblet et Baudry, Paris.

1866.

This brochure, although pretty obviously designed to bring into notice

a particular design for breech-loading arms, applicable both to small

arms and to artillery, invented by the author, and which he calls the

" Systeme Challeton," is worthy of perusal by those engaged in this

branch of gun manufacture, for it is much more than a mere puff. It

embraces a good deal of the history and march of improvement in

breech-loading and repeating arms, as well as in breech-loading

cannon, and it discusses the essentiality of certain principles of con-

struction as to both with a good deal of sense and discretion. As
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regards the chief object of the pamphlet, however, namely, the descrip-

tion of the author's own system, we regret that he did not think proper

to give a plate or some other illustration of the mechanical details of

his arrangements. In the absence of such we have failed to gather from

his pages anything more than a very vague notion of what he proposes

—too vague to enable us to venture upon the attempt to convey

it to our readers. In fact, we are obliged to confess that the impres-

sion left upon our mind was that perhaps the writer did not wish

his precise method or details to be understood; that his object, really,

was to call attention widely, to the advantages of a something that was

intended only to be explained fully to a few. So far as we do compre-

hend M. Challeton's arrangements, they appear to us to be in principle,

if not in detail, identical with the method of breech-loading cannon

adopted (the invention was that of some other person) and tried upon

a large scale some few years ago by Mr. Clay, of the Mersey Steel

Company, Liverpool, in whose hands we believe the plan proved itself

a failure, for large calibres at any rate, some of which were made and

sent to Russia, and there burst.

Lecons de Physique, &c, deProfesseur Jamin,&c. Paris. 1866. 8vo.

The second fasciculus of the third volume of M. Jamin's magnificent

work on Pure Physics, as comprised in his lectures delivered at the

Ecole Polytechnique, has just appeared. The volume embraces light,

vision, and physical optics in general. These are treated of with the

same lucid mastery and terseness that have characterized the previous

volumes, here rendered even more striking by the abstruse nature of

some parts of the subject. Nothing can be more beautiful than the

way in which Jamin has here evolved the theory and laws, for example,

of double refraction, interference, diffraction, and elliptic polarization,

&c. The woodcuts in the volume are proportionably larger in number,

and still more elaborate and exquisite in execution, than in any of the

preceding volumes. We have in English no approach even, to such

a work on physics as this of Jamin's must prove when completed.

Manuel de Mecanique Appliquee. Par V. Dwelshauvers,
Ingenieur Civil, Mccanicien, Repetiteur a l'Ecole des Mines de Liege.

Partie premiere, Cinemarique. 1 vol., 8vo., with plates. Baudry,

Liege and Paris. 1866.

This is a work intended for the engineering or mechanical student, but

it is one that those engaged in practice will find of value, from the very

clear and simple way in which many practical machine organs or parts

are treated, and algebraic as well as geometric or graphic interpretations

given for their movements, or constructions as to proportion of parts, &c.

The view of the author as stated in his preface is peculiar, but not

now quite confined to himself. He states his opinion to be that the

study of applied mechanics should commence with cinematics, with the

science of pure motion, without any regard to its causality, force, which,

as a condition, should be superadded and subsequently studied. In his

method he proposes to treat all his problems by employing only the

principles of elementary algebra, but in such a way as to conduct the

mind of the reader directly to the fundamental formulae of the differential

calculus, and to introduce him to its notations. And, as he rightly

says, the main end of reasoning is to be found, not in the beauty of the

process, but in its power to convince, so he throughout, treats his ques-

tions geometrically and algebraically. We admit the generally lucid

character of the work, and its ability ; but the attempt to deal with the

notions of the infinitesimal calculus, as applied to mechanics, and yet

avoid the fnll technical use of its methods, is not quite new, and we
fear not more likely to be generally successful than other attempts to

make bricks without straw. The same notion was, some twenty-five

years ago or more, made by the late Provost Lloyd (father of Doctor H.
Lloyd), of Trinity College, Dublin, in his elementary mechanics, and
not with any marked success ; on the contrary, some of the intended

contrivances there employed to convey the ideas and yet evade the

notations and methods of the differential calculus, as, for instance,

in the treatment of the pendulum, are to our mind greatly more difficult

to comprehend than when fairly grappled with secundum artern. We
admit that in this work the author has carried out his notions better

and more fully. This work does not aim at being a popular trealise;

quite the contrary. Its view is higher ; it is to afford a peculiar, but,

as the author contends, an easier, as well as a finally firmer foothold

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

upon the ladder of exact science to the student, who intends to know,

scientifically and really in the end, which no student ever can

accomplish from books of the popular class, such as Arnott's " Physics
"

or Denison's " Astronomy without Mathematics."

Du Grisou ; Recherches sur les Causes de sa Presence, Description

des Circonstances de son Gisement et de son Degagement dans les

Mines de Houille. Par Renier Malherbe, Ingenieur des Mines.

Memoire couronne' au concours de 1862-63. 1 vol., 8vo. Decq,

Liege and Bruxelles. 1866.

Tins large pamphlet, for it is no more, though very closely printed, is

not unworthy the attention of our own colliery engineers. Whether
the main views of the author be quite right or not, his survey and treat-

ment of his subject are able and exhaustive. His chief aim is to show
that the views heretofore commonly formed as to the nature of the

process by which fire-damp is evolved, such as they have been set forth

by Bischoff and others, are insufficient. He admits that it is due to a

process of oxidation, and recognizes in it the continuance only of the

same train of chemical forces by which marsh gas is at the present day
evolved from vegetable matter undergoing eremacausis, and by which,

as he supposes, it was evolved from the beds of vegetable matter now
converted into coal. There is not much that can be admitted to be
novel in this ; still M. Malherbe has so marshalled his facts and views

that a certain thread of novelty connects them, and enables him to offer

an explanation of several anomalies as to the presence or absence of

fire-damp in particular beds or pits, which have hitherto been sup-

posed inexplicable. We can only refer our readers to the work, which
from its very nature precludes giving any notion of its matter by any
brief extracts.

Lehrbuch der Technisciien Physik. Von Dr. J. Ferdinand
Hessler, Weil Prof, de Phys. am Polytechnisches Inst, in Wien.
Fortgesetzt und umgearbeitet von Dr. F. J. Pisco, Prof. Phys., &c.

2 vols., large 8vo. Braumuller, Vienna. 1866. With illustrations.

This work constitutes a complete system of physics, viewed from the

side of experimental demonstration and technical application ; that is

to say, the reader is taken in succession through each domain of

physics, finding the principles established, and facts known up to a
recent date stated, and the instruments and methods by which these

have been discovered and by which their truth may be again demon-
strated, described and very generally illustrated by woodcuts intercalated

in the text. He also finds noticed in more or less detail a large pro-

portion of the technical or practical applications that have from time to

time been made in arts and manufactures, or for other uses, of the facts

and instruments of physics. A good deal of what with equal propriety

might be viewed as mechanics, becomes thus involved in the work.

As a general work of reference to those engaged in all the higher

departments of applied science as to electrical, pneumatic, or hydraulic

engineering, this work is not devoid of value. To the lecturer upon
physics, or, as we still call it in England, natural philosophy, the work
is of still greater interest as a repository for facts, methods, and instru-

ments, &c, for the lecture table. The woodcuts are far below the

standard of German work of the sort in general, and there is a great

want of bibliographical reference throughout the volumes, which, how-
ever, possess a good index, and conclude with a collection of tables of

numerical physical constants, &c, some of which are both new and
useful. It is a hopeful sign to find this work issuing from the Vienna

press just after the late war so disastrous to Austria.

CORRESPONDENCE.

MEMORIAL TO THE LATE N. WOOD, Esq.

We have been requested to insert the following letter, which has been addressed to

several members of the profession, and we trust many of our readers will respond

to the worthy appeal.

Sir,—The subscribers to the fund, now being raised for the above purpose, have
determined that it shall be devoted to building a Hall for the use of the " Institute

of Mining Engineers," in which are to be placed busts of the late Mr. Wood and
of others who have been distinguished as mining or civil engineers, &c.

To carry out this design, a sum of from £5000 to £6000 will be required, and
it is thought desirable that a special appeal should be made to the members of the

2 R
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Institute wliich will derive so much benefit from it, and of which Mr. Wood was

the first president and so zealous a supporter.

Should you be disposed to add your name to the inclosed list we shall be glad

to hear from you.

We are, Sir, your obedient servants,

G. B. FORSTER, \ w
J. TODD, j

Secys.

The following subscriptions to the Wood Memorial Hall have been made np to

the early part of December :

—

TheHetton Coal Co, £250
T. E. Forster, Esq., Newcastle 1U0

Hugh Taylor, Esq., Earsdon, 100

Hugh Taylor, Esq., Cbipchase, 100

John Taylor, Esq., Earsdon, 100

E. Potter, Esq., Cramlington, 100

Messrs J. Joicey & Co., Newcastle, 100

Messrs. K. Stephenson & Co., Newcastle 25

C. W. Anderson, Esq., Cleadon Park, 21

R. S. Johnson, Esq., Haswell, 21

G. B. Forster, Esq., Backworth, 21

T. G. Hurst, Esq-, Backworth, 20

E. F. Boyd, Esq., Moor House 10 10

J. Daglish, Esq., Belmont Hall, 10 10

J. J. Atkinson, Esq., Chilton Moor, 5 5

Geo. Cockburn, Esq., Newcastle, 6 6

D. Greig, Esq., Leeds, 6 6

S. B. Coxon, Esq., Uswortb, 5 5

W. Cockburn, Esq., Hutton House 5 5

C. Berkley, Esq., Marley Hill, 5

John Middleton, Esq., Newcastle, 5

H. Watson, Esq., Newcastle, 3 3

W. Green, Jun., Esq., Newcastle, 2 2

R. Simpson, Esq., Blaydon, 2 2

J. B. Simpson, Esq., Blaydon 2 2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Traction.—The most accurate formula is Pambour's (see article on locomotive

engine in present part, you will find the formula applied there).

3X3 = 9. Steam follows the same laws of expansion as ordinary gases after

a certain temperature is reached. You bad better consult Fairbairn and Tate's

resume' of their experiments on this point.

Frigid.—It is clear that you have not studied the subject correctly ; for

although water expands when its temperature is reduced from 39° to 32° Fahr.,

still, ice itself, after it is once formed, contracts if its temperature is again reduced.

If you will look over a few back numbers of the Athriiceum, you will find that this

question has very recently been discussed in that journal; and Professor Tyndall,

who is the best British authority on the question, states that ice has a very high

co-efiiciont of contraction.

Erratum.—In Part November 1, 1866, page 228, for "Professor von Wicke,'

read " Wiebe,"

OBITUARY.
THE INVENTOR OF THE ANEROID BAROMETER.

Not long since death closed the eyes of one whose name will ever live

as a valued contributor to meteorology, from his invention of the aneroid

barometer. This was M. Vidi. The following particulars, which have

been communicated to the Society of Arts Journal by Mr. W. A.

Gilbee, will be read with much interest by those of our readers who
can appreciate the value of the services he has rendered to numerous
pursuits in physical science :

—" Having had an acquaintance with M.
Vidi (in connection with my late uncle and partner, his friend and

agent), for about twenty-five years, I beg, in the absence of a more able

narrator, to offer some particulars relating to this remarkable and cele-

brated inventor, in relation with his simple and efficient instrument,

thinking they might perhaps be of interest to the readers of your Journal.

Although his first English patent for the aneroid barometer is dated the

27th April, 1844, M. Vidi's name was scarcely known until recently,

his desire for public eclat being as small as his indomitable will and
perseverance were great. The reward he sought was the consciousness

of having aided scientific researches, by adding to the meteorological

instruments of his day. Still, like maDy inventors, his fortune was far

from being made, and, but for his agent, the bringing out of his inven-

tion might have been much longer delayed. M. Vidi was a native of

Nantes, in France, and was educated for the bar, but turned his atten-
tion to mechanical pursuits, and by dint of many years of strenuous
and unremitting exertions, and after repeated failures, he succeeded,
the instrument which he called the aneroid barometer being the fruit

of his labours, the word 'aneroid' signifying without liquid, in

contradistinction to the ordinary mercurial or other liquid barometer.

Subsequently, improvements were made and patented by M. Vidi in

the registering mechanism of his instrument, but without affecting the

principle, which remains the same, and is too well known to require

description. M. Vidi's rights to the principle of the invention were

encroached upon in France, giving rise to lengthened and expensive

litigation, which, however, terminated in the acknowledgment of M.
Vidi's right to it by the highest tribunal. Before the expiration of his

patent, M. Vidi had realized what was supposed to be a large fortune

(too large for counsel to advise an application for an extension of his

patent in England), and he sought relief and recreation in travelling to

the chief capitals of Europe, his journeys being performed in the most

rapid manner that modern improvements would allow, and with total

disregard to the wear and tear of his own frame. I am informed that

in one of these rapid excursions the seeds of a disease were sown which

brought his life to a close."

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

November 20, 1866.—The discussion upon the two Papers, read at the previous

meeting, on the " Results of the Use of Steam Power on Canals," occupied the

whole of the evening.

The facts elicited had reference principally to the engine boat Dart, the property

of the Grand Junction Canal Company, to the system of steam haulage on the Aire

and Calder Navigation, to the relation between the size of the vessels and the

dimensions of the water way, and to the draught of the vessels in proportion to the

depth of water in the canal. Some particulars were given of experiments on Irish

canals, commenced in the year 1836, the object being to get a vessel of the smallest

beam and the least transverse section of displacement, so as to offer the minimum
resistance in the narrow water of the canals. It was remarked that the depth of

disturbance of the water, by the wave produced in a canal, or the depth to which
it could have any effect in injuring the banks, could not be more than from 2 to 3

feet ; from which it was thought, that if at the edges of the canal vertical walls

were constructed, and the depth increased at the sides to about 4 feet, no injury to

the bottom, or the channel, could arise from this cause.

November 27, 1866.—The first Paper read was " On the Smelting of Refractory

Copper Ores with Wood as Fuel, in Australia," by Mr. J. L. Morgan, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

The Ophir Copper Mining Company, being compelled to smelt at their mines the

ores of low percentage, which were very siliceous, containing little iron or other

matter favourable to the formation of a fluid slag, erected a melting furnace, the

chief peculiarities of which were the materials used in its construction. Thus, in

place of ordinary fire-bricks, quartz—refractory as far as fire was concerned, and
not less so when any attempt was made to shape it for the bricklayer— mined as

best it could be, was put into an old furnace, kept red-hot for forty-eight hours,

and then raked into " boshes" of cold water. It was now easily pounded into small

particles, so that when mixed with a proportion of clay wash, it could be moulded

into a brick. For the false and working bottoms, a sandstone belonging to the

Silurian system was used, which was discovered to be capable of withstanding a

white heat, and when quarried was easily dressed. The area of the grate was made
equal to that of the ordinary Swansea melting furnace, and the body of the furnace

considerably smaller—precautions that proved to be unnecessary, for a more intense

heat was obtained from the combustion of wood than would have been from first-

class coal. It was observed, however, that the cold air had a tendency to form

pipes, or passages, between the ends of the logs and the sides of the tire chamber,

which greatly diminished, and occasionally almost neutralized, the heat produced

from the legitimate combustion of the fuel. To obviate this, dead plates, or shelves

of cast iron, were placed round the fire chamber, at the level of the fire bars, and
projecting fully 6 inches into the area. The ore, although now subjected to a

greatly increased heat, still continued intractable. Limestone was added, with

partial success; but it was not until iron—a deposit of which was subsequently

found at the back of a copper lode—was added, in proper proportions to the charge,

that a fluid slag was produced, from which the copper readily separated itself.

It was stated that the quartz bricks answered admirably ; but that the sides at

the bridge were considerably worn. This was accounted for from the diminished

area of the passage through which the flame of the grate reached the body of the

furnace. For example, a volume of flame or gas rose from a grate say 1 6 superficial

feet area, was made to pass through an opening of less than 6 feet area, and then

to expand at the middle of the body of the furnace to nearly 15 feet area. Though
the author believed this practice to be universal in reverberatory furnaces, he con-

sidered that it must be wrong.

The second Paper read was on " Light Railways in Norway, India, and

Queensland," by Mr. C. D. Fox, M. Inst. C.E.

By the term " Light Railway," the author states that he had in view such as,

either being branches from existing trunk lines, or being intended for districts

requiring the development of their traffic, might be constructed in a substantial

manner, but with every part only of sufficient strength to carry loads represented

by the rule, that no pair of wheels should have to bear more than six tons. This

would enable these lines to take the rolling stock of all other railways of similar

gauge, with the exception of the locomotives.

The railway system of Norway was, it appeared, being constructed on the light
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principle,, with a gauge of 3 feet 6 inches, under the direction of M. Carl Pihl, the

state engineer. Two lines had already been completed ; the one, from Grundsett

to Hamar, a distance of 24 English miles, at a cost of £3000 per mile, including

rolling stock and stations; and the other, from Trondhjem to Storen, a distance

of 30 English miles, at a cost of £6000 per mile, including also rolling stock and

stations; but in the latter case the country was more difficult, the works generally

were heavy, so that steep gradients and sharp curves were unavoidable. The details

were given of the locomotive and carriage stock; and it was observed, that these

lines, which ran through thinly populated districts, already more than paid their

expenses; and that the results of their working had been so satisfactory, that this

system was being extended.

In India, a line from the Arconum junction of the Madras Railway to the town

of Conjeveram, 19 miles in length, and on the same gauge of 3 feet 6 inches, had

been at work for eighteen months. This had been constructed for £3500 per mile,

including telegraph, stations, and rolling stock ; and although the traffic did not

require a greater working speed than from 12 to 15 miles per hour, the trains had

at times been run, with perfect safety, at upwards of 40 miles per hour, including

stoppages.

For the government railways of the colony of Queensland it was decided, after

much discussion, to adopt a gauge of 3 feet 6 inches. Of the Southern and Western

Railway 50 miles had already been opened, while 124 miles were in course of con-

struction, and 200 miles under survey. The little Liverpool range on this line was

3 miles in length, had ruling gradients of 1 in 50, and curves of 6 chains radius.

The main range was 15 miles in length, had ruling gradients of 1 in 45, and frequent

curves of 5 chains radius. One of the chief works was the bridge over the Bremer,

close to the Ipswich terminus, for carrying a single line of narrow gauge railway

and a public road 25 feet wide. It had a width of 37 feet between the parapets,

and consisted of 3 spans of 150 feet each. The superstructure was composed of

lattice girders 12 feet deep, the top flange being of cast iron in a tubular form, and

the bottom flange Howard and Ravenhill's rolled links; the total weight was only

twelve cwt. per lineal foot of the bridge. The stations and passenger rolling stock

were then described. It was stated that three classes of locomotives were used

;

tender engines, weighing fifteen tons in working order, upon six wheels, four of

which were driven, which were employed on the easiest portions of the line ; a similar

kind, but weighing twenty tons in working order, upon eight wheels, six of which

were driven, for the little Liverpool incline; and the third, on Fairlie's principle,

for use on the main incline, had two bogie frames, each supported upon six wheels,

and connected with the boiler, which had a smoke-box at each end, by central pins,

and with a central fire-box by slotted quadrants having studs working in them at

each end of the fire-box. There were thus twelve wheels, all of which were drivers,

but the central pair in each group was without flanges. The weight of the engine

in working order would be thirty tons, aud it was calculated that it would take 120

tons of gross load, at a speed of 15 miles an hour, up an incline 15 miles in length,

having ruling gradients of 1 in 40, and frequent curves of 5 chains radius. The
cost of each engine free on board in England was £2500. In designing these

several classes of locomotives, care had been taken to keep down the weights, to

provide ample heating surface, and fuel and water space ; to have fire-boxes to burn

fnel consisting of two-thirds of wood and one-third of coal ; to supply great break

power, and to shelter the driver from the heat. To enable the engines to pass round

curves of sharp radii, and for obtaining elasticity between the rail and the wheel,

the rigid wheel base in no case exceeded 7 feet 2 inches, and all the engines were

fitted with the best springs, and with Adams' spring tyres, the tyres being cylindrical

and not coned. Some account was then given of the character of the permanent

way, and it was stated that these lines might be constructed under difficult circum-

stances fur between £11,000 and £12,000 a mile, and under ordinary circumstances

for £6000 a mile, including stock and appliances of all kinds.

The Great Northern Railway of Queensland was then noticed ; and in conclusion

the author repeated that, in his opinion, the basis of the Light Railway system

was—the reducing of the weight upon every, even an engine, wheel in the train to

three tons, the limitation of the speed to 25 miles an hour, and the adaptation of

every detail to this data. The importance of this system would, he believed, before

long be found to have much influence upon railway construction for branch lines,

both in this and other countries, especially where the traffic was limited, and where

high speeds were not demanded.

The Annual General Meeting, December 18,-1866.—In submitting a

report upon the present state of the Institution, the council commented upon the

increased interest manifested in the meetings by the members of all classes, from

which it was inferred that the subjects selected for consideration had met with

approval. Although, from the length to which the discussions had been extended,

it had only been possible to bring forward a limited number of papers, yet it was
but fair to the authors to state, that others of equal merit had been thus unavoid-

ably postponed. There had been twenty-four ordinary general meetings, when
ten papers were read, all of which had been deemed worthy of reward. It was
remarked that, as a rule, the communications, both written and oral, were accom-
panied by an elaboration of detail, and by a profuseness of illustration, testifying

at once to the care with which they had been prepared, and to the desire to sustain

the character of the proceedings.

During the recess, all the volumes of the minutes of proceedings that were in

arrear, as well as the volume for the last session, had been issued to the members.
These volumes together contained 2325 pages of letterpress, and 90 plates, besides

numerous woodcuts. Since the last annual meeting, there had also been printed

and circulated to the members a new catalogue of the library, in itself an 8vo

volume of 412 pages.

With regard to a resolution passed at the last annual meeting, the council

stated that they had still under their earnest consideration, the question of the

best and most feasible means for providing additional accommodation for the meet-
ings and for the other uses of the members of the institution, and that they were
engaged in the investigation of the various plans which had been suggested for

that purpose ; bat they were of opinion, that it would be premature to enunciate any

definite views in the temporary absence of the president, of whose further advice

and assistance the council were anxious to avail themselves.

In the belief that it was desirable to render the institution as useful as possible to

the younger members of the profession, the council had discussed various measures,

which, it was thought, were calculated to promote that object. No complete

scheme had yet been matured, but as one step in this direction, it was resolved

that the library should remain open until 10 p.m. every week-day, for the use of the

members generally, and, under certain regulations, of their pupils and assistants.

Recently a memorial had been received from a number of engineering pupils and

assistant engineers, soliciting the sanction and patronage of the institution in favour

of a junior engineering society, proposed to be established with the avowed purpose

of mutual self-improvement in professional knowledge, and more particularly in

that scientific knowledge of theory, which was becoming more and more essential

to the success of the young engineer. The council informed a deputation of the

memorialists, that they would endeavour to devise a plan for the consideration of

the members of the institution generally, which should substantially meet the

wishes of the memorialists ; but that they could not support the proposal for a

subsidiary and self-governed society. It was believed that the object sought to be

attained might be accomplished by the reconstitution, under certain modifications, ot

the class of graduates of the institution, or by the establishment of a new class of

students in lieu thereof. It would, however, be for the new council to determine,

supposing this suggestion to meet with the concurrence of the members, what
alterations could be prudently recommended in the bye-laws to give effect to this

proposal. The members were reminded that, under the will of the late Mr. Joseph

Miller, M. Inst. C.E., a sum of £3000 had been left in trust, to be applied in

awarding premiums or prizes to the students of the institution.

The council had much pleasure in complying with a request made by the lords

of the committee of council on education, to allot to the intending exhibitors

of machinery in the British section of the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867,

the space set apart by the Imperial Commission for that purpose. The council

regretted that, as the actual net area available for division was only one-tenth

of that asked for, they were unable to accede to a large number of the applications,

and they were obliged greatly to limit the space assigned in othe cases.

In order to show the progress of the institution during the latter half of its exist-

ence, extending over a period of twenty-four years and a half, or from June 30,

1842, to November 30, 1866, two tables had been compiled, from which it appeared,

that at the former date the total number of members of all classes- was 525, as

against 1339 at the 30th November last, showing an actual increase of 814, or

155'2 per cent. The annual increase per cent, during the past six years had been

1'61, 5 84, 4"00, 5*29, 9'86, and 11*39, respectively. During the same period,

the honorary members had been relatively diminished from 66 to 1*5 per cent,

and the graduates from 12'9 to 05 per cent.; while the number of members had
been increased from 34*5 to 40*4 per cent., and of associates from 45"9 to 57*6,

per cent. Or, in other words, taking the honorary members and the graduates,

together, they had, at the first date referred to, amounted to nearly one-fifth of the

whole number of members, whereas at the present time they only constituted the

one-fiftieth part of that number. Nearly one-half of the members and associates

were resident in London and its vicinity, one-third in other parts of the United

Kingdom, and the remainder in British possessions abroad and in foreign countries.

The deceases announced during the year had been :—The Rev. William Whewell,

D.D., honorary member ; Benjamin Hall BIyth, Robert Daglish, John Dinnen,

Modeste Gallez, Simon Goodrich, William Gravatt, General Sir Harry David Jones,

Charles Marie Adolphe Nepveu, George Rennie, Alan Stevenson, and Nicholas

Wood, members ; John Ashbury, Henry Potter Burt, David Cogan, William

Robert Coulthard, James Forbes, Captain Francis Fowke, R.E., William Fisher

Hobbs, Arthur James, Edmund Pemell, William Stubbs, Charles Wye Williams,

and Colonel Paul Wynch Willis, associates.

An analysis of the statement of receipts and expenditure, for the year ending

the 30th November, 1866, showed that there had been received, including in each

case dividends on investments, £4945 on the general account, £994 in respeot of

the building fund, and £360 on the trust funds, making together £6299. The
expenditure had been £4153 on the general account, and £131 for premiums under

trust, while £2971 had been invested, on different accounts, in consols, and in

debenture stocks of the Great Northern, the North Eastern, and the London and

North Western Railway Companies. This showed an excess of disbursements over

receipts of £956, by which amount the available balance at the hankers had been

reduced. The nominal value of the different funds now belonging to the corpora-

tion together amounted to £26,709 lis. 2d. as against £24,983 1$. 6d. at the

date of the last Report.

Impressed with the responsibility of the task confided to them at the last annual

general meeting, the council had willingly devoted much time and attention to the

conduct of the affairs of the institution ; and they ventured to think that their

report would prove that the progress of the institution during the past session had

been in every respect satisfactory.

After the reading of the report, Telford medals and Telford premiums of books

were presented to Messrs. R. Price Williams, J. Grant, and E. Clark; a Telfurd

medal to Sir Charles T. Bright, M.P. ; a Telford medal and the Manby premium

in books to Mr. R. Manning ; and Telford premiums of books to Messrs. W.
Humber, G. R. Burnell, W. Ridley, T. A. Rochussen, and W. H. Mills.

The thanks of the institution were unanimously voted to the president for his

attention to the duties of his office ; to the vice-presidents and the other members

and associates of council for their co-operation with the president, and their

constant attendance at the meetings ; to Mr. Charles Manby, honorary secretary,

and to Mr. James Forrest, secretary, for the manner in which they had performed

the duties of their offices; as also to the auditors of the accounts, and the

scrutineers of the ballot, for their services.

The following gentlemen were elected to fill the several offices on the council

for the ensuing year:—John Fowler, president ; Joseph Cubitt, Charles Hutton
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Gregory, Thomas Hawksley, and John Scott Russell, vice-presidents ; James

Abemethy, William Henry Barlow, John Frederic Bateman, Nathaniel Beardmore,

James Brunlees, Thomas Elliot Harrison, George Willoughby Hemans, John

Murray, George Kobert Stephenson, and Charles Vignoles, members; and the Lord

Richard Grosvenor, M.P., aud Charles Lucas, associates.

The meeting was tiien adjourned until Tuesday, January 8th, 1867, when it was

announced that the monthly ballot for members would take place, and the

discussion would be resumed upon Mr. Preece's paper on "Communications

in Trains in Motion."

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Okdinary Meeting, October 2nd, 1866. Edward Schunck, Ph.D., F.R.S.,&c,

President, in the Chair. Among the donations announced was one from Mr.

Cottam, of a framed memorial presented by the society to Dr. Dalton in 1844, on

the occasion of his communicating to them the fiftieth annual result of his meteoro-

logical observations. In a letter accompanying the memorial, dated the 5th

September, 1866, Mr. Cottam says: "At the Doctor's death it remained in the

hands of our old friend, Peter Clare, at whose sale it was purchased by my late

father, and has since hung up in my office as a fine specimen of caligraphy. I

think the society's rooms will be the most suitable place for it, and that the cen-

tenary anniversary of the Doctor's birth is a suitable occasion for its presentation."

On the motion of Mr. Binney, seconded by Mr. Gaskell, the thanks of the society

were unanimously voted to Mr. Cottam for his interesting donation.

A paper was read " On the Portraits of Sir Isaac Newton ; and particularly on

one of him by Kneller, painted about the time of the publication of the ' Principia,'

and representing him as he was in the prime of life," by Samuel Crompton, M.D.

The writer pointed out that all Newton's great discoveries were made prior to

1688, and directed attention to the following dates: That he was born in 1642,

died in 1727, and that he discovered Fluxions in 1665-66, the Unequal Refrangi-

bility of Light in 1666, the Reflecting Telescope in 1668, and published the

" Principia" in 1687 ; and that with that publication, which Whewell has designated

" The Great Charter of Modern Science," his career, as an original discoverer,

appears to have terminated. He quoted passages from Mr. Edleston's correspond-

ence of Newton and Cotes, and from Sir David Brewster's larger Life of Newton,

to show that his appointment to the Mint, in a great measure, stopped further

researches. " Henceforward," says Mr. Edleston, " his official duties rendered it

impossible for him to work continuously at his former pursuits; and his studies in

mathematics and natural philosophy were by snatches, and in the intervals of

business." "His duties at the Mint," says Sir David, "allowed him but little time

for the performance of so laborious a task as the publication of a second edition of

the ' Principia,' and when his consent was at last obtained to put the work to the

press, they greatly interrupted its progress?" Again, in one of his letters to

Flamstead, he says that he did not like to be known to be attending to anything

but the king's business, meaning the duties of the Mint. Therefure, after the publi-

cation of the " Principia," he may be practically regarded as a retired philosopher.

The writer then attempted to show that the current portraits of Newton do not

give us any correct representation of Newton, the philosopher. He exhibited various

engravings of Newton. He pointed out that Vertue's print, after Vanderbank, is

inscribed " Isaacus Newtonus Eq. Aur. set. 83. J. Vanderbank pinxit 1725, Geo.

Vertue sculpsit 1726;" and, therefore, that the date of that celebrated picture, in

possession of the Royal Society, represents him in extreme old age. This picture,

therefore, be contended, was not a portrait of the great Newton, but of Newton the

Master of the Mint, who assayed Wood's halfpence; and that it could not, for one

moment, be accepted as a representation of Newton in the plenitude of his intel-

lectual power, of whom Halley sang in 1687 :

—

Newtonuni clausi resernntem scrinia veri,

Newtomim Musis charam, cui pectore puro
PluL'bus adest, totoque incessit numine mentem,
Nee fas est propius mortali attingere divos.

Nor was it the portrait of him as he was when he published the second edition

of his "Principia," but a representation of him as a grand and venerable ruin

covered with the lichens of time.

But this picture of Vanderbank's the writer greatly preferred to the Houbraken
and other prints published about 1710 or 1712 ; and he contended that the portrait

published, as the best extant one, by Sir David Brewster, as a frontispiece to his

larger Life of Newton, by no means gives a desirable representation of Newton the

philosopher. It was rather an affected representation of Newton the dandy, and
of Newton the prosperous man of the world, with a carriage and horses, and with

three male and three female servants. The writer looked upon these prints with

pity; and could not, for one moment, allow that any one of them represented that

Isaac Newton, the yeoman's son, while at work in the wells of truth, and wresting

from nature secrets hidden from the foundation of the world. In order to form
some idea of the immortal Newton, as distinguished from Queen Anne's Newton,
he asked us to consider attentively the letter written by Newton's former assistant,

Humphrey Newton, to Mr. Conduit, in 1727, descriptive of Isaac's manner of life

and appearance between 16S4 and the beginning of 1680 :

—

" In the last year of King Charles II., Sir Isaac was pleased, through the

mediation of Mr. Walker, then schoolmaster at Grantham, to send for me up to

Cambridge, of whom I had the opportunity, as well as honour, to wait on for about
five years. In such time he wrote his ' Principia Mathematical which stupendous
work, by his order, I copied out before it went to the press His
carriage, then, was very meek, sedate, and humble, never seemingly angry, of pro-
found thought, his countenance mild, pleasant, and comely. I cannot say I ever
saw Mm laugh but once, which was at that passage which Dr. Stukeley mentioned
in his k-tter to your honour*, which put me in mind of the Ephesian philosopher

When Sir Isaac once laughed 'twas upon occasion of asking a friend to whom
he had lent Euclid to read, what progress he had made in that author, and how he
liked him? He answered by desiring to know what use and benefit in life that
study would be to him, upon which Sir Isaac was very merry.

who laughed only once in his lifetime, to see an ass eating thistles when plenty of

grass was by. He always kept close to his studies, very rarely went a visiting, and
had as few visitors I never knew him to take any recreation or

pastime either in riding out to take the air, walking, bowling, or any other exercise

whatever, thinking all hours lost that was not spent in his studies, to which he
kept so close that he seldom left his chamber except at term time, when he read in

the schools as being Lucasian professor, where so few went to hear him, and fewer

that understood him, that ofttitnes he did iu a manner, for want of hearers, read

to the walls So intent, so serious upon his studies, that he ate

very sparingly, nay, oft times he has forgot to eat at all, so that, going into his

chamber, I have found his mess untouched, of which, when I have reminded him,
he would reply— 'Have I?' and then making to the table, would eat a bit or two
standing, for I cannot say I ever saw him sit at table by himself. .... He
very rarely went to bed before two or three of the clock, sometimes not till five or

six, lying about four or five hours, especially at spring and fall of the leaf, at which
times he used to employ about six weeks in his laboratory, the fire scarcely going
out either night or day, he sitting up one night and I another till he had finished

his chemical experiments, in the performance of which he was most accurate, strict,

exact. What his aim might be, I was not able to penetrate into, but his pains,

his diligence at these set times made me think he aimed at something beyond the

reach of human art and industry. I cannot say I ever saw him drink either wine,

ale, or beer, excepting at meals, and then but very sparingly. He very rarely went
to dine in the hall, except on some public days, and then, if he was not minded,
would go very carelessly, with shoes down at heels, stockings untied, surplice on,

and his head scarcely combed When he has sometimes taken a

turn or two (in his garden) he has made a sudden stand, turned himself about, run
up y

e stairs like another Archimedes, fall to write on his desk standing, without

giving himself the leisure to draw a chair to sit down upon His
brick furnaces, pro re nata, he made and altered himself without troubling a brick-

layer He very seldom sat by the fire He never

slept iu the day time that I perceived: I believe he grudged y
e *hort time he spent

in eating and sleeping His bed maker in a morning has sometimes
found both dinner and supper scarcely tasted, which the old woman has very

pleasantly and mumpingly gone away with His thoughts were his

books; though he had a large study, seldom consulted with them. When he was
about thirty years of age his grey hairs was very comely, aud his smiling counte-

nance made him so much the more graceful."

Surely, Dr. Crompton contended, none of the engraved portraits of Newton
represents the great Newton of those years. The conceited, double-chinned

Knellers of 1710-20, give no idea of him. Dr. C. then exhibited an admirable

engraving by Mr. Oldham Barlow,* of the recently recovered portrait of Newton,
painted by Kneller in 1689, and asked whether it did not fulfil every required

condition? Eyes capable of penetrating into the heart of things—a brow that

could measure the universe—a face "full of Godlike reason" and in its intensity

and force indicating a very beagle of truth—yet what simplicity ! and how contem-
plative! The identical white locks spoken of by Humphrey Newton, to be in a

few years shorn to make way for the wig of the Houbraken print

!

Dr. C then gave the history of the portrait from whence this engraving has

been taken, and said he identified it at. the Art Treasures' Exhibition as Newton
as he was when he wrote the " Principia ;

" and pointed out at that time that it was
the only known portrait of Newton worthy of notice—that he obtained, in conjunc-

tion with Dr. Joule, Mr. Fairbairn, Dr. Schunck, Mr. Binney, and Dr. Angus
Smith, leave from its noble owner to have it photographed ; and he exhibited a

print then taken—that Mr. Barlow happening to be at his house, saw an impression

of it, and expressed a wish to engrave it—that Dr. Crompton obtained Lord

Portsmouth's permission for the use of the original picture. Dr. C. then read

letters from Lord Portsmouth, proving that the portrait came into his lordship's

possession by the marriage of his ancestor, Lord Lymington, to the grand-niece of

Newton, Miss Conduit, and that it had been in a neglected condition and recently

cleaned and lined. Dr. C. added that Sir David Brewster told him that he went

to Hurstbourne Park to examine Newton's MSS. and portraits, but that he did not

see it, yet it was there. The picture, Dr. C. added, is in Kneller's best manner, is

painted with great care, is signed in the left corner ' Isaacus Newtonus,' and in the

right, ' Godfrey Kneller fee. 1689.' Dr. C. exhibited an engraving prefixed to Dr.

Edleston's Correspondence of Newton and Cotes, which he said was from an Iudia

ink drawing in Magdalen College, Cambridge, undoubtedly closely allied to the

Kneller picture, but greatly inferior; being, in Dr. Crompton's opinion, a bad copy

by an inferior hand, but, no doubt, made for Mr. Pepys, in whose collection it was.

Dr. C. showed that Newton was in London during the greater part of 1689, as

member of the Convention Parliament, when it is certain that this portrait was

painted; and he added, that he had not been able to discover any other portrait of

him painted earlier than, or about, this interesting period of his life, nor any other,

till several years later (probably twenty), when success had greatly changed his

countenance.

MONTHLY NOTES.

The Screw-Propeller.— It is now difficult to say wbo was the inventor of

the screw-propeller, for the principle is nearly as old as the windmill. It was

shown by Robert Hooke in 1680, and since by Du Quet in 1731 ; Bernouilli in

1752; Paucton in 1768; Joseph Bramah in 1784; William Lyttleton in 1794;

Edward Shorter in 1799; Dallery in 1803: O'Eeilley in 1805; Delisle in 1823;

Bourdon and Dollman in 1824; and Salichon in 1831. It is right to mention

that James Watt at a very early period originated the idea of a screw instead of

paddle-wheels. This is noticed in a letter of Watt's, dated September 30, 1770.

All these, and numerous other projects, failed of success until Mr. F. P. Smith, a

farmer at Hendon, obtained a patent for a screw-propeller, May 31, 1836. During

* Of Victoria Road, Kensington, Loudon.
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a debate in the House of Commons in May, 1S55, on the grant of £20,000 for

rewarding the inventors of the steam screw-propeller, it was stated that there were

no fewer than forty-four claimants for the reward, and when the list was reduced

by the committee to five, an arrangement was effected for dividing the money.

The honour of the invention was asserted for Mr. Smith, by whose consent others,

who had suggested alterations or improvements in his idea, shared the parliamentary

reward. The Admiralty, wishing Mr. Smith's invention to be tested on a large

scale, built the Archimedes of 237 tons burthen, which was launched October IS,

1838, and made her first trip in 1S39.— Notes and Quej'ies.

Swash's Patent Safety Valve.—The ingeniously contrived safety valve of

which the annexed woodcut represents a vertical section, has been recently patented

by the inventor, Mr. J. R. Swann, of Leith Walk, Edinburgh, and has for its object

the prevention of undue weighting of the valve, and the consequent explosions

resulting from such a practice. It is also so arranged as to come into action when
the water in the boiler gets dangerously low. The construction and operation of

this safety valve will be readily understood on referring to the illustration, and the

following brief description, a is the valve casing, b the top of the valve, c the rod

or pin for fixing the end of the lever, f such rod passing down to the bottom of

the valve case; d'is a helical spring secured by a nut on the lower end of the rod, c. The
escape of steam through the chamber containing the spring and rod. c, is prevented
by inserting a plug at e. g is a movable pin on the lever, f, for coupling it with
the valve, e. h is the weight, i a float wire attached to the end of the lever, and
descending to a float inside the boiler, and k is a fulcrum for the valve lever fixed

inside the case, and slotted to retain the lever in its place, o is the cap or cover of

the valve. Supposing the lever to be weighted to its proper maximum pressure, it

is obvious that if additional weight be applied the lever will be brought in contact

with tBe fulcrum, k, and the opposite or inner end of the lever will be consequently
elevated, and caused to act upon and compress the spring, d, the valve being thereby

lifted and allowing the steam to escape. Thus any tampering with the valve is

rendered futile. Should the water in the boiler get too low, the weight of the float

by acting upon the end of the safety-valve lever will produce the same result as the

overweighting of the lever, and allow the steam to blow off, thereby calling the

attention of the fireman to the position of the water level.

Instantaneous Photography by Artificial, Light.—Some experiments
have been recently made by Mr. Skaife in taking photographs by artificial light

instantaneously. A plate, carefully prepared, is put into a camera ; the sitter, in

a partially dark room, engages in conversation with any one, so as to secure a natural

play of expression ; a little powder on the pan of a lamp of peculiar construction

is set off in a puff, like the flash of a charge of gunpowder, and thus an instanta-

neous picture is taken. The powder is composed of certain parts of pulverized

magnesium and chlorate of potash, and is set on fire by being heated in a spirit lamp
under the pan, which has a hole in it, and the light is brought into contact with
the dry powder when the pan is slightly shaken by means of a wire. The pan
having a reflector at the back, the light is thrown full on the sitter, and the negative

is said to be obtained in about the fiftieth part of a second.

Steam as a Disinfectant.—The use of steam at a high temperature as a

disinfectant was recently tested at the house of the Metropolitan Engine Company,
in New York, under the snperintendance of Dr. Bell, the introducer of the process.

Steam was raised on one of the fire-engines, and discharged into an iron chest three

or four feet square, containing a coil of iron pipe. A small quantity of carbolic acid

was placed in the super-heater. Under this vessel a fire was built to give the
requisite degree of heat to the steam. It was found, after a trial of fifteen minutes,
that by a self-registering thermometer the temperature of the room to be disinfected

was raised to 150 degrees.

Canadian Geological Survey.—To the valuable and voluminous reports

published within the past ten years by the Geological Survey of Canada, is now
added an atlas, containing twelve coloured maps and sections. The first of the
series, on a reduced scale of 125 miles to the inch, embraces the whole region from
the eastern extremity of Newfoundland to the Assiniboin, and from James's Bay,
on the north, to the confines of Virginia on the south. It is to be regarded as
preliminary to a large map of the same region, on a scale of 25 miles to the inch,

which has been engraved in Paris, and is shortly to be published, showing the true

character of the geology of the British North-American provinces, its relations to

that of adjacent territories, and especially to the great coal-bearing areas.

Another Professorial Chair of Engineering.—It has been decided to

raise a sum of £10,000 for the endowment of a chair of engineering at Owen's
College. Towards this fund -£6000 was promised at a meeting held at the Town
Hall, under the presidency of Mr. Wm. Fairbairn.

Antt-Attrition Powi>f,r.—The Patent Plumbago Crucible Co., of the
Batteraea Works, have recently brought out a dry lubricant in the form of a peculiarly

prepared impalpable powder, as a substitute for oil or other fluid or semi-fluid lubricants.

We are not acquainted with the ingredients of this powder, but the sample before

us presents the appearance of finely powdered plumbago, and when rubbed between

the finger and thumb has the peculiar smooth or unctuous feeling of powdered French
chalk or steatite. It is perfectly free from grit, and imparts a fine polish to the

rubbing surfaces. The great objections to oil and grease are that they readily catch
and retain particles of dust and gritty matter, which by becoming imbedded in the

metal produce abrasion and heating of the parts. The anti-attrition powder is per-

fectly free from these defects; it is cleanly, and adheres well to the surface of the
metal, entirely filling up the pores. It is equally applicable to slow and quick
running shafts, and forms an excellent lubricant for the interiors of the cylinders of

blowing engines. It is being used by several well known firms, amongst which we
may mention the Ebbw Vale Company and Messrs. Piatt Brothers, & Co., of
Oldham, and has given great satisfaction. We should think piano-forte makers
would find this an excellent substitute for the black lead at present used in smoothing
the working parts of a piano-forte action, the an ti- attrition powder being apparently
well adapted for wood work. It also forms an excellent medium for dusting the
surfaces of moulds for castings.

Indian Textile Manufactures.—By direction of the secretary of state in

council for India a very large and no less valuable collection of samples of native

textile manufactures has just been forwarded as a present to the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce. Some idea of the copiousness" of this collection can be
formed when it is stated that it fills about eighteen volumes of 2 feet in length by

1^ feet in breadth, and a thickness in proportion. These samples, which number
upwards of 1000, have been prepared at the India Museum, under the supervision

of Dr. Forbes Watson, who has been engaged for some time past in reporting for

the government on the products of India. The specimens are in cotton, silk, satin,

and woollen, and the patterns are so classified as to represent nearly all the uses,

from turbans to gauze pantaloons, which such textiles may be required to serve.

The first volume is entirely occupied with turban patterns. These are of all

qualities, from the common bleached cotton from the hand-loom of Bhurtpore to

the finest texture from Cashmere. Samples in use among the higher classes in

Scinde are given in great variety. One of the richest of these measures 23i yards
in length, by 13 inches in width, and weighs only 1 lb. 2 oz. There is a sample of

stuff for the same head-gear made at Benares from English thread : this measures
about the same as the one described, but weighs less by nearly one-half. Turbans
in dyed cotton are equally well represented : there is one of remarkable richness,

with two gold stripes down the centre of the principal end, extending about 4 yards.

The weight of this with the necessary padding would be 3 lb. It was manufactured
at Oodegpoor, in Rajpootana. In other samples of equal richness the colours are

laid on with a stamp, and, though padding has to be used in making them up, the

weight, all told, is less than 7 oz. The costliest specimen of all is from Madras.
In this sample the material, which is a mixture of silk and cotton, is fringed with
gold thread, and, though not in common use, it is described as " likely to take with
the highest classes." Others have deep gold borders, and are valued in some cases

as high as .£4. The assortments for men's garments are very numerous. In most
of these samples the two pieces are woven, as usual, in one length, with a "fag"
between, to permit of their being readily separated. The longer portion is worn
round the body, and the shorter one over the shoulders. The length of the longer is

from 4 to 6 yards, that of the shorter from 1^ to 4 yards, the average width being

about l£ yard, and the price according to material. Cotton of fine light texture and
of the above dimensions is set down at £1. 10s. the garment, and if of common
texture the price is from 3s. upwards. Samples of cotton worn by the Lubbays,
an industrious class of fishermen and Mahometan " merchants " on the Madras coast,

are shown from 2s. 7^d. to about 10s. ; unbleached ditto, from Is. 3d. ; boys' ditto,

length 1 yard 3 inches, width 19 inches, and weight 2 oz., appears to be so low that

it is not priced at all. Volume 3 is chiefly composed of scarf patterns. Some of

these are exceedingly bright in colour, being woven in half-widths with a border on

one side; two of these are afterwards sewn together so as to form a complete scarf,

with a border on each side. The highest-priced sample is one which costs nearly £S.
Some are in silk, others in silk and cotton, others cotton with silk borders and ends,

and they show an endless variety in colours and quality. There are also samples

of the " dhotes," a kind of scarf worn round the loins. Cloths for this purpose are

usually plain, without borders, and are made for the most part in Surat. The
volume ends with samples of cotton kess, a coarse material used by the natives as

a covering for themselves as well as for horses. The length of one of these samples

is 3 yards 12 inches, width 46 inches, weight 2 lb. 2£ oz., and price 3s. 6d. Fabrics

for domestic use include samples of cotton palempore, or bed-cover, from Bengal

;

these vary in price from 2s. 6d. to 6s., and show great ingenuity of workmanship.

Among the piece-goods are samples of cotton print known as " chetee " (our chintz)

;

these measure 9 yards in length by 1 yard 2 inches in width, and are bought in great

quantities by the parsees at from 4s. to 5s. per piece. Other samples from Benares

and Hyderabad are much cheaper. There is, however, a more costly article from the

last-mentioned place, known as the "soonjee," or quilted counterpane; the weight

of this is only 2 lb. 4 oz., but the warmth it imparts is said to be in much greater

proportion. The price is 8s. There are samples in similar materials of the tent, rail-

way, or sleeping rug. These are from Upper Assam, and weigh from 6 lb. to 7 lb.

The Sepoy " regulation rug," of which also there are many specimens, appears as if

it would wear for a century. Some of these are from Madras and others from

Bengal. The "regulation" price is 2s. The pieces for women's clothing show a

dazzling variety of colour. Crimson, puce, green, and pink are blended in true

barbaric splendour. Some of the finest muslins for scarfs weigh only 6 oz. for 10

yards in length and 1 foot 4 inches in width. The price of these is from XI upwards.

The chief place of their manufacture is Madras. The silk tartans from Tanjore form

also a conspicuous collection. The kincobs, musbroos, and silk brocades appear to

carry decorative manufacture almost to its height. The kincobs, which are of satin,

and used for ladies' petticoats, are adorned with gold flowers. These wares are

principally from Trichinopoly, and cost from £3 to £5. The brocades, with flowers

of white silk, are from the Deccan, though bought in Madras. The mushroos have a

silk surface with a cotton back, and also bear loom-embroidered flowers. These

latter samples cost about £2 for 5 yards in length by 30 inches in width, the weight

being about 1^ lb. More costly samples are massively flowered in gold with silk

stripes ; and others, yet costlier, from Hyderabad, show a marvellously striking

arrangement of colours in wavy stripes of bright yellow and gold with pink and
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white. The silk fur trouserings is of the thinnest and lightest texture. Nine yards

of it weigh scarcely so many ounces. Textiles of similar fineness are shown in

gauze. These are also for light under-clothing, and, less fine in quality, for mos-

quito curtains. A completeness is given to the collection by a farther present from

the India House of a series of photographs showing various groups of natives attired

according to their respective rank in society. Plate No. 1 shows the peasant and

the fisherman in their coarse turbans and rough raiment, plain or coloured. No. 2

shows a more ornamental style of attire. Nos. 3 and 4 show dresses in cotton and

silk mixed. Nos. 5 and 6 are devoted to ladies, who appear in full Oriental mag-
nificence. No. 7 shows dresses of woollens and skins. No. 8 (the last) does justice

to a party of native " swells." These gentry are luxuriously taking their ease.

Their turbans are of the richest and rarest hues, and their persons are enveloped in

the costliest wares turned out of the looms of Cashmere. It will be evident from

this very general outline that the collection is of considerable scope, and will well

repay inspection, no less as a matter of curious information than for purposes of

commerce.

—

-Manchester Examiner.

Great Westkun Railway.—The directors of this company, it appears, are

about to establish a system of communication between passengers, guards, and

drivers in connection with the trains upon their line. Apparatus for an experi-

mental train is being constructed under the direction of the inventor, Mr. C. Spag-

noletti, the company's telegraph engineer. Mr. Spagnoletti forms his connection

with the carriages by means of iron bars, in substitution of the existing coupling

chains, the bars answering the double purpose of coupling chains and electrical

connections, thus avoiding extra duty for the employes, and dispensing with all fine

and delicate appliances liable to damage. The bars are so made as to yield to the

movements of the train when oscillating or turning curves. A check is also placed

upon the coupling of the carriages, and if not completely performed, the new system

gives notice of the fact to the guard by the ringing of a bell in his van. The
apparatus attached to each compartment of a carriage consists of a handle inside

and a red disc outside. The handle is secured from accidental turning by a metallic

pin attached by a chain. A passenger wishing to call the attention of the guard

must pull out the pin and turn the handle, and this operation will have the effect

of ringing all the bells in the train continuously, while the disc outside will be turned

into a position facing the guards and driver, so that they can see from which com-

partment the alarm was given. The handle when turned becomes locked, and can

only be placed in its original position by the guard, so that any unnecessary use

or tampering with the apparatus will be brought home to the offender. By Mr.

Spagnoletti's system passengers can communicate with the guards and driver.

Although the signal made by a passenger will be visible to the driver, it will only

call the attention of the latter to something being wrong. The control of the train

will still remain with the guard, who will stop it if required by giving the ordinary

flag or lamp signals to the driver.

New Gun by the Fkencii Emperor.—"The emperor, I am told," says the

evening Standard's Paris correspondent, " has invented a new gun, a breech-loading

rifled 4-pounder. It is extremely light, and I am informed it is to be supplied in

large quantities to the army. It is contemplated to transform the heavy cavalry

into horse artillery. Armed with this new gun the French army would thus be

provided with a weapon that would far exceed in its destructive effects the Prussian

Zundnadelgewehr. The guns are proved at Vincennes, five shots are fired from

eacli ; they are then packed up and sent to La Fere, where they are provided with

their limbers."

C. & S. A. Vari.ey's Needle Telegraph Instruments.—We have recently

had brought under our notice the improved instruments manufactured by Messrs.

Varley, G6 Roman Road, Hulloway, N. The engraving is a perspective view of the

instrument complete. Amongst other points, the inventors claim sup°rioritt/ for this

instrument over other forms of needle telegraphs, upon the following grounds :—1st,

It is constructed on sounder mechanical principles, and is consequently more durable.

2nd, The first cost is about the same as that of instruments of the ordinary form.

3rd, There is no danger of contacts being caused by the handles being left out of

the perpendicular. 4th, The passage of powerful electric currents cannot demag-

netize the needles. 5th, The coils are

protected from lightning by a very effi-

cient lightning conductor. The chief

defects ot needle telegraphs, as usually

constructed, are:—1st, Their mechani-

cal construction is defective. The metal

axle, or barrel, which is subjected to

the greatest amount of strain, is divided

in the middle by a piece of wood, or

ebonite; this weakens the axle, and the

bearings are never true to one another

for any length of time. 2nd, The front

bush and back standard, in which the

axle bearings work, are mounted on two

separate boards: warping of the wood,

which always occurs more or less, throws

them out of truth, and not infrequently

causes the axles to work stiffly; this

makes the instruments unpleasant to

work, and also leads to interruptions of

the circuit, if the handles be left out of

the perpendicular. 3rd, The spring,

which is brought into contact with the

copper pole of the battery, is struck

against the anvil or metal block, which
limits the motion of the handle. Such treatment is not favourable to the duration of

springs, and they are liable to break. 4th, The needles are liable to be demagnetized,
and the coils to be burned by lightning. Whenever a thunder storm occurs in a dis-

trict traversed by a telegraph circuit, the needles of all the instruments are very

frequently demagnetized, and the magnetism reversed. This causes great inconveni-

ence to a speaking circuit, but is a very serious evil on railway signalling circuits.

ti*
,

i-
-|

'

These defects are obviated in the improved instrument, in the following way :—1st.

The outer case is made of cast iron, and the axle bearing is one solid piece with the

case. The axle is also a solid piece of gun-metal, and the handles are stronger than

those usually adopted. 2nd, The upright springs are removed from the bridge by

means of an insulating substance attached to the axle; consequently, even if the

handle be out of the perpendicular, no metallic contact ensues. 3rd, The spring,

against which the copper contact beats, is on one side of the anvil, which limits the

motion of the handle, and cannot be subjected to unfair treatment, however roughly

the instrument is handled. 4th, Induced magnets are substituted for permanent
ones, thereby rendering demagnetization impossible ; and the coils are protected from
lightning by connecting together the two ends of the insulated wire forming the

coils, by means of a short bridge. This bridge opposes a resistance, approaching

complete disconnection, to the passage of electricity of the tension of working currents,

while it opposes practically no resistance to the passage of currents of high tension.

Needle instruments of the form principally in use do not, as a rule, last more than three

years without requiring serious repairs. The inventors have in their possession

axles taken from instruments (known as Varley's Silent), which have been in work
over twelve years, and exhibit scarcely any wear. The good points of their former

instruments have been preserved in the improved instrument; and the defects

revealed by twelve years' practical experience removed : the inventors feel them-
selves, therefore, justified in anticipating that the new instrument will endure for at

least fifteen years without requiring repairs. These instruments are especially

adapted for railways and hot climates, and their construction is such that they can

easily be taken to pieces, and whenever repairs may be necessary such repairs can

be performed by an unskilled workman.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

CSf* When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

23rd October, 1866.

2728
2720
2780
2731
2732
2733
2734
2735
2736
2737
2738
2739
2710

-A comJ. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Making paper.-
R. T. Williams, Frome— Signals tor rifle shooting
J. J. Lane, Cranbrook Place—Making wax tapers
John Richards, Birmingham—Brooches
Arthur Field, Lambeth—Manufacture of candles
James Greenshields, Glasgow—Making gas and coke
Robert Hollingdrake, Stockport—Construction of metallic pipes

A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Rails for railways.—A com.
George Wethered, Maidenhead—W ashing clay

G. Haseltine, Chancery Lane— Ovens.—A com.
William Harrison, Cheshire—Consuming smoke
W. R. Lake, Chancery Lane—Cartridges.—A com.
G. Haseltine, Chancery Lane—Sewing machinery."—A com.

24l/i October, 1866.

John Ogden, Ashton-under-Lyne—Metallic packings—A com.

Elizabeth Mignot, Paris—Distending the lower part of ladies' dresses

Thomas Wilson, Birmingham—Breech-loading tire-arms

Joseph Watts, Birmingham— Utilizing wastelieat

11. I). Plimsoll, Great Ormond Street, J. B. Davies, Gresham Street, and W. R.

Dawson, Homerton— Extracting metals

C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Combing wool.—A com.

Sir E. F. Piers, Bart., Manchester—Working railway signals

H. S. Coieman and A. G. E. Morton, Chelmsford—Reducing oil cake

J. C. Stevenson, South Shields—Manufacture of alkali

Francis Taylor, Romsey— Receiving, drying, and deodorizing human excrement

25th October, 1866.

William Calvert, Liverpool—Wearing apparel

W. Denton, J. Whitaker, and E. Brook, Leeds—Signalling apparatus

J. L. Davies, Manchester—Cotton gins.—A com.

B. J. B. Mills, Chancery Lane—Manufacture of ploughs.—A com.

C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Apparatus for lighting and heating.—A com.

Henry Phillips, Clyst Honiton—Manufacture of gas

J. W. Roberton, St. James Square— Breech-loading fire-arms.

Daniel M'Dermid, Darlington— Pasting wall papers

G. T. Bousfield, Brixton— Manufacture of gases.—A com.

William Macdonncll, Tipperary—Fastening the mouths of sacks

26th October, 1866.

J. P. Debauch*?, Cherbourg—Cylindric brush

P. A, Muntz, Keresley—Manufacture of metal tubes

John Storer, Dudley—Lubricators
John Fisher, Little Tower Street—Moulds for casting metals.—A com.

C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane—Percussion spinning top.—A com.

Armand Manuel, Reims—Uncorking bottles

G. F. L. Meakin, Martin's Lane— Capping old and new rails

Walter Weldon, llighgate—Decomposing chloride of sodium

N. H. Loomis, New York, U. S.—Lamps.—A com.

N. H. Loomis, New York, U. S. -Composing and printing.—A com.

J. H. Gresham, Hull—Safety fuzes.—A com.

Archibald Turner, Leicester- Taking up apparatus
_ .

J. Wagener, Wellclose Square, and G. J. Firmin, Millwall—Sugar renning

Frank Crossley, Manchester—Separating the fibre of tlax

Leonard Latter. Old Kent Road—Brakes
Tristram Shandy Simpson, Stratford—Construction of ships boats

27(4 October, 1866.

2777 Bertholde Tucski, Jewin Street—Manufacture of hats

2778 Edward Howard. Redhill—Preventing explosions of lamps

2779 James Sharp and Robert Smith, Blackford-Explosive compound

2780 George Davies, Serle Street—Rivetting press.—A com.

2781 G. A. Huddart, Brynkir—Buttons
27R2 Charles Tiffin, College Place— Perambulators ...
2783 John Blacknian and Edward Blackman, Knightsbndge—Cure of hoopinp

2784 W. R. Barnes, Hastings—Fire escapes

28th October, 1866.

2785 M. Hopkins, Upper Ashby Street, and A D. Hopkins. Bow Lane—Sewing machines

2786 Francesco Tubino, Leather Lane— Lockets

2787 James Gee, Manchester—Ventilation of hats

2788 Charles M'Beath, Blackburn—Distillation of Shale

2741
2742
2743
2744
2745

2746
2747
2748
2749
2?u0

2751
2752
2753
2754
2755
2756
2757
2758
2759
2760

2761
2762
2763
2764
2765
2766
2767
2768
2769
2770
2771
2772
2773
2774
2775
2776

cough
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2739 J. E. "Ward. Bradbury— Hats
'.:790 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Metallic band fastener.—A com.

2791 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Preparation of iodide.—A com.
2792 K. H. Tweddell, Sunderland—Hydraulic presses
2793 Edonard Alexandre, Paris—Organs
2794 Samuel Faulkner, Elackley—Carding engines

30th October, 1SG3.

2795 John Thorre. Manchester—Oil floor cloths

2796 Patrick Adie, Strand— Clipping horses
2797 James Hunter, Wishaw—Excavating and mining
279S J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Preservation of grain.—A com.
2799 Hermann Wedekind, Mincing Lane—Grinding dry substances.—A com.
2SX> Henry Churchman, Horsham, and Frederick Braby, Euston Road—Cleaning boots

2501 George Dacre, Preston—Lathes
2502 John Varlev, Plumstead— Supplying -water to steam boilers

2503 C. H. Gardner, West Harding Street, and J. Bickerton, Oldham—Lithographic- and
typographic printing machines

2804 John Wilkinson, Hunslet—Milling machinery
2S05 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam boilers.—A com.
2306 A. V. Newton. Chancery Lane—Spinning machinery.—A com.
2S07 A. Fairbairn, T. S. Kennedy, and J. W. Naylor, Leeds—Covering metal vollers

2S0S H. M. Nicholls, Southampton Street—Cutting paper
2509 M. P. W. Boolton, Tew Park—Motive power
2510 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Treating iron plates.—A com.
2511 Lyman Daggett, Massachusetts, U. S.—Boots and shoes
2512 Frederick Brown, Shepperton Street— Brushes
2513 G. H. Daw, Threadneedle Street, and P. M. Parsons, Arthur Street—Breech-loading

fire-arms

31st October, 1S66.

2814 "William Robertson, Manchester—Self-acting mules
2515 John Dodd, Oldham —Self-acting mules
2516 John Scott. Oxford Street—Fire-escapes
2517 Thomas Welton, Grafton Street—Metallic brush
2313 John Scott, Oxford Street—Pneumatic signals
2S19 William Clay and Alfred Bowater, Liverpool— Utilizing steel
2820 John Keighley, Bradford—Looms for weaving
2521 H. H. Williams, Westminster—Armour plates.—A com.
2522 Richard Holden, Blackburn—Looms for weaving
2523 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Lamp glasses.—A com.
2824 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Vacuum air engine.—A com.
2525 J. H. Shorthouse and J. Ferguson, Birmingham— Recovering tin
2526 John Patterson. Beverley—Fastening screw bolts
2327 J. J. Holden and S. J. Best, Bermondsey—Gas retorts

1st November, 1S66.

2S2S J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Lamps.—A com.
2829 Thomas Henderson, Glasgow— Sewing machines
2830 James Jackson, Liverpool—Lowering ships' anchors
2831 W. S. Ashton and J. Johnson, Darwen—Spinning cotton
2832 Edonard Tavernier, Paris, and H. W. Whitehead, Leeds—Combing cotton
2533 Jul»s Becker. Bordeaux—Stoppering bottles
2534 H. R. J. Denton, Wolverhampton—Bending chain links
2535 Maurice Pollack, Birmingham—Packing needles
2836 Owen Rowland, Willis Road—Galvanic batteries
2837 William Geeves. Barnsbury—Saw mills
2S3S J. Dea.s. Glasgow, and R. C. Rapier, Westminster—Railway switches and signals

2nd November, 1866.

2839 Hugh Greaves, Westminster—Unloading coal
2840 Thomas Ch^twin, Birmingham—Screw stocks
2841 George Watson, Glasgow—Gas reflectors
2S42 Stephen Holman, Cannon Street—Pumps
2843 W. Frost, J. H. Leather, and J. Nelson, Sheffield—Auxiliary smiths' fire
2844 Richard Porter, Wood Street—Gloves.—A com.
2845 John Howell, Creekmore—Hay-cutting machines

2846
2847
2S48
2849
2850
2851
2S52
2853
2854
2855
2856
2-57

2858
2859
2860
2861
2862
2S63

3rd November, 1866.

O. C. Edwards. Cork—Washing casks
Josiah Harris, Threadneedle Street—Distillation of hydro-carbon
F. A. Calvert, Manchester—Heating steam boilers
J. G. Tatters, Plymouth—Inter-communication in railway trains
R. J. Gay, Farnbam—Composition for coating walls
John Roberts. Brixton—Artificial fuel
Edmund Tonks, Birmingham—Call bells
E. P. North. Birmingham—Portable desk
Robert M'Taggart and Joseph Holdforth, Bradford—Pill-making machine
Joseph Lewis, Bloomsbury—Fire-arms
John Chubb and W. H. Chalk, Peckham— Iron safes
John Player, Norton—Puddling furnaces
Frederic Claudet, Coleman Street—Treating waste solutions
William Bayliss, Wolverhampton—Anchors
W. F. Phillipson, Dublin— Bedsteads
Matthew Chamberlain, Camberwell—Brushes
J. S. Gisborne, Liverpool—Fire alarms
J. S. Gisborne, Liverpool—Compasses

5th November, 1866.

2864 Henry Medd, Oxford Street- Playing Cards
2865 T. D. Cbipham, Batley—Producing woollen fabrics
2866 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Puddling.—A com.
2867 R. A. Hardcastle, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Transmitting motion
2868 Peter Kerr. Paisley—Polishing threads and yarns
2869 Malbec de Briges, Paris—Photographic pictures

6th November, 1866.

2870 Thomas Walker. Chelsea—Electric telegraph cables
2871 J. R. Wigham, Monkstown— Illuminating lighthouses
2872 Augustus Grote, Manchester— Printing fabrics
2873 N\ F. Taylor, Stratford—Operating on aeriform fluids
2874 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Rolling metals.—A com.
2875 W. J. Matthews, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
2876 E. H. Bentall, Heybridge—Manufacturing screw nuts
2877 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Rods for curtains.—A com.
2873 Thomas Hunt, Goodman's Fields— Breech-loading fire-armt
2879 W. H. Clapp. Islington—Carriage breaks
2880 C. E. Spagnoletti, Paddington—Communicating between the guard and passenger*

in a railway train
2881 R. D. Napier. Limehouse—Friction breaks
2882 T, H. Ince, Toronto—Fire-arms
i883 C. J. Robinson, Liverpool—Pump valves.—A com.

7th November, 1866.

2884 W. Bracewelh W. Pickup, and B. Lund, Burnley—Valves
2885 Edward Huxley, Old Cavendish Street—Coverlets
2886 W. Darlow, Tottenham, and P. W. Seymour, Canning Town—Magnetic compound

2557 William Humphrey, Hunslet—Furnaces
2558 John Shaw, Horton—Spinning machinery
2559 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Curing smoky chimneys.—A com.
2590 John Combe, Starbeck—Spinning fibrous substances
2591 Thomas Dawson and Johu Paley, Preston—Sheathing vessels

2592 J. C. Newev, Birmingham—Clasps
2593 J. Deavin, J. H. Sutton, and M. Deavin, Rotherhithe—Closing and keeping open

doors
2594 W. Goodbrand and T. E. Holland, Manchester—Security of safes

2595 Peter Kirk, Workington—Rolling metals
2396 J. E. Brown, Glasgow—Woven fabrics

2S97 J. S. Cavell, Gray's Inn Square—Automaton figures

2S9S George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Break for railway carriages.- -A com.
2399 Charles Churchill, Norwood—Chuck for holding tools.—A com.
2900 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Producing pictures.— A com.
2901 Charles Sutton, Holloway Koad—Steam toy
2902 E. S. Hindley, Bourton—Slide Valves
2903 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Reaping machines.—A com.
2904 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cleaning houses.—A com.

8th November, 1866.

2905 Thomas Kershaw, Hulme—Looms
2906 J. K. Heywood, Kilkenny—Cutters for making bungs
2907 J. J. Bagshawe, Sheffield—Furnaces for consuming smoke
2908 James Thomson, New Wandsworth—Gas stoves
2909 George Shaw, Birmingham—Coke.—A com.
2910 W. E. Gedge, Southampton Buildings—Preserving banks of rivers.—A com.
2911 R. J. Edwards, Bow— Dressing woven fabrics

2912 J. S. Cooke, Westminster—Axle boxes.—A com.
2913 Alfred Giles, Manchester, and Thomas Sturgeon, Burley—Drying wool
2914 Thomas Horsley, Pinxton, and George Knighton, Riddings—Core bars

9th November, 1866.

2915 J. T. Kershaw, St. Paul's Road—Ventilator
2916 C. D. Norton, Barnsbury— Boot heels
2917 E. K. Heaps, Leeds—Cooking ranges
291S D. Crichton, D. Crighton, and W. Donbavand, Manchester—Looms for weaving
2919 William Cassap, Leadenhall Street—Launching ships' boats
2920 S. W. Woodroffe, Costock—Water-closets
2921 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Couplings.—A com.
2922 F. B. Doering, Bayswater—Engines for boring rock
2923 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Pocket knives.—A com.
2924 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Treating vegetable substances.—A coin.

10th November, 1S66.

2925 Auguste Gohert, Brussels—Lubricating axle-trees
2926 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Manure.—A com.
2927 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Ventilating.—A com,
2928 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Coffee hullers.—A com.
2929 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Greasing apparatus.—A com.
2930 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Sorter and drilling machine.—A com.
2931 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Excavating.—A com.
2932 George Little, New York, U.S.—Transmitting telegrams
2933 W. Robertson and C. J. Waddell, Manchester—Carding engines
2934 George White, Queen Street—Steam engine.—A com.
2935 H. Hitchins, Grosvenor Street West, and W- Wood, Bermondsey—Dressing stone
2936 F. B. Donisthorpe, Leicester—Woollen garments
2937 Gustave Josse, Giltspur Street—Embossing
2933 J. F. Caulkins and W. J. Armstrong, Brooklyn, U. S.— Ships' anchors
2939 Thomas Skaife, Sussex Place—Vibrating lightening lamp
2940 Nicholas Korshunoff, Birmingham—Manufacture of malleable iron
2941 Robert Lakin and John Wain, Manchester— Spinning cotton.

2942 J. G. Tongue, Southampton Buildings—Cutting nails.—A com.
2943 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Chains.—Acorn.
2944 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— File-cutting machines.—A com.
2945 W. G. E. Swinnock, Acton—Lace fabrics.—A com.
2946 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
2947 G. Crawshay, Gateshead-on-Tyne, and J. Thomas, Nowcastle-on-Tyne—Treatment

of scoria

2948 G. Crawshay, Gateshead-on-Tyne, and J. Thomas, Newcastle-on-Tync Refining
pig iron

2949 John Denley, Cheltenham—Chimney tops

12*/; November, 1866.

2950 William Pidding, London—Manufacture of bricks
2951 George Perry, Birmingham— Lockets and brooches
2952 Digby Murray, Ormskirk—Lowering boats
2953 James Ingram and Heinrich Stapfer, Manchester— Testing oils

2954 W. Routledge and F. F. Ommanney, Salford—Cutting or boring rocks
2955 G. F. Freeman, Broughton—Rollers for calico printing
2956 James Bentley and William Hampson—Stretching woven fabrics

2957 G. Crawshay, Gateshead-on-Tyne, and J. Thomas, Newcastle-on-Tyne— Treatment
of titaniferous iron ores

2958 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Coal oil lamps—A com.
2959 J. R. Cadman, Christopher Street—Forming joints
2960 Abdiel Hawkins, Hatton Garden—Sculpturing
2961 J. C. Stevenson, South Shields, and G. T. France, Gateshead—Manufacture of alkali

2962 Hugh Crawford and James Crawford, Beith—Finishing thread and yarns

13th November, 1866.

2963 Thomas Molineux, Manchester—Pianofortes
2964 Leonard Brierly, Birmingham—Metallic bedsteads
2965 George Whitehead, Liverpool—Chimney tops
2966 Charles Moseley, Manchester—India rubber thread
2967 W. S. Macdonald, Manchester—Cleansing textile fabrics

2963 John Harding, Tissington—Doubling cotton
2969 Augustus Scholey, Cunningham House—Nails
2970 J. G. Tongue, Southampton Buildings—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
2971 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Engine for towing.—A com.
2972 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Treatment of fabrics.—A com.
2973 F. W. Diihne, Swansea, and D. Thomas, Cwm Avon Taibach—Picks
2974 J. P, Brown, Massachusetts, U. S.—Bedsteads
2975 W. W. Marston, New York, U. 3.—Carving wood

1-ith November, 1S66.

2976 J. F. Belleville, Paris—Spring regulator
2977 E. J. Payne, Birmingham—Authenticating telegraphic despatches.—A com.
2978 James Whitehead, Broughton— Looms for weaving
2979 C. M. Bathias, Paris—Registering the speed ofmachinery
2930 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Apparatus to teach book-keeping.—A com
2981 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Treating certain bark.—A com.
2982 William Clapperton, Johnstone—Multiple drilling machines
2983 T. S. Truss, Fenchurch Street—Pipes
2984 John Clark, Paddington—Railway breaks
2985 Hesketh Hughes, Birmingham—Tubes
2986 Thomas Page. Adelphi—Locomotive engines
2987 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Locks.—A com.
2983 J. C. Morrell, Leyland—Dry closets
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15th November, 1866.

2989 W. A. Lyttle, General Post Office—Steam generators

29! (0 W. R. Lake, Southampton buildings—Looms for wearing.—A com.

2991 Henry Lampson, Queen Street—Connecting ends of iron

2992 Thomas Vaughton and Oliver Vaughton, Birmingham— Jewellery
2993 W. N. Atkinson, Newry—Power looms
2994 James Krskine, Wigtown—Steam engines
2995 John Nichols, Pendleton—Wringing yarns
2996 E. C. Hodges, Islington—Breech-loading fire-arms

2997 Luigi Bernieri, Victoria Grove—Photography
2998 Edward Humphrys, Deptford— Propelling vessels

2999 T. B. Daft, Chelsea—Harbours
3000 John Kemble, Hatton Wall—Marking railway tickets

3001 Edward Dawson, Darlington—Consumption of smoke
3002 Wilhelm Grime, Berlin—Decoration on gold and silver

lGth November, 1866.

3003 James Sellers, Rawtenstall—Looms for weaving
3004 Edward Dnicker, Cheapside—Punching machine.—A com.
3005 George Davies, Serle Street—Stopping or closing vessels.—A com.
3006 George Davies, Serle Street—Inkstands.—A com.
3007 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Coverings for floors.—A com.
3008 James Vero, Atherstone—Boots
3009 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Ladies' skirts.—A com.
3010 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Spinning machinery.—A com.
3011 Richard Woollat, Taunton—Producing local anaesthesia

3012 J. M. Dunlop and F. Crossley, Manchester—Cutting India rubber

17th November, 1866.

301.3 J. W. Hurst, Deptford—Placing life rafts on board ship
3014 A. E. Blavier, Loire—Conservation of cereals
3015 C. W. Orford,Lifford—Portable bath
3016 Julien Bolvin, Paris—Steam engine
3017 C. \V. Dixon, Wickham Market—Slide valves
3018 David Kirkaldy, Southwark—Instrument for ascertaining correct measurements
3019 N. M- Marin, St. Denis (Seine)—Knapsacks
3020 Isaac Evans, Birmingham—Braces
3021 F. II. Gossage, Widnes—Grain decortication
3022 T. W. Webley, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
3023 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Clocks. -A com.
3024 J. H. A. Gruson, Buckau—Railway wheels
3025 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Machinery for submarine excavations.—A com.

19JA November, 1866

3026 E. W. Morton, Boston, U. S.—Wheels for carriages.—A com.
3027 Samuel Glenton, Bradford—Furnace for the consumption of smoke
3028 Thomas Earp, Newark-nn-Trent, and Ralph Ashton, Manchester—Safety cabs
3029 Julian Bernard, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Motive-power engines
3030 A. P. Price, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Carbonate of soda.—A com.
3031 Thomas Wardlaw, Dunfermline—Reaping Machines
3032 C. H. Simpson, Bexhill—Steam engines and propellers
3033 J. H. A. Gruson, Buckau—Armour plating for vessels of war
3034 Thomas Greenwood, Leeds—Construction of lathes
3035 J. H. A. Gruson, Buckau—Gun carriages
3036 W. A. Gibbs, Woodford—Drying hay and other cut crops
3037 Thomas Whitley, Bradford—Combing wool
30.38 J. L. Clark, Westminster Chambers—Electric telegraphs
3039 Lieut.-Colonel James Baker, Pall Mall—Magnetic engines

20(/i November, 1866.

3040 William Chambers, Whitefield— Finishing textile fabrics
3041 T. M. Gladstone, Westminster—Construction of chain cables
3042 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Drying tan.—A com.
3043 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Construction of hay forks.—A com.
3044 Adam Hunter, Edinburgh— Ascertaining position of vessels foundered at sea
3045 Evan Thomas, Aberdare—Safety lamps
3046 R. A. Hardcastle, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Raising and lowering heavy bodies
3047 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Coating iron with copper.—A com.
3048 John Robertson, Manchester—Regulating the pressure and flow of fluid

3049 J. H. A. Gruson, Buckau—Breech-loading ordnance
3050 J. Howard, and E. T. Bousfield, Bedford—Reaping and mowing machines
3051 J. H. A. Gruson. Buckau—Manufacture of guns
3052 E. II. Knight, Washington, U.S.—Governors

21st November, 1866.

3053 John Tasker, Sheffield—Door mats
3054 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Volute springs.—A com.
3055 C. J. Wahab, Valleyfield— Purifying polluted water
3056 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Steam boilers.—A com.
3057 John Rrindley, St. Alkmunds—Artificial incubator
30.58 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Manufacturing spikes and rivets.—A com.
3059 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Attaching casters to sewing machines.—

A com.
3060 Edmund Morewood, Cbeam—Coating plates
3061 P. G. B. Westmacott. Elswick—Conveying and cleaning corn and grain
3062 John Barker, East Sheen—Preserving corn.—A com.
3063 Peter Gledhill, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Cutting coal

22nd November, 1866.

3064 James Nicholson, Oldham—Manufacture of safes
3065 G. Haseltiue, Southampton Buildings—Drilling rocks.—A com.
3066 P. R. M. le Guen, Brest—Combining tungsten with cast iron
3067 Thomas M'Comas, London—Raising sunken vessels.—A com.
3068 Richard Holiday, Poplar—Distance signals on railways
3069 Josiah Berry, J. B. Turner, and Charles Vickerman, Hitddersfield— Twisting yarn.'?

3070 R. E. Lazonby, Manchester—Cleaning fibrous materials.—A com.
3071 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Raising heavy bodies.—A com.
3072 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Iron for ironing.—A com.
3073 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Tapping beer casks.—A com.
3074 G. F. Stidolph, J. Stidolph, and J. R. Morley, Woodbridge—Shop fittings

3075
3076
3077
3078
3079
3080
3081
3082
3083
3084

23rd November, 1866.

Frederick Maunder, Barnstaple—Preventing speculation
Myer Marks, Richmond Road—Improved digitorium
J. Kitchen, W. Kitchen, and S. Samuels, Accrington—Railway break.—A com.
Isaiah Riley, Islington— Links or shackles
W. II. p. Gore, London, and R. Green, Bayswater—Constructing roads
W. AV. Smith, Masborough—Fixing the tires of railway Wheels
John Robinson, Greenfield—Economizing fuel
John Robinson, Greenfield—Economizing fuel
Robert Potter, M.A., Bulkington—Cleansing grain
John Coulson, Stamford— Elevating straw
Frederick Tyerman, Gracechurch Street—Shades for the eyes

3086 J. J. Coleman and T. H. Coleman, Pontblyddyn Mold— Hydraulic cements
3087 T. R. Harding and T. W. Harding, Leeds—Drilling combs
3088 F. R. A. Glover, Cambridge—Raising and lowering persons

24:th November, 18GG.

3089 Edward Funnell, Brighton—Electric signals
3090 C. W. Siemens, Westminster—Conveying telegraphic despatches.—A com.
3091 C. D. J. Seitz, Sunderland—Bleaching fibrous substances
3092 II. M. Clements, Victoria Park— Railway signals
3093 .lames Mitchell, Musselburgh, and W. C. Laird, Leith—Cleansing wool
3094 R. B. Jones, City Road—Transmission of messages
3095 William Bass, Little Broughton—Making of nails
3006 W. B. Johnson, Altringham—Driving the shafting of loom sheds
3097 J. K. Leather, St. Helen's—Salts of soda
3098 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Looms.—A com.
3099 C. H. Southall and R. Heap, Staleybridge, and J. Tasker, Sheffield-Uniting strips

of leather
3100 William B »twood, Ipswich—Raising heads of carriages
3101 CharJes Wood, Middlesbro'-on-Tees—Measuring the temperature of currents

26^ November, 1866.

3102 John Buckley, Royton— Spinning cotton
3103 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Manufacturing Wadding.—A com.
3104 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Evaporating juices.—A com.
3105 W. R. M. Thomson, Glasgow—Cutting iron.—A com.
3106 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Extracting oil.—A com.
3107 J. E. Boyd, Lewisham—Mowing machines
3108 G. H. Morgan and E. Morgan, Edgware Road—Carriages
3109 William Taylor, Dundee—Treatment of jute
3110 W. H. Harrison, Park Street—Producing optical illusions

3111 T. J. Barron, New York, U.S.—Converting iron into steel

3112 N. S. Shaler, Cambridge, U.S.—Preserving animal and vegetable substances
3113 R. H. Courtenay, Clapham Junction— Printing surfaces
3114 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Preparation of leather.—A com.

21th November, 1S66.

3115 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Yams.—A com.
3116 Augnste Fournet and Octave Nadaud, Tichborne Street—A magic camera
3117 Charles Crockford, Holywell—Spelter
3118 Charles Crockford, Holywell—Galvanizing iron
3119 John Kerfoot, Blackburn—Mules for spinning cotton
3120 J. H. Atterbury, Castleford, and S. Woolf, Knottingley—Earthenware
3121 James Law, Cleckheatou—Carding wool
3122 T. Dickins, H. Heywood, and J. Holland, Middleton—Furnaces and steam boilers

3123 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Railway wheels.— A com.
3124 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Indicating time.—A com.
3125 Richard George, Watford—Obtaining motive power
3126 John Tomlin, Finsbury, and Charles Hook, Greenwich—Manufacture of gas

28th November, 1866.

3127 George Backhouse, Blue Pits—Manufacturing cardboard
3128 Richard Norfolk, Beverley—Reaping machines
3129 Henry Timmins, Soho Square—Furniture springs
3130 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Mastic compositions.—A com.
3131 William Pidding, Cottage—Treating coffee
3132 Henry Langsford Bishopsgate Street— Saddle and tugs
3133 W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—White lead.—A com.
3134 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Regulating the tension of piano-forte strings

—A com.
3135 George Howard, Berners Street—Elastic seat
3136 L. A. Fargon, Brussels—Iron tubes

29(7* November, 1S66.

3137 James Wadsworth, Heaton Norris—Boots and Shoes
3138 George Crossley, Cleckheaton—Driving wire-blocks
3139 Edward Hughes, Ragillt—Propelling vessels
3140 T. W. Plum, Fenchurch Buildings— Syphons for drawing off beer
3141 Robert Mitchell, Sunderland—Revolving watch-bow
3142 E. V. L. Eborsburg, Montpellier Street—Milk for feeding infants.—A com.
3143 Joshua Field. Lambeth—Steam engines
3141 F. La Moile, Salisbury—Incubators
3145 William Brookes, Chancery Lane—Railway wheels.—A com.

BOth November, 1866.

3146 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Saccharatification of sugary substances.—A com.
3147 Tony Petitjean, Brydges Street—Combustion
3148 E. E. Quelle, Berniondsey—Muffs.—A com.
3149 Hyde Bateman, Barnes—Pumps and fire-engines

3150 W. W. Pilcher, St. Margaret's-at-Cliff— Horse-hoes
3151 Luke Turner, Leicester— Elastic fabrics

3152 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Green colouring matters.—A com.
3153 Alfred Davy, Sheffield—Chair supports for railways
3154 H. P. Truefitt, Piccadilly—Hair brushes

1st December, 1866.

3155 Peter M'Gregor, Manchester—Spinning and doubling
3156 James Webster, Birmingham—Lighting and cooking apparatus
3157 William Crighton, Manchester—Manufacture of cotton

3158 John Ramsbottom, Blackburn—Compound steam engines
3159 W. E. Newton. Chancery Lane—Untwisting rope.—A com.
3160 George Mansell, Birmingham—Lettered tablets

3161 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Rolls of spinning machines.—A com.
3162 Hyde Bateman, Barnes—Corkscrews
3163 John Pratt, Greenville, U. S.—Pterotype
3164 Walter Butler and Alexander Dalgety, London—Connections between railway

engines and carriages

3165 S. J. Browniug, Portsmouth—Distilling sea water

3rd December, 1866.

3166 Thomas Barker, Redditch—Delivery of fog signals

3167 James Nuttall, Walmersley—Looms for weaving
3168 Frederic Waddington, Saint-Remy—Doubling slivers of cards

3169 M. A. F. Mennons, Southampton Buildings—Musical instruments.—A com.

3170 H. A. Dufrene, Paris—Chimneys.—A com.
3171 J. T. A. Mallet, Paris—Producing oxygen and chlorine

3172 Edward M'Lean, Islington— Piano-fortes and harmoniums
3173 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Applying motive power.—A com.
3174 B. J. B. Mills, Southampton buildings—Bench vices.— A com.
3175 Frederick Volkmann, New York. U. S.—Ploughs
3176 A. Hermann and H. Brethauer, New Haven, U. S.— Discharging bilge water

3177 David Winstanley, Manchester— Obtaining designs in relief

317S W. H, Harfield, Royal Exchange Buildings—Chain cable holders

3179 J. A. Coffey, Great Saint Helen's—Heating and cooling fluids
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ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.

No. £111.

Loam is wetted, and loam mills are usually supplied , with cold water only

,

and such do doubt answers the purpose ; but some positive advantages

will be found in supplying the loam mill with both cold water and boiling

water from any adjacent boiler that can afford the occasional outdraft.

For this there are two reasons. The dense tough clays commonly

employed for loam stuff are sometimes dug out in a more or less wet

and plastic state, but quite as frequently, if not more so, are obtained

at the pit containing so little water, as to be very hard and resistant of

being broken down and thoroughly incorporated into a soft uniform pulp.

Where such clays are stored for some time, and under cover, as they

ought always to be to prevent waste by rain, &c, they get drier and

still more indurated, and harder to mis up uniformly. It is quite sur-

prising what a difference is produced in the facility of grinding and

uniformly mixing such hard and tough clays if they be wetted with hot

water in place of cold. This is one reason for a hot-water supply to the

loam mill ; the other is as follows :—The loam moulder must handle

the loam stuff with his naked hands. In the winter time in our own

or in any European climate indeed, if the loam be mixed with cold water

only, its temperature is so low that the workman's hands may be almost

benumbed, and will almost always be so cold as to cause him to work in

discomfort. It is always a sound policy in every manufactory to enable

the worker to pursue his task with the greatest possible comfort to him-

self, consistent with its conditions and with not wasting time; and often

that which may seem to a short-sighted and niggardly master or manager

a mere luxury, will prove a saving of money in many ways, by getting

better value for wages, as well as proving ostensibly to the workman

that he is not looked upon as a mere living tool, but a fellow-man,

whose health and feelings are recognized by his employer. Upon these

two grounds it was the writer's practice to have the clays ground with

water nearly boiling, and in the colder seasons of the year the loam

was mixed with such a proportion of hot and cold water, that when run

into the loam foundry in the iron box trucks, it had a temperature sen-

sibly icarm to the hand, say about 7(F Fahr. The loam moulders not

only thus enjoyed their work, but they all agreed that the loam stuff'

at this temperature worked more freely and rapidly than when quite cold.

This, although a precise physical explanation of why it should be so

is perhaps difficult, is undoubtedly a fact: for it was ascertained in the

writer's presence, that if the same loam stuff was attempted to be em-

ployed at a very much higher temperature, nearly as hot as the hand

could bear it, and iu any considerable thickness—as, for example, for

laying on upon the core pieces " a thickness" prior to building on " a

cope"—that the loam could not be got to " stand up," but bulged or

dropped off in clots : so that increased mobility is given to a cla}'ey

mass of given plasticity by increasing the temperature of the intermixed

water; and, indeed, this only co-ordinates with the known fact, that all

fluids are more liquid at high than at low temperatures, and run faster

through capillary tubes hot than cold.

Loam standing at night from evening to morning, when thus mixed
warm, does not usually get down to the freezing point, even during a

night of hard frost, if in the loam shed or foundry and iu tolerably

large masses, especially if covered by a piece of cloth, such as coarse

" bagging," thrown over it ; whereas, when mixed with perfectly cold

water at the winter temperature, it often gets frozen hard to some depth.

Loam in that state, we need scarcely say, cannot be used with safety

to the mould, if at all.

In some large foundries, possessing their own clay pits, we believe it

has been usual to dig out the clay, " cut it," and leave it exposed to the

winter's frosts, as brickmakers do, for the purpose of facilitating the

subsequent grinding and mixing. It does so, no doubt, to a certain

extent, but the grinding must all the same be performed ; for grit or

particles, of no detriment to the brickmaker, would be fatal to the loam

moulder, and, under any circumstances, grinding with hot water, where

the induration of the clay demands it, seems better practice. It may
be remarked that a practice of late years employed in some forms of

machine brick-making with advantage, has long been in occasional use

in some foundries, namely, the use of steam as a means for reducing the

state of induration of raw clays, and making the loam-stuff more mellow,

in place of hot water. Waste steam blown from a jet pipe upon a heap

or spread stratum of raw clay rapidly alters its state of aggregation, and

renders grinding easy. In the same way a steam jet may be employed

to thaw prepared loam-stufl' that has got frozen, or to prevent its freezing.

We subjoin the woodcuts, omitted in last paper, of the form of loam

mill referred to at p. 292.

In foundries of the very largest class, and requiring a la'rge supply of

loam bricks

—

i.e., unbaked clay bricks for loam moulding, it may be

quite worth while to employ one of the small-sized British moulding-

machines, made by those firms whose speciality is that sort of machi-

nery. One of those capable of turning out 5000 bricks a day will be

more than sufficient. Lies may be prepared for several sizes and forms,

which will be found to save time on the part of the tram moulder in

cutting and shaping by hand.

The subject of loam leads naturally to that of foundry pits, name!}',

TirrriD series vol n.

those pits in which the loam moulds are usually placed before pouring.

Pits may he classified into dry or open pits, and sand pits. The

former are mere dry, flat-floored cavities, conveniently placed below

the level of the sand floor of the foundry, so as to be under command
of the cranes, &c, and of such a depth as will enable certain classes of

loam or dry sand moulds to be placed within them, and not rising much,

if anything, above the upper edge or lip of the pit. The latter are pits

filled with sand like that of the foundry floor, which is dug out so as to

form a sufficient cavity to enable a loam mould to be lowered into it,

2 s
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with space around to permit of a gang of labourers filling in the sand

again, and ramming it hard and firm all round the loam mould to afford

an effective support to its outer walls or cope, and enable these to resist

the pressure from within of the fluid metal. This is, in fact, the whole

function of a sand pit. The two classes of pits naturally arise from

there being two classes of loam moulds in common use ; namely, those

which are formed within an outer case or flask of cast or wrought iron,

of a figure suitable to contain the loam or dry sand mould, and which

outer metallic casing becomes the support of the moulding material

while in preparation, and the resistance against the internal fluid pres-

sure of the liquid metal when the mould is filled ; and those which are

built up, both as to core and cope, of common or of loam bricks, or of

both, as the internal and external skeletons of the loam mould, and

which, having little or no tenacity, require sufficient external support to

resist the liquid pressure of the metal, at least as respects the external

(or cope) part of the mould. For the core will support the requisite

fluid pressure sufficiently on the principle of the arch, whenever the

object to be cast is a solid of revolution—cylindrical, spherical, or coni-

cal, &c. ; and when not so, but flat-sided or irregular in shape, the

support is given to the core by internal struts or rings, or other like

appliances in wrought iron, bedded into the brickwork of the core.

Whenever there happens to be a large and continuous run of work of

one sort, especially if it be in forms such as of solids of revolution—as,

for example, large pipes, some sorts of gas retorts, boilers, guns, &c.

—

it will always be best and most economical practice to provide iron

cases or flasks for the moulds, whether in dry sand or in loam, and in

that case dry pits alone are wanted.

The completed moulds when fully dried are lowered into the pits,

properly stayed and supported, unless having such a form as gives a safe

base for support without, and then poured. In some cases (to which

we shall allude in a future paper on moulding processes) the loam

moulds are dried by special contrivances in these dry pits ; and occa-

sionally the loam is even laid on and the mould completed in the pit,

but this is seldom, we think, advantageous. When such is the class of

work that constitutes the run of trade of a foundry, the great objects

to be attended to in designing the iron loam cases are, facility and exact-

ness in going together at the necessary joints or junctions, and perfect

safety as respects the amply sufficient resistance to the pressure of the

liquid metal when the mould is tilled. This needs much more than is

barely enough to withstand the mere statical pressure of the head of

metal when fully up, it must be enough to guard against the slightest

derangement due to sudden shocks given in any way to the mould when
full of liquid metal, which, if in a vertical direction, may prodigiously

increase for the moment the strain on the walls of the mould. Besides

these conditions, the cases should be designed so as to economize to the

utmost the thickness and the entire quantity of loam stuff that has to

be laid on to form both core and cope : with the latter we are here

specially concerned. With a well-designed iron loam case or flask, for

a given size and form of a class of castings, it is amazing how small a

thickness of loam stuff may be employed, and equally so what a saving

accrues in the year b}' attention to such economy; for brain spent upon
careful design here, means not only saving of material, but saving day
by day for ever, of skilled and unskilled human labour, horse labour,

and steam power, as well as less directly of rent and interest on plant,

more work being turned out in a given time.

This, however, is rather to digress, and to anticipate what we shall

recur to in treating of moulding. All that we are now concerned with

is this, that the class of work decides, whether we can have all, or

nearly all, dry pits, or must have sand pits largely also; and the

dimensions of the loam or dry sand casings that are to be employed for

the run of work, in the former (or in any case), decides the dimensions

and depth we must prescribe for the dry pits themselves. As regards

sand pits, so also it is the size of the work that decides the volume and
depth of pit which we must prepare and fill with sand. But in the

sand pit we must allow a much ampler latitude in space all round,

because in addition to the bulk of the exterior of the largest loam mould,
we must have room to dig out and fill in again, and ram up the sand
round the mould. In effect, we must have from three to four feet of

clear space all round the external contour of the largest loam mould we
expect to employ. Some sand pits we should say are indispensable in

every foundry, for in any one at any time, even for its own tools or
other purposes, it may become necessary to mould something in loam
on a brkk cope, though the mass of the trade be flask work. But for

the higher classes of engineering foundries, and for those in which large

irregular and occasional objects, such as statues, large manufacturing

chemical apparatus, &c, are cast, sand pits of great size and depth

are in constant demand. Nothing may appear much simpler than to

make a big pit in the ground and fill it up with sand for these uses, but

even in this there are right and wrong ways, or at least more or less

advantageous ways of proceeding. It is a fact justified by experience,

that amongst the multifarious forms and sizes of the objects usually

cast in loam, it may be remarked that those requiring moulds very

bulky and broad seldom are of any great vertical depth, while those (to

be cast upright) which do demand a great depth are very seldom of

great diameter. Perhaps large engine or blast cylinders, or like hollow

vessels for occasional purposes, are the forms which at the same time

present in combination the greatest width with the greatest depth. A
cylinder of 200 inches in diameter, and 12 feet stroke, would need a

sand pit for its brick and loam mould of about 25 feet diameter, and

from 19 to 20 feet in depth; but an object so great in both dimensions

is very rare. Objects cast upright, such as tubes, shafts for large

water wheels or like purposes, very seldom exceed 25 feet in length,

and the external diameter of the loam mould seldom is ueeded greater

than from 6 to 8 feet.

It would seem, then, for a first-class foundry, not providing for

such an exceptional case as the first of these, that a simple cylindrical

pit of 25 feet diameter, and 25 feet in depth, would take in anything

that could be needed, and so it would ; but a pit of such a form, though

one very commonly adopted, is attended with an enormous waste of

sand, an inert mass of which may lie for generations, in but occasional

use, at the upper part and centre of the pit, leaving all the rest useless.

A much better form of pit, then, is that of a deep central cylindrical

cavity, and concentric with this a cylindric one for the upper part, of

the total depth of a larger diameter— say about double that of the deeper

part. The bench below the wider cylinder and around the narrower

one is thus left of the natural soil.

We have said cylindrical, for although in many foundries sand pits

are made square, the cylinder is the form which is best in every respect.

We should say best even in a foundry dedicated to the casting of

equestrian statues, in which, in external contour, the moulds are

always longer and higher than the width. For the pit must be walled

round or otherwise secured from falling in, and the cylinder enables

this to be done in brick walling, at less cost and in a more effectual

manner than in any other form, and the round form more generally

adapts itself to the usual round loam moulds, so that not only can a

larger mould relatively be got into the round pit, but less sand lies to

waste in corners. There is, however, another reason in favour of the

cylinder. To those who have never seen " a pit dug out," it is not a

little surprising to see with what facility it can be cut out by the foundry

shovels in the dense tempered sand, to a perfect cylinder with vertical

walls, and how well those walls of slightly damp sand will stand up

plumb for many hours, in a pit of perhaps 15 feet or so in diameter, and

even 20 feet in depth. This mainly depends upon the properties of

sand when not shaken or exposed to a run of water, to get quite dry

when once well rammed together ; but the standing up of the sand is

very much promoted by the cylindrical form of the pit, which gives an

equal thickness to the wall of sand, all round the central cavity being

dug out, and in which case there is no doubt, the cylinder itself of

sand partakes, as respects its resistance to falling in, partially of the

principle of the arch.

As sand pits have to be dug out afresh each time that a casting has

been pitted and poured and the mould and casting withdrawn, and again

filled in, it is scarcely necessary to say that in filling in the pit, the

sand should be left in the best possible condition for standing up firmly

and like a wall, when it has next to be dug out. For this end it is

necessary that the sand be carefully wetted, mixed, screened from

" gagSersi" or fragments of any sort, and thrown in again in layers of

not more than a foot deep each, and carefully rammed by a gang of

labourers kept in the pit during the whole period of filling. If the

ramming be badly or unequally performed, when the pit is next dug

out falls of sand will be nearly certain to take place ; and these, which

sometimes split off from the top, or floor level, but more often

—

especially in pits of large diameter—come off in great clots lower down,

and fall to the bottom. This is a matter often of serious inconvenience

and loss. If such a fall occur at all, of course it is so much unnecessary

sand to shift out and fill back again ; but generally a great deal more
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than the mass that falls has to be so treated, for the disturbed bank
must then be made safe by scarping it down, and so more and more
useless sand has to be moved. Should such a fall occur, after the core

of a large loam mould has been lowered and placed upon the rammed
and levelled bottom of the dug out pit, and before the cope has been
lowered and adjusted into place, the fallen sand gets into contact with,

and all about the face of the cope; it not only damps that, whereas it

ought to be absolutely dry, but it is extremely difficult to remove it

and throw it out again, and to do so without damage to the delicate

and tender surfaces of the cope. Hence no pit should ever be filled

in without a vigilant eye being kept upon the process.

Pits are not commonly of such a size, and especially of such a depth,

that these detached masses of saud are of sufficient volume to endanger
the men in the bottom of the pit by suddenly falling in, but in large

and deep pits, unless methods of artificial support be employed, it is

quite possible for fatal accidents to occur in this way. We ourselves

knew of a skilled moulder and three labourers having a very narrow
escape of being smothered by being suddenly overwhelmed with a sand
fall, in the bottom of a pit of nearly 24 feet deep. The men were
working during dinner hour, and were nearly alone in the shop ; and
had it not fortunately happened that one of the labourers had got out

of the pit just before, to handle the crane, and gave instant alarm, the

four others would have been suffocated before being got out, though
not covered more than a foot or two over their heads. Had the mould
been already in the pit in this case, the men would certainly have lost

their lives, because the confined space around would have been filled

,
to a far greater depth, and there would have been scarcely any room
to get labourers at work to remove the fallen sand.

This accident pointed out to the writer that no deep pit should ever

be dug out without some sufficient protection against falls of sand being

provided. We shall describe the methods of rendering this safe, and
pursue the subject of pits and their employment and modes of working
farther in our next paper.

—

Ed.

THE CANADIAN OIL SPRINGS.

It is now believed (with what warrant of truth we do not know) by the

well-borers in Canada, that petroleum exists in veins and fissures in the

earth's crust, and that it does not spring from large receptacles, wherein

it is confined under an enormous pressure, as was formerly believed by
some persons to be the case. It is assumed to exist thus in a manner
similar to that of water in some rock formations, such as the chalk.

As far as practical ends are considered, it is of very little import

what the belief may be ; at all events, working and thinking away for

the benefit of his own ends, the Canadian has recently hit upon a novel

method, whereby, if oil exists in the ground wherein he bores, he is

almost sure to strike it.

It very often happens that in boring for oil the boring rod passes

completely through the strata from which the liquid is supposed to

spring ; hitherto, therefore, such borings have always been useless,

with but ruinous result to the proprietor. It has very frequently been
found in cases where a bore has been put down very near to a well

producing a good supply, that no oil can be got to flow. When such

a result happens, and we are given to understand that it is by no means
infrequent, the borer concludes that he has " missed the vein."

To avoid the great loss to themselves from such useless bores, the

Canadians have adopted a system by which they make sure of some
return for their labours. It is now the practice, if no oil is got, to put

down a torpedo into the bore, fixing it at the middle of the length, or

thereabouts, of that portion of the bore which passes into the strata

from which the oil is expected to flow. By a most ingenious arrange-

ment (with the details of which we are not yet acquainted), the torpedo

is ignited from the surface of the ground ; and it generally happens that

the strata are dislodged and fissured so much that, if oil exist, one or

more of the veins are broken into, after which the oil is found to flow on

until the well is spent.

We have the foregoing particulars from a gentleman who has just

returned from a scientific exploration of the district to which the present

notice has reference. The fact certainly says much for the sagacity of

the oil-well sinkers, if the hypothesis of " veins " be a true one, and it

do-;3 not appear at all geologically improbable. We should suppose, that

after the torpedo has done its duty, the other wells deriving their supply

from the same set of veins would soon show an unduly decreasing

return ; on this point, however, we are so far not informed.

The notion of thus producing fissures extending for considerable

distances from a deep bore-hole into the surrounding masses, is not

new, though its application to oil wells may be so. Mr. Mallet employed

this method about sixteen years ago in the course of his practice.

A well in argillaceous limestone at the Constabulary Barracks, Phajnix

Park, Dublin, had been sunk to a certain depth, and then a deep 4-inch

bore-hole continued from the bottom to a considerably greater depth,

without obtaining an adequate supply of water. A waterproof canvas

cartridge, containing 18 lbs. of powder, was then got down into the bore-

hole to about two-thirds the full depth, and ignited by a common piece

of Davy lamp fuse. The shock of the explosion under 10 or 12 feet

head of water above the top of the bore-hole, was felt like that of a

smart earthquake in the buildings, &c, around. The water rose up
almost immediately to within 4 feet of the surface, and has continued

to afford an abundant supply.

It may be added that the surface of the ground from which the oil

is got, appears the most unpromising for the obtainment of such a liquid :

at Bothwell, Canada West, it is a huge flat sandy plain, where a stone

as big as a common hen's egg cannot be found within several feet of

the surface.—V. D.

ROAD-MAKING IN ENGLAND, AND IN LONDON IN

PARTICULAR.

England was really the cradle of genuine road-making. While upon the

continent of Europe nothing existed but at the best the paved ckaussee of

France and of some parts of Germany and of northern Itaby, more or

less thickly connected by cross roads which were no better than tracks

of mire or sand or dust, and at the worst, some Polish and Russian roads

of timber and fascines, not nearly as good as an American back

states corduroy, England had many tolerable highways ; and more than

a century ago had even in the remote and then little accessible far west,

in Devonshire, its " way wardens " and a pretty complete apparatus for

the maintenance and repair of its most ancient sunk roads

—

sunk,

because time and radically insufficient drainage or foundation had in a

wet and clay soil, by traffic and water, worn their level down far below that

of the adjacent country or fields at either side. And whatever scholarly

and archaeological men may talk about Roman roads, and however

express their admiration of the assumed wonderful construction and per-

fections of these, our main English highways even at the epoch just before

the advent of Macadam were far before any Roman road that ever ex-

isted, in the eye of the engineer. In a word, the Roman paved road was

a barbarous mode of dispensing with road repair for a lengthened period,

by submitting always to a highway of rocky hardness, and which was

utterly unadapted either to fast traffic, or to a great traffic on wheels, of

any sort. In their lavish encomiums upon these roads the scholars

and archaeologists have in reality lost sight of their own trade ; they

seem to have never taken due account of the conditions of society and

of the nature of the main traffic of the world, in the days when those

great Roman roads were made. Essentially the Roman roads were

made for lines of military communication. They answered well for

bodies of infantry marching on foot, and encumbered with little

baggage on wheels, and that little moved slowly. Their civil uses

were, so to say, accidental or occasional. The great men, the seigneurs,

neyer made long journeys in their wretched springless chariots.

They either travelled on horseback, and as the whole of Europe was

open and unfenced, they chose then their ground and rode by the

side of the road, wherever the ground suited, and so avoided the

hard and dangerous surface of the block-paved Roman chaussee ; or

those who were old and infirm or luxurious were carried in "litters
"

—the south of Europe representative of the palanquin, and no doubt

brought through Egypt and Greece, &c, from the East. Much of the

mercantile traffic, i.e., the trade in the products of the soil, or of the sea,

or of commerce so far as that existed in Roman times, was carried, as it

is to the present hour in the whole Mediterranean basin and throughout

all Asia, on the backs of beasts of burden—mules and asses in Europe
;

camels, dromedaries, and elephants in Africa and Asia.

What the Roman road would have become had it been exposed to

even a very moderate wheel traffic, may be realized by any one who has

seen the deeply rutted surfaces of the block-paved Roman streets of
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Pompeii. To form a just estimate of the merits and demerits of the

Roman roads, a man must he at once something of an historian, a classic

scholar and an archaeologist, and also an engineer.

England, then, was not only the cradle, as we have said, of good high

roads, hut our practice, up to a pretty late period, was the type and

pattern for all the rest of the world. Mr. Telford was employed to

design and specify the construction of some large roads in the sandy

plains of Poland. At a later period Macadam was more than once

consulted as to foreign roads ; and all the very best roads now in use

upon the continent were formed after the model of English ones. The
five military roads made by the Bourbon dynasty in the kingdom of

Naples, several in the north of Italy, all the remodelling of the roads

of France, i.e., the conversion of the paved chaussee into macadamized

roads, begun by Louis Philippe, and since so greatly extended under

the vigorous government of the Emperor Napoleon III., have all been

formed on English models. In saying this we are not unmindful of

the Simplon, and how great were the advances in road-making there

shown by the able military engineers that the first Napoleon employed

on this his great military route over the Alps ; but it would be difficult

to show that anything executed there was a wide departure from already

known, if not contemporaneous English models, or that any marked

improvement upon English methods was evidenced, unless we find such

in the natural difficulties overcome and in the great scale of the works

rendered necessary by the conditions of the Alpine passage. For twenty

years or more after Macadam had become a substantive power, and his

methods and plans had been accepted as almost a sort of road-making

gospel, England stood at the very head of the road- making countries

of the world. Several great thoroughfares in London, the streets of

Derby, of Birmingham, and of other great towns, and numerous high

roads, in addition to Mr. Telford's great examples in the Highlands and

between London and Holyhead, and elsewhere, attested improvements

in original construction and in perfection of surface and methods of

maintenance and repair, which were great enough to have become
even matter of popular gossip on every side, and of notice in all the

perodicals, &c, of Europe.

How is it then, that at present our own practice has got retrograde

as compared with its former self, and that when we compare our methods

and the state of our roads, the result of these, with those of some foreign

countries, we see ourselves no longer facile princeps, but far behind

our neighbours, and, it would seem, without eveu the energy or the

ambition now, even to follow their lead ?

Telford, Macadam, Parnell, and all the authorities in road-making

of the end of the last and beginning of the present century, were well

acquainted with the use of the roller, as the proper tool for completing

the laying down of metalled road surfaces. Nearly thirty years ago,

M. Schattenmann, a Belgian engineer, charged with the construction

or maintenance of roads, in the neighbourhood of Liege, and elsewhere

in that country, exposed to vast traffic, insisted upon the importance of

the roller, and pushed its use to a point that has never, we believe, since

been exceeded if even equalled. He pointed out in one if not more
able memoirs (which have never appeared in English), that the original

outlay upon efficient rolling of newly laid down road metal was true

economy in the end—economy not alone due to the smaller aftercost

of maintenance in the road itself, but resulting in the diminished wear
and tear of all that rolled, or walked, or ran over it, due to a better

original plane, and to the smaller number and extent of inequalities

called ruts.

But he further pointed out that rolling, to be efficient, must be per-

formed with a roller so heavy, that its pressure per unit of surface must
be at least equal to that which shall afterwards be transmitted to the

road surface from the heaviest loaded wheel upon the same unit. For
if this be not so, although the roller may confer a sort of even surface,

it does not produce a compacted solid in relation to the required rolling

load, and hence the wheels soon undo the work of the too light roller.

M. Schattenmann proposed the use of rollers of very large diameter and
weighing as much as from twenty to thirty tons, and deemed such
necessary for roads to carry the heavy though generally slow traffic of

the Belgian coal and iron districts. A lighter traffic would, of course,

admit of lighter rolling.

So also the advantages of the admixture of the well and evenly
broken angular road metal with a given proportion of sharp sand and
small gravel, when it was being laid down, was long ago known,
practised, and insisted upon by all our earlier and best road engineers.

How is it, then, that we have so lapsed from sound theory and good

practice once in vogue, and that at the hour we write, at the close of

1866, the macadamized streets in and about London present the

disgraceful spectacle they do, and contrast so forcibly and so unfavour-

ably with the aspect presented by the corresponding roads of Paris ?

The true answer we fear would be, it is with us not so much ignorance

as sinning against light. It is one sample of the results of the want of

any efficient control over those who manage the funds, and over those

who expend them in the repair of our metropolitan roads—an example

of what is prated about in newspapers under the name of " self-

government," which, if it mean anything, means no government at all.

The road surveyor wishes to come at his salary as quietly as may
he ; to do so he finds it best to please the vestry and the ratepayers.

This is easiest done by a show of economy in money, which is far from

existing in fact here, as everywhere else that the " penny wise and

pound foolish" system is at work. Low contracts thus are made for

road metal, for the labour of repairs by measurement, for scavengering,

for watering ; and vestry-men are, as a whole, too ignorant to discern

here, through the depths of several consecutive propositions, that low

price and cheapness are not always one. This is just the state of thiDgs

that, but a very few years ago, brought the macadamized streets of

Dublin to such a pass, or rather to such an impass, that (with an igno-

rance only greater than that through which the original street surfaces

were brought to a condition that nothing short of picking up to the

bottom, carting the surface bodily away for 18 inches deep, and

remaking, could have rectified) the corporation, with the advice of

their surveyor, despairingly resorted to the retrograde movement of

digging all the streets up and paving them (they had been paved fifty

years ago) with North Wales setts. This has actually been done at an

enormous and useless outlay, and Dublin, from having been, as regards

its light wheel and other traffic, one of the most silent and agreeable

towns in the empire, has been converted into perhaps the very noisiest

and most uncomfortable one. We shall not come to that in London,

because fortunately London ways are not in the bands of any one

ignorant corporation, least of all such a corporation as that existing in

Dublin for several years past; but the waste of time, temper, money,

horse-flesh, and rolling stock will probably continue, and if so, must

yearly get worse and worse in result, unless some single controlling power

be appointed to take cognizance of the means and methods of road repair

now in actual use, and to compel the best known to be adopted in

substitution of nearly the worst possible, as now everywhere to be seen.

A badly handled road does not remain stationary in its degree of

badness ; year by year it steadily gets worse, until at last it may
become no longer reparable at all.

Now, in October and November is the established time for new

metalling : sheets of loose road metal are now spread in all directions

over the streets and roads of London. Any one who has a trained

eye will see at a glance that the vast mass of this new road metal,

though of tolerably good and, delivered here, most expensive material,

is extremely badly manufactured. The fragments are very unequal in

size, and all much too large, and pieces are frequent having the very

worst fault of road metal—viz., fragments of an oblong shape, having

one or two dimensions largely exceeding the third. Such pieces will

never bind or lie quiet in a road ; they are, in fact, active agents of

disrepair ever after.

The metal is bad, and then it is badly laid ; very often the old road

surface is not half picked up before the new is laid on. We could

point to a road at this moment where the picking up permitted

consists in scoring the old surface with parallel pick grooves, a couple

of inches deep, and six or eight inches apart, and nothing more. The

new metal is frequently laid so thin as to be of no service whatever

—

so thin that the old surface may be discerned between the fragments of

new metal, and then carriage wheels and horses' feet simply scatter the

latter about.

No attempt is made to "blind" the rough surface of the metalling

with gravel and sand : so every driver avoids it if practicable, and thus

double work is thrown on the old surface at the sides, upon which the

whole traffic is now diverted ; and by the time the new metalling is

beaten into a road the ancient side stripes are just in a condition to

require repair. Where the whole breadth of the road is metalled at

once, as seems to have got to be the practice this year, the carriages

must face it and follow each other in the best possible track, until

some sort of rutted muddy line of wheels' mark has been established

;
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and after that, all the traffic goes over that line, so that weeks elapse

before, by slowly eating in upon the edges, the rough stony surface is

at last obliterated. Meanwhile, what grinding and crunching goes

on, what a deafening noise in the great thoroughfares, what incalculable

destruction of horse flesh and of carriages !

Nowhere is the "blinding" with gravel and sand practised. In a

few we have observed the notable expedient in use of " blinding," if

not the surface of the road metal, at least the eyes of the drivers to it,

by throwing, in over it the liquid mud scraped or broomed off the

adjacent surface of the streets. In one case only have we remarked a

roller in use—viz., at Whitehall, not long since ; but such a roller ! one

of about two or three tons weight, not even sufficient to drive the

angular fragments down to a level face. The whole matter needs a

radical reformation, and we cannot do better than take pattern by the

arrangements in use in Paris for the maintenance of their immense

surface of macadamized roads in and around that city. Nearly all the

great arteries of traffic, and very severe, fast, and heavy traffic it is,

are macadamized, as well as the Boulevards. The road metal is by no

means as good naturally as much that is at our command, for the

geological character of nearly the whole northern section of France

does not afford a stone much better than quartzite for road making;

but it' is beautifully and evenly broken, and is sufficiently small in frag-

ments—quite as small as Macadam himself prescribed, our London road

metal being from three to four times that bulk—and when laid is always

in sufficient depth.

It is at once "blinded" with a proportion of small flinty gravel

and clean calcareous sand, equal to about one-third or two-fifths that

of the road metal itself in volume. The whole is then thoroughly,

watered by the hose and pipe from the nearest street hydrant, and

immediately rolled with a ponderous roller until the surface is perfectly

smooth, compact, and resistant. In this state the stones are bedded

together and interlocked before their angles and corners are all abraded

and worn off, and each stone reduced to an irregularly rounded pebble

as with us, in which state they with difficulty bind at all ; and the fresh

surface, when looked down upon, presents quite the appearance of a

regular and closely jointed mosaic pavement of irregularly shaped

angular tessera. The wheels and horses' hoofs pass easily and without

any attempt at shunning over this. But it is watched hourly for some

time, and any bit that gets displaced is at once restored by a little

adroit hand labour, applying a few bits of stones, a little sand, and

beating in all with a hand hammer. Where a sheet of new metal has

to be laid on, men are in constant attendance to equalize the traffic

over the surface, to restore any slight break in the smoothness of the

latter, and in dry weather in keeping the mass moist always until it is

thoroughly compact. Latterly the heavy horse rollers have in a few

instances been superseded by steam rollers. These are a sort of

locomotive, mounted upon four wheels, the wheels being so broad in

the rim that they meet and all but touch each other in the centre line

of the engine. Independent motion can be given to either side wheel

(or roller) of the leading pair, so that the whole engine turns round

readily enough. One which we saw at work at the south side of the

Seine not long since, seemed to be not less than thirty tons or even

more in weight. Independent of any financial considerations, there is

a positive advantage in the employment of such a self-propelled roller

for compacting a new road, in that the very noticeable disturbance of

the road metal by the efforts of the horses' hoofs, as in the case of

a roller so pulled over, is avoided.

The " darning system" of road repair, so strongly urged by Telford

and his school, and proved by him to answer so well, financially and

in result, upon the Holyhead road, is in full force upon the Parisian

highways. It is absolutely abandoned and unknown upon our own
London ones. Horse dung, and all refuse or offensive objects, and all

stray loose stones, are constantly looked for by a detail of labourers,

generally old men who are unfitted for severe labour, and at once

removed in barrows, and thence in carts to depots. Another system

of men look after small, partial, and local repairs, and at once execute

them wherever required, having small supplies of material provided

at hand for the purpose. The final result is a degree of comfort,

smoothness, cleanliness, freedom from noise, mud, or dust, quite

unknown to us Londoners.

But even this is not quite all that has been effected in Paris. In

several of the more noble and important open spaces, the street surfaces

have been permanently laid down with road metal and sand, concreted

and surfaced with asphalte. The asphalte used has in general been

the natural one of Seyssel ; but artificial asphalte of coal tar and

pitch has also been employed. The surface of this, smooth, uniform,

free from all dust, almost from dirt, even to the hand, dry even in

rain as regards holding water, requiring almost no scavenging, and

almost perfectly silent, and as if the wheels rolled over hard india-

rubber, is the very perfection of a street surface.

We have one such in London. Eegent Street was some five years

or thereabouts since laid down upon this French model, and it is to the

present hour the best and pleasantest, as we have little doubt it has

before now proved itself to the ratepayers the cheapest, street surface in

the metropolis. Why more of our thoroughfares should not be laid in

the same way it would be difficult to see, especially as with our enormous

gas manufacture for supply of London, the raw material, coal tar

for the production of an excellent asphalte, can be had on far cheaper

terms than it is attainable on in Paris.

The time will soon arrive when it will be necessary to decide upon

the method upon which the great highways upon the Thames' embank-
ment must be laid. We can scarcely suppose the barbarous plan of

stone pavement will be entertained ; macadamizing in some form seems

alone admissible.

There are many reasons, besides those of the goodness of the road

itself, why this great future thoroughfare should be laid in asphaltic

concrete upon the Paris model. Should the embankment road, the

general direction of which is east and west, be laid with dry or lime

cemented macadam, the amount of traffic must give rise to clouds of

dust, which during the harsh and drj' east winds of our springs, and

the south and north-west ones which prevail always, will be swept

not only over the road, but over the surface of the river, and which

will make trausport upon the deck of the Thames steamboats at times

intolerable. One of the best advantages of these boats at present is

their freedom comparatively from noise, and wholly from dust.

May we venture to offer this hint, if it have not already occurred

to Mr. Bazalgette, with whom no doubt will rest the decision as to how
the embankment roads shall be laid down. For the rest, we despair

of any improvement generally in our London roads until the present

divided responsibility, or rather absence of all real responsibility, shall

have become changed by the establishment of one general system for

the whole metropolis, and one centre of real authority over it, which

should be itself subject to real supervision, and power on the part

of the public, to check laxity or abuse.

—

Ed.

VENTILATION AND COOLING OF BARRACKS, HOSPITALS,
&c, IN INDIA.

In our correspondence of this month will be found a letter from Major

Maunsell, Royal Engineers, Bengal, who, it appears, is president of a
" Committee on Ventilation and Cooling," asking us for information as

to the means of effecting the former, by mechanical means, under the

difficult circumstances encountered in Bengal. So far as the direct

request of our correspondent's letter goes, we have only to refer him

to hack parts of this journal for a sufficient description of the fan

employed by Mr. Rammell, C.E., for the Pneumatic Dispatch ; and as

to supplying him with a general investigation on the subject of fans

and fan blasts, we must refer him to the special literature of the subject.

As to the fan itself and its duty, he will find these treated of ably by M.

Combes, in the " Annales des Mines," and in his " Treatise sur FExploi-

tation des Mines ; " and as to the construction of fans and the propor-

tioning of their parts, there is no better source of information than the

octavo volume of Herr von P. Rittinger, of Vienna, entitled " Centrifugal

Ventilatoren und Pumpen—Theorie und Bau," published in 1853. The

construction of the Pneumatic Dispatch fan, we may remark, has nothing

whatever of peculiarity about it, except it be its large diameter. The fan

blades are simply radial. As to the relative duty in ventilation obtainable

from furnace draught, steam jet, and forced ventilation, as by the fan

or other blast engine, much valuable information is contained in the

large work of General Morin on the subject, to which our correspondent

has referred.

There is no doubt that the importance of the subject of efficient

ventilation for crowded buildings in India cannot be overrated ; and

that there are great difficulties attending it in a country such as Bengal,

where over a large extent of country even still, and notwithstanding

that several years' progress has taken place in developing the Indian
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coal-field9, though with very insufficient results, fuel for any great or

continuous mechanical purpose may be said not to exist. It tells little

for the boasted blessings of English rule, that after a century dried

cow dung should still be the staple and best fuel over the whole plain

of Bengal. To say nothing of coal at all, surely the government of

India, so omnipotent in what it chooses to stretch forth its hand for,

might, helped by its botanists and officials, have caused great tracts of

pernicious jungle ere this to have become converted into forests, pro-

ducing, from specially chosen and suitable species, fire-wood enough to

have displaced cow-dung fuel, in a country, too, where certain timbers

and undergrowth enlarge in volume at the rate of Jonah's gourd. We
cannot help saying also, that while committees of cooling and ventila-

tion are no doubt excellent things in their way, it is not encouraging

to those who know anything of India to find that, while refinements of

better and best as to mechanical ventilation are thus sought after or

professed to be so, the very commonest and most obvious constructional

arrangements for the insuring of spontaneous ventilation have been, up

to a comparatively late period, and probably are still, grossly misunder-

stood or neglected in government buildings.

We feel bound to give one example, in proof that we do not make
our accusation at random—one the facts of which we know to be true,

and which resulted in consequences that came but too terribly in con-

tact with the writer's own relatives. When the small garrison of

Allahabad stood for about twenty days beleaguered in the fort there,

into which all the civil servants and all the English employed upon the

Great East Indian Railway were also congregated for protection, the

Sikh troops (the only ones of natives to be relied upon at all) were

quartered in the ground floor of a long barrack building of two stories

in height. Into the upper floor above the unfortunate English ladies

and children, with their husbands and a large mass of other English

civilians, were thrust. The ventilation, if we may call it so, of the

lower floor, crowded with Sikhs, was provided for by a number of

apertures through the ceiling of the ground floor, and floor therefore of

the loft above, made at intervals close to the walls; and the only egress

for whatever should come up through these was the windows, or equi-

valents for them, of the upper floor. The very first night that the

building was so occupied, the deadly vaporous stench that came up these

apertures was such that an attempt was made by the poor doomed
Europeans to stop them up, when an order came from the commandant
that the health of the troops was paramount to all other considerations,

and that these ventilators must be left open. The order was obeyed

;

and in a few hours more, cholera in its most rapid and deadly Indian

form set in amongst the unhappy English who had this upper room for

quarters—or nothing. We shall not pursue here the horrors that

ensued, and were thus directly traceable to this disgraceful malconstruc-

tion in a government building.

This was but ten years or so ago ; since that we have heard, though

we cannot vouch for the fact, that cavalry stables have been erected in

India with this same system of ventilation, the stables being on the

ground floor and the men above ; and that iron barracks have been

elsewhere constructed, that proved nothing more than human ovens.

However, some better attention to, and clearer knowledge of, structural

arrangements for health have more recently, we may believe, been acted

on in India.

Several years ago, before the mutiny, if we mistake not, a good deal

of inquiry was made here at home, as to the best and cheapest methods
for cooling air in Indian hospitals; and amongst other plans suggested

was that of sinking to a depth in the ground, beyond that of the isogeo-

thermal plane, large boiler-plate air vessels, into which air from the

surface was to be condensed, and from whence the condensed air, after

having become cooled down to the mean temperature of the ground at

this depth of uniform temperature throughout the year, was to be per-

mitted to escape in jets into the rooms to be cooled. There is no doubt
but that a considerable reduction of temperature might be thus obtained,

though at the expenditure of a very serious amount of power—an
amount far too great, we expect, to be financially practicable while

bullock labour is to be the source whence it is to be derived ; nor
should we deem the attempt to avail ourselves of the constant tempera-
ture of the earth at a considerable depth as the best or cheapest mode
of absorbing the heat developed in the air by its condensation, before

again letting it escape. Much more, we apprehend, might be done by
condensing the air into multitubular vessels, exposing a very large

6urface, clothing these surfaces with felt or blanketing kept always wet,

placing the vessels themselves in brick vaults, out of the sun heat, and

passing over their surfaces a rapid fan-blast, so as to produce a rapid

aqueous evaporation. Power would thus be wanted, not only to con-

dense the air, but to cool it after condensation. The nett result, how-
ever, we are disposed to think, would be better than upon the former

plan adverted to.

Cooling air, however, upon anything like a great scale, we believe

may be dismissed as financially impracticable in India, until coal be by
larger and better working, and opening of new fields such as that of

the Nerbuddah valley, and by the ex ,onsion of a thorough net-work of

cheap narrow gauge railways, connecting the great trunk lines, made
cheap and diffused widely.

Whenever coal shall be available generally in the plain of Bengal at

ten shillings per ton, or even one-half more in price, then there will be

no difficulty in keeping the interior of barracks and hospitals, or other

public buildings, or even of dwelling houses, at whatever temperature

below that of the air outside may be found most agreeable and con-

sistent with health. The limit of reduction in temperature of interiors,

into and out of which persons have to go and come, that shall be safe

as regards the latter condition, will, we incline to think, be found a

narrow one. Whenever that day shall arrive, we have little doubt that

it will be found that the simplest, cheapest, and most efficacious agents

for air cooling, will not be air compression and escape, but the com-

pression and expansion of ether or some of the still more volatile

hydrocarbons of the petroleum class that lately have become known,

some of which boil at 40° Fahr. Ether, if left free from fiscal imposts,

and if the means presented in India for procuring alcohol from native

produce were properly developed as they alone can when coal is cheap

and widely diffused, might be produced at a price immensely below that

which it bears at present even on the continent of Europe, and the

waste by leakage, which is the only absolute consumption, is relatively

very small. Until those millennial days shall arrive for India, however,

and how distant they yet are may be judged by the rate of progress

that improvement of any sort has made under our rule so far, it appears

to us that the committee of cooling and ventilation must be content

with ventilation only, and such help to that as may be given by

moistened " tatties," &c.

For the bullock mill as a source of power, nothing will be found to

move a given mass of air with less expenditure than the fan, provided

it be suitably proportioned and constructed. There are difficulties

connected with internal draughts, &c, in a word, with the condition of

our skins and lungs, that render high velocity in the tips of the vanes

of the fan (which determines the velocity of the issuing stream of air)

objectionable. A very low velocity of the circumference (or tips) of

the fan, however, will be attended with a loss of power. It is easier

to avoid disagreeable draughts in any artificially ventilated room,

whether large or small, by drawing the air out mechanically, and

permitting the fresh air to enter through innumerable small apertures

diffused over a very large surface, than by the contrary arrangement,

and in such a plan the fan may move at such a rate as will give the

best return in duty.

Probably withdrawing the air from Indian rooms through many

apertures in or close to the floor, and permitting it to enter through

matting covering several large apertures in the ceiling or in the walls

near it—with arrangements for either leaving this matting dry, or for

moistening it and the air before passing it, by means of minute water

jets, under such a pressure as to give what is now called " pulverized

water," as occasionally employed outside the windows, &c, of the lobbies

of our Houses of Parliament—would prove as convenient and effective

as need be.

The requisite fan velocity may be given of course with any diameter

of fan ; but for India, and for bullock labour as the motor, a fan of

very large relative diameter, with the least possible amount of inter-

mediate gear to bring up velocity, will be found the best. Fans of

thin boiler plate, well proportioned in all parts, and made in England

in definite sizes, and arranged as to intermediate gear for definite

velocities—taking that of the bullock track as constant—would prove

far more serviceable than such as are likely to be designed or made in

India. A good fan, and to be economical of power and of noise, is as

wide away from the form adopted in the winnowing machine as can

well be conceived. For very extensive buildings in India, such as

barracks, those fans might with advantage be quite as large in diameter

as 20 to 25 feet.
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It is perhaps conceivable, notwithstanding the wide-spread and

scattered way in which Indian towns and stations are constructed, that

large places might be ventilated co-operatively, ventilation laid on, so

to say, to every house, like water from our English mains, and in some

cases without even waiting for the advent of coal. The tide rises at

Calcutta, for example, at various times and seasons, &c, to heights

from 4 feet to 20 feet. There is plenty of ground around to be had for

tide reservoirs. Tide mills, now that the turbine has been brought into

play, along with greater clearness of thought than formerly as to how
the reservoirs should be constructed and worked, are no longer held to

be either myths or fallacies, but real sources of power, cheaply available

where the natural circumstances are favourable. Why should not air

for ventilation then, be continually drawn or blown through dry brick

sewers or culverts beneath the streets of Calcutta, moved by such

elemental power, and taken off into every house and building by lateral

branches, and paid for by a general rate like any other municipal tax ?

If such a scheme carried out were to make Calcutta—said now in

the hot season to be about the most unhealthy place in Bengal—improve

to the extent of only 5 per cent, of its death-rate to Europeans, it would

not be a dear or unprovable impost.

We can imagine the regular Indianized "sahib," however, gasping

at the bare mention of such a monstrous innovation upou all official

traditiou.

—

Ed.

RECENT NOTES ON EUROPEAN FIELD ARTILLERY. THE
FRENCH, SWISS, PRUSSIAN, AND RUSSIAN SYSTEMS.

A holiday visit to the continent in the autumn of last year was partly

employed by the writer in examining, by the help of some good introduc-

tions, into the present stage to which the vast changes already made, and

still in progress, have advanced the artillery materiel of some of the

more important European powers. In the frenzied rush that all Europe

and America, to say nothing of outside powers, have made after every

material means of increased military and naval power (now followed by

as obvious a rush towards the increase of the personnel of every army

and navy of the civilized world, including improved organization and

extended means of recruitment), and amidst the clang of machinery

employed all over the world in manufacturing more and more deadly

small arms, this subject possesses a horrible interest and fascination

for every one. To all reflecting men, and to the engineer and mechani-

cian especiail}r
, who are daily called upon to take a greater and more

intimate share in this work of constructing means " to war upon their

kind," it has become a subject of melancholy and direful necessity;

for in the present threatening eclipse of international law and forbear-

ance, and reign of mere might and violence in the darkness to follow,

unpreparedness or ill preparedness means the probably swift loss of

liberty, of all men value in life, of even national existence.

We purpose here, nothing more than a few rough notes as to what is

done or doing abroad—nothing aiming at even a partial systematic

report, but a fragmentary index to those who desire further information.

The French, whose marked changes in the older fcrms of ordnance

date from the accession to power of the Emperor Napoleon III., have

shown a strong and wise repugnance to flying rapidly into all sorts of

chopping and changing of " systems," or what passes for such with us,

and to all kinds of delicate and exquisite refinements. Their answer

to all the " mathematical precisions " of Whitworth and Armstrong has

consistently been—"Ponrquoi cet execution admirable des bouches a

feu, exposees k tant de circonstances et d'accidents impreVu, d'accidents

de tir et de transport. Une construction aussi delicate, une precision

excessive, est non seulement superflue, mais elle peut meime devenir un

embarras et presenter de graves inconvenients."

Such was the substance of General Morin's report in 1862. These

views have been wisely and steadily acted upon by the French govern-

ment, and with results of the highest value, and attended by an

economy that contrasts strangely with our lavish, and to so enormous

an extent useless expenditure. At last we ourselves are just beginning

to find out that cannon need not be constructed and mounted as

astronomical instruments, to be thoroughly effective, and that it may be

possible to find cheap guns quite as good as dear ones. Metz, which

is still, so to say, the head-quarters of the "brain" of the army of

France, the chief garrison at which its grand " corps de genie " is mainly

quartered, instructed, and drilled, was until recently also one of its

greatest arsenals. Nothing is more striking in going through the

arsenal establishments there than the distinct impress of economy in

money and resource that is stamped upon everything, and to see with

what wonderful address the most is made and the most got out of, the

modest means of production it presents.

Most of the workshops, to the eye used to Woolwich, look inadequate

or even mean, and suggest rather the notion of a private establishment

than the means of supply and refitment with materiel of one of the

greatest military powers of the world. But this notion becomes greatly

altered When we are admitted to its well stored and well ordered

magazines and stores ; there is no want there visible of the ready cut and
dry materiel of warfare, nor in the very extensive ranges of new and
perfect guns which are banked here, at Vincennes, and at half-a-dozen

other great stations, all ready to be put upon their carriages, which
stand ready and are under roof. It is to be noticed, however, that two
great and entirely new gun foundries are said to be in an almost com-
plete state in the very heart of France, with tools and appliances upon
the most ample scale for the production of guns of any material, and of

far heavier calibres than field guns.

The field guns of the French are all rifled, and are of throe calibres,

corresponding to the old smooth bores of 4, 8, and 12 kilogrammes

spherical shot. They are all so far of bronze, and all muz/le-loaders.

There are six grooves in all the three natures, and so there are also in

the small, very light and short handy mountain guns made for service

chiefly in Algeria.

The twist of the rifling is considerable, and the grooves always the

same shape, but varying slightly in size for the three natures. Those
of the 12 kilo, guns are of the form shown at full size in fig. 1. The
right-hand side, A, being the driving side on the expulsion of the shot,

the opposite one being more nearly tangential to the radius of the shot.

The landes and grooves are nearly

of equal width, and the depth of the

groove about one-sixth of its width

at bottom. The guns, like the
'

smooth bores of the emperor's pat-

tern which they have replaced, are

pretty short. The adjustable sights are placed at the proper left

of the breech of the gun, so that the gunner in aiming gets his right eye

more conveniently along the line of sight. This is the case with the

Prussian guns also.

The only smooth bore guns to be seen at Metz are a considerable

number of very heavy and large bronze howitzers or Paixhans guus,

of from 7 to 9 inches calibre. These date from Louis Philippe's time.

The shot and shell for all these rifled guns are of the cylindro-ogival

form. They are all cast in sand, but of close, hard, mottled metal.

There are twelve studs in each projectile, of zinc, cast into countersunk

holes which are drilled into the metal by a flat-ended drill, the depth not

being more than one-fourth of an inch. We notioed in some of the shot

near the bottom of some of the piles that a few of the studs had got

knocked out, leaving the holes empty and rusty. The projectiles are

varnished by dipping into coal tar and oil, hot, and are piled in the

open air. The gun carriages are of timber, and present no wide

departures from those of the smooth bores of corresponding class.

The small arm magazines at Metz contain a very large supply

of rifled muzzle-loaders, and an immense depot of cutting weapons and

cavalry equipments. No breech-loading arms are to be seen, except

the large wall piece of the pattern of 1831, carrying a heavy lead rifled

projectile of nearly an inch in diameter. These are breech-loaders upon

a tolerably simple and apparently effective plan, but their use has been

abandoned for several years.

At Coblentz and Ehrenbreitstein, on the opposite side of the Rhine,

everything resounded with the din of war in September last, and we

were enabled to examine the two forms of breech-loading field guns of

steel, which from a period anterior to the Danish war have formed

the principal weapons of the Prussian field artillery, and also to see

the guns worked in the Exercir Platz.

The old smooth bore bronze batteries have not been wholly aban-

doned in the Prussian service, but appear to be left to the reserve.

However, the troops are kept drilled in the use both of the old smooth-

bore muzzle-loader and in the newer breech-loading rifled cannon.

There are two patterns of rifled breech-loaders in use; both are of steel,

made solid, i.e., in a single piece, and nothing is more remarkable than the

simplicity and cheapness of construction aimed at in both. Both seem
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to work very well. The adjutant of one of tlie batteries, who politely

gave us a good deal of information as to the part they had played

in the just ended war, in which he had borne part, affirmed, that

while the newer pattern was preferred, no very decisive objection lay

against either.

The guns are in three natures, 4, 8, and 12 kilos, spherical, corre-

sponding to their calibres. They are externally in form a long conic

frustum terminating at the breeeh end by a four-sided sort of parallelo-

piped, whose length is about 1J or If its lateral diameter, the latter

being somewhat in excess of that of the exterior of the round part of

the gun at the breech end. This permits mass of metal enough for the

perforations at both sides of the parallelopiped for the breech-loading

apparatus.

The earlier form of gun is of the TFafo'enffor/ construction, improved

by Kreiner, and is shown in horizontal section in fig. 3, and 3a and 4.

Fig. 3a.

Fig. 4.

f

Fig. 3.
Q

The rifle grooves are all shallow in all the natures of guns, as in

fig. 7, which shows them at half size in the 8 kilo, gun ; the twist is not

very rapid, by the eye about the same as in our Armstrongs. The
Iandes are about two-thirds the width of the grooves at bottom, the

inclinations of both sides of which to the radius of the projectile are

equal or nearly so. These Kreiner guns have the muzzles formed with

a projecting lip, as in fig 3a, the object of which is to enable the gun
itself to be more conveniently slung by rope under the limber carriage,

Fig. 7,

so as to be carried off before the enemy in the event of the gun carriage

being completely disabled, or from any cause having to be abandoned.
This slinging is very rapidly and simply performed, and forms part of

the gun drill. The projecting muzzle ring is, however, not indispensable,

and is not adopted in the newer guns. The Kreiner gun has three

movable parts to open and close the breech, as seen in horizontal

axial section looked at from below in fig. 3. A is a loose plug piece of

steel, the forward part of which is cylindrical, and fits freely but exactly

the cylindrical part of the chase, whereof the diameter is at the seat

of the cartridge. The forward end of this piece is armed with a
" gas ring " of copper of L-section, secured in place by fitting tightly

upon a slightly projecting nipple or boss on the forward extremity of

the plug piece. This gas ring is more or less injured by a few rounds,
and a supply of spare rings is kept in the limber boxes. A new one
can be put on in a few seconds.

The rercward parts of this plug piece, while limited in contour at the
top and bottom sides (in place) by the same cylindric surface as the
forward parts, are cut away at both sides, so that its section is a rec-
tangle nearly, or rather two parallel vertical sides connected above and
below by circular segments of the calibre of the gun at the breech.
It is perforated right through at the proper place to admit of tho large

cross key piece, b, passing through it as well as the two opposite sides

of the gun. This key piece is in section, as fig. 4. It has at the one

end, viz., that at the proper left of the guu, a handle made in the solid

to take it out and put it in, and there is a projecting flange (or flash

ring) all round this. At the rtre open end of the breech of the gun
there is hinged a short hollow cylindrical piece of bronze, c, equal in

internal diameter to the calibre of the gun chamber, and provided with

a cross rib out of the solid, through which passes in collars the auger-

handled steel screw piece, d. In the rere end of the plug piece, a, is

the female screw corresponding to this. The shot is inserted first, the

cartridge next. Then the plug piece, A, is pushed home, and from its

form, &c, becomes a sort of rammer to bring the powder and projectile

home and together. The cross key, B, is now passed through into place.

The cylinder and auger-handed screw, c D, which had been turned to

one side on the hinge as centre to clear the rere opening into the chase,

are returned into place, and three or four turns of the auger handle

brings the screw to bear, so as to press the cylinder, C, against the rere

end of the breech, and draw the plug piece, A, backwards until stopped

by the cross key, B, which it then firmly grips. The gun is now fit to

be fired. In some of the later examples of this form of gun the key

piece, B, passes through a hinged collar at the proper left of the gun,

so made that, while the key was easily put in or out, it could not be

detached from the gun.

The gun carriage and limbers of this form of gun are of timber, the

trail piece two flitched, and the training handspike of wood, shipped and

unshipped much as in our own old smooth bores. The wheels are of

wood, shod in the usual way, very light and narrow on the tyre. The
axles are of iron (or steel?), and wood-covered, and none of the men sit

on the axle when in marching order. The sights are movable, fitting

in by a dovetail base to a transverse groove on the flat top at the

extreme rere of the breech. The allowance for " derivation," or

lateral error due to rifling, appears to be made by the position of the

sight in the groove, which oddly enough is for some reason removed and

replaced at each discharge, at least so it was affirmed. All the guns,

both newer and older patterns of this size, are drawn by four horses,

with two spare trace horses. Rope traces are used, the harness very

simple and frugal but efficient. Six, or for fast firing, eight men work

the gun. Ignition is produced by a friction tube and laniard. The
gun exercise is the very simplest possible, as are the words of command,
which are simply two

—

Scheulz, feuer, equivalent to our, " ready, fire."

The ammunition boxes of the limbers are two, both small, and

beautifully compactly arranged and divided, so as to contain without

shake or confusion all the immediate stores of ammunition, and the

small stores and minuter instruments for the gun. The reserve

ammunition is carried and keeps with the battery, in those long narrow

Fig. lb.

Fig. la.

Noah's ark-shaped gabled-roofed sort of four-wheeled waggons drawn by

four horses, which look so odd and ungainly, but which in reality go

over rough ground and bad roads in excellent style.

The newer form of steel breech-loader, known as that with the

Wiesener wedge, may be readily seen by reference to figs, id to 9d
inclusive, being figures of the modified Swiss rifled bronze gun, copied

from the Prussian, and to be hereafter referred to. It is to be borne in

mind, however, that the external form of the Prussian steel gun is that

of figs. 2 and 2b—viz., the same as that last described (the Kreiner),

except that the muzzle is plain, as shown in fig. 2a. The breech here
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is opened and closed by two motions, and practically one movable

piece only. The square breech part of the gun is slotted across at

both sides rectangularly ; through these passes transversely a compound

rectangular piece, consisting of two wedges, as seen in fig. id, applied

face to face. The forward one of these has a recess in the forward

face, into which a separate steel cylindric cup seat is fitted tightly, and

into which a copper gas ring, seen to a larger scale in section, fig. 8d,

is fitted. The forward wedge carries in an exterior collar (figs. id and Qd),

a male square thread screw with an auger handle made out of the

solid, and takes into a female screw in the other or rere wedge (figs.

Ad and Id). Both wedges at the other end (proper right of the gun) are

perforated with a cylindric aperture, equal to the calibre of the gun

Fig. 2d. Fig. 1(7. Fig. 3d.

\

O—4& > Fig. Fig. 5d.

Fig. Id. Fig. 9i

o

chamber. When the screw is slack, and both wedges then free, and

these are withdrawn (to the extent to which the extremity of a screwed

pin, seen in fig. 5d, the point of which enters a longitudinal slot of

limited length, in rere of the reremost wedge will permit), the cylindric

hole in the wedges is in line with the chase then open from end to end.

The shot and cartridge are now put in, the wedges pushed into place

together, and a turn or two of the auger handle and screw causes these

to slide upon each other, and at once to force the forward face of the

wedge np against the adjacent side of the slot across the gun, which
is now ready to fire. The rectangular casing for the point of the two

wedges, which projects at the proper right of the gun, is slight, and of

bronze, pinned on. Its function is not very important, being mainly

to keep the projecting end of the wedges clean, and keep the men's

fingers out of the hole in the wedges, and away from the risk of being

cut off by the withdrawal of the wedges in quick firing, and also as a

security against flash, in case the gas ring have anything wrong with it.

(It is seen in figs, id, Id. 2d, and 3d.) In the Prussian gun (for it will be

borne in mind the figures we have been describing from are those of a

Swiss gun) a flash ring has been formed at the screw handle end (or

proper left of the gun), as shown in fig. 2 and fig. 26. This is cut

away at one side, so that the circumference is a spiral. In pushing in

the wedge pieces the innermost part of the spiral circumference of the

flash plate clears the steel hook, K, fig. 2b, and then a couple of turns or

less secures the wedges. The main object of this spiral edge, &c, is to

insure the act of the gunner being such that the screw must be turned to

a given extent both in securing and in withdrawing the wedges. The
rifled grooves are as in fig. 7. The mounting of these guns is in some
respects peculiar. The elevating screw does not act upon the body of

the gun directly, but through the intervention of an iron lever meeting

the body of the gun at an acute angle just below the trunnions at the

lower side, and there screw-pinned into the body of the steel gun,

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

which seemed to us an extremely bad plan ; the other or rere end of

the lever being formed into a female screw or nut, through which the

elevating screw passes, the hand wheel being upon its upper end, and
the point of the screw or lower end secured in a collar to the trail piece.

The axles are round and of steel, about 2| inches diameter. The
wheels are peculiar. The felloes and tyre are of ash and iron shrunk

on in one hoop, as usual in Prussian guns, but the spokes are all

separate. They are formed, as will be easily understood from figs.

5 and 6, with voussoir-shaped ends at the centre. The axles' boxes

consist of two flanged cylinders of forged steel, as seen in fig. 5, placed

on the outer and inner sides of the wheel. These rabbate together at the

Fig. 5.

centre to insure rectilinearity of axis, and when in place grip the ends of

all the spokes by their flanges, which are secured together by § inch,

or thereabouts, bolts and nuts, one passing through the hole bored to

receive it in each spoke end. This arrangement admits of one or

several spokes, if broken or shot away, being replaced in the field.

The spokes are in section, as shown in fig. 6. These wheels are

identical with wheels exhibited amongst the implements at the Smith-

field Club Show, in the Agricultural Hall at Islington, this December,

1866, under the title of Russell's Patent Sectional Wheel; but where

the priority of invention may be we do not know. A number of spare

spokes follow with the reserve ammunition. These wheels are obviously

very cheap and light, and have some positive advantages, amongst others

that the spokes do not get loose in drought and heat of sun, as they do

in wood naves. We have seen the whole of a large detachment of

guns and waggons of the army of Italy obliged to be wrapped round

with straw and kept wet, in the torrid drought of summer at Naples, to

prevent the wheels going to pieces by this loosening of the spokes.

In these Prussian guns there are two seats formed of sheet iron bottoms,

with wire-work backs and elbows, placed on the axle of the gun. These

are mounted on three tubular pedestals each, with a stem of iron pro-

jecting downwards from the seat, and passing through a cylindric block

of india-rubber, so as to give some spring to the seats, as in fig. 9.

The covers of the limber boxes are of sheet iron, and have like wire-

work backs, &c. ; four men sit back to back on these, and two on the

gun axle seats. The rest are mounted, &c. The seats, to judge by the

men's countenances when trotting over rough pavement, are anything

but luxurious, though apparently not as bad as the Austrian saddles

upon which two unfortunates sit astride of the trail of the gun when

limbered up and in motion. There is no fine lateral adjustment for

training any of these guns, and it seems very doubtful whether all the

2 T
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ingenuity and expense devoted to the Armstrong arrangement for this

in our field guns, be not simply money thrown away to secure needless

complication and weight, with liability to accidents bard to repair in

actual service.

The trail pieces of these guns are single, of timber, but the training

handspike is of iron with a v>ood handle (to meet German winter

temperatures), which hitches on and off to two peculiarly formed books

and eyes at the proper left of the lower end of the trail piece. This

seemed to work conveniently enough, but looked rather makeshift.

The projectiles are cylindro-ogival, of cast iron, cast in sand, coated

all over the cylindric surfaces with lead, and are not zincked before

casting on the lead. There are small cannelures, but no unguent seems

to be used. The gun is sponged out occasionally with a wet sponge

;

it seems scarcely to foul at all, as one might expect from the simple

form of the shallow grooves. Those who desire to have a more com-

plete description of these Prussian field guns, and of their performance

as to practice, &c, may find these very fully given in the Archiv far

die Preussische Artillerie Ojfiziere, v. 58.

The Swiss federal artillery made an extremely interesting and

complete though succinct series of experiments in 1804—G5-66, at

Thun, upon various systems of rifled cannon, with a view to decide

upon the best to adopt, in substitution of the smooth bore of 12 (Swiss

pounds= 05 kilogrammes), and of the howitzer of 24 pounds. The

Fig. 9.

S=vQ)

r—

^

Fig. 10.

commission was composed of five artillery officers, presided over by
Colonel Herzog, inspector of tbe federal artillery. They tried three

systems of guns :—The 12-pounder, converted from the smooth-bored
12-pounder, so as to be rifled and breech-loading upon the plans of

Miiller. This is that which we have already described in fact, when
referring to the Prussian guns of the Wiesener pattern, and a reference

to figs. Id to Od, inclusive, will make the arrangement sufficiently clear.

Fig. 9r7 shows the form of the rifled grooves at full size. They also

tried 12 and 8 pounder guns, rifled upon the shunt principle of Sir

W. Armstrong, but without approving of the results obtained ; and
lastly, tbey tried a modification of the Prussian steel breech-loader,

such as is shown in figs. 10 to 17 inclusive, from which they obtained
excellent results. This last gun, an 8-pounder, is in fact a Prussian
gun simplified.

Fig 10 is a side elevation at the proper right of the gun ; fig. 12
the same at the proper left; fig. 11 a view from beneath; figs. 14
and 13, rere and front elevations of the gun. The form of the taper
grooves of the rifling are shown at lull size in fig. 1G at tbe seat of the
charge, and in fig. 15 at the muzzle. The wedge for closing the breech

is single taper at both sides ; it carries a male screw and anger handle

at the thick end, one-half the thread of which screw is bare, and

arranged to take into the threads of a half nut or female screw cut in a

block of steel let into the slot in the gun at the proper place. The
movement to and fro of the wedge is limited by the point of a steel pin

reaching vertically down into a limited slot in the upper edge of the

wedge. The forward side of tbe wedge carries a circular recessed pap

of steel, which when pressed home becomes the base for the gas ring,

known as " the Broadwell ring," an American scheme, and which is

seen in enlarged section in fig. 17. The outer contour of this ring

Fie;. 17.

(which is of copper) is part of a spherical segment. B B is the

Broadwell ring; c, the recessed circular steel pap ; A, the axis of the

chase; d, d, part of the wedge. The hinge-like piece screw-pinned

on to the rere and lower side of the breech is to take the elevating

screw. "We expect that this brief description will enable any of our

readers to get a clear notion of the construction of this very simple

breech-loader. This artillery commission was also occupied with the

question of the substitution of a wrought-iron gun carriage for those of

timber for all its ordnance; and in figs. 21, 22, 23, and 24, we have

given in side and front elevation, and in transverse sectional details,

tbe construction of iron carriage which they pronounce as fulfilling

every requirement they demanded. This is seen in the figures applied

to the Swiss muzzle-loading rifled 8-pounder (or 4-kilogramme gun),

spherical gun. The arrangement for rapid or slow motion of the

elevating screw, which will be readily seen in figs. 21 and 24, is

extremely neat and effective.

We cannot afford space to go into the details of the ammunition

adopted for these guns by the Swiss commission, nor for the clear and

able comparative tables in which within a few pages they have condensed

Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

the results of the comparative practice made with all the guns, and with

the various natures of ammunition. For these we must refer the reader

to the original " Zeitschrift fur die Schweitzerische Artillerie," or to the

admirable resume of the report therein given by Colonel Terssen in the

Revue de Technologie Militaire, Tome v., 3 fasciculus, 18CG.

We cannot omit, however, mentioning two circumstances in relation

to the ammunition for these Swiss guns. The first is the fact that this

commission has definitively ascertained, that provided the bottom and

sides of the iron cylindric case be made of adequate thickness, the

fire of grapeshot, or case shot, is with these rifled guns more effective at

all ranges and elevations tried, than in like conditions with the old

smooth bore— a circumstance quite contrary to their own, and indeed

to all military preconceptions. The other fact is their adoption of the
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Fig. 20

beautifully cheap, simple, and effective percussion or concussion fuze

of the Prussian service for all natures of their shells for rifled guns.

This form of fuze is shown in figs. 18, 19, and 20 to half size. Figs. 18

and 19 are axial sections, fig. 20 a transverse section through the

safety pin, D.

Fig. 18 shows the fuze fixed and ready to fire ; the hollow cylindrical

hrass plug, B, is now at the rere end

of the tube or chamber of the fuze,

and is kept there by the loose safety

pin, D, which is not withdrawn but

charged into the gun with the shell.

The plug, B, is primed with com-

position either to burn instantly or

at. any required rate, and to ignite

the powder when the fire reaches

or blows through to its rere end.

The plug, B, carries a needle (percuteur) at its forward end, which

when it reaches the percussion-powder priming in the screw plug, c,

ignites the same. This priming plug is only screwed into place at the

moment of firing the shell.

When thus charged and fired from the gun, the whirl of the shell due

to the rifling causes the safety pin, D, which lias a rather heavy head, to

fly out, by centrifugal force, the moment the shell has passed the muzzle.

The plug, B, is now free, but has no tendency to leave its place, as in

fig 18, until the projectile strikes some obstacle ; the moment it does

so the inertia of motion of the plug, B, carries it forward to the position

in fig. 19, and the needle entering the priming in c, ignites the bursting

charge—a beautifully simple, cheap, and easily made and managed
arrangement, and we expect quite as good as the clock-work oomplexi-

Fig.

ties of our own, and. of some other services for effecting the like purpose.

Had this plan been proposed to the Woolwich authorities, we might take

a bet with long odds that it would have had its quietus at once, with

Fig. 22.

the objection that the flying out laterally of the little safety pin, D,

" would be attended with danger when firing over the beads of troops."

Common sense, happily for the pockets of those who pay the taxes,

21.

and perhaps for their defence when the day of trial shall come, rules in

military affairs abroad, and not mere red tape and the desire above all

things to start objections, and with them put the inventor down in

limine, without any regard to quanta vafaant, and what is worse, with

in too many past instances, if not a reserved intention, at least with

this result, that some happy one in the service shall at some future

Fig. 24.

time bring up the identical thing rejected, or the best of it, christen

it after himself, and reap the reward of credit and pudding, that don't

belong to him—reaping where he Iras not sowed, and gathering where

he has not strewn.

This paper has already extended to such length that we must compress

into a few lines all we can now
say about Russian guns. We
reserve returning to them upon

a future occasion. In Russia a

good while since, a portion of its

artillery was tentatively trans-

formed into Armstrong shunt

gun's, and the same was done in

Denmark as regards a certain

number of heavy guns for the fleet.

These shunt guns have, however,

not proved satisfactory in Russia, and after a long and elaborate series

of experiments, the Russian government has definitively adopted the

Prussian system of steel breech-loaders, as above described, substituting

in all, however, the Broadwell gas ring, fig. 17, and the simple single

wedge with the setting up screw of figs. 10 to 14 of the modified

Prussian gun. Very recently Russia has also adopted to a limited
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extent the cylindro-prismatic breech wedge of Herr Krupp'a design, but

although this has answered well for guns of moderate calibres, it has

been rumoured on some authority, that in several instances his larger

natures of steel breech-loaders have burst, either at proof or in practice.

The grounds for adopting the design of Herr Krupp for field guns at all,

arose from the fact that a considerable number of the Prussian guns in

the Austrian war burst by blowing off the breech, a fact not much to be

wondered at, when we consider the great and abrupt change of dimen-

sions in the external contours of these guns where the square part of

the breech joins the round chase.

—

Ed.

ON THE FLOW THROUGH APERTURES OF SOLID BODIES.

(Continued from pnge 297, Vol. II, Third Series.)

GENERAL RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

The writer refrains from describing the particularities of each specimen

obtained after experiment, as being scarcely necessary ; but on an

examination of these, toute ensemble, he has been able to detect some

general consequences, which are now to be given.

(a) In all the experimental samples, without exception, the plane

surfaces of the original plates are altered at their central parts, after a

manner to form surfaces of revolution, which are contracted in thickness

towards their base, and become nearly cylindrical when prolonged into

a jet ; these thinned projections proceed to a greater or less distance,

and so constitute a series of concentric tubes, terminating in a hollow

cap (calotte), the convexity of which is in the direction of, or more
strictly constitutes the extremity of, the jet.

(/3) These tubes are perfectly continuous ; they fix or bed themselves

one into the other in the order of their succession—in such manner that

each line of joint or separation is found perfect—in the section pro-

duced on cutting the specimens in the direction of their longitudinal

axis; the line of joint being generally of extreme fineness and extremely

regular.

(y) These lines of joint show that all the molecules which composed
the original block flow on individually and successively to their ultimate

positions in the jet.

(5) The same transformations of surface are discovered to take place

in the flow of two liquids, one superposed on the other, according to

the difference of their specific gravities. These experiments, which
it will he necessary to complete by adding to their number and variety,

will enable new light to be thrown upon the laws concerning the flow

of liquids.

(i) The thickness of the hollow caps, which the plates when pro-

truded in the form of a jet terminate in, is such that the distances of

the different lines of joint at the extremity (when these are measured
in the direction of the axis) augment in a larger rate of progression than

the number of the plates themselves. For the first plates the difference

of thickness is always very little.

(£) In the parts where one of the tubes has taken a little towards
the cylindric shape, both interiorly as well as exteriorly, the thickness

of that tube is such that its section differs very little from that which
represents the entire section of jet, divided by the number of plates of

which it is composed.

A great number of measures taken across the cut portions, especially

in the jets obtained from ceramic plates, have satisfied the last remark
with astonishing exactitude.

(>)) For the rest, these measurements are much less certain, some
considerable care having been taken to note these, for that these

measurements of the distances of the different lines of joint at the

extremity, and because these distances constitute the most tangible

part of the phenomena that have been taken for points of comparison
with the results of calculation, by which it has been sought to form a

theory.

(0) It was often remarked in the axis of the jet, and particularly

towards the extremity, that voids, or empty spaces, existed between the
plates. These voids are accidental, and should be attributed to the
defect of adhesion of the plates with one another. They (the voids)
never presented themselves in a mass continuously homogeneous; and
it is well to remark, that when they are formed at the commencement
of flow of the jet, these voids do not close up again after its production,

(i) When, in consequence of the same formation of the jet, the
thickness of the experimental block is diminished below a certain limit

(that will occupy much time to discover), the jet becomes hollow, and
contracts itself in a manner to present, under this twofold aspect, (he

phenomena comprised in the flow of liquids where the height of the fall

becomes small in proportion to the dimensions of the orifice.

(x) The contraction augments notably as the height of the block is

diminished.

(X) When the height of the block is diminished, the metal, which

flows into folds, and the defect of resistance resulting from the little

thickness to which it is reduced, does not permit precise observation to

be made of the form of the jet; but in this case again, the elongations

produced present the appearance of longitudinal channels such as are

met with in certain fluid veins.

(jjl) The interior form of the wall of the hollow jets, when it is

regular, is extremely remarkable in that it shows perfectly the mode of

formation of a vein by the expulsion of the material collected all about

the orifice, and the resistance that this material opposes, in consequence

of its cohesion and its symmetrical form, with all the deformation it

undergoes.

(v) The voids formed in the jets, under conditions which come to be

indicated, provide the explanation of the phenomena of producing a

vacuum, or performing the mechanical act of suction, long since known
to be produced, and frequently applied in practice, by means of the flow

of liquids.

The foregoing divers remarks are made with the simple view that

they shall be found ulteriorly corroborated in the theoretic considera-

tions ; but it has appeared to the writer necessary to make them, and

to note, as a purely physical fact, the close analogy which exists between

liquids and solids, when looked at from the point of view which has

occupied us in these papers. If the experiments have been pushed to a

considerable number, it has been entirely in order to admit an easy

expression of what appeared paradoxical, if this was the true and only

deduction that one could legitimately draw from the effects produced.

The expression is not, moreover, indifferent ; we see, as Tresca has

it in his concluding paragraph of this division of his subject, " deja. des

applications dans lesquelles la seule possibility d'un ecoulement per-

mettra indiquer a priori les effets qui devront se produire. L'assimila-

tion que nous provoquons sera, sous ce rapport, fort utile."

(To be continued.)

THE WATER SUPPLY FOR LONDON. THE PROJECT OF
MR. TELFORD MACNEILL, CE.

A thikd great project for the water supply of London is now before

the public ; one which we may say at once appears at the first glance

very much more feasible and more free from objections, whether based

on economic or technical grounds, or upon interference with local rights,

than either Mr. Bateman's Welsh project, or Messrs. Hemans' and

Hassard's Cumbrian one. At the same time, we must at present

qualify this distinct expression of opinion as being only provisional : for

Mr. Macneill's project is one of far greater originality and ingenuity of

thought than either of the others mentioned ; and, in being so, involves

a larger amount of step by step examination, and a more intricate and

searching range of scientific consideration, before at every point its

engineering details can be definitively pronounced free from all objec-

tion of a real character, and still further, before Mr. Macneill's esti-

mates of original cost and of working, or of future annual cost, can be

deemed conclusively established. In expressing ourselves thus for the

present guardedly, we would not be understood as casting any dpubt

whatever upon what the author of the project, Mr. Telford Macneill,

the son of Sir John Macneill. C.E., has advanced in the modest and

lucidly written pamphlet (published by Stanford, Charing Cross), in

which he has developed his plans, and delineated them upon a large

coloured map.

From this pamphlet, as the best and briefest mode of presenting the

project, in a way to do the author justice to our readers, we shall

quote at some length.

The simplest introduction to this and all that is needful, in fact, is

to say, that summed in one paragraph, Mr. Macneill's project is to

make the best possible use of the water of the Thames valley, to

divert the necessary volume of the waters of the Thames river at

Teddington Lock, to transport the whole of the water so taken to

the Bagshot Sands, and to distribute them there, over a natural filtering
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surface of more than 22 square miles of area ; to regather together there

the filtered water, and convey it back to London in a covered aqueduct,

and into a distributing reservoir at Norwood at a suitable elevation,

which would also supply, by a great subterraneous main, another great

distributing reservoir at nearly the same level at Hampstead, and to

place those reservoirs and the great intercommunicating main in con-

nection with the mains and distributing- systems of all the existing

water companies.

Commencing his pamphlet with a review of the past and present

state of the water supply to London, Mr. Macneill points out—what

Dr. Letheby has placed in a striking light within a few days in a public

report, which we print at the end of this paper—that the water supply

has during the last sixteen years not only kept pace with the growing

population of London, but has increased in volume as well as in purity.

He points out also, that having in view prospective demands, no project

that cannot offer a daily supply of 400,000,000 gallons readily, and at

a moderate increase of outlay over what may be necessary to obtain

a supply equal to the one-half of that, which would be sufficient for

present wants, ought to be viewed as worthy of further examination.

He then proceeds as follows :

—

"It does not appear that the Welsh project is capable of yielding a quantity

adequate for fulfilling this condition, however admirable it may be in other respects.

The projectors of the Cumberland Lake supply, state the yield of that district to

be 464,710,562 gallons per day, but remark that such a quantity could not con-
veniently be dealt with.

"What is then to be done? Must London look to both these projects to supply
her future demand for water? My answer is, she must look to neither, but must
depend upon the Thames to supply her want ; and the Thames, by the means and
with the combinations hereafter described, will give an almost unlimited quantity

and of pure quality, without injury to the river or annoyance to its inhabitants.

•'An outline will be here given of a plan which is simple, practicable in its

engineering details, and in comparison with others, economical.
" During the investigation of the General Board of Health on the supply of

water to London, the Bagshot Sands were shown, by an abundance of scientific

evidence, to yield, by means of an extensive natural filtration, water of the purest
quality ; and if quantity could also have been assured from that district, it would
have presented, an unexceptionable means of supply. The doubt was whether a

sufficient supply could continuously be thns obtained: of the filtering power no
doubt whatever was entertained. The present project contemplates conducting to

the Bagshot Sands, and spreading over them, a supplemental quantity of the water
of the Thames (taken from an unobjectionable place and in a proper manner),
together with the water from the Greensand Hills, south of Guildford; gathering
the water again, by means of catch-water canals or cuts, after its perfect filtration

through these purifying sands ; and re-conducting it, in a covered conduit, to a

service reservoir at Norwood, from whence it may be supplied to the centres of

distribution of the existing companies.

"The area of the basin drained by the Thames above Teddington Lock contains
about two and a half million acres, and the rainfall within that area may be taken
at 25 inches per annum. It has also been ascertained that, when the Thames
is uninfluenced by immediate rain, the flow will represent about three inches per
annum, or four and three-quarters million gallons per day, over Teddington Weir.
A large part of the balance, viz., 22 inches, passes away in flood. The population
within the Thames basin above Teddington is given by Mr. Bateman as over one
million, who drain into the Thames. To remedy this evil to a great extent, it

should be made compulsory on them to preserve a certain amount of the floods at

any point within the basin, so that it is above their sewerage outfall. Thus, sup-
pose that by means of reservoirs the discharge was raised from three to six inches,

the volume and purity of the Thames, as affected by sewage, would be at once
doubled. These remarks are only incidental to the water supply, as the plan will

be effectual without any attempt to alter the present condition of the Thames
;

but were they carried out we would have during droughts 800,000,000 gallons per
day flowing over the weir instead of 400,000,000 ; the latter, however, being nearly
equal to the Welsh and Cumberland districts together. With this vast and naturally
collected supply at hand, every effort should be made to utilize it, before going to

remote districts with the possibility of having a scarcity at the end of the twenty
years before alluded to.

" The quality of the water has now to be considered. It depends on the power of
natural filtration (not such as now takes place on the limited scale permitted by
artificial means, but filtration analogous to what occurs in nature, which is not a

mere straining of the grosser impurities, but a perfect cleansing of the water).

This power to purify water was much discussed, when the Board of Health proposed
the Bagshot Sands as a gathering ground ; and a few quotations from the evidence
then given will put in a strong light the effects of such filtration. These quotations
are contained in the Appendix A.

"From these quotations it is evident that filtering, such as will be presently
proposed, has the power to produce such extreme purity, that if the same amount
of softness could also be obtained, nothing would remain to be desired. That it

will, however, produce considerable softening of the Thames water, there is little

donbt, and this will be further promoted by the mixing of the soft water from the
filtering district and from Guildford.

" We have now seen that quantity and purity can both be assured from the
Thames, and that to an extent not to he hoped for from any other source or method
of treatment. Five years from the present time would be sufficient to avail ourselves

of this source, and would take us to the year 1871, when the next census will be
taken, and when the consumption will have reached (assuming the new supply to

be available), in all probability, to 150,000,000 gallons per day. If the present

rate of increase continues we shall require nearly 5,000,000 gallons to be added

each year to this quantity ; and for this reason we should propose to start with

providing 200,000,000 gallons per day, with facilities of adding to it from time to

time as may be found requisite.

" To deliver that quantity in London it will be necessary to abstract from the

Thames 125,000,000 gallons per day, the difference, viz., 75,000,000 gallons,

being had from the filtering district and from Guildford.

" The Kiver Companies have now power to take 100,000,000 gallons per day,

without providing any water compensation to the river for this loss. The abstrac-

tion takes place some miles above Teddington, and the present proposition is to

take the water just before falling over the weir at Teddington, to the foot of which

the tide now flows. The river, therefore, above Teddington, would be restored to

its natural volume; below, the abstraction would not be injurious, inasmuch as

the tidal water would replace it ; and by adding one foot in height to the present

weir, or taking power to lower the water in the reach above it to a like extent, a

greater than the present discharge of fresh water during the ebb tide can be main-
tained; consequently the river below will suffer no diminution of its volume, or in

its scouring effect. The inhabitants on the river banks, from Teddington to

Hampton, would be benefited : they and those below Teddington would, however,

be much more so, if, as before remarked, it was made compulsory on all districts

allowing the sewage to flow into the river, to provide an adequate storage for the

floods, instead of letting them pass hurriedly off to the sea.

"That portion of the 200,000,000 gallons which would be taken direct from the

Thames, viz., 125,000,000 gallons, would be conveyed by an open canal, as shown
on the plan, as far as Chertsey, (a distance of eight miles). A pumping station to

lift 30 feet would be required at the west side of Bushy Park. The conduit

through the park could be covered if required. The water would then be passed

under the Thames to another pumping station, one mile to the south of the

Thames, where a lift of 85 feet would take place, through suitable pipes, to

deliver the water into the Basingstoke Canal, at the level of 102 feet above

Ordnance datum. The next 4 miles of its course would be along the Basingstoke

Canal, which can by slight alterations be made to convey this water to the

Bagshot Sands.

"The water from the Guildford district, estimated at 50,000,000 gallons per

day, is proposed to be treated in the following manner. Owing to the nature of

the gathering ground, and mode of treatment, extensive reservoirs will not be

required. The Hog's Back, and hills north of Farnham, for 9 miles to the east,

and 20 to the west of Guildford, prevent the escape of water, except at the pass

cut by the river Wey at Guildford. By throwing a bank 25 feet high, and ^ of a

mile across this gap, a very considerable reservoir will be formed, sufficient to

equalize the supply from this district. The water will be taken from this reservoir

by an open cut 6£ miles long, to join the Basingstoke Canal, at the west side of

the four- mile reach already mentioned, as carrying the Thames water. Both these

streams being now united, they will be taken to the filtering district in the

following way.

"A vertical lift of 40 feet will deliver the water into another reach of the

canal 2 miles long, from whence it will be put into the lowest distributing

conduit on the sands, by a lift of 68 feet.

"There will be three main distributing conduits over the district, on the

respec ive levels of 200 feet, 300 feet, and 360 feet, over Ordnance datum, and

a district of 22£ square miles will be irrigated, the larger streams sending out

smaller ones, until, by subdivision, the sands are enabled to absorb the necessary

quantity. The surface of this natural filtering ground would be treated, so as to

improve to the utmost the quality of the water. On this point see the evidence

of Dr. Angus Smith.
" From this evidence we see what an enormous power for purifying water exists

close to London, as if nature had provided it to correct aud remove the impurities

which were eventually to contaminate its river, and thus make it even more pure

than it was at its original source. To give an idea of the extent of filtration

contemplated, let us compare the relative amount of filtration that now takes

place with that proposed.

"The extent of the artificial filters now used for, and of the quantities of water

now consumed in, London, is given respectively by Mr. Bateman as 464; acres area,

and 108,500,000 gallons per day: and taking the amount of purification to be, as

stated by Dr. Smith, in proportion to the cubic contents of the filtering medium,

we find that the capabilities of the natural filter yielding 200,000,000 gallons per

day is over 5000 times that of the artificial filters; it must also be remembered

that the former is a much more compact medium, and its area not limited, being

equal to at least 100 square miles, all barren sand. So that we have the Thames

now giving 400,000,000 gallons per day, with the expectation that this amount

will some day be at least doubled, and a filtering district capable of purifying and

improving this inoreased quantity, so that London can for ever have an abundance

of pure water by making use of what nature has so plentifully bestowed.

" The hardness of the water that will be delivered has now to be considered, and

a few words must be devoted to this subject."

He then proceeds to the question of relative hardness of the Thames

water. In the course of the remarks we had occasion to make upon

the two other projects, we expressed our opinion, which we need not

repeat here, that a vast deal too much has been made of the alleged

economic value of softness, and that the importance to the animal

economy of a certain amount of hardness has been greatly overlooked,

if not studiously ignored ; we need not repeat here then> that we view

the advocacy of extreme softness as little better than mere claptrap.

"The Thames water, as delivered on the Surrey Sands, would be about 13

degrees. The Guildford and Canal waters about 4 degrees; these, taken in their

respective quantities with the rainfall of the filtering district, would give a mean
of 8 J degrees; but this will be considerably reduced in its percolation through the
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filtering strata, and also, as before seen, by passing through the London pipes,

which alone reduces the water about 2 degrees. Professor Way says—'I have in

this way (filtration through soil) reduced Thames water of 15 degrees of hardness

(15 grains of carbonate of lime in the gallon) to less than 2 degrees of hardness,

and rendered it soft and pure.' * * * And in answer to the question, 'Do you

imagine that any such filtering process is applicable to the preparation of water for

towns like London?'—he replies: l

It would require great and careful consideration

to give a satisfactory answer to that question, the quantity of water required for

London being so enormous; but 1 should by no means despair of its applicability

to other towns where the necessary supply is more limited.'

"The main, feature in the plan now under consideration is to show that it is

practicable for London. To what extent the softening will take place by filtering

through this immense stratum of compact sand will be best tested by the means

now suggested, and until this experiment is tried the full extent of purification will

not he known, or perhaps by many believed, namely, that a filter should be put up

at Teddington, supplied by the water as now passing over the weir, and its propor-

tionate complement of Guildford water ; the surface of this filter to be one square

yard, and the pipe about 100 yards long, and giving three gallons per day, it

would then, when filled with the sand, &c, as found in the filtering district,

represent what would take place were this plan adopted. These proportions are

such that at present it would take 23 of these filters to represent one person's

share of the Surrey filtering district. This will give to the reader a good idea of

the extent of filtration, and would afford to all interested in the question a practical

test to enable them to draw their own conclusions ; as it would give a true sample

of the water that would in future be provided for the inhabitants: the water would
be conveyed to London in a covered brick conduit, and would not suffer any dete-

rioration or injury in its passage; it would only occupy eighteen hours from the

time it came from the springs until it was used in Loudon. A like result cannot

so easily be had from sources at a distance."

The author then digresses a little to make some very pertinent

observations as to the effects that a long-continued transit, through

open channels at a low velocity, must have in deteriorating the quality

of even the purest waters, and filling them with diatomacees and other

low forms of animal life, from which even filtration fails afterwards to

purify the water; appealing for his authority to the evidence of the

late Dr. Clarke, who during his lifetime was unquestionably one of the

best-instructed men of science in Great Britain upon everything relating

to water supply.

From this he draws a very damaging, and as it appears to us well

founded objection against both Mr. Bateman's and Messrs. Hemans'
and Hassard's projects—viz., either the sources of supply in both these

must be at such an elevation as will enable the waters to rush towards
London at the rate of 3j or 4 miles per hour in the open or close con-

duits, or the water in transitu must thus deteriorate and become impure,

no matter how pure at first. But if the water is to be brought 200 to

300 miles, with a fall of 3 feet per mile to give that requisite velocity,

then the source must have an elevation of 800 feet, or more, above
the distributing basins at London ; that is to say, the lowest point

of the gathering area, whether in Wales or in Cumberland, must be
about 1000 feet above the sea level—an elevation not possessed by
those proposed in those regions, nor indeed practicable.

Mr. Macneill refers for the geological character of the Bagshot Sands,

which he proposes for his gigantic filtering bed, to the report made by
Mr. Austin, F.TLG.S., to the general Board of Health, an extract of

which he has given in his appendix D, and to that, and the report of

Mr. Austin in full, we must refer our readers. The Bagshot Sands,

we may remark, however, consisting of an enormous deposit of siliceous

sand, and gravels coloured with iron more or less, but free from pyritose

matter, and practically free from peat, or capable of being perfectly

cleared of that, and resting upon a base of impervious clay, have
long been recognized as possessing all the best qualities of a great
natural filter, and to such an extent that nothing but the doubtful-

ness, or rather the proved insufficiency of supply, prevented their

area having been some years ago recommended as a gathering
ground for the partial or complete supply of London. Well, Mr.
Macneill proposes to employ them simply as a vast and efficient

filter; but he, of course, takes incidentally advantage of the rainfall

(uot evaporated) over the large area of his filter, as so much water
annually added to the supply taken from the Thames :—

" At a depth, on the line of the lower catchment, of about 20 feet below the
surface of the sand in the filtering district, the stratum is saturated with the water
held up by the London clay. This plain of saturation is now in balance between
the amount of rain water and the resistance it has to overcome in its downward
course to the Thames, and a conduit sunk in or below this saturated plain would
collect all the water now escaping, in addition to the Thames water, which may he
thrown on the sands, and the four main collecting conduits shown on the plan are
supposed to be sunk below this line. Its exact level can only be ascertained by
boring, but judging from the wells in the district, the water of which represents
the saturated line, there will be no difficulty in placing the collecting conduits at
such a level as will effectually cut off the escape of all waters from the altering

district. For present purposes we may assume that the lowest catchments, which
are extended beyond the filter, will intercept 25 square miles, exclusive of the filter.

The rainfall may be taken as a little over 2 feet per annum, of which, owing to

the sandy nature of the district, probably two-thirds may be collected, which is

equal to 10,000,000 gallons per day. The area of the filter is 22^ square miles,

and the total rainfall on this district would represent 21,500,000 gallons per dav.

The quantity coming from Guildford, and districts drained by the canal, is equal to

60,000,000 gallons per day, and from the Thames 125,000,000 gallons per day,

in all 222,500,000 gallons, and allowing 22,500,000 gallons per day, as evapo-
rated, and otherwise lost, we will have available for London 200,000,000 gallons

per day; the mean hardness of which before filtration would be about $h degrees

by Dr. Clarke's scale. The water after filtration would be collected in fuur main
conduits, two of which (the lowest on each side of the filter) would be ppen, and
two covered; the lower ones, collecting and cutting across all the existing streams

now having their source in this district. The streams themselves above the conduit

being deepened and cut well into the s;mdy strata, the excavation forming a bank
of sand on each side of the stream and round its head, so that no surface water

could find its way into them. The filtering district would have then simply to be

prepared in such a way that a rainfall of ^ of an inch in 24 hours would be

absorbed, only one half more than the natural rainfall of some of the districts in

Cumberland, and this amount regularly distributed would give the 200,000,000
gallons required. To command this yield at all times, and to allow for any irregu-

larities there might be in pumping, &c, the sands, which will hold an enormous
quantity of water, above one year's supply, should be prepared to give, and take,

when wanted, an increased supply, which can easily be done. This stored water

will be in contact with sand, perfectly protected from the contaminating influence

of light and air, until actually drawn for use in the metropolis.

The filtered water has now to he conveyed to London, and, owing to the favour-

able formation of the country, this is an easy task : it would be carried in a brick

culvert, as shown on the map, 18 feet diameter, with a fall of one foot per mile,

which will enable it to transmit 400,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. The
water from the lower collecting "conduit on the east side, would stand about 120
feet over Ordnance datum, and would he pumped into the conduit leading to

London at a point where it stands on the 252 feet level. A portion from one, and
all from the other, of the two highest catchments, would flow direct into the

Loudon conduit without pumping; the other portion of the first-named, and all

from the lowest conduit on the west side, would be pumped from the 200 feet to

the 260 level, at which stands the Surrey end of the London conduit. It is 35|
miles long, of which 1^ mile consists of three inverted syphons, the fall allowed

being five feet per mile for syphons. The water would, therefore, be delivered at

Norwood (where a suitable reservoir would be formed, at the 210 feet level), and

from thence to the existing centres of supply in the metropolis—which would then

have an unlimited command of water of the purest character, except in softness,

ever provided for any town in the world."

And now we arrive at the question of co4 :

—

"The cost to deliver 200,000,000 gallons per day, as now proposed, to the

Norwood reservoir (all the works, except engines and pipes, being capable of

delivering 400,000,000 gallons per day), will be £5,0(10,000, the extra cost of the

engines and pipes to give the increased quantity of 400,000,000 gallons per day,

will be £1,700,000, in all £G,700,000.
" The existing works at Hampton and pumping stations connected with that

supply, have now to raise the water from the Thames a total lift of 300 feet in

order to supply it at the 200 feet level, the difference, 100 feet, being lost in the

conveying mains. In order to deliver the new supply at Norwood to the 210 feet

level, a total average lift of 340 feet takes place, showing that the loss in pumping
is only 130 feet, and allowing a further loss of 10 feet from the reservoir to the

existing centres of supply in London, a total loss over the present system of 40 feet

will result; but as artificial filtration is now required at a cost of about 10s per

million gallons, and as the same amount pumped 40 feet will only cost 5s., a

considerable yearly saving will result over the present system of pumping and

filtering."

*' In comparing the working expenses of the proposed plan with one which would

deliver the water by gravitation to a similar service reservoir to that at Norwood,

the cost of filtering as well as the cost of constructing the filters must be con-

sidered. In the latter plan, these together will probably amount to £1 per

1, nno, 000 gallons filtered, or a sum of £73,000 per annum. The annual cost of

pumping 200,000,000 on the plan now under consideration will amount to

£160,000, giving an excess of £87,000 per annum in working expenses.

" The regularity of the present supply of water to London (principally by

means of pumping), has established that mode of supply as one of certainty.

The only objection that can be urged against the proposed plan is that it will

cost £87,000 per annum in working expenses more than a gravitating project,

and its recommendations may be summed up in a few words. It affords a

never-failing supply of cool good water, perfectly free from a trace of organic

impurity, it is taken from a natural source of supply, the Thames, and in a

manner free from objection, thus avoiding the opposition of, and injury to, remote

districts; in fact, it removes the only excuse for depriving those districts of their

water, that is, inability to get it elsewhere. It can be given at a much cheaper

rate than any other plan yet proposed, and in quantity exceeding all the plans put

together; and unless the future incrense of population and consumption cannot be

measured by that of the past, the full quantity, 400,000,000 gallons per day,

that this plan can yield will be required."

We shall pass over the remarks as to facilities presented by this

plan for reducing further the hardness of the Thames water by the

employment of Dr. Clarke's plan by lime water. "We doubt the prac-

ticability of that plan upon any very large scale, and in any case deem
it, on the grounds we have already adverted to, as to the small objec-

tions and positive advantages of hardness, as quite unnecessary. The
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water which, after coming from the filtering area, will prohahly not

exceed 8 degrees of harduess, is not harder than is essential for health

and palatable for drinking.

" On whatever plan water may hereafter he brought to the neighbourhood of

London, its efficient distribution from thence to the existing mains is a matter of

very serious importance. It should combine in one the existing systems, and

should give continuously to the entire metropolis, as far as practicable, the full

pressure due to the sex-vice reservoirs ; and this can, perhaps, be best accomplished

bv the following means; it is, however, a question independent of the source of

supply, and its cost (not less than £1,000,000) will probably be common to all

plans. I propose to place on the north side of London, near Hampstead, a similar

reservoir to that at Norwood, but at a little lower level, and to connect the two

by a wronght-iron pipe ten feet diameter (or its equivalent in two pipes), laid in a

brick culvert.

"This principal main will divide the metropolis into two parts, East and West,

giving to the immediate districts intersected the full pressure of the service reser-

voir, which pressure can nearly be maintained to the most remote districts by

reason of the facilities there will be to branch off, to the east and to the west,

along the numerous thoroughfares intersected by the principal main, the thorough-

fares running in a favourable direction for this purpose.
41 The large main will in its conrse cross and be connected, by vertical pipes,

with the existing mains of the Lambeth, Soutliwark and Vauxhall, Chelsea,

Grand Junction, West Middlesex, and Hampstead Water Companies.

The other districts will be supplied either direct from the reservoirs, or by an

independent connection with the main distributing conduit.
1 '

We have thus given as full and as distinct a view of this project

as may be done unaided by maps and sections. It commends itself

to us upon several cogent and distinct grounds. First, it conflicts with

the rights of no distant parties, situated at remote points and upon

foreign catchments. It therefore avoids the tremendous, dilatory, and

expensive parliamentary conflict, that must attend any attempt to

forcibly usurp the rights of others by supplying the capital with water

that belongs to distant provinces, and avoids—should such a contest,

contrary to probability, prove a victory for London—establishing a

legal precedent for a great wrong, the nature of which we endeavoured

to point out in our last paper on this subject. Secondly, however

specious it may seem at the first blush and to the uninitiated, that

the quality aud quantity of the water to be supplied from either the

Upper Severn or from the Cumberland Lakes must be of the very

highest best and largest, this project does in reality present features

rendering it highly probable, and further investigation may show
it to be perfectly certain, that the water supply thus got from our

own London basin, and purified also therein, must be larger in

volume than the Severn can supply—probably larger than can really

be got from Cumberland, and in point of purity and temperature quite

as good as either after having been brought to London. Indeed, as

regards temperature, we think this project presents positive advan-

tages over either of the others. Thirdly, without attaching very much
importance for the present to the estimates for outlay and working cost

yet before us, we think that almost every prudent and experienced

civil engineer in the world, who should be cognizant of the premises

would feel a priori the high probability that this must prove immea-
snrabl)- the cheapest of the three projects which we have considered.

Other subordinate points in favour of this scheme we for the present

pass over. Before leaving it, however, we must remark that Mr.

Macneill has by no means pushed his own case as far and as favourably

as he might with perfect right and justice have done. Should his

scheme or one based upon it ever reach the stage of legislation, the

law that shall sanction it would be miserably abortive and incomplete-

if it did not deal with the whole valley of the Thames from its source

to or even below London. It should compel the abandonment of the

Thames as a navigation above Teddington Lock. It should destroy all

diversions of the natural supplies to the Thames, including the great

one into the Thames and Severn Canal navigation. It should authorize

the formation, at all and any fitting points' above London, of storage

reservoirs, am] fix principles for the sharing the waters of the upper

river between the inhabitants of the towns above London and those of

the capital ; and it should compel all towns, villages, and houses along

the river to so deal with their sewage as to avoid injurious fouling of

the waters, and absolutely prohibit any pollution due to manufacturing

processes of whatever sort.

Let the results of such measures be followed out in figures, rule and
scale and map in hand, by competent men, and we have no dread that

the results, if arrived at in a spirit of honesty and truth, unwarped by
idice or interest whether corporate or personal, will prove that

within her own river basin London may obtain all she can need in the

way of a water supply, even should her population increase for the

next half century at the enormous rate that has been assumed upon

the data of the past—a rate, however, by no means certain, nor, as

some think, upon not ill-founded views of the future of these kingdoms,

by no means probable.

In this, as in all such large projects, it is the estimates that demand
the most searching scrufiny. We have as yet wholly insufficient data

before us to determine what the total amount of pumping power
required may be, or what its annual cost. In an engineering sense,

some points of vital importance are as yet not beyond reach of doubt.

Is it certain, for example, to what depth the Bagshot Sands are per-

meable as filters? Some sands, though little more than pure silex,

are so compact in depth as to be impenetrable to water. Are there

any engineering difficulties, and what may be the cost, of the two
gigantic mains to be carried under London between the reservoirs at

Norwood and Hampstead ? Is it certain that the level of these reser-

voirs would be at all sufficient for high and ample service ? We
entertain much doubt of it ; and if these must have another 60 or 70
feet of altitude given them artificially, their cost must become greatly

increased. Many other questions must occur to every competent

engineer, demanding careful answers, before this project can be pro-

nounced definitely the best yet brought forward, however much it

commends itself as at present stated, fairly and without exaggeration,

by its author.

—

Ed.

THE LONDON WATER SUPPLY.

The following are the returns of the Metropolitan Association of Medical Officers

of Health as to the composition and quality of the metropolitan waters in Decem-
ber, 1866:—

Names of

Water Companies.

Total solid

Matter
per Gallon.

Loss
by

Ignition.*

Oxydizalile
Organic
Matter.j

Hardness.

Before
Boiling.

After
Boiling.

Thames Water Cos.:—
Grand Junction, . .

W. Middlesex, . . .

Soutliwark & Vauxhall,

Other Companies :

—

New River, ....
East London, . .

Grains.

20-17

21-00

21-08

19-96

19-83

27*38

21-58

23-49

Grains.

1-00

fl-90

1-98

1-25

1--19

1-10

0-90

1-50

Grains.

0-82

0-64

1-82

0-82

1-34

o-oo

0-80

1-16

Degrees.

14-5

15-0

14-5

14-0

135

17-0

14-5

15-0

Degrees.

6-0

8-0

6-0

6-0

5-5

8-5.

5-0

5-0

* The loss by ignition represents a variety of volatile matters as well as organic mat-
ter, as ammomacal salts, moisture, and the volatile constituents of nitrates and nitrites.

f The oxydizable organic matter is determined by a standard solution of permanganate
of potash, the available oxygen of which is to the organic matter as 1 :S; and the results

are controlled by the examination of the colour of the water when seen through a glass

tube two feet in. length and two inches in diameter.

The water derived from the Thames and supplied to the metropolis during; the

month of December has contained less saline matter than it did in the preceding

month ; but that derived from other sources than the Thames has contained a

little less than the usual proportion. In every case, however, the quantity of

organic matter has been above the average, and as it is entirely of a vegetable

nature, it has no doubt been derived from the decaying leaves of autumn.

The fluctuations which take place in the quality of the water' during the suc-

ceeding months of the year are sufficiently marked to indicate the influence of the

seasons. This may be seen from the following table, which exhibits the average

composition of the water supplied to the metropolis by the Thames Companies

during each of the twelve months of the last two years:

—

Month.

January,

February, .

March, . .

April, . .

May, . .

June, . .

So that from October to February, the total amount of solid matter in the

water gradually rises to its maximum^ which is rather more than 21 grains per

gallon; and then it as gradually declines, until at the beginning of summer it is

no more than about 17 grains per gallon. Throughout the months of July, August,

and September it remains at nearly the same proportion, and then with the

advance of autumn it slowly increases.

The quantity of organic matter in the water is at its maximum in November,

directly after the fall of autumn leaves ; and its minimum is in the month of May.

The same facts are observed with the water supplied by the New River and the

East London Companies, whose sources of supply are very nearly of the same

quality as the Thames, but it is not so with the deep chalk water of the Kent

Company.

Total OxvdizaMe Total Oxrdizable
Solid Matter Organic Month.

Solid Matter Organic

per Gallon. Matter. per Gallon. Matter.

Grains. Grains. Grains. Grains.

21-22 0-79 Julv, . . . 17-28 0-63

21-G1 067 August, 17-57 0-59

20-45 073 September, 17-51 0-61

19-58 0-49 October, . 18-80 62

18-99 0-47 November,

.

20-56 1-04

18-49 0-62 December,

.

. 20-7S 1-01
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It may be interesting, at the close of the year, to review the facts relating to

the water supply of the metropolis in 18tJ6, and to compare them with the facts

of 1851, when the last Government Commission was appointed to inquire into

them. At that time the population of London was 2,362,236, and the quantity

of water daily supplied by all the metropolitan companies was 45,885,900 gallons.

This was at the rate of 194 gallons per head. At present the estimated popula-

tion of London is 3,067,536 ; and the average daily supply of water is 92,734,000

gallons, which is at the rate of a little more than 30*2 gallons per head. As far,

therefore, as quantity is concerned, the improvement is considerable, for the increase

is nearly 60 per cent, on the average daily supply of 1851 ; in fact, while the

population of London has increased during the last fifteen years to the extent of

only about one-third, the water supply has been more than doubled.

And so also with respect to the quality of the water there has likewise been a

marked improvement. In the year 1851 the average proportion of solid matter in

the Thames supply was 21*43 grains per imperial gallon, whereas the year which

has just expired it has been only 19*64 grains. The same is the case with the

water obtained from other sources than the Thames, for the amount of solid

matter in the Kent water has fallen from 29*71 grains per gallon to 27*01 ; in the

New River from 19*50 to 1897; and in the East London from 23*51 to 20*81.

But the most marked improvement has been in the reduction of organic impurity.

In the year 1851 the quantity of organic and other volatile matters dissipated by
heat from the solid residue of the Thames supply was 2

-46 grains per gallon; in

1866 it has been only 1*05 grains. In the Kent water it has declined from 2'61

grains per gallon to 1*04
; in the New River water from 2*79 to 089 ; and in the

East London water from 412 to 1*04. These facts are best illustrated by the

following table :

—

Comparison of the Quantity and Quality of the Water supplied
to the Metropolis in 1851 and 1866.

p°pn,at!°n
{ llll:

Average daily supply,
j J*

>

per bead, . . -]Do. do.
1851

1866,

2,362,236.

3,067,536.

45,885,900 gallons.

92,734,100 „
19-4

30-2

Companies.

'Grand Junction,

West Middlesex, . . i

Southwark & Vauxhall,
-J

Chelsea -<

Lambeth i

Kent, -|

New River, .

East London,

•{

1851
1866
1851
1866
1851
1866
1851
1866
1851
1866
1851

1866
1851
1866
1851
1866

Total Solid

Matter
per Gallon,

Grains.

21-72

19-74

22-67

19-32

21-08

20-02

21-28

19-31

20-40

19-83

2971
27-01

19-50

18-97

23-51

20-81

Organic
and other

Matters lost

by Ignition.

Grains.

3-07

0-98

2-75

0-95

1-51

1-02

2-38

0-94

2-59

1-16

2-61

1-01

2-79

0-89

4-12

1-04

Hardness.

Degrees.

14-0

13-1

14-6

13-0

15-0

13-0

14-4

130
14-2

13-0

16-0

18-3

14-9

14-1

15-0

14-8

Average
Daily
Supply.

Gallons.

3,541,700

8,551,800

3,334,000

8,102,300

6,013,700

12,367,000

3,940,700

7,748,000

3,077,300

8,694,100

1,079,300

5,927,200

15,435,600

22,729,700

9,036,000

18,014,000

Tins improvement in the quality of the water has been effected in three ways:
firstly, by selection of better sites for the collection of the water; secondly, by care-

ful processes of filtration through fine sand, &c. ; and, thirdly, by the storage of

the filtered water in covered reservoirs.

Whether other improvements can still be effected is a subject for careful inquiry,

and it is likewise matter for calm and deliberate investigation whether the water
supply has had anything to do with the recent epidemic of cholera. On this head
the medical officers of health of London, and especially those who have been most
engaged with the disease, will be best able to give an opinion. Already, indeed,
the subject has been considered by the health officers of the eastern districts of
London, where the epidemic was most severe, aud their opinions do not accord
with the popular hypothesis. H. LETHEBY, M.B.

THE WORKING MAN'S FOOD.—THE PRESERVATION OF
SOUTH AMERICAN BEEF FOR SHIPMENT TO EUROPE.

No food question is probably of greater importance in Europe, than
that referred to in the following notice ; viz., of the methods now
under extended trial by which the inexhaustible supplies of meat
going almost to waste upon the Pampas and other great natural

grazing grounds of South America, may be brought to the markets of

Europe.

Not only the famines of the world, but relative dearness and scarcity

everywhere, now depend simply upon the existence or not of the
means of transporting "the earth's fullness" from places where it

abounds and yet finds no demand, to places where other commodities
may be produced in exchange, but not food or drink. This was the

history of the Irish famine ; it is the history of the famine now depopu-
lating Orissa, the very country whence rice actually derives its name,

but which now produces far too little (as does also Ceylon, once the

granary of India) for its inhabitants, who are dependent for a certain

subsidy brought year by year from Siam, Tenasserim, Burmah,&c, but

which subsidy has been inadequate when, for three years in succession,

their own total of rice has wholly failed.

This want of the means of rapid and uninjurious transport, coupled

still with vexatious customs, imposts, and like difficulties produced by
the ignorance of governments and their mutual jealousies, is the sole

reason why all mankind cannot drink in plenty, good and wholesome
wine as a beverage • which, let what nonsense will be talked about our

humid climate, &c, would in one generation put down the gin palace.

if that were left unsupported by the chancellor of the exchequer. The
same wants have caused whole flocks of sheep in Australia to be boiled

down and reduced to bone, manure, and tallow; and the same alone

stands between our workmen and labourers and good beef at half the

price paid for it as produced by the British farmer, or imported from

Europe alive by the British butcher.

Mr. Ford, we believe, is our consul at Buenos Ayres. He has

been better employed in every sense in the preparation of the inter-

esting report of which the following is an abstract, than are most of our

diplomatists.

" A recent report to the Foreign Office by Mr. F. C. Ford, dated

Buenos Ayres, June 26, 1866, gives a description of four different pro-

cesses pursued by various persons for the purpose of preserving the meat

available in enormous quantities from the slaughter of cattle in the

river Plate for transportation to Europe, and consumption in our

markets. During the last two years attention has been specially

directed to this subject, and with results which seem at all events to

indicate that the problem will ultimately be solved. The first process

described by Mr. Ford is the old one for the manufacture of the salted

beef known as charque, and which, although its appearance to Euro-

peans is absolutely offensive, is a staple article of food among the

negroes of Brazil and Cuba, whither 70,000,000 lb. weight is annually

exported. Some experienced persons in the trade are still disposed to

believe it might, if shipped with care, come into use as an acceptable

food here for the poorer classes, but few who are conversant with

English habits will be likely to share that view. At the same time,

the extraordinary prospect that would be opened up if methods could

be found to present the river Plate meat, after a transit of 6000 miles

across the Atlantic, in a palatable and healthy form, has stimulated

persons of scientific reputation to make experiments. Mr. Morgan,

professor of anatomy in the Dublin College of Surgeons, has introduced

a system of forced infiltration of brine into all the tissues of the animal

immediately after death, and this is said to be simple and to demand

little labour and no expensive machinery. Within the past sixteen

months about 500,0001b. of beef and mutton prepared in that manner

have been shipped from Monte Video to Liverpool, and met a ready sale

at 4d. per pound, and although that price would be'barely remunerative

under present circumstances, " it is believed that it will leave a fair

profit when once the working is established." The beef is said to bear

a close resemblance to English corned beef. A company at Liverpool,

called the Morgan Patent Meat Preserving Company, have bought

the patent, and works have been established near Paysundu, on the

Uruguay, in the Oriental Republic. The next process described is

that of Baron Liebig, and consists in reducing the meat to an essence,

at the rate of 1 lb. of essence to 33 lb. of meat, so that eight small tins

will hold the concentrated alimentary matter of an entire ox, and 1 lb.

of the essence is sufficient to make broth for 128 men. But this

preparation is suitable only for soup or stock, and the cost of 1 lb. of it

is 12s. 6d. The smallness of its bulk, and its purity and entire freedom

from grease, particularly adapt it to the use of hospitals and invalids,

and in Germany, whither the principal consignments have been hitherto

made, the consumption has been very great. In London, also, there is

an increasing demand. The establishment for the manufacture is at a

place called Fray-Bentos, also on the Uruguay. The last process

mentioned by Mr. Ford, is one called Sloper's process. By this patent

it is proposed to enable meat to be preserved in its fresh and raw state

for transportation to England, to arrive in the exact condition of butcher's

meat just killed, and to be sold at 4d. to 6d. per pound. The meat is

packed in tins, and preserved by the introduction of " a certain gas, the

composition of which is kept a profound secret." In April last, a trial
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of some samples was made at Buenos Ayres, in the presence of the

Vice-President of the Argentine Republic and other public functionaries,

aud the result was declared to be perfectly satisfactory. A consign-

ment of 10,000 or 12.000 pounds of beef was to be despatched in July

to England, and some specimens are understood to have just reached

London. Meanwhile, another very ingenious invention has also been

patented. This is by Dr. Redwood, professor of chemistry to the

Pharmaceutical Society of London, aud consists in the immersion of

fresh meat in melted paraffin at a temperature of 2-40° Fahr. This

preparation preserves all the nutritive qualities of the meat, and has

likewise the advantage of rendering tin cases or any other expensive

mode of packing unnecessary. The paraffin forms a coating which

is entirely free from any unpleasant appearance, and which is removed

by the immersion of the meat in hot water. One great objection,

however, seems likely to prevail. The meat thus preserved, although

agreeable to the taste, will not hear fresh cooking. It is fully cooked

by the process itself, and can therefore, it is apprehended, be used only

in its existing cold state, in which, for army, navy, or other stores or

travelling purposes, it may probably prove of much value." This is

denied, however, by the parties interested in this method. A banquet

of meat preserved during transit in this way, and variously cooked,

here in England has very recently been given by those parties, to give

proof of the goodness of their meat. The flavour was in all cases,

unfortunately, found to have been spoiled by turpentine imbibed from

pine packiug cases; but the meat itself was admitted as sapid and

wholesome.

The gas referred to above, we have some grounds for supposing,

is simply sulphurous acid gas, produced from sawdust and oil of vitriol.

One suggestion only we will venture to make on the subject, namely,

that most of the difficulty in getting the dried beef, or charque, into

use amongst our labouring and poorer classes, consists in their nearly

universal want of all knowledge of cookery. This meat looks unlike

English butcher meat, and ts a little repulsive to the eye; but all that

would go for nothing if the workman's wife knew how to cook it into

a nourishing and savoury dish. The proof of the pudding would then

be in the eating, aud the run upon ch -rque would soon be immense.

The proof of this is, that it actually has already had considerable popu-

larity at Havre, Brest, Bordeaux, Marseilles, aud other French ports,

owing simply to the universally diffused skill in cooking in France, one

of the sure tests of civilization in any country.

Now the way to meet this, and in meeting it to accomplish much
besides, is by the establishment in most of our great towns of public

kitchens, where the dried meat should be sold ready cooked in various

ways, as well as made into soup ; not that wretched stuff of poor thin

saline greasy broth, rich chiefly in cabbage water, which commonly goes

by the name of soup, as that liquid element of cheap and fashionable

charity is dispensed, with a seasoning of lyruns or tracts, from occasional

soup kitchens; but a strong infusion of the genuine juices, with plenty

of the suspended fleshy fibres of the meat, and with good sapid vege-

tables and spices, and plenty of semolina or sago, or macaroni or

tapioca, any of which can be imported and sold at a price amazingly

below that at which these articles are retailed in England. Reaching

the consumer thus, in a form that would only address his senses

agreeably, we have little doubt that South American beef could soon

be brought largely into use, and would be appreciated by our wage people

and poor alike.

We shall venture to extend this notice a little further, by quoting in

support of our view a report that appeared early this year of the working

success of a quite analogous institution in Glasgow, namely, the Great

Western Cooking Depot, for providing cheap and wholesome dinners

for the working classes of that great hive of labour. The statement is

a yearly balance by Mr. Jenkins, manager of the Great Western Cooking

Depot, Glasgow:

—

"The cash drawn for the year ending 31st December, 1805, amounted

to 40,234/. 13s. \0id., representing the immense number often millions

of our ordinary penny rations. Our last annual balance, as made out

by our auditor, Mr. Michael Honeyman, accountant, from 30th June,

1864, to 30th June, 1865, showed a clear net profit of 886/. 19s. 1W.,

after paying all current expenses, and 5 per cent, interest upon cash

advanced by Mr. Corbett, which at last-named date amounted to 8000/.

The total net profit since the commencement of our operations up till

the date of last balance amounted to 2137?. . Upwards of 1400/. of

this amount has already been given away to the various charities of
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the city, and the remainder will be appropriated in a similar way. I

am happy to say that our labours since the commencement of ihe

present year have been attended with still increasing success, our receipts

for the first week of the new year being 1029/. 18s. 2Jrf., and for the

first month 4029/. 10s. 8r/., being respectively the largest receipts we
have ever had for any one week or month. As a most interesting fact, and

showing how heartily our establishments are appreciated during what

may be called our special New Year holidays, I may mention that on

the first three da3Ts of January we had repeatedly to close the doors of

several of our principal branches, being quite unable to accommodate the

large number of our visitors who preferred the refreshments we supplied

to the attractions of the public house. The receipts for these three

days alone amounted to 721/. 12s. ; and when I state that this involved

the service and cleaning of upwards of half a million of separate articles

of crockery, some idea may be formed of the extent of our labours.

To give a familiar illustration—if all the persons who dined in the

Great Western Cooking Depot on these three days had been seated at

one dining table, it would have extended in one continuous line from

Glasgow to Edinburgh, a distance of more than 40 miles. You will

have observed that the cattle plague is engaging the serious attention

of the most eminent statesmen of our country, and I need scarcely say

that it has been a matter of great anxiety to myself personally. For

our supply of milk alone we now require the produce of upwards of

100 cows, and I am happy to say, that up to the present date there

has not been a single case of disease in any of our dairies, situate in

various parts of the country. This calamity has, however, affected us

most seriously by the great advance which it has occasioned in the price

of beef and all articles of dairy produce, and it will require our most

careful and watchful management to avoid the necessity of increasing

our prices."

For the correctness of this statement we do not hold ourselves

responsible, but it has been vouched as correct in the public priuts by

W. Melvin, Esq.

At this great commissariat a hot dinner of meat, potatoes, and plum

pudding can be had by any one for 4Jd, and a cup of tea or coffee with

genuine milk for Id. How much might the cost of the former be

reduced were South American meat employed in place of British.

—

Ed.

CONTINUOUS ACTION COINING PRESS.

(Illustrated by Plate 12.)

The admirably arranged continuous action coining press, which with

its details forms the subject of one of our plate engravings this month,

has been recently patented in France and other countries by the con-

structor and inventor, M. E. Fossey, of Lasarte, near St. Sebastian,

Spain. M. Fossey, during a former period of his career, acted as

foreman, and subsequently as manager to M. Thonnelier, of Paris,

whose name is so well known in connection with this interesting class

of productive mechanism.

The example to which we are about to direct our readers' attention,

exhibits several improvements which M. E. Fossey has introduced into

the continuous action coining press of Thonnelier. Figs. 1 and 2

represent the improved press in front elevation and vertical section

taken through the centre thereof. Figs. 3 and 4 are details of a self-

acting friction clutch arrangement for starting and stopping the press.

Figs. 5 to 11 are enlarged details of the blank feeder or "Layer-on."

Fig. 12 is a detail in vertical section of the sliding box aud the obverse

and reverse dies. It will be obvious on referring to these figures that

in its general arrangement and mode of operating, the press before us

is based, as we stated above, on the system introduced by M. Thon-

nelier, but it differs from it in the following important features:—

1. The employment of a double knee joint.

2. The use of cams for producing the pressure.

3. The introduction of instantaneous action friction clutches.

4. Rectilinear and continuous motion of the layer-on, combined with

improved self-acting stopping mechanism.

5. Novel arrangement of the mechanism for facilitating the discharge

of the coins from the lower die.

We will now proceed more particularly to describe these several

improvements. As regards the general construction and mode of

operating the press, it will be seen that the press is entirely supported

by the cast-iron pedestal and columns, A, to which are bolted the

2 u
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standards, a 1

, which hitter carry the driving shaft, b. This shaft is

devoid of cranks, and in order that it may be as perfectly balanced as

possible, the various attachments carried by it are disposed or repeated

symmetrically, as for example in the case of the two fly wheels, C, situate

one at each extremity. Outside one of these are disposed the driving

pulleys, d D1
. Between the standards this shaft carries two coupling

lioxes, E, and in the centre cams, F and G, for working the knee-

joints and the layer-on. M. Fossey has substituted for the ordinary

movement employed in actuating the knee joint, the cam, F, which

operates upon a large antifriction pulley, H, mounted on the end of a

forked lever, I, which actuates directly the knee joint.

In lieu of two moving parts, of which one is the head of the lever

itself and the other the pressing cam, this knee joint is composed of

three parts, one of which, J
1

, is mounted upon the head of the lever

itself, and bears against the two other parts, J, which complete the joint,

and operate between the fixed point, a, of the main support, and the

sliding box, K, which carries the reverse die. By adopting this

arrangement, which gives three moving parts and four points of articu-

lation, M. Fossey is enabled to reduce the angle formed by the actuating

lever, thereby securing a more direct action, and a considerable reduc-

tion of the wearing surfaces, which is of some importance in machines

of this description, where the movements are constantly repeated. The
lever, I, is guided in its oscillating motion, which it derives from the

cam, F, by means of two links, b. These links are jointed at one end

to lugs formed upon the main standards, and to the other end to

journals, c, formed on the head of the lever, so that the two links will

describe during the working of the machine a slight arc of a circle, of

which the joints in the fixed lugs form the centre, thereby maintaining

the heads of the lever in its proper course.

We may remark incidentally that the two parts, J, of the knee joint

are provided with handles, d, for the facility of handling them when
adjusting or regulating the machine, e e are two vertical rods which
pass through the main support and collar holder, and bear against the

under side of the sliding box. These rods, c, which, with the connecting

crosshead at their lower extremities, form a species of sliding frame, are

constantly pressed from below upwards by a weighted lever, /, and
are intended to hold the parts composing the knee joint, as well as the

sliding box, in contact during their upward movement. The lever, /,
is connected by two links, e

1

, to the crosshead of the sliding frame.

Beneath the counterweight on this lever there is fitted a screw, /',

working in a fixed nut so as to admit of it being elevated by the hand-
wheel,/*, thereby affording the means for supporting the counterweight

when it is necessary to take apart the knee joint and the pieces which
the sliding frame, e, tends to hold together.

Before describing the other parts of the press, we will briefly refer to

the friction couplings and the important function which they fulfil. As
will be seen on referring to the vertical section, fig. 2, and the details,

figs 3 and 4. where one of the two couplings is represented in section,

the two cams, F and G, which are loose on the shaft, B, are connected by
lour bolts, g, and by two other stronger bolts, g

x

, for the actuating cam, to

the plates, K, which constitute in this arrangement of the couplings the

loose or independent portion of the shaft. The plate, E, in each of

the two couplings, which are both alike, is formed with an internally

turned rim to receive the action of the four friction blocks, E1
, which

are so arranged as to exert thereon a sufficient pressure to produce the

necessary friction or resistance for driving or actuating the machine.
These blocks are each connected by links, g'\ with a movable boss, E2

,

keyed on to the shaft ; according as the movable boss, E2
, is brought

towards or from the plate, E, the blocks, E1
, will press against or be

released from the interior of the rim of the plate, E, in the former case

exerting sufficient pressure to establish a perfect coupling between the
loose plate, E, and the boss, E

2
, keyed on the driving shaft.

Fig. 3 represents in detail the mechanism by which the friction

blocks, E1

,
are brought into action. This figure shows that the sliding

bosses, E2
,
of both couplings are embraced by rings, h, connected by

studs with the respective forked levers, hl
It', working on fixed centres in

the main framing. These levers are jointed at their lower ends to two
short rods, h2

, having screw-threads formed thereon, and being con-
nected together by a right and left hand nut, h*, the heads of such rods
embracing eccentrics fast on the spindle, h

1
, also working in bearings

in the main framing. As these eccentrics have their centres dia-
metrically opposed to each other, it will be easily understood that if the
spindle, hl

,
be rotated one-quarter of a revolution, the levers, h}, will

simultaneously receive through the intervention of the connecting rods,

h1
, a lateral movement which will bring the friction couplings into or

out of action, and consequently the starting or stopping of the press

may be effected by simply giving a quarter turn to this spindle. The
means adopted for operating upon this spindle, whether l»3' hand at the

will of the attendant or automatically by the machine itself, should any

accident or irregularity in its working necessitate the stopping of the

same, will be presently explained.

We will now direct our attention to the mechanism of the rectilinear

action layer-on. Fig. 5 represents a plan looking down upon the

table or collar-bearer, and the mechanism of the layer-on. Figs. 6 to

10 are transverse sections of this mechanism, taken through various

points indicated in the engraving. Fig. 11 is a plan on a larger scale

of the same mechanism. The working table, L, provided in the centre

with the different collars or ferrules, in the interior of which are placed

the blanks or metal discs to be operated upon by the dies, carries the

fixed receiver, M, within which are piled the blanks to be fed into the

machine. Beneath this receiver there slides in a right line the layer-on,

N, which consists of a thin blade attached to a wrought-iron plate, N 1

,

which serves as a support, and connects it with the actuating mechanism.

This plate is forged in one piece, with two guide rods, N 2
, which, in

conjunction with two brass lugs, i, fixed to the table, L, serve to guide

the plate, N1
, in its rectilinear movement. One of these lugs is pro-

vided with a sheath, i
1

, within which the rod works, in order to protect

the attendant, who is stationed in front of it when superintending the

machine. The reciprocating rectilinear motion of the layer-on is pro-

duced, as before stated, by the cam, G, on the driving 6haft, which

operates upon an antifriction pulley, G2
, in the vibrating lever, G 1

, the

extremity of which is connected by a rod, G3
, having an extended

portion, _;', connected therewith by a helical spring, the object of which

will be presently described. This portion, j, of the rod terminates in

an eye, which embraces a spherical stud, f, which for the present may
be considered as part of the plate, N 1

; it will thus be clearly under-

stood how this plate and the layer-on are put in motion by the action of

the cam, G, in contact with which the pulley, G2
, is maintained by the

counterweighted lever, G4
. But, for reasons which we shall now explain,

the connection between the plate, N 1
, and the rod, G3

, is not direct, but

should, on the contrary, be effected through the intervention of the

mechanism, which enables the layer-on to throw the machine out of

action in the shortest possible time, should any derangement in the

feeding of the blanks take place.

We will admit, in fact, these two hypotheses :— 1. That the layer-on

advances empty or without a blank, which would cause the dies to strike

against each other should the machine continue its movement. 2. That

the layer-on cannot disengage itself from the receiver, on account of

one of the blanks being too thick, or badly placed, thereby presenting

an obstacle to its proper working, and causing a break-down of the

machine. Should either one of these accidents occur, it is necessary

that the machine should of itself stop instantly. This is accomplished

by M. Fossey in the following manner. The spherical stud,,/
1
, to

which is attached the actuating rod,,/, in lieu of being fixed directly to

the plate, N 1

, is attached to a bell-crank lever working on a centre at

h, on the plate, N 1

; this lever is composed of three parts, namely,

a hooked arm, o\ and arm, o, in one piece, which is hinged to a

third part, O2
, carrying the stud, J

1
, In order to render intelligible the

mode by which, in its ordinary workiug, this lever, composed of the

three parts, o, o1

, and o2
, and which is capable of working on its centre,

k, is made solid with the plate, N1
, we will explain the means by which it

is rigidly maintained by the extremities of its two arms. The hook of

the arm, O1

, is constantly engaged in a notch made in the end of the

layer-on, N, and traverses as far as the opening in which the blank is

lodged, so that if this opening is occupied bj' a blank, the hook' will

come in contact with it. It follows that the rod, 7, pulling against the

spherical stud,,;', and the two jointed parts,
2 and o, of the bent lever

being retained by a spring, kl
, of a resistance greater than that offered

by the parts to be moved, the complete bell crank forms a rigid attach-

ment, having two bearing points on the plate, N 1

, viz., the centre, k,

and the blank against the edge of which the hook, O1
, bears. The

bent lever being thus rendered rigid with the plate, N 1
, and layer-on,

the latter may be traversed by the rod, j, from the blank receiver to

the die orifice.

We will now examine the action of the bent lever during the reverse

movement of the slide and layer-on. Near to the bell-crank lever, and
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upon the plate, n\ there is fitted a bolt, p, terminating in" a head, P1

(figs. 7 and 11), and which, with the helical spring, p 2
, situate beneath

one of the guides, /, and a collar or stop, I
1

, on the rod, forms a spring

bolt or spindle, the important function of which we will presently

describe. We may remark that the head, P1
,
of the spring bolt coincides

with a spur, I
2

, formed on the corresponding part of the arm, o2
, which

carries the spherical stud, f, and which bears against the head of the

spring bolt, P, at the same time that it holds or retains it by the spur,

P. By this arrangement, during the return movement of the layer-on,

the whole of the bell-crank lever, O, O l

, the part, O 3
, and the spherical

stud, j\ take a fixed bearing upon the head of the spring bolt, p, and

this movement is effected as though the whole of the part formed one

single piece.

The completion of this preliminary description will enable us to explain

the means by which the stopping of the machine is effected in the two

c ises to which we have above alluded. If, when the Tod,j, causes the

layer-on to advance towards the dies, the opening in the layer-on be

empty, in lieu of being occupied by a blank, the hook, o, not meeting

with any resisting surface, is free to enter the opening ; the tractive

force of the rod, J
2
, easily overcomes the resistance of the small spring,

ir (whilst the spring, ft
1
, remains at rest) ; the entire bell crank will then

turn on its fixed centre, k, and in this movement will release the spring

bolt, p, by the withdrawal of the spur, t
2

, from contact with the head,

p\ cf the bolt; the bolt, P, will then be pushed forward by the action

of its helical spring against a bar, to, which is pivotted at one end to a

fixed stud in the table, L, and is attached at its opposite extremity to a

rod, ml
, which communicates by suitable mechanism with the spindle

or shaft, h*, in connection, as we have already seen, with the friction

couplings.

We will presently revert to the mode of transmitting this motion, but,

in the meantime, this main fact must be borne in mind, that by the

absence of a blank in the layer-on, the bell-crank lever, o, ol
, o

2
, in lieu

of imparting motion to the plate, N 1
, turns on its centre, k, thereby

releasing the spring bolt, p, which presses against the bar, m, and causes

it to impart a quarter of a revolution to the shaft, h*, which is sufficient

to disengage the friction couplings. In the second hypothesis, viz.,

that the layer-on be obstructed in its advance towards the dies by any

obstacle, although it ma}' at the same time contain a blank, which will

prevent the entrance of the hook, O l

, into the opening, the immediate

stoppage or disengagement will still take place by the escape of the

spring bolt, P ; but in this case, in place of the entire bell crank turning

on its fixed centre, h, it is the part, o3
, only, which turns on its hinge, L3

,

sufficient play or space being left between the jointed parts at /s* (fig. 11)

for that purpose. The spring, ft
1
, will in this case yield to the tractive

strain of the rod, j. In this condition, where it is supposed that an

obstacle has been presented to the operation of the layer-on, and causes

the throwing out of action of the machine, the rod,.,/, would, neverthe-

less, exert a destructive strain if it formed one rigid piece with the pro-

longed portion, G3
. It is to obviate this objection that the actuating

rod is composed of the parts, G3 and j, connected together, as shown in

fig. 10, by a helical spring,/2 , and screwed collar, j
s

, which, at the same

time, admits of the entire length of the rod being regulated or adjusted.

R (figs. 5, 6, 11) is a finger which serves to press down the blank

on to the lower die when the layer-on has arrived at the end of its

course. This finger is pivotted to the plate, N, and is acted on by a

spring, P.
1

, which constantly tends to maintain it in a direction at right

angles to the course of the layer-on, as shown in the figures referred

to. But at the moment when the orifice of the layer-on presents

itself under the receiver, m, the finger strikes against this receiver, when
the spring, K1

, allows it to move to one side ; and as the finger itself

forms a spring it rises above the opening in the thin plate, N, on the

surface of which it drags for a moment. On the plate, N, leaving the

receiver, the finger, e, resumes its position again, and bears upon the

surface of the blank ; and so soon as the layer-on arrives at the end

of its course the blank, being brought over the opening of the ring or

collar, and having no further bearing or support, is forced down by the

finger, K, on to the lower die.

We will now revert to the mode of transmitting the movement of the

spring bolt, P, to the friction couplings or clutches. On referring to fig. 1

it will be seen that the rod, m}, connected with the oscillating bar, m
(fig. L„ is coupled to a lever, n, which is hooked at its lower extremity

to another horizontal lever, q, guided in a quadrant, «', attached to

the main framing. This lever, q, is again connected by a link, q
l

, with

a lever arm, q
3
, keyed on to the end of the shaft, h1

, which carries the

eccentrics for actuating the friction clutches. So soon as the rod, ra
1

,

is drawn by the escape of the spring bolt, P (figs. 5 and 11), the lever,

n, oscillates on its centre, deflecting thereby the spring, n2
, which keeps

it in position, and releases or unhooks the weighted lever, Q ; this lever

on being thus released falls by its own weight, and in doing so

causes the shaft, /t
4

, to make a quarter of a revolution through the

intervention of the link, Q
1

,
and the lever arm, q

3
, thereby disengaging

the friction clutches and stopping the machine. This same mechanism
also enables the machine to be stopped or started at the will of the

attendant. In stopping the machine the attendant simply releases the

lever, q, from the hook, and allows it to fall by its own weight

;

in starting, it is simply necessary to lift up the lever, q, by the handle,

n3
, and engage it with the hook. We may here repeat that it is to this

mode of coupling adapted to this machine that the spontaneous action,

if we may so call it, in the arrest of the movement of the working

parts is due. This is further insured by the fact of the couplings being

independent of the main shaft and fly wheels, which may continue

their revolutions when by the action of the friction couplings the

working of the press has ceased. In the same way the fly wheels may
be started before bringing the machine into action.

With regard to the facilitating the discharge of the stamped coins

from the lower die, we may observe that the use of a cam for actuating

the knee joint admits of the regulating of the phases of this movement in

a manner more advantageous for the successive operations than can be

effected by the use of a crank and connecting rod. M. Fossey by
these means has been enabled to greatly simplify this portion of the

mechanism.

In figs. 1, 2, and 12 it will be seen that the lower die is mounted in

the usual manner in a holder, T, which in turn is keyed "into a holding

rim, u, through which pass the rods, ee, of the elevating frame. These

rods carry collars, V, screwed thereon beneath the rim, u (fig. 1),

the position of which collars on the rods may be readily adjusted.

During the descent of the slide box these collars perform no special

function, and the die rests upon the stop or support, t (fig. 2), at the

moment of imparting the pressure; but during the reverse movement
the collars, V, rising with the rods, e e, after a certain period reach the

rim, U, lift it, and finally, in completing their ascending movement,

elevate the lower die, and thus bring the coin into position ready

for being discharged therefrom, to be replaced by the succeeding blank,

and so on. The sliding box is composed of two parts, p and q, let into

one another, and joined by the intervention of a leather washer, ?-,

forming a packing whereby the access of the oil from the knee joint

levers to the dies is effectually prevented, which is with difficulty avoided

in the ordinary presses.

Independently of the rectilinear action la}'er-on, which we have

above described, M. Fossey has devised another arrangement of this

apparatus, having a continuous circular action which is calculated to

enable the speed of working of these presses to be considerably increased.

In this arrangement the layer-on consists of a disc of steel perfo-

rated with six holes for receiving the blanks, and revolving round a fixed

centre situate midway between the dies and the receiver, M ; this disc

has six notches or ratchet teeth formed on its periphery, which are

operated upon by a pall actuated by the rod, G3
,
deriving its motion from

the cam as described in reference to the plate engraving; opposite the

actuating pall there is an adjustable detent which serves to arrest the

motion of the disc at the proper time. The rod, j, is connected to a

spherical stud carried by a piece centred on a fixed stud in the plate,

N1
, which also carries the spring stop bolt, P. There is further mouuted

on the centre, k, the pall which actuates the disc, and which, having a

reciprocating motion imparted to it, transmits to the disc a circular

intermittent motion in one direction, whereby the blanks deposited in

the receiver, 51, are successively brought over the die. The action of

the bolt, P, is the same as previously explained. The arrest of the

movements of the press should one of the openings in the disc be

empty, is effected by a second rod in connection with the friction coup-

ling, and terminating in a button or projection, which in its normal

condition bears upon the face of the disc, and the blanks contained

therein. But if a blank be absent this button falls into the empty space

in the disc, and into a cavity or sunk portion made in that part of the

table, L. The descent of this button produces a movement in the rod,

m', which being transmitted to the friction coupling effects the immediate

stoppage of the machine.
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We may observe that in this novel arrangement, in place of the six

openings for the reception of the blanks being made directly in the disc

or plate, N, they are formed by movable rings. The object of this

mode of construction is that the disc constantly working within the

sphere of action of the dies, it is nevertheless necessary to accomplish

the depression of the lower die, and therefore each movable ring in the

disc must descend and rise again to its place. In this circular system

of feeding the blanks, the stamped piece when elevated re-enters the

cell or opening which brought it over the die, and at the next move-

ment of the disc is conveyed thereby in a circular course over a dis-

charging aperture made in the table, down which it falls. These presses

are made in various sizes, according to the particular pieces of money
they are intended to produce, and their rate of production varies in

proportion to the sizes of the pieces. In coining the 5/. silver pieces,

from forty-five to fifty pieces are struck off in a minute. Of 2/. pieces

as many as sixty-five or seventy can be produced in the same time

;

whilst the smaller-sized press, adapted for coining the small pieces, or

centimes, is capable of turning out as many as eighty pieces per minute.

Our plate engraving is extracted by permission from M. Armengaud's

publication, Machines Outils et Appareils.

UPTAKE MECHANISM FOR POWER-LOOMS.

{Illustrated by Plate 13.)

With regard to the mechanisms that have up to the present time been

adopted for taking up the cloth in power-looms as the weaving is going

on, many and varied forms have from time to time been produced, to meet

the various requirements of the different cloths manufactured. All

uptake mechanisms may, however, be classed into two principal species,

in the working of which two distinct principles are involved, the one or

the other of them being brought into action according to the nature of

the cloth on the loom. In the ordinary factory parlance, these are

known as the positive uptake and the drag uptake, not very fitting

expressions, it may be said, for defining the exact functions of the

mechanical systems wo are about to consider. Now it very frequently

happens that a manufacturer is called upon to produce a cloth that, to

he properly woven, requires a drag uptake in order to obtain a firm

tramp in the cloth ; at another time his orders run on goods that have

(to be properly produced) to be woven with a positive uptake (we shall

presently show what these positive and drag uptakes are) : thus it is

evident that the looms have to be everlastingly changed backwards
and forwards, times and times over in the course of the year, merely

to let the produce adapt himself to the orders placed in his hands.

Now it is clearly enough evident, without giving disquisitorial reasons,

that these changes represent on the bill for the factory expenses a con-

siderable item, besides, too, the additional necessary cost of always
providing two sets of uptake mechanisms for the looms that are sub-

tnitted to this frequent sort of change.

Messrs. Robertson & Orchar, of the Wallace Foundry, Dundee, have
long considered the drawbacks we have alluded to, and in their attempts

to obviate them have succeeded in producing a system of mechanism
that may without any difficulty be at once adapted to discharge the

functions of either nature of uptake. How valuable such an advantage
over the older systems must be to the manufacturer, our readers can
easily judge for themselves.

We shall first describe the older separate systems, so as to bring the

subject as completely as possible before our readers, at least as much
as the limits of a single article permit.

Positive Uptake.—Fig. 1 is an end elevation of an ordinary positive

uptake, in which the line of cloth passes over the breast beam and
round the back of what is usually termed the emery roller, and is then
wound on a separate roller resting on inclined brackets, causing it to

press against the emery roller, and so wind on the woven fabric. The
motion may be more fully understood by reference to the letters on the
drawing, a is a part of the loom side or framing, upon which the
uptake mechanism is carried ; rs, the sword shaft or rocking shaft on
one end of which the vibrating spanner, c, is keyed, and which trans-
mits a vibratory movement to the lever, E, through the connecting rod,
D

;
the lever, E, is carried loosely on the end of the spindle, F, and carries

'

_
at its upper end the pall catch, g, which actuates, the ratchet wheel, H,
'keyed on the spindle, F, passing through the socket on the bracket, I.

On the inner end of the spindle, F, is keyed the change pinion, J, which

is geared into the stud wheel, k, carried loosely on the fixed stud, l.

Attached to the wheel, K, is the pinion, M, gearing into the wheel. N,

on the emery roller, o, round which the woven fabric passes, and is

rolled on the winding-on roller,

Fij. 1.p. The bracket, I, is capable of

being shifted up or down on the

loom framing to admit of larger

or smaller change pinions on

the spindle, F, and carries the

retaining catch, Q. The con-

necting rod, D, may also be

placed so as to give more or less

vibration to the lever, E, accord-

ing as it may be desired to take

one or more teeth of the ratchet

for each vibration of the spanner,

C. It is evident from the fore-

going description that a positive

rate of uptake will be communi-
cated to the emery roller, o, and

that the rate may be varied to

suit the fabric, by having a set

of change pinions, and by taking

one or more teeth of the ratchet,

H, at a time.

Drag Uptake.—Fig. 2 is an

end elevation of an ordinary drag

uptake, in which the line of cloth passes over the breast beam, and on
to the cloth roller. The action of this motion may be understood as

follows :—A is a part of the loom side or framing upon which the uptake

mechanism is carried ; B, the sword shaft or rocking shaft, on one end
of which the vibrating spanner, c, is keyed ; D, is a stud having an anti-

friction ball or roller, E, adjustable up or down in the slot of the spanner,

C, and acting on the lower end of the lever, F, at the upper end of which
is carried the pall catch, G, which takes into one or more teeth of the

large ratchet wheel, H. I, I are two retaining catches carried on the

stud, J, and adjusted to retain the ratchet at half a tooth. The lever, F,

Fig. 2.

is carried on the outer end of the revolving spindle,- K, on which the

ratchet wheel, H, is keyed. The spindle, K, passes through a socket cast

on the frame of the loom, and has keyed on its one end the small pinion,

L, which is geared into the cloth roller wheel, M. To the top of the

lever, F, is attached loosely the spiral spring, N, with a screw at its other

end passing through a fixed stud, o, and adjustable by means of a

thumb-nut, P. The working action of the drag uptake takes place as

follows :—The stud, D, is adjusted in the slot of the spanner, C, to give a

greater amount of motion than is necessary to be taken advantage of

for the proper wefting of the fabric, and the spiral spring, N, is adjusted

so as to have sufficient power to take up the woven fabric, and, at the

same time, maintain a sufficient tensional strain, according to the weight
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of the fabric, in order to obtain a firm tramp and evenly laid weft. It

may here be observed, what is well known to practical weavers, that the

drag uptake is more particularly applicable in weaving the heavier or

closely-wefted classes of woven fabrics, such as sail-cloth, ducks, flax

sheetings, and the like, where more or less of a hard blow is required

to beat up the weft to the closeness required ; while, on the other hand,

the positive uptake is more particularly applicable in weaving light, soft,

or thinly-wefted fabrics.

Combined Positive and Drag Uptake.—Figs. 3 and 4, Plate 13, are

end and front elevations of the combined positive or drag uptake; the same

letters refer to both figures. A is the part of the loom framing which

carries the uptake ; B, the sword shaft or rocking shaft, having the vibrat-

ing spanner, C, keyed on its outer end ; D, a stud having an anti-friction

roller, E, adjustable in any position up or down in the slot of spanner, c,

and acting on the lower end of the lever, F ; the lever F, which works

loosely on the end of the revolving spindle, G, carries at its upper end

the pall catch, H. I, I are retaining catches adjusted to hold at half a

tooth of the ratchet, j is a spiral spring connected to the top of the

lever, F, and capable of being slackened or tightened by means of thumb
nut, K. The large ratchet wheel, L, which is actuated by the pall catch,

H, is keyed on the spindle, G, which passes through a socket cast on the

frame of the loom, and on the inner end of which is keyed the change

pinion, M, which transmits the motion to the cloth roller wheel, N, through

the intermediate toothed stud wheels, o 1 and O2
; the intermediate wheel,

O1
, carried upon the fixed stud, P1

, is constantly in gear with the cloth

roller wheel, N ; the other intermediate wheel, O2
, is carried upon an

adjustable stud, p2
, in the segmental slot formed in the framing of the

loom, which extends from the radius of the centre of the fixed stud, Pl

,

thus causing this wheel to remain constantly in gear with the inter-

mediate wheel, O1
, while it is free to be set up or down so as to gear with

any size of change pinion required on the spindle, G. The cloth passes

round underneath the roller, Q, as indicated by dotted lines in figs.

3 and 4, which is covered with emery or perforated iron to take a

firm hold of the cloth. It is then wound on the roller, R, carried on

inclined brackets, s, which allow the roller, R, to press down on the

roller, Q. from which it receives the winding on action. The brackets,

S, are bolted to the front rail of the loom, T. The combined mechanism
here described properly represents the positive uptake, when provided

with a set of change pinions for the end of the spindle, G; while the

drag uptake would be properly represented by placing the smallest

of the set of change pinions on the end of the spindle, G, and then lower-

ing the stud, P2
, with its intermediate wheel, o 2

, to gear with the

above-mentioned smallest pinion. When the fabric to be woven renders

it desirable to take up by the positive motion, the proper change pinion

is to be put on the spindle, G, and the stud, D, adjusted in the slot of

the spanner, C, to give sufficient movement to the lever, F, and the pall

catch, H, for one or more teeth of the ratchet, L ; then by tightening

the spiral spring, J, so as to cause the lower end of the lever, F, to

follow the anti- friction roller, B, throughout its forward vibration steadily,

the uptake will be substantially positive, and will serve every purpose

for which positive uptake motions are ordinarily employed on power-
looms. When the fabric to be woven renders it desirable to take up by
a drag motion, the smallest of the set of change pinions is to be put

upon the spindle, G, and the motion otherwise trimmed in accordance

therewith.

From what has now been said it is evident that Messrs. Robertson

& Orchar have succeeded, by a very simple alteration in one set of

mechanism (the drag uptake) already in use, in rendering it capable of

discharging the whole of the duties required for the production of what-
ever cloth the manufacturer may receive orders for ; the importance of

which being so apparent we shall not at present dwell further on the

subject.—V. D.
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RECENT PATENTS.

APPARATUS FOR RAISING AND LOWERING HEAVY
BODIES.

R. A. Hardcastle, Newcastle- on- Tyne.— Patent datedMarch 22, 1866.

Mr. Hardcastle's invention relates to certain improvements upon, and

modifications of, the pulleys known as " Weston's Differential Pulley

Blocks," for which letters patent were granted to Thomas Oldridge

Weston, bearing date the 25th of April, 1859, No. 1033, and has for its

object the affording of greater facility for coupling and uncoupling the

sheaves, whereby the distance between the fixed block and the snatch

block can be adjusted at any time, so as to vary the range of lift at will

;

and weights may be moved with greater rapidity than can be effected

by the differential pulley blocks above referred to, the same apparatus

possessing all the advantages of the differential pulley block, when used

as such. According to the present invention, it is proposed to make the

two sheaves of the differential pulley block separate from each other,

and to couple or uncouple them by means of a sliding clutch, or by

using a sliding sheave, and to provide one or both the sheaves with

pins, cogs, or other projections, which engage with or into corresponding

projections, holes, or depressions, formed on or made in the contiguous

face of the adjoining sheave ; or the two sheaves may be coupled

together by forcing the one against the other laterally, by means of a

wedge, inclined plane, or spiral thread or threads, acting upon the

sliding sheave. By the means above referred to, great facility is afforded

for coupling or uncoupling the sheaves, whereby the same pulley block

is rendered capable of being used either as a differential pulley block,

by coupling the two sheaves together, or as an ordinary block, by

uncoupling or disengaging the sheaves from each other ; in which latter

case, if one of the sheaves be locked, so as to prevent it from turning

round, it will hold fast that portion of the chain running over it, and

enable the attendant, by holding on to the opposite portion of the chain

running over the loose sheave, to raise or lower weights in the same

manner as with an ordinary block. Tins locking of one of the sheaves

can either be separately effected, or it may be effected by an extension

of the same contrivances which serve to uncouple the sheaves.

In the modification, illustrated by figs. 1 and 2, the sheave, a, is

Fig- 1. Fig. 2.

caused to slide to and from the sheave, b, along the spindle, c; the lever

h, being caused to engage in a groove in the boss of the sliding sheave,

a. Both the sheaves, a and b, may be loose on the spindle, c, or one

of them may be fast or caused to revolve therewith, whilst the other is

loose thereon. The coupling of the two sheaves is in this modification

effected by the pin or projection, f, in one sheave entering a corre-

sponding hole in the other sheave when the two are brought together.

Fig. 1 represents the two sheaves coupled together and operating as a

differential pulley block, and fig. 2 shows them uncoupled or disengaged

from each other. The locking of the sheave, a, is effected by the mere

act of uncoupling; a stud or pin, z, in the frame being caused to enter

an aperture in the sliding sheave as it is being withdrawn from the other

one, and so locks it and holds fast the part, x, of the endless chain,

whilst the part, y, is free to be hauled or let go owr the pulley, b, for
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raising or lowering a weight with rapidity. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate

a third modification, wherein the sheaves, a and b, are coupled or

geared together by the mutual interlocking of a series of inclined or

wedge-shaped projections, or ratchet teeth, s and^i, formed on the con-

tiguous faces of the two sheaves respectively ; the locking of one of the

sheaves being also effected by inclined projections, q, on the outer face

of the sheave engaging with a corresponding inclined projection, z,

formed on or fitted to a convenient part of the frame of the block. In

this modification, as in the one last described, the same movement which

serves to uncouple the sheaves locks one of them ; but the coupling and

uncoupling of the two sheaves, and the locking and releasing of one of

them, is effected by the ordinary endless chain attached to the block,

the separate cord, k, lever, h, and spring, i, being dispeused with. Fig.

3 shows the sheaves, a b, uncoupled, and the sheave, a, locked ; and

fig. 4 shows the same sheaves coupled or engaged together, and acting

as differential pulleys. The inclined projections, s and p, which are

formed on the inner faces of the sheaves, a and b, respectively, are made

to lock into each other in such a way that the weight suspended from

the snatch block, w, tends to keep them so locked or coupled together,

as shown in fig. 4. The sheaves, a and b, being thus coupled, by haul-

ing on the part, x, of the chain, the weight will be lifted ; and by hauling

on the part, y, of the chain, the weight will be lowered differentially

;

but by hauling in both parts, x and y, of the endless chain simul-

taneously, with sufficient force to overcome the gravity of the weight,

the inclined projections, s and p, would slide or pass over each other,

and thereby force or wedge the sheave, o, partly on to the fixed stop, z,

with which one of the series of inclined projections, q, becomes engaged,

whereupon the said sheave will be locked or prevented from turning in

one direction, and will consequently hold fast the part, x, of the chain

where it passes over the said sheave. By continuing to haul on the

part, y, of the chain, the sheave, «, will be completely engaged or locked

with the stop, z, and wholly uncoupled or disengaged from the sheave,

b. In this condition of the pulley, the weight can be readily raised or

lowered, with a power of two to one, by the portion, y, of the chain and

the sheave, b. In lieu of hauling on both parts, x and y, of the chain

simultaneously, for the purpose of uncoupling the sheaves, this may be

accomplished by making fast one part of the chain and hauling on the

other. It will be seen, on referring to the drawing, that the sheave, a,

cannot be uncoupled from the sheave, b, without being at the same
time locked or engaged with the fixed stop, z; also, that it is impossible

for the operator to uncouple the sheaves when acting differentially,

unless he has power of lifting the weight ; hence no risk is incurred of

the operator being overpowered on uncoupling the sheaves when acting

differentially, as more power will be required to effect such uncoupling

than to sustain the weight when the sheaves are uncoupled. The two
sheaves, when separated or uncoupled, can again be brought together

and coupled by hauliug on the parts, x and y, of the chain.

IRON FENCING AND GATES.
William Bayllss, Jun., of Messrs. Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss,

Wolverhampton and London.—Patent dated May 29, 1806.

Tins invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

wrought-iron continuous bar fencing, flat-bar railing, hurdles, and gates;

and consists of an improved mode or method of securing the horizontal

bars to the uprights or standards.

In carrying out this invention, a series of slots are punched in the

standards, the length of such slots corresponding to the width of the

horizontal bars. In the intermediate standards a tongue or projection

is formed on one side of these slots, and in the joining standards a
tongue or projection is made on both sides of the said slots. In the

horizontal bars, which are inserted into or passed through the slots

above mentioned, holes are punched corresponding to (but in preference

rather wider than) the tongues or projections in the slots, and the bars

are secured iu their places in the intermediate standards by driving a

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

wedge, key, or pin between the side of the bar and that side of the

slot which is made plain, or has no projection or tongue therein. In

the case of the joining standards, the two ends of the adjoining bars

each engage with a projection or tongue made on each side of the slot,

and the bars are secured by driving a wedge, key, or pin between them
;

or if preferred, one tongue or projection only may be made in the slots

in the joining standards, and a wedge, key, or pin driven in between

one of the bars and the opposite side of the slot to that which contains

the tongue or projection. In all cases the slots in the joining standards

should be wide enough to receive the two thicknesses of bars and the

tightening wedge, key, or pin.

In each of the intermediate standards, A, a series of oblong holes, a,

as shown in perspective view, fig. 1, are formed, the distances between

Fig. 3.

such holes depending on the intervals or spaces to be left between the

horizontal bars, B, of the fence, gate, or hurdle. On one side of the hole,

o, a tongue or projection, b, is left in the metal, which, when the hori-

zontal bar, B, is inserted, enters into a corresponding hole in such

bar ; and, in order to keep the bar, B, engaged with the tongue or pro-

jection, 6, and to tighten it in its place, a wedge, d, is driven in between

the side of the bar, B, and the opposite side of the hole, a, to that on

which the tongue or projection, b, is formed, as shown more clearly in

fig. 2. Fig. 3 represents the end of one of the horizontal bars, B, which

is cranked or bent, as shown at ef, in order to allow of the adjoining

end of the next bar lying in a direct line with the Erst, as will be readily

understood on referring to this figure. It is not, however, essential

to the invention that either of the ends of the bars, B, be bent, as

described, although it is preferred so to construct them, as they thereby

present a neater appearance when put together. Fig. 4 represents a
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perspective view of a portion of one of the joint standards or uprights,

A', showing the joint hole, g, therein, such hole having, by preference,

an internal hole or projection, /;, h, left on both sides thereof, which

respectively fit into corresponding holes, i, made in the bars, B, near the

ends thereof, so that both the adjoining ends of such bars may be locked

into the standard, a', by driving a wedge, k, shown clearly in fig. 3,

between the two bars, B. The holes, g, in the joint standards should

of course be made sufficiently wide to admit of two thicknesses of the

bars, B, being inserted, as well as the tightening wedge. If desired, one

Fig. 5.

of the two tongues or projections, 7i, in the joint holes, g, may be dis-

pensed with, and the wedge driven in between one of the bars, B, and

the opposite side of the slot or hole, g, to that which contains the tongue,

h. It is obvious that this mode of uniting and securing together the

standards or uprights and horizontal bars is equally applicable to hurdles

and gates, and all kinds of railings having flat bars. Fig. 5 shows the

application of this invention to round bars.

SCREENING GRAIN.

William Wtatt, Bury St. Edmunds.—Patent dated June 27, 1866.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction, arrangement, and com-

bination of apparatus for screening corn or other substances, whereby

the screen or apparatus for screening the said corn or other substances

may be readily adjusted so as to screen or sift the said substances to

by means of a shaft passing through the longitudinal axis of the poly-

gonal prism, which is to be set at such an inclination that the corn or

other substance being fed in at the higher end may pass through it, and

in so doing be submitted to the screening or sifting action of the before

described adjustable bars.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a partial side elevation and longi-

tudinal section of one form of the improved adjustable screen ; fig. 2 is an

enlarged detail elevation of a portion of the surface of the screen, the

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

rfl-
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any size which may be desired, and consists in the employment of short

bars, having by preference a triangular section, and fastened at their

ends by rivets, or otherwise, to longer bars, the smaller bars having

regular and parallel spaces between each other (through which spaces

the screened substances pass), and being so fastened to the longer bars

as to allow them to move on the rivets or other fastenings at their ends

;

so that by moving the longer bars in a longitudinal direction the parallel

spaces between the shorter ones may be opened or closed to any desired

width. Any number of parts, as above, may be arranged so as to form

a hollow drum or pofy-gon, provided with a screw or any other suitable

mechanical arrangement for giving motion to the said bars in the

inquired direction. A rotary motion is given to the said combination

dotted lines showing the screening bars in their angular position ;
and

fig. 3 is a corresponding transverse section of the same.

A represent the two end frames of the polygonal screen ; they are

provided each with a central boss, and are keyed on to the longitudinal

spindle or shaft, B, which forms the axis of the screen, and which is

supported in an inclined position in ordinary bearings, C, secured to

convenient standards or supports, v. The radial arms, a, of the

end frames, A, support the longitudinal fixed parallel bars, b, one of

which is shown more clearly in the details, figs. 3 and 4. The inter-

mediate or alternate arms, c c, of the end frames serve to support the

longitudinal sliding or ad-

justable parallel bars, d d,

also shown clearly in figs.

2 and 3. These bars, d,

are each secured in any

convenient manner at one

end to the set of adjustable

radial arms, E, attached to

or forming part of a central

boss, F. In the interior of

this boss there is fitted, by

means of a pin and annular

groove, a nut, e, which is

capable of being rotated by

the hand-wheel, /. This

nut works on a screwed

portion, g, of the main

shaft or spindle, B, so

that by turning the nnt

in one direction or the

other the radial arms, E,

will be adjusted nearer to

or further from the end of the screen, and will cause the longi-

tudinal sliding or adjustable bars, d, to move in the direction of

the length of the screen. G are a series of short parallel bars of a

round, flat, or triangular section, as shown in figs. 1 and 2, which bars-

are pin jointed or pivotted at their opposite extremities to the longi-

tudinal sliding or adjustable bars, d, and to the bars, h, respectively.

These bars,, h h, are capable of sliding laterally or transversely upon

the flanges of the longitudinal fixed parallel bars, 6 (see figs. 2 and

3), but have no longitudinal motion ; and they are kept in their places

by an overlapping lip or flange, )', formed on the extremity of each of the

radial arms, a, of the end frames, A. The longitudinal sliding bars,

d, are held in position, and guided during their adjustment, by one or
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more series of radial arms, u, keyed into the shaft, B, inside the screen.

These arms are perforated at their extremities, and through the per-

forations slide the guiding pins, k, secured to the under sides of the

longitudinal adjustable bars, d. The grain or other substance to be

screened may be introduced into the screen from a hopper, I, the lower

mouth of which opens into a species of hood, K, secured to the receiving

end of the screen, such hood rotating with the screen. In order to

prevent any escape of the substances through the openings left at I,

when the bars, G, are made to assume an angular position (as shown

in fig. 1), the upper end of the screen is lined for a short distance

down with a metal plate, m, so that the grain or other substance, on

first entering the screen, will be received on this plate, and will thence

enter upon the screening bars, G. A continuous or reciprocating

rotatory motion may be imparted to the screen in any convenient

manner, as, for example, by means of ordinary driving pulleys keyed

on to the shaft, b ; or by the well-known mangle wheel and pinion

arrangement, if a reciprocating circular motion be required ; or the

screen may be made fiat, and receive a vibratory motion. From the

foregoing description and drawings it will be readily understood that by

simply turning the nut, e, the several bars, G G, will be made to assume

a greater or less angle ; and consequently the gauge of the screening

openings or spaces between such bars may be varied to suit the sub-

stance operated upon, since the more oblique the direction of the bars,

G, the smaller will be the intervening spaces, as will be clearly under-

stood on referring to fig. 2, where the bars are shown in two different

angles.

LAW REPORTS.

Breech-Loading Cartridges.—Daw v. Eley.—Before Vice-Chancellor Sir

W. P. Wood, January 14, 1*07. This case came before the Vice-Chancellor's

Court upon a motion to commit the defendants, Messrs. Eley Brothers, cartridge-

makers, of Gray's Inn Lane, for a breach of the injunction obtained by the plaintiff

in November, 1865 (and formally drawn upon on the 27th of January, 1866), by

which they were restrained from manufacturing or selling cartridges for breech-

loaders in infringement of Schneider's patent for improvements in central-fire breeeh-

loading cartridges, now vested by assignment in the plaintiff, Mr. Daw, gunmaker,

of Threadneedle Street. In order to render the proceedings upon the present motion

intelligible, it will be necessary to give a short history of the circumstances leading

up to the litigation in which the plaintiff is engaged for the purpose of maintaining

the validity of Schneider's patent. Until within the last few years the cartridge

generally used for breech-loaders has been the Lefaucheux, or pin cartridge, which

is ignited by a pin inserted into the side at an angle with the axis of the cartridge.

About 1853 a Frenchman named Bellford obtained a patent for improvements in

fire-anns and cartridges, but the invention, which was purchased by Mr. Lancaster,

of New Bond Street, does not, so far as the cartridges were concerned, appear to

have been very successful, and differed in many particulars from the system de-

scribed in Schneider's specification. In 1855 a central-fire cartridge was invented

by M. Pottet, a Frenchman, but not patented in this country. This cartridge was
discharged by a percussion cap introduced into a recess formed at the rear end of

the cartridge, so that the percussion powder came in contact with a thin fiat anvil

or gudgeon placed in a metal chamber with a bell-mouthed aperture, which was
closed by the percussion cap. When the percussion cap was struck down upon the

anvil the detonating powder exploded, the flame rushed down the side of the anvil,

and passed through an orifice at the upper end of the chamber so as to ignite the

gunpowder contained in the body of the cartridge. Mr, Lancaster purchased this

invention, but did not patent it in this country, and the thinness of the anvil seems
to have rendered it liable in any but Pottet's own guns to " wobble," or be dis-

placed, and thus miss fire. About 1856 Mr. Lancaster employed Messrs. Eley to

manufacture some cartridges for him upon Pottet's principle, but suggested a modi-
fication of the anvil, which was accordingly made first square, and then triangular

in shape, and with plain sides, so as to be less subject to displacement from its

position in the inner chamber, while ample space was still left for the passage of

the flame down the sides. Cartridges made with this triangular-shaped anvil

were tried by Mr. Lancaster at his shooting grounds in 1858, but their use does

not appear to have been continued, as they were found defective in some respects.

In February, 1858, a patent was taken out by Francois Eugene Schneider, in

France, for central-fire cartridges, with a certificate of addition in August of that

year. In September, 1861, Schneider obtained a patent in England for his inven-

tion, which was in some respects similar to that of Pottet, but constructed with a

cylindrical grooved-sided anvil, and with the flange or edges of the internal chamber
placed beneath the metal head of the cartridge. As the specification contained

numerous references to the plans and drawings annexed, and the claim was stated

to consist in the manufacture of cartridges, and in machinery used for such manu-
facture, it is difficult to give in words an intelligible description of the invention.

The material parts of the specification were as follows:

—

"I make my improved cartridges with the percussion cap placed in the centre of
snme, and about level with the end of the cartridge. This percussion cap itself I

manufacture in two ways; the first with a spreading top or flange, and the second
with an internal metallic gudgeon or anvil, which on the cap being struck offers

the required amount of resistance for effectually igniting the same. For the second
description of cap I manufacture a cartridge with a metallic bull for the anvil to

rest against during the explosion."

The specification, after describing the machinery used for manufacturing these

cartridges, proceeded to refer to and describe the drawings, aod contained the
following passages:—
"The anvil used in these cartridges is by preference of a cjdindrical form, and

has longitudinal grooves in it, by which the fire of the percussion powder may
readily pass from the percussion cap to and through the opening at the fore end of

the chamber or recess in which the anvil and percussion caps are received. . . .

It is not essential that the anvil should be cylindrical, or that it should have four

longitudinal cuts or grooves formed in it, as it may be formed with a greater or less

number of cuts or grooves, and be formed of other transverse sections, so long as

it is made to fill as nearly as may be the cap, and has cuts or grooves formed in it.

In manufacturing the above-mentioned cartridges I make use of four different

machines."

The plaintiff had purchased this patent from Schneider, and was registered as

the equitable assignee. In the International Exhibition of 18G2 the plaintiff

exhibited cartridges manufactured according to Schneider's patent, and also a breech-

loading gun specially constructed for the use of these cartridges. Mr. Lancaster
considered that both cartridges and gun were an infringement of Bellford's patent,

and legal proceedings were taken by Mr. Lancaster against Mr. Daw in respect of

Bellford's patent; but Mr. Lancaster was compelled to abandon the proceedings on
payment of Mr. Daw's costs, as it was discovered that Bellford's French specification

had been deposited in the Bodleian Library within a few days before it was patented

in this country by Lancaster. In 1864 Messrs. Eley again took up Pottet's cart-

ridge, adopting a triangular anvil, but scooping out the sides instead of leaving

them plane, as in 1857, thus allowing a larger space for the passage of the flame,

and also reverting to the external position of the flanges of the inner chamber. In

February last they sent the plaintiff a circular announcing that they were supplying

central-fire breech-loading cartridges for guns manufactured on the Lancaster

and other systems. After some correspondence, in the course of which Messrs.

Eley asserted that they had made and sold central-fire cartridges for many years

prior to Schneider's patent, and that it was their intention to continue doing

so, the plaintiff had filed his bill to establish the validity of his patent and to

restrain the alleged infringement. The case came on for hearing upon motion

for decree in November, 1865. The defence raised was in effect that Schneider's

patent was bad from having been anticipated by Pottet's invention, and also

by prior user in the experiments made by Messrs. Eley under Mr. Lancaster's

direction in 1857, and that the patent was also bad upon the terms of

the specification. The defendants also insisted that in any case they had not

been guilty of wilful infringement, as they had adopted Pottet's invention and

improved upon it from time to time without the smallest intention of pirating any

existing patent. The case lasted some days, and on the 24th of November, 1865,

his Honour gave judgment in favour of the plaintiff, holding that the defences of

anticipation and prior user had not been established upon the evidence, and that

Pottet's invention, which, if made after the date of Schneider's patent, would have been

held to have been a clumsy imitation for the purpose of effecting the same result,

did not, from being prior in date to Schneider's invention, have the effect of invali-

dating that patent. His Honour also held that Schneider's specification was not

invalidated from the claim being too large in its terms, and that the case of infringe-

ment was fully made out. Although that judgment was delivered in November,

the decree was not actually drawn out till the 27th of January, 1866. The validity

of Schneider's English patent was thereby declared, and an injunction was granted

restraining the defendants from manufacturing, &c, any cartridges similar to or only

colourablv differing from those patented by Schneider, or from otherwise infringing

the patent. About this date proceedings were instituted before the French tribunals

by Messrs. Eley for the purpose of invalidating, on the ground of the non-payment

of the annual duties, the French patent obtained by Francois Eugene Schneider in

February, 1858. According to article 32 of the law of the 5th of July, 1844, still

in force in France, patentees who omit to pay the annuity or annual duty to Govern-

ment during the continuance of their patents, forfeit all their rights under the

patent and the certificates of addition founded thereon; but an order of the proper

court is necessary for the purpose of declaring the patent void. It appeared that

Francois Eugene Schneider, who resided at Strasburg, was in partnership with his

brother, Georges Schneider, who resided in Paris, and there represented his brother's

interests. The last of the annual payments in respect of the French patent made

bv Georges Schneider was in February, 1863, and the default was explained in an

affidavit made bv him upon the present motion to have arisen from certain pro-

ceedings before the French tribunals in 1864, in which it was decided that both

Pottet's and Schneider's inventions had been anticipated by some prior invention,

and that after that decision he did not think it worth while to renew the annual

payment upon the patent. On the 22d of February, 1866, judgment was pro-

nounced by the First Chamber of the Civil Tribunal of the first instance of the

Department of the Seine, sitting at the Palais de Justice, Paris, by which the

defendants MM. F. E. Schneider and Georges Schneider were "declared legally

deprived of all rights and advantages to which they may have been entitled, either

together or separately, with reference to the patent granted to F. E. Schneider by

the French Government, dated the 5th of February, 1858, and all certificates of

addition, from the 6th of February, 1864." On the 27th of June, 1866, the Third

Chamber of the Civil Tribunal dismissed an appeal which had been presented on

behalf of F. E. Schneider, and ordered the judgment of the First Chamber to be

carried into effect. In March, 18G6, the defendants having made certain experi-

ments, in which they bad placed two distinct flat anvils cut out of a flat piece of

metal on the Pottet principle in the percussion cap, and thereby obtained what they

considered a superior cartridge, took out a patent for this double anvil cartridge

according to the provisional specification which was filed on the 24th of March, and

corresponded with the complete specification filed on the 21st of September, 1866.

An anvil was " placed in the percussion cap of a central-fire breech-loading cart-

ridge in two or more parts, by which means the flame from the percussion powder

passed between the several parts of the anvil, as well as round the sides, before

escaping through the hole in the centre of the chamber. This arrangement of the

anvil and cap al^o has the efiect of expanding the copper cap tightly within the

chamber and preventing an escape of gas at the breech end of the cartridge. It is
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also more certain of ignition and cheaper to manufacture than an anvil made of one

piece of metal only." The parts of the anvil were stated to be " by preference

formed by punching or cutting them out of a sheet or strip of metal ; and I prefer

to place the rounded or convex sides back to back within the cap, as shown,

whereby spaces are formed for the passage of the flame when the explosion takes

place.
1
' The claim was finally stated to be "the application and employment of

an anvil formed of two or more pieces of metal placed in the percussion cap of a

central-fire breech-loading cartridge, as therein described." "We should add that

Messrs. Eley had lodged an appeal against his Honour's decree, but, as they stated,

considering tbat the use of the single or double Pottet anvil was fairly open to them,

they obtained an order on the 7th of June dismissing their petition of appeal on

payment of the plaintiffs costs. The plaintiff, considering that the defendants

were colourably evading his patent, and thereby infringing the injunction ofJanuary,

1866, by manufacturing cartridges with the double Pottet anvil under their patent

of September, 1S66, now moved to commit the defendants for breach of the injunc-

tion of January, 1666.

The case for the defendants was— first, that they had not in any way infringed

the plaintiffs patent or committed a breach of the injunction, as their process care-

fully avoided those features which were peculiar to Schneider's process, and was
based wholly upon that of Pottet-, which had been already decided by the court so

to differ from that of Schneider as not to have the effect of invalidating it by prior

publication; secondly, that the judicial annulment of Schneider's French patent by

the French tribunal in February, 1866, at once determined the English patent and
all proceedings for the purpose of enforcing it, by virtue of sec. 25 of the Patent

Law Amendment Act, 1852 (15th and 16th of Victoria, cap. 83), which provides

that where a patent has been taken out in this country for a patented foreign

invention, " all rights and privileges under such letters patent shall (notwithstanding

any term in such letters patent limited) cease and be void immediately upon the

expiration or sooner determination of the term during which the patent or like

privilege obtained in snch foreign country shall continue in force."

In reply it was contended that Schneider's French patent of February, 1858, and
his English patent, of September, 1861, were not identical, so that the judgment
of the French tribunal would not have the effect of avoiding the English patent.

But even assuming their identity, the French patent was shown by the affidavit of

G. Schneider, the defendants* witness, to have been in a previous proceeding before

the French courts declared void ah initio, and, therefore, as no patent right ever

existed in France, section 25 did not apply, and the English patent remained in

force. In any case, the annulment of the French patent could not be extended
to 3ffect the rights of the plaintiff as equitable assignee of the English patent,

especially as he was represented before the French tribunal. It was also contended
on behalf of the plaintiff that as the French patent was declared void from February,

1864, more than a year before this bill was filed, it was not open to the defendants
to raise this question upon a motion to commit, and that they ought to have filed

a bill of review in order to set aside the decree by which the validity of the English
patent was affirmed after it had (by the falling of the French patent) become
determined.

The arguments upon the question of infringement were of too technical a nature
to admit of any intelligible condensation within reasonable limits.

We may add that it was in evidence that a modification of the Pottet anvil is

being largely used by Colonel Boxer, as superintendent of the royal laboratories in

Woolwich Arsenal, in the conversion of Enfield into breech-loading rifles, and that
the plaintiff, Mr. Daw, who alleges that the anvils spoken of by Colonel Boxer as

Pottet anvils are modifications of Schneider's anvil, has complained to the secretary

of the War Department of the use at Woolwich of these anvils as being an infringe-

ment of his patent.

Mr. Wiilcock, Q.C., Mr. H. T. Cole, Q.C., Mr. Boyle, and Mr. Ashton were for

the plaintiffs; Mr. Daniell, Q.C., Mr. Grove, Q C, and Mr. Langley were for the
defendants.

The Vice-Chancellor said that the first question was whether this patent (during
the existence of which the injunction granted would last, and no longer) was still

in existence; and, if not, whether it was in existence at the date of the decree of
this court pronounced on the 27th of January, 1866. If the English patent was
void at that time by the retrospective effect of the judgment of decheance pro-
nounced by the French tribunal in February, 1866, then, no doubt, some difficulty

would arise in dealing with the question upon the present motion, and the proper
course for the defendants, in order to avoid the decree of this court, would, he
apprehended, have been to file a bill of review. If, on the other hand, the patent
was valid at the date of the English decree, though subsequently avoided by the
judgment of the French court, then the decree would stand unimpeached, and it

would be open to the defendants to show that after that decree the patent had
ceased, and that, as the injunction was only co-existent with the patent, the injunc-
tion had fallen to the ground when the patent was determined, and, consequently,
that there was no longer any order of the court which the defendants could be said
to have infringed. Upon the evidence adduced he was of opinion tbat the decree
of this court upholding the patent was valid, and that the English patent was only
determined from the 22nd of February, 1866, the date of the French judgment.
The evidence as to the French law showed that a patent was not determined in

France for omission to pay the annual duties without some proceeding by the proper
court by which it was declared to be determined; and that although the French
court might declare that the patent lost its validity from some antecedent period
(in the present case from the 4th of February, 1864), yet the declaration of the
French court to that effect was necessary, and until it was obtained the English
court would, notwithstanding the 25th section of the 15th and 16th Vict., cap?83
be justified in declaring in January, 1866 (a month before the judgment of the
French tribunal), that the patent was in force in this country. It, therefore became
necessary to consider—firstly, the effect of the provisions of the Patent Law Amend-
ment Act (15th and 16th Vict., cap. 83, sec. 25); and secondly, whether the
French patent of 1858 was identical *vith the English one of 1861. Now in
looking at section 25, one saw at once that the object was to prevent the subjects
of this kingdom being fettered in their right to compete with foreigners in the
production and manufacture of different articles when it was open to foreigners to

THIRD SEEIE3.—VOL. II.

enter into such competition without being fettered by any exclusive rights claimed

by any inventor and patentee. It had been very ingeniously contended by Mr.
Wiilcock, in reply, that a void foreign patent was to be treated as no patent at all,

and that as this patent was stated in George Schneider's affidavit to have been

declared by the French courts, in 1864, invalid for want of novelty, the case was
one in which everyone was entitled to manufacture the article abroad, and, conse-

quently, that sec. 25 did not apply, the invention, so far as a patent was concerned,

being new in this country. No such question arose in this case, as the French
patent of 1858 had been declared void, not ab initio, but from February, 1864,
when the annuity ceased to be paid, and the original validity of the patent was
assumed by that judgment. With respect to those other proceedings mentioned
by Schneider in his affidavit, they were not in evidence before him, and he must
hold that from the date of the judgment of the French tribunal, in February, 1866,
and not sooner, the English patent was determined by force of sec. 25 of 15th and
16th Vict , cap. 83. It could not either be maintained that the plaintiff, Mr. Daw,
as equitable assignee from Schneider, was not bound by the decision of the French
court. The assignee would, in his opinion, be bound by any decision made against

the original patentee, and it was clearly the business of the assignee to have seen
that the foreign patent was kept up in full validity. The French patent of Schneider
was gone, and, if it was identical with the English patent, it followed as the neces-

sary result that the English patent would be also determined. He had come to

the conclusion that no substantial distinction could be drawn between the two
patents, which were in effect identical, and consequently the injunction granted in

January, 1866, in favour of the English patent terminated from the moment that

the French tribunal had declared the French patent to be determined. Upon the

question of infringement, he felt bound to add that, though it appeared on the

former occasion there had been a distinct and clear imitation of the plaintiff's

process by Messrs. Eley, yet what they had since done was very different. The
plaintiff's process, in order to obviate the objection that his claim was too large,

was in effect limited to procuring fixity for his anvil in the chamber or cap by the

cylindrical form which adhered and fitted closely—a close fit—while cuts or grooves
were used in connection with this cylindrical form in order to afford free passage

for the flame from the detonating powder. The defendants had, in the first instance,

made an anvil, not cylindrical, but a species of triangular section, which adhered
to the sides of the cap and filled it as nearly as possible, thus fulfilling the main
condition of the plaintiff's process, while it was in evidence that the process of

constructing the anvils was almost identical. What they had done since the date

of the decree was very different. By adopting the plan of doubling Pottet's anvil,

which was simply punched out of a sheet of metal, and securing adhesion and fixity

without filling up the cap, as nearly as possible, they had secured the same result

as the plaintiff without trenching upon his limits. Upon the question of infringe-

ment alone, he should come to the conclusion that the defendants had not been
guilty of any colourable evasion of the plaintiff's patent, and that it was not a case

for a committal, or for making the defendants pay the costs of the motion. Under
all the circumstances, he must refuse the motion with costs.

—

Engineer.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Modern Practice of American Mechanists and Engineers,

&c. By Egbert P. Watson, late of the Scientific American. 1

vol. 8vo., with illustrations. Philadelphia and London. 1867.

We opened this book with expectation of finding a good deal that

might prove novel, and in that, some that should be of value. We
have, however, been much disappointed. The author in his preface,

with wonderful modesty, for an American, is good enough to warn his

readers that * l he does not as author claim that his volume covers the

whole art and mystery of machine making;" qualifying this, however,

by the assurance that " the matter will be found to be purely American,

and must therefore possess additional practical value to American

mechanics." The only logical connection we can make out of this sen-

tence is none other than this, that as American knowledge and skill

in everything, and a little more, confessedly (on the part of America)
" whips all creation," so purely American information, cleared from the

dross and scum of all handed-down wisdom, and other such " old

country" chaff, is that alone which can be of practical value to an

American. Who is he, the citizen of the great Republic, that he

should have any room to be taught by an Archimedes or a Watt,

people long shut up? With the fitting reverence for such quintessential

fresh cream of the cream of knowledge, we opened the book at random,

and here is what we saw at pp. 268, 269, under the head of " various

useful items :"—" The momentum of a moving body is its mass multi-

plied into its velocity, while the vis viva is one-half the mass mul-

tiplied into the square of the velocity. Momentum is a mere term

employed in certain mathematical processes, with no corresponding

quantity in nature? but vis viva, or 'live strength,
1

is the actual force

exerted by any moving body—the sum of the resistance required to

bring the body to a state of rest," Quite luminous, and no doubt equally

exact; and what, we would ask, may "work" be in relation to this

definition of " live strength ?"

Again—" The weight of castings may be found by multiplying the

width in quarter inches by the thickness in one-eighth inches ; the

2 x
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result is in pounds per foot in length. We (the author) have never

tested this rule, but it is said to be a good one." So we think, as good

a one as any to be found in Joe Miller. Let us old country folks try

its excellence upon a square foot of cast iron, an inch thick, which we

in general here hold to weigh about 40 lbs. avoir. 12 x 4= 48 quarters

times 8 eighths in thickness= 384 lbs. What a dense article American

cast iron must be ; between nine and ten times its specific gravity any-

where else than in these " useful items !

"

Once more, same page—" The welding point of iron is from 12,000

to 13,400 degrees; cast iron melts at from 17,000 to 20,000 degrees of

heat." It would have been a " useful item" to have added upon what

scale or instrument these " big" degrees are recorded. In this old

world it is commonly supposed that cast iron melts below the welding

heat, i.e., the incipient fusion of wrought iron. At p. 260 we have

the amazing information that " a double-threaded screw runs no faster

through a nut than a single-threaded one of the same pitch." In one

word, the last chapter, No. XL1L, consists of filling stuff of such novel

and exact material as those items which we have given as samples,

the whole of which, bating the blundering, may be found in any old

mechanical text or receipt book in English for the last thirty years or

thereabouts.

Going backwards through the book—one way will do quite as well

as the other, for any sequence to be found in its chapters—we have at

p. 227 the laws of expansion explained, and wonderfully and fearfully

they are made out for any unhappy wight who should be obliged to

take them from this book only, and act upon his information. " The
general fact that most bodies expand under heat is well known ;" but

some metals (iron, to wit) if they be only heated and cooled often enough,

get into a bad habit and refuse to contract again. If a crank pin, for

example, be heated and cooled three times " it will be found that the

metal has gained in size, having absorbed some elements that caused its

fibres to swell, and so enlarge the diameter." The italics are ours. In

Europe we have for a good while been of opinion that this permanent

enlargement of cylindrical or spherical iron pieces, by alternate heating

and rapid cooling, was due to the outer couches being first constrained

to lengthen circumferentially, when the still hot interior would not let

them contract upon it, and to the radial pull of the relatively cold and

rigid and elongated arch or dome of the outside couches afterwards

compelling the interior portion to separate at one or more diametral

planes, and leave more or less of cavity. But this solution was old, and

not " purely American," so we here find it is " some element absorbed

that swells the fibres." Can it have anything to do with " spirit

rapping," or with the fact that the crank was to be dipped " three times,"

three being a magic number everywhere?

We have had enough of the philosophy of the book. A large por-

tion of the middle of the volume is made up of desultory and, for the

main part, thoroughly useless and often trivial and Dearly always in-

exactly expressed observations, and little better than gossip, about steam

engines and their parts and movements, gear, &c. ; and about all this

the less we say the better our readers will thank us.

AVe turned to the earlier parts of the volume, which treat of tools and

the modes of applying them, in expectation of finding something to

redeem the rest, mindful of the undoubted fact that America does send

forth numbers of ingenious tools and labour-saving contrivances ; but

here we were nearly as much disappointed as with the rest. We literally

have not found a single sentence of novelty or value, to any English

mechanic, well enough taught by workshop experience to be the fore-

man or leading hand of any small engineering or machine-making shop.

There is not a tool of any sort described that will not be found noticed,

individually or in principle, either by Willis or Holtzappfel, or even in

such old books as the " Guide de Tourneur ;" nothing even resembling

a principle is anywhere shadowed forth, upon which the proper forms

of cutting tools for given substances depend.

A few of the remarks made indicate a want of all practical experi-

ence ; e.g., at p. 115, where it is suggested as a mode of exactly rounding

holes cast in to cast iron, to drive a conical drift, big end foremost,

through them, in place of plugging up with wood and drilling out. It

would be hard to match all this as a farrago of bad practice. "Fettlers,"

those who clear the sand cores out of holes " cast in," do already

employ steel drifts, but these must never fill the holes; or the castings,

if at all thin, as a flange, for example, are nearly certain to be injured or

even fractured more or less. But if holes are wanted to be exact to

size and place, smooth and cylindrical, don't cast them in at all, but drill

them out of the solid metal, as both the best and the cheapest way; if

they are cast in, and by ill luck crooked or slightly out of place, the old

plan of rbymering or of plugging and drilling out is the best.

The next chapter is devoted to what is spelled " rimmers," by
which is meant rhymers, or "rheamers," more correctly. "A square

rimmer is not worth a cent to do good work," says the oracle of Ameri-

can information pure and undefiled. Did Mr. Watson ever bear that

for brass, gun metal, and copper, or like soft metals, a square rhymer is

the right thing, and that, armed with four segmental slips of hard wood
against the four sides, it makes about the best of all forms for a conical

rhymer. Cock founders, who employ rhymers, use no other, and they

need good work. Rhymers of an}' sort have very little business in

engine shops nowadays.

With what the author says about scraping and scraped surfaces we
are disposed to a great extent to agree. A great deal of humbug and
nonsense has been talked about the accuracy and importance of scraper

got up surfaces, from the time that Mr. Whitworth first promulgated his

notions about such, down to the present. In large work such as now
engages most engine shops, and with such planing machines and planing

tools as are now at command, scraping is neatly a useless refinement,

often a mere pretence. There is no slide valve of a large engine that

might not safely be set to work without either valve or face being

touched after leaving the planing machine ; and after a few days working

the surfaces would be found truer and better than all the scraping in the

world can make them.

A piece of a chapter (XXI.) is occupied with instructions for drilling

and turning glass. The whole secret, it is declared, consists in using

hard steel files or drills wet with spirits of turpentine, saturated with

camphor. Now, so far as the turpentine goes, there is no secret at all

;

this plan of mitigating the jar of the tool upon the glass, tending to break

the latter, and of the wear of the tool by the glass fragments, having been

long known and widely. The camphor is a perfectly useless addition. If

Mr. Watson had consulted " The Gentlemen's Cabinet;" an old English

book of mechanical recipes of about a century old ; or Dr. Lewis'

"Commerce of the Arts," or a long defunct mechanical London perio-

dical, Gill's Technological Repository, he would have found, especially

in the latter, some really valuable " notions" for extemporanea in drilling

and working glass. And in Hollzappfel's volumes he would have found

a " dodge" for perforating glass worth a score of his hard drills, with

their attendant " embrocation" of camphorated spirits.

The only thing to commend in the whole volume that we have

observed consists in the directions given in Chapter XLI., for plaiting or

laying up gaskets of hemp, an art going so much out of fashion with us,

from the multiplication of metallic packings, that not very many "engine

tenders" are now to be found who know well how to lay up an eight

strand hempen gasket. There are some capital woodcuts illustrating

the manual movements for this, here given.

America surely can produce something better than this, as a repository

to tell of the great amount of real tool craft and personal skill and

ingenuity to be found in her workshops.

—

Ed.

CORRESPONDENCE.

"We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of

Correspondents.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal,')

Sir,—Tn the Practical Mechanics' Journal for 1863, June 1, page 57, is a

description of the Pneumatic Dispatch, containing mention of Mr. Rammell's

air ejector. I am very anxious to obtain full information as to the best form of a

simple machine for ventilating barracks in India. We do use a machine like a

winnowing machine, calling it a thermantidote ; hut its form and size are generally

very clumsy and inconvenient. I should be most obliged if you would kindly obtain

for me some accurate description of Mr. Rammell's machine, or of any other, with

an investigation of the results, or of the best form. At page 141 of the same year

you mention General Morin's admirable work. We propose to adopt a modification

of his plans, using a centrifugal machine driven by bullocks (instead of fires, which

are expensive in India) to exhaust the foul and force in the fresh air. I feel a

difficulty, however, in the want of scientific men and of good workshops in India.

Any help you can give me would be most acceptable.

Yours very truly,

F. R. Maunseli., Major, Royal Engineers,

President of Committe on Ventilation and CooliDg.

Roorkee, N.W.P. Bengal, 23rd October, 18G6.
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SOUTH DEVON AND CORNWALL RAILWAYS' PASSENGER ENGINES.

(To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

Sir,—In the very interesting paper on the locomotives of the South Devon

and Cornwall Railways in last January number, you have forgotten only one

thinf; it is to give the principal dimensions and weight of those engines. I hope

we shall find these given in one of your early numbers.

One of your Readers,

Jules M., Civil Engineer.

Paris, 27 Rue Notre Dame des Champs, 9 Janvier, 1S67.

When writing the paper our correspondent refers to, we really did not think it

necessary to give the dimensions, for, the engraving being made to the scale of

| inch= l foot, it is a very easy matter to take out the quantities of any or the

whole of the parts; for his information, however, we add the following:

—

Diameter of cylinder, 17 inches.

Stroke of cylinder, —

.

24

Diameter of driving wheels, 5 feet 9 inches.

Diameter of trailing wheels, 5 " 9 *

Diameter of bogie wheels, 3 " 6 *'

Wheel base 18 " 4|
"

Gauge, 7

Number of tubes (2 inches diameter), 231.

Tube surface in square feet, 1269 '807.

Firebox surface in square feet, 120'9.

Area of grate in square feet, 21 '37.

Capacity of tank, 1000 gallons.

Capacity of coke bos, 75 cubic feet.

Weight of engine loaded, about, 35 tons. V.D.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Ax Old Subscriber.— 1. The best short and practical work on gas meters is

the trade catalogue of Mr. G. Bower, C.E., of St. Neots. 2. Tuxford & Co. were

the exhibitors referred to.

Racking.—Too late. Reply in next part.

Propeller.—We shall be glad to have yonr drawings, and we will consider

them. If adapted to our pages, and we find the advantages really are what you

state them to be, we will publish the proposal; however, we cannot believe that

any arrangement can give so high an efficiency: the very best turbine ever made
never approached your results (?) by 18 per cent.

Tank Engine.—1st, No, not now. The South Devon goods traffic used to be

worked sometimes by the old coupled engines of the original Corsair class; but

for some years six-wheeled goods engines with saddle tanks, all the wheels coupled,

have been used. 2nd, The older goods engines were, we believe, principally copies

of the second Brunei's engines on the Vale of Neath Railway ; they were built by

the Vulcan Foundry Co. 3rd, The Corsair may often be seen at Swindon now
;

we believe she is used on the South Wales section. Your other query requires

considering.

Beta.—You will find it in any elementary work on the steam engine—" Bourne's

Catechism," for instance.

Channel.—Very little is known publicly of Mr. Hawkshaw's survey; no doubt

he will, when the time comes, bring the results of his investigations before The

Institution.

Gas.—To what extent we are not prepared at once to say.

ERRATA IN LAST PART.

Page 303, second column, fifth line from top of page, for " Homerdon " read

* Hemerdon."

Page 304, first column, thirteenth line from bottom of page, for " of eroding " read
Lt of /Atj eroding,"

Page 305, second column, thirteenth and fourteenth lines,

for
17X17X8X66= 6633 read

17 X 17X2X59-4 =^^
5*75 5 75

W. H. JAMES, C.E.

Wk willingly give publicity to the following particulars as to a testimonial fund

about being established for the benefit of an engineer now in advanced life, and

without the powers to continue practice; one whose name is inseparably connected

with the earlier advances of the railway system in Great Britain, and whose fertile

brain was used by those who derived credit and pudding from it that better belonged

to the man whose countrymen now try to do him some tardy justice by the attempt

to provide in some degree for. his declining years :—

THE W. H. JAMES' TESTIMONIAL ANNUITY FUND.

President—Fbascjs Peake. Treasurer—Washtkoton Lyon. Bankers—London and
County Bank, 21 Lombard Street.

At a meeting held at 93 Cannon Street, on Monday, December 3, 1866, the

following resolutions were passed :

—

Resolved— "That this meeting do now form itself into a committee (with power

to add to its number) with the view of raising a testimonial fund for Mr. W. H.

James, C.E. fnow seventy-one years of age, and without any regular source of

income), in acknowledgment of his valuable inventions in connection with our rail-

way system, particularly the introduction of tubes into locomotive engine boilers, as

will be seen by the agreement entered into by him, in the year 1821, with Georgo

Stephenson, of which the following is a copy :
—

' Copy of the original agreement in

respect to locomotive engines, between William Losh, George Stephenson, William

James, and William Henry James. Dated September 1, 1821.—Know all men by

these presents, that we, William Losh, of the town and county of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, ironfounder, and George Stephenson, of Killingworth, in the county of North-

umberland, engineer, in consideration of five pounds of lawful money to us paid, at

or before the sealing and delivery of these presents, and in cons'on of William

James, Esq., of Westbromwich, in the county of Stafford, miner and engineer,

giving his recommendation and best assistance, for the using and employing the

locomotive engines, for which we, William Losh and George Stephenson, have

obtained two letters patent, on such terms as we shall by writing direct and appoint.

We, the said Losh and Stephenson, have granted and assigned, and by these presents

do grant and assign unto the said William James, his heirs, adm'ors, and assigns,

one-fourth part or share of our rights and patents, in the exclusive use of the

locomotive engine for working on railroads, secured to us by certain acts of letters

patent cf his late Majesty, and of the profits arising from the granting the use

thereof to any other party or persons whomsoever— such fourth part or share of

the use, right, interest, and profits, to be confined to engines made, used, and sold

in that part of England and Wales lying south of a line drawn from the town of

Liverpool to the town of Hull; to have and to hold such fourth part or share of

the said patent right and profits from the date hereof, unto the said William James,

during the term of the said letters patent.—Given under our hands and seals this

first day of September, 1821.
* William Losh,
' George Stephenson.

'And in consideration of such grant of one-fourth share in their patent, William

James agrees to allow the said William Losh and George Stephenson to adopt any

improvements and the introduction of tubes to their boilers, as contained in the

letters patent of William Henry James, son of the said William James, as granted

to him in the reign of his present Majesty.

'(Signed) William Henry James.
William James.

'Dated 1st September, 1821.'"

It was also resolved that an account should be opened at the London and County

Bank, 21 Lombard Street, in the name of the Treasurer of "The W. H. James1

Annuity Fund," and that Mr. Washington Lyon be treasurer.

The account is now open at the London and County Bank, Lombard Street, and

any amounts sent there, or to the branches of that establishment, will be placed to

credit of the fund and duly acknowledged by the treasurer. The committee will be

happy to receive any amounts that may be addressed to them at the committee

room, 93 Cannon Street.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS, MANCHESTER.

The last report of this association has reached us too late for insertion

in the present issue; besides, the pressure of other important matter

compels it and some other communications unavoidably to lie over

until next month.—V.D.

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

Ordinary Meeting, December 11th, 1866. Edward Schunck, Ph.D., F.R.S.,

&c, President, in the chair.
41 On the Recent Suspension, by the Board of Trade, of Cautionary Storm Warn-

ings," by Joseph Baxendell, F.R.A.S.

On the 29th ult. a circular was issued by the Board of Trade, announcing that

the "cautionary storm warnings," which have from time to time been issued by

the Meteorological Department of the Board, would be suspended from the 7th day

of December instant. This step, it appears, has been taken on the recommenda-

tion of the president and council of the Royal Society, who are of opinion that " at

present these warnings are founded on rules mainly empirical, and therefore should

not be issued under the superintendence of the scientific body to whom the discus-

sion of meteorological observations will be committed." No attempt appears to

have been made by the board to ascertain the opinions and wishes of those classes

of the community for whose benefit the system of issuing storm warnings was
originated by the late Admiral Fitzroy. No complaints against the system, as

carried out by the admiral, and since his death by Mr. Babington, have been made
by those most deeply interested in its operation ;

nor has any evidence been produced

to show that it has led to loss or inconvenience. On the contrary, it is very gene-

rally admitted that it has been the means of saving many valuable lives, and also

an amount of property greatly exceeding in value the whole cost of the department

in which it had its origin. Whether the rules on which it is founded are empirical

or not, the system, as a mere commercial speculation, has been successful, and it

is therefore difficult to understand why the Board of Trade should have attached

so much importance to the reasons advanced by the president and council of the

Royal Society, and allowed them to outweigh other far more important considerations.

If the president and council think that the superintendence of the duties connected

with the system of issuing storm warnings would be derogatory to the scientific

body to whom the discussion of meteorological observations will be committed, it

does not follow that the system ought to be suspended for an indefinite length of

time, but rather, that its management ought to be committed to some more suitably

constituted body. If, however, it is intended to be understood that the system
ought to be discontinued because the rules upon which storm warnings are founded
are at uresent mainly empirical, then it may be replied that, iu the early stages of
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every science, its rules are mainly empirical ; but it has never before been urged

that therefore we ought to deprive ourselves of such advantages as may be derived

from the limited amount of knowledge we may happen to possess. The rules by which

the laws of magnetism are applied to the correction of compasses in iron ships are

to a great extent empirical, and, in spite of the greatest care in their application,

serious errors are sometimes made; but are we on that account to decline to avail

ourselves of such aid as they do afford, imperfect, and to sume extent uncertain,

though it may be? Long after the predicted places of the moon were given in the

Nautical Almanac, the longitudes derived from lunar distances were often very

considerably in error ; but no scientific man, or body of men, at that time ventured

to suggest that the publication of the Nautical Almanac ought to be suspended

until astronomers had perfected the lunar theory. The laws relating to the strength

of materials were long in a very unsatisfactory state; but scientific men did not

urge, that therefore we ought to suspend building and engineering operations until

these laws had been established on a strictly scientific basis. It is needless, however,

to multiply illustrations to show the unsoundness of the principle on which the

recommendation is based; and it requires but a moderate acquaintance with scien-

tific methods to see that in a science which aims at prediction, its progress will be

best and most surely advanced by a continuous and systematic comparison of the

phenomena as they actually occur with the phenomena as predicted It is in this

way that the methods of astronomy have attained their present high degree of per-

fection ; and it will be obvious, on a little consideration, that, if Mr. Babington's

predictions or forecasts of the weather are regularly and systematically compared
with the phenomena which actually occur, many points of considerable interest will

doubtless often be brought under immediate notice which might otherwise long

escape detection, and in this way an impelus will be given to the progress of the

science which could not be applied in any other way or by any other means.

In the circular issued by the Board of Trade it is stated that the president and

council of the Royal Society think that "in a few years the rules on which storm

warnings are founded may probably be much improved by deductions from the

observations in land meteorology, which will by that time have been collected and

studied." Now, this allusion to land meteorology refers, no doubt, to a recom-

mendation made in a letter addressed by the president of the Royal Society to

Mr. F.irrer, one of the secretaries of the Board of Trade, on the 15th June, 1865.

Mr. Farrer had informed the president " that the Admiralty were willing to under-

take, and to place in the hands of their hydrograplier, all those observations which

can properly be made use of in framing charts for purposes of navigation, but not

those which relate to meteorology proper;'* and the president, in referring to this,

interprets the term "meteorology proper" to mean merely "the land meteorology

of the British Islands;" but how this singular interpretation was arrived at is not

stated. He then goes on to urge the desirability of establishing " a few stations

—

say six— distributed at nearly equal distances, in a meridional direction, from the

south of England to the north of Scotland, furnished with self-recording instru-

ments, supplied from, and duly verified at, one of the stations, regarded as a central

station." This central station, he afterwards suggests, should be the Observatory

of the British Association, at Kew. Now, it has long been known to meteorologists

that deductions from observations made within the narrow limits of the British

Islands are quite insufficient to lead to the detection and development of the laws

which regulate those great movements and phenomena of the atmosphere upon which

the daily changes in the weather at any given station depend. The principal

meteorological elements of the British Islands have already been determined with

considerable accuracy, from observations made during long series of years, at various

observatories and stations, both public and private; and any minute changes in

their values that may be rendered necessary by future observations with improved

instruments, are not at all likely to have any sensible influence on the empirical

laws upon which storm warnings have been based. The truth is, tins land meteoro-

logy scheme is altogether unnecessary for the purpose of correcting these empirical

laws. It is not so much in the multiplication of observations over limited areas, as

in the adoption of improved methods of combining and treating observations at

stations scattered some distance apart over every accessible portion of the earth's

surface, that we must look for new discoveries, and for the means of establishing

the rules of meteorology on a strictly scientific basis.

The cost of carrying out the land meteorology scheme would be out of all pro-

portion to the results ever likely to be obtained from it; and it would be unjust to

the commercial oommunity to withdraw the funds which have hitherto been so

usefully applied in the interests of humanity and commerce, and devote them to the

establishment, by an irresponsible body, of a scheme of such doubtful utility.

It will be evident from the above remarks that the recommendation of the pre-

sident and council of the Royal Society, from whatever point of view it may be

regarded, is a retrograde movement, opposed to the true interests of the science of

meteorology, and likely, if acted upon, to retard its progress. It is therefore to be

hoped that the Board of Trade will reconsider their decision, and not, for light and

insufficient reasons, discontinue a system which, on grounds of humanity and com-
mercial economy, has met with the general approval of the country, and is, moreover,

so likely to contribute materially to the advancement of a popular and highly-

important branch of science.

Mr. Thos. Heelis, F.R.A.S , urged that the abolition of the cautionary signals

would tell hardly against the coasting craft and fishermen. To large well-found

sea-going vessels, well provided with instruments, the signals were not of much
use; but the case was very different with the masters and owners of the coasting

vessels who were unable to affurd instruments. He instanoed the case of the colliers

which supply the large steamers at Southampton with coal brought from the south

Welsh ports. These vessels have to make all their passages from Southampton to

the westward in ballast, and it is of the utmost importance to them not to be caught

by a gale from the southward between Plymouth or Falmouth and the Land's

End. He was not aware that any complaints as to the inefficiency of the storm

warnings had been received from the masters of coasters; and considering the amount
of capital and number of hands employed in the trade, and the fact that they had
no powerful organ to advocate their views, he thought that their interests deserved

consideration, and feared that they had been overlooked. The saving of life should,

especially at present when so many complaints are current about the deficiency

in the supply of seamen, be a great object, even if such saving were effected by
empirical means. Mr. Heelis had no confidence in the prospect of improving the

meteorology of the coast by observations inland. He rather advocated the improve-
ment of the land meteorology by observations on the coast ; and he had noticed a

decided improvement of late in the storm warnings. Having been engaged in a

yachting cruise on the Cornish coast during the months of August and September
last, he had paid a good deal of attention to the signals, and had never seen them
hoisted without the forecast being speedily verified.

Ordinary Meeting, December 26, 1866. Edward Schunck, Ph.D., F.R.S.,

President, in the chair,
11 On some recent observations on the Specific Gravity of Sea Water," by Thomas

Heelis, F.R.A.S.

The author had in the course of several long voyages accumulated a number of

observations on this subject, all of which were made at sea with the hydrometer.

On coming to examine and reduce his results, he had referred to a paper by the late

Professor Forchhammer of Copenhagen, published in the " Philosophical Transac-

tions." The results arrived at by the professor differed so much from those obtained

by the author that a careful examination of the professor's paper became necessary

before any progress could be made in the redaction of the author's observations, as,

if the results of the professor were correct, the observations must involve such errors

that their reduction would be useless. The examination was therefore undertaken,

and was extended to the results of the American observations, which are shown in

a curve given among the plates to Maury's '' Physical Geography of the Sea " (9th

edition). The American observations were found to accord with those of the author

and to differ from the results obtained by the professor to an extent in some cases

of one per cent, of the total salinity. The apparent cause of the discrepancy seemed

to be the length of time during which some of the professor's specimens were kept

before being subjected to analysis; the paper in the "Philosophical Transactions"

showing that in one case at least this interval amounted to some twenty years. A
further examination of the paper showed, as the author conceived, great errors in

arrangement, and especially in the determination of the areas, all the water taken

in which was assumed to be from the same region, and all the results of which

specimens were included in a common average. There was a strange deficiency in

the observations for certain regions, but the boundary lines of the areas were so

arranged that the Gulf Stream was included in three regions, the L'Agulhas current

in two, and the Equatorial current in two at least; so that if the results had not

been drawn from too few specimens, the effect of the high specific gravity of these

currents would have been entirely masked by the observations of other water not

the subject of current, but included in the averages as belonging to the same

regions. As it was, the same result, viz., the disappearance of the effect on the

average of each region of the high specific gravity of the waters of these currents,

was found to occur, because of the small number of observations in the currents,

there being only one, for instance, of the L'Agulhas current, and this one being

masked in the average of the Indian Ocean region; the specific gravity of part of

which, as is well known, is reduced by the fresh water of the large Asiatic rivers.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—At the last meeting of the members

of this Society, on the 8th inst., Mr. C H. Gregory, vice-president, in the chair,

six candidates were balloted for, and declared duly elected, including five members,

v i z , :—Mr. John Clark, Engineer to the Municipal Council of Shanghae ; Mr. Lewis

Henry Moorsom, Resident Engineer in charge of Works at the London Road Station,

Manchester, of the London and North-Western, and Manchester, Sheffield, and

Lincolnshire Railway Companies; Mr. James Long Parker, Executive Engineer of

the 1st grade in the service of the Government of India, Meerut; Mr. Charles

Sacre, Chief Engineer to the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway

Company ; and Mr. Edwin Thomas, Engineer to the Regent's Canal Company; and

one Associate, viz., Mr. Adam Fettiplace Blandy, Resident Engineer, Millwall Docks.

January 15, 1867.—The Paper read was on "Ships of War," by Mr. John

Bourne. The author stated that, in his opinion, the only vessels capable of carrying

sufficient thickness of armour to resist modern ordnance, were those built on the

Monitor or turret system, the invention of Captain John Ericsson, of New York.

He maintained that although broadside vessels might be useful and even necessary,

and he could imagine cases where they might almost be indispensable, yet that no

broadside fleet would be safe unless accompanied by a flotilla of Monitors. It was

simply a question of preponderance of forces ; and in any future maritime war, the

strongest armour and the heaviest guns must necessarily prevail. He proposed that

any Monitors now to be built should have side armour 18 inches thick backed by

4 feet of oak, and a turret 24 inches thick carrying two 20-inch wrought-iron guns.

Snch a vessel, he contended, could be constructed on a displacement but little

different from that of the Belleropkon, and it would not only be impenetrable now,

but would probably remain so for some years. He considered it had been shown

by ample experience, that such vessels were seaworthy, afforded comfortable accom-

modation for the crew, were healthful, and popular with sailors. In the common

iron-clad, as the armour had to he spread over a high side, it was necessarily thin

and weak ; whereas in the Monitor system, the sides being very low, the area to be

protected was reduced to a minimum, so that with the same displacement the armour

might be made of great thickness, such as would be impenetrable by the heaviest

existing ordnance. The Kalamazoo class of Monitors had side armour 14 inches

thick backed by several feet of oak, and these vessels possessed great facility of

evolution, as they were fitted with balanced rudders and twin screws. In both the

armour and the guns, the broadside system was one of diffusion, the turret or

Monitor system one of concentration. The former had been adopted in France and in

England, the latter in America, where about sixty vessels of this class had already been

built, and recently by Russia and some other continental powers. In the broadside

system the only material innovation on the model of the old men-of-war was in the

application of iron armour to the sides. In some cases the armour was not extended
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to the bow and the stern, but only the central part of the sides and a belt at the

water line were protected, and armour bulkheads were carried across the ship, before

and behind the protected portions of the sides, so as to form the central part of

the vessel into a rectangular fort. This was the principle on which the Bellerophon

and other receut vessels had been built, and its advantage was that it enabled

thicker armour to be applied. In the Monitor system, the guns, which were of

large calibre, were carried in one or two cylindrical towers of iron, and the weight

of the broadside was concentrated in one or two enormous shot, which had momentum
enough to go through the armour of any of the broadside vessels of the Royal Navy

of Great Britain.

There were certain points of dissimilarity between the turret ships of Captain

Coles and those of Captain Ericsson, the most material being that the sides were

not nearly so low in the former as in the Monitors, and the armour of the sides and

the turrets could not consequently, with any given displacement, be made so thick;

nor would it be possible, with safety, to reduce the height of the sides, owing to

the turrets being carried on rollers on the lower deck, thus passing through openings

in the upper deck, which it was difficult to keep tight without jamming the turrets

;

the openings to the engine-room were also merely covered with gratings, or were

otherwise similarly unprotected. In the Monitors, on the contrary, the turrets

revolved upon a metal ring, on the upper deck, and all the openings to the interior

of the vessel were through the top of the turret, or through shot-proof trunks or

pipes, so that even if the deck were washed by the waves, water could not enter

the vessel so long as the deck remained watertight. Captain Coles' vessels had

been but little tested in actual war, and therefore the objections urged against his

system had yet to be proved. On the other hand the Monitors had been found,

during a war of unprecedented magnitude, to be both shotworthy and seaworthy
;

they were confessedly unequalled in their power of penetrating other vessels and

of resisting penetration themselves.

As an illustration of the main features of the structure of the Monitor vessels,

a description was given of the American war-steamer Dictator, built by contract

under Ericsson. Her length was 314 feet, beam 50 feet, and draught of water 20

feet, with 800 tons of coals, and when fully equipped. She was fitted with a single

turret, carrying two Rodman guns, each of 15 inches bore; Ericsson maintaining

that one turret was superior to several. She was propelled by a pair of engines

with cylinders 100 inches diameter and 4 feet stroke. The diameter of the screw

was 21 feet 8 inches, with four blades, and 34 feet pitch. Steam was supplied to

the engines by six boilers, with a double tier of furnaces, numbering fifty-six in all.

The heating surface of the boilers was 34,000 square feet, and the grate area

1120 square feet- The chimney was 10 feet in diameter, and 8 inches thick at

the base, and was provided with a shell-proof grating, placed about 6 feet above

the level of the deck. The engine-room was ventilated by means of a copper fan,

of large diameter, suspended horizontally under the deck, and driven by a small

donkey engine, bolted to the deck beams. The fan, which was not inclosed in a

casing, drew the air, which it sent into the engine room, through a pipe or cylin-

drical trunk, 4 feet in diameter and 8 inches thick, carried high above the deck.

The air thus forced into the engine room passed thence into the boiler room, to

maintain the combustion in the furnaces, which was also aided by two Dimpfel

blowers, each 78 inches diameter, applied under the turret, through the top of which

the air was drawn. The sides of the ship were only 16 inches above the water line,

and were defended by armour 6 feet deep and 4 feet thick, 10£ inches of this

thickness being of iron, and the remainder of oak. The turret was of iron, 24 feet

inside diameter, 9 feet 6 inches high, and 15 inches thick. The vessel tapered to

a point at each end, the side armour being continued so as to form a ram both at

the stem and at the stern ; and by this projection at the stern both the screw and
the rudder were effectually protected. The weight of each shot discharged by the

15-inch gun was 425 lbs., and the quantity of powder burnt every charge was GO lbs.

Comparing the destructive and resisting powers of such a vessel as the Dictator

with an iron-clad like the Bellerophon, the latter carrying on each broadside five

guns of 10^ inches bore, besides two guns at the bow and three at the stern of 7

inches bore, it was contended that none of these guns could pierce the iron turret,

or low sides of the former, or the deck, composed as it was of oak planks, 9 inches

thick, covered with 2 inches of iron, and that all the parts of the vessel were equally

strong to resist the forces that might be brought to bear against them. It might

be supposed that the Diet (tor would be easily run down by the Bellerophon, but

this was argued to be impossible, even if the former were stationary, nor did it agree

with experience, for the Merrimac, when she encountered the first Monitor and tried

to run over her, suffered far more damage from the attempt than her opponent. It

was, however, by the power of the guns and by the thickness of the armour, that

the issue of the contest would be mainly determined ; and while the guns of the

Bellerophon would be powerless against the armour of the Dictator, even if fired

in converging salvos, the Dictator's guns would easily pierce the armour of her

adversary.

The main point connected with the structure of the Monitors, which had provoked

controversy among naval men, was whether it was possible to make heavy vessels,

so low in the water as the Monitors were, safe at sea. Even if this should be

doubted, the necessity for the employment of Monitors for the protection of ports,

harbours, and estuaries, was not the less exigent. But although, in the nautical

mind, the ideas of seaworthiness and height of side were indissolubly associated,

it was believed that it would not be difficult to show that there was no necessary

connection between these conditions. In the Monitors, the deck was as tight as

the bottom, and the only openings to the interior were through towers which the

waves could not enter. Moreover, such vessels did rise to the sea, and it was found

in practice, that towi-rs of the height of those of the Dictator were quite adequate

to enable the vessel to encounter with safety the heaviest seas to which any vessel

could be subjected. During the two years the Monitors were exposed, on a stormy

coast, to all kinds of weather, they proved to be both shotworthy and seaworthy,

and the healthiest vessels in the American fleet. The voyages, however, of the

Monadmack round Cape Horn, and of the Miantonomuh across the Atlantic, had

caused the most plausible of the objections to the system to be abandoned. Various

of her objections were noticed, as, for instance, the want of liveliness imputed to the

Monitors, but this it was argut-d was a material advantage in any vessel requiring

to take an aim with heavy guns, since it must make the aim more sure. In con-

clusion, the author said, what it concerned the government and the country to

know was, that in the Royal Navy there were vessels of at least equal powers in

guns and in armour to those possessed by any other nation, so that in the event of

a naval war, the broadside fleet might not be disabled or captured, from the want

of a flotilla of protecting Monitors, whose function it would be to encounter any

similar vessels belonging to the enemy.

MONTHLY NOTES.

The Floating Dock at Carthagena.'—A letter from Carthagena, in Spain,

says:

—

U A floating dock of unusual size was launched in the large basin of ibis

port on the 5th July last. The majority of foreign naval officers, especially those

of the English navy, have often expressed the opinion that if an attempt were made
to raise a ship of the line, or a frigate, with all her guns on board, by means of this

enormous construction, the floor would give way in the middle and bring the side

walls into contact with the vessel to be repaired. After numerous experiments with

ships of moderate dimensions, it was determined, as a decisive trial, to raise the

frigate Fewolana, with all her armament; and the operation has just been effected

without any of the accidents anticipated. This floating apparatus, constructed by

Mr. Samuel Leighton, an English engineer, of metal plates imported from England,

measures 319 feet 10 inches in length by 105 feet wide outside and 78 feet 9 inches

inside. Its weight is 4600 tons, and it is able to bear vessels weighing 6000 tons,

with 28 feet 3 inches depth of hold. When a vessel has to be careened the floating

dock is submerged by opening valves to let in the water. The ship is then intro-

duced between the two side walls, whose tops are just visible above water; then

the valves are closed, and the water they have admitted is drawn out by powerful

pumps—an operation which requires about three hours. The floating dock is then

towed into the small basin, at the end of which are three railways, each 748 feet
'

long, intended to serve as building slips. The floating apparatus may be placed

before any one of these lines, just like the turn-table of a railway before the rails.

The valves are then opened until the floating dock rests on the bottom of the basin,

and the rails of the float are level with those of the slips, up which the vessel is

hauled by means of a hydraulic press. When repaired, the vessel is launched by

an inverse operation. The careening slips being long enough to contain two vessels

each, six may be simultaneously repaired on them, and another on the floating dock.

The port can therefore repair seven large vessel at once. The floating dock alone

is as yet completed and ready for use. The whole works will cost the Spanish

government £515,800. In all probability, this dock, which has been hitherto used

for government vessels only, will be placed at the disposal of the merchant navy as

soon as the careening slips completing the system shall be finished,"

Poison for Whalks.—A new method of catching whales is now being tried

with considerable success. The deadly effects of the Indian poison called curare, or

woorali, concerning which the most interesting experiments, especially in attempts

made to use it as a specific for lock-jaw, its peculiar action consisting in relaxing

the muscular system, have often been recorded. Strychnine is a poison producing

the contrary effect, the excessive contraction of that system, or, in other words,

tetanus, or lockjaw. It is a curious fact that by the conjunction of these two agents,

so diametrically opposite in their effects, a poison is obtained that will kill almost

instantly if only administered in the dose of half a milligramme per kilogramme of

the animal to be subjected to its action, provided its weight do not exceed 10

kilogrammes. If larger the dose must be proportionally increased. M. Thiercelin,

the inventor of this poison, composes it by mixing a salt of strychnine with one-

twentieth of woorali. To apply it to whale fishing, he makes the compound up

into cartridges of 30 grammes (an ounce) each, which is enough to kill an animal

of 60,000 kilogrammes weight Each cartridge is imbedded in the gunpowder

contained in an explosive shell which is fired off on the whale. In a late whaling

voyage ten whales received such missiles, and all died within from four to eighteen

minutes after the infliction of the wound. Out of these ten whales six were cut up

for their blubber and whalebone. Their remains were handled by careless men,

who frequently had scratches and sores on their skin, and yet not one of them

suffered the slightest injury, a circumstance which shows that the poison cannot be

transmitted from the fish to the men. Its poisonous action on the whale is, how-

ever so great, that practically the dose will have to be diminished, so that the death

of the creature may not be so sudden.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—The next annual meeting of this

institution, which is to be held at Paris, is to take place within the Conservatoire

Impe'rial des Arts et Metiers.

Platinum.— Mr. Thomas Graham, F.R.S., found by recent experiment that,

in the form of sponge, platinum absorbed 1*48 times its volume of hydrogen, and

palladium ninety volumes. The former of these metals, in the peculiar condition

of platinum black, is already known to take up several hundred volumes of the same

gas. The assumed liquefaction of hydrogen in such circumstances appears to be

the primary condition of its oxidation at a low temperature. A repellent property

possessed by gaseous molecules appears to resist chemical combination, as well as to

establish a limit to their power to enter the minuter pores of solid bodies.

Steam Tenders.— It reaches us from a reliable source that preparations are

being made to thoroughly test the value of steam tenders upon the Eastern Railway

of France.

Granite Working.—A new industry has lately been introduced into the neigh-

bourhood of Glasgow—that of polishing granite, an art for which Aberdeen has long

been noted. The works established near Polloksbields by the Scottish Granite

Company, under the management of Mr. G. W. Muir, are at present employed in

the finishing of eight polished granite columns for the piers of new Bluckfriars

Bridge. One cylinder now in course of preparation is about 7 feet in diameter,

and about 11 feet in length; and four of the number are to be about 8 feet in

diameter and 12 feet high. The material is the syenitic granite of Mull, which
takes the finest possible polish.
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Davis' Steam Boiler.—Tins boiler, it appears, has been principally designed

to produce superheated steam. For the engravings we are indebted to the Ameri-
can Arlizan. Of these, fig. 1 is a vertical section of the boiler, whilst figs. 2

Fig. 1.

and 3 are views which more clearly illustrate the superheating arrangement proper.
The superheater consists of a ring of hollow spherical vessels placed above the body
of the tire-box, und so connected by the pipes, A, as to circulate or pass the steam

Fig. 2.

greatest body of water, so as to check or prevent foaming, b are annular or

steam-generating spaces of the boiler, arranged over and around the fire-box.

n and h' are smoke and draught tubes and heating-chambers, connecting the fire-

chamber, a, with the smoke-box, f/, and are arranged in concentric circles over

the fire-box, the outer ones, H, being in more thorough or open communication
with the smoke-box than the inner ones, where the draught is naturally quickest

and more largely distributed through them, causing the heat to be thrown against

the body of the water. The central tubes may be wholly or nearly closed, so as

to prevent a central or direct escape of heat, by being covered by a cap at <2,

through which the heat passes from the contracted apertures, c. The inner row of

the series of smoke-tubes, h', have also their outlets iu a measure contracted, and

Fig. 3.

successively through each sphere. The boiler, fig 1, consists of a peculiar arrange-
ment of tubes and combustion chambers in a vertical shell, and operating so as to
throw heat outward, whereby the greatest heat is brought to bear against the

the draught checked by a steam dome, e', arranged within the smoke- box and over

the series of smoke-tubes ; the draught finally passing off by the tube, rf, which

passes through the dome. This dome is closed, and only gets its supply of steam
from the boiler by the pipes, e. Acted on by the escaping heated gases, this dome
becomes a steam-drying chamber, from whence the supply is taken by a pipe, i

y

figs. 2 and 3, to the superheating chambers. These chambers consist of a series

of spheres, g, arranged so as to form a circle outside the dome and within the smoke-
box, directly over the outer row of smoke-tubes. H. Through these tubes the

draught is strongest, which greatly contributes to the superheating of t lie steam in

the spheres. The steam supplied by the pipe, z, is first passed to oneof the spheres,

and from thence, by connecting pipes, h, to the other spheres in succession, till

arriving at the last in the circle, from whence in a superheated state it may be taken

by the pipe, k, to the engine, or otherwise to perform the work required of it.

On Fire for Thirty Years.—During the process of extinguishing the fire

of the colliery of Clackmannan, near Stirling, in 1851, about 8,000,000 cubic feet

of carbonic acid gas was required to fill the mine, and a continuous stream of impure

carbonic acid was kept up night and day for about three weeks. The mine extended

over a surface of 26 acres, and had been thirty years on fire.

Obscuration of a Crater in the Moon.—Herr Schmidt, of Athens, has

observed during Octooer and November last, an obscuration of the lunar crater
11 Linne," on the Marc Serenitatis, 11° 32' 28" west longitude, and 27° 47'

12" north latitude. The epoch of the recovery of its visibility should be care-

fully noted. Mr. Birt, the secretary of the Lunar Committee of the British

Association, states that the Schroter, in November, 1788, records a dark spot in

the place of the usually bright crater. He has also examined several photographs

taken by Mr. Buckingham, of Walworth, during the past two months, and in almost

all the place of " Linne* " is very faintly marked. Lohuman saw it in 1823 of more

than 7 degrees of brightness—that is, 2 degrees brighter than the crater Kepler.

Beer and Madler's observations in 1821. Warren de la Rue's photographs in 1858
and 1805, and Rutherford's photographs, all tend to confirm the view that "Linnel"

has undergone some change.

The Aerial Railway of New York.-—This railway is to be supported upon

wrought-iron columns, 1 foot in diameter and 14 feet high, secured in blocks of

iron. Streets are to be spanned with ornamental bridges. The motive force is

to be supplied by engines of 30-horse power, placed in vaults beneath the streets

at intervals of half a mile. These are to work an endless chain of wire rope revolving

over large drams, extending about a quarter of a mile each way from the engines,

and returning by an iron tube placed beneath the pavement. The carriages are to

be of a peculiar construction, capable of being stopped at any moment by the con-

ductor, with the application of a lever. The stations are placed at equal distances

from each other, and waiting-rooms are to be on a second floor of buildings adjoining.

The railway passengers ascend and descend by staircases. It is said that the mayor

of New York has some doubts as to the legality and powers of the company and

has not sanctioned the works.

Done at Last.— It has now been affirmed by himself that Mr. H. Vivian,

M.P., has at last succeeded in completely condensing the sulphur fumes of the

copper works ; and he concludes that the destruction of vegetation by copper smi>ke

will now be prevented. His estimates show that the sulphuric acid to be thus

obtained, if employed in making superphosphates, will produce manure enough to

supply 44,000 acres of land. Surely now then brighter days are at hand for

Swansea.

The Anti-fouling of Iron Ships.— Some time since the iron troop-ship

Orontes had the immersed portion of her hull payed over with Hay's anti- fouling com-
position. She has been about eight months on foreign service; and on her bottom

being lately examined, it was found nearly as clean as when she was undocked.
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Impkovkd Hoistixg Tackle.—This apparatus is described in an American

exchange in the following words, which we quote:—"A hoisting apparatus for this

purpose has already been

made and used; the same

consisting of two sprocket

wheels or pulleys of unequal

diameters fixed on the same
shaft, and integral with each

other, or moving as one wheel

in the block, and an endless

chain working in connection

with the teeth of the two
sprocket wheels. But this

improvement consists in the

employment, in connection

with an endless chain, of two

separate sprocket wheels

geared together, the propor-

tion of the respective diameter

of the gear and sprocket wheel

of one shaft varying slightly

from the gear and sprocket

on the other shaft ; also in

so applying the lower sprocket

wheel that it can be thrown

out of connection with the

upper one and locked in

position to prevent its rota-

tion, thus permittingthechain

to be overhauled upon the

upper sprocket, which acts as

a simple pulley. In the

engraving the gear or gears,

c, mesh into another gear or

gears, r>, mounted in the shell

of the block, A ; the gears

being a part of and upon both

sides of the sprocket wheel.

The endless chain, f, passes

over the upper wheel, c, from

the same side of the block

that it passes over the other

pulley, d. There is hung or

suspended to the chain, upon

one side of the block, a, a
block carrying a loose pulley,

b, around which the chain

traverses. Supposing the

upper block to be stationary,

and a weight to be suspended

from the lower block, it will

be obvious that if the diameter

of the sprocket wheel, d,

bears the same proportion to

the diameter of the gear to

which it is fixed that the

diameter of the wheel, c,

bears to its gear, that over-

hauling the chain would pro-

duce neither rise nor descent

of the block carrying the

pulley, b, or the weight sus-

pended from it. But if the

proportion is varied, then the

overhauling the chain will

produce the rise or fall of

the weight. Suppose the

upper sprocket wheel to con-

tain twenty teeth, and the

lower gear to be half the size of the upper one. Now if, instead of making the

lower sprocket wheel with ten teeth, its diameter be decreased until nine teeth fill

its circamference, it will be obvious that in hoisting by drawing upon the slack

each revolution of the upper gear takes up twenty links of the chain and lets off

eighteen from the lower wheel, thus gaining the length of two links at each revolu-

tion of the upper gear; while in lowering, twenty links are let off by the upper

wheel, while but eighteen are taken up by the lower one. With but slight differ-

ence in the relation of the diameter, as shown, heavy bodies can be readily raised

and lowered without the chain overhauling of itself, and will be held in suspension

at any point without belaying or fastening the slack, the friction being sufficient

for this purpose. It is sometimes desirable to use the apparatus as a simple pulley,

without the co-operation of the other. To accomplish this, the lower sprocket

wheel, D, is mounted upon a shaft eccentric with its journal, so that by releasing

the latch-spring, e, from its catch, I, and rotating the spring a half revolution, the

lower gear, D, is carried out of connection with the upper gear, c, the downward
movement at the same time firmly locking the gears of the wheel into the lower

part of the frame or shell, A, and effectually preventing its rotation. It may then

be operated as a simple pulley, and overhauled in either direction.

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

IJgf* When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

4lh December, 1866.

3180 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—"White lead.—A com.
3181 Joshua Horton, Birmingham—Producing metallic tubes
31S2 John Smeeton, Fieldgate Street—Signalling apparatus for railways
3183 Thomas Wilson, Birmingham—Cartridges
3154 John Broadbent, Kochdale—' Weft forks'
3185 Edward Sang, Edinburgh—Sewing machines
3155 G. Haseltine, Southampton buildings—Mowing and reaping machines.—A com.
3187 Ferdinand Kohn, Robert Street—Cutting sugar cane.—A com.
3158 D. S. Chater, Blackhorton Vicarage—Chimney tops
3159 W. H. Richardson, Glasgow—Manufacture of iron
3190 E. L. Paraire, Mornington Crescent—Looms for weaving
3191 W. E. Hickling, Leicester—Prevention of collisions on railways
3192 W. A. Marshall, Leadenhall Street—Protecting electric telegraph wires

5th December, 1866.

3193 Thomas Bayley, Stockport, and John Taylor, Denton—Hats
3194 J. M. WorralL Ordsali- Finishing piled fabrics

3195 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Colouring matters.—A com,
31! 6 Kobert Harrild and Horton Harrild, Farringdon Street—Printing machines
3197 Thomas Bridges and Joshua Bigwood, Wolverhampton—Furnaces
3198 C. M. Fontenoy and J. N. Dopfeld, Paris—Covers for powder flasks

3199 Victor Vandroy, Paris—Sash windows
3200 John Toward, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Manufacture of bricks
3201 H. F. Swears, Regent Street—Communication between stations and railway trains

3202 James Firth and Edward Firth, Belfast— Railway crossings
3203 T. J. Chubb, Chancery Lane—Manufacture of steel

3204 Fitzmaurice Palmer, Old Derrig—Projectiles

3205 T. J. Chubb, Chancery Lane—Separating substances of different specific gravities

3206 James Barwick and Samuel Tindall, Silvertown—Packing for piston rods
3207 William Clark, Chancery Lane— Rotary engines.—A com.
3208 Richard Carte, Charing Cross—Flutes.

6th December, 1866.

3209 Henry Wilde, Manchester— Electro-magnetic machines
3210 Robert Duncan, Port Glasgow—Applying auxiliary power to sailing ships
3211 Louis Cobe, Manchester—"Ironing" fabrics

3212 P. E. de Wissocq and Count Louis Krasinski, Paris—Treatment of ores of metals
3213 William Selby, Nottingham—Manufacture of lace

3214 John Williamson, South Shields—Alkalies
3215 John Darling, Stanes— Penholder
3216 Peter Sanderson and Robert Sanderson, Galashiels—Yarns
3217 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Looms'for weaving.—A com.
3218 Reuben Aekroyd, Ovenden, and William Maud, Halifax—" Screw gill boxes"
3219 G. H. Phipps, Westminster—Propelling and steering vessels

3220 F. W. Turner, Linslade—Reaping machines
3221 Faringdon Lane, Rotherham—Photographic pressure frames
3222 J C. MacDonald, Watidon, and Joseph Calverley, Camberwell— Printing
3223 John Freer, Rothley—Machines for dibbling
3224 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Obtaining motive power.—A com.

1th December, 1866.

3225 William Guest, Great Saffron Hill—Manufacture of cords

3226 A. C. Fraser, Colchester—Manufacture of gas
3227 Jesse Lowe and Peter Lowe, Over Darwen—Printing paper
3228 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Detaching hook.—A com.
3229 W. A. Richards, Holloway— Receptacle for tobacco
3230 John M'Glashan, Glasgow—Cover for bottles

3231 Robert Smith and John Ramage, Stirling^Yarns
3232 Thomas Gray, Wandsworth— Bleaching materials

3233 C. E. Samuelson, Hamburg—Propelling vessels.—A com.

8tk December, 1866.

3234 H. C. Lucy, Liverpool—Fastening ends of iron.—A com.
3235 Thomas Chaloner and James Billington, Preston—Tools for graining

3236 W. Robertson and C. J. Waddell, Manchester—Reaping machines
3237 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Pegging boots and shoes.—A com.
3238 F. C. Buisson, Nautiat—Buoys
3239 Henry Southall, Birmingham— Buckles
3240 W. H. Biggleston, Canterbury— Ships' capstans

3241 James Davies, Lambeth—Parallel rulers

3242 William Warren, Alstone—Pumps
3243 Westley Richards, Birmingham— Fire-arms

3244 Henry Dines, Kensington— Bieech-loading fire-arms

3245 A. S. Stocker, Lamb's Conduit Street—Bottles
3246 Frank Armstrong, Southampton Buildings—Sewing machinery

10th December, 1866.

3247 W. F. Smith and A. Coventry, Salford—Tool holders

3248 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Manufacture of studs.—A com.

3249 W. C. Nangle, Woolwich—Armour plating

3250 James Tolson, Huddersfield-Twisting yarns

3251 William Hopkinson, Bradford—Combing wool

3252 E. J. Wannington, Brighton—Breech-loading fire-arms

3253 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.

Utk December, 1866.

3254 R. Clayton, J. Raper, J. Goulding. and W. Howarth, Bradford—Looms forweaving

3255 William Hopkinson, Sheffield—Sheep shears.

3256 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Railway carriages.—A com.

3257 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Looms for weaving.—A com.

3258 E. S. Cathels, Lower Sydenham—Regulating the supply of gas

3259 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cleaning steam boiler tubes,—A com.

3260 James Varley, Bailiffe Bridge—Assorting silk

3261 T. H. Cooper, Slough—Railway buffers

12th December, 1666.

3262 R. B. Boyman, Stockwell— Propelling vessels

3263 James Studley and Edward Jackson, Shipley—Combing wool

3264 Thomas Jones, Aberavon—Window sashes

3265 Samuel Chatwood, Bolton—Safes

3266 Victor Gnllet, Lavausseau de Benassais—Manufacture of steel

3267 John Robinson and John Smith, Rochdale—Applying motive power

13/!h December, 1866.

3268 Henry Wren and John Hopkinson, Manchester—Dressing slates

3269 Isham Baggs, High Holborn—Treatment of hydrochloric and nitric acids'
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3270
3271
3272
3273
3274
3275
3276
3277

3278

3279
3280
3281

3282

3283
3284
3285
3286
3287
3288
3289
3230
3291

John Robinson, Birmingham—Ornamenting glass

James Murphy, Newport—Railway vehicles

Patrick Heyns, Poplar—Steam boilers

C- E. Broom an, Fleet Street—Lead.—A com.
Celeste Sinibaldi, Greenwich -Stoves
J. T. Kent, Norden Corfe Castle—Taps or cocks

J. H. Grell, Hamburg— Ships
William Wood and J. W. Wood, Monkhill—Fibrous yarns
J. H. Pepper, Boundary Road, and S. F, Pichler, Great Portland Street—Automatic

figures

H. W. Ripley, Lightcliffe, and T. Barker, Bowling—Steam boilers

Joseph Sienson, Duston—Iron and steel

C. C. Adley, Dublin—Telegraph standards
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Scrubbing machine.—A com.

14th December, 1866.

Albrecht de Neviers, Chelsea—Sledges
Leonard Lindley and Frederick Taylor, Nottingham—Sewing machines
F, B. Baker and L. Lindley, Nottingham—Finishing lace

Thomas Andrew, Commercial Street— Construction of pulleys
A. W. Hosking, Manchester—Communication on railways
Henry Brinsmead, Rathbone Place— Piano-fortes

A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam motor.—A com.
Arthur Woods, Liverpool—Hammock cot

Thomas Berney, Bracon Hall—Bending bars

3292
3293

3294
3295
3296
3297
3298
3299
3300
3301
3302
3303
3304
3305
3306
£307
3308

3309
3310
3311
3312
3313
3314
3315
3316
3317
3318
3319

3320

3321
3322
3323
3324
3325
3326
3327
3328
3329
3330

3331
3332
3333
3334
3335
3336
3337
3338
3339

3340
&341
3342
3343
3344
3345
3346
3347
3343
3349
3350
3351
3352
3353
3354
3355
3356
3357

&35S
3359
3360
3361

3362
3363
3364
3365
3366
3367
3368
3369

15th December, 1866.

T. V. Morgan, Chelsea, and E. Hyles, Battersea—Crucibles
F. W. Reeves, Cambridge Terrace, and J. B. Muschamp, Pembroke Uoad—Explosive
substance

W. H. Borrougbes, Soho Square—Billiard boards
Charles Randolph, Glasgow—Propelling vessels
Thomas Hoey, Glasgow—Water closets

Samuel Chatwood, Bolton, and John Sturgeon, Burley— Hammers
J. P. Gitlard, Paris— Electric currents
George Bertram, Edinburgh— Manufacture of papei
Edward Meldrum, Bathgate—Gas
Alexander Rollason, Commercial Road—Blasting fusees
David Kirkwood, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arma
J. W. Swan, Gateshead—Treatment of gelatine
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Welding steel.—A com.
William Campion, Nottingham— Linking knitted fabrics
Joseph Symm, Newton Stocksfield-on-Tyne— Cattle racks
C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Preparation of fatty bodies.—A com.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Carburetters.—A com.

17 th December, 1866.

John Hauworth, Todmorden—Steam boiler furnaces
G. A. Neumeyer, Diibitz—Gunpowder
Henry Hall, Stacksteads—Size
Charles Mole, Farringdon Road—Fixing skates
Edward Howell and Thomas Hardy, P-mle— Horse rakes
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Elevator.—A com.
George Nimmo, Jersey, U. S.—Shovels
Michael Weber, Zurich—Fire-arms
W. S. Mappin, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-aims
William Wood, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
Lieutenant-Colonel James Baker, Pall Mall, and John Imray, Westminster Bridge
Read—Cable stoppers

F. N. Meixner, Manchester—Turbines

18th December, 1866.

J. M'Farlane Gray. Liverpool— Steering apparatus
\V. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Carding wool.—A com.
J. W. Cusack, Lancaster Gate— Facilitating artillery and rifle practice
George Speight, Collingwood Street— Shirt fronts
John Macintosh, North Bank— Breech-loading guns
Ludwig Schad, Warrington—Treating aniline colours
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings — Rendering paint uninflammable.—A com.
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Nails.—A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Spinning yarn.—A com.
Thomas Titterington, Manchester— Imitation of woods

19(A December, 1866.

George Davies, Serle Street—Cylindrical printing presses.—A com.
Samuel Buxton, Hunslet—Stench trap
Jacob G"odfellow, Blackburn—Moulding wheels
Rudolph Bodmer, Newport—Securing the nuts of bolts
Samuel Wilson, Manchester—Fastening for baling bands
Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Centrifugal pumps.—A com.
S. Perry and J. J. Perry. Red Lion Square—Inkstands
M. H. Simpson, Boston, U. S.- Prevention of sea sickness
Franz Haymau, Lille—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com,

20th December, 1866,

Thomas Schofield, Manchester—Raising the pile on fustians
Walter Gilbey, Oxford Street—Treating bottle corks
G. B. Finch, New Square—Cotton gins.—A com.
William Chapman. Kennington Park Road—' Beading' the ' uppers' of boots
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Locomotive machinery.—A com.
D. A. Graham, Perth— Steam and water traps
T. Walker and T. F. Walker, Birmingham—Taking soundings
Whitmore Baker, Downham Market—Lighting fires
Samuel Parry, Liverpool—Composition for coating the bottoms of ships
Edward Dorsett, London—Removing tar
Samuel Belfield, Nottingham— Elastic fabrics
Lieutenant-Colonel James Baker, Pall Mall—Magnetic apparatus
Thimothy Whitby, Wellesley Road—Shot-proof vessels
Samuel Hall, London—'Gossamer' hat bodies
W E Newton, Chancery Lane—Effecting combustion of substances.— A com.
A. V. Newton. Chancery Lane—Compound for coating ships' bottoms.—A com.
R. L. Martin. Saarbruck—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
Charles Lungley, Greenwich—War ships
Thomas I hick vale, Forest Hill-Cleaning knives
Charles Norrington, Plymouth—Treatment of phosphate of lime
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings— Coupling for railway carriages.—A com.
W. R. Lake, Southampton Buildings—Digging potatues.—A com.

21*1 December, 1866.

R. Hall and S. S. Hall, Bury—Winding yarn
James Anderson, Newton—Obtaining motive power
W. H. Harfield, Royal Exchange Buildings— Propelling vessels
William Rowan, Belfast—Cleaning hemp
George Allix, St. Heliers—Raising and lowering window blinds
Michael Weber, Cheapside—Setting steel pens
James Howard, Bedford—Reaping machines.—A com.
Samuel Jacobs, York—Preparing wood for ornamenting

3370 Benjamin Browne, King William Street-Camp bedsteads.—A com.
3371 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Draught in furnaces.—A com.
3372 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Screw valves.—A com

3373
3374
3375
3376
3377
3378
3379
3330
3381
3382
3383
3384
3385

3387
3388
3389
3390
3391
3392
3393
3394

3395

3306
3397

22nd December, 1866.

Joseph Sloper, Walbrook—Obtaining motive power
Andrew Shanks, Westminster—Metallic hoops
F. Northall, Rowley Regis, and R. Tuniley, Withymoor—Water tuyeres
Henry Goodfellow, Madeley—Grinding clay
A. S. Ay re and H. H. Ayre, Kingston-upon-Hull—Drying grain
J. Rhodes, W. S. Rhodes, and J. Rhodes, Morley—Rag grinding machines.—A com.
S. Mitchell and J. Mitchell, Cranboum Street—Venetian blinds
C. J. Wahab, Valleyfield—Filtering liquids
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Boots and shoes.—A com.
J. S. Benson and J. von der Poppenburgh, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-arms
J. R. Cooper, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-arms
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Millstones for grinding grain.—A com.
Francois Beltzer, Sotteville-les-Rouen— Sizing the thread of cotton

24ft December, 1S66.

H. A. Dufrene*, Paris—Extract of madder.—A com.
F. A. Calvert, Manchester—Carding fibrous substances
Joseph Toussaint. Islington—Cement
Joseph Rogers, Hunslet—Drums and pulleys
Richard Lewis, Dublin— Steam boilers
Edwin Allen, Burton-on -Trent—Cleansing and purifying casks
S. F. Schoonmaker, Euston Square— Coating for paper
R. H. Ashton, Ashton-on-Mersey— Producing printing surfaces by photography
C. Varley, Kentish Town Road, and 3. A. Varley, Roman Road—Generating

electricity

26tk December, 1866.

T B. Jordan, South Lambeth, and J. Darlington, Moorgate Street Chambers

—

Applying hydraulic power to mining
Alexander Mackie, Warrington— Distributing type
J. Fletcher and W. Carr, Blackburn—Sizing yarns

27th December, 1866.

3398 H. W. Shaw, Dublin—Ladies' wearing apparel
3399 W. Brookes and J. Mayes, Loughborough— Needles
3400 B. Shaw and J. Appleyard, Lockwood—Safety bottle case

28th December, 1866.

3401 William Bradburn, Wolverhampton— Treating excrementitious matters
3402 N. C. Franzen, Hamburg—A steering indicator
3403 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Prevention of rot in potatoes and grapes.—

A com.
3404 T. Walker and T. F. Walker, Birmingham—Regulating steam boilers
3405 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Valves.—A com.
3406 A. W. Makinson, Westminster—Locomotive and marine engines
3407 Edward Storey, Lancaster—Steam boilers
3408 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Drying apparatus.—A com.
3409 W. H. Cutler, Eton, aud T. Brown, Grove Villas—Cocks for stopping and regulating

the flow of steam
3410 F.Watkins, Birmingham—Cut ting, punching, and shaping metals for screw nuts.
3411 H. B. Condy. Battersea— Chlorine
3412 Francis Watkins, Birmingham—Shaping and forging metals into rivets, bolts,

screw blanks.
3413 William Thomson, Normanton— Actuating the points of railways
3414 E. F. Goranssou, Gefle—Casting rings

29th December, 1866

3415 J. E. Brown, Glasgow— Treating woven fabrics
3416 S. Smith and J. W. Jackson, Keijrhley—' Governors' for steam enginee
3417 William Smith, Barnard Castle—Street sweeper
3418 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Safety attachment to carriages.—A com.
3419 Humphrey Chamberlain, Wakefield—Coke and charcoal
3420 A. J. Adams, Devonport—Locks and latches
3421 W. Simons and A. Brown, Renfrew—Dredgers
3422 Joseph Slatter, St. Ives— Screen or sifter

3423 W. B. Berrey, Liverpool—Composition for cleaning glass
3424 Charles Harrison, Manchester—Cocks or valves
3425 F. J. Manceaux, Paris— Breech-loading fire-arms
3426 William Wilby, Dublin— Straps or belts for driving machinery
3427 E. B. Sampson, Thrupp Lodge—Saucepans, kettles, and other vessels
3428 Friedrich Leonardt, Birmingham—Metallic boxes
3429 G. Ilaseltine, Southampton Buildings—Fastenings for pocket-books, diaries.—

A

com.
3. 30 A. B. Ely, Newton—Nautical logs.—A com.
3431 B. W. A. Sleigh. Langham Place—Hydrostatic rotatory motive power engines
3432 George Payne, Battersea—Soap
2433 Johnstone Napier, Salisbury—Preparation of food

3434 W.Clark, Chancery Lane—Fixing rails to the sleepers or permanent way of railways.
—A com.

3435 Charles Sheridan, Antwerp—Manufacture of oakum

31st December, 1866.

3436 William Exall, Reading—Machinery to cut grass and corn
3437 T. W. Couldery, Old Kent Road—Trousers
3438 George Shrewsbury, Lower Norwood—Apparatus for heating apartments
3439 William Loeder, New Broad Street—Rails and permanent way of railways.—A com.
3440 T. W. Plum, Threadneedle Street—Taking off liquids from casks
3441 Herbert Allman, Ampthill Square—Locks and keys
3442 Alexander Henry. Edinburgh— Fire-arms
3443 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Apparatus for advertising.—A com.
3444 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Machinery for rippling flax.—A com.

3445 Henry Gottheimer, Saint John's Road—Fur-lined over-boots and over-shoes

3446 J. T. Griffin, Fleet Street— Calendar movements for clocks.—A com.
3447 G. P. Pocock, Camberwell—Breech-loading fire-arms

3448 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Manufacture of hydrogen gas.—Acorn.
3449 C. F. Flach, Call, Prussia— Extracting silver from lead

3450 L. G. Speyser, Haydon Square—Mixing mortar and similar materials

3451 J. Miller," and J. Miller, Junior, North Bow— Elastic gussets

3452 G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Method of effecting the cut-off in steam engines.—A com.

3453 F. P. Warren, Cosham—Cooking apparatus

1st January, 1867.

1 W. Wood and J. W. Wood, Monkhill— Fibrous yarns or threads

2 William Muir, Manchester—Planing machines
3 A. D. Campbell, Manchester—Bench planing machine.—A com.
4 George Stuart. Aberdeen—Combs
5 Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Evaporating and concentrating cane juice.—A com.

6 H. A. James, Cheltenham—Portable folding chair
7 H. W. Hart, Clapham—Advertising and address card case

8 G. B. Woodruff and G. Browning, Cheapside—Button hole sewing machines

9 A. M'Glashan, Drury Lane, and A. Brittlebank, Brazier's Court—Feeding paper

to printing machines
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ON SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN IRON FOUNDING.
No. XIV.

At the conclusion of our last papei' we adverted to the danger to which
the men engaged in deep sand pits are liable from the falling in suddenly

of masses of sand from the sides, causing the risk of suffocation to the

men, and, in all cases in which such falls occur, producing delay to work
and wasteful expenditure of time and wages. It is very seldom, however,

in foundry practice, that the slightest precaution is taken to prevent such

falls of sand, beyond keeping men off from walking close to the edge

of the pit, and watching narrowly the bank all round, on the part of the

men in the pit. The chances of saud-falls are greater in proportion as

the pit is dug deeper and is of a large diameter, but it is also often

increased very considerably by the awkward way in which the stuff to

be thrown up out of a very deep pit is got out.

This is even now usually done simply by the old-fashioned navvies'

plan: a stout man, with the short-handled square-bladed foundry shovel,

cannot throw up a shovelful of sand, so as well to clear the edge of the

bank, from a pit of much more than of a depth equal to his own height.

Most knowing hands, especially in the northern parts of Great Britain

and in the north of Ireland, for pit-digging, exchange, " for the nonce,"

the short foundry shovel for the long-handled heart-shaped shovel used

by agricultural and other labourers; and wherever the diameter of the

pit is sufficient to enable this long shovel to be employed, a stout labourer

of 5 feet 8 inches or more in height can throw out sand well from the bot-

tom of a pit of from 8 to 9 feet, or perhaps even more in depth, by severe

exertion. But sand pits are continually wanted of double this depth,

and upwards. The plan then commonly employed is, when the pit has

been sunk to, say, 9 feet deep, to stand up against its banks at one side

four or more pieces of thick plank, placing ledgers horizontally upon the

tops of these, and plauks across to form a stage at, say, 6 feet or so

below the floor level. The surface of the stage covers about half the

area of the pit, and the sand dug from nearly the whole area of the

bottom—leaving enough for a time to support the footings of the stage,

—is thrown up first on to the stage, and thence by a gang of labourers

stationed upon it, is finally thrown out upon the bank or floor: upon

which, we may remark in passing, a sufficient force of labourers should

be always placed to keep back the heap of sand, well away and clear

by 5 to 6 feet, from the marginal edge of the pit.

When the pit has been further sunk, if it have to go much deeper,

longer supports are got under the first stage, and a second stage at the

opposite side of the pit, and below the level of the former, is prepared,

and so in three pitches the sand is thrown out. But the effect of the

sustained muscular exertions of the men engaged on the stages, and the

constantly varying load of sand on them, and the dead thump of each

heavy shovelful as it lands, and the shifting of the positions of the

labourers as they "change hands" with their shovels, all tend to shake

and loosen the sand walls of the pit, and make falls of sand more prob-

able. Besides, the men below the stages are now working in twilight,

and can get no notice of a fall from the black wall around until it comes

down upon them.

For all these reasons we venture to state our opinion that no

foundry sand pit should ever be permitted to be dug out to a greater

depth than 6 or 8 feet, without its banks being firmly and uniformly

supported by "poling boards," and braces or struts. These poling

boards may be very much the same as those employed by engineer-

ing contractors for open excavation work—ends of deals, each about

4 feet long, 1J inch thick, and 6 to 8 iuches wide. These are stood

upright against the circular walls of the pit all round, when it has

reached, say, 8 feet deep, leaving open intervals of about 6 inches between

each board. A ring of stout angle iron, if the pit be not of very large

diameter, is now lowered horizontally to the level of the mid height of

the poling boards—the diameter of the ring being such as to leave a

space of from 2 to 4 inches all round between. Into this space some

rough wooden wedges, or a hard brick and a thin wedge if the space

prove wide, are inserted opposite each board. The angle-iron ring thus

becomes a circumferential strut to all the poling boards, and so much of

the pit banks is supported without interfering with the centre part of

it by any cross struts. The same thing is repeated when another 6 feet

or so in depth shall have been reached. Should stages be required,

three or four uprights under the angle-iron ring enables it to be em-
ployed as a capital " ledger " to support the stage planks.

Although we have never bad an opportunity of trying the plan, nor
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are we aware that it has ever been attempted, we venture to suggest that

removing the sand from very deep sand pits would be best effected

by abandoning the use of stages and pitching-out altogether, and sub-

stituting for these, suitable apparatus by which the sand should be filled

in to properly-constructed vessels lowered into the bottom of the pit,

and as fast as these were filled hoisted out by the crane. No mere
" kibble" or bucket of large size will answer for this use, however. A
close-bottomed vessel of that sort may bring up the sand quickly enough,

but it will be emptied at bank of its heavy contents with great difficulty

and loss of time. A large square, nearly cubical, plate-iron bucket

should be provided for each crane—and it may hold about a cubic yard,

water measure
; let the bottom be formed as a hinged " falling trap,"

with a latch at one side, that can be released by the blow of a bar.

With a pit commanded by two steam cranes, provided with such appli-

ances, the excavation may, we are pretty confident, be done in about

one-half the time usual!}' employed, and with less than half the usual

number of labourers employed, and if the poling boards be also in use,

with absolute safety to the men in the bottom.

About a score of angle-iron rings for securing the poling boards should

be provided as part of the permanent plant, in sets of three or four of

equal diameter, and each set differing from the others by, say, 2 feet in

diameter—by which means any ordinary diameter of pit can be provided

for, having fixed the diameter beforehand, and, as is usual, scratched the

circle to be dug out upon the sand floor by an iron peg and string. For
more convenient stowage in confined premises, such rings may be made
each in three segments, with lap angle plates and joint bolts.

Where the diameter of a pit necessarily exceeds about 15 feet or so,

these angle-iron rings to be safe require to be very heavy, and in such

cases we are disposed to think that simple transverse wooden struts,

abutting against (by tightening wedges) wale pieces cut to the curve,

and placed in front and mid height of the poling boards, will be best.

Each such strut may receive ten or twelve boards at each end ; and in

such a large pit there will be plenty of room left between these struts

for every requisite operation, up to the period of lowering iu of the

mould itself.

Where the ring struts can be conveniently employed they have the

additional advantage that they and the successive ranges of poling boards

need not be removed until after the mould has been lowered into place,

and not even then until in the progress of ramming up round the " cope"

it may be desirable to withdraw them. We say desirable, for it may
not be necessary to take them out at all until after the casting has been

made and taken with the mould out of the pit, and the latter is being

for the time finally filled up again. But the judgment that shall decide

this must rest with the moulder. If there be plenty of room round

his "cope" so as to leave 18 inches or so of solid sand between his

most exterior vertical gait or air vent, or other aperture or part of his

mould, and that he sees ivell that in ramming in the pit the sand is got

into perfect contact with the boards, angle-iron rings, and wedges, &c,
leaving no cavities anywhere about these, then they may safely remain;

but if any gaits or vents be very close, and any holes be left by careless

labourers, either not filled or only filled with quite soft sand, then there

is more or less danger of some trouble or possibly accident at the time

of pouring.

The use of loam-made tubes for all vents, rising heads, gaits, or iu

general for any purpose exterior to the mould itself, which has become
almost habitual of late years with all well-instructed moulders, of course

greatly diminishes the chance of inconvenience, and indeed may very

generally justify the leaving the rings and boards in situ until finally

done with.

Where sand pits are dug out without any other precaution as to falls

of sand, or being dug out whilst the operations of adjusting the mould

and cope are going on in the unsupported pit, a very common plan, and

so far as it goes a very good one, is to keep one or more ladders con-

stantly in the pit until it is nearly rammed full ; most men are quick

enough at least to lay hold of a round of one or other ladder, if a fall

occur, and so avoid being swept down before the weight of sand.

Enough then as to precautions against falls ; now a few words as to the

actual construction of the pits themselves, i.e., of the permanent work

around them. Dry pits are, we may say universally, built of brick or of

stone, either cylindrical, square, or oblong. The shape should be fixed,

as well as the dimensions, simply by those of the work to be done. If

the form decided upon be square, still more oblong, the flat walls around

must be of a section and scantling amply sufficient to support well the

2 Y
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exterior banks, and must be thicker than for the cylindrical form. If

the subsoil of the foundry be dry, walls of from one to two bricks thick

will be enough for almost any pit; but if that be dense slipping clay, or

still more a wet subsoil as at Woolwich, then thicker walls and counter-

forts outside may be needful. If the subsoil be water-logged, other

means must be provided to drain behind the walls and beneath the bottom

of the dry pit (if it is to be such), or if the surface levels will not admit

of this, the pit must be constructed water-tight. A dry pit in water-

bearing soil may be made either wholly of iron or of brick, or of both

combined. We prefer brick, wherever it is practicable, for several

reasons : amongst others, that an accidental run out of a large volume

of liquid metal upon the flat bottom of an iron-lined dry pit, is almost

certain to crack the plates if of cast iron, and so make the pit leaky

;

and if of wrought iron, to stick to them, getting soldered on, either to

the iron itself or to the rivet heads, &c, and be difficult or impossible to

detach. This may be avoided by keeping three or four inches of sand

covering the bottom, so far as the bottom alone is concerned ; but dry

sand thus spread is bad footing either for men or moulds, and we think

the bottom of a dry pit should be kept swept as clean as a boarded floor.

If moulds are to be dried in the dry pit, as for some classes of work they

well may, it may be found advisable even in a brick lined and floored pit,

to have a false floor above the brick one, and raised a foot or so above the

latter, and with an air-draught introduced between, at one or more points

round the sides. If the false floor be made of loose rectangular plates

dropped into rabbates on cast-iron cross girders, and the plates made of

suitable size, any one can be raised, so as to give at that point a draught

to urge a coke «r other fire, or otherwise to help in drying moulds, or

in cooling the interior of hollow castings, &c. ; but such a floor must be

habitually protected by a stratum of sand as above referred to.

In deep and large dry pits, and more especially when loam moulds

are dried in the pit, it will be found of great advantage, should the

space and other circumstances of the premises admit of it, to have a

passage descending by an inclined plane from the floor level, either

inside or outside the foundry, to that of the bottom of the pit. This

passage should be 6 feet high, and about 5 feet wide
;
provided with a

tramway, and closed at the side of the pit by an iron sliding shutter

or hinged doors, so as to cut off draught, &c, when desired, or admit of

a large body of air when needed to quickly cool the pit. This passage

affords the most ready means of bringing in brick or loam, or other

material; or for removal of these after a casting shall have been stripped,

under circumstances when it may be less convenient to lift the whole

casting and flask mould bodily out of the pit. Form chiefly deter-

mines this.

However a dry pit may be constructed in a water-logged subsoil,

care must be taken that the design shall be such as to prevent the

water-tight pit itself, when emptied of sand, from floating bodily up and

lifting itself out of the floor of the foundry. Such an accident as this

actually arose to the writer's knowledge in a foundry constructed (from

the designs of a house and church building architect) in a locality

between hijrh and low water, in a wet soil, and where the rise of tide

was from 12 to 16 feet. The foundry pits were made of cast-iron

cylinders, put together in plates like gasometer tanks, laid upon the

bottom of an excavation kept dry for the time by some means, and the

soil filled in simply all round to the level of the base of the sand floor,

about 2 feet below the moulding floor level. The very first time that one

of these sand pits was dug out happened to be during a high spring tide,

and when nearly empty, it suddenly popped up out of the floor to about

the level of half its own height, to the immense surprise of the bye-

standers, and consternation of the Irish labourers who were in the pit

itself, in which they were so unexpectedly borne heavenwards. These

pits were afterwards held down by driving a ring of piles at intervals

of a few feet round them, and bolting on the piles to the cast-iron

tubbing. The proper method, however, of keeping pits, whether dry or

sand pits, quiet under such aquatic conditions, is to make them so heavy
by their own material as to overcome their buoyancy of displacement.

The late Mr. Maudslay (the founder of the existing house), when he

established his foundry upon the wet foundation of Lambeth Marsh,

evaded the difficulty of producing dry pits in a wet soil by a character-

istically original notion. He made his foundry upon a first floor; i.e.,

the sand floor, supported on 4-inch brick flat arches and iron girders, was
the height of one story above ground ; and the pits were made in the

depth of this under story and so above the level of the natural surface, by
isolating portions by four brick walls, and filling in the interior of these

with sand. The remainder of the space below the arched floor beneath

the general sand-bed of the foundry was employed for storage for iron

and other things.

In a very limited space such as Mr. Maudslay's works originally

occupied— and, in proportion to the extensive existing business of the

firm, still occupies— and at the high rental or value of ground in London
even half a century ago, this plan might have been wise and justifiable

;

but as a general rule we should deprecate placing iron foundries upon "the

drawing room floor," with a view to saving the cost in a water-logged

soil of a set of first-rate staunch pits; feeling perfectly assured that for

all manufacturing operations, in determining the laying out of plant, the

first consideration should be to make such arrangements as shall most

Fig. 1.

effectually save time (which is money) for ever after; and that the

secondary consideration is (within very wide limits) to merely economize

outlay of present capital. A foundry 15 or 20 feet above the surface

will for ever tend, not only to keep the pits dry, but the pockets of the

owner, by the endless waste of labour resulting.

As to the construction of sand pits, we have already in our last

article stated our views as to the most economical and convenient

general form, viz., two concentric cylinders of different diameters, and

the smaller one the deeper. If such a pit is to be constructed in a

reasonably dry subsoil, it may be made simply as shown in fig. 1, in

which the topmost line is that which marks the level of the foundry

floor. Should the subsoil be strong clay, or sound gravel, or sand, &c.

Fig. 2.

the two rings of wall may be built of brick in the usual way, and in

the section shown ; the bottom of the deepest part of the pit to be par-

getted over with a thick coat of mortar of hydraulic lime and coarse

gravel, and sloped in to the centre as a very obtuse cone, as 6hown.

The "berm," or flat between the lower and upper wall rings, is sloped

inwards at the lip, and both this and the flat pargetted over with mortar

in the same way ; and the same of the sloped conical lip at top of the

upper ring wall. The object of these pargettings is simply to mark the

dimensions of the pit, and prevent, in digging out on any occasion, the

natural soil being broken into, and the stuff thrown out and mixed with

the moulding sand.

Fig. 2 is a modification of the preceding, which is rather more
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economical, and may be adopted in any dry sound soil. This con-

struction was designed and employed by the writer in a foundry under

his own control, and of the dimensions given, and was found to be very

generally convenient in form and very cheap in construction. The
lower or deeper part is a cylinder of brickwork, which was not bottomed

artificially, the bottom being naturally of coarse boulder gravel, which

was known as soon as touched on. Above this the gravelly soil was

formed out into the shape of a sort of bowl, with a conical lip all round
;

and the whole of this was pargetted over with two coats of well made
coarse mortar of common strong lime ; the first was what the plasterers

call
l- a scratch coat," and the second was wrought quite smooth with

the trowel. After having been filled in with damp sand for a few years,

this coating of about 2A inches thick became as hard as some stone.

Where the subsoil is thoroughly water-logged a foundry never should

be placed at all, if it can be avoided ; but often circumstances other

than structural, determine the site, and then the construction of good

pits, as in such localities as Portsmouth and AVoolwich dockyards,

demands a good deal more skill, if money is not to be wasted, than in

the very simple affairs just referred to.

Fig. 3 is a pretty good construction of staunch pit, where the wet

stratum is constant as to level, or at least never rises above that of the

line marked <: water" in the figure. The excavation being made by

the usual modes for working in water, down to a flat bottom, and being,

as we assume, capable of being kept temporarily dry by pumping, has

a layer of concrete, either made with hydraulic lime or Portland cement

and lime, spread over the bottom : this, by the aid of a large wooden

trammel working round upon a central vertical pivot of round bar iron,

is swept out to the form shown, being that of a hollow spherical seg-

ment. The lower part of the pit has got a thorough lining of plate

iron, made in the form of a conical frustum, with a broad projecting

flanged lip all round the outside of its upper and larger end; and the

other or narrower bottom end, closed by a spherical segment-shaped

Fig. 3.

surface, like the dome of a gasometer turned upside down. A few
gusset pieces stiffen the latter at the junction round the sides, and also

support the projecting flange at the top lip. This lining, which must
reach in height a little above the water line, is then lowered bodily into

place, so that the round bottom sits down closely and firm upon the

concrete bed prepared, as described, to receive it. Concrete is now
rammed in all round like a wall outside the iron lining, and carried well

up to the lower surface of the flanged lip ; and twelve or more holding-

down bolts, at equal intervals all round, with broad cast-iron washers

on their lower ends (as shown by dotted lines), are buried in this con-

crete, and their upper ends nutted or cottered above the lip flange, so

that the weight of the concrete around may hold down the iron lining

vessel, as well as that which is then piled on above the flanged lip, and
forms the wall lining of the remaining upper part of the pit above the

water line. If the iron lining be only J inch thick, it will last, buried

in sand and concrete and the outer side, from twenty to thirty years

—

much longer than is necessary to render the concrete itself perfectly

hard and stony and water-tight, although the metal were all gone. Of
course the thickness of concrete at the crown of the inverted dome,
constituting the only bottom in this case, must be such at the outset

that it shall not "blow up " by the water pressure beneath, when the

iron is all gone, and the pit may be emptied ; and the total bulk of the

concrete in the bottom and walls round must be such, that its weight

must be greater than that of the content of the pit, if full of water up to

the water line, otherwise it may float bodily up.

The last construction of pit that we shall refer to will be one con-

structed in water-bearing subsoil, which is surcharged with water within

5 or 6 feet of the surface, and in such quantity that the excavation

cannot be made in the usual way, nor laid dry at all, or unless by an

inordinate amount of pumping power. In this case a cast-iron circular

curb, made in segments bolted together, with a flat top to receive the ring

wall, and a cutting bottom edge in the form of section shown at fig. 4, is

Fig. 4.

to be placed upon the surface, and the ring wall built upon it of brick and

cement; and as the ring wall is raised, the soil from the interior is to

be excavated out by hand as far as po-sible, and then, after the water-

level is reached, by " misering " or dredging. The ring wall, kept

plumb if need be by six or eight guide piles in the usual way, sinks as

the stuff is taken out until the bottom edge of the curb reaches the

depth and position shown in the figure. The whole bottom is now
levelled fair across, at the level of the edge of the curb, and a stratum of

sufficient thickness of concrete made of Portland cement, lime, and gravel,

is filled in by shoot or in boxes, and carefully levelled. Upon the top

surface of this, when a little set, is lowered down the large central cast-

iron circular, ribbed and rimmed, bottom plate, seen in section in the

figure ; all the hollows of the under side between the ribs being first

filied in with brick and cement. This is lowered through the water.

The concrete backing to the upper part of the ring wall is now filled in

solid all round against the sides of the bank, which has been dredged

out at the back of the wall all round to admit of it. This assumes the

stuff to be stable ; if it will not stand, then the concrete must be omitted,

and the necessary weight to prevent floating up, got by increasing the

thickness uniformly all round of the whole ring wall. We have now
only to make good the bottom between the foot of the ring wall and

the central bottom plate. In most instances the water will now be so

kept down by the concrete bottom, the heavy plate covering three-

fourths of its area, and by the ring wall itself, that the pit can at this

stage be readily pumped dry, and the annular space referred to, made
good with a conical floor of brick and cement. But should the pressure

be too great, and endanger the blowing up of the concrete, or the latter

be weak or porous, then this annular piece of flooring must be laid in in

sector-shaped segments by the help of a helrnet-diver, who is also a

bricklayer, or by one or other of many known devices. Tn any case,

it will be obvious to a practical mason that adopting here the methods

for shaft-sinking in wet strata, as we have done, that at the very shallow

depth comparatively needed here, we can, without serious difficulty, get

the bottom staunched. This method of formation is of course applicable

under the most difficult circumstances that building in water can present,

and is equally applicable to dry pits as to sand pits.

We do not think we need dilate further upon the subject of pits, or of

their construction. A future paper will deal with some of their peculiar

uses.

—

Ed.
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ON THE PREVENTION OF THE FOULING OF SCREW
PROPELLERS.

Numerous as have been the appliances tried in the shape of guards,

cages, &c, with the view of preventing ropes, hawsers, chains, arid

Fig. 1. Fiji. 2.
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other things of like nature being caught up by, becoming entangled

with, and holding fast the screw propellers of steam-ships, thereby in

numberless instances leaving the vessel a helpless log at the waves'

mercy until the canvas could be spread, all have most signally failed,

so that even now the fouling of screws is quite an every-day occurrence.

Were we to attempt to relate the cases in the course of the past year,

wherein vessels have been stopped in their course by the screw picking

up a rope or hawser on slowly going down a river, leaving harbour, ana
in other instances, the length of our list would be rather surprising.

To appreciate the immense importance of a really effective means for

preventing the recurrence of such an awkward and frequently damaging
accident, we need only recall the instances in which ihe Great Britain,

the Royal Charter, and the still more recent case of the London, were
fouled in mid-ocean by portions of the wreck as it came toppling over
shipboard on all sides, torn from its attachments by the constant lashing

over of the waves and the reeking fury of the winds.

It was at the time believed, and is still believed by some, that if the

London's screw had not been thus

fouled 6he could have made landward

to an extent that would have enabled

some of her living cargo to be saved,

before the water rose to the boiler

fires. But apart from all this, those

who, like ourselves, happen to live

near to a large seaport or harbour,

may almost any day, if we choose

to look out for it, see vessels lying
helpless in the water from no other cause than the fouling of the screw

;

others put back into harbour after having proceeded some little way on
their voyage, from the same cause ; whilst it is not an unusual thing to

find some of the repairing slips occupied with steamers rendered helpless
in the same way.

But without enlarging upon the frequent damage that is inflicted

upon the machinery from this cause, the cost of repair, the time
lost, which in reality can only be valued as so much lost money, both
in earnings and loss of interest on capital sunk in the vessel herself,

the solulion of the difficulty that existed to prevent all this has cul-
minated in one of the most simple appliances that the mind could
well conceive.

The means for preventing the fouling of screws to which we now
draw attention, has been introduced during the last few months by the
captain of that ill-fated vessel, the Falcon, which so recently became
a wreck off the Mull of Cantyre. The accompanying figs., 1 and 2,
show the antifuuler in the act of preventing the screw, c, being fouled.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, and fig. 2 a perspective view of the stern end

of a steamship. On the inner and outer stern-posts the circular cutting

discs, G and H, are secured by screw bolls, c, each disc being made in

two pieces, as shown enlarged at fig. 3, and in section at tig. 4, so that

the cutter may be taken off for being sharpened at any time without

unshipping the screw or propeller shaft. Fig. 1 shows

the screw in the act of being fouled by a rope or hawser,

I, on one side of the stern-post; fig. 2, the same screw

being also fouled, but on the side of ihe stern-post oppo-

site to that in fig. 1 ; this figure is also shown in per-

spective, so that the cutting action may be the better

understood.

This appliance, simple as it may appear, has been found

in practice most efficient, as Captain Hudson most com-

pletely proved in his experiments with it as fitted to the

Falcon. On one occasion coming out of Portrush a 6-inch

hawser fouled the screw; the screw revolving tolerably fast

at the time drew it at once tight over the cutting edge,

when it was completely severed. Now this case, although

only one amongst others, was a tolerably decided proof of

the capabilities of the antifouling cutter. Had the cutter

not been on the vessel it is certain that the screw would

have been so completely fouled that further course of the

vessel would have been impossible ; on the contrary, as it

happened, the ship went on unimpeded.

We therefore think that enough has been shown to justify

the opinion, that the time is at no great distance when

Captain Hudson's simple " antifouler " will be very widely

adopted.—V. D.

THE GREAT LATTICE IRON VIADUCT OF BUSSEAU
D'AHUN JUNCTION, MONTLUCON AND LIMOGES
RAILWAY.

The adjacent woodcut may serve to conveysome idea, though but an

imperfect one, of one of the largest, and in some respects most remark-

able, of the iron engineering monuments latterly erected in France,

numerous and striking as so many of these are. The Orleans Railway

Company has recently opened for traffic the branch line from Montlucon

to Limoges, which will form the shortest route across France between

Bordeaux and Lyons, by Coutras, Perigueux, Limoges, Montlucon,

Moulin, Saint Germain des Fosses, and St. Etienne, a line which will

ultimately also give direct junctions with Tarape and Gannat. The
Montlucon line to Limoges joins on to the line from Chateauroux to the

latter towD, by a forked junction station, constructed at St. Sulpice

Lauriere, at 30 kilometres from Limoges. Tn the distance of 123

kilometres between the last place and Montlucon there are fourteen

intermediate stations. A branch line starts off at Busseau d'Ahun for

Aubusson, the seat of the celebrated carpet manufacture, traversing in

its length the rich valley and coal basin of d'Ahun. This line is to

be 24 kilometres long, with intermediate stations.

The district is in mineral and manufacturing wealth a very rich

one, and the expected traffic has justified the formidable expenditure

incurred upon this short line of way. Almost the whole distance has

been executed by blasting in the compact granite, in which, by a

geological fact not paralleled elsewhere in Europe, the coal measures

of the St. Etienne coal field lie imbedded, without any one of the

usual intermediate rocks between the coal measures and the crystalline

plutonics being found to occur at all. The great elevation relatively

of the plateaux of granite traversed, and the rapid slope and great

depth of the ravines and valleys which conduct the water-courses

between, have compelled the execution of three tunnels in the in-

tractable granite, of which one, that of Lauriere, is upwards of 500

metres in length, and the GueVet tunnel is about the same. In addition

to these heavy works there are four great viaducts, of wdiich that at

Busseau d'Ahun Junction, which we have sketched, is placed at an

elevation of no less than 58 metres, above the river Creuse in the valley

below. The length of the viaduct, exclusive of embankments, is 339

metres. It consists, as may be seen, of a straight superstructure of

lattice girder-work, supported on piers at intervals, giving six spans of

50 metres each. The lattice work consists of two main continuous

girders, constructed as to details very much like those of the great
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bridge over the Rhine at Kehl ; the top and bottom booms being of

replicated plates and angle irons, connected under the floor by
transverse girders, and at intervals overhead. The piers between the

extreme abutments are founded on the rock everywhere but in the

61
i M

bottom of the valley, where we understand they are on piling, and
have been carried up in masonry above the level of the highest con-
ceivable valley inundation. Above this, each pier consists, as in the

Crumlin Viaduct in South Wales, of an open latticed or reticulated

structure consisting of cast-iron vertical members and wrought-iron

horizontal and diagonal ones. The general design of these is very

much superior to that at Crumlin. Though likely to prove more rigid,

these open-work iron piers are very slender, being at the floor-level

of the viaduct only 2 metres wide in the length-way of the viaduct.

We have nothing to say, however, in way of commendation of iron

piers thus constructed ; we hold them to be a mistake and a misappli-

cation everywhere, and that a hollow masonry pier in a country like

this where stone is abundant is always better, safer, more durable, and

equally cheap. If iron must be used for a pier, then we hold it that

the pier should consist of a hollow taper tube, rectangular in horizontal

section, or of transversely united two conical frustra ; the whole formed

of boiler plate, and the interior filled in with concrete, or partially with

stone or brick work. It is not possible to give perfect or even suffi-

cient rigidity to lattice work or diagonally-stayed, tall, spire-like struc-

tures of this sort in iron to be long if at all safe, under the violent

lateral strains of heavy fast trains. The mistakes made in the first

desigus for the water towers at the Crystal Palace, as prepared by Fox
& Henderson, ought to have been a sufficient warning of this. Those

towers so vibrated by the wind alone with the prodigious top-load of

water, that they were manifestly dangerous, and had to be taken down.

The design was then altered, it was understood at the time, by the late

Mr. Brunei, and the rectangular panels at all the sides, which before

were merely diagonally stayed by very insufficient wrought-iron rods,

were filled in solid with cast-iron panels, and the towers, we believe,

have since proved sufficiently stiff.

It is not, however, to criticise these open lattice-work piers here, that

we have brought this viaduct before the civil-engineering portion of

our readers, but to notice the success that has attended the somewhat

daring method by which, unaided by any scaffolding, both the piers and

the superstructure have been erected in place. The plan will be obvious

to any practical eye from the sketch, which shows the state of the

work about thirteen months ago. The top booms of each span were

got into place by overhanging, and stayed there by iron back-stays

reaching their points nearly, from the top of a system of diagonal horsing

prepared over the already completed pier behind, and prepared to move
along to any part of the structure, upon the top of which it stood. One
lattice bar after another on both side girders was now got into place,

and the bottom boom on to these in short lengths, and all rivet ted up as it

spread on end. When enough of the overhanging lattice structure was

constructed, hoisting gear was placed upon its outer end, and the whole

became the arm of a gigantic sort of crane, by the help of which the

parts of the next pier were got up and into place. This completed, the

junction pieces of the viaduct work over it, were put in place and made
good to the lattice work, and a new span was begun to be projected out

into mid air as before. The method itself is not absolutely new ; it has

not only been proposed but to a certain extent practised both in Great

Britain and abroad ; but we are not aware of its actually having been

employed before upon so large a scale and with such manifest practical

economy and success as here. By suitably adjusting the length of the

temporary diagonal stays of the lattices, and so keeping the free air

ends some inches too high for their ultimate position when supported

upon the pier caps, and then at last lowering the free ends down to that

level before closing the rivetted connections, the required amount of

tension upon the top booms above the piers was easily obtained so

as to get the whole work out of the lattice frames viewed as a con-

tinuous girder.

The estimated cost of the entire viaduct, masonry and timber floor-

ing included, was 1,500,000 francs, which is about 4300 francs per

metre forward. The Fribourg viaduct, of a construction closely

resembling this, is said to have cost 6000 francs per metre. The
remainder of this line is stated to have cost when fully completed about

200,000 francs per kilometre, a heavy sum (about £40.000 per mile),

yet one not surprising when the heavy nature of the works above and

under ground are held in view, and one, the outlay of which proves the

prodigious development of wealth, and industry to justify it, which has

taken and is taking place in France, especially in its manufacturing and

commercial centres. The work has been done, too, at a rapid rate, for

the legal requirements for its authorization and construction were only

fulfilled in 1863, and at the commencement of 1865 a large portion of

the line had been opened.

The masonry, &c, of this fine work was executed, we believe, by
local contractors. The iron work of the piers and superstructure was

prepared and erected by the Company of Parent, Schacken, Caillet et
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Cie, in concert with Cail et Cie, so well known as engineers and con-

tractors, at Grenelle, close to Paris, whence its parts, all fitted and

numbered, were transmitted for erection.

—

Ed.

ON THE MEANS OF TRANSMITTING WORK TO GREAT
DISTANCES FROM MOTOR ORIGINS.

It has been often repeated as one of the many advantages assigned to

steam as compared to water power, that the site of the latter is fixed

by nature, and is most commonly found best developed in the more wild

and inaccessible regions of the earth, to which roads are difficult, though

over which all raw material for manufacture must be brought to the

spot, and from which back again the same in its manufactured state

must be carried to the market, which is not to be found upon the spot.

With steam power, on the contrary, granting a supply of fuel, we may
choose our position for creation by its agency of the power we need,

can have just as much and no more than we need, and can unite at the

same spot the manufactory and the market. Many go so far as to say

that the .dearer power of steam, owing to these advantages, is in all

cases a cheaper and more advantageous one to the manufacturer than

water power, which once established may be said to cost nothing but

rent, or interest of capital and repairs.

It is not to be denied that in particular cases, i.e., special kinds of

manufactures, this is true. No one in his senses would think of estab-

lishing a brick yard in some remote valley head, faraway from town or

buildings, merely because he had clay and water power for his brick-

making machinery there ; though even in this extreme instance, were

the clay something unusually superior and abundant, a market, though

a distant one, for the brick, sure, steady, and large; and either railway

or canal communication in view between the brick factor}' and the

market, the establishment in such a locality might wear a different

aspect. Just the opposite is the case, however, with nearly every great

class of manufacture that divaricates into many varieties of adjunct

trades, such, for example, as the cotton trade, taken as a whole. There

the chapman and the merchant from all parts of the earth arrive

periodically to buy the innumerable manufactured products of the one

great central mart of trade. The manufacturer upon the spot possesses

immense trading advantages over his competitor at a distance : both get

their goods to market in the end, but the isolated manufacturer is behind

his neighbour, who is always at head-quarters in almost everything.

The latter enters the market first with new goods; he has learned first

what new patterns, taste, or fashion, or the opening of new foreign

markets, demand ; he sees the first of the buyer, and he sees the last

of him. There is just hero also an exceptional case, it may be pos-

sible or even advantageous for a manufacturer at the central market to

possess also another factory at a perhaps long distance, where power or

labour, or both, may be relatively cheap. But in such a case the out-

lying manufactory is but a mere passive feeder of supplies to that at

head-quarters, where exists the head and brain, i.e., the real manage-
ment of both. This combination is exemplified by the case of the large

cotton mills of Messrs. Malcolmson at Portlaw, in Ireland, where water

power and labouring hands are supposed to give their advantages, but

the real control, as well as the actual market, are in Lancashire.

Clear as all this may be, it is equally obvious that if we could carry

our natural water power about, if in place of its being rooted to the

bank of the river we could transmit the whole, or even a tolerably large

fraction of the whole power of the river at any given point of its length,

to any required distance and in any desired direction—we should have
redressed the difference between water and steam power, and gained
the large advantages in point of cheapness, measured by horse-power,
which certainly belong to the former. In fact, compared in a very
rough way, it may be said that over a large portion of the British

islands, wherever indeed coal can be had at a price, under the boiler, not
exceeding about fifteen shillings per ton, steam power costs in or about
one shilling per day per horse- power. The cost of water power varies

enormously in different localities, but for outlay of capital in water wheels
or turbines, &c, repairs, and water or other rent, which generally in real-

ity includes the interest of capital sunk in formation of the mill site, i.e.,

in conduits, dams, &c, it seldom rises to twopence per da}' per horse-
power, and a probable average would not reach a farthing per day per
horse-power. The cost is thus safely stated at being very commonly less

than one-twentieth that of equal steam power for equal time. There is,

therefore, abundant encouragement for the devisal of methods by which

we may be enabled to transmit from the natural sites the power of water

to such other and distant points as may make it at the latter more
available and more valuable.

For the transmission of power or " work" to moderate distances we
have for ages had two main methods employed, the horizontal revolving

shaft and the strap pulley—supposing, as is almost always the case, that

what we need in the /oral of the transmitted work is rotatory motion
;

but these are only capable of transmitting work to extremely short dis-

tances, unless with the most serious losses or waste of power by the

absorption of work of the motor in torsion and friction of the shaft, and

in friction, rigidity, and slip, &c, of the strap. For a mere dead pull,

such as the alternate strokes needed to work a pump, work is, and has

long been, habitually transmitted to very great distances ; as by the long

lines of " draw rods" used in mining regions for transmitting the power

of a water wheel by means of a crank upon its main axis, pulling during

one-half its revolution to raise a heavy weight or " balance bob" at the

remote end of the line of bars ; the descent again of which retransmits

there the work just before expended in raising it, while the crank of the

water wheel, merely in its second half revolution, follows round and

delivers back the length of " drawbars" at the rate that the "balance bob"

in its descent requires, and leaves them ready for the next stroke. There

is no doubt this might be modified so as to produce rotatory motion at

the remoter end, but the combinations to effect it are either wanting in

simplicity or liable to serious derangements, and in no case can a system

of draw rods—which, because they must move slowly, must have large

section and great consequent weight—be extended to more than a few

hundreds of yards without a very great proportion of the motor being

absorbed in transition. In recent days the idea so clearly seen by

Bramah has been realized upon a large scale by Armstrong and others,

in the transmission of power by water pressure, or, as it has been called,

by "hydraulic connection;" and Armstrong has even perfected appa-

ratus by which water pressure thus transmitted, through it might be,

miles of pipes, may be converted into rotatory motion. The apparatus

has, however, never gone beyond a very small scale, as for the purpose

of working hoisting gear, &c. ; and it is certain that were the water-

pressure rotatory machinery developed upon a scale to demand a large

and continuous supply-current through the pipes, difficulties of prob-

ably an insuperable character would be encountered, and that the high-

pressure turbine, delivering a much less proportion of the total power

due to the head, must take its place.

Papin saw the possibility of transmitting power through pneumatic

connectors, though, if the accounts handed down be reliable, he did not

succeed in realizing his notions. There can be no question, however,

that power may be transmitted, either by exhaustion or by the conden-

sation of air, for very great distances through tubes, and may be con-

verted into rotatory motion at the remote extremity, or anywhere by

the way; that wdiich is actually done upon a very small scale at the

Bank of England, by the method of exhaustion, may be done upon a

vastly larger one ; while our common gas pipes and jets prove the

practicability of equally transmitting power to great distances by con-

densation. In both these cases, like that of the hydraulic connector,

however, unless the tubes bear a very large proportion in area to the

demand for the current whether of entering or of issuing air that trans-

mits the power, the loss by tube friction becomes very serious. The

capital to be sunk in pipes, therefore, is large in relation to the power

got, and both this expenditure and the waste of power increase directly

with the distance of transmission. There remains, however, very much

yet worthy of careful consideration and experiment in determining the

conditions of power thus transmitted, and one of these methods of aerial

transmission at least seems far from devoid of promise.

Meanwhile, however, there exists in actual use, and upon a large

scale, another and a simpler apparatus for the transmission of power, in

large amount and to very great distances, which has attracted, we may
say, no attention as yet in this country. We refer to the system ori-

ginated by Mr. C. F. Hirn, of Mulhausen, which has been called that of

" telodynamic transmission," and some drawings indicative of which

were shown as long ago as the Exhibition of 1862.

Crudely stated, this method appears to the superficial observer to

consist in nothing more than in transmitting the rotatory motion of one

large grooved pulley, kept revolving by the motor, to another such

pulley at a greater or less distance by the intervention of an endless

wire or steel band, or wire rope, passing over both pulleys ; and to the
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uninstruoted observer the whole affair seems nothing more than the old

• belt and pulley," a mere elongation of that commonplace " wrapping

connector." The hidden principle involved, however, is something

entirely different.

If we suppose a band of round iron of an inch in diameter to be

capable of sustaining a steady pull, without sensible alteration, of 10

tons, and that the bar be pulled with this force endways, so that a

point between the motor and the resistance moves at the rate of

one foot per second, then it is obvious that the bar itself will be trans-

mitting "work" at the rate of 10 foot tons per second. A bar of half its

diameter, or one-fourth its section, can only be strained to 2'5 tons, and,

at the same rate of " end on" motion, can only transmit 2'5 foot tons of

work per second ; and so also of a bar 1-oth of an inch diameter, or

l-25;h of the area of the one-inch bar, it can only transmit 0'04 ton,

and at the rate of one foot per second, 0'0-t foot tons of work. But

suppose that the half-inch bar moves end on at the rate of 4 feet per

second, and that the 1-otb inch diameter wire moves at the rate of 25

feet per second, then, as work is made up of pressure, times velocity, all

three bars, much as they differ in section and in absolute strain upon

each, will transmit the same number of foot tons per second; i.e., shall

all be capable at the resisting end of delivering forth equal quantities of

motive power in equal times. If, therefore, we increase the velocity of

motion of the wrapping connector, which is intended to transmit a given

amount of motive work in a given time, we may reduce its section,

because we have reduced the strain upon it, and hence its total weight

in the inverse ratio of the increased velocity. We may, in fact, to put

an extreme illustration, reduce the one-inch round bar to an iron wire

as fine as a human hair, and yet (theoretically) get out of it at the

resisting end our 10 foot tons per second.

Now this is just the principle which distinguishes M. Hiru's method

from any common belt and pair of pulleys, and which he has shown can

be carried into practical use with great advantage.

At the motor, be it steam engine or water wheel, &c, he places a

tolerably large cylindrical-grooved rimmed iron pulley, revolving in a

vertical or horizontal plane, to which he communicates rotation at a

determinate and considerable speed. Round this he passes a thin wire,

or a thin wire rope (which in practice he prefers), and this is led away
to almost any reasonable distance (the limit is measurable by miles),

where it is passed over another similar pulley, and returns back as an

endless cord to the pulley whence it started. If the distance be more
than a few hundred feet, or the intervening surface differ in level, &c,
both limbs of the cord are supported and guided at intervals by guide

pnlleys, as few as possible, leaving the cords in the intervals between

these to sag down into such catenary as the strain upon it and its

own surplus strength may determine and admit. The periphery of the

driving pulley may have an angular velocity as great as possible; the

only limit, in fact, is that the speed shall not be likely to destroy the

pulley by centrifugal force. The speeds that have been actually em-
ployed in the examples to which we are about to refer vary from 10 to

30 yards per second, at the circumference of the pulley. The pulleys

themselves have been made of cast-iron and of steel, and they have but

one peculiarity of construction, but that is a highly important one. At

the bottom of the acute V-shaped groove, going round the circumfer-

ence, a little trough is formed, dove-tailed, in section, which is filled up

with a ring of softened gutta percha let into it and united at the returned

ends. Against this, as the bottom of the V groove, the wire rope of

transmission alone bears. It forms a seat for itself, and does not touch

the sides of the V groove or other metallic parts of the pulley. The
same arrangement is adopted for the receiving pulley for the power at

the remote end, and for all guide or supporting pulleys that may be

necessary. The wire ropes are thus found to hold perfectly, and not

to wear sensibly for long periods.

Previously to devising this plan of pulley, M. Hirn had had much
difficulty from the wear of the wire ropes, and in other ways, and had

tried in vain wood, copper, and other linings for the pulley grooves.

Now, assigning a peripheral velocity to the motor pulley of 30 yards

per second, it is obvious, upon the principles that we have already stated,

that for each horse-power that we require to transmit, we must visit a

strain upon the material of the cord, moving at that rate, of 3lyy°=
aay, 366 lbs ; and taking the breaking strain for average iron wire as

67,000 lbs. per circular inch, and the safe strain as about one-half that,

or say 33,000 lbs. per circular inch, then 3
|-g-§- = 90 nearly, or a wire

ofone-ninetieth of a circular inch in area will transmit a horse-power

per second. The wire must have surplus strength, however, also for the

loss of power absorbed by the sources of loss in this method of trans-

mission. These are— 1, The resistance of the air to the rotation of all

the pulleys ; 2, The rigidity of the wire rope in cirenmflexure of the

two main pulleys, and through the change of angular direction at either

side of supporting or guide pulleys ; 3, The resistance of the air by fric-

tion to the passage of the wire cord itself through it; 4, The friction of

the axles of all the pulleys

Where the distances of transmission are moderate, i.e., within a few

hundred yards, the actual result of experiments upon the large scale, as

stated by M. Hirn, show that all these together amount to about 2J per

cent, of the power transmitted. Where supporting and guide pulleys

are required, there is to be added to this 2£ per cent., which represents

a constant resistance due to the motor and transmitting pulleys and
rope merely, an additional resistance which varies with the distance,

and has been found, with the usual amount of supporting or guiding

pulleys needed for long distances, to amount to about 504 foot pounds

for each 1100 yards in length of the double cord. Thus we see that

for short distances the transmitting wire need not be larger than l-85th

of a circular inch in area per horse-power ; and for even such an ex-

treme distance as upwards of twelve miles, we need only add one-third

to its total area, on account of all resistances due to uselessly consumed
power.

Enough has been said to show how attenuated may be the trans-

mitting cord, and how light it may be. With two pulleys, each of 12

feet diameter, making 100 revolutions per minute, and with a wire cord

of 2-5ths of an inch in diameter, M. Hirn has found that 120 horse-

power can be transmitted to a distance of 150 yards, with only a waste

of power or useless effect of 2J horse-power.

The first attempt at practical application of this method was made
as long ago as 1850, at Logelbach, near Colmar, at the ancient calico

print works of MM. Haussmann, established in 1772, but shut up from

1841. It was proposed to make the great concern into a weaving

factory for cotton, but the immense scattered mass of buildings seemed

to forbid the possibility of utilizing them, and yet placing the motive

power at any one point. Shafting, as a matter of cost and of waste by

distance, was out of the question. In this emergency M. Hirn first tried

this method of force transmission, with a rivetted steel ribbon or band

to each building from the engine-house. The band first tried was about

2 inches wide by l-25th of an inch thick, and on wood-faced drums.

The success of the principle was complete, but much remaiued to be

discovered before the round wire cord and gutta-percha pulley solved

all difficulty, and brought the principle to be a practical reality.

Since the establishment of MM. Haussmann's weaving mills on this

plan in 1854, M. Schlumberger has transmitted the power of a turbine

at Staffelfelden about 90 yards; in 1857, at Copenhagen, 45 horse-power

was transmitted to saw mills at more than 1000 yards distance from the

motor ; in 1858, at Cornimont, Vosges, 50 horse-power was transmitted

to a distance of 1258 yards ; in 1859, at Oberursel, near Frankfort-on-

the-Main, 100 horse-power was thus carried 1076 yards, and at Emmen-
dingen, Brisgau, 60 horse-power works a spinning mill at 1312 yards

from the motor; while in 1861, Count d'Espremesnil, at Fontaine le

Sonet, Department de l'Eure, transmitted a very large power to saw

mills through 1100 yards, and thence a part to a further distance of 546,

or to a total of 1646 yards, to drive other machinery. Four hundred

and upwards of practical applications have been made of the method

already ; which has become one of the established and recognized me-
chanical appliances all through the south-east of France and adjacent

Germany, and more particularly in Alsace, the great seat of the French

cotton manufacture, and of innumerable connected industries. Most of

the machinery has been constructed by Messrs. Stein & Co., of Mulhansen,

who have acquired great experience in its constructive details and

management. And carrying the principle out to its legitimate end and

development, a company has been formed since 1862 at Bale, in Swit-

zerland, under the title of " Compagnie d'Utilization des Forces du

Rhin Superieur," whose object it is to establish water power to an almost

limitless extent at the great fall of the Rhine at Schaffhausen, and

thence to transmit it off to great distances and in various directions, and

let it off for manufacturing uses. M. Hirn has shown that power may
be practically and profitably transmitted thus for distances of several

miles. To take an extreme example, he proves that 120 horse-power

may be transmitted 22,000 yards, or about 12£ miles (further than from

London to Richmond), and that the loss by uselessly expended power in
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the transmission even to that extieme distance, shall leave at the very

least 90 horse-power available at the remote end. On the other hand,

he shows that if 200 horse-power be transmitted by ordinary horizontal

shafting, 50 per cent, of the motor will become uselessly absorbed within

a distance of 1G50 yards; and that to obtain 100 horse-power at the

remote end of a horizontal shaft of 12J miles long, we must apply at

the motor end a power of 788,400 horse-power: in other words, that

while the limit of shaft transmission practically does not exceed two or

three hundred yards, that of telodynamic transmission need not in prac-

tice stop at five miles, or even more. Power may thus be transmitted

economically and surely, in any direction, over hills and valleys, across

rivers, into the depths of coal pits or mines.

Why should not a method so promising, already for some years a

proved practical success abroad, remain unknown and unused amongst

us in Great Britain ? What immense advantages might be secured to

many parts of our islands by its employment ! In Ireland, in the hilly

regions of Scotland, in the north and west of England, and in Wales,

incredible natural resources in water power now going to waste might

some of them at least be utilized by being carried out of their mountain

fastnesses thus, and led to lowland and inhabited places, where industry

and manufacture would welcome the mdooked-for arrival thus of power,

and with it of comfort and prosperity, where now there is nothing but

too often the mind-stunting and ill-paid employments of a poorly-

followed agriculture.

—

Ed.

THE -ABUTMENT" ENGINE.

A ROTARY engine of rather novel construction, and christened with a

peculiarly striking and, at first sight, unintelligible, although in reality

not inappropriate, name, lias recently been introduced by Mr. Justice,

of Dundee, of which there are a few examples already at work for

sawing timber and other purposes—one of them being used for driving

the machinery employed for reducing the oranges, and possibly turnips,

carrots, etc., at the extensive marmalade manufactory of Messrs.

Keiller, Dundee. This last-named engine, and another driving a

circular saw, we have seen at work. As far as the eye can judge,

they appeared to perform their duty with credit ; but to what extent this

engine ma}' be economical in consumpt of steam, and therefore fuel, we
have not yet been able to ascertain, although it is believed by the

manufacturers that in this respect it is not more costly than any other

class of stationary engine ; and, when the smallness of the first cost is

considered, evidently enough, a considerable advantage shows itself

—

the cost of a five or six horse engine, thoroughly well finished with steel

shafts and gun-metal bearings, not exceeding £50.

The woodcuts and following description render the arrangement of

these engines easy of comprehension.

Fig. 1 is an end elevation of the engine, showing the external arrange-

ment. Fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same, and fig. 3 a horizontal

section ; the last two figures, figs. 2 and 3, showing the internal

arrangement. The casing, A, of the engine consists of a triple cylindric

arrangement, in which the three pistons, u, c, and D, figs. 2 and 3,

revolve. The casing is secured by bolts, E, passing through flaucb.es

on its lower side to the sole plate, F. Steam is admitted into the cylin-

ders so as to act on and cause the revolution of the working parts of the

engine in the following manner: The steam-pipe, G, is in direct communi-
cation with the steam boiler or generator, and at some part of its length

the throttle valve, H, is applied, by which the supply of steam to the

engine is regulated. The portion of the steam-pipe beyond the valve, II,

Fig. 2.

^^^^^^^^^I
extends to and is connected with two other steam pipes, I and K, fig. 1,

the pipe, K, being provided with a second throttle valve, L, so that

the steam may be shut off from one of the revolving pistons if desired. On
the steam being admitted through the steam pipes (taking the case when
both throttle valves are open), it passes into the spaces, a and a, respec-

tively, surrounding the tubular spindles, whence it travels forward

through the port, c, down through the tubular shafts, N and o, to the

pistons, B and D. On arriving at the pistons the steam escapes through

the ports, c, fig. 2, into the concentric space of the cylinder surrounding

them, where it acts against the tongues or vanes, P ; the central roller or

piston, C, forming an abutment from which the steam acts in forcing

against the tongues or vanes, P, thereby causing the revolution of the

engine. The three rolling pistons, n, C, and D, are made of exactly
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identical diameters, so that in revolving no change in the relation of the

positions of their circumference with each other can occur'—the exact

relative positions being maintained continually the same by means of the

spur pinions, Q, R, and s, fig. 3, at the outer portions of one end of the

spindles gearing into each other. On referring again to figs. 2 and 3 it

will be seen that in order to allow the tongues and vanes, p, freedom to

revolve continually, provision must be made to allow themito clear the

abutment piston, c ;. this is effected by means of the recess iu the piston,

C, being so fixed that the tongue is brought immediately into it on the

approach of either of the tongues or vanes towards the central piston.

The recess is so shaped that by the mutual rolling of the pistons the

tongues or vanes,, p, disengage themselves as soon as they have passed

through the length of their rotation, equivalent to that of the contact

or projection- of the vanes against the central roller. One recess in

the central roller is sufficient, as the tongues or vanes on the two

rollers are arranged in exactly similar positions on the two pistons,

c and d, so that, as shown at fig. 2, whilst one of the tongues or

pistons lies in the recess, the other vane or tongue on the other

piston lies in the position of a half revolution from that of the first

vane or tongue, moving on towards the central piston, so as to

enter the recess as soon as the corresponding portions of a revolution

bring round the three pistons to a position the opposite of that shown

in fig. 2. The exhaust of the steam is provided for in the following

manner :: the steam escaping down aDd actuating the piston, B, occupies

the space between the abutment or centre piston,, c,. and, the tongue or

vane,. P, whatever may be the position of the vane,. P, during each

revolution, until the vane, P, passes the edge of one exhaust port, u;

the steam used then for actuating the piston, B, entirely escapes through

this port, U ; and in a similar manner the steam for actuating the other

piston, D, escapes through the other exhaust port, V, which is carried

round, as shown at fig.«!, to unite with the first exhaust port, the steam

from both issuing into the joint exhaust pipe, w.. Provision is made

Eig. C.

for working the steam expansively by the introduction of lugs or bars in

the cavities, a and a, surrounding the ports by which the steam enters

the spindle of the revolving pistons, B and C. These lugs or bars for

regulating the cut-off are more particularly shown at the transverse

sections, figs. 4 and 5, on referring to which it will be seen that as the

eteam port, c, passes through that part of its revolution in which it is

closed by the cut-off lug, no, steam can escape into the piston. There-

fore, by making these lugs of any desired width, the cut-off may be at

any time correspondingly regulated, and the engine thus caused to work

expansively. When it is desired not to utilize the' whole power of the

engine, the second throttle valve in one of the steam-pipe branches is

closed, in which case the steam acts only on one of the revolving pistons.

The spindles of the three revolving pistons are made slightly taper, as

shown in the horizontal section, fig. 3, so as to allow of the wear of the

spindles as well as the bushes surrounding them being easily taken up

at any time by screwing in the glands, X, at their outer ends. The
glands are maintained firmly in position by the check-nuts, e. At the

end of the engine where the steam is taken in, the boxes, /(containing

the cavities from which the steam passes into the port leading to, the

passage at the centre of the spindles), are kept in position-, as well as

their covers, g, by means of the pressure produced upon them, by the

cross beam, Y, being tightened by a nut or nuts, A..

Pig. 6 is a transverse section of a single-acting engine, constructed

TUIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

similarly to the preceding. From what has been above set forth in

reference to the double engine, the working of the single engine will

be fully understood. The engine is shown in this figure in a position

of its rotation wherein the exhaust is taking place, the steam being cut

off during this period by means of the lugs or bars previously referred to.

Fig. 7 is a transverse section of another arrangement of the double

engine, in which the central abutment is dispensed with. The two
pistons roll on each other, and thus constitute a mutual steam abutment

Fig. T.

In this modification the steam is admitted into one piston, only at a time,

the steam issuing fills the space between the vanes or tongues,P, and causes

them, to rotate in opposite directions. In reference to this arrangement,

when the steam issues from the piston, A, the exhaust port, T, is closed,

and the steam exhausts, through the port, u; but as the engine is rever-

sible, that is to say, it is capable of being worked in opposite directions,

then, when it is desired to drive it in the direction opposite to that shown

in the figure, the steam is turnedinto the piston B instead of A,, in which

case the engine revolves in an opposite direction. When the engine is

actuated in the direction last referred to, the exhaust port, T, is opened,

and the other exhaust port, u, is closed : the exhaust ports, T and u,

are opened or closed by a valve arrangement, the details of which we
have not yet received from the manufacturers..

The makers of this engine (Messrs. Low & Luff, of Dundee) are

making provisions for supplying it on, a large scale. We expect shortly

to be supplied with particulars as to the cost of working compared

with other engines, which when obtained we shall lay before our

readers.—V. D.

MR. JOS. WHITWORTH'S IMPROVED. ARTILLERY
CARTRIDGES.

Perhaps the greatest want remaining to be supplied in, modern rifled

artillery is to find some simple and effectual method for relieving the

gun from the intense strain to which it is subjected by the enormous

gaseous pressure produced by the rapid ignition of the gunpowder of

the charge, and of an uncertain proportion of the entire charge, but

generally a very large proportion of the whole, before the shot has

actually been sensibly started from its seat in front of the powder. The
terribly disintegrating effect of this, which, with quick-burning powder,

has been estimated by Cavalli to rise almost instantaneously to a pres-

sure in the chase of above two thousand atmospheres ; and which, with

even the block powder, or pouclre en pilons, the slowest burning powder

known as yet,, is still far beyond the resistant power to compression of

wrought iron—are exaggerated to the last degree by the necessity of

employing the elongated shot of rifled guns, where the inertia of the

shot, in relation to the maximum pressure of the inflamed powder gases

upon, the unit of section of the chase, is so much higher than with

spherical shot, and where the relief by windage is so much less.

We shall not attempt to refer to the many and various attempts

that have been made to mitigate this by modification of the powder,

&c. To describe even the more hopeful of these would fill many
pages, although as yet no thoroughly efficient mode has been attained.

Mr. Whitworth has recently patented a particular construction of

cartridge destined to this end, which possesses much ingenuity at least,

and is certainly a move in the right direction. He proposes to deal

with the ordinary cannon powder in grain of the usual large size.

2 Z
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This is placed in a serge or flannel cylindrical cartridge, sewed up at

the rere end, and closed at the forward one by an annular disc of wood.

The diameter of the cartridge is small, and its length elongated so as to

fit a chambered gun, and thus in so far to reduce, by reduction in calibre,

the strain on the latter. In the centre of the powder space, and in the

axis of the cartridge, is fixed, by means of an annular piece of wood

in front, a tube of thin metal, whose diameter is equal to that of the

hole in the wood, and is about one-fourth that of the cartridge itself.

Some small holes are made in the sides of this metal tube in a ring

round it ; and the position in which these are placed in relation to the

length of the tube is one of the matters which fixes the rate of ignition

of the powder. At the rere end of the central tube, and co-axial with

it, is placed a very small cartridge of fine powder, which the inventor

calls by the somewhat whimsical title of the "infantine cartridge."

The arrangements are such that this cartridge in the hollow of the

central metal tube is ignited./?/\s£, by means of the common friction tube

priming, or in any other way. The flash from this is sufficient just

to start the shot into inceptive motion. The same flash ignites the

/fell ^•Vy.-..:- :.
;

;:•,.:•.•::-.
-I

-

J
powder of the main charge, through the holes formed in the central

metal tube ; and the movement begun by the " infantine cartridge " is

thus kept up and augmented by the gases from the main one. As
these holes are situated along the length of the tube, so is the rapidity

of spread of the ignition of the main charge more or less rapid within

certain narrow limits. Mr. Whitworth finds their best position to be at

about one-fourth the length from the rere end for maximum slowness.

It has been suggested that the tube, in place of being of thin metal,

would be better made of wire-gauze, lined with incombustible paper for

all its length, except at the ring where ignition is to be given by the small

cartridge to the main charge ; and that there, the tube lining should be

of gun-cotton paper, i.e., of pyroxyline, which, being ignited by the flash

of the " infantine cartridge," would itself flash off and ignite the powder
of the main charge through the wire-gauze. The advantages of the

proposed change are, that the cartridges would bear transport better,

and without any chance of powder dust getting through the holes in the

metal tube by shaking into its cavity ; and that the wire-gauze, most of

which would be burnt (if of brass wire) by the explosion, would in no

case render firing over the heads of troops dangerous. These sugges-

tions, however, we believe form no part of the patent, which has not

yet been specified, though just about being so.

—

Ed.

KRAUSS' OIL VESSEL FOR LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDERS.

Tins self-oiling apparatus of Herr Volkmahr, which we described and
illustrated in this journal (January part, 1867, p. 298), we have since

learned is found not free from objection, and upon the very grounds
that we anticipated, vis., the condensation of the steam in the oil vessel,

and the displacement of the oil by the resulting water, which, getting

beneath, floats up the oil upon its surface.

To remedy this evil, Herr Maschinenmeister Krauss, of Zurich, has

devised the ingenious modification of it which is shown in section to J
natural size in the accompanying figure.

The central part of the oil vessel, b, as may be seen, rises up as a
hollow bored cylindrical stem to rather more than g the total depth of the

oil vessel. Within this the inverted oil-supplying valve, with its conical

seat at base, a, rises up. The upper end of this tubular valve-bottle is

plugged merely with a loose piece, e, that can be taken out for cleaning the

interior. At one side, and just rising above the level of the top of the
central stem spoken of, where the valve is against its seat, and therefore
as high as possible, is a small hole. The oil vessel being full, in this

position of the valve, the oil runs into this hole, and fills the bottle or
cavity of the valve piece. When the latter is now permitted to drop
from its seat again, and down to the cross-stop wire seen in section, the
top hole is closed, the lower one at the opposite side opened, and out
of the latter the oil runs down into the space above the pin of the stop-
cock,/, into the passage leading vertically to the cylinder, provided this

cock be closed. When this cock is opened, the steam coming against

the base of the valve-piece forces it up to its seat again ; and the

moment it has done so, the oil, which before had passed down from the

oil bottle, trickles down by the sides of the passages of the stopcock

and pipe, and goes into the cylinder. The stopcock, as may be

observed, has a coil or two of spiral spring placed between the tail of

the pin and the nut, which keeps it in place, the object of which is to

enable the pin of the cock to be freed by a pull outwards of the hand to

the extent that this spring allows, so as to prevent that sticking fast

by differences of expansion and contraction between pin and barrel, to

which all cocks not at a constant temperature are more or less liable.

In this modification of oil vessel even, steam must more or less get

condensed by leakage or otherwise, in

the oil cup, and get below the oil ; but it

here, when in the state of water, plays

the useful part of lifting the oil up to the

right level to be fed into the top hole in

the oil bottle. Should the water, how-
ever, rise so high as to reach this hole, i.e.,

the top of the central hollow stem of the

oil cup, then some water must be let out.

For this purpose the thumbscrew at the

right band of the fig. is slacked a thread

or two, and then, using it as a wrench,

the whole top and sides of the oil cup

together, as one piece, is screwed up

upon the male screw at its base for a

thread or two. The two small holes

seen in the figure perforating this male

screw to the right and left are then free,

and the water trickles out of these. As
soon as oil appears, the cap, &c, is

screwed down again, and fixed by the

thumbscrew. The ordinary course of

feeding the oil cup itself with oil is per-

formed by hand, by the help of the small funnel and stopcock on top

of all.

We should imagine this oil cup would work well enough. It must

be remarked, however, that this contrivance scarcely justifies the title

of self-acting (selbstthatige), given it by Herr Krauss, and which Herr

Volhmahr's professed to be, in character. In fact, this apparatus is

simply dependent upon the turning of the stopcock by hand occasion-

ally
; and upon the attention given to that, is the limitation of its value.

Why might not the stopcock be made to turn automatically by some
simple contrivance—opening, say, once in each mile travelled?

—

Ed.

ON THE FLOW THROUGH APERTURES OF SOLID BODIES.

{Continuedfrom page, 332, Vol. II., Third Series.)

Geometric Theory of the Flow of Solid Bodies.

*Great difficulty has been experienced in deducing the laws under which

the different couches transform themselves in manner so as to be
introduced into the jet in the order of their succession ; but the verifi-

cation that has been already so distinctly indicated concerning the con-

servation of the original density in the debouchures proceeding from

punching, leaves no doubt as to the constancy of the total volume of

the metal composing any one of the experimental blocks.

Had it not been of absolute exactitude, this constancy of volume had

elsewhere appeared to be the most simple foundation for an hypothesis

amongst all those by means of which it could be hoped beforehand

that the deformation observed would give place to some geometric

verifications.

In admitting the invariability of the total volume, it became much
more easy to introduce calculations into the studies concerning the

* We must caution our readers that unless great attention has been paid to the

curiously instructive facts which have been portrayed in the preceding papers on this

subject, so that they are well before the mind, considerable difficulty may be

experienced in following Tresca through his remarks that appear in the first parts

of the present paper ; and we further think that, before dipping deeper into the

subject, it is really worth while to refresh the memory by a re-perusal of what lias

gone before. We can hardly suppose that tho.-e of our readers who are really appre-
ciative of the great value of these experimental investigations will ihink otherwise

than with us.— V. D.
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transformation of the surfaces ; and this original fact being fixed, it led

to the separate consideration of the modifications which came to be

produced in different parts of the original block. To this end the

central volume limited by a cylindric surface, which can be conceived

to exist in the block, on drawing straight lines through all points of

the orifice parallel to the axis of a cylinder formed by the block itself,

is designated the " central cylinder," and the modifications which pro-

duced themselves at the exterior as well as the interior of this central

cylinder have been separately considered.

At the exterior the material has evidently yielded throughout the

entire thickness* of the block, to a pressure transmitted by the piston

to the upper surface of the block, which diminishes in height constantly

without change of volume.

This modification cannot be conceived but on admitting a general

movement of the molecules about the axis ; this movement ought to be

symmetrical with regard to this axis ; and if the pressures are equally

transmitted over all the points of contact upon the base of the piston,

and upon the surface which forms the bottom of the cylinder, it is

natural to suppose that each one of the cylindric rings that can be con-

ceived to exist in the block parallel to, and concentric with, the central

cylinder, ought to modify itself in such manner that the surface of its

base augmented in the inverse ratio of the height.

This transformation of each cylindric ring into another shorter ring

has been one basis upon which the calculations are founded.

In admitting that it is thus, it is no longer difficult to comprehend
the changes or modifications which ought to all appearance to occur

between the difi'erent parts of the " original central cylinder :" sur-

rounded throughout all its height by the pressure which is exercised

around it, the material which constitutes this cylinder ought to be com-

pressed in such manner that the interior diameter diminishes, and so

that, consequently, one part of the length, or the original height, should

be expelled to the outside by an orifice freely openedf for the purpose

of such expulsion.

It can also be comprehended that in proportion to this expulsion the

different parts of the " original cylinder" will escape or free themselves

during the compression, and that thus the lateral dimensions will be so

much the less modified or altered as the expulsion shall have been

sooner produced.

This simple view shows that the " original central cylinder" will,

after an experiment, be necessarily represented in the jet by a solid of

peculiar form, which will be symmetrical about its axis if the actions

have been similarly, i.e., symmetrically, transmitted all through the

"central cylinder," and such that the circular sections made perpen-

dicularly to this axis will be so much smaller, as the material which

composes it shall have been subjected during a very long time to the

pressure exercised upon it, in consequence of the crushing of the

exterior part by the original interior matter being expressed, and so

circumventing it.

If, then, it is thus for the " original cylinder," it can equally be seen

that it will be the same for each one of the cylinders which shall come

to be substituted for it (the " original cylinder") during the successive

transformations ; and this first view of the phenomenon shows already

how one can geometrically determine the direction followed, both within

and without the central cylinder, by all the molecules which composed

the original block.J

It has sufficed to make an hypothesis ; it has sufficed to admit that

all the rings which can be conceived in the interior of the central

cylinder conserve always between their horizontal sections and whilst

that these are altogether subjected to the same pressure, a constant

* Epaisseur is the word employed in the original, bnt little doubt can exist that

depth more accurately expresses what is here implied.—V. D.

t Literally, " freely opened," but clearly enough meaning an orifice which we
may suppose to be opened to allow of the free expulsion of the matter.—V. D.

% The translator would here caution the English reader to bear in mind the peculiar

extended senses of certain combinations of words in the French language, which, to

the purely English scholar, are often insufficient to enable him to gather what a

French author intends to convey. It maybe explained, in reference to the sentence

to which this note is appended, that it appears highly probable to the translator

that Tresca implies, although he has not expressed it, that he looks upon the

transformations which take place (under one aspect) as occurring upon the several

cylinders which ca,n be conceived to present themselves in regular order concentric

to the first, as the compression proceeds; and to allow those of our readers to

whom the French language is not a sealed book to form their own opinion on the

point, we quote Tresca's own words fsic), " S'il en est ainsi pour le cylindre primitif,

on voit eValement qu'il en sera de rnerne pour chacun des cylindres qui viendront se

aubstituer a lui pendant les transformations successives."—V. D.

relation, all the molecular displacements can be studied and submitted
to calculation. Procedure is now made with the view of ascertain-

ing how the hypothesis can be expressed by formula? ; how, also, the

theory based upon the expulsion of the "central cylinder" approxi-

mates all the facts observed.

Notation.

R = radius of cylinder formed by the block (generally).

H = original height of this cylinder.

h = variable height of this same cylinder during a flow.

I = length of corresponding jet.

This jet being always cylindrical, its radius, R^ is the same or equal

to the radius of orifice through which the jet has flowed ; and if

we wish to write that the volume remains the same when H is

diminished to h, we shall immediately have the relation

—

or R3 H = nc R8 h + it R2

2
I,

or more simply,

R2 (H— h) = Ti*l.

We shall have occasion to refer to this correlation.

When an intermediate section is to be considered, parallel to both

faces of the experimental block, its original distance from the upper
face is designated by A ; and by a, its variable distance from that same
face, when the height shall have been reduced to h.

The hypotheses that have been expressed allow, that at the interior

of the original cylinder the diminution of height is produced propor-

tionally upon the entire mass ; we have, therefore

—

A a

H = ¥'

but this relation cannot be applied to the interior of the central cylinder,

either in the experimental block or in the jet.

We have represented by four figures (which the reader will easily

supply), with the notation adopted in all the calculations, the different

deformations which have to be investigated. A and B being with

respect to the upper face of the block and with the axis of figure, the

co-ordinates of a point, M, situated in the block, at the exterior of the

" primitive central cylinder," the new co-ordinates, a and b, are reserved

for this point in all the positions which it can occupy.

This general notation is not changed except when the point, M,
happens to be situated on the surface of the central cylinder, in which

case the co-ordinates come to be a
l
and R^ the height of the block and

length of jet being then represented by the same letters, h,^ and lu
affected by the same inferior index.

When the equations for the transformation iu the jet of the point, M,
from the vertical are sought, the co-ordinates, x and y, are employed,

these being respectively measured towards the axis and towards the

extremity of the jet.

The co-ordinates, X and Y, are reserved for the equation of the

transformation of the radius which passes through the point, M, when
this point arrives at the interior of the central cylinder. In this case

the abscissa? will then be taken to divide the axis (a parlir Vaxe), but

the ordinates will be estimated with respect to the variable position of

the upper face of the block.

To submit to calculation these different transformations, it has

appeared necessary to establish at once the formula? which immediately

fulfil the hypothesis which has been proposed. In adopting this order,

it will suffice to state once for all the formulae thus established for each

circumstance under which it has appeared necessary to consider them.

Formula? which Express the Hypothesis.

The constancy of volume will formularize itself in a different manner
according to the part of the solid under consideration to which it is

applied.

1st. If it is desired to express that the volume of the jet, n R,2
I, is

always equal to the diminution of the volume of block, we have imme-

diately, on dividing by it, the expression of each volume—

R2 (H - h) = R,2
I, (!)•

2nd. If we have to write that the part of the block exterior to the

" central cylinder," of radius, B, when the height is H, comes to occupy

all the part exterior to the cylinder when the point, M, comes to place

itself upon this cylinder, we have immediately

—

(B*_ B2
) H = (R2— R, 2

) hlt . . . (2).
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3rd. Again, if we have to indicate that the material exterior to the

" central cylinder," when the block has a height, h, determines by the

compression to which it is submitted, an elementary variation, d Rj, of

the interior radius, corresponding to a variation, d h,'m the height, the

following equation

—

(R2— R2
,) h = [R2— (R, + d R;)

2

] (h + dh),

is immediately transformed into the form,

= (R2— R2

]) d h — 2 R, d Rj x h,

whence we derive

dh _ 2 R! dj^

T~ ~~ R2 — Ri
2

,

Two other relations are then necessary.

In designating, for an instant, by r, the radius of a concentric couche,

at the interior of the " central cylinder," if R! becomes Rj + d El(
r

will become r -j- d r ; and it should be expressed that the two circular

sections are found thus modified in the same ratio, which gives

«r (R, -f d R,)
2 _ t (r -f d rf

_

2 r di

(3.)

jR,!

whence in effecting the calculations,

2 K
1
d Rj

is now simply

tZR, _ dr
~R7" ~r'

(4).

The transformations within the " central cylinder" can be expressed

under another form, if the considerations are limited to a part of the

cylinder comprised between the upper face of the block and a distance,

Oi, from that face ; because this volume, originally cylindrical and ori-

ginally measured by <r a
t
Rj8

, comes to remain constantly cylindrical in

the block, and will be always represented by the product tYX!
,
which

is equivalent to the first. The equation resulting from which,

Y X 2 = a, R,2
, (5)

is the last of those that are proposed a priori, all the others are deduced

by the calculus from these original or primitive equations, which thus

represent the whole of the hypothesis that has been previously

indicated.

(To be continued.)

DIRECT ACTION STAMPING MILL.

(Illustrated by Plate 14.)

Our plate engraving (Plate 14) this month illustrates an improved

stamping mill for crushing and pulverizing ores and other substances,

which has been recently patented in this country on behalf of the

inventor, Mr. Wra. Wright, of New York, and which contains several

points worthy of the notice of our readers. The main object which Mr.

Wright has had in view is, to provide for the operation of the stamps in

stamping mills by the direct action of steam above and below the pis-

tons of direct action steam engines, immediately attached to the stamp
rods. Some of the improvements are, however, applicable to stamping

mills in which the stamps are operated in other ways.

In order to facilitate the direct application of steam power to the

stamps, and to obtain an equal deliver}' of the ground material all round
the mill, the stamps, when more than two are used, in lieu of being

arranged in a row, are disposed in a group, and are, with the battery,

entirely surrounded by a trough for the reception of the crushed material.

The ore is fed into the mill from inclined shoots, which converge into the

centre of the group of stamps. The induction and eduction of steam
to and from the steam cylinders, in which the pistons are contained, is

effected by a peculiar system of valves and valve gear, operated by the

piston and stamp rods in such a manner as to permit the turning of the

stamps as much as may be necessary to insure uniformity of wear and
action. The steam cylinders, with the valves and valve gearing, are

all so applied as to be capable of being lowered by degrees as the stamps
wear away, whereby a uniform stroke and clearance of the pistons
within the steam cylinders is insured.

Fi^'. 1 is an elevation of the improved stamping mill, and fig. 2 is

a vertical section of the mill taken along the line 1—2 in fig. 1. The

woodcut, fig. 3, represents a plan partly in section in the plane indicated

by the line 3—4 in fig. 1 ; and fig. 4 is a horizontal section of the same in

the plane indicated by the line 5—6 in fig.'l. A is a circular cast-iron

bed plate, in which is formed the battery, B, and which forms the base

of the apparatus. On this bed plate are erected, at equal distances

apart, four pillars, c, for the support of the horizontal sole plate, A 1

,
of

the vertical steam cylinders, e e, and their surrounding steam jackets, d,

Fig. -3.

there being one steam cylinder for each of the stamps, F, each contain-

ing a piston, P, secured upon the lifting rod, p 1

, of one of the stamps.

There may be any number of stamps, pistons, and steam cylinders, but

four arranged in the form of a square, or at equal distances from a

vertical line drawn through the centre of the battery, are preferred, such

arrangement providing for the feeding of the ore to the centre of the

battery and group of stamps, and for its equal distribution to all the

stamps ; also for an equal delivery of the crushed ore on all sides of

the mill through the screen, s, surrounding the battery and stamps, and

into the trough, A 2
, which is provided in tbe bed plate, A, around the

screen. To simplify the construction, the cylinders and their sole plate

and surrounding jacket are all cast together. On the upper parts of

the pillars, c C, which pass through holes in the sole plate, A 1
, there are

screw threads, e-e, fitted with nuts, G G and n li. below and above the
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sole plate, the lower nuts, gg, supporting the sole plate and cylinders, and
the upper ones, n H, holding them down. By screwing down the nuts,

GG, the sole plate and the steam cylinders, and all their attached parts,

may be lowered bodily and so adjusted to the battery daily, or as often

as is necessary to compensate for the wear of the stamps, and thereby

maintain a uniform or nearly uniform clearance between the pistons and
the tops and bottoms of the cylinders. In order that the sole plate, A1

,

may easily be kept horizontal in its adjustment, and all the cylinders

lowered equally, a gauge, consisting of a scale, k, of equal parts, is pro-

Tided on each pillar, c, and an index, i, is attached to the sole plate

opposite each pillar. The stamp and piston rods, P1

,
pass through

stuffing boxes, a, in the bottoms of the cylinders, or the sole plate, a 1

,

and their upper parts enter into hollow columns, N N, which form por-

tions of, or are firmly secured to the steam cylinder covers. These

columns are concentric with the cylinders, and are bored out to form

guides for the upper parts of the rods, and are closed at the top. The
steam cylinders are furnished with valve chests, I r, of which there may
be a separate one for each steam cylinder, but (in order to simplify the

construction) two only need be provided, each one being common to

two of the cylinders, as shown in fig. 1, and both supplied with steam

through branches, I
3
r, from one steam pipe, I

1
, which brings the steam

from the boiler. Each cylinder is furnished with a horizontal-working

slide valve, Y, by the movement of which the induction of the steam to

the cylinder from its respective chest, I, and the eduction of the steam

from the cylinder into the jacket, D, which surrounds all the cylinders,

is effected.

The valves may be of any suitable construction, but in order that

they may work with little friction, it is preferred to make them of the

piston kind, or as represented in fig. 1, that is to say, double, so that

each may work between two seats and be thereby balanced to the

pressure of the steam, except that the pressure will act upon a por-

tion of its inner end of equal area with the stem, J, the outer end of

which is exposed to the atmosphere. The opposite faces of the valves

resemble in form the ordinary short three-port slide valve, and work
over three ports, b, c, d, of which the innermost one, b, communicates
as shown in fig. 2, with the lower end of its respective cylinder, the

outer one, c, with the upper end of the cylinder, and the middle one,

d, with the exhaust jacket, D, to which the eduction pipe, d1

, is attached.

The valve stems, J, work through stuffing boxes, e, in the valve chests,

and their outer ends are connected with the lower ends of levers, k,

which work on fixed horizontal fulcrum shafts, L, attached to the steam

cylinders. The upper ends of these levers are connected with horizontal

rods, /, working through stuffing boxes, /' in the sides of the hollow

columns, in. The upper terminal portions of the piston and stamp rods,

p1

, are made conical, as shown at g, in fig. 2, for the purpose of acting

as wedges or inclines upon the inner ends of the rods, M, and thereby

effecting through the levers, K, the movement of the valves in an inward

direction as the pistons rise, and so admitting steam through the ports,

c, to the upper ends of the cylinders, in order to produce the downward
movemeut of the pistons and stamps. The outward movement of the

valves to produce the admission of steam through the ports, b, to the

lower ends of the cylinders for lifting the pistons and stamps, is effected

by the pressure of steam upon the inner ends of the valves as the conical

upper portions of the rods, pl

, descend and permit the rods, m, to move
inwards. Springs, Q, are applied to press outwards against the lower

parts of the levers, for the purpose of keeping the rods, M, in contact

with the piston and stamp rods when no steam is in the valve chests,

and thereby keeping the valves in position to commence operation so

soon as a sufficient pressure of steam is admitted to the valve chests.

The same movement of each valve which admits steam to one end of

its respective cylinder, permits the eduction of steam from the opposite

end in the same manner as in the case of the ordinary short slide valve

employed in steam engines. The inner ends of the rods, /, are exposed

to the pressure of steam which enters the hollow columns, N, and this

in some degree counteracts the outward pressure upon the valves ; but

the lower arms of the levers, k, are so much longer than the upper ones,

that these rods are always kept properly in contact with the conical

parts, g, of the piston and stamp rods, to insure the operation of the

valves. The valve gear of each cylinder being entirely independent

of that of the others, each stamp will be worked separately by its own
engine, and any one of them may be thrown out of operation without

interfering with the others. The upper ends of the piston and stamp
rods being of conical form, will always cause or permit the proper

operation of the valves, notwithstanding that the stamps and pistons

are free to turn whilst at work. To provide for an equal distribution

of the materials to be crushed to all the stamps, hoppers, T, are

arranged on opposite sides of the groups of stamps, and from these

hoppers inclined spouts, T1
, lead to a central spout, T2

, which is con-

nected with a central opening in the cover, s
1

, of the screen, 6, and the

material is thereby fed into the battery in the centre of the group of

stamps and distributed equally to all. The reduced material is delivered

through the screen, s, into the surrounding trough, A2
,
whence it may

be shovelled out or make a continuous exit through discharge pipes.

The cover, s
1

, is fitted into the mouth, s
2
, of the screen in such a

manner that it may rise and fair therein, still keeping the mouth closed.

The hoppers, t, are secured firmly to the sole plate, a 1

, of the steam

cylinders, and the cover, s
1

, of the screen is secured to the spout, T1

,

hence the hoppers, spouts, and cover, are all adjusted vertically along

with the steam cylinders. The same arrangement of valve and valve

gear, and the same adjustment of steam cylinders, is equally applicable to

steam hammers, or in cases where a single cylinder and stamp are used.

ELECTRIC 'CLOCKS.

[Illustrated by Plate 15.)

An uniform indication of time by our public and private clocks is a

great desideratum ; and yet strange to say, although we have long

possessed the means of insuring a perfect synchronism in any number

of clocks by the agency of electricity, there is scarcely a town in the

United Kingdom in which a difference of several minutes does not exist

between its various public time-keepers. The transmission of pulsations

of electricity from a governing clock, by the aid of suitable connecting

wires, to any number of other clocks, with a, view to an uniform indica-

tion of time, is by no means a novel idea, and in some towns, amongst

which we may mention Glasgow, this has been carried out, and is still

in operation to a considerable extent.

Our plate engraving represents a simple and effective arrangement

for insuring the simultaneous indication of correct time at numerous

and even distant points in any town or district, which has been recently

patented in this country by M. Van Bruyssel, of Brussels, and which

is now on view in perfect operation at Messrs. Newton's, 66 Chancery

Lane. Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of the back portion of any good

time-keeper; and fig. 2 is a front elevation of the works of one of

a group of any number of time-indicating dials, which are wholly

dependent for their motion on the governing clock. Connected with

the regulating or governing clock, fig. 1 (the pendulum of which in

the present case beats seconds) is the shaft, a, of a commutator,

which carries a pinion, a, gearing into a wheel, a1
, on the arbor of the

minute wheel. This gearing serves to rotate the shaft once in two

minutes. The commutator shaft, A, carries at its extremity an ivory

or other insulating cylinder, b, by which the currents of electricity

employed to actuate the clocks or time-indicators will be constantly

and alternately changed from positive to negative, and vice versa. The
ivory cylinder is fitted with two insulated metal discs, dd, which are

set concentric therewith, and dip respectively into one of two mercury

cups, ee, placed below them, and brought into connection with the

opposite poles of a battery ; M. Van Bruyssel uses a Daniell's battery.

Platinum wires, //, from these discs are led to one end of the cylinder,

and laid parallel to the axis of the same, and at opposite sides of its

periphery. Set around this cylinder, and bearing upon its periphery at

the part where the wires, //, are exposed, is a series of springs, g g,

made of rolled brass. These springs are affixed to the back board, c,

of the commutator, and they number double the number of the groups

or sections of clocks or time-indicators intended to be worked by the

regulating clock. The springs, g g, are used in pairs, and each pair is

connected by insulated conducting wires with their respective time-

indicators. The springs of each pair are so disposed that they will

both be in contact with the wires, ff, of the ivory cylinder, b, at the

same time ; the one with the wire of the near disc, and the other with

that of the more distant one. As therefore the cylinder, b, rotates, the

circuit will be established through the several pairs of springs, g, with

the several time-indicators in regular succession, and the required

impulse will thereby be given through the electro-magnetic apparatus

shown in fig. 2. This apparatus consists of a pair of electro-magnets,

D d, which operate the escapement wheel, G, by means of a vibrating
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forked arm, E, carrying the permanent magnet, F, an intermittent

motion being thus imparted at intervals of one minute to the hour and

minute hands of the time-indicators. As the platinum wires, /yj transmit

the one the positive, and the other the negative current, and as their

position with respect to the springs of each pair with which they come

into contact is alternately reversed, a positive and a negative current

will be alternately transmitted through the time-indicators.
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RECENT PATENTS.

THE NEW GAS PATENTS.

A great deal has of late been talked of, and it cannot be denied that

a good deal has been done towards working up what were otherwise

waste products, viz., " coal duff," and some of the heavy mineral

oils, and utilizing certain combinations of these for the production of

illuminating gas. Three of these patents have already been specified

;

we append them to these remarks.*

George Mackenzie is the first in the field. We believe his first

experiments were made by permission at the Johnstone gas works, near

Glasgow. The experiments were said in the first instance to be emi-

nently satisfactory, as far as concerns the volume of gas produced, but it

is further alleged that the gas could not be made permanent. After a

short time Mr. John Hamilton, of Glasgow, tried the effect of heating

the oils previous to their admixture with the coal, and succeeded in

producing a completely permanent gas, and Mr. Hamilton states to us

that it is impossible to produce the gas in a permanent form unless

the oil is heated. There appear some reasons for this, but which it

is not our present purpose to go into.

Another patent has been taken out by Messrs. Walker & Smith, of

Kilmarnock, and these gentlemen have tried their process pretty largely

at the Kilmarnock gas works. It is stated that they have obtained

rather over 20,000 cubic feet of highly illuminating gas from a ton of

their mixture, which is certainly not only far higher than any gas coal

ever tried, but still higher than either that obtained under Mackenzie's

or Hamilton's processes. We have not heard reliably what volume of

gas Mackenzie's process gives, but Hamilton's is stated to yield 15,000

cubic feet. We think, however, that neither of these statements should

yet be accepted as thoroughly reliable.

Mackenzie having been first in the field, he appears to have pushed
his proposals urgently before the largest British gas companies, and we
know that his admixture has been tried by the Chartered Gas Company,
Loudon, and it is said that their managing engineer, Mr. Evans, has

reported favourably upon both the quantity as well as the quality of the

gas produced. We may also mention that a good deal more in con-

nection with this patent and the Chartered Gas Company has been
circulated, but until we can verify the reports it would be injudicious

to publish them.

On the continent, Hamilton's process has been to a certain extent

employed, patents for it having been obtained in most of the continental

countries by M. Dullens, of Biebrich on the Rhine, and we have it on
good authority that this gentleman intends immediately to establish

works in Belgium as well as France for manufacturing the compound,
it having been found that the Belgian "duff" is very rich in gas.

We need not extend these remarks any further, but merely add the

three specifications to which allusion has been made. There are a few
other processes ripening in other hands, amongst which may be men-
tioned that of Messrs. Greenshields & Co., of Glasgow, but these have
not yet been introduced to the public.—V. D.

w Vide post.

George Mackenzie, Glasgow.—Patent dated March 15, 1806.

" My said invention relates to the obtainment of illuminating gas and
oil from a new combination of substances, and in a manner productive

of important economical results.

" My invention consists in combining coal with shale oil or other

mineral oil, and in subjecting the mixture to distillation or decomposi-

tion at various heats. By the term 'coal' I denote the various kinds

frequently termed ' bituminous coals,' but I do not include under it the

mineral ' lignite,' which is sometimes called ' brown coal,' nor the

mineral ' anthracite ;' whilst I may remark that it will probably not be
found economically advantageous to employ the varieties commonly
known as ' gas coal ' (except, perhaps, mixed with inferior coal), in

working my invention.

" In practically carrying out my invention for the purpose of obtain-

ing illuminating gas in the manner which I at present believe to yield

the best results, but to the precise details of which I by no means
restrict myself, I combine the coal and oil in the proportions of thirty

gallons of oil to one ton of coal ; I prefer to have the oil and coal as

free from water as possible, and I prefer either to take coal already

existing in a pulverized state or as separated by riddling or sifting, or

to reduce the coal to a pulverized state by grinding. I combine the

oil and coal by intimately mixing the oil with the pulverized coal in any
convenient way, preferring to make the combination with the oil or both

oil and coal in a heated state. It is not essential, however, that either

oil or coal should be heated when being mixed. The mixing may be

effected in a mixing or grinding mill, such as is used in grinding mortar

or loam. I do not restrict myself to any particular kind of mineral oil,

but I prefer to take crude shale oil or petroleum, and if such oil as

purchased or as manufactured for the purposes of my invention contains

volatile oils or water, I prefer to remove these by distilling them off or

otherwise before combining the oil with the coal. When the oil is

heated for such a purpose, that is to say, for removing the volatile oil

and water, then I at once combine it with the coal without allowing it

to cool. In some cases the residue known as ' bottoms,' obtained in

treating crude shale oil in the existing processes of manufacture, and
which is left in the still after distilling off the ' light ' and ' lubricating

'

oil, may be mixed with the crude oil employed in carrying out my
invention, with the view of reducing the aggregate cost of the raw
materials.

" My improved gas compound prepared in the manner before

described, is treated for the obtainment of illuminating gas precisely

like the ordinary gas coal used for that purpose, that is to say, it is put

into gas retorts of iron or fire-clay such as are at present in use, and

the distillation or decomposition is effected in the ordinary way, it being

necessary to remark in connection therewith merely that it is advan-

tageous to employ a strong heat, never less than a bright red heat, but

a white heat or nearly so. A carbonaceous residue or coke is left in

the retort as with ordinary gas coal, and being of good quality will by

its use or sale reduce the cost of the illuminating gas.

" In carrying out my invention for the purpose of obtaining oil of

improved quality I proceed precisely as before specified in the case

of obtaining illuminating gas, excepting that I effect the distillation

at a lower heat. I at present believe that for distilling the oil it is best

to begin with a temperature which will melt lead, and to end with the

temperature at which melted lead will pulverize paper put into it. It

is necessary for the oil combined with the coal to be as free as possible

from water, and I prefer to use crude mineral oils of comparatively

light specific gravity. Various kinds of retorts may be used for dis-

tilling the improved oil, but I prefer to use such as are commonly
employed in distilling mineral oils. The quality and quantity of im-

proved oil obtained will of course vary with the qualities of the original

oil and coal employed. With medium qualities I have obtained fifty-

two gallons improved oil from a ton of coal combined with thirty

gallons of oil."

Messrs. Walker & Smith, Kilmarnock.—Patent dated July 12, 18G6.

Messrs. Walker & Smith's process, although treading closely on

preoccupied ground, has a special difference which the following descrip-

tion will make clear ; and from the results which they have obtained

in the course of their experiments at the Kilmarnock gas works,

there is reason to believe that before long their process will become
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adopted. It consists as follows :—The apparatus ordinarily employed

at gas works for producing gas from coal in the usual way is employed,

but in lieu of using coal as the origin from which the gas is evolved, a

quantity of peat or other suitable porous material, capable of itself of

generating gas on the application of heat, is saturated with shale oil or

petroleum, or other mineral hydrocarbon. The material so saturated

is placed in the ordinary retort and heat is applied, when the oil and

the naturally combined hydrocarbons of the porous material are driven

off in the form of an incondensable illuminating gas.

It may be mentioned that the production of gas from mineral oils is

not new, but that when formed it is found to speedily condense, but

that this invention specially relates to the production of illuminating gas

from material of the kind hereinbefore described, impregnated before being

placed in the retort with a mineral hydrocarbon. It may also be added

that the gas so produced is less combined with sulphur than common coal

gas, consequently requiring a much less quantity of lime for purification.

Another very great advantage resulting from the production of gas in

this manner, is the saving of time over and above what would be

required for the production of coal gas.

Occurring in the natural state, peat contains about 75 per cent, of

water, and after being dried in the open air in the usual way its com-

position averages 30 per cent of water, 42 per cent, of volatile matters,

and 28 per cent, of coke in the 100 parts. In this air-dried state the

peat may be adopted for the purpose of forming part in the carrying

out of this process, although to produce better results it is preferred that

it should be more perfectly dried or desiccated, in order that it may be

capable of absorbing a maximum quantity of oil.

The oil which it is preferred to employ for the purpose of carrying

out the process is that which is commercially known as " shale oil," it

being obtained from the destructive distillation of certain of the coals

and shales at a low temperature ; or that which is known as petroleum

may be employed in lieu of the preceding oils. In place, however, of

any of the oils before mentioned, a part of this invention consists in

using the oil distilled from peat itself, either separately distilled, or as

forming part of the process of illuminating gas production under the

present invention. Although under this invention the use of the fore-

going oils is included in their crude condition—that is, previous to

subjection to any process of distillation—still it is preferred to utilize

that portion remaining over after the spirit and that portion known as

" burning oil " have been separated.

In experiments earned out for the purpose of perfecting this invention,

Messrs. Walker and Smith find that ordinary air-dried peat containing

30 per cent, of water, or thereabouts, is capable of absorbing about 50

per cent, of its weight of the oil before referred to ; in order, however,

to provide for increased absorption, they prefer the oil to be heated

to a temperature of about 120° Fahr. After the absorption has

taken place, the oil-charged peat is allowed to drain and cool, after

which it may be handled and packed away in stacks, like eoal. It is

usually piled without any appreciable loss of the oily matter. This oil-

charged peat may be used alone in the retorts for producing the

illuminating gas, or it may be mixed with peat which has not been

soaked in the oil.

From the average of many experiments, they find that a mixture

composed of one ton, or 240 gallons, of shale oil to two tons of peat,

produces 61,000 cubic feet of gas, or an average of about 20,000 feet

per ton of mixture. The gas produced is of high illuminating power,

and contains from 11 per cent, to 17 percent, of hydrocarbons absorb-

able by fuming sulphuric acid. After production the gas does not tend

to condense into oils again, and after attaining the mean temperature

and pressure, it may be kept as long as ordinary coal gas. The mixture

is charged into the retorts in the ordinary manner. If, however, it

happens that the oil used contains a considerable proportion of spiritous

and highly volatile ingredients, they prefer the employment of a charg-

ing scoop shaped similar to the aperture of the retort. The oil-charged

peat is introduced into this scoop, and the scoop is then pushed into

the retort. The scoop being fitted with a piston this is pushed forward

by means of a handle attached to it, and the oil charged peat is deposited

in the hotter part of the retort. After this is effected the scoop is

instantly withdrawn, and the retort door closed up and luted before

any flame can escape from the retort mouth.

With reference to the temperature to be employed for converting the

materials into gas, they do not limit themselves to any particular tem-

perature, but recommend that what is ordinarily known as a white heat

should be employed, their experiments at this temperature having

yielded highly satisfactory results, both as regards the quality and the

quantity of the gas.

The water present in the peat has an important bearing on the

reaction taking place at the exalted temperature employed ; for without

the water held in the peat, or that which is produced from the elements

oxygen and hydrogen contained in its woody fibre, no permanent gas

can be produced.

Another advantage to be derived from the adoption of this invention

is the saving of time effected, as the whole of the gas passes over in

about one hour and a half, in place of four hours when coal is used as

the gas-producing material. For the reason that no sulphur compounds
are present in the gas made under this invention, less expense is incurred

in purifying it, the amount of lime required being little more than a

fourth of that used for purifying ordinary coal gas. From the complete

absence of bisulphide of carbon, no sulphuric acid is produced in the

combustion, as is ordinarily the case with coal gas. The secondary

products are of high value, and on that account the absolute cost of the

gas itself is diminished, there being always a ready market for these

products. For instance, from the liquor condensed in the mains there

may be extracted sulphate of ammonia, acetic acid, and methylic alcohol,

or wood spirit. From the tar there may be extracted burning oil, pitch,

and paraffin, or this tar may be used for admixture with the peat to be

used for producing the gas, whilst the carbonaceous residuum or coke

left in the retorts is valuable for sanitary purposes and sugar refining,

acting respectively as a deodorizer and disinfectant, or as a substitute

for the animal charcoal at present employed.

John Hamilton, Glasgow.—Patent dated August 6, 1866.

Me. Hamilton's process has for its object the production of gas for

illuminating purposes, and consists as follows :—A quantity of crude

coal oil, or crude mineral residua or " bottoms," together with a small

proportion of naphthaline, are boiled, and whilst in a hot state are poured

over sifted or pulverized coal, known as " coal duff;" coal culm, or

other pulverized coal, may also be used.

The mixture may be made in a pugmill or other suitable mixing

machine, and is then allowed to stand for twenty-four hours, or there-

abouts, so as to permit a complete combination of the gases of the coal with

those of the oil and naphthaline. The result is an artificial gas-producing

material. The admixture of certain oleaginous, fatty, and resinous

substances, with certain carbonaceous materials for the production of

illuminating gas is not novel; such an admixture or compound having

been previously known and which failed, was specified under letters patent

granted to Thomas Isaac Dimsdale, dated 23rd June, A.D. 1854, and

numbered 1389, for mixing with carbonaceous matters, fatty, oleaginous,

or resinous substances (or bog-head coal) previous to the same being

placed in the retort for the production of gas. A somewhat similar

invention is specified under letters patent granted to George Mackenzie,

dated 15th March, A.D. 1866, and numbered 769, for "Improvements

in obtaining illuminating gas and oil
;

" whilst another invention for the

production of illuminating gas by the impregnation of naturally or

artificially dried peat with mineral oil previous to being placed in the

retort, is specified under letters patent granted to William Glassford

Walker and Robert Frazer Smith,* dated July 12, 1866, and num-
bered 1827.

Mention of these foregoing inventions is made in order that what

is purely novel and original in the present invention may be the

more accurately ascertained. The present invention, then, consists

in admixing or commingling together, or combining, heavy mineral oils

and naphthaline in a heated state with finely broken and screened or

pulverized bituminous coal, known in Northumberland and some other

districts as " duff," or with other screened or pulverized bituminous

coal, to form a compound to be used in ordinary gas works for the

production of illuminating gas, being both economical and effectual,

and therefore beneficial in its results.

In manufacturing or compounding the above-mentioned substances

for home and foreign consumption, and producing it in such state

that it is stable, and convenient in nature and form for storage as well

as transport by land and sea, heated oil, naphthaline, and coal are

used in the following proportions, but which proportions may be varied

according to the degree of bituminization of the coal. To one ton of

* Quid vide ante.
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screened or pulverized bituminous coal, forty gallons of the heavy oil

of coal, or heavy oil of shale, commercially known as " once run," which

usually contains a large quantity of paraffin, along with five lbs. of naph-

thaline are added, both of which are specially adapted for producing

gas of a high illuminating power. From this mixture 15,000 cubic feet

of good and cheap gas have been obtained. Sometimes that which

remains in the stills after the lighter oils are distilled over, and com-

mercially known as " glut," or " bottoms," consisting generally of

mineral tar and pitch, and sometimes having certain foreign substances

combined therewith, are used. The coal is placed in a pugmill, or

treated in some other suitable admixing machine, at which time the

heavy oil or oils above referred to, are poured into or upon the

screened or pulverized coal, the oils being previously heated. By this

mode of compounding the substances a thorough and complete com-

bination of them is effected, and the experiments made show thai it

is absolutely essential to heat the oil in order to produce a compound

that is stable ; for if the materials are combined in the natural and cold

state, the oils and coal separate to a considerable extent in a short time

after they have been admixed. The admixture of heated oils and coal

is allowed to stand for twenty-four hours or thereabouts, or it may be

at once compressed or made into bricks, balls, or other forms, advan-

tageous for being placed in the retorts. It is further to be under-

stood that the use of heat in forming the admixture is partially adupted

(besides for producing a new stable compound) to overcome the viscous

or glutinous nature of some of the heavy mineral oils; the use of oil

in a cold state to combine with carbonaceous substances being found

ineffectual and not economical, whilst by using it in a hot state a larger

quantity of gas is obtained possessed of higher illuminating power, since

the heat has an influence in preventing the condensation of the gas

after being once formed. The heavy oil of tar, known in commerce as

naphthaline, may or may not be dispensed with ; when used it is admixed

with, and at the same time and by the same means that the other parts

of the admixture are combined, as previously specified.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

A Treatise on Coal and Coal Mining. By Warrington W.
Smyth, A.M., F.R.S., President Geological Society. 1 vol. small

8vo., illustrated. London: Virtue Brothers & Co. 1867.

It is but seldom that we are enabled to have the satisfactory office of

praising an English popular technical work. The art of the Vulgariza-

teur is rarely well practised in England, and the chief reasons, or some
of them, are not far to seek. Neither our mother-tongue nor the

general habit of the English writer's mind are favourable to that suave

and as it were unconscious facility, with which a second-rate popular

writer in French manages to turn the flank of difficulties or obscurities,

or it may be of his own imperfect knowledge, and with a sword- play

of words that all seems luminosity itself, to leave the matter apparently

explained, but in reality without any definite or committing statement;

nor can we manage under like untoward conditions to convey the

notion of profundity where there may be no depth at all, by a rolling

volume of hecatonto-syllabic words and ponderous sentences all resting

upon a verb to be found at the end of the page or further on, as now
and then our friends in Germany seem to do. Add to these, that to

write well and popularly upon any subject, demands the very highest

power and most precise acquaintance with that subject: to be at once

exact and lucid for those not versed in science and its technicalities,

requires a master. We need not go far for illustrations. Perhaps no more
delightful and lucid popular exposition of the whole range of physics

was ever produced than the little volumes of the last century entitled

"Letters to a Princess," the work of the profound and abstract Euler;

in English, nothing has excelled " The Connection of the Sciences "

and the " Physical Geography" of Mary Somerville, or the " Astronomy"
of Sir John Herschel. On technological subjects proper, practically

applied arts and sciences, we have been less fortunate.

Here, however, we have at length a work that it is not only a

pleasure to read, but also a pleasure to praise, in the way it justly

deserves. The manner in which Professor Smyth has accomplished
his task in this little work, now first printed in a distinct form, but
ultimately destined by its publishers to form one of the volumes of

Weale's Rudimentary Series, of which the Messrs. Virtue have become

proprietors, affords a fine illustration of the value of sound theoretic

attainments, combined with the knowledge that can be acquired only

by practical observation, in giving that sort of mountain-top view of a

subject without which no one can convey to an unskilled reader at once

a clear and an adequate view of his subject. A compressed but very

graphic historical account of the use of coal commences the little volume.

This is succeeded by a sketch of its geological history ; and then we
launch out upon what we may call its geographical and statistical

history. We then come to the methods practised or now in use, by
which coal is sought for (boring, shaft-sinking, &c), and by which,

when won, it is wrought ; and here we have, sketched with masterly

clearness, rapidity, and completeness, all the operations and mysteries of

coal driving, coal cutting by hand and by machinery, methods of working

seams

—

i.e., post and stall, or long wall—conveyance underground, hoist-

ing to bank, with something said about cages and their means of safety,

clearing pits of water, ventilation, and illumination. The last subject

naturally leads to a chapter comprising in brief, some remarks upon
colliery accidents, given with that sort of circumspect sedateness that

only a man likeWarrington Smyth, who thoroughly knows the difficulties,

physical and moral, of the subject, can impress upon his reader. The
work concludes with a chapter upon the now famous subject (since

Mr. Gladstone rode off upon the Vlavileno supplied him by Mr. Mill,

from the stable of Mr. Jevons) of the duration of our British collieries.

We shall leave our readers to discover for themselves what Professor

Smyth's opinions on this subject are.

Those who know by profession all about coal and coal mining will

enjoy the reading of this work, which will show them their own attain-

ments as in a glass, and mayhap enable them to discover some point

or other in which their knowledge was not quite as distinct or to the

hour as they before supposed. Those who know nothing about coal

and coal mining will here get a good picture, in true and unexaggerated

colours and with distances well kept, of this the most important, in

whatever aspect we view it, of our natural products, and not the least

interesting of our national industries. We have reason to believe that

the condensed form of this volume is due to the fact that it was written

at the request of the publishers, to constitute a volume of the new
edition of Weale's Series of Rudimentary Treatises, the property in

which has passed into the hands of Messrs.Virtue ; but these gentlemen,

when they saw the author's MS., were so impressed with its value that

they proposed to publish it, in the first instance, as an independent

volume.

—

Ed.

The Electric Telegraph. By Robert Sabine, F.A.S., M.B A.,

&c. 1 vol. 8vo., with numerous illustrations. London : Virtue

Brothers & Co. 1867.

This is the first work in the English language that has met our eyes

which comprises at once a full and scientific account of the history,

progress, and present state, and the philosophy or science, of the methods

and appliances of electro-telegraphy, given in such a form as to present

a sufficiently readable popular picture of this the most striking of the

results of one of the most refined branches of physical science, when
applied in practice to obey human wants and wishes; and yet also to

present a scientific treatise worthy of the study of the telegraphic

engineer. Germany has produced the great works of Dub, Wiedemann,

and Schellen—profound and exhaustive (to their dates), but far from

popular reading. France has brought forth those of De Moigno and

Blavier, De Moncel, and others, some having more pretension than

the German authors' works to popularization of a very intricate and,

in various aspects, profound and difficult subject. But in English we
have had nothing but a small volume which was neither popular nor

profound, though aiming to be at least the former, and some two or

three professedly practico-scientific volumes, which were neither com-
plete nor very exact, and were the work of men not much more than

mere superior workmen in the telegraphic atelier or laboratory. These

works were indeed far from popular reading, or pleasant reading for

those who desire that technical science should be treated in the spirit

and by the true method of science. There was therefore ample

room, we may say the necessity, for the production of a volume in

English such as Mr. R. Sabiue has, with the aid of his spirited publishers,

so well brought forth.

The first part of the work, comprising eight chapters, is descriptive :

in it we have the electric telegraph traced from its earliest infantile
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mutterings id 1753 down to the present day, each successive advance

described, and the whole of the various trains of diverse apparatus as

now in use in these and in other countries given account, of, with a

running commentary of telegraphic science, as to methods, &c, better

or worse, all through, and with a clear and masterly division of the

separate heads into which so much, so varied, and often such intricate

apparatus is classified.

The second part constitutes a complete treatise, on the elements of

the science and practice of electric telegraphy, and would be both good

enough and copious enough to constitute, as it probably may hereafter,

a treatise by itself. This is constituted of six chapters, in which the

origin and measurement of the galvanic current, the electro conducting

powers of materials, the methods of cable measurement, resistance, &c,
the units of resistance, relative and absolute, and lastly, submarine

telegraphs and telegraphy, are in succession treated of.

No work such as this is can possibly be judged of by sample
;
quota-

tions are therefore useless, specially so when the illustrations with which

this volume abounds, aud which must have cost the publishers a very

serious outlay, cannot accompany such passages. The work rightly

assumes the reader educated already in the elements of electrical science

and competent to follow algebraic calculations here and there. The
author, still, we may almost say a very young man, has been a

distinguished pupil of Mr. Charles W. Siemens, whose assistant he

still is, and to whom he gratefully dedicates his volume. He received

a large portion of his scientific education in Germany ; and though a

man of mark is sure in some way to come to the front, even though

his education be due to himself alone (and no doubt, had such been his

lot, Robert Sabine would have done so), still, this his first production as

a scientific author testifies well to the value of the sound and accurate

information given in the system of technical education of Germany.

We venture to hope that this work may be but the first fruits, to be

followed by the harvest of future years' work, that shall add the name
of a second Sabine to the scientific roll of honour. The author, though

of the same surname, is, we believe, not related to the President of

the Royal Society.

—

Ed.

Blast Engines, containing Plates to scale of large working drawings,

with letter-press description. By H. C. Coulthard, C.E. & M.E.

1 vol. large folio. Atchley, London. 1867.

The author of this work, which has been turned out in the full panoply

of fine paper, type, and large-sized engravings, by the publisher, is well

known as a successful mechanical engineer engaged in the specialty of

the manufacture of blast engines of a construction patented by him

;

the distinguishing characteristic being the employment of spherical

valves of india-rubber, in place of flat or sliding valves of metallic or

other material. He says in his preface, that " in compiling the work,

he has endeavoured to place before the engineering world the results of

his experience in regard to Blast Engines." We must, however, take this

as being done in but a very limited 6ense. The total amount of what

may be designated as disquisition, or the discussion of general principles

regulating the good, better, and best of blast engines, in the volume, is

comprised within two folio pages, and even these are mainly dedicated

to asserting or proving that Mr. Coulthard has himself, in his short-

stroke, quick-moving, ball-valved engines, adopted the best, cheapest,

and most durable, and in application, flexible (in reference to demand
for blast) of all possible blast engines. We do not at all propose to

engage in any refutation of this ; on the contrary, we think a great deal

of hits is well founded and true, though not the whole ; but we cannot

help remarking that the title of Mr. Coulthard's work is rather larger

than the claims which its contents will actually justify.

It is true his title is only " Blast Engines," without declaration of its

being a treatise or a systematic work on such engines, or anything

beyond some " Plates to scale;" but from an engineer who brings to the

frODt his own construction of blast engines as the result of his ex-

perience, and as the best of possible blast engines, it seems to us that

we should have had a right to expect something more, and that a history

of blast engines, past and present, and a well digested statement of the

principles, pneumatic, dynamic, and structural, upon which defective-

ness and loss, or perfection and economy, in such engines rests, should

have formed important features in the volume. Of this we have, in

fact, not one word.

The twenty-three Plates of which the work consists, comprise mainly

THIRD SERIES.—VOL. II.

three forms of vertical cylindrical blast engines, viz., Slate's, Cowper's,

and those of the author, and the letter-press chiefly consists of working

specifications for these. Surely this is wide away from exhausting even

the subject of short-stroke, quick-moving, blast engines. What about

the many forms of those in use on the continent ? what about the

important and widely employed horizontal blast cylinders, with more
or less rapid motion, constructed latterly in this country, and far more
largely and successfully abroad ? to name one only, Leyser's and
Stieler's engine, with india-rubber valves too (though not ball valves),

having many properties in common with Mr. Coulthard's, and perhaps

some special advantages also. So far as cheapness arising from facility

of constructing foundations goes, it must be at once conceded that

moderate-sized vertical direct-acting blast engines, of the type advocated

by Mr. Coulthard, possess great advantages over the old single Behemoth
beam aud vertical cylindered blast engines.

We are not at all so sure, however, as to how far the balance of eco-

nomy in the ratio of coal to cubic feet of blast, at given density, might
prove always in favour of the short and quick stroke engines. But let

us at present assume it so, we should like to see it demonstrated that

the economy in foundations, &c, of the horizontal, direct-acting blast

engine, is below that of the vertical one for equal blast power, or that

the working economy (or duty) of the horizontal engine necessarily falls

short of that of the vertical one.

However, Mr. Coulthard here lays his own practice and notions fully

before the mechanical world, and less completely the constructions

which approach near to his own in certain respects ; and this much has

been done well, both on his part and on that of his publisher.

FOREIGN LITERATURE.

Die Anorganische Chemie, mit besonderer Ruchficht auf
Technoeogie. Von Dr. C. Bromeis, &c. 1 vol. large 8vo., 185

wood-cuts. Stuttgardt. 1866.

This is a very carefully prepared, brief, but comprehensive system of

inorganic chemistry, with its applications, preceded by a well-written

historical sketch of the progress of chemical knowledge from remote

times to the present. The whole is put together with the ability that

characterizes the school of Marburg, and with the accuracy of German
compilation. It is free from multitudinous statements of minute and

not directly important facts, such as the properties of multitudes of

salts and other compounds not commonly met with, for which the

volumes of Gmelin's Lehrbuch are the proper magazine. It, however,

gives a full and clear account not only of all that the student most wants,

but most of what the analyst, &c, wants ready to hand. We almost

think that an English translation of this volume would be acceptable.

Trait£ t>es Roches Simples et Composees et de la classifica-

tion GEOGNOST1QUE DES ROCHES, &C. Par MARCEL DE SERRES,

Professeur de la Faculte des Sciences, &c, a Montpellier. 1 vol.

small 8vo. Lacroix, Paris.

This is one of the volumes of an extensive serial work, the Biblio-

theque ties Professions industrielles et agricoles, which has been for

some time in course of publication by the house of Lacroix, in Paris,

and amongst the varied volumes of which are several of great excellence.

The present is one of those. It is an admirable digest of what is

admitted at present as to the constitution, constituents, mutual relations,

position, and geological epoch of all the known rocks forming the sur-

face of the earth, and to such depth as we are acquainted with its mass.

We need say nothing to the mineralogist and geologist about this little

work, which will be found a useful text-hook upon the library shelves

for reference. But to the civil engineer, the stone mason, the architect,

the agriculturist, to all, indeed, technically concerned with the rocky

skeleton of our planet's surface, or with the softer material resulting

from the decomposition or disintegration of those masses into sands,

clays, and gravels, &c, we know of no better little work than this,

from which clear and trustworthy information maybe had, given always

in the genuine spirit of science, looking at details as, parts of our earth,

viewed as a whole. The volume, like all those of the series, is very

cheap besides. It has but one objection (common, however, to all

French geognostic works) for the English reader who is not a trained

man of scientific culture ; namely, that the French system of nomencla-

ture, especially for the eruptive and plutonic rocks, is a little complex.

3 A
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The tendency to refining and making distinctions from minute minera-

Iogical or external differences in these rocks, has been, perhaps, carried

too far by the French school. On the other hand, there is no school,

to talk of, in England as regards petrology, and we have in reality no

nomenclature of rocks worthy of the name in English authors.

—

Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS, MANCHESTER.

As explained at page 347 in last month's issue, the report of this

Association has unavoidably been left over until now through over-

pressure of other matter, and we regret that want of space still prevents

our giving it in its entirety, the report being an unusually long one. The
following extracts will prove of valuable interest, especially to those of

our readers who are users of steam boilers.

Under the head of "Explosions" we find an account of one, No. 46, which

occurred to a boiler not under the inspection of this Association, at a quarter before

two on the afternoon of Tuesday, September 25, at a dyeworks, and resulted in

the deaths of seven persons,

as well as in serious injury

to two others, while the

works were reduced to a

general ruin. This destruc-

tive explosion, occurring near

to the centre of one of our

cities, and so close to a public

thoroughfare that a good deal

of the debris was showered
upon it, created considerable

interest in the neighbourhood,

and deserves the most serious

consideration, not only on

account of its destructive

effects, but of its peculiarity

in an engineering point of

view.

I visited the scene of the

catastrophe, at the request of

the coroner, two or three days
after the explosion had oc-

curred, in order to report to

him thereon, when, on making
an examination, I found that

the boiler was internally-

fired and of the Cornish type,

having a single furnace tube
running throughout from end
to end. Its length was 20
feet, its diameter in the shell

4 feet 6 inches, and in the

furnace tube 2 feet 6 inches,

while the thickness of the

plates throughout was | of an
inch, with the exception of

the flat ends, which were f.
The cylindrical portion of the

shell was composed of six

belts, each of which was
about 3 feet 8 inches wide,

including the overlap, and
being composed of two plates

circumferentially, had two
longitudinal seams of rivets.

These seams were placed at

the sides of the boiler in the

first belt, counting from the

firing end, and at the top

and bottom in the second,

while they were at the sides

in the third, and so on alter-

nately throughout. The boiler

had but one safety-valve, of

open lever construction, mea-
suring 3 inches in diameter,

and weighted to about 100
lbs. on the square inch, which was the pressure for which the boiler had been origi-
nally made, being double rivetted throughout at the longitudinal, as well as at the
circular seams, both in the shell and furnace tube.

The boiler gave way in the external shell, but in a somewhat unusual manner,
the third belt of plates, reckoning from the fi.ing end, being cut out of the shell,
without damaging the remainder of the boiler, almost as neatly as if it had been
turned out by a tool in the lathe. This belt had rent primarily across its entire
width at a longitudinal seam of rivets, and secondarily at the ring seams running

round the boiler at each side of it. The boiler was moved but a few feet from its

seating, but the belt of plate just described was opened out nearly flat and thrown

across the yard to the right hand of its original position, while the works were

completely laid in ruins, and the debris scattered in every direction, the dismantled

moulding at the top of the chimney stack showing that some of the fragments must
have been thrown to a considerable height.

Though the pressure at which this boiler was worked, namely, 100 lbs. on the

square inch, was high, yet it was not excessive for one of such dimensions as this -

one was, if well made and of good material, while many boilers, strained as severely,

are working with perfect safety. When the boiler was ordered it was distinctly

stipulated that it should be safe at the pressure just named, and it was made on

this understanding, being double rivetted throughout in consequence, and tested

with water up to a pressure of 240 lbs. per square inch by the makers before leaving

their yard, who warranted it safe, and described it in their correspondence as a

splendid boiler, and one that would do them credit. Its price, without fittings,

was 120/., which, considering the small size of the boiler, was a high one, but which

the makers said was due to the superiority of their work. The boiler scarcely

worked, however, six months before it burst, though the plates were not thinned by

corrosion, but retained their original thickness. It will be seen, therefore, that this

is by no means an ordinary explosion, and it is important clearly to ascertain its cause.

It must be apparent at a

glance that this explosion Fig. 3.

could not be due to shortness

of water, since the boiler,

though internally-fired, failed

in the external shell, and not

in the furnace tube ; but it

maybe added that the furnace

crown did not present the

slightest appearance of over-

heating, being slightly scaled

over, and retaining its shape

as truly as" when first made.
Neither is there any reason

to conclude that the working

pressure had been exceeded,

since, on extricating the

safety-valve after the explo-

sion from the debris in which

it was buried, it was found

to be free in action, while all

the witnesses, who gave evi-

dence on thi3 subject at the

inquest, concurred in the

statement that the blowing-

ofF pressure was 100 lbs. as

nearly as may be, and no one

appeared to have seen this

exceeded. It may also be

pointed out that the rupture

of the boiler appears of too

local a character to have

resulted from an excessive

pressure of steam, since this

would have operated equally

over the whole shell ; while,

further, the furnace tube, not

being strengthened with any

encircling hoops, but merely

with three segments on the

crown, was weaker than the

external shell, so that, had
the explosion resulted from

an undue and excessive pres-

sure of steam, it might reason-

ably be concluded that the

furnace tube would have

failed before the shell, whereas

the shell gave way, and not

the furnace tube. The ques-

tion of shortness of water and
improper pressure of steam

have been alluded to, since

they are so generally supposed to have to do with nearly every explosion, but

to arrive at the true cause in the present instance, attention must be directed

to the primary rent. This occurred at the inner overlap of the plate of a longi-

tudinal double rivetted joint, but it did not take the line of rivet holes throughout,

but appeared to have commenced at the solid metal, and about midway in the length

of the seam at the edge of the overlap, and at the line of caulking, which it followed

for a length of 4 or 5 inches, and then sloped into the line of rivets. The edge of

the plate exhibited a very short brittle fracture, and on examining the shell for the

brand, only one of the plates was found to have any mark on it at all, and this was the

single word ' Boiler;' while at the inquest the foreman, under whose superintendence

the boiler had been made, frankly acknowledged that the fractured plate was not

of good quality, and should not have been put into the boiler had he known it.

The edge of the fractured plate appeared to contain an old flaw at the line of caulking

just as if a crack had been started either when the boiler was first made or when
it was caulked at the time of tpsting with water pressure up to 240 lbs. and had
gradually gone on developing till it extended right across the plate. That this

crack had existed for some time is corroborated by the fact that this seam of rivets

had been found to leak a month or so before the explosion, and was caulked in
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consequence, while in addition, the boiler had leaked on the morning of the explosion,

when the maker was sent for to examine it, but as the joint could not be got at

with steam up, repairs were deferred till the brickwork could be removed un the

following Saturday, when the boiler would be stopped. This leakage was on the

same side of the boiler as the primary rent, and from the position of the moisture

on the brickwork, there is good reason to conclude that the water came from the

same seam that had previously proved defective and rent a few hours afterwards.

Having regard to all the circumstances of the case, the position and character of

the rents, the condition of the furnace crown, the brittle character of the plate, and

the repeated leakages at the seam of rivets at which the primar}' rent occurred, &c,
there can be no question that the explosion was not due to shortness of water, or

an improper amount of steam, but that it occurred at a pressure not exceeding that

at which the boiler was ordinarily worked, simply from weakness consequent on

defective material combined with injudicious workmanship, or, in short, that the

boiler burst because it was a bad one.

This explosion affords a forcible illustration of the sad results of putting in bad

plates, the purchaser's works being laid in ruins, though he covenanted for a good

boiler, and paid an ample price for it, so that the onus of the explosion must rest

entirely with the boiler maker.

Since this is an explosion of so unusual a character, a cut, prepared from a

photograph, has been added showing the double rivetted joint at which the primary

rent occurred.

Figs. 1 and 2 represent a piece cut off each end of the belt of plate severed from

the boiler, the fracture at the double line of rivets being at a longitudinal seam, and

those at right angles with it, and on each side of the plate, at a circumferential one.

Fig. 3 shows a cross section of the overlap, giving the parts full size. From these

it will be seen that the rivets, which had a diameter of \^ of an inch in the body,

and an inch and £ in the beaten head, were set out so as to form a series of

triangles which were almost equilateral, and measured 2^ inches in the direction of

the seam, and 2J inches diagonally, the two rows being spaced two inches apart,

measuring in each case from centre to centre, while the overlap of the plates was

an inch and £ from the edge to the centre of the rivets. The rivetting was done

by hand, and not by machine, but the heads were carefully snapped, and pre-

sented a neat appearance to the eye, though it may be pointed out they were

rather light.

It is thought for so high a pressure as 100 lbs. on the square inch, and with plates

only § of an inch in thickness, that the rivets were spaced too 'far apart, and it

would have been better had their diameter been jj of an inch instead of ] *-, and the

overlap somewhat less than 1^ inch from the centre of the rivet to the edge

of the plate; and, further, that machine rivetting would have given a bolder and

fuller head to the point of the rivet, and have drawn the work up tighter together,

so that it would have required less caulking, from which so much mischief was
evidently done in the present instance. It is not wished to express too decided an

opinion upon these points, but rather to call attention to them as worthy of further

consideration ; and it is trusted that the details given ahove of the seam of rivets

which failed, with such disastrous consequences, will prove of service to those

interested in this subject, which a more general introduction of high pressure steam

and double rivetting renders of daily increasing importance.

To turn to the explosions for the past month. On the present occasion I have

to report seven explosions, by which five persons were killed and fifteen others

injured. The total number of explosions that has come under my notice for the

year 1866 is 73, by which 87 persons were killed, as well as 110 others injured.

It is possible, however, that this does not include the total number that has occurred,

since some may have escaped my notice.

No explosion has occurred to any of the boilers, the safety of which has been

guaranteed by this Association, since the adoption of the guarantee system at the

commencement of 1865-

No. oo Explosion occurred at eleven o'clock on the morning of Monday, November
26, at a paper mill, through the collapse of a mal-constructed internal flue tube.

This boiler was under the inspection of this Association, but the weakness and
consequent danger of the flue tube had been clearly pointed out to the owner by the

Association's chief engineer at the time the boiler was enrolled, when it was also

explained that its safety could not be guaranteed until the flue had been radically

strengthened, or replaced by a new one, while this warning was repeated from time

X
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to time in the Association's written reports to the member on the condition of his

boilers.

The explosion was not attended with any serious consequences. No one was
either killed or injured, while the damage to the surrounding property was confined

to the blowing up of a brickwork flue at the back of the boiler by the torrent of

steam and hot water that rushed from the boiler, and though this took place at

both ends of the flue, the attendants in the firing space at the front of the boiler

escaped unhurt, not being directly opposite the furnace mouths. The boiler was
one of a series of six set side by side, three of them being to the left and two to the
right of the exploded one, but neither the exploded boiler nor any of the others

were stirred from their seat, and though they were all connected together, the
steam pipe joints were not __
broken, so that as soon as

the exploded boiler was
disconnected by screwing

down the junction valve,

the remainder of the series

were ready to resume work,
and they did so after wait-

ing a few hours for the

brickwork flue to be

repaired.

The boiler was of patent construction, having two furnace tubes, which, instead

of running right through the shell, as in those of the ordinary flued class, united

behind the fire bridge in a single flue or combustion chamber of oval shape. This
oval flue was strengthened by vertical conical water tubes, which, at the same time

that they acted as stays, promoted the circulation of the water. The boiler was
7 feet in diameter and 28 feet long, while the oval flue or combustion chamber
measured about 4 feet 11 inches in width, and 2 feet 8 inches in height, the thickness

of the plates being T^ of an inch in the shell, § in the furnace tubes, and
,

B
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sides of the oval flue or combustion chamber, while the pressure of the steam was
50 lbs. per square inch.

This explosion is so precisely similar, both in the construction of the boiler and
character of its failure to another that occurred on the 28th of February, 1865, and
details of which were given in the Monthly Report for December last, that I venture

to quote the remarks then made on that explosion as a description of this one. They
are as follows :

—

lt The boiler failed at the oval flue or combustion chamber, just described, the sides

of which collapsed longitudinally and crushed inwards towards the vertical water

tubes. A great many boilers of this patent class are now at work, with perfect

safety, and nearly one hundred of such are under our inspection ; but the one in

question, which had been made some years since, and was of an early pattern now
happily discontinued, had a

grave defect in its construc-

tion, which it is important

should be pointed out, since

many boilers of similar make
still remain in use, and, it is

feared, are frequently worked

at higher pressures than it is

safe they should be. This

defect consisted in the sides

of the oval flue being made
of two different curves, one

of them being struck with a radius of about," 19 "inches, and the other of," 1-4

" inches. The longer radius, of course, gave a flatter sweep than the shorter one,

in consequence of which the arch was not in equilibrio, the sharper curve being

unable to resist the thrust of the flatter one, so that the sides crushed in with steam

at a much lower pressure than they would have done had their curve been struck

from a single centre, and thus made an arc of one circle throughout.

"In consequence of the explosions that have arisen from this cause, this con-

struction, as already stated, has for years past been given up, while thicker plates

have been used, which is most important in consideration of the increase of pressure

which has of late years taken place. Millowuers using boilers of this patent class, if

of early date, should therefore ascertain whether the oval flue is of the original or

improved construction, and should it prove to be of the former, then it should either

be strengthened or removed altogether."

Such were the remarks in the report for December of last year, and they are

equally applicable in the present case, while the occurrence of this explosion shows
the necessity of the recommendations contained therein.

The construction of the flue in question will perhaps be the better understood on

reference to the following cuts.

Fig. 1 is a cross section of the boiler showing the shape that the sides of the flue

assumed after collapse. Fig. 2 is simply a diagram giving a profile view of the

objectionable form of flue with the sides struck from two centres. This is now
discarded in all new boilers. Fig. 3 shows the improved form of flue now adopted

in the place of No. 2, having the sides in one sweep throughout, and struck from

a single centre only.

It will be clear from the foregoing that this explosion is no reflection on the

inspections of this Association, but rather a vindication of their truthfulness, since

the danger was fully anticipated and faithfully pointed out in the Association's

reports to the owner of the boiler, who frankly acknowledges the service rendered,

and had ordered a new boiler in consequence, about a week before the explosion

occurred, and is now rapidly removing all others on his works of similar construction

to the exploded one.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the monthly ballot on Tuesday evening, the 5th February, Mr. Charles Hutton
Gregory, vice-president, in the chair, the following candidates were balloted for, and

declared to be duly elected, including fifteen members, viz. :—Mr. Charles Bernard
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Baker, resident engineer on the Midland Railway Extension to London; Mr. Henry

Baylis, borough engineer, and engineer to the Corporation Waterworks, Bolton,

Lancashire ; Mr. Michael Beazeley, assistant engineer on the Wolf Rock Lighthouse

Works, Cornwall; Mr. James Holland, Westminster; Mr. William Crozier, engineer

to the county of Durham ;
Mr. James Deas, engineer of the western division of the

North British Railway, Glasgow; Mr. Thomas Fenwick, Leeds; Mr. Daniel

Gallagher Grose, Dublin; Mr. John William Grover, Westminster; Mr. Henry

Law, late of Rio de Janeiro; Mr. William Lawford, chief assistant engineer to the

Great Western Railway Company ; Mr. George Owen, engineer of the Cambrian

Railways; Mr. Charles Robins, Westminster; Mr. Francis Stevenson, principal

assistant engineer of the London and North Western Railway; and Mr. Thomas
Jefferson Thompson, principal resident engineer and locomotive superintendent of

the Bahia and San Francisco Railway ; and seventeen Associates, viz. :—Mr.

William Henry Ashwell, Midland Railway Extension Works, Camden Town; Mr.

Joseph Parkin Colbron, Surveyor to the West Hove District Commissioners,

Brighton ; Vice-Admiral George Elliot, Warwick Square; Mr. William Francis,

Westminster; Mr. John Clarke Hawkshaw, B.A., New Dock Works, Hull; Mr.

Follet Charles Hennet, Iron Works, Bridgewater ; Mr. Harry Pasley Higginson,

Madras Irrigation and Canal Company; Mr. John Howkins, jun., Barrow Docks,

Barrow in Furness; Mr. George Albert Hutchins, Carmarthen ; Mr. Charles Edward
Mackintosh, Railwuy Foundry, New Cross ; Mr. John James Myres, jun., Preston,

Lancashire; Mr. Charles O'Neill, resident road and bridge engineer, Wellington,

New Zealand; Captain Robert Robertson, R.N., Board of Trade; Mr. Alexander

Clunes Sherriff, M.P., Westminster; Mr. Henry Thomas Tanner, Newbury; Mr.

Charles Brown Trollope, Westminster; and Mr William Cawthorne Unwin, B.Sc,

Homerton College.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CLIFTON SUSPENSION BRIDGE. By Mr. W. H.

Barlow. M. Inst. C.E., F.R.S.

February 12, 1867.—In this communication reference was first made to the history

and origin of the undertaking ; and it was stated that the abutments and the piers,

ready to receive the saddles for supporting the chains, were completed, from the

designs of the late Mr. Brunei, in the year 1843, when the works were suspended
from insufficiency of funds. In 1860 a new company was formed, and arrangements
were entered into for the purchase of the land and piers at Clifton, and of the chains

from the Hungerford Suspension Bridge, then about to be replaced by a girder bridge,

to carry the Charing Cross Railway.

In the Clifton bridge as executed, there were three chains on each side, supporting

longitudinal stiffening girders of wrought iron, with open-work cross girders, the

hand raling of the bridge being made also to form longitudinal stiffening girders,

with open-work sides. The principal dimensions were— span, 702 feet 3 inches;

distance from centre to centre of chains, 20 feet; width of bridge, including roadway
and footways, 31 feet ; versed sine of curve of chains, 70 feet; and height of roadway
above high water, 248 feet. The chains were carried upon the piers by wrought-
iron saddles, placed upon roller frames of cast iron, the rollers being made of cast

steel. The beds of the roller frames were at an inclination of 1 in 20, rising towards

the river. At a distance of 196 feet from the centres of the piers, land saddles

were placed, which were similar in construction to the saddles upon the piers, except

that they had no roller frames, but were bedded upon brickwork in cement set upon
the solid rock. The distance from the laud saddles to the anchorage was 60 feet,

with an average inclination of 45° ; and in this distance the three chains gradually

diverged, until they were 5 feet apart, where they were inserted through castings

forming separate anchorage plates for each chain. The three chains were in such
a relative position to each other as to produce an equal horizontal distance of nearly

8 feet from the centres of the suspension rods throughout the bridge. The suspension
rods transmitted their strain to the chains only at the joints ; so that the links of

the chain had no other strain upon them than that due to the direct tensile strain

in the direction of their length. The duty of maintaining an equal action upon all

three chains in supporting the roadway, was performed by the strength and stiffness

of the longitudinal girders. All the links were tested to a strain of 10 tons per
square inch.

The arrangements for the erection of the chains comprised a temporary suspended
staging, constructed of eight iron wire ropes, each capable of bearing 35 tons. Six
of these ropes served to support a timber platform, and two were at a height of 3
feet 6 inches above, to form a hand railing on each side. The upper ropes were
attached to those below, so as to act in conjunction with them in sustaining any
weight upon the staging. Another rope was fixed above, for the purpose of carrying
two light travelling frames, suspended on wheels, which were moved as required by
light ropes, and by means of which links were taken from the piers to the men
engaged in erecting the chains. The work was commenced at the anchorage plates

at each end simultaneously, the lower chain being put in first. At the anchorage
plates the whole of the links, twelve in number, were inserted; then eleven, ten,

nine, and so on until the chain was diminished to one link ; after which it was
continued at one link and two links alternately from the piers, until it met in the
middle of the centre opening. The wire-rope staging was designed to carry the
weight of the centre portions of the chain, formed of one link and two links alternately,

with the men and tools required to erect it. The calculated breaking weight of the
staging was 224 tons, evenly distributed, and the weight it had to carry was 4

tons. The suspended platform was kept below the intended level of the chains,
and the links were supported upon it by packing pieces which could he raised or
lowered. When the links of the chain were united in the middle, the packing pieces
were lowered until the chain took its own bearing, and thus relieved the staging
from the action of its weight. At this stage of the proceedings, the chain was
adjusted for length, by means of keys arranged for that purpose in the first links
from the pier saddles. The next operation was that of adding links on each side
of the centre links, which was accomplished by an ingenious and simple apparatus
with such rapidity, that on some days more than one hundred links were added.
The chains on the Bristol or eastern side having been completed, the staging was
removed to the other side, and the remaining three chains were put up in a similar
manner. When the chains were erected, and the suspension links were fixed, the

suspension rods and cross girders were attached, by means of a movable crane,

upon a long base frame, weighing upwards of 5 tons, and travelling upon a temporary
railway. This crane was so contrived and balanced, that it could carry a cross

girder, with an equivalent length of the longitudinal girders, a considerable distance

in advance of the wheels upon which it travelled. Thus, when placed upon the

abutment, it held the first cross girder in its intended position, until the men
attached the first pair of suspension rods to it and to the chains. Planking was
then laid from the abutment to the cross girder, and the railway was lengthened.

The travelling crane next took up the second cross girder, and advanced with that

to its position, and held it in like manner until it was attached to the chain. The
planking and roadway were again lengthened, and the third cross girder fixed, and
so on from both ends of the bridge, until the roadway met in the middle. The
remaining operations of connecting the longitudinal girders, adjusting the several

parts of the work, and laying the roadway, were then proceeded with.

The sectional area of the chains at the pier was 481 square inches, and in the

centre of the span 440 square inches. The weight of the chains between the piers

was 554 tons, and that of the suspension rods, longitudinal and transverse girders,

cross-bracing, hand-railing, roadway, &c, about 440 tons. The strain at the centre

due to the chains, was 680 tons, that due to the weight of the platform, &c, was
597 tons, and that produced by a maximum moving load of 70 lbs. per square foot,

was 817 tons, or together 2094 tons, which was equal to 4"76 tons per square inch

of the sectional area of the chains at the centre of the span. The suspension rods

were each rather more than 2 inches in section. The greatest weight that could

come upon a pair of rods, including their maximum load, was about 13 tons, which
would produce a strain of 44; tons per square inch. The anchorage plates and the

bearing plates of the saddles were so arranged, that the maximum pressure upon the

brickwork could not in any case exceed 10 tons per square foot. In order to provide

for the effects of expansion and contraction, and to allow for the movement occasioned

by wind and by the passage of heavy loads across the bridge, the two extremities of

the roadway were furnished with jointed ends or flaps, 8 feet long, which gave perfect

freedom of motion, both vertically and in the direction of the length of the bridge.

The works were commenced at Clifton, in November, 1862, by Messrs. Cochrane,

the contractors, under the superintendence of their resident manager, Mr. Airey,

and the bridge was opened for public traffic on December 8, 1864. The total cost

of the ironwork, including the purchase of the chains of the Hungerford bridge and
their carriage to Clifton, was 34,975/. Previous to opening the bridge, it was tested

by a dead weight of 500 tons of stone, distributed over the surface, when a total

deflection was produced of 7 inches in the centre. On the removal of the test load,

the centre of the bridge rose to its former position within one- sixteenth of an inch,

but the middle of the southern half of the bridge did not rise again to its former

height by 1 inch, while the northern side rose above its original position. This was
probably due to the change in the direction and force of the wind before and after

the testing.

The author stated that the most severe strain which the bridge had to resist was
that resulting from heavy gales of wind, especially those from the north-west or

south-east, being nearly in the direction of the deep gorge of the river Avon at the

place where the bridge was constructed. On these occasions three effects were
observed. First, there was a small horizontal deflection, which was just sufficient

to be perceptible to the eye when placed in range with the suspension rods. Secondly,

there was an undulation from end to end of the bridge, the maximum rise and fall

being, in Mr. Airey 's opinion, as much as 6 inches above and 6 inches below the

mean level of the roadway. Thirdly, the land chains, between the piers and the

land saddles, which carried no suspension rods, were liable to be deflected laterally,

notwithstanding their weight, the longitudinal strain upon them, and the compara-
tively small surface exposed to the wind.

The author remarked that, considering the facility with which suspension bridges

could be constructed, and the comparatively inexpensive nature of the scaffolding,

or temporary staging, required for erecting them, there appeared to be no reason

why spans of much greater magnitude should not be accomplished. The spans

already crossed by bridges on this principle far exceeded those of any form of girder.

The largest girder ever built was that of the Britannia Bridge over the Menai Straits,

which was 460 feet between the bearings. The largest suspension bridge was that

at Fribourg, which was stated to be 880 feet; while the Niagara Suspension Bridge

was 820 feet from centre to centre of the towers, and it had been in daily use for

nearly twelve years for the passage of railway trains. Suspension bridges bad not

hitherto been adopted in this country for railway purposes, under the impression

that the principle of construction necessarily involved t>uch an amount of flexibility

as to render them unfit for the passage of trains; but it must be considered that

the larger the bridge, and the greater the ratio of the weight of the bridge to the

weight of the moving load, the less was the disturbance of form caused by a passing

load. Moreover it was quite practicable to stiffen a suspension bridge so as to render

it nearly as rigid as a girder, of which the Lambeth bridge, from the designs of

Mr. P. W. Barlow (M. Inst. C.E.), was an example. The subject of stiffening

suspension bridges with the least quantity of material, was one well deserving

attention. In a detached girder, the upper and lower booms must each be capable

of bearing the strains produced by the weight of the bridge and its load, and the

diagonals must be strong enough to transmit the whole of those strains. Whereas,

in a stiffened suspension bridge, the chain was the only member required to bear

the strains produced by the weight of the bridge and its load ; while the diagonal

bracing, or stiffening, need be no more than was sufficient to prevent disturbance

from the moving load. In relation to this subject the author stated, he had found

by experiments on solid bars, made in 1858, as well as from a theoretical investiga-

tion of the case as applied to lattice girders, that, in a continuous girder, if, instead

of using an equal depth throughout, a greater depth and a greater sectional area

were given over the piers, an increase of strength was obtained in a much higher

ratio than that of the increased weight of metal employed. Another point deserving

of consideration was the best form of link and fastening for the chains of a suspen-

sion bridge, to which Sir Charles Fox (M. Inst. C.E.) had directed attention. But
where the object was to construct bridges of very large span, another, and perhaps

the most important consideration, was the employment of a stronger material. In

this respect the introduction of steel was calculated to have a marked influence.
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Many of the properties of steel were at present unknown ; but it bad been determined,

by experiments, that its tensile strength was nearly double that of wrought iron, and
that it could be made quite as malleable. Its powers of resistance to compression

did not show the same proportion of strength ; but in the application of steel to

the chains of a suspension bridge, it was the tensile strength which operated.

It was announced that the discussion upon Mr. Barlow's paper on the " Clifton

Suspension Bridge," would be resumed at the nest meeting, Tuesday, February 19,

when, should time permit, the following paper would be read:—"On the Working
of Steep Gradients and Sharp Curves on Railways," by Captain H. W. Tyler, R.E.,

Assoc- Inst. C.E.

MONTHLY NOTES.

Cost of Transit by the Pneumatic Dispatch.—Experiments have
recently been conducted to ascertain the cost of traffic in the Pneumatic Tubes

;
the

result of which is that 120 tons of goods can be sent through a distance of 18
miles every hour, at a cost of less than one penny per ton per mile.

Disengagement of Heat from the Galvanic Battery.—M. Favre has
shown that in the galvanic battery secondary actions occur, accompanied by the

disengagement of heat, which is not turned to account in the current, and therefore

he suggests that electro-magnetic machines cannot dispose of all the heat set in

action in the batter}-.

African Iron Manufacture.—In the account given us by Sir Samuel Baker

of the natives dwelling about the sources of the great river (Nile), he says, they

make excellent iron weapons, although the blacksmiths have nothing but stones for

an anvil and hammer. The natives, however, are absolute savages. The men
have no clothing, but the women wear what he calls a "shirt of mail"— an apron

9 inches long and 6 inches broad. He obtained one of the "shirts," which had
belonged to the wife of a chief, and he found that it was made of rings of iron,

neatly joined together. The work had been done by a blacksmith, who had used

a cleft stick for a pair of tongs, a stone for an anvil, and another stone for a
hammer. -

Whittle's Rail Joint.—The subjoined engraving represents the form of

rail joint introduced a few months since by John Whittle, of Boston ; and we are

told that a few hundred yards of rails having these joints have been put down
to test their security on different parts of the Great Northern line, viz., at Peter-

borough and King's Cross. It will be observed that the joint consists of a very

long scarf, about 18 inches, and the web of the rail is thickened at the scarf

to allow plenty of metal for the bolts which couple the rails together to hold

in. Scarf joints for rails are not new : they were, we believe, tried by Peter Ash-
croft as much as twenty years ago, but these scarfs were very short, and, if we err

not, they were used having the joints both horizontal as well as vertical. We do

not know what the real cause of their being set aside was, but it appears to us that

the rigidity of such a joint would be a great drawback to its use ; for it matters

little how much clearance there may be left between the ends of the scarf, still, if

the joint bolts are drawn tight up, it will be next to impossible for the joints to

slide over each other in hot weather when the rails expand in length, without frac-

turing the bolts. This evil does not appear to us overcome in the Whittle joint,

bat certainly the longer the joint the less chance there is for the occurrence of the

defect we allude to. We understand that as soon as it is proved whether the joint

is efficient in practice that arrangements have been made with Messrs. Cammell &
Co., Sheffield, to manufacture rails with the long scarf joint. In manufacturing
such rails some special arrangements will have to be made in the rolls for producing
the thickening of the web at the ends; we presume rolls of large circumference

would be employed having a recess to allow of the thick end of the web being
formed. It is intended to saw out the metal to produce the scarf. We merely

place this before our readers on record, as there has been some say about it ; at the

same time we cannot avoid expressing our belief that "it won't do."

New Mode of Imparting Solubility to Resins—M. Violette found, some
time since, that Calcutta copal and its congeners, which form the foundation of

varnishes, and which are not naturally soluble in spirits of turpentine, benzine,

petroleum, and other hydro-carburets, or the vegetable oils, become so, with, and
even without, the application of heat, if they have been previously subjected to it,

so as to lose 25 per cent, of their weight. He has recently discovered that they are

rendered soluble in the above-mentioned fluids without losing any of their weight,

if th&y are heated in close vessels to a temperature between 662° and 752° Fahren-
heit, and then cooled, forming excellent varnishes. And a varnish suited for the

most delicate purposes may be made by heating to the above-mentioned temperature

a mixture containing Calcutta copal, one-third of its weight boiled linseed oil, and
fonr-thirds spirits of turpentine. There is no loss of weight during the operation.

In these cases the effect is due to both heat and pressure. The latter amounts to

twenty atmospheres, which may be a source of difficulty in the industrial applica-

tion of the new process.

—

BritUh Journal of Photography.

Economic Production of Benzine.—The Scientific Review asserts that M.

Bobouf has greatly simplified the process for obtaining this important substance.

He merely treats coal tar with caustic soda, at ordinary temperatures, and thus

dissolves the heavy oils which it contains. The benzine, which floats on the sur-

face of the solution obtained, is separated by decantation, and rectified. This

simplification of the mode of producing benzine will have the important result of

lowering the price of aniline and picric acid. The combination of alkali and tar,

which is a kind of soap, and is termed by M. Bobouf phenate of soda, is considered

by him as a compound which will be found of very great utility in medicine, industry,

and agriculture, possessing, as he believes, all the properties of phenic acid.

New Air-blowing Apparatus.— In various processes and experiments which

are conducted in the laboratories of the chemist as well as the natural philosopher,

a blast of air is frequently required; for instance, in the continual application of

the blow-pipe, &c. Now the means hitherto provided have been clumsy, and

efficient only to a limited extent. Cases sometimes occur wherein the cessation

of the blast even for a few seconds might vitiate the operations in hand. Most

of the apparatus that we have ever met with for creating air blasts for laboratory

purposes have consisted of that very awkward class, consisting of a double-

chambered vessel, one of which is filled with water; and to create the blast this

water is allowed to run through into the other, tilled with air, the ingress of the

former causing the expulsion of the latter. With such apparatus, as soon as

the water has run out of one chamber, it has to be blown back again, which is,

generally speaking, effected by the lungs of the operator or his attendant ; thus

causing a stoppage in the air-blast of a serious duration, at the same time necessi-

tating a most disagreeable as well as injurious waste of energy on the part of those

engaged. The apparatus illustrated by the accompanying illustration, which has

recently come under our notice, we have thought so considerable an improvement

as not to be unworthy of a place in our pages. It consists of a hemispherical-ended

vessel, A, divided into two compartments by a diaphragm, B; from this diaphragm

the two pipes with stop-cocks, c and c1
, extend respectively to the upper and lower

ends of the upper and lower chambers. In the figure, the vessel is shown full or

nearly full of water ; on turning the stop-cock, c, the water flows down through the

cock, c, and discharges itself by the pipe attached thereto into the lower vessel, now
filled with air. One side of this divided vessel is provided with the branch pipes, d,

which terminate in the passage or exit, e, and so forms one of the journals by which

the blowing vessel is supported. The branch pipes are provided each with a stop-

cock, o, so that when the blast of air is required to be used, the lower one of these

stop-cocks, a, is opened, and the air escapes through the tubular journal, E, being

thence conducted by a flexible pipe attached whithersoever it may be required for

use. As soon as the water has all or nearly passed from the upper into the lower

chamber, the position of the blowing vessel is inverted by merely turning it over on

its journals, which are nicely fitted in bearings in the supporting frame, H. The
cocks, c and a, are now to be closed, and the other cocks, c1 and a, opened; by

this means the blast may be maintained continuous for any length of time; as a

little dexterity on the part of the operator enables the inversion of the vessel, as

well as the opening and closing of the stop-cocks, to be effected in a mere moment
of time. With this apparatus the inflating of the vessels by the lungs is dis-

pensed with; and we can testify, from having had the first apparatus thus

constructed in our own possession and use for some months, of its complete

efficiency. The short shaft, c, carrying one side of the vessel, is furnished with

a disc, d, in which two notches are cut diametrically opposite each other, and

a retaining latch, e, is attached to the adjacent bearing standard, so that this,
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when dropped into one of the notches, always retains the vessel in the position

required.—V. D.

New Petroleum Products.—It is reported in this country upon the autho-

rity of the Mhiing Journal— but which, we think, ought to be received with much

caution—that Professor P. H. Van der Weyde, of Girade College, U. S., has suc-

ceeded in obtaining a liquid which boils at only 40°, and produces most intense

cold upon evaporation : it has been named Chunogene. By applying heat to the

petroleum, and gradually increasing it, there is obtained in succession—gazoline

(an inflammable and explosive liquid, which may be used without danger in metallic

lamps filled with sawdust), naphtha, kerosene, and paraffin, leaving only a coke,

which differs widely from coal coke, behind. Petroleum itself is the best lubricator

known, and is applicable alike to the most delicate mechanism and to the heaviest

machinery ; whilst by slow distillation at a low temperature, hair oil, liniment, and

a petroleum cast<T oil, are obtained; and from petroleum benzole, treated with a

suitable acid, " extract of bitter almonds" is produced, being used for flavouring.

T. B. Jordan's (Milton Works, South Lambeth) Patent Combination
Boiler.—The following is the patentee's own account of this boiler, about which

there are, we think, several good points. Various boilers, more or less similar, have

been at various times produced or patented. We do not enter upon the question

of how far a claim for novelty be sustainable upon the whole combination :—These

boilers are strong, simple, and effective ; they are formed of lap-welded iron or steel

tubes nine inches diameter, and are set vertically between two walls, the furnace

occupying a brick chamber in front of the cylinders. Each tube is of sufficient size

to yield one horse power, and is a complete boiler in itself, yet may be combined

with as many others as is requisite to form a boiler of any given power. There

are no rivets used either in the manufacture or erection, each boiler being con-

nected with the next in the series by four small bolts. The advantages of this

arrangement will be at once obvious to most employers of steam power. It occu-

pies less space than any other steam boiler of equal power. It is at least three

times as strong as any cylindrical boiler four feet diameter and three-eighths of an

inch thick, although the metal composing the combination boiler is only a quarter

of an inch thick—a quality resulting from the comparatively small diameter of the

cylinders, and the entire absence of rivetted joints. It will get up steam more

rapidly and evaporate more water with a given weight of fuel, because the water

content is less as compared with the heating surface, and the metal surrounding it

is much thinner. It may be heated with coal, wood, or gas fuel. It is much more
portable, because each horse-power weighs less than 300 pounds, and these are

combined at the time of erection. This is a great advantage for foreign service,

strongly recommending the boiler to the attention of mining and manufacturing
companies having works in difficult situations; for it is self-evident that a boiler

of this kind can be conveyed to and erected in any situation where an engine can
be used, and it may be put together by any men who know how to fix nuts on
bolts.

^
When railways are available, a boiler of fifty horse-power may be conveyed

on a single truck, and three men can unload it or fix it in place without a crane.
It is therefore well adapted for exportation, because any vessel capable of the
voyage can carry it, and any landing place devoid of machinery can receive it. For
home use, particularly in cramped situations, it is equally available. A three horse-
power boiler house and stokehole measures 10 feet by 5 feet outside the walls.
An increase of one foot in length only would be sufficient for a six horse boiler

;

and a fifteen horse boiler house and stokehole requires a piece of ground only 14 feet
by 8 feet. The cleaning of this boiler is very readily effected, because the covers
of each tube can be removed by unscrewing a single nut, the bolt of which passes

through the centre of each cylinder to fix the covers, forming at the same time a
very effective stay rod. The price of the patent boilers is about the same as that

of other boilers (of equal steam producing power, we presume the patentee means).

British Railways.—The following statistical account in connection with our
railways, which we reprint from a recent issue of the Pall Mall Gazette, will be

read with interest:—Making every allowance for the undue diversion of capital into

railway investments under the influence of a speculative mania, the rapid growth of

the railway system of the United Kingdom to its present dimensions must be accepted

as a remarkable proof of the progress of the country. During the forty-one years

which have passed since Stephenson ran his first train on the Stockton and Dar-
lington line, the railways of the kingdom have absorbed £500,000,000 of capital,

and extend over more than 14,000 miles. In 1865, for which the Board of Trade
returns have just been issued, the length of lines was 13,289 miles, of which more
than a third were single lines and the rest double; this was an increase of 500
miles over the preceding year, and we may safely add another 1000 miles for the

two succeeding years. It is more than probable that there will be a comparative

lull for some time to come in railway construction. The main trunk lines have

now been laid out, and little more is wanted than links and branches. There

remains, however, abundant scope for the energy of the companies in developing traffic

on the existing railways. The statistics of a year's work on the railways afford a

striking illustration of the constant activity of our busy population, as well as of the

important part which this means of communication plays in the social and industrial

life of the nation. We find that in 1865 3,448,500 passenger trains, carrying

251,862,715 passengers, travelled 71,206,818 miles; while 2,108,198 goods trains

transported 15,179,000 horses, dogs, cattle, and other stock, 77,805,786 tons of

minerals, and 36,787,638 tons of general merchandise, over 68,320,309 miles.

Thus, taking passenger and goods trains together, it appears that they travelled in

the twelve months as great a distance as from the earth to the sun, and about half

the way back again. In order to do this the companies had to keep a rolling stock

of 7414 locomotives, 17,997 passenger coaches, and 233,260 goods waggons,

trucks, &c. This, together with the cost of permanent way, management, servants,

lawyers' bills, and compensation for accidents, involved an expenditure of £17,211,000.

On the other hand, there was received for passengers' fares £16,572,000, and for

goods £19,318,000, together £35,890,000, which leaves a balance of profit for the

companies of about £18,679,000. There was another expenditure, however, which

must be reckoned too. It is represented in money as £333,533 for compensation

(more than twice as much as in 1864), and comprises the loss of 221 lives and the

injury of 1132 persons. The companies, however, acknowledge their responsibility

for the destruction of only 23 of these victims and the wounding of 1034 others;

these came to grief through what is euphuistically called " causes beyond their own
control." The rest suffered either through their own negligence or because they

were where they had no business to be, or were only servants of the companies.

There is a list of 122 of the last-mentioned class killed and eighty-three injured;

but the companies are not compelled by law to send a note of such trifles to the

Board of Trade (on the principle, we must presume, that they are entitled to do

what they like with their own), and it may be safely concluded that this list is very

far from being complete. The causes of all this slaughter and maiming demand
a separate investigation. In 1865, the year in question, the total authorized capital

of the British and Irish railways was £578,425,000, of which £358,362,000 had

been paid up. On the last day of the year there were outstanding debenture loans

to the amount of £97,821,000. What is implied by the railway interest— its hold

on the country and monetary value— may be gathered from the following statistics:

—

The first railway in the United Kingdom in length and revenue is the London and

North-Western, extending over 1274 miles, and drawing £6,276,879 of annual

receipts. Next comes the Great Western, 1256 miles long, with £3,585,614 of

annual receipts ; followed by the North-Eastern, 1205 miles, and £3,529,288 annual

receipts; the Great Eastern, 756 miles, and £1,690,269 receipts; the North British,

723 miles, and £1,309,865; Midland, 700 ^iles, £2,728,131; the London

and South-Western, 576 miles, and £1,477,843 ; the Caledonian, 494 miles, and

£1,432,475; the Lancashire and Yorkshire, 431 miles, and £2,150,643; the

London and Brighton, 275 miles, and £1,055,116; the Loudon, Chatham, and

Dover, 132 miles, and £446,896. The profits of railway work, however, are not

necessarily in proportion to length of mileage and amount of revenue. The average

dividends on ordinary stock for 1865 were—Great Northern, 7^; London and

North-Western, 6§; North-Eastern, 3 to 8|; Lancashire and Yorkshire, of; Cale-

donian, 5j to 7^; Midland, 5^ to 6|; London and Brighton, 5^; London and

South-Western, 5 ; South-Eastern, 3£; Great Westeru, 1-02 to 4-30; North British,

nil to 4| (in this case dividends being "cooked" out of capital); Great Eastern,

nil; London, Chatham, and Dover, nil. Some of the smallest lines in the country

pay the highest dividend, as, for instance, the Whitehaven, Cleator, Egremont, 10

miles, 10 per cent, dividend; Whitehaven Junction, 13 miles, 10 percent. ; Furness,

53 miles, 10 per cent; Taff Vale, 76 miles, 9J per cent.; Blyth and Tyne, 36

miles, 9j per cent. There were ninety-one railways in England, twenty-eight in

Ireland, and eleven in Scotland, which paid no dividend at all in 1864.

Telegraphic Communication with China and Australia.—A large

amount of evidence relating to this important question was taken before a select

committee of the House of Commons during the last session. From this evidence

it appears that the chief difficulties in establishing a direct telegraphic communica-

tion between England, India, and the above mentioned countries, exist between

Rangoon and Singapore. Four blue-books on this subject have been published

during the last five years, and as long ago as 1858 the then Indian government

made conditional promises to assist in the construction of the Rangoon and Singa-

pore line. The sum of these conditions was that telegraphic lines should be laid

from the latter place to China and Australia ; but, in spite of offers from the Dutch

government and the Australian colonists, these promises have not been fulfilled.

This appears to be owing chiefly to an antipathy evinced by the Indian authorities

to submarine cables, founded on the failure of the Red Sea telegraph. The latest

returns of the foreign and local trade and shipping between England and India

with the ports of the Strait Settlements {i.e., Penang, Singapore, &c), China, Java,

and Australia, represent an annual sum, inclusive of bullion, of nearly £154,000,000
sterling, and these commercial interests would all be benefited by the establishment
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of the proposed lines. A submarine telegraph is considered necessary (and less

costly than one by land) on account of the difficulties presented by jungle, inter-

secting rivers, hostile tribes, and the important fact that part of the country to be

traversed between Kangoon and Singapore is not British territory. The secretary

of state for India has hitherto persistently declined to charge the Indian revenues

in respect of any line between Rangoon and Singapore, unless a guarantee of assist-

ance is given by the Imperial government for an extension of lines from Singapore

to China in the one direction and Australia in the other. This aid is at present

refosed by the Treasury. The Australian government have already commenced a

line of telegraph from the head of the Gulf of Carpentaria to their chief stations in

the country, and are willing to subscribe a liberal subsidy to the proposed submarine

cable as far as Adam Bay. The committee therefore observe in their recommenda-
tions that ''the magnitude of the interests involved in the trade of this country

with China and Australia renders it desirable that arrangements should be made to

bring these communities within reach of telegraphic communication with Europe.

Mlxekal Products of Spain.—Among the richest mines in Spain, the first

that must be named are the quicksilver mines of Almaden, which, till the recent

discovery of this metal in California, have almost exclusively supplied both Europe
and America. The mineral districts of Almaden have already been worked by the

Romans and by the Moors, Pliny has recorded two interesting facts : first, that

the Greeks imported red cinnabar from Almaden 700 years before the Christian

era; second, that Rome, in his time, annually received 700,000 lbs. from the same
mines. These mines are so extremely rich that, though they have been worked

pretty constantly daring so many centuries, they have hardly reached the depth of

330 yards. From 18:20 to 1849 the average annual amount produced was 20,000
quintals, or 1970 tons. At the present time the average annual product is about

1500 tons, giving employment to from three to four thousand men. At the pre-

sent time the yearly consumption of quicksilver does not exceed 31,000 quintals,

about 3100 tons, and is distributed in the following manner :—1200 tons to Mexico,

1000 tons to South America, and 900 tons to Europe. The mines of Almaden
produce annually from 1500 to 1600 tons; those of California, 700 tons; Istria and

Carniola, and other parts of Europe, 300 tons. The exportation of quicksilver

from California is increasing every day, and the injurious competition made by that

country in the American market with Spain threatens every day to become a mono-
poly. The mines of argentiferous lead are some of the most productive in Europe.

Since the reform of the laws relating to mining in 1825 and 1849 the mines have

been thrown open to foreign enterprise, and many mines have now been opened in

the Gador and Luja mountains. In the province of Murcia more than 1200 mines

are being worked at the present time ; and those that have been opened within the

last few years in the Mount Almagrera are remarkable for the richness of the ore,

the lead containing more than one per cent, of silver. The mines of Vigen del

Carmen, Observacion, Animas, La Esperanza, La Concepcion, La Estrella, and

many others, are of great importance. The mines of La Carmen annually produce

20,700 tons of minerals; Las Animas produces 1200 tons, the value of which may
be estimated at six million reals, or .£62,500. The annual production of the mines

of La Estrella may be valued at 1,550,000 reals, or about £16,000. The other

mines produce like quantities. Those of Linares, the property of the state, and

worked by government, are also deserving of notice. The number of workmen
employed in the mines in the province of Murcia amounts to nearly 11,000, and

they produce annually about forty millions of reals (£416,666). The principal

smelting works established at Carthagena employ more than 3000 persons. The
principal tin mines in Spain are those of Galicia and Asturia, and the production

might be considerable. Zinc is also very abundant in the provinces of Guipuzcoa

and Santander, and might equally be worked to advantage. By encouraging rail-

way undertakings, that tend to unite the principal coal-fields to the general network

of lines, the government would be enabled to develop to an enormous extent the

metallurgical resources of Spain. The low price of fuel is most necessary in order

that the smelting establishments may be profitably worked ; this condition once

fulfilled, and the necessary communications established, the means of transport

facilitated in every way, with a reduction to a moderate tariff, the Spanish mines

will increase considerably in value.

—

Journ. Soc. Arts.

Traction Engines on Highland Roads.—The steam engine has at last

penetrated the very centre of the splendid Highland forests of Aberdeenshire into

the upper straths of Deeside. The extension of the Deeside Railway past the con-

fines of the royal palace at Balmoral, and on to Braemar, having for various reasons

been last year departed from, and the terminal station fixed at Baliater, Messrs.

Cormon & Co., shipowners and wood merchants, Aberdeen, determined to make
the experiment of bringing the produce of a large extent of the overgrown forest

of Invercauld, of which they had become purchasers, to the railway by means of

\steam along the turnpike. The idea was quite a novelty in the district, traction

engine power as applied to labour on the common roads being unknown in the

north of Scotland. Securing a 10 horse-power engine of Messrs. Aveling and Porter,

Rochester, Messrs. Cormon & Co. commenced their experiment, and have continued

it since, and the result is said to be a success. Within half an hour of starting,

the engine (which has been named the Forester) ascended the hill-road of Craig-

endarroch, an ascent of 1 in 16, with a burden of about ten tons, with apparent

ease at a rate of 2| miles per hour. On the level road the journey of 15 miles

was made at a speed of from 4 to 5 miles per hour. There is good reason to

believe that the enterprise of Messrs. Cormon & Co. will not only result in a large

saving in carriage expenditure, but inaugurate a new era in Scottish turnpike loco-

motion. It is a fact that until now this firm could import timber all the way
from America at less cost as to carriage than they could bring it from Braemar.

The Forester^ it is calculated, will easily draw loads of 25 to 30 tons at a time.

Ventilating Mines by the Steam Jet."—A Times' correspondent endea-

vours to enlighten us as to the origin of the application of a jet of steam for mine

ventilation in the following terms:—"My attention has just been called to the

letter of l W. H. F." Mr. Russell Gnrney is therein named as the inventor of

the steam jet, and of its important application to the ventilation of mines, in

which furnaces or naked lights cannot be safely exposed, and of its valuable uses

in extinguishing coal mines on fire, and the recovery of the bodies of the poor

sufferers after explosion. Mr. Russell Gurney is a distinguished man in his own

profession, and would be the first to give honour to those to whom it is due. The

invention of the steam jet, and its application alike to locomotive engines and to

coal mines, is, I believe, solely due to Sir Goldsworthy Gurney, of Bude (whence

the name of his 'Bude light'), aud late of the House of Commons. I am sure

you will afford me space for this correction. Sir Goldsworthy Gurney is now
full of years and of honours, but to the regret of his friends, his health is too

much impaired to allow him to address you. It is universally admitted that

the steam jet can be cheaply and speedily used, under conditions the most

dangerous, for the efficient ventilation of mines after explosion, for the extinc-

tion of underground fires, and for the recovery of the bodies of the unfortunate

sufferers. Its application is well known to the able committee of mining engineers

assembled at Barnsley, and to Her Majesty's inspectors of mines; and the public,

as well as its distinguished inventor, may be well assured that it will be taken

advantage of wherever it can be efficiently applied." {Query.)—What does the

correspondent mean by the application of the steam jet to locomotive engines?

When the steam, as it escaped from the cylinders, was first turned into the chimney

in some of the engines for the Rainhill competition, it was then, and long after then,

called the jet. Or does the correspondent refer to the steam blower, now so largely

used in all coal-burning locomotives?

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

8§f** When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

2nd January, 1867.

10 John Plews, Bucklersbury—Breech-loading fire-arms

11 C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Obtaining power from the motion of a ship or

vessel at sea for pumping.—A com.

12 J. C. Ellison, Shelf Dye Works—Folding fabrics

13 A. Ward and C. G. Virgo, Bradford—Scarfs

3rd January, 1867.

14 B. Nokes and, T. Sanders, Birmingham—"Lady's companion"
15 J. W. Kenyon, Chorlton—Removing the scum from steam boilers

16 G. B. Smith, Birmingham— Supports for the insulators of electric telegraphs

17 Joseph Cockshoot, Manchester—Carriages, coaches, and other vehicle?

18 William Chippindale, Harrogate—Coupling railway carriages

19 J. K. Broadbent, Manchester— Prevention of smoke from furnaces

20 W. Gr. Helsby, Liverpool—Manufacturing photographic pictures

21 Wendell Lamoreux, New York, TJ. S —Applying teeth to saws

22 Walter Knaggs, Euston Grove— Evaporating and boiling saccharine liquors

23 C. Corroy, Dean Street, G. E. Pain, High Street, and J. Kull, Bayswater—A new
specimen of oil for lighting

itk January, 1867.

21 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Cartridges.—A com.

25 John Wilkins, Wolverhampton—Mould for making cigareltss

26 F. R. Aikman, London—Rifle practice

27 Josiah Lane, West Bromwich—Heating water

28 Patrick Dagnall, Aldershot—Breech-loading fire-arms

29 C. I'Anson and A. Kitching. Darlington—Working railway switches

30 E. N. Gregory, Camberwell—Paper-making machinery

31 J. H. Schucht, Store Street—Action of upright piano-fortes

32 James Bird, Seymour Street West—Manufacture of artificial fuel

5th January, 1867.

33 D. Dowling, Turin, and C. Greves, Shepherdess Walk—Breech-loading fire-arms

34 George Logan, Kelso—Working ' punkahs

'

35 E. A. Cowper, Westminster— Steam jackets for steam engines

36 E K.Dutton, Manchester—Water delivery ' nozzles.'—A com.

37 C. Preston, G. Dania, W, Houghton, and R. Bottomlev Rochdale—Mules for roving

sluhbing. &c.

38 I. W. Lamb, Leicester—Knitting machines

7th January, 1S67.

39 Benjamin Biggs, Lawrence Pountney Hill—Candles

40 C J Pownall, London—Prevention of accidents in mines

41 C. Kelly, Charles Street, and C. Laurent, High Street—Harmoniums and organs

42 J. V. y Jove", Barcelona—Motive power

43 F. B. Dcering, Bayswater— Engines for boring rock

44 W E Newton, Chancery Lane—Removing of the bark from oak.—A com.

45 R. H. Ashton, Ashton-on-Mersey—Printing and embossing surfaces from photographs

46 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Augers.—A com.

47 William Way, Blackheath—Preparing phosphatic minerals for use as manure

48 C. F. Claus, Middlesbro'-on-Tees—Raising brine from great depths

8th January, 1867.

49 John Stanton, Wolverhampton—Self-acting safety gun lock ...
50 William Martin, Birmingham—Stalls and seats of treadwheel and crank sheds

51 Robert Robinson, Preston—Regulating, controlling, and varying the speed of shafts

52 E. C. Prentice, Stowmarket— Waterproofing cartridges

53 William Wood, Monkhill— Jacquard tapestry

54 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Refining of sugar.—A com.

65 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Treatment of diseases.—A com.

9th January, 1867.

56 W.J. Murphy, Cork-Guns and projectiles

57 Richard Wiuder, Westminster—Pocketing hops for puddling Cams

58 W. T. Sugg, Westminster—Valves

59 J. H. Burton, Cheapside—Fire-arms

60 Henry Doulton, Lambeth—Pottery kilns

61 James Petrie, Rochdale—Steam engines

62 J. M. Hetherington, Manchester—Preparing fibrous materials for spinning

63 A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Artificial legs.—A com.

10th January, 1867.

64 Lewis Hand, Coleman Street—Refining and making benzole.—A com.

65 George Inderwick, Princes Street—Tobacco pouches

66 Alfred Foucaut, Paris—Waterproof wearing apparel

67 W. B. Robins, Penton Place—Fire-arms and ordnance

lltk January, 1867.

68 John Silvester, West Bromwich—Weighing machines

69 E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Differential pumps.—A com.

70 E. M. Chaffee, Providence, U. S.— Elliptic or elastic springs

71 A. G. Morvan, South Bergen, U. S—Making photographic transfers

72 S. P. Widnall, Granchester—Form or bench with folding back
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73 F. J. Evans, Westminster—Illuminating gas
74 John Darling, Stane— Penholders
75 Isaiah Kendrick, Walworth— Furnaces
76 J. Howard and E. T. Bousfield, Bedford—Tubular steam boilers

77 Michael Henry, Fleet Sticet— Manufacturing beton.—A com.
78 M. II, Simpson, Boston, U. S,— Seats or chairs suitable for preserving life in case of

shipwreck
79 Henry Buss, Shoreditch— Constructing quays, piers, &c.
80 John Tomlinson, Manchester—Bakers' and other ovens

12th January, 1867.

81 John Hoadly, Dover—Preventing wind from passing under doors
82 J. Webster, Birmingham, E. Deane, London, and \V. Rumble, Sheerness— Metallic

zinc paint
83 Charles de Bergue, Strand—Instruments for use in packing permanent way
84 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Fences.—Acorn.
85 II. D. P. Cunningham, Bury—Shot or ammunition lifters

86 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Dressing and finishing cloth.—A com.

14th January, 1667.

87 W. G. Blagden, Hackney Wick— Separating silver from lead.—A com.
83 Robert Mushet, Cheltenham—Cast steel

89 W. S. Mappin, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms
90 Frederick Brampton, Birmingham—Compound material for binding books
91 James Reilly, Manchester— Making and repairing highways
92 C. J. Pownall, London—Converting snow, hail, or ice, into water
93 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Looms for knitting.—A com.
94 A. H. Brandon, Paris—Carriage lifting jack.—A com.
95 Robert Atkin, Kensington—Ships and other navigable vessels
96 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Lubricating carriage axles.—A com.
97 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Felting hat bodies.—A com.
98 S. de Wilde, Ilatcham Park Road — Probing for balls or projectiles

99 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Pipe moulding. —A com.
100 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Rotary engines.—A com.

loth January, 1867.

101 J. M. Hocking, Poplar—Condensing smoke and vapours
102 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Small arms.—A com.
103 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Sewing machines.—A com.
104 E. B. Taylor and F. Winter, Gresham Street—Fire screens, fans, parasols, sun

shades, &c.
105 Michael Henry, Fleet Street— Operating tools.—A com.
106 A. J. Cooley, Southampton Buildings—Dry tinctorial compounds
107 Austin Hill, Leicester—Reaping and mowing machines
108 J. J. E. R. Houdin, Paris—Clocks

16th January, 1867.

109 J. Colvill, Paris— Meters for gas and liquids.—A com.
110 W. A. Lyttle, London—Folding of newspapers
111 John Clayton, West Bromwich—Vertical furnaces
112 C. W. Lancaster, New Bond Street—Fire-arms
113 Joseph Craven, Thornton— Fringing shawls
114 George Hookham. Summertown— Fire-arms and ordnance
115 J. Davies, Ludgate Hill, and A. Helwig,Oid Kent Road— Permanent way of railways

17th January, 1867.

116 W. Howarth and M. Pearson, Bradford, and J. Pearson, Thornton—Jacquard engines
117 Robert James, Poole—Ventilating mines
118 W. Stafford and W. P. M'Callum, Blackburn— Bolts
119 Ernst SUvern, Halle, Prussia—Purifying the dirty water flowing from sugar factories
120 C. G. Braxton, Portsea— Hydrostatic engine
121 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Tinting the surface of paper.—A com.
122 Richard Newhall, Astwood Bank—Receptacles for needles, pins. &c.
123 David Barker. Northfleet— Mixing, pressing, and moulding coal
124 Henry Starr, Cheapside— Safety match-box.—A com.

ISth January, 1867.

125 C. F. Cooke, York and J. Standfiuld, Blackfriars—Wheel gearing
126 August Berens, Liverpool— Matches.— A com.
127 E. J. Smith, Halifax—' Lingoes' used in looms for weaving
128 Bernard Lietar, Brussels—Soldering metals
129 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street— Lace.— \ com.
130 D. W. Hamper, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Preparation of finings for clearing fermented

liquors
131 J. G. Franklin, Broadway—Tanning
132 C. B. Marsden, Birmingham—Covering from sun or weather
133 Walter Weldun, Ilighgate— Chlorine and peroxide of manganese for use
134 Walter Weldon, Highgate— Manufacturing chlorine
135 R, R. L. Rosoman, Southampton— Propelling ships

19(/< January, 1867.

136 James Robertson, Manchester—Umbrellas
137 John Harding, Warrington—Fastener or lock

13S A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam generator.—A com.
139 J. Bate, Smethwick, and G. Asher, Birmingham—Making moulds for casting fenders
140 J. Grant and J. Herbert, Leicester— Signals on railways
141 J. J. Harrison and E. Harrison, Manchester—Looms for weaving
142 A. B. Childs, Oxford Street— Separating foreign seeds from grain.—A com.
143 William Bull, Chancery Lane—Glass blowing —A com.
144 T. W. Willin, Ckrkenwell Green— Watch cases
145 Alfred Upward, Goswell Koad—Boring and tapping gas and water mains
146 Edward Slaughter, Bristol—Locomotive engines

21s/, January, 1867.

147 Robert Harlow, Heaton Norris — Wash-basins
148 G. L. Loversidge. Saddleworth—Tanning of hides
149 G. M. Wells, Aldermar.bury—Lasts
150 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street— Double booked fish-hook.—A com.
151 Robert Kunstmann, City Koad—Manufacturing bricks
152 John Rowley, Camberwell - Hardening, bleaching, and sweetening crude paraffin
153 William M'Andrew, King William Street—Ginning cotton.—A com.
154 John Edwards, Ealing—Horse-shoe cushion

22nd January, 1867.

155 Edward Tomlinson. Hatton Garden—Ornamenting and embossing wood
156 W., J., and H. Harrison, and Benjamin Croasdale, Blackburn—Looms
157 T. M. Gladstone, Adelphi— Ships' anchors
158 W. A. Martin, Cannon Street—Consuming smoke
159 Jean Chretien, Paris—Raising and lowering heavy bodies

. 160 F. C. Rein, Strand—Conveying sound from preachers
161 William Clark, Chancery Lane— Blast furnaces.—A com.
162 William Exall, Reading— Portable steam-engines
163 J. Northrop, S. Tetley, and W. H. Tetley, Thornton—Fringing shawls

164 John Patison, Airdrie— Production of illuminating gas
165 Henry Bridgewater, Watford-Turntable
166 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Injectors for steam boilers.- -A com.

23rd January, 1867. *

167 J. M. Stanley, Birmingham—Ladies' belts
168 Coleman Coleman, Little Moorfields— Crinoline skirts
16 i William Dennis, Aldermaiibury— Letter boxes
170 S. Cook and G. Cook, Bury—Weft forks for looms
171 Arthur Chamberlain, Birmingham,—Lamps for burning paraffin oil
172 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Treating skins.—A com.
173 J.S. Dronsficld, Oldham—Grinding 'cards '

174 Thomas Ross, Featherstone Buildings—Lenses for ph* to graphic cameras
175 W. E. Newton, Chancery Ltne—Cotton bale ties.—A com.
176 John Piuney, Bedford—Burglar-proof safes

21th January, 1867.

177 Alfred Apps, Strand—Electrical apparatus
178 Fitzmaurice Palmer, Old Derrig— Ships of war
179 L. Thornton, Shalford, and E. Thornton, Croydon—Railway sleepers
180 Thomas Taylor, Bethnal Green—Apparatus for plaving games
181 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Working electric telegraphs.—A com.
182 J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Fire-arms.—A com.
183 D. S. Chater, Blackawton Vicarage—Chimney tops
184 W. P. and G Phillips, and D. Pearce, New Bond Street—Ecclesiastical decorations
185 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane— Blocking hats.—A com.
186 G. B. Woodruff, Cheapside—Sewing machinery
387 Francis Hutchinson, York—Stopper
188 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Carpet stretcher.—A com.

25th January, 1867.

189 George Clark, Strand—Guns, projectiles, and cartridges
190 J. L. Davies, Manchester— Lamps.—A com.
191 W.J. Hill, Birmingham— Breech-loading guns
192 J. Wolstenholme and E. Holt, Radcliffe— Safety valves
193 Thomas Berney, Bracon Hall—Armour and bullet-proof porthole for ships and forts
194 F. H. M'Laucblan, Lambeth— Stands or tables
395 William Burley, Birmingham— Securing lamps for railway carriages
196 William Gray, Sheffield— Rolling and shaping metals
197 J. C. Haddan, Pimlico—Anchors
198 William Pain, Charles Street—Stnnged musical instruments
199 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Spinning machinery.—A com.
200 James Clark, Manchester—Packing bales
201 William Ilartin. Battersea—Ruling pens
202 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Hammers.—A com.
203 Horace Boys, Northfleet—Training hops

26th January, 1867.

204 Francis Stephens, Pembridge—Vermin traps
205 Stephen Carey, Bermondsey— Iron channels, tramways, and pavements
206 Bristow Hunt, Serle Street—Boots and shoes.—A com.
207 Joseph Nodder, Sheffield— Infants' feeding bottles
208 Peter Jensen, Brixton— Wheel gearing.—A com.
209 M. H. Lishman and E. Chambers, Stockton-on-Tees—Cores
210 J. A. Jones and R. Howson, Middlesborough on-Tecs— Furnaces
211 J. J. Lundy, Leith—Treatment of oil residuums
212 J. H. Juhnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Electric telegraph conductors.—A com.
213 Thomas Berney, Bracon Hall—Projectiles
214 Elisabeth Licbtenstadt, Bermondsey New Road—Water closets.—A com.
215 Edouard Bellard, Amiens—Looms
216 Jacob Taylor, Liverpool—Drawing rollers

217 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings— Volute springs.—A com.
218 E. H. C. Monrkton, Birmingham— Butter
219 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Roving and spinning wool.—A com.

28th January, 1867.

220 Charles Wheatstone, Portland Place—Electric telegraphs
221 E. H. Waldenstrom, Manchester, and I. G. Bass, Workington—Metallc b^lts
222 J. W. P. Field, High Ilolborn— Fire-arms
223 John Poole, Chelsea—Metallic hoops
224 H. A. Bonneville, Bayswater—Dressing thread.—A com.
225 C. D. Abel, Chancerv Lane—Horse shoes.—A com.
226 J. E. Mellin and C. H. Ulbricht, City Road—Address card boxes
227 W. H. Stallard, Bexley Heath -Gas burners
228 G. Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Pulling flax.—A com.

29th January, 1867.

229 William Snell, Westminster—Fire-proof safes.—A com.
230 F. C. Cambrelin, Brussels—Lighting railway carriages

231 James Greenshields, Glasgow—Illuminating gas
232 John Haworth, Manchester— Tramways and carriages for ordinary roads
233 Alphonse Donnet, Lyons—Water wells

234 Thomas Williams, Miles Platting—Doubling cotton, &c.
235 John Hopkinson, Leeds—Ventilation of mines
236 William Dickinson, Blackburn—Looms
237 P. Jack and A. Coulthurst, Paisley—Looms
238 John Ritchie, Cloudsley Square—Watch keys
239 W. W. Pocock, Westminster— Apparatus for holding cards
240 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Cartridge cases.—Acorn.
241 C. E. Brooman, Fleet Street—Soap.—A com.
242 E. de Neve, St. Mary-at-Hill—Colours
243 W E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Supplying boilers with water.—A com.
244 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Casting articles in iron, &c.—A com.
245 H. Craven and J. Speeding, Moukwearmouth—Winding and finishing yarns
246 W. L. Wise, Adelphi—Fire-arms —A com.

30th January, 1867.

247 J. H. Brown. Richmond, and W. Bull, Chancery Lane -Hats
248 T. C. Entwistle. New York, U. S.—Transmittingmotion
249 Thomas Piideaux, Sheffield— Heating malt kilns

250 E- V. L. Ebersbnrg. Knightsbridge—Food for infants.—A com.
251 Peter Ellis, Liverpool—Fire-arms
252 H. R. Fanshawe, Tottenham—Lighting mines
253 L. C. F. Clerc, London—Lamps.—A com.
254 Bristow Hunt, Serle Street—Writing paper.—A com.

255 Bristow Hunt, Serle Street—Gas regulators.—A com.
256 Saxon Macarthy, Fitzroy Street—Fastenings for bootB

257 C. E. Brooman.'Fleet Street—Cleansing raw wool.—A com.

258 J. F. D. Donnelly, South Kensington—Lighting fires

259 William Lee, Holborough—Lime kilns

260 W. R. Landfear. Chancery Lane—Eyelets

miNTKD BY WILLIAM MACKENZIF, 46 A 47 HOWARD BTRTCET, GLASGOW.
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